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PLOT NEW ‘OLD’ FILMS FOR TV
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Free Funeral as Theatre Prize
Baytown, Tex., Nov. 6.
A macabre exploitation stunt involving the giveaway of a “free
funeral” proved a strong b.o. booster at the theatre operated by
the Jefferson Amusement Co. here.
Rufus Honeycutt, the local theatre manager, induced an under¬
taker to contribute a “free funeral” in connection with the mid¬
night showing of Universal’s horror package—“The Mole People”
and “Curucu, Beast of the Amazon.” Stunt drew 759 people to
the theatre, said to .be the largest audience since television hit this
area. A 10-year-old boy won the iuneral at the drawing.
Story in the local paper was picked up by all three wire services
and, as a result, yarn broke throughout the country, making the
front page in some cities. Honeycutt arranged for the display of
a complete grave and a 2,000-pound monument in the lobby of the
theatre.
Giving away an “island paradise” is another gimmick. In con¬
nection with Metro’s “The. Little Hut,” a deal with the Pacific Area
Travel Assn., representing some 15,000 travel agents, is on to give
away an island in the Pacific to the winner of a limerick contest.
The island, said to be completely habitable, part of Fiji group,
has been named Ava-Ava after you-know-who that works'for Metro.

Say Mishandling of Mail Orders
Is Alienating Loyal Legit Public
By JESSE GROSS

4—-

Is Broadway legit biting the
hand, that feeds it? A growing
segment of the public seems to
think so, at least as indicated by
increasingly extensive and bitter
complaint
from
theatregoers.
Added to the perennial gripes
about wholesale scalping of tickets
for the top hits has been a growing
tide of squawks from mail order
patrons who feel they’ve been
given a runaround.
Treatment of this theatregoing
segment, which gambles on a
show by ordering seats prior to
production, has been getting pro¬
gressively worse, it’s claimed. In
fact, mattpfs have reached the
point where the placing of mail
order ads for highly touted shows
appears to be virtually mean¬
ingless.
What’s termed irresponsible
handling of write-in requests is
evident in the beef of one avid
legit fan, who’s been riding the
postal purchase route for years.
Thus far this season, he’s written
checks for 10 offerings that have
placed mail order ads. Although
seven of those have been handled
promptly and efficiently the other
three entries, all big advance bets,
have given him unsatisfactory
treatment. The latter are “Bells
Are Ringing,” “Auntie Mame” and
“Major Barbara.”
“Bells” rates as the worst of¬
fender, according to this source.
The Theatre Guild musical, due
Nov. 29 at the Shubert, N. Y.,
placed Its initial mail order ad
late lhst June. Ah immediate or¬
der, giving five alternate dates for
a pair of ducats, resulted in the
management dispatching a post¬
card acknowledging the receipt of
the check'.' In September, how¬
ever, the management returned the
check declaring there were no
seats available for the locations
and dates requested.
In other words, “Bells” took two
months to notify a patron that it
(Continued on page 60)
J

Parent Body Voids Use
Of Coast Friars’ Tag
Friars Club on the Coast has
been ordered to “cease and desist”
from using the name of the Friars
by Jan. 1, in a communique sent
its board by Carl Timin, exec di¬
rector of the Friars Club, N. Y.
. Gotham club ordered disen¬
franchisement on grounds the Hol¬
lywood group is “non-cooperative
with the parent club”; “has violat¬
ed its charter repeatedly”; “has
shown a flagrant lack of actor and
performer members.”
Coasters
were also accused of failing to pay
the nominal guarantee to the par¬
ent body.
Order was sent the Coast group
in a registered, special delivery let¬
ter dated Nov. 1, on eve of Coast
Friars’ installation today (Wednes¬
day) of Frank Sinatra as its new
abbott, to succeed Jack Benny.

World Tension,
Election, Drizzle
Tension ovor the international
crisis and the traditional pre-Presidential. election dip drubbed legit
boxoffice last week. The slump
was particularly severe on Broad¬
way, where patronage was addi¬
tionally discouraged by several
days of 'intermittent rain. Weather
presumably wasn’t a factor in the
road slide.
.
Business continued downbeat
Monday (5), with an even more
drastic slide anticipated for last
night (Tues.), when the election re(Continued on page 60)
I
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20TH f-STOCKINGM Show Biz in Troubled Reaction
To Mid-East Crisis, Hungary’s Plight
4
By FRED HIFT
In one of those strange para¬
doxes of electronic-age showbiz,
television may be coming to the
aid of the motion picture theatres
by solving one of their most press¬
ing problems—the product short¬
age.
The film companies are sharply
aware that (1) tv’s immense ap¬
petite for product is going to eat
up their backlogs within a com¬
paratively few years and, (2) the
price of pictures is going to rise
above current levels in the future.
Drawing the logical conclusion,
the studios are now skedding pro¬
duction plans with an eye to a
video-dominated future in which
tv income is a legitimate entry on
the credit side of the ledger. There
Is a realization on the part of the
top brass that tv may not only
take on the function of the sub¬
sequent or sub-subsequent theatre
run, but also represents a vast and
additional market whose proceeds
tend to lessen the original produc¬
tion investment risk.
Possibly the first of the majors
to take the new pattern into ac¬
count in its future planning is
20th-Fox, which, in the year start¬
ing next April, plans to release no
fewer than 50 or 55 feature films,
more than half of them the
studio’s own and the rest con¬
tributed by big indies and by the
new unit Of Robert L. Lippert.
It’s no secret at^ 20th that this
sudden expansion is tied closely
to the recognition by prexy Spyros
(Continued on page 4)

Israeli Talent
Stranded in N. Y.
A group of 13 Israeli entertainers
are stranded in New York, unable
to return to their homes in Israel.
They were flown In a couple weeks
ago by KLM Royal Dutch Airlines,
but KLM is unable to fly, them
back. They were brought over to
perform on the “Original Amateur
Hour,” the Ted-Mack emceed show¬
case on ABC-TV.
Problem developed when KLM
was forced to suspend flights into
Tel Aviv and Cairo because of war
operations in the Middle East in
which Israel'is embroiled. The en¬
tertainers, who include in their
number a few “essential” person¬
nel, were due to fly back over the
weekend.
Only carrier still plying the warcharged eastern Mediterranean is
El Al, the Israeli Airlines, but it is
backlogged with “priority” pas¬
sengers. Air France is believed
to be operating on sharply curtailed
schedule.

Charges Horror Dualph
Scared 9-Yr. Boy to Death
Chicago, Nov. 6.
Cook County Coroner Walter E.
McCarron last week subpoenaed
two suburban village officials and
a theatre manager following the
death of a nine-year-old boy as he
was watching a horror double fea¬
ture bill at the Lake Theatre, Oak
Park, Ill. Stewart Cohan, 9, died
of heart failure while watching the
picture “Creeping Unknown,” dou¬
ble billed with “The Black Sleep.”
. The coroner is seeking a ban-on
horror double features in Cook
County. Oak Park village manager
Mark Keane, Village President J.
Russell Christianson and the the¬
atre manager, William Cole, were
to be haled before the coroner’s
jury.

Dems, GOP Spent
on TV
For’56 Campaign
Washington, Nov. 0.
Expenditures for tv political
advertising by the two major
parties for the current campaign
will reach an estimated $4,500,000,
according to a report issued over
the weekend by a Senate Elections
subcommittee.
The report, which is based on
information supplied the subcom¬
mittee by the three networks and
over 85% of all tv stations in the
nation, puts Republican expendi¬
tures for the medium at $2,644,000
and Democratic at $1,878,000. It
covers the period from Sept. 1
through Nov. 5.
The subcommittee said its esti¬
mate did not bear out predictions
that tv expenditures for the cam¬
paign would reach “unprecedented
heights.” It- suggested -that three
factors may have been respon¬
sible;
1. Widespread use of the less ex(Continued on page 26)

International conflicts in Hun¬
gary and the Middle East have had
little known effect on the welfare
of the American film companies, to
any significant extent. As of the
present moment a projected deal to
license pictures to Hungary likely
will be delayed, at least. And the
Yank outfits, which usually ship
newsreels and feature prints to
Cairo from London, have been un¬
able to do so over the past week.
Branch offices of the distributors
in Cairo and Tel Aviv and the
Loew’s theatres in Cairo and Alex¬
andria have not been heard from.
Under normal circumstances, the
absence of contact with the trou¬
bled areas would be meaningful.
But film executives in the United
States have a far greater concern.
The hostile nature of events in the
Middle East , have served further
to impress them with the vital need
of the foreign market. The margin
of profit for the Hollywood com¬
panies is admittedly a 'thin one.
Loss of any global territory could
mean a loss where a profit would
be normal. Loss of a major ter¬
ritory such as the Continent would
demand a complete overhaul of
industry economics.
It’s in the light of this overall
view -that the possible removal of
Egypt as a source of income is in¬
significant. The country yields
about $1,300,000 in terms of dollars
to the American countries collec¬
tively. This is in addition to the
Loew’s theatre Income, the amount
of which has not been revealed.
American film industry is now
set to an economy geared to
(Continued on page 18)

2 Web Correspondents
Trapped in Budapest;
Others Escape in Time

At least two network news cor¬
respondents have been trapped in
Budapest as a result of the Russian
conouest of Hungary over the
weekend. They are Ernest Leiser,
CBS News’ Balkan and Middle-European correspondent, and Frank
Burgholtzer, NBC’s regular Bonn
correspondent who had been cov¬
ering the Hungarian revolution.. ,
Two other correspondents, CBS’
Frank Donghi and ABC's Robert
Sturdivant, got out just in time,
Donghi actually crossing over to
Vienna Monday (5) morning after
first having been refused exit while
traveling in a convoy turned back
by the Russians.
Honolulu, Nov. 0.
Both CBS and NBC are hopeful
Sally Davis, now entertaining at that Leiser. and Burgholtzer have
the Clouds, Waikiki nitery, planed holed up in the U. S, legation in
in from Los Angeles occupying __
_ „ MindBudapest, where Cardinal
flrstclass space although her tick- Jjzenty has also taken refuge. Beet called for a tourist seat.
sides Leiser, CBS has three other
Airline officials admitted she staff members trapped in Budapest,
simply couldn’t fit into the lim¬ one Austrian and two German, and
ited confines of tourist seating so is hopeful that they, too, have
they gave her flrstclass space. She found safety. But neither network
(Continued on page 26)
weighs 300 pounds.
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Longhair Mgrs. Invading Jazz Field;
BTdyn Acad of Music Testing Ground

EDDIE CANTOR

Longhair concert managers are 4--:-:-:—:-:

Awards, Anyone?

now,

It's about time and

AQ RRP-TV SPFf

DD'J 1T 01 ^
London, Nov. 6.
Ivor Novello’s career will be told
. full on BBC.XV on Nov. 15.;
__
..
Tbe Ivor Novello Story," as the.
program will be called, has been
written by Spike Hughes, and will
lnclude in lts cast a number of
. >
...
.
. .
w
stars
Novello s shows including
Vanessa Lee, Olive Gilbert, Elizabeth Welch and Peter Graves,
The program will run for 90 imn.
,
... , ,
__
utes a”d Wl1* feature Laurence
Payne in the title role. It will be
produced by Graeme Muir.
-

a‘n°d St*® %££" Pdifa Permitting, U.S,
Will Tour Mary Martin
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• m »
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Uverseas in reter Fan

conjunction with Art D’Lugoff,
stated that it represented a “popuiarizing policy** on the part of
the Academy, which books around
400 assorte concerts, lectures and
other divertissemens each year.
Bloom stated that he, together
with all other concert managers,
were on the lookout for new attractions with a mass base. The
days of a concert manager existing
on the largesse of a relatively
handful of rich patrons in each
town have long since passed. Back
In the earjy 1940s, the managers
finally learned'to accept ballet as
a legitimate concert attraction;
still later they moved into the lecture and travelog field and now
jazz has emerged as something
which has appeal to the type of
(Continued on page 48)
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Politeness—To and From Office Boys

another editorial feature
In the upcoming
51 st Anniversary Number
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Cancel Londons
Royal Vaude Gala
London, Nov. 6.
The Royal Command vaude gala
slated for last night (Mon.) was
called off at the last minute be¬
cause of International develop¬
ments. Message was received dur¬
ing the final rehearsals that the
Queen and her Royal party would
not attend.
The event would have netted
$50,000 for the Variety. Artists Ben¬
evolent Fund. All ticket monies
will be refunded.
Val Parnell, managing director
of the Moss Empire Theatres and
head of the Palladium Theatre,
where event was to have taken
place, was hopeful that another
performance would be possible at a
later date. Among those slated for
appearances were Liberace, Jerry
Colonna, Gracie Fields, Laurence
Olivier & Vivien Leigh, and Pa-

Jahnt would start. Stage star, who
bas playe^ lPan m the Broadway
sta^e a»d *wlce as a ^vision
spec on NBC, would accept no pay
for the tour providing that she can
Play the James M. Barrie fantasy
to
hiany children around the
world as is Possible to assemble,
Nat Wolff, NBC creative pro¬
ducer, who has undertaken the
project, has been conferring with
officials of UN and State Department to lay out a tour that would
include foreign countries where
.Fan ay Xr Martin Qhiilu
American good will is most needed.
1st TV Preview of ‘Command’
Teller ot luarun JlUliy
At her insistence, Miss Martin
London, Nov. 6.
, i_ I J
would be compensated only for exFor first time, a preview of the
penses incurred but no salary.
g
.
n
l
Others in the cast would be paid Royal Command Variety Perform¬
ance has been aired. Last Sun¬
„
J company and scenery alone would day, commercial' tele devoted, en¬
,
. Hollywood, Nov. 6.
exceed $200,000, requiring an Army tire hour of “Sunday Night At the
f? it???*6!?
to handle the show’s London Palladium” to feature stars
move, has 1“
turned
its Stay Away, transport
effectc
who were rehearsing for last
Joe’’ property, to have been proTt
t,
+
,
night’s (Mon.) Royal Show.
duced for the studio by producers
Upon her return from the proAssociated TV’s topper, Val Par¬
Cy Feuer and Ernest Martin, over
(Continued on page 17)
nell, who staged the royal gala,
to the producers who will first pre-—
was
responsible for telecast which
sent it on Broadway, with the stu.
n
•
has never been allowed before.
Program,
was emceed by Tommy
^ Originally ^tudio^had offered
DlSUCy S Safety Kudo
Trinder.
$250,000 in pre-production for the
Washington, Nov. 6.
Dan Cushman property, with a slidWairDisney was honored by the
ing scale upward depending on the American Automobile Assn.' here
Broadway run, it being aimed at last week for his contributions to
the stage initially. Subsequently traffic safety. A citation was pre¬
producers told Metro they would sented him “for his superb, unique
prefer to produce it as a film, and motion pictures which combine so
studio production chief Dore effectively entertainment and broad
Schary recommended an outright education,” and specifically for the
purchase price of $250,000 to the films “I’m No Fool With a Bicycle”
London, Nov. 6.
Loew’s board, plus "an additional and “I'm No Fool as a Pedestrian.”
A beef about the number of
fee for-Feuer and Martin as proThe films were produced original- American stars who were pre¬
ducers.
The team then sighed ly for tv on the “Mickey Mouse sented to the Queen at the Royal
Norman Krasna to write the screen- Club” show on the ABC network, Command Film Performance was
play, for $100,000.
AAA will distribute “Bicycle” to made last week by Robert Robin¬
However, last week producers schools. The “Pedestrian” film has son, Sunday Graphic show col¬
(Continued on page 55)
not yet been shown publicly.
umnist.
Robinson averred that one of the
reasons for the Royal show was
to boost the British picture indus¬
try. How could that be done when
British film actresses were exclud¬
ed from the presentation list, and
half the places went to American
stars?
“Why use our Queen to
give the Americans publicity?”
Subscription, Order Form
Querying the number of Yank
stars presented, Robinson stated
he was told that stars like Marilyn
Enclosed find check for $
Monroe were the draw for people
to buy top price tickets. His com¬
Please send VARIETY for
years
ment: “Balderdash! People paid
out high prices for one reason
only; the Queen would be present.
Let the Royal Command Film Per¬
(Please Print Name)
formance' look more like a charit¬
able and artistic occasion, and less
like a publicity agent’s picnic.”

Feuer & Martin Study
otay Away Joe
[lien
'Stay
Joe’ Then
Keturn to Broadway ar*d the cost °f transporting the

London Scribe Sez Too
Man; Yank Stars Met
Queen at Royal Gala

Zone.... State.
Regular Subset iption Rafts
One Year—$10.00

Two Y4ars«*~$l6.00

Canada and Foreign—$1 Additional Per Year

"AniETY Inc.
154 West 46th Street

New York 36. N. Y.
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has done It—a satire on

1°£|‘IV0R NOVELLO’S___
STORY’

packages have been promoted by
individuals like Norman Granz,
disk jockeys and other pop*tylec| >
entrepreneurs. Now, the concert
managers, who have been selling
a wide assortment of attractions
from symphonies to travelogs, have
added the top jazz names and
combos to their booking roster.
The major test of jazz under
heretofore longhair auspices is
currently being conducted at the
Brooklyn Academy of Music, head^
ed up by Julius Bloom, the Academy’s director and a prominent'
ionghair manager.
Bloom has
skedded a long series of jazz concerts, with sueh names, as Louis
Armstrong, Dave Brubeck, Duke®1
Ellington, Sauter-Finegan orch,
Stan Rubin’s Tiger Town Five,
Count Basie, Dizzy Gillespie and:
winter
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Hallowe’en Life-Saver
North Bay, Ont., Nov. 6.
Greasepaint may have saved
a life 'or two here on Hal¬
lowe’en.
A child was killed by an auto
on Hallowe’en last year be¬
cause he couldn’t see properly
through the slits in his hob¬
goblin mask. This year, the
North Bay Kiwanis Club pro¬
vided theatrical makeup, to re¬
place masks, to 100 youngsters
making their nocturnal rounds.

There is little question that show
biz "manners” have improved.
There is npw an Awareness of the
other greater fellow. Even if born
perhaps of the fear of retaliation
or the maxim that the office boy
may be your boss 10 years hence,
Jntra-trade courtesy in most walks
of show business, has made marked
strides during the time Variety
has been reporting events.
True, on certain local casting
levels, exaggerated courtesy is
sometimes suspected—or at least
alleged—as due to payoff. * Such
charges have been aired of late.
All of which is prelude to an
April 19, 1909 vox pop letter from
“A *VatrddVille Actress” to Variety
and which was captioned, in that
'09 issue of Variety, “Offers Her¬
self as Understudy For The ‘Office
Boy’.” This altruistic vauder, tak¬
ing umbrage with the smartaleck
attitudes of some of the Broadway
office boys, was moved to write;
New York, April 19, 1909.
Editor, Variety:
I am the female member of a
sketch team and I don’t often see
the inside of a vaudeville agency,
but during the absence of my
partner this week I thought I’d
make the rounds. I was amazed
at the treatment accorded artists
by the various office Jboys—and
girls. With one or two exceptions
(certainly not more) the agents’
employees were extremely
haughty and very unobliging.
In the first office I went I
found a row of actors leaning
against the rail, waiting. I joined
the line and waited, while the
office boy telephoned a long and
tender message to his sweet¬
heart. Just how long it was I
can’t "state exactly, but I know
I waited 12 minutes myself be¬
fore he-finished.
The next office was pretty full.

so when the boy told me that
Mr, So-and-So couldn’t see any¬
body for half an hour I believed
him. However, before leaving I
asked if Mr, So-and-So would be
lively to leave the office before
I returned in half an hour. The
office boy assured me he would
not. In one hajf hour, exactly,
I returned and the boy said in¬
differently: “Mr. So-and-So has
gone out to breakfast.”
I was patient and humble. I
sat down and waited 35 minutes
and then Mr. So-and-So calmly
walked out of his office and into
the hall. He didn’t see me* and
I’m not the kind who can grab
a man by his coattails to talk to
him, so I waited some more. In
45 minutes he returned and
when I stepped before him, and
told him the team name, he was
glad to see me for he had some¬
thing to offer us. Yet if I had
waited for the office boy to take
my namd in to him, I’d be wait¬
ing yet. Other offices were just
as bad. The actor may be useful
and even necessary on the stage,
but in the agents’s outer office
he is a blot upon the earth.
Now, in conclusion, I have an
offer to make. I think treatment
of this sort is entirely unnecessa¬
ry and I am willing to prove it.
I will take the place of the office
boy in any recognized agency
and for one week I will do his
work free of charge. And I
guarantee that in that time there
will not be one person who
enters the office who will leave
it feeling that I have humiliated
or neglected them in any way.
Nor will the agent find my civil
treatment unprofitable.
If any agent cares to accept
my offer Variety has my ad¬
dress.
A Vaudeville Actress.

Calls Metro Reel Landing Eisenhower
A Corporation Campaign Donation
Hollywood, Nov. 6.
Showing of a Metro “News of the
Day” newsreel at the Fine Arts
theatre here last week drew a
heated protest from BevHills at¬
torney Eric Julber. He charged at
the U. S. Attorney’s office that the
presentation, purportedly lauding
the Eisenhower administration, was
a violation of Federal law, prohib¬
iting corporations from making
campaign contributions.
Protests of Fox West Goast The¬
atre execs, that a similar presenta¬
tion was made the ujeek before
presenting the Stevenson side,
failed to sooth Julber, who charges
if this is true, newsreel company
is guilty of a double violation.
John Duncan, assistant U. S.
Attorney, acknowledged that Jul¬
ber Had referred the matter to his

j

office, and “We’re looking into the
matter.”
Julber commented that if the
U. S. Attorney fails to take action
on the matter, he and a group of
other attorneys might start a citi¬
zen’s suit in Federal Court, to halt
the practice.
According to the attorney, the
entire 10 minutes of the newsreel,
shown in conjunctioh with Metro’s
“Lust for Life,” was a partisan
presentation of the glories* of the
Eisenhower administration. When
he protested to the theatre man¬
ager, he was told that the news¬
reel was being shown at all FWC
theatres last week, and that a sim¬
ilar presentation of the Stevenson
side had been shown the week be¬
fore.
Further, FWC execs said that all
newsreel companies had been mak¬
ing, up “inserts” of both sides of
the presidential campaigns for
years.
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[CURRENT COMPANY TABLES]

3,000 to 5,000 U.S. Playdates
For Cheapies, Says Cy Roth;
British Studios Speeded Up
Work in British studios can now
be done “almost as fast” as in
Hollywood, says indie producer Cy
Roth. As proof he cites his “Fire
Maidens of Outer. Space” which
he brought in on a 10 day sked and
* $120,000 budget.
While this pic is now playing off
in the U.S., Roth is heading for
London again to set up production
deals on two properties—“The
Crawling Hand” and “Solar Res¬
cue.” He hopes to sell them in the
U.S. as a package.
Roth said that there was a poten¬
tial of between 3,000 and 5,000
bookings for the cheapies in the
American market, with a possible
gross around $250,000 to $300,000.
^Exhibitors are hungry for exploit¬
able celluloid,” . he noted. '-Fire
Maidens,’’ a science fiction yarn,
has recouped 50% of its produc¬
tion cost in four months of release.
It’s being distributed by states
fighters.
How tough is it to get financ¬
ing these days? “Plenty tough,”
says Roth. “Money, is very tight.
That’s why I’m going to Britain to
get my backing.”

WARNERS PARTNERING
WITH PRM ARTISTS
Hollywood, Nov. 6.
Deal is in negotiation for War¬
ner Bros, and PRMf Assofeiated Art¬
ists Productions to enter into a co¬
production arrangement. The pat¬
tern is expected to be finalized
within the next 10 days to two
weeks, according to Ray Stark,
AAP production topper, who is
handling talks here with major.
Properties now held by PRM
would serve as basis for the dis¬
cussed program.
Warners last
week acquired the Kathryn Hulme
best-seller, “The Nun’s Story,” from
PRM, but transaction is entirely
separate from proposed joint pro¬
duction setup and Warners will
turn out pictured on its own.
NICK SCHENCK'S STATUS

Two-Year Contract ($2,500
Weekly) Expires at Year’s Ena
Nicholas M. Schenck’s employ¬
ment contract with Loew’s Inc. will
terminate on Dec. 31 and in view
of his new status as honorary board
chairman it’s doubted that any
new, formal agreement will be
entered.
It was learned this week that
Schenck signed a two-year pact
which took effect Jan. 1, 1955,
that provided him a weekly salary
of $2,500. He was still president
of the. corporation at that time al¬
though it was evident that he even¬
tually would surrender the reins.
Terms of the two-year deal rep¬
resented a substantial cut in pay¬
off to Schenck. In earlier years he
received around $5,000 per week
via salary, participation in profits
and other benefits.

Ricketson Confidence;
Adds 20,000 Shares Of
National Theatre Stock
Frank H. Ricketson Jr., v.p. and
general manager of National Thea¬
tres, who last month predicted the
shuttering of 5,000 to 6,000 houSes,
possibly including some, of Na¬
tional’s outlets, has effectively dem¬
onstrated he’s not worried about
the future of exhibition generally.
Ricketson has purchased 20,000
shares of the circuit’s common
stock, increasing his holdings to
30,042 shares. The hefty buyup
ties ’in with the exec’s stated be¬
lief that vHiile Class B and C the¬
atres must be dropped, £he better
type of operation will prosper in
the future.

20TH WARNS CBS-TV ON
GERMAN ‘ANASTASIA’
Warning to the television net¬
works that it intends to protect its
rights to the title “Anastasia” was
issued last week by 20th-Fox.<'
In a letter to the Columbia
Broadcasting System, William C.
Michel, exec v.p., said 20th under¬
stood that a German picture “may
be offered in this country for ex¬
hibition theatrically or on televi¬
sion under the title ‘Anastasia’ or
a^similar title.”
Michel pointed out that 20th had
registered the title “Anastasia,”
its* Ingrid Bergman starrer, and
had given the production world¬
wide publicity. It warned that it
would fight to protect its rights in
the title of the property which it
acquired in January, 1955.
The German version, produced
by CCC in Berlin, stars Lili Pal¬
mer. Several, prints of the film
are in this country. The picture
was shooting at the Berlin studios
at the same time as Miss Bergman
was filming “Anastasia” in Lon¬
don. No English version of the
German “Anastasia” is known to.
exist. Furthermore, the German
picture is more in the nature of a
documentary and Is not based on
the stageplay.
Question arises whether 20th has
any legal rights to the “Anastasia”
title when id competition with a
foreign producer who is not a mem¬
ber of the Motion Picture Assn,
of America’s Title Registration
Bureau.
It’s recalled that, when Walt Dis¬
ney was readying his “Alice in
Wonderland” for release, a French
puppet film prpducer brought out
his version of the same story—and
under the same title — several
weeks Earlier. Both pictures ran
pn Broadway at the same time and
Under the same title.
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Faster Amortization of Films
That the film companies are drawing the bulk of their rental
money from the early dates is shown in the amortization tables
they’re now using; An investigation shows that Paramount figures
on, the quickest writeoff of any company, *amortizing the costs of
its films on the basis of 83% in the first 13 weeks of national re¬
lease and 100% in 52 weeks'.'
Amortization tables used by other distributors is as follows:
Universal, 13 weeks, 49%; 26 weeks, 79V4%; 39 weeks, 90Vi%|
52 weeks, 97%, and 60 weeks, 100%.
Republic, 13 weeks, 38.8%; 26 week§,‘ 67.6%; 39 weeks, 81.2%j
62 weeks, 91.2%; 65 weeks, 97.4%; 78 weeks, 100%.
20th-Fox, 13 weeks, 53%; 26 weeks, 75V6%; 39 weeks, 88%; 52
weeks, 94.5%; 65 weeks, 100%.
Warners, 26 weeks, 82%; 65 weeks, 100%.
Metro, 12 weeks, 44.1%; 24 weeks, 67.7%; 36 weeks, 77.5%; 52
weeks, 87.7%; 78 weeks, 100%.
Columbia, 26 weeks, 62%; 52 weeks, 85%; 104 weeks, 100%.
Col, it’s noted, is'the only distributor that takes up to two year*
in fully writing off the cost of its productions.
In most instances, 85% of a film’s costs Is charged against the '
domestic market and 15% against the foreign.

PICTURES

By GENE ARNEEL
Progress has been made in New
York on a proposed film industry
promotional campaign that has as
a main so-called stunt “Oscar Der¬
by” in which the public would be
asked to guess the Academy
Award winners. Overall scheme
also calls for the junketing of hun¬
dreds of newspapermen to, the
Coast studios. According, to adpub execs at the eastern homeoffices, two-prong s promotion likely
will materialize despite objections
raised by their counterparts oh the
Coast.
Gothamites said this week:
. Studio heads and p.r. officials in
Hollywood are not so opposed to
the two plans as they had .been
and, indeed, will go along with
them so long, as there is a tie-in
with a Coast-originated- idea for
an elaborate celebration of the
film colony's 50th anniversary. (It
was in 1907 that William Selig
made the first feature in Holly¬
wood.)
The Oscar competitions, in which
the public would be asked to
guess winners of the Academy
Awards, might be taken over by
the Council of Motion Picture Or¬
ganizations. Move to have this done
is now taking, place, the idea being
that COMPO would drop’ its own
Audience Awards and work on the
Oscar gimmick exclusively.
An MPAA ad-pub subcommittee
headed by UA’s A1 Tamarin is
now engaged in rewriting the plan
for the Oscar Derby in such a way
that approval of the Coast dissi(Continued on page 12)
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U Not Simply ‘Bread & Butter Maker;
Daff Details Expanding Position;
Chides the ‘New York Mentality’
t

Goldstein & Rogers Bloc
Due to ‘Listen’ to Vogel
Before Next Maneuvers
One of the dissident groups
weighing^ a proxy fight against
Loew’s Inc. has indicated that it
will make an effort to meet with
Joseph R. Vogel, the new Loew’s
prexy, before proceeding with any
specific action.
This group is the Lowenstein
Foundation (Judge Louis Gold¬
stein) and an unidentified Wall
Street faction headed by attorney
Saul Rogers. Rogers admitted this
week that he was allied with Judge
Goldstein
in
challenging the
Loew’s management but that
neither group had ■ any connection
with Howard Stein, of the Wall
St. firm of Dreyfus & Co. Stein
has been identified as heading an-,
other faction that is said to be dis¬
satisfied with the Loew’s manage¬
ment. Another group also at odds
with the Loew’s management is
the Wall Street banking group as
represented by Lehman Bros, and
Lazard Freres.1
According ,to Rogers, his group
is not prepared to made a state¬
ment at this. time. “We have not
fully gathered our thoughts as to
what form of action to take,” he
declared.

Massed Assault oil Theatre!
Baytown, Tex., Nov. 6.
Some 500 teenagers, bent on revenge for a “raw deal,” ran amok
here last Wednesday night (31), egg-and-feathering a theatre, bar¬
ricading- a'city street and beating a policeman with a club.
The yelling gang—both boys and girls—Commandeered a city
dump truck, roused the town with a garbage can “tom-tom” dance,
let air out of tires and damaged two city patrol cars.
The horde showed up at the Bay Theatre where the manager,
H. E. Brunson, had frequently called police for aid against rowdy¬
ism, and threw dozens of eggs at the theatre front. Then the gang
smeared feathers in the “omlet.”

National Boxoffice Survey
Trade Perks XJp; ‘Giant’ New Champion, ‘Friendly’
2d, ‘Peace’ 3d, ‘Wonders’ 4th, ‘Sex’ 5th
End of Presidential election
campaign and Election Day itself,
with added cinema attendance, will
give current film session a nice
hypo. In addition, many spots are
reaping the benefit of additional,
strong product launched this
stanza. Earlier in this round,
heavy rains and generally unfavor¬
able weather hurt.
New blockbuster champion is
“Giant” (WB) with better than
$400,000 gross in some 10 key
cities covered by Variety. Lengthy
opus, is hanging up new highs in
four or five houses, with totals
running from smash to terrific.
“Friendly Persijasion” (AA), al¬
though in only four keys this preem
week for pic, is taking second
place. “War and Peace” (Par), in
first place for last four weeks, is'
dipping to third.'
“7 Wonders of World” (Ciner¬
ama) is capturing fourth money.
“Opposite Sex” (M-G) is finishing
fifth. “Solid Gold Cadillac” (Col),
second last session, will be sixth
with surplus of holdovers hurting.
“Unguarded Momept” (U), in
11th place a week ago, is taking
over seventh position. “Between
Heaven and Hell” (20th) is jvinding
eighth.
“Oklahoma” (Magna) is taking
over ninth slot while “Cinerama)
is.lQth. “Bad Seed” (WB), high on
list, for many weeks, and “La

'Strada” (T-L) round out the Top
12 in that order.
“Lust For Life” (M-G), “Moun¬
tain” (Par) and “Fantasia” (BV)
(reissue) are runner-up pix in that
sequence.
First two playdates of C’Sc'ope
version of “Oklahoma” (20th), in
N. Y. and Detroit, are very big. At
N. Y. Mayfair, it is giving the house
its best opening week in years.
“Man From Del Rio” (UA), good
in L. A., shapes fair in Portland.
• “Girl He Left Behind” (WB) is
lofty in Buffalo, nice in Boston
and sock in Louisville. “The Rack”
(M-G), routine in Cleveland, looms
light in ‘Frisco and fair*in Omaha.
“Teenage Rebel” (20th), reflect¬
ing a smart ad campaign, looks a
promising newcomer. It *is torrid
in Portland, good in Indianapolis,
big in Detroit, fine in Chi and
socko in Buffalo. “Can't Run
Away From It” (Col), also new,
looms big in Kk C., hot in Boston*
and oke in Cleveland.
Horror combo of “Curucu” and
“Mole People” (U) is rated fairish
in Minneapolis. “Killers”-“Sleeping City,” oldie pair from same
company, looks brisk in Frisco,
and good in Chi and Providence.
“Brave One” (RKO) looks good
in L. A. “Bandido” (UA) is fine in
Toronto.
(Complete Boxoffice Reports on
Page8 8-9)

Universal will make more pic¬
tures costing “over seven figures”
than ever before in the company’s
history, according to Alfred E. Daff,
executive vice-president. The com¬
pany’s 1956-56 program, Daff hopes,
will succeed in laying to rest the
theory that U makes only the socalled “bread and butter” pictures.
“We got out of that business a
long time ago,” Daff maintained.
He indicated, however, that these
pictures served “us well when we
were a little company.” He blamed
the “ingrained habits and ingrained
thinking” of the industry for con¬
tinuing the frame <of reference that
U is the source of only “gimmick
and little pictures.”
He pointed out, for example, that
several of the major companies
make “two or three times as many
low budget pictures as Universal.”
Daff deplored the judgment of pic¬
tures by their cost alone and the
dubbing of a film a “blockbuster”
simply because it cost several mil¬
lions to produce.
“Cost doesn’t govern a picture’s
success,” he said. “There have been
a lot of costly flops. There is no
such thing as a small or big pic¬
ture per se. A big picture is one
that makes money at the boxoffice
irrespective of cost. A small pic¬
ture is one that doesn’t interest
the public.”
Universal’s prime aim, Daff
stressed, is to make b.o. successes.
And the ‘ only way to judge the
company’s position, he stated, is to
compare its annual financial state¬
ment with the other film compa¬
nies and not on the basis of the in¬
vestment in individual productions.
He noted that Universal has com¬
pleted 33 pictures and has its re¬
lease schedule set up until Octo¬
ber, 1957. U, he revealed, will be
releasing the films at the "rate of
about three a. month. He empha¬
sized that Universal is making pic(Continued on page 6)

FILMAKERS TAKES OYER
AMERICAN PICT. CORP.
Hollywood, Nov. 6.
American Pictures Corp., dispos¬
ing of all its assets, has closed a
deal with Filmakers to take over
reissue of three motion picture fea¬
tures produced by APC some years
agQ.
Trio
include
“Invasion
U.S.A.” and “1,000 Years From
Now,” packaged for a local run
to test duo’s potential prior to sign¬
ing of Filmakers pact; and “The
Beast of Paradise Isle.”
Company, formed in 1951, also is
pitching to sell foreign rights to
films in Australia, through its rep
there. Negotiations likewise are
on with dlstribs in Russia, Spain
and-Germany for features, all in
the exploitation class.
included in assets of firm are 128
literary properties, ranging from
completed screenplays to story
lines, and a film library of 30,000
feet of all types of stock footage.
ALL-NIGHT SESSIONS

Film Ulanova and Bolshoi Ballet
During London Engagement
London, Nov. 6.
A two-hour colored picture fea¬
turing Ulanova and the Bolshoi Bal¬
let Company in “Giselle” and ex¬
cerpts from four other ballets has
been made by Dr. Paul Czinner for
Harmony Films Ltd., in two all
night sessions.
“Giselle” was lensed at the Royal
Opera House, Covent Garden, after
Ulanova and the company had
danced it for the Queen, and the
shooting of excerpts from “The
Fountain of Bakhchisarai,” “Waupurgis Night,” “Don Quixote” and
the “The Dying Swan,” which will
constitute the latter part of the
picture, was done at the Davis The¬
atre, Croydon, last Thursday (1),
after the company had finished
their evening performance.
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‘Clumsy Commercial Inserts Ruin
Story Mood, See Your TV Films
Intact in My Tkatre-Schwarz
San Francisco, Nov. 6.
Whether Maury Schwarz is with
'em or against ’em as regards fea¬
ture films shown on television, or
merely exploiting the subject for
what its worth at his own boxoffice is moot. He,has now lined up a
series of British double bills for
his Rio theatre starting Nov. 15.
Each British feature has, says
Schwarz “played television’s onehour circuit three to 10 times.”
Hence their showing on theatre
screen is a “test” case, though
what it may prove is a trifle vague.
Schwarz has been telling the
public and the press that television
mutilates good pictures by splic¬
ing in commercials. Story, mood
is destroyed, entertainment is sac¬
rificed to huckstering. Schwarz
has support for this line of argu¬
ment in the fact that television
station film “editors” return prints
to inspection depots in a state of
broken continuity which theatres
would never accept but in many
cases .the television syndicators
don’t have adequate prints and will
ship a feature to the next tv sta¬
tion which ought to have large
sections of footage restored first for
story’s sake.
When Schwarz recently adver¬
tised that the public could now
see the old “Intermezzo” with the
full story intact, Phil Lasky, head
man at KPIX, reacted indignantly
since the film had shown over his
video outlet. He replied that
Schwarz was “careless with the
facts.”
. The new couplings of British
veterans of the television wearings
are as follows:
1) “Brief Encounter” and “I j
Know Where I’m Going”;
2) “Notorious Gentleman” and
“Blithe Spirit”;
3) “Stairway to Heaven” and
“Dead of Night”;
I 4) “Scarlet Pimpernel” and a pic¬
ture as yet unbooked;
5) “This Happy Breed” and
“Seventh Veil”;
6) “Great Expectations” and “The
Years Between.”

Hungarian Deal
Now From Hunger
Events “in Hungary now have
made it doubtful that there will
be any deal for the sale of Ameri¬
can films there in the near future.
It’s questioned whether the new
regime will uphold arrangements
made by its predecessors. More im¬
portant, however, is the indication
that the current Communist gov-^
emment may not be recognized by
the United States.
If this proves to be a fact, it is
considered highly unlikely that
the American firms will do busi¬
ness in Budapest.

Feldman-Spewack Deal
Involves 350G Ceiling
Charles K. Feldman has pur¬
chased film rights to “Potemkin,”
stage comedy by Samuel Spewaqk,
under a deal agented by Irving
Lazar. Transaction involves a ceil¬
ing of $350,000.
Property first opens on London
stage in December, with Alfred
Drake
and
Joan
Greenwood
starred. Herman Levin, producer
of Broadway’s “My Fair Lady,”
also will produce Spewack play, to
be/ directed by Peter Glenville,
prior to opening it in NY after
the London run.
Feldman will film picture after
Broadway engagement, and will
participate in financing of both
this and London presentation.

Ed Hinchy Exits WB
Ed ' Hinchy, head of Warner
Bros.’ playdate department, has re¬
signed effective Nov. 19 and is be¬
ing succeeded by Ernest Sands,
WB’s N.Y. branch manager.
Hinchy has been - with WB for
over 25 years. He started with the
company in 1930 as a film buyer.

ED KNOPF OFF METRO
ROLLS TO FREELANCE
Hollywood, Nov. 6.
Edwin H.' Knopf, scenario de¬
partment head from 1936 to 1939
before turning producer in 1941,
has secured release from his MetroJ
contract. He bows out of studio
after he completes his next assign¬
ment, “Tip on a Dead Jockey,” to
enter indie production.
. Initialer for Knopf, who re¬
turned last week from France
where he produced “Harvest Thun¬
der,” will be “The Blqck Virgin
of the Golden Mountain.
Phyllis
Hastings novel was purchased by
producer last week in London.

Metro Splitting
Drag on Proxy
Fight Tactics
Point has been raised in Wall
Street circles that the Loew’s Inc.
divorcement might have the effect
of staving off the proxy fight now
threatened. It’s all in the timing.
Corporation has until Feb. 6 to
split domestic theatres from pro¬
duction-distribution. This entails
issuance of stock in the two new
companies to holders of the parent
corporaotion’s common issue on an
exchange basis.
The annual meeting is set for
Feb. 28. This means that the dis¬
sident groups will have only three
weeks in which to win over proxy
support and the difficulty here is
increased .because of the complica¬
tions inherent in the exchange of
stock.
Meanwhile, it was learned that
the Central National trust, which
had been a big stockholder in
Loew’s and was among those quar¬
reling with management, is now
out of the picture. The outfit had
owned 50,000 shares but over a re¬
cent period divested itself of all, or
nearly all, of these.
EXHIB PLEADS GUILTY
Krafcisn Withheld Federal B.O.
tax Payments
Chicago, Nov. 6.
In the first suit ever filed here
by the government charging eva¬
sion of U. S. theatre admission and
income taxes, John M. Krafcisin,
5, owner of the south side Apollo
Theatre here, pleaded guilty to the
government’s charges in U. S. Dis¬
trict Court herq last week.
The government charged Kraf¬
cisin with evading $4,221 in admis¬
sion taxes from 1949-50 and $14,750 in income taxes.
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Sfcven Pictures • Going Before
Cameras Plus Five Currently
I

Hollywood, Nov. 6,. .
Twentieth-Fox will tee off a
record seven films during the next
six weeks, continuing studio’s
sked which now“ has five pix be¬
fore the cameras.
New starters will include “Bernadine,” “The Way to the Gold,”
“A Hatful of Rain,” “The Way¬
ward Bus,” “The Sun Also Rises,”
“Stopover Japan” and “The Desk
Set.”
Currently shooting are “Hea
ven Knows Mr. Allison,” The
Girl' Can’t Help It,” “Boy on a
Dolphin,” “Oh,Men! Oh, Women!”
and Darryl F. Zanuck’s “Island
in the Sun.”

N.Y. to L.A.
Mack Clifford
Stanley Colbert
A1 Daff
Charles V. Denny
Armand DeutsCh
Vera-Ellen
Ken Giniger
Carol Haney
Gloria Hecht
Bob Leavitt
Robert E. Lee
Tom McAvity
Peggy McCoy
Donald T. O’Shea
Manie Sachs
Sol C. Siegel
Virginia Vincent

L.A. to N.Y.
Anne Baxter
Yul Brynner
Edward Choate
Lenore Coffee
Frank Cooper
William Cowan
Bing Crosby
William Dover
Carl Dudley
Ken Englund
Jacqueline Evans
Harry Foster
Eva Gabor
David Golding
Abby Greshler
William Holden
James Wong Howe
Henry King
Frank de Kova
Myrna Loy
Ranald MacDougall
Joseph L. Manldewicz
Brenda Marshall
Harry Mines
Jack Palance
GerrerReynolds
Dorothy Shay
Sam Spiegel '
Dimitri Tiomkin
Hafden Waller
Bill Watters
John Wayne
Lester Welsh

N.Y. to Europe
Irasema Dilian
Harry Fromkes
Martin Harris
Johanna Johnston
Ed Lachman *
Harry Lowe
Ramon Novarro
Genevieve Tobin, s*

Europe to N.Y.
Walter Alford
Anita Ekberg
Harry E. Gould
Robert Joachim
Antoinetta Stella
Max E, Youngstein.

Too Many Personals for Presley?
20th-Fox Frets on Over-Expostire of Personality as
‘Love Me Tender’ Hits Saturation Bookings
Elvis Presley, whose “Love Me
Tender” shapes as a blockbuster in
20th-Fox’s eye, is a headache to the
company even before his picture is
in release.
The 20th brass figures that the
lowbudgeter, coming at a time
when the Presley fad is still at its
height, stands to clean up. 20th
execs aren’t worried about a repeat
of the Warner Bros, dilemna with
Liberace, whose “Sincerely Yours”
laid an egg. But they wish they
could keep their hip-gyrating hero
under wraps until the picture
launches on its 600 saturation dates
on Thanksgiving.
20th is mighty disturbed over re¬
ports that Presley’s manager, Col.
Parker, has booked the singer for
a series of p.a.s coinciding with the
opening of the iilm. Coast reports
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that Presley is booked into the To¬
ledo Auditorium Nov. 22, and will
swing through Kentucky, Ohio and
other states after that*
The way 20th looks at it, Pres¬
ley’s appeal is of a kii d that can
be satisfied if he’s seen once. That’s
not true, of course, of the teenage
crowd, but they aren’t enough to
fill the theatres, 20th figures
there’s a good deal of curiosity val*>
ue in Presley among the older
folks.
After months of doing standout
biz with Presley, his braintrust is
becoming sensitive to his reputa¬
tion. 20th last week got a good
break on the Ernie Kovacs show,
with Kovacs using" a Presley clip
over and over again for what add¬
ed up to a comic effect. Parker put
a stop to this, noting sternly that
his charge .was being “ridiculed.”

20th Plots Replenished Library
Continued from page 1 j

P. Skouras that a large backlog in
a couple of years may be worth its
weight in gold, particularly since
the production pace of the other
studios has been stowed down to
a comparative crawL Inevitably,
20th feels, when the time comes
and tv once again goes on the
prowl for pix, a well-stocked Vault
is going to bring a high price..
It's figured, however, that his
reasoning has such an icrestistible
logic that the other studios also
will follow suit and step up pro¬
duction.
‘ Looming on the horizon are two
developments: (a) home-toll tele¬
vision and (b) shrinkage of the ex¬
hibition plant. A company like
20th, protestations notwithstand¬
ing, is fully cognizant that jayvideo, if it works, could be a tre¬

——

reached agreement on a 25-picture
$4,000,000 program whereby Regai
will turn out B pix with exploita¬
tion angles for the Westwood lot.
While Skouras and Regal have
agreed on terms, final decision ig
up to the 20th-Fox board which
meets soon on the matter.
Behind the entire deal is a feel¬
ing by Skouras that 20th can pick
up important second-feature biz
by slating such a program. Entire
sked of 25 pix would be shot with¬
in a one-year period. Skouras ne¬
gotiated deal with Robert L. Lip.
pert, organizer for Regal. Lippert
will act in an advisory capacity for
company, of which Edwin Baumgarten is prexy. Skouras seeks B
pix with exploitation angles.
Regal has already turned out
seven in the program, and has

Economics of Backlog Sales
Counterpointing prior assertions that the television film market
had reached a saturation level, 20th-Fox’s deal with National Tele¬
film Associates for the pre-1948 Fox pictures is seen as proof of the
still expanding tv revenue partial for the motion picture com¬
panies.
The 20th agreement is generally considered the best yet made,
both in terms of revenue and overall conditions. It is seen netting
20th $50,000,000, taking into account both the license fee and its
50% participation in the NTA Film Network. „
It’s pointed out, in contrast with deals made by some of the
other majors, that 20th is receiving more cash on the barrelhead,
that it’s holding on to its negative rights after the seven-year pe¬
riod and isn’t giving away any foreign rights, and that no actual
effort on the part of 20th is required under the contract.
20th’s anticipated gross being $50,000,000, it is getting $30,000,000 under the license pact alone. That brings the average price
on the 390 feature pix sold to $75,000—a record in the field.
By comparison, Metro estimates to collect $50,000 per film via
Its 10-year lease arrangements with the stations. However, M-G
is doing the job itself, with resultant overhead. In some instances,
Metro bought an interest in stations via a tiein with the library
sale.
Warner Bros., one of the first to let gd of its backlog, collected
$21,000,000 for 750 features, or $28,000 per picture. RKO sold
750 films for $15,250,000, and got $20,000 per film. However, both
WB and RKO spId the negative rights to their productions. Co¬
lumbia Pictures is leasing its features to its own tv subsid, Screen
Gems.
mendous boon to production. There
isn’t a produfcer who is not watch¬
ing developments in that area
with great interest, alhough many
feel that—in the long run—the
solution would be to make features
specifically for such . a medium
rather than try to put on theatri¬
cal product.
The producers, while resigned to
the prediction that a great many
small film houses will shutter in
the next feiy years, would natural¬
ly like to have their cake and eat
it too. They would like to main¬
tain the small theatre outlets—at
least where it is economically feas¬
ible—and yet cash in on eventual
tv revenue. But, they figure, if
many small houses must close,
their contribution income-wise will
be covered by future revenue from
tv.
Media Linked?
Events of recent months, involv¬
ing the sale of so many of the film
libraries to ' tv, and the ratings
,drawn by the feature product to
date, have convinced Hollywood
that the destiny of the two media islinked by much closer ties than had
been thought in the past. Increas¬
ingly, there is a feeling in the in¬
dustry that Hollywood will dis¬
pense celluloid entertainment io all
visual media to the point where it
will virtually dominate them as it
did in the past.
Volume production, shunned by
the producers in the past few
years, makes sense if it can be a
lifesaver for the theatres crying
for attractions and at the same
time hold an almost certain, large
earning potential from tv in years
to come. Exhibs have argued that,
through largescale production, the1
percentage of quality films must
automatically rise. The producers
have contended
that volume,
equated with mediocrity, Is a los¬
ing proposition; that it is the big,
expensive productions that seem to
make the profit grade.
This thinking now appears to be
changing. Already, tv filming ac¬
tivities have brought the overhead
down in spme studios, notably War¬
ner Bros. Also, some of the
“epics” will never havo much ap¬
peal for tv where their visual
values are seriously deflated on
the small screen.

made much progress on lining up
the additional 18 pix. Charles Mar¬
quis Warren and Robert Stabler,
who produced the “Gunsmoke” tv
series, have been signed to make
eight pix for Regal, the first two
horror-type pix, the others west¬
erns. Team already delivered its
first pic, “The Black Whip,” star¬
ing Hugh Marlowe and Coleen
Gray.
Deal has also been made wich
Kurt Neumann tp -produce a group,
and his first two will be in the
scientific genre. He begins shoot¬
ing Dec. 1. In addition, Sam
Hersch of Family Films has been
signed up to produce several pix,
the first to be “Lure of the
Swamp.”
All the product made for Regal
will be shot in Hollywood.

20th Earnings
Outlook Peg Is
Video Backlog

Income of 20th-Fox front its tele¬
vision deals as reflected in 1956
earnings will run to $5,850,000,
which is the exact equivalent of
the price the company received for
its first batch of 78 films licensed
to National Telefilm Associates.
However, the $5,850,000 includes
$2,340,000 received by 20th under
its NTA deal earlier this year for
52.ifeature pix.
While 20th earnings for the first
26 weeks of 1956 dropped to 82c
per share from $1.06 in the com¬
parable period of 1955, it’s fully
expected that the company will up
its earnings considerably above
$2.28 per share which it racked up
for the full ..year of 1955. Income
from its oil wells also will add to
the revenue.
Several of the clauses in the NTA
deal are arbitrable, such as the
one covering home-toll video and
the price of the packages follow¬
ing the first two units ;of 78
licensed.
Several features were withheld
by 20th from the NTA agreeme it.
Among them were Jesse James pic¬
tures (20th is making another Jesse
Skouras’ 25 From Regal
James film), “Song of Bernadette,”
Hollywood, Nov. 6.
Spyros P. Skouras, prexy of 20th- which may be* reissued, “State
Fox, and Regal Films Inc. have i F^ir,” skedded as a remake, etc.
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YANKS NIX OLYMPIC ‘CONTROL’
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New York Sound Track

FRENCH 10 IKE Warners (Ever Secretive) Thwarts
MPEA s Foreign Data Quest
TINTED EEATURE

Time mag researching a story on th$ reported Loew’s proxy fight.
Ponti-De Laurentiis Productions Inc. has changed its name to Fred¬
erick Productions, Inc. Papers to this effect were filed with tHe Secre¬
tary of State at Albany by attorneys Abraham & Koenig ... Ed LachMotion Picture Export Assn,
man, head of Lorraine Carbons, left for Europe last week on a sixFeaturelength documentary of
project to collect statistical Infor¬
‘Untruthf ulness’
week business trip.
mation on the foreign market has
the Olympics, which get under way
been stymied by the continued
Something new has been
Ginger Rogers formed Lincoln Productions as an indie unit . . . Nov. 22 at Melbourne, Australia,
Warner Bros, reluctance to part
added in the explanations of
William Holden into Sam Spiegel’s “The Bridge Over the River Kwai,” is. to be made by the French Pro¬
with
facts and figures.
ductions
CSA
outfit
under
Luis
“B” ratings by the National
with Jack Hawkins . . . Ramon Novarro will film “Just Passing By,” his
Gueguen. Film, In Agfa color and
Legion of Decency.
first indie, in Spain instead of Mexico, as planned.
Special MPEA committee was
widescreen,
should
become"''avail¬
In pinning ^ “B” tag on
appointed some time ago tcrvtry
The Trib’s Bill Zinsser took a leave of absence to visit the Far East
20th-Fox’s “Desperadoes Are
and work out an arrangement
... Columbia has nearly $10,000,000 tied up in advances to outside pro¬ able in the U. S. in mid-January.
in Towrn,” the Legion gave its
whereby some detailed info might
ducers . . . UA execs continuing on the hop, Max Youngstein just com¬ The Games end Dec. 8.
Since the U. S. theatrical and
objections as: “Tends to jus¬
be put together by the association
ing in from two weeks in Europe and Arnold Picker off on another
tify untruthfulness in plot
on an annual basis. Committee re¬
global excursion . . . Michael Havas, who quit last week as RKO’s boss tele newsreels are refusing to cover
solution.”
ports to the board today (Wed.) but
in Latin America, is set to become top man in Europe for Walt Disney’s the competition under prevailing
The “B” rating identifies a
will be able to say only that War¬
Buena Vista distribution setup . . . First quarter of Metro’s current regulations, the Australian Olym¬
picture as “Morally Objection¬
ner Bros, might be willing to coop¬
fiscal year—September through November—is shaping plenty strong. pics committee and the French will
do the lensing. The committee gets
erate in obtaining certain “broad”
able in Part for All.*'
Before being carried away, a pressagent at United Artists wrote a a contribution from CSA and also
statistics.
press handout proclaiming that a celebration in Iowa for Jean (“Saint a percentage of ajiy profits.
The overall WB atttude has been
Joan’’) Seberg will be the “most exciting event since the state’s ad¬
Special short feature, in blackthat it prefers to take the whole
mission to the Union” . . . Eric Johnston made it clear that nobody and-white, will be lensed in Mel¬
matter up on the board level. There
wants to represent MPAA on the COMPO board . . . 20th-Fox stock bourne by Drummer Films of Brit¬
had been hope that, with the com¬
shot up $1.25 per share after announcement of the NTA television deal ain. Running between 50 and 60
pany’s change of management, and
. . . The Nat Rudichs had a daughter . . . Writer George W. George and minutes, the pic is aimed specifi¬
taking into account its willingness
director Robert Altman, who formed George Robert Productions, ^re cally at British audiences and will
to cooperate on the global license
in looking for story properties.
be released to British theatres on
formula, WB’s “isolationist” atti¬
Kirk Douglas is interested in Stephen Longstreet’s novel, “The Beach Dec. 17, just a week after the Olym¬
tude might change.
House,” as a property for his indie company, Bryna Productions. Pro¬ pics windup. Special Olympics pic
Warper Bros, apparently has
ducer- actor would also star in the film if deal jells. Douglas would also is being shot for Japan, where
told the MPEA committee that it
play the role of the Hollywood producer in the Longstreet story. He two newspapers are sponsoring it.
would
go along with such surveys
is currenly reading the yarn.
U. S. television coverage of the
as how many exchanges it main¬
Hollywood, Nov. 6..
Frank de Kova, who plays Edward G. Robinson’s brother Abiram in |_Qlympics will consist of six halftains,
how
many employees it has
Salaries of character and sup¬
“10 Commandments,” in N. Y. for premiere, first visit east in five years hour films, lensed by the Austra¬
in qertain territories, etc. “That
. . . Metro’s “I’ll Cry Tomorrow,” the story of' singer Lillian Roth’s lians themselves. The series will be porting actors are being “de¬ kind of information We can get on
fight against alcoholism, has been awarded the German certificate of released in the East by Trans-Lux pressed” due to heavy influx of our own,” noted a committee mem¬
cultural merit which entitles the film to a tax reduction . . . Burgess Television. Tom Harmon will do Broadway thesps during the past ber.
Meredith to narrate “Albert Schweitzer,” the feature length film the narration and Bob Matthias six months, according to Tom
MPEA feels that it should have
Gries.
biography . . . Allied Artists’ “Friendly Persuasion,” being released special interviews.
Director, who recently com a better insight into the at Ivities
Prior to leaving for Melbourne
abroad by Metro, opens Nov. 22 in London and is set as the New Year’s
of
the various companies abroad
picture for the Associated British circuit . . . Carol Haney left for the over the weekend, Paul Talbot of pleted three “Wire Service” sub¬ and should have at its disposal cer¬
Coast Monday (5) to begin rehearsals for her role in Warners’ screen Fremantle Overseas Radio and Tel¬ jects and is committed for six tain pertinent info re billings, etc.,
version of “Pajama Game” in which she will duplicate her stage role evision, U. S. rep for the Australian more in the Warren Lewis-Don which might be useful when emer¬
. . . Two extra performances at 10:30 a.m. and 5:30 p.m., making a total Olympics committee," said the U.S. Sharpe one-hour tv series, re¬ gencies arise. It’s proposed that,
of four for the day, were offered yesterday (Election Day) by Cinerama reels were free to avail themselves ports that players who previously with all companies cooperating,
for “Seven Wonders of the World” at the Warner Theatre . . . Pro¬ of the Australian offer of three demanded $1,000 now can be se¬ MPEA put together “consolidated
ducer Sol C. Siegel and director George Cukor returned to the Coast minutes gratis of Olympics foot¬ cured for $650.
(Continued on page 55)
Fortunately, he points out,
this week after conferring with John Patrick who is adapting “Les age “per issue.” For the theatrical
reels, that would mean six minutes there’s sufficient jobs available so
Girls” for the screen.
Horst v. Hartlieb, head of Germany's distributors’ union, returned per week, since they have two is¬ none are suffering from the cut¬
back. Approximately 60% of the
home Sunday (4) after surveying the U. S. market. He expects to be sues.
Situation is more complicated for good NY people are in Hollywood
back in the Spring ... If it weren’t for those tv sales, the film com¬
panies would by now have cashed in on the Middle Eastern crisis by re¬ the tv reels. They have'demanded because of the sharp dropoff of tv
issuing some features with topical interest . . . Standees waiting in line nine minutes “free” for use on dif¬ activity in the east, Gries asserts.
in the rain to get,to the Rivoli b.o. to purchase “Around the World in ferent shows. The Australians in¬
Westward tide is “great for pro¬
80 Days” tickets last week handed umbrellas and served hot coffee sist on the same three minutes. The ducers,” in Gries’ opinion, particu¬
Americans—and newsreels all over larly for such shows as “Wire
courtesy Mike Todd.
Richard Davis has acquired “Ne Touchez Pas Au Grisby” for his the world—have maintained that Service,” which is semi-documen¬
D^.vid O. Selznick has gone on
UMPO outfit . . . Mayor Robert F. Wagner (it could be “Senator” as of the Australian committee is trying tary. Such series “don’t want to
title-registration binge, listing
this morning) last week proposed a National Commission of Arts that to exercise editorial control. It is repeat faces and always are search¬ properties with the Motion Picture
would hand out federally-sponsored scholarships for young artists and also charged that the Australians ing for new people,” he declares. Assn, of America that range from
also make awards for exceptional achievements in the arts. Wagner are refusing to accord to. the news¬ The avalanche of eastern talent Stowe to Poe to Shakespeare. And
addressed a Democratic “Arts for Wagner” reception arranged by City reels the same rights of free cov¬ now provides a fresh stockpile of two, “Tara” and “Scarlett O’Hara,”
Investing’s Robert W. Dowling . . . Lukewarm reviews for Terence erage as are guaranteed to radio competent actors.
are suggestive of Margaret Mit¬
Rattigan’s “The Sleeping Prince” on B’way are giving Warner Bros, and the press.
“One thing we’ve learned, how¬ chell.
Under the,original arrangement, ever,” Gries stresses. “N.Y. actors
second thoughts about a possible title change for the Marilyn MonroeIt’s doubted that the producer
the U. S. reels were to have shot are no better than Hollywood play¬ has any immediate, specific plans to
Laurence Olivier starrer.
Walter Winchell says “nobody is gonna play WW in any biopic, when the Olympics, with a copy of all ers.” Remark is to refute the make any pictures under the labels
It’s made; what’s wrong with the original feller doing it?”
footage taken going to the Austra¬ claim made by certain network of¬ he presented. But he’s on the rec¬
MPEA companies hosting Titanus Films’ Goffredo Lombardo in New lians -for their feature version. ficials that N.Y. actors are pre¬ ord as the registrant and thus has
York today (Wed.) . . . Artkino is waiting for an English version of the However, use of the film in the ferred over screen thesps, since priority on their use to the extent
Soviet “Othello.” Nicola Napoli says he has no notification from Mos¬ U. S. would have been limited.
they’re “more on their toes.”
that other film-makers have or
cow regarding the reported deal under which Bernie Kreisler is to
have not filed earlier. His current
take over the picture for the U. S.
project is “Farewell to Arms.”
“The girl with the Cinemascope name” is Diana Van Der Vlis, cracks
Tara” was the southern man¬
Alex Barris in Toronto Globe & Mail. Actress got her pro start at
sion of “Scarlett,” the southern
Toronto’s Chest Theatre last season, but her name was then spelt
belle in Miss Mitchell’s “Gone With
Vanderviis.
the Wind,” which is the Selznick
Columbia International prexy Lacy W. Kastner due back from Eu¬
production that made history.
rope the end of this week . . . John B. McCullough taking over as chief
Other
titles he has registered are:
of the Motion Picture Assn, of America’s Foreign Film Advisory Unit.
“Tales of Mystery and Imagina¬
McCullough is the MPAA’s technical expert.
Hollywood, Nov. 6.
abroad, others will undoubtedly be tion,” “Tales of Passion and Ro¬
Dragon Films, mainly bank¬ filmed here, says Kellino. “I’m mance,” “Ten Nights in a Bar¬
rolled by five-and-dime heiress not entirely in agreement on the room,” “Terminal Station,” “Ter¬
Pamela Woolworth, is contemplat¬ cheapness of shooting abroad.” hek ror,” “Then Baby Came,” “The
ing a two major-feature, five me¬ comments. “TV film (Kellino is a Thunderer,” “Tiger Lily,” “Too
dium-feature production slate for telefilm vet, principally for Four Good to Be True,” “Tom Jones,”
next
year, with Cary Grant reading Star Films) has trained techni¬ “The Tragedy of King Richard II,”
Jacksonville, Nov. '6.
Herman M. Levy, general coun¬ one script and mulling a participa¬ cians here so that they can shoot “The Tragedy of King Richard
features much more quickly and III,” “Tristan Shandy,” “Troilus
tion
deal
for one of the majors.
sel of Theatre Owners of America,
and Croesida,” “Twelfth Night or
Film, tentatively entitled “The economically today.”
appealed to distributors to take an
Hollywood, Nov. 6.
Concerning Dragon Films, Kel¬ What You Will.”
Prescott
Affair,”
would
cost
nearly
“inventory” of the business so they
RKO is off on a color binge for can “reappraise the facts” relating $1,000,000 and would be- second lino discloses that despite the fact
Also, “Twice Told Tales,” “Tlje
its upcoming releasing program, to competitive bidding in all situ¬ theatrical feature to be made un¬ that Richard Coit, British indus¬ Two Gentlemen of Verona,” “The
with a total of 11 films of its 15 ations.
der the Dragon banner.
First, trialist, is v.p. of the firm, it’s Two Orphans,” ‘The Unloved,” “Ve¬
completed features in tint. This
Addressing the annual conven¬ “The Silken Affair,” is already in mainly an American outfit. “They nezia,” “Uncle Tom’s Cabin,” “Ven¬
includes pair of films in current tion of the Motion Picture Exhibi¬ the can, filmed in Britain starring maintain an English office ohty to ice,” “Venus and Adonis,” “The
release, “The First Traveling tors of Florida here last week, David Niven and with Roy Kellino avail themselves of the Eady plan,” Vicar of Wakefield,” “The Voice of
Saleslady” and “The Brave One.” Levy said that in too many places as director. Kellino also has pro¬ he says.
America” (huh?), “What Every
Color product embraces “Ten¬ the direct result of competitive ducer - director
assignment
on
While RKO has U.S. distrib Young Girl Should Know,” “What
don at Table Rock,” “Public Pig¬ bidding “is- inordinately high film “Prescott.” “Silken” is slated for rights to “Silken Affair,” “we’re the Doctor Ordered,” “The Win¬
eon No. 1,” “Bundle of Joy," “The rental.” In many instances, Levy RKO release in the U.S. next not dependent on any one major ter’s Tale.”
Girl Most Likely,” “Run of the Ar¬ charged, the rentals paid as a re¬ month.
Plus, “The Wolf of Wall Street,”
«
distributor,” Kellino states. He
row,” ‘The Day They Gave Babies sult
of bidding are higher than
Besides “Prescott,” Dragon has also discloses that he and “Silken” “The Life of Isadora Duncan,” “St.
Away,” “The Lady and the Prow¬ that which similar theatres would another
Elmo,”
“St. Ives,” “Sacred and
feature in the $1,000,000 star David Niven may make an¬
ler” and “Escapade In Japan,” now pay if they were hot bidding com¬
class on the drawing boards, plus other film next summer for Dra¬ Profane Love,” “The Scarlet Let¬
in final shooting stage in Japan.
ter,”
“See
Naples and Die,” “She
petitively.
five features to be budgeted at gon. However. Niven would fi¬
Black-and-white releases include
Levy maintained that many of
nance, without Woolworth coin. Stoops to Conquer,” “Silas Mar‘Back from Eternity,” “Death of a the reasons given by distribs to $300,000 each. Thus, if total slate “Silken,” first of the Dragon slate, ner,” “Silver Skates,” “The Sixth
matures, this means a $3,500,000
Scoundrel,” “I Married a Woman"
was brought in for $300,000, Kel¬ Man,” “The Sleeping Beauty” and
justify bidding have dissipated production schedule for 1957.
and “The Young Stringer.”
“Swan Lake.”
either by court decrees or patterns
Additionally, Dragon plans a lino notes.
developed within the industry it¬ program of semi-documentaries to
supplement the feature production.
Herman C. Weinberg; completed self.
Renzo Ruffini of Italy, who’s
Fred Gipson, of Mason, Te*., left
He urged distribs to evaluate all Firm has no immediate plans for for Hollywood Saturday (3) to con¬ been huddling in Manhattan with
English titles for “Gold of Naples”
(L Oro di Napoli), an Italian im¬ competitive bidding situations to telefilming, according to Kellino.
fer with Walt Disney, who plans to IFE’s Seymour Poe on the future
port which DCA will release in the determine if the practice could be
While some of this product, pri¬ film Gipson’s novel “Hound Dog of the U.S. releasing org, returns
U- S.
eliminated.
marily “Prescott.” is slated to lens I Man.”
to Rome Friday (9).
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FILM REVIEWS
Everything Bat The
Truth
(COLOR)
Family comedy about what
happens when moppet Tim
Hovey insists on telling the
trpth. Fair.
Hollywood, Nov. 6.
• Universal release of Howard Christie
production. Stars Maureen O’Hara, John
Forsythe, Tim Hovey; features Frank
Faylen, Les Tremayne, Philip Bourneuf,
Paul Birch, Addison Richards. Directed
toy
Jerry
Hopper.
Screenplay,
Herb
Meadow; camera (Eastman Color), Maury
Gertsman; editor, Sherman Todd; music
supervision,
Milton
Rosen.
Previewed
JN[ov. 2, '56. Running time, *3 MINS.
Joan Madison .Maureen O'Hara
Ernie Miller.John Forsythe
Willie Taylor...
Tim Hovey
Mac
.
.Frank Faylen
Lawrence Everett . Les Tremayne
Mayor Parker
.Philip Bourneuf
Senator Winter .;...
Paul Birch
Roger Connolly .Addison Richards
Arthur' Taylor
. Barry Atwater
Miss Adelaide Dabney . . Jeanette Nolan
Blonde .Roxanne Arlen
Doctor ....
.Ray Walker
Chairman of School Board
Howard Negley

.....%

This fair family comedy sets
about to prove that the truth can
sometimes be mighty unpleasant,
especially when it’s told by such an
engaging youngster as Tim Hovey
to his elders. The family trade will
find it acceptable as a companion
feature in the general dual situa¬
tions.
Young Hovey’s work continues
to be distinguished by a complete
lack of precociousness, and he
more than holds his own in an
adult company made up of costars
Maureen O’Hara and John For¬
sythe, and featured players that In¬
clude. Frank Faylen, Les Tremayne,
Philip Bourneuf, Paul Birch, Addi¬
son Richards and others. In fact,
he comes off quite a bit better be¬
cause the script by Herb Meadow
and the direction by Jerry Hopper
show an admirable restraint in
playing his character straight,
while the adults are required to be
extremely adolescent in their por¬
trayals.
The Howard Christie production,
brightly dressed up in Eastman
Color, has a small-town setting,
where young - Hovey, an orphan,
lives with his uncle, Barry At¬
water. Tutored to tell the truth at
all times by his pretty schoolteach¬
er, Miss O’Hara, the boy pops off
in public that his uncle gave the
mayor, Philip Bourneuf, a $10,000
kickback in a civic- real estate deal.
Plot becomes hodge-podge of fre¬
netics from then on, as the politi¬
cos try to make the boy retract his
statement and his schoolmarm car¬
ries the fight to the capital, even
enlisting the help of bigtime col¬
umnist, Forsythe, in the battle for
the truth, which eventually outs.
Color queen Miss O’Hara looks
just that under Maury Gertsman’s
lensing, and Edward Stevenson
gave her some fetching outfits to
wear. Forsythe’s columnist is very
broad, as are his amatory pitches
at Miss O’Hara. Faylen, the col¬
umnist's business manager; Tre¬
mayne, the governor’s secretary;
Bourneuf, Paul Birch, a Senator;
Addison Richards, publisher; At¬
water, and Jeanette Nolan, school
principal, also play for broad com¬
edy. Roxanne Arlen spots a good
scene in a powder room, wherein
she instructs Miss O’Hara in the
door-knob technique for handling
wolves.
Art direction, editing, set deco¬
rates and other technical factors
are expert.
Brog.
Suicide Mission
Semi-documentary of little-known
phase of World War II. Often ex¬
citing.
Hollywood, Nov. 6.
Columbia release of a Michael -Forlong
production. Features Leif Larsen, Michael
Aldridge. Atle Larsen, Per Christensen,
T. W. Southam, Oscar Egede Nissen. Di¬
rected by Forlong. Screenplay, David
Howarth, Sidney Cole, Forlong; based on
book, “The Shetland Bus.” by Howarth;
cbmera. Per G. Jonson, Mattis Mathiesen;
editor, Lee Doig; narration, Anthony
Oliver. Previewed Oct. 30, '56. Running
time, 69 MINS.

"Suicide Mission" is a semi¬
documentary about a group of dar¬
ing Norwegians in the Shetland
Islands during World War II who,
under direction of the British
Royal Navy but in Norwegian fish¬
ing boats, regularly crossed the
North Sea in mid-winter to land
arms, explosives and agents in their
Nazi-held homeland.
Film, in
which appear several of the hardy
Norsemen who participated in the
actual heroic exploit, is often ex¬
citing and should fit patly into the
program market.
Warwick Productions picked up
the finished film in England, pro¬
duced and directed by Michael For¬
king on the scene, for inclusion on
indie’s Columbia program. Title is
geared to fit the action, in which
the hazards of the 500-mile cross¬
ing, often under Nazi aerial attack,
are graphically depicted,” occasion¬
ally through use of war stock foot¬
age. ■ Adapted from David Howarth’s book, "The. Shetland Bus,”

Forlong hu vuccetdtd In a realis¬
tic treatment of his subject, In
which the camera work of Per G.
Jonson and Mattls Mathleson reg¬
isters stirringly.
Leif Larsen, on# of the Nor¬
wegian captains during the gruel¬
ling days of the blockade running,
portrays himself as an Interesting
figure. Balance of pro actors in¬
clude Michael Aldridge, Atle Lar¬
sen, Per Christensen, T. W. Southam and Oscar Egede Nissen, each
contributing to excellence of the
story development. Howarth, Sid¬
ney Cole hnd Forlong’s script-adap¬
tation is a slick job of adventuring.
Whit.
Die Halbstarken
(The Half-strong Ones)
(GERMAN)
Berlin, Oct. 30.
Union release of Wenzel Luedecke
(Interwest) production. Stars Horst Buchholz;
features
Karin
Baal,
Christian
Doermer and Jo -Herbst. Directed by
Georg Tressler. Screenplay, Will Tremper
and Georg Tressler after story by Will
Tremper; camera, Heinz Fehlke; music,
Martin
Boettcher;
editor,.
Wolfgang
Flaum. At Delphi Palast, Berlin. Running
lime, 97 MINS.
Freddy Borchert . Horst Buchholz
Sissy Bohl . Karin Baal
Jan Borchert .. Christian Doermer
Guenther .. Jo Herbst
Mother Borchert,. ..Viktoria V. Ballasko
Antonio Garezzo. Stanislaw Ahrens
Klaus . Manfred Hoffmann
Willi .Hans-Joachlm Ketzlin
Kudde .
Kalle Gaffkus
Woelfi . Wolfgang Heyer
Herr Borchert . Paul Wagner
Pepe Garezzo ....Eduard Wandrey
Theo.Friedrich Joloft
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dl#-*gcd man (Boyer) who has got¬
ten rid of hi* wife iby feigning gout.
Boyer play* Jn a suave manner
as does Francoise Arnoul as the
pert, knowing manicurist. But
Roberto Risso is much too wooden.
Director Henri Vemeuil does not
manage to imbue this with the
charm it needs. Color is good and
iroduction fine. It seems an okay
ocal entry but somewhat skimpy
for U.S. except mainly in special
situations.
Mosk.

Capsule Foreign Film Reviews
Pans, Oct. 30.
L« Sang A La Teta (The Blood to the
Head) (FRENCH). Fernand Rivers pro¬
duction and release. Stars Jean Gabln;
features Monique Helinand, Paul Frankeur, Jose Quagllo. Directed by Gilles
Grangier. Screenplay, Michel Audiard,
Grangier from the novel, “Le Fils Cardinaud,’* by Georges Simenon; camera,
Andre Thomas; editor, Paul Cayatte. At
George V, Paris. Running time, 90 MINS.

{

La Mort En Ce Jardin
(Death In This Garden)
(FRENCH—MEXICAN; COLOR)
Paris, Oct. 30.
Clnedis release pf Dismage-Oscar Danclgers production.
Stars Simone Signo¬
ret. Charles Vanel, Georges Marchal; fea¬
tures Michel Piccoll, Michele Girardon.
Directed by Luis Bunuel.
Screenplay,
Juan Alcoriza, Raymond Queneau, Bueditor. Marguerite Renoir.
At Biarritz,
Paris. Running time, lift MINS.
Djin . Simone Signoret
Chark .Georges Marchal
Castin . Charles Vanel
Marie .Michele Girardon
Priest .Michel Piccoll

Adventure-actioner takes place
in; some Latino country where
strong man tactics are still ramp¬
ant. It concerns a group thrown
together on the lam from the mil¬
itary tyrants and their adventures
in a seething jungle, with only two
escaping. Though familiar in out¬
line, Luis Bunuel’s direct direction
gives this an offbeat dimension. It
may do for offbeat arty spotting.
Early segments are neatly nar¬
rated to segue into the jungle trek.
Bunuel’s added intrusion of sud¬
den surrealist touches heighten
and deepen this pic.
Bunuel's unmitigated statements
on the characters remove their
conventional trappings. Simone
Signoret has the venal quality of
her joy girl. The old miner gets
a brilliant portrayal from Charles
Vanel while Michele Girardon
emerges a new find in her intelli¬
gent, poignant mumming of the
deaf and dumb girl.
This is an unusual adventure
opus that bears special handling.
Color is fine, technical aspects and
supporting playing all being tops.
Mosk.

This film won special attention
long before it was even completed.
It’s the first German pic on juve¬
nile delinquency, one of postwar
Germany’s biggest problems. It1
makes an obvious attempt to cash
in on the wide popularity of Amer¬
ican pix of the same sort, such as
"Blackboard Jungle" and "Rebel
Without Cause." It’s an obvious
effort to give young Horst Buch¬
holz, Idol of local bobbysox set and
winner of the 1955 Federal Film
Award for his role in "Sky With¬
out Stars,” the opportunity to
come along.
"Halbstarken"
(which
means
"Half-Strong Ones") has the kids,
the basic problem and also the
realistic approach (many roles are
played by amateurs), but all sim¬
ilarity with, its American prede¬
cessors stops' there. Neither can it
stand comparison with Hollywood
pix on the same subject. It’s little
more than a mediocre documentary
report concentrating oh a corny,
thrill story.
= Continued from page 3
rNevertheless, film will appeal to
mass audiences here, particularly tures that contain 50 different star
juveniles. "Halbstarken" may do personalities, Including such names
well in some limited foreign ter¬ as James Stewart, June Allyson,
ritories.
While a superficial script is Jose Ferrer, Errol Flynn, Rock
mostly to blame for this film’s Hudson, Lauren Bacall, Maureen
shortcomings, there is also some O’Hara, and Esther Williams. "You
considerable unconviction acting. can’t get these people for small
That also applies to Buchholz and pictures," he stressed.
Miss Karin Baal. Buchholz, a
Universal, Daff asserted, does not
handsome lad with talents, is over¬ operate on an average budget for
acting here most of the time. Miss
its-program.
"Each picture is an
Baal in this, her screen debut, is
nothing more than a cute looker as individual project," he said, "and
the
investment
depends on the
seductive gangster’s moll, and a
complete miscast. Although handi¬ property." The U exec stated that
production
costs
continue to rise
capped -by the script material,
Christian Doermer as Buchholz’ and that pictures have to gross
brother as well as Jo Herbst and more to break even. He said he
Kalle Gaffkus (both of Buchholz’ couldn’t estimate the exact percent¬
gang) turn in promising perform¬ age of the production cost hike.
ances.
He dismissed as ludicrous the
Georg Tresler makes this film
his directorial debut. His direction theory that the industry would
shortly
operate in a manner similar
in the main is rather uneven. Very
good’ is Martin Boettcher's score to the legit theatre showing only
the
long-running
specials in key
and there is also a plus in Heinz
Fehlke’s outdoor lensing which has first-run houses. He pointed out
often sharp documentary flavor. that Universal has been the leader
All in all, it’s deplored here that in advocating the importance of
such an important theme has been the grassroots theatres as well as
wasted as in this pic. Its charac¬ the global market.
ters, although belonging to the
The fact that Universal often by¬
young generation, are real hood¬
passes Broadway engagements or
lums.
Hans.
fails to book Its pictures in key
Main Stem houses does not reflect
Paris Palace Hotel
on the quality of the company’s
(FRENCH—ITALIAN; COLOR)
product, Daff Indicated. "We do
„
Paris, Oct. 30.
what is most advantageous for our
Cincdls release of Speva Film-Rizzoli
He termed the
production.
Stars Charles Boyer, Fran¬ pictures,” he said.
coise Arnoul; features Roberto Risso, "New York mentality" as "face¬
Raymond
Bussieres,
Michele PhUippe,
Caret te, Tilda Thamar.
Directed by tious" and said that N. Y. is not
Henri
Verneull.
Screenplay,
Charles representative of America and that
Spaak, Verneuil; dialog, Spaak; camera
< Eastmancolor), Philippe Agostini; editor, Gotham is no longer the "show¬
•J-/eyte- At Berlitz, Paris. Running time, case of the . motion picture indus¬
105 MINS*
On the basis of its "grass¬
Francoise .Francoise Arnoul try."
Dcloirtel ...Charles Boyer roots approach,” Daff said U is in¬
Gerard .Roberto Risso
terested
in serving all exhibitors
Bebcrt .•..Carette
Mine. Delomel . Tilda Thamar and moving its pictures down to
Barbara .Michele Philippe the nabes and smalltowns as quick¬
Film is in the slick femme mag- ly as possible.
Universal, Daff said, will also
zine yarn and is reminiscent of the
many pre-war U.S, comedies. Sit¬ continued to make a group of
uations make up a Cinderella-type "showmanship" pictures. "There
yarn with the main twist having is a large audience for these films,"
both boy and girl masquerading as he noted. "This does hot not mean
rich. There even is the fairy god¬ they are cheap, exploitation films."
mother, an aging, worldy skirt- He cited U’s current horror pack¬
chaser. Lacking enough inventive¬ age of "The Mole People" and
ness and flair to dispel the well- ' Curucu, Beast of the Amazon" as
known trappings, this remains pal¬ examples of this type as well as
atable for U.S. chances mainly on
the Charles Boyer name and the the upcoming "Rock, Pretty Baby,"
a rock ’n’ roll entry. Latter, which
Paris locale.
Smart color and production en¬ cost just under $1,000,000 to make,
velop a manicurist and garage me¬ "is not an important picture," Daff
chanic who meet in a posh hotel said, "but it will gross more than
and pass themselves off as clients. many multi-million dollar pic¬
She is invited out by a rich, mid- tures."
•
■ •
.

Daff on U

Stolid pic brings still another of
George Simenon’s sociologically
themed books to the screen. It
also remains literary in this tale
of a self-made man whose loss of
his wife to a delinquent youth
brings out the latent envy and
hatred of the remainder of the
town. Main attribute is the solid
performance by Jean Gabin who
walks through this with a resolute¬
ness and understatement that gives
the film its few dramatic moments.
He gives it more than director Gil¬
les Grangier has been able to.
Somewhat inconclusive in char¬
acterization, with technical credits
only par and supporting cast ade¬
quate, this shapes mainly as a pos¬
sible dualer for, the U.S., with
theme and Gabin name exploitable.
Otherwise this surface-sketched pic
on smalltime Gallic pettiness lacks
the depth to put it into the special¬
ized groove for U.S. chances.
Mosk.
La
Chatelaine Du
Llban (FRENCHITALIAN; C'SCOPE; COLOR). SNOF re¬
lease of Jeannie Film-CTI-Cino Del Duca
production.
Stars
Jean-Claude Pascal.
Gianna-Maria
Canale;
features.
Jean
Servais, Omar Cherif, Luciana Paolucci,
Juliette Greco. Directed by Richard Pottier. Screenplay, Maurice Auberge from
novel by Pierre Benlot; camera (Eastmancolor), Lucien Joulln; editor, L, M. Azar.
At Normandie, Paris. Running time, 100

Old hat tale of adventure in the
desert has served for film vehicles
before, and here it’s updated to
concern two engineers searching
for uranium.
Yarn covers the
skulduggery with Arabs, mysteri¬
ous foreign representatives and
beauteous ‘femmes fatales.’
Done in C’Scope and with a wellworn adventure line, this is not
for arties, of course and its lack of
names makes this limited for gen¬
eral spots also. However, it is
neatly done and has good color
with some fine action bits. Offbeat
locale might make this worth dub¬
bing. Acting is okay and desert
activity takes emphasis away from
the rather familiar happenings.
Mosk.
Mannequins Da Paris (FRENCH) (FRANSCOPE; COLOR). Pathe release of S. N.
Pathe-P AC-Contact
prdductlon.
Stars
Madeleine Robinson, Ivan Desny; features
Ghlslaine Arsac, Jacqueline Plerreux, Yoko
Tani,. Max Revol. Directed by Andre
HunebeUe. Screenplay, Francois
Campaux, Michel Audiard, Hunnebelle; cam¬
era (Eastmancolor), Paul Coteret; editor,
Jean Feyte. At Marlgnan, Paris. Running
time, 90 MINS.

Anamorphoscope pic, with proc¬
ess still somewhat buckling in per¬
spective and not completely clear
in color rendition, this is definitely
unsuitable for arty houses on its
lack of story or point. Pic has lit¬
tle for general spots except the
pulchritude of the top mannequins
of Paris trotted out as often as pos¬
sible in all manners of undress.
More like a documentary on haute
couture presentations, banal story
line concerns a businesswoman whp
neglects her designer husband for
biz. He strays but comes back to
the fold. Commentary and usual
model mishaps make up brunt of
this pic. Director Andre Hunebelle gives lacklustre treatment
and seems tied down by the screen
size. Acting and other aspects are
generally lowlevel, this is strictly
exploitation
here, with less
chances in the U.S.
MoSk.
Lorsque L'Enfant Paralt (When the
Child Appears) (FRENCH; COLOR). CFF
release of CFCC production. Directed by
Michel Boisrond. Screenplay, Frederic
Grendel, Shermann Sidery from a play
by Andre Rousstn; camera (Eastmancolor),
Marcel Girgnon; editor, Gilbert Natot;
music,
Hendl
Sauguet.
With
Andre
Luguet, Gaby Morlay, Brigitte Auber, Guy
Bertil, Alta Riba, Suzy Prim, Armande
Navarre. At Biarritz, Paris. Running time,
90 MINS.

Since as a hit play it ran here
for four years, Andre Roussin’s
comedy, spoofing Ministers and
regnancy naturally was finally
ought for the screen. In t film
form, unfortunately, the dialog is
kept too intact and the telegraphed
proceedings lose their impact. This
type of legiter, without sprightly
handling, soon bogs down on film,
as this does. It lacks a definite
stand on satire. This looks unlikely
for arty U.S. chances. The palaver¬
ing about the various would-be
mothers is tasteless rather than
smart. Pic also looks limited for
exploitation.
A minister trying to shut down
bagnios and get special allowances
for large families comes home to
find his over-middleaged wife is
expecting a baby, with the Inevi¬
table gags about who the father
may be dragged in. His daughter,
ready to wed a nobleman, suspects
she -.is- pregnant, and his1 son,

P

blandly announces he Is to have a
child by his father’s secretary
With this setup as the founda¬
tion, the director tries to slick
things up with a light touch. Color
is good, but to many interiors are
used. Acting is in the stage vein
as are many sets.
Mosk.
Bob Le FIftnibcur (FRENCH). Mondial
Film release of Jenner-Cyme-Play Art
Film production. Directed by Jean-Piem
Melv lie. Screenplay. Auguste Le Breton,
Melville; camera, Henri Decae; editor
Manique Bonnot. With Roger Duchesne
Isabelle Corey, Daniel Cauchy, Howard
Vernon. Guy Decomble. At Radio Cine.
Pans. Running time, 95 MINS.

Pic is in the "Rififi" classify,
tion and is even written by the
same man. It concerns the last
job of an aging gangster who has
been devoting himself to gambling
until the final heist presents itself.
However, here the similarity ends,
for this lacks the suspense, char¬
acterization and deft direction of
the predecessor.
This plods through its tale of the
underworld without adding the
needed filip to make it unusual. Its
only American interest would be
for dualer chances on its locale and
action. Otherwise lagging direction
so-so thesping and usual femme
and lowdown aspects of this type
production make this an ordinary
entry. Production values show a
tight budget and technical values
are below par.
Mosk.
Ensayo De Un Crimes (Attempt at a
Crime) (MEXICAN). ACSA production and
release. Directed by Luis Bunuel. Screen¬
play, Bunuel, Rodolfo Usigll from play
by Usigll; camera, Augustin Jiminez;
editor, Pablo Gomez; music, Jesus Bracho.
With Ernesto Alonso. Miroslava, Arian*
Welter. Previewed In Paris. Running
time, 90 MINS.

A macabre comedy, loaded with
shock portions and erotico sym¬
bolism, this is an offbeater slanted
mainly for specialized spotting in
U.S. This is a serio-comic study of
a rich young man whose obsession
to kill is always stymied.
Luis Bunuel’s sadistic touches
sometimes jolt rather than tickle,
but’the whole film is carried out
with a successful tongue-in-cheek
attitude.' It may have something
for specialized audiences in Amer¬
ica. However, there may be censor
trouble.
Ernesto Alonso, as a child,
wished for the death of his gov¬
erness while playing a musicbox
which she had told him, in fancy,
had the power to grant wishes. She
is killed by a stray, bullet. The
child thinks he killed her and he
confuses it with a feeling of pleas¬
ure. Later in life, as a rich, inde¬
pendent man, he finds the musicbox again which sets up a desire to
kill. He plans some crimes but he
is always thwarted and his victims
killed before he can get to them.
Acting of the late Miroslava as
two of the intended victims and
Alonso as the would-be killer
catch the right note of mock com¬
edy and seriousness. Technical
credits are all topnotch and music
is exceptional.
Mosk.

Washington, Nov. 6.
Latest monthly "insider" report
by the_ Securities and Exchange
Commission discloses Jack L. War¬
ner unloading some of his very
substantial holdings of Warner
common/ Until recently, he had
been building up.
In September, says the report,
he sold 50,000 of his own holdings
and 12,000 from his trust account
"to issuer," which would be the
company. In August, he disposed
of another 1,000. This still leaves
the studio prexy with 147,999
shares of common in his own name,
plus 1,400 in the trust.
Albert Warner also sold some
back to the issuer. He got rid of
6,500 shares. He still owns 12,000,
plus 2,700 in a trust account.
Charles Allen, Jr., reported selling
his 5,750 .shares to "the issuer.” He
disclosed, however, that Allen &
Co. owns 150,000 shares.
Harold J. Mirisch disposed of
4,000 shares of Allied Artists com¬
mon held by his Kenilworth In¬
vestment Co. Kenilworth still has
22,000 shares. Mirisch also has 12,000 in his own name.
„ Herbert B. Lazarus sold 1,000
AB-PT common last month and has
500 left.
Peter Colefax added 500 shares
of National Theatres common,
buildiiig up his interest to 3,500.
Y. Frank Freeman added 1,100
shares of Paramount Pix common,
now owns 4,400.
i William J. German and Carl B.
Heine added 100 shares apiece of
Associated Motion Picture Indus¬
tries last July; German now has
1>158. Heine owns 200.
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Inside Stuff-Pictures
After the press show of the German “Anastasia" film at Berlin’s
Gloria Palast, coproducer Guenter Matern and also pic's publicity
manager, had a fine exploitation gag available. He Introduced to the
press a number of persons who are closely connected with the woman
who claims to be Anastasia. Lineup Included Prinz Friedrich Ernst
von Sachsen-Altenburg, whose family was closely in touch with the
Czar’s family; Friedrich Dassel, a former Czarist captain, who knew
Anastasia as a child persohally; Frau Doris Rittmann and Fratt Fiedler,
both nee Wingender, who both claim they know the woman who's sup¬
posed to be Anastasia, and Dr. Vermehren, the lawyer on Anastasia’s
side. Prince Friedriqjh Ernst said that he knows for sure that the living
Anastasia is Anastasia, the last Czar’s daughter. He also said that in
1928, 44 surviving members of the Czar’s large family of relatvies were
asked whether the respective woman is or is not the daughter of the
Czar and that only 12 persons answered she’s not Anastasia. Dassel,
the ex-Captain, said that he-' first was doubtful but now he also knows
that she's the genuine Anastasia. Frau Rittmann and Frau Fiedler,
however, said she’s not Anastasia. They say the woman in question is
a former field-hand by the name of Franziska Schanzkowski. They
have known the latter very well and opine it’s just impossible that
she’s really Anastasia.
Anyway, the whole setup of pro and con persons has resulted in
many new stpries concerning the Anastasia" mystery, consequently also
word-of-mouth.
Helen Ainsworth, former agent and now an indie producer in asso¬
ciation with actor Guy Madison, said last week her aim is to make
“women’s pictures—those with romantic angles.’’ She’s the only femme
film-maker working full time, she said, and figures “woman’s intuition”
should_be important in selection of stories and their development. The
Ainsworth-Madison company, Romson Productions, has a six-picture
deal with Columbia, latter to finance and produce. First of the pack¬
age, “Reprisal,” with Madison starred, is completed. Second, “The
27th Day,” is now editing and Miss Ainsworth has hopes of rolling a
filmization of the Louis L'Amour novel, “Sky Ring Water.,” in Puerto
Rico around Jan. 1.
Miss Ainsworth disclosed she also plans to present the old legiter,
“And So to Bed,” at the Pasadena Playhouse and if this clicks she will
picturize the property. “Bed,” a comedy by James B. Fagan, opened
jjn Broadway in November, 1927, and ran 1B9 performances.
During preparation of the script for Universal’s Lon Chaney biopic,
“The Man of a Thousand Faces,” producer Robert Arthur discovered
that nobody knows silent star’s full first name, not even the late ac¬
tor’s son, Lon Jr. During research on Chaney's life both Alonzo and
Lorenzo turned up as the full first name, but neither could be verified.
It’s even possible he was christened just plain Lon and therefore
didn’t have to abbreviate a longer tag.
Adolphe Trichet, head of the French Syndicate of Film Exhibitors,
Is back in Paris after a four week sojourn in the U. S. under tow of
the Theatre Owners of America. Trichet told the Variety Paris re. porter that the main thing that struck him there was the anxiety of
American exhibs before the falling production rate of Hollywood. Since
1956 sees only 200 films, and ’57 bodes 175 while '58 will fall to 150, he
feels this is the main American exhib difficulty.
Basketball is more of a financial headache than exhibition for Bennie
Berger, North Central Allied president and theatre circuit owner.
Whereas his chain of 10 showhouses Is still believed to be a profitable
operation, Berger has revealed that the Minneapolis Lakers profes¬
sional league basketball team of which he’s a 66%% owner, lost $70,000
the past two seasons.

Adrien Remauge
Sees‘Aid’Smart
Only If General
Any “aid” system for distribu¬
tion, set up in the U.S. and sup¬
ported by the French industry,
must cover all distributors active
in handling the French product,
Adrien Remauge, prexy and direc¬
tor general of France’s Pathe
Cinema, said in Gotham Monday
(29).
What was primarily needed, he
added, wasn’t so much a new dis¬
tribution channel as an effort to
help properly launch French pro¬
ductions in the key cities. He
didn't feel it was “good business
practice” for the French Govern¬
ment and industry to enter into
any arrangement under which they
would-wholly or partially-guarantee a U.S. distribution operation
against loss in the handling of the
French films.
Pathe not only is a producer, but
It also distributes films and runs a
top circuit of some 35 houses in
French key cities.
Remauge’s remarks came in the
midst of continuing discussions re
the possibility of a new distribu¬
tion org in the U.S., devoted large¬
ly to French 'product. Project is
being sparked by Richard Davis
and Ilya Lopert and is aimed at
including as many of the indies as
Possible. There is no doubt, how¬
ever, that even if the setup comes
to pass, a number of distribs will
not be in a position to join and
Pledge their product.
It is these individuals who, in
Remauge’s opinion, must also be
able to benefit from any French
support. “The French funds that
would be spent would be public
funds. They cduld not be given to
any particular group. The financ¬
ing,. in any case, should come in
(Continued on page 15)
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SHODDY HOUSES, ROWDY JUVES SET AS
THEMES FOR ALLIED’S DALLAS MEET
By HY HOLLINGER

Briefs from Lots
M-+444444
Hollywood, Nov. 6.
Samuel Fuller will write, direct
and produce “China Gate,” with
a Far East war background, for
2Gth-Fox release . .. Roger Corman
signed Richard Garland and Rus¬
sell Johnson with Pamela Duncan
in “The Attack of the Crab Mon¬
sters” for Allied Artists . . . Jules
Schermer checked in at Warners
under a producer contract . . . UPA
upped Pete Burness from director
to producer of the “Mister Magoo”
theatrical cartoon series . . . Co¬
lumbia has Richard Conte for “The
Brothers Rico” . . . Robert W. Kent
resigned .as story supervisor at Co¬
lumbia to become producer for
Edward Small Productions, start¬
ing with “Chicago Confidential”
and “Last Gun in Durango” . . .
Tom Conway drew one of the top
roles in Alex Gordon’s “Voodoo
Woman,” for American Interna¬
tional release.
Columbia assigned Glenn Ford
to star in “Three-Ten to Yuma,”
with Delmar Daves directing . . .
Metro'bought “The Catwalk,” an
original by John Champion . . .
Herbert Lytton drew a role in “Top
Secret Affair’V^at Warners . . . 20thFox assigned Ken Scott to narrate
“Three«*« Brave Men” . . . Same
studio handed Patricia Powell a
term contract.. . George D. Sutton
succeeds Loren L. Ryder as head
of Paramount’s sound department.
. . . Universal gave Ed Chevie re¬
lease from his exclusive producer
pact . . . John Emery cast, in “The
Girl Can’t Help It” at 20th-Fox . . .
James Cagney's first director chore
at Paramount will be “Short Cut
to Hell.” Two versions of “Pulse
of the Sea,” directed by Gene
Fowler Jr., will be filmed—one for
theatrical release and one to be
shown to medical interests.
Kurt Neumann draws producerdirector reins on Regal’s “War .of
the Universe” for 20th-Fox release.
. . . Irene JamSs pacted by RKO
and will test for second femme
lead in “Stage Struck,” Henry
Fonda - Susan Strasberg - Herbert
Marshall tripler . . . Robert Vaughn
on loanout from Hecht-Lancaster
to Columbia Pictures for “The
Young Rebels,” for which Roger

Smith also is set . . . Harper Goff
will be production designer and
assistant to producer Jerry Bresler
on Bryna’s “The Viking” .. . Amer¬
ican-International purchased “Jet
Fighter,” original by Mark Hanna.
. . . Harry Carey Jr., Chubby John¬
son, Byron Foulger, Rodolfo Acosto
and Frank Herstle go into Benedict
Bogeaus’ 20th-Fox release, “Con¬
quest,” starring Ray Milland . . .
Gilbert Kurland to Manila to ex¬
plore filming possibilities for U’s
“No Power on Earth” in Philip¬
pines.
Jean Pierre Aumont returning to
Metro to play opposite Eleanor
Parker in “The Painted Veil” . . .
Sam Katzman assigned William
Leslie as male lead in “The Night
the World Exploded” . . . Celia
Lovsky signed by U for a role in
“Man of a Thousand Faces” . . .
Francis D. Lyon bought a circus
story, “Sawdust In His Shoes,” for
indie filming . . . Batjac's “Legend
of the Lost” ... Joan Collins
signed a new two-year deal with
20th-Fox . . . Warners assigned
Dani Crayne as femme lead in
“Shoot Out at Medicine Bend”

BOUNCES E.F.ROBERTS
Cooper Foundation Theatres,
which is run by trustees of the es¬
tate of J. H. Cooper, is continuing
its pink-slipping of old-line execs.
E. Frank Roberts, who joined
Cooper in 1934 and who was comp¬
troller and a member of the man¬
agement group since early last
year, left the chain over the past
week.
Roberts is one of several who
have parted company with the
trustees.
Some months ago Pat
McGee, who was well respected in
the trade and was active in indus¬
try affairs on the institutional
level, was removed as general
manager.
In January, 1955, Roberts was
shifted from comptroller to assis¬
tant manager andjast November
was assigned to the post of man¬
ager of concessions.

Stars Slow-Risers In Today’s Market
—EXHIBS HARDER TO SELL THAN PUBLIC
—STUDIOS GUILTY OF TYPING EXISTING STARS
—THALBERG STAR-MAKING NOW IMPOSSIBLE
Lack of volume production has been an important
factor in stunting the growth of a new flock of
screen stars, indie producer Milton Sperling opined
in Gotham last week.
Sperling, whose United States Pictures releases
via Warner Bros, and is financed by the company,
also said overall industry conditions weren't con¬
ducive to experimentation with talent. “In today’s
market, With its great risks, it seems madness to turn
out a big picture starring an unknown,” he ob¬
served.
“Actually, it’s the exhibitors who have been keep¬
ing the star system alive. They want names to put
on their marquees. The theatre owners have to
be sold as hard as the pubilc on the new faces.”
Sperling, whose last release for WB was “The
Court Martial of Billy Mitchell” and who has com¬
pleted “Top Secret Affair” (based on John P. Marquand’s .novel “Melville Goodwin, U.S.A.”), felt that
the. public today was as enthusiastic and emotional
as ever about their stars. “If anything they’re more
so,” he said, pointing to Elvis Presley et al. On
the Warner lot, Natalie Wood is drawing a large
amount of fan mail, he pointed out.
Team-Mating
“The development of new players is of utmost
importance to the industry,” he thought.
“One
way of licking the problem is to cast an unknown
with an established star. It’s either that or buying
a property with a stellar role that could lift a player
to stardom.” Sperling felt that “Marjorie Morningstar,” which he has purchased, may do this for
some newcomer.
He noted Hollywood’s tendency' to “type” stars.
“Once they’re in a big success, chances are you’ll
see them in the same kind of role over and over
again,” he said.
“It’s not the players’ fault en¬
tirely.
For instance, I have Susan Hayward and
Kirk Douglas in ‘Top Secret Affair.’ It’s a comedy
and the roles are a complete departure for both.
They are both delighted. Yet, Miss Hayward told
me that, after she appeared in ‘I’ll Cry Tomorrow,’
she was sent a dozen scripts.
all of them her
part was that of a drunk.”
Sperling recalled the days of Irving Thalberg,
when a star would appear in one big picture and

then would be cast in a number of smaller ones,
exploiting his or her name. “Today, the| story has
become the foundation of any film.
Players no
longer make so many pictures, and each production
is like an industry in itself,” he said.
Indies, ever more active in Hollywood, are facing
greater casting problems than the studios, Sperling
held.
“Those percentage deals now commanded
by the top players are rough on a big company,
they’re even rougher on the independent,” he com¬
mented.
“After all, the studio at least collects
all the profits on a production. We have to split
ours. And when you go in for percentage deals,
how many ways can you divide the take?”
Writers As Businessmen
Sperling said he regretted the lack of original
screenplays, hut could understand the reasons very
well.
“The writers are businessmen. Television
keeps them busy on a year 'round basis. If they
do have free time, they prefer doing a book or a
play. In any case, they’ll do better than working
on an original which they may or may not sell and
for which—at best—then can get $25,000.
They
must figure on spending three to four months writ¬
ing the script. They can make more being em¬
ployed in that same period.”
Added to this, Sperling opined, is the fact that
“there’s no respect being an original.”
Cost of
production is high*, he said, and the desire to avoid
risks wherever possible is great. . “It seems reck¬
less to spend $2,000,000 on a property none has
heard of. Producers today want acceptable, pre¬
sold material, such as hit plays and novels. Then
at least we know it's something the audience will
want to see.”
Rise of indie production' on the Coast, though
within the fold of the majors, has led to “a diversi¬
fication of taste” among the fiknmakcrs, Sperling
maintained. “There are new "oud voices being
heard in-Hollywood. It used to be only five studio
heads.
Now there are some 50 men making sug¬
gestions and decisions.” And he added:
“I am frankly amazed at the ability of the ‘old
czars’ to adapt themselves to these new conditions.
It is, after all, a lot different from the way things
used to be run in the past.”

Allied States Assn., which in re¬
cent years has been mainly con¬
cerned with industry trade prac¬
tices and particularly with the
question of the product shortage
and high film rentals, is broadening
the scope of its considerations in
analyzing the ills that face the na¬
tion’s theatres. At its annual con¬
vention in Dallas—Nov. 27-29—
the exhibitor group is placing on
the agenda the problems of the¬
atre operation that involve a mod¬
ern and updated plant, cleanliness,
good projection, good sound, com¬
fort and courtesy.
In addition to the usual discus¬
sions of trade practices, the con¬
vention will attempt to present
realistically “what exhibitors can
do to make their houses more at¬
tractive and their presentations
more pleasing.” The problem of
combatting the rowdyism of teen¬
age delinquents will also bo
weighed.
On the basis of a pre-convention
bulletin issued by general counsel
Abram F. Myers, it appears that
Allied will attempt to discuss free¬
ly whether “exhibitors are doing
their part towards regaining the
lost audience.”
Serious thought will also bo
given to the advisability of halting
continuous performances in some
sections. Scheduled for discussion
will be a proposal in favor of a
two-a-day policy.
Preliminary agenda for the con¬
vention also lists the following
topics that will be considered:
1. The Motion Picture Assn."
of America’s and the Council
of Motion Picture Organiza¬
tions’ public relations plans
for stimulating business, (Re
the MPAA plan, Myers says:
“For one thing, there is grati¬
fication that the film compa¬
nies at long last are taking
cognizance of the boxoffice de¬
pression and are indicating a
willingness to join with the
exhibitors In doing something
about it.”)
2. The advisability of Al¬
lied’s return to COMPO’s
ranks.
3. Arbitration. Is there- a
chance that a voluntary sys¬
tem for settling industry dis¬
putes can be established?
4. Film and film rentals.
5. What can be done to en¬
courage the production of
more pictures?
„
6. What are the product
prospects for 1957?
7. What efforts have been to
comply with the report of the
Senate Small Business Subcommitee relating to coopera¬
tion between exhibition and
distribution to settle the prob¬
lems confronting the industry-

Cowpix on Video
Open New Doors
ToHossOpryMen
Hollywood, Oct. 30.
A new aspect of show biz has de¬
veloped that is paying off in big
dividends for former action faves
as well as present-day stars, Smiley
Burnette, vet western comic who
previously appeared as sidekick of
such oater stars as Gene Autry and
Charles Starrett, reported yester¬
day.
There is now a big demand for
appearances at rodeos, fairs, car¬
nivals home and au^o shows and
other public events, which has al¬
most entirely supplanted theatre
engagements that formerly pre¬
vailed, according to the thesp.
Burnette returned over the week¬
end from his latest junket through
the Mid-West, where he appeared
last week with Eddie Fisher at a
land development show in Tulsa.
Co-appearance drew between 8,000
to 10,000 persons at each of two
shows, he said, typical of the turn¬
out at most of these affairs. For
the past year, he pointed out, he
has been able* to lure such draws
in all parts of the country. So
have such personalities as Tex Ritater, Johnny Mack Brown, Rex
(Continued on page 18)
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Offish But V
Dailies’ Strike Hurts Cleve. But
L.A. Lagging But 'Sex Hot $68,000 Omaha
OK 9G; ‘Peace’ Big 5G
‘Giant’ Wham 40G, ‘Mountain’ 15G
lull Spots; lan Good25G,‘Seed’
Fairish 23G, ‘Friendly Fancy 15G
Key City Grosses

Omaha, Nov. $.
Biz is in the doldrums at down¬
town first-runs this week despite
three new entries. “Between Heav¬
Cleveland, Nov. 6.
en and Hell” is best of lot, being
Although some deluxe houses
'fairly good at the Orpheum. “Be¬
undoubtedly are being hurt some¬
yond Reasonable Doubt” is mighty
what by shutdown of three Cleve¬
light at Brandeis and “Rack” looms
land newspapers as a result of
modest at State. “War. and Peace,”
Los Angeles, Nov. 6. 4
Guild strike- starting last Thursday
Estimated
Total
Gross
which
perked
up
considerably
in
Despite some good openers, first(1), not even this or warm weather
This Week .$2,781,600
second stanza at the Omaha, is
run boxoffice is softening up in
however, is hurting “Giant” and
still good but Js slated to bow out
(Based on 22 cities and 234
current week, mostly because of
some
other newcomers. “Giant"
after
three
weeks.
theatres, craefly first runs,- in¬
several light reissue bills and slow¬
looms terrific at Allejj, for best
Estimates for This Week
cluding N. Y.)
ing longruns. “Friendly Persua¬
Estimated Total Gross
mark
at
this house for the last 10
Brandeis
(RKO)
(1,000;
75-90)—
Total Gross Same'Week
sion” is a bit disappointing at Fox
This Week.$613,700
years. “Mountain.” too, looks good
“Beyond Reasonable Doubt” (RKO)
Wilshire albeit good with $15,000.
Last Year.$2,629,300
(Based on 23 thtatres)
at State. “You Can’t Run Away
and “First Traveling Saleslady”
Pace picked up after slow start
(Based on 24 cities and 216
From It” shapes okay at Hipp
Last Year.$628,900
(RKO). Mild $2,800. Last week,
with change in ads to emphasize
theatres.)
despite elongated title. “Rack” is
“Back From Eternity” (RKO) and
(Based on 21 theatres)
Gary Cooper and rifle instead of
routine
at Stillman.
“Cha,
Cha,
Cha,
Boom”
(Col),
copy lauding Wyler.
Estimates for This Week
$3,200. •
“Opposite Sex” looms neat $18,Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; 90000 in two theatres plus $50,000 in
Allen (Stanley-Warner) (3,000;
$1.25)—“War and Peace” (Pat) (3d
three rabes and six ozoners. “Man
$1-$1.50) — “Giant” (WB). Firmly
wk).
Shapes good $5,000. Last
From Del Rio” is rated good $25,set, and shapes huge $40,000, best
week, $7,000.
000 in three first-runs .p'us one
here in last 10 years Last week,
Orpheum (Tristates) (2,890; 75nabe. “Bad Seed” shapes fair
“Cry in Night” (WB), $*,000.
90)—“Between Heaven and Hell”
$23,000 or close in three locations.
Hipp (Telem’s) (3,700; 75-$l) —
(20th)
and“No
Place
to
Hide”
Estimates for This Week
“You Can’t Run Away From It”
(AA). Fairly good $9,000. Last
Fox Wilshire <FWC) (2,296;
(Col). Okay $12<000. Last week,
St. Louis, Nov. 6.
week. “Toward Unknown” (WB),
$1.25-$1.75) — “Friendly Persua¬
“Between Heaven and Hell” (20th),
Pittsburgh, Nov. 6.
$8,000.
sion” (AA). Good $15,000. Last
$15,000.
scalec*helping
“Giant” is just that at the Stan¬
State (Goldberg) (860; 75-90)— “Giant,” with upped
week, “Bad Seed” (WB) (9th wk-5
of
?£
?
Ohio (Loew) (1,244; 70-90) —
days), $3,400.
ley, a blockbuster, which is mak¬ “Rack” (M-G). Modest $4,000. Last it to a mighty total at the St, Louis.
5 “Moon is Blue” (UA) and “High
State, Hawaii (UATC-G&S) (2,- ing it. tough for everything else week, “Opposite Sex” (M-G) (2d “Rebel in Town” looks good at Noon” (UA) (reissues). Average
404; .1,106; 80-SI.25)—“Opposite
wk), '$4,500.
, ’ VJy T
$6,000. Last
for
A1;~
i
;pD,uuv*
juast week,
weeK, “Search
oearen lor
It’s headed for new
Sex” (M-G) and “Dance Hall Girl” downtown.
1?
Bridey Murphy” (Par), $3,000.
(Indie). Neat $18,000. Last week, house record. “Opposite Sex”
cHif u
a
^
State (Loew) (3,500; 70-90) —
“High Society” (M-G) (2d wk), might have a chance against any
™ js
I8f.hi11
“Mountain” (Par). Good at $15,000.
$10,700, plus $43,800 in 4 nabes, other opposition but it’s being held
houses L St d
1
two Last week, “Power and Prize”
five drive-ins.
to
okay
Penn
figure.
“Between
Estimates
for
This
Week
^suilman (I oew) (2 700* 70-Q0)
Orpheum, Hollywood, Uptown
Ambassador (Indie) (1,400; $1.20M 000
(Metropolitan-FWC) (2,213; 756; Heaven and Hell” at Fulton is
$2.40)—“Seven Wonders Of World” Last week Attack” (UA) same
1,715; 80-$1.25)—“Man From Del fairly fine. “Teenage Rebel” at
(Cinerama) (28th wk). Neat $12,000. ljast week, AttacK wa), same.
Rio” (UA) and “Flight to Hong Harris is only fair. “Lust for Life”
i Last week, $12,500.
Kong” (UA). Good $25,000 includ¬
Esquire (Indie) (1,400; 75-90) — <|i 11>
Cl A AH A
ing one nabe. Last week, “Attack” picking up a bit at Guild.
San Francisco, Nov? 6.
“Storm Center” (Col). Mild $5,500. Hell iOITHi MU.UUU 111
< UA) and “Thunder Over Arizona”
Estimates for This Week
“Giant” is heading for a record- Last week, “Catered Affair” (M-G)
_ „
...
(Rep) (2d wk), $16,400, including
- Niv Tprrif
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 65-99)— breaking $50,000 week at Para¬ (2d wk), $5,000.
one nabe.
here this stanza. “Friendly
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 51-75)—“The
Mllw» CVC nU 1CIMI
Downtown Paramount, Wiltern, “Beteween Heaven and Hell” mount
looms as sockeroo in Mountain” (Par) and “Strange
91 f
D!- Of1 01
Vogue
(ABPT-SW-FWC)
(3,300 (20th). Fine $8,500 or near. Last Persuasion”
Zltly u6X Dig OU, £0
week, “Unguarded Moment” (U), smaller United Artists Theatre. Intruder” (AA). Opened today
(Continued on page 18)
Reissue combo of “Killers”-“Sleep- (Tues.). Last week, “Unguarded
$9,000 in 9 days.
Baltimore, xr™,
Nov. a6.
ing City” is very brisk at .Golden
frame
Guild (Green) (500; 85-99)— Gate. “The Rack” is rated lieht at WeTl7000U) and “RaW Edge” <U)’
Surprise gross of current from*
is
the
boff
second
week
for
combo
“Lust for Life” (M-G) (7th wk). Warfield but “Solid Gold Cadillac”
loew'-s (Loew) (3,221; 50-85) - ‘s,
of
“Because
of
Eve”
and
“She
Should go to big $2,500 and may still is great in third round at St. “Fastest
Gun Alive” (M-G) and
“ti*8
keep it around for one more. Last Francis.
“Cash On Delivery” (UA) (2d wk). Shoulda Said No” at Century. “Be¬
week, $2,100.
“-Lust For Life,” “Riflfi” and Good $7,500 after $11,500 initial tween Heaven and Hell” loom*
™
nice at the New. “Search For
Harris (Harris) (2.165; 65-99)— "Ballet of Romeo and Juliet” are
“Teenage Rebel” (20th). Looks like holding very well for longrun
Orpheum (Loew) (1,914; 50-85) ?.rld^
fair $7,000. Last week, “Solid Gold arties.
— “Rebel In Town” (UA) and 5*
Boston, Nov. 6.
“Huk” (UA). Good $7,000. Last modest at the Cinema. Second
Biz is on- upswing again with a Cadillac” (Col) (3d wk), $7,500.
Estimates for This Week
week, “Bandido” (UA) and “Hot }Yeek
Opposite Sex is brisk at
Nixon (Rubin) (1,700; $1.25-$2.40)
big round of new product. Five
Golden Gate (RKO) (2.859; 80- Cars” (UA), $4,500.
the Townme
AOWnnew pix this frame, with “Giant” —“Oklahoma” (Magna) (23d wk). $1)—“Killers” (U) and “Sleeping
Pageant (St. L. Amus.) (1,000;
Estimates for This Week
at Metropolitan a mammoth leader. Continuing to dip as end of run ap¬ City” (U). Good reissue pair looks
Century
(Fruchtman)
(3,000;
“Back From Eternity” shapes slick proaches. Picture comes out Nov. brisk $12,000 or near. Last week, 90) — “La Strada” (T-L). Great
at the Memorial. “You Can’t Run 24 and house goes back to legit two “Search Bridey Murphy” (Par) and $8,000 or near. Last week, “Night $1.25)—“Because of Eve” (Indie)
Number Came Up” (Indie), $2,000. and “She Shoulda Said No” (Indie)
Away From It,” also now looks nights later. Fair $6,000, same as “Calling Homicide” (AA), $6,000.
Richmond (St. L. Amus.) (400; (2d wk). Torrid $21,000 after $19,^
torrid at the State and Orpheum. last week.
Fox (FWC) (4,651; $1.25-$1.50)— $1.10) — “La Strada” (T-L). Fine 000 opener, way over hopes.
“Tension At Table Rock” is good
Penn (UA) <3,300; 65-99)—“Op¬
Cinema (Schwaber) (460; 50at Pilgrim. Another newie, “Girl posite Sex” (M-G). Not more than “Between Heaven and Hell” (20th) $2,000. Last week, “Night Number
$1.25)—"Bigger Than Life” (20th).
He Left Behind,” shapes fine at okay $11,000 looked for. Last week, and “Stagecoach To Fury” (Indie) Came Up” (Indie), $1,500.
(2d wk). Down to mild $7,500 in 6
St. Louis (SC L. Amus.) (4,000; Mild $3,500. Last week, “Fruits of
Paramount and Fenway.
“War and Peace” (Par) (3d wk), days. Last week, $15,000.
0-$1.25) — “Giant” (WB). Mighty Summer” (Indie) (3d wk), $1,500.
Estimates for This Week
$12,000.
Warfield (Loew) (2,656; 65-90)— $30,000. Last week, “War And
Film Centre (Rappaport) (890;
. Astor (B&Q) (1,500; 75-$1.25) —
Squirrel Hill (SW) (900; 85-99)—
$1.50-$2.50)—“Oklahoma” (Magna)
“Solid Gold Cadillac” (Col) (5th “Private’s Progress” (DCA) (2d “Rack” (M-G). Light $10,000. Last Peace” (Par) (4th wk), $10,500.
Shady Oak (St. L. Amus.) (800; (36th wk). Nice $6,000 following
wk). Fourth week ending today wk). Good $3,500; indicates another week, “Power and Prize” (M-G) (2d
$1.10 — “Ladykillers (Cont) (4th $6,500 last week,
$8,000.
(Tues.) was big $12,000.
holdover. Opening week was $4,200. wk),
■ Paramount. (Par) (2,646; $1.25- wk). Hot $3,000. Last week, $3,500.
Five West (Schwaber) (460; 50Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill) (678;
Stanley (SW) (3,800; 99-$1.50)— $1.50)—“Giant” (WB). Heads for
■
■
^ $1.25)—"Private’s Progress” (DCA)
90-$l,25) — “Fantasia” (BV) (re¬
issue) (4th wk). Smooth $8,000. “Giant” (WB): Shooting for new mighty $50,000. Last week, “War
house record and should beat and Peace” (Par) (4th wk), $14,000.
Last week, $12,000.
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; $1-$1.25)
Cinerama (Cinerama Produc¬ “House of Wax” (WB), which held
tions) (1,354; $1.25-$2.65)—“Seven mark. Should skyrocket to mighty —“Solid Gold Cadillac” (Col) (3d
Wonders of World” (Cinerama) $41,000. at least on first stanza. wk). Holding on at smash $11,000.
nnn er\
* ir.i (AA)- Opens tomorrow (Wed.).
<llth wk). Torrid $32,500 or over. Last week, “Attack” (UA), $11,000. Last week, $12,000.
✓ ill roue
rMfP7 1luu,
fit, jui
SHl Last
week,
for Bridey
£«>u,
Murphyr.
(Par)“Search
dull $4500
Orpheum . (Cinerama . Theatre
Last week, $33,000.
Warner (SW) (1,365; $1.25-$2.40)
Calif.)
(1.458;
$1.75-$2.65)—“Ciner¬
Exeter (Indie) (1,200; 60-$1.25)— —“Seven Wonders of World”
Toronto, Nov. 6.
Little (Rappaport) (310; 50-$1.25)
“Secrets of Reef” (Cont) (3d wk). (Cinerama) (29th wk). Dropping off ama Holiday” (Indie) (67th wk).
Only newcomer is “Solid Gold —“Lust For Life” (M-G) (5th wk).
a bit, same experience as previous Nearing end of run with great $13,-" Cadillac,” wham at Shea’s. But it’s Big $3,000 after same in fourth,
Nice $17,500. Last week, $8,000.
Fenway (NET) (1,373; 60-90) — two Cinerama’s had at this time of 200. Last week, $14,000.
wham revival week with “Guys
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 30-90) —
United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207; and Dolls” in for the first time at “Raw Edge” (U) and “Outside
“Girl He Left Behind” (WB) and the year, but still running far
“Dark Venture” (Indie). Okay ahead of both. Fine $14,000 same 70 -$1) — “Friendly Persuasion” pop scale doing hefty biz at three- Law” (U). Moderate $3,500. Last
(Continued on page 18)
$5,000. Last week, “Bridey Murphy” as last week.
house Odeon setup. Reissue of week. “Pillars of Sky” (U) (2d wk),
(Par) and “Murder, Inc.” tlndie),
“Rebecca” is also doing very big $3,000.
v
$3,000 in 5 days.
trade in two spots. Fifth frame of
New (Fruchtman)
(1,600; 50KShmore (Indie) (700; 85-$1.25)
War and Peace” is terrific at Im- $1.25) — “Between Heaven and
—“La Strada” (T^L) (5th wk). Fine
perial.
Hell” (20th). Nice $10,000 or closer
$6,000. Last week, $9,000.
Estimates for This Week
Last week. “Rebecca” (SRO) (reCarlton, Colony, Fairlawn (Rank) issue), $6,500.
Memorial CRKO) (3,000; 60-90)—
“Back From Eternity” (RICO) and
(2,518; 839; 1,165; 60-$l)—“Guys
Playhouse (Schwaber) (410; 50“Great Day In Morning” (RKO).
and Dolls” (M-G). First time at $1.25)—“The Mountain.” (Par) (2d
Brisk $14,000. Last week, “Between
pop prices for a hefty $23,000. Last wk). Pleasing $3,500 after $4,500
Heaven And Hell” (20th) and “Ali
week, “Bigger than Life” (20th), opener.
Baba” (Indie), $16,000.
Stanley (WB) (3,200; 50-$1.50)—
Detroit, Nov. 6“Back from Eternity” (RKO) and $16,000.
Christie, Hyland (Rank) (877; “War and Peace” (Par) (4th wk>.
Metropolitan (NET) (4,357; 90Pate picks up this week with “No Place to Hide” (RKO), $12,000.
$1.50)—“Giant” (WB). Boffo $55,- three active newcomers. “Run for
1,357;
75-$
1)—“Rebecca”
(20th).
Holding
at $6,500 after
Madison (UD) (1,900; 90-$1.25)— (Reissue). Very big $11,000. Last $8,000 for nicely
000 or over. Last week, “War And Sun” is great at the Palms. “Teen¬ “Ead
third,
Seed” (WB) (5th wk). Oke
Peace” (Par) (5th wk), $17,500.
week, “Autumn Leaves” (Col),
Town (Rappaport) (1,400: 50age Rebel” shapes very good at the $8,000. Last week, $10,000.
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 60-90) Fox. “It Conquered World”—“She
$6,000.
$1.25)—“Opposite Sex” (M-G) (2d
Broadway-Capitol (UD) (3,500;
—“Girl He Left Behind” (WB) and Creature” duo looks swell at the
Circle, Towne (Taylor) (750; 695; wk). Brisk $8,000 following $9,500
“Dark Venture” (Indie). " Neat Broadway - Capitol. Cinemascope 90-$ 1.25)—“It Conquered World” 60-$l)—“Private’s Progress” (IFD) opener.
$12,000 or less. Last week, "Bridey version of “Oklahoma” is fine in (Indie) and “She-Cx’eature” (In¬ (5th wk). Fine $6,000. Last week,
Murphy” (Par) and “Murder Inc.” first week at the United Artist die). Good $16,000. Last week,
(Indie), $8,000.
Downtown, Glendale, Scarboro,
where the Todd-AO version just “Rebel in- Town” (UA) and “Hot
Cars”
(UA),
$9,000;
Pilgrim (ATC) (1,000; 65-95) — recently concluded a 36^week run.
‘Tension At Table Rock” (RKO)
United Artists (UA) (1.667; 90“Seven Wonders of World” con¬
1 VIVi., UUU1 VI\ tu
and "Finger Of Guilt” (Indie). tinues smash in 21st week at Music $1.25) — ‘‘Oklahoma” (20th). Ran Night” (WB) and “Storm Fear”
Portland, Ore., Nov. 6Good $9,000. Last week, “While Hall. “Solid Gold Cadillac” is 36 weeks at this theatre in Todd- (UA). Fair $13,500. Last week,
First-run biz • is skidding here
City Sleeps” (RKO) and “Mag¬ sturdy in second Michigan session. AO. Socko $15,000 for this week’s “Burning Hills” (WB) and “Steel
this stanza.
However. “Teenage
nificent Roughnecks” (AA). $8,500.
C’Scope version. House was closed Jungle” (WB), $13,000.
Estimates for This Week
Eglinton, University (FP) (1,080; Rebel,” aided by a great ad camSaxon (Saxon) <1,100; $1.25-$2.20)
Fox (Fox-Detroit) 5,000; 90-$1.25) for over a week for C’Scope
1,556; 60-$l)—"Bad Seed” (WB) (3d paign, is heading for a smash ses— "Oklahoma” (Magna) (9th wk). — “Teenage Rebel” (20th) and changeover.
Hep $19,000. Last week, same.
“Strange Adventure” (Rep). Good
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; $1.25- wk). Neat $10,000.1 Last week, sion at the Fox. "Tension at Table
OrphcUm (Loew) (2,900; 60-90)— $18,000 or near. Last week, “Be¬ $1.50) — “Tea and Sympathy” $13,000.
'
Rock” is just okay at Orpheum
“You Can’t Run Away From It” tween Heaven and Hell” (20th) and (M-G) (4th wk). Fair $8,000. Last
Imperial (FP) (3,344; 75-$1.50)— while “Man From Del Rio” is rated
(Col) and “He Laughed Last” (C61). “Stagecoach to Fury” (20th) (2d week, $10,200.
“War and Peace” (Par) (5th wk). fair at Liberty. “War and Peace”
Hotsy $18,000. Last week, “Ban- wk>, $14,500.
Music Hall (Cinerama Produc¬ Still terrific at $16,000. Last week, continues lusty in second Paradido” (UA) and “Shadow of Eagle”
mount week.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000; tions) (1,205; $1.20-$2.65)—“Seven $19,000.
(UA), $14,000 in 9 days.
International (Taylor) (557; $1)—
Estimates for This Week
90-$1.25) — "Solid Gold Od»”"' *’ Wonders” (21st wk). Smash $32,“Citizen Kane” (RKO) (reissue)
Bror.dway (Parker) (1,875* 90State (Loew) (3,600; 60-90) — (Col) and “Strange Intruder” (AA) 500. Last week, same,
“Can’t Run Away Froip It” (Col) (2d wk). Holds at big $14,0u0. L.aot
Krim (Krim) (1,000; $1.25)—Last (4th wk). Fine $2,500. Last week, $1.25)—Shuttered to install Toddand “Laughed Last” (Col). Fine week, $18,000.
AO process with “Oklahoma” open¬
week, “Lust for Life” (M-G) $6,000 $3,000.
$10,000. Last week, “Bandido”
Loew’S . (Loew) (2,098; 60-$D- ing Nov. 9. Last week, “Opposite
Palms (UD) (2.961; 90-$1.25) — in sixth week. Theatre now using
(UA) and “Shadow of Eagle” (UA), “Run for Sun” <UA) and “Huk” subsequent-run pix and arty “pro¬ “Bandido” (UA) (2d wk). Holding Sex” (M-G) and “Beyond Reason$8,000 in 9 days.
(Continued on page 18)
.I
(Continued on page 18)
(UA). Great $17,000. Last week, ductions.

Broadway Grosses

‘Giant’Grabs Top
St. Loo Coin, 30G

‘Giant’ Record At
Huge $41,000, Pitt

‘Giant’ New High
50G Tops Frisco

‘Hell’ Torrid $10,000 In
Balto; ‘Eve’-‘No’ Terrif
21G, ‘Sex’ Big 8G, 2d

‘Giant’ Mammoth $55,000,
Hub; ‘Run Away’ Speedy
28G,‘Girl’Lofty 17G

‘Gold Cad Boff $17,000, ^fc)i„st“c5udent at $3'000 atter
Toronto; ‘Dolls’ Bangup «3l£?5S&3r&&2Si

New Fare Ups Det.; ‘Sun’ Hot 17G,
‘Rebel’ Rugged 18G, ‘Okla.’ Sock 15G

‘REBEL’ RICH $12,000,
PORT • ‘ROCK’ OK 7G
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SVENSKA TOWN’S RHAPSODY
Hot H.O. s Help Chi; ‘Rebel’ Sturdy j
$29,000, ‘Giant’ Wow 63G, ‘Friendly’ 1
Fat 33G, Both 2d, ‘Peace 22G, 5th

Minneapolis, Nov. 6.
presence of several particularly
outstanding pictures like “War and
Peace” is largely credited for
grosses in this territory's United
Paramount circuit1 of 50 theatres
running approximately 25% ahead
of those for corresponding 1954
and 1955 periods.
Current returns are encouraging
to Charles Winchell, the chain’s
president-general manager here.
Generally, only soft spots are in
some North Dakota situations
where tele is getting in its initial
licks; according to Winchell.
Individual exhibitors here aver
that with only occasional excep¬
tions thej&p pictures are garnering
their best takes ever. Also, Cine-

Chicago, Nov. 6. 4
Several strong holdovers are
helping biz iff the Loop this frame,'
despite fog and rain over the
weekend.
“Teenage Rebel” looms nice $29,Buffalo, Nov. 6.
000 for op.eper at Oriental. “Pri¬
Biz shapes very solid here this
vate’s Progress” is neat $7,500 in stanza.
“Teenage
Rebel” looks
first Surf week. Reissue combo of standout of popscale
pix, with
“Boom Town” and “Annie Get smash take at Center, attesting
to
Gun” looks okay $4,500 in first sturdy ad campaign. Upped-scale
Monroe stanza.
“Bullfight” is “War and Peace” is rated smash
heading for socko $6,500 in same at Century. “Unguarded Moment,”
week at World.
too, is bright at Lafayette.
“Giant” is still smash in second
Estimates for This Week
session at the Chicago. United Art¬
Buffalo (Loew) (3,000; 60-85)—
ists’ “Friendly Persuasion” is swell “Sharkfighters” (UA) and “Shadow
in first holdover week. “Opposite of Fear” (UA). Sturdy $12,000 in
Sex” is lagging a bit in second 5 days. Last week, “Power and
Woods frame.
Twin bill of Prize” (M-G) and “Dance, Little
“Odongo” and “Gamma People” Lady” (Indie), $6,500.
(Encouraged by a stretch of
gtavs sturdy at Roosevelt.
Paramount (Par) (3,000; 50-80)—
abnormally mild October
“Power and Prize” is holding “Girl He Left Behind” (WB) and
weather, two of the Twin Cities
well in the second stanza at the “Crowded Paradise” (Indie). Lofty
area’s 11 drive-ins were still
Esquire.
In second round at $13,000 or close. Last week, “Moun¬
open through the first Novem¬
Grand, double bill of “The Killers” tain” (Par) and “Bridey Murphy”
ber week. A single local out¬
and “Sleeping City” looks good for (Par), $11,000.
door theatre once before, in
Center
(Parr
(2,000;
50:80)—
oldies.
1954,
had braved the elements
“War and Peace” shows strong “Teenage Rebel” (20th). Strong
this long.)
holding power in fifth frame at $13,000. Last week. “Johnny Be¬
linda”
(WB)
and
“Mildred
Pierce”
State-Lake. At Loop, “Lust for
(reissues), $9,000 in 5 days.
Life” is still healthy in fifth ses¬ (WB)
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 50-80)— rama’s “Seven Wonders of World”
sion. “Oklahoma” is boff in 45th “Unguarded
(U) and “Raw has been averaging $500 to $1,500
McVickers week. “Cinerama Holi¬ Edge” (U). Moment”
$11,000. Last a week more than its two predeces¬
day” is showing a closing spurt in week, “Solid Bright
Gold Cadillac” (Col) sors did for like periods, according
72nd round at Palace.
and “Cha, Cha, Cha, Boom” (Col),. to Phil Jasen, its managing direc¬
Estimates for This Week
tor here.
$15,400.
Chicago (B&K> (3,900; 98-$1.80)
Lineup of newcomers holds iittle
Century (Buhawk) (3,000; 90—“Giant” (WB) (2d wk). Sock $1.25)-—“War and Peace” (Par). in the way of substantial boxoffice
Smash $21,000.. Last , week, “Okla¬ fodder. Although both “Opposite
$63,000. Last week, $72,000.
Esquire (H&E Balaban) (1,400; homa” (Magna) (11th wk), $15,000. Sex” and "Unguarded Moment,”
Teck (Cinema Products) (1,200; top the arrivals, only “Moment”
$1.25)—“Power and Prize” (M-G)
(2d wk).
Sturdy $8,000.
Last $1.20-$2.40)—“Seven Wonders of looms lively. “Curucu” and “Mole
World”- (Cinerama) (10th wk). People,” thrill duo, is only fairish
week, $11,000.
Grand (Indie) (1,200; 98-$1.25)— Solid $18,000. Last week, $17,500. at Orpheum. In its 14th week,
“Seven Wonders of World” contin¬
“The Killers” (U) and “Sleeping
ues to prosper. Fourth round of
City” (U) (reissues) (2d wk). Good
“The Solid Gold Cadillac” and
$7,000. Last week, $9,000.
third of “Between Heaven and
Loop (Telem’t) (606; 90-$1.25)—
Hell” and “Fantasia” look promis¬
“Lust for Life” (M-G) (5th wk).
ing, too. On the weekend the films
Stout $8,000. Last week, $9,500.
had to compete with the attention
McVickers (JL&S) (1,580; $1.25centered on the Minnesota U
$3)—“Oklahoma” (Magna) (45th
homecoming football game with
wk). Great $22,000. Last week,
Kansas City, Nov. 6.
List of newcomers finds moder¬ Pitt, drawing a 63,000 capacity
$17,500.
Monroe (Indie) (1,000; 67-87)— ate strength. Best of pack is “You crowd.
“Boom Town” (M-G) and “Annie Can’t Run Away From It,” stout at
Estimates for This Week
Get Your Gun” (M-G) (reissues). the Roxy. “Between Heaven and
Century (S-W) (1,150; $1.75Okay $4,500. Last week, “Storm Hell” in four Fox Midwest first- $2.65)—“Seven Wonders of World”
Center” (Col) and “Miami Expose” runs looks fair. “Power and Prize” (Indie) (14th wk). Little variance
stays only five days at Midland be¬ from week to week. Dandy $18,000.
(Col) $d wk), $5,000.
Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 98-$1.25) cause of booking setup. “Toward Last week, $19,000.
—“Teenage Rebel” (20th). Lusty the Unknown” holds a second
Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 85-90)—
$29,000.
Last week, “Between week at Paramount but is only so- “Man
From Del Rio” (UA) and
so. Weather is better after the
Heaven and Hell” (20th), $23,000.
Palace (Indie) (1,484; $1.25-$3.40) long drought but evidently has “Flight to Hong Kong” (UA). Tepid
$3,200.
Last week, “Bridey Mur¬
—“Cinerama Holiday” (Cinerama) slight effect on the boxoffee.
phy” (Par) split with “Northwest
Estimates for This Week
(72d wk).
Nifty $24,000.
Last
Passage”
(M-G) and “The Yearling”
Brookside
(Fox
Midwest)
(1,081;
week, $24,500.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,400; 65-95)— 75-90)—“Fantasia” (BV) (4th wk). (M-G) (reissues), $1,800.
Lyric (Par) (1,000; 85-90)—“Be¬
“Odongo” (Col) and “Gamma Peo¬ Nifty $2,000. Last week, $3,000.
Glen (Dickinson) (700; 75-90)— tween Heaven and Hell” (20th) (3d
ple” (Col) . (2d wk). Good $15,000.
“Fruits of Summer” (Indie) (2d wk). Okay $4,500. Last week,
Last week, $18,000.
wk).
Mild $1,000. Last week, $6,200.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,400; 98Radio City (Par) (4,100; 85-90)—
$1.50)—“War and Peace” (Par) (5th $1,200.
Kimo
(Dickinson) (504; 75-90)— ‘Opposite Sex” (M-G). Much liked
(Continued on page 18)
“Private’s Progress” (DCA) (5th musical should be helped by re¬
wk). Down to slow $800 in final viewers’ praise. Oke $11,000 looms.
week. Last week, $1,000.
Last week, “War and Peace” (Par)
Midland (Loew) (3,500; 60-80)— (4th wk), $12,000 at 90-$1.50 scale.
“Power and Prize” (M-G) and
RKO Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 75“Thunder Over Arizona” (Rep).
(U) and “Mole PeoiOpened last Saturday and stays 90)—“Curucu”
(U). Good bait for thrill seek¬
only 5 days. Dull $4,000. Last pie”
ers
and
small
fry. Fairish $7,000.
week, “Attack” (UA) and "Star of Last week, “Tension
at Table
India” (UA), $7,500 in 9 days.
Missouri (SW) (1,194; $1.20-$2)— Rock”. (RKO), $6,500.
RKO Pan (RKO) (2,800; 75-90)—
Providence, Nov. 6. J “This Is Cinerama” (Cinerama)
Majestic’s “Heaven and Hell” is (21st wk). Still lusty at $12,000. “Solid Gold Cadillac” (Col) (4th
wk). Good at $6,000. Last week,
topper in a rather spotty week Last week, $14,000.
.
.
Paramount (United Par) (1,900;. $7,000.
here. State is very mild with “Run
for the Sun.” Strand fairly good 75-90)—“Toward Unknown” (WB)
State (Par) (2,300; 85-90)—“Un¬
with “The Mountain” oldie combo, (2d wk) so-so $5,000. Last week, guarded Moment” (U). Suspense
“The Killers” “Sleeping City” is $10,000.
♦ drama with Esther Williams evok¬
Roxy (Durwood) (879; 75-90)— ing favorable response. Fine at
okay at Albee.
“You Can’t Run .Away From It” $9,000.
Estimates for This Week
Last week, “Mountain”
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 60-85)— (Col). Big $7,000. Stays. Last (Par), $8,500.
“Back from
Eternity”
“The Killers” (U) and "Sleeping week,
World (Mann) (400; 75-$1.20)—
,
City” (U) (reissues). Okay $6,000. (RKO), $3,500.
‘Fantasia” (BV) (reissue) (3d wk).
Tower (Fox Midwest) (1,400; Has exceeded expectations. Nice
Last week, “The Boss” (UA) and
“Strange Adventure” (Rep), $4,000. $1.50-$2)—“Okahoma” (Magna) (3d $4,000. Last week, $5,600.
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 60-85)—! wk). Light $5,000. Last week, $6,“Heaven and Hell” (20th) and “Cry 000, well under hopes.
In the Night” (WB). Happy $9,500. • Uptown, Esquire, Fairway, Gra¬
Estimates Are Net
Last week, “Stagecoach Fury" nada (Fox Midwest) (2,043; 820;
, Film gross estimates as re¬
(20th) and “Toward the Unknown” 700; 1,217; 75-90) — “Between
Heaven and Hell” (20th) with
(WB), $8,500.
ported herewith from the vari¬
State (Loew) (3,200; 60-80)— “Strange Adventure” at Esquire
ous key cities, are net; i.e.,
“Ruri for Sun” (UA) and “Power and Granada. Fair $13,000 in 8j
without usual tax. Distrib¬
and Prize” (M-G). Dull $7,500. days. Last week, “Unguarded Mo-:
utors share on net take, when
Last week, “Attack” (UA) and ment” (U) and “Raw Edge” (U),
playing percentage, hence the
$11,000.
“Hot Cars” (UA), $11,500.
estimated figures are net in¬
Vogue (Golden) (550; 75-90)—
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 60come.
80)—“The Mountain” (Par) and “Ulysses” (UA) and “Encore” (In¬
The parenthetic admission
Suicide Mission” (Col). Fine $7,~ die) (reissues). Fair $800. Last
prices, however, as indicated,
000. Last week, “Search for Bridey week, “Dial M for Murder” (Par)
include the U. S. amusement
Murphy” (Par) and “1984" (Col), and “Stranger on Train” (Par) (re¬
tax.:
.„
♦ .• ' .
$3,000*, , ,
. . i -issues), same.

‘Peace’ Ponderous 21G,
Buff.;‘Rebel’Loud 13G

K. C. on Skids Albeit
‘Run Away’ Stout $7,000;
‘Cinerama’ Big 12G, 21st

W Happy 9^
Prov.; ‘Killers’ 6G

Balloting Boosts B’way; ‘Persuasion
Tallies Tall MSG, ‘Oklahoma’ Grinds
To Smash 32G, ‘Afrique’ Nervous
Most Broadway deluxers are suf¬
fering from a wide assortment of
ailments in current session but
nearly all were helped by Election
Day yesterday (Tues.). Unfavora¬
ble weather, a plethora of extend¬
ed-runs, final election excitement
and counter-attraction of UN spe¬
cial sessions and the muddled in¬
ternational situation all are hurt¬
ing. Heavy all-day rain on Wed¬
nesday (31) proved a real crippling
blow to numerous first-runs.
Standout of new entries looks to
be “Oklahoma,” on a continuous
policy and showing in C'Scope and
at popscale. It is heading for a
smash $32,000 opening week at the
Mayfair.
“Friendly Persuasion”
with stageshow shapes good $145,000 on initial stanza at the Music
Hall. Excellent reviews and favor-!
able word-of-mouth helped after a
sluggish start.
“Port Afrique"
looks only fair $7,500 in first round
at the Globe.
Second session of “Solid Gold
Cadillac” at the Victoria hit wow
$29,000. Pic is now in third week.
“Girl He Left Behind” looms mild
$28,000 on initial holdover round
at the Paramount.
Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 75-$2)—
“Bad Seed” (WB) (9th wk). Eighth
frame ended last night (Tues.) was
trim $13,000 or over. Seventh
week, $16,000.
Baronet (Reade) (430; $1.25$1.80)—“Snow Was Black” (Cont)
(4th wk). Third round ended Sun¬
day (4) was fancy $7,800. Second
was $9,200.
Capitol (Loew) (4,820; $l-$2.50)
—“War and Peace” (Par) (12th
wk). The 11th session concluded
yesterday (Tues.) was okay $25,000
or close. The 10th week was $27,000. “Opposite Sex” (M-G) is due
in Nov. 15.
Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 75-$2.30)
—House now shuttered. “Ten
Commandments” (Par) due to
preem night of Nov. 8, regular run
starting Friday (9). House now
being readied for this preem, with
tickets on sale for past several
weeks.
Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80)
—“Marcelino” (UMPO) (3d wk).
Second stanza finished Sunday (4)
was solid $11,500.
First was
$14,500.
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 70-$1.50)
—“Port Afrique” (Col),
First
stanza ending tomorrow (Thurs.)
looks like fair $7,500. In ahead,
“Pillars of Sky” (U) (3d wk), $7,000,
including preview on closing
Thursday.
I
Guild (Guild) (450; $1-$1.75)—
“Private’s Progress” (DCA) (16th
wk). The 15th week ended Mon-!
day (5) was oke $5,000. The 14th
session was $6,000. “Magnificent
Seven” (Col) opens Nov. 18.
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 79-$1.80)
—“O klahoma” (20th).
• This
C’Scope version and playing at
popscale looks like wow $32,000,
best at house in last five years.
Week ends tomorrow (Thurs.). In
ahead, • “Attack” (UA) (6th wk-9
days), $10,500. ’
Normandie (Trans-Lux) (592; 95$1.80)—“The Rack” (M-G). Opened
Monday (5). “Storm Center” (Col)
got only $2,500 In nine days of
second week.
Palace (RKO) (1,700; $1.80-$7.50)
—Judy Garland and allvaude
stageshow on two-a-day (7th wk).
Sixth session completed last night
(Tues.) was SRO $56,700 for 8
shows. Fifth was $56,650. Stays
indef.
Paramount (AB-Par) (3,665; $1$2)—“Girl He Left Behind” (WB)
(2d wk). This stanza winding up
tomorrow (Thurs.) looks to hit mild
$28,000. The first week was $32,000. “Love Me Tender” (20th)
due in Nov. 15.
Paris (Pathe Cinema) (568; 90$1.80)—“Silent World” (Col) (7th
wk). .Sixth week ended Sunday
(4) was sockeroo $13,600. The fifth
was $15,800.
Radio City Music Hall (Rocke¬
fellers) (6,200; 95-$2.85)—“Friendly
Persuasion” (AA) with stageshow.
Initial session finishing today
(Wed.) locks to hit good $145,000.
Holding. In ahead, “Tea and Sym¬
pathy” (M-G) and stageshow (5th
wk), $95,000* but winding a . nice
run here. '‘Persuasion” teed off
rather -slowly but has built, with

excellent reviews naturally help¬
ing.
Rivoll (UAT)« (1,545 $1.25-$3.50)
—“Around World in 80 Days”
(Todd-AO) (3d wk). This stanza
winding up next Friday (9) is like¬
ly to hit capacity $35,000. Second
was same. Stays on, with more
seats to be available via additional
matinees starting Nov. 17.
Plaza (Brecher) (525; $1.50-$2)—
-‘Lust For Life” (M-G) (8th wk).
Seventh round completed Monday
(5) was great $15,900 after $18,500
in sixth.
Roxy (Nat’l. Th.) (5,717; $1.25$2.50)—“Giant” (WB) with stageshow (4th wk). Present session end¬
ing today (Wed.) is heading for
mighty $102,000, being helped by
extra show on Monday (5) night
and last night (Tues.). Third week
was $107,000. Stays on, with no
early‘change now contemplated.
State (Loew) (3,450;. 78-$1.75)—
“Death of Scoundrel” (RKO).
Opened Monday (5). In ahead, “Be¬
tween Heaven and Hell” (20th) (4th
wk-4 days), dipped to light $6,300.
Third full week was $9,000.
55th St. Playhouse (B-F) (300;
$1.25-$1.50) — “Vitteloni” (APIJanus)'(3d wk).. Second week end¬
ed Monday (5) night was big $8,300.
First week, $6,300.
Sutton (R&B) (561; 95-$1.75)—
"Grand Maneuver” (I£MPO) (6th
wk). Fifth frame ended Monday (5)
was okay $5,500. Fourth was $6,500.
Trans-Lux 52d St. (T-L) (540; $1$1.50)—“La Strada” (T-L) (17th
wk). The 16th week ended Sunday
(4) was great $8,100. The 15th week
was $9,600.
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 50-$2)
—“Solid Gold Cadillac” (Col) (3d
wk). Second session completed yes¬
terday (Tues.) held at wow $29,000.
First week was $36,500.
Warner (Cinerama Prod.) (1,600;
$1.20-$3.50)—“Seven Wonilers of
World” (Cinerama) (31st wk). The
30th stanza finished Saturday (3)
was smash $44,700. The 29th week
was $46,700.
Little Carnegie (L. Carnegie)
(550; $1.25-$1.80)—“Wee Geordie”
(Arthur) -(5th wk). Fourth round
ended Sunday (4) was great $11,300. Previous week was $13,100.

But ‘Sex’ $16,000
Philadelphia, Nov. 6.
An exceptionally good Saturday
after three days of rain failed to
lift biz out of doldrums here. Lack
of new product and pre-election
activity are contributing to the
general slump. However, “Opposite
Sex” shapes nice at Arcadia, and
is holding. Moppets are helping
“Fantasia,” but reissued Disney
opus still is on disappointing side
at Goldman. “Unguarded Moment”
shapes fairish at Randolph.
Estimates for This Week
Arcadia (S&S) (526; 99-$1.80) —
“Opposite Sex” (M-G). 1 Nice $16,000. Holds. Last week, “High
Society” (M-G) (10th wk), $5,800.
Boyd (SW) (1,430; $1.25-$2.60)—
“Seven Wonders of World” (Cine¬
rama) (28th wk). Holds at $13,000.
Last week, $15,000.
Fox (20th) (2,250; 75-$1.80) —
“Best Things in Life” (20th) (3d
wk). Good $11,000. Last week,
$13,000.
Goldman (Goldman) (1,250; 65$1.35)—“Fantasia ” (BV) (reissue).
■Disappointing $10,500. Last week,
“Tension Table Rock” (RKO),

$10,000.

Green Hill (Serena) (750; 75$1.25) (closed Sundays)—“Private's
Progress” (DCA) (5th wk). Oke
$3,000. Last week, same.
Mastbaum (SW) (4,370; 90-$1.49)
—“Solid Gold Cadillac” (Col) (4th
wk). Skidding to $10,000. Last
week, $13,000.
Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; $1.20$2.40)—“Oklahoma” (Magna) (10th
wk). Sturdy $9,000. Last week;
about same.
Randolph (Goldman) (2,250; 99$1.49)—“Unguarded Moment” (U).
(Continued on page 18)
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Come They Never
Academy Fears ‘Commerdalization HowPicked
on Pop, Asks
Wrong-Name Fleischer
But N.Y. Thinks That’s Academic
After Oldsmobile’s Hard-Sell

Grist for Ballyhoo Debate
[ON HOW MUCH TUMULLING]

Hollywood.
Editor, Variety:
Theorists, on how to publicize and merchandise a motion picture are
A few weeks ago I read with in the throes of frustrations as a result of recent happenings on the
interest and amusement the article boxoffice scene.
There’s support for the argument that the industry, traditionally
written by Charles Vidor (or was it
King Vidor?), relating how he was known for its workout of hyperbole, might well be influenced to subtle
Although it has made certain f
down
in its promotion of product. There’s support for the argument
always
“the
wrong
Vidor.”
King
concessions in that direction; the
(or was it Charles?) has his prob¬ that Barnum & Bailey bally still provides a big payoff. And there’s
Academy of Motion Picture Arts &
evidence,
too, that a little dishonesty in ads can help ticket sales and
Motion Picture Assn, of
lems and no one is more sympa¬
Sciences is trying hard to avoid
doesn’t necessarily hurt.
,
America has established a na¬
thetic than I.;
''commercialization” of its Oscar
To take the three joints in order:
tional promotion committee,
Awards.
The point is somewhat
At least there are grounds for
The
approach
to
market
with
“Around
the
World
in
80
Days”
was
with Arthur H. DeBra as
lost on New York minds in the
his (or their) difficulties. They
so gentle that producer Mike Todd and distributor United Artists were
chairman, to work with mem¬
light of the Oldsmobile hard-sell
both have the same last name and
suspected of almost trying to keep the picture a secret. There was no
ber companies on national tieauspices.
spell it alike. But take the name
string of advance screenings to stir any word- of mouth. UA and Todd
ins and serve as a central
The Academy , has opposed—and
“Fleischer” and I almost wish you
stentors did little in the way of talking it up.
source for all new promotional
still is opposing—the proposed
would. I aflj, as far as I know,
This was unusual, nay,’’ rare. Film companies almost invariably beat
programs.
DeBra
also
heads
(New York idea) Oscar Derby proj¬
the only Richard Fleischer active
the drums well in advance of a picture when the picture is a sure-fire
MPAA’s community relations
ect, although it may be adopted
as a movie director.
There is click or when it’s a nervous entry. In either case, they’ve had it fig.
division.
and earned through whether the
neither a King Fleischer nor a
ured, the more publicity the better.
The unit is designed as a
Academy likes or not.
Charles Fleischer to worry about—
But not with “80 D&ys.” It went into New York’s Rivoli on an unclearing
house
for
any
busi¬
So far, the Academy board has
and these two non-existent fellows elaborate ad campaign and only a couple of showings for the press
ness-building program origi¬
not yet acted on the idea. But
seem to be my only friends.
immediately
preceding the public unveiling. What happened, of course,
nating
with
any
industry
George Seaton, Acade prexy, is op¬
Just look what happened to me is now history. Not knowing what to expect, the press and trade view¬
group.
posed, and he has in his corner two
on my latest picture, “Between ers came out raving. The deliberate absence of any effort to pre-sell
influential voices—Y. Frank Free¬
Heaven and Hell,” for 20th-Fox. the production made for that element of happy surprise.
man and Dore Schary. Both are
In your issue of Oct. 10 it was
As for keeping the Rivoli dark at matinee time four days a week,
reported feeling strongly against
stated, “Director Fleischman has well, this has been carefully designed, too. A UA qxec figures the
any promotional venture that might
drawn the most out of the action money it’s costing to play only 10 a week, instead of the roadshow two
-in any way lower the “prestige” of
scenes.” If you like action scenes, a day, could well be charged off to advertising. For the policy ha«
the Academy.
you should have seen what Direc¬ further intrigued the public and has made a ticket to “80 Days” the
The feeling there is that the
tor Fleischman drew out of me hardest in Gotham to come by.
when I read that one erring sen¬
Academy voting is being done by a
On point two, the “hard sell” is still very much reliable, and evidence
tence in what was otherwise a of this is Hecht-Lancaster’s “Trapeze.” That some in the trade were
select group and on a purely artis¬
sterling review.
tic level. Seaton reportedly feels
disappointed with this was clear. The reviews were short of rave. But
that a public vote preceding the
That was bad enough but last the campaign was thorough and hard-hitting. The budget was close to
actual Oscar poll would “commer¬
week came the crusher. Robert $2,000,000. The result was the biggest grosser in UA history.
cialize” the awards, if only by in¬
Wagner, the star of the film and
Re point three, both Warners’ “Bad Seed” and Metro’s “Lust for
ference.
Industry is giving renewed at¬ a lad I regarded quite highly un¬ Life” were subject to criticism because of advertising that strayed from
The Academy has, of course, al¬ tention to trailers, with the accent til now, took the back page of the facts. The art work made it appear that Vincent Van Gogh was
lowed the. awards presentation on topicality.
Daily Variety to offer his thanks Justing for a dame. Not so in the picture. • The “Seed” ads conveyed
ceremonies to be televised and
“I think our trailers can stand to the producer, David Weisbart anything but the film’s story of a little girl with a bent for homicide.
commercially sponsored for some Improvement,” opined Robert Tap¬ (whose name NEVER gets mis¬
It’s conceded that ads influence the boxoffice so the ads for the two
years now, so that the “let’s keep it linger, the new Warner Bros, ad- spelled) and to me, director Rich¬ aforementioned films must have been influencing factors. “Seed” is
clean” pitch of certain Acad mem¬ pub v.p., in N.Y. last week. “There’s ard Fleisher. Now I don’t know near the top of .money-makers on the WB lineup for this year. “Lust”
bers comes as a surprise in New too much standardization in trailer what a “c” means to you—aside has been playing limitedly but the grosses have been tremendous.
York.
presentation today.”
So that’s the way it goes. No matter which way /ie theorist turns,
from a hundred bucks, a note on
An added Academy argument is
Part of the at empt to get away the piano, or the letter that makes there’s bound to be a picture and a campaign that refutes his argument.
that the public might be voting on from this, Warners is fusing the “e” come before “i”—but to me
films which it has not yet actually two “Giant*’ preems on the Coast it’s a precious part of my name,
seen. Iri many, instances, films are and in New York into a trailer for which carries a certain weight in
opened in Los Angeles just before the theatres. Accumulation of star banking circles when accompanied
the deadline, i.e. the end of the personalities at the openings will by the signatures of my business
year, in order to qualify pix for be featured.
manager and wife.
, Continued from pane 3 ;
Oscars.
At 20th-Fox, the Elvis Presley
The funny thing is that my
The sweepstakes project, as pro¬ rumpus in Mepiphis, attendant to father, Max, who has the same last dents would (or might) be won. It’s
posed by Robert Taplinger, Warner his appearance; there, has been in¬ name I have—complete with the recognized that a large segment of
Bros, v.p., would take in at least corporated into the Movietone! “c”—never had any trouble in all the public will not have seen all
some of the technical categories. newsreei, adding up to a hefty plug the years he was producing those pictures in Acad Award contention
each year.
But they still could
This, again, is a bone of contention for the pic. Reels generally have
wonderful cartoons.
Is there a
with the Academy which feels that covered the big openings and have moral here? Is a Fleischer to be vote” their choices on a strictly
the public at large isn’t qualified incorporated them into their foot¬ penalized for working with flesh- guess basis and it would, it’s be¬
Any national public relations
lieved, serve to heighten interest
to make selections in that area. age.
and-blood performers?
The vast majority of patrons are
in the Awards.
program for the industry, whether
While the companies seem to
This has been .going on too long.
unawares as to the identities of have cooled off somewhat on tele¬
Cooperation of the Academy of carried out by the Motion Picture
soundmen, special effects men, etc. vision exploitations, there’s still When I directed “20,000 Leagues Motion Picture Arts & Sciences is Assn, of America or the Council of
Under, the Sea” I ran into the
plenty interest in the selling power same problem. Life magazine ran desirable, of course, but not neces¬ Motion Picture Organizations, will
of the medium. “I think television an eight-page layout on the film, sary. There’s nothing to prevent be “useless” and “a waste of time”
can definitely help a film, if the got every fact correct, identified the industry from embarking on jf it is not imDlemented and pushed
‘plug’ is well done,” says Taplinger. each member of the crew and cast the contest even if the Acad per¬ 'strongly on the local level, accord¬
“On the other hand, a poor presen¬ with unfailing accuracy, including sists in remaining aloof. A branch ing to Alfred E. Daff, Universal’s
tation can hurt a picture. It’s time one Eddie Czynski, and glowingly of the Canadian film industry has executive v.p.
we started to thing of tv as a me¬ described the contributions of the conducted similar Oscar sweepDaff said this week that he had
dium to which we have to adapt director, Robert Fleischer. In Mex¬ stakes, no clearance with the Acad no objection to “a sustained na¬
was
deemed
necessary
and
public
ourselves.”
tional
campaign” but he-stressed
ico, where I made “Bandido,” the
One recent instance of heavy tv local press handles such handles as participation was found favorable. that the solution to most of the
plugging, wi h apparent good re¬ Armendariz and Cantinflas with Several newspapers similarly have problems confronting the nation’s
sults, is the triple exposure of foot¬ typographical ease. Yet you’d have conducted such contests.
theatres could be solved “not on a
The COMPO tiein would serve a national or regional basis but on a
age from “The Silent World” on thought I fought at the Alamo the
dual purpose. First, the outfit has local level.”
the Omnibus show on ABC-TV. Way they butchered my name.
Question as to whether the . Mo¬
the organization,
including its
Film is current at the Paris Thea¬
tion Picture Assn, of America did
I'm a gentle man, as Rex Harri¬ many exhibitor members whose
The Universal executive, long an
tre, N.Y., and is doing exceedingly
or did not vote an allocation of
son sings in “My Fair Lady.” I participation obviously is needed. advocate of grassroots bally activ¬
well there. Six- minutes from the
$25,000 for the so-called Oscar
will give the world one more Second, the Acad has been particu¬ ity, reiterated a similar nosition
picture were screened on the show
Derby promotion has been an¬
chance. But I warn you that if larly hostile toward the Audience taken last week by S. H. .(Si) Fabi¬
on three successive Sundays.
swered. The dohation to start the
these errors persist during my di¬ Awards and the dropping of these an, president of the Stanley War¬
Mike Todd also may eventually
project rolling was approved, but
rection of Kirk Douglas in the $3,- could pave the way toward a com¬ ner circuit. In an address before a
use tv to give “Around the World
000,000 Bryna film, “The Viking,” promise on the Oscar Derby. •
southern Theatre Owners of Amer¬
conditionally. 1
Four persons a,mong those who in 80 Days”, a promo'ional boost. to be made for UA release next
(Further, the Audience Awards ica unit, Fabian asserted that a
He
had
four
hours
of
“document¬
attended an MPAA meeting in New
spring, I shall take steps. I’ll promotion was dealt a body blow majority of the problems faced by
York two weeks ago said without ary” film left and has* edited the change my name to Richard Vidor over the past week as Elmer Rho¬ theatres in the current unsteady
footage down into an hour and a
qualification following the session
-—and let the chips, reporters and den, president of National The¬ market could be alleviated by local
that such a contribution was made. half picture that adds up to a “be¬ linotypists fall where they may.
atres, stated he would withdraw cooperation and local business¬
A conflict cropped up on the Coast hind the scenes” show on how “80
Richard Fleischer,
The same ap¬
his circuit from participation so building efforts.
subsequent to this. Hollywood ad- Days” was lensed. While Todd has
long as the voting period remains proach has been pitched by Leon¬
pub execs stated that the 25G was no definite plans as yet for the
ard
Goldenson
and
Edward L.. Hy¬
at the end of the year. In past,
voted upon but it was not conclu¬ footage, he may sell it either to
Rhoden was one of the most en¬ man. president and v.p. respective¬
tv or make a special theatrical
sive.
thusiastic Audience Awards root¬ ly of the American Broadcastingsubject out of it.
It turns out that the Coast
Des M<ynes, Nov. 6.
Paramount Theatres chain. Hyman
ers.)
sources were correct.
The New
With Kermit Carr leaving TriThe original MPAA program is -currently on a nation-wide tour
Yorkers this week said that a check
States Theatre Corp. here to take called for 300 fourth estaters on an of the AB-PT affiliates to pitch
on the minutes of the MPAA con¬
over management of the (late) excursion to the Coast for one the necessity of local efforts on the
fab revealed that Paramount presi¬
Metro’s tentative release slate Ralph D. Goldberg Theatre chain week’s round of activities. In mind part of the theatres. #
dent Barney Balaban went along from November to January calls for in Omaha, Carr’s booking and buy¬ was a Concentrated coverage of the
Daff, in calling for stepped-up
with the money allocation b it on the issuance of six new pictures, ing duties will be taken over here film colony that would be unprece¬ local bally and exploitation by in¬
the condition that studio heads five reissues, and the “special han¬ by Don Allen. Latter will continue dented. Now, though, the thinking dividual theatremen, said exhibi¬
would agree with the program. The dling” of “Teahouse of the August to be in charge of all Tri-States the¬ tends to staggering the newspaper¬ tors should not “expect the picture
atres in Des Moines, Omaha, Kan¬ men’s visits and with the 50-year to do all the work.”
Gothamites added that Balaban’s Moon.”
reservation, which was accepted by
“Teahouse” has been booked to sas City, Sioux City, Waterloo, also jubilee as the focal point.
the MPAA board, was expressed in open in November in Chicago and Grand Island, Hastings and Fairso few words and so quickly that Los Angeles and will be the Christ¬ bury, Neb,
‘Written Oh the Wind’
they were unaware of it.
Don Knight, who has been man¬
mas attraction at N. Y.’s Radio City
Qualifying for Oscar
ager
of
the
Des
Moines
theatre
here
Music Hall. Company also antici¬
Universal has scheduled a num¬
San Francisco, Nov. 6.
pates several other holiday book¬ and also city manager for Des
Moines, will now take over all ad¬
ings.
“Around the World in 80 Days” ber-of Christmas Day openings for
Dallas, Nov. 6.
Regular November releases in¬ vertising and publicity for the Tri- will replace “Oklahoma” at the “Written on the Wind,” including
Albert R. Broccoli, the film pro¬ clude “The Rack” and “Julie” plus States theatres. Tony Abramovich 1,200-seat Coronet here Dec. 27. a booking in Hollywood, in order
ducer, was here on Thursday (1 the reissue of “A tale of Two is returning to Des Moines from Prices are not. yet set but Todd-AO to qualify the film as an Academy
screening his latest Warwick Pro¬ Cities” and “Marie Antoinette.” Grand Island, Neb., to manage the film will play on a roadshow basis. Award contender. In addition to
duction fob R. J. O’Donnell, general Set for December are “The Great Des Moines theatre and act as city
“Oklahoma” is now in its ninth the Coast date, the picture will
manager of the Interstate Theatre American Pastime,” “The Iron Pet¬ manager. Pat Elliott Is Abramo¬ month, has enjoyed a successful bow in Chicago,. New Orleans and
Circuit and Other officials of the ticoat,” and the reissue of “Mutiny vich’s successor to Grand Island.
run despite pre-opening fears that Tulsa.
chain.
The film, which stars Rock Hud¬
on the Bounty.” The January en¬
Leon Dougherty, Tri-State’s man¬ location of Coronet, a neighbor¬
Entitled “Zarak” it costars Anita tries are “Edge of the City,” “Slan¬ ager in Hastings, Neb., will super¬ hood house a couple of miles from son, Lauren Bacall, Dorothy Malone
Ekberg, Victor Mature and Michael der” and the reissue of “Green vise in Fairbury and Grand Island downtown Frisco, might hurt busi¬ and Robert Stack is scheduled for
Wilding. cJt was filmed in Africa.
regular release in January.
Dolphin Street” and “Boys Town.” in addition to Hastings.
ness.
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Stolz Musical
West End Film Biz Still Sluggish;
New Austrian Coin-Raising Plan Via RobertSetfor
Vienna Preem
‘Bus’Sock 10G, 2d, Dolls’Torrid
Home Pix .Syncing Blasted by Wolf
$13,000,6th, ‘Attack’ Big 7G, 3d
Dancigers Pacts Mex,

i
Vienna, Oct. 30.
“Oh
Mademoiselle,”
iruHfcal
comedy by Roberf Gilbert aappRite
dolf Weys with music by Robert
Vienna, Oct. 30.
Stolz, will have its world premiere
A clever scheme to add revenue
in the Theater in der Josefstadt
to the $1,200,000 budget for 1957
here on New Year’s Eve. Director
and at the same time curb the im¬
Peter Preses has started with the —--4London, Oct. 30.
port of American films is being con¬
preparations and designated Nicole
The slackening off in first-run
cocted behind closed doors here.
Heesters arid Helmuth Qualtinger
Mexico City, Oct. 30.
business, noted recently, has con¬
Basic idea is to induce foreign com¬
for the leads.
Announcement was made here
tinued through the last stanza, with
panies to synchronize their output
The plot by the two librettists
this
week
by
producer
Oscar
Dan¬
only two newcomers doing above
for use in the Austrian Republic.
Robert Gilbert and Rudolf Weys
cigers that he has signed a co-pro- involves a love story in modern
average. “Bps Stop,” boff in open¬
Leverage to force this will be duction deal with Elmorest produc¬
Johannesburg, Oct. 30.
ing round at Carlton was smash
Paris.
On
the
same
day,
Stolz
will
to charge seven to 10 times as tions, for the filming locally of
In
spite
of
nightly
performances1
much duty on foreign pictures if “Conquest,” to be a 20th-Fox re¬ also preem his new ice show “Melo¬ during the Festival for the long $10,000 in second week. “The Gun
Runner,”
sturdy in Warner initial
synchronized in West Get-many lease. Color C’Scope shooting on dies of Love” in Vienna.
haired, Johannesburg cinemas have week, held at solid $8,600 in sec¬
than for those synced here.
the film which stars Ray Milland,
been packed^with top-line pix pro¬ ond.
Wolfgang Wolf, chief of the Met- Anthony Quinn and Debra Paget
viding competitive entertainment.
Stout holdovers were led by
ro-20th-Fox setup here, explained will start in November, with Allan
“King and I” (20th) in its first “Guys and Dolls,“* its sixth Em¬
to Variety: “It cannot be done, Dwan megging.
week looks like becoming a long pire week ending with around $13,simply because Austria has no firstDancigers said the salvation of
tenant of the 20th Century.
000.- “Oklahoma” shaped fancy
class facilities and no trained ac¬ the Mexican industry lies in the
African theatres crashed into the $8,500 in its final (7th) week at the
tors. During. my activities here as European and U.S. markets. It
limelight with the provocative Odeon, Leicester Square. Rialto’s
American .film officer, U. S. money must hhve.more official aid, such
“Rose Tattoo” (Par), launched with fourth frame of “King and I” looks
Leeds, Eng., Oct. 30.
was raised for that. purpose. The as that given by the governments
Cinema exhibitors should not be well done publicity. Arrangements big $5,000. “Attack” continued in
Grinzing Studios were opened, but of Germany, France, Italy, Eng¬ prepared to sell to tv the product were made for Anna Magnani to
when work started on negatives and land and Spain, where recoupment which earns them their livelihood, come out in person to launch the fine style with around $7,000 in its
screenplays, practically everybody would not be possible without for¬ according to Jack X. Prendergast, film. At the last moment she third London Pavilion week.
Estimates for Last Week
was disappointed with the results. eign markets. Dancigers has just re¬ big local exib.
cabled that she could not come. But
Astoria (Rank) (1,650; 40-70) —
They moved to West • Germany, turned from Paris where his latest
“What can be intelligent in the lunch—to meet the press—
and it took five years to train the Franco-Mexico-production, “Death that?” he asked, at a meeting of was to go on just the same, and “Nightfall” (Col) and “7th Cavalry”
actors. We cannot afford another in the Garden,” was preemed. Film the Leeds section, Cinematograph at her expense. Magnani was held (Col). Heading for fine $7,000 or
five years of training.”
stars Simone Signoret, Charles Exhibitors Assn.
up because of further negotiations more.
Carlton (20th) (1,128; 70.-$1.7Q)—
American pictures are synchro¬ Vanel and. George Marshal and
If they sold films to the BBC, a with her Hollywood contract.*
“Bus Stop” (20th) (2d wk). Smash
nized in what could be called “neu¬ was directed by Luis Bunuel on time would come, he warned, when
$10,000 or near. Opening week was
tral German.” The Austrians call location and in studios here.
big productions like “King and I”
it Prague German, as allegedly
$11,300.
(20th), “Guys and Dolls” (M-G) and
during Imperial days the Prague
'Oklahoma” (Magna) would be
Casino (Indie) (1,337; 70-$2.15)—
Germans spoke the most pleasing
televised. The patrons would then
“Cinerama Holiday” (Robin) .(36th
dialect. The Viennese are very
get into a' habit of saying “Why
wk). Boff $19,000.
narrowminded and scoff at this,
go to the cinema? They will be on
Empire (M-G) (3,099; 65-$1.95)—
criticizing everything that is not in
tv shortly.”
“Guys and Dolls” (M-G) (6th wk).
Viennese dialect as “Prussian.” But
The exhib said there was evi¬
Fast $13,000. Previous week was
actually the West German synchro¬
dence that the cinema-going habit
$14,000.
Rome, Oct. 30.
nizations are very good, and are
was coming back. Already one big
Latest
title
registrations
at
the
Gaumont (CMA) (1,500; 50-$1.70)
film producing company in America
understandable in every GermanRome, Oct. 30.
language ’ territory.
was pulling out from the tv setup. Rome ANICA office, always indi¬ —“House of Secrets” (Rank). Fair
Despite the already heavy fiscal
cative of production plans of the $2,500.
He
added:
“The
original
pattern
There was some talk about a cut exercised on Italo film boxnear future, show that Italo film¬
Leicester Square Theatre (CMA)
compromise. A certain percentage offices, in general, Rome pix pa¬ of this ‘film for tv’ business was makers
are keeping their eyes set
50-$1.70) — “Mountain”
would be synchronized in West Ger¬ trons are likely soon to find their I based on the quick dollar. All sorts on costume spectacles. These make (1,376;
many, the remainder in Austria. film admissions increased by 10% of people here and in America up a large majority of the most re¬ (Par) (3d wk). Stout $6,000 or
near.
“Mam’selle
Pignalle’’ (Indie)
scrambled
to
get
on
to
the
band¬
With not even a German-Austrian if a currently discussed law goes
wagon. They were opportunists cent registration.
preems Nov. 8.
film exchange . in legal operation, into effect.
Expectedly,
Dino
DeLaurentiis
who saw dollars in tv, and so long
London Pavilion (UA) U.217; 50chances of this are practically nil.
Increase would be part of a gen¬ as they got dollars, they were not has registered “The Divine Com¬
“Synchronization
in
Austria eral raise in certain taxes in here, particular whether it was films or edy” while his ex production part¬ $1.70) — “Attack” (UA) (3d wk).
Trim
$7,000 or over. Last week,
would, however, mean considerable in order to gather coin for a special tv, and it seems to me they are not ner, Carlo Ponti, has set down,
financial savings,” added Mr. Wolf. Roman fund designed to aid the particular now. They want to be among others: “Romulus, King of $8,400. “Unidentified Flying Ob¬
“Nevertheless, this idea of multi¬ city’s development as the nation’s in two businesses, and to sell in Ttome” and “Taras Bulba.” “Cleo¬ jects” (UA) follows Nov. 2.
Odeon, Leicester Square (CMA)
plying duties would be an en¬ capitol.
Tourist per-diem taxes two markets, and are prepared to patra” and “Anthony and Cleopa¬
croachment of the most favorable also would be hiked under the scrap films and cinemas in favor tra” were listed by Panitalia Films (2,200;. 50-$1.70) — “Oklahoma”
(RKO)
wk). Current run end¬
treatment clause.”
proviso.
Dario Sabbatello registered “Ben¬ ed Oct.(8th
of tv.”
with $8,500 in 5 days.
Film industry people are up in
venuto Cellini” while Jolly Film Seventh 29
frame'
hit $10,500. Trans¬
arms against the threat of an in¬
announced “Ettore Fieramosca,”
fer
Oct.
30
to
Odeon, Marble Arch.
crease in the already steep tax.
Lux Film, which has been out of
They further point out that in a
active production for some time, “Battle of River Plate” (Rank) fol¬
here Oct. 31.
way Rome is biting off the hand
registered “all around*’ the Aeneid, lows
Odeon, Marble Arch (CMA) (2,that feeds it. It’s known that the
with “L’Eneide,” “Enea a Didone”
200; 50-$1.70) — “You Can’t Run
pic industry, is one of the largest
London, Oct. 30.
and “Enea.”
sources of the city’s revenue, at
“Sailor Beware,” the Romulus
Lux is also down for “II Bel Away From it” (Col) (3d wk-8
the same time keeping a sizable release based on the current legit Paese” while Renato Rascel, the days). Around $3,500.. Previous
Mexico City, Oct. 30.
segment of ifcs population off the hit at the Strand Theatre, has comic who wrote “Arrivederci week was modest $4,700. “Okla¬
Evidence of a sharp rise in local unemployed lists.
* beaten everything this year on the Roma,” registered that as a film homa” (RKO) comes in next.
Plaza (Par) (1,902; 70-$1.70) —
color production during the Com¬
first leg of its London presentation title.
“Cell 2455, Death Row” (Col) (3d
ing year is the announcement here
on the Associated British Cinemas
wk) and “Bermuda Affair” (Col)
this week by both Tepeyac andcircuit, other than “Privates’ Pro¬
(3d wfeL Mild $5,000, same as pre¬
Churubusco studios that they ex¬
gress.” At the same time, the stage
pect to have their new tinting
vious frame,
“Autumn Leaves”
version gross has also shown an
plants in full operation by mid(Col).bows Nov. 2.
upward trend, and the advance
Mexico
City,
Nov.
6.
Rialto (20th) (592; 50-$1.30) —
1957. Theodore Gildred, Tepeyac
now stands at substantially ovef
A new censorship classification $25,000.
Zurich, Oct. 30.
“King and I” (20tty 4th wk). Big
general manager, announced that
$5,000
or over. Third round was
his studios are now in negotiations covering overly-lusty pix was an¬
Usually
conservative
and
stolid
In its first round on the threewith officials of Pathe laboratories nounced here this week by local way London release system, “Sail¬ on its show biz, this city, Switzer¬ $5,500.
and expect to sjettle a deal for a government film supervisor, Jorge or” grossed about $17,000 'more land’s largest, has gone Broadway • Ritz (M-G) (432; 50-$1.30)—“BhoPathe associated lab to be operated Ferretis. ^Though films are not than “Moulin Rouge” (UA) and these days. A glimpse at current wani Junction” < (M-G) (5th wk).
on a 50/50 basis. Tepeyac would clipped in this area they do get also beat “African Queen” (UA). theatre and film bills shows the Neat $2,800, same as last week.
up half the investment capital as classification, with government It’s also ahead of “Baby and the following: Schauspielhaus (straight
Warner (WB) (1,785; 50-$1.70)—
well as half of the equipment costs. agents checking patrons as to age Battleship,” which had been one legit) has “Rainmaker,” “Diary of “Gun Runner.” (WB) (2d wk); Solid
Anne Frank” and “View From $8,600 or near. Last week, $10,000.«
In charge of supplying techni¬ groupings. Recent months have of the season’s biggest grossers.
cians for the new Churubusco shown much stronger supervision,
Production stars Peggy Mount, Bridge”; Stadttheatre presents the
Studios plant will be Vernon T. of classified films with entrance who was brought in as an unknown first U. S. musical to hit this city,'
Dickens, chief supervisor of the to plenty houses denied teenagers for the original West End produc¬ “Kiss Me, Kate”; Hallenstadion,
technical end of Kodak Mexicans. wanting in where films were out tion. John Woolf paid $56,000 for Madison Sq. Garden-type outlet,
Dickens leaves here this week on of their category.
the screen rights after the rave features Morris Chalfen’s “Holiday
Classifications here are “A” for notices received on West End pre¬ On Ice”; and five of the leading
an extended trip to Hollywood,
New York and London to study adults, adolescents and kids, “B” sentation. The legit version is cinemas are showing “High Soci¬
new color development techniques for Adults and Adolescents and presented by Jack Waller.
ety” (M-G), “Court Jester” (Par),
at company plants. Upon his re¬ “C” for Adults only. New classifi¬
ABC toppers believe that the “Picnic” (Col), “Gaby” (M-G) and
London, Nov. 6.,
turn, . he will hold retraining cation, “D” will cover films which boff results may have been helped “Away All Boats” (U).
A frank warning to the Treasury
classes for local workers, already according to Ferretis’ office are substantially by a series of teaser
And coming up in the immedi¬ that unless there was a consider¬
well advanced in' the handling of “too strong for normal public ads on commercial tv.
ate future are “Rebel Without able admission tax reduction, about
tint processing, in an effort to showing.” .First locally made film
A Cause” (WB), “Serenade” (WB), 1,00Q cinemas would be forced to
make the Churubusco setup a to get the “D” seal will be Uni“Lust for Life” (M-G) and “Catered close within the next two years and,
worldwide mo'del of modern devel¬ promex’ “Los Amantes” (The
Affair”, (M-G). Latter is tagged in turn, this would have a crippling
opment technique.
Lovers), produced by Lalo Que“Wedding Party” here.. With such snowball effect on British studios,
vedo.
Also
on
the
list
for
“D”
rat¬
a lineup, few New Yorkers visiting has come from J. Arthur Rank;. He
Altogether it is expected that
here will forget being homesick for already has announced shuttering
more than* 70% of next year’s ing will be the Gallic-made “Street
Vienha, Oct. 30.
locally-produced product will be Of Painted Mouths.”
of 9 of his company’s picture
A curtain strike was called by Broadway shows.
Ferretis
said:
“There
exist
vari¬
tinters. It is believed here that the
houses.
the State Opera stars here because
major percentage of U.S. films shot ous films* which can - only be ex¬ at a recent guesting of West Ger¬ Sees $2,500,000 Gate
Rank explained that the closing
in this area will use the local color hibited in specialized showings for man tenor Rudolf Lustlg there was
of these houses meant that not
At Aussie Olympics only the industry, but the tax man
labs in an effort to cut down on the a definite audience. Any theatre too much, whistling (whistling is
previously heavy overhead costs exhibiting this type of film, will in sign of disapproval here). To make
also would be subject to diminish¬
Melbourne, Oct. 30.
incurred in shipment to the U.S. or the future advertise it as such, so things worse, ’ demonstrations
Sir Harald Alderson, prexy of ing returns. Money paid in film
that the public can easily identify against a “Tannhaeuser” produc¬ the Olympic Federation controlling hire by the theatres would cease,
to the English labs.
Only plant now tinting for local it.”
tion in the new style by Wieland the Olympic Games here, sees a thus cutting down the potential
consumption is Laboratories Mexi¬
Wagner were continued by a group $2,500,000 intake at the boxoffice earning power of a producer.
Rank felt that the injury already
co, which is considered understaffed
via seat ticket sales for the Games.
of youngsters on the street.
for the amount of work coming in.
It is the first time that a singer Knight added the sports show done to the industry by heavy tax
Blackpool, Eng., Oct. 30.
Most producersS commitments for
was attacked in mild form when would not cost the Aussie govern¬ demands • was beyond repair, and
the coming year show a heavy turn
Wilfred and Mabel Pickles, Eng¬ leaving the stage entrance, because ment or the local taxpayers a cent even. if there were a cut in taxa• tion, which he was sure the Chan¬
toward tinters and it is-^ believed lish radio and tv personalities, will of allegedly false notes. Directing in overhead.
Seats, according to the prexy, cellor of the Exchequer would pro¬
here that the two new studio labs be featured here next summer in by Josef Gielen also-brought dis¬
will just about meet .the local re¬ a straight play..
:
approval of the fourth gallery, had found a ready sale abroad and pose if economic conditions per¬
Husbands wife duo will be in a Which here is considered the decid¬ a great influx of visitors was ex¬ mitted, the theatres which had al¬
quirement's including a projected
. five of six Mex-XT.$. or /Other fpr-^ new comedy .under the H. M. Ten- ing factor in acceptance nr non- pected commencing early next ready closed were not likely to re¬
open.
eign co-productions.
,v i1)(
nent banner at the Grand. -.,»
month.
• ,
acceptance,; .
. i * •

U.S. Production Deal

‘King,’ ‘Tattoo’ Score In
Johannesburg’s Cinemas

British Exhib Conies
Out Vs. Selling Tele
Theatres’ Ace Product

Italo Prods. Still
Yen Spectacles

Fear Higher Rome
Taxes at Pix B.O.

‘SAILOR’ BIG GROSSER
ON

2 Top Mexico Studios
Getting Own Color Labs
Set for ’57 Operation

New Rating for Too
Lusty Pix in Mexico

See Zurich Swinging
To B’way Productions

Rank Warns About 1,000
Cinemas Would Have To
Close If Tax Isn t Cut

Whistling at Vienna
Opera Causes Strike

Pickles’ Straight Play
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Amusement Stock Quotations
(IS.Y. Stock Exchange)
For Week Ending Monday (5)
1956
High Low

Weekly Vol.Weekly Weekly Tues.
Close
Low
In 100s
High
24%
22%
32% 221/6 AmBr-ParTh 186
2414
27%
30%
30%
327s 22 ”4 CBS “A”.... 102
30%
30%
2734
32% 22^6 CBS “B’\... 73
18%
1876
19%.
26 a4 1816 Col Pix. 27
14
14i4
Decca . 30
1414
16% 14
94%
90
94%
ICO-4 7534 Eastman Kdk 78
-3%
336
3%
476
316 EMI . 168
7
7-%
7%
List Ind. 150
714
12
20%
19%
.... 270
191/4
2516 1876 Loew’s
756
Nat. Thea.... 208
7%
7
8’6
9%
3156
32
31%
32%
3616 35% Paramount .
18%
1876
1936
361.6 18i 6 Philco . 138
38%
36%
38%
50-6 361/2 RCA . 253
53^
5a4
34
5^6
5V3 Republic ...
876
12%
12%
121.4
4
1516 12% Rep., pfd. ..
14%
14V6
14t2
1794 14% Stanley War. 53
27
27
25%
2914 2216 Storer . 30
25
24
25%
136
29 >4 21 % 20th-Fox
25
25
25
1
2934 241/4 Univ. Pix ....
75
75
75
821-6 7476 Univ., pfd .. *10
26%
26%
27
29i 6 18V6 Warner Bros. 29
109
106
109%
Zenith . 12
1411/4 101
American Stock Exchange
4%
5%
476
356 Allied Artists 31
614
1136
11%
1136
2
Ail’d
Art.,
pfd.
934
13%
1%
1%
11/4
1% C & C Super 176
2%
5%
5%
53 4
5% Du Mont .... 86
10
25/g
274
3
234 Guild Films. 46
4%
834
8%
936
Nat’l Telefilm 157
3
912
3%
3%
6
314
2% Skiatron
534
8
7%
8%
169
Technicolor
736
1374
3%
3%
3%
4
Trans-Lux ..
3
4
OverAhe-Counler Securities
Ask
Bid
32%
37
Ampex .
3
2
Chesapeake Industries . 2
2
1%
Cinerama Inc. .
3%
3
Cinerama Prod.
634
6
DuMont Broadcasting. ®
3%
2%
Magna Theatres . 2/s
1%
2%
Official Films . W*
84
82
Polaroid ...
71/2
6%
U. A. Theatres...
20%
1874
Walt Disney .
18™

Net
Change
for week
+ 3/4
+ 1%
+ 1%
— %
+ %
+3% .
+ %
—
— %
+ %
— %
— 1/4
-}-1%
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TROUBLE BREEDS KNOW-THYSELF-BETTER
YEN, INCREASES FILM BIZ RESEARCH

The motion picture industry,
notorious for the lack of statistical
data about itself, is becoming re¬
search conscious.
The new in¬
terest in compiling facts and fig¬
ures about itself is development
of the general drop in business.
The urge to pinpoint the cause
and resolve a solution has
prompted the industry to consider
management
surveys,
audience
opinions, and film-going habits.
The motion picture business hgs
not been able to agree even on the
4- %
exact number of theatres operating
— %
in the United States.
Different
— 74
groups have different estimates on
+1%
the number of theatres. In addi¬
— %
tion, no one appears to agree on
— 5/g
the size of the film-going audience.
- %
In the past, sporadic attempts
+ %
have been made to assemble sta¬
+1
tistical information, but this was
accomplished via a hit or miss
—
technique on an individual basis,
— %
with the data obtained usually in
—
dispute. Individual film companies
—
and the Motion Picture Assn, of
—•
America have attempted various
—
surveys but these efforts, in the
—
long run, proved of little value..
—
The recent tax fights, sparked
—
by the Council of Motion Picture
Organizations, played up dramatic¬
ally the need for up-to-date and
—2
accurate data about the industry.
—
These facts were essential in or¬
— 76
der to present to Congress the
—
necessity for a tax cut. The tax
—
Decision to continue the ban of campaign brought to the forefront
— 76
Sindlinger & Co., the research or¬
American
film
shipments
to
Spain
—
ganization hired to provide the
—2
and Denmark ’involves an import¬ info for the tax rights.
—
ant question of precedent, Motion
Tax Campaign
—
Picture Export Assn, prexy Eric
On the basis of its work for the
Johnston said last week.
tax
campaigns,
the Sindlinger out¬
* Actual Vplume.
....
^
.
“If we accept harmful trading fit has been able to extend its serv¬
(Quotations furnished by Dreyfus & Co.)
conditions in these relatively unim¬ ices to the industry and, as a re¬
portant markets, what do we do sult, has emerged as the leading
when these same restrictions are source of research information re¬
proposed in the important ones,” lating to the motion picture busi¬
he asked.
ness. Sindlinger’s service has been
Johnston didn’t think that the retained on an individual basis
MPEA was at more than a tem¬ by both exhbition and distribution.
porary disadvantage in the two Several theatre chains have em¬
ABC Gross of $50,733,000 Exceeds Paramount markets concerned. During his ployed the Sindlinger researchers
visit to Spain earlier in the year to discover the film-going habits
Circuit’s $48,872,000 First Half of 1956
he had found a great desire for of the population in their regions.
♦ -!-g?'
amm“
American pictures, he reported,
The film companies, for their
adding that other nations’ product part are starting to use Sindlinger
Broadcasting division of Ameri¬
did not seem to take the place of extensively for the pre-testing of
can Broadcasting-Paramount The¬
the absent Hollywood pix.
advertising campaigns. In recent
- ■■ ■ Continued from page 7 1 ■
|
Actually, both in Spain and in months, Universal, Metro, and
atres nosed out the theatre divi¬
part
from
theatre
receipts
on
a
Denmark, American films are being Warner Bros, have retained the
sion in terms of gross business for
pro-rata - basis, as is done in shown. The indies, if not active research organization to discover
the first six months of 1956. Tele¬ France,” he commented.
via the MPEA, are shipping in¬ the want-to-see appeal of their ad¬
vision and radio accounted for $50,Also, MPEA members vertising. Occasional efforts in
Remauge appeared doubtful of product.
733,000 during that period, com- the practicality of his own sugges¬ with longstanding commitments are this direction have been made in
the past by individual companies
paredjwith $48,872,000 from theatri¬ tion, i.e, that an equitable method fulfilling them.
might be found to support all
In Spain, MPEA is resisting a or by publications seeking the ad¬
cal exhibition.
indies.
Spanish demand, that, for every vertising business of the film in¬
However, the theatre end was
The Pathe topper reported his four U. S. films released, the Amer¬ dustry. However, it was not done
the big- moneyrmaker during the company
was turning out between icans distribute one* local feature. on a regular basis and there were
summer, whereas ABC fell off as 10 and 12 pix a year, most of them In Denmark, a question of rental many in the industry who ques¬
does the entire broadcasting indus¬ now coproductions. Pathe has a terms is involved, with exhibs tioned the testing techniques em¬
try in the hot months.
working arrangement with the claiming they' can’t up the terms ployed.
With the film business spending
AB-PT refrains from any break¬ East Germans, under which the due to heavy taxes.
more and more money on block¬
down on money from its two major Reds supply material and studio
buster entries, the need for com¬
divisions in the corporation’s fi¬ facilities and'the French company
ing up with- a successsful and ap¬
nancial statements. However, offi¬ comes up with the rest. The East
pealing advertising campaign be¬
cial corporate papers disclosed the Germans then get the finished film
came extremely important and
sources of income of the first half for their area, with Pathe obtain¬
served •'to prompt the film com¬
of this year.
ing the rights ‘ for the west.
panies to resort to the research
Remauge termed this policy “sat¬
methods employed by other lead¬
isfactory” and preferable to an
ing advertisers.
outright sale of pix to the East.
OSCAR HANSON FETE
Metro has decided to continue
The Sindlinger ad testing tech¬
The bulk of Pathe's production
Honor Canadian Once Head of
is being done with Italy. However, with its policy of showcasing “Lust nique consists in the main of the
for
Life,”
Kirk
Douglas-starring
following:
Tiffany Films Sales in N. Y.
Pathe and other French companies
have completed an elaborate co¬ biopic on Vincent Van Gogh, in
Determining
the
want-to-see
Toronto, Nov. 6.
production with Japan. Pic is specialized theatres after a couple motivating power of the advertis¬
This is accomplished by
Oscar Hanson, president of called “Typhoon Over Nagasaki” of experimental openings in con¬ ing.
Sterling Films, and founder of and Pathe will have U.S. rights ventional firstruns.
Film, which showing potential film-goers up to
Canadian Picture Pioneers, has on it.
has been doing exceptionally well five different ads to discover which
As for French production on the in art locations, was’ run off in- ones would induce an Individual to
been selected “Pioneer of *56” by
this trans-Canada fraternal group whole and taken in toto, it shows- standard Loew’s houses in Syra¬ see a specific picture. As a result
and will be given a banquet and no profit even with Government cuse and Nashville and neither en¬ of one recent preliminary study,
onyx and gold plaque at the or¬ aid coin thrown in, according to gagement measured up to expec¬ an ad campaign was revised, with
changes being made in both copy
ganization’s annual dinner on Remauge. On the general run of tations.
Nov. 22 at the Royal York Hotel. films, the domestic market doesn't
“Life” is thus now established as and typography.
When Hanson founded the Canad¬ allow recoupment. France’s mar¬ another example of the type of
‘Appeal’ Weighing
ian Picture Pioneers (limited mem¬ kets in Germany and Italy are up product that requires the long-haul
The new campaign was also
bership entailing 25 years in as¬ markedly, he reported.
treatment—that
is,
extensive
runs
tested
and
information was sought
French exhibition hasn’t been
sociation with the motion picture
in small theatres to be followed by on the appeal of the property
industry), the first objective was to hit the same way as theatres in the normal playoff in subsequent based on each ad. In addition, in¬
send foo5 and clothing, during the U.S., the Pathe exec said. In situations.
terviewees were given a synopsis
World War I, to members of-the fact, there are too many films and
Phenomenal reception - of the and results were sought after they
the problem is to find enough out¬
British film industry.
lets. Television doesn’t loom as production at the pint-sized Plaza were exposed to all the ads and
Hanson is now producers* repre¬ much of a b.o. factor, he opined. Theatre in New York had been in¬ the synopsis. The data compiled
sentative in Canada for Allied Art¬
In the U.S., Pathe, which already dicated as the tipoff that bookings also presented f;he film company
ists of Hollywood and Lion Inter¬ owns the Paris Theatre and a in bigger theatres, with a quick with info on magazine readership
national Films of Britain.
house in Philadelphia, may add dollar return, would be in order. and reports on mag readership
Some years ago he was general more houses, either via lease or It’s now in its seventh week at the relating to the advertising appeal
sales manager for Tiffany Films booking arrangements, Remauge Plaza and business has been con¬ of each magazine’s audience.
. „
(defunct) in New York then re¬ noted. He said he was in N.Y. to sistently topnotch.
Answers received were broken
turned to Toronto to form Empire o.o. the situation and study the
However, M-G has concluded^ on down to include the precentage of
Films (now Empire-Universal) in position of French pix generally. the basis of the Nashville and Syra¬ men and women questioned, fre¬
a partnership with the late N. L. He’s been huddling with Duncan cuse dates, that the film is best quent and infrequent film-goers,
Nathanson, then president of Fa¬ McGregor, Pathe’s U.S. topper, suited for openings at the art age groups, ' occupatiqnal class,
and section of country. The age
mous Players (Canadian).
and returns to France in a week. spots.

Broidy: ‘Be My Guest’

As a goodwill gesture and a
means of testing reaction to
the company’s fresh product,
Allied Artists prexy Steve
Broidy has- mailed each stock¬
holder an invitation to attend
a showing of AA’$ “Friendly
Persuasion” during its current
run at the Radio City Music
Hall, N. Y.
Broidy, who enclosed a pair
of tickets good for any per¬
formance, notes “I would be
most happy to have your com¬
ments.”
He also adds that
booking of the William Wyler
production at the Hall “marks
a significant milestone in your
company's long-range upgrad¬
ing program, which has been
. moving toward a goal of pro¬
ducing and distributing an in¬
creasing number of major mopictures.”

Spain, Denmark
Terms Boomerang
On U.S. If ‘Easy

Broadcasting Topped Theatres

Adrien Remauge

Selective Showcasing Is
Still Metro’s Strategy
On Van Gogh Biopic

breakdown used by Sindlinger lists
these age groups—12-14; 15-24;
25-34; 35-44; 45 and over. The
occupation classifications are listed
in four categories—1. professional
and kindred, including managers,
office and clerical, proprietors,
and sales personnel; 2. craftsmen,
iftcluding service workers, farmers,
and laborers; 3. housewives; 4. stu¬
dents.
4
Efforts are made to determine
the extent of the public’s reten¬
tion of motion picture ads by ask¬
ing the interviewees to name the
picture and the magazine in which
the ad was seen. One recent Sind¬
linger survey revealed that 40.5%
of those queried could name one or
more films ads and also the mag¬
azine in which they appeared.

Stocks Sluggish,
But Bernhard Co.
Touts Potential
Although film stocks have been
slow in trading over the past few
months, except in a few instances
where a company has become en¬
gaged in a capital gains deal, the
industry this week was given an
unusually enthusiastic upbeat ap¬
praisal by a Wall Street outfit.
Arnold Bernhard & Co., invest¬
ment advisers, sees the stock issues
of the 10 key film and theatre out¬
fits as having an appreciation po¬
tential of 58% in the next three to
five years. This compares with an
expected gain of only 20% of all
stocks listed on the New York
Stock Exchange in the same period.
In .its Value Line survey, the
Bernhard organization is particu¬
larly hmh on the prospects for Na¬
tional Theatres, Stan’ey Warner,
Paramount, 20th-Fox and Techni¬
color. All are said to be underpriced on the Big Board currently.
Bernhard makes the point that
HoUvwood filmmakers have made
notable progress in turning out
quality product and t.he public,
more and more breaking away
from television, is buying it.
The sale of old pictures to tv is
regarded as portending good things
to come for theatres, which of
course is in conflict with many
theat^emen’s expressions of fear.
The Wall Street appraiser emotes
National Theatres president Elmer
Bhoden as saying the tv-ing of
Metro's “30 Seconds Over Tokyo”
on the Coast had Pt.tle effect on
theatre business which, in fact, ac¬
tually showed a slight overall im¬
provement.
“Here then.” states Bernhard, “is
at least.an indication that the widesnread apprehension that the teTecac+mg of nre-1948 films would be
hi^hlv rtetrimentaLto theatre busi¬
ness may be unfounded. We are
t0 internret the success
of KTTV (which drew a mammoth
audience with ‘Tokvo’) as an indi¬
cation that todav’s television view¬
ers are more attracted to fine mo*
t5on oicturps. even old ones, that
the vaudeville-type programs or
givpawav shows generally nres“nt-

ed bu th«» tv networks. Tn short,
the American public is becom’ng
Inco^cip^ly oualttv onnselouc. And
is what Hollvwood can
off-*.”
Bernhard further envisions:
A stronger theatre economy via
the eh'minat’on of marginal houses
with the cash proceeds to be used
for diversifications or strengthen¬
ing surviving situations;
An overall improvement in prof¬
its next, year after the costs of cur¬
rent releases are amortized this
year and' subsequent income is
credited to net income;
A “changing economic philoso¬
phy” which is already reflected in
talks of studio mergers and con¬
solidation of distribution facilities.
(20th-Fox and Warners would save
$16,000,000 annually by sharing
the same studio, says Bernhard);
The adoption of modern manage¬
ment procedures. ■
Leo Carrillo is in Dallas for a
board meeting of Film Corp. of
America, which he is forming.
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Wednesday, November 7, 1956

M-G-M presents in CinemaScope and Metrocolor • JUNE ALLYSON • Joan Collins • Dolores Gray •' Ann
Sheridan • Ann Miller in "THE OPPOSITE SEX" • co-starring Leslie Nielsen • Jeff Richards • Agnes Moorehead
Charlotte Greenwood • JoanBlondell • Sam Levene • and Guest Stars: Harry James • Art Mooney • Dick Shawn • Jim
Backus • with Bill Goodwin • Screen Play by Fay and Michael Kanin • Adapted From a Play by Clare Boothe • New
Songs: Music by Nicholas Brodszky . Lyrics by Sammy Cahn • Directed by David Miller • Produced by Joe Pasternak
(Available in Magnetic Stereophonic, Perspecta Stereophonic or 1-Channel Sound)

Wednesday, November 7, 1956

‘TeD Us the Right (Law) of It!’
Fox West Coast Asks Court to Rule — Forestall
Antitrust Litigation

---

Los Angeles, Nov, 6.
* Declaratory relief was asked by
Fox West Coast Theatres in a suit
filed in Federal Court here against
Beacon Theatres Inc., operator of
the Bel Air Drive-in, near San
Bernardino.
Beacon, according to complaint,
claims its ozoner Is not in competi¬
tion with any other theatre, stand¬
ard or drive-in, in the San Bernar¬
dino area, and therefore is entitled
to play day-date with' first-run Los
Angeles, instead of competing for
run with any othet* theatre in the
territory.
FWC contends in suit that its
California Theatre find Bel Air
are competitors and each should
have the right to negotiate a prior
run over the other. Court is asked
by FWC to determine what the
clearance should be, so it cannot
later be claimed that chain par¬
ticipated in a “conspiracy to vio¬
late antitrust laws/' Beacon Js
charged by FWC with threatening
it and a number of distributors
with antitrust suit unless its de¬
mands for day-date first-run with
Los Angeles are met.
The Bel Air is in the unique po¬
sition of never having opened. It
was completed early in ’ October
and slated to open its gates Oct.
17, but couldn’t get product to
meet date.
*

Allied States Assn.
Rejoining COMPO?
Indications are that Allied States
Assn, is paving the way to rejoin
the Council of Motion Picture Or¬
ganizations as an active participant.
Rube^Shor, National Allied prexy,
will shortly name a committee to
negotiate with a similar group rep¬
resenting COMPO.
On the basis of the discussion
with COMPO, the Allied committee
will report to its board of directors
at the exhibitor organization's na¬
tional convention in Dallas on Nov.
25. It’ll be up to the board to de- j
termine whether Allied should re¬
sume its membership or whether
it should continue its present pol¬
icy. It’s noted that the board may
ask the delegates* to the conven¬
tion for an advisory vote on thequestion.
Although National Allied re¬
signed from C0Mt>0 more than a
year ago over a disagreement on
the group’s policies and the activi¬
ties of executive director Robert
Coyne (who was charged with ini¬
tiating projects without consulting
the members), several Allied units
continued their association with
COMPO and continued to pay their
annual dues.
COMPO reached new heights
when the all-industry org succeeded
in winhing another reduction in
the Federal admissions tax. Na¬
tional Allied refused to support
the tax fight, maintaining that tax
reduction could not be obtained
during the last session of Congress.
However, several Allied units
joined the tax fight and have been
grateful to COMPO and Coyne for
pushing the fight. These Allied
units are said to be sparking the
drive for the national group’s re¬
turn to COMPO’s fold.

O’Seas ‘Peter Pan’
K~ii i.; Continued from page £ ■

-

Jected tour, Miss Martin would
•again play “Peter Pan” on NBC
television as in the past two years.
Tentative date is week before
Easter. Miss Martin was all for
abandoning “Pan” as a perennial
tv vehicle until broached by Wolff
on the world tour. She. immedi¬
ately accepted the proposal pro¬
viding it could be played to mil¬
lions of kiddies around the world.
State Department" and UN officials
are enthusiastic about the world
tour of “Pan” but are withholding
official sanction until the situation
in the middle east clears.
Meanwhile, Wolff is going ahead
with plans for the junket, with
NBC closely cooperating with gov¬
ernment agencies. If the tour fails
to materialize due to unsettled con¬
ditions in Europe, it is doubtful
that Miss Martin would again es¬
say the “Pan” role on television.

FESTIVAL OF CARTOONS
Guild and Makers - Combine At
Hotel Pierre, N. Y.
A festival of cartoons produced
in the east for tv, the screen, and
industrial and commercial pur¬
poses will be offered at the Hotel
Pierre, N.Y., on Nov. 26. Festival,
dubbed “Animation One,” is being
jointly sponsored by the N.Y.
Screen Cartoonists Guild and the
leading eastern animated film pro¬
ducers.
Studios participating include
UPA Pictures, Transfilm, Terrytoons-CBS, Storyboard, Shamus
Culhane
Productions,
Preston
Blair Productions, Pelican Film,
Paramount, NBC, Lars Calonious,
Frances Lee, Film Graphics, David
Piel, Cineff.ects, Bill Sturm, Animotion, Film Creations, Film Art,
Elektra, Animated, Anderson Craig,
ABC, and Academy.

Small Dates 40%
On MG ‘Society’
Columbus, Nov. 6.
Long rapped for its tough sales
policy on “I’ll Cry Tomorrow” and
“High Society,” Metro has re¬
lented to some extent, according to
the Independent Theatre Owners
of Ohio. Where rentals on tjhese
pix were once fixed at 50%, re¬
vised terms are now “near normal”
and some exhibitors are said to be
buying on this basis.
ITOO exec secretary Bob Wile
points out in the organization’s
current bulletin that as first-run
terms on these pictures where un¬
sold in key towns and important
situations “Metro is still asking
50% on firm deals. In lesser towns,
where unsold, 40% is asked.” In
small situations where unsold the
arrangement is flat rental.
In analyzing the situation Wile
asserts that many Ohio theatres
wouldn’t find “High Society” a
particularly outstanding picture
“because of its title and the na¬
ture of the story, despite the fact
that it is entertaining. In other
words it’s not a big grossing pic¬
ture for small toWns.”

Upstate New York Deal
Set on Film Cartage
Albany/Nov. 6.
An agreement by which distrib¬
uting companies, under certain cir¬
cumstances, would pay for the cir¬
cuiting of prints, was reached with
Smith Howell Film Service, at a
meeting in the 20th Century-Fox
studjLo.
The Syracuse company, which
also operates in the Buffalo ex¬
change district, had proposed shift¬
ing service from a Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday schedule to a Monday-Wednesday-Friday one. This
would take off two trucks, but
might, at the same timb, sharply
reduce vital week-end circuiting.
To maintain the present setup,
distributor representatives agreed
that where bookings would be ac¬
cepted, at their convenience, a
$1.50 fee should be paid to Smith
Howell. Who shall ;bear the cost
of circuiting a print is to be de¬
cided when the booking is made.
Only on “important” bookings
will the distributors pick up the
tab.
Traditionally, exhibitors pay
shipping costs, usually on a weekly
or per-show basis, with the truck¬
ing company or other carrier serv¬
icing them. It is based on ship¬
ment from the exchange center, al¬
though there may be occasions
when a print is moved only 10
miles (from one house to another
nearby),
Several distributing companies,
in advance of the local meeting,
reportedly sent letters to exhibi¬
tors asking them to designate an¬
other carrier—if they wished. This
could' be Railway Express, whose
charges are said to be higher than
those of trucking companies.
Bookers and/or branch manag¬
ers, plus representatives of Schine,
Kallet and Stanley Warner circuits,
attended the confab here.

PICTURES

Pj^RIETY

October's Oomphy 10
1. “War and Peace” (Par).
2. “Tea and Sympathy” (M-G).
3. “Gold Cadillac” (Col).
4. “7 Wonders” (Cinerama).
5. “Best Things Free” (20th).
6. “Oklahoma” (Magna).
7. “Attack” (UA).
8. “Bad Seed” (WB).
9. “Toward Unknown” (WB).
10. “Lust For Life” (M-G).

Schines Created
‘Homeitis’ Years
Ago, Sez Hart
Auburn, N.Y.
Editor, Variety:

I was interested in Jerry Wald’s
comment anent Joe Vogel’s letter
which appeared several weeks ago.
He discusses the possible tieup
between downtown department
stores and the theatres~and sug¬
gests a tiein which would sell the
idea of “shop downtown, dine, see
a movie etc. . .”
Several years ago, when business
was first affected by the inroads
of tv, a complete camoaign was
designed and put into effect by the
Schine Theatres whi-ch did just
such a job. It was based on a
word which we devised called
“HOMEITIS.” In a series of insti¬
tutional ads we urged the man of
the house to take the missus out
at least once a week. We appealed
to the others of the family to look
out for “Homeitis”—don’t let the
four walls close in on you, etc.,
etc.
To promote the idea we tied in
such businesses as the restaurants,
night clubs, taxicabs, dress shops
and, in fact, every possible mer¬
chant who was affected by tv. They
all pitched in and helped put over
the campaign. It was further ad¬
vanced by a series of devices where
people were selected to be the
guests of the group for free din¬
ners, taxi service and guests at the
theatres.
Now here was an idea fully de¬
veloped and which was given much
publicity in all the trade papers
and, as I recall, even broke one of
the wire services. I was advised
that theatre organizations all over
the country as well as National
Screen became interested in using
the idea. But nothing happened.
Now we see the formation of a
high powered committee of top
men trying to devise just such an
idea. The MPAA, the TOA, the
AST and every conceivable organi¬
zation have committees trying to
devise means of perking up busi¬
ness—means which must inevitably
use some, or all of. the ideas which
now repose in the files of the
Schine Theatres.
To my knowledge no one has
approached our organization with
a request to sit in. Itdemonstrates
the fact that our industry has the
greatest group of rugged individ¬
ualists but is pathetically shy of
the common sense it takes to get
organized and work together for
the good of all. It also demon¬
strates the fact that in the Schine
Theatres we have- an energetic
group of showmen who are, per¬
haps, years ahead of the others in
constructive thinking.
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Indian Summer & Lukewarm Grosses
But ‘War and Peace’ Firmly Paced
And ‘Sympathy’ Hits October’s No. 2
(Variety’s survey of how
principal product fared at the
boxoffice the previous month
is not fully national but based
on reports of correspondents
in 23 representative key cities
over the U. S. and Canada. As
such, it usually reflects the
strength boxofficewise of key
producx but does not pretend
either to be an index of total
gross or total earnings of any
current picture.)

October was a long Indian Sum¬
mer month—almost too long for
some exhibitors. These exhibits
found too many lukewarm pictures
and too few boxoffice blockbusters
to satisfy their needs. Result was
a spotty 31-day period, hurt by the
weather and the Presidential cam¬
paign hoopla. As a consequence,
the big money ^collected came from
the first, four ranking grossers.
Oddly enough, although plenty of
theatre managers complained, the
to^al gross from some 24 represent¬
ative key cities covered by Variety
nearly every week ran ahead of
1955.
Winner at the wickets last month
was “War and Peace” (Par), with
a record of finishing in first place
four successive weeks in Variety’s
weekly surveys. The somewhat
lengthy opus overcame the long
running-time to unwaveringly hold
to top rating in October.
“Tea and Sympathy” (M-G)
landed in second place through
sheer weight of plentiful playdates
since the pic was not second
every week during the month in
weekly surveys.
“Solid Gold Cadillac” (Col) was
easy third-place winner, and likely
will be heard from additionally in
the future. It was out in release
to any extent only three weeks of
the mon’h. “Seven Wonders of
World” (Cinerama) copped fourth
money, collecting more than $1,000,000 gross as it was released in
more key cities than in September.
“Best Things in Life Are Free”
(20th), a newcomer, captured fifth
place, although not showing too
much strength on holdovers. “Okla¬
homa” (Magna) wound up sixth.
It was fifth (n September.
“Attack” (UA) was a; fairly con¬
sistent grosser which enabled it to
land in seventh position. “Bad
Seed” (WB), third in September,
finished eighth, attesting to its sus¬
tained strength on extended runs.
“Toward the Unknown,” . another
from WB, managed to cop ninth
position. “Lust For Life” (M-G)
rounds out the Big 10 winners,
winding up in 10th slot.
“Cinerama Holiday” (Cinerama),
“Between Heaven and Hell” (20th),
a newcomer; and “La Strada” (TL) were the runner-up pix in that
order.
“Bus S 'op” (20th), second-place
winner in September, had some
additional profitable playdates last
month, enabling it to finish fifth
one week. “High Society” (M-G),
champ grosser in August and Sep¬
tember, landed in seventh place
one week. But it now is largely
playing first-runs in smaller spots
or is on subsequent-run engage¬
ments. “The Mountain” (Par), a
new entry, was a runner-up pic
near the end of the month.

Besides “Gold Cadillac,” which
likely will be heard from some
more, there were several promis¬
ing productions just launched as
the month closed. An outstanding
film in this category is “Giant”
(WB). It is rated wow in N. Y.,
Chicago and L. A., only three spots
where opened thus far. “Tension
at Table Rock” (RKO), also new,
star ed out a bit uneven but is
showing well in several keys.
“Friendly Persuasion”
(AA),
which opened at the N. Y. Music
Hall last week, was rated smash
dn opening stanza in Chi. “BackFrom Eternity” (RKO) showed up
somewhat spotty so far, but man¬
aged to finish 10th one week and
as a runner-up another session.
“Opposite Sex” (M-G), just get¬
ting around as October ended,
shows considerable promise, wi h
bulk of playdates so far good to
strong. “Teenage Rebel” (20th),
also new, showed up great in a cou¬
ple of preem dates. “Unguarded
Moment” (U) also hints promise
with some fine engagements. It
landed in 11th place one week in
October.
“Power and Prize” (M-G), a dis¬
appointing pic at the wickets, still
managed to become a runner-up
one round. “Pillars of Sky” (U)
also was a runner-up pic another
week as was “Fan'asia” (BV) (re¬
issue ).
“Girl He Left Behind” (WB) was
fairly good on preem date at N. Y.
Paramount.
“Search for Bridey
Murphy” (Par), also new, never
did catch on excepting in a very
few keys.
In
reserved - seat
category,
“Around World in 80 Days” (Todd)
was capacity on its first two weeks
at N. Y. Rivoli. Demand for tick¬
ets is so great that additional mati¬
nees are being added ^his month.
Present arrangement calls for only
10 shows per week.

French ‘Centre’
Too Intrusive?

French industry, and particu¬
larly the production end, feel that
the French Government’s Centre
National de le Cinematographie
should be revamped and its pow¬
ers sharply curtailed, Adrien Re¬
mauge, top exec of France’s Pathe
Cinema group, said in N. Y. re¬
cently.
Remauge said he and other pro¬
ducers took the position that, like
any other industry, the French film
biz should be allowed to function
without such direct supervision.
“There is no reason why there
cannot be an office within the
Ministry of Commerce that follows
industry progress much as is done
with other industries,” he declared.
He added that the French Aid
Fuhd for film production could be
administered from that same of¬
fice.
“The Centre has powers that are
poorly defined and are at times
badly
exaggerated,”
Remauge
Lou S Hart
opined. “It’s very annoying for us
(Auburn Theatre, Auburn, N.Y.)
.to have this kind of close super¬
(Zone Manager, Schine Theatres)
vision when others are free of it.”
He stressed that his objections
were directed only against the
Centre and not its director, Jac¬
ques Flaud, who—in Remauge’s
opinion—was doing a good job.
The French producers some time
ago appointed a committee to
study
the Centre, which is a rem¬
Ways to Curb Hooliganism Studied—New ‘Vandalnant from the German occupation.
Proof’ Seats
The committee has issued its (neg¬
ative) report. However, Remauge
Alliance Theatre in Indianapolis didn’t feel that any early action on
Columbus, Nov. 6.
removal
of the Centre, or a redef¬
Hard pressed by teenage rowdies, has a “code of dress” for juveniles,
Ohio exhibitors are studying new Wile added, and boys are required inition of its functions, was likely.
methods of foiling the customer
bent on mischief and disorder. to wear pants that fit them prop¬
Two-day convention of the -Inde¬ erly along with belts. “Girls are
pendent Theatre Owners of Ohio to be dressed properly, too, he
Minneapolis, Nov. 6.
which gets under way here next stated, “with a ban on short shorts,
Ted Mann has added a second
Tuesday (13) will have a demon¬ shirts hanging out and dirty jeans. art theatre, the neighborhood
“This has been the practice in Westgate here, to his chain of 10
stration of National Theatre Sup¬
the Southern Theatre in Columbus houses, leasing it from the Edina
ply’s “vandal-proof” seat.
Another angle worth exploring, for many years, and it caters to Theatre Corp. headed by Martin
ITOO exec secretary notes, is in¬ more well behaved children and Stein who’ll continue to operate
sisting upon better dress for youth¬ teenagers than most other theatres his non-art neighborhood Edina.
ful patrons. “Several exhibitors in town. When a youngster is Acquisition terms secret.
Mann will continue to operate
have told us,” he said, “that the dressed up, he or she Invariably
attire of the youngsters has a great changes his behavior to conform to the Westgate, a 600-seater, as an
art house.
his attire.”
deal to do with their behavior.”

.

Behavior One in Kids’ Attire?

Mann Acquires 2d Artie
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Picture Grosses
‘Moment’ Robust $8,000, ‘OAST’ WOW $46,000,
D. C; ‘OKLA.’ FAT 18G
Cincy; ‘Attack’ Oke 12G
Washington, Nov. 6.
Biz
generally looms solid here
‘KilIers’-‘City’ Hep 6G currently
thanks to the hypo of
Cincinnati, Nov. 6.
Election campaigns and foreign
war rumbles are drawbacks to
downtown trade this week. All
major houses have new bills, with
gross outlook fair to fancy. Top¬
ping the town in coin is “Attach
in the Albee, but just okay. “Un¬
guarded Moment” at Keith’s is
rated fancy. “Mountain” in the
Palace shapes mild. “Killers” plus
“Sleeping City,” pair of oldies,
looks fine at Grand. Still hefty in
27th week, “Seven Wonders of
World” is feeling a seasonal nip.
Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 75-31.25)—
“Attack” lUA). Okay $12,000. Last
week,' “Opposite. Sex” (M-G),
$15,500.
Capitol (Ohio Cinema Corp) (1,376; $1.20-$2.65)—“Seven Wonders
o' World” (Indie) (22d wk). Still
plenty hefty with $25,000, after
last week’s $29,500.
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 75-$1.10)—
“Killers” (U) and “Sleeping City”
(U) (reissues). Fine $6,000. Last
week, “Search Bridey Murph^”
(Par) and “Raw Edge” (U), $5,000.
Keith’s (Shor) (1,500; 75-$1.25)—
“Unguarded Moment” (U). Fancy
$8,000. Last ’ week, “Solid Gold
Cadillac” (Col) (3d wk), $7,500.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 75-$1.10)—
“The Mountain” (Par). Mild $7,000
or near. Last week, “War and
Peace” (4th wk), at 90-$1.50 scale,

$8,000.

‘Rebel’ Rousing $10,060,
Indpls.; ‘Attack’ Oke 8G
Indianapolis, Nov, 6.
First-run pix are mostly bunched
in middle-income bracket this
stanza, one big exception being
“Oklahoma,” which still is clicking
nicely in 10th week at Lyric. It is
leading the city again. “Attack”
at Loew’s shapes nice. “Teenage
Rebel” at Indiana looms fairly
good.
Estimates for This Week
Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800; 90$1.25)—“War and Peace” (Par)
(3d wk). Neat $7,500, making it
about $32,500 for run.
Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 60-85)—
“Teenage Rebel” (20th) and “Out¬
side Law” (U). Fairly good $10,000 or near. Last week, “Between
Heaven ' and Hell” (20th) and
“Stagecoach Fury” (20th), $7,000.
Keith’s (C-D) (1,300; 60-85)—
“The Mountain” (Par). Fair $6,000.
Last week, “Fantasia” (BV) (reis¬
sue) (2d wk), $5,000.
Loew’s (Loew) (2,427; 60-80)—
“Attack” (UA) and “Shadow of
Eagle” (Indie), Nice $8,000. Last
week, “Power and Prize” (M-G)
and “Gun Brothers” (UA). $5,000
in '6 days.
Lyric (C-D) (850; $1.25-$2.20)—
“Oklahoma” (Magna) (10th wk).
Steady $15,000. Last week, same.

SAN FRANCISCO

several new pictures. Biggest of
the newcomers is “Giant,” day-dat¬
ing in two houses, for a terrific
total and new house records at
both theatres. Among other new¬
comers, “Best‘Things in Life Are
Free” looms strong.
“Between
Heaven and Hell” is on disappoint¬
ing side, “Last Wagon,” also a new
pic, shapes nice. “Oklahoma” is
rated fine at Uptown, deluxe nabe.
. Estimates for This Week
Ambassador (SW) (1,490; $1.25$1.50)—“Giant” (WB). Whopping
$19,000 or near. Last week, Ten¬
sion Table Rock” (RKO), $4,500.
Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 70-90)-r‘Between Heaven and Hell” (20th).
^leasing $15,000. Last week, “War
ind Peace” (Par), upped prices,
SI5,000 for 5th week.
Columbia (Loew) (1,174; 70-90)—
‘Last Wagon” (20th). Nice $8,500.
Last week, “Boss” (UA), $6,200.
Dupont (Lopert) (372; 90-$1.15)
—“Bringing Up Baby” (RKO) (ressue). Nice $4,500. Last week,
‘Bridey Murphy” (Par), under
62,000 and yanked after 5 days.
Keith’s (RKO) (1,939; 70-90)—
‘Shake, Rattle, Rock” (Indie) and
‘Runaway Daughters” (I n d i e .
3ood $8,500. Last week, ‘Back
From Eternity” (RKO), $8,000.
Metropolitan (SW) (1,490; 90^
pi.50)—“Giant” '(WB). Mighty
627,000 and new high here. Last
week, “Tension Table Rock

1HpSaif’(L^ew) (2,360; 70-90)‘Best Things in Life
(20th).
Strong $18,000. Last week Tea
and Sympathy” (M-G) (4th wk),
P6,000 in 6 days.
.
•Playhouse (Lopert) (456; 756115)—“Lust for Life” (M-G) (7th
wk). Good $4,000 and goes one
more week. Last week, $4,500.
Plaza (T-L) (290; 90-$1.35)—“La
Strada” (T-L) (4th wk).
Fine
64,000, as last v/eek. Holds.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; 9041.35)—
“Solid Gold Cadillac” (Col) (4th
wk) Fancy $12,000 to hold even
with preceding week. Stays on
.Uptown (SW) (1,100; $1.20-32.20)
—“Oklahoma” (Magna). In ToddAO widescreen process, this is
heading for fine $18,000 in first
week or a bit over. Playing 17
shows weekly. First week included
one sellout. House is two miles
uptown, making it away from midtoXvn first-runs.
^
_ .
Warner (SW) (1.300; $1.20-$2.40)
—“Cinerama Holiday” (I n d i e).
Perked to $12,500 in 57th week.
Last week, $11,500.

PORTLAND, ORE.
(Continued from page 8)
able Doubt” (RKO) (5 days) (2d
wk), thin $4,800.
Fox (Evergreen) (1,536; $1-$1.50)
“Teenage Rebel” (20th) and “Cry
In Night” (WB). Torrid $12,000 or
near. Last week, “Solid Gold Cad¬
illac” (Col) and “While City
Sleeps” (Col) (3d wk), $6,800.
Guild (Indie) (400; $1.25)—“Fan¬
tasia” (BV) (reissue) (6th wk),
nights and weekends only. Fine
$2,000. Last week, $3,900.
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,890; 90$1.25)—“Man From Del Rio” (UA)
and “Flight To Hong Kong” (UA).
Fair $7,000 or under. Last week,
‘'Boss” (UA) and “Huk” (UA),
$4,900.
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,600; $1$1.25)—“Tension at Table Rock”
(RKO) and “Murder On Approval”
(RKO). Just okay at $7,000. Last
week. “Hot-Rod Girls” (Indie) and
“Girls In Prison” (Indie), $9,800.
Paramount (Port-Par) (3,400; $1$1.50)—“War and Peace” (Par) (2d
wk). Lusty $10,000. Last week,
$15,200.

(Continued from page 8)
(AA). Heading for Sockeroo $16,000 or near. Last week, “Man
From Del Rio” (UA) and “Flight
to Hong Kong” (UA), $12,000 for
9 days.
Stagedoor (A-R) (440; $1.25$1.50)—“Lust For Life” (M-G) (7th
wk). Still big at $3,900. Last week,
$4,600.
Larkin (Rosener) (400; $1)—“Rififi” (Indie) (3d wk). Good $4,100.
Last week, $4,400.
Vogue (S.F. Theatres) (377; $1)
—“La Strada” (T-L) (9th wk). Big
$2,000. Last week, $1,900.
Coronet (United California) (1,250; $1.10-$2.75) — “Oklahoma”
(Magna) (37th wk). Holding at okay
$10,800. Last week, $11,000.
CHICAGO
Rio (Schwarz) (397; $1)—“Inter¬
(Continued from page 9)
mezzo” and “Bill of Divorcement”
(reissues) (3d wk). Okay $1,200. wk). Solid $22,000. Last week,
Last week. $2,000.
$24,000.
Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; $1.25)
—“Private’s Progress” (DCA).
U'S /BEAST' & 'MOLES'
Hefty $7,500. Last week, “1984”
(Col) (4th wk), $4,000.
Goosepimplc Subjects Paired for
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 98$1.25)—“Friendly Persuasion” (AA)
Action Market
(2d wk).
Swell $33,000.
Last
Horror package of “Curucu, week, $38,000.
Woods
(Essaness)
(1,206;
98Beast of the Amazon” and “The
Mole People” is being launched $1.50)—“Opposite Sex” (M-G) (2d
[
wk).
Lagging
at
$21,000.
Last
this week by Universal in a num¬
week, $26,000.
ber of key cities.
World (Indie) (430; 98)—“Bull¬
Initial bookings will be followed fight”
Smash $6,500. Last
by a territorial saturation • kickoff week, (Janus).
“Proud and Beautiful” (In¬
out of the Boston exchange involv¬ die) (4th wk), $2,800.
ing some 60 theatres. The New
Ziegfeld (Davis) (430; 98)—“Wild
England engagements will start Fruit” (UMPO) (3d wk).
Slow
Nov. 14.
$2,500. Last week, $3,400.

‘Peace’ Tali 116,000*24
Denver; ‘Boss’ Fine 11G
Denver, Nov. 6.
“War and Peace” shapes stand¬
out here this round, being socko
in second week at Denham, and
continues on there. “Oklahoma”
still is strong at Tabot and holds
for fourth round. Best newcomer
is combo of “The Boss” and “Huk,”
rated fine at Paramount. “Between
Heaven and Hell” looms stout in
second frame at Centre. It holds.
“Bigger Than Life” shapes nice at
Aladdin. It stays over.
Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400;; 70-90)—
“Bigger Than Life” (20th). Nice
$5,000. Holds. Last week, “Pri¬
vate’s Progress” (DCA), $4,000.
Centre (Fox) (1,247; 70-$1.25)—
“Between Heaven and Hell” (20th)
(2d wk). Stout .$11,000. Stays on.
Last week, $12,000.
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 90$1.50)—“War and Peace” (Par) (2d
wk). Socko 316.0,00. Continues.
Last week, $20,000!
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 70-90)t—
“Mohawk” (20th) and “Queen of
Babylon” (20th). Okay $11,500.
Last week, “Solid Gold Cadillac”
(Col) and “Cha, Cha, Cha, Boom”
(Col) (2d wk), $8,000.
Paramount (Wolfberg) (2,200; 7090)—“Boss” (UA) and “Huk” (UA).
Fine $11,000. Last week, “Un¬
guarded Moment” (U) and “Show¬
down Abilene” (U), $14,000,
Tabor (Fox) (930; $1.25-$2)—
“Oklahoma” (Magna) (3d wk).
Sturdy $12,000. Stays on. Last
week, $16,000.
Vogue (Sher-Shulman) (442; 7090)—“House of Ricordi” (Indie)
(2d wk). Good $1,000. Last week,
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Mid-East Crisis, Hungary’s Plight
-.

Continued from page 1

dollar returns of 42% to 50% of
revenue deriving from the so-called
foreign market, which embraces
all but the U. S. and Canada.
For the film companies, Cairo is
the headquarters of the Middle
East. All companies maintain of¬
fices in this capital city with the
exceptions of Republic and Allied
Artists, which deal through agents.
Branches in Tel Aviv are run by
all Yank outfits with the exception
of Rep, A A, Columbia, Universal
and United Artists, which operate
through franchise holders.
British Remain Cool
London, Nov.. 6.
London theatrical attractions
were unaffected by events in Egypt
and Hungary last week. Britishers
not only patronized both legit and
film theatres in usual volume for
this season of year but advance
seat bookings continued normal.
Television reports to nation of
Prime Minister Anthony Eden and
Labor oppositionist Hugh Gaitskell
over the weekend had no visible
dent on boxoffice.

Vienna Shocked
Vienna, Nov. 6.
Soviet Union’s crushing conquest
of Hungary after what appeared to
be a successful revolution shocked
and frustrated show biz circles
here. Only last week, Austrian cir¬
cles were expecting the resumption
of a real cultural exchange from
behind the Iron Curtain.
LOS ANGELES
Several Hungarian show biz peo¬
ple planed in to Vienna last week
(Continued from page. 8)
hoping
to reenter their country
2,344; 885; 85-$1.25)—“Bad Seed”
(WB) and “Amazon Trader” (WB). and resume their posts. Tibor PolFair $23,000 or near. Last week,
D’town Par, “Swamp Women”
(Indie) and “Gunslinger” (Indie),
War Footage Skimpy
$8,400; others in units.
HiUstreet, Iris, El Rey (RKOAmerican newsreels have
FWC) (2,752; 816; 861; 80-$1.251—
been receiving footage from
“Rawhide” (20th) and “Buffalo
freelancers on Cyprus and with
Bill” (20th) (reissues). Thin $7,the Israeli forces, but not from
500. Last week, HiUstreet with
Egypt, where the airports have
Iris, Wiltern, “Killers” (U) and
been closed.
“Sleeping City” (U) (reissues),
A few Egyptian shots have
$15,100 plus $26,700 in 10 nabes.
come out via neighboring Arab
Warner Downtown (SW) (1,757;
countries. On the whole, pic¬
80-$1.25) — “Magnificent Obses¬
torial coverage of the Middle
sion” (U) and “Glenn Miller Story”
East eruption has been ex¬
(U) (reissues). Scant $4,000 or
close. Last week, with Vogue, El
tremely skimpy.
Rey, “Odongo” (Col) and “Re¬
prisal” (Col), $10,600.
Four Star (UATC) (868; 90-$1.50) gar, Hungarian radio director, and
—“£rave One” (RKQ) (2d wk). Paul Gyoengj of the Hungarian
Good $8,000. Last week, $10,700, Authors Assn, (the state-directed
strong, but below hopes.
Bureau of Hungary for the Protec¬
Los Angeles, New Fox, RItz,
Loyola (FWC) (2,097; 965; 1,363; tion of the Rights of Authors) came
1,248; 90-$1.50)—“Best Things In in from Paris. Gyoengj was chief
Life” (20th) and “Magnificent of the authors’ group but was side*
Roughnecks” (AA) (2d wk). Dull tracked because of non-membership
$11,500 in 4 days. Last week, in the Communist Party.
$20,100.
Composer-conductor Robert Stolz,
Chinese (FWC) (1,908; $1.25- who has often been invited to
$2.40) — “Giant” (WB) (3d wk). Budapest and .provincial cities in
Hefty $37,000. Last week, $40,600. Hungary to conduct and who has
Fox Beverly (FWC) (1,334; $1.25- turned the invites down, said last
$1.50)—“Silent 'World” (Col) (4th
wk). Nice $4,000. Last week, week that the revolution “clears up
everything and will mean a great
$5,800.
, Pantages (RKO) (2,812; $1-$1.75) deal for the Western world.” That
|
was
last week, however, and now
—“Tea and Sympathy” (M-G) (5th
wk). So-so $7,000. Last * week, the picture is blacker than ever.
$7,600.
Fine Arts (FWC) (631; $1.25Berlin’s ‘Solidarity*
$1,75)—“Lust For Life” (M-G) (7th
Berlin, Nov. 6.
wk). Neat $5,000. Last week,
Berlin represented a study in
$5,900.
contrasts
in
its
reaction to the
Hollywood Paramount (F&M)
(1,468; $1.25-$2.40) — “War and Hungarian revolt. Before the Rus-.
Peace” (Par) (11th wk). Smart $10,- sians stepped in to crush the re¬
volt, West Berlin radio stations
000. Last week, $11,700.
Warner Beverly (SW) (1,612; 90- skipped amounts of their light stuff
$1.75)—“Gold Cadillac” (Col) (11th in favor of Hungarian classical mu¬
wk). Light $3,700. Last week, sic to show their solidarity with the
Hungarian people. SFB (Sender
$4,500.
Egyptian, United Artists (UATC) Freies Berlin) collected money for
(1,411; 1,242; $1.10-$2.75)—“Okla¬ Hungary.
homa” (Magna) (51st wk-5 days, at
On the other hand, East Berlin
Egyptian, 46th wk U.A.). Okay
$12,500. Last week, $11,900, pic
having closed 51-week stay . at
PHILADELPHIA
Egyptian.
(Continued from page 9)
Warner Hollywood (SW) (1,364;
$1.20-$2.65)—“Cine Holiday” (In¬ Fair $15,000. Last week, “Tea and
die) (52d wk). Started current ses¬ Sympathy” (M-G) (5th wk) $8,500.
Stanley (SW) (2,900; 99-$1.80)—
sion Sunday (4) after medium $17,“War and Peace” (Par) (7th wk).
600 last week.
Light $6,000. Last week, $9,000.*
Stanton (SW) (1,483; 99-$1.49)—
TORONTO
“Francis in Haunted House” (U)
(Continued from page 8)
and “Raw Edge” (U). Modest
nicely at $8,500, Last week, $12,- $7,500. Last week, “Bridey Mur¬
phy” (Par) and “Edge of Hell”
000.
Shea’s (FP) (2,375; 60-$l)— (U), $7,000.
Studio (Goldberg) (400; 99-$1.49)
“Solid Gold Cadillac” (Col).
Wham $17,000 or over. Last week, —“Lust for Life” (M-G) (5th wk).
“Best Things in Life” (20th) (3d Good $5,000. Last week, $6,000.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (50(3; 99-$1.80j
wk), $7,000.
Tivoli (FP) (995; $1.50-$2)— — “Rififi” (Indie) (4th wk). Oke
“Oklahoma” (Magna) (28th wk). $3,100 ”in final 6 days. Last week,
$3 900
Neat $8,000. Last week,.same.
Viking (Sley) (1,000; 75-$1.49) —
Uptown (Loew) (2,745; $1-$1.25)
—“Hot Cars” (UA) and George “Power .and Prize” (M-G.) (2d wk).
Last week,
(“Hound Dog”) Lorenz’ rock-n-roll Moderate $7,700.
stageshow. Fair $19,000 but Tor¬ $12,000.
World (Pathe) (499; 99-$1.49) •—
onto teeners’ attendance is not up
to expectations. Last week, “Tea “Adorable Creatures” (Indie) (3d
and Sympathy” (M-G) (3d wk), wk). Dull $1,000 in 5 days. Last
i week, ^2,000.
$10,000 at ,75c-$1.25 scale.

■ —,

stations minimized the dimensions
of the Hungarian upheaval, putting
the spotlight on more “suitable”
subjects. In all, show biz connec¬
tions between East and West are
still as they used to be.
„

DeMille Delays His
Egypt Documentary
Cecil B. DeMille’s documentary
on Egypt, old and new., started
while he was there lensiptg “The 10
Commandments” as a gesture of
reciprocity for government’s co¬
operation on Bible pic, is in the
abeyance stage and its completion
may
be
delayed
indefinitely.
Whether delay is due to the inter¬
national squabble now raging in
that part of the world, however,
isn’t clear, although it’s conceiv¬
able that present military moves
by Israel, England and France
could change the look of the “new”
Egypt.
Part of footage includes sites
and scenes in Egypt, including
Sinai Peninsula, where “Command¬
ments” was filmed. The “new”
Egypt is the sensitive portion of
doc, since Nasser and his regime
necessarily must be featured. De¬
Mille had promised to turn nega¬
tive over to Egypt for release in
Moslem countries. Paramount, if
deemed advisable, would release
"film elsewhere.

‘Chatterley’s’ Day in Court
Up for Decision Not. 9
Albany, Nov. 6.
Adjournment was taken until
Nov. 9 at Special Term of- Supreme
Court here Friday (26) on the ap¬
peal by Kingsley International Pic¬
tures Corp. from a recent decision
by the Board of Regents banning
“Lady Chatterley’s Lover” as ‘‘im¬
moral.”
Ephraim S. London, attorney for
appellant, and Dr. Charles A.
Brind Jr., counsel for the Regents,
are expected to agree that the case
be transferred to the Appellate Di¬
vision, which opens on the adjourn¬
ment date. It probably will not
be argued until a week or more la¬
ter, the appellate court being slated
to consider first workmen’s com¬
pensation cases.
Kingsley’s appeal is for a review
of the Regents’ denial, in which
the Board held that picture, “based
on D. H. Lawrence’s novel, “glori¬
fies adultery an£ presents the
same as desirable, acceptable and
proper.”

Hoss Opry
== Continued from page 7

*

Allen and Eddie Dean, none of
whom has made a picture in a num¬
ber of years.
The new draw for Burnette and
the others, actor said, is due to tele¬
vision, where runoff of past films
has been responsible for an entirely
new audience, particularly mop¬
pets.
Burnette attributed, the swingover of star appearances from the¬
atres to public events to theatre
exhibs themselves. Exhibs, he said,
lade the know-how which previous¬
ly led to packed houses whenever
an actor' would appear. There are
exceptions, of course, but in ma¬
jority of cases the theatre engageI ments simply don’t pay off. On the
other hand, managers of public
| events engage in extensive bally
that draws the crowds.
Actor reported considerable exhib beefing at Hollywood. One of
the main gripes, he said, is the
“high wall* erected whenever a
theatreman arrives in Hollywood
and wanted to see the inside of a
studio. Exhibs claimed it took prac¬
tically an act of Congress for them
to get on a lot.
Another complaint, according to
Burnette, is that “JHollywood Will
never listen to us and what we
want.” “When you gonna stop
sending us pictures where they
write with a feather,” he said
summed up many of these beefs.
Some exhibs, Burnette noted,
claimed “there’s mfore action in the
audience than the picture.” ' Ma¬
jority of small town exhibs came
up with the charge that Hollywood
doesn’t make pictures for them' but
for the big city audience.
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KINGS OF THE BOGEY MEN!
MICHAEL CARRERAS - ANTHONY HINDS

HAMMER FILM PRODUCTIONS LTD
BRAY STUDIOS—LONDON, ENGLAND

THE CREEPING UNKNOWN
U.A. RELEASE [United Artists]
•a

ENEMY FROM SPACE
U.A. RELEASE [United Artists]

X THE UNKNOWN
m WL

R.K.O. RELEASE

IN PRODUCTION

The CURSE of FRANKENSTEIN
ft

IN PREPARATION

THU SIOW CREATURE
ALL BOX OFFICE WINNERS!
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Ford Strips a TV Gear

Networks Shout ‘Eureka!’ As The;
Pull Lever on Election Headaches
The nation’s broadcasters* par-<
ticularly the networks, breathed a
collective sigh of relief today
(Wed.).
The elections are over,
and so are the demands for equal
time, which reached an unprece¬
dented height in frequency and
confusion this year.
The final folly came on Monday
(5), in the late afternoon, when the
FCC reversed itself and notified
the networks that it had come to
a ruling on an earlier request by
Adlai Stevenson for equal time to
answer President Elsenhower s
talk to the nation on the Near East
crisis last Wednesday (31). At that
time, when Stevenson demanded
equal time to answer the Presi¬
dent and the networks requested
a ruling on the matter from the
FCC, the Commission replied that
the matter was “too complex” for
an immediate ruling.
The networks, deciding on dis¬
cretion, gave Stevenson the time,
which he used Thursday evening
(1). Then GOP chairman Leonard
Hall, claiming that Ike’s Wednes¬
day speech was non-political, asked
for eaual time to answer Steven¬
son. The networks turned Hall
down cold on Friday (2), all but
NBC which was still “thinking
about it” on Monday afternoon.
At that time, FCC Chairman
George C. McConnaughey threw
everything into confusion by send¬
ing a telegram to the networks
stating that he had arrived at a
ruling on the Eisenhower speech.
The speech, he ruled “was not a
political talk, and other candi¬
dates were not entitled to equal
time.” By so ruling, he opened
the door to Hall once again, since
Stevenson’s then 'became the first
“political” talk and the GOP was
entitled to answer it.
But this was Monday afternoon,
with a midnight deadline for
• sDeechmaking and a GOP talk by
Eisenhower scheduled at 11 p.m.
anyway. So CBS-TV offered the
GOP 10:45-11, and the Republicans
turned it and similar Mutual and
NBC offers down with the state¬
ment that Ike would make only
one appearance that night, his
scheduled one at 11. ABC didn’t
even bother to offer time, on the
basis that it had received no re¬
quest since receiving the ruling,
Meanwhile, by giving Stevenson
15 minutes, the networks had
opened themselves wide to the re¬
quests of all minor party Presi¬
dential candidates, and as a re¬
sult all four webs, ABC, NBC,
CBS and Mutual had given time
on radio and tv over the weekend
to four minor party candidates.
Darlington Hoones of the Social¬
ists, Farrell Dobbs of the Socialist
Workers, Eric Haas of the Social¬
ist Labor Party and T. Coleman
Andrews of the Independence
Party all got a quarter-hour apiece
on radio-tv over the weekend, with
the networks generally tending to
program them back-to-back in
periods of a half-hour or longer.
Latest hassle recalls the incident
earlier this year, when the FCC
ruled that President Eisenhower’s
pre-filmed appearance on the Ed
Sullivan show in behalf of the
Community Chest drive would con¬
stitute an appearance under the
rules of Sec. 315 of the Communi¬
cations Act. At that point, Steven¬
son waived his rights, and so did
all others but one, pig farmer
Henry Krajewsld. CBS ignored
him.

SID CAESAR SPONSOR
PROBLEMS LICKED
NBC-TV has all but licked the
sales problem on the Sid Caesar
show, which for a period looked as
if it might wind up with one-third
sponsorship open on alternate
weeks. Network signed Carter
Products and Benrus to deals un¬
der which fhe former will take on
the open periods until the first of
the year and the watch outfit
take over for the winter and sum¬
mer.
One-third sponsorship of
just one week will be left open
under the arrangement.
Carter, via SSC&B, takes on onethird of the Nov. 3 and 17 and
Dec. 8 and 29 shows. Benrus takes
over one-third on eight winter and
spring dates, starting Feb. 2 and
ending June 15. Benrus deal was
«et through Lennen & Newell.

Ford, from all indications. Is finding the going rough, tv pro¬
gram-wise, in keeping peace with car model advancements. For
a sponsor usually wise to the ways of programming, its three major
video showcases, with a three-network representation, are skirting
in the danger area.
The CBS-TV “Ford Star Jubilee,” of course, lias been in trouble
for a long time and it’s doubtful that it will go beyond last Satur¬
day night’s “Wizard of Oz” two-hour screening, although no offi¬
cial cancellation has come through.
The Tennessee Ernie Ford Thursday night half-hour show on
NBC is getting clobbered by the “Playhouse 90” competition from
CBS, while the ABC “Ford Theatre” film anthology series has
been going nowhere on the rating charts.

Chet, Eric & the Critic
Washington, Nov. 6.
CBS personnel does occa¬
sionally rally to the support of
NBC people.
When Laurence Laurent,
radio-tv critic for the Washing¬
ton Post and Times-Herald re¬
ferred to NBC newsman Chet
Huntley as mostly a slick an¬
nouncer, Eric Sevareid came
to Huntley’s defense in a letter
to Laurent.
“I thought you were a little
hard on Chet Huntley,” wrote
Sevareid. “For years, he was
perhaps the most outspoken
and influential commentator on
the West Coast, He suffered
much for his courageous stand
against such things as McCarthyism.”
Retorted Laurent in type,
after printing Sevareid’s let¬
ter: “In California; apparently
a Sahara of news analysis and
qualified opinion, a little tal¬
ent should take one a long
way. I’m quite prepared to
change my opinion any time
current performance warrants
a change.”

Chrysler Specs
Top Canada Coin
Toronto, Nov. 6.
Set at some $70,000 a perform¬
ance, the highest production budg¬
et on Canadian television, Chrysler
Corp. of Canada Ltd. will launch
a series of six 60-minute specs
across the Dominion (Wednesdays,
10-11 p.m., EST), the first to tee
off Nov. 14. Program will be tagged
“Chrysler Festival.”
The opener, with all emanating
from Toronto, will present Eartha
Kitt, Shirley Jones, Dave Brubeck
and His Quartet, the Royal Winni¬
peg Ballet From London, where
he has received leave- as male lead
in “Pajama Game,” will fly Edmund
(Ted) HOckridge. Joint emcees
for the six productions will be
Hume Ci;onyn, who will commute
from New York; and Elaine Grand,
Canadian interviewer on the Brit¬
ish Broadcasting Corp;, who will fly
from London, bringing a famous
star with her on each westward
trip.
Appearing on the second “Chrys¬
ler Festival” (Nov. 28( will be
homecoming Percy Faith and his
orchestra; Larry Adler; Hilar Lorenger, Spanish soprano of the
Glynebourne Opera, making her
North American debut; Tito Gobbi,
regular member of La Scala, Milan
and the Rome Opera; the Bob Ham¬
ilton Trio and Peter Sellers, the
British -comic. Others Signed for
subsequent Chrysler shows in Can¬
ada are Giselle Mackenzie, Lois
Marshall, Pierette Alarie, Jan
Rubes, Glen Gould and Oscar Peter¬
son.
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SAMMY KAYE
Columbia Records - current release,

N. Y.-to-L. A. Program Shift, Onions
Throttling Youthful Talent: Brown

“The Rich People of Brooklyn”

So Protidly We Hail

Present Album Releasee
"WHAT MAKES SAMMY SWING”
“MY FAIR LADY (For DANCING)”
Personal appearance tour
Nov. 7-8, Spokane, Wash; 9, Ellenbergr, Wash,; 10, Vancouver; 11,
Tacoma; 12, Moses Lake, Wash.;
13, Pasco, Wash.

Hollywood, Nov. 6.
Formal certificate of recog¬
nition has been awarded exec
producer Albert McCleery and
NBC-TV “Matinee Theatre”
by "the American Federation of
TV and Radio Artists. Certifi¬
cate hails ‘'Matinee” for set¬
ting a milestone in the annals
of live color programming, and
for breaking all employment
records in tv history for a oneyear period.
Presentation was made by
Olan Soule, Hollywood AFTRA
prexy,
and
accepted
for
“Matinee” by Dinah Shore and
Tom Sarnoff.

MuDigan-PakuIa
Indie Teamup For
TV (& Legit Pk)
One of the first Instances of a
producer and a director—the latter
from tv, the former from films—
forming their own company as an
indie producing venture with eyes
on tv, legit and pix, is in the stages
of finalization by Robert Mulligan
and Alan Pakula.
Mulligan is the tv director (most
recently associated with AlcoaGoodyear Sunday night showcase)
who has just completed “The Pear¬
sall Story” for Paramount under a
four-picture directorial deal. (Title,
however, reverts hack to the orig¬
inal “Pearsall Strikes Out.”) Pa¬
kula was the producer on the film,
his initial assignment after serving
for some years' as administrative
asst; to Par’s production chieftain
Don‘Hartman.
Under their new setup, Mulligan
and Pakula will limit themselves
to about two tv shows a season in
order to give them the appropriate
“in depth” treatment. Initial legit
venture may be a dramatization of
the Lizzie Borden story, rights to
which were recently acquired by
Mulligan.' Initial draft on the
manuscript has already been made.
Meanwhile Pakula has acquired
rights to the “Loretta Taylor
Story,” which will be done either
as a legiter or a film. The part¬
nership does not, however, rule
out either of them negotiating
their own individual deals.
New setup follows somewhat the
pattern established by Norman
Panama-Melvin Frank who, in ad¬
dition to delivering their own pix
packages for Paramount (Bob
Hope, Danny Kaye), are currently
involved as producers of the “Lil’
Abner” legiter and are committed
to deliver two specs to NBC.

NBCsUinConn.
Gets Green Light
Washington, Nov. 6.
Approval of NBC’s purchase of
UHF station WKNB-TV in New
Britain, Conn., and relocation of
the transmitter to serve Hartford
were recommended in an initial de¬
cision last week by two FCC. hear¬
ing examiners. The decision, if
confirmed by the full Commission,
will give NBC its seventh owned
and operated tv outlet, the limit
allowed to one entity.
The examiners, James D. Cun¬
ningham and Herbert Sharfman,
found that acquisition of a tv sta¬
tion in Hartford would not result
in “undue concentration of control
in broadcast facilities” by NBC.
Addition of WKNB, they held,
“would not add much to the sub¬
stantial areas and populations now
receiving coverage from NBC o and
o stations.”
Pointing out that two tv stations
have been authorized in Hartford
and that CBS will operate one of
them, the examiners found that the
acquisition of an outlet by NBC
would not curb competition in the
area.
On the issue of overlap, the ex¬
aminers said there would be
“some” duplication of coverage be¬
tween the operations of NBC in
New York and those in Hartford
but that it wquld be “negligible”
compared to the entire coverage
area involved.
NBC purchased WKNB-TV, along
with WKNB, nearly two years ago,
but has been delayed in obtaining
transfer approval because of oppo¬
sition from Connecticut stations

Bingo For The Bang Bangs
Western and action films have
traditionally been the staple of the
film business—even in these tough
times—and their telefilm counter¬
parts are beginning to assume the
same status in television. Not only
have they proven themselves con¬
sistent If unspectacular audience
attractions, but their mortality
rate so far has been incredibly low
in comparison with other program
types like situation comedy, vari¬
ety, mystery, drama, etc.
Off to a slow beginning but now
spurting with the expansion of the
Coast telefilm industry, the west¬
erns now occupy a major share of
television* air time, Moreover, of
all the new entries last season,
only one was dropped. In fact,
among all last seasons new shows,
the westerns and action films, like
“GunSmoke,” “Wyatt Earp,” “Chey¬
enne” and Robin Hood,” proved to

be among the most successful new¬
comers among all shows.
This year, the results are less
spectacular in keeping with-a ho¬
kum season but nonetheless equal¬
ly consistent. Of the brand-new
straight-western entries, “Jim
Bowie,” Zane Grey Theatre” and
“Broken Arrow,” none is rating
below 20’s on the Nielsen lists.
The adventure - action series are
faring equally well, with the excep¬
tion of “Buccaneers.”
Moreover the second-year en¬
tries have increased their strength.
“Gunsmoke,” for example, pulled
down a 30.8 total audience rating
in the October 1 Nielsens. “Chey¬
enne” grabbed off a 29.0, while
“Earp” scored with a 28.2. “Robin
Hood,” in the action category, grab¬
bed a 29.4 while “Rin Tin Tin”
scored a 25.0. “Fury” another
“sophomore,” pulled down a phen¬
omenal* 19.1 in Saturday morning
time. “Sgt. Preston” came off with
a 22.6, while the sole exception to

the rule among the oldtimers was
“Lone Ranger,” with an 18.9.
Among the new entries, “Bowie”
scored a 21.1; “Broken Arrow” a
21.9 and “Zane Grey” a 22.1. In
the action class, “Sjr Launcelot”
was up with a 23.1 but* “Bucca¬
neers” was another exception with
an 18*2. “West Point Story,” which
isn’t an actioner but falls within
the same juve-appeal frame, regis¬
tered a 22.5.
The Nielsen program category
index listed straight-westerns as a
category as having a 23.4 average
total audience, with a 20.8 com¬
posite average audience. The total
audience rating range for October
for the seven shows listed run from
30.8 to 17.0 This program type
doesn’t take into consideration the
actioners, which are included
among the 10 adventure shows
listed. Adventure category also in¬
cludes some adult-type mystery
stanzas,• which depresses their
average.

By BOB CHANDLER
Unless New* York’s television in¬
dustry does something about stop¬
ping the flow of programs to the
Coast and unless the talent unions
change their “restrictive” prac¬
tices, Gotham will eventually be
deprived of its topgrade young
acting talent. That’s the opinion of
Henry C. Brown, one of the top
indie agents, who sees this N.Y.to-L.A. program shift and certain
union rules slowly throttling both
the independent talent agent and
harming the development of ac¬
tors.
Brown, who In the past four
years has built a lucrative opera¬
tion in placing talent for commer¬
cials, says his largescale dramatic
placement operations is a “luxury”
that most independents can’t af¬
ford. “I'm staying in the dramatic
business because my commercial
operations ean support me, and be¬
cause of prestige factors and other
advantages that relate to the com¬
mercial end. And I hope to open
a Coast office In a year. But I’d
say anybody who went into the
dramatic talent field today in N.Y.
knowing the circumstances is out
of his mind.”
Biggest gripe from Brown is the
AFTRA regulation prohibiting
commissions on any scale contracts
and limiting commissions in above¬
scale contracts to the overage be¬
yond scale. “How can we develop
young actors with this restric¬
tion?” Brown wants to know. “It
takes a couple of years at least to
properly develop a promising ac¬
tor. We’ve got to advise him, place
him, pay our bills, devote our time
to him, and we can’t collect a cent,
because during those formative
years he’s working at scale ajl the
time. And it’s harder to place a
young unknown than an estab¬
lished player who generally works
above scale.” As an extreme case,
“I’ve got one client who makes
$20,000 a year bn, which I can’t
collect any commission. He works
every day in a soapopera at scale,
but the volume of that one Job
comes to $20,000 a year.”
Coupled to this is the fact that
the AFTRA regulations place no
such restrictions on lawyers,, busi¬
ness agents, and personal manag¬
ers, who though ostensibly not en¬
gaged in procuring employment
for their clients, “actually do just
that. They are paid on a fee basis,
but somehow that fee always seems
to amount to what the commission
would be. It’s an unfair situation
because they are actually in com¬
petition with us but aren’t bound
by the same restrictions.”
By way of contrast, Screen Ac(Continued on page 38)

MONTGOMERY SLOTS
‘AMAHL’ XMAS EVE
Gian-Carlo Menotti’s “Amahl &
the Night Visitors” gets its seventh
annual NBC-TV showcasing on
Dec. 24, via the “Robert Mont¬
gomery Presents” Monday night
9:30-10:30 hour. It’s the first year
the opera will be done on the
■Montgomery show, and S. C. John¬
son & Son, one of the alternating
Montgomery clients, will pick up
the tab.
Last year, “Amahl” was done on
“Alcoa Hour,” but the aluminum
outfit’s Christmas show this sea¬
son will be a “holiday original,”
the Theatrical Enterprises presen¬
tation of the musical Version of “A
Christmas Carol,” titled “The
Stingiest Man in Town.” The year
before, and' in previous years,
“Amahl” was done on “Hallmark
Hall of Fame,” but that’s since
been converted to six-times-yearly
DO-mintite spec status;
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THE YEAR TV LAID A BOMB
The Weekend Trendex
“The Wizard of Oz” outwizarded the competition, over a two-hour
span on Saturday night (3), with the Judy Garland-Ray BolgerJack Haley-Frank Morgan Metro starrer more than doubling the
ratings of its competitors on the Trendex scoreboard. Other week¬
end Trendex highlights: Walter Winchell was outclassed for the
second week running by “Zane Grey Theatre”; Dinah Shore was
finah than her competition by nearly two-to-one; Perry Como
shaved Jackie Gleason for the second week in a row; Ed Sullivan
avalanched Steve Allen by exactly a 20-point Trendex margin.
“Wizard,” occupying the CBS-TV “Ford Star Jubilee” spec niche,
averaged out to a 29.4 rating and 51.2% share over its 9-11 p.m.
span. NBCcombined opposition (Sid Caesar,<George Gobel and a
politalk) averaged an 11.1 with a 19.4% share. ABC’s 90-minute
lineup (Lawrence Welk and “Masquerade Party” hit a 14.3 with a<
23.9% shares On the breakdowns, the “Wizard” 9-10 average was
29.9 vs. Caesar’s 10.3 and Welk’s 17.4. At 10, “Wizard” had a 29.0
Gobel a 15.2 and “Masquerade” an 8.1. “Oz” hit its highest seg¬
ment at 10:30, with a 30.7 against a GOP speech on NBC that got
an Q.6.
On Friday, CBS-TV’s “Zane Grey” scored 20.4 (39.1% share) to
Winchell’s 17.2 (32.8% sharq) to ABC’s “Crossroads’ ” 12.4 (23.8%
share). Following Winchell, Dinah Shore in one of her Chevy
hour outings on NBC averaged out to a 25^2 rating and 46.5% 0
share, against the CBS average (“Crusader” and a GOP speech) of
13.5 and 24.7% share and ABC’s combined “Treasure Hunt” and
“The Vise” average of 12.0 and 21.8% share.
Saturday’s Perry Como entry beat out Columbia's Jackie Gleason
for the second week, 27.0 (46.7% share) to Gleason’s 24.6 (42.6%
share). ABC was way behind with “Famous Film Festival’s” 3.5
and 6.0% share. On Sunday, Ed Sullivan did in Steve Allen by
the outsized score of 35.4 to 15.4. Sullivan had a 60.9% share
while Allen mustered only a 25.5% share. The ABC combine of
“Amateur Hour’'' and “Press Conference” averaged to a 5.0 with
a 9.5% share.
__

NBC Dickering TV Drama Deals
With Chayefsky, Aurthur & Nash
NBC-TV is dickering for the return of some of the heavyweights
In the field of tv playwrighting
who initially “made good” on the
network via the ex-Philco Play¬
house. They are Paddy Chayefsky,
Robert Alan Aurthur and N. Rich¬
ard Nash. All have been practical¬
ly strangers to video the past cou¬
ple of seasons, devoting their
time mainly to legit and films.
NBC now wants to bring them
back—but on the basis that they
do one or two shows maximum per
season, either in the 60-minute or
Q-minute area of programming.
Aurthur, whose ty-born “Man Is
Ten-Feet TalP' is scheduled for an
early Metro release, has already
had some: huddles with the web
and it was he who has been initiat¬
ing the move for the return also of
Chayefsky. and Nash, Aurthur’s
“Very Spepial Baby” legiter (from
his teleplay), is due in N. Y: soon
and at that time he will discuss
the deal with web execs.
NBC is willing to pay maximum
fees at the “best going rate” which
would thus put them in the $6,000per-hour-script area, with $7,500to'-$10,000 for a 90-minute show.
With Fred Coe now. tied down to
a three-year deal with the network,
expectations are that. he wqjild
helm the productions-, thus bridg¬
ing about a reuniting of the exPhilco gang that incepted the bigtime school of video dramaturgy;

9
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More Today’-'Home’ Biz
Chicago, Nov. 6.
Couple of Midwest advertisers
have scheduled participation rides
on NBC-TV’s “Today” and “Home”
tied in with their ’57 selling sea¬
son.
Amity Leather Products, West
Bend, Wise., has ordered 13 inserts
on “Today,” starting in the spring.
Coopers Inc., Kenosha, Wise., is
taking eight participations ' on
“Home.”

Mull Rotating
‘Tonight’ Comics;
New‘Home’Show

With the future status of both
“Tonight” and ‘‘Home” up in the
air, it appears that the only Pat
Weaver “magazine concept” shows
that are sure of their NBC:TV
berths at this point are the solidly
commercial “Today” and the fastgrowing “Matinee Theatre.” The
situation on “Home” is simple—the
network is facing up to the alter¬
natives of dropping it altogether
or changing to an entertainment
(rather than service) format.
“Tonight” question is somewhat
more complicated, though NBC-TV
insists it will continue as a live
late-night showcaser with a new
format. Web is now leaning to¬
ward the idea of rotating “topflight
guest comics on the show in an un¬
rehearsed format. If the network
can get guests like Milton Berle
and other top comics under con¬
tract to “the web this will be the
final disposition. If not, nobody
Sweets Co. of America (Tootsie knows. Only two things are defi¬
Roll) has signed a $1,000,000 day¬ nite—Steve Allen has been granted
time sponsorship ‘deal with NBC(Continued on page 38)
TV, involving 26-week sponsorship
on no less than four shows. It’s one
of the biggest tv investments yet
for the candy outfit, which only a
few weeks ago also bought alter¬
nate sponsorship of “Heckle &
Jeckle” on CBS-TV.
Hollywood, Nov. 6.
The NBC-TV buy involves pur¬
Jess Oppenheimer has been as¬
chase of alternate-Saturday quar¬ signed by NBC to develop a com¬
ter-hours on “Howdy Doody,” edy series for Nanette Fabray. It
every week quarter-hours on “Cow¬ will be a story line comedy which
boy Theatre,” another Saturday Oppenheimer would produce and
morning entry, and a contiguous supervise the writing. He hopes
daytime deal involving Thursday to have It ready for an early Feb¬
quarter-hours on “Tic Tac Dough” ruary pilot.
and “Comedy Time.” The “Howdy”
Fresh interest in the comedienne
buy brings that segment up to was kindled after her perform¬
three-quarters SRO status, while ance with Jack Benny on last
on “Comedy Time” the candy com¬ week’s “Shower of Stars” on CBSpany becomes sponsor No. 3.
TV.

Tootsie Sweetens
NBC-TYs Coffers

NBC PREPS FABRAY
TV SERIES FOR ’57

IBS SWAP IIP Y&R Tosses Out ‘Poznan Trials’ For
FOB 'DUD PARADE’ Kaiser; Producer Burns at ‘Cold Feet’;
By GEORGE ROSEN
The reemergence of “I Love
Lucy” as the No. 1 tv attraction on
the latest Nielsens, coupled with
the fact that all Top 10 entries ^are
holdovers from” previous seasons,
accents the pedestrian qualities of
the new video fare and the un¬
eventfulness of the ’56-’57 season.
In fact, with the lone exception
of the Thursday night “Playhouse
90” on CBS-TV, it’s generally con¬
ceded that, in terms of “what’s
new?”, it adds up to the dullest,
most uninspired semester in per¬
haps the entire 10-year life span
of tv program progression. Qf the
dozen or so new shows that
preemed since the start of the seasofiT there’s hardly one that (a)
isn’t in danger; (b) can’t be had
for alternate-week sponsorship for
the asking. It’s been a good many
years since so many bankrollers
were so unhappy over so many
“new season” duds.
As a significant corollary and
perhaps of more than casual co¬
incidence is the fact that this is,
the season when the networks vir¬
tually abdicated program control,
with practically every new entry
acquired from outside vidfilmeries
or package houses. The end result
has been a succession of such late¬
comers as “Zane Grey Theatre”
(with General foods already skidooing half way, selling alternate
weeks to Ford); “West Point
Story”; “The Brothers”; the Herb
Shriner show; Buddy Hackett’s
“Stanley” (whose problems grow
more vexing by the week); “Noah’s
Ark”; the Jeannie Carson and Gale
Storm brace of situation comedies;
Tennessee Ernie Ford; the “Break
the $250,000 Bank”; “Buccaneers,”
etc.
Not all of them are bombs, to be
sure, but on the other hand, there’s
not a half-hour in the lot of them
that can be called a standout.
Whereas previous seasons un¬
earthed a Phil Silvers, a George
Gobel, a “Dragnet,” a Groucho
Marx or a ‘‘Lucy,” not a single new.
entry has shown evidence of that
“extra plus” aura to distinguish it
from run-of-the-mill fare.
In sharp contrast, the runaway
status of “Playhouse 90” as a CBSinspired 90&minute weekly dramat¬
ic showcase (severely damaging in
its wake the once formidable “Lux
Video Theatre” competition and
the half-hour Tennessee Ernie NBC
entry) thus emerges as the success
story of the ’56-57 semester. If
CBS -program factotum Hubbell
Robinson went way out on a limb
with the revolutionary concept of
bracketing a 90-minute weekly
drama with the full-hour “Climax”
for a continuous 8:30 to 11 evening
of adult dramatics, the fact re¬
mains that, on the basis of audi¬
ence acceptance, he’s emerged as
tv’s hero.
The whole situation adds up to
a contradiction. For years NBC
and CBS had devoted their major
energies to stockpiling their crea¬
tive manpower, grabbing up every¬
one within reach worth his salt in
the video mines. Now, with much
of this creative talent standing by
and without official assignment,
the webs (perhaps inspired by
monopoly repercussions stemming
from the D. C. probers and prowl¬
ers) have forfeited their right to
develop the kind of programming
sadly missing from the spectrum.

NORMAN ANTHONY
hat written a humorous observation
on Video Scripting titled

TJp the Creek Without
A Paddy Chayefsky

* * *
one of the many features
in the upcoming

51st Anniversary Number
of
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Triggers Unit 4-Agency Relations

NBC Economies
NBC is currently going
through a period of economy
witk «11 departments told to
tighten up. It’s a fourth-quar¬
ter reexamining of expendi¬
tures, a practice not exactly
new around the network, with
the Oct.-Dec. period subject .
to previous “look-sees.”
Prexy Robert W. Sarnoff
says the main object of the
. budgetary trimming is to fun¬
nel additional coin into the
creative aspects of program¬
ming.

‘Playhouse’SRO
As American Gas
Joins Client List

drama for the “Kaiser Aluminum
Hour” were scotched by the spon¬
sor’s agency Young & Ruhicam,
the third known Unit Four Produc¬
tions’ project to go by the wayside.
Unit Four Producer George Roy
Hill, with a Czech and Polish visa
in his pocket, commented in dis¬
appointment, “If television spon¬
sors get cold feet whenever they
face controversial projects the tv
medium will have no guts and
be reduced to the level of kitchen
drama.”
Y & R in an official statement
maintained that the proposed pro¬
gram idea was turned down be¬
cause in the agency’s opinion “it
did not measure up to the pro¬
gram’s high dramatic standards.”
That relations between Y&R and
Unit Four, the Hill-Tony MinerFielder Cooke-Franklin Schaffner
combine Which produces the dra¬
mas, are less than happy was evi¬
dent from undertones, as well as
the official exchange. From the
agency’s view, the proposed junk¬
et by Hill to Poznan for first-hand
material and background footage
could not be okayed on the basis
of an idea outline, based on news¬
paper accounts of the Poznan trials.
There also were questions about the
proposed pre-Christmas date of
Dec. 18 for the political-charged
drama, as well as questions about
the operations of Unit Four pro¬
ducer Hill, getting visas before the
project is approved.
The “too hot to handle” argu¬
ment was posed by a Unit Four
spokesman, who said that the spon¬
sor or Y&R felt that the drama may
tend to make heroes of the na¬
tional Communists in Poland, ax
opposed to the Stalinist heavies, a
fear which Unit Four discounted
(Continued on page 34)

American Gas Assn, this week
signed for the remaining alternateweek half-hour of “Playhouse 90,”
bringing the show to SRO status
within five weeks of its premiere
and solving a major sponsorship
hurdle for,. CBS-TV. The Associa¬
tion, repping all the major natu¬
ral gas producers (a setup similar
to the Electric Co.’s of America,
which for a time sponsored “You
Are There”), will commence spon¬
sorship early in January. It’s the
first time in its 17-year history that
the Association is channeling coin
into a major institutional campaign
on a consumer level.
With Marlboro signing for a
half-hour on alternate weeks just
last week, CBS-TV overcame what
could have proved to be a major
loss proposition and a major defeat
for the extended-play program. As
it is, the network will probably
lose some coin on the show, since
the two new sponsors don’t start
till the first of the year, but on all
other counts the show has emerged
as the year’s major new entry in
Buddy Hackett's “Stanley” prob¬
the programming-rating sweepstakes. Other sponsors are Singer, lems are far from resolved, from
all indications. Despite the deci¬
Bristol-Myers and Ronson.
sion to retain the situation com¬
edy format on the ne^jv Monday
night NBC-TV entry, the behindthe-scenes tug - of - war I involving
Hackett and producer tylax Liebman is said to have become inten¬
sified, sparked by reported spon¬
sor unhappiness over ratings. Show
has an alternate-week ibankroller
CBS-TV’s “Playhouse 90,” back- setup with Toni and Amjerican To¬
to-back with the Chrysler-spon- bacco splitting the tab.'
sored “Climax” and “Shower of
Those close to the -scene say
Stars” stanzas, is proving the hay¬ Hackett and Liebman don’t see eye
maker of the most powerful new to eye on the show’s format. For
one-two rating punch of the season. a while there was talk of convert¬
“Playhouse” did it again last Thurs¬ ing to a variety layout, but this
day (1) in the Trendex ring, over¬ was subsequently nixed, with the
whelming the competition, while show given a stronger writing as¬
“Shower of Stars,” in its first time sist.
out this season and boasting a Jack
“Stanley” is a Liebman-William
Benny-Nanette Fabray-Johnny Ray Morris/package. In addition, Lieb¬
combination, swamped its opposi¬ man has a five-year contract with
tion in the leadin period.
the network which still has two
“Shower” scored a 28.7 average years to go.
on its 8:30-9:30 hour, with a 48.7
average share of audience. The
breakdown gave it a 26.2 at 8:30,
ahead of “Dragnet’s 22.6 and Cir¬
cus Time’s” 5.6 on ABC. At 9, it
jumped to a 31.2 against “People’s
Choice’s” 12.3 on NBC and “Wire
In line with the program reshuf¬
Service’s” 10.7 on ABC.
fle that sees several longrun en¬
tries
dropped from CBS JRadio, the
“Playhouse” started slower but
climbed as rapidly, working to a network this week cut; back on
90-minute average of 26.0 with a manpower, dropping two; staff pro¬
50.7% share. At 9:30, it was “90” ducers. Lou Melamed,' who pro¬
with a 22.2 vs. President Eisen¬ duced the Galen Drake and “On a
hower on NBC ...with a 14.3 and Sunday Afternoon” shows, has
“Wire Service” with an 11.6 on been dropped, as has Stan Davis,
ABC. At 10, “90” scored a 25.7 producer on “City Hospital” and
against “Lux Video Theatre's” 12.7 the Cathy Godfrey stanza.
on "NBC and “Ozark Jubilee's”
With the cutback, the New York
ABC score of 7.4. At 10:30, “Play¬ end of the web’s program depart¬
house climbed to a 30.1 (with a ment now has only six staff pro¬
60.8% share) while “Lux” dropped ducers remaining. They are Bruno
to 10.8. The 10-11 average for Zirato Jr., Paul Roberts, Ira Ash¬
“Lux” was 11.8, for “Playhouse 90” ley, Nathan Kroll, Dick Teela and
Dick Stenta.
it was 27.9.

Hackett-Liebman
‘Stanley’Hassle

‘Shower’ & ‘Playhouse’
Deliver a Powerful
1-2 Trendex Punch

CBS RADIO DROPS
2 STAFF PRODUCERS
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After Faltering Start, Broadcasters
Stepup Coverage on War Crisis
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Crisis: Newspapers Vs. TV
Even though virtue is its own reward, it’s equally obvious that
the “well done” should go to those highihinded newspaper critics
who lashed out at the television networks for having been caught
napping when the breakout in the Middle East last week was fol¬
lowed pronto by the. historic session of the United Nations Se• curity Council* Specifically the first leg on the citation was earned
by Jack Gould, radio-tv critic of the New York Times.
It's very possible that if Gould, behind the international pres¬
tige and influence of his paper, had not pinpointed the great vac¬
uum on the part of the news departments of the tv networks at
the very moment when time was really of the essence—and any
- delay in picturizing the event constituted an error of strange omis¬
sion — these news departments might not have stepped up
their on-the-spot coverage which they did following the first break¬
out involving ^Israel and Egypt on the one hand and the AngloFrench alliance versus the Nasser government on the other. That
they had to be bulldozed into, it was a bitter pill for them to
swallow.
Thus it’s the general consensus that the television networks,
while licking their wounds, might also examine thenfcsielves ob¬
jectively and dispassionately -and acknowledge how really remiss
they have been—and will continue to be unless changes in mech¬
anism, structure and authority are made now in order to avoid a
repetition at some future date when the stakes might be even
higher.
Even so, a newspaper is a newspaper and a television network
a television network. The chief culprit was television itself and
the network structure thereof. A newspaper can add pages to its
normal issue or edition to meet emergency happenings head-on;
the N. Y. Times, among others, does it as a matter of course. Tele¬
vision chains are circumscribed in any number of ways—the obvious
one being that it can’t add time like newspapers add pages. Where
a newspaper can “do a job” in an emergency situation with mini¬
mum of manpower, it takes a whole slew of personnel and tons of
gadgets to put one little picture on the air with words added.
Television’s bigness is too often an asset of dubious-value.
In the realities of newspaper newsgathering, it is the editor or
managing editor—regardless of how alerted—who has to make a
fast decision, with or without his editorial board, on whether an
emergency exists. As soon as such a decision is reached, a whole
operation is galvanized into action even while the regular depart¬
ments of the paper go their own way to carry out their daily com¬
mitments. There may be times when the owner or owner-publisher
has to be consulted, or it may even be he who carries the ball in
a given situation.
In the realities of television newsgathering, the news or public
affairs director, opposite number of a newspaper editor or m.e.,
* does not run the network; it is, in a sense, the network that runs
him. He is' obliged by the irritating and frustrating intricacies
and complexities of the network structure to go through dozens
and perhaps scores of people merely to make known the fact that
a “news emergency” exists. That must be so when a network
functions first and foremost as an entertainment medium made up
of so many blocks of half-hours and hours per day, with corre¬
sponding commitments to sponsors through their advertising agen¬
cies. That must be so when a network functions only secondarily
as a medium of communications, that, is, news, special events,
public affairs, etc.
When a tv news chief declares that an emergency exists, he has
merely made a statement that he cannot support with immediate
action because he does not have the power to follow a statement
with a picture for the homescreen. And whereas a newspaper is
an end and entity in itself, a television network is merely a name
given to a structure “by compact,” and even sufferance, whereby
the caprice or choice of local affiliate stations making up a net¬
work can well reduce a network broadcast to a mere handful of
stations, should the others elect to carry programs others than
those beamed by the web, regardless of the national or interna¬
tional values or the good & welfare or the humaritarian aspects in¬
volved in the broadcast.
It is not especially important, except for reasons of vanity, for
a given network to be able to state that such and so are the “first
this” or the “first that” to be put on the air. When a possible
world conflict is upon us, or a disaster such as flood or fire, the
only important consideration is the event itself. The public does
not give a hoot what station or network has made for itself a scoop.
If the networks are to square their eternal and continuing boasts
concerning their farflung news coverage, they would have to be
much more public-minded and much less publicity-minded than
tliey have been so far. Tc accomplish this, they would have to
function as a group for emergency purposes. In a pooled and/or
unilateral operation embracing the three major national networks
—they would not have to worry about an upheaval in their spon¬
sored lineup.
In a pooled operation, if they so elect, one designated network
would perform for itself and the others. In a unilateral operation,
one designated network would function for itself. In either case,
the event would have national coverage. In the case of one-station
towns, of whatever affiliation with the chains, it would be up to
the owners of such stations to. decide whether they want to carry
the program.
'
*
The networks, through their combine, can take turns on both
pooled and exclusive beaming—not necessarily in rotation but un¬
der a system they themselves choose when acting as a council.
The economics involved can be met by ratioed allocation of costs
arrived at after given events have been put upon the air over a
fiscal period.
The main point is that there would be one station in every city
covered which would be enabled to carry the program. Under this
system, it would not be necessary for the networks to answer their
critics,{ whom "they have often accused of being callous about or
not understanding the ^economics of network operation; in other
words, whom they have charged with “spending our money” with¬
out regard to the inillions of dollars involved in preemption of
programs—preemptions that under certain conditions can make
an anarchy out of a network structure..
To achieve stature the networks must assume certain public
service obligations. To implement it they must vest authority with
the news director, selected to begin with for his responsibility, to
“take charge” of the network when in his opinion and those of
his council a news emergency exists._____

At first sporadic and halting in4
its coverage of the United Nations'
JERRY RUNS A STATION
deliberations on the Middle East
and Hungary, the broadcasting in¬
dustry gained momentum as the Comic's KLAC Marathon Contrih
-Sparks Deal For Weekly Show
crisis deepened to the point where
by yesterday (Tues.) it was deliver¬
Hollywood, Nov. 6.
ing extensive and intensive pickups,
analyses and special wrapups on
Like the man who came to din¬
the situation at virtually all hours ner, Jerry Lewis, who showed up
of the day and evening.
at KLAC last, week to plug his
All the networks, shown the way latest Decca disk, “Rock-a-Bye, My
by independent stations who were Baby,” on Del Moore’s deejay
the first to provide on-the-spot cov¬ show, stayed to run the whole sta¬
erage and who continued as the tion operation for two hours.
mainstays of the broadcasting in¬
As a gag, Lewis ejected Moore,
dustry during the prime hours, took over the disk spinnings (com¬
KLZ-TV Star
were in the act during the Thurs¬ plete with asides over a live mike),
day meetings and again on Friday greyed the temples of ad agency
CARL AKERS
and the weekend, with coverage execs with his commercial deliv¬
Denver’s most popular TV news
particularly heavy during the day¬ eries, thoroughly balled up the caster! Outrates combined“opposltime on the weekend because of the time signals and rendered the tion better than two-to-one. Akers’
fewer number of preemptions.
newscasts, both figuratively and 10 p.m. News Monday thru Friday
is highest rated local TV program
But it was the indies, particular¬ literally.
in Denver market.
ly WPIX and WOR-TV, N. Y.;
Upshot of the confusion is that
WNYC, Gotham’s municipal station Lewis and station owner Mort Hall
and public-service-minded outfits are mulling the idea of a- weekly
like Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. transcribed Lewis show on KLAC.
that showed the webs how it’s
In a more serious vein, Lewis,
done, ignoring the economic factors campaign chairman of the Motion
in favor of the compelling story to Pictures Permanent Cha'rities fund
be covered. Even at the peak of drive, met last week with reps of
the most important meetings, the talent guilds and 20th-Fox studio
television webs eschewed preempt¬ captains, to kick off the 1957 ap¬
ing prime evening hours, but held peal on that lot. Studio backlog
back for the 11 O’clock station of continuing contributions already
time periods before they brought in has reached $111,000, ,J. B. Codd;
special wrapups and remotes. The MPPC colonel at 20th, disclosed. «
radio networks, on the other hand,
Washington, Nov. 6.
wiped their schedules completely
RKO Teleradio Pictures will be
off the map when the situation de¬
permi ted to operate the WGMS
manded.
AM and FM stations here pending
UN Staff Round the Clock
an evidentiary hearing before- the
United Nations radio and tv staff,
FCC on a protest challenging the
consisting of 54 producers, direc¬
legality of the sale of the outlets
tors and announcers, currently are
working around the clock. In addi¬
three months ago by Good Music
Albany, Nov. 6.
tion to the feeds delivered to the
Station Inc. The U. S. Court of
N. Y. Board of Regents’ five- Appeals had ordered the reassign¬
U. S. tv and radio nets, as well as
New York indies, weekly kines are year effort to get educational tv ment of *he licenses to Good Music
being sent abroad for viewing in on the road in this state bore its by last Friday (2) “unless within
17 foreign countries, including first fruit Thursday (1), when a that time the Commission in-some
other manner complies with the
Canada, France, Italy, Germany,
England, and various Latin Ameri¬ program of “instructional televi¬ pertient provisions” of the law gov¬
sion”
was
inaugurated
on
a
regu¬
erning protests.
can nations.
In radio, the U. N. broadcasts its lar basis in three places.
By a 5-2 vote, the Comrs. Rosel
sessions or meeting highlights in
State Teachers College here and Hyde and Robert Bartley favoring
30 different languages, using the the branch in Brockport will do reassignment of the licenses, the
broadcasting facilities of the Voice five telecasts weekly. Programs Commission interpreted the Court’s
of America to reach all parts of will include regular instruction by mandate as making it “clear” that
the world in many instances. The professors to several classrooms at its action may be “an acceptable al¬
U. N., while it has no transmitting once and remote coverage of teach¬ ternative” to reassignment.
facilities of its own, supplies a serv¬ ing techniques employed in nearby
The agency said that it has re¬
ice of tapes and discs, as well as schools. Closed-channel equipment considered
a previous ruling that
direct hook-ins for broadcasters.
was leased from Master Video “the public interest does not re¬
In another development this Systems, N. Y. C.
quire” that the stations remain un¬
week, the Educational Television
State Education Department is der the new ownership pending de¬
and Radio Center, headquartering also undertaking instructional tv termination of the protest case.
in Ann Arbor, Mich., has made in Levittown, Long Island, for stu¬ Since the transfer has already
arrangements to do a 15-minute dents of junior high school age.
taken place and the previous own¬
weekly program to service 22 U. S.
The instructional television pro¬ ers have shown they wished to be
cities with educational tv facilities. ject is being conducted under a relieved of the operation, Commis¬
The title of the series will be $200,000 appropriation Voted by the sion held that it would be better
“United Nations Review” and will 1956 State legislature, at the sug¬ to let the stations be run “by per¬
(Continued on page 34)
gestion of Governor Averell Har- sons who are actively and genuine¬
riman. Each year since 1951, the ly interested in providing service/
Regents sought money for activa¬
If the stations were returned to
tion of one or more educational Good Music, agency said, the good
stations. Through the Board’s ef¬ music format on FM would be dis¬
fort, New York State was allocated continued and the service would
10 UHF channels by the FCC for be limited “entirely” to a network
educational video.
This phase (Mutual) type operation. On the
never got off the ground.
other hand, it pointed out, RKO
“has demonstrated that it is de¬
sirous of assuming these responsi¬
“Step This Way,” the collegiatebilities.”
high school dance contest series
The Commission further asserted
which had a 39 week local-only
that the protest, which was filed
run in New York last season for
by Lawrence M. Smith, a minority
Old Golds, may reappear as a net¬
London, Nov. 6.
stockholder in Good Music, is jiot
work stanza. Packager John Irving
directed
against RKO but against
The
first
stage
in
the
develop¬
Fields has reformatted the entry
on a national basis, involving ment of the commercial television the majority stockholders of the as¬
signor
company
on charges of
regional college contests, and is network reached completion with
fraud. Smith claims these stock¬
reported close to a deal with an¬
other ciggie sponsor on the stanza. the opening of its fourth transmit¬ holders turned down a higher offer
Initiated last fall on WABC-TV, ter at Emley Moor, Yorkshire, last from WMCA in New York. RKO
N. Y., the show subsequently Saturday (3).
The new outlet, paid $400,000 for the stations, plus
shifted to WRCA-TV and then which embraces Yorkshire and a five-year consultant contract at
lapsed after 39 weeks following Lincolnshire, was officially $25,000 per annum with M. Robert
the shift in management at Old launched from Leeds Town Hall and Theresa Rogers, principal
Gold. Under the new format, co¬ with a program which included stockholders in Good Music.
Comr. Robert E. Lee dissented
operating colleges would fall into “Salute to Yorkshire,” featuring
four regional classes, each of which Dickie Valentine, Ruby Murray, in part from the majori y action.
would undergo a 13-week contest. Albert Modley, Peggy Ryan, Ray He favored dismissing the protest
Winners in the regionals would Macdonald and Jack Parnell’ and on its merits. Comr. John C. Doerget^ $5,000, while the four-region his orchestra, and was followed by fer thought the Commission should
adopt a “hands-off” policy and
national finals would involve a “Cabaret Time.”
$25,000 prize in the form of a mo¬
An estimated 5,000,000 people leave the disposition of the case to
1 1,1
1 1
tion picture appearance and a $25,- live in the area servedJby the new the Delaware court where Smith
000 endowment to the winning outlet. Next year commercial tv has brought suit.
college.
will complete the second stage of
Dallas, Nov. 6.
Fields would also dress up the its development program with out¬
CBS RADIO CAPSULE COIN
network stanza with a name band, lets to serve Central Scotland,
Ralph W. Nimmons, manager of
American Home Products joins
with at this point the Tex Beneke, South Wales and the West of Eng¬ the shortterm sponsor list on CBS WFAA-TV since 1950, resigned
Benny Goodman, Les Elgart and a land.
(31). Joining
Radio effective Dec. 23 with the last .Wednesday
couple of other top bands under
purchase of 16 five-minute seg¬ WFAA here in 1935, he served in
consideration. Choice of an emcee
Houston — John G. Chapman, ments in a two-week span. All but every capacity at the radio outlet
would depend orn the band se¬
two of the segments will be in before going into tv.
lected. Still not tapped are the formerly a member of the promo¬ nighttime radio, with the rest go¬
Alex Keese, director of both
dance pros for the show, who tion and publicity staff of KPRC- ing into Saturday ihornings.
stations, owned by The Dallas
would also tour the colleges giv¬ TV, has been Earned promotion di¬
Young & Rubicam set the deal Morning News, has not named
ing instruction.
rector for KTRK-TV here.
fob the Chef Boy-Ar-Dee line.
Nimmons’ successor.

RKO Tel Gets Nod
To Operate WGMS
But Fight Goes On

New York State Preems
Instructional TV’ With
3-School Closed-Channel

TV Network Whirl
On ‘Step This Way’

British Com’! TV Now
Beams to Yorkshire

--

-

Nimmons Quits WFAA-TV GOODSON-TODMAN’S
TON ALLEN’ PILOT
Hollywood, Nov. 6.
Negotiations are in progress for
Goodson-Todman to film a pilot,
“Ethan Allen,” for CBS-TV. Dave
Victor and Herb Little Jr., are
scripting “Ethan,” but no pacts
have been inked yet.
G-T already has completed two
segments of “The Web” teleserie*
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AND THEN THERE WERE NONE

lucy’ Back Yon-Know-Where
Following are the Top 10 Nielsens for the two weeks ending
Oct. 0, with CBS again in the dominant position.
Average Audience
Total Audience
World Series, 1956, Sat. .54.2 NBC I Love Lucy.48.7 CBS
I Love Lucy.53.0 CBS Ed Sullivan Show.37.8 CBS
Ed Sullivan Show..47.7 CBS World Series, 1956, Sat..36.8 NBC
World Series, 1956, W.-F. 44.9 NBC $64,000 Question ..35.0 CBS
Sat. Night Spectacular. .40.8 NBC G. E. Theatre....31.6 CBS
Ford Star Jubilee.39.9 CBS $64,000 Challenge .31.6 CBS
$64,000 Question .38.5 CBS I’ve Got a Secret.31.4 CBS
Game of the Week.38.1 CBS Lineup .31.0 CBS
Jackie Gleason Show....37.1 CBS Climax .30.6 CBS
Climax .37.0 CBS Jackie Gleason Show-29.9 CBS

till BOOM i Trade Ponders NBC’s Longrange
S« SHUFFLE Blueprint in Kintner Appointment

Resignation of Jack Van Volkenburg last week as president of CBS
Television serves to point up the
rapidly increasing mortality rate of
top-level execs in the network
broadcasting industry. Within a
matter of weeks, all three webs
have changed their chief executive
officers — Van Volkenburg out at
CBS, Bob Kintner at ABC and Pat
Weaver "exiting NBC as board
chairman.
Even more revealing, however,
is an actual count of top exec
changes since 1953—in that period,
no less than five network prexies
at four webs have gotten the
Despite the attention- paid to 4
heave. During the same period, one
ABC-TV’s growth in the last two
executive vicepresident and five
Jahncke Shopping
years, the network retain® some
v.p.’s in charge of networks have
weak spots in many parts of its
Ernest Lee Jahncke Jr.,
been ousted, a grand total of 11
schedule. When Leonard Goldenwho served as veepee and asst,
| top-top execs.
son, who is in overall command of
to the president at ABC un¬
Other industries may have rapid
the American Broadcasting- Para¬
der the regime of ex-prexy
turnover, but the pressure and outmount Theatres camp, brought
Robert F. Kintner, is reported
sized gambles inherent in radio-tv
Oliver Treyz over from Television
shopping around for a new
networking have made of the in¬
Advertising Bureau to direct the
berth. It would be the first
dustry a precedent-shatterer as an
operations of the tv arm, he had
major casualty since the exit
“executive graveyard.” In tv, one
a pretty good idea how they would
of Kintner and the subsequent
mistake can cost millions—in fact
attack the problems of the 1957-58
move-in of Leonard H. Goldenjust
one such mistake actually was
season.
son as the new' president.
responsible for the dumping of two
Treyz has developed a rep as a
There’s been talk of Jahncke
of the 11 execs mentioned above.
hardheaded salesman who knows
moving in a couple of direc¬
In radio, the situation is somewhat
how. to talk turkey with the costtions—(1) with the Crowelldifferent—here the exec is brought
conscious agencies. There is going
Collier tv interests; (2) with
in with orders to find the formula
to be a whole batch of program
Television Bureau of Adver¬
to salvage a diminishing business.
changes next year, unless things
tising. Oliver Treyz, former
If he doesn’t find it, that’s that.
veer sharply for the better four
head of TvB, is now the tv
Parade of presidents, numbering
out of the seven nights of the
chfeftain at ABC with Nor¬
five, could be expanded to six by
week. Idea is to build or buy
man (Pete) Cash subsequently
stretching
a couple of weeks back
“bread and butter” programs on
named to succeed Treyz.
into 1952, when Joe McConnell
Monday, Thursday, Saturday and
exited
NBC
to be succeeded by
Sunday.
Frank White in January of 1953.
Goldenson didn’t let go of any¬
White lasted only a year at NBC,
where near the cash in the past
after which the presidential post
that he’s going to make available
was held open (White joined Mcto Treyz for running the network.
Cann-Erickson International) un¬
Network sources report the new tv
til it was filled by Pat Weaver who
topper will haVe a pot of coin twice
under the White regime was vicethe vSize the one. available to Rob¬
chairman of the board. Weaver
ert Kintner, the former ABC top¬
was
booted upstairs to chairman of
per. From it, Treyz will take what¬
the board a year ago, then re¬
ever he feels necessary to create
signed
this September.
or buy class tv programming.
At CBS, it was Adrian Murphy
ABC was in no position, the web
NBC-TV is embarking on a new
analyzers say, to increase the bud¬ $3,500,000 color tv expansion pro¬ who left as prez. of CBS Radio in
1954, to be succeeded by Art Hayes,
get until now. But the rubber band
came off the bankroll, because of gram which will complement the and Van Volkenburg last week.
And
at ABC, Bob Kintner resigned
three reason: Video advertising web’s $12,000,000 expansion pro¬
a couple of weeks ago, with Leon¬
budgets are increasing steadily gram of last year.. The new out¬ ard
Goldenson in as his temporary
throughout the industry. The size lay’s effect will be to enable the
successor.
Kintner joined NBC
of tv’s audience is also expanding,
this
week as exec v.p.
with new sets in use and the ap¬ network to expand its color pro¬
The
one
exec
v.p. on the list was
proach of total U. S. set satura¬ gramming to two major programs
tion. Three, ABC Indicates that its per night in the 1957-58 season ABC’s Bob O’Brien, who returned
clearance problems are being from the present rate of at least to the American Broadcastingsolved with more rapidity than be¬ one a night. It’s hoped that the Paramount Theatres homeoffice in
fore; new stations are coming on, new'move will enable the web to 1954 after the web’s $1,800,000
and the web says that a good video produce all its live programming NCAA football fiasco—that “one
mistake.” Shortly afterward, an
program can clear time even on intint.
CBS and NBC basics.
.
| Specifically, the $3,500,000 will economy sweep swept Sandy StronNot having the coin, ABC-TV be devoted to conversion to tint of ach, now an MCA v.p., out of his
had ’been unable to program against, Studio 8-H, the largest studio in ABC post as v.p. in charge of the
the stronger NBC and CBS shows Radio City, N. Y.; the modification television network.
Also in the “in charge of net¬
in as many instances as it might of Studio 3 at Color City in Bur¬
have wanted. For example, ABC bank for color through the use of work” category were two NBC
v.p.'s,
both of whom carried the
filled in against Ed Sullivan on the color mobile unit; additional
CBS with “Famous Film Festival,” remodeling of the Colonial Thea¬ title v.p. and general manager of
tre, N. Y., to permit studio audi¬ radio and tv. They were Jack Her¬
(Continued on page 38)
ences; and expansion of Burbank’s bert, whcTleft the web after being
color- film chains, an additional caught up in some intramural in¬
color studio in Radio City and fighting, and Bill Fineshriber, who
after White resigned continued on
four new color chains in N. Y.
at NBC as v.p. in charge of radio
Present NBC tint facilities in¬ but resigned soon afterward and is
clude two studios in Brooklyn, the presently a v. p. at Television
Ziegfeld and Colonial Theatres in Programs of America.
N. Y., Studio 3-K in Radio City,
That NBC radio v.p. slot has had
the “Home” studio in N. Y,, the
two color studios in Burbank’s two other since - departed occu¬
Washington, Nov. 6.
pants,.
Ted Cott, now v.p.-general
Color City, the color mobile unit
A $7,000,000 damage suit was presently attached to a third Bur¬ manager of the DuMont stations
filed here last week against Mutual bank studio and the web’s all-color in N. Y. and Washington (WABD
commentator Fulton Lewis Jr. by WNBQ in Chicago.
and WTTG), and Charles Ayres,
Richfield Oil Corp. of Los Angeles,
who held down the same spot at
charging “false, malicious and
ABC until moving to NBC in the
defamatory” statements in an Oct.
summer of 1955 and who resigned
1 broadcast over the network.
after just a year in the spot.
Richfield charged that Lewis ac¬
cused it of using bribes in the form
of “crisp $100 bills” in a campaign
Bolshoi’s ‘Trendex’
Patti Page has been set as star
to influence California voters to
support Proposition -4 on the state and femcee of “The Big Record,”
, London, Nov. 6.
ballot. Company also charged that the CBS-TV hourlong musical
The BBC-TV presentation of
Lewis called the Proposition a I series which cuts its audition either
the Bolshoi Ballet Co. was
“cleverly designed grab” by big
seen by almost 9,500,000 peo¬
oil firms to obtain-a “stranglehold” on Nov. 22 or Dec. 7. Lee Cooley,
ple, a little over half of the
on the state’s petroleum output. signed last week to a produceradult tv audience in Britain.
Such acsusations, company alleged, director pact, will -ride herd on the
These figures were revealed
kinnie.
damaged its “good name’ ’and ex¬
by the BBC Audience Research
posed it to “public hatred, con¬
Department, who added that
CBS-TV is hopeful of installing
tempt, ridicule i nd * obliquity.”
there were 2,500,000 viewers
the show on the web starting in
Lewis promptly announced he January, and'is figuring on a
in London alone included in
the overall ^figures.
Saturday iHighti
iQi’ the series.
(Continued on page; *34) . c

Treyz Getting Lots of Coin To
Poor Into ABC-TV Weak Spots

NBC TV Allocates
$3,500,000 More
In Tint Expansion

$7,000,000 Sait
Vs. Fulton Lewis

PATTI PAGE TO FEMCEE
CBS-TV ’BIG RECORD’

Designation of Robert E. Kint¬
ner, who was deposed only a few
weeks back as president of the
American Broadcasting Co., as an
executive vice-president of NBC
(as one of five exec veepees oper¬
ating under prexy Robert W. Sarnoff) invited immediate conjecture
in the industry as to the ultimate
status of Kintner and the longrange network thinking.
In announcing the appointment
of Kintner effective Jan. 1 (the exABC prexy is due back this week
from a holiday in Puerto Rico),
Sarnoff pointed out that the new
exec veepee would be put in charge
of coordinating the network’s color
television activities, aside from
operating on occasion in the area
of “special assignments.”
The tr^t^t was quick to take
cognizance of the fact that (1)
color tv was the one area which
Kintner in helming up the ABC
operation * had completely bypass¬
ed, since that network had no stake
whatever in the progress of tint;
(2) once before the network had
gone outside the company to bring
in one of its top execs to oversee
color — in that instance Frank
White, who moved over from the
prexyship of Mutual, only to be¬
come, within a few months’ span,
the successor to Joe McConnell as
president of NBC.
Thus the trade was inclined to
project the Kintner appointment
into the longrange blueprint and
the envisioning perhaps of the time
when the younger Sarnoff may
move into the parent RCA hier¬
archy. For there seemed to be an
equal awareness that the variegat¬
ed talents of Kintner as a network
administrator in the mainstream of
all-industry activity would hardly
be dissipated in the one restric¬
tive area of color (no matter what
importance is attached to his de¬
cisions on giving it direction).
There’s been no Inkling as yet
(nor is there likely to be) as to
any priority in stature or impor¬
tance among the five exec vee¬
pees, the others being Charles R.
j Denny, David Adams, Tom McAvity and John Clifford, even
(Continued on "page 38)

+

Kintner &WW
Interesting sidelight to the
appointment of former ABC
prez Bob Kintner to NBC as
an exec v.p. is the matter of
his future relationships with
Walter Winchell, who now
stars on the network in his
own Friday night tv’er. Win¬
chell has a $7,000,000 suit
pending against ABC in which
he accuses Kintner personally
of having been responsible for
the termination of his pact
there.
Now that Kintner’s set at
NBC, question posed is how
will they get along? Compli¬
cating the question is the fact
that Kintner’s been assigned
to the job of coordinating all
the web’s color activities. Winchell’s show, is in color.

Merle Jones Nod
Accents CBS Bid
For‘Station Men’

With the long-anticipated resig¬
nation of J. L. (Jack) Van Volken¬
burg as president of CBS Televi¬
sion and the appointment of Merle
S*”Jones to the post, CBS appears
to have swung into a brand-new
area for the Recruitment of its chief
executives, the stations. Despite
the apparent logic of station-tonetwork succession, CBS is the only
web to. have recruited its two divi¬
sional presidents from station
backgrounds in the persons of
Jones a,s television boss and Ar¬
thur Hull Hayes as CBS Radio prez.
Traditionally, choice of a net¬
work president has been that of a
financial man, an agency exec, a
programming or sales topper, an
outside industrialist and particular¬
ly of late, a researcher.
But
strangely enough, until Hayes and
now Jones, no “station men.”
Jones' experience until 1951, when
he was named v.p. in charge of
o&o’s for CBS Television, was that
of station management, embracing
KMOX, St. Louis, WOL, Washing¬
ton, WCCO, Minneapolis, and KNX
and KNT (then KTSL) in Los An¬
geles. He was upped to executive
vice-president of CBS-TV last
Washington, Nov. 6.
March after five years In the o&o
New York City’s municipal sta¬
spot.
tion, WNYC, Will have to go off
While, as one CBS exec put it, the air at the usual 10 p. m. sign(Continued on page 30)
off regardless of its desire to
broadcast any night proceedings
of the UN on the Middle East crisis.
A request for Special Temporary
Authority to operate after 10
o’clock was turned down by the
FCC last week?
Commission advised the station
that “the reasons advanced for a
waiver
. . . are not sufficient to
Hazel Bishop has decided to go
ahead with its plans to bring in warrant waiver of a long-standing
rule
which
was adopted to insure
the new Steve Dunne-starring
series, “You’re on Your Own,” as projection from objectionable inter¬
its entry for CBS-TV’s Saturday ference to stations licensed to op¬
night 10:30-11 spot, which it is erate unlimited time.”
In its request for the waiver,
taking over on Dec. 22 when Mennen completes Its cycle with the WNYC told the agency it was
current occupant of the time slot, forced to leave the air Tuesday
night (30) “in the middle of the
“High Finance.”
most important and crucial meet¬
At the same time, another pro¬ ing” of the United Nations Secur¬
gramming problem has been ten¬ ity Council since the formation of
tatively solved for CBS. L&M the UN. It asked for the waiver on
Filters, which has been cosponsor¬ grounds of “extraordinary good
ing “D^ You Trust Your Wife” cause and compelling public neces¬
with Frigidaire, has decided to sity.”
stick with the show on Tuesdays i Station pointed out that it was
at 10:30 despite the General i the only New York radio outlet
Motors subsid's defection. There’s which carried the UN proceedings
a major “if” attached however— on the current crisis and submitted
CBS must sell the alternate weeks Jack Gould’s New York Times ar¬
or its no go.
ticle, of Oct. 30 criticizing the net¬
works for not carrying the debate
either on radio or tv.
NBC-TV HIALEAH SEASON
Gould’s story praised WNYC for
NBC-TV has again signed to tel¬
ecast the five-week Hialeah racing the UN coverage but noted that
season from Miami, and will start the station had to stop at 10 p. m.
the telecasts on Jan. 19. They’ll be to protect the “rural listeners” of
carried Saturday afternoons from the 50 kw WCCO in Minneapolis
which operates on the 830 kc fre4:30 to 5. •
No sponsorship y$tf n
. *■» * ■ quency, YSe& ta. WJCft.

WNYC Rebuffed
On Night Airings

‘You’re On Your Own’
Is Def. for Hazel Bishop;
L&M Won’t Shed‘Wife’
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Canned Product throws Obi TV
Talent for Loop; More Live Shows
Dropped as Films Get Big Play
Chicago, Nov. 16. 4-Windy City talent is getting
caught in a celluloid squeezeplay
as more and more local live shows
are being ticketed for the discard
to make room for filmed offerings.
Longrange
prognosticators
are
foreseeing the day when the newsweather-sports formats will be the
Washington, Nov. 6.
live programming staples and the
Hillbilly radio station WARL is
big bulk of the in-the-flesh job op¬ launching a month-long 10th anni¬
portunities will be limited to host¬
ing roles on the film entries and versary celebration^ this month
the freelance assignments at the with the proud, though unproven,
several local tv commercial and in¬ boast that it has outgrossed all
dustrial film production shops.
other indie stations in the Wash¬
The bumping of live entries in ington area. It also claims to be
favor of the projected product is the top-ranking daytime indie sta¬
©ccuring both daytime and night¬ tion in the entire country.
time. Relatively stronger rating
Whether or not It could sustain
records being posted by the halfhour vidpix reruns as morning its claims either locally or nation¬
ally,
the 1,000-watt Arlington, Va.
or afternoon hausfrau lures com¬
pared with the typically slack Niel¬ station, within listening distance of
sens or ARB’s garnered by the the capital, is proof that radio is
flesh shows has already spelled the still making money. Trail-blazing
doom for several of the latter. Most with a solid country music format,
recent case in point being WNBQ’s owner-manager Cy Blumenthal
dropping of its late afternoon estimates last year’s gross at an
"Elmer,” the Elephant” ^moppet impressive $375,000. In addition,
show for a stripped treatment of station enjoys fine community re¬
Ray Milland’s “Mr. McNulty” lations and has gained the respect
of local advertisers.
filmer.
Programming is 100% hillbilly,
Biggest displacement is being with occasional news spots and
caused by the full-length theatri¬ public service pitches tossed in
cals, however. WBKB launches its with each half-hour station break.
"Movietime, USA” feature bundle Three d.j.’s spin country music
Dec. 3 in its 10 to signoff evening platters, except for a daily 45spot across-the-board. This means minute live show featuring one of
the demise of the Norman Ross’ three hillbilly bands.
"This Is the Day” and Ernie Si¬
Station goes in heavily for public
mon’s interview session which cur¬ service and promotion. Top stunt
rently is filling the Monday-thru- in latter category is an annual
Friday 11 to midnight block. Also “kissable lips” contest, which last
going out are the Monday night at year drew 11,000 entries. Sole
10 Griff Williams band show and qualification for the array of prizes,
Teddy Phillips tootling display the including an all-expense trip for
same hour Saturday nights.
two to Cuba, is applicant’s lip
WBBM-TV, which for a short imprint on a blank sheet of paper.
Cy Blumenthal, sole owner of
span last season programmed its
10 to midnight strip entirely live, station for past five years, envi¬
has earmarked the 11 o’clock to sions a country music network. He
signoff block for its Metrofeatures. has already made a start towards
Currently, the Wednesday night this goM by acquiring WCMS, Nor¬
bowling sweepstakes and Howard folk, which operates on the same
Miller’s Friday night deejay ses¬ all-hillbilly plan. Blumenthal is
sion are the sole live survivors, the also part owner of WROV, Roan¬
balance of the week is now given oke, a conventional, non-hillbilly
over to films. The Metro pix are station.
to start after the first of the year
and the future status of the kegler
stanza and Miller’s show will un¬
doubtedly be determined by how
Continued from page 1 —^
they stack up saleswise at that
time. And if thtf Metro pix prove, has had any news of their where¬
as saleable as anticipated, it’s con¬ abouts.
sidered pretty much a cinch they’ll
In the case of Donghi, his situa¬
eventually be programmed across- tion was all the more unusual since
the-weeknight board.
he is regularly an assignment editor
Only exception to the trend is in New York. He was sent to Buda¬
WGN-TV, which as an independent pest last week to set up film cover¬
has more leeway for live program¬ age in the Hungarian capital, since
ming experimentation and for the before joining CBS he had been
accommodation of live properties European picture editor for United
brought in by outside packagers. Press. But he was caught within
Currently, Jay Faraghan’s program the country by the Russian con¬
quest, and made his first broad¬
(Continued on page 38)
cast in his life Monday morning
after reaching Vienna.
CBS,
stretched for manpower both in
trouble areas and in N. Y., is now
sending out another assignment
desk man, Daniel Karasik, to Vien¬
First National Automobile Show na to replace Donghi, who’s re¬
turning
to the U. S. Only broad¬
in 15 years—the shows were sus¬
pended at the outbreak of war in casting Karasik has done has been
1940 after having been held every questioning in local N. Y. newsfilm
year from, 1900 on and never re¬ interviews, but he’s a Fulbright
sumed until this year — will be scholar and a former Chicago Daily
televised ■ in a special one-hour News staffer.
Also involved in the expanding
remote on CBS-TV on Dec. 9. The
Sunday afternoon 5 to 6 p.m. tele¬ coverage at CBS is Stuart Novins,
cast from the N.Y. Coliseum, of the vet public affairs producer at
course, will be the first time the the web, who a few weeks ago was
signed to a correspondent’s con¬
Show wiljL be televised.
While the NAS is organized by tract by CBS News and is now on
temporary
assignment as anchor
and represents the output of the
five top American automakers, the man in the web’s radio coverage of
the
United
Nations
meetings.
sponsor of the telecast will be an
unaffiliated manufacturer, the
Reynolds Metals Co. Show will
also mark Reynolds sponsorship
With an eye to the growing radio¬
debut on CBS-TV. Represented in
the NAS are General Motors, tv billings being picked up by the
Chrysler. Ford, American Motors smaller ad agencies, Carol Graham
and Studebaker-Packard. Reynolds has set up an indie radio-tv pro¬
sponsorship was set through Bu¬ duction service organization. She’ll
chanan & Co. and the Clinton E. function as radio-tv supervisor-di¬
rector for the ad agencies with
Frank agencies.
Telecast will be handled docu¬ small or non-existent radio-tv de¬
mentary-style, with Charles Col- partments.
lingwood, Doug Edwards, Ron
Outfit will service the agencies
Cochran and Dallas Townsend on a freelance basis in the produc¬
handling the commentary. CBS tion of tv film commercials, radio
public affairs producer Paul Levi¬ spots, ect. Miss Graham recently
tan will produce while Vern Dia¬ exited her post as producer and
mond and Bob Quinlan each head account exec for Gotham Record¬
up one of two complete mobile ing to set up the new ad service
units assigned to the show.
org.

D.C. Hillbilly Station
Flaunts Some Fancy
Figures on 10th Anni

Web Correspondents

National Auto Show
As Sun. CBS Telecast

Carol Graham’s Setup

Tr
ZIGSMITHVS.KPHO-TV
CASE REOPENED 3D TIME
Phoenix, Nov. 6.
Arizona Supreme Court has or¬
dered reopened the Albert Zugsmith suit against the former own¬
ers of KPHO and KPHO-TV for a
commission of $75,000 for arrang¬
ing the sale of the properties in
1952 for $1,500,000.
Complicated case first was won
by Zugsmith, Los Angeles radio
and tv broker, in Maricopa County
superior court when a jury award¬
ed him a judgment of $75,000 for
successfully negotiating the sale to
Meredith Engineering Co. and
Mesedith-Syracuse Television Cov
the present owners.
Superior Court Judge Nicholas
Udall, former Phoenix mayor, re¬
versed the jury’s decision and or¬
dered judgment against Zugsmith,
but Arizona Supreme Court last
July unanimously reversed Judge
Udall’s ruling and reinstated the
$75,000 judgment in favor of Zug¬
smith.
Original defendants were Mul¬
lins, hotel owner John Mills and
others but only Mullins is still in¬
volved in the litigation. His at¬
torneys contended Judge Udall’s
action at the trial also had closed
the door for Mullins to request a
new trial and the newest Arizona
Supreme Court decision gives Mul¬
lins a chance to ask for a new trial.
Jerry Geisler and Rexford Eagan,
of Beverly Hills, and W. Francis
Wilson and Kent A. Blake, of
Phoenix, represent Zugsmith. Jen¬
nings, Strauss, Salmon & Trask
represent Mullins,

$4,500,000 on TV
; Continued from page 1

1 ~~

pensive five-minute spot programs
by both parties.
2. Efforts by the networks to
^enable the parties to plan sched¬
ules in advance of the campaign,
thus avoiding substantial preemp^tion charges for commercial pro¬
gram cancellations.
3. Price concessions granted the I
parties which permitted them to
purchase one-half hour of time at
one-half the hourly rate and fiveminute spots at one-twelfth the
hourly rate.
The report showed that the
Democrats spent almost as much
for spots as for full length tele¬
casts. , Up to Oct. 21 they spent
$557,000 for spots while the Re¬
publicans spent only $228,000. For
the remaining weeks of the cam¬
paign, however, the Republicans
stepped up their use of spots to the
amount of $514,000 compared to
$309,000 by the Democrats.
More than one-third of tv ex¬
penditures by the two parties went
for spots, with the Democrats
spending $866,000 and the Re¬
publicans $742,000.

Politico Contributors
Washington, Nov. 6.
A list of individuals who
contributed more than $500 to
the political campaigns in¬
cluded many names identified
with the entertainment indus¬
tries. Among Republican con¬
tributors were William S.
Paley and wife, $12,000;
Edward J. Noble and wife,
$8,000; Samuel Goldwyn,
$5,000 Bob Hope, $5,000;
Eric Johnston, $5,000; Robert
Montgomery and wife, $6,000;
George B. Storer and wife,
$6,000; Spyros P. Skouras,
$4,000; George P. Skouras,
$2,800; Thomas G. Tinsley and
wife, $6,000; Gardner Cowles,
$2,500; John H. Whitney and
wife, $20,000; John S. Knight,
$2,000; Nicholas M. Schenck,
$500; and Eugene Meyer, $500.
Conrad Hilton, $3,000; Bar¬
ney Balaban, $2,000; Louis B.
Mayer,. $5,000; M. Robert Rog¬
ers, $2,000; Henry R. Luce,
$11,500; Clare Luce, $1,500;
Albert Warner, $3,000; Harry
M. Warner and wife, $5,000;
Jack L. Warner and wife,
$5,000; Serge Semenenko, $3,000; Mrs. J. Cheever Cowdin,
$2,000; Edgar B. .Stern Jr., $500.
Among Democratic Party
contributors were Lou Poller,
$9,500; Richard Eaton, $1,000;
Mrs. Edgar B. Stern, $1,500;
Stanton Griffis, $1,000.
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IN NEW YORK CITY . . .
Julie London will be in N, Y. the 13th to participate in telefilming
Bob Hope’s Nov. 18 NBC-TV stanza . . . Look mag sports editor Tim
Cohane started Monday (5) with a new post-fight series on WABD . . .
Margaret Fischer, ARC Radio manager of order processing, back to
work following appendectomy . . . Allan Stuart, former ABC and
WMCA staffer, hosting WHLI (Long Island) “Luncheon Melodies” . . .
Jack Coppola to Gross-Krasne distribution in N. Y. as assistant to
Robert Brahm, eastern sales .veep; Coppola Was witli Procter Television
two years ago, before leaving the field temporarily , .. . Semiannual
Christopher awards to be made at the Waldorf-Astoria on Monday (12)
. . . Alistair Cooke, “Omnibus” host, addresses the Associated Press
Managing Editors* Assn, in Philly on Wednesday (14) . . . Mutual’s an¬
nual kickoff broadcast in the “Religion in American Life” campaign is
to be aired Sat? (10) from 6:15 to 6:30 p.m. With Vaughn Monroe em¬
ceeing, guests will include Thomas F. O’Neil, board chairman of the
Mutual net, track star Jesse Owens and columnist Leonard Lyons . . .
Actress Joyce Holden landed on Will Rogers Jr.’s CBS-TV “Morning
Show” as his “girl Friday” on this week’s stanza, winding up Friday
(9) . . . Mutual again has secured exclusive radio broadcasting rights
to the Dec. 1 Army-Navy football game at Municipal Stadium, Phila¬
delphia, capping the net’s Saturday afternoon radio coverage of the
Notre Dame football schedule this year.
Musicomedy performer Bill Tabbert, to do two NBC radio shows
later this month during his Chi Palmer House stand . . . Lee Pelzman
dickering with Joe Franklin of WABC-TV’s “Memory Lane” to head
Vaudeville Records, new firm to recreate oldtime vaude routines . . .
Norman Katz, foreign sales boss for Associated Artists, back after twomonth junket . . . WMGM comptroller Frank Schwartz guest of honor
at the 35th anniversary dinner of the Dartmoor Assn., N. Y. fraternalcharitable org; was cited for quarter-century of active service in philan¬
thropic work . . . Martin Balsam to co-star with John Forsythe on
Nov. 11 Goodyear “Stardust 11” . . . Biff McGuire into Kraft on Nov. 14
. . . Janet Isabel Nix, tv producer for C. L. Miller agency, weds actor
David DeHaven. Saturday (10) at the Little Church Around the Corner.
Maid of honor will be Gloria DeHaven, sister of the groom . . . Harry
Kadison a last-minute addition to Nov. 12 NBC-TV “Jack & Beanstalk”
spec on "Producers’ Showcase.”
Virginia Vincent planed to the Coast Monday (5) for a lead role in
the Nov. 12 NBC-TV “Matinee Theatre” and is skedded to return to
N. Y. pronto to look over a couple of legit scripts . . . Office-studio of
Blanche Gaines used as background by Time and Vogue for pictures
taken of client Rod Serling, to illustrate stories in both mags. Recent
assignments by “Matinee. Theatre” to writers in Gaines stable include
Richard McCracken, four adaptations (one novel, three plays); Helen
Cotton, an original, “The Password,” for a film in the series; George
Lowther, adaptation of a Nathaniel Benchley story in the New Yorker;
and Doris Gilbert & Eve Greene, an original, “Anything for a Laugh”
. . . A1 and Jean Hollander (she’s producer on “Beat the Clock” while
hubby is radio-tv chief at the Ed Kletter agency) accepted invitation
to Bermuda to participate in the Bermuda Tennis Championships . . .
Dave Schooler, former eastern sales manager of Major TV Productions,
has joined Charles Amory’s Minot TV as sales manager . . . WRCA’s
Gabe Pressman addressed the Air Force’s public relations seminar at
McAlpin last week . . . Nelle Fisher set for three tv stints this month:
appears on the “Home” show Friday (9), will choreograph and dance
at the Reynolds Metals closed-circuit tv’er originating from the Waldorf-Astoria Monday (12) and set to dance on the “Captain Kangaroo”
series on Nov. 30 . ... Don Richards moves from his research-promotion
spot at NBC Spot Sales to "yifRCA’s advertising-promotion-merchandis¬
ing department, with Ed Neizels replacing hjm at Spot Sales ... Vir¬
ginia Clark, lead in CBS Radio’s “Romance of Helen Trent,” feted at
a surprise birthday thrown last week by fellow Chicagoan actresses
... Wayne Howell set to host-narrate WRCA’s “Our Musical Heritage”
. . . Bob Readick stars in “FBI in Peace & War” Sunday (11) . . .
WRCA’s Johnny Andrews starts commuting by plane to Cleveland
every Saturday to host “Old Dutch Review” on WEWS-TV . . . Wendell
Holmes into the cast of “Wendy Warren & the News” on CBS Radio
. . . Nancy Schaines upped from secretarial status to the WRCA-TV
production staff as a production assistant . . . Clarke Morgan, organist
on “Wendy Warren & the News,” has gotten sheet music publication
(with lyrics) of the show’s theme song, “My Home Town” . . . Herb
Shriner, preempted for election coverage this week, has Zsa Zsa Gabor
set for next week’s (13) guest . . . WCBS sales manager Buck Hurst
leaves Friday (9) for a two-week vacation in Florida . , . Herb Rothman,
former promotion writer for Time Inc., joined NBC Spot Sales as a
sales promotion specialist, while Elaine Simpson and Shirley Joblove
upped from promotion writers to promotion service supervisor and
radio sales presentation writer respectively . . . Frank Sutton, who ap¬
peared in “Mr. Tutt Goes West” Monday (5) on “Robert Montgomery
Presents,” will appear in a feature film, “Four Boys & a Gun,” set for
early ’57 release through United Artists... Lois Hope Kester, who has
been working under Quality Bakers'radio-tv publicity chief Jack Coffey,
leaving for a new post in Philadelphia . . . Telethesp Barbara Joyce re¬
peats her performance in the Helen Hayes company of “Lovers, Vil¬
lains & Fools” at Columbia U.’s Macmillan Theatre tonight (Wed.) . . .
Galen Drake has a new book, “Give Us This Day,” set for publication
the first of the year
Beatrice Pons set to appear on “Faith for Today” Sunday (11) and
the Phil Silvers show Tuesday (13) . . . Shirl Conway, featured on
“Caesar’s Hour,” will discuss her experiences as a performer at the
New School for Social Research Monday (12) . . . Biff McGuire stars in
“It’s Too Late” on “Kraft Theatre” next Wednesday (14) . . . Martin
Balsam, current in “Middle of the Night,” costars with John Forsythe
Sunday (11) in “Stardust 11” on “Goodyear Playhouse.”

IN HOLLYWOOD ...
Joe Rines checked out of the hosp to recupe at the Biltmore in Palm
Springs for a few weeks. His car was smacked by a careless driver . . .
CBS has plans for Mary Costa, who proved on “Shower of Stars” that
she is both easy to look at and listen to . . . Louise Paget, N.Y. stage-tv
actress, summoned to Hollywood for a role in “Playhouse 90” and she’s
here to stay ... So. Cal. Broadcasters hold their annual whingding
Nov. 14 . . . Alan Livingston, who moved into Fred Wile’s program
berth at NBC, won his veepee stripes . . . Sid Strotz, an-NBCite, around
but on Coca-Cola biz. He owns franchises in Fresno, Cal., and Pitts¬
burg . . . Cory Clark Jr. joined the ’Compton agency as senior account
supervisor . . . Albert McCleery, executive producer of NBC-TV’s “Mati¬
nee Theatre,” was accoladed by AFTRA for “breaking all thespic em¬
ployment records for any tv show in any year” .. . What Ralph Edwards
always feared finally happened. * The subject of “This Is Your Life”
got tangled up in the freeway traffic and came on the show three min¬
utes before the signoff. Edwards sweated it out, an epic performance.

IN CHICAGO ...
Foote, Cone & Belding now handling WGN and WGN-TV’s audience
promotion advertising . . . WBBM getting its own special coverage of
the Olympic Games in Melbourne, Australia, from Daily News sports
editor John Carmichael who’s piping back on-the-spot reports for his
nightly “Texaco Sports Final,” on the CBS station . . . AFTRA’s na¬
tional board has tacked the “Unfair” label on LeRoy and Earl Roddi’s
(Continued on page 30)
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TV HARD-PRESSED FOR ACTS
CBS-TVs “Military Exercise’
CBS-TV is taking no chances on a phony war scare,with the onehour premiere of its “Air Force” series Sunday (11). The opening^,
segment of the 26-week series is titled “The Day North America
Was Attacked" and portrays a simulated atomic attack on the U. S.
Web has made all the elements as realistic-as possible in the filmed
reenactment of the attack, to the point of having Air Force Chief
of Staff' Gen. Nathan Twining giving the actual “red alert" order
on-camera and other generals acting themselves in the show.
To forestall any “man from Mars" repetition particularly at a
time when 4he world situation is so tense, CBS will super-impose
printed disclaimers on the film at various intervals, particularly
during those segments when the real Air Force brass is on
camera. The disclaimers will be worded to^the effect that “this
is a military exercise" and not a real attack.
Timing of the premiere is particularly delicate not only in view
of the international crisis, but via the fact that the hour preceding
it, from 5 to 6, will be,occupied by a special CBS News report on
Hungary, Poland and the Middle East. This report, planned a
couple of weeks ago, was originally to be a newsfilm and com¬
mentary on the satellite situation and was to run a half-hour, but
ensuing developments decided CBS to expand it. But because
it’s a leadin to “Air Power," the network is being doubly careful
on the latter.

NBC Cries Foul on ‘Quintiles’
Claims CBS Radio Study Vs. TV Daytime Only
Tells Part of Story
4-

The researchers at NBC-TV
finally caught up with the CBS
Radio “Quintiles" study of daytime
television last week, although the
“Quintiles” has been making the
rounds since early summer, and at¬
tacked the CBS wrapup as having
drawn only a “partial picture” of
daytime viewing & listening and
as having “neglected to expose .the
other side of the coin."
The “Quintiles" study, based on
Nielsen data, stated in effect that
daytime televiewing is concen¬
trated in a small number of tele¬
vision homes while radio listening
is widespread and not restricted to
any single concentration. NBC-TV,
in a research study titled “The
Other Side of the Coin," states
that this just ain’t so.
Basic objections of NBC-TV to
the “Quintiles” data and conclu¬
sions are:
1. The CBS study ignored the
fact that the homes with heaviest
tv viewing are the homes which
contain many more large families,
children and younger housewives,
which do more food, soap, drug
and other buying. On the other
hand, the light viewing homes
(and heavier listening homes)
“tend to consists more of older
homes, small'families and families
without children." More younger
homes watch tv than listen to radio
in daytime regardless of tv owner¬
ship.
2. CBS maintained that after¬
noon set usage is concentrated in
a small group of homes and used
“an average day" to illustrate this.
But NBC charges that CBS Radio
“did not mention the Nielsen data
which showed that 76% of the tv
(Continued on page 38)

Ralston Back on MBS
Ralston Purina, after an absence
of a number of years, has returned
to the Mutual fold, taking a 10minute 12:45-12:55 p.m. strip Mon¬
day through, Friday, beginning
Jan. 7.
The show, which will pitch Ral¬
ston Purina’s farm feed products,
will feature western tunes, with
Eddie Hill holding down the emcee
chores.

Strike of Geve.
Dailies Bonanza
For Radio & TV

VARIETY SHOWS Collingwood’s Middle-Road Defection
EXHAUST ROSTER In Indie Bid For AFTRA Election
f

By JOE COHEN
problem of getting new variety
talent on tv is becoming increas¬
ingly acute.
With increase of
vaudeo shows on the spectrum,
the familiar faces are wearing
themselves out with greater rapid¬
ity and not enough new names are
coming along to compensate for
the obsolescence. At the same
time, it’s becoming increasingly
more expensive to put on variety
shows with act prices zooming.
One contributory factor in the
price upbeat is the addition of
new shows. For example, Walter
Winchell is combing the market
for names, in competition with the
other display. p*It’s anticipated that
Jackie Gleason will also be in the
market for auxiliary talent on his
Saturday soirees, as Perry Como is
currently.
Also, “Circus Time"
has been looking around not only
for the usual thrill and aero acts,
but is going in for turns with adult
appeal.
The step-up in the price of tal¬
ent for this season came originally
with the battle between Ed Sulli¬
van and Steve Allen. The. first
pronouncement that money is no
object for the top Nielsen lures
came when Sullivan pacted Elvis
Presley for three shots for a total
$50,000. Now any show wanting
the swivel-hipped singer will have
to go far beyond that figure.
For a while, these shows seemed
content to go along with compara-,
tively smaller acts, but each show I
would have some gimmick, such
as the James Dean sections, which
both shows did the same week.
However, the pendulum is now
swinging back to names, whether
it be from films, disks, stage or
sports.
Wanted: New Faces
With the return to names and
acts, the most pressing problem is
frequently not that of prices, but
getting new faces. The need tor
something fresh is acute on all the
video shows. To indicate the
lengths to which the vaudeo im¬
presarios will go is seen by the fact
that Sullivan will be importing an
act from Australia> The Barbour
Bros. & Jean will play the Sullivan
session Nov. 25 after winding up
on the Tivoli Circuit, Australia.
Fortunately, for Sullivan, the act’s
contract with the theatre calls for
return to England, thus Sullivan
will pay passage from England and
return. It’s not uncommon for
Sullivan or his talent advisor Mark
Leddy, to plane off to some dis¬
tant spot to case an act. The idea
is to come up with new faces for
the show. As it is, Sullivan does a
lot of importing from Europe for
his show. Turns, such as^ Richard
Hearne (Mr. Pastry) virtually have
commutation tickets from Europe
to N. Y.
Another factor wearing out faces
on video is likely to be the jury
box on the Winchell show in
which a number of names just sit
I
(Continued on page 30)
j

Cleveland, Nov. 6.
Shutdown of the three Cleveland
newspapers, as a result of labormanagement troubles last week,
turned out to be a terrifiic bonanza
for local radio-tv stations as they
went all-out to fill the gap for wor¬
ried merchandisers and news-hun¬
gry listeners.
Sales of short commercials
across the board jumped an esti¬
mated 50% at least for three tv
and eight radio stations here over
the weekend. They were virtually
mobbed by department stores, adagencies, politicians running for
election, etc., who wanted to buy
every bit of broadcasting time
available to offset the newsprint
black-out.
Advertising gold-rush for the
kilocycle sales departments started
last Thursday (1) when 300 mem¬
bers of the local AFL-CIO News¬
paper Guild went on strike at the
Scripps-Howard operated Cleve¬
land Press because publisher would
not meet increased wage demands.
Then the Cleveland News sus¬
pended publication after its truckdrivers refused to load editions
A return to the same heavy news
London, Nov. 6.
A slashing attack on advertisers, carrying masthead of ■ picketed schedule which prevailed during
claiming that their commercials Press under that of the News. Situ- the Korean War has been sched¬
run for too long, have no radio
uled by Mutual, in light of the
continued on page 30)
value and are full of cliches, has
Middle East crisis and warfare in
been made by Clement G. Gave,
Eastern Europe.
general manager of Radio Luxem¬
Saturday and Sunday five-min¬
bourg, Britain’s only commercial
ute newscasts offered by MBS to
radio outlet.
its
affiliates have been increased
Election time is the one time
He says the shortcomings of ad¬ of the year that the commercial from 10 to 25 on Saturdays and
vertisers are reflected on Radio radio stations depend heavily on from 7 to 15 on Sundays, beginning
Luxembourg, and in view of this, WNYC, the N. Y. C. owned-oper- at about 9 a.hi. and runningproducers have been instructed to ated outlet.
Last night (Tues.) through midnight.
Under the direction of program
make' criticisms to agencies or WCBS, WOV, WNEW, all in N.Y.,
sponsors and put forward sugges¬ Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., director Brad Simpson and exec
producer
John Whitmore in charge
tions for improvements.
and WNBF and WELM of upstate
In time an experienced producer N.Y. took various portions of the of news and special events, MBS
has scheduled regular reports from
will be appointed to study the WNYC election coverage.
whole . system and technique of
City station claims that in past its Cairo, Tel-Aviv and Jerusalem
commercial presentation. The pro¬ elections it was an hom* to an correspondents each morning with
ducer will then formulate new hour and a half ahead of the wire instructions to them for special
radio selling techniques and Radio. services in giving local returns. pickups as news developments
Luxembourg will try to put them Most of the commercial stations merit. These reports will be aired
over to sponsors. This, Cave hopes, will have their own men at the in mid-afternoon and evening
will jog advertisers out of set rou¬ WNYC -studios to feed election re¬ schedules. Currently, the net on
tines and into *more imaginative sults by direct wire to their own weekdays is presenting news on
the hour starting at 9 a.m.
handling of their commercials.
newsrooms.

Radio Lux Attach
Sponsors’ Cotn’ls

MUTUAL NEWS SETUP
ON ‘WARTIME BASIS’

WNYC’s Election Feeds
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—of Things to Come
Rome, Nov. 6.
A radio-tv technician in
Gela, Sicily, has succeeded in
receiving US video programs
with surprising clarity, local
press reports say. The man,
Giuseppe Rizzo, is also able,
it’s claimed to receive Euro¬
pean tv programs, with the ex¬
ception of the Italian tones.
(The Italo net is expected to
include the whole island of
"Sicily in the very near future).
One Italo magazine carried
the news prints of slightly
blurred photographs of the
“$64,000 Question” and “The
Guy Lombardo Show” as proof
of his claims. Meanwhile, on the
heels of his claims comes the
news that though he is still un¬
able to view Italo-emanated
programs, Rizzo has been sent
the usual yearly fee charge by
RAI-TV, the Italo tv outfit, as
owner of a video receiver.

AFTRA Networks
Reach Accord On
Some Radio Issues
Networks and American Federa¬
tion of Television & Radio Artists
reached tentative accord on sev¬
eral points of the new radio con¬
tract. The union also laid it on the
line in telling the networks that a
gabber is only a commentator so
long as he does absolutely no
news, otherwise, as a news report¬
er, he must register as a member
of AFTRA.
Here are the areas of agree¬
ment on the radio contract:
AFTRA conceded a “single-use
principle," which allows the net¬
works 30 days in which to play a
delayed broadcast. Currently, net¬
works must play off a radio pro¬
gram within 24 hours in order to
get a single rate. The union pro¬
tected three programs, however:
“One Man’s Family," “The Tele¬
phone Hour" and one other, since
these shows have been getting ex¬
tra delayed broadcast fees for
some time.
Actors and singers will do local
programs for network keys at twothirds of the network rates from
here on in. AFTRA feels that since
no actors and singers are now em¬
ployed in local programming the
concession will encourage employ¬
ment.
AFTRA granted a five-minute
rate of $22.40, including an hour
of rehearsal 'time.
The present
contract provides for a quarter-.
hour payment even though the actual radio program may only be
five-minutes long.
Since the sustaining 15-minute
rate, as the result of a “freak," was
higher than the commerical quar¬
ter-hour rate, AFTRA okayed drop¬
ping sustained shows from $35 to
$30. Commerical fee stays at $33.60.
Networks asked other radio con¬
cessions, but AFTRA refused
them. Webs want a multiple dis¬
count on strip dramas (soap operas,
mainly). They have such a clause
in tv, but the union won’t extend
it to radio.
Networks hoped for a liberaliza¬
tion of dramatized commerical
provisions of the contract code and
that, too, was refused.

Folsom’s Philly Kudos
Philadelphia, Nov. 5.
Frank M. Folsom, president of
the Radio Corp. of America, has
been selected to receive the 1957
Gold Medal for Achievement from
the Poor Richard Club.
Presentation will be made by
Alfred Q. Rexford, prez of the
Assn, of Advertising Men, some
time in January.

By ART WOODSTONE

Local board of American Federa¬
tion of Television & Radio Artists
comes up for election this month.
Final sales were turned in last
night (Tues.) and the mail ballots
aVe expected to go out to the over
4,000 New York members late this
week or early next week.
The marked differences in the
platforms of the opposing parties
to the local election last year are
absent this time. But the forth¬
coming election was highlighted by
the disclosure this week that
Charles Collingwood, the CBS
news reporter who headed the
middle-of-the-road slate in its vic¬
tory in 1955, will run as an inde¬
pendent for the local board.
Collingwood, after the election,
was named N. Y. board president
by the majority of the local board’s
35 members. Middle-road slate
elected 25 members to the 35-man
board last year.
“I feel I will be more effective
operating independently,” the lo¬
cal prexy announced Monday (5).
“It's not a repudiation or an in¬
dorsement of anyone. I don’t be¬
lieve factionalism helps the union.”
Before the outcome of last year’s
election when the middle-roaders
unseated the longtime incumbents
the issues were clear: Middle-road^
had taken a sharp anti-AWARE
Inc. policy, declaiming the latter
organization as the perpetrator of
an industry blacklist. A second
point made by the Collingwood
slate was that the incumbents had
control too long and were admin-'
istratively stale.
Today the middle-road is op¬
posed by a coalition ticket. The
coalitionists, who formed last
spring, have already handed one
defeat to the middle-of-the-road.
Coalitionists won more seats to
AFTRA national at the Union con¬
vention last summer.
Both coalition and middle-ofroad go on record as being antiAWARE. Coalition contains many
middle-of-road dissidents on its
ticket, including Cliff Norton, Dick
‘Stark and Luis Van Rooten, who
broke with the party'shortly after
the local elections last year on the
grounds that other middle-road
board members were holding “se¬
cret caucuses." Others to break
(Continued on page 38)

Segal Slaps Sait
On KOBY Strikers
San Francisco, Nov. 6.
KOBY’s owner, David Segal, and
his Mid-America Broadcasters have
filed a $50,000 damage suit against
NABET’s striking Frisco local and
asked for an injunction forbidding
the union from “directly or indi¬
rectly threatening advertisers.”
The suit, against the local, na¬
tional rep. Robert A. Lenihan, re¬
tiring president Clifford Rothery
and 50 John Does, was filed in
San Mateo County superior court
at suburban “ Redwood City.
The 10,000-watt KOBY transmit¬
ter is in San Mateo County and it’s
believed here that Segal’s lawyers
figured they had a better chance
of getting an injunction from a sub¬
urban rather than an urban judge.
Filing took place last Friday (2)
and hearing is set for next Thurs¬
day (8).
Suit says that NABET has
knocked about a dozen advertisers
off KOBY since Segal took over
the ex-longhaired station Oct. 8—
station used to be KEAR, was
leased „by Segal from Stephen A.
Cisler after Cisler couldn’t make
a go of it.
Segal’s lawyer, Forrest A. Cobb,
says KOBY has only two adver¬
tisers left, and complaint confirms
this fact, saying that station now
grosses $40 a day, compared to
$300 a day it was grossing when
Segal took over.
(Actually, NABET struck station
Sept. 24, before Segal took over,
so that figures extend to Cisler’s
pre-strike era.).
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City-By-City Syndicated and Nationaljpot Film Chart

VARIETY’S weekly chart of city-by-city ratings of syndicated and notional spot film covers 40 to 60 cities reported by American Research Bur¬
eau on a monthly basis.
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Cities will be rotated each week, with the 10 top-

,

rated film shows listed in each case and their competition shown opposite.

,

All ratings are furnished by ARB based on the latest reports.
This VARIETY chart represents a gathering of all pertinent informa¬

,

,

,

tion about film in each market which can be used by distributors agencies
stations and clients as an aid''iff determining the effectiveness of a filmed
show in the specific market.

TOP 10 PROGRAMS
AND TYPE

Attention should be paid to time—day and

DAY AND
TIME

DISTRIB.

STATION

Approx. Set Count—-437,900

ROANOKE

,

time factors since sets-in-use and audience composition Vary according to
time slot9 i.e,9 a Saturday afternoon children’s show9 with a low rating9 may
have a large shdlhe and an audience composed largely of children with cor¬
responding results for the sponsor aiming at the children’s market. Abbre¬
viations and symbols are as follows: (Adv)9 adventure; (Ch)9 children’s;
(Co)9 comedy; (Dr)9 drama; (Doc)9 documentary; (Mus)9 musical;
(Mysl)9 mystery; (Q)9 quiz; (Sp)9 sports; (W)9 western; (4Pom)9
womerfs. Numbered symbols next to station call letters represent the sta¬
tion’s channel; all channels above 13 are UHF. Those ad agencies listed as
distributors rep the national sponsor for whom the film is aired.

,

SEPTEMBER
RATING

SHARE
(%)

Stations—WDBJ

✓

Highway Patrol (Adv) . . . WSLS.... .Ziv. .Wed. 8:00-8:30 .... .... 39.1....
.Wed. 7:30-8:00 .... .31.7.'...
Cisco Kid <W) . ..WSLS.
Secret Journal (Dr) . . .WSLS.... .....MCA. .Wed. 7:00-7:30 .... .28.4. ...
.Tues. 8:30-9:00 ... .267....
Studio 57 (Dr) . ..WDBJ....
Mayor of the Town (Com).. . . WSLS.... .MCA. .Mon. 7:30-8:00 ....
.. .. .23.9 .. ..
Sheena pf the Jungle (Adv). . . WSLS....
Kit Carson <W) . ..WSLS.... .MCA. .Ti’es. 7:30-8:00 .... .22.7....
ThA PlayhniiRA (l)r)
.. WSLS.... .ABC. .Wed. 8-30-9:00 .... .22.6_
.21.8....
Annie Oakley <W) . .. WSLS.... .CBS.
Waterfront (Adv) . . WnBJ_.MCA. .Sat. 10:00-10:30 ... .19.6....

1.
2.
3.
4.
6.
6.
7.
If.
9.
10.

....
....
....
....
....
....
....
_
....
.

66.6.
65.2.
63.6.
48.0.
46 8.
47.6.
44.4.
38 5.
60.9...-;.
44.4.

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
....

Secret Journal '(Dr) .
Ellery Queen (Myst).
Man Called X (Myst) .
. .
Count of Monte Cristo (Adv)

.. .29.1. ....
WTVJ. .MCA. .. Fri. 8:00-8:30
WTVJ. .... .TPA. ...Mon. 10:00-10:30 ... .27.7. ....
WTVJ. .Ziv. ... Mon. 8:30-9:00 . . .25 7. _
WTVJ. .TPA._Thurs. 6:30-7:00 . . .22.7. ....

55.0. ...
73.3. ...
40 5 .__ ...
59.8.....

52.9
37.8
63 5
38.0

0.
6.
7
7.
9.

Science Fiction Theatre (Adv)
Highway Patrol (Adv) .
T T.ed 3 Liven (Adv)
. .
Waterfront (Adv) .
Jungle Jim (Adv) ..

WTVJ. .Ziv...... .. .
W^V.T.
...
W'T’VJ .... .Ziv . ...
V'TVJ _ .MCA. ...
WC^T.
...

Tues. 9:30-10:00 . . 22.3. ....
Thurs. 10:00-10:30 .... . .202. ....
Sft. 10:00-10:30 . . .19.4. ....
Wed. 10:00-10:30 . . 19.4. ....
Tues.-Thurs. 6:00-6:30 . .18.5. ....

43.8. ...
46.1. ...
44.1._
58.1.,...
46.2.....

50.9
43 9
44.0
33.4
40.1

1.
2.
3.
3.
0.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

The Millionaire . .WDBJ
Frankie Laine . .WDBJ
Frankie Laine .. .WDBJ
Aluminum Hour . , WSLS
Godfrey's Talent Scouts... .WDBJ
Phil Silvers . .WDBJ
Navy Log .’.... .WDBJ
T’va Got a Secret. .WDBJ
Telephone Time . .WDBJ
Lawrence Wielk . .WSLS

On Trial .. ...WCKT
Theatre 23 . ...WGBS
Roht Monttromerv Presents WCKT
News; Weather .t .. ..WCKT
News Caravan . ..WCKT
Studio 57 . ..WCKT
Best of Groucho. ..WCKT
..WCKT
Columbia Screen Gems.. ..WGBS
Weatherman & Sports... ..WTVJ
Renick Reporting .... ..WTVJ,
Weather & Sports. ..WTVJ
Renick Reporting .... ..WTVJ

WCKT. .... ABC. ... M-W-F 6:00-6:30 ..... . 17.2. .... 46.8. ... 36.8

SANTA BARBARA

Stations■

Approx. Set Count—300,000

Waterfront (Adv) .. KEYT ....
Code 3 (Adv) . KEYT....
Crusade in Europe (Doc).... KEYT....
Science Fiction Theatre (Adv) KEYT ...
Soldiers of Fortune (Adv).... KEYT ...
KEYT....
Western Marshal (W).
Annie Oakley (W)
. KEYT....
Uncovered (Myst) . KEYT...
Crunch & Des (Adv). KEYT ...
Cisco Kid (W) . KEYT ...

CHARLESTON, S. C.

.MCA. ..Fri. 8:30-9:00 ....
.ABC. .. Thurs. 9:00-9:30 ...
.HYGO. . Mon. 8:30-9:00 ....
..Wed. 10:0.0-10:30 ..
.MCA. . Fri. 8 00-8:30 .....
.NBC. ..Mon. 7:30-8:00 ....
.CBS... Mon. 7:00-7:30 _
..Mon. 8:00-8:30 ....
.NBC. . ..Sat. 9-30-10:00 ....
.Ziv. .. Sun. 7:30-8:00 ....

... .27.9 ..
,...27.1...
_246...
...246...
....24.2..
... .23.3...
_22.9 ...
... .223...
...22.1...
... 21.5...

.47.5.
.44.3.
.37.6.
. 53.3.
.43.8.
.43.0.
... ?. 45.2.
.38.5.
. 42.9.
..... 36.9.

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

58.7
61.2
65.4
46.2
55.2
54.3
50.7
57.4
51.5
53.3

Our Miss Brooks. .KNXT
Climax . ..vf.KNXT
Roller Derby. .KTLA
This Is Your Life. .KRCA
Hollywood Summer Theatre. KNXT
Summer Theatre . .KNXT
.KNXT
Burps & Allen. .KNXT
San Francisco Beat... .KTTV
What’s My Line . .KNXT

Stations—WUSN

_Tues. 8:30-9:00 _ .. . .43.0 ... . 64.5. .... 66.7 Grand Ole Opry.
1. Celebrity Playhouse (Dr).. . WCSC ....
_65.0 Charlie Farrell .
2. Badge 714 (Myst) . . .WUSN. _NBC. ...Mon. 8:00-8:30 . ... .42.5...
.. WUSN.
... Mon. 7:30-8:00 . _42.3... _ 62.4. _67.6
4. Highway Patrol (Adv)..... ,.. WUSN. _Ziv •. ... Sun. 8:30-9:00 . ...342... .52.9. .... 64.8 The Playhouse .
.... 61.9 Ford Theatre.
5. Amos V Andy (Com). . WCSC. .CBS. ... Thurs. 8:30-9:00 .... ...33.2...
6. Soldiers of Fortune (Adv). .WUSN....._MCA.. _Tues. 7:30-8:00 _ . .. 3L3. .. . 50.3. .... 62.3 Disneyland .
7. The Playhouse (Dr) . . . WCSC. .ABC. . .. Sun. 8 30-9:00 . ....30.6... .47.3. . 64.8 Highway Patrol .
8. Roy Rogers Feature (W).;. ..•WCSC. .... MCA. _Sun. 5:30-6:00 . ....28.0... ...... 69.6. .... 40.2 Roy Rogers .
Topper ... ..
9 Annie Oakley (W) _ .. .WUSN.-CBS. ... Fri. 7:30-8:00 . ...25.7... . 43.8..... .... 58.8 Crossroads .
10 Crunch & Des (Adv). . . WCSC. .NBC. ...Thurs. 9:30-10:00 .. .. . .23.5... ....... 39.3. .... 59.81 Lux Video Theatre-

.
.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Badge 714 (Myst).
Mr. District Attorney (Myst)
Highway Patrol (Adv) .
Man Called X (Myst). ,

5. Passport to Danger (Adv)...
6. Susie (Com) .
7. Long John Silver (Adv) ....
7. Cisco Kid (W) .
9. Mayor of Town (Com).
10 Jungle Jim (Adv) ..

.
10, Soldiers of Fortune (Adv)...
10. Kit Carson (W) .

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

... .18,9
....134
....131
... .26.2
....26.2
....229
....25.9
... .33.2
...14.0
.... 24.0

Approx. Set Count—215,000

Stations-^-WSBT
.29.6.
.27.6.
.249.
.24.2.

.WSBT. .NBC.
WSBT.
.WNDU.
.WSBT. . ... .Ziv.

.. Sun.,.10:00-10:30 ... ...
.. Mon, 10:00-10:30 ... ...
.. Tues. 9:30-10:00 _ ...
..Fri. 9:30-10:00 . ...

.WSBT. .ABC.
.WNDU_.TPA.
.WSBT. .....CBS.
.WSBT. .Ziv.
.WSBT. .MCA.
.WNDU_

..Wed. 10:00-10:30 ... .... 20 9. .... 53.6. ....
..Wed. 8:30-9:00 . _18.2. .... 30.3. ....
,. Mon. 7:30-8:00 . ... .17.8. .... 36.1. ....
.. Thurs. 6:30-7:00 .... _17.8_ _52.1. ...,
...Fri. 7:30-8:00 ._14 0. .... 31.2. ....
.. Mon. 6:00-6:30 ._13.6. .... 54.3. ....

....
....
....
....

... ....11.1
... .... 7.5
... _31.2
... .... 7.9
... .... 9.1
... ....15.4
... ... .17.4
... _11.7
... .... 6.3
... _15.6
... ....20.6
... ....13.3
... .... 17.4

KEYT (3), KVEC (6), KNXT (2), KRCA (4),
KTLA (5), KABC (7), KTTV (11), KCOP (13)

Approx. Set Count—233.300

SOUTH BEND-ELKHART

RATING

(7), WSLS" flO), WLVA (13)

58.7
48.6
44.6
55.6
53.9
50:3
51.1
58.8
35.8
44.2

1.
2.
3.
4.

L0. Sheena of the Jungle (Adv)

TOP COMPETING PROGRAM
PROGRAM
STA.

WTVJ (4), W.INO (5>. WCKT (7),
Stations—wiTV (17), WGBS (23)

Approx. Set Count—300,000

MIAMI

SETS IN I
USE
1

64.1.
68 2...... _40.5
37.1. .... 67.1
43.8. .... 55.3
39.0
60.2
49.3
34.2
44.9
25.1

.WSBT. .MCA. .. Sat. 6:00-6:30 . _13.6. ..., 41.9. .... 32.5
.WSBT.
...Sat. 7:30-8:00 . ....13.6. .... 22.7. .... 59.7

... .... 12.4
...• ....13 9'
... .... 8.4
... .... 5.7
... .... 7.8
... .... 9.7
... _10.7
... _12.4
... .... 7.8
... . .. .22.6

(2), WCSC (5)
...WUSN
...WCSC
... WCSC
...WCSC
...WUSN
...WCSC
...WUSN
.;.wusn
...WUSN
...WCSC
...WUSN

...
...
...
...

....23.7
....22.5
... .25 3
....30,6
... ....28.7
... ....36.0
... ....342
... ....11.6
... ....12.7
... ....33.1
... ....36.4

(34), WNDU (46), WSJV (52)
Sunday Cinema . , .WNDU ..
Football Highlights . , .WNDU ..
Do You Trust Your Wife. .WSBT ...
Cavalcade of Sports. .WNDU ..
Sports; Sports Corner.. ,. WNDU ..
Boston Blackie . , .WNDU ..
President Eisenhower ... , .WSBT ...
Stanley . ,. WNDU ..
Wild Bill Hirk'nk
. ,. WSJV ...
Famous Playhouse. ..WNDU ..
WSBT TV News; Weather. , .WSBT ...
CBS News—D. Edwards ..WSBT ...
Club 46; Political. ..WNDU’ ..
Perry,,Como . ..WNDU ..

... 4.0
... 5.6
...34.2
...16.0
...10.2
...-7.8
...24.7
.. .20.2
... 5.8
...13.3
... 8.0
... 9.8
.. .13.6
*. .31.1
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Leo’s WCBS-TV Roar
With the formal signing of contracts for the Metro library hav¬
ing taken place Friday (2), WCBS-TV, the CBS-TV flagship in
N. Y., this week drastically revamped its early-evening lineup to
make way for an expanded "JEarly show" that will run 90 minutes
instead of the current 55 and will showcase the "top Metro product.
Starting Dec.* 2, "Early Show” expands to a new 5:30 to 7 time
period. "Late Matinee," formerly 5 to 6, is eliminated, and "My
Little Margie" moves into the 5 p.m. time. "Six O’clock Report"
becomes "Seven O’Clock Report" and embraces national-interna¬
tional news with Bob Trout, local news with Ron Cochran and
"Rain or Shine" with Carol Reed—Bill Leonard’s "Feature Report"
is dropped. Stu Erwin vidpix move into the 9 a.m. spot to replace
"Margie,” which now will be bucking the NBC "Comedy Time"
film reruns (“I Married Joan," etc.).
Station kicks dff the Metro library with "Command Decisibn"
on Dec. 1 on the "Late Show.” Remaining "Late Show" entries
that week will be "Come Live With Me," "Random Harvest,"
"Sahara," "Above Suspicion,” "Together Again" and "Johnny
Eager." First <‘Early Show" in the expanded format will be "They
Met in Bombay," followed by "Act of Violence," “A Night at the
Opera,” "Calling Dr. Kildare," and "Once Upon a Time."

Station Ratings Still Pile Up On
Fringe-Time Slotting of Features
Fresh ratings on Metro product,4*---i
now upsetting viewing habits in
.‘DaisyV Draw
Seattle, as well as Los Angeles and
Joan Crawford, one of Hol¬
Denver, show (1) the astounding
lywood’s
alltime money mak¬
pull of Metro product even in the
ers, apparently is still boxlate, off hours, and (2) the settling
office
dynamite—at
least in tv.
down, although still imposing, rat¬
Her "Daisy Kenyon" on
ing figures after the opening^ Metro
WATV,
in
N.Y.,
was-put
on
pix flush.
the air the week of Oct. 22,
According to ARB October fig¬
without any exceptional bally
ures, in Seattle "Mrs. Miniver"
and it nonetheless got the best
pulled a 30.5 at 11 p.m. Saturday
indie station audience that
(13), the sixth Leo the Lion the¬
week. It even topped WATV’s
atrical telecast by ABC affiliate
"How1 Green Was My Valley,"
KING for its opening week. The
which was considered a far
average for the night, running
better b.o. attraction than
from 10:45 p.m. to 12:15 a.m. was
“Daisy Kenyon.”
26.2, an average rating which com¬
pletely trounced the competition.
The only show near it in the four
station market on the particular,
night was "Hit Parade" over
KOMO, an NBC affiliate which
drew a 15.0 for the auarter-hour
period beginning at 10:45.
KING’S across the board aver¬
age for the week (it is slotting the
Metro pix from 10:45 p.m. to 12:15
a.m. dailv), was a sturdy 16.6, with
the weekend nights - showing the
greatest strength, 23,6-for "30 Sec¬
Selloff of old half-hours is evi¬
onds Over Tokyo” Friday (12)
night and a 26.2 average for Sat¬ dently getting tougher to accom¬
plish
‘all the time. To get maxi¬
urday (13) night’s Mrs. Miniver."
mum mileage out of many reruns,"
Strong ini L. A.
i certain syndicators have been re¬
In the-Jkosr Angeles market, fol¬ ported participating in the old
lowing the first flush of the open¬ radio station. game known as the
ing Friday night KTTV Colgate ‘.‘.per inquiry deal." The proce¬
Theatre with "30 Seconds Over dure may be slightly different
Tokyo," (an opening accompanied from that used by station operators
in radio, but the effect is thought
(Continued on page 36)
to be generally the same. .
These "p.i." operations have
been going on for several weeks, it
was iearned from reliable sources.
The, procedure is simple.
A couple of small tv advertisers
first get the stations to turn over
rerun packages for free. The ad¬
vertiser next offers them to video
Television Programs of America stations strictly in return for a
has expanded its foreign opera¬ schedule of spots to pitch their
tions and at the same time inte¬ shelf merchandise.
The syndicator’s profit? He gets
grated them within the company
by terminating its agreement with a percentage of the advertisers re¬
Paul Talbot of Fremantle Overseas tail sales in all the markets where
Radio &v TV. For the past sev¬ the 30-minute telepix were given
eral months, Talbot has acted on over to stations on the "p.i. deals."
a retainer basis as TPA’s interna¬
tional chief,, with his company also
handling sales in central and South
America. Under the new setup,
Talbot’s relationship with TPA is
terminated.
Hollywood, Nov. 6.
Under the new setup, all interna¬
“Sergeant-Preston of the Yukon,"
tional sales activities will be cen¬ vidpix1 series production, formerly
tered in TPA International, under helmed by Charles E. Skinner Pro¬
v.p. Vince Melzac and foreign sales ductions, has been taken over by a
chief Manny Reiner. In addition, newly-formed telefilmery, Tom R.
Jacques Brunet, former chief of Curtis Inc. Skinner had made the
’UNESCO multilingual film produc¬ initially in series which stars Rich¬
tion and previously with the Cana* ard Simmons.
Sponsor of show
dian Notional Film Board, has been seen on CBS^V is Quaker Oats.
named to represent TPA in France,
Curtis is exec producer of the
Luxembourg, Monte Carlo and new product and the 26 vidpicNorth Africa, with headquarters in tures have an overall budget of
Paris. And Vincent Ramos, former $750,000. Curtis was production
v.p. in charge of U.S. operations manager of the series wheh Skin¬
for the CMQ-TV network of Cub^ ner produced it. Fred Fralich is
has been named New York City production supervisoi and reps
account exec for the Latin Amer¬ Trendle-Campbell-Muerer, owners
ican countries, contacting the inter¬ of the "Yukon" package.
national divisions of top N. . Y.
Pacts for the new series ‘have
agencies. Both Brune and Ramos just been inked, and shooting will
will report to Reiner, who left over be at Paramount Sunset studios.
the weekend for a six-week tour Eddie Dew will direct some of the
of- Latin America.
' ‘Vidpix. 1 • •

No Escaping’Em;
Ter Inquiry’Boys
Move Into Vidpix

O’Seas Operations
Expanded by TPA

CURTIS TAKING OVER
‘YUKON’ PRODUCTION

4
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SPECIALIST

NTA’s $29,250,000 Deal for 20th
IN TV Backlog Charts Fresh Patterns;
Gamble on Film Web Potential

The era of the "film peddler" in
telefilm and features-for-tv sales
operations is drawing to a close,
with a new brand of film sales
specialist taking over.
The change, keeping pace with
the growing specialization of filmsfor-tv firms, has been gaining mo¬
mentum, and is especially pro¬
nounced in the sales operation of
major tv film outfits.
In the syndication field,'a sales¬
man, either in the field or at home
office, must have a know-how of
such factors as possible alternate
sponsors of shows; stripping pat¬
terns of tv stations; promotion
campaigns and possible tie-ups;
familiarity with individual station
operations ‘and the competitive
situation in the particular market,
program-wise as well as the spon¬
sorship picture.
. In the features-for-tv field, once
a firm decides that its business is
not one of liquidating vintage pix,
but of staying in business, addjng
new packages to its catalog and
supplying a year-in, year-out fea¬
ture service to stations, the sales
specialist again comes to the fore.
It is striking, though, how small
a sales crew is required in some
instances of feature selling to rack
up sizeable grosses.
Metro-TV
has been functioning with a sales
force of. five, under the overall
supervision
of
Charles
(Bud)
Barry and Loew’s board chairman
Arthur M. Loew, hitting a gross
business of about $25,000,000 the
last couple of months in the sale
of the Metro library. It should be
noted, however, that Metro’s deals
have been in major markets, deals
which can be negotiated even by
phone, and that Metro, when it be¬
gins its "hinterland" selling will
be confronted with different prob¬
lems, requiring an altered sales
spread.
Other major feature firms such
qs National Telefilm Associates
.and Associated Artists Productions
have more extensive sales oper¬
ations, while Screen Gems com¬
bines its syndication and feature
operation under one roof. The fea¬
ture sales operation, like the tele¬
film one, though, has been taken
over by the specialist, the man in
the know about the peculiar prob¬
lems relating to features on tv
and how they best can be pro¬
grammed and sold to the sponsor.
Price, not to be slighted, has be¬
come just one of many factors in
the sales pitch, "factors which the
"film peddler" of yore hardly
utilized.

10-Man Naral Academy
Board Rules on Stories
For Ziv’s ‘Annapolis’
Under a story pool developed by
Ziv and the U. S. Naval Academy,
raw dramatic material to complete
three 39-week program cycles for
"Men of Annapolis’r has been sub¬
mitted and is in the process of
development.
The plan, under which tv story
ideas are taken from the entire
brigade of midshipmen, number¬
ing some 3,600, draws on the in¬
cidents and problems faced by the
midshipmen in their four-year
training course.
The raw story
ideas submitted by the Annapolis
men has resulted in over 150 po¬
tential telefilm plots being passed
along to Ziv. The cream of the
stories are being assigned by Ziv
to various telefilm writers for de¬
velopment. Completed scripts are
okayed, prior to filming* by a 10man board of officers of the U.S.
Naval Academy, operating as spe¬
cialists in various field.
More TV Film News
On Page 34

-.— -4

New Style Giveaway
"Tracers” vidpix series,, the
new show based on the files of
Tracers Co. of America and
produced in New Orleans, is
proving out as a major tv give¬
away. With some $2,750,000
in stocks, bonds and estates
as Tracers Co.'s current back¬
log for missing persons, local
inserts on the show in its
dozen markets have come up
with missing heirs who’ve col¬
lected to the tune of $100,000
in just four weeks on the air.
In N.Y., where the series
has been on WPIX for three
weeks, cash total up to this
week was $14,000, based on a
flash-card at the end of the
show bearing 10 names each
week. This week’s total is ex¬
pected to be $38,000. Other
areas, including five test mar¬
kets picked up by Lehigh Bev¬
erages, have accounted for
about $86,000. Great part of
it is that it’s not the sponsor’s
money that’s given away.

Everybody Gets
Strip-Happy On
Telefilm Reruns
Stripping of telefilm rerun
skeins is busting out all over the
country, a trend which began just
about a year ago, but now acceler¬
ating, reaching virtually every ma¬
jor market, as well as being preva¬
lent in smaller markets throughout
the U. S.
As more off-network skeins are
thrown on the market and with ad¬
ditional series finishing their firstrun syndication rounds, the pool
for Monday through Friday strip¬
ping has grown. Spurring the
"strip happy” phenomenon are
the respectable ratings garnered by
strip shows, with some outdrawing
their initial run.
In what is feared to be a growing
tightening rerun syndication mar¬
ket in light of the new feature
backlogs being bought by stations,
the accelerated stripping trend is
regarded as a bright idea in the
current syndication picture.
Additionally, stripping which
caught on in the August, 1955,
period with "My Lit’tld Margie,"
has branched out from the broad
stripping of comedy shows, to more
extensive stripping of mystery
shows, as well as anthology, adven¬
ture and western skeins.
In light of this development.
Screen Gems is offering a pack¬
age of up to 278 episodes, com¬
posed of "All Star Theatre” (Ford
Theatre reruns), "Fireside' The¬
atre,” "Damon Runyon," and "Ce¬
lebrity Playhouse," from which sta¬
tions can cull mystery, drama, ad¬
venture, western and comedy
skeins for stripping.
Among the many stations strip(Continued on page 38)

Cal Nat’s Board Meet.
Board meeting of NBC’s Holly¬
wood subsidiary, California Na¬
tional Studios, is taking Manie
Sacks, who is board chairman of
that unit, Tom McAvity, Charles
V. Denny, John Clifford and Bob
Leavitt to the Coast this weekend.
Leavitt is veepee in charge of
operations of Cal Nat since Alan
W. Livingston was shifted over to
NBC-TV as programming veep on
the Coast. Latter was prez of Cal
Nat‘, a post that has yet to be filled.
While in Hollywood Sackp will
huddle with Abe Lastfogel on some
talent relations, plus other NBC
personnel.

Consummation of the $29,250,000
dea.l for 20th-Fox's backlog of 390
feature films last week by National
Telefilm Associates and the con¬
current 50% stock buy by the
studio into the NTA Film Network
Inc. far transcends the fact that the
backlog purchase represents the
biggest deal^of its kind. In terms
of per-picture price ($75,000 each),
of the lease arrangement involved
and of the staggered release setup,
it’s a,n unprecedented transaction,
but in terms of longrun implica¬
tion, it’s even more far-reaching.
Deal is essentially a weighty
gamble for both 20th and NTA on
the. future potential of. a film net¬
work. In essence, 20th is banking
on the expansion of the film web
as a marketplace for new proper¬
ties filmed for tv—as a direction
to which it can turn as^the motion
picture business declines. An NTA
network involving 10 hours a week
of half-hour programming, for ex¬
ample, could mean $40,000,000 a
year worth of production for 20th,
a completely new avenue for its
facilities and talent pool.
From the NTA viewpoint, its firm
commitment at the stipulated price
of $75,000 a pic represents a gam¬
ble too, but it’s the 20th films which
will put the NTA Film Network on
its feet and it’s the advantages of
the web to 20th from which the
web will derive its necessary finan¬
cial and moral support in the in¬
itial stages.
Chas. Feldman’s Role
Significant part of the deal as
it was announced is 20th’s commit¬
ment to deliver four pilot films to
NTA by March 31. .Though the
properties haven’t yet been se¬
lected, NTA will wholly finance the
pilots, with 20th then handling
financing of the series when and if
they are sold. Also significant was
the revelation that acting in NTA's
behalf in the negotiations was Hol¬
lywood agent Charles K. Feldman,
head of Famous Artists. Feldman
is expected to take an active hafid
in the future development of the
network, which means, that much
of the talent, producers, directors
and writers for future NTA net¬
work, Properties may be supplied
through his channels.
Further supporting the fact that
the backlog deal itself is only a
stepping-stone operation, in Jthe
over-all scheme of things is The
fact that no decision has yet been
made as to how many of the'in¬
itial ' delivery of two packages- of
8 films each will be diverted to the
film network. Probability is that
39 of the pix will be so handed over
to supply programming for the in(Continued on page 30)

Marge & Gower
Telefilm Series
Hollywood, Nov. 6.
Champion V. Productions, in
which Marge and Gower Champion
are principals, will be reactivated
by the Champions after birth of
their heir, expected this month.
First project is a half-hour film
series to be made in partnership
with Jack Benny’s JM Productions.
Show, formatted as "story with
music," is tentatively pegged as
"Marge and Gower Champion
Show,” with Benny pencilled, in for
a few guest shots.
Besides, shooting on two, theat¬
rical features, "Chicago Blues’’,'and
“One-Eyed Cat," is slated for early
next year, also under the Champion
V banner. Both properties, , by
writer - director - actor Blake Ed¬
wards, were bought earlier this
year by the Champions. :
Additionally, the couple are dick¬
ering to buy "Ride on a Pale
Horse," CBS-TV "General Electric
Theatre" telepic aired Sunday 4),
in which the pair starred, also1 for
, possible future featuring.« I
/

so
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however, is. Tom Dawson, CBS-TV
national saies manager.
Van Volkenburg, who resigned
for “personal reasons” will * con¬
tinue on with CBS as a member
of the board of directors starting
Jan. 1, the date of his retirement
as president. Van Volkenburg has
headed up the television- division
virtually, sinde its founding, in 1948.
CBS prez Frank Stanton announced
his retirement with t4the utmost
regre{,” but added that “we look
forward to hia counsel and partici¬
pation as a member of the CBS
board of directors.”

NTA's $29,250,000 Deal
; Continued from pace 29 ;
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From the Production Centres
; Continued from page 26 ;

Tru-Seal Corp. for failure to .sign the union’s local tv code *. . . WBBMitial phase of the network opera- i^erest in NTA Film Network Inc.
TV sales promotion manager Torn Dawson and pliblic relations chief
tions, the 90 minutes a , week of1"was
"" for an
"" unspecified sum, and
Howard Mendelsohn to N. Y. today (Wed.) vto plot the promotion-pub¬
the
studio
will
appoint
the
net¬
feature programming. The rest will
licity strategy for the upcoming debut of the Metro feature films on
be put into direct syndication, in work’s treasurer and two of its
the CBS-TV o&q . . . WNBQ-WMAQ news director Bill Ray handed a
four board members. NTA retains
all likelihood.
“Distinguished
Public Service” citation from the Union League Club
control of the web via its 50%
5-to-7-year Leases
for his “City Desk” paneler, now four years old . .; Betsy McGuire, forinterest, its two board members
formerly with the Wright, Campbell and Suitt agency, now with BlairDeal calls for the delivery of and a managerial contract. Present
TiT ... Nqy. 12 issue of Life mag to carry a two-page spread on Susan
five separate packages of' 8 fea¬ officers of the network are Landau
Heinkel, WBBM-TV’s moppet hostess of the daily “Susie’s Show” ...
tures each at the rate of not more as prez, Unger as exec v.p., Goldman
Jane Westover, former Windy City newsgal now with NBC’S Iiollywood
than one a year. Each package is and Edythe Rein as v.p.’s and Ray¬
press department, visiting her parents here . . With Len Dresslar in
priced at a minimum of $5,850,000, mond ErNelsori as v.p.-general man¬
N. Y. next week for a stint on the Arthur _Godfrey CBS-TV shows,
of $75,000 a picture, with 20th par¬ ager. Network went on the air, Oct.
Jimmy Lee is pinchhitting as the vocalist on WBBM-TV’s “In Town
ticipating in the gross beyond a 15 and while no national sales have
Tonight” . . . Actress Donna Reed s’gned to make a round of personal
specified level. 20th has a one-way yet been made on the 90 minutes
appearances tubthumping the Dec. 3 preem of the RKO feature pack¬
option after delivery of the first of weekly feature" programming— — — Continued from page 27 ■
....
tw<T packages— while NTA is com¬ primarily because the 20th product around to - dress up the pro¬ age on WBKB.
mitted to buy the remaining three wasn’t yet available—national spot
at the agreed price, 20th lias the business has been sold locally ceedings. This also has the tend¬ IN BOSTON ...
right to ask for a different price among the 112 affiiliates. WPIX, ency to wear out faces. For exam¬
-National election coverage biggest thing in Hub tv and radio this
or to shop elsewhere with the N. Y., for example, is SRO in its ple, an act gratising as an observer
packages. Lease arrangement is Friday night exposure via national on Winchell, loses a chance to work week . . . WBZ-TV is using a staff of over 100 under supervision of
Chester
Collier, public affairs director of the station ... At 9 p.m.
also unusual—pix will be leased- spot clients. Under the sales pat¬
Tuesday (6) all regularly skedded programs are cancelled . . . For five
to NTA for five-to-seven-year pe¬ tern, agency fee and station rep on the Sullivan show.
minutes
out of every half hour, WBZ-TV cuts away to keep viewers
Disks have become a major
riods, after which they revert to commission are deductible from the
20th. If a specified gross is reached gross, with the station and the net¬ source of singing talent for the top posted . . . Rod MacLeish, WBZ-WBZA news director, flew to New York
for
United
Nations sessions, feeding comments and bulletins to Hub
within five years, they revert im¬ work then sharing in the compen¬ layouts,, but they can only work the
top shows when they have a rec¬ and covering the Security Council sessions for the entire Westinghduse
mediately; if not, NTA keeps them sation.
chain
.
.
.
WNAC-TV
has inked Max- Factor of Hollywood for skedded
ord that’s riding high. As soon as
up to the seven-year point. NTA’s
a drop in selling power is regis¬ spots during December for “Primitif” . . . WEEI put Arthur C. King,
rights are television-only and are
news
director,
in
charge
of local election coverage with Charlie Ashley,
tered, booking that turn on a ma¬
limited to the U. S., Canada, Puerto
jor video showcase is a lost cause. anchorman broadcasting reports and taking part in Hub feeds to CBS
Rico and peripheral border regions
net
.
.
.
WNAC-TV
and
Yankee-web
to go politico with L'eland C. Bick¬
on the Mexican border.
Situation is not or^ly worrying
; Continued from page 25 -producers, but talent agencies as ford, news chief, and Vin Maloney, anchor man on WNAC-TV, and Gus#
Deal was in intense negotiation
Saunders
ofi
WNAC
assisted
by
staff
of 56 in studios and 250 corre¬
for several months—in fact, im¬ Jones has been “out of the main¬ well. Agencies are faced with the
mediately following 20th’s first stream” of programming and sales, problem of deciding which column¬ spondents and legmen throughout N. E.
lease of 52 features last spring to his . exec v.p. duties have placed ist shall get a turn, and the conse¬
quences of a wrong decision can be IN DETROIT . . .
NTA (the gross on that package,
already over the $3,000,000 mark, him in virtually every other phase rough. In addition they feel an
News coverage of fast-breaking Middle East war developments by
of
television
activities,
from
financ¬
act
is good for only so many ap¬ Jim Vinall and Bill Sheehan, of WJR’s news staff, provided interesting
is expected to hit $5,000,000). Be¬
sides Feldman, NTA was repped in ing, real estate and affiliate rela¬ pearances before they go stale, and telephone interview with Sidney Jacobson, political editor of The Lon¬
the negotiations with 20th by NTA tions to owned stations and indus¬ the turns must get maximum loot don Daily Mirror. Newscasters almost got Hugh Gaitskell, leader 'of
prez Ely Landau, exec v.p. Oliver try relations. He’s a member of before they have to go to pasture the British Labor Party, on the line but took JacObson, who was in
Unger, sales v.p. Harold. Goldman the television board of the NARTB for the rest of the season.
Gaitskell’s office, when the Labor Party leader was called into con¬
and counsel Justin M. Golenboch. and also a board member of Tele¬
It’s just like the old days in ference^,-. . Don Wattrick, sports director of WXYZ, and Charles H.
20th negotiations were handled by vision Bureau of Advertising and vaudeville. If an act played the Mayne, 'manufacturer’s agent, have purchased WHRV, Ann Arbor, and
Spyros Skouras, exec v.p. William its first v.p. and a board .member Paramount, N. Y., he’d have to plan to install Larry Gentile, WXYZ staffer, as manager once purchase
C. Michel, chief counsel Otto of the Radio & TV Executive So- wait a long time before he was is approved by FCC . . . WWJ-TV begins a new program this week pat¬
Koegel, secretary-treasurer Donald iety. He’s been with CBS for 20 bought by the Strand. The situa¬ terned after the “Letters to the Editor” column long a feature of news¬
Henderson and v.p. William C. Geh- years.
tion is somewhat similar today, paper editorial pages. Called “Box 4” it will be-seen each weekday
ring.
Open question at CBS is whether with the "major difference being evening from 6:20 to 6:30 with Jim Wood reading selected letters on
20th’s purchase of the 50% stock the spot of exec v.p. will be filled that instead of dealing with the most any subject . . . Timothy J. Rocha, formerly st^ff artist at WXYZfollowing Jones’ move up to the opposition in one area only; to¬ TV, has joined WJBK radio and tv as art director
presidency.
It was apparent that day’s si.' nvlon calls for dealing on
his promotion last March to the a nation;*7 asis, and the difference
exec v.p. spot was a matter of is week- of working time as IN SAN FRANCISCO ...
grooming him for the presidency, against a few minutes on the net¬
KGEI, which once did a major job in the Frisco area, witf go off the
f!. L Continued from page 27
but he may feel that a strong right work.
air Dec. 1. It’s the General Electric o-and-o shortwave station, founded
in 1939 as a non-commercial, cultural link between the U. S. and South
ation grew worse for readers last arm is necessary. If the spot is
America. It was organized as a display at the 1939 Frisco Fair, did
Friday when the Forest City Pub¬ filled, the choice is expected to be
Hollywood — Joe Cochrane has yeoman work in covering the Byrd Expedition and inauguration Of
lishing Co., which operates the Craig Lawrance, his successor as been
upped to program promotion Mexican President Camacho and in World War II was an integral part
o&o
v.p.
and
another
“station
News as well as morning Plain
and merchandising manager, at
Dealer, shuttered the latter sheet man.” As to the Lawrence o&o KNX, here, and CBS Pacific Radio of U. S. propaganda setup. After the war it was the Voice of Amer¬
for same reasons. This time union spot, the choice presumably would Net, succeeding Robert M. Fair¬ ica’s Pacific arm, because it was the only U. S. shortwave station that
drivers refused to handle the fall to Sam Cook Digges, general banks, who has shifted over to could be heard in China and Southeast Asia, but in 1953 budget funds
P. D.’s first edition, bearing the manager of WCBS-TV, N. Y. An- KNXT (TV) promotion depart- were denied, and an era started to end . . . KGO-TV decided to keep
Don Sherwood in his nightly 10:30 p.m. slot, after all, let him take a
nameplates of the Press and News other name mentioned for the spot, ment
15-minute timeout for John Daly’s news show, return until midnight
under its own masthead since it
. . . The workshop of the Northern California TV Academy’s doing its
violated their own contract. So
first live show next Friday (9), a one-hour “North Beach Documentary”
few copies of the short-lived hy¬
over KQED . . . Bob Lee departed as TV Guide’s regional flack, was
brid “whatzit” edition got into cir¬
replaced by Don Mills, ex-KPIX flack.
culation that it became a collec¬
tor’s item fetching record high
American Research Bureau this week took Dick Powell to task for
prices.
q
his slap at ratings, as detailed in last week’s Variety. ARB position IN MINNEAPOLIS ...
Guild’s negotiations for job-se¬ was that it never said that the KTTV, Los Angeles, telecast of “30 Sec¬ ♦ For prizes KSTP-TV “Treasure Chest” program contest winners will
curity clauses plus better wages onds Over Tokyo” garnered 2,000,000 viewers, nor that all other local get to speak on long distance phone this week to .Hollywood notables
comparable to New York stand¬ stations combined attracted 2,000,000 viewers. Powell had pointed.out Loretta Young, Jack Bailey, Joan Davis, George Gobel and Tennessee
ards, were still stalemated up to that under those circumstances there would have been more viewers Ernie Ford . . . WCCO tv and radio’s Clellan Card chosen to emcee the
Monday (5), with three publish¬ than population in Los Angeles.
annual Grocers’ Show . . . Efforts being made to have NCAA and NBC
ers not budging much despite .ef¬
ARB wrote to Powell that it never publishes, audience size estimates make the Minnesota-Iowa football game here, which may decide the
forts of a government conciliator. in its reports, and that if < Powell was. given such figures, they were Big 10’s Rose Bowl team, the Nov. 10 televised “game of the week” in
Strikers and suspended news¬ neither “derived nor published” by ARB. Rating service added that place of the presently scheduled Illinois-Michigan contest. The Minnepapermen struck back by organiz¬ “there is a way to correctly estimate the audience sizes in question,’’ sota-Michigan State clash will be the Nov. 17 televised “game of the
ing their own daily paper, the taking a five-county population of 6,431,000 and a tv home count of week” . . . KSTP Radio has been notified by a Norberg, Sweden, resi¬
C'eveland Reporter, which was 1,842,000. .With an. average quarter-hour rating of 28.8 on “30 Sec¬ dent he picked up a part of one of its recent programs,, . . Series of
skedded.to come out Monday (5). onds,” total homes reached was 530,500. With ARB estimating 2.7 15-minute programs, “Minnesota Sketches,” with. James Clark, state
A 16-page tabloid beginning with viewers per set, the total viewers reached per quarter-horn* was 1,432,- business development commissioner, launched on U. of Minnesota radio
100,000 copies per day at 7c each, 350. As for the other stations combined, their average quarter-hour station KUOM, is devoted to depiction of state’s natural resources and
it planned to cover everything combined rating was 27.3, their viewers per set was 2.1 and their total other assets . . . Bill Wippell, WCCO Radio’s all-night “Life Line” show
from amusement and radio-tv up viewers reached per quarter-hour was 1,056,100. Combined, says ARB. host, staged a one-man talkathon in behalf of station’s highway safety
to international news and election the total viewership was 2,488,450 out of a total population of 6,431,000 campaign.
returns.
and not 4,000,000 as Powell indicated.
Publishers of the “big three”
here are reputed to have exerted
The Democratic National Committee apparently bears no grudge IN PITTSBURGH ...
heavy, pressure to stop the union- against Nate Halpern’s Theatre Network Television. Although Halpern
Bob Price and Dick Bingham, who broadcast Pirate baseball games,
operated sheet in its tracks. Two pulled out from handling the Adlai Stevenson closed-circuit tele-rally are both working football for CBS this season, Prince in the Midwest
local printing plants, which origi¬ almost at the last moment two weeks ago, the Dems retained TNT’s and Bingham in the East . . . Sid Dickler, former radio deejay and
nally agreed to print the Reporter, services for a regional closed-circuit telecast in Boston Monday (5).
record promotion man, has resigned as manager of Stedeford’s Music
crawled out of their promises when
Halpern halted operations for the initial telecast when the DNC was Store on the Northside . . . Carl Stuart, hillbilly p&tter spinner on
heat was put on but organizers unable to pay for the service in advance. Sheraton Closed-Circuit TV WAMO, is organizing a musical group locally for personals .. . Carl He,
finally found an out-of-town pub¬ stepped in and took over. In explaining his bowout, Halpern said his KDKA-TV newscaster, just finished a trailer for Cinerama which will
lishing
company.
Advertisers
.
_ _ firm was merely employing the same policy as the networks and news- be shown in all of the Stanley-Warner houses to plug “Seven Wonders
climbed aboard so rapidly that it' papers—payment in advance for political broadcasts and advertising, of the World.” It was produced by Jay Gould of the Warren R. Smith
promised to be a profitable ven- For the Boston event, the DNC wired Halpern *the money in advance, organization here . . . John Hormak, KDKA-TV accountant, back jm
ture. ^
j
Simultaneous with the Democratic event in Boston, TNT is setting the job again minus 52 pounds and his gall bladder after an illness of
Westinghouse’s KYW also jumped., up a closed-circuit operation for a rally of the Democrats for Eisen- two months . . . Harry Lockhart, who presides over WWSW's “Tune
Into the breach by doubling its tv- [ hower in Houston,
Inn,” celebrated his 6th anni at the station
newscasts. Running them 15 times
daily in five to 15-minute telecasts, ' CBS News, in preparation for yesterday’s (Tues.) and today’s elec¬ IN PHILADELPHIA ...
it also stepped up its radio pro¬ tion coverage, got out a massive research work in the form of a
Lloyd E. Yoder, NBC vice president and general manager of WRCV,
gramming to 30 news sessions plus “Reference Guide, 1956 Presidential and Congressional Elections.” The
five additional 15-minute programs Guide, numbering 188 pages and compiled and written by Ed Edwin, WRCV-TV, cited by Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce for “outstand¬
covering the world. KYW also breaks down each state in detail, listing recap of races, voting in¬ ing public service in education” in' presenting tv series “Invest ;in
gave Tuesday’s elections the wid¬ formation, postwar voting pattern, an analysis of the current races, and America” . . . Bill Mayer, ex-Cleveland deejay, took over WRCV's
est tv coverage here by planting thumbnail sketches of each of the senatorial and gubernatorial can¬ 5:30-10 a.m. music show (5) . . . Sportscaster Jack Whitaker will team
cameras in Republican and Demo¬ didates, plus entrants in key Congressional races. Sketches include with Robin Roberts in WCAU-TV Sat. morning session featuring table
cratic headquarters while using listings of the Issues on which individual candidates based their races, tennis tournaments . . . L. Roy Wilson Jr., former assistant sales man¬
prominent politico and IBM “Bird as well. T„he Guide also includes a section on all presidential elec¬ ager at the WCAU stations, now with a Pittsburgh ad agency , . . Jack
Oberman, 88-er and longtime Uncle WIP, has opened musi6 school In
Dog” as trend analyzers around tions and political conventions.
Trevose, Philly suburb . , . First local election coverage in color was
the clock.
Frank M. Folsom, president of the Radio Corp. of America, accom¬ made by WRCV-TV, with Alan Scott and Taylor Grant announcing * . .
This station as well as WJW and
WEWS reported a phenomenal panies Cardinal Spellman to the Eucharistic Congress in the Philippines Larry Brown and Cal Milner, WPEN’s matinee disk jockeys, have
boom in sales of commercial spot Nov. 23 and from- there to Okipawa and Tokyo, which is an annual pre- formed a band which debuted (5) at the Palladium, uptown hall , v ♦
WRCV-TV premieres culture session “Color Recital” (10) in coopera¬
tv announcements to department Xmas trip for the prelate.
stores left on the limb by news- ■ Folsom, a prominent Catholic layman in America, coincidentally will tion with the Board of Education, featuring painting, sculpture, ballet
«*«*««•*
** * * *
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person To Person
. Joe E. Lewis, “a show biz phe¬
nomenon whose work is his play
and vice versa,” and Ralph (“This
Is Your Life”) 'Edwards provided
some rewarding moments Friday
(2) to followers of Ed Murrow’s
weekly CBS-TV half-hour “oncamera” visits.
Unfortunately,
these brief “at home” excursions
were even briefer last week due
to loss of five minutes which were
preempted for a political film.
Ensconced in his Warwick Hotel
(N.Y.) roo,m» Lewis scarcely had
time to warm up. But despite the
handicap he made the six furlongs
with lengths to spare and a non¬
plussed Murrow lagging in the
backstretch. While showing view¬
ers contents of his trunks (old
mutuel ’tickets, etc.), the comic
casually observed that Murrow’s
“the only Beeping Tom in the
country with a sponsor.”
His affinity for the bangtails was
stressed anew as Lewis answered
Murrow’s query: “What would you
like to do that you haven’t done
yet?”
“I believe in reincarnation and
I’d like to come back as a racehorse.”
Fpr Jthe windup Lewis didn t
leave Murrow with two words, but
with a Norwegian quote. “What
does it mean, Joe?” asked Mur¬
row. “I dunno,” he replied, “I
read it on a sardine can.” Withal,
the visit was so short that the ef¬
fect was similar to leaving the
track before the main event took
place.
In contrast to Lewis’ Broadway*
Las Vegas-Miami overtones was
the Beverly Hills hOarth of Ed¬
wards and his family. It was a
c h a r m i n g behind - the - scenes
glimpse of the “Life” entrepre¬
neur’s domestic fafcets, what with
his own informal comments along
with those of wife Barbara and the
three children. Their mutual in¬
terests largely embrace sports and
community activities, Mrs. Edwards
said.
Under a prod from Murrow, Ed¬
wards lent a topical note as he con¬
fided that he’s seldom nervous
while on the air but failure of his
subject last week to show up until
three minutes before the end of
the program gave him some worri¬
some moments* Scenes around the
barbecue, youngest daughter dis¬
playing her stuffed bear and the
family’s reminiscences of last sum¬
mer’s European trip all served to
reveal that Edwards’ private life is
similar to that of the typical Amer¬
ican domestic unit.
Gilo.
Playhouse 90
Before last Thursday (1), CBSTV’s “Playhouse 90” had rung up
an enviable track record accom¬
panied by snazzy ratings in its four
outings of weekly, spec-size dra¬
matics. It had at least an atten¬
tion-arresting launching in Rod
Serling’s “Forbidden Area” peo¬
pled, by a flock of stars. It followed
through on Only the second week
out with a superlative JacJcPalance
in the superlative “Requiem for a
Heavyweight’’ out of the same Serling hopper; had another show
that aroused interest—in the mar¬
quee dept., anyway—that of Eddie
Cantor (and Farley Granger) in
Elick'Moll’s “Sizeman & Son”; and
with only one real missout in a
Cornell Woolrich story, “Rendez¬
vous in. Black,’’though the casting
and production stood out by con¬
trast...
,
•'
First foursome were live. Last
week’s “The Country Husband,”
by Paid Monash, based Ofyn New
Yorker yarn by John Cheever, Was
the film ..preemer, the.-first on
“Playhouse 90”; of eight or so en¬
tries out tif Screen.Geifig,.the.vCo¬
lumbia Pictures subsidiary, for the
series. There Was very little to
recommend it; regardless of the
form, .Whether live on film. As a
matter of'fact, this lethargic play,
was lensed vfcty nearly within the
scope of Jive video £ave for a few
exteriors that added no special
weight to the production ana that
could have been, faked for the live
route if these scenes were needed*
“Country Husband” moved at a
snail’s pace in spreading its clicheridden tale of the eternal triangle,
thus accenting the frequency of
the commercials, and was largely
of lowercase merit bearing an ex¬
cess affinity to suflsers. With-pad¬
ding, the hour and a half could
well serve as wonderful if dubious
inspiration for a couple of months
of soapoperas'. Were it not for the
attractive and properly subdued,
if often misdirected, playing of
Felicia Farr in the role of the
downtrodden babysitter who gets
mixed” up with married ad agen¬
cy exee Frank Lovejoy, the whole
would have fallen,.on its* complex
pompous plot.
*
,

Lovejoy gave his star role an un-1
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relieved pokerfaced, who-gives-ahang interpretation, and the other
roles, including that of Barbara
Hale and Kerwin Mathews, were
of stock stature under James Neilson’s uncertain direction. Riding
herd for Screen Gems are Fred
Briskin as production executive
and Eva Wolas as producer.
As per the “Playhouse 90” for¬
mula, a leading player for the fol¬
lowing week makes with the in¬
tros. in this case Red Skelton. It
looked rather odd to have him in
such a “straight” function, and es¬
pecially when eyeing the teleprompter in what seemed off-base
for a buffoon with such a familiar,
lovable puss.
^
Trau.
Dinah Shore Chevy Show
A bunch of the girls whooped it up
on the Dinah Shore Show on NBCTV Friday (2). For the second
time in two tries Miss Shore gave
a delightful and charmihg account
of herself, with Hal March on hand
just to keep an occasional mascu¬
line touch in the proceedings.
Miss Shore’s hired help included
Betty Grable, Hildegarde and Jaye
P. Morgan, and each gave the im¬
pression of working with ease and
charm. The script, a well-con¬
structed affair, permitted each to
show their capabilities, gave no
guest any particular edge over the
other, and allowed a load of toplevel entertainment.
Perhaps the high spot of the
show was Miss Shore’s rendition of
Put the Blame on Me, Boys” with
three unbilled lads assisting. An¬
other top item in this extravaganza
was the- Chicago fire sequence
with the Misses Grable and Shore,
and the speakeasy episode with all
the ladies and Hal March parti¬
cipating was similarly a lot of fun.
Good solo bits were Miss Morgan
in “If’n” and Hildegarde delivered
'Hi Lili” with taste and affability.
Miss Shore has become one of
the more delightful items on the
spectrum this season.
Jose.

U.N. IN ACTION
With Larry LeSuenr„.Jiost; George
Hicks, barrator
Poducer: Bill Weinstein, for CBS
Public Affairs
30 Mins.; Sun., 11 ajn.
CBS-TV, from New York
The Middle East crisis has
moved up the start of the sixth
season of “U.N. In Action” on
CBS-TV and the first show on the'
air Sunday (4) naturally was taken
up by a recap of the tense and
tumultuous Security Council and
U.N. Assembly sessions of the
prior week.
Considering the
comparative
lack of attention the networks
gave to the General Assembly
meeting on the Middle East, which
they could have telecast “live,”
this show made up for some lost
ground. It was, unfortunately,
marred by an extraordinary omis¬
sion.
While host Larry LeSueur of the
CBS news staff recounted the
events and expressions leading up
to the final U.N. resolution on the
Middle
East—presenting
kine¬
scopes of various speakers detail¬
ing their position—there was not
a single shot, not one bare men¬
tion of the moving and forceful
speech made before the Assembly
by Ambassador Abba Eban of Is¬
rael. Considering that Eban’s sum¬
mary of the situation and his
graphic detailing of Israeli’s pre¬
dicament constituted the crux of
the problem and gave insight into
what moved Israel to attack, this
was a most curious lapse.
“U.N. In Action” last Sunday
deserved a full hour’s slot. Too
much had happened in such a short
span of time to do it all justice in
a half hour. Yet, on the whole, the
show—attempting to combine fact
with opinion—had considerable
merit.
LeSueur, showing the strain of
a fullnight U.N. session, presented
the various problems without be¬
coming too involved in technicali¬
ties. There was some footage of
the Suez Canal and the intercut¬
ting of speeches by John Foster
Dulles, Russia’s Arkady A. Sobolev
and Britain’s Sir Pierson Dixon
was effective. In the end, LeSueur
interviewed two correspondents
from Reuters and the United Press,
eliciting their opinions.
LeSueur has a strong tendency
towards editorializing rather than
interpreting U.N. happenings.
Hift.

TELEVISION IIEVIEWS
SHOWER OF STARS
With Jack Benny, Nanette Fabray,
Rory Calhoun, Johnnie Ray,
Mary Costa, William Lufldigan
Producer-director: Ralph Levy
Writers: Hugh Wedlock, Howard
Snyder
Choreographer: Miriam Nelson
55 Mins., Thurs., 8:30 p.m.
CHRYSLER CORP.
CBS-TV, from Hollywood
(McCann-Erickson)
Chrysler Corp. virtually turned
its preem color once-a-monther,
“Shower of Stars,” into a showrom
instead of a show. The unveiling
of its 1957 auto line (Chrysler,
Dodge, Plymouth, De Soto, Im¬
perial) took the play away from
the performers and even the guest
talent had to pitch in with some
of the commercial palaver.
Perhaps the car stress was cor¬
rect after all because the show had
few" plusses on the entertainment
end. Material handed Jack Benny
was strictly low-calibre. He couldn’t
even pull it through with his ex¬
pert timing and distressed mug¬
ging. An overlong sketch with
Nanette Fabray, which incidentally
used the old Benny technique of
going back in time to the day be¬
fore the show, sacrificed humor for
noise but did give Miss Fabray, a
fugitive from Sid Caesar’s harem,
a chance to ham it up. More of her
versatility was given in play in a
duet with Johnnie Ray on “I
Flipped.” Both gave a lowgrade
tune a little class. Offbeat angle
to the tune’s workover was Ray’s
insertion of a hefty plug for Elvis
Presley (a rival crooner on a rival
label).
Ray, however, came off best in
a treatment of his current disclick,
“Just Walking In The Rain.” It
was imaginatively staged and
given an added fillip via a medley
insertion of “Rain” songs.
Other guestar Rory Calhoun had
little to do in the talk department
but was given a prominent spot¬
ting with Mary Costa, Chrysler’s
Betty Furness, on a workover of
“Mutual Admiration Society,” tune
from the Matt Dubey-Harold Karr
musical, “Happy Hunting.” Song
deserved better handling.
Permanent host William Lundi*
gan was amiable to his guests and
sincere for his boss. Five minutes
were lopped off the show for
political announcement. It wasn’t
missed.
Gros.
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WIZARD OF OZ
(Ford Star Jubilee)
With Judy Garland, Ray Bolger,
Jack Haley, Bert Lahr, Frank
Morgan, Billie Burke, Margaret
Hamilton, Charlie Grapewin,
Clara Blandish, others
Producer: Mervyn LeRoy (MGM)
Director: Victor Fleming
Writers: Noel Langley, Florence
Ryerson, Edgar Allan Woolf
(from L. Frank Baum novel)
Score: Harold Arlen, E. Y. Harburg
120 Mins., Sat. (3), 9 p.m.
FORD MOTORS
CBS-TV (film)
(J. Walter Thompson)
If Saturday’s (3) “Ford Star Jubi¬
lee” was the last in the monthly
spec series—and from all indica¬
tions Ford and CBS-TV are through
with “Jubilee”—then they couldn’t
have picked a grander swansong
than “Over the Rainbow” or “If I
Only Had a Brain” or "“We’re Off
to See the Wizard” or a half-dozen
other great songs . in the Harold
Arlen-E. Y. Harburg score to Met¬
ro’s classic “Wizard of Oz.”
In fact, they couldn’t have picked
a grander show than “Oz,” which
defies both time and the diminuition to homescreen size. Every¬
thing in this 1939 production
stands up, from the songs to the
story to the individual routines by
such show biz stalwarts as Judy
Garland, Ray Bolger, Jack Haley
and Bert Lahr. The pic is great in
any medium, and though of course
the color was a key factor in its
greatness, even the black & white
signal held up beautifully on tv.
CBS-TV paid $225,000 for the
privilege of the one-time showing
—it’s also committed to a second
showing next year at the same
price, with additional options for
years to come. Just how much Ford
paid CBS for the privilege of using
it on “Jubilee” ^isn’t known, but
bookkeeping aside, it’s not too im¬
portant. Even if Ford paid noth¬
ing. CBS could chalk that 225G off
to goodwill and still come out the
winner. It was tops In entertain¬
ment, and the network should
make provisions for making an an¬
nual out of .it, preferably at an
earlier time period and closer to
the holiday season in the future.
Ford was also kind to it in the
matter of cuts, keeping the com¬
mercial breaks down to a mini¬
mum and thus leaving the maxi¬
mum enjoyment in the pic. As to
color, there’s no'question that one
missed a lot viewing it in .blacks
and-white, but the b&w compatible
signal was excellent.- The reduc¬
tion to homescreen size was only
mildly bothersome in such big
scenes as the Munehkinland num¬
ber and “The Merry Old Land of
Oz,” but otherwise the pic played
as if it had been shot for video,
with lots of medium and closeup
shots were they counted, in the in¬
dividual scenes with Lahr, Haley &
Bolger. As for Judy, one can’t long
for the old days after seeing her at
the Palace, but she sure was great
then too.
There’s only one possibility that
CBS will have cause for regret.
That’s the fact that while for all
practical “Jubilee” is dead and
buried, it can be resuscitated at
the drop of a Ford exec's hat. It’s
been an on-and-off-again hassle be¬
tween Ford and CBS on the series,
and while both parties have finally
agreed to call it quits, the door is
still open. CBS at this point would
rather forget about the entire thing.
So what if the “Oz” showings make
Ford change its mind again?
Chan.

Omnibus
'Omnibus” yielded to the pres¬
sure of world events on Sunday
night (4) over ABC-TV. In place
of a scheduled film about the 1920s
titled “The Era of Wonderful Non¬
sense,” it presented a rundown'of
NAT KING COLE
United Nations developments over CHORALAIRES
With Gordon Jenkins Orch, The
the past 10 days. Via camera clips With Bob Mantzke, others
Boataneers (5)
of UN Security Council Assembly Producers: Roger Miller, Mantzke Producer-director-writer: Jim Jor¬
dan
sessions and recorded excerpts of Writer: Mantzke
Exec producer: Carlos Gastel
some of the speeches, a phase of 30 Mins.: Tues., 10:30 p.m.
15 Mins., Mon., 7:30 p.m.
the current world drama was TV GUIDE
Sustaining
depicted. Alistair Cooke, as nar¬ KMGM-TV, Minneapolis
rator, wove the Hungarian-Soviet
Welcome late evening video en¬ NBC-TV, from New York
and Palestine crises together with tertainment diversity is provided
Fortunately producer - directora quiet commentary that effective¬ here by this pleasing excursion writer Jim Jordan decided to let
ly managed to define the issues into songland which also briefly well enough alone. He’s got a
while suggesting the complex tan¬ travels the dancing and comedy good thing in Nat King Cole and
gle of interests involved in the roads and undoubtedly gains fur¬ didn’t spoil it with any extraneous
present conflicts. Cooke’s script ther audience receptivity from in¬ dressing, fife kept it straight and
made no effort to disguise its sym¬ genuous production trimmings. It’s simple as befits Cole's song styling.
pathy with the action of the UN first of its kind of a locally pro¬ The kickoff stanza indicates many
assembly in condemning the Is- duced show.
pleasant quarter-hours to come.
raeli-British-French invasion of
Bob Mantzke’s Choralaires, a lo¬
Cole has piled up plenty of onEgypt and the Russian sweep into cal mixed singing group of 45 camera time as vaudeo guestar and
Hungary.
which probably takes its place it’s now serving him in good stead.
It was tough to follow this dra¬ among the nation’s best of its kind, He was completely at ease on the
matic capsule of current history. has participated in international opening stanza and dished out
Especially with a play that Cooke vocal competitions and landed lotsa charm in song and speech.
described as a farce, but which prizes. Its previous endeavors have For musical backrng, he’s got a
failed to produce a laugh. “Let been limited largely to concerts topnotch orch headed up by Gor¬
There Be Farce,” a play by a 26- and- to annual appearances on the don Jenkins and fine rhythmic vo¬
year-old prize-winning Canadian WCCO Aquatennial show which cal combo (four boys, one femme)
writer, Norman Walsh, was wordy brings in top luminaries as head¬ ►tagged. The Boataneers.
and pointless, concerning a thief liners.
It’s all Cole’s show, though, and
and two backyard gossips in a slum
Built around a' different theme he keeps the quarter-hour rolling
neighborhood. Judith Evelyn, peach week, show caught took its in a tasteful, melodic manner. The
Enid. Markey and Jdnathan Har¬ cue from Hallowe'en. The young songbag on the first show is also THIS IS THE ANSWER
ris played their roles skillfully, men and girl singers appropriately an indication of the topgrade qual¬ (The Rich Fool)
but could -not car^y an unfunny wore a variety of masks and dis¬ ity that’s going fijto the series. With Rhys Williams, Claudia Barfarce" with an antiquated plot.
ported themselves generally as be¬ There was “Somebody^ Loves Me,” . rett, Shelia ! Bromley, Jerry
Songstress Eartha Hitt closed the fitted the occasion. Unfamiliar and “I’ve Grown Accustomed To Your
Paris, Dick Elliott, others
show with a routine that plugged infrequently heard songs to piano Face,”' “Tea For, Two” and “Un¬ Producer: Rev. Paul M. Stevens
her newly published autobiography, accompaniment leaned toward the' forgettable/* A pleasant respite Director: William Claxton
“Thursday’s Child.” Cooke opened semi-classic, but were all chosen from “Hound Dog.”
I 30 Mins.; Sun., 11:30 a.m.
Sustaining
this sequence with a reading of for their melodic qualities calcu¬
the . book’s opening page and then lated to satisfy all musical tastes, 3 Show originates from New York | WABC-TV, N.Y. (film)
until
Cole
winds
up
his
current
Miss Kitt segued, intd a group of and there was no lack of liveliness. stint at the Copacabana. It’ll then
The preem show in this religioso
spirituals, French, Turkish and
telefilm series, produced by the
(Continued on page 34) "
be based on the Coast.
Gros.
other foreign language songs, a
radio and television commission of
ballad. “The Day The Circus Left
the Southern Baptist Convention,
Town’* and one of her past .disk
was a workmanlike job, underlin¬
hits, “Santa Baby.” The repertory
ing the need for spiritual values.
was varied and Miss Kitt delivered
It was non-sectarian in its ap¬
in her slick, sophisticated style.
proach and resolution, telling the
Herm.
story of a successful industrialist
who nearly loses himself and his
Inaccurate scripting is becoming an all too common occurrence
Ed Sullivan Show
family in his frenzied pursuit of
on tv. It cropped up again on CBS-TV’s “Millionaire” last Wed.
material
things.
Illusionist Richiardi is practical¬
Show, which dealt with the reformation of a kid from the wrong
ly becoming a regular on CBS-TV’S
side of town, went astray when the main character became the
Many of the segments .proved to
“Ed Sullivan Show.” 'It’s easy to
be
moving
and a sense of reality
proprietor of a hot rod garage. Viewers who knew their car¬
see why. His trickstering is strictly
was achieved in portraying the
buretor from their distributor were forcibly made aware of the
a powerhouse item. On last Sun¬
family situation. The message
lack of technical knowledge displayed when a smooth talking
day’s (3) program, he pulled off a
came through without the story be¬
salesman sells some foreign manifolds, to the young garage owner.
couple of bewildering stunts that
coming preachy, although in the
Since the garage supposedly handled hot rods which in most in¬
added up to gocko gee-wizardry.
final few moments talkiness was
stances
are
composed
exclusively
of
American
parts,
the
error
More in'' the routine vaudeo
substituted for dramatic growth
was
glaring.
To
make
matters
worse,
the
largest
a^nd
best
pro¬
groove were Patti Page, Nelson
and resolution.
ducers of speed (hot rod) equipment for automobiles are located
Eddy, Henri Salvador and The
The cast was quite competent.
in the Los Angeles-Hollywood area where the show was filmed so
Ttttfanis. Miss Page did her usual
It included Rhys Williams, as the
expert technical advice on the subject would certainly have been
neat songselling job- on “Married I
industrialist, Claudia Barrett, as
available.
Can Always Get” and “Throw
his1 daughter, Shelia - Bromley as
It is unfortunate that technical errors of this kind can and do
Mama From the Train, A Kiss.”
the mother, Jerry Paris, the son,
Eddy was okay on a couple of num¬
detract from shows that otherwise are quite outstanding. Technical
and Dick Elliott, as the mayor.
bers, including his “Rose Marie”
advice on subjects where a substantial proportion of the audience <
ABC-TV’s New York flagship is
nitery routine with Gale Sherwood.
may be well informed is a worthwhile addition to any show and
carrying the series as a public
Bervice.
Horo.
(Continued on page 34)
an easy way to avoid embarrassment.
Syd.

TVs Inaccurate Scripting
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Radio Reviews
NEW WORLD A-COMING
(African Ghetto)
With Mason Adams, others
Director: Howard Phillips
30 Mins., Tues., 9:30 p.m.
WMCA, New York
Only force to continue propel¬
ling “New World A-Coming” into
the WMCA program schedule year
after year is the Gotham radio in¬
dependent’s sense of civic pride.
It’s certainly not a money-making
dramatic stanza, since WMCA pro¬
duces it basically for its own con¬
sumption and with no thought of
commercial payoff. However, the
station's idealism gets away with
it and limits the potential of “New
World” by getting hot under the
collar when it could gain more by
objectivity and a more temperate
tone.
First program of the new season,
last Tuesday (Oct. 30) was devoted
to what must only be a flitting
adaptation of Robert St. John’s
“Through Malan Africa.” It is
hoped that St. John’s -book isn’t as
Intent on giving a totally biased
opinion of apartheid as was How¬
ard Singer’s adaptation, “African
Ghetto.”
Singer devoted no time to get¬
ting behind the reasons the South
African government gives for
apartheid. That is not to say that
even with reasons, the official
Malan stand would be -remotely
moral, but it would help the Amer¬
ican listener to understand the
manner of “European” reasoning
vis-a-vis Negro or “non-European”
subjugation. The radio script, for
which Mason Adams adequately
served as narrator, painted a series
of vaguely related abuses by the
government against the darkskinned members of the S.A. na¬
tion, which didn’t seem to have the
power to engender the anger in
others that Singer apparently felt.
If the WMCA series intends to
earn its title, “New World A-Coming,” it might try offering some al¬
ternatives to apartheid or the other
injustices it finds. In addition to
a need to be constructive, it can¬
not go on being reportorially one¬
sided.
Art.
Alhany — Albert M. Fiala Jr.,
who has been associated with
Avery-Knodel, Inc., national repre¬
sentative for WROW, is new com¬
mercial manager of the local CBS
affiliate.

SENIOR CITIZENS HOUR
With Shelly-Dobbins, others
Writer: Barbara Elias
Producer: Seymour Siegel
55 Mins., Mon., Wed., H a.m.
WNYC, New York
Complaint is that the U.S. “sen¬
ior citizens” have been ignored.
They’ve been ignored certainly by
commercial radio and tv, because
these old folks aren't thought of
as the “buying public.” So WNYC,
New York’s non-commercial radio
station has started a regular pro¬
gram for the aged, and treats them
-like, children. .
There’s nothing really wrong
about starting a program for the
older people of the city with “The
March of the Siamese Children” as
the theme. It might even be con¬
sidered wry humor. But the lis¬
tener knew something was amiss
when host Shelly Dobbins followed
the introductory music with a de¬
livery that was reminiscent of the
gushy way some folks talk to juves
The regular musical selections on
the initial program Monday (5)
stretched it a bit too. This quarter
doesn’t have the age, so it can only
be wondered how many post-65’ers
dig “Yankee Doodle Dandy” and
“The Old Gray Mare” by barber¬
shop quartets in preference to
more popular music.
Idea of a program for the aged
is fine but WNYC should not mis¬
take retrogression for advance¬
ment and to find another way of
“sharing ideas, memories and mu¬
sic” with our elders.
Art.

Fulton Lewis
-Continued from page

**

would file a $500,000 counter liLel
suit and said he would not be
“silenced or pushed around” by
“any corporate bulldozer.”
The Richfield suit, he said, “is
an obvious attempt to silence me
because the corporation does not
like the opinions I have expressed
on a proposed law purporting to
set an oil conservation system for
the state of California. The timing
of the suit, on the eve of the elec¬
tion, when the proposed law will
be submitted to the voters, proves
that this Is so.”
Lewis added he would be “hap¬

Wednesday^ November, 7, 1956.

py” to meet Richfield in court be¬
fore an impartial judge and jury
and thaFhe has “no fear of the out¬
come.” He said he has instructed
his attorneys to accept service of
the suit papers.
Richfield also named Mutual
Broadcasting System and its Wash¬
ington affiliate, WGMS, as defend¬
ants in the suit.
Only 10 days ago, the FCC
cleared NBC of charges by the
California Committee Opposed to
Oil Monopoly, fighting Proposition
4, that it permitted propaganda
favoring the proposition on the
“Richfield Reporter” radio news¬
casts and “Mayor of the Town” tv
program, also sponsored by Rich¬
field, on West Coast stations.

War Crisis
_.

Continued from page 24 . -

have Charles B. Lynch, of the Can¬
adian Broadcasting Corp., serving
as commentator.
WPIX Grabs a Sponsor
WPIX, first station to telecast,
the proceedings, last Tuesday and
Wednesday (30-31), was rewarded
for its public service by Consoli¬
dated Edison, who signed as spon¬
sor of the Thursday coverage. It
ran for nine hours, with Con Ed¬
ison one of the station’s oldest
regular clients, staying with it all
the way as a public servie. Cur¬
rently, the Daily News, which owns
the station, is sponsoring the UN
telecasts.
WBC’s feed
Westinghouse Broadcasting,
which purchased lines with which
to feed its radio and tv stations the
proceedings, ran into a personnel
problem. Seemed it was left with
no engineers to run the board for
its feed, so that Ralph Norman,
v.p. in charge of engineering for
WBC, had to take over personally
at the UN. Arthur Goodnow, West¬
inghouse director of transmitter
engineering, assisted ’him. WBC
coverage, incidentally, was audio
only, with radio stations carrying
the proceedings in toto and the
tv outlets taping them .for use on
news wrapups.
‘Omnibus’ Format Switch
“Omnibus” discarded half of its
Sunday (4) show to do a “first¬
time” change of format, present¬
ing 45 minutes of filmed coverage
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of the* UN* deliberations and back¬
ground material. Host Alistair
Cooke, longtime U. S. u correspon¬
dent for the Manchester Guardian,
found himself back in the role of
a newsman in his narration.
Murrow To Egypt
CBS’ Edward R. Murrow planed
out after Friday’s “Person to Per¬
son” show to Israel, Cairo and Cy¬
prus for direct coverage. Jerry
Lewis will replace him on Friday’s
(9) “P to P.”

"TeleFollowup '
Continued from page 33 f,-—^

Salvador, French singer*comedian.
[didn’t score-too well with his
scrapbook facial contortions, but
was more impressive in his humor¬
ous whispering skit and song.
A sequence from the current
Broadway production of “Apple
Cart,” with Maurice Evans and
other members of the cast appear¬
ing, was satisfactory. For a topical
and dramatic highlight, Sullivan
brought on Leo Cherne, chairman
of the International Rescue Com¬
mittee, who just returned from
-•
Continued from page 33
1
Hungary. The Torianis, comprised
Individual and group soloing and of two males and a femme, closed
ensemble chirping received dra¬ the show with a quickie juggling
matic impetus from descriptive ac¬ routine.
Jess.
tion plus special lighting and other
effects. The warbling itself ca¬
Alcoa Hour
ressed the ears nicely.
“Mornings at Seven,” adapted by
Numbers included “Wail of the
Robert
Wallsten
from Paul Os¬
Banshee” by a femme trio, “We’ve
Got Each Other’’ at a duo’s hands born's 1939 Broadway .play, was
and “Pooky Spooky.” Hallowe’en featured on the “Alcoa Hour”
story telling and a girl’s dance con¬ over NBC-TV Sunday (4). The best
tribution varied the fare.
thing about it was that it brought
Mantzke not only is an able co- the Gish sisters (Lillian and Doro¬
producer and conductor, but also a thy) together in good perform®
cast member and he performs well. ances. Apart from that “Morn¬
For those who enjoy good choral ings” was talky and dull.
singing with variety show over¬
It’s not always easy to under¬
tones this provides a satisfying stand why certain old plays are
dish.
Rees.
adapted for tv. “Mornings,” at
least in'the eye of 19561 viewers,
DOCTORS’ NEWS CONFERENCE has precious little to say and its
With Hayes Newby, John Allen, conflicts are hardly strong enough
Jane Conant, Robert Lee and to warrant all the dialog. On tv,
Drs. Robert Stone, Ray Justin, nothing is more killing than words
Williams and llobert R. Newell without much meaning, and Sun¬
Producer: Larry Williams
day’s show proved it.
Director: Vent Louden
Almost a single-set affair, "Morn¬
30 Mins., Wed., 7 p.m.
ings”
revolved around four sisters,
JENKEL DAVIDSON OPTICAL
and it took quite a while to sort
CO.
’em out. Lillian Gish played Es¬
KRON, San Francisco
Idea of this show, for science ther, married to Harold Vermilyea,
reporters to interview Frisco area an elderly gent worried about hav¬
doctors on their specialties, is ing been a failure in life; Dorothy
laudable and sponsor cooperates Gish was Arry, the spinster, who
by letting viewers know at start of lived with. Evelyn Varden and her
show they’ll be no commercials un¬ husband, Wallace Rooney; Dorothy
Stickney portrayed Aida, wife of
til the end.
Paul Huber, a retired professor
On the show caught, however, who thought all the rest were
subject was atomic radiation, which “boobs”; and David Wayne and
takes considerably more than 30 June Lockhart took the parts of
minutes to cover, even if you start Homer and Myrtle, he tied to his
with it immediately.
mother’s apron strings and she
Unfortunately, show got off to a eager to get married (since she
dull start with three reporters fail¬ was expecting his child).
ing to throw good, solid questions
It was quite a cast for so incon¬
immediately and the three doctors sequential a vehicle. Wayne was
sparring with words for the first 10 properly reticent and awkward as
minutes or so.
»
Homer and Miss Stickney was a
But then a question about hered¬ fine match for Huber’s snob. The
ity got Stanford’s Dr. Newell, a setting was smalltown circa 1900
geneticist, going and he spent 10- and there was about it an atmos¬
12 minutes giving a fascinating lec¬ phere of unreality and inbreeding
ture on why people are how they that got the proper attention of di¬
are. Lecture included Dr. Newell’s rector Alex Segal.
pulling white and black mice from
The Gishes were engagingly
cage (which pepped up show im¬ naive as the old ladies and their
mensely from visual standpoint) to Smalltalk sounded natural. Miss
demonstrate mutations and telling Lockhart was good and Vermilyea
some of genetic results of Nagasaki scored as the confused Carl.
A-bomb blast.
“Mornings” was a tough proposi¬
Show started bogging again, and tion to bring off on tv and “Alcoa”
it wasn’t until two minutes before merely clinched the argument.
show’s end that one reporter asked
really critical question—namely,
have the A and H-blasts so far set
Honolulu—Radio station KHON
off endangered world’s population
genetically? Dr. Newell’s answer, will be sold at public auction^ with
in essence, was no and he added, Allen Hawkins, attorney, and Bill
“the trouble is you don’t know Pacheco, nitery operator, appoint¬
ed by the court as co-commission¬
when they’re going to stop.”
ers to conduct the sale. Upset
On this note, the meat of the price
of $75,000 is based on a val¬
subject, show ended.
uation of $45,000 for the building
Frisco area medical societies are and $30,000 for equipment. .Sale
working with show and Should “in¬ date hasn’t been set.
sist that subjects be narrowed
down, that more, visual gimmicks
be used. Hayes Newby is an ade¬
Interested in
quate moderator.
Stef.
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best deal on a new
—

■

pointing to the endorsement of
the project from the “Crusade fbr
Freedom” outfit;
.
On the controversial issue, of
the eight Kaiser Aluminum dra¬
mas telecast on alternate Tuesdays
over NBC-TV this seasoon, two fall
under the “controversial” heading,
dramas which received Y&R okay,
while another drama was the off¬
beat “Antigone.” The two “con¬
troversial” teleplays were the open¬
ing “The Army Game,” dealing
with a G.I. malingerer, and “Roar
of the Lion,” dealing with juvenile
delinquincy.
But apparently there’s a differ¬
ence of opinion on the areas of al¬
lowable controversy. Unit Four
plans to do a modern-day version
of “Loyalties,” the John Gals¬
worthy play dealing with the sen¬
sitive area of Jews in England,
were scotched. Also turned down!
was a script-by Evan Hunter, the
author of “Blackboard Jungle,”
titled “The Last Spin.” The play
concerned teenage gang warfare
and had a scene in which two
gangleaders play Russian roulette
with loaded guns.
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Ronald COLMAN-Benita HUME
TIE YOUR PRODUCTS TO SUCCESS!
The polished acting of Ronald Colman and his wife,
Benita Hume, and the suave comedy situations of
THE HALLS OF IVY are an award-winning
combination that’s given unanimous acclaim by
America’s greatest TV drama critics! “Bright and
witty”.. .“keeps me glued to TV”.. .“hung with highest
laurels”...“great charm”...“brings literacy to screen”
.. .“breezy”.. .“most delightful and certainly the most
humorous and best written”.. .“adds class to TV”.
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protect N.Y. television, instead of
merely giving it lip service in the
form of headline-making about
proposed television centres. He
states that the unions should be i i — Continued from page 27 ga,,
; Continued from page 25 «
willing to sit down with the agents homes used their sets afternoons
which was never intended to make rence Welk who is No. 1 from 9 and arrive at sensible solutions to during a five-day period while only
problems that “affect them as 63% of the radio homes used their
money, just act as a “holding to 10 p.m.
ABC has only 68 primary af¬ much as they do us.”
force.” This season, the network
sets during the same period. More¬
has switched the same feature show filiates now, but those 68 stations
over, cumulative viewing in the
to Saturday versus CBS' Jackie can reach 75% of the nation.
daytime tends to embrace virtually
That’s
far
better
than
.it
was
two
Gleason and NBC's Perry Como,
all tv homes.
if only to keep face. This type of years ago, .according to the net¬
3. Finally, NBC-TV argues, if all
tactic has been a good part of work. Yet the average ABC pro¬ _Continued from page 25 ■.y„radio homes are grouped into quin¬
gram exceeds its 75% potential,
ABC’s thinking until now.
reaching 85% of the country— though the parent RCA company tiles in the same manner as tv
New Hour-Long Shows
that's over 32,000,000 of the 37,- does break down under such top homes were—by the amount of lis¬
brass distinction, with engineering tening—“a radically different .pic¬
But harking back to the begin¬ 700,000 tv homes.
results.” On this basis, radio
ning of. “Cheyenne,” which helped
ABC is going to make a point to exec veepee Elmer W. Engstrom ture
topple Milton Berle on Tuesday, prospective customers for next year enjoying such status under board listening is confined to 63.4% of
and “Disneyland” which gave that a good program can draw chairman David Sarnoff and prexy radio homes while tv Is spread
i through 76% of the tv homes.
Arthur Godfrey his comeuppance good clearances despite the rela¬ Frank Folsom.
In addition to his exec veepee “Further, 94% of the radio listen¬
on Wednesday, ABC-TV program tively small number «of basics that
boss. Robert Lewine, is shaping a ABC has available. “Cheyenne,” duties, Kintner will also serve on ing occurs in only 40% of the radio
new batch of hour-long programs for example has an 88.5% total the NBC Executive Council, which homes. This is strong concentra¬
as the backbone to build around clearance: “Disneyland” has 97.5%; comprises, along with the five ex¬ tion and belies the data CBS has
reported which infers that radio
on the bad nights.
Welk on Saturdays 95%, and ecutive vice-presidents, both Ken listening
is spread throughout the
Bilby and Manie Sacks, staff veeTreyz has assured the press that “Broken Arrow” some 89%.
population.”
pees
and
part
of
the
“big
seven”
there will be a live hour dramatic
Getting clearances has always
NBC-TV
report concludes that
program on one of the nights. It'll been ABC’s chief problem in at¬ team of administrators.
But .whether the Kintner^ de¬ “actually, the two sets of similar
be the first of this genre since tracting advertisers, Treyz, as
data
demonstrate
conclusively that
“U. S. Steel” ankled the network noted, feels a program hypo will signation is patterned for imihedi-! both media are necessary because
two seasons ago. There will also help vastly. But he adds that the acy or longrange, it’s generally they are complementary.
For
probably be a new live 60-minute network will have more primaries conceded that, by virtue of his in- some reason, CBS did not mention
variety program. (As well as “Cir¬ in key markets in the near future. 1 dustry contributions as ABC helms1 this aspect although one of the
man, his addition to the NBC ranks
cus Time” on Thursdays might do
can only have a salutary effect on strongest values of radio lies in
before the season is over, this 8
the Bob Sarnoff & Co. administra-j its ability to supplement an adver¬
to 9 p.m. stanza was never con¬
tiser’s basic tv advertising effort
tion.
ceived by ABC as a topflight pro¬
General Sarnoff himself is said by reaching strongly into older
duction? because it was too tough
homes and smaller families where
Continued
from
page
22
to
have
made
the
Kintner
choice
clearing stations against NBC’s
tv is weakest. Of course, the tv
Groucho Marx and “Dragnet and tors Guild has no similar restric¬ with the board chairman report¬ advertising is basic because it con¬
edly
impressed
by
his
testimony
CBS' Robert Cummings and the tion, which is another factor in
and the manner in which he han¬ centrates In the younger and larg¬
first half of “Climax.”)
the Coast’s favor. “There just isn’t
er families which are the heavy
Lewine is known to be consider¬ enough work in New York for an dled himself at the recent Celler users of most products.”
ing more westerns in an effort to actor. He can do some legit and a Congressional hearings into net¬
work
practices.
Appointment
was
emulate the success of “Cheyenne” little television. But on the Coast,
and more recently that of “Jim he’s got film work, live television made about two weeks ago, prior
Bowie,” which is helping strength¬ and lots of opportunities for tv- to Kintner leaving for vacation, but
en ABC’s Friday night lineup. And film work. And the agent out on was a well-kept secret untiF last
•" 1 Continued from page 26 f .^
it’s further understood that the the Coast can afford, because he Friday’s board meeting.
new hoss opera will probably be gets something out of the film
department is producing as much
of the 60-minute length, with per¬ work, to spend time developing
straight local entertainment-type
haps Lou Edelman, “Bowie” pro¬ talent.”
Brown feels the legit
live programming as the other
ducer, doing it.
situation is equally serious. Equity
—
iContinued
from
page
29
three network-owned stations com¬
Spectaculars are not to be part rules which limit the agent’s com¬
of the ABC-TV concept, Treyz dis¬ mission to 5% and prohibit exclu¬ ping SG shows now are WNAC, bined.
closed. But he feels two specials sivity to a single agent make the Boston;
WNHC,
New Haven;
It just added the hour-long
from Disneyland may be ‘done in agent’s role difficult. “We’ve got WBBN, Chicago; WJW, Cleveland, morning “Wally Phillips Show,”
the course of the 1957-58 season, out-of-pocket expenses like going and WDFU, New Orleans.
for its fifth live daytime strip. It’s
~ with a roster of big names- in at¬ to out-of-town openings, and with
Most of the stripping slots are nightime schedule features four
tendance. One might come around legit salaries what they are, we’re in the morning and afternoon musical shows totaling three and a
Xmas, and both will “be planned lucky if we come out even in a hours, but inroads now are being half hours weekly.
long run. As for non-exclusivity, made in the so-called “transition¬
well in advance.”
Nonetheless, - WGN - TV’s real
Treyz thinks of his “bread and it doesn’t pay to build up a star. al” period from 6 to 7:30 p.m. and programming backbone remains its
butter” programs for next year These rules were okay for 20 years in the late evening hours, especial¬ extensive Inventory of syndicated
ago
when
there
were
some
shady
ly for mysteries.
as being principally those that of¬
and theatrical films, plus the sum¬
Official Films, pioneers in the mertime baseball telecasts. It’s
fer more action and adventure. characters in the business, but
field, has 85 markets stripping figured the station’s present budget
Nonetheless, the network will pitch they don’t make sense- now.”
This combination of lack of “Margie” out of a total of 158 mar¬
that new. Joan Davis vidfilm com¬
of flesh offerings probably repre¬
edy in which it holds an ownership work in N.Y. plus union restric¬ kets, 48 markets stripping “Trouble sents the peak since, as the Windy
share. Since Saturday night, in the tions, Brown feels, ts throttling the With Father” out of a total of 79 City pioneer in the use of film, its!
indie
agency
business.
He
recalls
markets, and 30' to 35 markets own rating histories have demon¬
“FFF” time is weak, the telefilm
may be put up for sale in the 7:3Q that a couple of years ago, when stripping segments of “Foreign strated how the canned product
slot. The rest of the night will the indies got together to form an Intrigue,” the latter 150 episodes can clobber the local live compe¬
surely be changed too, since the association to deal with SAG, being broken down into three dif¬ tition.
features will run out by March some established agents who had ferent series, titled “Dateline Eu¬
and since Treyz seems to feel that been in business for 15 years rope,” “Cross Current” and “Over¬
local stations can do as good a couldn’t afford the $500 initiation seas Adventure.”
job on features as the network. fee. “And where are the new
Sponsor acceptability of the
Of course, ABC will retain Law¬ agents coming from? Can „you trend is gleaned from the roster
^
name one agent that’s gone into of sponsors participating In the .T in ; Continued from page 23
business in the last few years and “Trouble With Father” stripping.
really built up an organization?” There are regional advertisers such his release from the show in order
to concentrate on his Sunday night
Brown feels strongly that a as Piggly Wiggly Super Markets, variety hour effective the first of
healthy agency business is vital to national accounts such as Alka the year, and Ernie Kovacs won't
the continued development of act¬ Seltzer, Pink Ice, Swift & Co., and go on a five-night basis.
ing talent. “Even now, because of RInso, and a multiplicity of local
Thinking on “Home” is that
the shortage of good agents, many sponsors. Practically any type of
actors can’t get an agent, and they product with special appeal to service programming is on the
wane,-,
for one thing, and that local
suffer because of it. What’s going women and children is included in
to happen as the current group 6f the roster for the morning and af¬ stations can handle this type of
programming
as effectively as a
agents dies away or retires and ternoon show.
Moreover, there’s the
MCA-TV, also a veteran in the network.
none come up to take their pjace?
question
of
whether
“Home’s” high
Talent, will drift to the Coast, and strip market, has a mystery block
Hollywood will become the ■ big of four shows, an anthology cata¬ cost justifies its continuance as a
losing
proposition.
It boils down
creative center.”
log of four skeins' and a Western,
As to solutions, Brown proposes adventure kiddie block of three to the question of whether the
present
show
can
be
transformed
that the industry “assume a sense skeins for stripping,* as well as its
of community responsibility” to Gene Autry, Roy Rogers features. effectively into an entertainment
stanza and whether this format is
right for the time period.

Quintiles

ABC-TV's Program Coin

Kintner

Brown

MOTOROLA EARNINGS
IN 3D QUARTER DIP
Chicago, Nov. 6.
Despite record sales of $60,887,948, Motorola’s third quarter earn¬
ings dipped slightly to $1,751,757
from the ’55 net of $1,940,847 for
the period. Per share earnings
were 91c, compared with $1 last
year.
Electronic
firm’s
nine-month
sales totaled $162,689,182. Last
year’s sales were $153,978,232. Net
was $4,817,964, equal to $2.49 a
share, compared with the $4,885,■848, or $2.52 a* share, registered
for the same period last year.
In his stockholders’ report, pres¬
ident Paul V. Galvin described the
dollar volume and profit outlook
for black and white tv sets as
“cloudy.” He attributed the un¬
stabilized condition to color, the
low margin portable sets and the
dumping of “orphan brands” by
firms quitting tv manufacturing.

Knox’s CBS Det Slot
Cornelius V. S. (Neil) Knox Jr.,
has been named to head up the De¬
troit sales office of CBS Radio, ef¬
fective Nov. 19. Knox, who’ll
head up a three-man department,
joined CBS Radio in 1954 after a
seven-year stint with NBC sales in
both radio and tv.
He replaces William W. Firman,
who’s moving into the N. Y. office
to become eastern sales manager
of the web.

Chi TV Talent
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Since the stern'wheelers first
opened our Ohio River Valley to
large-scale trade, this region has
c.onstantly steamed ahead, to
greater industrial records.
Today, its array of manufactur¬
ing is the most vast in America
... a solid head-of-steam typified
by our own doorstep counties of
Cabell and Kanawha (the HuntingtomCharleston area) where—
say preliminary reports of the
new U. S. Census of Manufac¬
tures — the value of industry
alone is up 55% since 1947,
currently over one billion dollars 1
This is only part of what you can
command with WSAZ-TV. Sur¬
rounding our near-quarter-milehigh tower lies America’s 23rd
television market — four states
wide, four billion dollars deep in
buying potential. You leave .a
smart wake when you sail aboard
WSAZ-TV. Any Katz office can
make out a profitable bill of lad¬
ing for you.

more recently and join the coali¬
tion slate, it’s understood, were
singer John Nehr and actor Jay
Jackson. AFTRA headquarters had
received both slates last night but
no official release of the names
was made, though it is also under¬
stood that Leon Janney, described
as “militant antl-AWARE ” and
Virginia Payne are on the coalition
ticket.
'
John Henry Faulk, of WCBS
Radio, is sparkplugging the mid¬
dle-road slate. Faulk rode to vic¬
tory last year on that ticket and
was later named second vicepresi¬
dent of the N. Y. board. Orson HUNT1MGTOM-CHARLESTON, Wi VA.
Bean, first veep, is said to be run¬
ning again as a middle-roader.
Affiliated with Radio Stations
Each slate has nominated 35 WSA2, Huntington & WCiKV, Charleston
AFTRAns to the local board, which LAWRENCE H. ROGERS, PRESIDENT
change* over in its entirety each
> Represented by The Katz Agency
*

year*. „
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Once again, we thank you
For the $528,110 Pledged
On behalf of the fens of thousands of Cerebral Palsied Children and Adults of the
greater New York area, we extend our heartfelt thanks and appreciation to Dennis
James and the many other performers who helped make the 20-hour sixth annual
"Celebrity Parade for Cerebral Palsy'1, Saturday, October 20th-Sunday, October
21st, WOR-TV (Channel 9), the success that it was.
Greater New York Telethon Committee
United Cerebral Palsy

BETTY FURNESS

JANE PICKENS

DENNIS JAMES

HAZEL SCOn

PRODUCTION COMMITTEE

TALENT COMMITTEE

IVAN REINER, Producer

HERB ROSENTHAL, Chairman
David Begelman
Lenny Ditson
Freddie Fields
Moe Gale
Lenny Green

DIRECTORS:
Bob Bell
Richard Blue
Robert Eberle
Ralph Giffen

Steve Harris
Nick Polowlchak
Gene Renza

TONY CABOT. Musical Director
KEN MAPES. Scenic Designer
GEORGE RILEY, Supervisor of Engineering
STEVE SCHOLTZ, Music Coordinator
FRANK ENNIS. Technical Director
WILLIAM DA COSTA, Technical Director
FRED SCHUMANN. Coordinator for ABC
Ray Abel

Art Carney

Felix Adler
Joey Adams

Thelma Carpenter
Jack Carter

Robert Aida

Carvel Ice Cream Stores

Lou Leslie
Harry Levine
Harry Romm
Aaron Steiner
Joe Sully

Joe E. Lewis

RCA Victor

Jack E. Leonard
Giselle MacKenzIe

Tony Randall

Aline MacMahon
Bobby Madera A Orch.

Gena Rayburn
EUse Rhodes

Mambo Aces

Bud A C. C. Robinson

Joyce Randolph

Al Markham

Lanny Ross

Joe Marsh A Splndletop Rest.
Tex A Jinx McCrary

Dorothy Sarnoff
Herb Sheldon

Elolse McElhone

Dr. Samuel Segal

McGuire Sisters
Maggi McNeills

Jean Shepherd

Joan Alexander

Chase-Manhattan Bank

ABC Ritx Theatre

Conover Models
Shirl Conway

Robert Merrill

Bobby Sherwood
Don Shirley

Lee Ann Merriwether

George Skinner

Buff Cobb

Jackie Metcalf
Jaye P. Morgan

Joe Spagnola

American Broadcasting Co.
A. F. M.. Local 802
Russell Arms

Charles Cook

Barbara Ashley

Staats Cotsworth
Finlay Currie
Alan Dale

Si I Austin & Orch.
LaYerne Baker
Andre Baruch
Sandy Becker
Ed Begley'

Aline Dalton

Polly Bergen

Vivian Della Chiasa

Joey Bishop
Pat Boone

Peter Donald

Carl Bosler
Pete Brady

Alfred Drake

Mickey Reed David
Sammy Davis, Jr.

Dorothy Donnegan
Dumont Television Network

Dick Jackson

John Forsythe
Four Voices

Hal Jackson
Att'y Gen'l Jacob Javits

John Francavilla
Jackie Grimes

*

Juanita Hall

Johnny Johnston

Al Hodge

Claude Kirschner

Jodi Hoffman
Joan Holloway

Ray Eberle

Geraldine Brooks
Ernest Brown

Jerry Ellis
Fire Dept., NYC

International Alliance
Theatrical Stage Employees

Henry Burbig

Jane Fisher
Ed & Pcgeen Fitzgerald

International Business
Machines Corp.

Gust! Huber

Ralph Story

Mutual Broadcasting Co.
Kathryn Murray

Barry Sullivan
Ed Sullivan

Edward R. Murrow

The Teardrops

N.A.B.E.T.

Rex Thompson

Ogden Nash

Dick Haymes
Ed Herlihy

Bunny Briggs

Stan Burns

Candy Jones
Jane Kean
Al Kelly

Rev. Virginia Kreyer
Bert Lahr
Snooky Lanson
La Playa Sextet
Latin Lads
S. D. Leidesdorf A Co.

Star Time Kids

Doretta Morrow

National Broadcasting Co.
Jimmy Nelson

The Tyrons
Paul Valentine

Dorothy Olsen

Western Union
Mayor Robert F. Wagner

Paulette Sisters
Barney Paulson

Wilder Brothers

Margaret Whiting

Police Dept.. NYC

Paul WInchell

Davey Powell
TclePrompTer

Winters A Day

Theatre Authority

Jonathan Winters
Mary Winters

Tito Puente A Orch.

Zippy the Monkey

•.. And, a special thank you to John H.fcMitchell, ABC, for helping make the facilities at ABC Ritz Theatre
available, and to Gordon Gray, WOR-TV, for making this Telethon possible.
We hops we have thanked everybody. . If any names were omitted, please forgive us.

UNITED CEREBRAL PALSY

70 Fifth Avenue, New York 11, N. Y.
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Album Reviews

Jocks, Jukes and Disks
By MIKE GROSS
Bing Crosby: “I Heard The Bells
On Christmas Day”-**Christmas Is
A-Comin” (Decca). Bing Crosby’s
workover of “I Heard The Bells On
Christmas Day” looks like a big
one for the '56 Yule and a hit po¬
tential of enduring value. Tune,
adapted by Johnny Marks (Ru¬
dolph, The Red-Nosed Reindeer”)
from a poem by Longfellow, de¬
livers the "peace on earth” theme
with stirring musical values and
Crosby delivers with an intensity
that hits the mark. Jockeys ought
to start playing this one* long be¬
fore that arbitrary Thanksgiving
Day getaway mark tor Xmas tunes.
On the bottom deck, Crosby has a
pleasant round with "Christmas Is
A-Comin.”
Patience & Prudence: "Gonna
Get Along Without You Now”"The Money Tree” (Liberty). Com-

the orch gets it across with the
proper touch. "Highway Patrol” is
in the marching idiom and al¬
though it’s tastefully handled it
remains a doubtful commercial
project.
Alan Dean: “Life Is But A
Drea.m”-“Rock and Roll Tarantelle” (Rama). Alan Dean’s first
try for Rama is a good one. Singer,
who recently exited the MGM sta¬
ble, has a hard-hitting rhythmic
item in "Life Is But A Dream.” It's
sure to win him new importance
in the market. "Rock and Roll
Tarantelle” is just another attempt
to put a current beat into an old
theme.
Mitchell Ayres Orch:
"The
Awakening of Pedro”-l‘Guaglione”
(RCA Victor). Mitchell Ayres re¬
turns to., the wixing scene with a
couple of highly inviting instru¬
mentals. Jockeys should be at-

Best Bets
BING CROSBY... I HEARD THE BELLS ON CHRISTMAS DAY
(Decca) .Christmas Is A-Comin
PATIENCE & PRUDENCE.. GET ALONG WITHOUT YOU NOW
(Liberty) .The Money Tree

LAWRENCE WELK
and his

CHAMPAGNE MUSIC
(Exclusively on Coral)
272d Consecutive Week
Aragon Ballroom—Ocean Park, Cal
A.BC-TV— Sat. 9-10 P. M. E.S.T.
Sponsored by
Dodge Dealers of America
ABC-TV Mon. 9:30-10:30 p.m. EST
Sponsored by
Dodge and Plymouth Dealers of
America

Longhair Reviews

ANDY WILLIAMS . . .BABY DOLL
(Cadence).Since I’ve Found My Baby
CYRIL STAPLETON ORCH.MAIDS OF MADRID
(London) .
Highway Patrol
ing right off a click with "Tonight
You Belong To Me,” Patience &
Prudence will pick up added steam
with "Gonna Get Along Without
You Now.” The moppet thrushes
have an inimitable way with a
song and if it’s melodically and
lyrically right for them,, as this is,
they can’t be topped,* "The Money
Tree,” is a bright novelty item but
the smart money will be on "Gon¬
na Get Along Without You Now.”
Andy Williams: "Baby Doll”"Since I’ve Found My Baby” (Ca¬
dence). Andy Williams is in a
"rut.” He came up with a click
vocal interpretation of "Canadian
Sunset” after it already was on its
way as an 'instrumental, and it
looks like he’s going to do it again
with "Baby Doll,” title theme from
the upcoming Elia Kazan-Waraer
Bros. pic. It’s a juicy blues item
which he delivers with taste and
just enough uninhibited feeling to
capture the imagination of the
j uves. An infectious -blues style is
also evident on the reverse side.
"Since I’ve Found My Baby.”
Cyril Stapleton Orch: “Maids of
Madrid”-"Highway Patrol” (Lon¬
don). Having racked up an okay
commercial score with the "Italian
Theme,” Cyril Stapleton takes off
on a melodic junket to Spain with
"Maids of Madrid.” It’s another
fetching instrumental workover
and should do better than the pre¬
vious, now that the Stapleton name
has gotten to mean something.
Tune is colorful and jaunty and

tracted to both sides but the in¬
teresting treatment of the melodic
line in "Awakening of Pedro” may
give it the spinning edge.
World Symphony Orch: "Sere¬
nade For Trumpets”-"Ticker Tape
Tango” (Request).
The World
Symphony orch under the baton
of Humphrey Mathews has a cou¬
pling of stickout instrumental
sides that make for easy listening
and good deejay programming.
"Serenade. For Trumpets” is a
rhapsodic piece while "Ticker
Tape Tango” -brightly highlights
the chile idiom.
Don Costa Orch: "Around The
World’’-"Everybody Loves Pierre”
(ABC-Paramount).
The
Victor
Young- theme for "Around The
World In 80 Days” gets a haunting
orch and vocal workover that rates
plenty of deejay attention. "Every¬
body Loves Pierre,” on the flip
side, is an offshoot of "Poor Peo¬
ple of Paris” with the same kind
of infectious bounce. It’ll win some
spinning time.
Erroll 'Garner; "Dreamy”-"On
The Street Where You Live” (Co¬
lumbia). Backed by Mitch Miller’s
lush orch, pianist Erroll Garner
delivers full-blown and rich instru¬
mental sides that’ll- please his jazz
fans as well as the uninitiated.
Workover of his original “Dreamy”
is mellow and precise. Garner’s
keyboard technique on "Street
Where You Live” gives this oftplayed side a new dimension.

Brahms: Complete Quartets For
Piano & Strings (Capitol). Brahms’
three piano quartets played with
taste and precision by pianist Vic¬
tor Aller with members of the
Hollywood String Quartet. An at¬
tractive set with notes by Alfred
Frankenstein.
Elisabeth Schwarzkopf: Songs of
Love (Angel). The noted soprano
in a charming program of love
songs in English, French, Gernlan
and Swiss, including such favorites
as "Drink To Me Only With Thine
Eyes,” "None But The Lonely
Heart” and “Songs My Mother
Taught Me.” Gerald Moore is pi¬
ano accompanist.
. Debussy: The Martyrdom of
Saint Sebastian (RCA Victor). De¬
bussy’s striking score for a D’An¬
nunzio play in a moving perform¬
ance by the Boston Symphony Or¬
chestra and Florence Kopleff, Cath¬
erine Akos and Phyllis Curtin as
vocal soloists with the New Eng¬
land Conservatory Orchestra. Con¬
ductor Charles Munch doubles as
narrator in French.
Bach: Goldberg Variations (Van¬
guard). Pianist James Frisldn in a
lucid,> sensitive performance of
Bach's difficult keyboard work,
originally written for harpsichord.
Khachaturian: Gayne Ballet
Suite; Kabalevsky: The Comedians
(Columbia). Two of the most color¬
ful Russian works in the modem
repertory in dynamic interpreta¬
tions by the Philadelphia Orches¬
tra under Eugene Ormandy. Ex¬
cellently recorded sound. Herm.

10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines.—
LOVE ME TENDER (3).

Elvis Presley.Victor ;;

THE GREEN DOOR (5).
JUST WALKING IN THE RAIN (7).
DON’T BE CRUEL (12).

Jim Lowe .Dot /,
Johnnie Ray.Columbia V,
Elvis Presley. Victor J

BLUEBERRY HILL (3) .'....
SINGING THE BLUES (1).......

Fats Domino.Imperial
Guy Mitchell.Columbia
Crosby & Kelly.Capitol I
Jane Powell.Verve
Bill Doggett.King
Eileen Rodgers.Columbia
Ginny Gibson.ABC-Par
Hugo Winterhalter. Victor
Andy Williams ..Cadence

7.

TRUE LOVE (2) ......

8.

HONKY TONE (8) ....

9.

MIRACLE OF LOVE (5)

10.

S
• j
.
\
‘ )
(
' )

CANADIAN SUNSET (13)

Second Group
j Eddie Fisher .
I Vince Martin

i CINDY, OH CINDY

. Victor
.. Glory

YOU’LL NEVER, NEVER KNOW .
WHEN THE WHITE LILACS BLOOM AGAIN.

FRIENDLY PERSUASION .. .
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Platters .Mercury
f Helmut Zacharias .Decca
I Billy Vaughn .Dot
.1 LeRoy Holmes . MGM
l Florian Zabach.Mercury
\Pat Boone ...Dot
.) Four Aces .Decca

WHATEVER WILL BE WILL BE. Doris Day.Columbia
CITY OF ANGELS . High Lights.Bally
HOUND DOG ...Elvis Presley .
Victor
TONIGHT YOU BELONG TO ME... Patience & Prudence ... Liberty
( Chordettes .Cadence
LAY DOWN YOUR ARMS
.Ann Shelton.Columbia
HEY, JEALOUS LOVER ...Frank Sinatra.Capitol
IFigures in parentheses indicate number of weeks song has been in the Top 101

A couple of cool canaries, Jerri
Adams and Rita Keys, are spot¬
lighted in Columbia Records’ cur¬
rent "Sounds of the Future” pack¬
age. Miss Adams has already been
creating some noise in the wax
market with her pop singles, and
her LP offering, "It’s Cool Inside,”
should get her going in the pack¬
age field. She’s got a smooth style
and interesting lyric conceptions
which give the oldies In the set a
fresh and invigorating dimension.
Miss Reys’ package, simply titled
“The Cool Voice of Rita Reys,” is
an excellent showcasing of a jazz
style incubated In Holland and
developed here. One side is de¬
voted to tunes cut in Holland with
the Wes Ilcken combo while the
flipover covers a flock of tunes cut
in the U.S. with The Jam Messen¬
gers. Her energetic swinging style
is evident throughout.
It took the CBS-TV showcasing
of Metro’s "Wizard of Oz” to get
the soundtrack into the wax mar¬
ket. It should be a solid seller
although the reasons for its lying
in the vaults since the pic’s 1939
release are evident. There just
isn’t enough music to fill out a 12inoh LP and dialog from the track
had to be Inserted to pad the pack¬
age. The dialog doesn’t add up to
much of a wax treat and it’s com¬
pletely overshadowed by Judy
Garland’s warmly effective “Over
The Rainbow” and Bert Lahr’s “If
I Were King of the Forest.” There’s
also the Garland-Lahr-Ray BolgerJack Haley tandem on “We’re Off
To See The Wizard” and a rousing
“Ding Ding The Witch Is Dead”
for added compensation.
Les Baxter Orch: "Caribbean
Moonlight” (Capitol). Set’s title is
a tipoff on the kind of music Les

Baxter has put together for his
latest package. It’s soft and invit¬
ing, mellow and rhythmic and
runs the arranging gamut from
lush strings to sharp drums.
Among the familiar items that get
the Baxter treatment are "The
Breeze and I,” “Poinciana,”
"Temptation” and “Green Eyes.”
Mudell Lowe Orch. “New Music
of Alec Wilder” (Riverside). Alec
Wilder is one of the big thinkers
in contemporary jazz and Mudell
Lowe of its big tootlers. The com¬
poser and musician are excellently
paired here. The Wilder composi¬
tions, written expressly for Lowe’s
group, are ahead of most of tlia
jazz things today and show a fresh
and inventive mind at work. The
liner notes are by singer Frank
Sinatra.
For the Christmas shelf: Coral
Records has a surefire bestseller in
Lawrence Welk’s "Merry Christ¬
mas.” It’s all in the familiar
"champagne music” groove with
the added seasonal spirit. Epic also
has a standout Yule set in Leonard
MacClain’s "Joy To The World.”
MacClain’s pipe organ goes over 28
seasonal items that range from
Christmas carols to Tin Pan Alley
concoctions. On the indie AudioFidelity label, “Grailville Sings”,
should also attract attention. Pack¬
age is a choral workover of folk
songs, spirituals, Gregorian chants,
etc., cut by the students of Graili-’io Community College, Catholic
school in Loveland, O.
Gros.

Haskell to Caravan
Singer Jack Haskell has been
signed to cut four sides by Cara¬
van Records.
Label was set up recently by
Kent Harian, a rug dealer In
Paramus, N. J.

Songs With Largest Radio Audience
The top 30 songs of week (more in case of ties), based on
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index 8t Audience Trend Index.
Published by Office of Research, Inc., Dr. John Gray Peatman.
Director. Alphabetically listed. *Legit musical, tFilm, ttTV.
Survey Week of Oct. 26-Nov. 1, 1956
Baby Doll—t"Baby Doll” .Remick
Blueberry Hill .Chappell
Bus Stop Song—t"Bus Stop”.Miller
Canadian Sunset.Meridian
Cindy, Oh Cindy . Marks-B
Everyone Needs Someone.Wood '
Friendly Persuasion—t"Friendly Persuasion” .....Feist
Giant—t"Giant” ..Witmark
Green Door ...Trinity
I Cry More ...Famous
I Don’t Know Enough About You.Porgip
I’m Free .Veronique
Italian Theme .Maurice
It’s Yours .Southern
Just In Time—*"Bells Are Ringing”.Stratford
Just Walking In The Rain.. Golden West
Lay Down Your Arms..Ludlow
Love Me Tender—t"Love Me Tender”.Presley
Mama From The Train.Remick
Married I Can Always Get—ft1"Manhattan Tower”. .Leeds
Mutual Admiration Society—’►‘‘Happy Hunting”.... Chappell
Namely You—’“"Li’l Abner” .Commander
Never Leave Me—iT'Manhattan Tower”.Leeds
Night Lights ...BVC
On The Street Where You Live—’►"My Fair Lady”.. Chappell
Petticoats Of Portugal.Christopher
Star You Wished Upon Last Night.Robbins
Tonight You Belong To Me
.v.BVC
True Love—t"Hlgh Society” . ..Buxton Hill
Two Different Worlds .Princess
When The White Lilacs Bloom Again.Harms

Top 30 Songs on TV
(More In Case of Ties)
Big “D”—’►"Most Happy. Fella”.Frank
But Love Me’—+f"Manhattan Tower”.Leeds
Canadian Sunset ..Meridian
Chincherinchee .Roncom
Don't Be Cruel.Presley-S
Get Me To The Church On Time—*“My Fair Lady”. Chappell
Green Door .
Trinity
Happiness Cocktail—ft "Manhattan Tower”.Leeds
Happy To Make Acquaintance—’►"Happy Fella”_Frank
Hound Dog ..._,.Presley-L
I Could Have Danced All Night—*"My Fair Lady”.. Chappell
I Flipped ..Cent. Song*
Indian Giver—tt‘‘Manhattan Tower” .Leeds
Just Walking In The Rain .Golden West
Learnin’ My Latin—IT'Manhattan Tower”.Leeds
Love Me Tender—f"LQve Me Tender”.Presley
Magic Fire—IT’Manhattan Tower” .Leeds
Married I Can Always Get—ff"Manhattan Tower”. * Leeds
Moonlight Gambler .Morris
Mutual Admiration Society—*"Happy Hunting”.... Chappell
Never Leave Me—IT’Manhattan Tower”.Leeds
New York’s My Home—tt “Manhattan Tower”..... Leeds
Once Upon A Dream—tf’Manhattan Tower”.Leeds
Party—f f "Manhattan Tower” ... ?.Leeds
Repeat After Me—IT’Manhattan Tower”.Leeds
This Close To Dawn”—ff“Manhattan Tower”.Leeds
Tonight You Belong To Me
.BVC
Too Close For Comfort—’►‘‘Mr. Wonderful”.Laurel
True Love—f’High Society”..Buxton Hill
Two Different Worlds.Princess
Whatever Will Be, Will Be—f’Man Who Knew” ... Artists
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WANTED: DRUMMERS FOR DISKS
f

Sammy Davis Jr.’s Plan Still OK
Trade associations being what they are, the Record Industry
Assn, of America formally advised comedian Sammy Dayis Jr.
that it could not go along with his anti-juvenile delinquency
campaign as an organization measure. To do so, it adds, would
require revision of the RIAA's constitution. It does give affirma¬
tive cheering to the star's program—to combat JD via the DJs—
and adds that individual diskeries doubtlessly will cooperate.
There has been other feeling that, to comply with Davis’ plan
to enlist diskery faves to combat juvenile delinquency, via spe¬
cially recorded platters, might be construed as tantamount ac¬
quiescence that the record business is in some way responsible
for j.d.
Without going into the pros and cons of such farfetched fear,
fact is that the comedian has been the first—and so far the
only—ranking star to propose a platform for enlisting shpw biz
in an affirmative campaign to influence kids and win good be¬
haviorism on their part. Recognizing the impact of platters on
the kids and the hold of recording stars on the youngsters’ gen¬
eral attitudes, as witness the millions retailed by them for disks
and personals every year, Davis’ plan was widely acclaimed
within show business. It also got recognition outside the trade
as the Variety pickup stories percolated through the dailies.
With or without RIAA or other organizational assist, Davis has
enough substance to keep rolling. The many letters, the affirma¬
tive contribution by Broadcast Music Inc. in the form of a $500
grant, and the general high regard, should spell success for what
Davis is trying to do.
It's too bad, of course, that there Isn’t the organizational assist
that could come from a RIAA. Such teamwork is always com¬
forting.
Abel.

Epic Fanning Out-Staff, Radio Pkgs.,
60-a-Yr. Longhair Sets, Operatic Disks

New Suit Vs. ‘Flying Saucer to Settle
Question of Disk Property Rights
A good record man is hard to
find.
This is especially true on
the sales end of the biz where the
diskeries are finding themselves
hard-pressed to latch on to com¬
petent personnel.
It’s not that the job-seekers are
eschewing the recording industry
for other fields, either. The sales
execs claim that they are continual¬
ly flooded with applications, but
the majority of candidates aren’t
qualified to handle the multi-fa¬
ceted recording-activities or aren’t
willing to break in at a minimum
tryout salary.
In the past, the recording com¬
panies’ main source for sales staf¬
fers was in the record retail shops
around the country. “We must
have tapped the bottom of the bar¬
rel,” one exec said, “because the
clerks available today aren’t wellrounded enough to take on the
broad responsibilities of a record
company sales job.” It appears
now yiat many of the retail record¬
ing clerks have limited their scope
to either the pop or classical,
which distresses the recording com¬
pany execs. They want men who
are fully acquainted with both
fields and who are equipped to
talk ’em up with equal fervor.
The sales execs also have un¬
happy words to say about the crop
of young college grads looking for
a sales career in the record busi¬
ness. Despite lack of experience,
their salary demands are way out
of line and they’re all looking for
comfortable homeoffice berths.
Best break-in slot for a sales nov¬
ice, the execs insist, is on the road
and that’s where they are needed
most. “An incubation as a field
man,” one exec stated, “is the best
training ground for a future in
sales.”
The road, they add, gives the
sales trainee experience in all
facets of diskery sales and pro¬
motion. In addition to actual sell¬
ing, the field man works with dis¬
tributors, dealers, deejays and art¬
ists in such varied operational
phases as advertising, promotion
and" public relations.
On the local level, the distribu¬
tors, too, are having trouble find¬
ing sales people. In the distrib’s
case it’s become a matter of find¬
ing someone who won’t pilfer the
till via various billing shenanigans
and finding a salesman who’s will¬
ing to hang on and become a per¬
manent part of the organization.

Epic Records, Columbia’s sub-4
sid label. Is stepping into its fourth ‘
operational year with an expansion
program pegged on personnel and
ASCAP, which has several hun¬
repertoire.
William S. Nielsen, label’s sales dred singers and bandleaders in its
director, plans to build up the disk- ranks, has added a flock of new
ery’s field force so that by the first performers to its writer-roster.
of the year it will be operating Among the new members are Jerry’
Ozzie
Nelson,
Herb
with men based out of Cleveland Colonna,
and Chicago. This will alleviate Shriner and Johnny Desmond.
There
are
now
over
4,000
com¬
the activities of the Gotham-based
execs who’ve had to make periodi¬ poser and authors in ASCAP's
ranks.
cal hops to the midwest to keep
tabs on the sales situation.
In a move to broaden the expo¬
sure for its growing album cata¬
log Epic plans to institute a sub¬
scription service for the leading
radio stations around the country.
The subscription plan already in
effect at many of the other major
companies, gets the albums to the
stations at a nominal cost. The
The Record Industry Assn, of
program will get going on Jan. 1.
Epic also plans to step up its America has turned down a pro¬
activity in the classical * field. posal by Sammy Davis Jr. that the
Charles Schicke, who heads up disk industry, via its trade organiza¬
tion, help organize and finance a
(.Continued on page 46)
movement to combat juvenile de¬
linquency. John W. Griffin, RIAA
exec secretary, informed Davis that
the RIAA directors turned down
the idea because it fell outside the
A1 Hoffman and Dick Manning
orbit of its functions. He indicated have been signed by Coral Records
that to support the Davis plan to do a “And Then I Wrote Al¬
might require an amendment to the bum.” Hoffman and Manning, who
i RIA *. constitution..
have written such recent hits as
Kansas City, Nov. (>.
Griffin stated that members of
Foremost Records, new label the board were in full sympathy “Allegheny Moon” and “Hot Dighere, is out with its first entries with Davis’ aims and would con¬ gity,” join writers Irving Caesar,
after little more than two months sider ways In which they could be J. Fred Coots, Harold Rome and
of effort. First releases are a quar¬ personally helpful to him. It was, Bob Merrill.
Hoffman and Manning are also
tet of albums covering a wide range however, the feeling that it was not
of musical styles and artists.
the corporate function ef the indi¬ due to be heard via an MGM re¬
lease
of “Wake Up To Music,” a
The'quartet is a sample of the vidual companies to undertake the
thorough coverage which Foremost basic organization of an anti-ju¬ tune which they wrote and cut on
the
demo
and will put it out if
expects to give the music field. The venile delinquency program, al¬
company soon will have a number though as individuals, they could P^iU hom ’5[sip uoi;ej;suouiap b
some
interpolations
of disks from
of other releases, also covering sev¬ be approached for support'in the
eral kinds of music, according to same way that they are solicited other companies can be edited out.
Hoffman
and
Manning
made this
Max Cooper, sales manager.
for other civic-minded projects.
deal before inking with Coral.
First four are Jon & Sondra
Steel’s “Floor Show,” Betty Mil¬
ler’s “Jazz Piano Heatwave,” AdoPAT BALLARD
niono's“Guitar Estupendo” and Ed¬
die Dunstedter’s “The Master
who toured with the original
Makes Melody.” Foremost lias en¬
DixielaAd Jais Band
deavored to put a new idea into
RCA Victor, will operate another
(whtn jass was applied that way)
each, the 10 numbers by the Steeles “show train” from Jan.' 6-13 in
hping a typical session of their cooperation with the March of
has a treatise on
Msht club act. Betty Miller is a Dimes campaign of the National
jazz artist who has a strong local Foundation for' Infantile Paralysis.
Dance
Music Since
following and Is figured on her way Victor staged a similar promotion
llP. Adomoho has a new and unu¬ last year, but now plans to cover
1917
sual style in electric guitar. Dun- the country from coast to coast
* *• *
stedter is one of the top artists on rather than touring the eastern
the organ.
area only.
another editorial, feature
Foremost is off to a healthy start
Some 20 top Victor artists will
In. the upcoming
with a string of 27 record distribs go out on the train which will
ael?.ss the country.
stop over in key cities where lo¬
Slst Anniversary Number
Diskery also is issuing single cal disk jockeys will he invited
of
Platters. A combo of the Steele’s aboard to tape interviews in which
«cgin the Beguine” and “My Hap¬ the March of Dimes pitch will be
PfiStlETT
piness” is drawing, early notice. made.

New ASCAP Members

RIAA Turns Down
Sammy Davis Idea

ADDHOFFMAN-MANNING
TO’AND THEN I WROTE’

Foremast Releases Four
’Diversified’ Albums In
K.C. Label’s Fast Teeoff

RCA on Tracks Again
For Polio Foundation

4-

*

APOLLON'S ROMANCE
Vet Performer Starts Diskery on
Coast
Hollywood, Nov. 6.
Dave Apollon, who has played top
niteries and theatres of the coun¬
try for more than a quarter cen¬
tury with his mandolin, has set up
Romance Records, with offices and
studios here and in Dallas.
Branches in Europe are planned.
H,e’ll front an orch of 16 as accomp for his mandolin solos, first
recording session to be held in
two weeks. In his first disking of
16 standards,

Decca Earnings
Dp 20% Over ’55

A new suit against the team of
(Bill) Buchanan & (Bob) Goodman,
who issued the “Flying Saucer”
record a couple of months ago, is
being closely watched by all the
segments of the music industry for
its attempt to establish a clear
properly right by disk companies
in their own output. A motion
for a temporary injunction against
Buchanan & Goodman”s Luniverse platter, made in N. Y. Su¬
preme Court last week by three
indie labels and two vocalists, is
expected to be decided upon by
Judge Henry Clay Greenberg to¬
morrow (Thurs.) or Friday.
Although Buchanan & Goodman
already have agreed to a settle¬
ment on the payment of royalties
to several publishers whose tunes
were used in their “Flying Saucer”
takeoff on rock ’n’ roll hits, the
new action is the first attempt on
the part of the disk companies,
whose material was used on the
B&G platter, to collect. Plaintiffs
in the case are Imperial Records,
Aristocrat Records and Chess
Records; they are asking $100,000
in exemplary damages. Antoine
(Fats) Domino and Overton Lemon
(Smiley Lewis) have also joined the
action, asking $20,000 and $10,000,
respectively, for the unauthorized
(Continued on page’46)

Reflecting continuing gains by
Decca Records since its 74% stock
buy into Universal Pictures, the
earnings of the diskery for the first
nine months of this year, ending
Sept. 30, amounted to $2,917,379.
This figure compares to earnings
of $2,410,264 reported in the cor¬
responding period of last year. The
increase is over 20%.
Current earnings are equal to
$1.82 per share on the 1.602,501
shares of outstanding capital stock,
compared to $1.50 per share on the
same number of shares. Earning
figures include Decca’s share of
the undistributed earnings of its
Lamas Music, RKO-Unique Rec¬
subsidiary picture company, Uni¬ ords publishing subsid, will add
versal.
seven field men to its staff by midNovember to get the new music
firm rolling on its RKO pic score
copyrights.
This will bring the^.
Lamas road roster up to 10 men. y
Initial push for the firm will be
on the Joe Myrow-Mack Gordon
New York.
score for “Bundle of Joy.” Also
Editor, Variety:
on the agenda this year is a drive
I am constrained to write you on the tunes from the Jane Powell
about a news item which appeared starrer, “Girl Most Likely.” s
in the Oct. 31 issue of Variety con¬
The diskery will release the
cerning the SPA contract. One soundtrack set from “Girl Most
of the statements in that article Likely,” via a special de^l for Miss
relates to the pending lawsuit Powell made with Verve Records
brought by writers against Broad¬ to which she’s pacted. RCA Vic¬
cast Music Inc.
tor has the rights to the “Bundle
The article recites that the for- of Joy” soundtracker because of
mulatioh of a new Songwriters its exclusive deal with the pic’s
Protective Assn, contract is “be¬ star, Eddie Fisher.
lieved” to have been delayed be¬
When possible, the studio will
cause all 33 plaintiffs in that law¬ look out for the interests of its
suit are members of SPA, and be¬ recording company subsid by in¬
cause I am busy as counsel for serting in the original contract a
these plaintiffs. This belief is in¬ special rider which will get the
correct and has no foundation. A performer a release from previous
number of the plaintiffs are not diskery deals to appear on the
members of SPA, and my firm and‘ soundtrack set for the RKOI have spent a good deal of time Unique label. Upcoming filmusiin connection with a contemplated cals on the RKO schedule which
will be tied in with the diskery and
revision of the contract.
The facts are that an extensive publishing firm operations are the
review has been made of the ex¬ life stories of Earl Carroll and Ben
isting contract, and careful consid¬ Bernie.
eration has been given to many
proposed changes. After this study,
the Council of SPA reached the
conclusion that a variety of new
developments and changing condi¬
tions in the music industry made
An important new b.o. potential
advisable the extension of the
present agreement for another for legit has emerged via the disk
year. I need hardly mention .the clubs.
In an experimental promotional
items which have appeared in
Variety, as well as other trade tie-in with the Columbia Records’
papers, about possible amendments disk club, “The Most Happy Fella,”
of the Copyright Law. about the now running on Broadway, is gear¬
shift of emphasis in the exploita¬ ing for between $35,000 to $50,000
tion of music from the sale of in new business. The additional
piano copies, orchestrations and take is expected via mail, order
other printed material to recorded blanks that liave been shipped to
versions of one kind and another, the club’s 368,000 membership
as well as'analogous changes in bus¬ with the announcements of the
iness operations which may have club’s November special. Col’s
a substantial effect upon contrac¬ original cast album of ‘'Happy
tual relations between writers and Fella” is being offered in the
November mailing.
publishers.
Tab for the -mail-order insertions
The proposal to extend the pres¬
ent SPA agreement arises not as set the tuner’s fnanaggment back
a result of the lawsuit to which you about $2,500. Initial mailing went
refer, but as a consequence of the out last week and more than 1,000
necessity of preparing a contract orders for tix have already come
which will cover prevailing condi¬ back. Average order runs between
tions and will also make necessary $10 and $15. The promotional tieprovision for the foreseeable fu¬ in with the club was schemed by
the show’s producers, Lynn (Mrs.
ture.
Frank) Loesser and Kermit BloomJohn Schulman.
garden, and Frank Loesser, who
(Counsel, Songwriters
wrote the book and score.
Protective Assn.)

RKO’s Lamas Music Adds
Seven to Field Staff For
A Push on Pix Scores

SPA PACT, SUIT VS. BMI
UNRELATED: SCHULMAN

Columbia Records’ Chib
Hypos ’Happy Fella’ Biz
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On The Upbeat
New York
Jules Archer has a piece in the
December issue of True Story mag
on Elvis Presley and the teenagers
. . . The Neal Hefti-Francis Wayne
group adding an alto sax to the
combo while reorganizing in New
York . . . George Shearing wound
up another book of piano arrange¬
ments for Robbins Music . . . Swap¬
ping Song Fair moving out of
Greenwich Village’s Cherry Lane
Theatre to an and on West 44th
St. Josh White will launch the new
series Saturday (10).
Meyer Davis’ orch opens ai the
Palm Beach Breakers Hotel Dec. 15
for its 21st consecutive season . . .
Jimmy Breedlove," formerly of The
Cues, inked as a soloist by Capitol
Records.
He’s being personalmanaged by George Lee . . . Lou
Capone now partnered with
George Albert in Melhead Music
. . . Bill Heyer set for two weeks at
Palumbo’s, Philadelphia, starting
Jan. 1 . . . Mimi Warren at the
Sheraton Mayflower, Akron, until
Jan. 5 . . . Tal Farlow’s group shar¬
ing the Composer podium with the
Blly Taylor Trio . . . Robert Mer¬
rill set for “Night of Stars” at
Madison Square Garden Nov. 19
. : . Sheldon Davis handling pub¬
licity for Specialty Records and
Little Richard , . . Hillbilly singer
Elton Britt to Major Artists for
personal management.
Bob Kloss, dee jay at WKWK,
Wheeling, W. Va., in town eyeing
the music biz scene . . . Also in for
a Gotham o.o. is Mrs. Carl Stutz,
wife of the WRVA (Richmond)
platter spinner . . . Jimmy De
Preist Quintet set for its second
jazz workshop bash at the U. of
Pennsylvania campus Nov. 17.

Hollywood
Ray .Anthony band signed by
Metro for “nitery sequences in
“This Could Be the Night” in
which Jean Simmons, Paul Douglas
and Anthony Franciosa star . . .
Kay Brown, current at ‘the Key¬
board, will have her first four sides
for Decca go into release today
(Wed.) . . . Andre Brummer, a&r
chief for Motif Records, new indie
diskery, produces 28 sides within j
the next 10 days . . . Songstress

, Margie Rayburn has exited Capitol
Records and signed with Liberty.
Her initial sides for the diskery
will be “Take a Gamble On Me”
and “Every Minute of the Day,”
masters purchased from Cap . . .
Zephyr Records is pushing its LP
album, “Easy Jazz On a Fish Bass,”
during So. Calif. Seafood week . . .
April Ames signed by Zephyr Rec¬
ords.

Chicago
Inkspots into Porky’s Hideaway,
Fort Lauderdale, Fla., opening
Friday (9) through Nov. 21 . . .
Organist Don Johnson signed to a
three-year management contract
by Muttial Entertainment, GhK . .
Eddie Heywood introduced to local
press at an RCA Victor luncheon
at the Black Orchid last week . . .
Jerry Lewis due in Chicago on a
disk promotion tour under Decca
auspices Nov. 16 . . . Don Cherry
pacted for Eddy’s, Kaycee, Nov. 30
for two frames . . . Fats Domino
set for the Blue Note Dec. 5-16
. . . Duke Ellington into Blue Note
Dec. 19-Jan. 6 . . Russ Carlyle
playing college dates till the first
of the year, when he does a loca¬
tion stand at Chi’s Oh Henry ball¬
room . . The Holiday Club ball¬
room still up for sale; owner
Joseph McElroy asking for three
times the annual net profit, sup¬
posedly between $100,000 and
$150,000.

Pittsburgh
Somethin’ Smith & Redheads re¬
turn to the Ankara Christmas Eve
for three weeks ... Ciro Rimac
orch and revue into the Diamond
Room for a fortnight. . . Russ Mer¬
ritt filling in for Johnny Costa at
KDKA-TV as staff pianist while
Costa and his trio are back at
the Embers Club in N. Y. Nov. 518 . . . Eddie Peabody inked* by
Dore’s week of Dec. 17 . . . Maurice
Spitalny’s band plays Jewish Home
for the Aged benefit show at
Mosque Dec. 2 . . . Eddie Brown
outfit checked in at Huwe’s Cafe
for a run . . . Joe Negri foursome
into the Cove for a stay . . . Jimmy
Spaniel combo at Town House Mo¬
tel in Monroeville indef . . . Henry
Robinson band signed by Don
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HETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS
-PftfHETYSurvey of retail sheet music
best sellers based on reports
obtained from leading stores in
13 cities and showing coup
parative sales rating for. this
and last week.
* ASCAP
t. BMI
National
Rating
This Last
wk. wk.
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Title and Publisher

* Whatever Will Be (Artists)..
tLove Me Tender (Presley). .
*True Love (Buxton Hill)....
♦You Belong to Me (BVC)....
fCanadian Sunset (Meridian).
♦Allegheny Moon (Oxford).. .
tWalking in Rain (Golden W.)
IThe Green Door (Trinity).. .
fPon’t Be Cruel (Presley-S)..
♦Friendly Persuasion (Feist).
„ fHonky Tonk (Billace).
tCindy, Oh Cindy (Marks-B).
tltalian Theme (Maurice)....
♦My Prayer (Shapiro-B).
fSoft, Summer Breeze (Regent)
Metz’s Sky Vue for weekend dance
music . . . Jack Purcell’s office,
which books bands and combos,
has engaged Muss Merritt as its
staff rehearsal pianist . . . Wilbur
Hildebrand, formerly with Tiny
Wolfe band at Copa, now playing
piano for Larry Faith at Horizon
Room.

San Francisco
Derle Knox, for 17 years maestro
at Bimbo's 365 Club, retires Nov.
14. Trumpeter Don Menary will
take over . . . Fack’s II held over
Johnny Mathis for another seven
weeks . . . Stan Kenton into the
Macumba and will wind up his
Frisco stay with a Nov. 18 Opera
House concert . . . Pianist Burt
Bales of Pier 23 made an album for
ABC-Paramount . . . “Jazz at the
Philharmonic” concert in San Jose

was albumized . . . Ted Lewis got disks for Philips, broadcast and ap¬
a big ovation from a full house at pear in concerts with Dutch Swing
The Village.
College Band . . . Major Holley,
Yank bassist, left for home after
residing here 18 months . . . Singer
Beryl Bryden set for eight-day tour
London
Mills Music arranged for royal¬ of jazz clubs in Denmark.
ties of new tune, “Commando Pa¬
trol,” to go to Commando Benevo¬
Mencken on LP
lent Fund . . . Jack Parnell band
Washington, Nov. 0.
may back U. S. singer Pat Boone
during his 10-day tour here in De¬
The Library of Congress has
cember . . . Ray Ellington Quartet just issued an albfcm of two LP
offered a tv date in Bavaria in No¬ records of an unrehearsed inter¬
vember. will accept if can fit with view with the late H. L. Mencken,
other commitments . . . Accordion¬ recorded on June 30, 1948.
ist Jack Emblow arrived back in
Interview has Mencken reminis¬
England from New York where
he’s been probing Yank music cing about his youth in Baltimore,
scene . . . Singer Tony Brent his publishing and journalistic ex¬
opened week’s date at Astor Club periences, and his observations on
. . . Blues singer Neva Raphaello the American scene. Price is $7.50
off to Holland next week to make plus tax.

A&R MAN
NECK-STICKING-OUT DEPT
I'VE LISTENED LATELY TO A LOT OF GREAT AND NEW RECORD
SOUNDS, HI-FI, LOW-FI AND JUST PLAIN DELINQUENT, BUT I'VE
GOT A COUPLE OF WEIRD SIDES JUST MADE UNDER THE SPELL OF A
VERY DARK MOON THAT EVERY A&R MAN SHOULD IMMEDIATELY
SPEND TWO MINUTES LISTENING TO.

SOME BRAVE GUY IS GONNA

CLEAN UP OR MY CRYSTAL BALL IS CRACKED.

RESPECTFULLY,

Pat PallciSid
POrt Washington 7-6505

WedneiNlay, November 7, 1956

P’SfSIETY

WAYNE STITT
J1UDI*

BI1XYEAROUT
KCMO

..they can help you sell more In the nation’s eighteenth market*!
More and more national advertisers are turning to local radio to give their products important
additional .exposure. And in Kansas City, Kansas, these exciting radio personalities
cover a wide sales area. Their “smiling voices,” popular music programming, and news about
products, make them welcome visitors in Kansas City’s 311,000 radio homes. If you’re looking for
*
new sales gains in this $1% billion retail market, let these deejays go to town for your product.

♦population rank in Sales Management “Survey of Buying Power/' 1966.

fell rca"\/ictor

spotlights hometown broadcasting
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album previews in Boston, Phila¬
delphia, Detroit, Chicago and the
Coast. And for added momentum
on its current hit LP, Lester
Lanin’s dance set, label has tied
__Continued from page 41
in with the book publishers,
longhair artists & repertoire, is bal street is the arrival next month Doubleday, which will push it via
a special direct mail drive. '
of
Eduard
Van
Beinum,
director
blueprinting a 60 albums-a-year
of the Concertgebouw Orchestra, j
(five-a-month) release schedule. Van Beinum will baton the Los An¬
He’s also priming the label for a geles Symphony during his Janu- j
Cap Sales Shuffle
move-in on the opera field. Schicke ary and February vacation before J
• Hollywood, Nov. 6.
has scheduled “Louise” by the returning to his permanent slot
Thomas Morgan, Capitol Records
Opera-Comique of Paris for a late with the Concertgebouw.
Epic branch sales manager, has been
November release. It marks the plans to award Van Beinum a gold¬
first complete waxing of the opera en longplay record of the Concert- upped to district sales manager ef¬
and follows such other recently re¬ gebouw’s current release, “Sche¬ fective Jan. 1. Morgan, who will
leased opera “firsts” for Epic as herazade,” to mark the Amster¬ headquarter in Cleveland, .sup¬
“The Love of Three Oranges” and dam outfit’s 100,000 album sales plants Max Callison. Latter was
promoted to the newly-created post
“Don Pasquale.”
on the "Epic labeL
of national sales manager of Capi¬
Schicke is also prepping a major
Leon Fleischer, young American tol’s distributing company with his
internatiorfal buildup (via the
pianist,
is
the
latest
addition
to
headquarters in N. Y.
Philips affil) for the Cleveland Or¬
J. K. Maitland, veepee and di¬
chestra. A project for the Cleve¬ Epic’s classical fold and is also be¬
ing
earmarked
for
a
big
push.
rector of sales, said William Miland outfit to tour .Europe next
In the pop album field, Epic is kels, branch sales manager of the
spring under the sponsorship of
the American National Theatre Sc putting major stress on its current St. Louis office, Is being upped
release,
Anita Ellis’ “I Wonder and transferred to Dallas as district
Academy (ANTA) is now in the
works. Also on the two-way glo¬ What Became of Me,” via special sales manager.

Epic Expansion Program

As to That Presley Longtermer...
The . inside on that “$l,000-per-week 20-year deal” for Elvis
Presley with the RCA Victor company is, in actuality, a mathe¬
matical device to spread the singer’s staggering $430,000 earnings
in record royalties in this, his first year, over a decade. Victor’s
Howard K. Letts, veepee in financial administration matters, will
spread* the almost half-million earnings over a 10-year period,
which may also stretch into a 15-year term, as a means to amor¬
tize the earnings over a longterm.
Thus, if Presley's recordings should be curtailed for a term of
years, because of GI service, or otherwise, he has an economic
cushion.
In exchange for this, Victor’s original two-year deal, plus a oneyear option, has been exchanged into two five-year terms. The first
three-year stretch (option included) now becomes five years, and
in addition .there’s another five-year option. Whether or not it is
exercised, about which there is little doubt at the moment. Pres¬
ley’s accumulated royalties are spread out over an additional five
years! If the second five-year term is exercised then the spread
would be 10 years additionally, whether or not he keeps recording
or his platters sell.
As now constituted, Presley’s 10,000,000-platter sale has earned
in the very first year the entire sum that Victor “guarantees” him
for the next 10 years. From Presley’s viewpoint, of course, is the
advantage of the spread for tax purposes.

Ayres Back in Groove
For 1st Time Since ’41
Mitchell Ayres is taking his first
crack at the disk market since 1941
via an RCA Victor platter out on
release'this week. In the past 15
years, Ayres has been occupied
at one time or another as artists
& repertoire staffer at Columbia
Records and musical director for
the Perry Como shows.
$
His Victor platter is a coupling
of “Guaglione” and “The Awaken¬
ing of Pedro,” both instrumentals.

Shapiro-Berngtein Taps
Roth as Educ’I Chief
Shapiro-Bernstein is prepping
an expansion of its educational de¬
partment. First move in the build¬
up program is the appointment of
Lewis Roth as director of its edu¬
cational division.
Roth is already prowling mate-rial to develop a catalog that can
be pitched at the music educators
around the country. A Juilliard
School of Music grad, Roth was
formerly an editorial advisor in
Mills Music’s educational depart¬
ment.

said that no matter what the out¬
come of the action, the disk indus¬
try should ask for a legislative
remedy of a situation in which the
disk companies are not sure
whether what they release belongs
to them. The Copyright Act gives
the music publisher an unambigu¬
ous right to his copyrighted song,
but there is no such act to protect
disks, the lawyer declared.

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.
Formerly
Capitol Records
Recording Studios
Air
Conditioned
Soundproof
Recording Studios ®
2 Lge.
Soundproof
Auditoriums
•
Wood Paneled Exec Offices
• Free Parking for 30 Cars •
Artists' Dressing Rooms • Grand
Piano-Size ^Freight Elevator
Suitable for Record, Radio or
Theatrical Companies •

9

Caldwell,, Banker & Co.
WEbster 8-4101
4322 Wiishire Bivd.

‘Flying Saucer’

“MAMA
FROM
THE
TRAIN”

ts+zzs. Continued from page 41 ^.

use of their performances on the
“Flying Saucer” platter.* Major
companies, such as RCA Victor and
Columbia Records, also had their
material used on the latter disk,
but these companies have not
taken any legal action to date.
It’s known, however, that the
major companies are looking sym¬
pathetically upon the action of the
plaintiffs even though they are re¬
luctant to pursue the matter in the
courts themselves. One reason for
their reluctance is that there Is no
clearcut law establishing the diskers’ right in their own releases and,
hence, the major companies would
rather not risk a negative decision.
The plaintiffs in the present case
are charging that unfair competi¬
tion is involved in B&G's alleged
use of their material without au-^
thorization. One of the basic ques¬
tions in the suit is whether the use
of a couple of bars from many
songs constitutes unfair competi¬
tion or whether such a “montage”
constitutes a new work on the part
of B&G.
One lawyer for a major label,
not involved in the present suit,

A MS'.

A

recorded by

Patti Page
MERCURY 70971

REMICK MUSIC CORP.

THE STAR
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ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION
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disc
jockey...

This is first of all a not© of thanks. Recently
1 read a Billboard story (October 6th). recapping all
of the nation’s best-selling albums for 1956, and
I blush to repeat what it said.*,.that the individual
artist competition was "no contest" because five
albums by yours truly were.so far out in front!
* After reading something like that, I certainly
want to place the credit where it belongs. And it
belongs to you. I don’t have to explain how much disc
jockey support has meant to the success of the
Jackie Gleason albums. All I can do is thank you
with all my heart.

£

Right now, I’m just hoping that our newest album
will ring the bell as its predecessors £ave. This
time it’s a Christmas bell — the songs are all
wintertime favorites that we’ve dressed up in special
holiday finery.
j do hope you enjoy this "Merry Christmas"...
and, again, many thanks for all you’ve done.
Sincerely

the songs:

album 768

I’ll Be Home For Christmas
Christmas in Paris

•

White Christmas

Jingle Bells
♦

Santa Clam is Comin* To Town

Have Yourself A Merry Little Christmas

The Christmas Song

*

^

I’ve Got My Love To Keep Me Warm * Snowfall
By The Fireside
Winter Wonderland

•

•

Home * Happy Holiday

The Story Of A Starry Night

•

.
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TOP TALENT AND TUNES
London, Nov. 6.
Britain’s newest rock ’n’ roll
star, Tommy Steele, lo'oks set to
duplicate the meteoric rise to the
top of Elvis Presley. In eight
weeks, the 19-year-old singing
guitarist has rocketed from obscur¬
ity to top billing in variety thea¬
tres throughout the country. He
has signed a six weeks’ contract at
$420 a week, with the option of six
additional weeks at almost double
that figure, with Harold Fielding.
Decca has inked him up to a long
term recording contract, and a long
list of tv appearances are set for
the future.
j
Already one of Steele’s disks
•'Rock With the Cavemen,” is on
the way up the British hit parade,
and only just missed climbing Into
the Top Ten last week. Decca is
planning an LP featuring Steele,
but before giving him the real plug
treatment, the diskery will wait to
see how he fares on his six weeks
In variety theatres which started at
the Sunderland Empire yesterday.
Steele, who was discovered by
agent John Kennedy while singing
In a London coffee bar, recently
completed a two-week spot at Lopdon's Stork Room and has ap¬
peared on both commercial tv and
BBC-TV.
Yet only eight weeks ago Brit¬
ain’s new contribution to the rock
*n’ roll craze was a steward in the
Merchant Navy.
On the Other Hand
Hollywood, Nov. 6.
Deal for Elvis Presley to appear
Sn Empress Hall, largest in London,
3s being negotiated.
James A.
FitzPatrick, indie producer who
returned last week from London,
has been authorized by British
Sports Arena Ltd. to handle nego¬
tiations.
BSA wants singer for two, four
or more weeks, whichever he
elects, at 4,000 pounds sterling (ap¬
proximately $11,200) per week, taxfree, paid in American dollars.

Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

Coin Machines

Retail Disks

Retail Sheet Music

as Published in the Current Issue
NOTE: The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enu*
merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive
with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de¬
veloped from the ratio of points scored, two ways in the case of talent (coin machines, retail
disks) and three ways in the case of tunes (coin machines, retail disks and retail sheet music).

TALENT
POSITIONS
This Last
Week Week

ARTIST AND LABEL

fLbve Me Tender
-(Don't Be Cruel
(Hound Dog
JIM LOWE (Dot) /. The Green Door
JOHNNIE RAY (Columbia).. Just Walking In The Rain
GUY MITCHELL (Columbia). Singing The Blues

ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor) ..

FATS DOMINO (Imperial).(Blueberry Hffl
„
,
/Dreamboat Comes Home
BILL DOGGETT (King) . Honky Tonk
CROSBY & KELLY (Capitol) . True Love
HUGO WINTERHALTER (Victor) .Canadian Sunset
PAT BOONE (Dot).(Friendly Persuasion
/Chains Of Love
PATIENCE & PRUDENCE (Liberty) . Tonight You Belong To Me

j

•TUNES
POSITIONS
This Last
Week Week

(•ASCAP.

SATISFIERS
Have a Brand New Sound
On CORAL RECORDS

WHERE WILL I BE
TOMORROW NIGHT

tBMI)

TUNE

PUBLISHER

By PAT BALLARD

General Music Pub. Co.

! field is adopting the mechanics of
the straight one-nite promoter. He
will either buy the orch or combo
lA cute novehyV^h dlKTg"beat
■
Continued from page Z , ■ , ■- or offer a guarantee against a per¬
discriminating audiences who fre¬ centage, depending on what terms
he can arrange. The big differ¬
quent concerts.
Jazz concerts, like other long¬ ence, however, between the long¬
hair
and jazz fields, according to
hair presentations, are sold by the
Concert managers through that in¬ Bloom, is an advance booking of
While a classical artist
dispensable promotion medium in names.
*
*
J^
this field—the mailing list., Bloom can be booked with complete as¬
Recorded by^ yV,
stated that his broadside circulars surance for as much as an 18get an across-the-board reaction. month advance, the more helter^ KAY CEE JONES
The subscriber who orders tickets
on Dacca
for a symphony concert will also skelter pattern in the field of jazz
makes evep shortterm bookings a
order for a jazz concert.
MILLS MUSIC, INC.
The concert manager In the jazz lot more uncertain.
In Philadelphia, the Academy of
Music there will also house a jazz
concert for the first time this Fri¬
day (9) when Bernard Pelffer, the
French' jazz 88er, heads a lineup
including Art Farmer, Gigi Gryce,
Joe Puma, Zoot Zims, Howard
McGhee,. Lee Morgan arid others.
Just concluded WOW engagement
Date is being promoted by a com¬
EMBERS, New York
mittee of prominent Philly social¬
ites with jazz critic Leonard
Feather acting as emcee.

Longhairs Invade

WAIT
LITTLE
ft
DARLING

DOROTHY DONEGAN
Currently for FOUR WEEKS

THEATRICAL LOUNGE, Cleveland

Her Own Tunes to Bow
Alice Remsen Diskery

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION

Alice Remsen, songwriter and
music publisher, will launch an
indie label later this month tagged
Remsen Records.
Label's kickoff platter will in¬
troduce a new vocal group, the
Sparrows, on a coupling of “Broken
Heart
Goodbye”
and
“Wild
Prairie.” Both tunes were written
by Miss Remsen.

JOE GLASER. Pres.
o

j.‘<:

A.e

PL.

5.4600

I
I

Chicago
203

Paris, Nov. 6.
Two concerts Friday (2) of mod¬
ern U. S. jazz group labeled “Birdland ’56” filled the immense Salle
Pleyel to overflowing. To appease
the overflow, another appearance
was promised for Saturday, Nov.
17. Group was composed of the
Modern Jazz Quartet, Bud Powell,
Lester Young and Miles Davis, the
latter two accompanied by three
Gallic players, Rene Urtreger on
Piano; Christian Garros on drums
and Pierre Michelot on bass.
Rock 'n' roll got its lumps here
and, though regular jazz is still a
staple, modern jazz has now made
a mark for itself here and this con¬
cert can be labeled as a triumph
on all counts.
The intricate chamber jazz music
of the Modern Jazz Quartet held
the aud hushed and then enthu¬
siastic. Though putting emphasis
on ensemble playing, the improvi¬
sation, the needed lifeblood of
jazz, was also in evidence and the
fine musicianship and ideas of
director John Lewis (on piano)
fused this into a new experience
for jazz fans and pundits here
j which*should have a far-reaching
influence on jazz conception.
Miles Davis on trumpet and Les¬
ter Young on tenor sax each did his
solo stints backed by the Gallic trio
stints backed by the Gallic trio
and then teamed for some more
fine jazz *bouts. Young, the “Prez,”
pressed his uncanny ardor into
fine solos, as did Davis, while their
teaming had the crowd mitting ex¬
plosively. Bud Powell gave out
with his more contrapuntal, the¬
matic piano variations for fine and
appreciation also. The French trio,
though well rhythmed, were at
times somewhat lost in giving the
push and cover needed by the solo¬
ists.
«Mosk.

fLOVE ME TENDER...Presley
fTHE GREEN DOOR. Trinity
f JUST WALKING IN THE RAIN.Golden West
*TRUi; LOVE...Buxton Hill
•{•CANADIAN SUNSET. Meridian
fDON’T BE CRUEL.Presley-S
* WHATEVER WILL BE, WILL BE.Artists
f SINGING THE BLUES
.
Acuff-R
*TONIGHT YOU BELONG TO ME . BVC
fHONKY TONK... Billace

THE FAMED

New York

For ‘Birdland’

No

Wabash

I

Hollywood

|

3619 Sun,t.f Blvd

Styne and Cahn's

LANGLEY’S 200G SUIT
ON THURSDAY’S CHILD’
Edward White (Langley Music)
slapped an Infringement suit
against Almanac Music and writers
Murray Grand and Elisse Boyd last
week in N. Y. Federal Court. The
suit asks for an injunction, $100,000 damages against Almanac and
an additional $100,000 against the
cleffers.
The complaint states that in May,
1951, the writers assigned their
rights to “Thursday’s Child” to the
plaintiff. The complaint charges
that Almanac published the same
tune under a July, 1956, copyright
and adds that the writers as well
as the publishing firm “malicious¬
ly” and “wrongfully” conspired to
“defraud’ ’the plaintiff of his rights.
The complaint also claims that the
writers demanded the return of
their copyrighted tune and when it
was refunded, wrongfully assigned
it to Almanac.
Hi-Lites, a Toronto quartet
which got its start in Montreal, has
a Mercury Records contract. First
cut is “The Girl With the Bells.” 1

"THE THINGS
WE DID
LAST SUMMER"
THE PERFECT

After. - 'Vacation song
Styne and Cahn Music Co., Inc.

AMERICAN MUSIC, INC.

America's- Fastest
^Selling-:Records!
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WAKE TO MUSIC PROMOTION
SPARKS TIME SALES ON
DISK JOCKEY PROGRAMS
Wake to Music Month has mushroomed into a sales
bonanza for disk jockeys and radio stations
Disk Jockeys
Keep the Cash
Ringing
Radio stations are finding sponsors to
tie-in with the Wake to Music promotion
on every business street in town—appli¬
ance stores, department stores, music
stores, hardware stores, public utilities,
everyone who sells clock-radios. Co-op
money from clock-radio manufacturers
and distributors, plus store money from
store advertising budgets are boosting
time sales to new highs. The Wake to
Music activities are building listening
audiences, too.

Wake tp Music Proved Success in Similar Promotions

♦

♦

From 4th to 2nd Place

240 Sponsored Spots in One Month

♦ Telechron Timers

♦

in Market of 17 Stations

Using 20,000 lines of newspaper advertising
to introduce “Wake Up New England to Music
on Clock-Radio,” WHDH, Boston, followed up
with an intensive spot program.

J

♦

WWDC, Washington, D. C., plugged the wakeup theme in 10-a-day spots—as well as in news¬
papers and direct mail. With this kind of
promotion, WWDC has jumped from 4th to 2nd
place in a market of 17 stations.

These spots brought in a total of 240 spon^.
sored announcements in one month, :each of
which promoted the sales of clock-radios.

Push Wake to

♦

Music Month .♦

♦

♦

♦
♦
4
4

20-25 Sponsors for Each 2-hour Show
WATW, Ashland, Wisconsin, reports they
built to approximately 20-25 sponsors for their
6-8 a.m. Show, which features the Wake to
Music idea.

LATE FLASH...
Wake to Music Month Huge Success
Day-to-day reports indicate that hundreds
of radio stations from New York to California
are cashing in on Wake to Music. Sponsored
spots for some stations will be close to 2000
for the month. Sustaining radio spots are
running from 3 to 28 a day.

WAKE Sells 75 Spots a Day
WAKE, Atlanta, has sold a complete Wake
to Music promotion to a local clock-radio dis¬
tributor. Sponsor picks up the check for 75
spots daily. Promotion includes banners across
principal streets, selecting Miss Wake to
Music, and WAKE disk jockey stunts, such as
giving away records on street corners while
dressed in pajamas and nightcaps.

♦
♦

Many clock-radio manufacturers use
Telechron Timers. These turn on the radios
that wake listeners to disk jockey music.
The makers of Telechron Timers are publicizing Wake to Music Month.

4

4

4
4
4

4

Columbia recording artists are featured
in the Telechron Timer Nov. 17 Post ad
promoting “Wake to the Music.of the Stars
with a Clock-Radio."

4
4

^

4
4
4

♦

♦

♦

Merchandising Helps ♦

♦
♦
♦

Write, wire or phone for details and full
information on Wake to Music Month.
Telechron Timers, Clock and Timer Department, General Electric Co., 17 Homer Ave.,
Ashland, Mass.

4
4
♦

'

4 4

^
♦
♦

4
4
*

♦
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Ice Review

In Hawaiian ‘All Show Biz’ Bid
By WALT CHRISTIE
Honolulu, Nov. 6.
Industrialist Henry J. Kaiser at
the age of 73 is bulldozing his way
along a rocky road that just pos¬
sibly could see him emerge as Ha¬
waii’s major resort operator. Po¬
tentially up to $100,000,000 may be
tied up in the expanding hotels and
entertainment ventures of which
his Hawaiian Village Hotel is the
nucleus.
Even now work’s being rushed
on a 14-story hospice alongside the
present (and also new) Hawaiian
Village, and another inn at least
20 s'.ories high is projected by
Kaiser.
He’ll also build an 1,800-seat alu¬
minum-domed auditorium on his
•‘lower Waikiki” land in an obvious
effort to make his resort Hawaii's
convention centre. Auditorium also
is being designed to house facili¬
ties for a motion picture studio.
Edward M. Gray, vice president of
National Telefilm Associates, is
scouting mainland tv and film con¬
tacts to see how much work they
might bring to Hawaii.
Hal Lewis, top Honolulu disk
jock, has joined the Kaiser staff
as executive v.p. of three related
ventures—a color tv station on
channel 13, a radio station, and a
record company, latter to be known
as Hawaiian Village Records. Lewis
will have 25% of the tv station and
half ownership of the radio station.
Jack de Mello is returning from
California to . become general man¬
ager of these Kaiser-Lewis opera¬
tions.
It hasn’t all been a bed of roses
for an industrialist who is a novice
In the hotel and nitery field at an

PROFESSIONAL
COMEDY MATERIAL
for all Theatricals
GLASON'S

FUN-MASTER

The Original Show Biz Gag File

We Service the Start
35 Issues $25 — First 13 for $7
Singly—$1.05 Each In Sequence
• 3 Parody Books# per Bk.$10 •
• 3 Blackout Books, per Bk....$25 •
• Minstrel Budget ..$25 •
How to Master the Ceremonies
$3 per Copy
• "The Comedian" Monthly Service e
$15 per Year (12 Issues)
We Also Teach M.C.'Ing and Comedy
Let a Real Professional Train You
NO C.O.D.'S

BILLY

G LAS ON

200 W. 54th St., N.Y.C. 19, Dept. V
Circle 7-1130

,4

GEORGE
HALL
and His Piano

Currently

61st Week-DOMINO CLUB
SAN FRANCISCO
Mgmt.: MARK ANTHONY
FAIRMONT HOTEL. San Frtuiclico
America's Funniest Comedy Team

MONET
IP COLLINS
ft*
■

W

and

age when most people are going
into retirement. And some of Kai¬
ser’s earlier announced projects,
including a $35,000,000 resort at
Kailua, Kona, Hawaii island, have
faded away. But Henry J. certain¬
ly has made his Hawaiian Village
materialize with an impact.
Elderly ‘Man in a Hurry'
At one time, the- Hilton chain
was formally announced as opera¬
tor of the Hawaiian Village and
the resort was to be named the
HiLon-Hawaii-Kai. (Kai means ‘‘by
the water” in Hawaiian and, not in¬
cidentally, accounts for half of
Kaiser’s surname.) Deal later was
abandoned for reasons netfer pub¬
licly announced.
There’s speculation that each
party had figured the other was
going to put up the money. And
Kaiser’s own impatient nature—
he’s on the grounds around 7 every
morning ordering changes and im¬
provements—possibly figured in
the
Hilton
dropout.
Western
Hotels, Pacific Coast chain with
headquarters in Seattle, eventually
emerged as the operator, but man¬
ager Gwynne Austin threw in the
sponge and resigned earlier this
month. One Honolulu publication
(Continued on page 52)

Tip From U. S.: Cafes Can’t
Shift Acts Into 'Another
Room’ to Beat the Tax
Washington, Nov. 6.
You can’t duck the nitery tax
merely by moving the dancing and
entertainment into a room differ¬
ent from the one where food and
drink are sold, says Internal Rev¬
enue Service. ,
To avoid the tax bite, the two
rooms have to be entirely separate
operations, Revenue has just ruled.
It gives this explanation in an¬
swering the query
“The basic question to be re¬
solved is whether the operation of
the room in which food, refresh¬
ment, or merchandise is sold is so
independent of the operation of
the entertainment room that they
can be regarded as two separate
operations.
“A significant circumstance to
be considered is the amount of any
Charge for admission to the enter¬
tainment room. Where a bona fide
admission charge is made to enter
the entertainment room in which
the serving or selling of food or
refreshments is not permitted, or
is merely incidental to the furnish¬
ing of music or dancing privileges,
two operations are involved and
liability for admissions tax only is
incurred . . .
“If, however, no charge, or less
than a bona fide admission charge
is made to enter the entertainment
room, such room presumably is
maintained only to attract patrons
to the room in which the food or
refreshments are sold . . . Accord¬
ingly, all amounts paid in the re¬
lated room, as well as any amounts
paid in the entertainment room for
admission, food and refreshments
by all patrons who witness or par¬
ticipate in the entertainment, are
subject to the cabaret tax.
“In determining the bona tides
of an admission charge, a com¬
parison may be made, in the light
of local trade practices and condi¬
tions, with other separately oper¬
ated dance halls or ballrooms, giv¬
ing due consideration to the enter¬
tainment and facilities offered and
the type of patronage attracted.’*

Just Closed

CELEBRITY ROOM - Philo.
FROLIC, Revere Beach
Mgt.: RUSSELL REPRESENTATIVES,
527 Madison Ave.. New York 22, N. Y.

Harry Bloom, agent who recent¬
ly exited the Music Corp. of Amer¬
ica office in Chicago after six
years, last week joined the Chi of¬
fice of General Artists Corp. as an
agent in the acts department.

VING MERLIN

and his
VIOLIN BEAUTIES

falaxnoroiis Night
Glasgow, Qct. 24.
Holiday on Ice <Great Britain)
Ltd. presentation of Ivor Novello’s
uGlamorous Night.” Produced by
Gerald Palmer. Adaptation and
lyrics, Christopher Hassall; chore¬
ography, Beatrice Livesey; decor,
Edward Delany; costumes, Anthony
Holland; music orchestrated and ar¬
ranged by Reginald Swinney; Orch
under Reginald Swinney. In two
acts, (10 scenes). At Alhambra The¬
atre, Glasgow, Oct. 23, ’56, on Brit¬
ish tour; $1:20 top.
With Margo McMenemy, Leslie
Lyndon, Jerry Carroll, Toni Cong-f
don, Rafe Caldicott, Vic or Mac¬
Donald, Bert Stevenson, Jackie Old¬
field, Betty Holland; voices of Vic¬
toria Campbell, Shaw Taylor, Ar¬
thur Gomez, Raymond Allen, Paul
Rycroft, Elizabeth Hutchings; spe¬
cialties
by Bert Stevenson &
Jackie Oldfield, The Bokdams (2),
Michaele & Carol; Corps de Ballet
of 40 Skaters.
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Inside Stuff—Vaudeville
The first N, Y. home of the White Rats and later the National Vaude¬
ville Artists, will reopen Saturday (10) as a Seventh Day Adventists
centre. The building was purchased by the religious group about three
years ago. Spot at that time was the Hotel Sharon and housed a small
nitery.
The building was constructed in 1911 and was first occupied by the
White Rats, which later was formed into Actors Equity Assn. Upon
failure of the White Rats, edifice was taken over by E. F. Albee and
occupied by NVA, which remained in the building until 1933 when
financial difficulties forced them to sublease the clubhouse. NVAPthen
occupied the lower floors and subsequently left that home completely.
Henri Salvador, who goes into the Empire Room of the Hotel Wal¬
dorf-Astoria, N. Y., on Monday (12), will break in his act for a.some¬
what different type of audience on the preceding day. French import,
who hails originally from the Lesser Antilles, will face his first U, S.
“live” audience Sunday at the Concord Hotel, Kiamesha Lake, N. Y.,
in the heart of the borscht belt.
The trade is awaiting an article due soon in Cosmopolitan iqag that
deals with agents and agencies. It’s being written by Joe McCarthy,
editor of the wartime Yank and who at one time was an editor of Cos¬
mopolitan. There have been some notable articles on agents over the
last few years. One was a two-part profile in the New Yorker on Abe
Lastfogel, William Morris Agency topper. Another was on Music
Corp. of America which ran in several installments in the Saturday
Evening Post.

Sophie Tucker, in New York for her opening at the Town & Country
The late Ivor Novello*s musical Club, Brooklyn, Friday (9), was tendered a dinner at the Persian Room
of
the Plaza by the Junior Matrons for benefit of the Williams Camp
play “Glamorous Night,” set in
mythical Balkan-iand of Krasnia, for underprivileged children. It was a $50-per-plate affair. The dais
and first produced at Theatre included Lou Holtz, Judge Samuel Di Falco, Virginia Graham, Hal
Royal, in London's Drury Lane, in March, Mrs. Ted Lewis; Rep. Irwin D. Davidson, Jesse Block, Lucy
1935, is given the full bladeshow Monroe and Rabbi Abraham Burstein.
treatment in current touring ver¬
sion. Result is a color-catching
eyeful of tuneful fodder, broken
up by speciality acts and one song
from another Novello musical.
Six offstage artists, singing and
speaking into microphones in thea¬
tre side-boxes, in full view of outNiteries, Theatres, Hotels Eye Big Take From
fronters, give the show its vocal
|)its, and do a standout job in -tim¬
Future Bookings
ing, working in full cooperation
4with onstage skaters. It's even in¬
triguing just to watch synchronisa¬
tions for 1957, it is indicated by
Boston, Nov, 6.
tion of their lip movements.
Hub is coming up as a conven¬ the convention bureau. Some indi¬
Skating ensembles are cleverly
cation of how far ahead they work
devised, most palming going to tion city with night spots and the¬ in the convention securing biz is
scenes where skaters join forces to atres benefitting from the influx of revealed by the inking of 4,000
whirl round the stage in ship’s(Continued on page 52)
deck and ballroom bits. These, cou¬ .conventioneers. The American Le¬
pled with mejodic Novello tunes, gion has picked Boston for its 1960
add up to good spectacle.
national convention and the Amer¬
Margo McMenemy, in skating ican Farm Bureau has voted to
stage part of Militza Hajos, oper¬ come here for its 1958 gathering,
atic chirper, shows beauty and
grace, and is ably backed by so¬ two standouts of the convention
prano Victoria Campbell in dub¬ world. Convention theatre and
bing. Leslie Lyndon Is appealing nitery parties are seen as a new
male lead. Both are a pair of trend now coming in.
NOW
bladesters with artistry on the
These two conventions will bring
PALLADIUM VARIETE
frosted stage. Their roles here 10,000 visitors and $1,500,000 into
were created by Novello himself the city’s niteries, theatres, hotels,
Dusseldorf, Germany
and Mary Ellis.
restaurants and retail stores, Ed¬
Toni Congdon achieves comedy ward C. Sherry, manager ‘ of the
spills as the maid Phoebe. Bert Boston Chamber of Commerce’s
Stevenson and Jackie Oldfield of¬ convention and tourist bureau and
fer two comedy spots, their best Hub’s convention salesman, esti¬
being a miming bu to records, in¬
cluding a disk of Jerry Colonna mates.
which sounds odd in middle of a j The average convention visitors
Novello musical. Pair have lively Spend $125 during his Boston stay,
fun act. Michaele & Carol do he figured and in 1955, conven¬
adagio*' pair-skating at fast speed, tioneers left $25,000,000 in the city.
and The Bokdams (2) are mixed Last year, there were 375 trade
Dutch duo with offbeat juggling shows and conventions in the Hub.
(See New Acts).
Conventions and trade shows
Corps de Ballet of 40 skaters in¬
fuse movement into frosted spec¬ have increased from 200 a year in
1946
to the 375 in 1956. Updated
tacle. Victoria Campbell descends
from dubbing boxes to sing a No¬ figures on how a conventioneer
spends
his dough are not available,
vello tune from “King’s Rhapsody,’*
and wins solid mitting for standout but a 1948 survey by the Interna¬
vocalising. The Anthony Holland tional Assn, of Convention Bu¬
costuming and Beatrice Livesey reaus, sampling 10% of conven¬
choreography add to overall suc¬ tions held in 29 cities, indicates
cess.
Gord,
that amusement, theatres, niteries,
ball parks, etc., including bever¬
ages, would nab about 15%. Hotels
get
biggest chunk, around 25%,
Schiek’s Into 'Lucky 7th’ and the
restaurants and retail stores
biggest percentages.
Year With the ‘Same Old’ next
Planned ahead theatre and nit¬
ery parties are being increasingly
Mpls. Hometown Goldmine sought noft by Hub bonifaces and
theatre productions and the con¬
Minneapolis, Nov. 6.
Schiek’s, one of the leading local vention parties are a new develop¬
ment
is seen upcoming. The
cafes and niteries, next month will three which
Hub supper clubs, Blincelebrate the start of the seventh strub’s Bradford Roof and Steu¬
year of an entertainment policy ben’s, find party biz their main¬
that almost immediately lifted it stay. Theatres have recently gone
from the financial doldrums to into the soliciting of theatre party
prosperity and which has continu¬ biz with three film houses, Astor,
arranging for parties for “Ten
ously flourished.
A singing sextet of three young Commandments,” Cinerama, for
men and the same number of “Seven Wonders of World,’* and
young women and an orch of four, Saxon, for “Oklahoma.”
Hub is well set up on conven¬
all locally recruited and under the
direction of a Minneapolis produc¬
er, Glyde Snyder, has been and
still is offering capsuled musical
comedies and other similar pro*
grams built around various themes
and with production trimmings.
"Dynamic Juggling Star"
The two-a-night, 50-minute shows
Just Concluded:
have retained their great popular¬
Sahara, Lac Vegas
ity and for dinners have never
Riverside# Rena
failed to attract capacity. One of
Chrysler Ante Show, Dallas
the policy’s beauties, it’s pointed
out, is the comparatively light nut,
CURRENTLY
estimated to be in the neighbor¬
ELMWOOD CASINO, Windsor, On*.
hood of $1,000 per week.

Boston Becoming Convention Hub

HARBERS

LOTTIE BRUNN

I Nov. 12th - 24th J

El MOROCCO, Montreal, Nov. 4-11
St. Maurice Hotel, Trois Rivieres, Nov. 12-18

M$l.: Jerry Levy - Fred Amiel
Directiotu William Morris Agency

Benny Fields exited the Roose¬
velt Hospital, N.Y. last week, fol¬
lowing a brief stay.

ExcIusiYft

Mgt.: MAX ROTH

41 West 48th St., N«w York

Plaza 7-8335
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MIAMI’S POCKETFUL OF BUYS
•4

Top Spots Glom Jerry Lewis at 25G
Or So; Wild Bids for Other Names

4-

HE LIO IS OFF

Tims

The suburban large-seaters are 4-———— -—— Really eating into the supply of
By LARY SOLLOWAY
names available for niteries. A Maurice Spitalny & Acts
Miami Beach, Nov. 6.
spot such as Ben Maksik’s Town &
•For Pitt Jewish Benefit The emergence of Miami Beach
Country Club, Brooklyn, is at¬
hoteliers
as
money-laden talent
Pittsburgh,
Nov.
6.
tempting to outbid the midtown
N.Y.-niteries, and -the big-seaters
Ventriloquist Rickey Lane and buyers is the most notable aspect
of
the
upcoming
“biggest season
in outlying spots of many towns his dummy, Velvel, have been set
are frequently in a better position to headline big benefit show for ever,” as indicated by burgeoning
to get names on the strength of Jewish Home for the Aged at Sy¬ reservation lists and reports from
greater capacity.
ria Mosque here Sunday night, already loaded transportation lines.
Latest bid by Maksik is $25,000 Dec. 2. Tickets are priced at As of now, contract figures for tal¬
for the N.Y. bow of Jerry Lewis as $12.50. Costarring with Lane will ent and orchs already have run
a single sans ex-partner Dean Mar¬ be Edward Roecker, longtime sum¬ into multi-million-dollar figures
tin. The Copacabana, N.Y., is also mer opera company favorite here, for the fifteen-week period begin¬
interested in the comedian but isn’t and also set are Jackie Heller, lo¬ ning at Christmas—if recent years’
prepared to go that high. Music cal singing personality now work¬ trends continue, the run may well
Corp. of America, handling Lewis, ing out of New York since his Pitt be extended at least another four
hasn’t yet accepted any offers in nitery, the Carousel, folded; dance' -frames.'
The * estimate on talent-music
the N.Y. area although final choice act of Susanna & Her Escorts; Rel
will be left up to the comic. It’s Ray, magician; Betty Grayson; payoffs does not include the myriad
all-night
bar-lounges,
off-hotel
not yet known what kind of act Paul Kohler and JoAnn Floria.
Lewis is preparing for his solo in
Show has been booked and will spots and clubs featuring exotics,
niteries, but it’s believed that he’ll be produced by Maurice Spitalny, singers, emcees and small musical
have someone working with him. out of his local office, and he’ll units.
Some years ago he demonstrated also supply the band and baton it
The race for top-name rosters
that he could draw laughs without for the acts.
with which to attract outside-hotel
his partner at that time by working
patronage to their cafe-adjuncts
with Sonny King at Brown’s Hotel
began early this summer among
in the N.Y. borscht belt.
the three key hostels: the Eden
Lewis has also been signed for
Roc, Fontainebleau and new Amer¬
the Fontainebleau Hotel, Miami
icana.
Concentrating on the
Beach, starting Jan. 29.
Lewis
same,group of attractions, the bids
breaks in at the Sands, Las Vegas,
soared to new highs for this area,
Nov. 29, and then to the Chez
to make the upcoming winter a
Paree, Chicago.
bonanza run In the sun, even
Lewis’ services are also being
among proved draws who’ve been
bid for by Blinstrub’s, Boston, an¬
playing the Gold Coast for years.
other large-seater, which has been
Typical of the fierce competition
able to get the bulk of the names
was signing this week by the Eden
playing the Boston area (see
Roc’s Harry Mufson of Lena
separate story).
The pre-election doldrums com¬ Horne, whom all three posheries
In addition, the Town & Coun¬ bined with the heavy rains of last had been pursuing for weeks.
try Club has Sophie Tucker open¬ week cut heavily into New York
How They Got Lena
ing Friday (9) on a show that in¬ nitery grosses, which had been I
cludes Robert Clary and the Char- holding up excellently for several ; The final-signing figure was
livels. Milton Berle is filso booked months. Although business during within range for all, but Mufson,
for that spot. The Boulevard, the past week wasn’t dismal, it with Harry Belafonte and Nat
Rego Park, L.I., will play names didn|t have the strength of the King Cole on his contract list, got
when available and will offer top previous weeks. Grosses were gen¬ the okay from Miss Horne for her
dollar for same.
erally down for the earlier part of first appearance hereabouts in sev¬
. This kind of bidding has upped the week, but perked up again on eral years. Clinching the deal was
the prices for top acts and at the Thursday (1) when a heavy sched¬ provision for suites for the Horne
same time has increased the bene¬ ule of openings brought out the entourage and full use of the ho¬
tel’s facilities. A hassle over res¬
fits for acts. For eample. Miss spenders again.
Tucker was originally slated for
However, in most towns, cafes ervations at a Beach hotel several
the Latin Quarter, N.Y., and was hayen’t been hitting a healthy seasons ago had led to Miss Horne
to have been used in a holiday stride.
In the major cities, biz scramming on a Copa City deal
period. However, Miss Tucker felt perks only when names are on tap, and absenting herself since from
that she couldn’t take three shows and thus it’s a hit-or-miss proposi¬ these parts, despite tempting offers
annually.
on weekend and holiday nights at tion.
The Fontainebleau, seeking to
the Lou Walters spot.
Con¬
Cafe owners from many towns
sequently, she bowed out by mu¬ have been visiting New York with fill out its roster to compete with
tual agreement. At the Brooklyn greater frequency in hopes of pick¬
(Continued on page 52)
spot, she’ll do two shows Friday, ing up suitable talent. They’ve been
Saturday and Sunday, and one contacting the offices and bidding
show on the other three nights. for names. Sometimes they are
Amaya Relights L.A/er
Nitery is closed Mondays.
conciously overbidding, knowing
Los Angeles, Nov. 6.
The Town & Country is one of that a loss will be inevitable. How¬
Carmen Amaya and her flamenco
the largest cafes in the couft^ry ever, this is being done in troupe opened a two-week engage¬
with a capacity of about 1,750. In hopes that the club can obtain a ment last night (Mon.) at the
contrast, the Latin Quarter and the certain momentum from a succes¬ Huntington Hartford Theatre.
Copacabana seat around 750 and sion of attractions and thus get the
House has been dark for past
550, respectively.
The buying public used to cafe-going again. In week,
following bow-out of Dunpower stemming from greater ca¬ mf ny cases, unfortunately, the ninger.
pacity is becoming an important populace turns out for names only
factor in this era of wild bidding and the institutional drive dies be¬
for top names.
cause of the huge expense in¬
volved.
Hotels generally are in a more
fortunate situation. Bulk of the
name inns continue in the profit
columns. The entertainment rooms
have been hit somewhat, but not
Boston, Now 6.
Deal is on here by Stanley Blin- as heavily as many of the nitery
Sponsored circus commitments
rooms.
strub, boniface of the 1,700-seat
have cut off three dates, thus far,
Blinstrub nitery, to bring in Jerry
from the proposed route of indoor
Lewis for Jan. 14 opening. arenas for* the Ringling Bros, and
Reported price is $30,000 for
Barnum
& Bailey Circus. Last
week. Blinstrub confirmed that the
week Art Concello, the show’s
deal is on, but was noncommittal
manager,
met with officials of the
as to whether yet signed.
*
Paris, Nov. 6.'
Arena Managers Assn, in New
Meantime, Bob Clayton, WHDH
Perhaps show biz and politics
to plot an indoor route fol¬
disk jock, called Lewis on the should make strange bedfellows, York
the circus* stand at the Bos¬
Coast, making a tape interview in but the tangled international situa¬ lowing
ton Garden in May. However,
which Lewis- said he was coming tion can infuse timely significance three of the cities in upper N.Y.
to Boston to Blinstrub’s on Jan. 14. into almost anything nowadays. State, had already been tied up by
Recent cases noted here at niteries sponsored circuses.
included the Scandia Club, an in¬
Situation is expected to be typi¬
time Left Bank nitery. A portly cal in any ^projected route that
Providence, Nov. 6.
Magyar singer got a big hand, be¬ RB,B&B will be seeking. Routing
The Celebrity Club here, has fore she even sang, from a French of the Ringling show is being be¬
resumed the name jazz policy, with crowd always sympathetic to revo¬ set by existing affiliations which
bulk of bookings coming from Joe lution. Her high pitched rather will be difficult to overcome in two
Glaser’s Associated Booking Corp. schmaltzy chanting of operetta scores. First, organizations such
out of Ne*W York.
songs and Czardas* got much more as the Shriners have been renting
The Australian Jazz Quartet mitting than it deserved in the gen¬ from the arena for many years,
Played last week; Dave Brubeck eral good feeling.
and many managers are loathe to
current; Julian (Cannonball) AdAt a RightJBank club, the plush let this affiliation go by in favor of
derly, Nov. 8; Erroll Garner Trio, Drap D’Or, an intense Israeli girl, a new venture, even one with the
Nov. 12; Max Roach Quintet, Nov. Hanna Ahatoni, was doing a fine powerful Ringling label. Second,
J9; June 'Christy, Nov. 26, and job on 'an Israeli army marching an organization such as the Shrine,
Gene Krupa Quartet, Dec. 3. All song. When announced at the club a heavy sponsor throughout the na¬
are one week booking except that the Israeli army had gone into tion, has a fairly powerful base
frubeck, three days, and Adderly, Egypt, she became a spotlighted among the localities because of
four days.
the various charities which are
figure.

Cafes in Slump
As Ike & Adlai
Top Nat l Bill
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Promoters in various cities are
accusing talent agencies of not
caring how much is lost locally.
The promoters are decrying the
huge guarantees .being asked for
London, Nov. 6.
some of the lures who aren’t draw¬
Major Donald Neville-Willing; ing as much as their payoffs. Com¬
general manager of the Cafe de plaints are louder at this time since
Paris, planes out to New York to- many local entrepreneurs have
night (Tues.) for talent negotia¬ taken some huge losses with some
tions. He will be away about two of the attractions given them.
weeks.
In recent weeks, for example,
During his two weeks in N. Y., Tony Martin, originally offered at
Neville-Willing hopes to finalize $5,000 per night, although under
deals with Pearl Bailey and Sophie deals made for less in most sit¬
Tucker, and to open negotiations uations, didn’t pan out too well at
for Evis Presley to appear next the boxoffice.
Guy Lombardo,
year.
Count Basie, Martin & Lewis and
Judy Garland were among some
of the others that didn’t hit it off
well in a lot of towns.
Promoters of late have taken the
stance that they will give the right
show the greater share of the boxoffice receipts, but the rebellion
against guarantees is on the upbeat.
Feeling is growing among the im¬
presarios that, with a cut of 60%
and upwards going to the attrac¬
tion, there’s a diminishing reason
for a guarantee. They feel that if
the headliner can draw the money
A curious situation is hitting he’s entitled to the bigger share
many nitery owners these days. of the gate, and that the localites
Many agencies have been request¬ should not be asked to subsidize
ing cafemen to postpone dates of any losses.
some of their headliners until after
The promoters also feel that the
Jan. 1. The percenters frankly ad¬
mit it’s a tax situation, and hope to gamble should not be one-sided,
and
the agencies ought to impress
cancel enough dates to remain in
upon the acts that the impresario
the present tax category.
gambles upon the rental, half the
This situation has been evident advertising costs, help, tickets,
at this time for some years, but it’s stagehands, etc., while the act lays
been heavier now than ever before. out a minimum which includes the
The date-diggers say that with salary of surrounding* acts and
names in greater demand than ever travel and hotel expenses.
before, salaries have been going
It’s also pointed out by some
up. Therefore, with so many at¬
tractive
propositions
floating entrepreneurs that the shows sure
around, they’ve been working more to come out ahead do not ask for
consistently and thus earnings terrific guarantees, merely a nom¬
have been higher. Accountants, inal amount, preferring to take
therefore, have been warning them their chances on the percentage
to cut- down on their dates or be arrangements. Among these are
penalized in the form of higher Gene Autry and Roy Rogers, and
tax brackets which would decimate several major leers go in on a
percentage deal.
their bankrolls to some extent.
Agencies report that this condi¬ ! Of late, attractions have been of¬
fered
on the one-nighter routes,
tion will persist until mid-January
or so. The names will start work¬ but most promoters' are shunning
ing following the post-New Year those asking huge guarantees, hav¬
doldrums when financial and other ing been hurt in the past by what
types of hangovers from New looked like surefire items. Conse¬
quently, they are now demanding
Year's Eve disappear.
that the headliners show a little
This situation benefits the middle more confidence in their own pull¬
earner to some degree, but in many ing power by asking minimal or no
instances, night club owners feel guarantees and letting the boxof¬
that they are being forced into a fice decide their salaries.
period of slough-off shows. They
declare that middle-roaders aren’t
drawing and thus they might as
well try to make out by cutting
show expenses to the absolute mini¬
mum.

London Cafe Chief
On N. Y. Talent Trek

Names Shudder At
Dates Before ’57;
It’s That Tax Rap

LA ROSA, SATCHHO NSH
IN WAY-OFFISH OMAHA

Entrenched Fraternal Auspices Thom
In Ringling Side on Hardtop Stands

HUB’S BLINSTRUB WAVES
30G AT JERRY LEWIS

Paris Nitery Crowds
Feel Europe Turmoil

Jazz flames in Prov.

Promoters Rebel Vs. Guarantees,
Say B.0. Should Determine Payoff

beneficiaries of the event. It would
be difficult for an arena to counter
this sentiment. The situation is
even more difficult where the
arena is municipally operated.
However, some arenas would
rather have the Ringling show on
at least one score. In the case of
the sponsored shows, the house
gets only a flat rental. With the
Ringling show, an arena can get
into an average deal. However, this
is being offset by the Ringling de¬
mand for all the concessions and
no arena Is going to relinquish that
phase of revenue Without a fight.
Meanwhile Ringling is reported¬
ly regrouping its forces and may
be looking for a counter proposi¬
tion to overcome these obstacles.
At this point, bossman North isn’t
considering working under the
auspices of a sponsoring group
since the sponsors’ terms are very
rough, and when it can’t get the
concessions, it loses a heavy wad.
The value of the concessions is,
percentagewise, even greater than
the returns from the popcorn
stand in the local film houses, and
popcorn has kept many an exhibi¬
tor in business of late.

Omaha, Nov. 6.
Further proof that the entertain¬
ment dollar has tightened to alarm¬
ing proportions in these parts was
provided in two recent shows at
the new City Auditorium.
Sponsors of the Autorama expo,
a three-day affair at the Arena,
brought in Julius LaRosa for his
first Omaha appearance and backed
him with Vic Hyde’s one-man band
act and Mai Dunn's orch, a local
unit. But in the three days (Oct.
26-28) and five shows, LaRosa drew
a low 8,869 paid at $1 a‘head—not
much more than his own guaran¬
tee.
And last year’s Autorama,
which didn’t have a show, lured
8,405 at the same prices.
Perhaps even more startling to
bookers here, though, was the fail¬
ure of Louis Armstrong and his
band to do biz on a Sunday (28)
afternoon in the Aud’s Music Hall.
Armstrong, who has packed ’em
in during past visits at Joe Malec’s
Peony Park, drew less than a half
house, 1,300, of which, only ap¬
proximately 950 were paid.

B’klyn Spot Reopens
The Balinese Room, Brooklyn,
reopened last week with a show
topped by Mary Burton and Sonny
Sands. Spot is operated by Ed
Walter.
* Spot was razed by fire sometime
ago, and was rebuilt.
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Saranac Lake

Vaude, Cafe Dates
New York
Marion Marlowe has switched
from William Morris to MCA . . .
Fran Warren set for. the Zephyr
Room, Cleveland, Nov. 27, followed
by the Statler-Hilton, Dallas, Dec.
17, and Shamrock, Houston, Jan.
10 . . . Enid Mosier & the Steel
Band return to the Village Van¬
guard, tomorrow'(Thurs.) . . . Ann¬
ette Warren to the Blue Angel Nov.
15 . . . Monet & Collins go to the
Old Roumanian Friday (9) . . .
Carmen Cavallaro pegged for Ca¬
sino Royal, Washington, Dec. 31
. . . A1 Bernie into Fontainebleau,
Miami Beach, Dec,. 4 . . . Roberta
Sherwood tapped for the Chez
Paree, Chicago, Jan. 10.
Henny Youngman opens at the
New Frontier, Las Vegas, Nov. 19
following a series of radio and tele
dates in New York including a
stand on the Walter Winchell snow
Nov. 9 for which Jane Froman is
also pacted . . . Sophie Tucker js
set for the Cafe de Paris, London,
in April ... Myron Cohen down
for the San Souci, Miami Beach,
Dec. 21 . . . Johnny Puleo Har¬
monica Rascals tapped for the
Moulin Rouge, Hollywood, in April.
... Deep River Boys pencilled in for
Lake Club, Springfield, Ill., Nov.
21 . . . Bill Shirley and Midge &
Bill Haggett go into the Versailles,
Miami Beach, on the Alan Dale
show for 12 weeks . . . Lisa Kirk
to take her .showers ' at the Am¬
bassador, Los Angeles, starting
Jan. 9 . . . Los Gatos and the Peiro
Bros, completed their dates at the
Queens Theatre, Blackpool, Eng.
Los Gatos followed with the Hippo¬
drome, London, and the Peiros go
into the Jack Hylton show at the
Adelphia Theatre, London, starting
Nov. 12.

Chicago
The Four Step Bros, into the
Sahara, Las Vegas, next Tuesday
(13) for three weeks . . . Charlie
Chaney opening at the Steak House
next Tuesday for five frames . . .
Billy Falbo back to the Club Holly¬
wood, Chi, after this week’s stand
at the Muehlebach Hotel, Kaycee.
. . . Little Buck into Beverly Hills
Country Club Nov. 23 for two
frames . . . Tony Bennett headlin¬
ing prexy Frank. Darling’s electri¬
cal workers show Dec. 6-15 in the
Chi union’s hall . . . Luc Poret now
at Black Orchid, in the main room
for cocktail hour.

beginning Nov. 21 . . . Jack Nye
and Eddie Gomez orchs are cur¬
rently alternating dance chores at
the Hollywood' Roosevelt’s Cinegrill . . . Thelma Grafcen opens a
two-weeker today (Wed.) at Jolinny
Walsh’s 881 Club . . . Lillian Rotn
opens a stand Nov. 12 at the Chi
Chi, Palm Springs.
• Frankie Laiiie opens two-week
stand tomorrow (Thurs.) at Moulin
Rouge . . . Bud Abbott & Lou
Costello set for three stanzas at
Hotel Sahara, Vegas, Dec. 4, in 70minute revue written and produced
by Sid Kuller . . . Taylor Four go
into Ciro’s Friday (9) . . . Monica
Lewis teed off three frames yester¬
day (Tues.) at Fairmont Hotel,
Frisco . . . Kaye Ballard into
Flamingo, Las Vegas, tomorrow
(Thurs.).

Atlanta
Slightly advanced prices will be
the rule this weekend when Atlan¬
ta’s clubs, niteries and other spots
will be bursting at the seams with
customers brought to town by the
Tech-Teimessee ganre Saturday (10)
at Grant Field . . . Singer Don Cor¬
nell headlining new show at .John
Carmichael’s Steak Ranch ... A
new revue starring Ginger Lee and
the Comedians trio opened at the
Anchorage in Clermont Hotel . . *.
Sunny Fox spotlighted at Imperial
Hotel’s Domino Lounge on same
bill with exotic Kalantan and the
Tok Trio, now in her third year at
spot . ) . Lynn Storm opened at
Gypsy Room, where comedian em¬
cee Bill Bernardi is in his third
week . . . Val del Greco tops the
girl revue at Lillian DuPree’s Clo¬
vis Club, backed up by dancers
Loretta Meadows and Jada, plus
guitarist George Petras . . . Jack
Lopez and his Latin combo have
returned to Bill Cartledge’s El Mo¬
rocco . . . Satirist Bob -McFadden
is topper at Henry Grady Hotel’s
Paradise Room, backed up by sing¬
er Lori Young and Billie & Gene
Lambert, European novelty act . . .
Freddie Martell playing a return
at Atlanta Biltmore Hotel’s Empire
Room, with Gerrick Twins,' danc¬
ers, held over . . . Judson Smith,
warbling pianist, bowed in Biltmore’s Rendezvous Lounge . . .
Danny Demetry’s Zebra Lounge in
Howell House Lobby holding over
300-pound Roy Topps, ivory-thump¬
ing singer.

Convention Hub

Hollywood
George Shearing Quintet set for
a one-nite concert stand at the
Pasadena Civic Aud. Nov. 25 prior
-to opening at Sardi’? Nov. 27 . . .
Billy Eckstine set by entertainment
director Gus Lampe for a twoweek stand at the Cocoanut Grove

Continued from page 50

hotel rooms for the American Assn,
for the Advancement of Science
for its 1962 Boston convention.
'Conventions give Hub bookers , a
hefty amount of club date biz. The
majority of the big conventions
have a standard “entertainment
SEVENTH WEEK
night.”
This usually consists of
from five to 10 acts, most of which
are recruited "from Hub clubs with
local talent filling in the bill for
the conventioneers.
Smaller conventions, however, in
the 200-400 category, haye can¬
celled out the “entertainment
night,” and settled on nightclub
parties. They advance book their
sovial night at * the city’s night
spots, claiming it is more conveni¬
ent and finds, more favor with their
Current
membership than bringing acts in
ALBUM
to their hotel convention'rooms,
'CRY MY LOVE*
The private party, once a big
Rama Records
working circuit for-acts, seems to
have dwindled almost to the van¬
ishing point. The private party has,
Held Over
been transferred from the hotel
party rooms to the night clubs. En¬
Currently
gagement parties, wedding parties,
4th Week
bowling parties, showers, annual
at
outings and all sorts of affairs, that
for many years called for the en¬
New York's
gaging hotel function rooms and
Famous
the hiring of at least one or two
acts for entertainment, have all
Biltmore
gone into the night clubs.
Hotel
Now the clubs are looking to ad¬
vance convention parties as far
PHYLLIS PONN
ahead as 1962. There’s no way of
Ballerina with Rmss Morgan’s Ore.
telling who’ll be headlining the
Mgt.: GEORGE LIBBY
show, but the conyentioneers will
Thanks: THOMAS MARTIN, GAC
be on hand with new money.

SERENA SHAW1

Latest ABC-PAR Record a VARIETY BEST BET

*
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The Music Goes Round and Round
b/w I'll Be Worthy of You

CAB CALLOWAY
Mgt. BILL MITTLER. Ml 9 Broadway. New York

By Happy Benway
Saranac Lake, Nt Y., Nov. 6.
William Morris Jr., who was fea¬
tured speaker at the Rotary Club
dinner here, said that the resort’s
tv cable will soon be a reality.* Ac¬
cording to Hugh Stephen, manager
of RCTV, the receiving tower will
be located at Lake Colby.
The El Club Espanol held its
third annual shindig here at the
Prescott House with buffet lunch
and entertainment as featurfes.
“The Adventures of Chico,” a
Spanish film, was presented from
Brandon Films by H. D. “Hank”
Hearn. HoSpitalites attending were
Charlotte Eiselman, Marion Mc¬
Laughlin, Elridge Weaver, John
Gurba, Alfred Gonzalez is presi¬
dent of the El Club.
Sonja Spieker of.,The Colbergs,
nitery novelty act, hit the jackpot
when she drew an allplear. She
joined the staff of our research
laboratory and is now rated as one
of the institution’s personnel.
Beg your pardon, in our last list¬
ing of the personnel of the Will
Rogers Hospital we omitted our re¬
search laboratory director, Morris
Dworski, assisted by Theda Lamb
and Sonja Spieker, Mildred Farquhar, housekeeper; Eileen Woods
and Eve Dustin, nurses; Dr. Homer
McCreary, X-ray technician, as¬
sisted by Eddie-Vogt.
Lucius P. Head, manager for the
Springs Ala., registered in for the
Fred T. McLendon circuit, Union
rest period and is comfortably lo¬
cated as a thirdfloor patient with
specialist care.
H. D. “Hank” Hearn, Jackson¬
ville (Fla.) theatre owner, off to
Gotham on a business and pleas¬
ure furlough. His wife Elizabeth
planed in from Florida to join him.
A. L. Franks, Warner Bros, door¬
man in Washington, D.C., regis¬
tered for the general o.o. and rest
period. He came in here from a
Washington hospital; ditto for his
son, Francis, electrician’s helper,
and both are roommates during
their observation period.
Write to those who are ill.
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Miami's Pocketful of Buys
Continued from page 51

neighboring Eden Roc, this week a line of girls and one top act for
signed Jerry Lewis $25,000 for a the Club Chalet. The Saxony, once
one-week stand at end of January.. a top payoff location for acts and
Lewl$ already has arranged his orchs, is still to reach -a decision
commitments so that he can play on policy. Christmas-New Year’s
the date. When it was Martin & show has been set featuring Ruth
Lewis, that figure was sky-high in Wallis, Malagon Sisters and Fran¬
cafes that the team played in kie Scott, but after their two weeks,
this area. Prexy Ben Novack is George Sax is still debating on
also shelling out a reported $17,- what his entry will be. The DiLido
500 to Liberace for a March en¬ has given up a shbw idea arid in¬
gagement. The weekly figure is stead is bringing in Pupi Campo t
a “favor” to Novack, whom Liber¬ and his orch as well as a jazz group
ace holds in high esteem; his ask¬ from the Coast to turn its Moulin
ing price from the Americana Was Rouge into a dancery setup at pop
believed Well into the over-$20,000 prices’.
'
Quickie Layouts
range’:
^ *
There’ll be several other hostels
Belafonte, Berle, etc!
with modestly budgeted ($1,500The kickup in offers began with $3,000) plans for one-week stands.
Mufsen’s setting Harry Belafonte And there are more than a score
for return to the Eden Roc, then of hotel and motels who play the
taking Milton Berle out of the new show nightly (club-dates) gam¬
“available” class with a $17,500-per bit in hopes of grabbing on-thebuy. To follow Belafonte he has towners making a round of the
Georgia Gibbs and Jack Carter. small-minimum spots.
Berle is preceding Joe E. Lewis
On the independent night club
and Roberta 'Sherwood, who take
over in February, with Nat King side, Lou Walters is reopening his
Palm
Island Latin Quarter for its
Cole, Johnnie Ray and Jean Carroll and finally, Lena Horne in .for annual run in late December will
his
newly
tagged “Ziegfeld Folthe continuing two-framers.
lies.” It’s taken for granted he’ll
Although still working on a present his usual lush productions,
Xmas-New Year's package (Tony but there have been no announce¬
Bennett and a name comic is cur¬ ments on names as yet. The Beach¬
rent objective), the Fontainebleau comber, once the biggest buyer of
starts winging in January with the talent around, this season is
Ritz Bros, (opposite Berle), Jerry switching name and Show-idea. Re¬
Lewis, and Jimmy Durante pitched titled the Cotton Club, it will fea¬
against Joe E. and Sherwood; Tony ture Cab Calloway and a big re¬
Martin opposite Cole and Liberace vue in attempt to bring back the
in March.
Harlem fad of the late ’20s. at a
Eden-Fontainebleau Vortex
pop price, to lure the mass trade.
The
Vagabonds, per every annum,
End-effect of the arch rivalry be¬
tween Eden Roc and Fontainebleau come back to their own club with
supporting
acts on the up-to-$3,000is to make their spots look to be
the center of nightlife this season. per bracket. The Cloven Club, once
a
user
of
top
names under aegis
The new Americana, much further
up the Beach in the comparatively of Jack. Goldman, will reopen- as
Wally’s
Clover
Club with a grind
quiet Bal Harbour area, is still to
come up With a full list of heavy policy of music and entertainment.
Large Economy Size
competitive factors for its Club Bal
Masque. Following reports that
For all the operations, a key fac¬
he couldn't make the date, Xavier tor will be the bargain-package
Cugat is now expected to premiere night club tours. There are sev¬
nzssz Continued from page 50 - ■■■-■ the official opening weeks (3) be¬ eral of these organizations which
already has reported that Western ginning Dec. 19, with Abbe Lane provide stop$> at three spots (hotel
Hotels itself may ask for a divorce. and rest of troupe. Marguerite and clubs) with drinks at each and
Admittedly, there’s been a signifi¬ Piazza is next in line with Joe a snack at one, tax-tips-transporcant changeover in key personnel Reichman’s orch coming in on same tation included, at $10 per head.
in recent weeks, some of which date (6) for season engagement. These groups have become all-im¬
may be traced to Kaiser’s zest to Miss Piazza will be followed by portant to all, from the swank ho¬
Dandridge. Red Buttons tels to the indie cabaret, providing
“get things done" and some of Dorothy
Goria DeHaven are February on many a night the difference be¬
which is blamed on staff misjudg- and
pactees; Patti Page set for late tween sagging biz, and full houses
men’s.
March; in her case, the Tisch for both shows.
Behind the scenes, Kaiser’s brothers are trying to arrange for
In the case of the swank hotelmushrooming resort may be having an earlier appearance to strengthen
more than its. share of growing the. big end-February, early-March cafes, they’re sticking with the
pains, but there’s little evidence period. But, there are still sev¬ tours as a matter of insurance for
year ’round patronage, although on
of that in its three niteries.
eral key weeks to be filled with the big Friday-Saturday nights
probably upped budgets to grab there’ll be cutdowns on the num¬
‘Cavalcade of Kaiser’
Alfred Apaka, hotel entertain¬ prime attractions.
ber reservations they’ll take. But,
These, Too, Are Buyers
ment director, is headlining a Ha¬
come off-nights and the sight of
waiian and Polynesian show in the
Stemming from the three-key 200 persons being marched in for a
Tapa House Supper Club, with two competition are a slew of smaller show, with tables arid service set
shows nightly (three on peak hotel-cafes which are booking the and ready, the room filled, it
nights). Room is closed Sundays. type of acts—mostly' comedians— makes the acts as well as the ops
It’s the breakeven or
Policy here calls for a $1 cover and who’ve become staples in this area. happy.
tariff is in the upper brackets,, but A cinch to wind a winner in the small-loss insurance they bank
the entertainment is worth it.
run for the patronage is the Ver¬ upon.
George Gainapau, Hawaii's best sailles which, after dropping Alan
known falsetto singer, is headlin¬ Gale in attempt to enter the biging in the attractive on-beach Ale name battle for its club, took the
Ale Kai Room. He’s got a versa¬ safest course and made a new deal
tile four-piece combo with him, with Gale to take over again onwith musical and .vocal fare strict¬ a percentage-owner basis.
The
ly in the Hawaiian-style romantic following the frenetic performer
“moon-spoon” bracket. No cover has built in this town is a fanati¬
here and there’s dancing nightly cal one, return parties being a
regular weekly happening.
The
except Monday.
Shell BarK which adjoins the Tapa room seats near 500 and is packed,
Room, is drawing capacity crowds even on Mondays, with turnaways
to. hear the music of Martin Denny the order of the night. On his
and his four-piece group.
The terms, Gale, using a group of
Denny combo is mainland-bound young acts to buttress his oneand potentially may emerge as one show-nightly - policy, has been in
of the nation’s top small, groups. the heavy weekly net earnings
Music is in the “easy modern” class for years in every location
mood. There’s ho cover and Denny he’s played hereabouts. His is a
is on hand from 8 p. m. weekdays rare case, however, in the matter
and 8:30 p. m. weekends. No mu¬ of hQlding up on his own through
"SUNSET PATIO HOTEL APTS.
a long season.
sic on Sundays.
On the Glamorous Sunset Stria
San Souci’s Guns
Adjoining 14-story hotel unit
' Complotoly Appointed, full-size apt*.
now under construction also will
The Sans Sojici has found Its
Hoatod pool. Convonlont to tho mo¬
have several nitery rooms and' cock¬ group of contractees in proved, tion plcturo and TV studios. For res¬
ervations write, wire, or call for day,
tail lounges, which should bring draws. Myron Cohen, who pulled
week or monthly rates.
even more talent onto the Kaiser its Blue Sails Room out of the .red
Sunset Patio Hotel Apts.
menu. Already the Hawaiian Vil¬ last year in two returns, will be
•2M SUNSET BLVD.
lage niteries are giving tjie Matson back for a three-time spread
Hollywood At, Calif.
HO 4-9904
chain of four hotels a run for their through the winter. Jackie Miles
money when it comes to compe¬ is inked for two engagements; Fhil
tition and virtually murdering all Foster another, among others.
but two of the non-hotel niteries in
For the rest the Nautilus is hold¬
Waikiki.
ing to the one-week show policy
WHEN IN BOSTON
For those in Hawaii’s resort and with Gene Baylos, Diahann CarIt's the
entertainment field, it’s a shot in roll among others in the middleThe Seville,
the arm to see how Kaiser, at 73, bracket class set.
is so enthusiastically learning which folded its Matador Room
there’s no business like show busi¬ last spring with a big loss, is work¬
ing on a deal to install Charlie
ness.
A very A WaAJilngton Sts.
Farrell (ex-Endor &) for a longfcvery rodm newly decorated.
termer
in
its
Castanet
Room.
The
Air
conditioned rooms. Available.
Billy Eckstine has been signed
for the Copacabana, N. Y., opening' Lucerne, with vet show biz con¬
The Home of Show Folk
starting Jan. 3, following the run cessionaire Oscar' Markowich as
new owner, is mulling return of
o£ Jimmy Durante.
’ ’

Kaiser

HOTEL AVERY
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Le Hnbnn Blcu9 N* Y.
blage, the Cppa Girl numbers pro¬
hammer power and accuracy of
Latin Quarter, N. Y.
€opacaltana9 IV. Y.
vide zest and sparkle at either end
drummer Barrett Deems.
The
Ethel Waters, Nancy Andrews,
(FOLLOWUP)
Nat King Cole, Rowan-& Martin,
of the show. Chuck Nelson plies Phil Leeds, Norman Paris Trio,
added attractions, Armstrong’s
Jerry
Lester,
toplining
the
latest
Merry Macs (4), June Allyn, Tony
his big voice with plenty of fervor
gravel-voiced singing, Velma Mid¬
Reynolds, Jackie Metcalf, Nora dleton’s potent blues and her edition of Lou Walters’ "Folies Dcs to vocally steer the productions. Don Carey; $5 minimum.
Bristow, Copa Girls, Michael Durso happy bouncing make this a thor¬ Femmes,” is a very funny man with Overall layout, in until Nov. 27, is
a very dirty routine. It’s a mark
Le Ruban Bleu, steadily building
and Frank Marti Orchs; staged by oughly enjoyable exposition of
of his skill as a comic that Lester given a superb musical backdrop since change in ownership last
Douglas Coudy; music and lyrics, what Armstrong likes to call "the
can get away in a mass spot like by Antonio Morrelli’s orch, aug¬ summer, has installed its first ma¬
Durso, Mel Mitchell, Marvin Kahn; happy music.”
mented
during
Miss
Horne’s
sesh
this with a outine that would be
jor headliner since the switch in
by George Duvivier’s haunting the person of Ethel Waters. The
costumes, Sal Anthony (executed
Velma Middleton blasts out with okay for a stag smoker.
by Mme. Berthe); orchestrations, "Mama’s Back in Town” and "Talk
But Lester, when he wants to be, bass. Gene DiNova’s piano wizard¬ venerable songstress-actre^s-autory
and
Johnny
Cresci’s
steady
per¬
Deac Eberhard; $5.50* minimum.
to Me Baby,” among others. And is a superlative clown with a wide
biographist is still a potent name
Alan.
she . jumps and shimmies and assortment of talents, enough for cussion.
and a potent performer, so that
Nat King Cole, another in -the shakes. The house loves it. Ed¬ about four acts. He comes on with
this move on the part of the Phil
Copa's regular repeat lineup of mond Hall does a humorous clari¬ an aero leap and between gags,
Simon-Al Segal ownership should
Sintlci* Hotel, L. A.
quality headliners, is back for his net Solo of "You Made Me Love does some juggling, hoofing, sing¬
prove a heavy payoff.
Los
Angeles,
Nov.
6.
annual stand at the nitery. Abet¬ You,” for excellent returns. The ing and stripteasing. On opening
Miss Waters is a pro from way
Gogi Grant, “Skccts" Minion,
ting the singer are Rowan & Mar¬ group also runs through "Stompin’ night (1), Lester was on for about
back which stands her in good
tin and the Merry Macs, both at the Savoy,” "Blueberry Hill” an hour and put on a freewheeling, Eddie Bergman Orch (11); $2, $2.50 stead for her voice—let’s face it—
smart acts, plus the club’s usual (another Armstrong vocal) and ribald show which rode over the cover.
just ain’t what it used to be. She
eye-appealing production numbers. winds up with "High Society.” It’s usual amenities observed in mixed
shows a good deal of strain in sus¬
As a night ciub lady of song, taining a high note, or even a pro¬
It all adds up to another click en¬ a begoff.
company.
try for the Jules Podell operation.
The rough lines, the bedroom Gogi Grant hasn’t got it made yet. longed one in any register, and her
Dick Lynn is the comic on the
She’s
equipped
with
strong
pipes
voice is at times tremulous. But it
Cole, in top form, dishes out a bill, and a product of the midwest and -swish jokes, the bumps and
flock of numbers in a sock 40-min¬ borscht circuit. Handicapped by the grinds could all be dispensed that have little trouble finding makes no difference. She's a stylist
ute sesh. His songselling savvy the material brought over the with and Lester would still be a their way around a tune, and is and it’s the overall effect that
and mellow styling are effectively circuit, 'he does not have the im¬ solid comic. There is, however, an easy on the eyes; but personally- counts. Her sense of rhythm is in¬
demonstrated on such ballads as pact expected of the second act irrepressibility about this perform¬ wise, she has a long way to go. At fallible, her phrasing dexterous and
"Autumn Leaves,” "There Goes on a bill of this calibre. He has an er which makes the frank sex joke show caught in this hostlery’s her presence commanding. She’s in
My Love;” "Little Girl,” "Some¬ engaging stage personality and seem almost inevitable. In any Terrace Room, the gal didn’t warm charge all the way.
Her selection is savvy, too, in
body Loves Me” and "Night could deliver with the right mate¬ case, whatever the embarrassment up to her audience, in fact, seemed
Lights.” For an equally strong rial, but what he uses never quite in the audience, it is overridden by almost to be condescending, so the that she alternates her old stand¬
mood didn’t make for ary salvos ards with special material "talk”
light touch, £e delivers "Makin’ rings the bell, though at times it a mounting tide of laughs.
of
response
to
her
songalog.
Lester does a flock of songs in
■Whoopee” and "C-U-B-A,” while comes close. Of course, being a
songs like "If I Do” and "I Knew
When Miss Grant sings "Sud¬ I Shouldn’t Trust That Man,” which
his occasional swingover to the local boy, opening night brought this routine, giving them all a
keyboard adds punch, especially out a legion of friends who cele¬ comic twist. He scores best with denly There’s a Valley” and "The provide a good chance of pace and
his workover of "Just One of brated his Chez booking with loud his closing "Old Black Magic” take¬ Wayward Wind,” two record clicks, enhance the effect of standby like
Those Things.”
off on Billy Daniels, but also gets she’s at her best, belting them "Taking a Chance on Love,” "Hap¬
applause.
Rowan & Martin, making their
Tina & Coco are a pair of terp- yocks out of "Standing on The. across easily with good backing piness IS a Thing Called Joe,”
bigtime Gotham debut, definitely ing femmes in the flamenco idiom Corner” and "Whatever Lola from Eddie Bergman’s orch. On "Stormy Weather” and "Cabin on
warrant the booking. They’re a who open the display. Dancing, Wants,” which he does with a girl some of the others, like the opener, the Sky.” On the swingy side are
funny team, with Martin providing with fire and precision, they do the pulled from one of the ringside ta¬ "Who Cares?,” or "On the Street "St. Louis Blues” and her howoff,
the zany antics and Rowan playing zapateado, a bullfight interpretive bles. The only weak spot in the Where You Live” arid “You’re Do¬ a red hot "Sunny Side of the
it straight. With Dean Martin and and the usual flamenco. The turn act is a rock ’n’ roll number, "I ing Alright,” she tends to be care¬ Street,” in a growling style that
Jerry Lewis no longer a team, this sometimes appears a little pretenti¬ Want A Short Fat Girl,” which is less with enunciation of the lyrics left ’em begging and of which* she
duo is a natural to snare bookings ous for the room, but it’s compe¬ much too obvious material for Les¬ in spots. The spiritual, "The should use more.
that previously would have gone to tent. Team wraps up to a good ter’s style.
Golden Ladder,” with a mild audi¬
Rest of the bill comprises Nancy
the former pair. Martin isn’t as mitt.
Also new on the current bill is ence-participation Via handclaps, Andrews and Phil Leeds, both com¬
energetic as Lewis, but he’s good.
The Escorts, five young multiple- LUcienne & Ashour, whose click and the.signoff "Thanks for Every¬ ics and the latter holding over,
The boys succeed in drawing a voicers being groomed for the pop comedy apache stuff has been here thing,” demonstrate her instinc¬ with Don Carey as emcee and inter¬
steady stream of yocks via delivery disk sweepstakes, intro and space many times before, and ballerina tive feel for rhythm. Singer puts mission pianist alternating with
and material. From the start, the show. They’re a house group Nanci Crompton. Miss Crompton in a plug for a new album, doing a the Norman Paris Trio. Miss An¬
when Martin makes his appearance and were in the last show here. contributes several neat numbers, medley of five songs, including drews is a rowdy singing comedi¬
and establishes himself as a clown, They look good, sing well together including a pantomime-ballet pro¬ "Wrap Up Your Troubles,” "The enne who’s got no inhibitions as to
there’s little letup on laughs. Mar¬ and conceivably could click with duction framed around a day in One I Love,” "All of Me” and “I mugging and rippling her way
tin’s entanglement in a pair of rub¬ the right record. They open with the life of a stenographer.
Let a Song Go Out of My Heart.” through a turn that leans heavily
ber gloves while portraying a doc¬ a medley of college songs, which
Held over with the same num¬
The brash "Skeets” Minton and on the blue stuff. Her material is
tor being interviewed by a tv fight elicits mitting from the alumni bers from the last show are Gau¬ his equally fresh dummy are the spotty, some of it like her "Mink”
announcer and his beer guzzling in and they also do "That Old Gang of tier’s Steeplechase, Syncopated second act on the current bill. The number from "Shoestring Revue”
a takeoff on a drunk heckling a Mine,” for good returns. They Waters, songstress Betty George turn rated a fair response from the registering stongly, some in need
Shakespearean performer in a then introduce the supporting acts and the stylishly costumed produc¬ dinner show audience, best-liked of severe pruning like her opener,
bistro, are among the top guffaw- with special material. They’re a tion numbers. Jo Lombardi con¬ being takeoffs on Rose Murphy, a parody of "Cockeyed Optimist.”
getters.
bright young act and get good re¬ tinues to give a positive downbeat Johnnie Ray, Billy Eckstine and With some judicious cutting and
The Merry Macs, playing1 their
in backgrounding the show.
the Ink Spots. It’s mostly a sing¬ some stronger material to supplant
first New York date in some time, action.
Herm.
The Ted Fio Rito aggregation
ing act, too, so vocals are well the cuts, she’d, prove a far better
haven’t lost their touch. - Associ¬ does an excellent job of backing
represented on this Statler offer¬ turn.
ated principally with the late Fred and dansapology. The current is
Leeds holds with basically the
ing.
Young Ken Berry, a winner on
Sands, Las Vegas
Allen's radio series, the quartet, in or two weeks; the Vagabonds
"Stairway to Stardom” air show, same comedy turn. It's under¬
Las Vegas, Oct. 31.
comprised of three guys and a open Nov. 16.
Gabe.
came on early at show caught for played all the way, delivered in a
femme, score with their neat brand
“Ziegfeld Follies," starring Lena a four-minute display of the nice soft-spoken and relaxed manner
of vocalling. The group starts off
Horne, with Davis & Reese, Bob personality and taps that made him that in no way dulls the impact of
with " ’S Wonderful,” move into a
Chez Paree, Montreal
DeVoye Trio (3), Chuck Nelson, the winner.
some crisp and original material.
Brog.
few oldies and then switch to a
Montreal, Oct. 31.
Leeds, who’s doubling over from
Copa Girls (12), Antonio Morrelli
bouncy "Piano Roll Rock” in
"The Matchmaker” on Broadway,
Jackie Kahane, Black & Nolen, Orch (13); $2 minimum.
which one of the males gets in Nancy McDonald, Antonia & Jose,
Blinslruli’s, Boston
scores especially strongly with his
some snazzy sax work. That’s fol¬
birds & bees bit and his Mexican
Boston, Oct. 31.
Producer Jack Entratter releases
lowed by a dixie-styled number, Dino Vale, Nick Martin Orch (6), the,
Enzo Stuarti, Lott & Anders, village routine. Carey is a pleas¬
rights to "Ziegfeld Fol¬
complete with canes and strut, fol¬ Michel Sauro Quartet with Laura lies”nitery
ant
emcee and nifty on the 88s in
Norton
&
Patricia,
Amandis
(4),
on a note that somewhat be¬
lowed by "I’m a Lovin’ You Rock” Berkeley; no cover, minimum or fits the
tradition of the late show¬ Moro-Landis Line (10), Stewart the breaks, while the Paris trio
admission.
for a nifty closer.
does a superb showback job, par¬
man.
For
his
filial
"Follies”
pres¬
Rose,
Michael
Gaylord
Orch
(10),
The decorative Copa Girls ap¬
ticularly with Miss Waters, and
This is Jackie Kahane’s first entation, Entratter has knit to¬ Lou Weir; $2.50 minimum.
pear in a variety of costumes col¬
makes the entr’actes pass quickly.
gether solid bistro fare within a
orfully designed by Sal Anthony. visit to Montreal in several months framework
Chan.
of
production
flourish¬
Enzo Stuarti, formerly Larry
Production singers June Allyn and and with each return his hep comic es that underscore the Ziegfeld
Lawrence
in
"Me
And
Juliet,”
who
shows
improvement.
Starting
lo¬
Tony Reynolds do a good job, as
trademark
—
namely,
glamour.
Chateau
Madrid,
X.
Y.
do Jackie Metcalf and Nora Bris¬ cally via YMHA shows, small Heading up the opus is Lena has had tv showcasing on the Ed
Raul & Eva Reyes, 3 Galanes,
tow in the terp department. The rooms and the borscht circuit of Horne, whose name alone on any Sullivan show, headlines the bill
Anita
Del
Rio,
Al
Castellanos
and
at boniface Stanley Blinstrub’s big
musicalizing, as usual, is neatly the Laurentians, Kahane has built
spells out boff business 1,700-rseater this frame. A person¬ Louis Ortiz Orchs; $3.50, $5 min¬
handled by the Michael Durso and up quite a following and he seldom marquee
and
sock
entertainment
able
lad,
with
a
big
voice,
he
takes
imum.
Frank Marti orchs.
Jess.
lets them down.
One of the most captivating a set of standards and pops for a.
Present routining is a far cry
in the Dusiness, Miss well received sesh. Opener is "You
from the previous years when he thrushes
This cha-cha-cha and mambo
Horne
baits the usual tumultuous Alone,”^from which he switches to emporium
Chez Paree9 Clii
resorted to any form of gag for
offers its usual Latinwith her definitive torchant- "Big Wonderful World.” Introing flavored
Chicago, Nov. 2.
revue to give the custom¬
yocks; always obvious and usually salvos
ing. Keynoting her artistry is a “Op Street Where You Live,” with ers a short
Louis Armstrong & His All^Stars on the near-blue, customer-kidding
respite from the vigor¬
signal
talent
through
which
she
Broadway show biz patter, he takes ous dance rhythms. As the shows
(Barret Deems, Squire Gersh, Ed- line. Working in a more relaxed
alters the mood to effect visual as
mond Hall, Billy Kyle, Velma manfler and showing the timing well as vocal interpretation of a the number for nice ride and go at Angel Lopez’s W. 58th St.
up with "Sorrento” in Spanish hideaway, the current of¬
Middleton, Trummy Young), Dick and polish he has developed, Ka¬ song. For this "sortie, Miss Horne wraps
fering appears to satisfy the afici¬
Lynn, Tina & Coco, The Escorts hane keeps constant attention as turns to some w.k. standards that Italian, for boff returns.
Lott & Anders open the show onados.
(5), Ted Fio Rito Orch; $1.50 cever, he adapts his material to the room. are new to her repertoire and that
Paul & Eva Reyes, apparently
He wound up to salvos on night are reborn under Lenriy Hayton’s with some fancy juggling atop high
$3.75 minimum.
feature attraction, are. a low
caught.
sensitive pen and t^ton. In some unicycles in nice novelty flash. the
comedy
team who combine silly
In
the
closing
slot,
following
Lad
balances
a
stuffed
seal
from
instances,
however,
maestro
HayWith the longest show seen at Kahane, the vaude comedies of
antics
and nonsensical song and
head,
throws
hoop
around
arms
and
ton tends to allow his arrange¬
the Chez in some yqprs, this nitery
patter with a couple of terp rou¬
bows the long-sought trumpet and Black & Nolen wow with situations ments to sail too far beyond the leg while riding the unicycle while tines. It’s the type of set that finds
accompanying antics of Louis Arm¬ that are ancient but still manage comprehension of the average lay¬ femme styles. Clincher is stand the femme partner falling into the
strong. Having played the Chi mu¬ to be funny. Miss Nolen, a blonde man, as in his lush orchestration straight up by femme on partner’s laps of the ringside customers and
sic spots and the theatres here for of amazing and revealing propor¬ of "Out Of This World.” But, the shoulders while he pedals the implanting kisses on the foreheads
many a year, Armstrong is now tions, is a new partner for Black commercial aspects notwithstand¬ stage. Norton & Patricia score of willing males. It goes over big
their w. k. music box terping
making his premiere .appearance and her ample chassis and gowns ing, the Hayton touch—which has with
with the Chateau Madrid clientele,
at this Windy City showcase for the (or the lack of them give the dimi¬ contributed greatly to Miss Horne’s bit, done from the second stage but the more sophisticated may
big names. That he should do so nutive, violin-playing Black plenty present stature — is out of this above the orch. They’ve added a find it dull and embarrassing.
torrid calypso dance to their rou¬
indicates the stature "Satchmo” of chances for the broad wink and world and the hepsters love it.
Although the Three Galanes, a
Highnotes of Miss Horne’s per¬ tine preceded by femme’s Jama¬ group
has built up in the world of en¬ gag mixed with brief violin snatch¬
of handsome Latin lads, in¬
chanting. Closer is some slick
tertainment. He is no longer just es. It’s straight from the old two- formance include her embrace of ican
still
an audience participation
terp
work
with
"Got'You
Under
a-day
sessions
but
a
surefire
audi¬
Duke Ellington faves and her Cole
a great trumpet player or the
gimmick
in their act by inviting
My
Skin.”
A
one-hand
spin
with
Porter medley, the latter capped
leader of a top musical group or ence pleaser.
Attractive Nancy McDonald does by her disclick, "It’s All Right femme aloft gets them off to solid femmes up to mambo, it’s done
a musical trailblazef. He is now
pleasantly
and in good taste. Pri¬
round.
her
first
bit
in
Montreal
and
scores
With Me.” For the begoff, she
all of those things and besides, an
Four Amandis, out in. new cos¬ marily singers, garbed in an exag¬
American institution, a U.S. musi¬ during’ chirp offerings. Flamenco sensuously grips "Love Me Or tumes,
gerated Latin manner, the lads
gold
trousers
and
black
hoofers,
Antonia
&
Jose
are
just
Leave
Me.”
cal ambassador aboard and one of
their Spanish tunes in ^win¬
Show gets a zingy lift at the out-, shirts, are as peppy as always with offer
our top level entertainment figures. about *the most handsome Latin
amazing catapaulting from ning theatrical manner. The LatinThe Armstrong turn lives up to heel and castanet clickers to play set with the bright comedies of their
slanted
choreography gives the act
teeterboard
to
chair
spiced
with
this
town
in
some
months.
Rou¬
Pepper Davis & Tony Reese. A
the niche it has carved for itself
zany foolery. Clincher is bound a nice sense of movement that does
in its Chez debut. On for almost tines, for the most part, are of a sock comedy team, they punch frrim
not detract from the chirping.
table
to
teeterboard
sending
fairly
average
nature
but
the
home
their
business
with
such
an hour, after an hour-long series
Anita Del Rio, a petite utf-Latinlad bn board to top of two-man
of supporting acts have paved the femme half of duo more than beats vigor and appeal that on opening stand.
The 10 Moro-Landis fem¬ looking blonde, is an expert in the
way, Armstrong proves the wait the average with her fine figure night (31) they stopped the /show mes prance
castinet
- clicking,
heel - stomping
through
two
slick
num¬
cold. Davis & Reese launch their
worthwhile, incidentally, the long' and appearance.
Dino Vale, who has been the nonsensicals with a parody of the bers, a torrid musical comedy type dance idiom. Her execution was
support is not necessary; it’s trace¬
somewhat handicapped on night
offering,
with
Stewart
Rose
piping
house
singer
around
Chez
Paree
local
gambling
set,
then
score
able to the fact that the Chez man¬
nice effect, and a sparkling caught by a slipping petticoat
agement is now in .the business of for some time now, takes over his screams with their maniacal glee for
terp bit with part of the which caught in her heels. She
grooming talent arid is using the solo spot for a hefty set of vocals club routine. Kudos mount as they Spanish
managed, however, to complete the
line
in male Espanol dress.
nitery to expose some of the turns that click. Youngster, who is turn to their familiar satire of the
Mike Gaylord batons the shows difficult routine without missing a
it wants to upgrade.: The policy back for this show by guitarist 64G quizzer and the Friday night with
step.
. ,
crisp
beat
and
Lou
Weir
takes
Nick
Martin’s
orch
backs
all
per¬
tv
fights.
Wrapup
is
their
standard
may at times conflict with the ideal
The Al Castellanos orch provides
the dance interludes 'on the organ
of a well-integrated show and this formers handily* and is spelled by. drum-dance exit.
topnotch showbacking and is also
Bob DeVoye Trio turns some for some neat work. Stuarti closed on
the Sauro combination plus Laura
time it certainly does.
hand for the main attraction—
The Armstrong group displays Berkeley’s okay piping. Overall biz sharp cboreo corners within the Sunday (4). Balance of the show the hipswinging antics of the cus¬
superior musicianship at all levels: is up compared to last year and Copa Girl productions. Designed holds through Sunday (ID. Mona tomers. Louis Artiz orch alter¬
Carroll
opened
Monday
(5),
for
one
by
Bob
Gilbert
and
Renee
Stewart
current
layout
holds
until
Nov.
12.
from the searing, precise trumpet
nates for dancing.
•
Holt.
Guy.
Newt. . under Entratter’* shrewd assem¬ week;
of Armstrong himself to the trip¬
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Mercury and later spent 10 years
in Hollywood writing film scripts, j
His Broadway productions included
“Soldiers-of Fortune,” “The Pi¬
rate,” “The Prince of Diamonds”
and “If I Were You.” .
Surviving are his wife, three
change (states rights) in New York. sons, a daughter and sister.
Subsequently, he became an inde¬
pendent exhibitor, Warner man¬
GEORGE P. LOWE
George P. Lowe, 82, vet circus
ager in Mexico and South America
and
vaude
trapeze performer, died
and general manager of Century
Theatres, Brooklyn and Long Is¬ Oct. 24 in Dallas, following a short
illness. Famed for his triple tra¬
land circuit.
His wife and a daughter also peze act, he toured with his own
and other aerial acts for years.
survive.
He was one of the first perform¬
ers to take his act overseas to en¬
FORD BILLINGS
Ford Billings, 56, pioneer radio tertain American soldiers during
station executive, died Nov. 4 of a World War I.
heart attack in Norwalk. Conn,
where he had been in the hotel
ROY A. KANTER
business. Originally a musical con¬
Roy A. Kanter, 45, southwestern
ductor and producer for Shubert division sales^manager of the Mo¬
and Keith he was an early recruit tion Picture Advertising Service
into radio broadcasting.
Co., of New Orleans, died Oct. 31
His credits were extensive. No¬ in Beaumont, Tex., of a heart at¬
tably he had been an early general tack. He headquartered in Dallas
manager of WLW, Cincinnati. At and was second assistant chief
other periods he served as sales barker of the Variety Club there.
Survived by his wife and a
daughter.

OBITUARIES
LOUIS W. SCHINE
Louis W. Schine, 63, secretarytreasurer of Schine Enterprises,
died in New York’s Harkness Pavillion yesterday (Tues.) of a brain
tumor. He had been in the hospital
five weeks.
Born in Germany, Schine en¬
tered the theatre business in asso¬
ciation with his brother, J. Myer
Schine, president of the organiza¬
tion, in 1917 via the acquisition of
the Hippodrome, Gloversville, N.Y.
After World War I the circuit was
expanded to become one of the
largest independently operated
chain with 135 houses in various
eastern states. A divestiture pro¬
gram has reduced it to 11 situa¬
tions presently, with headquarters
continuing in Gloversville.
*
The Schine interests were ex¬
panded to include the operation of

VARIETY BILLS
WEEK OF NOVEMBER 7
Numerals In connection with bills below Indicate opening day of show
whether full or split week
Letter In parentheses Indicates circuit: (I) Independent; <L) Loewi (M) Moss;
(P) Paramount; <R). RKO; <5> Stoll; <T> Tivoli; (W> Warner

Spark Thurman
Quintero Rhumbas
Hotel Biltmore
’own & Country
Russ Morgan Ore
Henny Youngman
Emery Deutsch Ore
Lonnie Sattin
Hot'l H'nry Hudson "aye Bros.
Burnell Dancers
The Charmers
Hotel Pierre,
Ned Harvey Ore
Caterina Valente
Pupi Campo Ore
Stanley Melba Ore
Two Guitars
Alan Logan Ore
Kostya Poliansky
Joan Bishop
Dolores Dauphine
Joseph Sudy
Leonid Lugovsky
Hotel Roosevelt
AUSTRALIA
Eugene & Sonya
Eddie Lane Ore
Andrei* Hamshay
BRISBANE
Hotel Taft
MELBOURNE
Versailles
Vincent
Lopez
Ore
HIs Malesty's (T) 5
Edith Piaf
Tivoli <T) 8
Hotel St. Regis
Salvatore Gioe Oro
Richard Hearne
Philip Stainton
Fernanda Montel
Panchito
Ore
Julia
Milt Shaw Ore
Nicplette Bernard
Viennese Lantern
Nicolas Darvas
Ray Bari Ore
Helene Darcel
Percy Marmont
Ross & La Pierre
Hotel Statler
Margarita Sierra
Lane Bros.
Richard Beynon
& J Dorsey Ore
Dolores Perry
Bob Bromley
Latin Quarter
Noel Howlett
Ernest, Schoen Ore
The Albins
Jerry Lester
Harold Sandler
Heath
Joyce
Alwyn Leckie
Nanci Crompton
Paul Mann
Frank Taylor
Frank Ward
Helen
Wood
Gerald Duggan
Village Barn
Daniel Davey
Steeplechase
Arthur Whitehead
Frank Matthews
Lewis Jacob
Syncopated Waters
John V. White
SYDNEY
Sammy Walsh
Lucienne & Ashour
Margaret
Wolfit
Jack
Wallace
Tivoli (T) f
Dorothy Vernon •
DR. JACOB WEINBERG
Stewart Finch
Betty Ann Steele
Katherine Dunham
Jo Lombardi Oro
Carole Taylor
Dr. Jacob Weinberg, 77, com¬
Danny Davis Ore
Co.
B Harlowe Ore
Larry McMahon
poser, pianist and teacher, died
Hotel Plaza
Piute Pete
BRITAIN
Los Chavales
Nov. 3 in New York. He was a pi¬
Irving Harris
Ted Straeter
oneer in promoting contemporary
BIRMINGHAM . De Vere Dancers
Village Vanguard
Mark Monte
Stennett
Barbara Lea
Le Reuban Bleu
Jewish music, and was known for Hippodrome (M) 8 Stan
Curzon 3
Chester
Emil Mosier
Ethel Waters
his Jewish religious compositions Charlie
Mike McKenzie
P & P Page
Steel Band
Norman Paris 3
Mundy &. Earle
and his opera, “The Pioneers.”
Marian Miller
C Williams Trio
Phil Leeds
Arroll Sc 'Meadows
Len Lowe
Waldorf-Astoria
Nancy Andrews
| Wife and son survive.
Griff Kendall
“Jeeves"
Harryv Noble
Henri Salvador
Patti Carol
November 7, 1945
Emil Coleman Ore
Park Sheraton
LONDON
Carol
Monk
Mischa
Borr Oro
Metropolitan (I) 8 Jose Melis
PENNY SHEPARD
Roberts Co.
Johnny Lockwood
Penny Shephard, 36, a former LeslieBRISTOL
Don Peters
CHICAGO
actress in summer stock, died of a Hippodrome (M) 8 Dennis Lawes
Conrad Hilton
Black Orchid
Lillian
brain tumor early in September in Lita Roza
MANCHESTER
rComics-On-Ice"
Don Shirley
Hippodrome (M) 8 Anne Russell
D. Arnold & Marji
Miami, it has just been learned. SNat& Jackley
M Harrison
Bobby
Breen
Co.
The
Boyers
Jo
Ann
Miller
She had been ill for several years. Lawn White
Annette Klooger
Lilian Renee
Blue Angel
Sutton
Her real name was Mildred Kasper. Randolph
Tommy Fields
Paul Duke
“Calypso Extrava¬
Dallas Boys
Emerson & Jayne
George Simpson
ganza"
Her husband, Donald Dingwall, 3 Carribes
several hotels aroutid the country director of K!STP. Minneapolis.
Jackley & Jee
Paul Gibben
Princess Abilia
Silva & Audrey
WOWO, Ft Wayne, L. B. Wilson’s and parents survive.
beginning in 1944.
Ron & Rita
J. Melendez Sc D.
King Christian
2 Kordas
Harry
& Betty
Maxfield
Lord
Rafael
Louis Schine also was an officer WCKY at Covington-Cincinnati,
BRIXTON
Rose Sc Marion
Virginia Sellers
Lady Angelia
Empress (I) S
of the Patroon Broadcasting Co., and WCAE, Pittsburgh. There was
JACK ARNOLD
John Keston
Jerry Gibson
Lady Margaret
Lorrae
Desmond
owner of WPTR, Albany, and was also a stint as west coast manager
Jack Arnold, 52, former manager Hedley Ward Trio Richard & Yolando Lady Jeanne
Boulevar-Dears &
Boulevar-Dons
Lord Carlton
active in various philanthropic and for Hearst Radio.
and operator of Honolulu’s Waikiki Johnny Leroy
NEWCASTLE
F. Masters Ore
Emperor Sago
Empire (M) 5
Final connection with the broad¬ and other downtown niteries in Demos
community organizations. In addi¬
King
Rudolph
Vic Oliver
Drake Hotel
Billy 'Uke* Scott
tion to his brother, his widow, Mar¬ cast industry was in 1952 when that city; died there Oct. 27. He Falcons
A1 D’Lacy Ore
Gillian & June
Constance Towers
Blue Note
Harriott Sc Evans
tha, and a son and daughter sur¬ Billings joined the station sales was a onetime circus performer I.es Traversos
Jimmy Blade Ore
Count Basie
Darban
Sr
Wendy
Devel
&
Partner
London House
vive. Services will be held today brokerage firm of Robert S. Keller and professional wrestler.
Chez Paree
Ken Wilson
Daly & Wayne
Eddie Heywood 3
at the Jewish Community Center, Inc. His health would not support
Louis Armstrong
His wife and son survive.
Peggy Thompson
CHELSEA
Mister Kelly's
Dick Linn
Vanda Vale
the radio pace. He had lost his
Palace (I) 8
Gloversville.
Jeri
Southern
Ted Fio Rito Ore
Baxter Co.
NORTHAMPTON
wife some years before from can¬
Palmer House
Cloister Inn
Edwin P. Thomas, 43, of the duo Art
Betty Miller
New (1) 5
“Hey Day"
Audrey
Morris
3
cer.
ART TATUM
Dickie
Bennett
Eddie Thomas & Judy Manners,
Ronnie Harris
Paul Hartman
Jerri Winters
Born in Addison, N. Y. and wide¬ died Oct. 27 in Philadelphia. A Norman Thomas
Art Tatum, 46, jazz pianist, died
Kenny Flame Co.
Bill Tabbert
Eddy Baker 3
Bernard Lsndy
Charlie Ellis
Nov. 5 in Los Angeles. He had ly acquainted in the commercial singing pianist, he was an enter¬ D
fc B Lee
Scott
&
A'Scott
IOS ANGELES
been suffering from uremia. He radio industry, Billings is survived tainer in Philly niteries for over BobLy Dennis
King &ADay
Ambassador Hotel Darcy Sis.
rters
had been appearing recently in by a sister and a married daughter. 20 years.
Lane Twins
'
, 3 CoiCOVENTRY
Gerl Gallan Ore
Modernaires
NORWICH
L. A. night clubs and his illness
Felix Martinique Ore
Surviving are his wife, son and Hippodrome (I) 8
Harvey Stone
Hippodrome
(I)
!
Crescendo
C. E. ARNEY, JR.
forced him to cancel a tv appear¬
Jewel & Warriss
F.
Martin
Ore
parents.
Lee Lawrence
Louis Armstrong Or
Tommy Cooper
C. E. Arney Jr., 65, secretaryBar of Music
ance scheduled for next Sunday
Walters Co.
Interlude
Jill
Day
Sir
Lancelot
Reg Dapont
(11). Since his birth he had been treasurer of the National Assn, of
Josephine Premice
Felix De Cola
Arthur Horn, 68, a Metro sales¬ Ken Dodd
Pauline & Eddie
Shobey Bros.
Worsley
Jerry Linden Ore
man in Albany for 16 years, died Arthur
Rudy
Kerpays, Don
Walter
Niblo
Graham & Chadel
Bandbox
Nat Gonella
Overberg, Tony
Nov. 3 in that city after an illness Camilleri
Billy Gray
Madrigal Co.
Reyes
Rene
Strange
of several months. Formerly an George Mitchell Co.
Leo Diamond
NOTTINGHAM
Moca'mbo
Bert Gordon
Empire (M) 5
Ella Fitzgerald
attorney, he is survived by his .wife
DERBY
Eddie LeRoy
Carl Carelli Trio
Hippodrome (M) 8 Golden Gate 4
and daughter.
Short
Twins
V
Sc
L
Aubrey
Paul Hebert Ore
Joan Regan
(November 9, 1951)
Carol Shannon
Desmond Lane
Moulin Rouge
Johnny Stewart
Dodie Drake
Gilbert
"C'est La Vie" Rev
Joseph McClain, of Penn Theatre Frank Holder
Bob Barley Trio
Jen Jackson
Wlere Bros. <3)
Eleanor
Gunter
HARRY D. SQUIRES
staff in Pittsburgh for eight years Ron Scott
Peter Dulay
Statler Hotel
Clro's
Serences
Gogl Grant
before becoming business agent of Jack Francois
Mae Barnes
G & B Jay
Skeets Minton
Half Bros.
Local B-12 Theatre Employes in Alan & Steve
PRINCE OF WALES Blair Sis.
Eddy Bergman Ore
Anton & Janetta
(M) 5
blind in one eye and had poor vi¬ Radio-TV Broadcasters for 13 that city last January, died of a
EDINBURGH
LAS VEGAS
Hylda Baker
Empire (M) 8
sion in the other.
years until his retirement last July heart attack Oct. 27.
Ryan
Sc
McDonald
Steve Gibson Red¬
Desert Inn
Eddie Calvert
Considered by many as a “jazz 1, died Nov. 1 in Bakersfield, Calif.
Derek Roy
caps
2 May fairs
Vic Damone
Cairoli St Paul
Gil Bernal
Beverlee Dennis
musician,” Tatum was a topline He had been associated with
Charles Asplin, librarian with Gerry Brereton
Morecambe Sc Wise Art Johnson
Venus Starlets
Whittaker
&
Law
jazz name since mid-1930s. His NARTB since 1940 and had prob¬ the Robert Farnon orch, formerly Don Lang
4 Jones Boys
Donn Arden Drtcrs Garwood Van Oro
Billie Anthony
first pro appearance was on a To¬ ably contributed more to its with the Geraldo band and onetime Londonairs
Carlton Hayes Ore
Riviera
Joe Church
Grover Shore Trio
ledo radio station, WSPD, and in growth than any other individual. bass player with Jack Payne and Sylvia Drew
Latin Qtr Revue
Jo, Jac Sc Jonl
Vadios
Bros.
Eddie Cano Qtte.
Gypsy Rose Lee
1932 he came to New York as ac¬ At the time of his retirement other British dance bands, died FINSBURY PARK Marcellis
Henry Rose Trio
Morey
Amsterdam
SHEFFIELD.
companist to Adelaide Hall. After broadcasters pooled a fund to send Oct. 20 in London.
Empire (M) 5
Bob Stevenson 3
Frelanis
Empire (M) 8
Jerry Colonna
Don Gregory Qtte.
his first solo piano recordings were him around the world, but he
Marilex
Keh
Platt
Marie De Vere Co.
Marvelle Trio
Barbara Esko
made in '33, Tatum’s fame spread elected to retire to California.
Wife. 37, of British band agent Malcolm Mitchell 3 A Sc V SheUey
Ernie Coleman
Hines Kids
Tanner Sis
A native of Idaho Falls, Iat, he Alfred Preager and sister-in-law of Alexander's Dogs
and he was being booked on a glo¬
Dunes
Ray Sinatra Ore
Angelos
Medlock
&
Marlowe
Smart
Affairs
*57
Woody Herman
began his broadcasting career in British bandleader Lou Preager,
bal scale.
Michael Holliday
Rita Martell
Larry Steele
Bobby Page
Among his best known waxings 1927 as a sportscaster with KPQ died of a cerebral hemorrhage Oct. Frances Duncan '
Gordon Sc Colville
Leonard Bros.
Kings IV
Jackie
Ross
GLASGOW
are keyboard solos of “Tea For in Seattle, Wash. In 1934 he be¬ 29 in London.
Fouchee Dancers
Sahara
Kazan Sc Katz
Empire (M) 8
Rose Hardaway
Martha Raye
Two” and “Sweet Lorraine.” Al¬ came a new£ commentator and con¬
SOUTHAMPTON
_ Monarchs
Willie Louis
Kay Starr
Grand (I) 5
though he led a band on several tinued in this capacity for six
Tumbling
Tomboys
Flash
Gordon
SaHarem Dncrs
Charles E. Broughton, 83, former A & L Word
Jack Anton
Sir Lionel Beckles
occasions, Tatum preferred soloing years With various Seattle stations. editor
Cee Davidson Oro
Eve
publisher of the She¬ 3 Brittons
Lon Fontaine
Mary Kaye Trio
on the piano. At times, he headed During this period, he organized boygan and
Checko Wheel
Earle & Vaughan
Beige Beauts
Press
and
former
president
Sands
Jessie Carron
up a popular combo that featured the Washington Radio Forum of radio station WHBL, died Oct. Penny Nicholls
Lucky Henry Ore
“Zlegfeld Folies"
Doreen Denten
Arthur Haynes
El Cortez
Charles Sc Jupp
31 in Sheboygan, Wis.
LEEDS
Mary Beth Hughes Lena Horne
Devoy
Trio
Gordon
Sc
Juanita
Empire (M) S
Bobby Pinkus
Davis Sc Reese
Ray Thorne
Tony Crombie Co.
Herby Barris
Copa Girls
Peggy Bourne
Alonzo (Orlando Pelliccia), gefi- Maxine Daniels
Mack Pearson
Antonio Morelli Ore
Tommy Seymour
Don
Fox
Cirquettes
eral booking manager for the Poll Billie Wyner
SUNDERLAND
Sterling Young Ore Lillian Briggs
Clark Bros.
Empire (M) 8
theatre chain in New England for Rdss Sc Howitt
El Rancho^ Vegas
Morgan Bros.
Tommy
Steele
Billy Eckstine
40 years, died Nov. 2 in New Ha¬ Andy Stewart
Four Voices
Ballet Montmartre
ALWAYS IN OUR HEARTS
Johnny Dallas
Lenny
Kent
ven, Conn.
Rounders
Thunderclap Jones
McKennas
El Rancho Ore
M Sc B Winters
LIVERPOOL
Sylvia and Irving Squires
Renee Molnar Dncrs Ernie Ross Trio
Johnny Laycock
Showboat
Empire (M) 8
Flamingo
John B. Opdycke, 79, author, lee- Lonnie
Josephine
Ann
Larry Ross
Donegon
Mills Bros.
turer and educator, died Nov. 3 in
Ertha Quake
Rosemarie
GarT Nelson
3 Merkys
guitarist Tiny Grimes and bass which broadcast daily from the New York. His wife, Theresa HelShowboat Girls Rosemarie
player Slam Stewart.
state capital at Olympia for three burn, co-administrator of the Thea¬
Mike Werner Ore
Flamingoettes c
His most massive disking job was sessions of the legislature, Eric tre Guild survives.
Silver Slipper
Lou Basil Ore
Mardl Gras Revue
Fremont Hotel
launched in 1954 for Norman Johnston, head of the Motion Pic¬
Johnny Maddox
Ish Kabibble
Granz’s Norgran label. He record¬ ture Assn, of America, was the
Alls Leslie
Shy Guys
Jose Pidal, 60, Spanish dramatic
ed close to 200 piano solos of songs Forum’s first president.
Russ Clark
Dynamics
Judy Forre
4 Gems
Survivors include two daughters actor who had appeared in a num¬
of his own selection. It’s reported
NEW
YORK
CITY
Sparky Kaye
Mike Sarge Sc
ber of Mexican films, died of can¬
that all the tunes were crowded and a brother.
Mac Dennison
His Sargents
Chateau
Madrid
cer
Oct.
26
in
Mexico
City.
Bon Solr
Cliff Ferre
Golden
Nugget
into two or three sessions. The
Raul & Eva Reyes
Tony Sc Eddie
J. Cavanaugh
Sons of Golden
SARA VALLE
label has already released 11 123 Galances
Lovey Powell
AJis Leslie
West
A1 Castellanos Ore
Sara Valle, 35, noted Portuguese
inch LP platters and four or five
Hugh Thomas Dolan, 42, an as¬ Jorie Remus
Slipperettes
Hank Penny
Copacabana
Jimmie
Daniels
G. Redman Oro
Sue Thompson
more^ are pending from the ses¬ actress, died recently in a Lisbon sistant manager of New York’s Threo Flames
Nat “King" Cole
Thunderblrd
Freddie Masters
hospital after she was found un¬ Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, died Nov,
sions.
Rowan Sc Martin
Bruce Kirby
China Doll Rev
Sextette
Merry Macs
Warren Vaughan
Surviving are his wife, a son by conscious in her apartment. She in that city after a brief illness.
Ming Sc Ling
Hacienda
June Allyn
Blue
Angel
Toy
Sc Wing
had
just
returned
from
England
to
Billy
Ward
a former marriage, his mother,
Tony ReynoldsT C Jones
Tong Bros.*
Eddie Peabody
start rehearsals for a new play at
brother and a sister.
Jackie Metcalf
Jill Corey
Sing Lee Sing
Daryl Harper Show
Jack
Koffman,
54,
vet
studio
still
Nor*
Bristow
the Avenida Theatre, Lisbon.
Eddie Garson
China Dolls
Bruce Davis
Michael Durso Ore
’Davis
Barney -Rawlings
New Frontier
Miss Valle, who became a lead¬ photographer, died Oct. 29 of a Martha
ARTHUR ABELES
Frank Marti Oro
Sc Spouse
Thunderblrd Dncrs
Ella Fitzgerald
Duplex
Arthur Abeles, 67, film distribu¬ ing lady at Portugal’s Teatro Na- heart attack in Hollywood.
Jimmy Lyons 3
A1
Jahns Oro
Shecky Green
Serena Shaw
Cameo ■
Dukes of Dixieland
tion and exhibition veteran, died cional, later starred at other
The Goofers
Rudy, De Saxe
Wilson
of cancer in Fort Lauderdale, Fla., houses. She generally was seen in
Edwin G» Tomkinson, former Teddy
Alvaro Dalmar
Barbara Carroll
MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH
No. 1 Fifth Ave
Chardas
Oct. 30. He had been living in re¬ classics or serious drama.
news editor of station WACO in
Bail A Chain
I Blue Notes <3)
Bob Downey
Anny Kapitahny
tirement in Hollywood, Fla.
Waco, Tex., died there Oct. 31.
Charles Ventura Or
fden ROc
Harold Fonville
Lili
PAUL FOX
,
Jimm* Kowac
Hotel Ambassador Billy Bean
Abeles, whose son, Arthur Abeles
Bela Baba! Ore
Mnuflc
Alex
\ncler
jTeddl King
Chauncey
Gray
Ore
Paul Fox, 62, playwright, died
Rakossy
Jr., is managing director for War¬
Father, 60, of comedian* Ken Tlbor
Janl Sarkozi
Bill Ycdla
(Continued on
55)
ners in England, was the first riian- Nov. 1 in Philadelphia. He began
i
Gypsies
Dick Marts
(Continued on page 63)
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Music Hall (R
Rpckettes
Glee Club
Ann Gilbert
Danny CarroU
Foursome

Palace <P) 8
Judy Garland
Alan King
Pompoff & Thedy
Wazzan Tr.
Bob Williams
Amin Bros.
G & F Szony

Remembering

GUS EDWARDS

&tgmunti ftomberg

SIGMUND ROMBERG
(Nov. 9. 1951)

ager of the old William Foy ex- his career on the old American
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ADELE CASTLE
Songs
25 Mins.
Hotel Bostonian, Boston
Adele Castle, diminutive 5-ft.
chirp, packs a song wallop that
VINCE MARtlN AND THE TAR- BARBARA LEA
should rapidly bring her to the
Music Hall, N. Y.
RIERS (3)
torium from swinging trapeze.
Songs
forefront in the first league,
Folksongs
Russell Markert, presentation Ann & Bobbie Black offer Scot20 Mins.
*
recent
recruit
from
band
vocal
30 Mins.
with Danny Carroll, Ann Gilbert, flavored musical act, distaffer sing¬
Village Vanguard, N.Y.
stints and musical comedy to the
Village Vanguard, N.Y.
pop ballads and male partner
Except for a brief Gotham stint nitery circuit, she stinted with Vin¬ Foursome, Corps de Ballet (Mar¬ ing
The Tarriers, an instrumentalgaret Sande, choreographer), Glee on accordion. Floyd & B’Nay are
vocal male trio, and singer Vince at Child’s Paramount Restaurant, cent Lopez and Tony Pastor and Club (Raymond Paige, director), adequate dance opener, a Gay ’90s
Martin have been riding the disk N.Y.; Barbara Lea’s songstering has sang in “Me And Juliet.” Out for Rocket:es (Markert, director); sets, routine being their best. The male
bestseller lists with their Glory la¬ been confined to out-of-town dates several months, but not yet docu James Stewart Morcom; lighting, Cooper Twins score with fast tap
dancing and aero work (New Acts).
bel recording of “Cindy, Oh and some recordings. Booking her mented in Variety, Miss Castle,
Cindy.” At the Vanguard, the trio into the Village Vanguard was a striking brunet looker, who puts Eugene Braun; Music Hall Sym¬ Showbacking by the Bobby Dowds
Gord.
does a few numbers on its own be¬ smart move. Her warm styling, plenty of personality and knowhow phony directed by Paige; “Friend¬ house orch is good.
fore Martin joins in. The trio, somewhat reminiscent of Lee into her vocalizing, delivers socko ly Persuasion” (AA), reviewed in
Variety
Sept.
26,
’56.
in
voicing
style
cross
of
Ethel
Mer¬
however, was reduced to two late Wiley, fits in perfectly with the
KBobino? Paris
man and Mary Martin displaying
last week when one of the boys club’s intime atmosphere.
Paris, Nov. 2.
some of the" qualities that have put
broke his leg in an auto accident.
Radio
City
Music
Hall
is
pro¬
At the show caught. Miss Lea got
Lucienne Delyle, Jacques Bodoin,
viding its usual stageshow, seem¬ Gino Donati (2), Chungos (5),
The remaining pair, Eric Darling off to a solid start with “Gypsy in those two up front.
She demos plenty of showman¬ ingly just to keep the- franchise.
on banjo and Alan Arkin on guitar My Soul.” It was sung with a feel¬
(the absentee, Bob Carey, also han¬ ing that wasn’t as penetrating in ship savvy in tailored sesh of The length of the film, “Friendly See Hee (4), Michel Gaillard, Sid
mood
tunes and is nicely showcased Persuasion,” is such that there Plummer, Joan Rhodes, Keols (2)- .
dles guitar), give neat execution to other tunes delivered. Neverthe¬
$1.50 top.
several folktunes via effective in- less, her songstressing is good and in the small Jewel Room of the isn’t too much time allotted to the
strumentalizing and v o c a 1 i n g. when she really gets into a tune Hotel Bostonian. Voice is big and live proceedings. Virtually every¬
Lucienne Delyle comes back to
They’re also dressed appropriately, she shines. A couple of moderate¬ she could work without mike. Cap¬ thing is on the production side
sans jackets, and in striped shirts. ly bouncy numbers are thrown in able of working big rooms, she with even the outside talent neatly Paris boards after long months of
international
trouping and gets
looks
a
likely
bet.
The
chanteuse
segued
into
the
extravaganza,
so
Martin, similarly garbed, but in for an okay change of pace.
with grace of movement that the entire show is a neat and mitted welcome from the neigh¬
a black shirt, joins the duo for
Miss Lea, in a white off-the- impresses
borhood
audiences.
Ease and poise,
in
selling
her
song
wares,
especi¬
smooth-flowing
procedure.
some vigorous piping. The group shoulder gown, makes a nice ap- I
soothing pipes and songalog,
Russell Markert’s stage blue¬ plus
works together smoothly, deliver¬ pearance and looks like a good bet | ally in torchy material. A fine
make
this
a
turn
easy
on the ears
mood setter, she is great with fa¬ prints work out exceedingly well.
ing such standards as “Casey for more extensive bistro play.
cial expressions, using eyes for ulti¬ Opener utilizes the Corps de Bal¬ in addition to good sight values.
Jones” and “So Long, It’s Been
Jess.
show puts emphasis on
mate.
let in a collection of waltzes by Rest of the
Good to Know You” in addition to
and acrobatics with a good
Opening number “Why” comes Glazounow in which the coryphees comedy
“Cindy.” They also score with
overall sheen, in spite of a few
MRS.
SHUFFLEWSCK
off
in
slick
fashion
and
chirp’s
make
a
pretty
picture
indeed.
The
their dramatic handling of “Mid¬
and this augurs well for
Comedy
enunciation is excellent.
She lines of Margaret Sande’s chore¬ clinkers,
night Special.”
Jess.
crowds until it winds Nov. 15.
13 Mins.
paints a mood picture with “Since ography are lively and the bond good
Jacques Bodoin is a glib, fastEmpire, Glasgow
My Love Has Gone” and rides with the music is strong. The ven¬ talking
comedian with enough
COOPER TWINS
Although many customers may “Gypsy In My Soul’’ in boff fashion, ture pays off handsomely.
good stories and knowing takeoffs
Acro-Dance
exit imagining this is really a Chirper reaches biggest returns
The^sequences with the Glee on
the
plague
of charm singers
8 Mins.
femme, “Mrs. Shufflewick,” played with “Over the Rainbow” and
Club, Rockettes and the outside
Empire, Glasgow
by male performer, can’t be vari-tempoed “Minstrel Medley.” help are well integrated. The sing¬ here to make this in for heavy
laughs.
He
knows
how to “bluer’
Fast-paced tap-dancing males are blamed for misconception. He is She delivers “Mama” in English er? open with a multi-tempoed
okay as strong support act in vaude billed plainly with the Mrs. Shuffle¬ and Italian for strong finish. Paul version of “I Got Rhythm” and without salaciousness, but in Gal¬
lic even a sewer can manage to be
layouts.
wick monicker in quotes.
Clement Trio backs thrush excel¬ singer Ann Gilbert backed by four given an acceptable odor.
Twins, looking remarkably alike
Already known via tv programs, lently. Miss Castle looks* to have boys takes over in a well-sung ver¬
Michel Gaillard is a singing im¬
from the front, open with some he’s very, properly garbed in old boff potential for class rooms.
sion of “Shakin’ the Blues” in pressionist
limning many types re¬
very fast tap work, and are fasci¬ fur, floral-spotted dress and flower
Guy.
which she gives good account of acting to pretty girls or a typical
nating to watch on account of their hat. Characterization thus achieved
herself. Danny Carroll, at this point, man and wife in a cabaret. Com¬
physical likeness. Segue by chang¬ is of a typically London workingdoes a dance routine in a modern edy leans to obvious without get¬
ing into aero shoes and switching class femme who dresses cheaply,
vein which combines tap and bal¬ ting
the original touch or comment
speedily into some lightsome aero gossips continuously, and whim¬
let
plus some inspiration from the into it. However, he is personable
Feuer & Marlin
routines, best of which is a seesaw pers complainingly most of the
Jack Cole school, and impresses as and needs a touch of material to
motion bit, which gains top palm¬ time. The London character is ex¬
, Continued from page 2 ;
a worthy artisan who needs only
ing. Intertwine via legs and body tremely well effected.
further research into himself to put it into acceptable bigger brack¬
and Krasna discussed the vehicle dig up something more expressive et booking. As is, he is a new¬
in roll-alpng exit to reward of
Main
faulting
is
a
tendency
to
comer whose talent still lies ahead
generous hand-to-hand music.
allow the indigo flavor to be sprin¬ with Schary and recommended it of his own personality. He’s a fine of him.
Gord.
kled through his gags. Goes exten¬ be done as first planned—as a technician and he goes off to a
Gino Donati (2) comes on as a
rewarding
palm.
sively into patter regarding his Broadway musical. Schary then
romantic Italo tenor with forced
The Rockettes conclude the pro¬ tones who is interrupted by a
SUE CLEMENS ■
own tribulations, and then reads a
Songs
humorous letter from “his”, son. made the deal which was okayed ceedings with one of their superior stooge who comes onstage to turn
This moving mass of this into a hep offbeat act. Fey14 Mins.
Act has undoubted flair for femme by Loew’s prexy Joseph Vogel, now routines.
Shamrock-Hilton, Houston
travesties, but comedy gag-file at the studio, which gives Metro cheesecake provides the maximum type newcomer launches into
response. For the finale, the bal¬ hand-to-handing and comic repar¬
This young gal (15V6 years) has could be strengthened consider¬
the film rights to* a potential let members double with the Rock¬ tee
a lot of voice, good stage presence, ably.
with Donati to end with a very
ettes to make for an impressive funny bit as Donati sings while
and an engaging manner, but in
Broadway
hit
for
a
maximum
ofAct is limited by London dialect,
I going through some complicated
spite of it all, she’s still less then but is good proposition for vaude $400,000 ($250,000 for the book; curtain.
Raymond Paige in a salute to the I hand-to-hand contortions.
a mature woman and it shows.
This
and tv in United Kingdom. It
Fresh off the MGM lot .where would have only curiosity value in $100,000 to Krasna for the stage headlines ' leads the MH Symph looks likely as vaude or video, bit
through
the intricacies of Sara- and could be used in stateside
adaptation, and, at most, $50,000
she worked under vocal coach Earl larger U.S. market.
Gord.
sate’s “Zigeunerweisen.” The sets
Brant, Miss Clemens made her first
for a musical score from as yet un¬ by James Stewart Morcom are in boites as well.
appearance in a public room to an
See Hee (4) is Chinese group of
keeping with the usual MH opu¬ three young men in acrobatics Ind
named songwriters).
enthusiastic hometown audience YALOVYE BROS. (2)
Jose.
There will be no sliding scale lence.
contorto bits under watchful and
that applauded every smile, and Acrobatic
helpful eye of father. One man
that glossed .over opening night 6 Mins.
upwards under the new deal. When
Empire? Glasgow N
twirling plates in each hand bends
clinkers produced by nervousness. St. Andrew’s Hall, Glasgow
the Broadway run is terminated,
over backward to lift a cup with
Soviet acrobatic duo show agility Feuer and Martin will produce it
Miss Clemens’ choice of material
Glasgow, Nov. 1.
was poor. Perhaps a European gal and "skill in various routines, and as a film for Metro at a stipulated
Anne Shelton (Johnny Spence, teeth, etc. It’s a good filler or
of the same age could get by, quite are solid act for most vaude slot¬ fee, with Krasna to screenplay for piano), Morecambe & Wise, Dickie opener, but with the real Red Chi¬
legitimately, with the emotions, ex¬ tings.
an additional $100,000: Metro will Henderson, King Bros. (3), Sky- nese Peking Circus in town, looks
pressions she attempts. But it just
Male duo opens with one partner not receive any of the profits from Ions (2), Ann & Bobbie Black, pale alongside the originals.
Chungos (5) are a gypsy-Hispano
doesn’t work for a soft, cuddly lass executing a single-handstand on
legiter, or share in any royal¬ Cooper Twins, Floyd & B’Nay, Bob¬ group with each doing a. frenzied
who sings of love,, deprivation, and head of t’other. Segue with skillful the
ties accruing to Krasna or the by Dowds Orch.
dance to flamenco chant and guidevilment.
head-to-head balance without use songwriters from the stage presen¬
taring. But they lack the fire and d
If her song selections were in of hands, the underneath partner tation. Feuer and Martin have
Anne Shelton, English thrush spark and, except for a boy with
keeping with her sedate, sensible slowly dropping to sitting position, had five consecutive Broadway hits. currently topping the English hit some
class, remain a secondary
15-year-old gowning, act would be then revolving and finally rising
Cushman novel deals with con¬ parade with her waxing of “Lay entry of this type. Keols (2) do
much improved. But instead. Miss again. Throughout this routine the
Down- Your Arms,” punches out
solid acrobatics and then get
Clemens sings, for instance, “Some¬ other brother is balanced head-to- temporary American Indians in a pop tunes and ballads with as¬ some
on a trapeze to do balancing for a
one to Watch Over Me”—not with head. Trick garners warm palming Montana border area.
sured style at the top of this fairly fine filler number.
the idea of a dad, but instead with from outfronters.
strong layout. Gal is now less am¬
England is present with some
an eye on a “sugar daddy.” It just
ply built, having dieted down from good, pleasantly cornball entries.
Pair’s aero chores are executed
doesn’t go with Jhe bobbysox-look- without use of any special appara¬
16 stones to 11, and thus improves Joan Rhodes is muscular looker
Variety Bills
ing lady.
her stage appearance from previ¬ who bends iron bars, tears tele¬
tus. and reveal considerable
ous overweight. (The British stone phone books and keeps four men
She was understandably nervous strength in arm and wrists manipu¬
Continued from page 54
is 14 pounds—-Ed.)
opening night, only other public lation. Act is simple and straight¬
from opening her clenched fist.
The
Archers
Antone
&
Ina
Songalog includes “The Madon¬ This is solid staple stuff and is
appearances being at private par¬ forward, and relies more on direct
Malkin Ore
Syd Stanley Ore
na
in
Blue,”
“Who
Are
We?”
and
ties. Occasional vocal flubs can be lifting and balancing than on eye¬ Mai
never vulgar, due to Miss Rhodes’
Chuey Reyes Ore
Sans Soucl Hotel
her disk hit, “Lay Down Your knowing showmanship. Sid Plum¬
chalked up only to jitters and not catching intricacy. Act is currently
Joe Carter
Fontainebleau
Betty Barclay
Arms,” while for local palates she mer holds forth on his eccentric,
lack of talent—something which with Soviet concert unit touring Jackie Heller
Freddy
Calo
Ore
Terry Haven
serves up a well chosen medley of. Rube Goldberg - like xylophone
Gord.
the gal has loads of. If only it were United Kingdom,
Seville
T & P Rodriguez
Auld-Lang Syne tunes, including which falls apart, has caterpillars
Charlie Farrell
employed with more discretion.
A1 Navarro Ore
Tommy Ryan
“The Skye Boat Song.-” Johnny
Sacasas Ore
Fors.
DESMOND LANE
Johnny Silvers Ore Spence tinkles the ivories with running over it, etc. His jovial
Leon & Eddie's
presence and timing constitute a
Rey Mambo Ore
Instrumental
Can-Can Girls
skill.
Saxony
pleasant music hall entry and its
Toni Rave
13 Mins.
KIRKINTILLOCH JUNIOR
Richie Bros.
Eric Morecambe & Ernie Wise, solid oldhat yock appeal makes it
Terry
Rich
Empire, Glasgow
Hal Fisher
„ CHOIR (45)
north-of-England comedy pair, of¬ acceptable anywhere.
Denise
Mosk.
Holly Warren
Songs
Here’s a cheerful male perform¬ Atoma
fer their amusing travesty of radio
George Foster
30 Mins.
Malayan
Charles & Faye
er with an offbeat act that’s worth
commercials. Duo have good grip
Rivero
Quintet
Cartes Ore
St. Andrew’s Hall, Glasgow
of timing, and prove themselves
developing. Top asset could be Bimini Mama
Roney Plaza
Group of approximately 45 kilted
one of most consistently success¬
Pierre Duval
Desiree Decelle
Secretive Warners
boys and girls are attractive sing¬ that he’s different from more ste¬ Lad Richards Band Sandra Barton
ful acts in English vaude.
Murray Franklin's Cookie .Norwood
ing ensemble with potential for reotyped offerings in the vaude Dick
More comedy from Dickie Hen¬
Continued from page 5
Buckley
Serge Valdez Ore
concert dates and tv and radio field.
derson, recently in from a U.S.
Murray Franklin
5 O'clock
Norwood
Flash Laine
trip (during which he appeared on totals” for each country where the
Slim and energetic, he jumps in Cookie
Siska
the “Hey, Jeannie!” tv show). Al¬ American firms are operating.
Under baton of their longtime lively style across stage playing Peter. Nautilus
Wood
Tommy Raft
though still in his early 30s, he’s
The question has been asked
conductor, Meta MacPherson, wid¬ clarinet, then the tin-whistle. Gil Marr
Parisian Rev
got the benefit of longtime experi¬ whether, if WB persists in its nonow of choir’s founder, the juves Choice of tunes is aimed at the
HAVANA
ence
in
show
biz.
and
miming
ar¬
cooperative
attitude, the other out¬
give out in unison with fave Auld juve element, ranging from his
tistry is high. His impressions in¬ fits should go ahead anyway.
Lang Syne songs, opening with the own “Penny-Whistle Boogie” to
Sans Soucl
W. Reyes Ore
clude
one
‘
of
a
man
riding
in
a
Tropicana
Highland air “Isle of Mull.” Segue “Birth of the Blues” and “Saints Annie Cordy
MPEA members are handicapped
Gloria & Rolando
shaky tramway car. He also tilts in all research efforts by the fear
with a jaunty “Road to the Isles,” Go Marching In.” He sets welcome I Lonnie Sattin
S Suarea Orq
at the ways various people laugh, of antitrust charges. It’s felt, how¬
and then strike a more tender and note of modern taste, and, at show Sonia Calero
A Romeu Orq
Victor Alvarez
Benny More
and hits current show biz to a ever, that certain information
Plaintive note with “Dream An¬ caught, had the younger members D’Aida
Q.
Los Ruflnos
nicety with travesty of a disk-proj¬ could be obtained without any
gus.” As encore at show caught, of sparse audience calling contin¬ Ortega Ore
•■ill's Marvel
ected crooner before and after such concern. Several of the comr
Naclonal
Miguel Blance
group wound with the psalm tune uously for more. Gimmick is his
Lucy Fabery
Montmartre
stardom. But his impression of panies
■By Cool Siloam’s Shady Rill.”
use of the humble tin-whistle, Mitsouko
hold that the MPEA must
Katyna Ranieri
English comedian Norman Wisdom
Act, well trained and rehearsed, which he bought for 30c in a nov¬ Martica Rams
Fajardo Ore
be serviced by its members with
is the standout bit.
Casino Playa Oro
nas fresh and a young appeal, and elty shop* Gets strong audience Ray Carson
more
specific
information if it is
The King Bros., are a youthful
combo of the native kilt and tar- participation in handclapping for
RENO
vocal trio on piano, bass and gui¬ to be useful as an association.
lDan, fresh young voices and obvious “Alexander’s Ragtime Band.”
These companies don't see what
New Golden
enthusiasm for Scot songs, makes
Ed Fitzpatrick Or< tar. Garbed in blue suits, they set harm is done by revealing certain
Once he could devote more
a rhythmic mood with current
Jesters
J,1 a natural for the concert plat¬ space in act to tin-whistle gim¬ The
Riverside
Blue Chloe
pertinentfacts about their busi¬
pops.
The
Skylons,
European
male
form as well as tv. Would fit neat¬ mick, act looks set for both tv and
Arthur Ellen
Mapes Skyroom
duo, swing into thrills on a tra¬ ness operations and results over¬
Boginos
ly into any" tartan or Highland vaude bookings in most situations. Jack Carter
peze,
and
have
the
customers
gasp¬
seas,
providing
the information is
Vicki
Young
Starlets
6cenes.
Gord.- |
Gord.
Skylets
Bill Clifford Ore
ing with pretended leaps into audi- not made generally available.
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Shows on Broadway
Auntie Maine
Robert Fryer & Lawrence Carr produc¬
tion of comedy in two acts, by Jerome
Lawrence and Robert E* Lee# based on
Patrick Dennis’ novel of the same title.
Staged
by Morton
DaCosta;
scenery,
Oliver Smith; lighting. Peggy Clark; cos¬
tumes, Noel Taylor; Miss Russell's clones,
Travis Banton of Marusla; hair styles.
Ronald DeMann; Incidental music. Saul
Schechtman; production manager, Rob¬
ert Linden. Stars Rosalind Russell; fea¬
tures Polly Rowles, Marian Winters,
Dorothy Blackburn; Walter Klavun, Rob¬
ert Smith, James Monks, Jeggy Cass,
John O'Hare, Joyce Lear, Jan HandJUik,
Robert Allen. Robert Higgins. Patricia
Jenkins, Ethel Cody.Yukl Shlmoda, Grant
Sullivan. Beulah Garrick, Chria Alex¬
ander. At Broadhurst Theatre, N.Y.. Oct.
31. '56; $5.75 top' weeknights.
6.90 week¬
ends ($9.20 opening).
. . _
. .
Norah Muldoon. Beulah Garrick
Patrick as a boy.P Hnndzlik
Vera Charles .. • •
Polly Rowles
Knvmond
....... Crls Alexander
Ralph Devine . Grant Sullivan
Bishop Eleftharosees.William M.-1 tel
Lindsay Woolsey.„ John O Hare
Auntie Marne.Rosalind Russell
Paper Hanger . Get^f^Ify *B
Mr. Babcock .
Stage Manager .
Theatre Manager
William Martel
Assistant Stage Manager... Duane Camp
Maid . Kip McArdle
Leading Man .w J£me3T> ?ie~
Lord Dudley . WaUerRelmer
Customer .Kip McArdle
Customer's Son .Tow3t"
■ Floorwalker
. Cris Alpander
Beauregard Burnside. Robert Smith
Cousin Jeff . Walllam Marten
Cousin Fan .. Nan McFarland
Cousin Moultrie . Frank Roberts
Sally Cato MacDougal... .Marian Winters
Emory MacDougal . BarJy,
Mother Burnside
.. •
■
Ethel Cody
Grooms .Paul Lilly. James Field
Huntsman . Crls Alexander
Veterinarian.Geoffrey Bryant
Patrick as Young Man... Robert Higgins
Agnes Gooch . Peggy Cass
Brian O’Bannion . James Monks
Gloria Upson ..
Joyce, £ear
Doris Upson . Dorothy Blackburn
Claude Upson. Walter Klavun
Pegeen Ryan . Patricia Jenkins
Michael Dennis . ... Jan Handzlik

Rosalind Russell has another
Broadway hit. In fact she Is the
hit. As the uninhibited, generous,
fun-loving, heroine, she not only
humanizes “Auntie Marne," but as
with the musical
“Wonderful
Town" three years ago, she turns
a personal success into a smash
show.
The Jerome- Lawrence-Robert E.
Lee dramatization of Patrick Den¬
nis’ bestseller is a> makeshift play,
held together by the star in the
first act but fusing into passable
shape in the second act and ending
as enjoyable entertainment. “Aun¬
tie Marne" is probably what is gen¬
erally meant by the term “audi¬
ence show."
With the original book’s large
and enthusiastic following, Miss
Russell’s personal draw and the
big advance sale (including heavy
theatre party bookings), the show
can hardly miss, even though it has
a painfully high operating nut. As
a sort of insurance reserve, the
film rights were acquired by War¬
ners in a pre-production deal for
$200,000 down and weekly bonus
payments based on the legit run, to
a ceiling of $500,000. Even for a
$180,000 investment, that should be
sufficient. Meanwhile, of course,
the Robert Fryer Sc Lawrence Canproduction is set for a .lengthy run.
For most of the first act, “Marne"
Is a kaleidescopic succession of
vaudeville-like sketches and labori¬
ously eccentric characters. It is
not only as though the authors,
possibly including the original nov¬
elist, were straining too hard, but
also as if everyone concerned, even
the characters and most of the ac¬
tors playing them, were convulsed
by it all. The effect is uncomfort¬
able and .somehow slightly irritat¬
ing, with the star’s steam-engine
drive and likable personality sav¬
ing it.
When the play settles down a bit
In the second act, after-Marne has
survived such antic interludes- as
the disastrous stabs to be an ac¬
tress and then a business woman,
the writing seems less forced and
the performance becomes more re¬
laxed. Also, having gotten through
young Patrick's hectic early days
as an orphan with his aunt, the
story has more substance.
Various episodes, said to have
been standout in the novel, such as
Marne’s globe-trotting escapades,
get the briefest of blackout treat¬
ment in the play, while some of
the gamey language that is sup¬
posed to have stimulated reader
interest, appears to have been mod¬
ified in this adaptation. The sec¬
tion about the nephew’s association
with the Connecticut station wagon
set is a key element in the legit
treatment and even though the
point is labored, the eloquently
deadpan scorn with which Miss
Russell reacts to these and other
exasperations puts the scenes
across.
'The title part is so long, so
strenuous and requires such range
and personality that it’s hard to
imagine anyone less dynamic and
versatile playing it. With Miss Rus¬
sell, it looks easy.
In fact, she
achieves the magic of making it
seem not work at all, but just
spontaneous fun.
.-already $ome-

thing of a hot directorial name
with “No Time for Sergeants” and
“Plain ahd Fancy,” has staged this
comedy with brisk pace, agreeable
variety and contagious feeling. In
the populous cast, with various
players doing doubles and triples,
there are notable performances by
Polly Rowles as a caustic actress,
Jan Handzlik as the Cub Scout-age
Partick and Robert Higgins as the
same lad in his upper teens and
maturity, and Peggy Cass as a
hilarously frowsy secretary.
Also, Beulah Garrick as a maid
who arrives to disapprove and re¬
mains to relish the bedlam and
adore her mistress, John 'Hare as
a patient suitor, Robert Allen as
the orphan’s indignantly prudish
guardian, Robert Smith as a mag¬
nolia - scented Locrinvar from
Georgia, James Monks as a literary
ghost with amorous inclinations,
Joyce Lear as a moronic society
belle and Patricia Jenkins as the
redhaired, brighteyed, clear-head¬
ed young interior decorator Patrick
finally marries.
Oliver Smith has designed a
stunning succession of settings and
drops to keep the action spinning
through the locales and capsule
scenes. The complex lighting has
been devised by Peppy Clark, the
seemingly endless assortment of
costumes - has been provided by
Noel Taylor, with.-Miss Russell’s
huge wardrobe designed bj$ Travis
^Banton. The incidental music by
Saul Schechtman is in choral form,
presumably for budgetary reasons.

ciety and several dozen other sub¬
jects, are still pungent.
Besides staging the show, Laugh¬
ton plays the focal role of the
philosophical munitions manufac¬
turer. Looking like a calm feather
mattress, he waddles softly about,
mildly dispensing the author’s
paradoxical darts and, of course,
invariably having all the answers.
The gentle manner and effortless
style seem persuasive, but perhaps
they lack the sting and impact nor¬
mally for Shaw.
In the title role, Glynis Johns is
acceptable and engaging, but ap¬
pears to lack quite the drive and
authority that the character should
Original Cast
Grace George production, staged by
Louis Calvert, at tlie Playhouse, N.Y.,
Dec. 9, *15, as part of a season of stock.
Butler .
Guthrie McClintic
Lady Britomart.Charlotte Granville
Stephen
..
Clarence Derwent
Major Barbara .
Gvace George
Sarah . Norah Lamison
Adolphus Cusins.Ernest Lawford
Charles Lomax . John Cromwell
Andrew Undershaft. Louis Calvert
Rummy Mitchems.Margaret Calvert
Snobby Price . Arthur Eldred
Jenny H1U .
Mary Nash
Peter Shirley . Richard Clarke
Bill Walker. Conway Tearle
Mrs. Baines . Josephine Lovett
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Shows Abroad
Nu«le Willi Violin
Edinburgh, Nov. 2.
H. M. Tennent Ltd. presentation of
comedy in two acts (five scenes) by Noel
Coward* Stars John Gielgud, Kathleen
Harrison; features David Horne, Joyce
Carey. Staged by Gielgud; setting, Paul
Anstee. At Lyceum Theatre. Edinburgh,
Oct. 30, J5G; $1,20 top.
Sebastien . John •’ Gielgud
Marie-Celeste . Gillian Webb
Clinton Preminger Ji‘......, John Sterland
Isobel Sorodin .”.. Joyce Carey
Jane . Ann Castle
Colin . Basil Henson
Pamela ... Patricia Ralne
Jacob Friedlnnd .«...
David Horne
Anya Pavlikov . Patience CoUier
Cherry*May Waterton. .Kathleen Harrison
Fabrice .Douglas Robinson
Obadiah Lewellyn .Thomas Baptiste
Photographer .
Keith Green
Lauderdale . Nicky Edmett

Noel Coward’s latest play, de¬
scribed as a comedy, is lightweight
and moderately amusing. It’s due
Nov. 7 in London.
With Coward’s name on the mar¬
quee and the distinguished cast,
the show shapes as having fairly
strong b.o. potential, despite its
simplicity. John Gielgud, a dapper
smiling figure, gets many of the
play’s most amusing lines as the
able and intellectual manservant
of a newly-deceased painter. He
copes with relatives and friends
returning from the funeral, but
cannot eject from the Paris studio
an inquiring American reporter in¬
tent on doing an article about the
late “genius.” It’s finally revealed
that the artist’s last picture, “Nude
With Violin/’ was really painted by
a 14-year-old schoolboy. Besides staging the production,
Gielgud gives an engaging per¬
formance as the late-gentleman’s
gentleman. Other amusing charac¬
terizations are added by Kathleen
Harrison as the bogus artist’s mis¬
tress, David Horne as a pompous,
elderly art dealer, Joyce Carey as
the artist’s widow, and Patience
Collier as another ex-companion of
the dead man.
Paul Anstee’s studio, setting,
with Paris rooftops glistening
through window, is atmospheric.

have. Through much of the com¬
edy she comes across as primarily
a foil for her Satanlcally subtle
father, but in the final scenes her
projection and personality are bet¬
ter.
Burgess Meredith gives an en¬
gaging, pliable performance as Bar¬
bara’s opportunistic fiance, the
Greek scholar. Eli Wallach is a
disarmingly mortal and genuinely
funny Cockney bully, and the vi¬
tality of his playing compensates
Hobe.
for his occasionally fuzzy enuncia¬
tion. Cornelia Otis Sldnner, in the
Majjor Barbara
stooge role of munitions maker’s j
handsome,
Robert L. Joseph &, Producers Theatre disapproving wife, is
revival of comedy In two a'cts, by George authoritative and artfully pomp¬
Bernard Shaw. Staged by Charles Laugh¬
ton; settings and lighting. Donald Oen- ous.
slager; costumes, Dorothy Jeaklns. Stars
In the supporting cast, Nancy
Charles
Laughton,
Burgess
Meredith. Malone
is a spirited Salvation
Glynis Johns, Eli Wallach, Cornelia Otis
Skinner; features Colin Keith-Johnston- Army lass, Cdlin Keith-Johnston,
Nancy
Malone,
Sally Gracle.
Walter a class-conscious member of the
Burke, Patricia Ripley, Richard Lupino,
Frederic Warriner, Myra Carter. At Mar¬ unemployed, Sally Gracie and Wal¬
tin Beck Theatre, Oct, 30, '56; $6.90 top ter Burke are cynically fawning
($7.50 opening).
recipients of charity, Frederic War¬
Butler
... John Astin
Footman ....... Frank Gero riner and Myra Carter register as
Maid
. Louise Latham Undershaft’s obtuse, socially cor¬
Tlie Gootl Woman of
Lady Bntomart... .Cornelia Otis Skinner rect younger children, Richard LuStephen
.Frederic Warriner
Setzaan
Major Barbara . Glynis John<= i pino is passable as a giggling pro¬
London, Nov. 2.
Sarah
. Myra Carter spective son-in-law, and Patricia
English Stage Co. Ltd's presentation of
Adolnhus Cusins.Burgess Meredith
Ripley
is
convincing
as
an
intense
fantasy
in
three
acts (14 scenes) by
Charles Lomax
. Richard Lupino
Bertolt Brecht, revised translation by
Andrew UnershRft.Charles Laughton Salvation Army officer.
Eric
Bentley.
Stars
Peggy Ashcroft.
Rummy Mitchems . Sally Grade
Donald
Oenslager’s
scenery,
In
Staged by George Devine. .At Royal Court
Snobby Price . Walter Burke
Jenny HU1
. Nancy Malone the style of a generation ago, in¬ Theatre. London, Oct. 31, '56; $2.20 top.
Peter Shirley.Colin Keith-Johnston cludes a sort of basic set-piece for Shen Te . Peggy Ashcroft
Wang
.Peter Woodthorpe
Bill Walker .
Eli Wallach
Mrs. Baines . Patricia Ripley decoration and occasional seating, Mrs. Shin . Joan Plowright
plus various graphic backdrops. Mrs. Ml Tzu . Rachel Kempson
Mrs. Ma . Lilian Moubrey
Dorothy
Jeakins
has
provided
at¬
Shu Fu ... George Devine
In this centennial year of George
tractive costumes.
Yang Son . Peter Wyngarde
Bernard Shaw’s birth, this is the
Yang . Golda Casimir
Although it’s a prospect for' a Mrs.
1st God . Esme Percy
third major New York revival of moderate run, “Major Barbara” ^d
God.John Moffatt
Robert Stephens
one of his works. Preceding it seems a dubious payoff bet. It 3d God .
Lin To . John Osborne
have been the Phoenix Theatre has a hefty breakeven point, with Policeman
. Nigel Davenport
presentation of “Saint Joan,” with small .potential operating profit.
Siobhan McKenna, and the produc¬ Moreover, since a successful film
its policy of present¬
tion of “Apple Cart," with Maurice version has already been produced, ingFollowing
plays, the English
Evans and Signe Hasso. In addi¬ the chance of a screen deal seems Stageunusual
Co.
now
offers a re-translation, the musical smash, “My Fair negligible.
Hobe.
tion
of
Bertolt
Brecht’s Chinese al¬
Lady,” based on “Pygmalion,” is
legory. This was not included in
still upholding the Shavian reputa¬
The Sleeping Prince
the recent London engagement of
tion and minting royalties for the
Producers Theatre & Gilbert Miller the Berliner Ensemble in the au¬
estate.
production of comedy in two acts (five thor's works in the original Ger¬
Although written 51 years ago, scenes), by Terenc.e Rattlgan. Stars man. It is in lighter vein.
Michael Redgrave, Barbara Bel Geddes;
“Major Barbara” still has amazing features
Cathleen Nesbitt, Johnny Stew¬
Temporarily suspending the rep¬
timeliness, in addition to the fami¬ art, Rex O'Malley, Nydla Westman. ertory
system at the Royal Court
by Redgrave;
assistant,
Fred
liar G.B.S. brilliance. And although Staged
Sadoff; setting. Norris Houghton; cos¬ Theatre, this production is expect¬
there may be serious objection to tumes, Alvin Colt; Miss Bel Geddes ed to last through Christmas. It
the production scheme of this re¬ gown. Valentina; -words and music of may draw specialized audiences,
“The Coconut Girl" by Vivian Ellis. At
vival, with Charles Laughton's stag¬ Coronet
N. Y., Nov. 1, '56; $6.90 but is unlikely to appeal to the
ing and some of the performances, top ($8.05Theatre,
opening).
general public. It becomes tedious
the play’s topicality and intellec¬ Major-Domo . Ronald Dawson after the main theme has been ex¬
Footmen.
William
Major, Martin Waldron
tual sparkle provide stimulating en¬ Northbrook ..Rex
O'Malley ploited, And the subsequent angles
tertainment.
Mary . Barbara Bel Geddes become repetitious.
Peggy Ash¬
Butler .
Sorrell Booke
The author remains contradic¬ Prince
Regent . Michael Redgrave croft, in a role out of character,
tory, garrulous and self-conscious¬ King . Johnny Stewart still manages to shine, and her
Grand
Duchess
.
Cathleen
Nesbitt
ly clever, but although..; $he char¬
name should help at the b.o.
... Nydla Westman
acters are synthetic and the story Countess
Baroness . Betty Sinclair
The story relates how the gods
negligible, the electrifying ideas Archduchess......Margaret Neff Jerome would rejoice if but one human
Princess
..
Elwln
Stock
and delicious style are captivating.
could be found to be really good.
Under the circumstances, Shaw re¬
It’s a bit early for Christmas Three oddly attired celestial offi¬
mains the principal star, even over
decorations. Too early, at any rate, cials descend on a small Chinese
the name-loaded cast.
for such a frail wisp of tinsel as town to seek proof that one such
There’s likely to be controversy Terence Rattigan's “The Sleeping person exists. None will give them
over Laughton’s direction and per¬ Prince.” This Is certainly no com¬ shelter until a water seller finds
formance. It’s a truism that G.B.S, panion-piece for the same author’s lodging for them with a young
requires brisk, effervescent perfor¬ recently - opened hit, “Separate prostitute.
mance—a sort of bouncy, vehem¬ Tables.” It’s passably if unevenly
Miss Ashcroft, recognized as a
ent fervor.
But Laughton has acted
by
Michael
Redgrave, fine actress, never rings true as the
staged this typical Shavian talk- Barbara Bel Geddes and Cathleen bad woman turned good. Her male
fest as if it were a leisurely fire¬ Nesbitt, but it lacks sufficient sub¬ impersonation is handled jerkily,
side conversation about incon- stance.
with mannerisms reminiscent of
sequentials.
There’s an explanation to this the early Chaplin, but the pathos
The play’s ideas are anything but little Graustarkian charade. It was of the woman scorned seeps
soporifics. Approximately 20 years a special, a sort of command per¬ through.
before the Nye Committee revela¬ formance, written for presentation
Peter Woodthorpe comes the
tions, G.B.S. was citing munitions in London as a feature of the closest to the spirit of the story as
makers as merchants of death and Coronation year, 1953. It was pro¬ the rascally old water seller, with
manipulators of politicians and duced by Laurence Olivier, with some of the sly urbanity he exhib¬
governments. Then, in a typically himself, Vivien Leigh and Martita ited in “Waiting for Godot.” Peter
Shavian reverse, he asserts that Hunt as leads. It was a success Wyngarde looks too much of a
even the armament tycoons are then, although the play itself was European as the faithless lover, al¬
merely puppets of events rather minimized as a trifle, even in Lon¬ though epitomizing love of self.
than moulders of history.
don. '
George Devine, who directed the
Rattigan bills the piece frankly play, is more in character as a
While others of the comedy’s
ideas, like the assertion that pov¬ as “an occasional fairy tale,” and rival suitor.
erty is a crime, have long since be¬ with the possible exception of the
The other femme parts are well
come bromides, Shaw’s provoca¬ word “occasional,” thars not likely played by Rachel Kempson; Joan
tive and illuminating treatment to be challenged. It’s not difficult Plowright, Lilian Moubrey. Nigel
gives them perennial vigor and to Imagine how, particularly in the Davenport makes an officious po¬
freshness.
Thus, the inevitable festive mood of the Coronation liceman while looking more like
Shavian cracks at his pet targets, eriod,. London might have rel- one of Kipling’s Tommy Atkins.
hed such a whimsical confection. The three gods are amusingly por¬
the English and Americans, or his
crackling observations on morals, Just as readily, it’s apparent that trayed by Esme Percy, John Mof¬
^Continued on page 60)
fat and Robert Stephens, Clem.
big business,' religion, charity, so¬
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Tlie Dave King Show
London, Nov. 1.
George Sc Alfred Black presentation of
i revue in two acts. Sketches, Sid Green
and Dickie Hills; music and lyrics, Chris,
topher Hodder-Williams, Ronnie Hanmer.
Paddy Roberts; staging, Alex Shanks and
Joan Davis; choreography. Miss Davis;
decor, Erte. Stars Dave King, Shani
Wallis; features Pat Dahl. Paul Webster.
Susan Swlnford, Peter- Thornton, Frank
Davies, Jimmy Lee, Kenneth Moslcv.
Wendy Barker, Hazel Hepworth, Jeannette Bishop, Lindsey Anderson. Tonv
Mercer, Los Gates Trio, Les Kamar.i's
(2), Howard Jones, Reggie Arnold. At
Hippodrome, London, Nov. 1, *56; $2.20
top.-

George 8c Alfred Black’s new
revue, a hit in Blackpool last sum¬
mer and embellished for its West
End presentation, is notable for
the new status it bestows on Dave
King, who has recently rocketed
to prominence, largely via records
and tv.
,
The star is an amiable and tal¬
ented comedian, who reacts with
disarming modesty to having a
West End show named after him.
He has an easy, fluent style, pro¬
jects assuredly, sings reasonably
well and is at his best in a sketch
in which he plays Squire to a notso-gallant knight.*
His comedy material is, at times,
a little strained, but in parts his
spiel is brisk and very funny. Hav¬
ing two solo spots, as well as being
the mainstay of two comedy
sketches, gives him a hefty chunk
of the proceedings. He doesn't out¬
stay his welcome, even though
there is room for improvement.
Shani Wallis, who first came to
prominence in the West End pro¬
duction of “Call Me Madam,” ap¬
pears to have lost most of the
sweet simplicity that stamped her
earlier performances. She has de¬
veloped as a* strident chirp, dis¬
playing too much bounce and
energy. This is particularly evident
when she sings a couple of the
“Madam” hit tunes. Of her other
entries only “Believe in Me,”
which had good choral backing, has
much to commend it.
The major spectacle of the pres¬
entation is the replica of the Trevi
Fountain of Rome, in which chang¬
ing color effects to the water
sprays provide an unusual back¬
ground for dancers and singers.
The Fountain is fronted by a min¬
iature pool, from which a male and
female dancer emerge. Technically,
this is impressive and is a substan¬
tial offbeat attraction.
It’s an accepted part of the for¬
mat of this type revue to feature
international specialty acts. The
Andrea Dancers, a well-known
adagio trio, make a vivid impres¬
sion with their' spectacular lifts
and graceful movements. Their act
is given top showmanship presen¬
tation, being introduced via an at¬
tractive ballet sequence led by
blonde looker Pat Dahl.
Howard Jones and Reggie Ar¬
nold, comedy vocalists, trade
largely on their interpretation of
the old-time hit “Katie.” This is
given a brisk laugh treatment and
serves as a running gag. The Los
Gatos Trio’s highspeed’ acrobatics
are surefire, with their combina¬
tion of skill and precision. They
show off some of the best tumbling
tricks seen here, for a long time,
Les Kamaros, a pair of fire-eaters,
provide an appropriate touch of
color for a scene set in the Casbah.
Alec Shanks and Joan Davis, the
latter also responsible for chore¬
ography, have made a slick .job of
the production and their staging
makes good use of the talent at
their disposal. Apart from those
already mentioned, Paul Webster
and Susan Swinford make-an im¬
pression in the cast.
Myro,
Carlo, Non Farlo
(Charley, Don’t Do It)
Rome, Oct. 19.
AcHUle Trinca presentation of musical
comedy In two parts, produced by SAT
Produzloni. Stars Carlo Dapporto; fea¬
tures Lauretta Maslero, Quartetto Cetra,
Carlo Rizzo. Glno Ravazzlni, Lisetta Nava.
Valeria Fabrlzzl, Ondina dl San Giusto.
Written and directed by Garlnei and
Giovannlni; music, Gorni Kramer; set*
and costumes, Coltellacci; choreography.
Sherman. At Sistina Theatre; $5 top. .
Carlo .
Carlo Dapporto
Agostlno . Carlo Dapporto
Ketty Grace . Lauretta Masiero
Katla . Lisetta Nava
Igor Bulganevlch . Glno Ravazzlni
Nico Papagos . Carlo Rizzo

Carlo Dapporto follows up last
year’s hit show* “Jupiter in Tails,
with another musical which look*
headed for a healthy career- thu
season. Story is a take-off on the
Kelly-Rainier nuptials in Monte
Carlo, and a good cast helps it
along, in addition to the quality
production values that are a Dap¬
porto trade mark.
.
Localed in San Remo, the plot
deals with attempts to land a tour¬
ist luring marriage for the tiny
kingdom and its Casino. Char¬
acters include a Greek ship mag¬
nate, a Hollywood sjar, and the
reigning prince, with some Russian
(Continued pp page 58)
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A Most Unhappy Pressagent
Gift ^jVme Ballyhoo Gimmick Runs Afoul of State
Liquor Laws and Has Assistants Hung Over
4*

Legit pressagent Arthur Cantor
is aljout ready to become a tee¬
totaler. He’s almost on the verge
of d.t.'s.
Not from drinking, let it be
emphasized at once, but from com¬
plications stemming from his re¬
cent promotional stunt in sending
gift bottles of wine to drama critics
and editor in behalf of “Most
Happy Fella,” for which he’s the
enterprising p.a. The gimmick in¬
volved mailing out bottles of Most
Happy Wine from the Beaulieu
Vineyard of California’s Napa
Valley (the locale of the musical)
to 500 newspaper men across the
country.
Cantor had no suspicion of what
he was getting into. The red tape
involved in meeting various state
liquor laws not only embroiled
many of the recipient scribes in
elaborate negotiations with local
authorities, but has provoked the
pressagent’s staff to virtual mutiny.
The complexities and aggrava¬
tions of the situation are indicated
in a recent inter-office memo to
the p.a. from his assistant, Joan B.
Horvath, who had the job of dis¬
patching the wine. The note
started with a request for transfer
to another project, explaining, “I
just can’t get rid of all these bot*
“I wrote to the chairman of the
N. Y. State liquor control board,
as you instructed, asking for per¬
mission to ship the wine, but it
didn’t stop there, sir. Alabama
turned us dbwn. So did Nebraska,
Oregon, South Dakota, Arkansas,
(Continued on page 58)

Reopen Denver Aud.
Nov. 16-17 With‘Janus’;
Trim Seating to 2,150
Denver; Nov. 6.
In the expectation that current
renovations of the local Municipal
Auditorium, will be completed in
time, the touring “Janus” has been
booked to reopen the house Nov.
16-17. Producer Alfred de Liagre
Jr. had planned to have the Caro¬
lyn Green comedy in *San Fran¬
cisco at that time, but local man¬
ager Hazel Oberfelder persuaded
him to play the dates here.
As precaution that all work on
the Auditorium would be done on
time, the producer sent pressagent
Harry Forwood here to scout the
situation.
Forwood was con¬
vinced, and the booking was set
for the show, which costars Joan
Bennett, Donald Cook and Rom¬
ney Brent. It will play a $£.40 top.
Following “Janus,” the next
stage booking for the Auditorium
will be the Yugoslav Ballet, in a
one-nighter Nov. 29, following its
appearance the previous night at
the Auditorium, Colorado Springs,
also under Mrs. Oberfelder's man¬
agement. The impresario was in
New York for several weeks lining
up shows. After a quick trip here
to check up on the progress of
renovations, she went to Kansas
City to attend to promotional work
in connection with the “Janus” en¬
gagement.
The local Auditorium, closed for
the last year and a half, will have
il; seating capacity reduced from
about 3,400 to somewhere around
2.150. The approximate gross po¬
tential for the house can’t be esti¬
mated as yet, because the number
of seats in different sections of
the house hasn't been determined.
Tentatively set for Auditorium
engagements under Mrs. Oberfelder’s management are the touring
edition of “Pajama Game,” for
which a March 26-31 booking is
pencilled; the touring version of
* N° Time for Sergeants” and the
current Broadway revue, “New
Faces of 1956.”
Blanche Witherspoon, former ex¬
ecutive-secretary of the American
Guild of Musical1 Artists, is -also
reportedly dickering for legit and
concert bookings for the Auditor¬
ium. She and Mrs, Oberfelder,
who has dominated the local man¬
agement situation in recent years,
succeeding’ her late husband, are
understood to be competing for the
Denver presentation of the forth¬
coming road edition of “My Fair
Lady.”

SAGA Plans Production
Moves Into Legit, Tele
The Stage & Arena Guild of
America, a stock booking and pack¬
aging operation headed by Irving
Strouse, is planning to expand its
activities to Broadway, off-Broadway and tv. Strouse contemplates
importing English '’comedienne
Hermione Baddeley for a Broad¬
way revue to be produced by
SAGA.
The Guild will also be associ¬
ated with actor Wlliiam Smith in
a planned off-Broadway production
of Wolfgang Berchert’s “The Man
Outside” when a satisfactory house
becomes available. Strouse, who’s
associated with “Crossroads” on
tv, intends making SAGA offices
and facilities available to inde¬
pendent television producers and
packagers.
Robert Mayberry will be in
charge of the tv department in
addition to handling SAGA’s sum¬
mer stock packages.

Booking Shifts
Snarl B’wayB.0.’s

PSSfflTT
No Time for Rest
It’s getting so Rex Everhart,
in the Broadway production of
“No Time for Sergeants,” has
to keep careful check of his
chevrons or brass to make sure
they correspond with his rank.
During his first year in the
Ira Levin-Mac Hyman comedy,
he was “promoted” from Lieu¬
tenant to Colonel and then
demoted to Sergeant, subbing
in the latter role while Myron
McCormick took a two-week
leave of absence. Everhart
then by passed all grades,
jumping to General as sub for
Howard Freeman and, follow¬
ing the latter’s return, was
reduced again to the rank of
Colonel.
*

Tent Fold Spots
Stock Bond Snag
The fold of the Melody Circus,
Milwaukee, last August has had re¬
percussions in Actors Equity. The
collapse of the operation broueht
to lieht a little-known facet of the
bonding setup for stock. It relates
to the union’s failure • to insure
payment to jobbed performers if a
spot closes prior to their contract¬
ed appearance.
That was the case in Milwaukee,
where salaries were covered up to
the time of the shuttering, but not
for jobbers signed for productions
cancelled because of the closing.
The union has been trying to work
out a formula to protect its mem¬
bers in such situations, but as yet
has been unable to do so.
The major block in ironing out
the problem is that coverage of all
salaries would require such high
bonds that some stock ventures
might not be able to- get started.
One move already taken by Equity
to protect its members has been
the requirement that new com¬
panies post salary bonds for three
weeks instead of the customary
fortnight.

Broadway boxoffice staffers are
in a tizzy over the complex book¬
ing situation for current and in¬
coming shows. Some treasurers'
are handling as many as three
shows at once.
Involved in the ti*iple-play action
is the Shubert Theatre, where b.o.
personnel there are selling ducats
for the house’s present tenant,
“Will Success Spoil Rock Hunter,”
the interim moveover lodging of
“Pajama Game” and the upcom-i
ing booking of “Bells Are Ring¬
ing.” “Success” closes next Satur¬
day (10)/ with “Pajama” transfer¬
London, Nov. 6.
ring from its longrun stand at the
Agitation against stage censor¬
St. James the following Monday ship, soarked by the policy of the
for a limited stay until “Bells” New Watergate Theatre Club in
opens Nov. 29.
taking over a regular West End
Meanwhile the St. James is cur¬ house for «the • presentation of
rently handling tix for the remain¬ banned plays, is being taken up
ing “Pajama”, performances and by the Dress, playwrights and, sur¬
for “Li’l Abrier,” which preems at prisingly, by the Church of Eng¬
the house Nov. 15. Similar situ¬ land.
ations loom for the Playhouse and
The recent action of the Water¬
Majestic. The former theatre has gate Club, which had hitherto op¬
“Very Soecial Baby” scheduled for erated from .modest premises in a
an interim booking beginning next side stTeet off the Strand, in tak¬
Wednesday (14), with “Night of the ing over the Comedy Theatre and
Auk” slated to onen Dec. 3. ■ The opening with a trio of American
Majestic, which is sheltering the plays, all rejected by ''the Lord
longrun “Fanny.” has to clear the Chamberlain for public perform¬
way for the Dec. 6 preem of ance, led to a renewed press and
“Happy Hunting.”
public outburst.
From the outset, responsible
The Royale is also involved, with
its current tenant, “Matchmaker,” papers of the calibte of the Ob¬
server,
have taken up the issue,
moving to the Booth next week to
make way for the debut next Tues¬ and during the past two or three
weeks
the
subject has been aired
day (13) of “Child of Fortune.”
Ditto the Martin Beck, which has ! almost daily in correspondence col¬
umns
of
the
Evening Standard.
the interim “Major Barbara” cur¬
rent and “Candide” due Dec. 1. as Now the Church Times, expressing
Church
of
England
viewpoint, has
well as the Morosco. where “Cat
on a Hot Tin Roof” is winding up joined in the controversy and has
iabelled
the
present
situation ab¬
a long run and the moveover
“Major Barbara” will replace it surd.
Pointing
out
that
“A
View From
Nov. 19.
the Bridge,” the first of the banned
plays staged at the Watergate,
could be seen by anyone who paid
a nominal membership fee. the
Church paper argued, “It is all too
seldom that the theatre comes to
Ezra Stone and Bernard Evslin grips with life as this play does.
are completing the book and lyrics It is ludicrous to suppose that any¬
for a new musical on which the one could possibly suffer any
former •. had been collaborating moral injury from it.”
with the late John Latouche. The
tuner, titled “The First Time,” is
Playwright
an adaptation of Eva Wolas’ play,
“To Tell You the Truth,” which
ALLEN
BORETZ
was presented in New York several
hoi a whimsical place on who*
years ago by* New Stages.
hopptned when an iconoclastic
Prior to Latouche’s death several
months ago, the first draft of the
critic chosa to cover a
first act and seven of 15 planned
Fire!
songs had been completed. The
music Is-being composed by Milton
and gave the felaxa only
Rosenstock. Evslin, who was finish¬
ono and ana-half fira-anginas
ing a new play of his own, “The
* it *
Geranium Hat,” has just started
working on the musical project.
an editorial feature in the
Stone and Evslin were-previously
npcominf
associated in a 1951 production of
51 it Anniversary Number
the latter’s “The Man Who Cor¬
rupted Hadleyburg.” The play,
of
directed by Stone and produced by
Lawrence Shubert Lawrence, fold¬
ed after a Philly tryout.

GROWING BRITISH ROW
ON STAGE CENSORSHIP

STONLEVSLIN DOING
‘FIRST TIME’ MUSICAL
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See Earle Hyman Typifying Plight Of Negro Artist in B’way Theatre
\

‘Sffts.’ Piracy Claimants
Tagged for $3,000 Costs
The recent N. Y. Federal Court
dismissal of the copvright infringe¬
ment suit over “No Time for
Sergeants” several months ago
backfired on the plaintiffs with the
court ruling them liable for a total
of $3,000 in legal fees. The plagi¬
arism action was initiated bv Sherwin S. Cloth, who claimed that his
story “Bucking for Section R ” had
been infringed, and Lev Gleason
Publications. Inc., alleged to have
the copyright on the piece.
The defendants were nroducers
Maurice Evans & Emmett Rodgers,
playwright Ira Levin, original
novelist Mac Hyman and the pub¬
lisher of the book, Random Housev
•Tudse William R. Herland*. who
heard the case, granted a defense
motion for dismissal whh the donsent of the plaintiffs. He then set
attorneys’ fees to be paid by the
plaintiffs.

Ottawa Scribe
Blasts Equity Ban
Ottawa, Nov. 6.
Actors Equity is damning down
on Canadian membership employ¬
ment in amateur productions.
Members have been notified that
a strict rule against such appear¬
ances exists and exceptions are
possible only with the permission
of the union and when a $240 sal¬
ary is guaranteed at a weekly mini¬
mum of $120.
Herbert Whittaker, Toronto
Globe & Mail theatre editor, criti¬
cized the union regulation in a re¬
cent article in which he noted that
of 350 Canadian Equityites, only
75-100 will be professionally em¬
ployed in Canada this season. The
figures were attributed t« Dennis
Sweeting, the union’s Canadian
rem’esentative.
Whittaker wrote,. “If any actor
wants to extend his training, too
often meagre in this country, he
should be allowed the choice of
nlaving with a non-profit organiza¬
tion—as long as nobodv is exploit¬
ing him for profit. He should be
allowed chances at roles he would
not, get otherwise, or for years.”
Mentioning seven Canadian pros
“who have, to our knowledge, ad¬
vanced their careers in such pro¬
ductions,” Whittaker concluded,
“Equity must protect its members
from any hint of exploitation, cer¬
tainly. but not from learning and
experience. When he is not acting,
an actor is too often a m^n in an
outer office, waiting for an
identity.”
#

FIRST ROAD TEAHOUSE’
MADE $328,600 PROFIT
The initial touring edition of
“Teahouse of the August Moon”
netted $328,602 in a year-and-a-half
on the road. The Howard Lindsay
& Russel Crouse production, which
began its hinterland hike in De¬
cember, 1954, wrapped up last
June 23 in Boston.
As of a July 31 accounting, cov¬
ering the closing, the distributed
profit totaled $315,000. On the
basis of the regular 50-50 split be¬
tween the backers and manage¬
ment, that gave the latter almost
250% profit return on their $65,000
investment. The balance available
for distribution at the time was
$13,602.
The production, originally costarring Burgess Meredith and
Scott McRay and winding up with
Eddie Bracken and Hugh Reilly,
lost on each of its final four stan¬
zas in Boston, dropping a total of
$11,907 for the period. Closing
expenses accounted for' another
$3,485. A second touring version
of the show, also presented by
Lindsay & Crouse, but as a sep¬
arate investment, starred Larry
Parks. The original Broadway edi¬
tion of the John Patrick-Vem Sneider comedy was produced by
Maurice Evans & George Schaefer.

Westhampton Beach, L. I.
Editor,

Variety:

We were impressed several
months ago, and have continued to
think about and discuss the rise to
deserved eminence of Earle Hy¬
man, the fine young Negro actor,
in the Broadway production “Mis¬
ter Johnson.” We saw the play
twice, and rather by accident than
design.
We could hardly say that, we
thought highly of it, but we did
think highly of Hyman’s perform¬
ance, and were pleased to see a
Negro actor being given an oppor¬
tunity to show his ability in a dra¬
matic role of some proportion and
scope.
We would like to see Hyman
again on Broadway and soon, not in
another 10 years. We would like
to see him become a star, which
he deserves. We would like, also,
to see him insomething other than a
play about African primitives or
any other kind of primitives. (It
was gratifying, of course, that he
was in “King John” at Stratford,
Conn., last summer and then in
“Saint Joan” with Siobhan McKeena, but neither of those re¬
vivals was seen on Broadway.)
In the commercial Broadway the¬
atre, the chance of Hyman becom¬
ing a star, or even getting another
chance in an important part, is piti¬
fully slight. Hbw often do we
see a Negro actor in a play, espe¬
cially in a part which is not nec¬
essarily “Negro” in conception and
approach?
Where is even one
Negro dramatic star, now that Can¬
ada Lee is dead and Paul Robeson
has ignominiously disqualified him¬
self?
There are Negro musical stars,
of course, and very good ones, like
Sammy Davis Jr. and Eartha Kitt.
But that illustrates the threadbare
(Continued on page 58)

Milw.-N. Y. i Show Planes
Getting Increasing Biz;
Fifth Due Next Week
Milwaukee, Nov. 6.
Milwaukee is apparently as en¬
thusiastic about legit as it is about
baseball. That’s reflected in the
bullish response to the Milwaukee
Sentinel-Capital Airlines co-spon¬
sored Broadway show planes. The
demand for the tours has been so
great that three have already gone
out thus far this year, with another
last week and a fifth set for Nov.
13.
The initial ’56 hop was made in
February, with 170 persons in¬
volved. .The same number took off
on the second trip in May, while
a July tour carried 90 passengers.
The load on the current jaunt is
225, with the same number set for
November. In addition, there’s a
hefty waiting list, with the next
tour planned for early ’57.
Bill Hughes, Capital’s district
sales manager, sets the tours, while
the Sentinel’s Edward P. Halline
goes along to review the new plays
and case shows for future trips.
Productions taken in on the trips
made this year include “Damn Yan¬
kees,”" “Pipe Dream,” “Larjc,”
“Great Sebastians,” “No Time for
Sergeants,” “Diary of Anne Frank”
and “My Fair Lady.”
“Lady,” considered a virtual
sellout guarantee in itself, is also
included in the current and No¬
vember trips. The same four-play
lineup for both jaunts ajso takes
in “Auntie Marne,” which looms as
another hot Broadway ticket, and
“Loud Red Patrick” and “Apple
Cart.” Passengers on last week’s
trip saw a preview of “Marne.” «

RANDELL DOES COAST
QUICKIE FROM LONDON

London, Nov. 6.
American actor Ron Randell,
Eunice Gaysonand Charles
Chaplin Jr. head the cast of “Oh
Men, Oh Women,” which began a
tryout tour yesterday (Mon.). The
British edition of the Edward
Chodorov comedy is due to come
to the West End in about six
weeks.
The actor had. to take a short
break from rehearsals for a fast
weekend in Hollywood for a oneDoriiie Alexander will design the day film assignment. He left Lon¬
costumes for' “Build With One don Oct. *27 and was due back
today.
Hand.”
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growth in the type and dimension
of role he is given to play. And,
obviously, since the role is still
small and the actor’s publicity and
Fortinbras is and why he’s there
marquee value is nil, his salary re¬
Diary of a Scoundrel
r. Edward Hambleton & Norris Hough¬ anyway.
mains minimal.
ton revival of comedy in two acts by
Most of these are deserved as¬
How does this actor and the oth¬ Alexander Ostrovsky, adapted by Rodney sets, for the Shakespearewrights’
Features
Roddy
McDowall.
ers like him survive, not alone Ackland.
Josephine Brown, Howard da Silva. Mar¬ revival has been clear in concept
from an economic point of view garet Hamilton, Mike KeUin, Ruth Mc- and execution. Unfortunately, the
Doro Merande, Blanche Yurka.
but from the much more impor¬ Devitt.
church basement lacks
Staged by Alan Cooke; scenery and light¬ chillish
tant psychological, emotional and ing, Klaus Holm; costumes, Alvin Colt. some of the coziness of the com¬
At Phoenix Theatre, N.Y., Nov. 4, '56; pany’s former headquarters, but
artistic aspects? What, keeps a $4.60
top.
Sidney Poitier or a Juano Her¬ Mme.. Gloumova . Ruth McDevitt happily the same simplicity of stag¬
Styopka . Jerry Stiller ing remains, and the play remains
nandez or a Jane White or an Es¬ Yegor
Gloumov . Roddy McDowell
telle Hemsley, all of whose talents Vassily Kourchaev.Bert Remsen the. thing.
Probably not since Elizabethan
Golutvin . John Reese
have been proven time and again, Mme.
Babakina .Josephine Brown times has an audience been so vio¬
frqm becoming despohdent and bit¬ Mamaev's Servant .'" • • • Peter Falk
clobbered by so vigorous a
ter and deeply hurt by the con¬ Neel Mamaev . Howard da Silva lently
From the opening, ex¬
Kroutitsky ... Mike KeUin “Hamlet.”
tinued offenses against their spirit? Gen.
Mme. Mamaeva . Margaret Hamilton change on the battlements to For¬
Gorodoulin . Robert Culp
They must sit by, in what must Ivan
Matrlosha . Dee Victor tinbras’ valedictory over assorted
be afi agony of frustration, while Lublnka . Doro Merande bodies, the pace is tense, the
Mme. Tourouslna . Blanche Yurka speech vehement, the action torrid.
other actors, whose talents may be Mashenka
. Zohra
.. Alton
„—
.'.
•Grigori .
Morris And when Laertes is spitted on
less but whose skins are whlte^Grlgori
. Jerry tMorris
Poodle .....
Lorelei Lee Hamlet’s rapier, for one horrible
progress from role to role, from tv PUgrim
. Eugene Firsow
instant it seems as though the
to Broadway to Hollywood and
sword had actually pierced its way
back, from high to higher salary,
The last time “Diary of A
flesh.
from nobody to somebody in the Scroundel” was produced here it through
Lawrence’s Hamlet will not be
public eye. For Negr6 actors was in Russian. In Rodney Ack- everybody’s, but it’s eminently
there is no such promise, no .chance land’s English adaptation, the an¬ suitable to this revival. Indeed,
of any kind of continuity of employ¬ tic burlesque at the Phoenix The¬ his energetic attack keeps his peers
ment from which stardom devel¬ atre is replete with outrageous cari¬ on the qui vive, and for a working
ops, no hope of achievement based cature. It constantly threatens to performer it’s a tour de force if
be very funny, yet only sporadic¬ he's able to sustain on matinee
upon their merit.
ally succeeds. Memories that go
It is to the credit of these actors back to 1923 may recall whether days.
Producer-designer Donald H.
that they are pertinacious and op¬ under its other title, “Enough
Goldman has an arena stage
timistic, despite the fact 4;hat the stupidity In Every Wise Man,” the thrusting
out three-sidely into the
theatrical profession turns its back Moscow Art Theatre was able to auditorium, with staggered levels
upon them at every opportunity.
project the humor through the lan¬ rising one or two steps at a time,
As playwrights and growingly guage barrier.
and he has painted scenery and
Alexander Ostrovsky was a pro¬ church columns a mottled gray.
aware Individuals, we realize with
shame and no little guilt, that we lific 19th century Russian play¬ Stager Mitchell Jason has moved
have a responsibility to write plays wright with a flair for satire. His the action all over this area, the
in which fine Negro actors may he “Scroundrel” is a Dickensian pas¬ only furnishings being two thrones,
used in prominent and demanding tiche, each character being ridicul¬ a bench and a chair, and the
roles as human beings. As theatre¬ ously overdrawn yet retaining rec¬ scenes/ melt rapidly into one an¬
with a minimum of pother.
goers, we feel that we should de¬ ognizable elements of human van¬ other
Joseph Ruskin is erectly vital as
ity. In all departments at -the
mand productions that give a more Phoenix
they have evidently seen the fratricidal Claudius,. Lester
honest, multi-racial picture of our what they wanted, but it seems Rawlins is agreeably less dodder¬
society. As Americans, we believe that a maladroitly exaggerated car¬ ing than many a Polonius, and Tim
that we must encourage the de¬ toon can be quite unfunny.
O’Connor makes Rosencrantz seem
velopment of a climate in which a
The story is of an ambitious less than a stuffy puppet.
man truly has no external limita¬ young Muscovite who uses flattery,
Gordon Keyes gives prideful hu¬
tions on what he may achieve.
subterfuge and pretended passion manity to the First Player, and
H. and L. M.
blonde
Helen, Taylor is as fair an
to win wealth and a place in soci¬
ety. When his baldly candid diary Ophelia as could be wished, her
quavering
small voice in the early
is discovered and revealed, he fasttalks himself out of trouble by in¬ scenes yielding later to the rueful
Geor.
dicating to his new-found fancy pathos of a mind lost.
----- - Continued from page 57 i—, friends that each is willing to be¬
lieve the monstrosities about the
Kentucky, Louisiana and Michigan. others. They thus find they need
However, I can get two bottles to him and he gets his dowried bride.
jSm Continued from page 56.
Director Alan Cooke has coaxed
the drama editors in Maine if I
take them (the bottles) up there from the company an array of
Carlo, Non Farlo
personally. This seems extrava¬ ludicrous lampoons. Perhaps if all
(Charley, Don’t Do It)
could keep pace with Mike Kelgant...
lin’s bobble-kneed, anciently quav¬ conspirators thrown in for good
“Concerning Nebraska, trie chair¬ ering retiring general, the jest measure.
man of the board advised me to might be jollier. From two fingers
As usual, thg plot is merely an
send, the bottles to a wholesaler combing the air with spasmodic excuse for- the gambols of Dap(he included a list) who would thrusts to tremulously high-wire porto, probably Italy’s top actorwrite back to me suggesting a rep¬ walk, Kellin is thoroughly waggish. comedian today, who milks his
utable retailer, who would, in turn,
Roddy McDowall Is the blondely situations, especially in a hilarious
write to and ask to distribute (for handsome social climber who sets toreador bit. Good support* comes
a nominal fee, of course) to the 1860 Moscow on its collective ear, from Lauretta Masiero,- as both the
consumer.
Margaret Hamilton the heavily star and her double, and from LiNava, whose trouping blood
“We can make our shipment to rouged matron of indefinite years setta
shows through in her beg-off terp
Oregon if the particular beverage with whom he jmust dally on his and song number.
is not available in that state. Who way up the ladder, and Howard da
Cetra Quartet, popular singing
would I write to in order to find Silva is worth his weight in unc¬ and recording combo, does an ex¬
out if our wine is marketed there? tion as the boy’s wealthy uncle pert thesping job in addition to its
whose
philanthropy
is
free
advice.
The South Dakota reply warned As a dowager living with , lurid vocal chores in the show, coming
that our intoxicating liquor is il¬ memories, Blanche Yurka has a up with two numbers worthy of na¬
legal contraband, and shipment of: nicely crusty cynicism.,
tional attention, “Un Po Di Cielo”
said would make us liable to arrest.
The bright-hued elegance of and the title tune, “Carlo Non
As you can see, sir, this project Klaus Holm’s settings lends quaint Farlo.” Rfest of score by Gorni
Kramer is functional, but no more.
can be dangerous.
jocularity.
Geor.
Costumes by Coltellacci are eye“The Delaware? communications
catchers, and his sets are effective.
I don’t understand at all. The
Hamlet
The Charley Ballet (16), with a
chairman in that state sent a letter
Shakespearewrights revival of tragedy British prevalence, goes through
three parts by William Shakespeare.
to each of the drama editors, from in
Produced hy Donald H. Goldman; staged its paces expertly, especially in the
which I quote directly: ‘In order by MitcheU Jason; lighting, Andy Mihok. black bottob and charleston num¬
At
Ignatius Church, N.Y., Nov. 2, '56. bers, as guided by choreographer
for you to receive this alcoholic $3.85St.top.
Hawk.
beverage it will be necessary for
Cast: Joseph Ruskin, Philip Lawrence, Sherman.
Rawlins. John Hallow, Roger Ham¬
you to place an order with this Lester
ilton, Nicholas Probst, Tim O'Connor.
office, and pay the state tax, which Lawrence Spector, Roger C. Carmel.
is 7c for one-fifth bottle of wine. Gordon Keyes, David Elliott, Lawrence
Greenfield, Pamela Saunders, Lawrence
Upon compliance with the above Klein,
Alan Herbert, Virginia MattiSi
requirements and arrival of the Helen Taylor,
alcoholic beverage in this state it
When
the^ Shakespearewrights
will be released into your custody
by an inspector of the commis¬ elected to do “Hamlet,” there pre¬
sumably
was
po more perplexing
sion.’
problem than how to cast the name
‘Now there Is Pennsylvania. part. Philip Lawrence was finally
for THEATRICAL FOLK
They requested me to fill out an tapped, a dark-haired, suitably
application for importation. This melancholy-faced young actor who
will cost 25c for each application, had previously disported himself
CHEERFUL
which would come to $3.50. Sec¬ in five Shakespearewrights pro¬
ROOMS
ondly, I must fill out an applica¬ ductions. The choice is satisfac¬
tory.
with L
tion for the payment of tax, the
This revival needs defining on
amount to be designated explicitly
iu
own terms. It Is not a brood¬
upon further communication with its
ing, reflective search, a series of
l~to 2 ROOMS / ;/««»/
the Pennsylvania' State Alcoholic philosophical procrastinations. It
Liquor Control Commission.
is the story of a father-bereft
“The commission will upon re¬ prince hell bent on revenging his
/housekeeping i
ceipt of said tSx money or monies, parent’s murder when circum¬
UNITS
forward to us 14 shipping authori¬ stances are propitious. Any seem¬
zation blanks and to said con¬ ing madness is calculatedly as¬
signees (the respective drama edi¬ sumed and the Danish prince is
tors) they will send orders of re¬ physically vigorous, with the en¬
48th St., Wool of B'way
lease, which they, in turn, will ergy and dash of a five-year old. I
Accepting this premise, as the
Clrclo 4-8800
forward to our office in order to
patron
must
if
he’s
to
spend
three
keep everything clear, uncompli¬
hours in the cross-vaulted base¬
cated and as simple as possible,
of St. Ignatius’ Church,
i “It is not that I don’t believe in ment
Shakespeare’s play becomes a dy¬
the worthwhileness of this project namic experience far removed
49fh St., Wott of B'way|
or that I am a quitter. But I re¬ from the speculations of the acad¬
.Clrclo 6-52521
quest that you get someone else to emic library shelf. In fact, there’s |
work on this tjloody thing, or we much more of “Hamlet” than Is
scrap the liquor and send them .customary in many revivals, and
'.Seven-Up.”
lit’s even possible to be clear who

Off-Broadway Shows

Plight of Hegro Artist
; Continued from page 57 ;

myth that Negroes have unique i
ability to sing and dance, and thus
get a chance to progress in that
field. When do we see a produc¬
tion on Broadway, prominently fea¬
turing Negro talent, which is not
either musical or a play about prim¬
itives, of some sort?
The tragic fact about the Amer¬
ican theatre is that Negro artists
of Hyman’s merit have no secure
place in it, no real future in it,
and little or no reward for their
dedication to it. It can be argued,
of" courser that- the theatre is an
insecure and often unjust institu¬
tion for any actor, but no one can
deny that it is especially heart¬
breaking for the serious Negro
performer.
The Negro starts out on much the
same footing as any other actor,
with a given amount of talent, with
an innocent belief in the theatre’s
claims to democracy and profes¬
sional mobility, and with thp de¬
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sires to improve as a craftsman and
to succeed as a human being.
He gets a small part, usually a
very small part, in a Broadway play
or on tv, as a lovable domestic or
an inarticulate native. The part
is so small it is usually ignored by
the critics.
When the show is over, he waits,
often for a year or more, working
outside of his chosen profession,
until another small part tomes
along, or until some producing
“genius’' turns up with an all-Ne¬
gro production about the pre-bellum south or the jungles of Af¬
rica. If he is lucky enough to get
into this production (a production,
by the way, be-may not like or be
in sympathy with, but he needs and
wants to work), what does he get
the chance to play? Another lov¬
able domestic or inarticulate na¬
tive.
Although there may be consider¬
able development in the actor’s
ability, there is not one lota of

TO BE
OR NOT TO BE"

Unhappy Pressagent

Shows Abroad

ELLIOT
NORTON

decides

_

When Elliot Norton says it' good,
you go.
His job, as he sees it, is to let you
Boston playgoers know (a) which plays/
are i
are worth seeing; and (b). which ar
On that simple formula Norton
you plenty of wasted hours iandj
profitable evenings. He determ
actly what you ought to *sq^
theatre, or miss what you
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Chi Skids, But Tanks’ $24,390 in 4,
‘Sebastians’ $27,400, ‘Hatful’ $23,700
Chicago, Nov. 6.
Loop legit receipts sagged last
week with the exception of “Hatful
of Rain,” which exited town Sat¬
urday night (3) to resume its tour.
Future book includes “Arsenic
and Old Lace,” Great Northern,
Dec. 24; “Matchmaker,” Harris,
Jan. 7, on subscription, and “Jan¬
us,” Harris, Feb. 7, also on sub¬
scription.
Estimates for Last Week
Boy Friend, Blackstone (7th wlc)
($5.50; 1,450; $40,583). Nearly $20,500 for nine performances; previ¬
ous week, $24,300.
Damn Yankees, Shubert (1st wk)
($5.50; 2,100; $58,000) (Bobby
Clark). Over $24,300 for first three
performances on subscription, plus
a benefit preview; opened Friday
(2) to two favorable reviews (Har¬
ris, News; Dettmer, American), and
two yes-and-no (Cassidy, Tribune;
Kogan, Sun-Times).
Great Sebastians, Great North¬
ern (2d wk) ($5;. 1,500; $35,726)
(Alfred Lunt, Lynn Fontanne).
Over $27,400 on subscription; pre¬
vious week, $26,700.
Hatful of Rain, Selwyn (3d wk)
($4.95; 1,000; $29,347)
(Vivian
Blaine). Edged $23,700 on subscrip¬
tion; previous week $22,000; moved
out Saturday night (3) to continue
tour.
No Time for Sergeants, Erlanger
(8th wk) ($4.95; 1,335; $35,495).
Almost $31,000; previous week,
$34,400.
Witness for the Prosecution,
Harris (6th wk) ($4.95; 1,000; $29,347). Over $15,000; previous week,
$18,100.
Miscellaneous
Desire Under the Elms, Studebaker (1st wk) ($4; 982; $17,000)
(Geraldine Page, E. G. Marshall).
Registered $3,400 for first eight
performances of stock operation;
second production drew one favor¬
able review (Tucker, American);
two negatives (Kogan, Sun-Times,
Raven, Tribune) and one yes-no
(Harris, News).
* Yanks’

$22,900 for 3 in Des Moines
Des Moines, Nov. 6.
In a three-performance stand
last Monday-Tuesday (29-30) at the
KRNT Theatre here, the touring
“Damn Yankees” grossed a pen¬
nant-winning $22,900 gross.
The Bobby Clark-starring musi¬
cal then moved on to Chicago for
an indefinite run.

‘CHALK’$15,600 IN S.F.;
TOTZ’ SOBER $11,300
San Francisco, Nov. 6.
Legit slipped here last week,
with the fourth frame of “Chalk
Garden” off considerably and the
second round of the returned “An¬
niversary Waltz” down a bit.
Estimates for Last Week
Chalk Garden, Alcazar (4th wk)
($4.95; 1,147 $32,000) (Judith An¬
derson, Gladys Cooper). Fair $15,600; previous week, $21,300; exists
town tonight (Tues.).
Anniversary Waltz, Geary (2d
wk) ($3.85; 1,550; $32,000) (Russell
Nype, Marjorie Lord). So-so $11,300; previous week, $12,300.

‘Janus’ Healthy $20,400
On Solo Week in Cincy
Cincinnati, Nov. 6.
“Janus,” costarring Joan Ben¬
nett, Donald Cook and Romney
Brent, grossed a profitable $20,400
last week at the 2,000-seat Shubert
Theatre here, at a $3.96 top. It
was the first comedy and the sec¬
ond touring show in town this
season.
The local legit scene is now dark
until the scheduled arrival Ndv. 19
of Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne
in “Great Sebastians” at the Shu¬
bert for a week at a $4.52 top.

Julie Harris OK $27,500
For Week in Milwaukee
. “The Lark,” starring Julie Har¬
ris, grossed a lively $27,500 last
week at the Pabst here.
The production is current at the
Hanna, Cleveland.

‘Night’*29,700,NewHaven
New Haven, Nov. 6.
"Long Day’s Journey into Night,”
costarring Frederic March and
Florence Eldridge, grossed a good
529,700 in six performances at the
Shubert Theatre here last week.
The Eugene O’NeilV play moved
on to Broadway, where it open*-to¬
morrow night (Wed.>.

PGmBfr
‘Salad Days’ So-So 11G
On 2d Week in Toronto

LEGITIMATE

B’way Drops, But Roz $37,700 for 7,
‘Barbara’ $40,400, ‘Prince’ $25,800 (6),
‘Separate’ $31,200, Old Vic $36,100

e
Toronto, Nov. 6.
On its holdover at the Royal
Alexandra Theatre here last week,
“Salad Days” grossed a fair $11,000, this for a 50% sale, with the
1,525-seater scaled at $3 top. Pre¬
vious stanza, the intimate rdvue
did a good $14,500.
‘Child’ Drab $13,200 (7),
First production venture of Tobi
and her husband, William
First Week, D.C. Tryout Robins
Business on Broadway nosedived
Freedman, the British revue is cur¬
Washington, Nov. 6.
rently at Her Majesty’s Theatre, last week. The drop was attributed
“Child of Fortune” drew a thin Montreal.
to a combination of factors, the
$13,200 gross in seven perform¬
Presidential election compaign, the
ances at the National Theatre here
grave international crisis and un¬
last week for the nrst half of its
favorable weather. The capacity
fortnight local run. The tryout of
lineup included “Most Happy
Guy Bolton’s dramatization of a
Fella,” “My Fair Lady,” “Separate
Henry James novel opened Tues¬
Tables” and one opener, “Auntie
day (30), a day late, due to a. cast
Maine.”
replacement.
Other preems were “Major Bar¬
Although the 1,600-seat house is
bara” and “Sleeping Prince,” while
scaled to $3.85, this is a Theatre
this week’s newcomers are “Diary
Guild subscription offering, with
oi a Scoundrel” at the Phoenix,
the customary reduction for sea¬
“Long Day’s Journey Into Night”
son ticket holders. With the cut
at the Helen Hayes and “Teahouse
taken into consideration, the Na¬
of the August Moon” at the City
tional’s gross capacity would be
Center.
Philadelphia, Nov. 6.
$32,000 for a full week.
There was one opening last week,
Estimates for Last Week
and four local houses lighted. The
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),
lone arrival was Shelley Winters CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
in “Girls of Summer.” All three MC (Musical-Comedy), MD (Musi¬
local critics, Murdock (Inquirer); cal-Drama), O (Opera), OP (Op¬
Sensenderfer (Bulletin) and Gaghan (News), found fault with both eretta).
Other parenthetic designations
the show and star.
Renewed activity is skedded for refer, respectively, to weeks played,
next week, with openings on four number of performances through
I successive nights.
The Elliott last Saturday, top prices, number
I Nugent-Geraldine Fitzgerald star- of seats, capacity gross and stars.
Boston, Nov. 6.
Hub legit is still swinging along. rer, “Build With One Hand,” ar¬ Price includes 10% Federal and
There were three shows, all try¬ rives Monday (12) at the Walnut. 5% City tax, but grosses are net;
outs, on the local boards last week Touring company of “Inherit the i.e., exclusive of tax.
and all continue the current se¬ Wind,” with Melvin Douglas, opens
Apple Cart, Plymouth (C) (3d
Tuesday (13) at the Forrest. Judy wk; 20, $5.75; 1,062; $34,000) (Mau¬
mester.
Two more tuneup entries are Holliday in “Bells Are Ringing” rice Evans). Previous week, $33,due next week, Walter Pidgeon in bows Wednesday (14) at the Shu¬ 200; last week, around $27,000.
Auntie Marne, Broadhurst (C)
“Happiest Millionaire” slated for bert.
Estimates for Last Week
(1st wk; 5; $6.90-$5.75; 1,182 $43,Monday (12) at the'Wilbur for a
LiT Abner, Erlanger (MC) (2d 000) (Rosalind Russell). ^Opened
solo stanza and Ethel Merman ar¬
riving Tuesday (13) at the Shubert wk) ($6.40; 1,880; $54,000). Comic last Wednesday (31) to unanimous¬
for three weeks. The latter is al¬ strip musical grossed $42,500; de¬ ly favorable reviews, with Miss
ready a sellout, with a total gross parts next Saturday (10) for Broad¬ Russell’s performance rated as the
principal asset (Atkinson, Times;
of between $150,000 and $160,000 way.
Pajama Game, Forrest (MC) (3d Chapman, News; Coleman, Mirror;
likely for the stand. “Candide”
will continue next week as the wk) ($6; 1,760; $45,000) (Larry Donnelly, World-Telegram; Kerr,
Douglas,
Buster
West,
Betty
Herald Tribune; McClain, Journal
third offering in town.
O’Neil). Slid to so-so $30,800; exits i American; Watts, Post); almost
Estimates for Last Week
town Saturday (10) to resume tour. $37,700 for first five performances
Candide, Colonial (MC) (1st wk)
Happy Hilnting, Shubert (MC)
($4.95-$3.85; 1,500; $37,000). Lillian (2d wk) ($6, $7.20; $60,200) (Ethel and two previews.
-Cat on a Hot Tin Roof, Morosco
Hellman-Leonard Bernstein musi¬ Merman). A solid sellout from the
cal tryout nabbed a modest $27,- start; standee-limit $60,280 last (D) (85th wk; 676; $6.90; 946; $31,000)
(Thomas Gomez, Marjorie
800; the reviews included one rave week for a new house record;
(Doyle, American); four fairish moves out Saturday (10) to con¬ Steele, Alex Nicol). Closes Nov. 17
to
tour.
Previous week, $25,200;
notices (Hughes, Herald; Maloney, tinue its tuneup in Boston.
last week, almost $21,500.
Traveler; Melvin, Monitor; Norton,
Girls of Summer, Walnut (CD)
Damn Yankees, 46th St. (M-C)
Record) and one nix (Durgin, (1st wk) ($4.20; $4.80; 1,340; $36,Globe). Continues through Nov. 000) (Shelley Winters). Despite (79th wk; 628; $8.05 1,297; $50,573)
17, then heads for Broadway for a the notices, the tryout did fairly (Gwen Verdon). Previous week,
week of final shakedown before its well at $22,800. Leaves Saturday $50,500; last week, nearly $41,800.
Diary of Anne Frank, Cort (D)
delayed premiere.
(10) for New York and a week of (57th wk; 453; $5.75; 1,036; $28,854)
Very Special Baby, Plymouth final tuneups.
(
Joseph
Schildkraut, Susan . Stras(D) (1st wk) ($3.85-$3.30; 1,200; |
berg). Previous week, $28,200; last
$29,728) (Sylvia Sidney, Luther
week,
nearly
$26,500; Miss StrasAdler).
Opened to two raves
berg was succeeded last Monday (5)
(Hughes, Herald; Maloney, Travel¬
by her understudy, Dina Doronne.
er) and four fairish (Doyle, Amer¬
Fanny, Majestic (MD) (105th wk;
ican; Durgin, Globe; Melvin, Mon¬
836; $7.50; 1,625; $62,968) (Law¬
itor; Norton, Record). Racked up
Detroit, Nov. 6.
rence
Tibbett, Billy Gilbert). Pre¬
$12,600; exits Saturday (10) for
Holdover of “Inherit the Wind,”
New York.
starring Melvyn Douglas, grossed a vious week, $41,000 on twofers;
. Bells Are Ringing, Shubert (MC) good $25,000 at the 2,500-seat Shu¬ last week, over $35,100 on two¬
(2d wk) ($6.25-$4.95; 1,717; $50,220) bert Theatre here last week. Po¬ fers; Henry Michel is subbing for
(Judy Holliday). Went clean with tential capacity is $34,000 at a $4 Tibbett, who’s out ill.
Inherit the Wind, National (D)
almost $52,100; exits Saturday (10) top. The show remains this week.
to continue its pre-Broadway pol¬
The Shubert then will go dark (68th wk; 542; $5.75-$4.60; 1,162;
$32,003)
(Paul Muni).
Previous
ishing in Philly.
until Nov. 12, when “The Lark,”
starring Julie Harris, begins a two week, $27,500; last week, almost
[week run. The 1,482-seat Cass re¬ $25,000.
Loud Red Patrick, Ambassador
mains dark.
(C) (5th wk; 37; $5.75; 1,155; $36,500)
(Arthur Kennedy, David
Girls of Summer: Arthur Storch (suc¬
Wayne). Previous week, $31,200;
ceeds Paul Stevens).
_ ^
Happiest Millionaire: Ruth Matteson
last week, nearly $23,200.
(replaced Margaret Barker).
Major Barbara, Beck (C) (1st wk;
Mister Roberts (City Center): Orson
7; 1,280; $43,000) (Charles Laugh¬
bidden River: Llli Darva®, Gaby Rod¬
ton, Burgess Meredith, Glynis
Cleveland, Nov. 5.
gers, Peter Brahdon, David King-Wood.
Small War en Murray Hill: Stefan
Broadway-bound “Happiest Mil¬ Johns, Eli Wallach, Cornelia Otis
Schnabel.
.
„„
_ .
lionaire” fared more contentedly Skinner). Opened Oct. 30 to three
Arsenic and Old Lace: .Kaye Lyder.
than
expected at the 1,515-seat affirmative notices (Chapman,
George Cotton, LeRol Opertl, Helen Ray.
Wayne Wilson, John Quigg, Ben Stone, Hanna Theatre last week, thanks; News; Coleman, Mirror; McClain,
James C. Kelly, P. J. Kelly, Donald Hylan,
to
Walter
Pidgeon's film reputa¬ Journal-American), one moderate¬
A1 Rusclo.
„ , ,
tion, the good advance sale and ly favorable (Watts, Post), two
Catch a Falling Star: Miriam Hopkins.
Desk Set (Coast): Michael Rougas.
subscription.
Comedy pulled a negative (Atkinson, Times, Kerr,
Loud Red Patrick: Elizabeth Montgom¬
neat $23,400 gross (against a poten¬ Herald Tribune) and one yes-no
ery (replaced Peggy Maurer).
World-Telegram); al¬
Protective Custody: Fritz Weaver, Olga tial of about $30,000), at $4 top for (Donnelly,
Biellnska, Thayer David.
eight performance run.
Critics most $40,400 for first seven per¬
Speaking of Murder: Brenda de Banzle.
formances
and
one preview.
Teahouse of the August Moon (City panned the play.
Matchmaker, Royale (C) (48th
Center): Paul Davis, Tura Nakamura,
David Renard.
wk;
384;
$5.75;
1,050; $31,000)
SCHEDULED N. Y. OPENINGS (Ruth Gordon, Eileen
Ziegfeld Follies: Billy DeWolfe.
Herlie, LorSleeping Prince: Johnny Stewart (suc(Theatres indicated if set)
ing
Smith).
Moves
next Monday
Uncle Willie: Nlta Talbot, Edith Fel¬
Child of Fortune, Royale (11-13).
lows, John Connell, Arlene Sax, Harvey
(12)
to
the
Booth
Theatre
where it
Very Special Baby, Playhouse (11-14).
Korman, Robert Wright, John Kane,
LI'I Abner, St. James (11-15).
remains until Jan. 5, then tours.
Florence Mitchell, Mary Love, Elaine
Girls of Summer, Longacrc (11-19).
Previousweek,
$25,500;
last
week,
Lynn, Eileen Merry, Kathy Dunn, Keneth
Happiest Millionaire, Lyceum (11-20).
Payne, Martin Rudy, Dorothy Raymond.
almost $21,600.
Cranks, Bijou (11-26).
But Not for Love: Dolores Gray.
Build With One Hand (11-28).
Middle of the Night, ANTA (D)
Sleeping Prlnnce: Johnny Stewart (ex¬
Candide, Beck (12-1).
ceeding Ronny Welsh), Rex O’Malley (suc¬
(31st wk; 245; $5.75; 1,185; $39,Night of Auk, Playhouse (12-3).
ceeding Felix Deebank).
116) (Edward G. Robinson). Pre¬
Uncle Willie, Golden (12-5).
Build With One Hand: William Tierney.
Happy Hunting, Majestic (12-6).
vious week, $39,300; last week,
Tom Emlyn Williams, Peter
Kantho,
Everybody Loves Me (wk. 12-9).
Stanley Tackney, Claire Waring, Robert
over $38,700.
Speaking of Murder <wk. 12-17).
Stewart,
Clarence
Nordstrom,
Earl
Most Happy Fella, Imperial (MD)
Trollus A Cresslda, Wint. Gard. (12-26).
George, .Genevive Griffin, John Doyle
Small War on Murray Hill (1-2).
(27th wk; 212; $7.50; 1,427; $57,Jada Rowland.
Protective Custody (1-7).
Visit to a Small Planet: Eddie Maye875). Previous week, $58,400; last
Waiting for Godot, Booth (1-9).
hoff.
Clearing In Woods (wk. 1-13).
week, same.
Sin of Pat Muldeen: James Barton.
Hidden River (1-16).
Mr. Wonderful, Broadway (MC)
New
Girl
In
Town:
Cameron
Light a Penny Candle (1-16).
Prud'homiue.
(33d wk; 255; $7.50-$6.90; 1,900;
Waltz
of
Toroadors
(1-17).
Claris Menagerie (City Center): James
Catch
Falling
Star
(1-24).
$71,000).
Previous week, $19,500
Daly.
Visit Small Planet, Booth CZ-7).
Child ef Fortune: Betsy von Furstenfor three perfromances, with five
Hole In Head (2-27).
berg (succeeds Nancy Wlckwlre).
other
performances
cancelled
Ziegfeld
Follies
(2-28).
Off-Broadway
Orpheus Descending (3-21).
when headliner Sammy Davis Jr.
Misanthrope: Jacqueline Brookes. Ellis
First Gentleman (4-11).
R&bb, Olive DUnbar, Bad* Thompson,
was unable to go on because of a
New
Girl
In
Town
(5-8).
Robert Blackburn.
laryngitis attack; last week, al¬
Shoestring 'J7: Maybln Hewes, George
most $38,400.
Marcy. Marry Ellen Terry, Richard LerOFF-BROADWAY
ner, John Bartls, Bud McCreery.
My Fair Lady, Hellinger (MC)
Misanthrope, Theatre East (11-12).
) Aril a Camera: Edward Fuller (re¬
(34th wk; 267; $8.05; 1,551; $67,696)
Lady From the Sea, Tempo (11-27).
placed Joe A.-'Callaway).
Shadow Years, Open Stage (11-27).
(Rex Harrison, Julie Andrews).
Volpene: Howard da Silva, Alfred
Volpone, .Rooftop (12-10). ;
Previous week, $68,700; last week,
Good Woman of Setzuan, Phoenix (12-11).
Lady Frem the feet
Sandy Dennis,
same.
Purple Dust, Cherry Lane (12-27),
Wendell Holmes, Donald Hotton. •

Merman $60,280,
‘Summer’ $22,809,
‘Abner’42^G, Phil

‘Candide’ 527,800,
Judy $52,100, Hub

‘INHERIT’ NABS $25,000
IN DETROIT HOLDOVER

Pidgeon Happy $23,400
In Cleve. Tryout Week

59

New Faces, Barrymore (R) (21st
wk; 164; $7.50-$6.90; $38,577). Pre¬
vious week, $25,600; last week,
over $17,400.
No Time for Sergeants, Alvin
(C) (55th wk; 436; $5.75-$4.60;
1,331; $38,500).
Previous week,
$38,600; last week, over $35,100.
Old Vic Co., Winter Garden
(Repertory) (2d wk; 15; $5.75; 1,494:
$45J100)'. ‘Macbeth,’ the third bill
in a four-play repertory program,
opened Oct. 29 to five favorable
reviews (Atkinson, Times; Chap¬
man, News; Donnelly, World-Tele¬
gram; McClain, Journal-American,
Watts, Post) and one unfavorable
(Kerr, Herald Tribune). Previous
week, $33,000 for first seven per¬
formances, split between “Richard
II” and “Romeo and Juliet”; last
week, almost $36,100 for eight per¬
formances, split between “MacBeth” and “Romeo and Juliet.”
Pajama Game, St. James (MC)
(130th wk; 1,028; $6.90; 1,615; $52,118) (Fran Warren). Moves next
Monday (12) to the Shubert Thea¬
tre for a limited stay until “Bells
Are Ringing” opens Nov. 29. Pre¬
vious week, $40,300. Last week,
almost $28,500.
Reluctant Debutante, Miller (C)
(4th wk; 30; $5.75; 946; $27,100).
(Adrianne Allen, Wilfrid Hyde
White). Previous week $26,100,
last week, nearly $23,100.
Separate Tables, Music Box (D)
(2d wk; 12; $5.75, 1,010; $31,021)
(Eric Portman, Margaret Leigh¬
ton). Previous week, $26,100 foi
first four performances and three
previews; last week, over $31,200
for a new house record.
Sleeping Prince, Coronet (C)
(1st wk; 4; $6.90; $1,001; $35,040)
(Michael Redgrave, Barbara Bel
Geddes). Opened last Thursday
(1) to one moderately favorable re¬
view (Chapman, News) and sis
pans (Atkinson, Times; Coleman,
Mirror;
Donnelly,
World-Tele¬
gram; Kerr, Herald Tribune; Mc¬
Clain, Journal-American, Watts,
Post); almost $25,800 for first four
performances and two previews.
Too Late the Phalarope, Belascc
(D) (4th wk; 28; $6.60-$5.75; 1,037}
$33,000) (Barry Sullivan). Previous
week $22,900; last week, almost
$15,200; has posted provisional
closing notice.
Will Success Spoil Rock Hunter,
Shubert (C) (56th wk; 444; $5.75;
1,453; $41,668) (Jane Kean, Martin
Gabel). Closes next Saturday (10).
Previous week, $11,700; last week,
over $6,100.
Opening This Week
Diary of a Scoundrel, Phoenix
(C) ($3.85; 1,150; $25,000). Rodney
Ackland’s adaptation of Alexander '
Ostrovsky’s comedy, presented by
the Phoenix Theatre (T. Edward
Hambleton & Norris Houghton) as
the second offering in its fourth
stock season. Opened last Sunday
(4) to unanimous raps (Atkinson,
Times; Chapman, News; Coleman,
Mirror; Donnelly, World-Telegram;
Kerr, Herald Tribune; McClain,
Journal-American; Watts, Post).
Long Day’s Journey Into Night,
Helen Hayes (D) ($6.90; 1,039; $30,000) (Fredric March, Florence
Eldridge). Eugene O’Neill play,
presented by Leigh Connell, Theo¬
dore Mann & Jose Quintero; pro¬
duction financed at $80,000, cost
about $60,000 to bring in and can
break even at around $17,000 gross.
Opens tonight (Wed.).
Teahouse of the August Moon,
City Center (C) ($3.80; $3,090 $45,000) (Rosita Diaz, Gig Young). First
of three revivals in the annual
N. Y. City Center Theatre Co.’s
drama series. Opens tomorrow
(Thurs.) night, with-Helen Hayes in
“Glass Menagerie” following Nov.
21 and “Mister Roberts,” starring
Charlton Heston, due Dec. 5.
* OFF-BROADWAY
Arms & Man, Downtown (10-156).
Escurial & Lesson Tempo (10-256).
Hamlet, St. Ignatius Church (1027-56).
I Am A Camera, Actors Play¬
house (10-9-56).
Iceman Cometh, Circle in Square
(5-8-56).
Me Candido, Greenwich Mews
(10-15-56).
Sea Gull, 4th Street (10-22-56);
closes Nov 11.
Shoestring ’57, Barbizon-Plaza
(11-5-56).
Take a Giant Step, Jan Hus (922-56).
Thor, With Angels, B’way Con¬
gregational Church (10-14-56).
Three Premieres, Cherry Lane
(10-28-56); closes Nov. 25.
Threepenny Opera, de Lys (920-55).
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‘Shangri-La’ Lost $41,019

Legit B.0.
Continued from page 1 ;

Capitalized for $335,050—Bills Payable Total
$94,845, Including $31,607 Unpaid Taxes
‘‘Shangri-La,0 musical version of
James Hilton’s novel, “Lost Hori¬
zon,” representated a loss of $420,019, a deficit of $84,969 over the
$335,050 investment.
The show
played 21 performances at the
Winter Garden Theatre, N. Y., clos¬
ing last June 30,
According to a statement sent to
the backers last week, there are
still outstanding unpaid bills total¬
ling $94,845 (for which the pro¬
ducers are personally liable), in¬
cluding uapaid payroll taxes of
$10,950, unpaid withholding taxes
of $20,657 and unpaid bills amount¬
ing to $63,237. The statement,
dated Aug. 31, showed $9,875 cash
on hand.
The Robert Fryer & Lawrence
Carr production was originally
financed for $250,000, and another
$49,050 was raised by overcall, plus
$36,000 additional in the form of
a loan, for which the creditors are
understood to have.been given the
option of making a sizable invest¬
ment in the same management’s
presentation of “Auntie Marne.”
The latter comedy, which was be¬
ing capitalized at that time, is due
to premiere tonight at the Broadhurst Theatre, N. Y., with Rosa¬
lind Russell as star.
The auditor’s statement reveals
that “Shangri-La” production cost
was $268,829, plus tryout losses of
$3,264rin New Haven, $32,644 (plus
$18,466 rehearsal cost) in Boston,
and $54,972 in Philadelphia. The
'operating loss for the New York
run added $41,845.
The statement shows the NBC
telecast of the musical involved- a
cost to the legit company of $6,992
for the production, representing a
week’s salary for the cast. Other
notable items in the report include
a charge of $1,704 for road ex¬
penses (in addition to the tryout
tour loss), $2,100 preliminary of¬
fice charge (in addition to the $300
weekly charge during the tryout)
and a $5,000 credit for sale of cos¬
tumes which had cost $56,988 plus
$5,000 designing fee and $2,475
miscellaneous expense).
In obtaining the loan of $36,000
to bring “Shangri-La” to town,
Fryer & Carr are understood to
have made the following deal. For
the first $20,000, the creditors had
the option of investing $15,000 in
“Auntie Marne.” For the next
$5,000 loan, an option for an addi¬
tional
$3,000
investment
in
“Mame.” For the next $1,000 loan,
an option for a further $600 in¬
vestment in “Mame.” For the final
$10,000 loan, the creditors get 5%
of Fryer & Carr’s first $250,000
profit on “Mame,” plus 1% on the
balance.

Now Appearing

ANKARA
CLUB
Pittsburgh# Pa.

Diamond Records
Management

LOU IRWIN. Hollywood. Calif.

Mail Orders
Continued from page 1 ;

was unable to fill a request sub¬
mitted approximately six months
prior to the tuner’s scheduled
Broadway bow.
“Barbara” and
“Mame” didn’t place their ads that
far in advance, but in both cases
returned mail order requests giv¬
ing five alternate dates for a pair
of pasteboards. The requests in
both cases had been sent in im¬
mediately after the initial ads ap¬
peared.
Both shows enclosed form cards
with the returns. In the case of
“Mame,” the management blamed
it on the large number of theatre
parties and the huge number of
mail orders. The demand for
tickets was the excuse given in the
case of “Barbara.” Both entries,
however, noted they would be glad
to take care of requests for the
“earliest possible date.”
However, in not being able to
specify a particular date, a fre¬
quent mail order purchaser is
faced with the possibility of get¬
ting tickets to different shows on
the same night. This is another
irritating point in the mail order
mixup.

Shows on B’way
Continued from page 56

The Sleeping Prinee
it’s too special a dish for Broadway
tastes.
What there is of the yarn is
merely an attenuated sort of min¬
uet of make-believe about how the
beribboned and bemedalled Prince
Regent of Carpathia, while in Lon¬
don in 1911 for the Coronation of
George V, has an American chorus
girl to midnight supper at his lega¬
tion. His purpose is the immemo-.
rial one and, since this is a fairy
story, the results include the re¬
conciliation of the Regent and thev
rebellious young King, and a bit¬
tersweet finale of pervading love.
Redgrave, who has also staged
the almost ritual-seeming fable,
also adds a curiously stiff per¬
formance as the autocratic Regent
whose sleeping heart is awakened
by love. Miss Bel Geddes'is deft
and charming as the American
chorus girl who’s not as simple as
she first appears. Miss Nesbitt
gives another of her inimitably
precise, infectious portrayals as an
eccentric but wise Grand Duchess.
Among the supporting players,
Rex OMalley is amusing as the
British diplomatic liasion. at the
legation, Johnny Stewart is accept¬
able as the almost-of-age Balkan
monarch, who’s won over by paren¬
tal affection, and -competent bit
characterizations are contributed
by Nydia Westman, Betty Sinclair,
Margaret Neff Jerome and Elwin
Stock. The Mittel-europa accents
are spotty.
Norris Houghton, taking time
out from his activities as co-pro¬
ducer of the off-Broadway Phoe¬
nix Theatre, has designed a regally
rococo drawing room background
for the divertissement, Alvin Colt
has provided the ornate costumes
and Valentina has supplied a stun¬
ningly simple evening gown for
Miss Bel Geddes.
Incidentally, a screen edition of
piece has recently been produced
in England, with Olivier repeating
hir. original portrayal of the Regent
and Marilyn Monroe as the chorus
girl.
Hobe.

FOR SALE
THE TOTAL OUTSTANDING STOCK OF
UNITED BOOKING OFFICE, INC.
A CORPORATION ENGAGED IN THE BUSINESS OF
BOOKING LEGITIMATE THEATRES AND, ATTRACTIONS.
THE SALE IS SUBJECT TO THE PROVISIONS CON¬
TAINED IN A JUDGMENT OF THE UNITED STATES
DISTRICT COURT, SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK,
DATED FEBRUARY 17, 1956 (CIVIL ACTION No. 56-72.)

— CONTACT —
ADOLPH LUND
AARON LIPPER
225 W. 44th St.. N. Y. 36. N. Y.,
527 Fifth Av«., N. Y. 17, N. Y.
PI 6-6700
MU 2-5780

turns were announced. The usual
post-election recovery is expected
by the end of this week, provided
the international situation eases
slightly.
The generally sharp drop in
business reversed the bullish pat¬
tern of recent weeks. One Broad¬
way musical fell off nearly $12,000
from the previous frame, while the
biggest drop registered by a
straight play was $8,000.
The road decline was evidenced
by the slim receipts piled up by
such touring entries as “Chalk
Garden” in San Francisco and
“Boy Friend” in Chicago. The for¬
mer dropped $5,000 from the pre¬
vious stanza, while the latter slid
almost $4,000. The Chicago com¬
pany of “No Time for Sergeants”
was also affected, falling off more
than $3,000 from its virtual ca¬
pacity take the previous week.

British Shows
(Figures denote opening dates)
LONDON
Boy Friend, Wyndham\*i (12-1-53)
Chalk Garden# Haymarket (4-11-56).
Doctor in House, Vic. Pal. (7-30-56).
Doctor's Dilemma# Saville (10-4-56).
Dry Rot. Whitehall (8-31-54).
For Amusement Only# Apollo (6-5-56)
Good Woman Zetuzan# R’y'l Ct. (10-31-56).
Houso by Lake# York’s (5-9-56).
Kismet# Stoll (4-20-55).
Likely Tale# Globe (3-22-56).
Mousetrap, Ambassadors (11-25-52).
Mr. Bolfry, Aldwych (8-30-56).
No Time Sgts., Her Maj. (8-23-56).
Pafama Game# Coliseum (10-13-55).
Plaintiff in Hat# Duchess (10-11-56).
Plume de ma Tante# Garrick (11-3-55).
Rainmaker# St. Mart. (5-31-56).
Reluctant Deb, Cambridge (5-24-55).
Repertory# Old Vic (9-7-55).
Romanoff & Juliet# Piccadilly (5-17-56).
Rosalinde Fuller# Arts (lp-8-56).
Sailor Beware# Strand (2-16-55).
Salad Days# Vaudeville (8-5-54).
Sorcerer's Apprentice, New Lind. (10-2).
South Sea Bubble, Lyric (4-25-56)
Ten Min. Alibi# Westminster (11-2-56).
Towards Zero# St. James’s (9-4-56).
Under Milk Wood. New (9-20-56).
View From Bridge# Comedy (10-11-56).
Waltz of Toreadors, Criterion (3-27-56).
Zero Hours, St. James's (9-4-56).
SCHEDULED OPENINGS
Nude With Violin, Globe (fl-7-56).
Devil's Disciple# Wint. Gard. (11-8-56).
Devil Was Sick, Fortune (11-13-56).
Double Image# Savoy (11-14-56).
Le Wisanthrope, Palace (11-14-56).
Fanny# Drury Lane (11-15-56).
Closed Last Week
Children's Hour# Arts (9-19-56).
Hotel Paradiso, Wint. Gard. (5-2-56).
River Breeze# Phoenix (9-5-56).
Spider's Web# Savoy (12-14-54).
Such Is Life# Adelphi (12-14-55).
ON TOUR
Call Girl
Charley's Aunt
Daughter of Desire
D'Oyly Carte Opera
Dry Rot
Girl Called Sadie
King and I
Lilac Time
Ring for Catty
Spider's Web
Too Young to Marry
Water Gipsies
Women of the Streets

Touring Shows
(Nov. 5-18)
Anniversary Waltz (Russel Nype, Mar¬
jorie Lord)—Geary, S.F. (5-17).
Bells Are Ringing (tryout) (Judy Holli¬
day)—Shubert, Boston (5-10); Shubert,
Philly (12-17) (Reviewed in VARIETY,
Oct. 17, *56).
Boy Friend—Blackstone, Chi (5-17).
Build With One Hand (tryout) (Elliott
Nugent, Geraldine Fitzgerald)—Shubert,
New Haven (7-10); Walnut. Philly (12-17).
Candide (tryout)—Colonial, Boston (517) (Reviewed in VARIETY, Oct. 31. ’56).
Canadian Players—Coolidge Aud.. Wash.
(5); Goodhart Aud., Bryn Mawr, Pa. (6);
College Aud., Lynchburg, Va. (8); College
Aud., Harrisonburg, Va. (9); College Aud.,
Hollins. Va. (10); Boyden Aud., Salisbury,
N.C. (12); College Aud., Greensboro, N.C.
(13); Durham (N.C.) U. 15); College Aud.,
Nashville, Tenn. (18).
Chalk Garden (Judith Anderson, Gladys
Cooper)—Alcazar, S.F. (5-6); Aud.. Sacra¬
mento (7); Aud., Stockton (8); Aud., San
Jose (9); American, St. L. (12-17, with
Ruth Chatterton succeeding Miss Cooper).
Child of Fortune (tryout)—National,
Wash. (5-10) (Reviewed in VARIETY, Oct.
31, '56).
Damn Yankees (2d Co.) (Bobby Clark)
—Shubert. Chi (5-17).
Everybody Loves Me (tryout) (Jack
Carson)—McCarter. Princeton (8-10); Na¬
tional, Wash. (12-17).
Girls of Summer (tryout) (Shelley Win¬
ters)—Walnut, Philly (5-10) (Reviewed in
VARIETY, Oct. 31, '56).
Great Sebastians (Alfred Lunt, Lynn
Fontanne)—Great Northern, Chi (5-17).
Happiest Millionaire (tryout) (Walter
Pldgeon)—Royal Alexandra, Toronto (510); Wilbur, Boston (12-17) (Reviewed in
VARIETY. Oct. 10, '56).
Happy Hunting (tryout) (Ethel Merman)
—Shubert, Philly (5-10); Shubert, Boston
(13-17) (Reviewed in VARIETY# Oct. 24,
*56).
Hatful of Rain (Vivian Blaine)—Selwyn,
Chi (5-17).
Inherit the Wind (2d Co.) (Melvyn
Douglas)—Shubert, Det. (5-10); Forrest.
Philly (13-17).
Janus (Joan Bennett, Donald Cook.
Romney Brent)—American. St. L .(5-10);
Victoria. K.C. (12-14); Tabor, Denver
(16-17).
Lark (Julie Harris)—Hanna, Cleve. (510); Shubert, Det. (12-17).
LI'l Abner (tryout)—Erlanger. Philly
(5-10) (Reviewed in VARIETY# Sept. 19.
*56).
Night of the Auk (tryout) (Claude Rains#
Wendell Corey# Christopher Plummer)—
Shubert, Wash. (12-17).
No Time for Sergeants (2d Co.)—Erlan¬
ger. Chi (5-17).
Pafama Game (2d Co.) (Larry Douglas#
Buster
West.
Betty
O'Neil)—Forrest,
Philly
(5-10);
Playhouse.
Wilmington
(12-17).
Uncle WUIte (tryout) (Mcnasha Skulnlk)
—Shubert, N.H. (14-17).
Very Special Baby (tryout) (Sylvia Sid¬
ney. Luther Adler)—Plymouth. Boston
(5-10) (Reviewed in VARIETY. Oct. 17 *56).
Witness for the Prosecution—Harris,
Chi, (3-17).
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Legit Bits
Although Joseph Schildkraut has
a two-year contract as star of
“Diary of Anne Frank,” the deal
contains a clause permitting him
time off to repeat the role of the
father, Otto Frank, in the picture
version, and William Wyler, who
will direct it for 20th-Fox, report¬
edly wants him for .the assignment.
Man Mountain Dean Jr. and
Martin Wolfson will appear in the
Cocoanut Grove (Fla.) Playhouse
production of “Teahouse of the
August Moon,” opening next Mon¬
day (12).
Yuki Shimonda will augment his
chores in “Auntie Mame” to stage
the dances for the N. Y. City Cen¬
ter revival of “Teahouse of the
August Moon.”
Edward Gross is planning to re¬
sume activities as a Broadway pro¬
ducer with a musical version of
the Bendict and Nancy Freedman
book, “Lootville,” which he’s op¬
tioned prior to its scheduled March
18 publications by Henry Holt.
The Shakespearewrights, origi¬
nally denied a license to .operate
at the St. Ignatius Church, N. Y.,
finally got the okay and opened
there Oct. 27 with “Hamlet”
skedded for a limited six-week run.
Eddie. Rich, who operated the
Sacandag’a (N. Y.) Summer Thea¬
tre, which was destroyed by fire
last year, plans opening a musical
tent theatre at Colonie, N. Y., next
summer.
Alan Schneider will stage the
N. Y. City Center revival of “Glass
Menagerie.”
Polan Banks, William Gaxton
and Thomas
Kilpatrick
have
scrapped plans for a Broadway
production of “If I Were Queen.”
Elaine Perry has reoptioned
Norman Wishengrad's “Rope Danc¬
ers” for Broadway production next
season with Siobhan McKenna star¬
ring. Miss Perry and George Banyai, Gilbert Miller’s general man¬
ager, scheduled for presentation
this fall, but dropped it when Miss
McKenna elected to do the Brattle
Theatre revival of “Saint Joan,” in
which she closed recently at the
Phoenix Theatre, N. Y.
Helen Hayes, starring in “Glass
Menagerie,” will round out the
City Center’s upcoming three-play
drama season sked.
William Miles has signed a new
three-year lease for the Berkshire
Playhouse, Stockbridge, Mass.
He’ll reopen for his 18th summer
stock season next June 26.
Richard Charlton and .John
Krimsky will present the recentlyclosed BritishTrevue, “Cranks,” at
the Bijou Theatre, N. Y., beginning
Nov. 26. Carmen Capalbo and
Stanley Chase, who have the thea¬
tre leased for a repertory season,
now plan to get their project un¬
derway early next year.
The
Shakespeare
Workshop,
which operated this summer on a
free-admission basis at the East
River Park Amphitheatre, N. Y.,
reopens at its winter off-Broadway
quarters, the Shakespeare Work¬
shop, Nov. 21, with “Titus An'dronicus.” It’s believed to be the first
local production of the play. Mean¬
while, a drive has been launched
to raise $25,000 for a cuffo fiveborough touring program next
summer.
Sally Kemp, appearing in the
off-Broadway production of “I Am
a Camera,” will do the readings
at the next monthly meeting of the
Poetry Society of America.
The touring edition of “Sleeping
Prince” is due Dec. 25 at the Cur¬
ran Theatre, San Francisco, with
Francis Lederer, Shirley MacLaine
and Hermione Gingold as leads.
Play coproduced by Edward Choate,
Albert H. Rosen and Huntington
Hartford, is scheduled to “preem
Nov. 22 at the Huntinigton Hart¬
ford Theatre, Hollywood, where
it's booked for three-and-a-half
weeks. Richard Haydn is director.
Marcus Heiman and Emil Friedlander will Co-chairman the 1956
Actors* Fund Week from Dec. 21Jan. 1, with an advisory committee
composed of Walter Vincent, Gil-.

bert Miller, Vinton Freedley, Louis
A. Lotito, John Shubert and War¬
ren P. Munsell.
Arthur Sircom has resigned as
director of the Honolulu Commu¬
nity Theatre, effective Dec. 1.
The new Yiddish Theatre En¬
semble, sponsored by the Hebrew
Actors’ Union, opened last Satur¬
day (3) with Sholom Alelchem’s
“If I Were You,” for weekends
only.
Paul Shyre’s adaptation of “I
Knock at the Door,” the first vol¬
ume of Sean O’Casey’s autobio¬
graphical series, will be presented
for 12 performances on three suc¬
cessive weekends at the Playhouse,
N. Y„ beginning Friday. (9). It fol¬
lows the theatre’s similar show¬
casing of Shyre’s adaptation of
“Pictures in the Hallway,” another
in the "O’Casey series. The cast
will include Aline MacMahon,
Staats Cotsworth, George Brenlin,
Rae Allen, Robert Geiringer and
Shyre, with Stuart Vaugan direct¬
ing.
Meyer Davis, orchestra contract¬
or and legit investor, planed Mon¬
day (5) to San Francisco on a brief
business-pleasure trip* He returns
next Friday (9).
Roy Jones has succeeded Carl
Abraham as company manager for
the Old Vic.
Meade Roberts* “Catch a Falling
Star,” previously titled “Palm Tree
in a Rose Garden,” is slated for
Broadway production next January
by Charles Bowden, Richard Barr,
H. Ridgely Bullock Jr. The pro¬
duction will 'be designed by
George Jenkins, with George Baylies as production manager.
The YM-YWHA Poetry Center,
N. Y., will present a Nov. 18 mati¬
nee and evening performance of
“Children of the Ladybug,” a new
verse play by Robert Thoms, who’s
being sponsored by the New Drama¬
tists Committee. Cast for the concert-styled presentation includes
Valerie Bettis, Janice Rule. Will
Geer, Joanna Roos, Art Johnson,
Michael Reid and Fred Stewart.
Albert Marre will stage the
Cheryl Crawford production of
John Patrick’s “Good as Gold.”
A recent Variety listing of man¬
agers omitted the Washington line¬
up, which includes Scott Kirkpat¬
rick, National Theatre, and Bemie
Ferber, Shubert Theatre.
Illness has forced Chico Marx to
cancel his scheduled week’s appear¬
ance in “Fifth Season,” beginning
next Tuesday (13) at the Palace
Theatre, Fort Wayne, “Made in
Heaven,” starring Richard Arlen,
will be the substitute bill.
Jules Pfeiffer, who has taken
over “Witness for the Prosecu¬
tion,” plans to continue the show’s
Chicago run at the Harris Theatre
until Nov. 24. Herb Carlin is
pressagenting.
“No Time for Sergeants” has
dropped its Wednesday matinee at
the Erlanger Theatre, Chicago, and
substitutes Sunday night per¬
formances with a 7 o’clock curtain
starting next weekend.
The Catholic Actors Guild holds
its Annual Ball next Friday (9) in
the Grand Ballroom of the Plaza
Hotel, N.Y. Proceeds from the af¬
fair, which will be emceed by Jack
Whiting, go to charity.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS HONORED
Theatrical and TV Make Up • All
Leading Cosmetic Lines • Imported
A Domestic Perfumes 4 Distinctive
Fountain Service.
FREE DELIVERY
OPEN SUNDAYS
"The Drug Store of the Stars"

HADLEY REXALL DRUGS
1181 6th Ave.# Cor. 46 St.# NEW YORK
Telephone fLaza 7-0023

PRODUCERS
of touring low budget shows#, musi¬
cal preferred# looking for an upstate
New York date In early spring con¬
tact Omar K. Lirnian, 31 Bobrich
Drive, Rochester# N. Y. Give full par¬
ticulars Including cast# stage require¬
ments# details tof production and cost#
and available dates.

American Theatre Wing
HELEN HAYES, President
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Arts Council Asks Added ‘Subsidy’
British Government Now Grants $2,800,000—Extra

$4,200,000 Sought
London, Nov. 6.
The Arts Council is seeking an
extra $4,200,000 a year from the
Government, on top of the $2,800,000 already available, for national
office and local authorities to
spend on the arts in Britain. The
latest annual report declares that
the Council’s first duty is to main¬
tain in London and the larger
cities effective “power houses” of
opera, music and drama. It feels
that unless these quality institu¬
tions can be maintained, tKe arts
are bound to decline to mediocrity.
At the invitation of the Chan¬
cellor of the Exchequer, the Coun¬
cil is currently undertaking an in¬
quiry into the bricks and mortar
needs of the arts in Britain, which
will lead to a list of proposals for
building, adapting or recondition¬
ing a number of theatres, concert
halls and art galleries in places
where they may be expected to
consolidate the present public in¬
terest in the arts.
The Arts Council grant to
Covent Garden has reached a new
high of $756,000, compared with
$70,000 in 1946. Another .hefty
grant goes to the Old Vic.
Increased audience at Covent
Garden and Sadlers Wells are a
promising sign to the Council, and
at the Carl Rosa company's per¬
formances in 1955-56, the boxoffice
was upped another $14,000.

ROME OPERA’S ‘IRIS’;
17-WORK REPERTORY
Rome, Nov. 6.
Winter schedule of opera and
ballet at the refurbished Rome
Opera House, starts Dec. 26, when
Mascagni’s seldom-performed Jap¬
anese opera, “Iris,” will be
mounted.
Four novelties are included in
the 17-Opera roster: “II Tesoro” by
Jacopo Napoli, a world premiere;
Prokofieff’s “Angel of Fire”; Renzo
Rossellini’s “La Guerra”; and Gian
Carlo Menotti’s “Amelia Goes to a
Ball.” Remainder of opera roster
is better known, and will include
three works sung in original Ger¬
man versions: Mozart’s “Abduction
from the Serraglio”; Wagner’s “Die
W a 1 k u e r e”; and Beethoven’s
“Fidelio.”
Three new ballets are also due
for local bows at the Opera House.
They are “Mirandolina” by Valen¬
tino Bucchi, Albert Roussell’s
"Bacchus and Ariane,” and . Proko¬
fieff’s “3d Concerto.” Other bal¬
lets to be seen here are “Portrait
of Don Quixote,” by Goffredo Petrassi; Stravinski’s “Petrouchka”;
Ravel’s “Bolero”; and “Marsia,” by
Luigi Dallapiccola.
Season winds May 10, 1957.

Edwin McArthur Batons
Harrisburg’s 27th Season
Harrisburg, Nov. 6.
Harrisburg Symphony Orch in¬
augurates its 27th season tonight
(Tuesday) with Edwin McArthur
conducting and cellist Joseph
ochuster as guest artist. Soprano
Lucine Amara will appear with the
symph Nov. 20, pianist Jean Hoerner is slated for Jan. 22, while
other bookings include violinist
Anahid Ajemian, March 12, and
pianist Jacques Abram, April 9.
McArthur, who’s marking his
seventh season with the Harrisburg
outfit as musical director and con¬
ductor, is set to baton a pair of
concerts on Nov. 10-11 as guest of
the St. Louis Symphony Orch. In
addition he’s due to plane to Eng¬
land Nov. 21 to record with Kirsten
Flagstad for English Decca.

Cellists Form Foursome
Four members of the cello sec¬
tion of the N. Y. PhilharmonicSymphony have formed ftn ensem¬
ble and plan a fall debut. Group
Includes Laszlo Varga, Martin Orniandy, Anthony Sophos and Na¬
than Stutch.
Such American composers as
Gunther Schuller, Alan Sbhulman
and Robert Starer have been com¬
missioned to write, for the unit and
others are to be invited.

REVIEWS
Soiree
(Met Opera Ballet)
The praiseworthy intention to
develop the ballet at the Metropol¬
itan Opera received fresh impetus
Friday night (2) with the schedul¬
ing of “Soiree,” choreographed by
Zachary Solov to Benjamin Brit¬
ten’s arrangement of short pieces
by Rossini. As-4ast season, when
“Soiree” was preemed, the ballet
served as a curtain-raiser to “Don
Pasquale.” Yet, it seemed a bit
strange to have a ballet on the
third night of the season. Could it
be that the brass thought a short
work of this kind can get by with
less preparation and less rehearsal
time? “Norma,” plus “MeisteTsinger” placed heavy demands on
the artistic and* administrative per¬
sonnel. Whatever the reasoning,
“Soiree” showed signs on the stage
of skimpy jpeheasal time while in
the pit the orchestral playing was
just a shade better than adequate,
a striking contrast to the music
when the Danish Royal Ballet was
here. The Met orch is a fine en¬
semble when in mid-season form;
the Danes performed with the
backing of a pickup group of Local
802 sidemen, but hours upon hours
of rehearsals brought them togeth¬
er (most of the time).
If the ballet at the Met really
is to be given a show-casing, it
must have the necessary prepara¬
tion time. To treat it as a step¬
child ... to schedule ballets be¬
cause there is no time to properly
prepare a full-length opera, defeats
the purpose.
“Soiree” is handsomely set and
costumed by Cecil Beaton. Solov
has choreographed with imagina¬
tion and inventiveness and changes
of pace. The piece never is dull;
yet it never seems to rise to any
heights of brilliance.
It introduced a new premier
danseur in Pierre Lacotte, of the
Paris Opera Ballet. He is goodlooking, thoroughly* .at home on the
stage, but still lacks the excitement
and dash demanded for the role
of the cavalier. He is quite a bit
above the average as male dancers
go, but still is no virtuoso. He was
a scarsely adequate partner for the
ballerina, Mary Ellen Moylan to
whom the evening certainly be¬
longed.
Wien.

Nat’l Swedish Chorus
The National Swedish Chorus
had not appeared in the U. S. for
50 years prior to its Carnegie Hall
concert Tuesday evening (23). On
current evidence, this is much too
long a lapse.
A semi-pro organization, affili¬
ated with the YMCA, on its home
grounds the chorus numbers 125,
its members’ professions varying
from bakers to candlestick makers;
75 are making the American tour
under conductor Martin Lidstam
(and Sol Hurok).
Singing mostly without rather
than with Sune Aldvik’s accom¬
paniment, and relying primarily on
native composers, with just a dash
of Beethoven and Kodaly, the
chorus displays fine range, control
and a ramrod discipline. Intent on
displaying its deft technic, the first
part of the program tends toward
a sameness (all very nice but, of
course, there can be too much of
a good thing).
In the second portion, however,
with the fragile “Guter Mond,” a
German folk song arranged by
Sven Blohm, contrasted with the
virility of Alex Tornudd’s “Loitsu,”
true scope is exhibited. And the
spirited vigor or Gunnar Hahn’s
arrangement of “Gardebylaten”
(Let us tune the fiddles) easily
earns its encore.
Guest soloist is Karl-Olof Jo¬
hansson, formerly of the chorus,
now of the Stockholm Royal
Opera. He boasts a fluid tenor
that, curiously, seemed more pleas¬
ing in his two selections with the
group as background than in his
solos, although it is unquestion¬
ably a voice of quality.
Geor.
Jose Iturlii
Jose Iturbi, pianist, of Roches¬
ter, Hollywood and Europe has
frequently gotten critical lumps
for throwing himself at his audi¬
ence rather than at his music.
Since achieving status as film per¬
former this has seldom hurt his
concert b.o., and in his Carnegie
Hall appearance Friday (26), a
large "chunk of Hie faithful mate¬
rialized to do homage. Whether to
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personality or pianist, however, re¬
mains undetermined.
A quarter of a century’s worth
of public -appearance has not
dulled Iturbi’s dynamism. He is a
volatile showman who thrives
when allowing his strength and
buoyance to dominate. That sub¬
tlety is not his forte was reflected
by his handling of his program.
For the opening Mozart Sonata
in F Major, K. 332, Iturbi chose to
play looking off into space, letting
his hands wander as if improvis¬
ing. The results were tepid and
non-evocative. For Chopin and
Brahms, he elected direct attack,
indulging in digital dexterities and
pyrotechnics. While this may not
be the finest work of which he is
capable, there are apparently
plenty willing tp season their mu¬
sic with calisthenics.
In choice and execution, the 2nd
half of the program served better.
By the time he reached his finale,
the Corpus Christi in Seville from
Albeniz’ Iberia Suite, there were
even skeptics willing to agree with
the customer who allowed “he’s
getting better all the time.” It’s
interesting to speculate what the
program might have been had
Iturbi started where he left off.
indulging a two-hour warm-up in
advance of the concert.
It’s easy to downgrade an artist,
and when he has seemed to pander
in the marketplace the reaction is
quick and brutal, Iturbi is still a
vital musician, however, so as this
late date it evidently becomes nec¬
essary to appreciate his strengths
rather than deplore his weaknesses.
Geor.

“Die Meistersinger,” that hardy
perennial of Wagner, was the first
of the regular Met performances
this season, spanning the 7:30-12
midnight course Wed. (31) with
nothing to mar enjoyment, except
the humidity which followed an
all-day rain. —Most Germanic of
operas and the least preoccupied
in individual singers, this work was
firmly rendered all the way.
. Special credit to (1) stager Dino
Yannopoulos for the handling of
his large cast and stage-crowding
chorus and supers and (2) Gerhard
Fechner for as fine a job of far¬
cical characterization (Beckmesser)
as the operatic stage is likely to
match this Season. Pechner’s scru¬
pulous respect for the sincerity of
a role wide open to over-acting' and
the solid authority he exhibits both
as singer and actor symbolize the
quiet merit of “regulars” which
goes too little appreciated.
Italian Lucine Amara, making
her maiden plurtge in German,
proved promising Wagnerian tim¬
bre and, of course, Martha Lipton
is always an attractive voice and
figure, still waiting that big chance.
Land.

- Hermann Prey, young German
baritone, looms as a future entry
in the trans-oceanic shuttlings.
Making his New York debut Sun¬
day (4), he scored with a resonant
voice, good musicianship and stage
presence.
A member of the Hamburg
Opera, he has bids for the Glyndebourne festival and the Vienna
Opera for next season.
Wien.
Betty Jean. Hagen, Canadianborn violinist, had boffo reception
in her solo debut with New York
Philharmonic - Symphony Sunday
(4). Femme is a stunning figure
on the stage.
The Symphonie Espagnole of
Lalo was played with verve, a rich
tone and an authority that belied
her years. She pulled fire out of
the old chestnut.
Wien.
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Long Wait (or ‘Frau Ohne Schatten’
Adler to Conduct, Steber to Star in Strauss Work
At Carnegie Next Year
MONTH ON CAMPUS
Indiana’s 3 Visiting Conductors
—No Permanent Post
Bloomington, Ind.,. Nov. 6.
Hermann Herz of Duluth Sym¬
phony, Leo Meuller of NBC Opera
Theatre and Tibor Kozma from
Metropolitan Opera will come to
the Indiana U. campus this season
as visiting conductors for the uni¬
versity’s Philharmonic Orchestra
and for operatic performances.
Each will be in Bloomington for
a month. No permanent conductor
has been named since the death
last January of Ernst Hoffman,
who organized the Philharmonic
Orchestra at the University in 1948.

Paris Opera Uses
Broom to Snap
Up Its Ballet
Paris, Nov. 6.
Going on the theory that any
artistic organization must evolve
and grow, George Hirsch is institut¬
ing sweeping personnel and rep¬
ertoire changes at Paris’ national¬
ized Opera. Replacements have
been instituted in the opera ballet
seAup and new pieces have been
added in the straight opera seg¬
ment.
Changes also affect the second
lyric house, the Opera-Comique.
In the terp field, Serge Lifar
bows out as a dancer in a final
mounting of “Giselle” this month.
He’ll henceforth confine himself to
choreography and remains Maitre
de Ballet. Lycette Darsonval also
hangs up her slippers to take over
as head of the Opera dance school.
Three lead dancers—Youly Algaroff, Nina Vyroubova and Micheline Bardin—exit the company to be
replaced by Marjorie Tallchief,
Yvette Chauvire and Georges Skibine. Lineup now has six lead
femme dancers in Miss Tallchief,
Miss Chauvire, Liane Dayde, Christiane Vaussard, Madeleine Laffon
and Claude Bessy; also five male
leads with Skibine, Michel Renault,
Peter Van Dijk, Max Bozzoni and
Jean-Pierre Andreani.
Besides the new highpower terp
troupe Ludmilla Tcherina has been
engaged for a series of special star¬
ring dance interludes. She will do
“Le Martyre De Saint Sebastien”
of Claude Debussy and Gabriel
D’Annunzio, Tomasi’s “L’Atalantide” and a new version of
“Phedre” by Jean Cochteau.
On the vocal side is a new opera
of Francis Poulenc, based on the
novel of Georges Bernanos “La
Dialogue Des Carmelites,” which
is to preem simultaneously in Paris
and La Scala in Milan and a reprise
of Mozart’s “Don Juan,” while the
Opera and Opera-Comique will
share such other Mozart works hs
“Figaro,” “Cosi Fan Tutte” and
“Capriccio.”
Top house singers, Georgi Boue,
Henri Legay and Roger Bourdin,
bow out with lead lineup now to be
shared by Jacqueline Brumaire,
back from La Scala, Rita Gorr,
Suzanne Sarloca, Madeleine Mascle, Georges Fronval, Albert Lance,
Bottro, Hue Santana and Georges
Vaillant.
Hirsch will also retain the main
rep pieces that have brought the
Opera and O-C back into the black,'
but will give them all a facelifting
in direction and scenic aspects.

Andre Kostelanetz, the first of
whose four Saturday pops with the
N. Y. Philharmonic occured Nov.
3, came to fortune in that green
pasture of over-arranged music,
radio. As the sultan of schmalz
he’s still dishing the old chocolateand-'whipped cream pudding. This
fare filled Carnegie Hall, which
may prove something. It also
proved that the played-to-fatigue
scores of “South Pacific” and “Kiss
Me Kate” neither make nor break
the Philharmonic but the music
has been more successful with
fewer fiddles.
Nobody will go to the barricades
over the issue of the fifth-greatest
orchestra in the world fadoodling
around under the wobbly stick of
London, Nov. 6.
the radio over-doer. Taste is rela¬
There are currently two Spanish
tive.' It just seems a waste of re¬ I dance
companies
in West End thea¬
source, using a transatlantic liner
tres and, according to the records,
on the Albany night run.
that hasn’Jt. happened before.
Land.
Antonio’s Spanish Ballet is now
nearing
the end, of its season at the
Ernest Bloch, 76-year-old com¬ Palace Theatre
and last week saw
poser and symphony conductor, is
the
opening
of Luisillo and his
convalescing in Portland, Ore., fol¬
Spanish
Dance
Theatre at the
lowing his release from,a hospital
after suffering a heart attack. He Princes for a limited run of threeand-a-half
weeks.
Latter show is
was stricken at his home in Agate
Beach, on the Oregon coast, and presented by Continental Opera
had been in a Portland hospital and Ballet Entertainments by ar¬
rangement with Jack Hylton.
J
until last week.

2 SPANISH TROUPES
OVERLAP IN LONDON

Peter Herman Adler, conductor
of the NBC-TV Opera, now on
tour, will guest-baton the Sym¬
phony of the Air and top soloists
in the American premiere of Rich¬
ard Strauss’ “Frau Ohne Schatten”
(“Woman Without A Shadow”)
early next season in Carnegie Hall.
The long period of planning and
preparation points up the difficul¬
ties and the significance of the
work.
As a matter of fact, Adler was
tentatively scheduled to direct the
work at the end of the current sea*,
son, but felt he could not cast the
opus properly.
By the time il
reaches the stage, almost two years
of work will have gone into the
presentation.
Eleanor 'Steber, the Met diva, is
Adler’s choice for the principal
role and it is largely because of
Miss Steber’s non-availability foi
this season that the U. S. premiere
of the Strauss vehicle has had to
be postponed. Miss Steber for the
better part of this season is doing
a Mid-East and Asiatic tour for
the International Exchange Pro¬
gram.
*
The opera is well-known in Eu¬
rope where it is a prime favorite.
Yet it never has reached the
American operatic stage and its
.melodies are virtually unknown,
even to concert audiences. Proof
of rarity of “Woman” is the fact
that, even in these days of bulging
LR catalogs, with some obscure
works being recorded a number of
times, a check of recent record
listings fails to show a single wax¬
ing of excerpts, to say nothing of a
complete performance.
“Woman” is an endurance test
for players and the audience. Some
musicians assert it is virtually as
long as Wagner’s “Tristan und
Isolde.”
It demands five major
singing principals, as many in les¬
ser roles, a huge chorus and a gar¬
gantuan orchestra. The cast has
not been set yet, but it’s pretty cer¬
tain that Miss JBteber will partici¬
pate. She’s anxious to do it and
her opera-concert sked for next
season will be arranged so as to
allow the necessary time to pre¬
pare the first American per¬
formance.
“Frau” was preemed in Vienna
in October of 1919. The libretto
is by Strauss’ favorite and most
successful collaborator, the poet
Hugo von Hofmannsthal (“Elektra,” “Rosenkavalier,” “Ariadne
auf Naxos,” “Arabella,” others).

M01SSEIEV BALLET
STARTS ITALY TOUR
Milan, Nov. 6.
Igor Moisseiev Ballet from Rus¬
sia opens here at La Scala tomor¬
row (7) for a series of recitals.
From here, group proceeds to
Rome, followed'by dates in Paler¬
mo, Genoa, Turin, Bologna and
Florence, where it ends its Italo
stay Dec. 13.

Joe Lippman to Travel
For Herb Barrett Office
Herbert Barrett Management has
hired Joe Lippman, a well-known
concert executive with. widespread
contacts built during extensive
travels while representing forerun¬
ner to National Concert.
Barrett artist roster for the cur¬
rent season includes the American
Opera Society, which is a sold-out
subscription series in Town Hall,
the Bach Aria Group, Guiomar Novaes, Benno Moiseiwitsch, Martial
Singher, Moura Lympany, recently
returned from a tour of the Soviet
Union, Joseph Fuchs, Ralph Kirk¬
patrick, American Concert Choir,
Inge Borkh, New York Woodwind
Quintet, Bidu Sayao, StelF Ander¬
son and others.
Barrett firm also represents con¬
ductors Igor Markevitch, Georg
Solti and Joseph Krips.
Lippman plans to spend at least
six or seven months per year on
the road.
Harry Shulraan, solo oboe at ABC
network, plays the Mozart oboe
quartet at next Saturday night’s
(10) concert of Little Symphony at
YMHA. Daniel Saidenberg, found¬
er-conductor of the ensemble, for¬
sakes the podium to play the
'cello.
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Literati
Si Bourgin's Coast Spot
Vet Time-Life and NBC foreign
correspondent Simon (Si) Bourgin
assumes the Hollywood bureau top
job for Newsweek towards the mid¬
dle of this mon£h after winding
up some foreign correspondence in
the home office.
He succeeds
Leonard Slater who is joining
Woman's Home Companion as as¬
sociate editor.
Bourgin, after 10 years. in Vien¬
na and Budapest, was alnmst
tempted to go back to his familiar
grounds in light of recent near
Iron Curtain events. He only re¬
turned recently, jusV in time to
miss the top story of the decade
in that neck of the world and has
openly expressed himself miffed at
picking “a really historic time to
leave." As a matter, of fact all
summer he had been in Budapest,
shuttling from there to Vienna and
Belgrade. Ed Clark, Time’s man in
the Yugoslav capital, has succeed¬
ed Bourgin in Vienna and Ronald
Preston, London Times correspon¬
dent in the Austrian capital, will
double into the NBC spot.
Martha Foley’s 41st Annual
The perennial challenge of char¬
acter versus situation comes up
again in "The Best American Short
Stories for 1956," edited by Martha
Foley ($4.00; Houghton, Mifflin) in
her latest—the 41st annual—colla¬
tion of outstanding short stories.
For readers and editors of the
multi entertainment media, there
are 21 stories from which to
choose. Some are better than
others, but in any even all arenoteworthy in this highly honored
collection. As Miss Foley notes,
"The past year has seen a new
surge in the writing of short sto¬
ries." There are many new names
as well as old pens for the diehard
of newcomer to tilt the fulcrum.
To further quote the editor,
"Princeton University Press some
years ago made a survey which
showed 80% of American authors
have their most important work
published in the obscurer maga¬
zines. All fiction has a springboard
of reality," she points up, still de¬
manding integrity as the cardinal
decision factor.
The New Yorker, Harper’s and
Atlantic Monthly, which fared
prominently in past years, only
come through with one reprint
from each. College and little maga¬
zines do much better, such as
Quixote, Pacific Spectator and
Paris. Oldtimers reprinted again
include Roger Angell, George Clay,
Ward Dorrance, Shirley Jackson,
Flannery O’Connor, Samuel Yellen,* Christine Weston, William
Eastlake, and Robert M. Coates.
New entries embrace John Shepley, Philip Roth, Ruth Malloy, Ar¬
thur Granit, Augusta Lyons, and
Morris Brown.
Orn.
Stanley Colbert to H’wood
Stanley Colbert, an associate edi¬
tor at Henry Holt & Go.» has
joined the William Morris agency
and will headquarter in Hollywood
in charge of writers and literary
property sales to the studios.
He Will make his home on the
Coast and shifts west this weekend.
K. O. Libel Suit Vs ‘Daily Variety’
Action brought against Daily
Variety by auctioneer Sam Mannis on Oct. 4, 1951, asking damages
of $213,000, has been dismissed in
L. A. Superior Court because of
failure to prosecute.
Mannis, former deejay, had filed
two suits, one for $100,000 for libel
and an additional $113,000 because
he charged Daily Variety had in¬
terfered with his contractual rela¬
tionship with Station KFWB, Which
had dropped him. He will be as¬
sessed court costs and ‘ legal fees
in the libel action, which grew out
of a review in Daily Variety of
Mannis’ then-radio program on
KFWB.
Diana Barrymore Biog
Gerold Frank, who collaborated
on the Lillian Roth saga, ‘Til Cry
Tomorrow," is working on Diana
Barrymore’s memoirs.
It’s titled "Too Much, Too Soon"
and Henry Holt Co. will publish.
Warner Bros, may film it.
‘Story of Jazz’
"The Story of Jazz," by Marshall
Stearns (Oxford; $5), is an excel¬
lent rundown on the elusive but
important influence of jazz. Stearns
is founder and director of Institute
of Jazz Studies in N. Y. Recently,
he accompanied Dizzy Gillespie and
his band on a tour of the Near and
Middle East, sponsored by the
State Dept, and ANTA.
Unlike many reporters on the
birth of jazz, Stearns traces its
origin not only to the fairly recent
ast in New Orleans and Memphis;
ut he also examines backgrounds
of the 19th century in Negro work

of her new musical, "The Bells
Are Ringing."
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Basil Dean’s Book
Basil Dean, who recently cele¬
brated his Golden Jubilee in the
By Frank Scully
i
songs, spirituals, organized min¬ theatre, has authored "Theatre at
strelsy, blues and ragtime. African War,” to be published in London
Hollywood,
Nov.
6.
next
month
by
George
Hararp
&
and West Indian influences are
One of the risks of being a success in Hollywood is that you will be
carefully explored, and there is a Co.
It
is
the
story
of
ENSA,
an
or¬
good chapter on the technical ele¬
typed and never get away from the genre of pictures that seem to
ments of form and structure in ganization set up to take entertain¬ keep malting you a millionaire.
jazz. Stearns does not neglect out¬ ment to the troops, which he head¬
The same is true in my field, too. I started out these sillygisms
standing practitioners. Book is ed during the last war.
some years ago, figuring to have done with them after a round or two.
crowded with personalities and
But
no, they were such a success I found myself bound with invisible
Doubleday
Has
Cantor
Blog
anecdotes, and a portrait gallery of
Eddie Cantor’s memoirs, “Take wires, like guys who seek the freedom of a mistress only to find she
illustrations depicts such immortals
is
more
demanding than any wife ever was.
as Leadbelly, Jelly Roll Morton, My Life,” , in collaboration with
By now I don’t even struggle. I sit down to a typewriter and let
Satchmo, Bessie Smith, Bix Beider¬ Jane Ardmore, will be published
becke, Ellington, Lester Young and by Doubleday which snagged it via a friend of Bridie Murphy’s dictate plots to me. His name was Will
Elizabeth Otis (Macintosh &), act¬ Shakespeare and though I never heard of him before starting these
Gillespie.
While the definitive book on ing for Miss Ardmore.
There were other bidders, Henry aides to drooping script-writers, by now I can almost feel his Van Dyke
jazz probably will not be written
beard pulling me ever forward. His thoughts I understand have long
short of a century hence, Stearns’ Holt Co. among them, but Miss been in the public domain. So I have no claim on his plots. It is up
tome comes close to providing the Ardmore, the “as told to” collab¬ to other writers to love ’em or leave ’em.
most thorough contemporary study. orator with the star, left it to her
hgent.
Old Title
New Title
Down.
“Richard XIII”
“Poor Richard”
Authors League’s 1st Conv.
Shakespeare ran out of royalty and had to invent new kings. When
Moujiks Are Heard
Authors League of America
Random House’s publication of (Dramatists Guild and Authors he got to Richard the Thirteenth he really had bad seed. The guy
was
hunchbacked, tongue-tied, cockeyed and even his horse had a
"The Muses Are Heard," Truman Guild) will stage the first'“con¬
Capote’s account of his "Porgy and vention” of writers April 21-22-23), limp. The worst thing about him was that he loved beautiful women.
Bess” tour into Russia, is an elab¬ next at the Waldorf-Astoria, N.Y., They despised him but tolerated his advances because he was king
oration of the reportage previously with attendance estimated at the and literally held their heads in his hands.
published in The New Yorker. It’s present time from 800 to 2,000.
£.ady Tidelands lyTarsh was the only one who showed some spirit. He
a warm factual account, replete There will be a big “show” staged liked the vixen for this. Using a lot of high flying language which he
with names and intimate little by the Dramatists Guild, Two other borrowed from poets who were buttering him up, hoping to write their
anecdotes, some of them not so big events will concern (1) the
affectionate vis-a-vis certain mem¬ economic plight of the American way out of the London Tower, King Richard XIII finally won the heart
bers of the tour. Book, inciden¬ writer and (2) the whole problem of Tidy, as Lady Tidelands was called in court circles. She was called
tally, has a back-jacket with the and threat of censorship. In addi¬ it in and around squares like Trafalgar, Longacre and Pershing, too.
As they were gimping along a back road in North Hollywood, it sud¬
title, author, etc., reproduced in tion there will be some 20-odd
denly occurred to Tidy where King Richard had got that line about
Russian.
panels on writer craft problems.
"age could not wither nor custom stale your infinite variety.”
It was on this tour that the Sat¬
League president Moss-Hart has
"You got that from the bible of show biz,” she said.
urday Review’s Horace Sutton and designated Russel Crouse and Rex
It made him so mad he wrung her neck right then and there,
composer Harold Arlen wanted Stout as co-chairmen of the Assem¬
to cable Variety, but somehow bly planning committee.
Then he wept, recited more poetry and rode off to fight the Moors
couldn’t get it through, to estab¬
on Moorland Park drive. There he was slain. It wasn’t far from the
lish a Variety first—"Moscow to
Universal International lot and the new Forest Lawn cemetery, so
CHATTER
N. YAbel.J
Keystone Publications Inc. char¬ the funeral expenses were practically nil.
Nobody attended. He had fewer friends than a dead Stalin.
tered to conduct a printing and
New World Writing’s 10th
This is a picture for people who like to see dictators get theirs.
publication business in N.Y., Kelly
New World Writing, paperbound & Donovan filing attorneys.
collection of contemporary writing
Old Title
New Title
Robert Kirsch resigned as book
which first appeared in April, 1952, editor on the L. A. Times to be¬
“The Lunar Prince”
“Get Off Our Planet”
will hit the stands Nov. 20 with its come story editor for Yul BrynOne scientist figured a way to get to the moon on poison gases. He
10th issue. A 50c tome, the Men¬ ner's indie company, Alciona Pro¬
planned to use smog till his rocket reached outer space and after that,
tor book is a New American Li¬ ductions.
monoxides
from the atmosphere. Dr. Saltonsea insisted he was going
brary publication.
Marihelen McDuff, public rela¬ alone. Hedda Haddock pleaded to go with him. "Don’t give it to
Tenth edition, incidentally, con¬
tions
director
of
Neiman-Marcus,
Jackie Cochrane,” she cried. "She’s had everything. Speed records,
tains pieces by author Gore Vidal
and attorney Sidney A. Diamond. [Dallas, for 11 years, has resigned millionaire husband, cosmetics."
Dr. Saltonsea finally agreed. “In that case we will have to have a
Former, who’s written a' number to accept a similar post with the
of teleplays, discusses the medium new Great Southwest Corp. there. third party,” he insisted, “or this will be a mighty dull trip.”
Lyle J. Purcell, formerly v.p. in
in “Notes on Television." Dia¬
"Man or woman?" Hedda wanted to know.
mond analyzes motion picture tech- charge of marketing for BBD&O,
“Well, personally, I prefer an extra woman.”
n i q u e s in "Creating for the joined Select Magazines Inc. as
“And I prefer an extra man."
executive v.p. S-M is a national
Screen."
"Well, let’s take one of each. Then we can shift the love-interest
newsstand distributor for some 17 around if the going gets sluggish. Besides, in outer space we will
major mags.
Etymology of ‘OK’
bounce around, willy-nilly, anyway."
"The Elegant Oakey" by CrosRalph H. Heppe, business news
"Okay,” said Hedda, "I’ll start out making a play for Willy and end
well Bowen (Oxford; $5), is the editor of the AP in Frisco, retired in your arms."
life story of New York’s Mayor A. last week after 39Vz years with the
“Sounds pretty dull to me," said Dr. Saltonsea, “but we’ll try it
Oakey Hall, whose nickname, wire service in Kansas City, Tope¬
way. We’ll invite Lolly Pettingill and Laddie Allen.”
“O.K.," passed into "slanguage" as ka, Oklahoma City and Frisco that
"Not Lolly! She’ll file a story from the moon before we leave the
a result of Hall’s rubberstamping where he shifted in 1929.
earth
as her first exclusive!"
Novelist Irving Shulraan, now
the demands of Boss Tweed. Book
"Well, Sheila Concourse then."
serves to remind that Jimmy scripting at Columbia Pictures in
“Oh
no, no Sheila!"
Walker and Fiorello La Guardia Hollywood, has an anti-Italian
“Okay, let’s settle on Lolly."
were not the only Manhattan theme (discrimination on the cam¬
Hedda acquiesced.
mayors with a streak of ham. Hall pus) as the core of his new Holt
They set off one night from White Sands, New Mexico, having secret¬
published several burlesques and novel, “Good Deeds Must Be Pun¬
ly sneaked drums of smog from L. A. The takeoff was the most ex¬
sketches, and in 1875 he wrote and ished.’’
Ten years after the date when citing part of the trip. When they reached the moon, they had been,
starred in "The Crucible,” put on
for 22 performances at the Park the contract was first signed be¬ as Dr. Saltonsea predicted, tossed around so much they didn’t know
Theatre. Both Hall and the play tween Thomas Y. Crowell Co. and who was in love with whom. Or whether “whom" was the right w'ord
were panned. In 1901, Hall’s widow E. P. Richardson of the Detroit for such a situation.
.
was lured from retirement to act Institute of Fine Arts, "Painting in
Lolly pleaded •with them to go back to earth. She pushed a button
in Clyde Fitch’s "The Way of the America: The Story of 450 Years," (she never could keep her hands off things she knew nothing about)
World." Mrs. Hall was not the is being published.
Hollywood scripter Richard G. and the rocket banged a corner of the moon and started in a headspin
Sloan Simpson of her day.
Oakey turned up as a character Hubler’s novel, "Man In the Sky,” toward the earth. But the piece of moon traveled faster. It reached
in the Mike Todd musical, "Up in just published by Duell, Sloan & Hollywood before the rocketeers did.
This gave the stay-at-home Sheila Concourse the first exclusive. When
Central Park" (1945), the Rom- Pearce. Air age theme is fiction;
berg-Fields opus dealing with the he has written extensively other¬ Hedda and Lolly learned this none of the girls would speak to each
wise for pix, radio-tv and stage, other for hours.
T^yeed ring.
Doiun.
This is a picture for people who think it’s love that makes the world
also biogs, but this is his first
travel in three directions at the same time.
novel.
Leo Lania Novel Bought for Stage
Coward-McCann and the Dell
Leo Lania’s recently published
Old Title
New Title
novel, “The Foreign Minister," Book division of Western Printing
The Desert Makes Men
The Increasing American
whose hero is similar to Masaryk, & Litho Co. "pouring" in West¬
ern’s
new
N.
Y.
offices.
Arthur
has been acquired by the Theatre
Bert Westchester was down to his last card. Though only 22, it
Guild. It was translated by James Steuer, new writer who is having seemed to him he was the oldest cowhand along the Rio Grande. About
Stern. Lania may have a hand in two first novels published coinci¬ every bone in his body had been bruised or busted in rodeos. He was
dentally Nov. 1 (one by Dell and
the dramatization.
exceedingly handsome and with a little capital could have gone into
Houghton Mifflin published the one by Coward-McCann), will be dude-ranching. But he didn’t have any dough left, having lost it on
g.
of h.
book last month;
Theodore Pratt has left Florida his last card.
He decided to hitch-hike to Gower Gulch, Hollywood. West of
for a year to winter in Phoenix
New Editor of Guardian
(where he’s working jon a book on Tucson, lie got a ride with Toluca Martini, a charming wench who was
A. P. Wadsworth, editor of' the Arizona) and will summer in Holly¬ driving to L. A. to explain to her parents why she had been kicked out
Manchester (Eng.) Guardian, pres¬ wood. Gold Medal, his publisher, of Vassar. It had been for kicking a Yalie out of her room.
tige
provincial
newspaper of will turn out 600,000 additional
“He had no business in there, anyway," she explanied to West¬
United Kingdom, has retired for copies this month of three Pratt \
chester.
health reasons.
books, "Handsome," "Seminole"
She became so charmed by Westchester's shy manners and modesty
New editor named is H. Ala- and "The Golden Sorrow," the
that she insisted on taking him home fdr dinner. Her parents were
stair Hetherington,
36-year-old author reports,
relieved to find out that at least in her sorrow she hadn’t dragged the
Scot, previously on staff of the
N. Y. Times staffers Lewis injured Yalie home. In fact the more her father looked over West¬
Glasgow Herald and Die Welt,
drama editor;-and Herbert
Hamburg. He is a, son of Sir Hec¬ Funke,
Mitgang, of the Sunday depart-1 chester the more he wondered if there weren’t a fortune in him. He
tor Hetherington, Principal of ment, have articles in pocket mags seemed to have two gestures and they were the right ones.
Glasgow University. He has lat¬ this month. The former is repre¬
“Ever act in pictures?” he asked Bert.
terly been assistant editor and sented in Coronet with "The
“No sir. In fact I ain’t even seen one.”
foreign editor.
“My Godfrey,” Producer Martini whispered to his wife, “even his
Strange James Dean Death Cult,"
while the latter is represented in dialog is perfect."
Showbizites At AP Dinner
Pageant with “Father of the Star,”
He decided to dispense with tests and everything else. He called up
Robert Young will act as host dealing with director Lee Stras- his studio, and said, "I discovered a great western star. Name of Bert
ai\d emcee of the Associated Press berg’s guidance of his actress- Westchester. Put him in the lead of ‘The Increasing American’.’’
dinner for managing editors in daughter Susan.
“We already have Stewart there,"
Philadelphia on Noy. 16.
j "Aurora Dawn," Herman Wouk’s
“Move Stewart over."
Young, with co-star Jane Wyatt first novel (1947), will be reissued
“Your daughter is there.” .
and other members of the Ander¬ by Doubleday Dec. 1. Book-of-the“Put her opposite this guy. Make ’em a triangle."
son family of "Father Knows Best” Month Club selection has been out
“Silvernose is the triangle."
series, arrive in New York on Nov. of print since 1948. Wouk gained
“Give Silvernose another piece of sugar. Horses don’t mind de¬
11 for a week of p.a.’s and news¬ many new readers through his
motion.”
paper interviews.
Pulitzer Prize-winning “Caine Mu¬
“Okay, Boss, it’s your money,” said the director.'
Other show biz guests slated for tiny" and “Marjorie Morningstar"
Westchester was so good in his first picture he got a double, a stunt
the Philadelphia affair are Nanette hence Doubleday’s decision to
Fabray, Jackie Gleason and Judy bring “Aurora DaWn" back into man and a stand-in for his second.
Holliday, who will be in Philadel¬ print. Novel is about Madison Ave.
In fact he started a whole new cycle of western panorama pix.
phia for the pre-Broadway tryout radio executives.
These are pictures for people who never tire of westerns.
i
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Broadway
Ramon Novarro
and actress
Genevieve Tobin sailed for London
last week on the He de France.
Nolan Bros., scenery designers
and builders, have taken a 20-year
lease on the Brooklyn Ice Palace
on Atlantic Ave.
Lucille and HaiTy E. Gould cut¬
ting their European jaunt short
and returning this weekend from a
three-week quickie to Paris.
Charlie Freeman, former head
booker of the RKO circuit and now
with the Interstate Circuit in
Texas, marked his 75th birthday
Monday (5).
CBS-TV scripter-director Ken
Englund due" in from Hollywood
Nov. 10 for three weeks’ Gotham
looksee; also some biz details with
485 Madison.
Bing Crosby, who will appear in
“Man on Fire” for' Sol C. Siegel
and Metro, arrived from the Coast
over the weekend for Gotham con¬
ferences on the film.
Charles Carrature appointed head
of the RKO tax department, mov¬
ing up from second in command.
He had been assistant to Henry
Horton, who recently retired.
Mickey Scopp, Big Three Music
v.p. and general manager, celebrat¬
ing his 25th wedding anni at ”21”
next Wednesday (14). He takes off
for Europe two days later on a
business trip.
“The Hot House,” which Harry
Kurnitz is authoring as an original
telemiisical for NBC, may first be
done as a legit musical. Book idea
refers to one of the shoddy Times
Sq. theatrical office buildings.
Herbert J. Yates presented gold
watches to three longtime Consoli¬
dated Film Industries employees
Sat. j3) at the first annual Foun¬
ders Day dinner-dance held at the
Swiss Town House, Union City,
Trio of vets include Peter Andrich,
Arthur Howard and Ralph I.
Poucher.
“The Magnificent Seven,” Ja¬
panese import being jointly re¬
leased by Columbia and Joshua Lo¬
gan, will have a special charity
benefit preview for the Interna¬
tional Rescue Committee at the
Guild Theatre, N.Y. on Nov. 18.
Pic, winner of a Venice Film Fes¬
tival Award, opens at the theatre
the following day.
Songsmith Vernon Duke east to
huddle with Jerome Lawrence and
Robert E. Lee on musicalization of
“Dilly,” based on Theodore Pratt’s
novel, “Miss Dilly Says No,” for
which L&L will do the book and
Duke the tunes plus collaborating
on the lyrics with the librettists.
Incidentally, the Bob Lees are ex¬
pecting their second child immi¬
nently and it was a tossup which
“premiere” would happen first last
week, when their “Auntie Marne”
opened on Broadway.
The Lee
heir has yet unarrived.

Paris
By Gene Moskowitz
(28 Rue Huchette; Odeon 4944)
Larry Adler topping vaude show
at firstrun cinema, Gaumont Pal¬
ace.
Jean-Louis Barrault - Madeleine
Renaud Co. getting a solid re¬
sponse to a tryout of Georges
Schehade’s new play “L’Histoire
De Vasco” in Zurich.
Jean Mercure will direct legit
version of “Tea And Sympathy,” to
bow at Theatre De Paris, instead
of the Theatre Athenee, later this
season. Ingrid Bergman stars.
Preston Sturges soon starts his
next pic, “Long Live the King,”
German-U.S. coproduction, to be
made entirely overseas in English,
with Michael Wilding and Cesar
Romero.
East German DEFA film setup j
will pay for exterior shooting of
Jean-Paul Le Chanois* new ver¬
sion, “Les Miserables” in return
for Eastern rights to pic. Jean
Gabin is to star.
Betsy Blair in for preem of pic
she made in Spain* “Calle Mayor”
(Main Street). Pic won the Inter¬
national Critics Award at Venice
Film Fest, and Miss Blair won spe¬
cial jury mention.
Joe Warfield, U.S. thesp, getting
the top comic supporting role in a
Gallic C-Scoper, “Fric Frac En
Dentelles.” Another U.S. thesp,
Jess Hahn, in his second year play¬
ing top role of legiter, “Love of
Four Colonels.”
Suzanne Flon’s sock appeal in
stretching a planned 30 perform¬
ances of Jacques Audiberti’s “Le
Mai Court” to a run which now in
its second year, has paid off hand¬
somely for offbeat La Bruyere
Theatre. Owners will add a bal¬
cony after present run.

Milan
By Gino Gario
Piceolo Teatro della Citta Ai
Milano presenting to crix acclaim
Long Journey into Night.”
Tenor Luigi Infantino off to
aJVnmark and other North Europe

P'Skiety

[ countries on twomonth concert
tour.
French ballet star Colette Marchand signed by Scala Opera
House to appear here during the
winter-spring season. •
French singer Jean Pascal, after
appearing here on tele and radio
shows, left to fill contracts in
Switzerland and Germany.
Modern Jazz Quartet, composed
of Miles Davis, Bud Powell, Helen
Merrill and Lester Young will give
concerts in Italy starting here
Nov. 22.
Michael Gazzo’s “Hatful of Rain”
presented at the Odeon by pro¬
ducer Luigi Squarzina, starring
Anna Proclemer and Giorgio Albertazzi.
Film stars Vittorio Sanipoli,
Achille Togliani and Nino Taranto
here for personal appearances on
tele and to wax some of their lat¬
est songs.
The Children Choir of Copen¬
hagen (74) have started from Milan
on a tour of Italy. Choir of 74
youngsters was founded 33 years
ago in Denmark.
Seventy-seven-year-old Kid Ory
and his orch will appear for a week
in Lyons (France) and then go to
Italy. Group due Nov. 14-15 in
Turin and on Nov. ‘21 in Milan.

Berlin
By Hans Hoehn
(760264)
Paul Gordon just recovered from
a serious pleurisy attack.
Allen Barker, U.S., giving a
piano recital at Hotel Esplanade
Nov. 12.
t
Charles Kalman revue-operetta,
“The Great Tenor,” will be per¬
formed Jan. 27, in Nuremberg.
Doris Day’s version of “What¬
ever Will Be” (Philips) is climbing
up fast on local disk bestsellers.
Official German Film Ball, or¬
ganized by SPIO (top organization
of German film industry), will be
held Dec. 1 in Stuttgart:
Kenneth Spencer with lieder,
arias, traditionals and Negro spiri¬
tuals at Highschool of Music. He’s
a U.S. national living in Germany.
New local U.S. pix preems in¬
clude “Artists & Models” (Par),
“Eddy Duchin Story” (Col), “Wi¬
chita” (RKO), “The Searchers”
(WB), “Stranger on Horseback”
(UA).
Number of tv set owners regis¬
tered in W-Germany and W-Berlin totaled -538,857 as of Oct. 1.
Record Xmas business is expected
by all German tv set manufac¬
turers.
“Die Halbstarken” (InterwestUnion), first German pic on juve
delinquency, now playing nabe
houses here. Pic is a stout grosser,
and its budget was only about
$120,000.
“The Last Station,” Erich Maria
Remarque’s first stage work which
was world-preemed at the recent
Berlin Cultural Festival, report¬
edly will be filmed by Otto
Preminger.
The Berlin preem of Columbia’s
controversial pic, “Rock Around
the Clock,” skedded for Nov. 30 at
Filmtheatre. Title is “Ausser Rand
und Band” which means “Out of
All Bounds.”
The German pic, “Anastasia”
(Alfu - Corono - Hansa), has been
sold to 30 countries, including Aus¬
tria, Holland, Belgium, Luxem¬
burg, Finland, Greece, Saar, Switz¬
erland and most South American
countries.
“Made in Germany” is the title
of a Corona film currently being
shot in Bendestorf (Hamburg) for
Deutsche London release.
Film
centers «around Carl Zeiss, famous
German optician and founder of
the Zeiss factories.

Madrid
Ernest Hemingway still floating
about Spain, revisiting old haunts
and taking in every bullfight that
crosses his path.
Gustavo Rojo, also of “South
Pacific,” signed by director Ter¬
ence Young for a solid role in lat¬
ter’s “Action of the Tiger,” Metro’s
Van Johnson-Martine Carol starrer, now in production at Granada.
Gregory Peck and Sy Bartlett
here to confer with Michael and
Fay Kanin, who are in Madrid
scripting the former’s “Thieves’
Market,” which will roll here early
this winter with John Huston as
director.
Paquita Rico, back from Paris
where she was making “Jamaica,”
signed exclusive contract with Suevia Films boss Ce'sareo Gonzalez,
who says he has six pictures lined
up for this year. First of these,
“Lola,” goes into production soon.
Victor Pahlen, who produced two
soon to be released Technicolor
epics with Hedy Lamarr in Rome
(“Face That Launched a Thousand
Ships,” “Fate of Two Queens”), is
here prepping with writer Jack
Anson Finke the newest of Spanish-American coproductions, titled
“Counterfeit.” Femme lead will be
.Viennese actress Erika Vaal (Mrs.
Victor Pahlen).
;

London
(Temple Bar 5041/99521
Arnold Picker in from Paris for
huddles with Monty Morton, UA’s
British topper.
Mary Malcolm,
BBC7TV an¬
nouncer for the last eight years,
and wife of playwright Sir Basil
Bartlett, quitting her job to free¬
lance.
.Vera-EIlen returned to Holly¬
wood last week after completing
her four months film chore on
“Let’s Be Happy,” an Associated
British-Marcel Heilman musical.
' tMike J. Frankovich, Columbia
topper, announced signing of Wil¬
liam Holden for Sam Spiegel’s
“The Bridge Over the River Kwai,”
to co-star with Alec Guinness and
Jack Hawkins.
Actor-playwright Raymond Dyer
has two hits currently on the road,
“Time Murderer Please” and
“Wanted One Body.”. He directed
and stars in the latter.
Alan Arnold, who has been act¬
ing as studio publicist for Marilyn
Monroe-Laurence Olivier produc¬
tion, “The Sleeping Prince,” quit
to settle in Americq as an indepen¬
dent writer and publicist.
Tom Arnold and Clem Butson to
Moscow as guests of the directorgeneral of the Russian State Cir¬
cus. They staged the Moscow cir¬
cus at the Harringay Arena last
summer, and their invitation was
a reciprocal gesture.
Nom-de-plume Robert Monro, as
author of “The French Mistress,”
hides identity of comedian Sonnie
Hale. Jack Buchanan is starring in
the production, which is to play
eight weeks out of town before
coming to West End in the spring.
Show biz personalities on the
Queen Elizabeth, which sailed for
New York last Friday (2) include
Anthony Steel with Anita Ekberg,
Anna Russell and Nathan Milstein.
Frederick Loewe, Alan Jay Lerner,
Moss Hart and Herman Levin audi¬
tioning British talent for “My Fair
Lady.”
They’re on lookout for
eventual replacements for . Broad¬
way company and stars for touring
companies in U.S. and the Com¬
monwealth.

Mexico City
By Pete Mayer
(Tel. 189000; Tlalpan-264)
Andy Russell back from person¬
als in Lima and Buenos Aires.
Asriane
Welker
Hollywoodbound via Paul Kohner’s office.
There will be 25 legit houses
functioning here by Jan. 1, 1957.
Cantinflas to appear in one film
next year and to produce three
others.
Ex-tele starlet, Manolita Saave¬
dra, going into her second film role
in “Trial of the Souls.”
Seventeen Puerto Rican houses
to play local product under a new
contract with Peliculas Nacionales.
Sixteen new pix getting financ¬
ing from local government distribs, Cimex and Peliculas Mexicanas.
Dolores del Rio goes before the
cameras for the first time this year
in
Pancho
Cabreras’ ' “Middle
Tone.”
Shooting commences
shortly.
Don “Pancho” Cabrera finally
will film his long-planned, “Virgin
of Guadalupe,” upon completion of
“Middle Tone,” Dolores del Rio
starrer.
Film Technicians Union’s Cine
Versailles prepping a week of
Russian films now that they’ve
signed a new pact'with the projec¬
tionists local.

Vienna
By Emil W. Maass
(Grosse Schiffgasse I A; 45045J
Burg Theatre ensemble will give
performances in Iceland.
Franz Antel prepping “Red Pop¬
pies” in Burgenland province.
Talks about Austro-Czechoslovakian co-production in film industry.
“Rock Around Clock” (Col) ran
only one week in Linz, Upper Aus¬
tria.
Serge Jaroff’s “Don* Kosaken”
getting full houses in the Konzerthaus.
Gregory Simms, Kansas Negro,
appearing in “.Othello in Salerno”
at Konzert Haus Theatre.
Karl Boehm inked again by
State Opera for two years with 25 {
nights a minimum annually.
I
Willi Kollo, German composer, |
formed Austrian-German Co. Plans
to shoot “Life Goes On” first.
“Melody of Love,” new ice re¬
vue with music by Robert Stolz,
will
have
its . Vienna
preem
Dec. 23.
Johanna Terwin-Moissi will ap¬
pear in comedy, “Her 106th Birth¬
day,” at Volkstheatre and then re¬
tire from- stage..
The Intime Cabaret opened under
management of Gerhard Bronner

CHATTER
with “Blatt vor dem Mund” (mean¬
ing “Keep It a Secret”)*
“Rock Around Clock” (Col) in
Linz,
Upper Austria,, preemed
without smashed up seats. Skedded
for early December date here.
Province Salzburg will stop spe¬
cial license tax on music-boxes,
thus making way for more canned
music. Ministry of Finance pro¬
tested.
Austrian Ministry of Education
financing series of shorts on Aus¬
trian Nobel Prize winners. First
one to be about Professor Otto
Loewi.
Sascha
Film
began shooting
“Kaiser Jaeger” (Imperial Hunt¬
ers), name of a regiment under
Francis Joseph I. Willi Forst is
directing.
Musical comedy, “Oh Mademoi¬
selle,” by Robert Gilbert and Ru¬
dolf Weys (music by Robert Stolz),
will have its world preem in Josefstadt Theatre Dec. 31. Peter Preses
is directing.
Clarissa Stolz, Robert’s only
daughter, inked by London Tennent Productions for role in “Diary
of Anne Frank.” Show opens in
November in province, and then
goes to London Westend.

Portland, Ore.
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Hollywood
Walter Lantz back from N. Y.
Joseph L. Mankiewicz in from
N.Y.
Daniel T. O’Shea in town for
RKO confabs.
Dimitri Tiomkin made honorary
citizen of Indiana.
Billy Daniels returned from sixmonth British trek.
Don Gillin returned from a sixweek tour of Europe.
F. Hugh Herbert home after
seven months in Europe.
Merian C. Cooper back in town
after week of huddles in N.Y.
Carey Wilson chairs Screen Pro¬
ducers Guild’s Milestone Commit¬
tee.
Dore Schary named national
board member of American Heart
Assn.
Robert Ryan touring for “Men in
War” five months before UA re¬
lease.
C. Bruce Newbery to Cuba to
scout locations for “Location Ha¬
vana.”
Dale Robertson recuperating at
home after hospitalization for in¬
fected leg.
Phil Silvers named chairman of
LA drive for .“Give Thanks for
Your Sight.”
Virginia Gilmore, actress-wife of
Yul Brynner, partners with actor
in his new indie outfit.
Spyros P. Skouras presented
with Brandeis U Award for out¬
standing contribution to inter¬
group relations.
This year’s Motion Picture Per¬
manent Charities campaign ex¬
pected to exceed last year’s $1,161,000, according to chairman Jerry
Lewis.

By Ray Feves
The Paris Sisters topping bill at
the Frontier Room.
J. J. Parker’s Broadway Theatre
dark to install Todd-AO since “Ok¬
lahoma” preems Nov. 9 on two-aday.
Sammy Kaye orch will do a onenight variety show at Vancouver,
Wash, high school for Kiwaniis
Club Saturday (10).
Delta Rhythm Boys, Dale Hall,
Montyne & Ted Mikels in at Ama¬
to’s Supper Club for two' weeks.
By Guy Livingston
Amato has booked Sophie Tucker
Mona Carroll current at Blinsfor January date.
trub’s. Guy Lombardo orch opens
Monday (12) for a week.
Gertrude Berg in “Arsenic And
Old Lace” skedded for Colonial foi
2i/fc weeks, opening Nov. 19.
A1 Taxier booked Bert Wheelei
Continued from page 54
and Jack Pepper to open at his
Platt, died recently at Blackpool, Bradford Roof club Wednesday
(14).
Eng.
Susan Capone, 13-year-old MaiFather of James S. Castles, mid¬ den chirp and-student at Berkley
west sales rep for Paramount, died School of Music, picked for Law¬
recently in San Marcos, Cal.
rence Welk tv show. Monday (12),
Music Operators of Mass. Assn,
Father,
63,
of actor Lome holds first annual banquet, with
Greene, died Oct. 29 in Ottawa.
big sked of diskers coming in, at
Commonwealth Country Club,
Tuesday (13>.
New lighting and sound system
MARRIAGES ‘
being installed in Jewel Room,
Jessie Royce Landis to Major
Hotel Bostonian, which is new en¬
General J. F. R. Seitz, Teheran,
try in Hub night spots.
Thrush
Iran, Oct. 31. Bride is the actress;
Castle is current in new
the major general commands the Adele
room.
U. S. Military Mission'with the
Iranian Army.
Joan Boogar to ,Lt. . Robert F.
Stewart, USAF. Santa Barbara.
Whitey Fields has bought out
Cal., Nov. 3. Bride’s a secretary at
Ben Orloff’s interest in the Silver
KTLA.
Carolyn Loarts to Rudy Maugeri, Frolics strippery.
Harry
Richman
guests
on
Houston, Oct. 20. Bride was recep¬
tionist at WBBM, Chicago; he’s WBBM-TV’s “Jn Town Tonight”
Thtff'sday
"night
(8).
baritone with the Crew-Cuts.
Eddy Howard and his band re¬
Kay Kier to Thomas Hamm, Col¬ turn to the Aragon for four
lege Point, Long Island, Nov. 4. weeks, starting Jan. 1.
She’s with WABC-and-tv (N. Y.)
Karen Steele in for a round of
publicity.
personals in advance of “Shark
Stephanie Augustine to Joseph Fighters,” opening at Roosevelt
M. Hyman, Clifton Forge, Va., Oct. Nov. 21.
Joe E. Brown held autographing
16. Bride is an actress; he’s a legit
session for his “Laughter Is A
producer.
W'onderful
Thing” tome Saturday
Lois Butterworth to Bert Lester, (3) at Fair Store.
New York, Nov. 1. Bride is the
An unidentified robber took
daughter
of Rod
Butterworth, $800 from the cashier of the Mcnewspaper art director.
Vickers Theatre here last week in
a holdup. The McVickers is a Loop
firstrun house owned by the Jones,
BIRTHS
Linick & Shaefer interests and is
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Kelly, son, currently showing “Oklahoma.”
New York, Oct. 28. Father is pi¬
anist; other is daughter of come¬
dian Henny Youngman.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Hart, son, Oct.
By Robert F. Hawkins
26, Chicago. Father is a salesman
(Archimede 145; Tel. 8002111
at WBBM in Chicago.
Murray Silverstone and Albert
Mr* and Mrs. Gordon Stulberg, Cornfield checked into Rome on
son, Hollywood, Oct. 28. Father is business for 20th-Fox.
exec assistant to B. B. Kahane at
Federico Fellini resumed shoot¬
ing “The Nights of Gabiria” fol¬
Columbia Pictures.
Mr. and Mrs. George Stern, son, lowing a three-week halt because
Pittsburgh, Oct. 27. Father’s one of his wife’s (Giuletta Masna) leg
of owners of Associated Theatres injury.
When four-day jazz festival was
circuit.
held at Quirino Theatre, the
Mr. and Mrs. Angelo Molinaro, Thursday night opening curtain
son, Pittsburgh, Oct. 28. Mother’s was delayed until 10:15 to allow
Dusty Brown, of tv’s EZ Ranch audience to see Italy’s No. 1 teleGals; father is with film depart¬ show", “Lascia o Radoppia.”
ment of KDKA-TV.
Despite a high-pitched publicity
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Armentrout, campaign highlighting riots in
daughter. Oct. 30, Chicago. Father other countries, Italy sems to be
taking rock ’n’ roll quietly. Thea¬
is director of Talent Inc. there.
Mr. and Mrs. John Ayers, son, tres showing “Rock Around Clock”
Hollywood, Oct. 28. Mother is sec¬ (Col) at Rome first-runs had no
retary to Chuck'Holden, CBS-TV disturbances.
A hovel switch in film series sec¬
production manager.
tor is Spain’s plan to take over the
Mr. and Mrs. Nat Rudich, successful Italo, “Bread, Love, and
daughter. New York, Oct. 27. Fa¬ . . .” pix via a venture starring
ther is assistant publicity manager Vittorio DeSica and .. Carmen Se¬
at the United Artists homeoffice.
villa. Titled, “Pan, Amor y ManMr. and Mrs. Robert Margulies, zanilla,” pic is to be made by Ben¬
daughter, New York, Nov. 2. Moth¬ ito Perojo Films. Ettore Margaer is legit actress Norma Frances; donna, who scripted the Italo
father is film production super¬ “Breads,” is now writing the script
for this as well.
visor for Ted Bates ad agency.
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BROADWAY STARS, INC. Presents

TMP

■ nil

WALTER WINCHELL
SHOW
wThe big flash off the NBC video spectrum is that Walter Winchel! has got himself a hot format
to brighten up the web’s heretofore lackluster Friday evening sequencing of programming . . • the
new tv season hegan to take on a live excitement and show biz aura that had been so sorely missing
thus far.
c “For excitement is precisely the thing that’s generated by WW in his conferenciering (Variety
means m. c.) of the half-hour vaudeo layout. . • with some obvious preem jitters out of the way the
‘Walter Winchell Show’ should be off to the races.
Under Alan Handley’s skillful director-pro-'
ducer wand the new entry gives every evidence of occupying a major niche in the vaudeo sweep*
stakes, not only in the week-to-week delivery of top artists . .. but equally from the touches of Winchelliana . . • the tossing of the Winchell orchid to the oncoming Dinah Shore (originating on the
Coast) was a showmanly bit of electronic legerdemain, precisely the right touch • • »
“For if nothing else Winchell demonstrated that he is anything but an on-and-off emcee for
the intros . . % In the formating qf his show Winchell has converted it into a ‘living Broadway col¬
umn’ approximating the same departmental caption of breakdowns to preface each act • • . The as¬
sorted components were tied together in an effective and tasteful production by Handley. WW’s
back in show biz with a snazzy format with TV as the beneficiary. Looks like co-sponsors Old Cold
and Toni have got themselves a hit.”
From Variety, Oct. 10, 1956.

The WW Program Producer-Director ALAN HANDLEY
From the United Press night ticker: “New York, Oct. 6. (U.P.) Walter Winchell and Dinah
Shore won rave notices for the TV premieres of their variety shows last night Jack Gould of the
New York Times called WinchelVs debut: ‘Winchell is Solid Hit in Variety Show! Mr. Gould also
glowed over the Dinah Shore-Frank Sinatra team” Ben Gross of the New York News said:
“WinchelVs■ half-hour had a distinctive sty'e and some outstanding performers” The New York
Herald Tribune: Marie Torre said WinchelVs program was “a Variety Show which interestingly
deviated from its run-of-the-mill predecessors”

Memo from Girl Friday, Nov. 5, *56: Trendex telephoned to say that yon should not
pay any attention to your rating for your last show (Nov. 2) which is. three points up
(W.W. 17.2 . .. opposition 20.4 .. . opposition 12.4).

Your program was checked in only

13 cities while your two competitors were “rated” in more.

Apparently, your last

From a CBS-tv exec: “At his premiere show WW (in
the first 5 minutes!) made all variety formats, espe¬
cially E. S.’s m. c, style stale, dated and obsolete.”

week's criticism (because they “rated” your show in 14 cities and the competition in 15) _
brought speedy action.

The Trendex people just called to assure you that beginning

with this Friday's show (Nov. 9) your program and the opposition shows will be “rated”.
in 14 cities to make it an even match.

It's about time!

Ed Sullivan

Vk years ago in Time mag—when I lost my ABC lob:

“He's all washed up,
Dead Duckl"

Quackl

He'll never get up off the tanvas,
Quackl

He's a
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SUEZ, OIL AND FILM DOLLARS
Amusements Mirror Int’l Crisis With
Flock of Circus, Ballet, Legit Axings

O’Neill Figured Cinch as Posthumous [j ^
Pulitzer & Critics Winner on ‘Journey’ M
“Long
Day’s
Journey
Into"
Night,” Eugene O’Neill drama that
opened last week at the Helen
Hayes Theatre, N. Y., Is figured a
cinch to get the Pulitzer Prize and
N. Y. Drama Critics Circle Award.
That's indicated not only on the
rave reviews it received, tout also
on the lack of any other prospects
of comparable stature.
O’Neill, the only American dra¬
matist to win the Nobel Prize
(1936), has taken the Pulitzer award
three times, with “Beyond the
Horizon” (1919-20), “Anna Chris¬
tie” (1921-22) and “Strange Inter¬
lude” (1927-28). The only other
three-time winner of the Pulitzer
best-play citation is the late Rob¬
ert E. Sherwood, with “Idiot’s De¬
light” (1935-36), “Abe Lincoln in
Illinois”
(1938-39)
and “There
Shall Be No Night” (1940-41).
Sherwood also won the Pulitzer
Prize for literature with “Roose¬
velt and Hopkins” (1949).
If “Journey” wins the Critics
(Continued on page 79)

YiVNixon Makes Like
Truman With the Piano
Bit, Accomps Brisson
Washington,’ Nov. 13.
Looks like the U.S.A. i% in for a
run of public piano playing Vice
Presidents.
Harry S. Truman started it a
few years ago by thumping out a
tune at the National Press Club
when he was V.P. Lauren Bacall
was an added attraction on that
occasion, perched on the piano.
Last week, newly reelected Vice
President Richard M. Nixon showed
how catching it was, by an ad lib
(Continued on page 22)

British Statesman
As ABC Commentator
- Sir Anthony Nutting, the British
foreign minister who resigned re¬
cently in a policy tiff with Prime
Minister Sir- Anthony Eden over
the Egyptian policy, becomes a
foreign, affairs commentator for
the American Broadcasting Co. He
will also become a political col¬
umnist for the N. Y. Herald Tribune
syndicate.
He
plans
dividing
residence between England and
America.
Independently wealthy (liquor
and stout), and still in his 40s, Nut¬
ting will probably marry Jeanne
(Murray) Vanderbilt as soon as her
divorce from Alfred Gwynne Van¬
derbilt Jr. takes place. He is due
°n a visit to New York next week.
Nutting figured.once before in a
national policy difference having
to do with the abolition of capital
Punishment. In a measure his op¬
position had some effect in that the
death penalty for murder (hanging)
has been modified.

k

Hound Dog Bites Tango
Buenos Aires, Nov. 13.
The recently formed Insti¬
tute of Public Opinion (ADOP),
in a Gallup poll on,public likes
and dislikes, has revealed that
32% prefer rock ’n’ roll to
tango.
Only 15% stated a prefer¬
ence for tango music.

‘Pajama Game’s’
B’way-to-Vegas
Rights to “Pajama Game,” the
longrurining
Broadway
musical,
have been acquired by Sammy
Lewis for the New Frontier, Las
Vegas. The Nevada nitery has the
right to start the layout four weeks
from its N, Y. closing, currently
slated for Dec. 1.
Under present plans it’ll be a
fullscale production with as many
of the performers from the orig¬
inal production as can be signed.
It’s anticipated that rehearsals will
begin shortly.
“Pajama” is the second bona fide
musical to hit the casino country.
“Guys and Dolls,” which ran for
about 20 weeks at the Royal Neva¬
da Hotel, was the first. There have
been other musicals, but they were
tab versions.

Foreign dollar crisis may be fac¬
ing the American film companies
as a result of the Middle East trou¬
ble. It could affect not only U. S.
remittances from abroad, but also
projected activities of overseas in¬
dustries in the U. S.
Problem has its roots in the oil
situation. Europe, notably Italy,
France and Britain, Is at present
cut off from its middle eastern oil
supplies. If this state of affairs
persists for any length of time,
the Continent will have to turn
to the U. S. for its oil. And unless
there’s a loan, such purchases will
have to be made in dollars.
At the start of hostilities in
Egypt, Europe was reported to have
only a six to eight-week supply of
oil on hand. Already, there is talk
of oil rationing on the Continent.
The film companies’ basic dollar
remittances from Italy, Britain and
France are governed via agree¬
ments but cover only a portion of
actual and remittable earnings. The
rest is taken out in a variety of
ways, mostly via compensation
deals. In Britain, apart from vari¬
ous bonus arrangements, a fair
percentage of American film coin
is plowed back into local produc¬
tion. In Italy, the remittable por¬
tion of U. S. earnings comes out via
a continuing compensation deal
with two shipyards.
Once the squeeze for dollars is
on, the respective governments are
expected to hoard their dollar sup¬
plies. When that state of mind
(Continued on page 22)

3Yz Years to ‘Break*?
How long does it take for a
$13,500,000 film production—
the all-time top qost in the his¬
tory of the industry—to get
even?
Paramount prexy
Barney
Balaban figures that Cecil B.
DeMille’s epic, “The 10 Com¬
mandments,” will break-even
at $21,000,000 and that it’ll
take 3V2 years to achieve that
world gross.
After that it’s
gravy and a perennial boxoffice winner, in his estimate.

Show Biz Goes On
In War-Time Israel
By PETER VERNON
Tel Aviv, Nov. 13.
“Show biz as usual” was the or¬
der of the day during the exciting
yet anxious week when the Israeli
Defense Army swept out the
Egyptians from the Sinai Peninsula.
Streets, houses, theatres and cine¬
ma halls had a strict blackout, and
that particular week there was no
moon to guide one’s steps. But very
few events were postponed, for
the single reason that blackout
(Continued on page 17)

Troubles—Film Biz’s Got ’Em—But
Sock Product Draws And TV Dulls
Film industry is far from enjoying an everything’s-rosy state of being. The business generally
is in the throes of transition* and one. corporation,
Loew’s, is faced with stockholder dissension.
But still there have been several morale-lifting
factors coming into play. Grosses are for the most
part on the climb. Ticket-buyers are fewer in num[ber but they’re apparently paying more money to
see fewer pictures. Heartening is the boxoffice ac¬
tivity at three Broadway theatres which are operat¬
j ing on a roadshow basis: Criterion with “Ten Com¬
mandments,” Rivoli with “Around the World in 80
Days” and the Warner with “Seven Wonders of the
World:” • • •
That overall revenues are moving up is no success
story in.itself, of course. It’s the new profit that
counts, that means the dividends or lack of them,
and in this respect the picture trade is faced with
the same situation troubling businesses in many
fields. There’s the vital need to reduce costs and
maintain the gross levels. All along the line the
expenses are going higher. The improvement in
total income is a hopeful sign, for it establishes the
existence of a king-sized audience for films. Time
now for the “streamlining.”
As previously noted, there have been other par¬
tial reasons for hope although, of course, not ecstasy.
In “Friendly Persuasion,” Allied Artists has its
first entry at N. Y.’s Radio City Music Hall.
According to Wall Street appraisers, including

Rome, Nov. 13.
Recent
events
In
Hungary
brought the cancellation of the
planned Russian Film Week in
Italy, which was to start here Nov.
9. Soviet show, which was to be
followed by a similar week In
Milan, had been organized by the
Russians together with UNIT ALIA,
Italo promotional organization, as
counterpart to Italo Pic Weeks re¬
cently held in Russia.
This was decided following a
strong wave of anti-Soviet feeling
in this country because of the in¬
tervention in Hungary. Feeling was
that cocktails, banquets, and re¬
ciprocal toasting would be more
than out of place.
The Moissev Dance troupe from
Moscow, which was to open here
next week for a six week tour of
Italy, has been summarily can¬
celled because of “world condi¬
tions.”
Promoters and theatre
managers were caught flatfooted,
(Continued on page 17)

Arnold Bernhard & Co., the public is now more in¬
clined to leave the tv screen in favor of the better
product in the local cinema, (Also tv critics state
this is that medium’s dullest year to date in quality.)
Old pictures on tv apparently are not hurting the
better film fare, in contradiction with early fears.
Some 5,000 to 6,000 more theatres appear bound
to Close, including United Paramount and National
Theatres outlets. They’re simply not geared to the
new economy. But the surviving situations will thus
be strengthened, according to both UPT’s Leonard
H. Goldenson and National’s Frank Ricketson. Lat¬
ter showed his confidence over a recent period by
personally buying 20,000 shares of NT common
stock.
Net profits are off and that’s for sur«. But the
gross business is up, and. it's regarded, as likely that
neSv economies throughout the industry will be
translated into a greater share of the upped gross
business into net earnings.
• On the basis of the record so far, American Broad¬
casting-United Paramount will wind up the current
(calendar) year with total revenue* over $200,000,000. This would be the highest in AB-PT history
and compares with 1955's $191,600,000.
Columbia concluded its fiscal 1956 with a record
total gross of $91,100,000. Excluded from the '56
finances were “The Eddy Duchln Story” and a large
part of the income from “Picnic," both of which
(Continued on pag$ 20)

Georgie Price Would Have
AGVA Buy RKO Palace To
House Orgs, Plug 2-a-Day
Georgie Price, the comedian
turned Wall Streeter but still ac¬
tive in show business, will present
the idea of buying the RKO Palace
Theatre & Bldg, from the (Albert)
List Industries, dominant owner of
the theatre chain, in behalf of the
American Guild of Variety Artists.
Price was recently returned to of¬
fice as president of AGVA, a post
he held once before.
He envisions the 27,000 square
feet in the office building as pos¬
sible central HQ for other guild*
and unions since AGVA would only
require 8,000 feet of space.
In behalf of the Welfare Trust
(Continued on page 79)

Winchell Himself
For Zanuck & Tax
Walter Winchell and Darryl F.
Zanuck are working out the de¬
tails on “The Walter Winchell
Story” which will be under a capi¬
tal gains setup wherein the col¬
umnist will star, playing himself,
narrate, and help on the script. It
will
be
a
20th-Fox
releasee
Winchell appeared in two Fox
films, in 1936 and 1937, costarred
with Ben Bernie, respectively titled
“Wake Up and Live” (which also
had Alice Faye and Jack Haley in
the cast) and “Love and Hisses.
Latter was built around the pub¬
licity “feud” between the two, a 1*
the present-day Hope-Crosby and
the tradidtional (the late) Fred Al¬
ien-Jack Benny “feuds.”
Winchell also has the Lepke-Gdfcrah story-In the hopper with Harry
Cohn ' (Columbia Pictures) titled
“Waiting for Lepke,” but the just
producing “Garment Center” pic ii
delaying that one.
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Eisenhower Ghost Writer
Succeeds Streihert

Pix Still Brazil s Top Entertaimnent,\
But Admish Ceiling limits Industry
By RAY JOSEPHS
(Second in a series)

Washington, Nov. 13.
Arthur Larson, Under Secretary
of Labor, was named Saturday
(10) to succeed Theodore C. Streibert as director of the U. S.‘ Infor¬
mation Agency.
Larson, 46, is former dean of the
U. of Pittsburgh Law School. He
is author of the book, “A Republi¬
can Looks at His Party” and helped.
to draft some of President Eisen¬
hower’s campaign speeches.
Streibert, former president of
the Mutual. Network, resigned last
week, effective Nov. 15,
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To Hear Bourgholtzer
revolution on your hands faster
than the average Brazilian drinks
a cup of coffee.”
It was a leading Brazilian exhibitor talking, and he wasn’t too
far off base in describing the
fierce interest currently felt by
Latins in their most popular form
of entertainment.
This correspondent, re-assaying
Brazil after an eight-year hiatus,
found that - motion pictures—and
those from Hollywood first and
foremost—have not only held their
place as the preferred mass entertainment, but that maintenance
(Continued on page 24)
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Fear Havana Montmartre

Frank Bourgholtzer, the NBC
correspondent who arrived in
Vienna Sunday (11) after being
trapped in the American legation
jn Budapest during Russia’s reconqUe$t of Hungary, will address a
special luncheon meeting of the
Overseas Press Club in N. Y. tomorrow (Thurs.). Bourgholtzer arrivea in n. Y. from* Vienna yesterday morning (Tues.).
The regular Bonn correspondent
f0r. nbC, Bourgholtzer was assigned to Budapest when the revoiuti0n began there and remained
throughout all the fireworks.
He
did his first broadcast since the
Russians recaptured the country on
his arrival in Vienna Sunday. The

Politico Ring-Bang May
Dent U. S. Tourist Bizthat aft=_
Havana’s tourist business may Mliyfilir DSMHCBS
have suffered a setback as the reJ
—
suit of a spectacular shooting week
which saw the death of two of the
country’s top police officials as well
as 10 other persons. The shoot¬
ings caused government closure of
the Montmartre, one of the city’s
Big Four niteries.
On Oct. 29 over 200 newsmen
from all over the Hemisphere were
scheduled to convene for the 12th
annual parley of the Inter-American Press Association. The Cuban
government knew this would provide an excellent sounding board
for any attempt by oppositionists
to embarrass the regime, and as
the result exceptional precautions
were taken. Agents of the Department of Investigations were 5ssigned to guard the IAPA conference.
Nevertheless, at four in the(Continued on page 79)
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Whiffs of nostalgia rose above
the Plaza Hotel last Saturday night
when
The
Theatre’s
Mayfair
Dances were revived after a layoff
of two decades. Memories of Marilyn Miller and Marie Saxon, Grace
Moore, Bert Lytell and J. Harold
Murray, were ever present as
Broadway’s haute monde gathered
for their own private party from
which “private people” are exeluded. Here, as beforfe, no one
(Continued on page 20)

Olympics Booms
Aussie Show Biz
;
■

:

Melbourne, Nov. 6.
Top Aussie legit and revue man¬
agements have set. their blueprint
to cover the Olympic Games reign
in this keyef*, and are anticipating
powerful boxoffice from now until
the year’s end, with plush business
coming from the thousands of vis¬
itors here for the games.
J. C. Williamson Ltd., already
well set with a batch, of solid hits,
will feature as a patronage wooer
the Mozart opera troupe by ar¬
rangement with the Elizabethan
Trust of Sydney. With so many
different nationalities here for the
Games, it was figured that opera
would be real big at the b.o. In
addition to the opera season at Her
Majesty’s, the Williamsons will also
feature at this house mornings and
afternoons the “Tinkookies Pup¬
pets,” figuring to catch additional
moppet trade. At the Comedy, the
British team of Roger Livesey and
Ursula Jeans is set for a lengthy
run with “The Reluctant Debu¬
tante,” following a smash Sydney
season.
The government’s nix of the
Classical Theatre Group from Red
China playing here during the
Olympic Games has compelled
Garnet Carroll to bring back “Kis¬
met” for a repeat run at his Prin¬
cess theatre. This show chalked up
a 10 month run here early this
year. The Chinese outfit will play
here after the.Games are over.
David N. Martin over at his Ti(Continued on page 20)
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Readying Another Bedside Reader
Jacques Brourman, who used to
play quarterback for the Carnegie
Tech* varsity, has gone to New Or¬
leans, not for football but as as¬
sistant director of the symphony
•orchestra there. You read “about it
in Variety. Of course nothing is
so common in show biz as the un¬
common and almost any issue of
this weekly hears out the truism.
From football-to-longhair music is
all in stride. There is a constant
supply of astonishment.
For in¬
stance, Metro producer Charles
Schnee’s recent statement that
there were no sexy dames anymore
in Hollywood and that sueh* types
have to be imported froiq Man¬
hattan.
Unfed (like we said on prior oc¬
casions) by any AP, UP or INS,
this amusement paper is packed
any issue with information not
available
anywhere else,
news
which floods in from ail cor¬
ners of this mortal coil. But news
alone is not the full service per¬
formed by Variety. Educated com¬
ment is important.
What publication other than this
one would publish an analysis of-

Fred Allen’s
Genial Memoir:
Showbiz As Was
By ABEL GREEN .

Fred Allen’s “Much Ado About
Me” (Atlantic-Little, Brown; $5) is
his posthumous valentine to the
• business there is no business like.
The chapter captioned “The Life
and Death of Vaudeville’* is an ode
to the most nomadic segment of all,
that variegated assortment of jug¬
glers, hoofers, comics, animal acts,
paper-tearers, knife-throwers, terp
teams, girl acts, flash acts, Austrian
woodchoppers, bullwhippers and
boomerangthrowers. Swiss yodelers, Rube, Swede, Tad, Hebe, Wop,
Dutch and blackface comics, Eng¬
lish music hall, Italian clown,
Spanish fandango. South Ameri¬
can tango, Russian bear, German
strong-man and Balkan acrobatic
acts, female impersonators, male
impersonators, bag punchers, clay
modelers, Hindu conjurers, hypno¬
Paris, Nov. 13.
tists,
iron jaw ladies, one-legged
Erich von Stroheim may be tem¬
porarily down but he is by no dancers, mindreaders, boxing kan¬
garoos,
performing lions, bears,
means out of the news these days.
While veteran director-actor-au¬ tigers, leopards, horses, ponies,
thor, who celebrated his 71st birth¬ mules, dogs, cats, rats, seals and
day last September, -was bedded monkeys; bike acts, contortionists,
for 10 days at American Hospital xylophonists, harmonica acts, kid
here, where he is undergoing gen¬ acts, Memory Lane and Old Timers’
eral checkup, his new novel, “Poto- acts, band acts, dramatic legit ac¬
tors making a flyer into vaude¬
Poto,” was published in French.
An old film of his, “Queen ville, film names dittoing, et al.
At his death early this year, at
Kelly,” made in ’28 but never be¬
fore released, had its premiere, a 61, Allen was a man of stature,
well-established
as an American
Von Stroheim festival, to run from
comedian of unique wit and a
Nov. 15-Nov. 25, is rolling.
Cinematheque Festival will in¬ writer of special skill. “Much Ado
clude most of famous pix mega¬ About Me” gives full evidence that
(Continued on page 66)
phoned by von Stroheim—“Foolish
Wives,” “Merry-Go-Round,” “Mer¬
ry Widow” and “Wedding March”
—in addition to 20 other pix in
which he appeared as an actor.
“Great Gabbo,” “Grand Illusion,”
“As You Desire Me” (Garbo spe¬
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the legitimate theatre of Broadway and draw the inference that a*
school for legit theatre managers
was needed. We quote;
“Broadway, supposedly the
epitome of sophistication and
by its own estimation, the ulti¬
mate of professional craftsman¬
ship and theatrical judgment,
occasionally seems amateurish
and downright naive. It’s been
showing such signs lately.
“For example/ the basic pro¬
cedure of getting the curtain
up on a performance has been
badly mismanaged at several
recent openings. In each in¬
stance, instead of the stage
manager and house manager
(or company manager) coop¬
erating to hold the house lights
dimmed long enough to allow
the audience to be seated, the
theatre was abruptly darkened
and the curtain rung up, so
the performance was disrupted
for several minutes by latecom¬
ers crowding down the aisles
and groping to their seats. In
at least two instances, the con¬
fusion was repeated after the
intermissions.
j
“At the premiere of the Old
Vic's ‘Richard W intermission,
smokers on the sidewalk out¬
side the theatre were given no
warning that the next-act cur¬
tain was going up. So they
suddenly realized the perform¬
ance was in progress, and stum¬
bled through the darkened the¬
atre to their seats.
“Perhaps stage managers,
house managers and company
managers,
like
motorists,
should be required to pass ex¬
aminations,
with
periodic
checkup tests.”
As to just what particular fea¬
ture or features in a given issue
of Variety appeals to any single
reader, nobody may say.
Our
range is the range of big time show
biz. Some people turn immediately
to film grosses or legit grosses, or
night club reviews, or the various
charts which collate the current
data- on records, artists and disk
jockeys. Others will be found im¬
mersed forthwith in N. Y. Sound
Track or Frank Scully’s offbeat col¬
umn.
No need to run the inventory.
There’s too much anyhow to be
cataloged in the present space.
Suffice to recall that -once a year
in the Anniversary Edition, Variety
text and editorial features—with
much added for the one-time oc¬
casion—comes to a crescendo. The
resulting volume is invariably a
quick sellout on the stands. These
Anni Numbers become a bedside
reader, a reference work for
months to come, often indedfinitely kept and consulted. And because
of this special reader evaluation
and use, the Arihi edition is always
a very unique advertising buy for
persons and organization who want ■*
to havee themselves counted when
the roll is called on current en¬
tertainment.
Do yourself good. Reserve dis¬
play space in the 51st Anniversary
Edition. Not too soon to act.

The time-honored Times Sq.
jamup on Election Night fol¬
lowed the'same pattern as the
dwindling New Year’s Eve
crowds on Broadway, but more
so, as obviously the best show
is at home before the tv.
The peak crowd totaled 1,000
and only 115 cops were on
duty. When the Times Bldg,
moving news strip announced
President' Eisenhower’s victory
at 10 p.m. the crowd quickly
dwindled to a couple of hun¬
dred and, soon dispersed com-
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MORE WOULD-BE H0LLYW00DS
Heston on Actors’ Millionaire Yen:
Often Hamper Career Development
Stars who have established their
own production organizations have
acted economically unwise and fur¬
ther have hurt their own careers,
in the opinion of Charlton Heston,
who has the role of Moses in “The
Ten Commandments.”
In this
Heston echoes views expressed by
Glenn Ford.
“Actors are forming companies
with the intention of becoming mil¬
lionaires overnight,” states Heston,
in reference to potential capital
gains benefits. “But theyrre working
with scripts they'd never accept
from a major studio” in the rush
to get the cameras rolling, he add¬
ed. Also, he said, the incorporated
6tars are effecting economies which
impair the quality of the pictures.
Heston stated he has had many
scripts submitted to him now that
“Commandments” is in release but
he hasn’t found the “right one”
yet. So rather than work on a
doubtful property he committed
himself to play the title role in
“Mister Roberts,” N. Y. City Cen¬
ter staging of the click legiter
which goes into rehearsal toward
the end of this month. He’ll be
paid $85 weekly—but it’s a “good
role.”
As for his future in pictures,
Heston said he’d work in “anything
from a western to Shakespeare
provided it’s a good part.” But one
thing is for sure: “I won’t do an¬
other Biblical film again, or at
least, for a long time. There’s too
much of a chance I’d be typed.
That’s what happened to H. B.
Warner after he made ‘King of
Kings’ (in 1927).”

Oscar-Guessers Contest
Gets Go-Ahead After
Canadian Explains It
Sub-committee of the Motion Pic¬
ture Assn, of America’s ad-pub
committee has been given the
greeri light to work out the for¬
mula for COMPO’s operation of
the Oscar Sweepstakes. The Oscar
program has as its basis a public
•guessing contest on who’ll win the
annual Academy Awards, with ties
to be broken by “Why I Like the
Movies” letters.
Ad and pub heads in the east in¬
structed the sub-unit, which is
headed by United Artists’ Al Tamarin, to meet with COMPO (the
Council of Motion Picture Organi¬
zations). Feasibility of COMPO’s
taking over will be determined and
if this is in the affirmative the ac¬
tual mechanics will be mapped.
The eastern group is acting in¬
dependently of the Academy of Mo¬
tion Picture Arts & Sciences which
is opposed to any such tiein with
the official industry vote on Oscar
recipients. But no clearance with
the Acad is needed, it’s felt in New
York, and for this reason work on
the program is being pushed.
An MPA A meeting in N. Y. Fri¬
day (9) heard a report by Charles
Chaplin,
UA’s
Canadian
sales
chief, on results of Oscar contests
fostered by a segment of the abovethe-border film industry.
Public
enthusiasm for the gimmick and
hpbeat boxofflee resulted, accord¬
ing to Chaplin.
COMPO meanwhile has held up
on running off its own Audience
Awards program, in which the pub¬
lic, via lobby balloting, merely
Votes for best performances, pic¬
tures, etc:, over a given period. It
looks definite 4hat the Audiences
will be discontinued if the Oscar
Derby is taken over.

Can’t Mobilize
Minneapolis, Nov. 13.
Tuesday night shows at the
Park theatre, Storden, Minn.,
have been discontinued “until
further notice.”
The reason: There are home
basketball games on those
nights and, according to an
explanatory
newspaper
ad,
“the theatre’s popcorn boy will
be in junior high sports, the
popcorn girl and one cashier
will be in the band, one cashier
will be cheer leading, the
projection will be on duty as
janitor and the remaining
cashier wants to see the
games.”

Prudery Upbeat,
Russia’s Taboos
Include Sex Pix
Paris, Nov. 13.
Bernard Kreisler, prexy of the
International
Film
Associates
Corp., was back In Paris last week
following his film sales in Russia,
Poland, Czechoslovakia, Rumania
and Hungary (he had a % nar¬
row escape in the latter and got
out in an auto convoy during the
fighting), and heads for Spain to
looksee some puppet and animated
films before returning here and
then heading Stateside. Kreisler
would not disclose the prices he
will get for a group of films the
various countries have accepted,
nor would he disclose names of the
films (though Variety published
most of them last week), but he did
say that Russia would take 11 pix,
Poland 10, Czechoslovakia, though
not finalized, would probably take
seven and Hungary, if things
straighten out, also seven. He had
20 titles.
Kreisler reported that Russia’s
taboo film themes are, (1) any war
Nazi films, (2) gangster or violence
films, and (3) sex or sensational
films since a growth of prudery has
taken place there.
Favored are
musicals, mysteries
and super
westerns (that is strictly entertain¬
ment).

British Variety Tents’
$476,000 for Charity
.London, Nov. 13.
In the seven years since its for¬
mation, the Variety Club of Great
Britain (Tent 36) has raised and
distributed* $476,000 to charitable
causes, according to the tent’s an¬
nual report for 1955-56.
Nomination of candidates for the
1957 crew took place today (Tues.)
and the election will follow at the
Savoy Hotel Nov. 27 when the tent
will hold its annual general meet¬
ing and dinner.

Buy* ‘Fever Heat’ Novel

Continuing his program of ac¬
quiring film properties for produc¬
tion in 1957, producer Robert J.
Gurney Jr., • has purchased the
screen rights to “Fever Heat,” a
novel by Angus Vickers.
Film, scheduled to go before the
cameras late next year, has a rac¬
ing
car background. Racing se¬
GRUESOME TITLES
quences will be filmed at one of
‘Hitler Is Alive’ Pends - -Ditto the stock car tracks in the New
York area.
on Stalin
“Fever Heat” is the third Gur¬
ney production announced for
Hollywood, Nov. 13.
Universal is toying with idea of 1957. Two others are “Thin Edge
returnjng Stalin to life, as possible of Violence,” scheduled to start
followup to “Hitler Is Alive-” shooting on Jan. 15, and “Law for
yhich Albert Zugsmith Will pro¬ the Lion.”
duce from original story by Harry
Ruskin and DeWitt BSdeen.
Paramount board declared the
Studio has registered tag,'“Stalin company’s regular 50c quarterly
Is Alive!” with MPAA Title Reg¬ dividend. Payable Dec. 24 to hold¬
istry Bureau.
ers of record on Dec. 7.

Hollywood's dominance as a pro¬
duction centre continues to be
threatened. Not only has there
been an increase In location shoot¬
ing and the use of overseas stu¬
dios, but efforts are also being
made to establish permanent pro¬
duction facilities in other cities and
possessions of the United States.
New York, of course, is putting
in a bid to attract some of the fea¬
ture picture (and telepix) produc¬
tion via two new studios recently
placed into operation — Himan
Brown’s Studio Centre in Manhat¬
tan and the A. W. Schwalberg-Martin Poll Gbld Medal Studios in the
Bronx.
While this type of activity might
be expected of Gotham where
there is a large supply of creative
and technical talent, the big sur¬
prise is the concentrated drive be¬
ing made by cities outside the LANY orbit which are anxious to de¬
velop film-making communities.
In recent months, cities such as
Little Rock, Ark., Orlando, Fla. and
mpst recently Dallas, have been se¬
lected as sites for* studio facilities.
The studio in Orlando was recently
employed for the complete film¬
ing of Sam Spiegel’s Columbia re¬
lease “End As a Man.” In Little
Rock, local theatremen are spark¬
ing the efforts to build a local mo¬
tion picture industry.
Outside the U. S.—but in Ameri¬
can possessions such as Hawaii and
Puerto Rico—efforts are being
made to build motion picture stu¬
dios. Industrialist Henry J. Kaiser
(Continued on page 5)

Exhibitors Sponsor Film Critics
For Air Capsules in Clove. Strike;
Strange Bedfellows in Air Boom
Art Critic Brave* Film
Boston, Nov. 13,
Geoffrey Bush, art critic,
Herald-Traveler
became
ill
when Kirk Dbuglas as Vincent
Van Gogh slashed his ear off in
MGM’s “Lust for Life”—and
made a dash for the open air.
After a short refresher out¬
side he returned to his seat,
but did a second quickie soon
after when-the artist blew his
brains out. He Recovered okay
in time to return and catch the
final deathrb.e.d gasp.
He blamed it on the front
row seat in MGM’s screening
room,
the
muggy
Boston
weather, the faulty air-condi¬
tioning, those Van Gogh reds,
greens, yellows, plus the Metrocolored blood. Then that razor!
However, he gave the film a
rave.

More Youth Lore
In Product, Biz
Up: Goldenson

Cleveland, Nov. 13.
Current strike of the Newspaper
Guild against Cleveland’s three
dailies, Plain Dealer, Press and
News, has created a unique situa¬
tion. Certain first-run houses are
sponsoring two of the film critics
on television and radio.
Ward Marsh of the Plain Dealer
and Arthur Speath of the News
have been doing capsule reviews
on both air media. Theatres havenot objected to critical comment,
wanting word-of-mouth mention
and the chance to keep current of¬
ferings before public. Houses encountered^difficulty getting time
since all the advertisers shut off
from “sell” in the struck dailies
\irere equally anxious to get on the
air. Stations have been enjoying a
boom.
Both critics took turns in tele¬
casting capsuled reviews in eight
one-minute commercial segments
over WEWS last week.
Attractions at Stanley Warner
Allen, indie Hipp, Loew’s State,’
Stillman and Ohio were briefly dis¬
cussed by vet scribes who will do
the same in eight time spots over
KYW-TV this week. Pictures that
rated heaviest plugs from them ineluded
“10
Commandments,”
“Oklahoma” and “Giant.” Palace
may get into the co-op deal when
it reopens as a Cinerama house to¬
morrow (Thurs.) with “This is
Cinerama.” Local Wyse ad agency
(Continued on page 20)

Leonard Goldenson, president of
American Broadcasting-Paramount
Theatres, believes that the recent
Segelin to Loew’s Legal improvement in theatre boxoffice
Bernard Segelin has joined the grosses is due to pictures aimed at
legal department of Loew’s Inc. appealing to the younger element
replacing C. Stanley Thompson of the population.
Goldenson, who has long plugged
who resigned recently because of
for “new faces” and pictures slant¬
illness.
Hollywood, Nov. 13.
According to Benjamin Melniker, ed toward young people, feels busi¬
Producer Sam Wiesenthal has
v.p. and general counsel, Segelin ness will continue to improve if copped releases from seven per¬
will devote himself mainly to anti¬ the producers maintain'the policy sons who figured In Jack Demp¬
(Continued on page 22)
trust litigation.
sey’s past life for his upcoming
Technicolor biopic of the former
world’s heavyweight champ.
Releasesg ranting their character
portrayal have been given by singer
Hannah Williams, divorced wife of
Holiday Ups Biz; ‘Giant’ No. 1 Again, ‘Friendly’ Dempsey; Luis Firpo, Jack Shar¬
key, Gene Tunney and Georges
2d, ‘Wonders’ 3d, ‘Rebel’ 4th, ‘Peace’ 5th
Carpentier, who fought him in
“Solid Gold Cadillac” (Col) will championship bouts; Joe Benjamin,
First-run 4biz is being lielped by
the Veteran’s (Armistice Day) holi¬ take sixth position. “Oklahoma” trainer; and estate of Tex Rickard,
manager.
Negotiations
day weekend and a batch of much (Magna) is landing seventh money champ’s
colder weather. Additionally, there while “Cinerama Holiday” (Cine¬ still are on with former screen
are some new, strong pix being un¬ rama) is eighth. “Opposite Sex” actress Estelle Taylor, also di¬
veiled currently in key cities cov¬ (M-G), fairly new, is finishing vorced from Dempsey; Jess Wil¬
ered by Variety. Some keys noted ninth. “Unguarded Moment” (U) lard, whom he knocked out July
4, 1919, and several others.
that launching of “Giant” (WB) rounds out the Big 10 list.
Film is skedded to roll about
and other bigger product has
“Between Heaven and Hell”
brought greater patrons into down¬ (20th) and “Lust For Life” (M-G) Feb. 1. No distrib yet has been set.
town areas, with result that many are the runner-up pix in that order.
cinemas benefitted.
Of new entries, major interest
MOSCOW TRIPS OFF
“Giant” is easily taking No. 1 centers on preem of “10 Command¬
spot for second week in a row. It ments” (Par), which looks to hit Skouras and Lopert Both Duck
looks to top $600,000 in some key capacity opening week at N. Y.
Russia At This Time
cities. “Friendly Persuasion” (AA) Criterion, playing two-a-day and
again Is holding onto second posi¬ $3.30 top. “Julie” (M-G), also new,
War clouds on the international
tion, being fortified by some new, is nice in Denver and Pitt. “Secrets horizon are apt to keep the N. Y.
sturdy playdates.
of Life” (BV) looks find in Chi, big to Moscow column empty for a
“7 Wonders of World” (Cine¬ in Denver and so-so in Philly.
while. There were two cancella¬
rama) is pushing up to third spot.
“Can’t Run Away From It” (Col) tions last week.
“Teenage Rebel” (20th), which also shows promise, being brisk in
Spyros P. Skouras, 20th-Fox
hinted promise last stanza, is cap¬ Indianapolis, good in Denver and
prez, revealed that he had can¬
turing fourth place, “War and okay in Boston and L.A. “Man
celled his proposed trip to Russia*
Peace” (Par), long high on list .and From Del Rio” (UA) looms good
in the light of developments.
champ for four weeks, is winding in Detroit and nice in St. Louis,
Ilya Lopert, who had been in¬
up in fifth. It has rounded out many but disappointing in L.A. and
vited by the Soviet Ministry of Cul¬
of Its big key city dates.
Seattle.
ture to tour the Russian studios,
“Oklahoma” (20th), the C'Scope said he had dropped the idea of
version, is sock in N. Y., great in going, too, “now that the cold war
Cleveland and sturdy in Detroit. seems to be on again.” Tense sit¬
“Mountain” ,(Par) is uneven cur¬ uation also caused the departure
rently, being stout in St. Louis, from New York for Italy—ahead of
who hai mod# a study of thoso
fair
in Indianapolis, okay in Cleve¬ schedule—of Goffrecfo Lombardo,
things discusses tho
land and Frisco but fairish in Bal- head of Titanus fcilms.
to. “Girl He Left Behind” (WB),
Pitfalls in Theatrical
too, is very spotty but it’s solid in
Louisville and good in Seattle.
Memoirs
“Death of Scroundrel” (RKO) is
Cecil Bernstein, partner in Brit¬
rated trim in N. Y. “Attack” (UA) ain’s Granada Theatres, is arriving
looms good in St. Louis and Louis¬ in New York this week in connec¬
ville. “La Strada” (T-L) continues tion with activities relating to
an editorial feature in
nice on extended runs in some five Granada’s tv interests.
tho upcoming
keys.
Bernstein, It’s understood, will
“Curucu”-“Mole
People”
(U) be on the prowl for video program
51 si Anniversary Number
combo good in Cincy. “Sharkfight- material, and also possibly writ¬
ers” (UA) is uneven but is rated ing and performing talent. Follow¬
of
good in Cleveland.
ing his New York stay, Bernstein
(Complete Boxoffice Reports on and hi* wife will leave for the
Coast for a visit to Palm Spring*.
Pages 8-9)

Seek More Clearances;
Dempsey Biopic Needs
Estelle Taylor, Willard

National Boxoffice Survey

ROBERT DOWNING

Cecil Bernstein in U. S.
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State Senator Wins Though Target
Of Catholics Vexed Because He
Killed Censorship in Ohio’
Active Catholic opposition, re¬ 4-:volving around the censorship is¬
10 Top Pix Grossers
sue in Ohio, last week failed to pre¬
vent the reelection of State Sena¬
Statement by Cecil B. Detor Charles A. ‘Mosher (R.-Oberlin)
Mille that only six pictures
but did succeed in whittling down
have. grossed more than the
his winning margin, from prior
$13,500,000, the reputed cost of
his “10 Commandments,” ap¬
years.
pears inconsistent with indus¬
Mosher has been an outspoken
try arithmetic from
other
foe of film censorship in the state.
sources.
Two years ago, it was yj.a his State
Education Committee that censor¬
According to Variety’s
ship in Ohio was allowed to lapse.
count—the data having come
Earlier, the Courts had declared
from respected sources, at
the Ohio censorship law unconsti¬
least 10? produtfEions have ex¬
tutional.
ceeded $13,500,000 in gross.
The domestic tally on them
In a telephone interview, Mosher
follows; “Gone With the
last week related the extent of the
W i n d,”
$33,500,000;
“The
Catholic drive against his reelec¬
Robe,” $18;000,000; “Greatest
tion, ranging from leaflets to tele¬
Show on Earth,” $12,800,000;
phone campaigns.
One throw¬
“From Here to Eternity,” $12,away, charging him with being a
500,000; “This. Is Cinerama,”
Vishinsky and a dictator, was dis¬
$12,500,000;
“White : Christ¬
tributed widely in front of church¬
mas,” $12,000,006; “Duel in the
es in his ‘district, whidh takes in
Sun,”
$11,300,000;
“Best Years
Lorain, Medina, Ashland and Rich¬
of Our Lives,” $11,300,000;
land counties.
“Quo Vadis,” $10,500,000, and
Monsignor James J. Duffy ’Of
“Samson and Delilah,” $9,000,Lorain, in the church bulletin of
000.
the Sunday before the elections,
These are only domestic
urged parishioners to “Vote against
market (U.S. and Canada) fig- ,
Charles Mosher, he killed movie
Foreign returns obvi¬
censorship, in Ohio.” Mosher de¬ - ures.
scribed the bulletin as “highly un¬
ously bring all 10 productions
to above the $13,500,000 level.
usual” and noted that it went “well
beyond normal procedure/’
Apart from the fact of his reelection over his Democratic op¬
ponent; Carl Longwell, a v.p. of
the GIO Steel Union local in Lo¬
rain County, Mosher said he was
uncertain as to just how. much the
Catholic drive against him affected
the vote. In Lorain County* which
is 60% Catholic, he topped his op¬
position by only 1,210 votes. His
overall winning margin, however,
was 18,978.
The leaflet urging Mosher’s de¬
By ABEL GREEN
feat was put out and distributed
Before a distinguished group of
by the Citizens’ Committee for
Good Government of which an Ed- religious and civic leaders, along
with top showmen who had ac¬
(Continued on page 22)
cepted Barney Balaban’s invitation
to a private luncheon for Cecil B.
DeMille last Wednesday (7) at the
Hotel Plaza, N. Y., the producer of
“T'he 10 Commandments” revealed
himself, again, as competent an
orator as he is a filmmaker. With¬
out punching the sordid economic
details too hard, DeMille saluted
Paramount Pictures prexy Balaban
and studio veepee Y. Frank Free¬
man as “two brave men” and her¬
alded them because “they had faith
in faith.” It was easily the best
The proposed 20th-Fox-Warner public relations job the industry
Bros, studio merger has been has ever had.
called off.
This was further spelled , out (1)
20th prexy Spyros P. Skouras, in
revealing this last week, said the when DeMille touched bni “they
asked,
me the estimated budget and
plan had been proven economically i
unsound. “We’d save $2,000^000 I said ‘around $8,000,000’ ”; (2),
and spend $14,000,0000 in moving that “what I will get out of The
and adding new stages,” he re¬ 10 Commandments’ I can take with
me because my share has already
ported.
Skouras also held that 20th’s been allotted to a fund, for religi¬
ous
and educational purposes, and
vastly expanded production pro¬
gram in 1957 had eliminated the I’m not even a trustee of the
need for a merger of production fund”; and (3), when he revealed
facilities or of overseas distribu¬ that banker Jeremiah Milbank,
who had financed his (DeMille’s)
tion setups.
“The King of Kings” he never re¬
claimed his investment because he
wanted, as has been the case for
27 years to date, all the world to
see “the story of Jesus of Naza¬
reth.”
Hollywood, Nov. 13.
Throwing away another line that
Present nine-man board is ex¬
“if I made money out of these pic¬
pected to be re-elected tomorrow
tures
I couldn’t stand up here
(Wednesday) at Allied Artists an¬
nual stockholders’ meet. Slate is before you,” DeMille mentioned
(Continued on. page 20)
headed by W. Ray Johnston as

Clerical-Civic
Feed Kicks Off
DeMille Fib

Sbouras Finds:
Moving Charges
Mock‘Savings’

miEOTOFOOARD

DUE FOR A RE-RUN

chairman. '
Other nominees include prexy
Steve Broidy, George D. Burrows,
exec v.p.-treasurer; Herman Rifkin, prez of Liberty Theatres of
Boston; Howard Stubbins, partner
A new independent production
in AA Productions of Calif., and
v.p.’s Harold J. Mirisch, Edward company — Schulberg Productions
Inc.—has
been organized by Budd
Morey, Norton V. Ritchey, G.
and Stuart Schulberg.
Ralph Branton.
Stuart, who has been producing
ARTHUR LEONARD IN DALLAS pix in Germany and France, will
oversee the production operation
Dallas, Nov. 13.
Arthur Leonard, an indie mo¬ while Budd will provide the liter¬
Latter, who won an
tion picture producer, has joined ary talent.
the staff of Film Corp. of America Academy Award for his “On the
Waterfront,”
is currently working
ahd will meet here with Jack Gold¬
berg, head of distribution for the in New York on the filming of his
firm who is flying in from New “A Face in the Crowd” with Elia
York. Goldberg will sign distribu¬ Kazan.
tion rights contracts for 10 feature
The' Schulbergs are the sons of
films to be shot in Texas by FCA.
B. P. Schulberg,' pioneer, motion
Shooting is expected to begin picture executive, and Mrs. Ad
within four weeks on the first re¬ Schulberg, a well-known literary
lease.
agent.

Budd and Stuart Schulberg
Hare Own U.S. Indie Co.

'JET PILOT' DELAY ANGLE
Wayne Thinks Red-Kidding Isk.a
Chief Cause of Holdback
“Jet Pilot,” Howard Hughes’
$4,000,000 epic on modem aviation,
has been held up because it “kids
Communism,” according to John
Wayne, star of the film. It was
made about four years ago and has
“been hanging over my head ever
since,” stated the actor. By this I
Wayne said he meant he wouldn’t
want to see the picture go into dis¬
tribution at the same time another
of his films is In release.
Hughes held “Pilot” from release
because it became ready at the
time of the Korean conflict and the
Communism angles would have
rendered it inappropriate. Trade
suspicion that new advances in air-!
plane design might make^he pic¬
ture appear out of date is simply
not justified, according'to Wayne.

Warners Gives
(A Little) Data
To Export Assa
Warner Bros, last week agreed
to participate to a limited extent
in the Motion Picture Export
Assn.’s fact-gathering ’ project. It
was Warner reluctance that kept
the board from going for a more
ambitious program.
Certain current info, such as pay¬
roll, number of offices and gross
business, will be supplied by War¬
ners. The gross figures aren’t much
more than an extension of info
already supplied by WB for the
MPEA’s global license formula.
Specifically, Warner Bros, re¬
fuses to come up with data on
remittances and other details which
it considers private. MPEA will put
together an annual statistical com¬
pilation of the foreign market and,
on special occasions, will seek to go
further. When that need arises,
WB will be asked—and has indi¬
cated it will consider—to come1 up
With the pertinent data. ^
Many of the companies feel that,
when emergencies arise, MPEA
should have detailed facts and fig¬
ures at its immediate disposal so
as to be in a position to fight back
effectively. They are therefore in
a mood to bolster the MPEA stand
by giving the association a better
insight intotheir operations abroad.

Japan Limits U.S.
Film Life to 5 Yrs.
Japanese Government has de¬
creed a five-year limit on the ex¬
hibition life of an American fea¬
ture picture in Japan. Any film
continuing to make the rounds be¬
yond that limit must either be'
pulled or be reissued under a new
permit.
Aim is to cut down on the num¬
ber of imported films circulating
in the market. Several of the U.S.
companies say they will be hurt by
the ruling.
In Italy, where the Government
also is anxious to .reduce the total
number of Hollywood films in re¬
lease, the companies have agreed
voluntarily to take some of their
older features out of distribution.

MARINE BOOT TRAINEES
TOLL FOR WEBB PIC
Jack Webb has gone to video for
his second independent film under¬
taking. He’s bought the rights to
“Death of a Sandflea” by James
Lee Barrett which was produced
sometime ago on the Kraft The¬
atre on NBC-TV. It’s a story based
on the drowning of several marines
during boot training and is based
on the Sgt. McKeon incident.
Film will be released through
Warner Bros. Story was bought
for a reported $30,000. William
Morris Agency represented the
writer.

N.Y. to Europe
Julian T. Abeles
Jean Pierre Aumont
Richard D. Buckley
Diana Dors
Adrien Remauge
Michael Rhodes
Robert J. Ross
Mickey Scopp

»mh>
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New York Sound Track

|

Newest.activity in Loew’s stock: Dore Scliary sold 6,000 shares, re¬
ducing his holdings to 44,000. Studio v.p. Benjamin Thau disposed of
2,600 shares, now has 19,400 . . . John Wayne declares his first six pic.
tures at Warners grossed $28,500,000 and were made at a total cost of
around $6,000,000 . . . Spanish correspondent Jaime Arias set by the
Arthur Jacobs p.r. outfit to call the publicity turns on Gregory Peck’s
“Thieves Market,” which is to roll in Madrid. . . .
Critics on the Gotham dailies joined in a big raVe for Cecil B. De.
Mille and “The Ten Commandments,” while Time mag’s rap was
brutal .. . “Search for Bridey Murphy” interest has waned to the point
where Paramount decided to duck a first-run booking of its version of
Bridey’s hypnotic revisit to Ireland of the years ago. Film is going
directly to the nabes in combination with “Vagabond King” . . . Jack
Ellis obtained rights to the French-Italian “Villa Borghese;” which has
Vittorio DeSica and Gerard Philipe among the leads. . . ,
Leonard H. Goldenson reelected chairman of United Cerebral Palsy
. . . Movielab Film Laboratories has its staffers attending scientific lec¬
tures on advances in color photography and processing . . ; Italian pro¬
ducer Marcello Girosi in on the Cristoforo Colombo yesterday <Tues.)
to see UA execs about his “Monte Carlo Story” film. ...
Charles T. Rosen, son of Stanley Warner executive v.p. Sam Rosen,
named brand manager of Isodine Pharmacal Corp., pharmaceutical
division of the International Latex Corp., a subsidiary of the SW thea¬
tre chain . . . Universal prexy Milton K. Rackmil left New. York over
the weekend for the Coast for conferences with studio executives
Walter Slezak returned from the Coast over the weekend after complex
ing his co-starring role in Metro’s “10,000 Bedrooms.” His next as¬
signment is in the Broadway production of “The First Gentleman” . ..
“Everything But the Truth,” described as a family comedy, is being
made available for Thanksgiving bookings by Universal . . . Harry Kalmine, Stanley-Warner general -manager and y.p., is back at his homeof.
fice desk after surveying the company’s Cinerama operations in Europe.
Kalmine indicated that at least two Cinerama theatres would be opened
in Germany and that there would be additional installations on the
Continent.
Sterling Lord in Hollywood to consult with major studios about film¬
ing “The Minsky Story” . . . Universal bought “Mad Man’s Chain,”
authored by Gilbert Wright....
Lee Garmes tees off his indie program with “Fear Starts At Dawn,”
to star Constance Smith . . . “Esther,” script by Hugh Gray, was pur¬
chased by Babylon Productions for lensing in Europe early next year
. . . Luana Pattan, former child star who emerged from retirement for
U’s “Rock, Pretty Baby,” term pacted by studio and set to star in “Joe
Dakota” with Jock Maloney and Barbara Lawrence. “The Purple Har¬
vest” is new tag for Metro’s Pier Angeli-John Kerr starrer, previously
titled “Harvest Thunder” and “The Vintage” . . . Helmut Dantine will
play Marc Antony in Warner Bros.’ “The Story of Mankind.”
Art Arthur plans to return to indie production as soon as he com¬
pletes his stint with Cecil B. DeMille attendant to the follow-through
on “10 Commandments.”
Entertainment Industry Tribute to Jimmy Durante under auspices
of the Jewish Theatrical Guild at the Waldorf-Astoria March 17 will
have proceeds divided among the Actors’ Fund, Catholic Actors’ Guild,
Negro Actors’ Guild, Episcopal Actors’ Guild, Will Rogers Memorial
Hospital and Motion Picture Relief Fund. , Eddie Cantor is prez of
JTG; Harry E. Gould Is chairman; Harry Brandt chairman of the coor¬
dinating committee.
Chill Wills supplants Burl Ives in Metro’s “Gun Glory,” following
latter’s bow-out due to “conflicting assignments” . . . Gene Kelly will
team with Maurice Chevalier in his next indie, a still untitled comedymusical to be made in Hollywood and Paris . . . Tom Ewell bought
Stanley Baron novel, “The Facts of- Love,” for production first as a
legiter, then a picture, but sans himself in either version.
William C. Gehring, 20th-Fox v.p. and exec assistant to Spyros P.
Skouras, skedded to address North and South Carolina exhibitors at
Charlotte Nov. 27 . . . Joseph Hyams has resigned from 20th-Fox and
is joining Figaro, Inc. as assistant to Michael Mindlin Jr., Figaro adpub director . . . Robert Corkery, the MPEA’s Latin American super¬
visor, back at his itf.Y. desk after an extended trek through his terri¬
tory ... Ed Sullivan, 20th’s publicity chief, reports American produc¬
tion in Italy now at the zero level since costs have skyrocketed. Sulli¬
van is back from an extended European vacation, his first in three
years. . . .

L.A. to N.Y.
Gene Barry
William Bendix
Yul Brynner
Lauren Chapin
Saul Chaplin
Edward Denault
Marlene Dietrich
Elinor Donahue
Ken Englund
Mel Ferrer
Billy Gray
Ted Hirsch
Burt Lancaster
Piper Laurie
Irving P. Lazar
Julie London
Joe Mantell
Gloria McGhee
Allen H. Miner
Edward H. Reichard
Hans de Schulthess
George Sidney
Walter Slezak
Eric Stacey
Rod Steiger
Henry Tobias
Mike Todd
Joseph R. Vogel
Jane Wyatt
Robert Young

N.Y. to L.A.
Jean Bartel
Richard Eastham
L. Wolfe Gilbert
David Golding
Johnny Green
Richard H. Larsch
Milton R. Rackmil
Jeff Richards

Europe to N.Y.
Cecil Bernstein
Reg Connelly
Leo Genn
Marcello Girosi
Harry E. Gould
Victor Hoare
Herman Levin
Joseph H. Moskowltz
Katyna Ranieri

John Wayne’s 4,
$9,000,000 Budget
Backing Batjac
Batjac Productions, independent
Outfit headed by John Wayne, has
mapped an overall budget of
$9,000,000 on four pictures to be
made in association with United
Artists, according to the actor. He
said in New York over the past
week that deal provides for UA to
have distribution rights and 50%
of the profits for the first five years
following release of the pictures.
Thereafter all rights go to Batjac.
First under the pact is “Legend
of the Lost,” to star Wayne, Sophia
Loren and Rossano Brazzi with
Henry Hathaway producing and di¬
recting from a script by Ben Hecht.
Original story is by Hathaway.
UA already has. provided a pro*
duction fund of $1,900,000 and
probably more will be forthcoming
for “Legend,” Wayne stated. Inj*
portant budget factor is a sched¬
ule of 50 days of location shooting
in Libya and Tripoli.
Why not
shoot in a studio? “Because the
people know—processing is not
real,” Wayne replied. Film, to he
lensed in Technicolor’s new Technirama process, is to roll Jan. 7.
Actor, in addition to his tieup
with UA, is committed to make
one more film for RKO and four
for 20th-Fox; three of the latter on
straight salary and the other on a
co-production deal basis. He sailea
for Europe yesterday (Tues.) on
the S.S. United States.
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PICTURES

(OPfCE unthinkable argument has advocates)
Can the release to television of the older feature "prod¬
uct from Hollywood’s libraries stimulate the theatre boxoffice?
Question, to which the answer at one time would have
been an unequivocal “no,” now seems to be debatable
although the weight of general opinion still is on the side
of the argument that holds that old features on video are
bound to make serious inroads on the theatrical b.o.
Those who hold that- the old product, on video can be
a boon say it’s largely a matter of awakening general pub¬
lic interest in films again. Commenting on the sale of the
20th-Fox library to tv, 20th prexy Spyros P. Skouras last
week said the airing of these features would “create great
appetite for filmed entertainment. 'People today are talk¬
ing about pictures again. Films on television actually
create a demand for new and bigger attractions*”
Skouras added that, under the 20th deal with National
Teiefilm Associates, his company would be in a position
to exploit the new and upcoming attractions via plugs,
elc. The same argument was made when 20th decided
to go into production of tv films. General Electric Hour
carried “trailers” on the new 20th films. However, this

season, these promotional gimmicks were dropped from
the show.
The main body of industry opinion more or less dis¬
counts the “beneficial” effe’cts of the tv competition. Feel¬
ing is that the video release of the older pix already has
severely affected the b.o. and that the upcoming exposure
of the Metro, Warner, RKO and 20th libraries is going
to hurt even more.
Hurtful Already?
“At least let’s not kid ourselves,” Was one industryite’s
opinion. “You put a good feature film on tv and a lot of
people who normally might have gone to see a show are
going to stay home and watch it in comfort. It’s quite
true that good pictures on tv will rouse greater public
interest in films—but only in those that are shown for
free on the air, not the ones in the theatre.”
Cited frequently is the survey made a month ago when
Metro’s “30 Seconds Over Tokyo” was shown over KTTV
in Los Angeles. Severe drop, in attendance was reported
in the entire area. Later on, some theatre execs denied
that the effects of the Showing had been as sharp as orig¬
inally described.
Many iu the industry feel that tv’s greatest competition

Memo to Industry’s Crepe-Hangers:
Postpone Requiems, L’il Houses
Not Curling Up and Expiring

is not via quality but rather in the area of time. “Th©
competition for the public’s leisure hours is getting hot¬
ter all the time,” noted one exec. “There are only so
many hours in an evening. If a man watches a film on
tv, as a rule he won’t go to the theatre the same night.
If the free product on the air is also good product, th©
inducement to stay home is great.”
The answer, says the same exec, is to create theatr©
screen entertainment with a “must see” appeal; films
which Uhe public feels it cannot afford to miss.
Another aspect of the tv showings which greatly bothers
theatremen particularly is the unfavorable comparisons
the public is bound to make re the age of stars, today and
as they appeared 20 years ago. “It’s not very flattering
to have.the difference pointed up so drastically,” was one"
comment last week.
While the producer argument, that release of older pix
to tv will help the b.o., is generally regarded as a face¬
saving gesture, it’s also realized that unloading of th®
libraries had become an economic necessity. In the in¬
stance of several of the companies, the tv coin has spelled
out the difference between red and black in the light of
a contracting domestic *market.

2ftth-Warner Studio Co-Tenancy
Deal Cold; WB Burbank Lot
May House ABC Telepjx Unit

Cinerama Productions, the com¬
pany that turned over its produc¬
tion and exhibition rights to the
medium to Stanley Warner, is near
making a settlement with the Lan¬
Conviction is growing in Some*- sing Foundation,the
Foundation, the non-profit outout¬ --* Collapse of a-projected deal un¬
quarters that the requiem for the
y
, ^ v A
.
fit which receives 11%
M . ►pi .
i
*
d“r which 20th-Fox and Warner®
% of the gross
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small theatre is being sung too
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pf
INOt That
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would share the same, studio exof aR
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Cinerama theatres.
Just
to
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those
nasty
ru¬
early. .
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rupectedly will result in a new mov®
Lansing, headed
headed by
by Wall
Wall Streeter
Streeter
Despite a variety of pessimistic
New York’s east side is beDavid Baird, former chairman of
mors.
by WB to have the broadcasting
predictions, putting the total of upin? negotiated by Ilya Lopert
SW’s finance committee, obtained
Maxwell Hamilton, a pressn BroadcastlnScoming closings at anywhere bewho already runs the DuPont
the arrangement when it guaranagent working on Cecil B, De
^ramount Theatres move In on
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and Playhouse theatres in
teed SW against losses that might
Mille’s “The Ten Commandus
locitients” has denied emphatemphat¬
next couple of years, the small
Washington.
.
have evolved from the Cinerama
fhents”
ABC is ready to embark on an
houses are hanging on quite firmly.
“We believe in the future of
deal. Lansing also advanced the
ically that there’ll be no ad¬
adelaborate new filming program and
What’s more, efforts are under way
these type houses,” Lopert
coin for Cinerama Productions’ con¬
c6nmission charge—just a collec¬
collecwill be in need of facilities. Sergo
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to feed them the type of product
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Wisbar
Wisbar is
is now
now enroute
enroute to
to WashWashse®kin2 cooperation with
the Navy Department.
Deutsche Londonfilm Hamburg
will distribute the film. Book leads
the best-seller list in Germany.

Awards. Two
Awards.
Two films,
films, which
which Lopert
Lopert
wm sen as a 113 minute “packageare due to open at the Victoria, N.Y., following the “Baby
Doll” run. There’ll be an east side
preem day-and-date.
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PUSH ‘BLACKLISTING’
CASE TO TOP COURT
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has announced plans foirthe con¬
struction of a Hawaiian studio. A
group of New Yorkers connected
with the film biz are sparking the
Puerto Rico project. Portugal and
Spain, eyen Ireland, are trying to
get into the production picture.
Film actor Leo Carrillo is asso¬
ciated with an ambitious project
for bringing motion picture pro¬
Auction
duction to Dallas. A company—

‘PARTICIPATION’ DEALS BOOBY-TRAPPED
t.
FOR SCREEN WRITERS, GUILD COMPLAINS gsfSSI

Film Corporation of America—has
been organized with Carrillo as
chairman apfZ\heWboard^a?elix c!
Tanco as president, Edwin Tanco,
v.p. and comptroller; Harry Preston, secretary-treasurer; Dr. David
E. Berger, corporate manager; and
John Koons, attorney. Aim of the
Texas corporation is to build, studio
facilities, laboratories and also location facilities-in addition to esablishing a unit which, will produce theatrical films for release
under the FCA banner. The company also plans to produce tv films,
commercials and industrial films,
The immediate objective of the
company is a program of 10 fealures and the initial production is
expected’to get under way in about
a month. Indie producer Arthur
Leonard has joined the staff of
FCA and will serve as production
executive. All FCA productions, it’s
noted, will utilize Hollywood stars
in the leads and will employ Texas
talent for the supporting roles.

heir to

.

asked to hear an appeal against

Hollywood, Nov. 13.
f companies, the screenplays are I keepers ar© through, they don’t
J -A .
wriftAn .nil fnr variAfi i-pn«nn« thp uaT a oAnt. '
Writers Guild of America West, written, and for varied reasons the get a cent.
the old Screen Writers
..
Guild, has set up a special committee to survey practice of writer
participation deals in features to
geek a “realistic solution” for the
..
.
Problems they present, following
reports a number of writers have
been burned on such deals. Warren
Duffi was named head o£ the com.
,,,
"
" “ T.
mittee by Ed North, prexy of the
screen writers branch of the guild,
While some writers have cashed
in strongly on participations, .many
more haven’t done well, writers
complain. Beef by writers has been
that in some instance a scripter
will turn in a screenplay, for one
reason or another the picture is
never made, so the writer who expected participation profits is left
out in the cold. A number of writers have a’so grumbled that par*ticipation deals have been made
with top stars who own their own

?1tars wind up shelvln8 the Proper'
Hes.
From the writer’s viewpoint, he’s
anxious to hitch his typewriter to
a star because it enhances the
Pr0£*P5ct
b o- hlt
Jhe/
have found in many cases that after they finish the screenplay, the
star has turned to another property, or simply puts their screenplay
away indefinitely. Result is their
compensatign for their work is relatively low, since their original inducement was «a participation.
North said that the special guild
committee has as its primary objective “a realistic formula for establishing the ‘net’ cost of the film,.'
above which, as a rule, sharing of
profits begins. Items interpreted
as bart 0f the net have varied
greatly from one contract to another, and little semblance to common practice in ear-marking costs
has yet been noticed.”
Some
writers beef even when, their pix
are made, by the time the book-

^
?an Activities Committee, or failed
to clear their names after being

-uu^has’felt'the nMd of^ sip! named Commies ^ »ther wit*
guild nas leit xnt neea 01 t sepfka
ir/kiiv.
arate approach when negotiating ^ooTio^ine^n1 the* group ^ H°Uy"
with the independent companies
guit alleges “wrongful interfere
whose methods of operation differ ence
proSpectivc or futurt
greatly, in many instances, with contract or business relations.” It
the major studios. And from time savs
gfit^ios make it a condition
to time the committees working on. o^employment that aperson shaS
this problem hav© drafted sug- not have invoked his “constitugested form of contracts.
tional privileges” before a Con«
“Not only are recommendations gressi0nal Committee,
of a general nature sought for this
Piaintiffs include: Michael Wilfield, but also specific provisions S0Ui Gale Sondergaard, Howard Da
which will be helpful to. writers gjiva> j0hn H. Chamberlin, Fred
negotiating individually with pro- Gra^ Alvin Hammer, Donald Gorducers in participation deals. What don> Robert Lees, Robert Richards,
the writers seek in this phase of \yaido
Salt, Philip
Stevenson,
the fact-finding, is criteria to en- Louise Rousseau, Alfred Levitt,
able them to know what to accept paul jarriCOf Abraham Polonsky,
as fixed costs in computing the to- Wilma Shore, Paul Perlin, Edward
tal budget of the film under con- Huebsch, Frederic Rinaldo, Louis
sideration.
Solomon, and Anne Revere.
“In a sense, writers have had to
-—
learn production, and in the course
George Jcssel will spiel for City
of these studies, ' incidentally, a of Hope’s dinner-dance in Dallas
number of them have turned pro- Nov. 25 at Baker Hotel, Freddy
orchestra.
ducers,” he said.
1[Martin
Martin orchestra.

FlOf KKVDBWS
The beipemdoei Are
lit Town
Second ©f Regal Films’ new
low - budgeters for 20th - Fox.
fair programmer.
Hollywood, Nov. 13.
20th-Fox release of, Kurt Neumann
(Regal Films) Production. JUreeted by
Neumann. Stars Robert Arthur, _Kathy

Neumann; from Bennett Foster’s SatEvePost story, "The Outlaw* Are In Town ;
camera, John Mescall; editor, Merrill
White; music, Paul Sawtell. Bert Shelter*
Previewed, Nov. 0, '56. Running time, 72
MINS.
Lenny Kesh .. Robert Arthur
Alice Rutherford. Kathy Noian
Jud Collins ... Rhys Williams
Frank Banner..
Rhodes Reason
Dock Lapman .BTien
Tobe'Lapman.Kelly Thordsen
jane
...M&6 Clark
Deputy Sheriff Groome..Robert Osterloh
Tom Kesh . William Challee
Hattie
. Carol Kelly
Branch
.• • Frank Sully
Mr. Rutherford . Morris Ankrum
Hank ... Richard Wessel
Woman . Dorotay Grainger
Ranger (Plainville).Todd Griffin
Mrs. Rutherford . Nancy Evans
Girl
. Ann Stebbim
Jim Day . Byron Foulger

in packs and shun work. This
bunch is a cut above the botrodders.
They think of women* and they
dream dreams of glory. They’re all
caught in a web of unemployment,
but In the end. one—Franco Inter¬
lenghi—takes the step that could
lead into a new life.
Story has Franco Fabrizl marry¬
ing the pregnant Leonora Ruffo
but going right on with his affairs.
He takes a job in a store selling
religious articles but is fired when
he makes love to the proprietor’s
wife. When he spends a night with
a singer from a touring company,
Miss Ruffo takes Tier child and
disappears. The shock—plug a
sound thrashing from his father—
brings him to his senses.
Woven into this main yarn are epi¬
sodes galore, some contrived, some
slices from life. Fellini knows the
value of pathos and he creates it
with a delicate hand. The encoun¬
ter between Interlenghi and the
boy going to work at the railroad
station is beautifully handled; so
is the brusque awakening of the
aspiring playwright who is propo¬
sitioned by a broken-down old
actor on a stormy beach. The final
scene between father (Jean Brochard) and son, ending in a recon¬
ciliation, has humor and charm.
Performances are all topnotch,
with Interlenghi and Fabrizi out¬
standing. But it’s Fellini’s film
from start to finish, and his im¬
primatur raises “ViteHoni” well
above the average. It’s got enough
sex to make it an exploitable item,
and yet it doesn’t depend on that
alone. At a time when the good
Italian films are far and inbetween, “Vitelloni” stands out like
a sore thumb.
Hift.

For the second of Its low-budgeters for 20th-Fox, Regal Films
comes up with a sort of westerp
southern rural, action-drama und.
the title of “The Desperados Are
In Town.” There’s not as much
action as there should be for the
lowercase programmer dates it
will fill but, overall, it shapes as a
_fair entry for release intentions,
considering the low cost factor.
Robert Arthur and Kathy Nolan
lend a youthful note as the stars
of the Kurt Neumann production,
responding satisfactorily to the not
too taxing demands of Neumann’s
direction and the script he wrote
with Earle Snell. Screen plotting
takes a convenient and easy path,
so there are some story holes, as
well as some unnecessary footage
in the 72 minutes running time.
Nub of the plot finds Arthur run* ning away from his parents’ poor
southern farm to Texas, where he
gets mixed up with an outlaw gang
temporarily before being sent back
by an outlaw trying to go straight.
Industrious work reclaims the fprm
and just as the harvest celebration
is to take place, the gang leader
and his brother show jap, insist he
help rob his. banker friend. In¬
stead, Arthur kills them both, but
not before one tips the banker
about the Texas escapade. Tale’s
moral is good, including the Chris¬
tian-like plot solution that finds
the banker taking it upon himself
to forgive and forget Arthur’s past
so the young man can continue' to
be a good citizen and marry his
sweetheart, Miss Nolan.
.Most of the cast are competent,
with some adding a bit more to the
characterizations.
These include
Rhys Williams, as the banker:
Rhodes Reason, the outlaw trying
to go straight, and Carol Kelly, his
dancehall girl friend. Dave O’Brien
and Kelly Thordsen are the outlaw
principals, while Mae Clarke, Rob¬
ert Osterloh, Frank Sully and Mor¬
ris Ankrum are among others more
prominently Involved.
John Mescall’s black-and-white
RegalSkope (a budget handle for
Cinemascope) lensing comes off
okay, as do other technical factors,
Brog.

pmnm
The Last Man to Hang
(BRITISH)
Slow murder trial meller.
Hollywood, Nov. 9.
Columbia release of John Gossage
(A.C.T. Film) production. Stars Tom Con¬
way. Elizabeth Sellars, Eunice Gay son.
Freda Jackson. Directed by Terfence
Fisher. Screenplay, Ivor Montagu, .Max
TreU; from Gerald BuUett novel "The
Jury" and adaptation by Bullett and
Maurice Elvey; camera, Desmond Dickin¬
son; editor, Peter Taylor; music, John
Wooldridge. Previewed Nov, 7, '56, Run¬
ning time, 75 MINS.
Roderick.Tpm Conway
Daphne . Elizabeth Sellars
Elizabeth .
Eunice Gayson
Mrs. Tucker . Freda* Jackson
Mark . Hugh Latimer
Dr. Cartwright . Ronald Simpson
Bonaker .;,.,. Victor Maddem
Gaskin .. Anthony Newley
Mrs. Cranshaw . Margaretta Scott
Mayfield ,.
Leslie1 Weston
Underhay .,... Bill Shine
Lucy Prynne ..
Anna Turner
Major Forth .
Jack Lambert
Cheed .
Harold Goodwin
Mrs. Iseley . Joan Newell
Bracket ... Thomas Heathcote
Nywood .Tony Quinn
Coates .. Hal Osmond
Lucy's Mother . Joan Hickson
Gaskin's Girl . Gillian Lynne
Bracket's Wife . Shelagh Fraser
Bayfield's Wife .. Olive Sloane
Bayfield’s Son .*..Michael McKeag
Cheed's Doctor . Harold Siddons
Cheed’s Nurse ..Maya Koumani ,
The Judge .. Walter Hudd
Attorney General.Raymond Huntley
Antony Harcombe Q.C.David Horne
Clerk of the Court.Dan Cunningham
Det. Sgt. Bolton .. Russell Napier
Det. Sgt. Horne .. Martin Bpddey
Hi*. Goldfinger.John Schlessinger
Dr. Mason .Conrad PhUlips
Senior Sister. Sheila Manahan
Nurse Tomkins ....... Rosanjund Waring
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first major naval victory for Brit¬
ain in the last big war and* as such,
takes a prominent place in history.
Apart from the strategy involved,
it was also an exercise in subter¬
fuge and diplomacy. All these
points are neatly and simply
brought out in the Michael PowellEmeric .Pressburger filmization.
What they have failed to do, how¬
ever, is to achieve any degree of
characterization for the three naval
commanders who led the British
cruisers to victory against the Ger¬
mans’ more powerful pocket bat¬
tleship. Indeed, the only really
sympathetic character emerging
from the screenplay is the skipper
of the enemy ship.
The battle sequences. In which
the lightweight British cruisers
close in on the Graf Spee and give
with all their firepower until they
force the enemy to take shelter in
Montevideo harbor, are powerful,
exciting and technically impres¬
sive. However, there is some con¬
fusion as to the identity of the
individual cruisers.
Story is given a neat twist by
the diplomatic exchanges which
take place while the Graf Spee is
sheltering. The British Minister in
Montevideo deliberately allows the
leakage of a report that other
Allied naval vessels are hurrying
to the scene. When the Nazi battle¬
ship is obliged to leave harbor, the
captain chooses to scuttle, rather
than
be outnumbered by his
enemy. The atmosphere in Monte¬
video is heightened by a series of
on-the-spot dramatic broadcasts to
the U.S., a device which is most
effective.
*
As written, produced and di¬
rected by Powell and Pressburger,
the players are almost secondary
to the ships themselves. -John
Gregson, as the skipper of the
Exeter; Anthony Quayle, commo¬
dore on the Ajax; Ian Hunter, cap¬
tain of the Ajax, and Jack Gwillim
on the Achilles, give forthright
portrayals. Peter Finch gets the
plum role as the German captain,
who emerges as a warm, sincere
and kindly person. This attitude is
helped by Bernard Lee’s interpre¬
tation of Captain Dove, skipper of
a merchantman which had been
sunk by the Graf Spee. Lionel
Murton, as the commentator; An¬
thony Bushell, as the British Min¬
ister; and Peter Illing, as the
Uruguayan foreign minister, lead
an experienced supporting cast,
Myro.

Hargreaves As
Rank’s N.Y. Man
London, Nov, 13.
Marking the first step towards
active operation in the U. S., Ken¬
neth Hargreaves, J. Arthur Rank’s
distribution topper, has been named
president of Rank Film Distributors
of America and emplanes for N. Y,
tomorrow (Wed.) for a preliminary
survey.
Harry Norris has been promoted
to become Rank’s worldwide sales
chief, and Geoffrey Martin steps
up to become publicity head.
John Davis, Rank’s managing di¬
rector, confirmed that the British
outfit had taken a one-year lease
with options on the Sutton Thea¬
tre, N. Y., starting May 1, 1957,
and that the physical distribution
would be handled via a tieup with
National Film Service.
Further
theatre leases are expected. The
Rank project has the greenlight
from British exchange control.

German Solons Fighting
For Higher Age Limits
On ‘Youth-Banned’ Pix

Melodramatics in “The Last.Man
to Hang” manage to get awfully
tedious before the 75-minute foot¬
age is over. The plot is acceptable,
if far-fetched; its execution is not,
so this one will serve out its play¬
Bonn., Nov. 6.
ing time as a lowercase program¬
A touchy topic for all the Amer¬
mer.
ican and other distributors in Ger¬
Based on Gerald Bullett’s novel,
. . Wie Einst Lilt
“The Jury,” the film plays best
many, as well as for the German
Marleen
when in the courtroom at a mur¬
exhibitors, is currently beipg de¬
(GERMAN)
der trial, mostly because of the
bated in the federal legislature in
wigs and studied mannerisms that
(... Like Once Lili Marlene)
British legal eagles assume for the
Bonn. New law has been proposed
practice of their profession. Else¬
which would raise the age level of
Berlin, Nov. 6.
where, the screenplay by Ivor Mon¬
Constantin release of Delos production. tagu and Max Trell, and the direc¬
“youth banned” films from 16 to 18.
Stars Adrian Hoven and Marianne Hold;
features Lale Andersen. Directed by Paul tion by Terence Fisher put too
Since the large majority of theatre
Verhoeven. Screenplay, llse Lutz-Qupont much emphasis on side scenes and
patrons in West Germany are
and Paul Verhoeven, from story by War¬
ner Hill; camera, Karl Schroeder; music. characters to permit the plot to
young people, adding the two years
Norbert Schultze; editor. Use Voigt. At boil along at a good pace.
Adria, Berlin. Running time, 89 MINS.
age to the restricted films would
Tom Conway, only recognizable
Franz Brugger . Adrian Hoven
have a damaging effect that could
Christa Schmidt .. Marianne Hold caster for statesside dates, is the
Minna Lauck . Lucie Englisch man on trial for murder in the
reach millions of D-marks annu¬
Toni Knoll . Peter Carsten average John Gossage production.
Klaerchen Mueller... .Hannelore Schroth
ally at German boxoffices.
Frau Schmidt . Kaiethe Haack He’s supposed to have done his
Dr. Berger . Claus Holm wife in with an overdose of seda¬
Aim of the legislation is to give
Alfred Linder.Wolfgang Preiss tive, and the jury must decide
Fraeulein Korn . Roma Bahn
added “protection” to young peo¬
Krause . Kurt Vespermann whether it was accidental or pre¬
Finger of Guilt
ple
between 16 and 18, who might
Sister Lene . Gudrum Schmidt meditated. Title came from the fact
Frau Berger.Hildegard Grethe there’s a move in Parliament to
otherwise be seeing offensive or
Charwoman . Else Ehser
Well-developed mystery with
morally damaging movies.. With
outlaw capital punishment and he
three U.S names mark this
the rise of the “halbstarken” in
Only vaguely this German film may be the last man, etc. There’s
British entertainment.
Germany (word, literally trans¬
no suspense to this angle; nor else¬
has to do with “Lili Marlene,” this where.
Actually, Conway’s in
lated, means “half-strong,” and is
Hollywood, Nov. 12.
country’s top song of the last jeopardy because his housekeeper,
local equivalent of juve delin¬
RKO release of an Alec C. Snowden
World War which, via the German Freda Jackson, hates him and production.
Stars Richard Basehart, Mary quents), there has been a strong
soldier network in Belgrade, man¬ schemed to get him hanged via Murphy; costars Constance Cummings, national movement to keep young
identifying an unknown body as Roger Livesey, Faith Brook, Mervyn
aged to gain worldwide popularity. his wife’s, who, still alive, has been Johns. Directed by Snowden. Screenplay, people away from harmful influ¬
Peter Howard; camera, Gerald Gibbs;
This Delos production, made in given the wrong card in a hospital. music, Trevor Duncan; editor, Geoffrey ences until they are of a legal age,
able to judge for themselves. Most
Conway, Miss Jackson, Elizabeth Muller. Reviewed Nov. 7, '56. Running
Artur Brauner’s West Berlin CCC
time, 85 MINS.
films banned for youth are those
studios, makes substantially use Sellars, the wife; Eunice Gaysont Reggie Wilson.Richard Basehart with too many sexy scenes, a vio¬
of the famous tune, partly as ac¬ Conway’s lady love; Hugh Lati¬ Evelyn Stewart . Mary Murphy lent love . topic, semi-nudes, bur¬
Kay Wallace . Constance Cummings
companying music and sometimes mer, family friend; Walter Hudd, Ben
Case . t.
Roger Livesey lesque or too much violence (west¬
sung by Lale Andersen whose judge; Raymond Huntley, posecu- Lesley Wilson . Faith Brook
tor,
and
David
Horne,
defending
Ernest Chaple . Mervyn Johns erns and criminal films).
voice,
incidentally, made “Lili
Mearns.Vernon Greeves
Recent pix which the German
Marlene” also famous during the counsel, all play with a studied George
Vadney . Andre Mikhelson
style that’s laughable at times. Steve
Board
ruled
were
war.
Police Sergeant.David Lodge Censorship
Victor Madderh is good as a jury Doctor .
Basil Dignam banned for youth include “Blues,”
In the main, this pic centers member.
Mrs. Lynton.Grace Denbeigh-Russell
a
French
film
starring
Sidney
around the love story between a
Technically, the meller gets okay
German soldier and his girl. Ref¬ support from the lensing by Des¬
“Finger
of
Guilt”
provides Bechet and Viviane Romance, with
erence to the title tune is that both mond Dickinson and other contrib¬ enough mystery td keep the spec¬ a. criminal plot; the controversial
first met when it was played and utors.
Finnish .pic, “The Unknown Sol¬
Brog,
tator fairly engrossed during most dier”; “Bigger Than Life” (20th);
that they then made a promise to
Vitelloni
of a well-developed unfoldment, “Star in Dust” (U); an Italian pic,
think of each other whenever they
Battle of River Plate but film’s contrived climax is weak. “Two
(ITALIAN)
hear this melody. However, when
Nights with
Cleopatra”;
(BRITISH—V’VISION—COLOR)
he. returns to his girl after the war,
It’s a better-than-average Eng¬ United Artists’ pair, “The Killing”
API-Janus release of Mario de Vecchi
presentation of Peg Film-Cite production. he finds her in the arms of another
and
“The
Killer
is
Loose”;
Her¬
lish import, however, and rates
Technically impressive film¬
Stars Franco Interlenghi, Franco Fabrizi, man. But there is a happy ending.
zog’s film, “Love,” starring Maria
Leonora Ruffo; features Alberto Sordi,
ization of defeat of Graf Spee
okay for the program market. Pic
While
the
title
and
the
still
Leopoldo Trieste, Riccardo Fellini, Lida
Schell,
top
German
actress;
in first major naval encounter
has three Hollywood, names, in¬ Union’s “The Other Woman”; Co¬
Baarowa, Arlette Sauvage, Maja Nlpora, catchy tune may be regarded as a
Jean Brochard, Claude Farere. Directed valuable
of second World War.
exploitation angle, at
cluding Richard Basehart, Mary lumbia’s Mexican pic, “The Rebel
by Federico Fellini. Screenplay, Fellini
and Ennio Flalano, based on story by least with regard.to nostalgia, this
Murphy and Constance Cummings, Bride”; Italian pic “La Strada”;
London, Nov. 6.
Fellini, Flaiano and Tullio Pinelli; cam¬ German pic doesn’t offer much
Rank release of a Michael Powell and former American actress.
The “Tender Trap” (M-G); Union’s
era, Martelli, Trrsatti, Carlini; music, which would make it a recom¬
Emeric Pressburger production. Stars
Nino Rota. At 55th St. Playhouse, N.Y.,
This is one which Tony Owen pic about juve delinquency in Ger¬
mended item abroad. Here, it will John Gregson, Anthony Quayle and Peter
Nov. 7, ’56. Running time, 103 MINS.
Finch;
features
Bernard
Lee
and
Ian
many,
“Die Halbstarken”;
and
turned
out
in
England,
where
appeal
to
the
majority
of
average
Moraldo .Franco interlenghi
Hunter, Written, produced and directed
Fausto . Franco Fabrizi patrons for whom this production by Michael Powell and Emeric Press¬ British backgrounds lend them¬ “Away All Boats.” (U).
Alberto...Alberto Sordi
burger.
Camera,
Christopher
Chilis;
edi¬
selves to the story of a former
German Censorship Board also
Leopoldo .
Leopoldo Trieste has also mainly been tailored,
tor, Reginald Mills; music. Brian Easdale.
Riccardo .
Riccardo Fellini
As usual with a German postwar At Odeon, Leicester Square, London. Hollywood film cutter who now is exercises another strong limit on
Sandra ... Leonora Ruffo
a London producer and wed to the films, banning them as “not free
Running
time,
119 MINS.
film
of
this
category,
the
script
is
Giulia . Lida Baarowa
John Gregson studio head’s daughter. Told par¬ fos holidays,” as well as exercising
Wpman ... Arlette Sauvage mostly to blame for the film’s Captain Bell .
Actress . Maja Nipora shortcomings. The situations are Commodore Harwood... .Anthony Quayle tially in flashback form, the Peter
Captain Langsdorff.Peter Finch Howard screenplay follows Base¬ the youth ban. Those with the “not
Father ... Jean Brochard
Sister .. Claude Farere too familiar. The story develop¬ Captain Parry . Jack Gwillim
Captain Dov4 . Bernard Lee hart, happily married, after a se¬ free for holidays” tag cannot be
Michele .*.. Carlo Romano ment lacks Conviction.
Mike Fowler .Lionel Murton ries of intimate letters, signed played on Sundays or on the many
Despite the handicaps, direction Mr. Millington-Drake.... Anthony Bushell
German church and legal holidays, •
Those who’ve been wanting the by Paul Verhoeven is generally Captain McCall ...... Michael Goodliffe “Evelyn,” start to reach him.
Commander ...... Patrick MacNee
Insisting that he has no knowl-< all of which are ordinarily the days
Italians to return to their native satisfactory. That also applies to Lieut.
Dr. Oangmann . John Chandos
when cinemas get the biggest busi¬
style of filmmaking should wel¬ I the players. Young, beautiful Mari¬ Mr. Desmoulins ..Douglas Wilmer edge of the girl; the harassed pro¬ ness.
Ray Martin..
William Squire ducer takes his wife to Newcastle,
anne
Hold
portrays
the
role
of
the
Capt. Varela .. Roger Delgado
come “Vitelloni” with open arms.
As yet, MREA has not taken any
girl sympathetically, Adrian Hoven Capt. Stubs.Andrew Cruickshank where the girl, who infers they
With the imaginative, sharp-eyed enacts her beau with average re¬ Manola.Christopher Lee have been secretly meeting, lives. action in this situation, feeling that
Pop
.
Edward
Atienza
Unwilling
at
first
not
to
believe
Federico Fellini at the helm, it’s sults* Claus Holm plays a military Dolores ... April Olrich
the problem should be handled by
her husband, circumstantial evi¬ the Germany industry.
the kind of film that should flour¬ surgeon who has eyes on Miss
dence now lbads the wife to leave
ish in the U.S. arties.
Hold, an okay performance. Same
By its selection for the Royal
’Many of the elements of the goes for vet players like Lucie Command film gala, “Battle of him, and producer is on the verge briefly as a Hollywood film star
early postwar Italo successes are Englisch, Kaethe Haack and Roma River Plate” has garnered top of thinking he must be a split per¬ whom. Basehart brings to London
wrapped into this picture—the Bahn. Natural performances are quality publicity, which should be sonality, one side unaware of what for a picture. As the studio chief,
simplicity, the sharp contrasts in contributed by Peter Carsten, of immense help in promotion and the other is doing. Windup dis¬
Roger Livesey is excellent and
the camera work, the whisp of a Hoven’s war-time . buddy, Hanne¬ exploitation. That aid won't go closes that it is the studio head’s
Faith Brook registers effectively
story line and the sharp delinea- lore Schroth as Carsten’s wife. amiss for, despite its impressive former righthand man, who rej as the wife.
sents
Basehart,
who
framed
the
Miss
Andersen
sells
her
“Lili
Martions of mood and characters.
technical achievements, it’s lack¬ whole thing.
Alec C. Snowden, who gives film
There is some humor here and, leen” song in appealing style.
ing in human, emotional and dra¬
Basehart delivers persuasively very good production mounting,
over it all, that cast of frustration
Music by Norbert Schultze is matic qualities. It will need inten¬
does
a smooth job in his direction
and hopelessness so prevalent in filme’s main asset. His “Lili Mar- sive selling, both in Britain and and Miss Murphy is convincing as and. camera work by Gerald Gibbs
lovely
impersonator.. Miss
many Italian productions.
leen” still rates extremely popular. overseas to help it make the b.o. the
: Cummings, s.till a looker ..after is interesting. Balance of technical
.
.
*li- grade.
“Vitelloni” are the loafers,, the Editing and lensing are o*
Whit.
Defeat of the Graf Spee was the I years away from Hollywood, scores credits are standard.
Hans.
boys on the streetcorners who run ocre calibre.
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Indies as ‘Clients’ of Warners;
Til IN jjj I Eijy
Hutner Job Ones New Attitude
(If

Vogel Team Reticent on Loew Foes;
No Overt Proxy Campaign Yet
Loew’s Inc. officials are remain- -4
ing outwardly unruffled in the face
CHARLES KRANZ'S SETUP
of the threats of an impending
proxy fight for control of the com¬
New
Deal Worked Out Vis-A-Vis
pany. No attempt has been made
Filmakers
to answer the published stories re¬
lating to the activities of Wall
>4 Hollywood, Nov. 13.
Street groups assembling blocks
Mutual Productions of the West
of stock to challenge the manage¬
has been specially set up by
ment at the annual stockholders'
meeting in February. While notice\ Charles Kranz, one of franchise
holders of Filmakers, to handle the
ably annoyed by the Time magazine
release of three American Pictures
article last week appraising the
Co. reissues. Deal supplants the
Loew’s situation, company officials
previously-announced pact with
are taking the ^position that “ac¬
complishments will speak louder Filmakers for the same pictures,
in which Kranz figured.
than words.”
Under the
terms,
“Invasion
The Time mag piece, quoting
a spokesman for the Lehman Bros.- U.S.A.” and “1,000 Years from
Now”
will
be
paired
as
a
releasing
Lazard Freres banking group, said
that Wall St. financiers “will be package. Second combo will in¬
able to walk in and take control clude “The Beast of Paradise Isle,”
without a fight—provided they find plus another film for which APC is
the right man to direct the com¬ now negotiating.
pany.”
The weekly news magazine, again
quoting a spokesman for the bank¬
ing group, said the Wall Streeters
can control 3,000,000 of Loew’s
5,142,615 shares. It is generally
believed, however, that the Lehman-Lazard faction controls only
1,000,000 shares. It* is the impres¬
sion in Wall St, nevertheless that
Lehman and Lazard, if they com¬
bine their holdings plus the “po¬
tential” from other sources, can
succeed in taking over control of
Loew’s if they so desire.
However, Lehman and Lazard,
despite the numerous reports., have
not officially committed themselves
to a proxy fight. A Loew’s spokes¬
man asserted that the Loew’s man¬
agement had nothing to fear from
the two banking groups, claiming
they are supporting newly-named
prexy Joseph R. Vogel in his efforts
to reestablish the company as one
of the leaders of the film industry.
Vogel returned from his initial
Coast survey on Friday (9). During
his two-week stay, he conferred
with production chief Dore Schary,
gandered several of the company’s
new pictures, and sized up the gen¬
eral problems of studio operation.
(Continued on page 18)

Donald Ogden Stewart
Passport Hinges On
Fuller Party Biography
Washington, Nov. 13.
State Dept, has been directed to
give a hearing to screen and stage
writer Donald Ogden Stewart whose
application for a passport has been
denied. Order was by U. S. Dis¬
trict Judge Henry A. Schweinhaut
who, a month ago, refused to order
the passport issued.
State claims Stewart has failed to
comply with its regulations that
passport applicants must make an.
affidavit on whether they have ever
been members of the Communist
Party. The writer offered an affi¬
davit to the effect that he hadn’t
been a member of the Party or of
any Commie organization in the
past 15 years. State says he has
no right to stop there, but must
give full information.

Sidney Markley’s Post
Sidney Markley, who heretofore
has concerned himself with the
theatre end of American Brqadcasting-Paramount Theatres, has
been given the job as head of
theatrical production for the corpo¬
ration.
Leonard H. Goldenson,
president of AB-PT, recently dis¬
closed intentions of going into filmmaking but, at the start, on'a lim¬
ited basis,
Markley, in addition to super¬
vising the production division, will
continue with his interests in the
theatre operations. He declined to
comment on the specifics of the
production project and the re¬
ported tieup with Filmakers,- an
mdie setup whose program appears
consistent with the AB-PT sched¬
ule.

‘Backroom’ Work
For 11 Distribs
Goes to Clark
National Film Service, which
more and more is moving in on
physical distribution, has taken
over all “backroom” work for the
11 principal distributors in New
Haven.
This
includes
storage,
shipping and inspection of prints.
Chester Ross, N. Y. exec veep of
NFS, disclosed in New York this
week that his outfit two months
ago began construction of a $500,000 building in a suburban part of
New Haven and this will have new
sales offices for each film company
in addition to a central shipping
and handling area.
Farming out the “backroom”
work in Connecticut to NFS are
Allied Artists, Buena Vista, Co¬
lumbia, Metro, Paramount, Repub¬
lic, RKO, 20th-Fox, United Artists,
Universal and Warners. Most of
them also have leased office space
in the new building, Clark re¬
ported.
Exec expressed the belief that
the new setup “will effect econo¬
mies that are far beyond the ex¬
pectations of even the most, ardent
supporters of joint operations.”
For the past several years various
film outfits have workfed on estab¬
lishing a joint depot. The NFS
move in New Haven represents the
first time that all distribs will
house themselves under one roof
for such a purpose.

The general resurgence of religious Interest in the United States,
witnessed
by peak enrollment
among the population in various
church groups, is being paralleled
by renewed activity in the production of religioso subjects by Hollywood and television. Whatever the
~
«
reason for the reawakening of reli¬
gious convictions—it has been at¬
tributed to the atom age and the
new threat of a world war—the
amusement industry is acutely
aware of the trend. It has already
been manifested in the large numher
of
religioso disks that
have
UCI.
Ul. LCUglUbU
LllaL HdVC
been placed into circulation.
The release of Cecil B. DeMille’s
“Ten Commandments” is seen as
touching off a new cycle of films
designed to' stress biblical values,
Not all the pictures in the religious
category will be based on scripture
although there are a number of
these.
Scheduled for production
are several modern stories which
emphasize an inspirational and re¬
religious
ligioiis point of view.
^
In the latter category, for exampie,
pie, are
are a
a series
series of
of feature
feature films
films
planned
planned by
by telepix
telepix producer
producer Ber¬
Bernard
nard L.
L. Schubert.
Schubert. Employing
Employing the
the
material
gathered
for
his
“Crossma^frIaJ gathered for his “Crossroads”
roads telepix series, an interfaith
mterfaith
program
program with
with religious
religious motivation,
motivation,
Schubert
Schubert has
has revealed
revealed plans
plans for
for
the
production
of
three
full-length
the production of three full-length
pictures during 1957.
The first
oni"CS
Padre " is
Abased
one, “Paratroop Padre,”
based
™
on
un the
me story
story of
or a
a Jesuit
uesun priest
ptiest who
wmi
jumped with American paratroop—. during the Battle of the Bulge
in World War II.
Schubert, who maintains an elaborate setup to gather the modern
religious yarns, noted that the
story would originally be offered
on television as a two-part story
and “if it holds together,” it will
be completely remade as a feature
picture. For the remainder of his
(Continued on page 15)
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“The Small Woman,” a novel by
Britain’s Alan Burgess, has been
acquired for the screen by 20thFox.
It’s the story of Gladys
Aylward, a missionary In China.
Book, as yet unpublished, will
be brought out in the U. S. by
E. P. Dutton Co. It’s already been
sold to the Readers Digest Book
Club for Spring publication. ^Deal
for the film rights originated in
London.

Lena Horne’s Harlem Film
Based on Petry’s ‘Street’
Las Vegas, Nov. 13.
Director Michael Webb planes
to Las Vegas next weekend to
confer with Lena Horne anent her
starring role in. “The Street.” Pic,
which will be shot in its entirety
in Harlem, is scheduled to role
Dec. 5.
“The Street” was adapted from
Negro novelist Ann Petry’s tome
of the same name by Hal Rob¬
bins who also produces.
Miss
Horne will leave for Gotham and
“Street” rehearsals at the conclu¬
sion of her current nitery en¬
gagement at the Sands.
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Steadily growing number iof in¬
-—!—-Steadily
releasing
DK; ..cm TAY mnw
dependent
producers
rel<
RE LASKY'Sa TAX
BLOW
through
the major compan:
companies is
8DLU"
stronger liai,
.
creating a need for a stronger
TJ.
Supreme Court Agrees to son
the promotional level.
Ifaan DitAriiiAai*’o Innoal
.
Hear Producer's Appeal
Latest move in that direction
has
-m™, io
Washington, Nov. 13.
c
Supreme .Court agreed last
aolr frt Vioar an innnmp tav anneal
week
to hear an income tax appeal
brought by Jesse L. Lasky and his
wife, Bessie. Case involves Lasky s
sale of his interest in the film
Sergeant York in 1943.
The Laskys declare theirs was a
sale of property on which they
paid the tax as a capital gain. Internal Revenue contends it was
straight income tax.
Whopping
differential in tax would clciut producer with better part of a million
dpllars.
--

come at Warner Bros, where
Meyer H. Hutner has been named
speciai assistant to ad-put v.p.
^
and
puhiic
relations ^^
director
Robert s Taplinger. Hutner will
provide liaiSOn with the indies and
wm xuuwuuii
aiung the
me lines
mica of
ui
will
function along
an
account exeq
exe? at
at an
an agency.
agency.
an account
Hutner will Concentrate on the
more important indie contributions
to the WB roster, acting both as an
j^ea man an(j, as a contact through
which the
indies
can
funnel
queries, projects, etc., etc. Through
Hutner’ too activities that may be
planned by the producers’ own
agents will be coordinated.
Hutner will report directly to
Oi
O■
"Tlf ll
■
Taplinger, but will work in associa^TOW
>TQIT I V K^flTigC
tion with Gil Golden, advertising
UIIU
5
manager, Larry Golob and Charles
i
\ *
Steinberg, national and eastern
/
/Ill 1 P 1
\ h
publicity
directors
respectively,
IIIIIfl f 1 llUS/ AS
and Bill Hendricks, the studio
\
aiw
publicity head
In the past, the indies'own press
Tin! A agents have found it at time difItOnOtp 1>313 ficult to nail down projects in the
tt

c

Star TV Ratings
(Old Films) As
Debate Data

I

Tn re
wntinn of
of the
the
years a
a, section
In
w recent
motion picture industry has been
reconsidering the value of star
A vocal faction—including
such film-makers as Elia Kazan and
Jerry Wald—has been asserting
that the one-time appeal of the
top personalities has waned and
that the public is more interested
in the story than in the performers.
For the diehards who oppose this
theory, a survey of the viewing
audience of two New York area tv
stations specializing in the showing of old feature pictures may proyide
a telling
teiBng reply.
repiy.
vide a
WOR-TV and WATV both present pre-1948 feature pictures for
a week's run. Both stations offer
their films in about the same time"!
time"
slot 16 times a week, twice nightly
for .seven days plus matinees on
Saturday and Sunday,
Sunday.
The competition between the two stations
may be said to be similar to two
(Continued on page 18)

Metro’s analysis of each account
in all the exchange territories is
reported to be paying dividends in
the form of bookings of undated
pictures and the sale of unsold
product. In a customer by customer breakdown in each area, M-G’s
sales execs established rental ob¬
jectives fof unsold, past-availabil¬
ity product which was considered
PERMANENT TENURE?
saleable. In some instances, the
price structures were revised.
The analysis, ordered by sales Julian Brylawski Heads Theatre
i
i
-rvjr n
At.h Ymp
chief
Charles
M. Reagan,Aecn
involved
Assn. Fnr
For 34th
Year
a study of every open theatre in
—;each section of the country. ObWashington, Nov, 13.
jective was to discover why cerA. Julian Brylawski, of Stanleytain pictures and shorts had not Warner, has been elected presibeen sold.
dent of the Motion Picture TheaIn theatres where Metro had full tre Owners of Metropolitan D. C.
knowledge of the grossing poten- for the 34th consecutive year.
tial and Where “good judgment
Others chosen at the annual
dictated,” the J;erms were reduced meeting:
Marvin Goldman, 1st
to meet present market conditions, v.p.; Joseph Bernheimer, 2nd v.p.;
At the same time, where increased Harry Bachman, secretary, and
terms were in order, the reasons Lloyd Wineland Sr., treasurer.
were explained to the salesman
Elected to the board were,
and they were briefed on the George Crouch, Orville Crouch,
proper approach to be used in Bernard Lust, Gerald Wagner
meeting the company’s objectives. I and Harry Roth.
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BUYS BRITISH BOOK
20th To Film Tale of Missionary
In China

PICTURES

Soul Search—Off the Record
Industry cross-section opinion among toppers has reached these
realistic conclusions, all of them privately aired, all with respect
“you can use it in any way but don’t quote me by name”:
(1) Let’s get some new blood into the business—-and that goes
for me.
(2) Let’s cut down the overhead, but ’way down. Who needs an
exchange in Omaha? Who needs so much studio space which is
killing us with the overhead? Let’s sell-off, merge facilities, cash
in on our assets, real estate, story properties, old films, anything, no
matter what.
. .
(3) Let's recognize the public has changed its habits but we
haven’t? Some of the “old guard” should have quit years ago.
(4) You say “pictures always gave ’em something extra—free
dishes, bingo, banknite, vaudeyille.” But how can we compete
today with prizes when $64,000 is now like a tip to bellhop com¬
pared to 250G and even a million. So how can you pique the im¬
agination with a $150 jackpot in a theatre? Stage shows? Look
what they get for free on tv. And above all, no matter how you
slice it, tv is anotheF form of film entertainment, whether done live
or on film. You still see it on a screen. What nave we different
to offer in a theatre unless it's a blockbuster?”

companies' publicity departments
where,
necessarily,
a
certain
amount Qf overlaDDini? occurs It’s
®
nrrt
fe t that the liaison P°st wlU Pro*
vide
*2V?*es
betteE contact
(Continued on page 20)
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Coproduction deal, covering a
quintet of films to be made in
Italy, has been negotiated by 20thFox and
and Titanus
Titanus Films.
Films. Talks
Talks were
were
Fox
carried on in N. Y. last week by
Spyros P. Skouras, 20th Drexy,
and Goffredo Lombardo of Titanus.
Lombardo left .before the weekend for his Rome headauarters, accompanied by Robert G. Edwards,
his p.r. chief. Franco De Simone,
Titanus general manager, and Lee
Steiner, Titanus’ U.S. rep, have
gone to the Coast^on talent nego¬
tiations.
While in N. Y., the Titanus
group also met with United Artists
to finalize plans for the promotion
and distribution of “The Monte
Parln
”
ctorrina
Mo^lana
Carlo Btrtrxr
Story,”
starring Marlene
Dietrich.
Lombardo said in Gotham earlier last week that Titanus had at¬
located $5,000,000 for coproduction
with American interests.
Of the five Titanus-20th copro¬
ductions, two will be handled by
20th worldwide and the rest everywhere except in Italy. JPix will be
made in Italian.
*
-

Co-Production With 20th

IVn
HOLLYWOOD MUSEUM
IDEA AGAIN HEARD
Uj|| I YWfllfin

IxFIllwi

Hollywood, Nov. 13.
Publicity Directors Committee,
delegated the task by major studio
heads of working out a detailed
blueprint for the proposed Golden
Jubilee next year, has come up
with the suggestion that project
be tied in with the Film Museum
planned by Academy df Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences.
This is the first concrete idea to
be presented by publicists, who to
date have met twice and will meet
several more times. The proposed
junket of the nation’s press to
Hollywood also is being studied in
every detail.
Plans call for the Committee to
offer a set of recommendations for
the Jubilee* to promote Hollywood
and the motion picture biz, which
will be submitted back to studio
heads. If these are approved by
local lot chiefs, then they will be
forwarded to MPA A toppers in
N.Y. for final consideration and
approval.

riCTVttK CROSSES
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Holiday Helps LA.; ‘Can’t Run’ Okay ™’.“EFN
$11,000, ‘Rebel’ Modest 20G, 4 Spots,
‘Cad’ Nice 23G, ‘Giant’ Mighty 33G
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k ®®L JumP‘n - Giant’ Smash $42,000,
‘Moment’ Hot 16G, ‘Killers’-'City’ 12G

Providence, Nov. 13.
“Teenage Rebel” is pacing the
boxoffice parade at the Majestic
this week.
“The Sharkfighters”
^
Detroit, Nov, 13
looks just okay. Albee and Strand
are fairish with “Teen-ager In
V
r*v
Downtowners are jumping tills
Trouble” and “You Can’t Run
Kpv l.HV lirnSSfiS
weekGiant”, is heading for a
vUJ uiuaaca
terrific take at the Michigan. “Man
Away From It,” respectively.
from Del Rio” looks good at Pnims
Estimates for This Week
Los Angeles, Nov. 13. 4
Estimated Total Gross
Oldie duo of “Killers” and “SleepAlbee (RKO) (2.200; 60-85) —
New entries are failing to make
This Week . . .$2,934,450
ing City” shapes nice at Broadwav“Teen-ager In Trouble” (M-G) and
much of a boxoffice stir in current
(Based on 23 cities and”235
Capitol. “Seven Wonders” at the
“TheseWilder
Years”
(AA).
Fair¬
session although Veteran’s Day
theatres,
cr.tefly
first
runs,
in*
Music
Hall and “Oklahoma” al the
ish $5,500. Last week, “The Kill¬
holiday is helping biz generally.
eluding N Y )
United Artists continue smash on
ers”
(U)
and
“Sleeping
City”
(U)
Estimated Total Gross
This is true particularly among
(reissues), good $6,000.
some holdovers and extended-runs
This Week .$670,450
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 60-85)—
where takes are equalling the
(Based on 23 theatres)
“Teenage
Rebel” (20th) and “Des¬
previous week.
Last Year .$651,000
perados Are InJTown” (20th). Sock
theatres.)
,,
. _
Near-medium $11,000 is seen for
(Based
on
22
theatres)
.- .■■■_■-■
Estimates for This Week
$11,000.
Last
week, “Heaven and
“Can’t Run Away From It” at the
Hell” (20th) and “Cry In The _
__
'
__ ~
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; 9().
Egyptian. “Teenage Rebel” is rated
Night” (WB), ditto.
DL
$1.25) — “Unguarded Moment” i(j)
modest"$20,00b in four situations.
State (Loew)- (3,200; 60-85) —
“Tension at Table Rock” looms
hr pnn v flier /Jill
an& “Showdown at Abilene” iu>.
1 1 H/IHUJ
MJIK LiUUy
Good $16,000. Last week, “Tecnare
“Sharkfighters^ (UA) and “U.F.O.”
slow $15,000 in three houses.
(UA). Oke $9,000. Last week, “Run
Rebel’1 (20th) and “Strange AclNice $23,000 is forecast for
for Sun” (UA) and “Power and
“Solid Gold Cadillac,” in first week
II L
I
Pi HP i venture” <Bep), $21,000.
Prize” (M-G), $8,000.
of popscale run in three sites plus
I
Michigan (United Detroit) (4.000;
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 60-85)
final five days at Warner Beverly.
lull#;
iVUUl/l 1 • VI 90-$ 1.50) — “Giant” (WB). Socko
—“Can’t Run Away From It” (Col)
“Giant” continues great $33,000 in
$42,000. Last week, “Solid Gold
and “White Squaw” (Col). Mildish
fourth Chinese round while “War
Boston, Oct. 13.
| Cadillac" (Col) ^and “Strange In$5,000.
Last week, “Mountain”
and Peace” also is hefty at $10,' Philadelphia, Nov. 13.
Holiday spelled lofty grosses for truder” (AA), $14,000 in second
000 in 12th frame at Hollywood
Good weekend with Armistice (Par) and “Suicide Mission” (Col), Hub first-runs with biz great all -week.Par.
Day holiday helping is placing $4,000.
around. With films shaping solid
Palms (UD) (2,961; 90-$1.25) —
Estimates for This Week
first-run biz on upgrade. “Giant”
for last two frames, exhibs feel the “Man
Man from Del Rio” (UA) and
Egyptian (UATC) 11,411; $1.25- turned them away in droves at the
big new product have overcome “Flight to Hong Kong” (Rep). Good
$1.80)—"Can’t Run Away From It” Mastbaum, overflow helping other
the inertia experienced earlier this $14,000 or near. Last week, “Run
(Col). Medium near $11,000. Last midtown deluxers. “Oklahoma” is
fall. They say big ones like “War for sun” (UA) and “Hulc”’ (UA),
week, “Oklahoma” (Magna) (51st being hypoed by group sales and
and Peace,” “Giant” and “Ten $17,000.
wk-5 days), $7,500.
holiday. School holiday also helped
Cpmmandnienls'” hypo interest in
Madison (UD) (1>900. 90-51,25)Los Angeles, New Fox, Ritz, “Seven Wonders of World” and
a
UiA
MpfrnrmlRan “Rosanna” (Indie) and “Forbidden
Loyola (FWC) (2,097; 965; 1,363; “Teenage Rebel” at the Trans-Lux.
Giant
at the Mehopol tan Cargo”. (Indie). Fair $10,000. Last
1.248; 90-$1.50)—“Teenage Rebel” Latter is heading foV a lusty figure
leads again in second frame with week «*Bad Seed” (WB) $8,000 in
(20th) and “Stagecoach to Fury” and is second only to “Giant”
wow take. Standout new entry
i_tt
weex.
_
(20th). Modest $20,000. Last week, among new
entries.
“Between
looks
to be “Friendly xwcMiodoti’*
Persuasion'
Pittsburgh, Nov. 13.
“Best Things In Life” (20th) and Heaven and Hell” is fairly nice at
“Giant” continues to be the
“Magnificent Roughnecks” (AA) the Fox.
age
Rebel”
is
slick
at
the
Memorial.
town’s blockbuster in second week
ing City” (U) (reissues). Nice $12,(2d wk-4 days), $11,600.
at Stanley after clobbering every¬ “You Can’t Run Away From It” is 000. Last week, “It Conquered
Estimates for This Week
Hillstreet, Iris, Wiltern (RKOthing around to set a new. house holding big in second round at ^Id”m’d ‘•She-CreTture"
Arcadia
(S&S)
(526;
99-$1.80)—
FWC-SW) (2,752; 816; 2,344; 80record in first stanza. Holiday fig¬
wm
514,000;
•.
$1.25) — “Tension at Table Rock” “Opposite Sex”" (M-G) (2d wk). ured to help some elsewhere and ders of World” is racking up torrid
United Artists (UA) (1,668; 90(RICO) and “Finger of Guilt” Okay $12,000. Last week, $14,000. should give “Julie” at Penn a par¬ gross in 12th week at Cinerama.
$J.25)—“Oklahoma”
(20th)
(2d wk).
•
Boyd
(SW)
(1,430;
$1.25-$2.60)—
(Continued on page 24)
ticular lift.
Re-release of “Re¬
Estimates for This Week
C’Scope version after 36 weeks
“Seven Wonders of World” (Cine¬
becca” at Harris is rated good.
Astor (B&Q) (1,500; 75-$1.25)— here in Todd-AO. Swell $15,000.
rama) (29th wk). Stout $14,000. Holdover of “Between Heaven and
week, same.
Last week, $13,000.
Hell” at Fulton is so-so and “Wages “Solid Gold Cadillac” (Col) (6th Last
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 90-$1.25)
Fox (20th) (2,250; 75-$1.50J— of Fear,” new art enfry at Guild, wk). Fifth week ending today
—“Power and Prize” (M-G). Fair
“Between Heaven, Hell” (20th). looks nice.
(Tues.) was slick $9,500.
Nice $18,000. Last Week, “Best
Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill) (678; $7,000. Last week, “Tea and SymEstimates for This Week
Things in Life (20th) (3d wk), $11,Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 65-99)— 90-$l.25)—r-“Rififi” (UMPO) opened pathy” (M-G), $8,000 in fourth
Monday
(12). Last week, “Fantasia” week at $1.50 top.
000.
“Between Heaven and Hell” (20th)
Music Hall (Cinerama ProducGoldman (Goldman) (1,250; 65- (2d wk). Not too bad at $6,000. (BV) (reissue) (4th wk), $8,000.
Indianapolis, .Nov. 13.
Cinerama
(Cinerama
Produc- tions) (1,205; $1.20-$2.65)—“Seven
$1.35)—“Fantasia” (BV) (reissue) Last week, $8,000.
Biz is reasonably good at most (2d wk). Mild $8,000. Last week,
Guild (Green)
(500; 85-99)— tions) (1,354; $1.25-$2.65)—“Seven Wonders of World” (Cinerama)
first-run situations here this stan¬ $10,500.
“Wages of Fear” (DCA).
Off to Wonders of World” (Cinerama) <22d wk). Great $32,200. Last week,
za. “The Girl He Left Behind” is
Green Hill (Serena) (750; 75- fairly good start, $2,700.
Last (12th wk). Wow $35,000. Last week, $32,500.
okay at the Indiana, and “You $1.25)—“Private’s Progress” (DCA)
$31000.
'
■
■— ■ ■■■ ■
Can’t Run Away From It” at (6th wk). So-so $2,600. Last week, week, “Lust for Life” (M-G) (7th
wk), $2,300.
Loew’s looms dandy. “Oklahoma” $3,000.
Harris (Harris) (2,165; 65-99)— “Richatd iir^fLopert).’ Hotsy$15,is still clicking in its 11th week at
Mastbaum (SW) (4,370; 90-$1.80)
Lyric. House has theatre parties —“Giant” (WB). Smash $50,000. “Rebecca” (20th) (reissue). Slight
$3,500
in 4 days. Last week, “Teen¬
dated up to Dec. 4. “Tension at Last week, “Solid Gold Cadillac”
Fenway (NET) (1,373; 60-90)—
.n * n
D
age Rebel” (20th), $5,500 in 9 days.
Table Rock” is light^ at Circle (Col) (4th wk), $10,000.
“Friendly Persuasion” (AA) *nd
’"fjm SltUlflHt 14li /fl
“Rebecca” lifted after * days.
while “The Mountain”*is sluggish
“Calling
Homicide”
(AA>.
Big
l'dU wIIlOUlH IW,
Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; $1.20Nixon
(Rubin)
(1,700;
$1.25in second week at Keith’s.
$2.40)—“Oklahoma” (Magna) (11th $2.40)—“Oklahoma” (Magna) (24th $8,000. Last week, “Girl He Left
,
Toronto, Nov. 13.
Estimates for This Week
Behind” (WB) and “Dark Venture”
Although it’s causing individual
(Continued on page 24)
(Continued on page 24)
Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800; 60(Indie), $5,000.
theatre mixups, cinematic treat85).
“Tension at Table Rock”
Kenmore (Indie) (700; 85-$1.25) ments of teenage problems are top(RKO) and “Beyond Reasonable
—“La Strada” (T-L) (6th-wk). Oke ping this week, with “Teenage
Doubt” (RKO). Slow $6,500. Last .
$3,500. Last week, $5,500Rebel” and “My Teenage Daugnweek, “War and Peace” (Par) (3dMemorial (RKO) (3,000; 60-90)— ter” leading the newcomer with
wk), $7,500.
“Teenage Rebel” (20th) and “Stage- former making best showing. Also
Indiana (C-D) (3.200; 60-85)—
coach to Fury” (20th). Great $17,- smash is “Lust for Life” “Run for
“Girl He Left Behind” (WB) and
000. Last week, “Back From Eter- Sun” and “These Wilder Years’’
“Amazon Trader” (WB). Okay $10,nity” (RKO) and “Great Day Morn- are not doing much. Of holdovers,
000. Last week, “Teenage Rebel”
“Solid Gold Cadillac” is still great
ing” (RKO), $14,000.
(20th) and “Outside the Law” (U),
Metropolitan (NET) (4,357; 90- in second stanza, with “Killers”$8,000.
Minneapolis, Nov. 13.
up fifth and second stanzas, respec¬
$1.50)—“Giant”
(WB)
(2d
wk).
“Sleeping City,” oldie combo, also
Keith's (C-D) (1,300; 60-85)—
Even though “Giant” is getting a tively, also are torrid. Even the
“Mountain” (Par) (2d wk). Slug¬ tremendous play and will wind up weekend Minnesota-Iowa football Wham $48,000. Last week, $52,000; big in second. “War and Peace”
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 60-90) nice in sixth frame.
gish $3,500. Last week, fair $7,000. far in lead currently, such other game, attracting a turnaway crowd
—“Friendly Persuasion” (AA) and
Estimates for This Week
Loew’s (Loew) (2,427; 60-80)— newcomers as “Teenage Rebel” and of 64,000, didn’t seem to hurt.
“Calling Homicide” (AA). Robust
“Can’t Run Away From It” (Col) “Toward the Unknown” aren’t be¬
Carlton, Colony, Fairlawn (Rank)
Estimates for This Week
$15,000.
Last
week,
“Girl
He
Left
I
/«
cio.
<>*>n. i
«t-n
and “White Squaw” (Col). Dandy ing neglected either. It looks as
Century (S-W)
(1,150; $1.75- Behind” (WB) and “Dark Venture
$9,000. Last week, “Attack” (UA) though the week’s total takings will
(UA). Light $15,000. Last
$2.65)—“Seven
Wonders
of
World”
(Indie), $12,000.
and “Shadow of Eagle” (UA), hit a new recent high, thanks
“Guys and Dolls” (M-G).
Pilgrim
(ATC) (1,000; 65-95)$8,000.
especially to “Giant.” In its 15th (Cinerama) (15th wk). Sat. morn¬
™first
time a pop scale, $24,000.
Repr sai (Col) and To Ends of
Christie. Hyland (Rank) (877; 1Lyric
(Cockrill - Dolle)
(850; week “Seven Wonders of World” ing student matinees are sellouts
Socko
$1.25-$2.20)—“Oklahoma” (Magna) continues going great guns. Other and help to boost total.
Ear? l Ln<L,e-)- Bll?ki15000iJLa^ 357; 75-$l)—“Rebecca" (20th) <reWfek,. Tensumat Table Rock
issue) ,2d wk). Good $8,500. Last
(11th wk). Solid $14,000. Last holdovers, “Solid Gold Cadillac” $18,000. Last week, $18,500.
'
Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 85-90)—: <RKO) and “Finger of Guilt” "eek! jll.OoS.
week, same.
and “Unguarded Moment,” chalking
“Sharkfighters” (UA). Well-liked, (Indie), $9,000.
.
Downtown, Glendale, Scarboro,
but the competition apparently is
®?,3f?nJSaX?.n),-vJ,100:^,1,'ntC$2'i0. State, Westwood (Taylor) (1.054;
too tough.
Slow $3,700.
Last — Oklahoma (Magna) (10th wk). oq^.fiq4. fiqg. oq4* fiO-7,:5) _ “MV
Week, “Man Del Rio” (UA) and Glr5at
LaSwoVonn’ In om°°‘ Teenage Daughter”
(IFD)
and
Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 60-90)— -young Guns” (AA). Big $17,000.
“Flight to Hong Kong” (UA),
$3,500.
CantRlin Away From It (Col) Last- week, “Cry in Night” <WB)
Lyric (Par) (1,000; 85-90)—“Un¬ and He Laughed Last (Col) (2d and -storm Fear” (UA), $13,500.
Eglinton, University (FP) (1,080;
guarded Moment” (U) im.o.). Here wk); %^’000 *in 4 days* La3t‘
$14;00°.
1556; 60-$l) — “Teenage Rebel”
after hefty State initial stanza. week, $14;0°0.
State (Loew) <3,600;
(3,600; GO-90)-60-90)— (20th). Sock $18,000 or hear. Last
Okay $5,000. Last week, “Between
Can t Run Away From It (Col
week «Bad Seed” (WB) (3d wk',
Heaven and Hell” (20th) (3d wk),
and “He Laughed Last” (Col) (2d ©jq ooo
$5,000.
wk). Okay $5,000 in 4 days. Last
imperial (FP) (3,344; 75-$1.50)—
Radio City (Par) (4,100; 90-$1.50)
week, $9,600.
“War and Peace” (Par) (6th wk),
—“Giant” (WB). Admission after
;-•
^
•"
'
'
Okay
$12,500. Last week, $15,500.
1 p.m. tilted from regular 90c to
si.50, swelling take substantially.
Mighty $42,500. Last week, “Op¬
posite Sex” (M-G), $11,500.
RKO Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 7590)—“Toward
Unknown”
(WB).
Buffalo, Nov. I3.
“These'Wilder6Years!MM-G)0 Le;^
Good $9,500. Last week, “Curucu”
Boxoffice biz is roaring ahead $8 000, Last week “Bandido” <VJS
6404 Sunset Boulevard
(U) and “Mole People” (U), $5,500. this round, being topped, of course, (2d wk) same
Shea’s
(FP)
(2,375;
60-$ 1'—
RKO Pan (RKO) (1,800; 75-90)— by mighty take being registered
Hollywood 28, California
“Solid Gold Cadillac” (Col) (5th by “Giant”, at Paramount. ‘Be- ..Solid Gold Cadillac” (Col) '20
wk). Winding up a long, profitable tween Heaven and Hell;” also new, wk). Smash $14,000. Last wed
Phone; Hollywood 9-1141
Buffalo- “Kill¬
Kill- $17,500.
dnenn
shapes solid at the Buffalo.
run.
Okay $4,500.
Last week, fih^Des
ers”-" Sleeping City,” oldie combo,
$6,000.
Tivoli (FP) (995; $l,50-$2)—“OkState (Par) (2,300; 85-90)—“Teen¬ is doing Okay at Lafayette, Same iahoma» (Magna) (29th wk). Steady
of “War and Peace
in $9,000. Last week, ditto.
age Rebel” (20th). Shrewd selling is true
A
PAnfiiMir
itrAolr
•'Tanrtftftn
T M
vF
<
^
aa i-»i \ _
helping to bring ’em in nicely. second Century week. “Teenage
(Taylor) (695;
Sockeroo $12,000. Last week, “Un¬ Rebel” continues for a good second “Lust for Life” (M-G). ’ Sock
session at the Center.
500. Last we6k, “Private’s Prog¬
guarded Moment” (U), $9,000.
Estimates for This Week
World <Mann) (400; 90-$1.25)—
ress** (IFD) (5th wk), $4,000.
Buffalo (Loew) (3,000; 60-85) —
Uptown (Loew) (2,745; 60-SI>—
“Richard III’’ (UA). Scale raised
from 90c to $1.25 after 5 p.m. for “Between Heaven and Hell” (20th) “The Killers” (U) and “Sleeping
entire house. Modest $3,500. Last and “Shadow of Eagle” (Indie), c^y” (U) (reissues) (2d wk). Fine
week, “Fantasia” (BV) (3d wk), Dandy $14,000 or over. Last week, $7,500 for five days. Last w-ek,
$3,500*
i
(Continued on page 24)
$9,500.

Broadway Grosses

Bf£ri~w9mm

‘Giant’ Wham 50G,
Philly; ‘Rebel’ IDG

Huh" KAhPl

S’BWKS'HaS'J&B

ill

‘Julie’ Lush 12G,
Pitt; ‘Giant’ 30G

sSasaSjs? Jitr&zs-1 iJBSSMp«?

Indpls. Good; ‘Can’t Run’
Dandy $9,000, ‘Girl’ Oke
10G,‘Okk’Solid 14G

‘ReM’Wow $18,000 In
Toronto; ‘Daughter’ 17G,

‘Giant’ Whopping 42^G, Mpls. Ace;
‘Rebel’ Great 12G, ‘Unknown’ J^G

NEW ADDRESS!
AS OF DEC. 1,1956

‘Giant’Terrif $35,000,
-igSSfBy^SSr'SS
Buff.; ‘Peace’ 12G, 2d S,""'
L“
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Chi NSH Albeit Unknown Potent
$22,000; ‘Secrets’ Hot 15G, Teenage’,
22G, 2d, ‘Giant’ Rousing $59,000,3d
Chicago, Nov. 13. 4Firstruns are in doldrums for
Estimates Are Net
the most part again, without many
openers around to spark a come¬
Film gross estimates as re¬
back this round.
ported herewith from the vari¬
ous key cities, are net; l.e.,
Combo of “Toward Unknown”
without usual - tax.
Distrib¬
and “Bold and Brave” looks sock
$22,000 in first Roosevelt week.
utors share on net take, when
“Secrets of Life,” also new, is loud
playing percentage, hence the
$15,000 at the Loop. “Finger of
estimated figures are net in¬
Guilt” should, do an oke $7,500 in
come.
the opener
the Esquire.
The parenthetic admission
“Stagecoach To Fury” and “Mag¬
prices, however, as indicated, nificent Roughnecks” double bill
include the U. S. amusement
looms sluggish $6,000 in first at
tax.
Grand.
At
Monroe,
“Mildred
pierce” and “Johnny Belinda”
combo should garner fair $5,000
for oldies.
“Teenage Rebel” continues fine
in the second at the Oriental.
“Bullfight” is potent in second
World week.
“Giant” is soclco winner in third
Chicago week. “Friendly Persua¬
sion” is rated fair in third at Unit¬
Cleveland, Nov. 13.
ed Artists. “Opposite Sex” shapes
Two bright newcomers are giv¬
mild in the third stanza at the
ing “Giant” plenty of competition
Woodsi
State-Lake’s “War and Peace” is here this stanza but the Warner
smash in. sixth.
“Oklahoma” is opus still is getting the most coin
closing strong in 46th and last Mc- at Allen in second week. It again
Vickers round while “Cinerama is rated terrific. “Oklahoma,” out
Holiday” is still potent in 73d week in C’Scope, is creating plenty of
excitement by rolling up a great
at the Palace.
total at Stillman, first three days,
Estimates for This Week
being one of highest marks in two
Chicago (B&K) (3,900r 98-$1.80) years at that house. “Teenage
—“Giant” (WB) (3d wk). Big $59,- Rebel” also is doing stoutly at
000. Last week, $63,000.
Hippi
Esquire (H&E Balaban) (1,400;
Estimates for This Week
$1.25)—“Finger of Guilt” (RKO).
Allen (Stanley-Warner) (3,000;5
Okay’ $7,500. Last week, “Power
and Prize” (M-G) (2d wk), $7,000. 90-$1.50)—“Giant” (WB) (2d wk).
Grand (Indie) (1,200; 98-$1.25)— Rocketing along wham $29,000,
“Stagecoach To FUry” (20tlj) and best in city, after $38,000 last week.
Hipp (Telem’t) (3,700; 75-$l)—
“Magnificent Roughnecks” (AA).
Fair $6,500. Last week; “Killers” “Teenage Rebel” (20th). Fine $14,(U) and “Sleeping City” (U) (re¬ 000. Last week, “Can’t Run Away
From It” (Col), $12,000.
issues) (2d wk), $6,000.
Ohio (Loew) (1,244; 70-90)—
Loop (Telem’t) (606; 90-$1.25)—
“Secrets of Life” (BV). Sock $15,- “Mountain” (Par) (m.o.). Oke $4,000.
“Ten Commandments” (Par).
000. Last week. “Lust for Life”
Opens tomorrow (Thurs.) with
(M-G) (5th wk), $8,000.
$1.25-$2.40
scale.
Last
week,
McVickers (JL&S) (1,580; $1.25$3)—“Oklahoma” (46th-final wk). “Moon is Blue” <UA) and “High
Nifty $21,000; house dims for one Noon” (UA) (reissues), $6,000.
State (Loew) (3,500; 70-90)—
week till “Ten Commandments”
(Par) opens next Tuesday (20). Last “Sharkfighters” (UA). Fairly good
$12,000
or less. Last week, “Moun¬
week, $22,000.
Monroe (Indie) (1,000; 67-87)— tain” (Par), $8,000.
.
Stillman
(Loew) (2,700; 90-$1.50)
“Mildred
Pierce”
(Clark)
and
“Johnny Belinda” (Clark) (reis¬ —“Oklahoma” (20th). Great $20,sues'.
Fair $5,000.
Last week, 000 or close, first threeday total
“Boom Town” (M-G) and “Annie beating “Bus Stop” and “Carousel”
Get Your Gun” (M-G) (reissues), in like period. Last week, “Rack”
(M-G), $5,000 at 90c top.
$4,500.
Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 98-$1.25)
—“Teenage Rebel” (20th) (2d wk).
Nice $22,000. Last week, $27,000.
Palace (Indie) (1,484; $1.25-$3.40)
—“Cinerama Holiday” (Cinerama)
(73d wk).
Smash $26,300.
Last
St. Louis, Nov. 13.
week, $24,000.
Biz is spotty here this frame,
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,400: 65-95)—
with
holdovers
predominating.
“Toward Unknown” (WB)
and
“Bold and Brave” (RKO).
Fast “Attack” shapes standout of new
$22,000.
Last week, “Odongo” entries with a good session at
(Col) and “Gamma People” (Col), Loew’s. “Man From Del Rio” is
rated nice at Orpheum. “Giant”
$15,000.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,400; 98- continues boffo at the St. Louis
$1.50)—“War and Peace” (Par) after a terrific opening week.
“Ladykillers” is maintaining a fine
(Continued on page 24)
lead among arty theatre pix. Cool
spell set in yesterday (Mon.).
Estimates*for This Week
Ambassador (Indie) (1,400; $1.20$2.40)—“Seven Wonders of World”
(Cinerama) (29th wk). Good $9,000.
Last week, $9,500.
Esquire (Indie) (1,400; 75-90)—
Cincinnati, Nov. 13.
“Marie Antoinette” (M-G) (reissue).
Booming bow of “Friendly .Per¬ Fair $5,000. Last week, “Storm
suasion” at Keith's is major stand¬ Center” (Col), same.
out of downtown trade this round.
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 75-75)—“Be¬
Moderate returns are shaping for tween Heaven and Hell” (20th) and
some other new hills, all thrillers, “Seventh Cavalry” (Col). Opened
Sharkfighters” being light at flag- today (Tues.). Last week, “Moun¬
snip Albee, and “Cry in Night” tain” (Par) and “Strange Intruder”
mild at the Grand. “Curucu” and (AA), swell $19,000.
Mole People’* Is nice at Palace.
Loew’s) (Loew) (3,221; 50-85)—
Seven Wonders of World” con¬
tinues great in 23d week at Capi¬ “Attack” (UA) and “Gun Brothers”
(UA). Good $12,000. Last week,
tol.
“Fastest Gun Alive” (M-G) ,and
Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3.100; 75-$1.25)— “Cash On Delivery” (UA) (2d wk),
Sharkfighters” (UA). Light $10,- $6,500 in 5 days.
Orpheum (Loew) (1,914; 50-85)—
000.
Last week, “Attack” (UA),
$12 000.
“Man From Del Rio” (UA) and
Canitol (Ohio Cinema Corp.) “Flight to Hong Kong” (UA). Nice
f1.376; $1.20-$2.65)—“Seven Won¬ $7,000. Last week, “Rebel in Town”
ders of World” (Indie) (23d wk). (UA) and “Huk” (UA), $5,000.
Great $25,000. Last week, $26,500. • Pageant (St. L. Amus.) (1,000; 90)
„ Grand (RKO) (1.400; 75-$1.10)— —“La Strada” (T-L) (2d wk). Fine
Cry in Nieht” (WB) and “Amazon $2,000 after $2,500 initial session.
Trader” (WB). Mild $4,500. Last
Richmond (St. L. Amus.) (4Q0;
)\?ek. “Killers” (U) and “Sleeping
$1.10)—“La Strada” (T-L) (2d wk).
Citv” (U), $5,000. '
Okay $1,000 following $1,500 in
Keith’s (Shqr) (1,500; 75-$1.25)— first.
Friendly Persuasion” (AA). Wham
St. Louis (St. L. Amus.) (4,000;
Slo.OOO, retarded some by 140-minmc length of pic.
Stays indef. 90-$1.25)—“Giant” (WB) (2d wk).
Last week, “Unguarded Moment” Sock $26,000 after $30,000 in first
stanza.
(U). $8,000.
„palace (RKO) (2,600; 75-S1.10)—
Shady Oak (St. L. Amus.) (800;
. c-irucu” (U) and “Mole People” $1.10)—“Ladykillers” (Cont) (flfch
'U). Hep $9,000 or close. Last wk). Fine $2,500 after $3,0£L0 fourth
week, “Mountain” (Par), $6,500.
session.

‘Okla.’ Great 20G,
Qeve.; ‘Rebel’ 14G

‘ATTACK’ SHARP 12G,
ST. LOO; ‘GIANT’ 26G

‘Friendly’ Wow $15,000
In Cincy; ‘Wonders’ 25G
‘Curncu’-Hlole’ Hep9G

PICTURE GROSSES

‘Friendly’ Fat $8,000,
Seattle; ‘Okla.’ 12|4G
Seattle, Nov. 13.
High - priced pix, notably the
Todd-AO "Oklahoma” and “This
Is Cinerama”1 are the big winners
here this session. “Friendly Per¬
suasion” looks top newcomer, sock
at Music Box. “Girl I Left Be¬
hind” also is good at Music Hall.
Estimates for This Week *
Blue Mouse (739; $1.50-$2) —
“Oklahoma”
(Magna)
(2d wk).
Mighty $12,500. Last week, $12,000.
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,870; 90$1.25) — “Back From Eternity”
(RKO) and “Finger of Guilt”
(RKO). Big $9,000. Last week,
“Teenage Rebel” (20th) and “White
Squaw” (Col) (2d wk), $6,900 in 5
days.
. Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) ($1$1.50)—“War and Peace” (Par)
(4th wk). Solid $7,000. Last week,
$8,300.
Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 90$1.25) — “Friendly
Persuasion”
(AA).
Great $8,000. Last week,
“Lust for Life” (M-G) (4th wk).
$3,100.
Music Hail (Hamrick) (2,200; 90$1.25)—“Girl I Left Behind” (WB)
and “Lisbon” (Rep). Good $9,000.
Last week, “Opposite Sex” (M-G)
and “Wilder Years” (M-G) (2d wk),
$6,700.
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,700; 75OS)—“Man From Del Rio” (UA)
and “Flight To Hong Kong” (UA).
Dpll $7,000 or near. Last week,
“Girls in Prison” (FF) and “HotRod Girl” (FF). $6,800.
Paramount (S-W) (12,820; $1.20$2.45)—“This Is Cinerama” (Ciner¬
ama) (13th wk). Socko $12,600. Last
week, $11,780.

‘Giant’ Socheroo
' $15,000 in Omaba
Omaha, Nov. 13.
. Aided by a mild weekend after
first touch of winter weather,
“Giant” shapes exactly that at the
Orpheum to pace downtown firstruns this week. “Rebecca,” out on
reissue, is hot at the State but the
others are lagging. “Girl He Left
Behind” is sluggish at Brandeis
and “Unguarded Moment” is fair
at the Omaha.
Estimates for This Week
Brandeis (RKO) (1,000; 75-90)—
“Girl He Left Behind” (WB) and
“Cry in Night” (WB). Light $3,000.
Last week, “Beyond Reasonable
Doubt” (RKO)- and “First Travel¬
ing Saleslady” (RKO), ditto.
Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; 75-90)
—“Unguarded Moment” (U). Fair
$5,000. Last week, “War and
Peace” (Par) (3d wk), $5,000 at 90$1.25 scale.
Orpheum (Tristates) (2,890; 90$1.25)—“Giant” (WB). Sock $15,000 or close. Last week, “Between
Heaven, Hell’5 (2Cth) and “No
Place to Hide” (AA), $9,000 at 90c
top.
State (Goldberg) (860; 75-90)—
“Rebecca” (20th) (reissue), torrid
$6,000. Last week, “Rack” (M-G),
$4,000.

L’rille Picks Up; ‘Rebel’
Rugged $10,000, ‘Attack’
8G, ‘Sri’ Tall 66,2d
Louisville, Nov. 13.
First-run biz is picking up this
week, with coolish weather all to
the good for downtown houses.
With election out of the way, pa¬
trons are settling to a routine of
regular film attendance. Looking
strong among the newcomers is
“Attack” at Loew’s while “Teen¬
age Rebel” at the Rialfo is doing
even’ better.
H.O.s are the rule
at
the
remaining
downtoners.
“Girl He Left Behind” Shapes hot
at Mary Anderson. Fall race meet
Churchill Downs is drawing
well.
Estimates for This Week
Brown (Fourth Avenue) (1,000;
90-$2)—“Oklahoma” (Magna) (12th
wk). Nice $9,000 after 11th week’s
$9,500.
Kentucky (Switow) (1,000; 90$1.65)—“War and Peace” (Par) (4th
wk). Big $7,000 after third^week’s
$9,000.
♦ Loew’s (United Artists) (3,000;
50-85)—“Attack” (UA) and “Sha¬
dow of Fear” (UA). Good $8,000,
and way up from last week’s “Port
Afrique” (Col) and “Miami Ex¬
pose” (Col) which got $3,500.
Mary Anderson (Switow) (1,000;
50-85)—“Girl He Left Behind”
(WB) (2d wk). Hot $6,000, after
first week’s $8,500.
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;
50-85)—“Teenage Rebel” (20th) and
“Stagecoach To Fury” (20th).
Strong $10,000. Last week, “Un¬
guarded Moment” (U) and “Three
for Jamie Dawn” (AA), $9,500.

t

Holiday Ups N.Y.; ‘10 Commandments’
Capacity HOG, ‘Scoundrel’ Nice 22G,
‘Friendly’ 140G, 2d, ‘Giant’ 102G, 5th
Sudden drop in temperature to
coldest point this fall plus Armi¬
stice1 Day holiday (schools, banks
and some offices closed Nov. 12)
will give Broadway first-runs a nice
boost in current stanza. There are
four new pictures for the week but
not all of them are big. The bulk
of big coin is coming from the
holdovers. The pre-holiday night
before Monday (12) made Sunday
generally bigger than the usual
Saobath at the wickets.
Big news, of course, is how “Ten
Commandments” got away to such
a terrific start at the Criterion
where ijt is playing two-a-day with
reserved seat policy. It will come
close to $60,000, which would be
absolute capacity. This is slightly
over the normal 14-show week be¬
cause Mondav mah’ne^
Saturday-Sunday afternoon scale.
‘Death of Scoundrel” worn... up
its first week Sunday (11) night
with a fine $22,000, now being in
second round. “Dakota-Incident”
looks only fair $8,000 at the Globe,
and won’t hold'. “Teenage Rebel”
opens Friday (16). “The Rack” was
sluggish with $5,000 opening week
at arty Normandie.
Second week of C’Scoped “Okla¬
homa” likely will top the opening,
week with a great $25,000 at the
Mayfair. “Girl He Left Behind”
is doing comparatively as well as
second stanza with an okay $25J)00
in final six days of third week at
the Paramount. “Love Me Tender”
opens tomorrow (Thurs.).
“Friendly
Persuasion”
with
stageshow is holding even with
first session with a big $140,000 in
second week at the Music Hall. It
stays on.
“Seven Wonders of
World” edged up to smash $45,200
in 31st session at\the Warner end¬
ing last Saturday (10) night. It
is now in 32d week.
“Giant” with stageshow is climb¬
ing ahead of the fourth round to
land a socko $102,000 in fifth stanza
at the Roxy. Pic continues on well
into December, according to pre¬
sent plan. “Solid Gold Cadillac”
is holding at smash $24,000 in
third week at the Victoria.
"War and Peace” was fairish
$21,000 in 12th session at the Capi¬
tol, with “Opposite Sex” replacing
tomorrow (Thurs.). “Bad Seed”
wound up its ninth week at the
Astor with a fair $12,500. “The
Mountain” opens at this house
today (Wed.).
“Around World in 80 Days” is
holding at capacity $35,000 at
Rivoli. Judy Garland and alivaude
show wound up seventh round
last night (Tues.) at standing room
only or about $56,750 at the Palace.
Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1.300; 75-$2)—
“Mountain” (Par).
Opens today
(Wed.). Last week, “Bad Seed”
(9th wk), wound up last night
(Tues.) with fair $12,500 after $13,500 in eighth session. Made a
whale of a run, only falling off in
last few weeks.
Baronet (Reade)
(430; $1.25$1.80)—“Snow Was Black” (Cont)
(5th wk), The fourth stanza fin¬
ished Sunday (11) was great $7,900. after $7,800 in third.
Capitol (Loew) (4.820; $l-$2.50)
—“War and Peace” (Par) (13th
wk). The 12th round completed
yesterday (Tues.) was fairish $21,000 or near. Stays only one day of
13th week. The 11th round was
$24,000. “Opposite Sex” (M-G) is
due in tomorrow (Thurs.).
Criterion (Moss) (1,671; $1.80$3.30) — “Ten
Commandments”
(Par). Full week ending tofriorrow
(Thurs.) night sans opening night
Nov. 8 (invitational), is heading for
capacity
$60,000
if
remaining
weekday matinees sell out. In¬
cludes upped scale mat Nov. 12.
Looks in for very long engage¬
ment, with mighty advance helped
by rush for reservations after re¬
views came out lauding pic. Ad¬
vance sale is now $204,000 and into
February.
Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80)
—“Marcelino” (UMPO) (4th wk).
Third session ended Sunday (11)
held with good $11,500 same as
second week.
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 70-$1.50)
—“Dakota Incident” (Rep). First
stanza finishing tomorrow (Thurs.)
looks like fair $8,000. Won’t hold.
In ahead, “Port Afrique” (Col),
$7,500.
“Teenage Rebel” opens
Friday (16).
Guild (Guild) (450; $1-$1.75)—
“Private’s Progress” (DCA> (17th
wk). The 16th stanza Monday (12)
was good $5,000. The 15th week
was same.
“Magnificent Seven”
(Col) opens Nov. 18.
Mayfair
(Brandt)
(1,736; 79$1.80) — “Oklahoma” (20th) (2d
wk). This C-Scope version playing

at popscale is pushing to sock $25,000. First week was $22,000, con¬
siderably below hopes, biz drop¬
ping off sharply right after a big
Election Day (Tues.).
Normandie (Trans-Lux) (592; 95$1.80)—“The Rack”*’ (M-G) (2d wk).
Initial round ended Sunday (11)
was mild $5,000. Stays on. but
likely not for long at this gait.
Little Carnegie (L. Carnegie)
(550; $1.25-$1.80)—“Wee Geordie”
(Arthur) (6th wk). Fifth frame fin¬
ished Sunday (11) was big $12,100.
Previous week, $11,300.
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 50-$1.60)—
“Judy Garland heading alivaude
stageshow on two-a-day (8th wk).
Seventh round ended last night
(Tues.) was standing room only at
$56,750. Sixth was $56,700, also
for eight shows.
Paramount (ABC-Par) (3,665; $1$2)—“Girl He Left Behind” (WB)
(3d-final wk). Looks to slip to okay
$25,000 in final 6 days ending to¬
morrow (Thurs.). Second was $28,000. “Love Me Tender” (20th)
opens tomorrow (Tliursj.
Paris (Pathe Cinema) (568; 90$1.80)—“Si’ent World” (Col) (8th
wk). Seventh week completed Sun¬
day (11) pushed to smash $14,300.
Sixth was $13,600.
Radio City Music Hall (Rocke¬
fellers) (6,200; 95-$2.85)—“Friend¬
ly Persuasion” (AA) and stageshow
(2d wk). First holdover stanza
winding today (Wed.) is heading
for big $140,000. First week was
the same, good considering condi¬
tions. Staying on for a third ses¬
sion, and through Thanksgiving.
(Continued on page 24)

‘Sex’ Torrid $18,000 In
Frisco; ‘Mountain’ 12G,
‘Giant’ 36G, ‘Rebel’ 1H€
San Francisco, Nov. 13.
New, strong product is helping
film biz here this round. “Oppo¬
site Sex” shapes excellent at Warfield. “Teenage Rebel” is having
tough going at the huge Fox, ana
maybe house is too big. “Unguard¬
ed Moment” is rated fine at Gold¬
en Gate. “Giant” is continuing
great in second Paramount session.
“Friendly Persuasion” is holding
very stpongl.v also on initial hold¬
over stanza at United Artists. “The
Mountain” looms lofty at St.
Francis.
Estimates for This Week
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,859; 80$1) — “Unguarded Moment” (U)
and “Fighting Trouble” (AA). Fine
draw at $10,000. Last week, “Kill¬
ers” (U) and “Sleeping City” (U)
(reissues), $11,500.
Fox (FWC) (4,651; $.125-$1.50)—
“Teenage Rebel” (20th) and “Wild
Dakotas” (Indie). Mild $11,500 in
8 days. Last week, “Heaven and
Hell” (20th) and “Stagecoach To
Fury” (Indie) (2d wk), $7,500 for
6 days.
Warfield (Loew) (2,656; 65-90)—
“Opposite Sex” (M-G). Excellent
$18,000. Last week, “The Rack”
(M-G), $10,000.
Paramount <Par) (2,646; $1.25$1.50) — “Giant”- (WB) (2d wk).
Great $36,000. Last week, $50,000.
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; $1-$1.25)
—“Mountain” (Par) and “Wyoming
Renegade” (Co).
Lofty $12,000.
Last week, “Solid Gold Cadillac”
(Col) (3d wk), same,
*
Orpheum
(Cinerama
Theatre
Calif.) (1,458; $1.75-$2.65)—“Cine¬
rama Holiday” (Indie) (68th wk).
Nearing end of run with big $16,000. Last week, $13,100.
United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207;
70-$l) — “Friendly
Persuasion”
(AA) (2d wk. Fancy $12,000. Last
week, $16,500.
Stagedoor (A-R)
(440; $1.25$1.50)—“Lust For Life” (M-G) (8th
wk). Near end of run at good $3,300. Last ‘weetv, $3,900.
Larkin (Rosener) (400; $1)—
“Rififi” (Indie) (4th wk). Holding
on at $3,900. Last week, $4,100.
Cay (Rosener) (400; $1)—“Proud
and Beautiful” (Indie) (5th wk).
Fast $3,400. Last week, $3,900.
Vogue (S.F. Theatre) (377; $1)—
“La Strada” (T-L) (10th wk). Good
$2,000. Last week, ditto.
Bridge (Schwarz) (396; $1-$1.25)
—“Ballet Romeo and Juliet” (In¬
die) (4th wk). Fine $2,200. Last
week, $3,500.
Coronet (United California) (1,250;
$1.10-$2.75) — “Oklahoma”
(Magna) (38th wk). Closing run at
$9,800. Last week, $10,800.
Rio (Schwarz) (397; $1)—“Keep¬
ers Of Night” (Indie). Mild $1,300
in 5 days. Showing at $00,000. Last
week, “Intermezzo” (SRO) and
“Bill Divorcement” (SRO) (reis¬
sues) (3d wk), $lt200.
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Here-for the information of #
THE PUBLIC... PROM I NEW
AT CRITERION,
NEW YORK CITY
'All-day crowds ever
since the boxoffice
opened. Every 2-a-day
performance absolute
capacity. Seats selling

i

eight weeks in advance
with many advance
i
performances already

i

completely sold out.
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f LEADERS.. .THE PRESS
“In the materialism of today, the production I was privileged s
to see last night is a spiritual lift to those who yearn for liberty
against tyrants but also are fighting against their own ignoble
pressures. Thank you for letting me see it and thank you for
the comfort and assurance that you have given me and count¬
less millions Who will be heartened by the lesson it brings.”

“The greatesb'moving picture I have ever seen ... The Cecil B.
DeMillenium!”
"
—Walter WineheU,
“A film of reverent and massive magnificence. DeMille’s
greatest!”
—Life Magazine

BERNARD M. BARUCH,
(In a letter to Cecil B. DeMille, Oct. 6,1956)

“I was very much impressed by the picture. I hope that THE
TEN COMMANDMENTS will be seen by a great many
people and that the picture will have the effect of strengthening
our whole concept of freedom and responsibility under God.”
DR. EUGENE CARSON BIAKE,
President, National Council of the Churches of Christ
in.the United States of America

“It was the unique experience of a lifetime. We are not the
same after we have lived through the experience of following
Moses through this picture.”
DR. W. A. CRISWELL,
First Baptist Church, Dallas, Texas

“The struggle of a people for freedom is eloquently told in this
stirring film. I was moved as Moses, conscious that the Law
has its source in the one God of all men, conceived of it as
the universal law.”
rabbi abraham j. feldman.
President of the Synagogue Council of America

“Your contribution to this generation through this picture will
be one of the significant ones of our time. One cannot see it
without realizing anew that God is the guarantee of our
liberties and the grouncTbf all our hope.”
BISHOP GERALD KENNEDY,
The Methodist Church, Los Angeles, California

“l veritably believe it is the greatest utterance ever made in
the medium of film. It is the majestic presentation of mankind’s
march toward freedom. It has in it all the overtones of slavery
and liberty, of justice and injustice, of equality and the lack
of equality. It moves one to the very bone and blood.”
DR. RAYMOND I. LINDQUIST,
President of the National Board of Missions
qf the Presbyterian Church

“The greatest film production I have ever seen. A sacred story
treated masterfully and reverently. The crossing of the Red
Sea, the building of the Golden Calf, the depicting of the
severity of the bondage of the Israelites, the appearing of
Moses with the tablets on which were written with the finger
of God the immortal Ten Commandments, marked the highest
achievement ever reached in film production.”
DAVID O. Melt AY,
President, Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints

“What impressed me most significantly was the superb and
convincing manner in which you succeed in presenting the
simple truth that man has not only to face the agonizing
struggle against the bondage of the will of other men; not only
free himself from the stranglehold' of ignorance, superstition,
and his own passions; but, that he has to accept and abide by
the will of Him ‘whose service is perfect freedom’.”
A. S. RAUBENHEIMER,
Vice-President, University of Southern California

“The vast vistas stretch the mind, and the intimate touches
move the heart. It brings the authentic views of the Bible’s
landscape- to the man living on Main Street. It makes the
Bible thrillingly alive.”
PR. RALPH W. SOCKMAN,

“Altogether thrilling and spiritually profound. A moving story
of the spirit of freedom rising in man under the divine inspira¬
tion of his Maker.”
— New York Times
“An absorbing and exciting historical record. Scenes that
were never dreamed of until DeMille got to work on
them.”
—Daily News
“When the Red Sea divides, you are seeing one of the most
photographically staggering sequences ever presented. DeMille
has outdone himself.”
—Daily Mirror
“Gigantic epic. It may be possible to tell the story of man’s
discovery of divine law more probingly but how it could be
told more spectacularly, only God knows .’’—Herald Tribune
“DeMille’s masterpiece. Cannot fairly be compared with enter¬
tainment movies. It is a super-dreadnaught in size and instinct
with a religious purpose.”
—Post
“A monumental achievement. Neva1 in the history of the screen
has there been a picture so rich in spiritual and emotional
values.”
—Journal-American
“No review will be long enough to include all the wonders.
DeMille .has never compelled so much admiration.”
-World-Telegram

CRITERION THEATRE,
NEW YORK, NOW...
LOS ANGELES
OPENING TOMORROW,
STANLEY-WARNER

Christ Church—Methodist, New York

“Mr, DeMille’s moving portrayal of THE TEN COMMAND¬
MENTS will spiritually, enrich the lives of all who see it.”
FRANCIS CARDINAL SPELLMAN,
Archbishop of Ne w York

BEVERLY HILLS
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INTERNATIONAL

French Pix Industry Uncovers New
Crisis; Mulls Dubbing fax Vs. U.S.

PfitelETY
Busy Serving Ballet,
Judge Excuses Waiter

'VARIETY'*' LONDON OFFICE
* St. Martin's Placo, Trafalgar 3jgyara

Copenhagen’s Nordisk Hits Age 50

London, Nov. 6.
The headwaiter of a London ho-

Hearing? explained *10**theRelieved Oldest Continuously Active Studio In World
trate that he was busy at the time
—Before Dialog Competed Globally With 100 Pix
or
s
Paris, Nov. 6. 4-- looking after members of the Russian Bolshoi Ballet Company.
--—-—♦
Not heard for some time, the cry Metro Closes Second
The magistrate accepted the ex~
©f “crisis” is again attracting in¬
By VICTOR SKAARUP
cuse, adding: “We must not inter- ATg. PlX CriX Sponsor
Gt. Britain Branch fere
terest of the film industry here. A
with the comfort of the Bol¬
Copenhagen, Nov. 13.
Russian
Film
Week
London,
Nov.
6.
shoi
Ballet.”
backlog of unreleased films, plus
Nordisk Films Kompagni is cur¬
Buenos Aires, Nov. 6.
In their reorganization scheme
one of the biggest (in quantity)
rently celebrating its golden ju¬
The Assn, of Motion Picture bilee, having been founded here on
production years since the war, to streamline its provincial ex¬
Critics and Commentators is Nov. 6, 1906. It is believed that
lagging cinema patronage and the changes, Metro will close another
sponsoring a Russian Film Week, Nordisk is the oldest film company
still unsatisfactory foreign biz have branch office on next Jan. 12. On
organized by Artkino Pictures, at in the world still functioning un¬
led to a special session of the Con- that date the Liverpool branch will
the Opera (Lococo) Nov. 20-27.
seil Economique of the National be merged with Manchester, and
der its original coroorate setup..
as
many
of
the
Liverpool
staff
as
Assembly to treat “the politics and
Pictures to be shown are
Prior to World War I this Dan¬
art of the film industry.” Report possible will be transferred.
“Othello,” “Immortal Garrison,” ish studio turned out 100 to 150
Recently Metro closed its north¬
by Rene Richard covers various
Mexico City, Nov. 6.
“As You Like It,” “Spring Frosts,“ features annually. Its trademark,
flaws in the film setup here with ern Ireland office. These changes
Confederation of National Co¬ “Free People,” on a Moscow com¬ a polar bear, was familiar through¬
proposals on how to rectify them. are the only measures currently operatives here last week for¬ edy, “Behind the Window”; “The out Europe and also in the States.
American film people are watch¬ contemplated in the Branch reor¬ warded a request to President Don Mother” from the Gorki novel and Language then being no internaing developments carefully since ganization.
Adolfo Ruiz Cortines asking for “The Potemkin.” Last-named was tional market barrier the tiny
the need for added funds and for¬
immediate government assistance directed by Serge M. Eisenstein kingdom of Denmark was able to
eign markets may well fall on the
in raising further capital for the and will be exhibited to members compete with America, Britain,
France, Germany and Italy, the
backs of U. S. film companies via a
local Bank for Development of Co¬ oi the association only.
traditional big producers. proposed dubbing tax which may
operatives (Banco de Fomento Co¬
cost them $1,000,000, or a demand
operative), in an effort to move in
After the dawn of sound and
for greater reciprocity on the
on the film industry and support
dialog circa 1926 the Danish film
American market. Since the lat¬
the newly-formed Mex meggers
industry shriveled in size. Pres¬
ter is a purely local American
union co-op production outfit.
ently some five companies turn out
problem and cannot be solved by
20-odd features annually in the
The cooperatives’ bank at pres¬
indiscriminate dumping of Gallic
London, Nov. 13. - ent is capitalized at about half that
Danish tongue. These show to some
In an exchange of letters be¬ of the semi-governmCnt controlled
pix on a market not ready for
extent in Sweden, Norway and Ice*
them, and since the former could tween a Minister and an M. P., the Banco C.nematografica, the major
land tj.ut otherwise there is no ex¬
mean a very substantial cut in government has revealed its mo¬ source of film financing here.
port trade anymore.
Glasgow, Nov. 13.
U. S. revenue, the forthcoming tives for introducing, a statutory Should the Confederation’s re¬
Ole Olsen was Nordisk’s first
The
2,000-seater
Theatre
Royal,
French-American
Film
Accord Eady Fund. The immediate objec¬ quest be approved, local sources
president. The great star of the
tives are to give practical aid to believe.that the long expected res¬ built in 1868, will be transformed silent era was Valdemar Psilander,
talks next June mciy be stormy.
Present film difficulties are: (1) British film production, the saving ignation of the meggers’ union into one of Britain’s most modern the Francis X. Bushman of his
There are 60 films in the exhibi¬ cf extra dollar expenditure on im¬ chief, Robert Gaveldon, who heads television centers under a deal just time in Europe. Some say he was
tion backlog, made in 1954 to 1956. ports and to ease the position for the STPC, technicians’ group, will completed here.
the most popular screen actor in
The building, plus surrounding all Europe up to 1918. His old
(2) Film production costs have the" exhibitor.
take place. This would leave the
Derek Walker-Smith, parliamen¬ union situation in the hands of block of property and a car park¬ dressing room is still preserved,
gone up six times over the 1946
cost while global income has only tary secretary to the Board of Technicians and Workers section ing lot, has been purchased by sentimentally, on the Nordisk lot
risen four times that of '46. (3) Trade, gave these reasons in an¬ boss, Felipe Palomino. Both are Scottish Television Ltd., of which here.
Filmgoing, though it went up to a swer to Lord Hinchingbrooke, who new in Havana attempting to settle Roy Thomson, Canadian newspaper
Another old boxoffice favorite
yearly 400,000,000 patrons in 1952, had taken the matter up on behalf the recent friction between the owner, is chairman. Purchase price was Asta Nielsen, who later be¬
was not disclosed.
it has stayed about the same since of an exlrbitor in his constituency. Mex
and
Cuban
technicians’
came
a. star in Germany. Among
then, with rising cost cutting into The the,' tre man had advocated groups.
Scottish Television Ltd. will take Nordisk’s best-known
directors
returns. Although admission fees that a suostantial cut in admissions
possession
of
the
premises
Feb.
18.
were Carl Th. Dreyer, Benjamin
Government sources, however,
have been hiked to somewhat-bal¬ duty would be a better aid for believe the request might turn out Last live show, the pantomime Christensen and A. W. Sandberg.
ance this, it has made the French British films than a statutory levy. to be too hot a political potato to “Robinson Crusoe,” starring Harry The latter produced a series of
Explaining the government’s
film too dependent on government
handle at this time. Boss of the Gordon and Jack Radcliffe, will films of Dickens’ works, that won
handouts for existence.. (4) There viewpoint, Walker-Smith said he strongly entrenched Banco Cine- wind Saturday Feb. 16.
acclaim in Europe—except in Eng¬
did
not think the temptingly easy
are too many Galliq producers,
Extensive alterations will be land, the author’s homeland!
matografica is Mex Secretary of
solution
suggested
would
work,
with 355 of them making 125 pix.
the Interior, Angel Carbajal, made to the theatre for installation
Nordisk Film president now is
(5) French, though.intensely inter¬ even if it were feasible. Something whose close friend, Eduardo Gar- of control-rooms, studios and of¬ Dalsgaard Olsen, Erik Balling is
ested in films, do not attend the less than one-tenth of any reduc¬ duno, is the bank’s managing di¬ fices. The new center will accom¬ chief of production and Ove Sevel
cinema often enough. Only 8.8 tion in admission duty would bene¬ rector. It has been reported here modate a staff of over 100.
is head of Nordisk Film Junior
times per person each year make fit British producers. The remain¬ that Carbajal may resign his post
Theatre Royal, last of the old- which makes documentaries adver¬
France the smallest filmgoing na¬ der would aid Americrn producers shortly in order to prepare himself style legit houses in Glasgow, is tising films and also telepix. Ball¬
and British exhibitors. This was
tion in Europe.
because some 70% of the pix for the upcoming presidential elec¬ intimate * in its interior, and has ing and Sevel together with critic
Many Plus Factors
shown in Britain were American tions, with Garduno following suit top acoustics. Built in shape of Svend Kragh Jacobsen have edited
Queries among producers and and the producer, anyhow, received to assist him in his campaign a bell, every word spoken or sung a well-written and richlv illustrated
film people show the. following only a portion of boxoffice receipts. Should Carbajal be elected presi¬ on the stage can be heard clearly 190 page book about Danish films
plus points: (1) There have been
The Minister argued that, unless dent of Mexico, in all probability in all parts of the house. It has through the last half century.
Actual 50th birthday was cele¬
backlogs of the present calibre be¬ some financial support was given Garduno would step into his boss’ been a favorite of opera companies
brated with a reception at the com¬
fore and they were easily resolved to the British film industry,; pro¬ present post as Interior Secretary. on this account.
pany’s
“show-window,” the 1,800(2) As the number of films made duction would fall very heavily,
Because of the political import¬
seat Paladsteatret. Entire evening
per year mounts, it has been found and exhibitors would be compelled ance of the two men, it is believed
programme on the Danish televi¬
that the amount of quality films go to show foreign pictures on what¬ here that the possibility of any
sion dealt with Nordisk history,
up accordingly. (3) French films ever terms they may be offered. moves affecting the Banco Cinemawith many amusing and interesting
have rarely paid off, except for He averred this was quite apart tografica’s present strong position
items shown.
these quality pix, but with Film from considerations of national would be either tabled for the time
Madrid, Nov. 6.
Nordisk newest release, direct¬
Aid and the many angels econom¬ prestige, the extra dollar expendi¬ being or handled with kid gloves |
Vanguard ^of Gregory Peck’s ed by Erik Balling in Eastmanics have been kept straight. (4) ture entailed in importing more by the present administration at
Melvil.e Productions has arrived color, had its premiere at the birth¬
The l'vt few years has shown American films and the loss of least until after election time.
here to ready “Thieves’ Market,”
party. It’s title is “Qivitoo,”
French films taking the most coin suitable employment for highly
the star’s initial indie venture day
from its own market, France get¬ skilled labor. In the view of the
under his own banner which is a love story with beautiful nature
scenes
frpm Denmark’s great arc¬
ting over 40% of internal receipts government, the best method of
slated to roll the first week in Feb¬
despite having over 200 foreign pix giving this support was to give
ruary. Fay and Michael Kanin are tic colony, Greenland. Great ex¬
pectations
exist for another un¬
statutory
effect
to
the
voluntary
pfer year. (50 France has gained
winding up the screenplay from an
prestige in its five showings at film Eady scheme.
original by Vincent Evans and coming production, due inc at
Christmas, a filmatization, directed
Lord Hinchingbrooke has inti¬
festivals in the last few* years.
Liam O’Brien.
London, tNov. 6.
Scouting studio facilities, out¬ by Gabriel Axel, of one of the
Richard has proposed a closer mated that he considers the govern¬
ment’s
reply
very
unsatisfactory,
Danish
legit theatre’s best known
British
film
industry
is
going
door
scenery
and
technical
crews
check on receipts to insure quicker
producer Sy Bartlett and pro¬ newer ^yorks, Knud Sonderby’s
setting up of the producer’s share and proposes to raise the matter ahead with its plans for orderly are
duction
manager
Tom
Andre.
“En kvinde er overfloedig.”
distribution of its pictures to BBCplus cutting some of the middle¬ in the House of Commons.
TV despite objections of exhibi¬ They’re working in association
man’s percentages and thus pour
with reps of United Artists, which
tors.
At
a
recent
joint
committee
more money back to production Rota Setup Used By
meeting of the industry’s four ma¬ will release the upcoming project.
coffers, to give Film Aid to the¬
Peck, who’ll shortly complete
Reels in Middle East jor trade associations, the Cine¬ “Designing
atres, depending .on how firmly
Woman” for Metro
matograph Exhibitors Assn, stood planes here with
they show, back and publicize
London, Nov. 6.
his family early in
by
its
earlier
decision
to
oppose
French films, to establish a dub¬
January. He and Bartlett are plan¬
Newsreels have adopted the rota
Milan, Nov. 6.
bing tax on all foreign films to system, used during the last war, any agreement with the BBC on ning a cast of international flavor
According to official figures dur¬
using the best of Spanish talent.
steady Film Aid coffers plus for coverage of events in Egypt the supply of feature pix for tv.
ing
the
1955-56
season, 19 legit
When the matter went to a vote,
greater demands for reciprocity in and the Middle East,
touring companies in Italy lost
foreign markets, and to keep the
Although this means that cam¬ the CEA was the sole opposition. Swedish-Italo Pact
money. Two of them met their
Centre. National De La Cinemato¬ eramen will be pooled through the The three remaining associations
graphic intact except for some Newsreel'Assn., companies already decided to continue their discus¬
Ready for Govt. Okay expenses but only five showed a
profit. Among the moneymakers
changes to give more leeway to the have resident units covering most sions with the BBC for distribution
Rome, Nov. 6.
were the companies of comedian
industry. He also,proposed rigid strategic points in the trouble of 20 films a year. The CEA Fi¬
A
Swedish-Italian
film
agree¬
Peppino De Filippo and of his
nance and Management Committee
changes in present . censorship set¬ areas.
ment was initialed here this week.
up.
A security veil has been drawn said recently that a decision of this Pact deals mainly with promotion brother Eduardo De Filippo, who
also owns the Neapolitan Scarpetta
kind
could
possibly
undermine
the
over newsreel coverage of the Mid-,
Move Up Release of Top Pix
and exchange of these two coun¬
Although governmental and in¬ die East scene. Officialdom has basic mechanics of the Joint Com¬ tries’ film product on a reciprocal Co.The Rome government subsi¬
dustry meetings are going on at clamped down on information mittee of the four associations.
basis. Possibility of initiating a dized the above 26 legit touring
top speed here, so is production. about the number of camera crews
coproduction setup between Swe¬ companies with the equivalent of
To move up release of the out¬ and their locations in the trouble
den and Italy was discussed but about $300,000 which covered the
standing new films, there have spots. Two commercial tv news¬ British Tele Offer
decision was postponed.
losses.
been proposals such as converting reel men have been • granted ac¬
Rejected
by
M.
Monroe
Talks also involved the possi¬
firstrun spots to single showings creditation to the Middle East
bility
that
Sweden
may
grant
co¬
London, Nov. 6.
instead of the present tandem pol¬ Forces by the Ministry of Defense.
produced product, even if shot
icy or returning to dual features.
Marilyn Monroe has turned abroad, the same 15% tax deduc¬
down an “any time you like to tion (from gross) now granted to
However, all this is in the talk
Newcastle, Eng., Nov. 13.
stage.
name” offer to play a part she has home photographed product. It
Violet Lorraine, musical com¬
been
yearning
to
do
for
years,
London, Nov. 6.
It might be added, that of the
was revealed that 23 Italian pix edy star of the first world war era,
backlog of unreleased films, none
Bruce Brace, who recently ended Grushynka, in “Brothers Karama¬ were screened in Sweden during left a gross estate of over $153,000
is of any exceptional filmic value his 11-year association with Harry zov.”
She died here last
1955.
Now, the Italians have net value.
and most are in the “B” category. Meadows' in the' operation of
ABC-TV Drama Supervisor Den¬ promised to sponsor special trade July at the age of 69.
Actually only about 10 are more Churchill’s Club on Bohd Street, nis Vance made, the offer through and public screenings of Swedish
She appeared in “The Bing
than two years old. A check shows last week launched his own May- Miss Monroe’s agent. “So sorryT pix here in order to promote in¬ Boys” with the late George Robey,
that all eventually will get distri¬ fair nitery, which he has named said Miss Monroe, “but I only have terest in that country’s produc¬ and scored with songs like “If You
bution and the better ones are al¬ Winston’s.
one week in England after finish¬ tions. When approved by respec¬ Were The Only Girl in the World”
ready set to play during the next
The new club was formerly oper¬ ing ‘Sleeping Princess,’ and there tive governments, pact is valid for and “Let The Great Big World
few months.
ated by Harry Roy as the Femina. just wouldn’t be time.”
Keep Turning.’*
one year, and is renewable.

Small Chance for Mex
Co-Op Bank Going Into
Union Fix Prod. Setup

Reason for New

Glasgow Legiter
Bowing to Video

PECK’S FIRST UA INDIE
SET TO ROLL IN SPAIN

3 BRITISH ASSNS. OKAY
PIX-FOR-TELE PUN

19 TOURING LEGITERS
IN ITALY LOST MONEY

Actress Leaves $153,000

Brace Opens Winston’s
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MPEA Chief Off To Finalize Film
Sales in Poland, Hungary, Czecho
Paris, Nov. 13.
Marc Spiegel, Continental head
of the Motion Picture Export Assn.,
heads for Poland, Hungary qnd
Czechoslovakia next week to final¬
ize film sales to these Eastern
countries. Spiegel .said that dur¬
ing the recent field trip, with Eric
Johnston,
Griff
Johnson
and
George Weltner* it was made clear
to these nations that reciprocity
would not be envisaged by- the U .S.
This was accepted, and films will
be sold outright since percentage
deals are out because- of the com¬
pletely nationalized aspects of the
film setup. Russia still insisted on
reciprocity, and, of course, no sort
of agreement was arrived at with
the Soviets.
Spiegel said the group was
warmly welcomed in all Eastern I
countries and they confabed with]
ministers, cultural reps and the
heads of the film industries. The i
trouble with Russia was further in-!
tensified because of the cold
shouldering of the Bulganin letter
to the U. S. offering to discuss “H”
Bomb stoppage at the height of
the (election campaign in America.
Poland, Czechoslovakia and Hun¬
gary will choose from a list made
up by the U. S. majors. It is esti¬
mated Poland could take from 30
to 50 pix a year at from $2,000 to
$5,000 per film, Hungary and
Czechoslovakia’"10 to 25 films at
$2,000 to $3,000.
Main productions requested were
“Picnic” (Col), “Marty” (UA) and
“Invitation to a Dance” (M-G).
MPEA also extended its film serv¬
ices to these nations.
It would
screen any films for U. S. indie distribs that they put forward or felt
were worthy of Yank distrib pos¬
sibilities.
Bernard
Krelsler had
been
through with a group of U. S.
oldies for outright sales, but
MPEA reps were told that since
the film unit kept abreast of cur¬
rent U. S. pix, they preferred new
films. However, there was inter¬
est in such Kreisler items as “Mac¬
beth,” “Woman in the Window”
and “Along Came Jones.”

Red Theatre Group Ban
For Olympics Creates
Aussie Political Row
Sydney, Nov. 6.
Aussie government's decision to
ban the appearance of the Chinese
Classical Theatre troupe in Mel¬
bourne during the Olympic Games
has created a terrific politico up¬
roar here. Understood that Gar¬
net Carroll and J. C. Williamson
Ltd., tour sponsors, will reroute
the troupe- on Aussie run-around to
omit the Melbourne date.
Prime Minister Robert Menzies
said in Canberra, the Aussie politi¬
cal seat, that his government
would not agree to the troupe
playing Melbourne during the
Games. Prime Minister added that
his government felt it would be in¬
appropriate because of the great
number of Olympic visitors, includ¬
ing many with strong views about
Communistic China.
Menzies went on to say ihat vi¬
sas had been granted to members
of the troupe to enable them to
perform here, but later it was
learned the troupe had been dated
to play iii Melbourne at the Prin¬
cess Theatre during the Olympics
and his government would not
agree to this. He added that it
was not the intention of his gov¬
ernment to prevent the troupe
playing in Australia.
“Melbourne is going to be the
scene of a very important interna¬
tional occasion, and it would not
be desirable to have any contro¬
versy. It would be more in the
spirit of the Olympic Games to
confine all the controversy to the
healthly atmosphere of the arena,”
Menzies concluded.
Dr. Evatt, Leader of the Opposi¬
tion Labor Party, said the decision
pf the. Menzies government was
‘‘very foolish.” It’s understood that
his Labor Party will press for an
okay to he granted the Red troupe
for the Melbourne date.
.
Some Aussie newspapers are
also up in arms against the deci¬
sion of the government via punchy
editorials indicating that < there
should not be any political action
where a troupe of such renown as
the Classical Theatre is concerned.

Rank Seeks More Shares
In BriL-Dominions Film
London, Nov. 13.
The Rank Organization, which
already owns around two-thirds of
the common stock in British and
Dominions Film Corp., has made
an offer to buy out the remaining
1,019,301 shares held outside the
group.
The offer states that for four
common shares of $1.68 each in
B&D, the holder would get in ex¬
change five “A” non-voting fully
paid 70c common shares in the
Rank Organization.

INTERNATIONAL

Berates Industry For
Its ‘Defeatist’ Talk
Glasgow, Nov. 6.
The cinema trade should not
stress so much “defeatist” talk,
said D. Ferguson, a Glasgow exhib¬
itor, speaking at a Cinematograph
Exhibitors* Assn, meeting here.
“It has. been going into the
newspapers that we, as a trade, are
dying,” he said. “Maybe individ¬
ual exhibitors are not making so
much money as they used to, but
the boxoffice is not dying.”
Exhib said there were still a lot
of people going to the cinema.
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Sharp Rise In British Pix Earnings
Troubles BFRA; Better Grosses Cut
Into Take From Eady; U.S. Patsy?
ACT Regrets Sale Of
‘Prince’ Studio Yarns

By HAROLD MYERS
London, Nov. 13.
The sharp rise in the earnings of
British films, reported during the
last few weeks, is troubling the
British Film Producers' Assn.
This Alice in Wonderland situa¬
tion can be explained away by the .
fact that improved grosses have
cut in to the percentage received
by British film makers from the
Eady Fund. In the twomonth
period to the end of September,
the producers’ cut from the Brit¬
ish film subsidy reached a new
low of 30%.
According to latest financial re¬
turns, rentals earned by British
films in the nineweek period to
Sept. 29 hit a great $3,820,000,
against $2,500,000 in the same
period last year. Although Eady
revenue in the same span rose by
over $140,000 to $1,453,000, the
producers’ cut slumped from ap¬
proximately 34% to 30%.
Although the BFPA is gratified
at the improved earning capacity
of British films in the period re¬
viewed, it .is conscious of the fact
that to some considerable extent
this is due to the favorable weather
conditions last summer and is not
necessarily indicative of a general
upward trend.
See Yank' Prods. Figuring:
But more important still, it is
concerned at the knowledge that
not all the benefit is accruing to
BFPA members.
Of course, it’s
known that a substantial part of
these increased grosses is due to
the performance of British quota
pix made by the major American
companies, which are collecting a
comparatively large slice of tho
Eady income. That’s of particular
importance in view of their cur¬
rent representations to the Board
of Trade and the upcoming Eady
Fund legislation.
At a press conference last week
Sir Henry L. French, directorgeneral of the BFPA, revealed that
the association had just compiled s
statistical survey of the eaminga
of British films over a 27month
period ending last June. This em¬
braced 159 pix, against the 286
registered with the Board of
Trade during that period. He ex¬
plained the discrepancy by point¬
ing out that the total of 286 in¬
cluded all the films made by the
Children's Film Foundation and
also by American companies.

London, Nov. 13.
The publicity section of the Assn,
of Cine Technicians has deplored
the “great breach of professional
etiquete” by one of its members,
Alan Arnold, in selling knowledge
gathered in his recent employment
on “The Sleeping Prince” (Marilyn
Monroe pic) to the Sunday Dis¬
Paris, Nov. 13.
patch.
It is becoming increasingly clear
The section “fully realizes” its
here that the main trouble facing responsibility, to the producing
U.S. major film .companies is not companies for whom they work,
how many films they can get into and declare its determination that
France, but how they can get them such a lapse by one of ACT mem¬
released under best firstrun con¬ bers will not occur again.
ditions in Paris. Since the Parisprestige opening is so important
for subsequent, key city and pro¬
vincial runs, this is becoming a
Buenos Aires, Nov. 6.
Once more the Press Secretariat, problem because top Parisian tan¬
through the Entertainment Board, dems now are tied. up primarily
has penalized some 60 Buenos Aires with Gallic pix and French copro¬
filmtheatres, shuttering them for ductions.
With French film people begin¬
periods ranging from one to seven
days. All were closed for alleged ning to cry crisis due to’ overpro¬
Mexico City, Nov. 6.
duction
this year (highly exag¬
flagrant and repeated violation of
and
a
corresponding
The film trade’s own bank, the
the Protection Law, including at gerated)
least 12 major first-run houses. This dearth of their own outlet facili¬ semi-official Banco Nacional Cineaction seems to be the final major ties, . this is getting even . more matografico, financed films made
blunder on the part of Entertain¬ grave for U.S. distribs. They must in Mexico during the Dast 14
ment Board Chief Antonio Aita. His now either hold back top product, months to a total of $7,280,000
needing *bigscale firstrun promo¬ which was 70% of the investment
days are numbered anyway
tion, or settle for the second unit during the period in producing^
A recent government decision
setups. Some U.S. companies have pix. This was disclosed by Eduardo
has the Press Secretariat, a Peronopeneff films in key cities or di¬ Garduno. bank prexy, after inter¬
ista creation, about to disappear
rectly in subsequents, but the big viewing President Adolfo Ruiz Corshortly. Then the Entertainment
Paris publicity push was lacking. tines. He stressed that all of the
Board will be switched to operate
One U.S, Continental manager bank's coin had gone exclusively
under the Education Ministry.
claims that when they do get a into handpicked films, these being
Other departments included in the
favored tandem run in Paris, the the ones that the financial institu¬
Press Secretariat are also to be
publicity expenses usually take tion judged to be good boxoffice
changed or wiped out, thus elimi¬
most of the net. However, anothejr bets.
nating the Goebbels type propa¬
says that big Paris runs pay off by
“Mexican pictures have improved
ganda setup created for Juan Peron.
big publicity and via large seating. tremendously of late, and many are
Meanwhile, the entire film in¬ Estimated that, besides the pub¬ being made in color,” the banker
dustry here is perplexed by Aita’s licity, the Paris area usually gives remarked.
edict against the 60 cinemas. ,The about 50% of the grogs. It is still
Referring to continuing squawks
Protection Law is considered in¬ essentially true that as Paris goes
of film labor that production is way
operative since the Revolution, and so goes France. Top tandems here
down this year, Garduno said qual¬
his insistence on its enforcement are run by Gaumont, Pathe and
ity is being stressed over quantity
appears very absurd. For one thing SOGEC as well as other privately
more than ever. He also pointed
there is insufficient product avail¬ run houses. which band . together out that fewer Arrerican pix have
able for exhibs to comply with its for multiple initial run day-daters. been made down here during 1956.
terms. What native product is avail¬ These three also produce pix and
The banker said Mexican pix dis¬
able was produced under the de¬ naturaUy give their- films prefer¬
posed regime and the public re¬ ence and also make exhib deals tribution, particularly in Latin
America,
is 20% above that of last
fuses-to view it. And much of it with most top Gallic producers.
year and that markets for films of
is even embarrassing to the present
3 Top Theatre Tandems *
this country have been better es¬
government since it follows the
Gaumont has the Gaumont-PalPeron demagogic line addressed ace, Madeleine, Biarritz tandem tablished in France, West Germany
to labor. For instance, Carlos Bor- with 5,917 capacity, Pathe has the and Austria, with considerable im¬
provement in Italy, thanks to cine¬
cosque’s “Pobres Habra Siempre’r Wepler, Berlitz, Paris, with about
matographic ' pacts.
But he de¬
(The Poor Are Always With Us) half as many seats. Normandie and
scribed Mexican pic exhibition in
has an anti-management slant which Moulin
Rouge,
both
SOGEC the U. S. as “stationary,” just the
is rated 40 years out of date.
houses, are linked with the indie same as it was last year.
The exhibitors have been in con¬ Rex for 6,624 capacity. Latter is
ference since his decree 'Was is¬ the one that gives most playdates
sued, and may refuse to shutter to top U.S. pix. Others give some
London, Nov. 6.
under its terms; then appealing to American pix time, but rarely. All
the Supreme Court. Some have houses must give 2Q weeks per
The Daily Express has, apparent*
ly, declined to publish an answer
suggested that Aita took this ao year to French films!
by the Motion Picture Assn, refut¬
tion to precipitate enactment of his
Mexico City, Nov. 13.
Main way out of this dilemma, of
ing charges in a recent lead story.
new. Film Law, which would super¬ course, is for U.S companies to
Relations between the Cuban
This yarn asserted that the Eady
sede the Protection Law, and for own their own theatres, but only.
which the native industry is clam¬ Paramount now has this setup in and Mexican technicians unions levy was paid to American films
oring to save it from extinction.
Paris today. Via its Paramount have been temporarily smoothed and gave them a ‘ competitive ad¬
Theatre, it groups a string 6f lesser out, it was announced here last vantage in the world market.
In this Oct. 10 yarn the Ex¬
firstruns around for better dating. week by returning members of the
Metro now may ’build here. 20th fiveman committee sent to Havana press claimed U. S. -films were sub¬
sidized out of Eady, but the MPA
Fox gets around this by pledging
its output to a lesser tandem, but by the local STPC (similar to insists that not one penny goes,
one where it gets both top- and -sec¬ the U.S. IATSE), headed by Gen¬ has gone or will go to American
London, Nov. 13.
ondary product placed. “Bus Stop” eral Secretary Roberto Caveldon films. No American prodticer or
company, as such, can or does qual¬
British quota requirements have could have played over any of the and
technicians
section
chief, ify for Eatfy coin. It points out
ousted “Last Wagon” (20th), from j*top circuits, but 20th-Fox kept it Felipe Palomino. Though no. pact
that
British pix are defined by law
a West End run at the* Carlton, so in the Ermitage, Images, Max Lin¬ was signed, a truce was agreed
the picture goes straight out on der, Vedettes setup having only upon by the warring factions and only such films are eligible.
Another
Express charge chal¬
release in provincial cities and 2,878 seats.
whereby Cuban union reps will lenged by the MPA Is that Amer¬
London suburbs.
Because of these difficulties, meet here within 30 days to sign
The pic. has been waiting to go Universal had to take on outskirt an allout mutual assistance cove¬ ica sells levy-aided pix all over
the world as Yank films.
Many
into the Carlton or the Rialto for booking for one of its top-grossing
nant to bind the two groups British films, explain the MPA, are
some weeks, but the two current pix, “To Hell and Back.”
against further disturbances simi¬ distributed- through U. S. com¬
productions “Bus Stop,” and “King
lar tq those which have occurred panies in order to get the widest
and I,” both.. 20th-Fox pix, are
during the last few months.
possible distribution throughout
doing holdover business.
Major points agreed upon in the the world, and the maximum re¬
Havana meetings were: (1) In the turn for the British producer.
Sydney, Nov. 6.
Michael Pate, Aussie actor ,pres¬ future all producers working in Pointing out that a steadily increas¬
either' country will have the right ing number of British producers
ently in Hollywood, is figuring on to use workers from either union are adopting this policy, they note
returning
to
his
home
here
next
as they desire.
(2) All techni¬ that one-half of British pix * dis¬
London, Nov. 13.
“Rocking the. Town,” currently February to film “Forbidden Ter¬ cians and actors' contracts in the tributed in Ametca are made by
future will.be signed by the pro¬ purely British companies who real¬
at the Lopdop Palladium, will be ritory,”. on a solo bid.
featured in a twoweek spread
Pate, who appeared in several ducer with only the union in the ize that, these worldwide distribut¬
showing on commercial tv’s “Sun¬ local pix prior tb clicking in Hol¬ country in which his film is to be ing companies provide' an ideal
day Night at Palladium.” First part lywood, recently bought the rights produced and (3) both, unions method of getting their films , on
- *
vof the show was networked last to James Clevelle’s book for Triad shall advise each other of all in- the screens of the world.
The suggestion, also made in the
Sunday (11), and second half is Productions, title of his new com¬ completed work contracts in either
due for airing next Sunday (18).
pany. pate also plans to film “The country, of all 'contract require¬ Express story, that the levy is be- •
The revue, which stars Harry Lonely One,*' “Six Shooter Slad ments. and of all technicians and ing used to -give American pix a I
Secombe and Winifred Atwell, has McGee,” and
“The Passionate actors needed for films produced competitive -advantage in the world
been running .at the. Palladium One” here, if his initial bid is suc¬ in one country and shot in the market,- is also dismissed by the
MPA.
1 other.
cessful.
since May,
I
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Tandem Release Setup
In Paris New Headache
For Yank Distributors

Govt. Law Closes
60 Arg. Cinemas

Mex Film Bank
Lends $7280,000

CUBAN, HEX UNIONS
IN TEMPORARY PACT

20th-Fox’ Longruns Keep
Its‘Wagon’ From Date

Aussie Actor Turns Prod.

Palladium Show On
TV for 2 Sundays

London Daily Declines
To Answer MPA About
Eady Levy Helping U. S.
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Louis Schine’s Active Career
Louis W. Schine, who died in New York last Tuesday (0), at
Variety’s press time rated more than an obit. For most of his
business career he played a leading role in the affairs of film ex¬
hibition. He and his brother, J. Myer Schine, president of Schine
Enterprises, showed a marked flair for the aggressiveness and
showmanship demanded of men in the theatre business on a high
level.
Just after World War I the Schines, starting out with the Hip¬
podrome Theatre in Gloversville, N.Y., embarked on an expansion
campaign that resulted in a circuit of 130 houses. This was the
kind of business building that in the years to follow was to draw
the fire of the Dept, of Justice and beset the industry with a yearslong day in court, The Schines had an antitrust suit all to their
own and it resulted in forced disposition of some 30 of their situa¬
tions.
Louis Schine, who was 63 at the time of his death, was an active
executive. As secretary-treasurer of the Schine organization, his
interests increased as several hotels around the country were ac¬
quired. He also was in radio, as an officer of Patroon Broadcasting
Co., which’ operates WPTR in Albany, N.Y.
”
He was among the industryites invited to the White House to
discuss Korean relief with President Eisenhower . He was a found¬
er and served as president of the Gloversville Jewish Community
Center. His “credits” go on to include many other roles in or¬
ganized benevolent work and serious participation in institutional
projects within the picture business. ‘

New Cycle of ‘Spiritual’ Themes
; Continued from page 7 ;

1957 feature-length program, he
plans to . use original material in
his files that has not been pre¬
sented on tv.
One of Universal’s biggest up¬
coming films, “Battle Hymn,” is a
modern story with religious over¬
tones. It deals with Col. Dean E.
Hess, the clergyman who became
a fighter pilo^t during the Korean
War. Also on U’s sked is “No
Power on Earth,” in which June
Allyson will portray a Catholic
nun. Film, bought a year ago by
Universal, is based on Jay An¬
thony’s story, “Late Have I Love
Thee,” and will be shot in the Phil¬
ippines this spring.
As 20th-Fox proxy Spyros Skouras
recently pointed out, 20th has been
extremely active over the years in
the production of films with reli¬
gious themes—as 'evidenced ~by
“The Song of Bernadette,” “Keys
of the Kingdom,” and “The Robe,”
to name only’a few. As a matter
of policy, 20th is withholding “Ber¬
nadette” from television because it

cently acquired by Warners from
PRM Inc., deals with the activities
of a nun in the Belgian Congo.
United Artists’ “The Peacemaker”
is the story of a parson who brings
law and order along with spiritual
values to a Western town.. An in¬
die offering is “Albert Schweitzer,”
the biopic of the theologian-philos¬
opher-physician.
In the biblical groove are such
films as Metro’s remake of “Ben
Hur” and United Artists’ “Solomon
and Sheba.” Latter will be filmed
abroad by Arthur Hornblower Jr.
and Edward Small.
Audiences
abroad have provided an. excellent
market for religioso films. “Marcelino,” the Spanish film currently
at the Fine Arts in N. Y., has been
a hot b.o. entry throughout Europe.
Television, too, has not neg¬
lected religipus subjects. In ad¬
dition to “Crossroads,” a popular
tv series, video audiences in the fu¬
ture can expect a series of biblical
films from Screen Gems. Pictures
will be produced by William Goetz.

Will Seek Actor to Play Jesus
Aiming to make “Tl\e Greatest Story Ever Told” into a Biblical
epic, 20th-Fox plans to engage 12 religious advisers—including a
Greek Orthodox—for the writing of the script and the execution
of the picture, 20th prexy Spyros P. Skouras reported in N.Y. last
week.
He also reported that a big search would be held for someone
to play the part of Jesus. Preference is for a theological student
who must agree to return to his studies after completing the part.
Top thesps will be engaged to play the apostles.
Walter Lang has been assigned to direct the screen version of
the Fulton Oursler story of Christ’s life. Pic, to be shot and roadshown in 55 CinemaScope, will be in preparation two years. Lend¬
ing is due to start in 1958.
believes that the subject can be re¬
leased again and again in theatres.
The company’s upcoming pro¬
gram contains a number of religioso subjects—both modern and
biblical. “Heaven Knows Mr. Al¬
lison,” which will star Deborah
Kerr and Robert Mitchuni, is a
story of a nun and a marine ma¬
rooned on an island. Also on 20th’s
slate is Fulton Oursler’s best-seller,
“The Greatest Story Ever Told,”
planned as a multi-million-dollar
blockbuster production. “The Small
Woman,” the story of Gladys Aylward, a missionary in China, was
acquired by 20th last week. “The
Song of Ruth’' is also listed on
20th’s schedule.
Although Hollywood has not neg¬
lected religious films, some of
which have been the biggest b.o.
grossers, the new emphasis is be¬
lieved to be based on the current
trend toward religion/ A recent
survey has indicated that 60.3% of
the population in the U. S. belong
to a church group as compared
with 49% in 1940 and 16% 100
years ago. Hollywood biblical films,
some of which have been spiced
with sex, have aroused numerous
church groups over the years but
have remained successful at the
b.o.- despite the 'protests.
There has been an indication of
an effort to play down the sex in
the biblical stories—-as well as a
trend toward religious stories with
more modern themes. “Friendly
Persuasion,” Allied Artists* current
entry, is a story of a Quaker family
and might be described as a film
with religious overtones.
Another modern entry is War¬
ner Bros. “The Nun’s Story,” by
Kathryn Hulme.
Property, re¬

The Robert Montgomery Show on
Monday (12) offered “The Pilot,”
the story of a nun who obtained an
airplane pilot’s license.
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QUARREL FLARES ANEW ON 0UT-0F-N.Y.
HANDLING OF FRENCH FEATURES
‘Wealthy’ Tenafly, N. J.,
Kids Called Monsters
Malicious mischief committed by
disorderly teenagers in the Bergen
Theatre, Tenafly, N. J., has reached
the point where operator Ray
Rhone has barred the teeners un¬
less accompanied by adults. Among
nuisances perpetrated, he said,
were ripping seats, stripping tiles
from lavatory walls and throwing
eggs and other objects.
Particularly '’on Friday nights,
Rhone asserted, the noise and gen¬
eral disorder were so bad that
patrons could neither concentrate
on what was on the screen nor
hear the sound. In his opinion the
ill behavior of the teenagers stems
from lack of proper parental super¬
vision. Tenafly area, incidentally,
is a wealthy suburban district near
New York with the price of homes
ranging from $20,000 to $60,000.

‘Chatterley’ Case Delay
Albany, Nov. 13.
• Failure of the contending attor¬
neys to agree on the exact terms of
a stipulation transferring Kingsley
International Picture Corp. appeal
on “Lady Chatterley’s Lover” from
the Supreme Court to the Appel¬
late Division, will put the case over
until the January session.
It is expected that a stipulation
for the shift to the higher court,
which hears all film appeals
brought here, will be signed soon.
Originally, the expectation was the
case would be argued sometime
this week:
Ephraim S. London is counsel
for Kingsley; Charles A. Brind for
the Board of Regents.

Par Earnings Slide
Paramount earnings for this
year continued on the slide.
Third quarter net amounted, to
$1,742,000, equal to 87c per
common share, including 4c
per share on the sale of film
shorts to television. Same
quarter of 1955 brought earn¬
ings of $2,515,000, or $1.15 per
share.
Consolidated net for the
nine months of 1956 is esti¬
mated at $6,743,000, represent¬
ing $3.37 per share, including
$1.38 per share from the sale
of films. The earnings for the
first nine months of last year
were listed at $7,680,000, or
$3.51 per share.

Theatre Thief Gets Life
After Self-Lawyering
Fails to Convince
San Antonio, Nov. 13.
James D. Green, who decided he
was a better lawyer than his court
appointed attorney, lost his case
and freedom.
A Criminal District Court jury
convicted him of the $800 robbery
of the Broadway Theatre and
sentenced him to life imprison¬
ment. Court officials explained the
life sentence was mandatory be¬
cause of two previous California
convictions on Green’s record.
A companion of Green was ear¬
lier assessed an 18-year sentence
in the same case.

Inside Stuff—Pictures
A “transvestite” feature, believed a slightly redone version of the
type submitted in numbers for licensing after the Christine Jorgensen
incident is now before the New York State Motion Picture Division
Paramount's “Short Cut to Hell,” to be directed by James Cagney
for first megging assignment, is a remake of studio’s 1941 “This Gun
for Hire.”
20th-Fox and Warners bidding has ended for film rights to “Story of
the FBI,” with $100,000 asking price reported one of factors. Negoti¬
ations were conducted in Gotham, with published Bennett Cerf repping
author.
Motion Picture Research Council has embarked upon a new series of
tests for methods ta improve theatrical picture quality by initiating
screen brightness measurements in all studio lab projection rooms.
Results will be integrated with other Council studies on set lighting,
lab processing and theatre projection before any conclusions or recom¬
mendations are reached.
*
Eric Johnston, president of the Motion Picture Association of Amer¬
ica, just returned from a trip to Russia and Eastern Europe, will be
the guest on Mutual's “Reporters’ Roundup” on Nov. 26. Panelists will
include Roscoe Drummond, Herald Tribune’s Washington bureau chief,
and Herman Lowe, Variety’s bureau chief in the capital. Johnston
was in Russia and Eastern Europe on a possible film trading deal when
the Hungarian uprising began to simmer.

Westchester Drive-In’s
$300,000 Antitruster Vs.
Majors on ‘Favoritism’

Some 17 cultural and experimental films, topped by “Henry V,” com¬
prise the 1957 program of the Yeshiva U. Film Society which gets
underway Feb. 28 at the uptown New York institution. Annual screen¬
ings represent a cultursfl phase of the university’s Audio-Visual Service
in which worthy films not ordinarily shown to general theatre audi¬
ences are made available to the society’s members. They’re presented
Westchester Playhouse Inc. is in a series of five Thursday evening showings.
latest to file an antitrust action. It
seeks $300J)00. damages in N. Y.
Producer Mike Myerberg has returned to Gotham following huddles
Federal Court alleging Paramount, in Hollywood regarding acquisition of Rod Serling’s “Requiem for a
United Artists and Prefect Thea¬ Heavyweight” for both stage and pix. Drama was telecast on CBStres “conspired” to penalize the TV's Playhouse 90, with Jack Palance starring. Myerberg discussed
Embassy drive-in on Route 1 near deal with Ashley-Steiner, who rep Serling, and told them he was
Port Chester, N. Y., via release anxious to stage “Requiem” on Broadway first, then follow it with a
schedule ‘“discrimination.”
theatrical film. Producer is after Palance to reprise his role In the
, Allegedly favored house is Pick¬ Broadway version. Negotiations are still on, with no definite decision
wick in Greenwich, Conn. Com¬ on the property.
plainant wants to be given Stam¬
Noting that, except for Pittsburgh, “Richard III” was doing “good
ford area scheduling instead of
business,” Ilya Lopert acknowledged in Manhattan last week that, in
present White Plains.
Whyman & Lazarus are the at¬ his opinion, tv exposure of the Shakesparean classic^ had hurt the theat¬
rical b.o. of the film.
torneys for the litigants.
“Considering the rave reviews we’ve had, I must confess that the
picture has not been doing the business it should,” he said. Pic in
eight dates has grossed $150,000, which was described as “healthy” al¬
though not comparable,with “Hamlet.” Lopert said he had no indention
of speeding up the playoff. “The farther away from television we get,
the better we’ll do,” he noted.

20TH RELEASING 32
ALL TOLD IN 1956

Release of nine films during No¬
vember and December has been
set by 20th-Fox, bringing to 32
the company’s total number of re¬
leases in 1956.
Of the nine, six are in CinemaScope and three in Regalscope, an
ahamorphic system
compatible
with C’Scope and used by the Rob¬
ert L. Lippert Regal Films outfit
which is producing for 20th.

IS

The long, drawn-out arbitration proceedings involving Stanley War¬
ner and Cinerama Inc. have been suspended again.- Delay in the hear¬
ings, which have been taking place for more than a year, was caused
by the illness of Gradwell Sears, the former president of United Ar¬
tists, who is serving as impartial arbitrator. Ned Depinet, former prez
of RKOr is serving as the arbitrator selected by SW and Harold E.
Wondsel, president of Sound Masters Inc. is acting for Hazard Reeves’
Cinerama Inc. Despite the dispute between the two companies over
the division of the take from the exhibition of Cinerama, negatiations
leading to SW’s complete absorbtion of Cinerama Inc. are reported to
be continuing.

French industry is determined
to go through with some sort of
releasing program in the U. S. but
a stalemate has developed over th®
question of who should control such
an organization at the sales level.
This was reported in Gotham lust
week by Ilya Lopert, producer-distrib and also an artie exhib. He
and Richard Davis have been the
sparkplugs of a project that would
see the establishment of a releas¬
ing outfit with five or six branches,
active outside of New York. It’d
be financed jointly by the French
and U. S. indies over a threeyear
period, with the French contribut¬
ing $500,000 and the American
group $250,000.
The French now seem eager to
handle the whole project them¬
selves, thus getting around person¬
ality and other differences among
the American indies. Possibility
exists that, if there’s no meeting of
the minds, Lopert and Davis
might go ahead on their own.
Idea has caused a split among
the indies. Group with Lopert and
Davis feels a new setup could give
distribution “in depth” for 20% :n
distribution costs outside the keys
and would offer a steady flow of
imports to houses that don’t nor¬
mally play them.
The opposition holds that cur¬
rent methods, using sub-distribs, is
as economical and effective as any
other and that, if money is to be
spent, it should be dished out at
the point-of-sale via boosted ad-pub
campaigns to help the launchings.
Lopert also cited the point-ofview of indies like Richard Brandt
whose Trans-Lux Distributing will
be primarily interested in the dis¬
tribution of tv pix. Brandt, said
Lopert, argued that — since he
wouldn’t join the new outfit —
Trans-Lux would be at a disadvan¬
tage m any attempt to obtain
French films.
All Doing Poorly?
“Every distributor of foreign
films is doing a bad job outside
New York,” Lopert maintained.
“No independent has enough prod¬
uct to keep six or seven salesmen
active in the field, and sub-dis¬
tributors are not satisfactory.. The
French feel, and i agree, that there
must be a regular program to at¬
tract audiences to imported films.
This once-in-a-while business isn’t
any good.”
Lopert said the French were
completely satisfied that distribu¬
tion within New Yoik was perfectly
satisfactory and required no addi¬
tional boost. “It’s a fact, how¬
ever,” he said, “that to maintain
five or six exchanges outside of
New York, we must do a gre s
business of around $1,500,000. All
the foreign films together have
never done that. Therefore, there
must be a French subsidy.”
A program to bolster point-ofsale advertising was termed “ut¬
terly impossible” by Lopert who
stressed that every producer
thought of his picture as deserving
the greatest effort. He also stressed
that, from thse major companies’
viewpoint, the handling of foreign
lingualers was uneconomical in
the light-of the limited gross po¬
tential.
“Our idea of setting up a releas¬
ing channel Is best. Perhaps, after
three years, we’ll find out that our
current methods were best. It’s
well worth for the French to in¬
vest $500,000 in an attempt to find
out. ’

BID JACQUESFLAUD
ADDRESS IMPORTERS
Independent Motion Picture Dis¬
tributors Assn, will invite Jacques
Flaud, head of France’s Centre Na¬
tional de la Cinematografie, to
speak before it when he arrives
in the U. S. later this month.
Decision was made by the IMPDA
membership at a N. Y. meeting
last week. It follows in the wake
of various reports about French
plans in the U. S.
Association also discussed the
upcoming Joseph Burstyn awards
and the sending of representatives
to international film festivals. Elec¬
tions of officers i due at the next
membership meet in early Decem¬
ber. Arthur L. Mayer is the cur¬
rent president of the org.
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The low-down on
dames—with music 1

"THE
OPPOSITE
SEX”
(<CinemaScope—Metrocolor)
June Allyson, Joan Collins,
Dolores Gray, Ann Sheridan,
Ann Miller.

This is frightened

"JULIE”
who discovers on her
honeymoon that her hus¬
band is a killer—and
SHE is the next victim.
Doijs Day, Louis Jourdan,
Barry Sullivan, Frank Lovejoy.
An Arwin Production

All the hilarious fun of the
famed stage comedy hit!

"THE

TEAHOUSE
OF THE

AUGUST MOON1
(<CinemaScope—Metrocolor)
Marlon Brando, Glenn Fi>rd,
Machiko Kyo, Eddie Albert.

It’s
SPYHIGH
with
HILARITY!

THE

TM
PETTICOAT”
(VistdVistion—Technicolor•)

From the edge of
your seat you’ll see

"EDGE OF
THE CITY”

Smart Showmanship to team
Bob Hope and Katharine
Hepburn, first time together
in this uproarious story.

John Cassavetes, Sidney Poitier.

A Remus Film

A Jonathan Production

ALL FROM M-G-M

(Watch for more good news
in this space next week!)
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Show Biz Mirrors Crisis
•

'• - -—- Continued from page 1 - ---

of course, and- are now negotiating
to give the time to the Ballet
Theatre troupe, currently in the
Middle East.
As far as is known the Moissev
projected tour to New York under
S. Hurok sponsorship for next
April is still okay. Unless, of
course, world tensions get worse
between now and then.
Show biz as a delicate indicator
of the world’s jitters was again il¬
lustrated last week by a number
of events around the globe, as
shown in the following items.
American Ballet Cancels
Beirut, Lebanon, Nov. 13.
The American Ballet Theatre
troupe, here on a State Dept, spon¬
sored tour, was told to pack up
and get out of the Middle East
immediately. They were to/go on
from here to Teheran, etc., but the
entire tour has been summarily
cancelled.
There is a chance, however, that
they may be booked into some
European spots, if available, to fill
in the unexpired time.
Chinamen Go Home
Zurich, Nov. 13.
The Peking Opera, which has
just completed a good b.o. tour in
South America, is going right back
to Peking, by orders from the
front office.
Although a tremendous b.o. suc¬
cess in most European capital last
season and doing fine in South
America the past three months,
the troupe could not negotiate
showings in the North American
continent. They were booked into
Mexico and Canada after S. A., but
both those countries refused the
troupe entry permits at the last
minute. They were so anxious to
play the U. S. that they offered to
come in on straight percentage,
•with no - guarantees and paying
their own carfare—a remarkable
offer, in view of their established
b.o. potency—but Washington said
absolutely no dice.
Which was why they came back
to Europe, figuring on some return
biz. But now that, too, has been
cancelled.
Bogs Down Budapest Circus
Paris, Nov. 13.
Upheaval in Hungary has bogged
down the" Budapest Circus visiting
here.
Two weeks ago when the rebel
cause appeared to be succeeding,,
the circus-ites “lost” their Govern¬
ment
(Communist)
“watchdog,”
tore the hammer and sickle from
their flag, and generally rejoiced at
the prospect of freedom. However,
the subsequent suppression of the
revolt by the Red Army brought
about gloom and anguish for their
families in Hungary.
A special celebration night, plan¬
ned for the circus’ final session
here, was changed to a benefit for
the Hungarian Red Cross. The gala
collected $6,000. The change in po¬
litical aspects had most French
performers, who had promised to
appear, cancelling out.
Munich Defers Red Satire
Munich, Nov. 13.
Munich’s municipal theatre, the
Kammerspiele, decided to postpone
the premiere of Jean-Paul Sartre’s
satiric
play,
“Nekrassow,”
be¬
cause director Hans Schweikart
thought it bad taste and unneces¬
sarily provocative to show this
political farce at a time when the
world’s stage has turned into a
stage of war. Rehearsals for “Ne¬
krassow” had already begun when
the Hungarian rebellion broke.
The play takes' place in news¬
paper milieu, A sensational Paris
gazette is out of anti-Communist
propaganda.
The editor, hungry
for a good headline story, de¬
clares an unscrupulous ganster
was flown from Moscow as a Soviet
agent. After a lot of confusion
the police unmask the hoax.
Sartre wrote “Nekrassow” one
and a half years ago. The Paris
Theatre Antoine showed it for the
first time and was not very suc¬
cessful. London critics praised the
play and it is being shown right
now in Eastern Berlin.
Saddler’s Wells?
Moscow, Nov. 13.
The
Saddler’s
Wplls
Ballet
troupe from London, which is
skedded to open here on Nov. 15,

may be cancelled at the last min¬
ute, according to rumor. Minister
of Culture Sokholov, when queried,
refused to comment, although ad¬
mitting that the Bolshoi Ballet
troupe, current in London, and all
other Russian performers in all
European non-satellite countries,
have been ordered to return to
Moscow immediately.

War-Time Israel
~-y-- Continued from page 1 ~

1

—

precautions had not been com¬
pleted in time.
When the first war news became
known and Britain and France an¬
nounced their ultimatum t® Egypt,
the U. S. Embassy in Israel—and
subsequently most other foreign
missions—warned all foreign citi¬
zens in non-essential positions to
make immediate arrangements for
leaving the Middle East. Many
American civilians either departed
or got ready for departure at short
notice; yet the special .boats and
planes put at their disposal were
hot filled. The U. S. Ice Show,
playing to capacity houses at the
Ramat Gan Circus (near Tel-Aviv)
announced that its artists would
not leave but complete its sched¬
uled program, only advancing the
hours of performance so that the
public could be home earlier. Vio¬
linist Zino Francescatti notified the
Israel Philharmonic that he would
plAy all concerts And recitals as
scheduled; so did the Italian con¬
ductor, Francesco Molinari-Pradelli, now the orchestra’s guestconductor. It was doubtful, how¬
ever, whether the U. S. authorities
would permit later visitors to enter
Israel—which would hit pianist
Shura Sherkassy (expected for con¬
certs end of November) and the
American Ballet Theatre (sched¬
uled to open Nov. 18). The only
American artists to leave Israel
immediately were the Yiddish ac¬
tors Leo Fuchs (“A Galician Cow¬
boy”), Witler and Lerer.
All the theatres of Israel con¬
tinued playing though night audi¬
ences were naturally small, as
large secions of their usual public
were out of town. Most affected
was the smash-hit Israeli produc¬
tion of “Pajama Game” which had
to close down for a few days but
reopened later.
Repertories
The artists of the three rep¬
ertory companies, “Habimah,”
“Ohel” and “Chamber Theatre,”
left the cities and made the
round of army camps and out¬
lying posts, often playing in shel¬
ters and bunkers.
Some groups
played as often as four to five
times a day in different places, en¬
tertaining troops and hospitalized
men and women with scenes from
plays, complete shows, songs, hu¬
morous sketches, and topical stuff.
The Army’s own entertainment
units also worked round the clock,
and composers were busy writing
new songs to bolster the morale.
Kol Israel radio revived the songs
and marches of the Israel War of
Liberation of eight years ago. The
Yemenite Dance Group “Inbal”
also put on shows for the soldiers.
One day after the surrender and
occupation of Gaza, the Israel De¬
fense Army Orchestra played a
concert on the Gaza City Square.
This “show biz as usual” situa¬
tion proved a bitter disappoint¬
ment to scores of Jerusalemites
who had hoped that the scheduled
concert of the Israel Philharmonic
in the Israeli capital would not be
attended by the usual patrons and
seats would be available to those
music lovers who could not get
tickets for this heavily-oversub¬
scribed season. But the Edison Hall
was filled to capacity, with none of
the subscribers missing. A large
crew of policemen had to guide the
traffic in the pitch-dark streets.
The orchestra and artists were en¬
thusiastically cheered by the audi¬
ence.
Cinema attendance suffered in
the first days of the blackout but
playing times were advanced later
in the week (Israel’s cinemas play
three fixed-time shows a day, with
only a couple of Tel-Aviv houses
performing continuously). Night¬
club business was described “fairly
good” in Jerusalem and “almost
normal” in some Tel-Aviv niteries.

Middle East Fighting
Keeps 20th;s ’Dolphin’
Cast on Edge, Worried
Athens, Nov. 6.
War clouds in the Middle East
have cast their shadows on the;
20th-Fox company shooting the
first U.S. picture to be filmed in
Greece, “Boy on a Dolphin.”
Unit is on a tiny island called Hy¬
dra, 40 miles south of Athens.
After living aboard a steamer
anchored off Hydra for the last
month while filming against back¬
grounds of the Isles of Greece, di¬
rector Jean Negulesco plans to
move his company, which includes
Alan Ladd, Clifton Webb and
Sophia Loren, back to Athens’
Hotel Grande Bretagne for three
weeks of shooting on the mainland
before moving to Rome for inter¬
iors, early in December.
But Israel's move against Egypt
has resulted in the cancellation of
airplane flights to that part of the
world, stranding many travelers
there enroute.
It also has sent
scores of U.S. and British nationals
streamihg out of the troubled area
and to this city, first stop enroute
to Europe. Hence, the hotels are
jammed. Because no rooms may
be available for “Dolphin” com¬
pany in Athens, Negulesco is now
making tentative plans for sailing
the Hermes, 2,500-ton-liner oh
which the crew has been living, to
Athens’ harbor of Pireaus, and
use it as a floating hotel.
Meanwhile, Negulesco has been
awarded a scroll by the Italian
State Office of Tourism in appre¬
ciation for his work in directing
the 1953 production of “Three
Coins in the
Fountain,” first
C'Scope film to be shot in Europe
and credited with Contributing to
40-45% increase in tourists to
Rome.
Negulesco’s current production,
also in C-Scope and color, is being
shot by the same cameraman, Milton Krasner. Producer Samuel G.
Engel, 20th-Fox studio production
chief Buddy Adler and other com¬
pany officials who have seen the
footage believe it may do as much
for tourism in Greece.
Webb, who was bedded at Grand
Bretagne Hotel here for a mild
form of pneumonia, took a turn for
the worse according to U.S.-trained
Dr. Athanassios Mantekas, who has
been Webb’s doctor during his ill¬
ness.
‘ It was believed he would be able
to return soon to his starring role
but now he may be laid up much
longer than expected.

*80 Days’ to Carthay
Hollywood, Nov. 13.
Local premiere of Todd-AO’s
“Around the World in 80 Days” is
set for Dec. 22 at Carthay Circle,
with film on regular run following
day. House is now 'being refur¬
bished and equipped to handle this
type projection.
Number of daily performances
and price scale not yet reported
but success at Rivoli, N.. Y., al¬
ready has prompted increasing
number of matinee performances.
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Italy’s American IFE to Go On
Though Form May Alter—Rufini
OFFER DISNEY OWNERS
186,526 SHARES
Walt Disney Productions, Which
several months ago revealed plans
to offer stockholders rights to sub¬
scribe to 186,526 shares of common
stock, over the weekend made this
offer good as to stockholders of
record Nov. 9, 1956.
Shareholders will receive a pri¬
mary right to subscribe to one
share of commojn for every seven
shares held, at' $2(T per share, it
was disclosed by prexy Roy O. Dis¬
ney in a letter to stockholders.
Shareholders also will receive a
secondary right to subscribe, at
$20 per share, to any shares re¬
maining unsubscribed after the
primary rights have been exer¬
cised. The expiration date for ex¬
ercise of both classes of rights is
Nov. 29, 1956.
The Bank of America, L, A., and
Bankers Trust Co., N. Y., will act
as subscription agents.
A further stipulation is made by
company, according to Disney, that
for every share taken through ex¬
ercise of primary and secondary
rights, the stockholders will re¬
ceive a further right to buy one
additional share at $22 through
Oct. 31, 1957.
Atlas Corp., which owns approxi¬
mately 17% of outstanding Disney
stock, already has agreed to exer¬
cise all of its rights in both classes.
In effect, all stock not subscribed
by others will be taken by Atlas.
It is estimated that sale of the
186,526 shares will give Disney
about $3,700,000. This will be ap¬
plied to the retirement of com¬
pany’s short-term bank loans.

VIKING, PHILADELPHIA,
ANTITRUSTER, SUES 11
Philadelphia, Nov. 13.
The Viking Theatre here filed a
$1,800,000 treble damage antitrust
suit in U. S. District Court charg¬
ing eight major film distributors
and three Philly first-run exhibi¬
tors with conspiracy and violation
of the antitrust laws.
The complaint charges that the
defendants have engaged in a con¬
spiracy in restraint of trade in har¬
assing the plaintiff and impeding
its ability to acquire first-run pic¬
tures. It further claims that the
distribs, acting in collusion with
the defendant exhibs, aimed to put
the Viking Theatre out of business.
The suit asks the court to enjoin
further conspiracy and to halt the
alleged illegal practices.
The
suit
names
Paramount,
RKO, Warner Bros.; 20th-Fox, Uni¬
versal,
Columbia,
Metro,
and
United Artists. The exhibitor de¬
fendants are Stanley Warner, Fox
Philadelphia Building Corp., oper¬
ator of Fox Theatre here, and
Goldman Theatres.

Exhibs Try Come-on Stunts;
One a Tresley Imitation Prize
Chicago, Nov. 13.
Chicago neighborhood houses
are seeking hypos for lagging busi¬
ness, more noticeably becalmed
this year than for some time, and
are turning to flesh to stimulate
interest in their houses.
For example, last Friday night
(9) saw the Balaban & Katz Nor-

Boothwoman
Greensboro, N.C., Nov. 13.
What has been considered
the last male stronghold—the
projectionist booth of a motion
picture theatre—has been suc¬
cessfully invaded for the past
14 years at the Asheboro, N.C.
Sunset Theatre by a pretty
brunette.
Reba Clarke, a former hosi¬
ery mill employee, is currently
marking her 14th anni as
“boothwoman” at the Sunset
house.
It started in 1942
when Miss Clarke replaced her
brother, Kermit, when he en¬
tered the armed forces.
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shore Theatre revive an old pic
gimmick, the star-impersonation
contest. Riding on the Elvis Pres¬
ley wave crest, the impersonations
were of the gyrating rock ’n’ roller',
where in the ’30s another Shirley
Temple had been sought. With 84
entries for the prelims the week
previously, the finals saw 15 com¬
pete for the closest in presenting
the most faithful Presley carbon.
A rock 'n’ roll record hop followed
the contest in the theatre lobby.
In effect, this is> an attempt to get
the movies in on rock ’n’ roll coat¬
tails.
The same night, Friday (9), a
northwest side house, the Belmont,
sold to several co-owners by B&K
about a year ago, tried to win back
the business whose loss led to the
sale in the first place. Manage¬
ment here tied in with Chicago
Tribune columnist Herb Lyon and
the unveiling of the 1957 Buick as
well, hoping for a double hypo.
Lyon brought with him a variety
troupe from his local tver, “Spot¬
light on Talent.” Prospect of low
budget weekend shows is being
considered by the management.

may be changed, IFE Releasing
Corp. will continue m business in
the U. S. in one form or another.
Renzo Rufini, IFE prexy who head¬
quarters in Rome, said in Gotham
last week.
Rufini had been in N. Y. studying
the present IFE situation and hud¬
dling on it with exec v. p, Seymour
Poe. He left over the weekend for
Rome but expects to return within
six to eight weeks.
Rufini said he would propose a
number of schemes for IFE’s fu¬
ture to the parent organization
board in Rome. Actually, IFE Re*
leasing operates independently and
according to both Rufini and Poe,
has not drawn any coin from Rome
since its inception. At the same
time, it has suffered from a lach
of product and its overall opera¬
tions have been curtailed.
One of the possibilities being
considered is that the Italo prod¬
uct would be channeled through,
one of the major releasing orgs
In that case, IFE would close its
offices in the field and would oper¬
ate more in the manner ofv^ pro¬
ducer’s representative.
Poe pointed out that, if such an
arrangement were to come true
IFE would then again concern itseli to a greater extent with the
promotion of the Italian ifidustrj
in the U. S. At the moment, nc
Italian office exists here to do that
job,
Rufini said he was unaware ol
any plan to open an Unitalia offici
in New York. Unitalia handles the
promotion of Italo products over¬
seas. Goffredo Lombardo, head o.
Titanus Films and of the Italiai
producers group, only recently con
firmed reports from Rome that Un
italia was planning such a move
*rwo months ago, Poe was oi
the verge of a deal with Allied
Artists, under which nine Italo pin
would have been distributed in the
U.S. by AA. The deal fell through,
however.
Rufini said. that, having once
established itself in the American
market, the Italian industry could
ill afford to withdraw altogether.
IFE represented the first postwat
attempt on the part of foreign pro¬
ducers to widen their foothold in
the U. S.
While it succeeded in
publicizing Italian stars (with
American subsidy coin), its dis¬
tribution efforts have generally
been seen as a disappointment.
However, the blame must be large¬
ly placed on the Italian producers
themselves who didn’t adequately
support their own U. S. unit.

INSTRUCTIONAL FILM
FOR TRAFFIC JUDGES
Hollywood, Nov. 13.
Jack Chertok's Apex Film Corp.
is shooting a nontheatrical film
series, “Traffic Court,” in coopera¬
tion with the American Bar Assn.,
to help train traffic judges and
court attaches. Coin is being fur¬
nished from a special grant'by the
automotive industry, through the
Automotive Safety Foundation.
Week-long shooting schedule on
the
four
20-minute
segments,
which will. never be seen by the
public, deals with traffic court pro¬
cedures
and law enforcement.
Some 85 actors are being used.
William Thiele is directing, with
attorney James T. Economos of
ABA supervising, for the Assn.’s
special committee on traffic courts.
Apex is producing hr association
with Film Counsellors Inc., of
N.Y.

Tent 11 (D.C.) Election
Washington, Nov. 13.
Marvin Goldman, of K-B Thea¬
tres, was named Chief Barker last
week at the annual election of
Washington’s Variety Club, Tent
11. Hirsh De La Viez, this area’s
jukebox king, was chosen first as¬
sistant; and Clark Davis, of Dis¬
trict Theatres, second assistant
chief barker.
George
Nathan,
of
National
Screen Service, was elected prop¬
erty master; and Samuel Galantay,
of Columbia Pictures,
became
dough guy. Added to the board
were:
Frank Boucher, Nathan
Gold eg, Harold Saltz, Herbert Gillis, George Crouch, and Jack Foxe.
Eddie Fontaine and Jake Flax
were elected to honorary life
membership on the board.
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Hollywood Production Pulse
ALLIED ARTISTS

20th CENTURY-FOX

Starts, This Year. .IS
This Date, Last Year.24

Starts, This Year.18
This Date, Last Year.14

"LOVE IN THE AFTERNOON"
(Shooting in Paris)
Prod.-Dir.—Billy Wilder
Gary Cooper, Audrey Hepburn, Maur¬
ice Chevalier
(Started Aug. 27)

"HEAVEN KNOWS MR. ALLISON"
(Shooting at Tobago, B.W.I.)
Prods.—Buddy Adler, Eugene Frenke
Dir.—John Huston
Deborah Kerr, Robert Mltchum
(Started Aug. 1)
"THE GIRL CAN'T HELP IT"
Prod.-Dir.—-Frank Tashlin
Tom Ewell, Jaynq. Mansfield. Edmond
O’Brien
(Started Sept. 14)
"BOY ON A DOLPHIN"
(Shooting in Greece)
Prod.—Samuel G. Engel
Dir.—Jean Negulesco
Clifton Webb, Alan Ladd, Sophia Loren
(Started Sept. 24)
"ISLAND IN THE SUN"
(Shooting in B.W.I.)
Prod.—Darryl F. Zanuck
Dir.—Robert Rosen
James Mason, Joan Fontaine, Dorothy
Dandrldge, Joan Collins, Michael
Rennie, Diana Wynyard, John Wil¬
liams, Basil Sydney, John Justin,
Stephen Boyd, Ronald Squire, Pa¬
tricia Owens and Harry Belafonto
(Started Oct. 15)
"OH, MENI OH, WOMENI"
Prod.-Dir.—Nunnally Johnson
Dan Dailey, Ginger Rogers, David
Niven, Barbara Rush, .Tony Randall
(Started Oct. 23)

COLUMBIA
Starts, This Year.31
This Date, Last Year.30
"THE STORY OF ESTHER COSTELLO"
(Valiant Films, Ltd.)
(Shooting in London)
„
Prods.—John & James Woolf
Dir.—David Miller .
Joan Crawford, Rosanno Brazzi Heath¬
er Sears, Ron Randall, Lee Patterson,
John Loder, Bessie Love, Sidney
James
(Started Aug. 20)
"THE BRIDGE ON THE RIVER KWAI"
(Horizon-Amcrican Productions)
(Shooting in Ceylon)
Prod.—Sam Spiegel
Dir.—David Lean
William Holden. Jack Hawkins,, Alec
Guinness, Sessue Hayakana
(Started Oct. 1)
"GARMENT CENTER"
Prod.—Harry Kleiner
Dir.—Robert Aldrich
Lee J. Cobb. Kerwln Mathews, Richard
Boone, Gia Scala, Valerie French,
Robert Loggia, Joseph Wiseman, Har¬
old J. Stone, Adam Williams. Jon
Sheppodd, Judson Taylor, Celia Lov(Started Oct. 13)
"THE YOUNG REBELS"
Prod,—Wallace MacDonald
Dir.—David Rich
Robert Vaughn, Roger Smith, Tom
Pittman, Dorothy Green, Merry An¬
ders, Kathy Nolan, Sarah Selby
(Started Oct. 31)
"THE BEWITCHED"
(Shooting in London)
Prod.—Hal E. Chester
Dir.—Jacques Tourneur
Dana Andrews
(Started Nov. 5)
"THE NIGHT THE WORLD EXPLODED"
Prod.—Sam Katzman
Dir.—Fred F. Sears
William Leslie, Kathryn Grant
(Started Nov. 8)

METRO
Starts, This Year.. .22
This Date, Last Year.18
"DESIGNING WOMAN"
Prod.—Dore Schary
Dir.—Vincente Minnelli
Gregory Peck, Lauren Bacall, Dolores
Gray, Jack Cole
(Started Sept. 10)
"THE SEVENTH VOW"
(Shooting in Hong Kong)
Prod.—David Lewis
Dir.—Ronald Neame .
Eleanor Parker, Bill Travers, George
Sanders, Francoise Rosay
(Started Oct. 29)
"SILK STOCKINGS"
Prod.—Arthur Freed
Dir.—Rouben Mamoulian
Fred Astaire, Cyd Charisse, Janis Paige,
Jules Munshin, Peter Lorre, Joseph
Buloff
(Started Nov. 5)
"GUN GLORY"
rod.—Nicholas Nayfack
ir.—Roy Rowland
Stewart Granger, Rhonda Fleming, Burl
Ives, Steve Rowland
(Started Nov. 12)

E

PARAMOUNT
Starts, This Year.17
This Date, Last Year. 8
"THE JOKER"
Prod.—Samuel J. Briskin
Dir.—Charles Vidor
Frank Sinatra, Mitzi Gaynor, Jeanne
Crain, Eddie Albert, Beverly Gar¬
land. Ted de Corsla, Valerie Alfen
(Started Oct. 12)
"THE TIN STAR"
Prod.—Perlberg-Seaton
Dir.—Anthony Mann
Henry Fonda, Anthony Perkins, Betsy
Palmer, Michel Ray,. Neville Brand,
John Mclntire, Mary Webster, Lee
Van Cleef, James Bell, Howard Pe¬
trie, Peter Baldwin
(Started Oct. 22)

REPUBLIC
Starts, This Year. .8
This Date, Last Year.15

RKO
Starts, This Year.14
This Date, Last Year..11
"THE GIRL MOST LIKELY"
Prod.—Stanley Rubin
Dir.—Mitchell Leisen
Jane Powell, Kaye Ballard, Cliff Rob¬
ertson, Keith Andes, Tommy Noonan,
tJna Merkel, Frank Cady, Kelly
Brown, Judy Nugent, Venetia Ste¬
phenson. Valerie Anderson
(Started Sept. 6)
"ESCAPADE IN JAPAN"
Prod.—Arthur Lubin
Dir.—William Snyder
Teresa Wright, Cameron Mitchell, Jon
Provost, Roger Nakagawa, Philip
Ober
(Started Oct. 2)
"THE VIOLATORS"
(Galahad Productions)
(Shooting in New York)
Exec. Prod.-^-Himan Brown
Prod.—Mende Brown
Dir.—John Newland
Arthur O'Connell
(Started Oct. 15)
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UNIVERSAL
Starts, This Year.29
This Date, Last Year.25
"NIGHT PASSAGE"
Prod.—Aaron Rosenberg
Dir.—James Neilson
James Stewart, Audio Murphy, Dan
Duryea, Elaine Stewart, Brandon de
Wilde, Dianne Foster, Jay C. Flippen,
Olive Flavin, John Day, Robert J.
Wilke, Herbert
Anderson, Ellen
.Corby, Hugh Beaumont
(Started Sept. 14)
"PAY THE DEVIL"
Prod.—Albert Zugsmith
Dir.—Jack Arnold
Jeff Chandler, Orson Welles, Colleen
Miller, Barbara Lawrence, Ben Alex¬
ander. John Larch. Royal Dano, Paul
Fix, William Schallert
(Started Oct. 15)
"THE MAN OF A THOUSAND FACES"
Prod.—Robert Arthur
Dir.—Joseph Pevney
James Cagney, Dorothy Malone, Jane
Greer, Jim Backus, Jeanne Cagney,
Clarence Kolb
(Started Nov. 5)
"JOE DAKOTA"
Prod.—Howard Christie
Dir.—Richard Bartlett
Jock Mahoney, Luana Patten, Barbara
Lawrence
(Started Nov. 12)

WARNER BROS.
Starts, Thte Year.12
This Date, Last Year..20
"THE SLEEPING PRINCE"
(LOP Productions)
(Shooting in London)
Prod.-Dir.—Laurence Olivier
Marilyn Monroe, Laurence Olivier,
Dame Sybil Thorndyke
(Started Aug. 4)
"A FACE IN THE CROWD"
(Newtown Productions) «
(Shooting in New York)
Prod.-Dir.—Elia Kazan
Andy Griffith, Patricia Neal
(Started Aug. 13)
"LAFAYETTE ESCADRILLE"
Prod.-Dir.—William A. Wellman
Tab Hunter, Etchlka Choureau, J. Car¬
rol Naish. Marcel Dalio, David Jans¬
sen, William Wellman Jr., Jody MeCrea
(Started Oct. 19)
"SHOOT OUT AT MEDICINE BEND"
Prod.—Richard Whorf
Dir.—Richard L. Bare
Randolph Scott, James Craig, Dani
Crayne, James Garner. Gordon Jones
(Started Nov. 5)
"THE STORY OF MANKIND"
Prod.-Dir.—Irwin Allen
Ronald Colman, Charles Coburn, Hel¬
mut Dantine, Dennis Hopper, Sir
Cedric Hardwicke, Peter Lorre,
Agnes Moorehead, Virifcent Price
(Started Nov. 12)

Town Suffers If
Nothing Flickers
Medina, N.’ D., Nov. 13.
Another example of how this ter¬
ritory’s town merchants and hank¬
ers. are banding together to keep
their towns from being theatreless
has occurred, here. After two yearswithout a showhouse, Medina
“business” bas induced Norman
Ruele to launch a 350-seat theatre
on their promise to cooperate in
enlisting support for the venture.
Ruele had previously converted
his former theatre to commercial
purposes.
Medina tradesmen found that
lack of a film theatre put the burg
at a disadvantage commercially
with other nearby communities.
In recent weeks theatres also
have been reopened at Litchfield,
LeCentre and Owatonna, Minn.

'OLDEST’THEATRE BODY;
CAROLINAS’TOA MEETS
Greensboro, N.C., Nov. 13.
The “oldest” organized associa¬
tion of theatre men in the United
States, Theatre Owners of North
and South Carolina, will hold its
44th annual convention at the
Hotel Charlotte, Nov. 25-27. Jack
D. Fuller is president.
The agenda for the three day
meeting has been prepared by
Howard B. McNally of Fayetteville
and R. L. Baker Jr., of Gastonia.
Assisting them have been Ernest
G. Stellings, in charge of show¬
manship clinics; C. P. Freeman Jr.,
entertainment; F. H. Beddingfield,
exhibits; Mrs. Runa C. Greenleaf,
ladies’ activities; L. L. Theimer,
publicity and talent. All are of
Charlotte. The reception commit¬
tee will be headed by Roy Rowe of
Burgaw and J. M. Kime of Roseboro, while hotel reservations and
convention registrations will be
taken care of by Ulmer S. Eaddy
of Charlotte. Special guests come
under the jurisdiction of H. E.
Kincey of Charlotte.
Registration will commence at
noon, Sunday, Nov. 26, with the
afternoon devoted to a director’s
meeting and a social hour hosted
by C. J. Mabry, president, and R.
L. Simpson, ihanager of Motion
Picture Advertising Service Com¬
pany.
Special showmanship clinics have
been arranged for Monday. Com¬
pleting the day’s activities will be
a social hour.
The Tuesday morning session
will be' devoted to speeches by mo¬
tion picture industry personages.
Annual stockholders’ meeting will
be held Tuesday afternoon.
Completing-the three-day affair
will be the annual President’s Ban¬
quet and Ball in the hotel ballroom
on Tuesday night.

Nat’l Film Adds Hub
For Republic Pictures

Vogel Team
i

Continued from page 7 ^-—
Vogel has taken the position that
he doesn’t want to say anything re¬
lating to the company’s position
until he can present a concrete
accomplishment. He has reiterated
again that he’s “nobody’s stooge”
and that he is determined “to do
a job for the small stockholders.”
Amassing Proxies
The position of Wall St. houses
controlling various amounts of
Loew’s shares appears to be di¬
vided. Several small brokerage
firms are quitely amassing the verb¬
al proxies of their clients so they
can establish a favored position
Should a showdown fight take place.
Other brokerage houses are re¬
maining neutral. For example, a
spokesman for Bache & Co., which
controls a “substantial” amount of
Loew’s shares, said the firm has
not taken any side and the position
it takes would “depend on what
our clients want.”
A number of
brokerage firms, including Bache,
have maintained “friendly” rela¬
tions with "the present management
and have been conferring with
Loew’s executives regarding the
company’s predicament.
There has been no rapproche¬
ment between Lehman-Lazard
group and the dissident faction
headed by Judge Louis Goldstein
(Lowenstein Foundation) and at¬
torney Saul Rogers. A spokesman
for the latter group stated that
“We will be happy to join” Leh¬
man and Lazard if they launch
a proxy fight, but he emphasized
that no effort has been made as
yet to combine the activities of
both factions. The Goldstein-Rogers dissidents, said to control some
3£0,000 shares, have made no overt
attempt to challenge the manage¬
ment. “We want to make sure of
our grounds first,” the spokesman
said.
One thing is certain despite the
numerous reports of an upcoming
proxy battle—no group has official¬
ly embarked on the task of solicit¬
ing proxies. In order to do so, the
intention of such a move must be
filed with the Securities & Ex¬
change Commission.
Reports, however, persist that the
Wall Streeters controlling large
block of stocks are continuing to
“shop around” for a new president
to head Loew’s if the decision is
made to unseat the present man¬
agement. The presidential quest
was stressed in the Time mag piece
as was the status of Dore Schary.
Schary is due in New York next
week and is expected to sit in oh
the board of directors meeting on
Nov. 21. There are reports that the
company will make an attempt to
settle Schary’s contract in return
for an independent production set¬
up at the studio. If this occurs,
Ben Thau may become studio ad¬
ministrative head.
Vogel is expected to give the
board a report on his initial survey
of the studio and his recommenda¬
tion as to what can be done to
improve the company’s earning po¬
sition. Shortly after the board
meeting he will return to the
Coast to continue his study of stu¬
dio operations and perhaps begin
some of the changes that^are an¬
ticipated.

Jake Wilk Dies;
Film Man With
A Legit Yen
Jacob Wilk, who died Monday
(12) in New York’s Mount Sinai
Hospital at the age of 70, was an
oldtime show business exec who
became one of the first important
liaisons between the film Industry,
in the name of Warners, and the
legit theatre, Jake Wilk spotted
the possibilities and economic de¬
sirability of -transferring the Broad¬
way clicks to the screen and, in his
longterm tenure as story editor at
WB, nailed down numerous impor¬
tant properties for the company.
He had the reputation as the one
responsible for spreading around
Warner money for backing plays
with Antoinette Perry, Brock Pem¬
berton, Herman Shumlin and the
Shuberts. In behalf of WB, he was
closely associated with George Ab¬
bott and merged interests in buy¬
ing the Biltmore Theatre, N. Y.,
which was sold some five years ago
at a substantial capital gains profit.
The profits deals withstanding,
Wilk was a devotee of the “the¬
atre,” regardless of profit or loss,,
and in mostly all cases it was
profit.
It was in the depression years
of the 1930’s that he got WB inter¬
ested in plays.to the extent of back¬
ing Broadway productions for the
full capitalization. 'Despite severe
resistance, he and attorney John
Wharton were successful in work¬
ing out a still “official” formula for
the division of screen rights pro¬
ceeds among the legit people,
namely, 60% for the authors and
40% for the producer and his
backers.
The association with Abbott
brought “Brother Rat” and “Boy
Meets Girl,” among others, into
WB production. And it’s regarded
as fact, not fiction, that Wilk in¬
duced Jack Warner to give the pro¬
ceeds of Irving Berlin's picturized
“This Is the Army” to Army Emer¬
gency Relief.
Wilk left WB in 1952 (an econ¬
omy move) after an association
that began in 1929. But, while go¬
ing freelance, he was still commis¬
sioned by Jack Warner to repre¬
sent WB on story properties which
did not fall within the realm of
Eliot Hyman’s television backlog
buyout.
With free agent status,
Wilk worked out the combination
of George Stevens, Henry Ginsberg
and Edna Ferber for the produc¬
tion of “Giant” under the WB aegis
and, kidding on the square, Wilk
had commented that “at last WB. Is
working for me.” He returned last
week from England, where he was
negotiating rights to a new play.
Prior to his WB tieup, Wilk was
associated with the late legit pro¬
ducer William A. Brady (in 1909),
did public relations work for the
old World Film Co. and was linked
with Louis Selznick before he es¬
tablished his own play brokerage
business.
Surviving are the widow, Eva; a
son, Max, a television scripter and
playwright, and two daughters,
Mrs. Ruth Notkins and Mrs. Alfred
Palca.

National Film Service, which
previously handled backroom work
of Republic Pictures in some 18
cities, last week took pver the
same chores. in Rep’s Boston
branch.
Arrangement with NFS now
leaves Rep with only 14 cities
where it maintains its own fa¬
cilities.
NFS. incidentally, does
all backroom work of United Ar¬
Continued from page 7 .
tists,
RKO
and
Buena
Vista n 1
"GUN FOR A TOWN"
(Jerold Zukor Productions)
throughout the country.
first-run theatres operating in the
(For Allied Artists)
(Shooting at American-International)
same city.
Prod.—Frank Woods
Paget, Rudolfo Acosta, Harry-Carey
Variety Club of New York, Tent
Dir.—Max Glandbard
The results of a Pulse study may
Jr., Chubby Johnson, Byron Foulger,
Dale Robertson, Brian Keith, Rosano
Frank Gerstle
serve to provide the motion picture 35, will hold its annual member¬
Rory, Dick Kallman, Buddy Baer,
(Started Nov. 5)
industry an indication of the pub¬ ship and election meeting at Toots
Mike Lane, Don Megowan, Charles "IL CRIDO"
Fredericks, Alex Lockwood
lic’s like and dislikes regarding Shor’s on Nov. 28.
(Robert Alexander Productions)
(Started Oct. 8)
(Shooting in Rome)
The following slate of officers
feature films. For example, “Daisy
"CROSS-UP"
Prod.—Harrison C. Reader
Kenyon,”
starring Joan Crawford, has been placed in nomination.
(Security Pictures, Inc.)
Dir.—Michael Angelo Antolni
(For UA Release)
Steve Cochran
on WATV outdrew “The Three Harold J. Klein, chief barker; Rich¬
(Shooting in New York)
(Started Nov. 5)
Musketeers” on WOR-TV by 53.5 ard Brandt, first assistant; Larry
Prod.-Dir.—William Berke
"JUNGLE HEAT"
George Montgomery, Marllee Earle
to
43.7.
Similarly “Notorious,”’ Morris, second assistant; William
(Bel Air Productions)
(Started Oct. 28)
(For UA Release)
starring Ingrid Bergman and Cary Bower, property master; Jack . H.
"THE SWEET SMELL OF SUCCESS"
(Shooting in Hawaii)
Grant on WOR-TV bested Louis de Hoflberg, dough guy.
Prod;—Aubrey Schenck
(Hecht-HIll-Lancaste* Productions)
(For UA Release)
Dir.—Howard W. Koch
Nominated as canvasmen were
Rochemont’S “House on 92d St.”
(Shooting in New York)
Lex Barker, Mari Blanchard, Glenn on WATV by 57.5 to 49.
George W. Brandt, Charles AliLangan, James WeSterfleldv Rhodes
Prod.—James Hill
Dir.—Alexander Mackendrick
Reason
The survey also showed that coate, Irving Dollinger, Sherwin
Burt Lancaster, Tony Curtis. Susan
(Started Nov. 6)
WOR-TV's “Champion,” starring Kane, Martin Kornbluth, Jack
Harrison
"DAUGHTER OF DR. JEKYLL"
(Started Oct. 29)
Kirk
Douglas, topped WATV’s “Les Levin, Martin Levine, Ira Meinr
(Film Ventures, Inc.)
"WEST OF SUEZ"
(For Allied Artists)
Miserables,” starring Charles hardt, Charles L. Okun, David
(Amalgamated Productions)
Prod.—Jack Pollexfen
Laughton and Fredric March, by Picker. Harold Rinzler, Jack Ro(Shooting in London)
Assoc. Prod.—Ilse Lahn
Exec. Prods.—Richard Gordon. Charles
Dir.—Edgar Ulmer
•
58.6 to 43.8 and WATV’s “How senfeld, Burt Robbins, Ernie Sands,
_ F. Vetter Jr.
John Agar, Gloria Talbott, Arthur Green Was My Valley,” starring Cy Seymour, Robert K. Shapiro,
Prods.—D. E. A. Winn, Bill Luckwell
Shields
Dir.—Keefe Brasselle
(Started Nov. 9)
Walter Pidgeon and Maureen Spyros S. Skouras, Charles SmaKeefe Brasselle, Kay Callard, Anton "VOODOO WOMAN"
O’Hara, beat WOR-TV’s “The Lock¬ kowltz, Morton Sunshine, Saul
Dlffrlng, , Sheldon Lawrence, Bruce (American-International Release)
Seton
Trauner, and George Waldman.
Exco. Prods.—Samuel Z. Arkoff, James et” by 50 to 48.5.
(Started Oct. 29)
H. Nicholson
Nominating committee also cre¬
While the four-week study may
"CONQUEST"
Prod.—Alex Gordon
not be complete in all aspects, it’s ated the designation of lifetime
(Benedict Bogeaus Productions)
Dir.—Edward L. Cahn
(For 20th-Fox Release)
Marla English, Tom Conway, Lanco felt that it shows that the public | honorary canvasmen. for charter
Prod.—Benedict Bogeaus
Fuller, Mary Ellen Kaye, Paul Dubov, apparently prefers the pictures members; naming David A. Levy
Dir.—Allan Dwan
Frank Lacktem, Emmett E. Smith
Ray Milland* Anthony Quinn, Debra
with the top star names.
I and Morris Sanders for the honor.
(Started Nov. 12)
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Theatre Circuits As Producers
No Cure For Trades Dls—Skouras
Spyros P. Skouras, president of 4
20th-Fox, made it plain in Man¬
hattan last week that he had
strong niisgivings about plans of
theatre circuits’ to go into produc¬
tion.
At the same time, he made offi¬
cial 2Qth’s ambitious production
plans for 1957. Studio in the year
starting April will be turning out
between 50 and 54 feature pix, in¬
cluding 30 to 32 “A” films and a
group of 25 features from the unit
formed by Robert L. Lippert. To¬
tal is the highest since he took
over the firm’s presidency, Skouras
observed.
Included in the 50 will be a
number of British quota pix. Skou¬
ras disclosed a deal for one or
two films a year with Daniel Angel,
a British producer. Five or six top
indie units, including those headed
by Darryl F. Zajruclc and David O.
Selznick, will be contributing pix
to the 20th sked.
20th’s studio facilities' will be
thrown open to outside producers
who can expect financial and other
aid from Skouras.
However, he
said, the condition is that 20th will
be handed these pictures for dis¬
tribution.
Asked his opinion about exhib
moves into production to solve the
product shortage, Skouras thought
such plans “ill advised.” He noted
the great problems facing the in¬
dustry and opined that the exhibs
would contribute most importantly
by concentrating on improvements
at the theatre end. “Exhibitors go¬
ing into filmmaking is not going
to solve our problems,” ha de¬
clared.
With the latest count showing
17,561 Cinemascope installations
in the U. S., Skouras said this was
virtually saturation.
Skouras said 20th intended to
face the tv competition “frontally
and in a manner which will suc¬
ceed.” He noted that both Elia
Kazan and John Huston would
make further pix for the studio.
20th also is negotiating with
George Stevens and may make an¬
other film with Elvis Presley whose
“Love Me Tender” is 20th’s piecede-resistance for Thanksgiving.
Skouras opined that 20th’s earn¬
ings for 1956 would be approxi¬
mately the same as* last year, with
tv and oil revenues balancing the
loss in domestic income. Foreign
earnings are about the same as in^
1955. 20th in 1955 earned $2.28 per
chare. Its revenue from tv this
year should run to $5,800,000 and
from oil to $500,000.

Sponsored Critics
, Continued from page 3 ;

has been handling placement of
theatre-sponsored critics.
Omar Ranney of the Press was
not available for sponsorship as
he’s handling the filjn and drama
stuff for the temporary tabloid
which the Guild is publishing at
7c daily, with a press run of around
150,000. This daily, called the Re¬
porter, sells amusement ads at $10
per inch but is limited.
Additional show biz features are
being contributed to section by
Glenn Pullen of Plain Dealer,
Windsor French and Jack Warfel
of the Press, and Peter Bellamy of
News.
Although ostensibly rivals, these
birds with many strange feathers
are now roosting together and
amicably splitting assignments in
same field. Every staff member on
the Guild-manned Reporter donat¬
ed services but will share profits
when and if a melon is cut after
blackout is lifted. Intervention by
Mayor Anthony J. Celebrezze, who
brought negotiators for three pub¬
lishers and Guild into collective
bargaining sessions at city hall with
Federal conciliator, may speed up
settlement of a dispute that has
put a serious crimp in big-business
merchandising here.
Parenthetically, the critics get
this air buildup because of the
strike in a city where the publish¬
ers frown upon any and all “out¬
side” work by their staffers. In
most provincial cities byliners be¬
come air personalities and make
substantially more income outside
the newspaper office than inside—
a division of loyalties the Cleve¬
land press lords oppose.

Mayfair Dances
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has to sing for his . supper and
some of the theatre’s most fetching
dolls have a chance to dress up for
their own once-over.
After World War I and until the
COMPO Asks Hearing depression Mayfair Dances were
held in the Chrystal Room of the
Washington, Nov. 13.
old Ritz-Carlton at 46th and Madi¬
Permission for COMPO wit¬
son and the facility with which the
nesses to testify at the forth¬
ladies could navigate that lovely
coming hearings ‘of the Forand
room’s stately Staircase was a meas¬
subcommittee ofcf the House
ure of their talent?. Ever since
Ways and Means . dbmftiittee
that,time there has been misty talk
has been requested.
of reviving the Mayfairis but no¬
Committee’s sessions com¬
body .did anything about it until
mence
on
Nov.
26.
The
Charlie Columbus (Snow and Co¬
COMJPO tax committee expects
lumbus) got together with a cou¬
to ready a brief for the hear¬
ple of cronies and the blessings of
ings. The industry is expected
Jack Rumsey, dean of Broadway’s
-to push for complete elimina¬
cavaliers;^ and the “Columbus” of
tion of the admis_sions tax on
the original dances. A governing
motion pictures.
committee was set up and invita¬
tions posted. And all of a sudden
there we were; dancing once moreJ
to “Look for the Silver Lining/M
which they used to strike up when
r Continued from page 4 ;
Marilyn Miller arrived, breathless¬
ly late, in a shimmering white ball
that “only six picture? have ever
gown.
grossed, in the history of the in¬
But memories were matched Sat¬
dustry, what ‘The 10 Command¬ urday night by the cast of topflight
ments* cost.”
This Jis where he people who turned up in their best
duds. Lily Pons was there, and
saluted Balaban and Freeman for
Judy Garland, hot missing a dance.
their “faith in faith.”
The pic¬ Margaret Leighton was perhaps
ture is the 76-year-old DeMRle’s the belle of the ball in a striking
70th production in his .43-year white number that caught every¬
one’s optic. Shirley Booth, just off
career in Hollywood.
a. boat from Europe, Natalie ShaeThe film, which opened a two-a- fer, Mr. and Mrs. Richard Rodgers,
day run at $3.30 top last Thursday Danton Walker, shaming the other
(8) at the Criterion, on Broadway, Broadway newsmen with his tails,
represents
$13,500,000
negative Maureen Stapleton, Eva Gabor, Pa¬
cost (which figure DeMille didn’t trice Munsel, William Inge, Helen
mention) and when he observed Menken,< Paula Lawrence, Mrs.
“my $8,000,000 estimated budget Martin Beck and the Leonard Ly¬
almost went twice that” he probab¬ ons were others.
ly referred to print costs, adver¬
Heidi Krall, the “Met’s” new eye¬
tising, etc.
ful, wore cloth of gold and Patricia
Pic opened its roadshow engage¬ Peardon was literally a waltzing
ment to a $150,000 advance, con- I doll. Lulu (Mrs. William Anthony)
sidered very sturdy by the busi- ! McGuire was in Charlie Columbus*
ness-minded Paramounteers who party and. Mrs. William Rhine¬
recognize that its expected $20 to lander Stewart was with George
Elsa Schapiarelli
$30 million grossing potential— Oppenheimer.
some place it nearer $50 million— was beaued by Earl Blackwell and
will take many years for realiza¬ Mrs. Lem Ayers came with Wil¬
tion. (As another aside; Yul Bryn- liam C. Raiser.
Vinton
Freedley,
the
Abel
ner, among the cast members at
this lunch, mentioned to this re¬ Greens, Mr. and Mrs. Worthington
Ted
Straeter,
Cobina
porter, “The Old Man said to me, Minor,
‘Do you want to appear in a picture Wright, William Hawkins, Mar¬
which your grandchildren will love garet Carson, Bill Herz, Charles
and appreciate?’ and I was in.”) Sorel, Polly Rowles, Radie Harris,
The 150 clerics, civic leaders, In¬ Charles “Chuck” Bowden, Nancy
dustry toppers, other VIPs at the Coleman, David King Wood, Dick
luncheon were told that “this 20- Horner, Mrs. Meyer Davis, Laly
000 feet of film is the most modem Lodge, Sid Luft, Hope Hampton,'
story 1 ever made because Moses’ Robert Smith, George Richard,
10 Commandments from Mount Dick Barr, and Peppy D’Albrew, of
Sinai is the story of free men un¬ course, were there.
An aging reporter must be for¬
der God.”
given if he ached for.the sight of
DeMille glibly and expertly Marion Harris, Mary Eaton and
paraphrased his philosophy of Irene Bordoni, but they were re¬
faith, and observed that “graven membered in the fragments of
images on dollar bills could also showtunes of the twenties with
be falsely worshipped as were the which they were identified and
graven images of Rameses’ time; which the Meyer Davis Orchestra
that where it was a calf of gold or happily dished up, sometimes with
other symbols, the worshipping of the maestro himself at the stick.
gold, the fieshpots, and the like,
Vivienne Segal, Bill and Mad¬
are just as wrong today. He added eline Gaxton, Jack Whiting, Irene
that without the 10 Command¬ Delroy and some of the other ear¬
ments none of us could live in lier Mayfair regulars must have
peace with one another. His ex¬ stayed home watching television.
pert knowledge of theology, as it They would have had a fine time
applied to the different faiths, was and received a special bang out of
also fully evident. His observation the display of Russell Patterson
that “God is no mascot” for any¬ sketches of other nights long ago.
body was part of the same, savvy,
Jack Rumsey was ill and couldn’t
hardrpunching delivery.
make it, but Clara BeU Walsh was
Balaban. introduced him as Cec¬ there. All house rules are aban¬
il P. DeMille—the “P” for Para¬ doned iq the case of this doughty
mount.
socialite friend of , show people.

DeMille Luncheon

Detroit and Peoria Most Harassed Cities- -Top
Writers'Feel Catholic Disapproval
Theatres Relighting
Minneapolis, Nov.. 6.
Ray of sunshine for Film
Row here is reopening of a
number of the territory’s shut¬
tered theatres; * *
Among the darkened houses
being .relighted are. the Su¬
perior, Superior, Wis., and
those at Cold Springs and New
London, Minn., and Groton,
S. D.
As far as is known here
there are no more closing
presently contemplated, other
than those previously reported.

Indies as‘Clients1
Continued from page 7 ;

all ’round, starting from the in¬
ception of a picture to actual re¬
lease.
“We consider the independent
producers releasing through us to
be clients, and in this way we ex¬
pect to offer them better, more
intensive service,” Tapllnger com¬
mented.
In appointing Hutner, Warner
Bros, is following a trend. At Co¬
lumbia, for instance, Jonas Rosenfleld is in charge of “indie rela¬
tions” (although Warwick Produc¬
tions is still casting around for its
own N. Y. rep). At Metro, Arthur
Canton is in charge of keeping the
indies happy. Leon Roth is the
United Artists rep on the Cqa$t.
At 20th-Fox, special men have
been brought in from time to time
to work on important pix In con¬
junction with the regular homeoffice staff.
Situation at 20th,
where a growing number of indie
Units now are contributing prod¬
uct, also may call for a coordinator
in the not too distant future. .
However, some don’t see the
need to maintain a liaison contact.
Said one publicity exec: “What is
there that he can do that we don’t
already do?”
Hutner’s appointment at WB, seen
considerably
strengthening
the
department since he’s had broad
and active experience in the pro¬
motional field, is not considered
as weakening the position of the
indie pressagents that are em¬
ployed by the producers. ‘Til be
darn glad to know for sure who I
will be workingVith and to whom
I can come when I have a prob¬
lem,” commented one.

John Fischer’s October piece in
Harper’s on “The Harm Good Peo¬
ple Do” is being widely*distributed
in reprint form and hag' occasioned
some comment in the film industry
although Fischer is concerned with
the
National
Organization
for
Decent Literature, a. Catholic body
sparked by Monsignor Thomas
Fitzgerald. This group has caused
the barring of writings whose au¬
thors have copped Nobel, Pulitzer
and other prizes. Sale" of reprints
of Ernest Hemingway, Emile Zola,
Arthur Koestler, John O’Hara,
John Dos Passos and Joyce Cary
have been stopped.
These practices reported in Har¬
per’s .have also disturbed the Au¬
thor’s Guild during past year.
Worst book censorship a*1** to¬
day-replacing Boston—is Detroit.
Peoria, is also very much under
bluenose controL
What interests film industry is,
of course, the parallel with the
Catholic Legion of Decency. In
both instances it’s not the church¬
men’s ratings of books or films for
their own followers that draws fire
but imposition of such views upon
non-Catholics.

YANK FILMS LEAD OCT.
B.O. PARADE IN MEAN
Milan, Nov. 6.
- Of the 34 films exhibited in
Milan during October, 15 ..were
made in Hollywood and 12 Italian
pix. However U.S. pix easily topped
the Italian for boxoffice returns.
“Picnic” (Col) broke all records,
collecting about $800,000 in 27
days, and is still running.
The second best film was “Artists
and Models” (Par).
Local crix have given various
kudos to “Picnic,” mentioning Ros¬
alind Russell, cameraman James
Wong Howe, Shirley McLaine and
others, and giving them the max¬
imum of praise.

Decline to Die
=-
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Continued from page 5

and Frank Ricketson. Comment is
made that, even if these are their
convictions, the psychological re¬
sponse within the trade and public
to such statements i^ extremely
harmful.
Those who hold out hope for the
small house say it fulfills an im¬
portant function, particularly
where it’s the only film theatere in
town. Downtown merchants are as
interested in the continued func¬
tioning of a house as is the theatre
operator himself.
For a variety of reasons, the
companies are beginning to build
up their release skeds again. Lead
has been taken by 20th-Fox which,
next year, expects to release up to
55 features, some of them quite
specifically tailored to please the
smaller houses.
The smaller operators complain
that it isn’t only the shortage of
product that hurts them, but the
extravagant terms asked by some
of the major distributors on their
big pix. Yet, increasingly, outside
sources are feeding “bread-andbutter” pictures into the market.
It’s been argued that these lowbudgeters cannot startd in compe¬
tition with television and actually
do harm to the standing of the in¬
dustry in the public’s mind. This
is answered with the reasoning that
past experience has shown that a
“small” picture, if it contains the
proper elements, can show a nice
profit in the face of adversities.
One indie producer recently said
that his quickies could play lip to
5,000 dates and gross around
$3Q0;00Q, provided the exploitation
values are there.

Olympics Booms
Continued from page 2 -■

Sock Product Draws and TV Dulls
; Continued from page 1 ;

were delayed in release. These are two big money¬
makers and the returns from them will be credited
to 1957, meaning a hefty headstart toward income
in the new year.
Loew’s is figuring on a protracted revenue intake
from tv as a fiscal cushion in the next several years
and economies due under the new Joseph R* Vogel
regime could further help. Company’s past fiscal
year has yet to be officially reported on but doubt¬
less the net will show a drop and. gross business
probably will be about $170,000,000, or the same as
1955.
Although NT has been lopping off certain margiqal houses, the gross this year likely will be equal
to, or slightly over, 1955’s $61,700,000. Recent sale
of the Roxy Theatre in N. Y. means a net of $2,400,000 accruing to the circuit for the current year, and
this will account largely for a jump in the con¬
solidated profit.
Paramount is relying substantially on “Ten Com¬
mandments,”-.and this will :be‘a long pull because of
the slow playoff intended. Despite this, the gross
should be about $115,000,000, marking a $2,500,000
jump over last year.

A slight rise in gross for Stanley ‘Warner is fore¬
seen, although the net will be down a little.
_At 20th-Fox, estimates have it that a gain of about
4% will be shown in both gross revenues and oper¬
ating net profit, the latter to be further enhanced by
“nonrecurring” income from the disposition of pic¬
tures to National Television Associates, which is
now 50%-owned by 20th.
Universal is riding high, its gross for fiscal 1956
being, figured at a record $80,000,000. Net profit
will be up slightly. Company has a substantial po¬
tential in its backlog, which has yet to be routed
to tv.
Warners’ net will be considerably off because of
the static situation4 at the studio prior to the Serge
Semenenko takeover. But the lot is buzzing now
and such “outside” productions as George Stevens’
“Giant” and Elia Kazan’s “Baby Doll” promise im¬
provement in the near future.
Wrapping it up, there’s beaucoup money to he
raked in as shown by the corporate grosses. The
companies are called upon to cut costs and they’re,
headed in this direction. It’s an unpredictable busi¬
ness, of course, and only time will tell if it’s actually
headed toward a more stabilized economy.

1 ■

voli theatre (recently given a ma¬
jor facelift) will have his “Olym¬
pic Follies,” with Richard Hearne
and Julia sharing the top billing.
Martin is asking $3 top for this
show. Understood that Julia is also
coming in for a percentage cut
over and above a certain intake.
For the first time in local show
biz memory, two big tops, Wirths
and Bullen Bros.* come into this
keyer to get anticipated heavy
trade. Both shows will play a twoa-day policy during the Games’
run.
Local pic loops are presently
lookseeing their vaults for topgrade
product to catch their share of biz.
Most of the marquees, it’s under¬
stood, will carry the American flag.
Australian Broadcasting Commis¬
sion is set to feature a series of
concerts by top overseas stars, in
addition to special symphony con¬
certs along Hollywood Bowl lines.
Thus, 1956 should go down in local
show biz annals as a record year
viewed from a monetary angle.
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ELIA KAZAN’S
PRODUCTION OF

TENNESSEE WILLIAMS’

PRESENTED BY WARNER BROS.
PROMOTED BY WARNER BROSl

KARL MAIDEN-CARROLL BAKER7ELI WALLACH-™

Story and Screen Play by TENNESSEE WIUIAMS • Directed by EUA KAZAN-A NEWTOWN Production
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CHICAGO
Balaban & Katz theatres spon¬
soring Elvis Presley contests in
their nabe theatres, with deejays
Reed Farrell and Spider Webb
emceeing. Competition has patrons
imitating the rock *n’ roller; best
carbon cops a prize.
Fred Bunkelman joined Univer¬
sal exchange here as a country
salesman, transferring from com¬
pany’s Minneapolis branch.
Ralph Kettering handling pub¬
licity chores for Palace, * Cine¬
rama” showcase. Motion picture theatre division
of the Community .Fund raised
50% of its goal so far, with tlpee
weeks to go.
Variety Tent No. 26 to elect a
new Crew for 1957 at elections in
Congress Hotel clubrooms Satur¬
day (17).
“Julie” follows “Friendly Per¬
suasion” at United Artists Theatre;
“Written on Wind” segues “Julie.”
Elvis Presley impersonation corntest at B&K Norshore Theatre a
big success, with 84 -contestants
turning out for prelims and 15
finalists.

PHILADELPHIA
Harold Seidenberg, former gen¬
eral manager of Fox Theatre, took
over as managing director of
Orpheum, San Francisco Cinerama
house.
„ '’. ,
John Turner, UA eastern district
manager, resigned.
Hal Grossman, managing direc¬
tor of the Boyd, hosted two motor¬
cyclists, from England and New
Zealand, who are making a world
tour on bikes visiting theatres
playing
“Seven
Wonders
of
World.”
, A ,
Lester Krieger, former assistant
SW zone head who resigned sev¬
eral months ago to go to the Coast,
appointed secretary of Theatre and
Amusement Assn, of Philadelphia.

SAN ANTONIO

years and with company 28 years,
is retiring; will be succeeded by
Thomas Dunn, being transferred
from New Orleans.
The Florine, Flora, Ill., relighted
and is being operated by Mrs.
Larry Spaulding while her hus¬
band returned to a hospital in Mt.
Vernon, Ill.
Frisina Amus. Co., relighted Its
Esquire and Southtown, Springfield, Ill. It recently reopened its
Grand, Keokuk, la.
.''Capitol, Litchfield, Ill., now op¬
erating on a full week policy fol¬
lowing darkening of an ozoner
near there.
Both are owned by
Frisina Amuse. Co. .
Franck- Miller, salesman for
Universal, discharged from a Her¬
rin, Ill., hospital after checkup for
heart ailment.
David Brown, New York, suc¬
ceeded Russ Russo as manager of
the Ambassador.
Russo went -to
Cleveland to open a Cinerama
house there.
The Gem, Mascoutah, Ill., re¬
cently relighted by Charles Dee
Jr., is operating on a four-days-aweek policy with a serial to sup¬
plement the feature film on two
nights.
Variety Club of St. Louis tossed
a testimonial luncheon for Harry
Hynes, former St. Louis manager
for Universal who recently retired.
Better Films Council of Greater
St. Louis lined up 20 houses here
and in adjacent St. Louis county
for special matinees where admish
fee will be toys to be distributed
to needy kids on Xmas Day.

GREENSBORO, N. C.
Family Cinemas, Inc., of States¬
ville, a subsid of Statesville Thea¬
ter Corp., purchased the Colonial
at Winston-Salem from Twin City
Theater Corp. of Winston-Salem.
Building And equipment were in¬
volved in the $100,000 deal.
A deluxe, l,200rcar ozoner will
be built four miles east of the
Charlotte coliseum if the Charlotte-Mecklenburg Planning Com¬
mission approves a rezoning ‘re¬
quest filed by Consolidated Thea¬
tres .of Charlotte. F. H. Beddingfield, of the company, said the
drive-in would represent amjnvestment of $300,000. In addition to
its chain of 16 drive-ins, Consoli¬
dated also operates 20 indoor
houses in the Carolinas and Vir¬
ginia, including Plaza and the
Charlotte here.

This city’s first twin screen
ozoner, the 'Suburban Twin Screen
Outdoor Theatre opened here by
Bob Otwell. It has a capacity for
1,200 cars. Ozoner also features
a theatre-restaurant.
Preliminary steps toward con¬
struction of a large drive-in here
have been thwarted by the city
planning and zoning commission.
Commission denied an application
submitted by Beatrice Johnson and
George Santikos to have the area
Wolfberg Theatres closed four of
rezoned from “B” residential to
its six ozoners, all in the Den¬
“F” local retail.
ver metropolitan area, keeping
two,, the Valley and the Monaco,
open all winter.
Others to stay
Midway Theatre in Oak Cliff open all winter include Lakeshore
closed here after 35 years of oper¬ and Evans, Denver, and the Duke
ation. It last was operated by Row- City, Cactus, Teseque, Terrace,
ley United Theatres. House shut¬ Albuquerque.
tered because biz had moved away
Bailey Distrib. Co. took over dis¬
from that area.
tribution of 65 Warner Bros, re¬
Robert M. Hartgrove announced issues.
*
sale of the White Rock Drive-In to
,R. W: (Buck) Buckley, formerly
V. E. Hamm of Lawton, Okla. An manager of the a Belle,
Belle
interest in it has been taken by Fourche, S. D., named manager of
M. E. Hamm of Mesquite, who will the West, Gunnison, Colo.,, succeed¬
manage the ozoner.
ing James Ellis, who quit to join
Malvern S. Watson, new office the Air Force.
manager at Paramount exchange
Bruce Miller sold the Vida,
here; replaces Lloyd Henrick.
Spearfish, S. D., to Mile High Co.,
Bob Dunn, Paramount salesman, operators of Mile High Drive-In,
resigned to enter Interstate Thea¬ Lead, S. D.
tre booking department here; re¬
Ed Nelson, city manager for Fox
placed by Ralph Fry who was pre¬ Inter-Mountain Theatres, Mont¬
viously head booker at Paramount. rose, Colo., resigned to become
Center Drive-In Theatre Co., of manager of Montrose .chamber of
Omaha, Nebr., bought the 700-car commerce.
Melvin McLean, city
Bel
Aire Drive-In at Corpus manager at Delta, Colo., gets the
Christi. Owners of purchasing com¬ Montrose post, while the Delta job
pany include Russell Brehm, Ro¬ went to John Mazanis, assistant
man Hruska and Herman S. Gould. city manager, Great Falls, Mont.
Frels Theatres, Inc. at Victoria,
Tex., will begin construction of a
new 1,000-car ozoner Nov. 15.
United Paramount shelled out
here for new, elaborate downtown
State Theatre concession counter,
Russ Russo, manager of the Am¬ moved from lobby into theatre
bassador (Cinerama), transferred proper, ahd alterations of the front
to Cleveland where he will direct of its nearby Rialto, latter necessi¬
opening of a new house; successor tated by city’s street widening.
here not announced,
Independent Film exchange
Ben L. Pannell, owner of thea¬ moved into larger, more modern
tres in Sumner and West Salem, quarters.
Ill., took over management and
Local Home Theatres circuit,
operation of the Home, Oblong,
Ill., owned by the estate of Tom operating nine conventional and
six
drive-ins in territory, re-elected
Price. Formerly was operated by
Leo Ross, Sauk Rapids, Minn.,
Clifford Hanney.
prexy.
Doby B. Stout sold his ozoner
George LaVictoire retired 'after
near Fulton, Ky„ to E, B. Fritts
who operates a hardtop in Union 35 years as St. Paul RKO Orpheum
projectionist,
and a total of 54
City, Tenn.
J. S. Corbett, Bedford, Inc., and years in film biz.
estate of J. A. Van Cleave, MorMost local exhibs, who have
ganfield, Ky., sold an ozoner near been sounded out as to likely boxMorganfield to Edwin C. Johnson office effect from impending tele¬
and Dr. William P. Humphrey, vising of important pre-1948 pic¬
Sturgis, Ky.
tures, profess to be unworried.
Emmett-Barton succeeded J. V.
With E. R. Ruben, Charles
Walker as manager of the Times, Winchell a^d Myron Adcock as
Jacksonville. Previously Barton chairmen of committee in charge,
was associated with the Fox Mid¬ this territory’s
COMPO
drive
west circuit for 14 years.
proved successful.
Harry Hynes, manager of local
T. C. Countryman, who has been
Universal exchange for past 10 producing commercial, . tv and

DENVER

DALLAS

MINNEAPOLIS

ST. LOUIS
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other films here for Anthony Lane f
Film Studios, starting his own pro- I
ducing company, doing industrial
and network tv pictures.
Paramount promoted John Louis
from booker to salesman'to suc¬
ceed Duahe Becker, resigned be¬
cause of iB health.
1956 .
Bill Brotps and Ralph Piejow ,
High Low
elected to Northwest Variety club’s
directorate'for 1957. Nine others
82 *4 22*4
were re-elected.
32 % 22%
Suburban independent St. Louis
Park installed new improved wide
3236 22%
screen, stereophonic sound and
26% 18%
other equipment* launching it with
16% 14
one of first nabe showings of “King
100% 75%
and I.”
4%
3
12
7
25% 483^
934
7
Harold W. Seidenberg, formerly
36% 29%
with Fox West Coast in Oakland,
named managing'director of Cine¬
36% 18%
rama's* Orpheum Theatre, replac¬
50% 36%
ing Paul Swater, who will open the
8%
5%
new Cinerama house in „ Miami
15 W 12*4
Beach next month.
173/4 14
Robert ‘W. Kunce, house man¬
29% 22%
ager of the Fox since 1951, named
2934 21%
house manager of Cinerama’s thea¬
2934 2434
tre In Dallas, Tex.
82% 74%
29% 18%
141*4 101

Amusement Stock Quotations

SAN FRANCISCO

Suez & Film Dollars

(IV.y. Stock Exchange)
For Week Ending Tuesday (IS}
,
Weekly Vol.Weetl? Weekly TflW,
in 1008
Close
High
Low
Am Br-Par Th 171
22%
2394
24%
CBS “A”.... 121
31
2834 “ 29%
CBS “B”.... 38
28*4
30%
2994
Col Pix. 21
18%
18%
18%
Decca ...... 45
14%
14%
1434
Eastman Kdk 103
95%
9234
9134
EMI . 1514
3
3%
3%
List Ind. 101
7%
7%
7%
Loetr’s ...... 176
20
18%
1934
Nat. Thea.,.. 282.
7%
7%
794
74
31%
29%
29%
Paramount
18%
123
1934
1834
• Philco
38%
37
37
MCA
444
5%
5%
Republic ... 60
594
5
Rep., pfd. .
12*4
1234
14
14
14%
Stanley War. 80
37
25%
Storer .
2634
25*4
24
23%
20fh-Fox
... 65
2534
6
Univ. Pix....
2434
24*4
2434
76%
74
74
Univ., pfd . .*140
26%
27
58
27%
Warner Bros.
11634
116
109
Zenith . 49

prevails, industries such as the
motion picture are usually among
the first to suffer. It’s more serious
for Hollywood at this juncture,
however, since producers now de¬
pend so heavily on their overseas
revenue and count on it in skedding their films. Around 50% of
the industry’s total income now
derives from abroad. ^
• Apart from the oil angle, the
strained international situation also
is affecting conversion rates. In
Israel, for example, the Motion Pic¬
ture Export Assn, a year ago got
42c for the Israeli pound with the
blackmarket rate going as high as
46c. It then sold its funds to the
Weizmann Institute. Today, the rate
is 39c to the pound.
If a dollar scarcity materializes,
it may well affect the plans vari¬
ous countries now have for active
representation in the U. S. In Brit¬
ain, the J. Arthur Rank Organiza¬
tion has announced it will handle
its own distribution in the Ameri¬
can market, a project that undoubt¬
edly will require, a good many dol¬
lars. The French have discussed
a joint* plan with American in¬
terests to create a new release
channel here..The French contribu¬
tion would be $500,000 over a threeyear period. Italy wants to set' up
an Unitalia office in N. Y. and the
Germans also are toying with the.
idea of creating a promotional
agency in the U. S.

634
1334
2%
10
4%
9%
46%
534
1334
4

3%
934
1%
5%
2%
3
19%
2%
7%
3

Allied Artists
Ail’d Art., pfd.
C & C Super
Du Mont ....
Guild Films.
Nat’! Telefilm.
PRM Inc. ...
Skiatron
Technicolor .
Trans-Lux .

of releasing films that appeal to
the young people of the country.
The grosses being racked up by
such films as “Teenage Rebel,”
“Giant,” “The Girl He Left Be¬
hind,” and “The Eddy Duchin
Story,” according to Goldenson,
can be projected into similar busi¬
ness for “Love Me Tender,”
“Friendly-Persuasion,” “Pride and
Passion” and “Boy on a Dolphin.”
The AB-PT chief feels that these
pictures in particular, among
others, with their young stars—
James Dean, Carroll Baker, Rock
Hudson, Anthony Perkins, Elvis
Presley, Don Murray, Tab Hunter,
Natalie Wood, Kim. Novak and
Sophia Loren—provide the teenI agers with personalities with whorti
they have a natural affinity.
“The filmmakers are to be con¬
gratulated for taking cognizance of
the need of the exhibitor for pic¬
tures and players with definite ap¬
peal to the young adults,” Goldenson stated. “These people in their
teens and twenties have an innate
need for stories in which they can
visualize themselves and for play¬
ers with whom they can ‘associate’
and admire as ‘buddies.’ I am con¬
fident that with pictures designed
for and with young people in prom¬
inent roles, interloped with prod¬
uct of greater stature, we can ap¬
preciably add to the boxoffice
grosses of bur theatres.”

Odeon Re-Lights Pair
Toronto, Nov. 13.
Odeon Theatres Ltd. has re¬
opened two subsequent-run situa¬
tions here after a year of darkness.
Both houses were closed because
of television competition which
now appears lessening.
Back in operation are the Kingsway Theatre, Vancouver, and the
Sapperton In New Westminster.

•—2
— %
—1%
— %
— 34
— %
—1%
—1
— 34
—1
— %
4-7

57
4
332
83
74
158
11
41
70
5

4%
11
1%
534
3
8%
3134
3%
8
3%

434
10
1%
5
234
7%
30
334
7%
3%

4%
10
1%
5%
3
834
31
3%
7%
3%

— 34
—1%
— %
— %
4- %
— %
—

4- %
— %
—

Over-the-Counter Securities

j

Youth Lure

—

American Stock Exchange

. Continued from page 1

Continued from page 3 ---

Net
Chang#
for week
— %
—1
— %
— 34
— %
—134
— %
— 34
— %

Ampex ....
Chpsapeafro Industries
Cinerama Inc.
......
Cinerama Prod.
DuMont Broflfftaflitng . T,
Magna Theatres .
Official Films..
Polaroid
TT. A. Theatres -.-.1......
Walt Disney
...

Bid
. 32%
.
2
.
1%
.
3%
.
6
.
2%
.
1%
. 8334
.
6%
. 18 Vi

Ask
37
3
1%
3%
634
3%
2%
8634
7%
20%

—

,, «
_ _

— %
4-2
— %
— %

• Actual Volume.

(Quotations furnished by Dreyfus A Co,)

Senator Beats Church Rap
Continued XfQin page 4

mund Donohue was named as sec¬ rffcde in the new session of the
retary. It held that Mosher, by op¬ legislature to reintroduce censor¬
posing the revival of censorship, ship. Much depended, he said, on
had “brought about a flood of in¬ the position taken by the new
decent movies now being shown in Republican Governor, C. William
Ohio, to movie-goers of all ages.” O’Neill (a Baptist) who, as the
It called Mosher a “Vishinsky” for state’s attorney general under Gov.
“refusing to call together the Sen¬ Frank Lausche (a Democrat) bad
ate Education Committee of which, fought for retention of the cen¬
he is chairman” to report out a new sorship setup.
Situation is dif¬
censor bill. It quoted from two ferent now, Mosher pointed out,
articles in the Cleveland Press and since the new governor will have
the Plain Dealer.
a Uppublican legislature to work
witn. It’s been the Democrats that
Out of Context
In reply, both via leaflet and have been working most actively
for
censorship. Rep. Andrew Putka
broadcasts, Mosher contended that
the ^quotes were out-of-context (Dem.) is expected to introduce
new
censor legislation in the Ohio
(wlifch was confirmed by the news
men who wrote the articles) and legislature in the coming session.
It will he opposed by Mosher
he said: “I have many good Cath¬
olic friends who know those accusa¬ who in the past has earned himself
tions simply are not true of me. the admiration of many in the film
I am not one who favors evil films. biz for his outspoken and coura¬
In fact I was a co-sponsor in the geous stand on the issue. Mosher,
Senate of the law which now great¬ who has carried the brunt of the
ly strengthens the police powers to pro-censorship forces’ attack, is
publisher of the Oberlin, Ohio,
control filthy movies, a law that
already has proved more effective News-Tribune, a weekly paper.
in Ohio than the old censor.”
Mosher said he had been unable
to find the alleged Donohue and
that Catholic leaders disclaimed
any connection with the anti- --- Continued from page 1 —
Mosher leaflet.
However, Longwell did use the tensor pitch in his performance in the Statler Hotel’s
campaign and promised he would Embassy Room.
vote for a new censor bill if
Nixon and Mrs. Nixon occupied
elected.
a ringside table during the dinner
Mimeographed letters, stressing show by Carl Brisson, an old friend.
Catholic opposition to Mosher on As Brisson made his round of the
the basis of the censorship issue, tables, he welcomed Nixon, an old
were circulated the week before friend, and the audience applauded.
election, Catholic housewives were
A little later, the Danish enter¬
contacted by phone and the pro¬ tainer called for requests and was
censor forces- wrote letters to the asked for “a Texas song.” Brisson
editor. While Longwell denied any
laughed and said he couldn’t sing
connection with the Donohue a Texas song without accompani¬
group, he did campaign on the
ment, without rehearsal, and with
charge that Mosher had “arbitra¬
his Danish accent:
rily” insisted on his own, views in
Here Nixon rose to his feet and
the censorship battle and had
ignored thfe Will of the majority. called out, “If you can sing, ‘The
Eyes
of Texas’, Carl, I can play
It was known at the time of the
hearings re Ohio censorship that it.” The V.P. then proceeded to
Catholic forces were actively "at the piano and thumbed out the.
The house
work, seeking reestablishment of a number vigorously.
bluepencillors office in the state. cheered. Brisson commented:
“He plays wonderfully well. He
However, Catholics as a group have
rarely been known to expose knows how to accompany, too. He
themselves this publicly in an must accompany Pat a lot.” When
American political campaign and the auidience called for an Irish
song, Mrs. Nixon joined her hus¬
on a non-religious issue.
Mosher opined last week that band and waved. But she explained
an attempt would undoubtedly be. i she wasn’t prepared to sing.

Nixon’s Piano Bit
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‘Oklahoma’ Sock $14,000,
Port.; ‘Heaven’ Tall 10f.
BROADWAY

Portland, Ore., Nov. 13.
Biz is perking at first-runs cur¬
rently, with strong product in
many houses. Big news is preem
of “Oklahoma” in Todd-AO at
Broadway with a torrid take. “Be¬
tween Heaven and Hell” looms
lusty at Orpheum.
"War and
Peace” holds nicely in third inning
at Paramount.
“Teenage Rebel”
still is sturdy in second Fox stanza.
Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parser) (9°3; $1.50$2)—“Oklahoma” (Magna). Two-aday with extra matinee on week¬
ends. Sizzling $14,000. Last week,
dark for installation of new equip¬
ment.
Fox (Evergreen) (1,536; $1-$1.50)
—“Teenage Rebel” (20th) and
“Cry In Night” (WB) (2d wk). Nifty
$8,500. Last week. $11.3'00.
Guild (Indie) (400; $1.25)—“Fan¬
tasia” (BV) (reissue) (7th wk). Lofty
$2,000 in 4 days. Last week, $2,300.
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,890; 90$1.25)—“Power and Prize” (M-G)
and “Night My Number Came Up”
(Indie). Mild $5,500. Last week,
“Man From Del Rio”. (UA) and
“Flight To Hong Kong” (UA),
$6,400.
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,600; $1$1.25) — “Between Heaven and
i Hell” (20th) and “Miami Expose”
(Col). Loud $10,000 or over. Last
week, “Tension Table Rock” (RKO)
and “Murder On Approval” (RKO),
$7,000.
Paramount (Port-Par) (3.400; $1$1.50)—“War and Peace” (Par) (3d
wk). Fine $8,000 or better. Last
week, $10,200. .
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Fix Still Top Brazil
Continued from page 2

of the low admission price by the view of the necessarily limited
Federal government edict has be¬ earnings. Many, in. fact, seem to
(Continued frorp page 9)
come a vital political question.
follow a no-reserved-seat, grind pol¬
“Teahouse of August Moon” (M-G)
Government froze prices in 1948 icy that would appear to push the
due in as Christmas picture with
and then allowed a 35% increase crowds through to the limit, hop¬
Denver, Nov. 13.
annual Xmas stageshow, Nov. 29.
in 1952. But even with this* regu¬ ing th^t somehow, some time,
“Giant’- is packing Paramount to
Rivoli (UAT) (1,545; $1.25-$3.50)
lar
B&W admissions have a top of they’ll be able to increase their re¬
record figure, and naturally is con¬ —“Around World in 80 Days”
roughly l2V£ and 15 cents. U. S. turn.
tinuing. “War and Peace” goes a (Todd-AO) (4th wk). Current ses¬
Cinemascope is pegged at roughly
fourth at Denham after a fine third sion finishing Friday (16) looks to
The lack of new tncatre building
23 cents. ..And while comparisons is in sharp contrast with the boom¬
round. “Secrets of Life” shapes stay capacity with $35,000, same
are tricky because of the wide vari¬ ing real estate situation.
unusually strong at Aladdin and as third week. Adding extra mati¬
You
will hold. “Julie” at Orpheum is nees starting on Nov. 17.
ations in earning and living stand¬ can’t go a block in Sao Paulo, and
rated sturdy, and stays over. “You
Plaza (Brecher) (525; $1.50-$2)—
ards in basic costs between the U.S. to a lesser extent, in Rio, particu¬
Can’t Run Away From It” shapes “Lust for Life” (M-G) ■ (9th wk).
and Brazil, the fact is that these larly the Copacabana residential
good at Denver, and continues, Eighth round ended Monday (12)
admissions are ridiculously low section, - without seeing three or
“Oklahoma” goes into its fifth ses¬ climbed to great $16,600 after $15,even by local standards. Cost of four reinforced concrete skyscrap¬
sion at the Tabor where it is still 900 in seventh. Stays on.
living index in Brazil has officially er buildings going up.
strong. ^
Roxy (Nat’l. Th.) (5,717; $1.25fisen more than 110% between
U. S. distribs, while their gen¬
$2.50)—“Giant” (WB) with stageEstimates for This Week
1948 and present.
eral situation has improved in the
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 70-90)— show (5th wk). Current session
Yet, though governments change last few years, and while their
“Secrets of Life” (BV). Big $10,- ending today (Wed.) looks like
with occasional dizzying rapidity, remittances are increasing, feel
000. Stays on. Last week, “Big¬ mighty $102,000. Fourth was $100,film
admissions haven’t been al¬ that the admission price freeze is
000,
being
helped
by
extra
night
ger Than Life” (20th), $5,000,
lowed to - inch up because the po¬ still a far from healthy set-up—
Centre (Fox) (1.247; 70-$1.25)— shows Monday and Tuesday (Elec¬
tion
day).
“Anastasia”
(20th)
opens
“Between Heaven and Hell” (20th)
liticos 2re well aware—as the re¬ and that, as a result, the local
(3d wk). Okay $8,000. Last week, next as Xmas pic, likely around
sult of the few unofficial attempts market hasn’t increased anything
Dec. 13.
Better$11,500.
to hike entrances—of the rioting like its real poten ial.
State (Loew) (3,450; 78-$1.75)—
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 90and worse that would certainly fol¬ heeled localites, especially foreign
$1.50)—“War and Peace” (Par) (3d “Death of Scoundrel” (RKO) (2d
low. And Trom the politicos’ view¬ residents who. may be earning dol¬
wk). Fine $13,000. Stays on. Last wk). First frame finished Sunday
point, 4t’s easier to let the distribu¬ lars, often rent 16m. versions of
(11) was fine $22,000. Ho’ds on.
week, $16,000.
tors and exhibitors find some way leature pix to show at home and
Sutton (R&B) (561; 95-$1.75)—
Denver (Fox) (2.525; 70-90)-—
out than themselves x’isk anything figure the cost of between $5 lo
“Can’t Run Away From It” (Col) “Grand Maneuver” (UMPO) (7th
$10 to entertain company is wortn^
that might cause undue reaction.
and “Miami Expose” (Col). Good wk). Sixth week completed Mon¬
while even though that can amount
Stalemate Created
$14,000.
Holding.
Last week, day G2) was fair $3,800. Fifth was
“Mohawk” (20th) and “Queen of $5,500. “Secrets of Life” (BV) set
Tjiis has created a kind of stale¬ to a lot on the local exchange rate.
There
have been some cinema clubs
to open Nov. 19.
Babylon” (20th), $11,500.
mate for the film industry here.
Trans-Lux 52d St. (T-L) (540; $1Esquire (Fox) (742; 70-90)—
Brazil, a country as big as the for limited showings, but these are
“Rififi” OJMPOl.
Mild $2,000. $1.50)—“La Strada” (T-L) C18th
U. S. with another Texas thrown few and far between and higher
wk). The 17th stanza finished Sun¬
Last week, on reissues.
in, has a population which ac¬ priced small houses simply don’t
Orpheum (RKO) (2.600; 70-90)— day (11) was smash $9,300. The
cording to 1956 figures is 60,080,- exist.
“Julie” (M-G) and “Fighting Trou¬ 16th week was $8,100. Stays un‘il.
So .far, tv is no real competing
341. Of these, the nose-counters
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 50-$2)
ble” (AA). Sturdy $13,000. Con¬
figure only 35,000,000 can be put factor with movies as a popular en¬
—“Solid Gold Cadillac” (Col) (4th
tinues, Last week, on reissues.
PITTSBURGH
tertainment,
however.
TV, of
into the general consumer class—
Paramount (Wolfberg) (2,200; 90- wk). Third round ended yesterday
(Continued from page 8)
the others either living in remote which more later, is pretty well
$1.25) — “Giant” (WB).
Record (Tues.) was great $24,000. Second
limited to Rio and Sao Paulo; sets
$45,000 or close.
Last week, was $30,000, which was a bit over wk). Not very much left for this areas or being in an income bracket
“Boss” (UA) and “Huk” (UA), $11,- hopes, with election day (Nov. 6), one after nearly six months. Comes that's just above the subsistence cost two to three times U. S. prices,
and when this is contrasted with
cut
Nov.
24.
Thin
$5,000.
Last
]
level.
much better than expected.
500.
Tabor (Fox) (930; $1.25-$2)—
Warner (Cinerama Prod.) (1,600; week, same. Yet for these 35,000,000, there the low price on cinema admissions,
the
general feeling is that it will be
Penn (UA)
(3,300;
65-99)— are only about 1,850 film houses by
“Oklahoma” (Magna) (4th wk). $1.20-$3.50)—“Seven Wonders of
Fine $11,000. Holds. Last week, World” (Cinerama) (32d wk). The “Julie” (M-G). Doris Day thriller conservative estimate. And very a long time before it becomes a
31st session finished Saturday (10) grabbed some okay notices, nice few new ones are being built. serious consideration.
$12,000.
Last week, “Opposite
Some 85% of the screen time is
was soCkd $45,200. The 30th week $12,000.
Moreover, most houses put up in
Sex” (M-G). $9,000.
was $44,700. Stays indef.
reportedly occupied by Hollywood
‘Friendly’ Sock 15G,
Squirrel
Hill (SW) (900; 85-99)— the last 15 to 20 years haven’t been products. This is followed by the
55th Street Playhouse (B-F) (300;
“Private’s Progress” (DCA) (3d refurbished more than is absolutely national; then by the Italian,
Balto; ‘Eve’-W 25G $1.25-$1.50) — “ViteUoni” (API- wk).
Taking sharp dive to $2,000 necessary to hold them together.
Janus) (4th wk). Third round Mon¬
Baltimore* Nov. 13.
With the. frozen prices, however, French and occasional British and
and
out for reissue of Walt Dis¬
Combo of “Because Of Eve” anil day (12) night was solid $8,500. ney’s “Fantasia” tomorrow. Last exhibs tell you that they simply other European imports. Under
Second
was
$8,300.
“She Shoulda Said No” is still
week, $3,000,
can’t afford to improve their places the law, local film houses must
waking up this sleepy town in third
Stanley (SW) (3,800; 99-$1.50)— and* equipment as they’d like in show one Brazilian-made pix every
round at Century. However,
eight weeks, but on a realistic an¬
“Giant” . (WB) (2d' wk). Heading
“Friendly Persuasion” is top new¬
alysis, this isn’t taken too seriously,
for terrific $30,000, sensational
comer, socko at the Hipp. “Back
here. Last week, broke modernexcept in the major cities, and
LOS ANGELES
From Eternity” is pleasing at Mayday house record for straight pix
even here, you’d have a hard time
(Continued from page 8)
fair.
with $41,500.
proving it.
Estimates for This Week
Warner (SW) (1,365; $1.25-$2.40) (RKO). Slow $15,000. Last week,
Washington, Nov. 13.
Because Brazil is Portuguese¬
Century (Fruchtman) (3,000;
Monday’s (12) school and govern¬ —“Seven Wonders of World” Hillstreet, Iris with El Rey, “Raw- speaking, with a brand of Portu$1.25)—“Because Of Eve” (Indie) ment holiday should be a helo to (Cinerama) (30th wk). Up a bit hide” (20th) and “Buffalo Bill”
f
guese
that’s different from that of
and “Shoulda Said No” (Indie) (3d main stem’s sagging boxoffice. with the holidav to fancy $14,500. (20th) (reissues), $7,000.
wk). Mighty $25,000 after $31,500 Standout newcomer in generally Last week, $14,000.
Warner Beverly, Warner Down¬ [the mother country, hence, requir¬
in second.
town, Hollywood, Uptown (SW- ing special subtitles, films from
routine session is “Secrets of Life”
Cinema (Schwaber) (460; 50- at Lopert’s Dupont. “Unguarded
FWC) (1,612; 1,757; 756; 1,715; 80- neighboring Spanish-speaking Ar¬
PHILADELPHIA
$1.25)—“Bigger Than Life” (20th) Moment” at Keith’s is rated okay.
$1.50)—“Gold Cadillac” (Col) and gentina and from Mexico have not
(2d wk). Limp $2,500 after $3,500 “Teenage Rebel” a Palace shapes
“He Laughed Last” (Col). Holding caught on.
(Continued from page 8)
The ten major distributors in
opener.
5 additional days at WarBev with
so-so. Winners in the holdover
Film Centre (Rappaport) (890; class are “Giant,” in second stanza wk). Up to solid $12,000. Last week, day-date unit. Fine $23,000. Last Brazil, including those from the
$1,50-$2.50)—“Oklahoma” (Magna) at Metropolitan and Ambassador, $9,000.
U.
S., are all members of the Bra¬
week,
WarBev,
$3,500;
D’Town,
Randolph (Goldman) (2,250; 99(37th wk). Still nice at $7,000. and “Oklahoma,” for second week $1.49)—“Unguarded
Moment” CU) “Magnificent Obsession” (U) and zilian Cinematigraphic Association
Last week, $6,000.
of roadshow run at Warner’s nabe. (2d wk). Good $10,000 or near. Last “Miller Story” (U) (reissues), which sets the pattern. Working
Five West (Schwaber) (460t; 50- the Uptown.
$3,700.
closely in cooperation with Harry
week, $15,000.
$1.25)—“Private’s Progress” (DCA)
Fox Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; Stone, who represents the Johnson
Estimates for This Week
Stanley (SW) (2,900; 99-$1.80)—
(4th wk). . Still potent at $£,500.
$1.25-$1.75)
—
“Friendly
Persua¬
Ambassador <SW) (1,490; 90- “War and Peace” (Par) (8th wk). sion” (AA) (2d wk). Sturdy $14,- office in Brazil, they’ve tackled the
Third was $3,000.
to sturdy $10,000. Last
major problems of imports, remit¬
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,100; $1.50)—'“Giant” (WB) (2d wk). Fine Pushed
000. Last week, $14,500,
week, $7,000.
50-$1.25) — “Friendly Persuasion” $3,500. Last week, $6,000.
State, Hawaii (UATC-G&S) tances, and of public relations with
Stanton
(SW)
(1,483;
99-$1.49)—
Capitol (Loew) (3.434; 70-90)—
(AA). Socko $15,000. Last week,
(2,404; 1,106; 80-$1.25)—“Opposite government, press and the public.
“Power and Prize” (M-G). Opened “Mole People” (U) and “Curucu” Sex” (M-G) and “Dance Hall Girl” As a result of Stone’s efforts, U.S.
“Bridey Murphy” (Par), $4,500.
(U). Fair $8,000. Last week, “Fran¬
firms can now' remit 70% of New
Little (Rappaport) (310; 50-$1.25) Sunday (11). Last week, “Between cis
in Haunted House” and ‘.‘Raw (Indie) (2d wk). Light $10,000. York’s share of local earnings at
—“Lust For Life” (M-G) (6th wk). Heaven and Hell” (20th), modest Edge” (U), $7,500.
Last week $1Q,000, plus $49,900 in
$18,000
for
10
days.
the official lower exchange rate of
Okay $2,500 after $3,000 in fifth.
Studio (Goldberg) (400; 99-$1.49) three nabes, six drive-ins.
Columbia (Loew) (1.174; 70-90)—
Mayfair (Hicks) <980; 30-90)—
Orpheum (Metropolitan) (2.213; about 49 cruzeiros to the dollar
—“Lust
for
Life”
(M-G)
(6th
wk).
“Back From Eternity” (Col). Pleas¬ “Last Waeon” (20th) (2d wk). So-so Brisk $5,500. Last week, $5,000.
80-$ 1.25)—“Man From Del Rio” against the free-market 75, .which
ing $5,000.
Last week, “Raw $5,000 after $9,000 last week.
(T-L) (500; 99-$1.80) (UA) and “Flight to Hong Kong” offers a considerable advantage.
Dupont (Lopert) (3,721; 90-$1.15)i Trans-Lux
Edge” (U) and “Outside Law” (U),
“Secrets of Life” (BV). Disap¬ (UA) (2d wk). So-so $5,000. Last Situation production of prints lo¬
—“Secrets of Life” (BV). Mighty pointing
$3,000.
$7,300. Last week, “Rififi” week, with Hollywood, Uptown and cally and other problems have also
New (Fruchtman) (1,600; 50- $9,000 for this bandbox house. Last (Indie) (4th wk), $3,100 in 6 days. one nabe, $25,400.
been gradually improved.
$1.25) — “Sbarkfighters” (UA). week, “Bringing Up Baby” (RKO)
Downtown Paramount, Vogue
The local production situation
Viking
(Sley) (1,000; 75-$1.49)—
Mild $6,000. Last week, “Between (reissue), $3,500.
(ABPT-FWC) (3,300; 885; 85-$1.25) has made some progress, but still is
“Teenage
Rebel”
<20th).
Lusty
Keith’s (RKO) (1,859; 70-90) — $10,000 or over. Last week, “Power —‘Bad Seed” (WB) and “Amazon
Heaven, Hell” (20th), $8,000.
Playhouse (Schwaber) (410; 50- “Unguarded Moment” (U). Ok^y and Prize” (M-G) (2d wk), $7,700. Trader” (WB) (2d wk). Dull $6,600 faced with the problem of rising
$1.25)—“Mountain” (Par) (3d wk). $8,000, and better than recent
in 4 days. Last week, with Wil- costs, a market limited to Brazil
itself, in contrast to Mexico and
Fairish $3,500. Last week, same. weeks. Last week, “Shake. Rattle
tem, $21,600. »
Stanley (WB) (3.200; 30-90)— Rock” (Ind(e) and “Runaway I
Four Star (UTAC) (868; 90-$1.50) Argentina which have all of Span¬
BUFFALO
I
“Burning Hills” (WB).
Drab Daughters” (Indie), $6,500.
—“Brave One” (RKO) (3d wk). ish-speaking Latin America, and a
. (Continued from page 8)
desire for protection -against for¬
MetronoHtan <SW) (1,490; 90$5,000.
Last week. “War And
Okay $6,400. Last week, $7,200.
$1.50)—“Giant” (WB) (2d wk). Big “Sharkfighters” (UA) and “Shadow
Peace” (Par) (4th wk), $6,000.
Chinese (FWC) (1,908; $1.25- eign films with a strongly-en¬
Town (Rappaport) <1.400; 50- $22,000. Last week, $27,500, house of Fear” (UA), $11,500.
$2.40)—“Giant” (WB) (4th wk). trenched position.
Paramount (Par) (3,000; 90-$1.50) Solid $33,000. Last week, $36,000.
$1.25),—“Opposite Sex” (M-G) (3d record.
The local industry which turns
Pe.’ace (Loew) (2,360; 70-90) — —“Giant” (WB). A blockbuster at
wk). Moderate $6,000 after $8,000
Fox Beverly* (FWC) (1,334; $1.25- out about 25 to 30 feature films a
“Teenage
Rebel”
(20th).
So-so
$35,000 or a bit better. Last week, $1.50)—“Silent World” (Col) (5tfi year with the industry centering
in second.
$12,000, with crix pans hurting. “Girl He Left Behind” (WB) and wk). Steady $3,700. Last week, in the Sao Paulo area. In recent
Last week. “Best Things in Life” “Crowded Paradise” (Indie), $13,- same.
months, there have been moves to
CHICAGO
(20th), $15,000.
^
500 at 80c top.
Pantages (RKO) (2,812; $1-$1.75) increase‘the amount of government
(Continued irom page 9)
Playhouse (Lopert) <456; 75Center (Par) <2,000; 50-80) — —“Tea and Sympathy” (M-G) (6th support, both nationally and from
(6th wk). Pockeroo $24,000. Last $1.15)—“Lust for Life” (M-G) (8th- “Teenage Rebel” (20th) <2d wk). wk).
Mild $6,000.
Last week, Banco do Estado of Sao Paulo, to
week, $22,000.
final wk). Satisfactory $3,500 for Good $9,000, Last week, $13,200, $6,600.
Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; $1.25) second consecutive week.
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 50-80)—
Fine Arts (FWC) (631; $1.25- create a revolving credit fund to
—“Private’s Progress” (DCA) (2d
Plaza (T-L) (290; 90-$1.35)—“La “Killers” (U) and “Sleeping City” $1.75)—“Lust For Life” (M-G) (8th finance some 20 pictures a year at
wk). Nice $6,500. Last week. $7,500. Strada” (T-L) (5th-final wk). Pleas* (U) (reissues). Okay $9,000 in 5 wk). Steady $4,900. Last week, a ‘total of 1,000,000 cruzeiros per
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 98- ing $3,000 to wind up sock run days. Last week, “Unguarded Mo* ditto.
film.
$1.25)—“Friendly Persuasion” (AA) after $4,000 last week.
Realistic observers who have
ment” (U) and “Raw Edge” (U),
Hollywood Paramount (F&M)
(3d wk). Fair $22,000. Last week,
Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; 90-$1.35) 311,000.
(1,468; $1.25-$2.40) — “War and watched the conflict between do¬
$29,000.
—“Solid Gold Cadillac” (Col) (5th
Century (Buhawk) (3,000; 90* Peace” (Par) (12th wk). Up to good mestic and Hollywood production
Woods (Essaness) (1.206; 98- wk). Stout $11,000 after $12,000 $1.25)—“War and Peace” (Par) (2d $10,000. Last week, $9,800.
in other Latin American countries
$1.50)—“Opposite Sex” (M-G) (3d last week. Stays on.
wk). Rated okay at about $12,000.
United Artists (UATC) (1,242; feel that the Brazilian industry
wk). Slow $19,000. Last week,
Untown (SW) (1,100; $1.20-$2.40) Last week,*5 $16,500, sagging in $1.10-$2.75)—“Oklahoma” (Magna) will continue to grow, particularly
$21,000.
—“Oklahoma” (Magna) (2d wk). mid-session.
(47th wk).
Neat $7,000.
Last if it follows its more recent trend
World (Indie) (430; 98)—“Bull¬ Solid $7,500. Last week, $8,200.
Teck (Cinema Products) (1,200; week, $5,100.
/
concentrate on subjects and
fight” (Janus) (2d wk). Neat $4,800.
Warner Hollywood (SW) (1,364; to
Warner (SW) (1,300; $1.20-$2.40) $1.20-$2.40) — “Seven Wonders of
Last week, $6,500.
—“Cinerama Holiday” (Cinerama) World” (Cinerama) (11th wk). $L20-$2.65) — “Cine Holiday” stories that have a strong national
flavor,
rather than as in the past,
Ziegfeld (Davis) (430; 98)—“Wild (58th wk).- Upswing to big $12,500, Great $17,000, being helped by 17 (Cinerama) (58d wk). Into current
Fruit” (UMPO) (4th wk). Dull thanks to extra holiday shows. Last complete Parochial School sellouts. week Sunday (11) after okay $16,- trying to compete on a direct basis
with the imported variety.
$2,200. Last week, $2,500.
Last week, $18,800.
week, $11,000.
900 last week*
^

‘Giant’ Record $45,000,
Denver; ‘Julie’ Hep-13G

‘Secrets’ Whopping 9G,
D.C.; ‘Moment’ Okay 8G
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A WARWICK PRODUCTION

Reserve It Now for New Year’s Eve...from COLUMBIA!
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; A Post exclusive!

My Dad,
WALT
DISNEY
At last! The intimate
story of America's most
beloved-r yet least known
—genius, told by
bis daughter, Diane.
Everybody knows Walt Dis¬
ney’s name and pictures. But
the remarkable private life
of the man who gave the
.world Mickey Mouse, Don¬
ald Duck and Snow White
is virtually unknown—be¬
cause Walt has never okayed
a story of his life before!
Now, in . this week’s Sat¬
urday Evening Post, you
can read the whole ragsto-riches story as Disney
himself) told it to his daugh¬
ter! Follow him from his
early failures in Kansas City
to his triumphs as top Acad¬
emy Award winner of all
time. Read the stories be¬
hind his smash movies and
astonishing success in TV!
Go right into his homefind out what he is like as a
father and husband—his un¬
usual attitude toward money
—or even the lack of it—that
has brought him happiness
and contentment!

Disney’s daughter
reveals:
•Why, though his pictures
have made millions, Disney
Is usually strapped forcash.
•Why Diane didn’t know
what her dad really did
until she was six.
•The reason he borrowed
©n his life insurance to
start the $15,000,000 Dis¬
neyland Park.
•The unique appeal The
Mickey Mouse Club and
The Mouseketeers have for
millions of children.

P^Rttfrr

Kurt Ulrich In Berlin Blast
Against Russell Arnett of N.Y.
Berlin, Nov, 13.
Kurt Ulrich, chief of West Ger¬
many’s Berolina production outfit,
has sharply contradicted a charge
made in New York that he came
poorly prepared to do the location
shooting on his “Die Gimpel Story”
in Gotham.
.
„
Reacting to a story in the Va¬
riety issue of Oct. 17, Ulrich said
the entire situation had been dis¬
torted by Russell Arnett, his N. Y.
unit manager, whom he accused of
lack of ability and thoughtlessness.
“I am under the impression that
Arnett constantly tried to sabotage
our work. For instance, at one
point the extras didn’t show up al¬
though Arnett had told use he had
notified them. Inquiries revealed
the extras had never been told to
come.”
The Oct. 17 Variety story, in
part quoting Arnett, was in reply
to an original interview with Ul¬
rich prior to his leaving New York
in which he called the N. Y. unions
inefficient and maintained the
work could have been done twice
as fast in Germany.
Ulrich now centers his fire on
Arnett. He says the unit manager
had 10 days to prepare the loca¬
tion (not three as stated by Ar¬
nett) and he never bothered to
read the script. In one instance, a
man rented his dog to the com¬
pany. When he‘suddenly raised
his price, Ulrich holds it was found
that Arnett was behind this.
“It’s, also untrue that I refused
to set up a central telephone serv¬
ice,” Ulrich said. “Arnett had a
room in the Hotel Roosevelt at his
disposal and that was our unit’s
central Roint. That one day a part
of the crew moved to a different
location and was ‘lost’ also was Ar¬
nett’s fault. He directed these peo¬
ple to a point other than the one
given to us.”
Despite his experience, Ulrich
will film in New York again. “We
know the score now,” he said.
“Next time we’ll be smarter.” Ul¬
rich was lavish in. his praise for
the cooperation of the New York
police.
(In his original interview, Ul¬
rich never mentioned Arnett. He
did say that he was “greatly disap¬
pointed” with working conditions
in New York and that, in his view.
New York’s film unions were “over¬
organized.”)
WHEATON MOVES, SWEET UP
Detroit, Nov. 13.
Fred Sweet, former assistant
manager of the Detroit Telenews
Theatre, has been promoted to
managing director following the
resignation after 14 years of Nor¬
man Wheaton.
Wheaton is moving to Cuyahoga
Falls, O,, to manage a theatre.
Pennant Film Productions Inc.
has been authorized to conduct
business in New York, with.capi¬
tal stock of 100 shares, no par
value. Directors are: H, Wilford
Leavy, George J. and Vivian Ben¬
nett.

Folks Wanted Theatre
Reopened, Then Didn’t Go;
Ashland, K. C., Ends
Kansas City, Nov. 13.
East side Ashland Theatre has
closed permanently a*ter a trial
reprieve sought by neighborhood
leaders. The house was closed by
the
operators,
Commonwealth
Amusement Corp., last spring after
teen pranks made the house un¬
tenable.
At the outset of reopening kids
did some more cutting up, but that
settled down and was but a small
factor in the final closing last
week. It was a curious case of the
neighborhood people wanting the
theatre but not wanting to go to
the show, just pure lethargy, ac¬
cording to manager Phil Blakey.
The closing writes finis to an
operation that has persisted in the
neighborhood for 45 years, begin¬
ning as an airdrome with benches
on the ground. The present thea¬
tre, a 1,200-seater, was built in
1913.
The closing also ends the East
side theatre career of Mrs. Mary
Gribbin, who had charge of the
Ashland concession stand since
1937.

Metro-TV’s 25%
KMGM Ownership
In Backlog Deal
Metro-TV has consummated a
two-way deal with indie K^IGM,
Minneapolis, under which Metro
gets a 25% interest in the station,
owned and operated by United
Television, Inc. The station, in a
separate hut apparently related
deal, pays Metro about $750,000
for the backlog of 723 pix.
The two-way deal, the third in
which Metro procures a 25% stock
interest in a V station, capped re¬
vived negotiations between Sy
Weintraub, United Television prez,
and Charles C. (Bud) Barry, MetroTV v.p., and Loew's v.p. George
Muchnic. In light of the pact,
Metro is withdrawing its objec¬
tions to the KMGM call letters re¬
cently adopted toy the station.
Weintraub, commenting on the
deal, said KMGM plans to run a
different Metro pic every night of
the week, adding that negotiations
currently are going on with sev¬
eral national advertisers for pos¬
sible sponsorships.
The other two 25% stock inter¬
est deals are with KTTV, Los An¬
geles, and KTVR, Denver, on
which Metro holds a purchase op¬
tion.

• Howa nervous breakdown
changed his outlook on life
—even brought him hit
greatest treasure.

Rap King Features Smear of Film Biz

•The exciting plans he has
for futuro, Disney projects
—such as a space-naviga¬
tion series.

Femme Columnist’s ‘Vice’ Charges Draw Hot Protest
From MPAA

Don't miss ths first and
only, real Walt Disney
•foryl Be sure and get
your copy of tho Post
and start reading

“My Dad/Walt Disney”
by Diane Disney Miller
ss told to Psts Matin

, Out today-on all newsstands
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The Motion Picture Assn, of
America last week dispatched a
sizzling protest to King Features
Syndicate over a column authored
by ^ne Margaret Latrobe and
headed “Where Should We Stop in
Censorship of Movies.” (Miss Lat¬
robe is apparently not a staffer but
“writes at home.”)
Letter from the MPAA’s Man¬
ning Claggett said the column rep¬
resented “an Indictment by gen¬
eralization that is so unfair, so
thoroughly un-American in its vici¬
ousness and its careful avoidance of
names and documentation that it
calls out for, protest.’*
Claggett cited specific examples
from the column and highlighted
Miss Latrobe’s use of quotes along
with apparent evidence .that the gal
scribe just made up her own with¬
out bothering to speak with any¬
one in the industry.
Column actually went beyond
the Code and discussed‘the motives

of producers who, she says, are
“wallowing in vice and loving
every minute of it.” Writer called
foreign films “unwholesomely im¬
moral” and suggested that the
members of the Code don’t enjoy
their work.
While the column in itself isn’t
important, representing no more
than the usual rewrite job by a.
journalist groping for something to
write about and either unable or
unwilling to get at the facts, the
MPAA’s reply does deserve‘atten¬
tion. It’s in line with an appa¬
rent new policy on the part of * the
association to “defend” the indus¬
try which—too often—is the target
of journalistic hacks looking des¬
perately for an “angle.”
Claggett ended his letter with the
observation that there “is no possi¬
ble excuse for a column so com¬
pletely filled with Inaccuracies”
and he took King Features to task
for circulating it
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N. Y. Convention Roster

Shea Staff Told
Foreip Arters
Fill Gaps Okay

Scheduled conventions and trade
meetings in New York during No¬
vember and December (with suf¬
ficient likely attendance to be b.o.
factor for Broadway shows), with
respective dates and estimated outof-town attendance, are as fol¬
Cincinnati, Nov. 13.
lows, according to the N. Y. con¬
Good product was credited for
vention & Visitors Bureau:
“very encouraging” third-quarter
Women’s International Exposition of results on the Shea Enterprises
Arts it Industries, Nov, 5-11 (5,000).
N. Y. Society of Security Analysts, Nov. circuit at the recent two-day re¬
(1,000).
gional staff meeting here of its
American Surgical Trade Assn., Nov.
buying.and booking office, James¬
13-18 (2,500).
National Postage Stamp Show, Nov. 16- town Amusement Co.
18 (3,000).
Gerald Shea, president, also re¬
Advertising Essentials Show, Nov. 19-21
(5,000).
ported that availability of firstrun
Popular Price Shoe Show, Nov. 25-29
product
is “tight through the pre(3,500 total).
American Society of Mechanical Engi¬ Christmas season.” As^a gap filler
neers, Nov. 25-30 (3,500),
International Automation Exposition, he looked to art features, mostly
Nov. 26-30 (5,000 total). .
foreign. He noted recent good re¬
National Exposition of Power & Mechinturns on “Verdi” and “Lovers &
ical Engineers, Nov. 26-30 (10,000).
National Assn, of Manufacturers. Dec. Lollipops” in the 39-theatre cir¬
2-7 (3,000).
_
_ cuit’s eastern wing and said that
National Automobile Show, Dec. 8-16
policy will be followed in the Ohio
(no estimate).
Eastern Joint Computer Conference, division.
Dec. 10-12 (1,000).
^ x ,
With Shea from Jamestown’s
National Assn, of Display Industries,
Dec. 15-20 (1,800).
4 , N. Y. office were Ray Smith, vice
National Assn, for the Advancement Of
president and head of hooking and
Science, Dec. 26-31 (6,000).
Metropolitan Juvenile Style Mart, Dec. buying; M. A. Shea Jr., son of the
30-Jan. 9 (3,000).
founder, and Frank King, field
representative.
Managers participating included
Dale Tysinger, Zanesville; Bill Gillam, Newark; Jack Baumgard, Lan¬
caster; Bill Kibridge, Cambridge,
and Dale McCoy, Marietta, Ohio.
The group saw a preview of “Ten
Commandments,” which will be
presented two-a-day on the Shea
Minneapolis, Nov. 13.
circuit after the first of the year,
This territory’s four-wall exhibi¬ along with “War and Peace” and
tors apparently are in no hurry to “Giant,” Gerald Shea said.
borrow ^noney from the govern¬
ment to help finance the moderniza¬
tion or operation of their theatres
or the purchase of new equipment.
Early indications are that little ad¬
vantage will be taken of the oppor-'
Flushing, N. Y.
tunity.
Small • Business Administration’s Editor Variety :
I
have
been
reading
about the
office here thus far has received
only a single request from an ex¬ length of motion pictures and the
hibitor regarding the procedure criticism some people are making
necessary for obtaining a loan. with regard to it.
My own feelings about this sub¬
There also has been a request for
information from a local equip¬ ject are that when you see some| thing good you like" to see it go
ment dealer.
Local industry leaders feel that on. We hate to see a good party
few of this territory’s exhibitors- end, a day at the beach terminate,
requiring a loan could qualify for a jolly visit come to a close, etc.
it. It’s pointed out that not many Why should we he so impatient and
small theatreowners are in a posi¬ so uncomfortable as to want to
tion to present a favorable operat¬ snip something enjoyable while we
ing statement or to put up satis¬ are looking at it? It would be dif¬
ferent if the material were bad, but
factory collateral.
Most of these exhibitors believe this is obviously not the case. I
they’d only get into deeper water have never seen a bad long film.
if they borrowed money from the The producers would not dare make
government and. that they still one, while they have, a field day
could not operate profitably under with 90-minute material.
Aside from giving customers
present conditions even with a their
worth', long films up
physically improved showhouse, to nowmoney’s
have almost been a guaran¬
says S. D. Kane, North Central tee of quality,
Allied executive counsel.
It seems to me that those people
whov dislike long films must he
either very eager to make an ap¬
pointment, or are so nervous that
they can’t sit still too long, I can’t
believe that they are objecting io
the quality they are looking at, and
Columbus, Nov. 13.
Some 135 persons are expected actually asking for ineffectiveness.
to attend the two-day convention We are living in a tense era,
of the Independent Theatre Own¬ but let us not allow that to take
ers of Ohio here today (13) and away from us the few good and en¬
joyable things that we do have.
Wednesday.
At the Deshler-Hilton luncheon When Cinema-Scope first came Qtit,
there will be speeches by Jay the distributors showed a delight¬
Emanuel, Abram F. Myers, Rube ful short concert film with each pro¬
Shor, and the shotting of a film, duction. The music was enjoyable
“The History of Projection,” to be to nearly everyone, but lack of good
presented by National Theatre judgment on the part of the mo¬
tion picture industry has taken
Supply Co.
At 7 pjn. tonight a testimonial that gem away from us.
In closing, I would like to say
dinner for Martin G. Smith, ITO
president for 27 years and former simply that I have been driven out
president Of National Allied, will of a comfortable evening at home
so often to see a motion picture
have Myers as toastmaster.
Film clinics will begin Wednes¬ which promised so much and gave
day at 10 a.m. and include one on so little, that I wonder why the
sub-runs conducted by Irving Dol- criticism is not pointed in the oppo¬
linger, New Jersey, treasurer of site direction.
Walter S. Strode,
National Allied; one on small-town
theatres, by E. L. Ornstein, presi¬
dent of Allied Theatres of Ken¬
tucky; and a drive-in clinic con¬
duced by Dr. Marvin Sandorf, of
Indianapolis’s Twin Theataire.
After a report of the nominating
-RADIO CITY MUSIC IA LIand resolutions committee at a
Rockefeller Center
Wednesday luncheon, speeches
GARY COOPERv
will be presented by Dollfnger;
Hugh McLaehlan, chairman of the
“FRIENDLY PERSUASION”
equipment committe of Allied
Mn hy De Um
States Association; and A1 SindAn Allied Artlils fkfwre
linger, research analyst from Rid¬
oiki mcTAciui mu mmmiiM
ley Park, Pa.

Loans Go Begging |
In Minneapolis

IF GOOD, LENGTH NO
DETERRENT TO PIX

135 AT COLUMBUS
EXHIBS’CONVENTION

New York Theatre

Lewis Oscar M.C. Anew
Hollywood, Nov. 13.
Jerr£ Lewis for the second suc¬
cessive year jvill he emcee at the
Academy Awards ceremonies'over
NBC-TV and radio March 27.
Simulcast will consume two hours
with Oldsmobile agaiii sponsoring.

TO A PRODUCER
*r director — ynunfc jn*o wants to to jnafi
Jtlday to producer or director I* films. .Hat*
Intense desire to leant business,. Would be
wry. cooperative. Excellent, references.. .< HAt#
10 yearn sales background; Can travel. My
limo will to your time. Excellent memory,
very efficient. Write ». ,Trope*, Providential
Apts, City AV*., PMla., Pa.
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FRIENDLY PERSUASION’

100% HOLDOVER!
4m WEEK urn «nsis, CHICAGO
3RD WEEK mum an music hsu, NEW YORK
3RD WEEK fox iiomk LOS ANGELES
3RD WEEK iuoted musts, SAN FRANCISCO
2ND WEEK both, CINCINNATI
2ND WEEK htpohome, BALTIMORE
2ND WEEK ammo, WASHINGTON, D.C.
2ND WEEK unom t Him, SALT LAKE CITY
2ND WEEK music box. SEATTLE
ALLIED ARTISTS PRESENTS

Gary Cooper

IN

William Wyler s
PRODUCTION OF

Friendly Persuasion
co-starring

DOROTHY MCGUIRE

L Introducing ANTHONY PERKINS and featuring Richard EYER • ROBERT MIDDLETON
Phyuis Iove • Mark Richman • Waiter Catiett

also co-starring MARJORIE MAIN 9* The Widow Hudspeth
Color by DE LUXE • From the book by Jessamyn WEST
Music Composed and Conducted by Dimitri Tiomkin
Pat Boon©, Dot Recording Artist, sings the hit title song

"SS/sWilliam Wyler
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WDHSHtY STRIKE SEEN AVERTED AS
AFTRA WINS CROSS-HltBOARD HIKES
The industry-American Federa¬
tion of Television & Radio Artists
contract is a virtual certainty, and
the actors’ union has gained sub¬
stantial wage increases almost all
the way across-the board in televi¬
sion. Meetings are not expected
to end tomorrow (Thurs.) at mid¬
night when the new two-yc&r pact
is to begin, but the general feeling
is there will be no strike.
Outstanding is the agreement on
network radio-tv staff announcer
demands and the negotiation of lo¬
cal contracts in N. Y., L.A., Frisco
and Chicago. It’s upderstood that
the announcers have given up the
idea of weekly guarantees of $300
for more “modest” demands above
the $135 they are now assured.
Neither the union nor industry
bargaining agents feel that the lo¬
cal contracts will be a block to the
final affirmation of the 1956-’58
contract. There is little chance
of an AFTRA strike beginning to¬
morrow (Thurs.) at midnight when
the. old contract ends, because the
employer group seems willing to
grant an extension to the talks
with any decisions being retroac¬
tive to Friday (16).
10% Wage Increases
New contract will cost the in¬
dustry many thousands more each
year in actor and other tv per¬
former payments, since all but one
or two areas are in for a 10% in¬
crease in wages. But the largest
single concession by the industry
in television is the raising of mul¬
tiple performance rates. AFTRA
members will, for example, receive
a $370 minimum on five 15-min¬
ute shows a week whereas they
only earned $281 before. Hikes
have been like that all the way
down the line, another example be¬
ing one-time 15-minute rates on
strip shows going from $79 to $87.
Other concessions by the indus¬
try are: (1) Warm-up by announc¬
ers will draw them $28 instead of
“credit” for five rehearsal hours.
(2) singers, often called on in the
past without pay to do “supervi¬
sory duties” in addition to per¬
forming on tv, are being guaran¬
teed 50% of scale for handling the
administration of vocal groups of
three to six in number and double
scale for anything* larger. (3) If
the board of trustees of the Pen¬
sion & Welfare Fund gives its ap¬
proval, then both sides to the
negotiation will agree to take care
of disability payments for any ac¬
tors hurt doing a program, even
though the injured party^is not
eligible for regular P&W benefits.
(4) Having nothing to do with coin
but important to the actors was the
(Continued on page 46)

‘Who, Me?’
During the sometimes fren¬
zied election night coverage,
one CBS newsman covering a
close New York Congressional
race for WCBS-TV, N. Y.,
tried to check some figures by
calling one of the top Gotham
dailies for information. When
he finally got to somebody
on the city desk and asked his
question, the answer was:
“We don’t have that. If you
want that kind of information,
watch television.”

Martha Patrols Pubaffairs Beat

‘Can Do’ Subs
‘Beautiful Girl’
“Most Beautiful Girl ip the
World” thrice postponed In its
debut for Revlon on NBC-TV, has
been scrapped entirely and a
brand-new audience-participation
series, “Can Do,” has been in¬
stalled in its stead. “Can Do”
preems Nov. 26 in the 9 p.m. slot,
succeeding “Medic” and opposite
“I Love Lucy.”
New series was conceived by El¬
roy Schwartz, brother of comedy
scripters* A1
and
Sherwood
Schwartz, who developed it with
Joe Cates, who recently joined
NBC as a producer^director. Series,
which was auditioned for NBC ex¬
ecs on Oct. 18, is a ‘^challenge”
type format in which a contestant
attempts to accomplish a particu¬
lar feat of skill or strength. For¬
mat calls for some celeb entrants.
“Most Beautiful Girl]’ was orig¬
inally conceived as a giant follow¬
up to “$64,000 Question” and was
first postponed In September,
when Revlon couldn’t come up
with an emcee. It was postponed
again in October, after Hal March
was signed as emcee, because of
format difficulties. Again, it was
postponed because of the elections
and political preemptions, and fin¬
ally it was canned.

Rountree-Presbrey Combo Ready Flock of Entries
With WKTF as ‘Pilot Area’ ,
-+

SAMMY KAYE
Columbia Records - current release,
“The

Rich

People

of

Brooklyn”

Present Album Releases
“WHAT MAKES SAMMY SWING”
“MY E\AIR LADY (For DANCING)
Personal appearance tour
Nov. 14, Boise, Idaho; 15, Salt Lake
pity; 16, Denver; 17, Omaha; 18,
Glenwood, Minn.; Nov, 20, Opening
at Sioux Falls Auto Show.

DuPont Theatre’
Gets Axe In Feb.

“DuPont Theatre” is being
dropped in February with the
sponsor currently shopping around
for a new top-budgeted dramatic
entry as a replacement. Formerly
“Cavalcade Theatre,” the DuPont
entry was recently overhauled,
with the historical format being
dropped in favor of a contempo¬
rary motif, but the client, from
all indications, has been unhappy
with the show’s progress and ratinis.
Slotted opposite CBS’s Red Skel¬
ton and Armstrong-Kaiser dra¬
matics on NBC, the DuPont filmed
show has been trailing in the com¬
petitive Tuesday night race, with
Three Reginald Rose teleplays, BBD&O, agency for both DuPont
“i2 Angry Men,” “Remarkable_ In¬ and Armstrong, finding itself incident at Garson Corners' a n df^tdved in a programming conflict.
Understood DuPont may expand
“Dino,” have been licensed for am
ateur groups by the Dramatic Pub¬ into the hour drama formula if it
lishing Co. of Chicago, through the can come up with the right prop¬
erty.
Ashley-Steiner agency.
Licensing is unusual from two
aspects. Surveys indicate “12 Angry
Men” is third, among the most pro¬
NBC’* Toll-TV Plug
Telechron division of General duced plays by amateurs. This be¬
Electric has once again signed with ing the case, it’s a virtual “first”
To the surprise of the trade
NBC-TV for sponsorship of a 15- for a teleplay, without the usual
in general and to Zenith Radio
minute pickup from Times Square exploitation and longrun word-ofCorp. execs in particular ^NBCon New Year’s Eve. The show, mouth, to run high among on the
TV allowed a Zenith commerfeaturing on-the-spot crowd shots, list longstanding Broadway prop¬ . cial extolling subscription-tv
etc., starts at 11:15 p.m. and runs erties, and second, amateur pro¬
to go on the air despite the .
through to 12:10. Telechron spon¬ ductions ordinarily run along, lines
network’s avowed stand against
of light comedy and farce, with
sored a similar pickup last year.,
toll-video. Commercial ran dur¬
serious
works,
a
rarity.
N. W. Ayer is the agency.
ing the Zenith-sponsored por¬
tion of the NCAA football tele¬
cast on Saturday (10). Zenith
has had lotsa trouble on the
toll-tv commercials in the past,
notably during its sponsorship
stint on CBS-TV on “Omni¬
bus.” Text of the NBC-TV
blurb, announced by Jay Jackson, was as follows:
“This magnificent new Ze¬
nith will pay you extra divi¬
dends when and if subscriptiOn-tv is authorized by the
Federal Communications Com¬
mission . . . and brings intoyour home the multi-million
dollar, first-run, motion pic¬
tures . . . opening nights from
Broadway * . . grand opera di¬
rect from the concert hall . . .
6404 Sunset Boulevard
and many other fine theatrical
and educational events not
Hollywood 28, California
now on tv. These great fea¬
tures which cart now be seen
Phone: Hollywood 9-1141
only in the theatre will be
brought into your home by
subscription-tv for only a frac¬
tion of the cost of going out¬
side the home to see them.
“With the new Zenith you will
see all the carefully planned
picture detail that the world’s
greatest directors and techni¬
cians put into the big-budget
films* made for theatres and
subscription-tv.”

Rose’s ‘12 Angry Men’
' Hot With Tyro Thesps

GE’s New Year’s Hoopla
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Kraft TVs 50G Winner
Winner of the “Kraft Television Theatre” $50,000 award for the
best Kraft tv script of the year—the nation’s top money literary
prize—goes to William A. Noble. Practically a newcomer to tv, his
original “Snap Finger Creek” was presented as the Feb. 22 entry
featuring Jo Van Fleet, Dick Shepard and Hope Lange. Award
will be made tonight (Wed.) on the Kraft show by Helen Haye~s,
who, along with Maxwell Anderson and Walter Kerr, drama critic
of the N.Y. Herald Tribune, comprised the jury.
Decision on “Creek,” which dealt with a Georgia legend, was
unanimous and it’s understood that no one else even figured in the
running. Except for some occasional adaptations on an erstwhile
Faith Baldwin tv series, this was Noble’s first major effort as a
video dramatist. He has been in N.Y. since 1950, coming east from
the Coast to “learn” the theatre under an Irene Selznick grant.
While a student at Spokane he sold a story idea (“Young Ideas”) to
Metro and was put on staff. After wartime service he was asso¬
ciated with Pasadena Playhouse on the Coast^
An untitled play by Noble is now under option to Joshua Logan.

Axe Tacts Forum’
Dallas, Nov. 13.
“Facts Forum,” a nationally dis¬
tributed radio and tv discussion
and panel program, is being dis¬
continued, it was announced here.
Ralph Weidman, manager of the
recording division of WFAA here,
announced that a representative of
H. L. Hunt, millionaire oilman who
sponsored the program, advised
him that all operations connected
with the program would “cease at
once.”
WFAA’s recording division han¬
dles the national radio distribution
of “Facts Forum.”

Hal Davis Exits
K&E for Grey
Hal Davis, longtime publicitypromotion v.p. at Kenyon & Eckhardt, exits that agency Dec. 1 and
will join Grey Advertising in midJanuary as v.p. of radio and tele¬
vision. Davis will report to A1 Hollender in his new slot, with Hollender continuing to head" up the
Grey broadcast operations as v.p.
in Charge of radio-tv.
The six-week interval between
Davis* K&E exit and his new slot
at Grey will be taken up by a Far
East tour of the Benny Goodman
orch, with Davis acting as mana¬
ger of the tour. (He’s, an ex-Co¬
lumbia Records publicity man and
handled bands at one time as well
and also a musician in his own
right.) K&E v.p. Stephens Dietz,
who’s also chairman of the market¬
ing plans committee at the agency,
will take over as acting director of
the promotion department, but‘ no
successor has been appointed to
handle publicity, nor has a succes¬
sor on the board of directors been
named.
Davis* exit of K&E after an 11year stay at the agency (seven of
them as a v.p. and four as a direc¬
tor) comes coincidentally at a time
when the entire agency appears in
the midst of a reshuffle. Only a
couple of months ago, a severe^ cut¬
back hit Davishft own promotionpublicity department, with six
staffers dropped. Davis’ exit, how¬
ever, has nothing to do with the
K&E situation, but simply serves
as an extension of the trend that
has seen such ‘vet publicists as
Dick Pack (Westinghouse) and
Lester Gottlieb (CBS) move into
* the creative programming area.

WCBS RADIO HIKES
DAYTIME RATES 20%
Rate hike of approximately 20%
goes into effect tomorrow (Thurs.)
at WCBS Radio, N. Y. flagship of
CBS. The increase only affects
daytime hours between 6 a.m. and
6 p.m., with the 6 p.m.-midnight
rates remaining the same. Cur¬
rent $150 announcements go to
$180, with others scaled/according¬
ly. Usual six-month protection ap¬
plies for current advertisers.
General manager Carl Ward said
the increase is based on increased
N. Y. radio listening and in a
28.5% hike in radio set shipments
in the area for the first six months
of the year.

‘Press Conference” is envisioned
as only the beginning as husbandwife team of Martha Rountree and
Oliver Presbrey, co-producers of
the ABC-TV public affairs program,
aided and abetted by executive
producer Bob Novak, step up Roun¬
tree Productions, with its 17-man
fulltime staff.
Real backbone of the new organi¬
zation is the WKTF radio station
in Warrentown, Va., just outside*
Washington. Station, going on the
air sometime in January if all goes
according to plan, is to become RP’s
“commercial workshop.” Naturally,
it will seek to make m6ney as a
local radio outlet, but additionally
will be the base for transcribed
pub affairs programming to be
syndicated nationally. Most impor¬
tant, however, the producers-station owners say, is that it will be
the “pilot area” in which they can
experiment and show what can be
achieved by public affairs program¬
ming both in radio and tv.
Miss Rountree feels that there is
currently no standout operation on
the public affairs beat. Her com¬
pany has several ideas afoot, some
of which she and Presbrey will talk
about and others which they feel
would presently be unwise to di¬
vulge. But in any event, presbrey,
who was formerly an account group
head at BBDO, is out pitching the
first of the RP stanzas at agencies.
Presbreys are going to reactivate
“Leave It 'to the Girls,” the panel
show by females which originally
ran on Mutual radio in 1945 and
(Continued on page 50)

Crosby in No-Pay
Stint for Silvers
Bing Crosby, in New York this
week for a guest shot on the Ed
Sullivan show last Sunday (11)
and for huddles with CBS Radio
brass, yesterday (Tues.) went be¬
fore the cameras for a role in the
Phil Silvers tv’er, °with the film
scheduled to be shown in late Jan¬
uary. Crosby plays himself in the
film.
It was a no-cash, spur-of-the-mo¬
ment arrangement that began Sun¬
day afternoon at rehearsals for the
Sullivan show; Nat Hiken, pro¬
ducer of the Silvers show, was
there to do some writing on the
routine Crosby and Silvers did to¬
gether, and when Crosby compli¬
mented him on the Silvers stanza*
Hiken asked him if he’d like to ap¬
pear. Crosby leaves for Augusta,
Ga., today (Wed.), so shooting was
arranged for yesterday. It’s about
a five-minute role for Crosby, and
curiously, the remainder of the
story isn’t written yet. Seems Hi¬
ken bad &n idea for using Crosby,
and worked out the five-minute cli¬
max for immediate shooting. Rest
of the script will be written around
the .already-completed footage.
While in town, Crosby huddled
with CBS Radio prez Arthur Hull
Hayes and program v.p. Howard
Barnes on his upcoming Christmas
“Sing. With Bing” and also taped
some , of his 7:30 cross-the-board
radio shows for the web. Follow¬
ing-his Sunday night stint on the
Sullivan show, incidentally, he and
Silvers trouped over to the Palace
to catch Judy Garland, who called
him onto the stage. They did a
sock 15 impromptu minutes to¬
gether.
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TV’S DISENCHANTED SPONSORS
The Cancellation Parade
Cancellation of tv network shows is beginning to hit a steppedup tempo, with probability of more to come as option time draws
near.
Hit thus far:
Eddie Fisher: Coca-Cola dropping NBC-TV singer at end of Feb¬
ruary, siphoning the $4,000,000 budget into local tv.
“DuPont Theatre”: Tuesday night ABC-TV half-hour film entry
being lopped off in JTebruary with client shopping around for new
dramatic property.
, “Ford Star Jubilee: One-a-month specs dropped by auto com¬
pany after two-show ride this season.
^-“Most Beautiful Girl In the World”: Actually this is not a can¬
cellation since it never got on the air, but scheduled quizzer has
been bumped by Revlon in favor of a new “Can Do” entry as
NBC’s competition to “I Love Lucy.”
“High Finance”: Saturday night CBS-TV quizzer being dropped
with Hazel Bishop grabbing time for new show.
“The Brothers”: Reported exiting at end of the year with CBSTV’s Tuesday night situation comedy series failing to make a dent.

‘Tonight’s New Pattern
To Make Like ‘Today’; Kovacs Out With Remotes
-Putting Accent on Nitelife, New Talent
A new-old format for “Tonight”]
Is being put into development at
NBC-TV—a reversion to the orig¬
inal concept of the program as the
nighttime counterpart of the web’s
“Today,” with the emphasis on
nightlife, theatre, sports, new
talent, etc. Plan is to originate
most of the show on a remote
basis, with three syndicated col¬
umnists, as yet unselected, to act
as co-emcees out of N. Y., Chica¬
go and Los Angeles.
New format is slated for a Janu¬
ary start, when Steve Allen leaves
the show to devote fulltime duty
to his Sunday night hour. If the
new version of “Tonight” meets
full network and sponsor accept¬
ance, Ernie Kovacs will be dropped
from his Monday-Tuesday perch on
the curent version. Program’s main
origination point will probably be
the RCA Exhibition Hall in N. Y.,
where “Today” originates, and the
savings involved over the current
costs of the Hudson Theatre, N. Y.,
would be passed along to enable
the use of more remotes in the
“America at .night” vein.
While the three emcees will
headquarter in only three cities,
originations wouldn’t be limited to
those three points alone. Format
Would call for a gossipy, hep ap¬
proach to nightlife, sports, even
news programming. Also contem¬
plated is a top commercial an¬
nouncer who would serve also as
an overall emcee.
-As to the status of another
“T-H-T” program, “Home,” the
word is that it’s definitely set to
continue as an hourlong service
program, with no switch to an en¬
tertaining
setup
contemplated.
Only possible major change at this
^ point is a shift in time, from the
present 11-noon period to an hour
earlier 10-11. Still being formulat¬
ed are some changes in the mode
of presentation of the service fea¬
tures, but even these are awaiting
the Nielsen results on the format
change that began in September.
Hugh Downs, who was scheduled
to leave the show, is now staying
on indefinitely..

NBC Director of Continuity
(Which is fancy talk for Censor)

Stockton Helffrich
writes consolingly

Be of Stout Heart—
All Is Not Lost
cm editorial feature In
the upcoming

51st Anniversary Number
of
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Eddie, Coke Call It
Quits; $4,000,000
Going to Local TV

Eddie Fisher and Coca-Cola are
parting company at the end of Feb¬
ruary, with Coke lopping off its
$4,000,00Q-budgeted
twlce-a-week
quarter-hour Fisher show on NBCTV.
Cancellation doesn’t stem
from any dissatisfaction with the
singer; it’s strictly a marketing
problem on making the nation “big
bottle” conscious, with Coca-Cola
coming to the conclusion, that it can
get considerably more mileage in
siphoning the $4,000,000 into local
tv. Pushing the family bottle from
all accounts has been a serious
problem for the soft drink company
and its bottlers, and extensive re¬
search by McCann-Erickson agency
cued the decision to “go local” on
tv.
Couple months back Coke
yielded every fourth Fisher show
to Planters Peanuts but. latter out¬
fit has also decided to quit the seg¬
ment.
Fisher has been a quarter-hour
staple on NBC-TV for the past few
years .along with Dinah Shore.
While Fisher’s future tv plans are
still undetermined, McCann-Erick¬
son is talking of building a halfhour show for the following fall
season under Liggett & Myers
.sponsor auspices: L & M is tra¬
ditionally singer-minded, having
sponsored Perry Como on CBS-TV
Hollywood, Nov. 13.
for many years prior to Como’s
switchover
to NBC.
Negotiations are still in progress
for Jose Ferrer to star in “Pal
Joey” for “Producers’ Showcase”
Jan* 7„ but the prospects are
gloomy. Another show may. be
substituted for the January date
with Ferrer to-do another property
• Hollywood, Hov. 13.
for later ,in the year. •
Three resignations'were turned
Deal with Ferrer is nearing col¬ in at NBC, those * of Lewis Frost,
lapse because of the chain-of-sale head of the Coast radio network
rights to' “Producers’ Showcase” and with NBC for the past 22 years;
not recognized by* author John' Peter Barnum, of the tv production
O’Hara, who wrote the book. “Pro¬ staff; and Phil Berle, producer and
ducers” • is ready to give up on talent scout.
“Joey” .as ;the rights couldn’t be
Understood Karel Pearson, who
clarified’ in time for- the 'January switched from radio to tv-f may re¬
date. • Columbia ‘Fix -will film turn to radio in Frost’s post. He
“Joey” with Frank Sinatra starred. is now in New York;
, 01**3 *

Pal Joey’ TVer
Faces Shelving

Pete Barman, Phil Berle,
Lew Frost in NBC Exit

TIKE SNIPES AT CBS-TV Eyes Major Sat Revamp
For ’S7-’58; Three 1-Hour Slows
LONGTERM PACTS
By GEORGE ROSEN
While it’s, pothing to suggest
a revolt, the ad agencies and
sponsors of television network
programs, particularly those com¬
mitted to filmed shows on non-eancellable 39-week contracts, are
frantically seeking a way out of
their present dilemmas.
To say that they're among tv’s
disenchanted is to put it mildly.
Those who would gladly throw in
the sponge on their network showcasings but are obliged to ride out
the season with dud entries be¬
cause there is no way out couldn’t
be counted on the digits of both
hands.
Here, in a nutshell, are the
major reasons why so many, spon¬
sors and their agencies are con¬
cerned over the whole economicprogramming status of television
and are clamoring for an industry
reappraisal of the medium in the
face of present-day advertiser
“hardships”:
1. First off, the average sponsor
of a half-hour show (which, in the
main, means a wreekly time and
program outlay of $80,000 to $90,000, or $3,500,000 per season), has
reached a point in the competitive
struggle for ratings where he must
feel content with a 15.0 average on
the Trendex (slightly higher on
the Nielsens), whereas a year or
two ago anything under a 20.0 was
considered of dubious merit. The
lower return stems from today’s
four-way competition for the na¬
tion’s audience, for in addition to
NBC, CBS and ABC, the upsurge
in local station ratings, now that
features are a dominant factor,
takes on vital significance to the
advertiser. But a $3,500,000 ex¬
penditure for a 15.0 Trendex trans¬
lates into a fantastically high costper-thousand for a show consid¬
ered satisfactory on the rating
yardstick and the client feels he’s
got a right to squawk if he’s un¬
happy about his show and demands
some pattern of flexibility in which
to move around and do something
about it.
13-Week Option’s Demise
2. The traditional’ 13-week op¬
tion that pertained to live tele¬
vision and radio before It is grad¬
ually becoming extinct with the
move-in of the firm 26-week and
39-week film commitment. Since
the producer has a minimum of
$750,000 tied up in the filmed
show, he says he can’t afford to
sell it any other way. But where
does that leave the client who finds
l^that the show has deteriorated in
quality after the first few weeks
and wants out (a situation. that’s
applicable to so many shows to¬
day)? He hasn’t a chance in the
world unless he pays off in full—
(Continued on page 44)
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‘Studio One’ Gets
Year’s Pickup But
It’s Gotta Change
Westinghouse, one of the few
sponsors in television which budg¬
ets its television programming on
a calendar year basis, has firmed
up another year’s renewal on CBS*
TV’s “Studio One.” It’s effective
Jan. 1, which carries the show into
the following season. Renewal,
however, doesn’t mean that West¬
inghouse is overjoyed with the
show’s progress and ratings.
In fact, the conditions laid down
by McCann-Erickson agency, on be¬
half of Westinghouse, will result in
the exiting of the entire production
team currently involved on the
show. As result, Felix Jackson and
the other creative components on
the show will exit at the end of the
year with a whole new team going
in. Westinghouse fee Is’the show
lacks the excitement it generated
years ago.
While the new Westinghouse deal
stipulates an every-week sponsor¬
ship arrangement as in the past,
it’s understood that the client
wouldn’t be averse to CBS bringing
n an alternate- week bankroller.

CBS-TV’s ‘Big Record’
Looms as Major Hour
Entry in Kinnie Lineup
Powerhouse lineup of top record¬
ing names, headed by femcee Patti
Page, Nat King Cole, Pat Boone,
the Four Lads and Carol Channitfg,
has been set for the audition kin¬
nie of CBS-TV’s upcoming “The
Big Record” series. Audition is set
for Nov. 23, with CBS-TV pro¬
gramming v.p. Lfester Gottlieb, who
conceived the show, riding herd on
the kinnie and a production lineup
comprising Lee Cooley as pro¬
ducer, composer Ervin Drake as
associate producer, Rod Alexander
as stager, Jerry Shaw as director
and Larry Marx and Bill Jacob¬
son as scripters.
Lineup also includes Harry Richman, Lonnie Sattin, Hazel Scott,
Caterina Valente, Crazy Otto, Joe
Loco, the .Tyrones and the 0Vic
Schoen orch and chorus/ Format of
the series, for> which ,the. web
hopes to find a Saturday night
berth,, calls for highlighting of
singers and instrumentalists of thye
past, present and future, with the
show departmentalized to include
1
(Continued on page 50)
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SEABOARD EXITS AS
WW RADIO SPONSOR
Seaboard Drug Co., which was
so hot to sponsor Walter Winchell
last spring that it outbid several
other sponsors for his quarter-hour
show on Mutual, is backing out of
the Sunday night quarter-hour
commentary after a single 13-week
ride.
Sponsor said that the
ankling was “for cause” but would
elaborate no further.
Mutal said that the original Seaboard-Winchell contract, which be¬
gan, in September, was good for an
entire year, except for eight-weeks
out for vacation next summer.
However, the network allowed the
sponsor to leave.
Thomas F.
O’Neil, Mutual board chairman,
wants the columnist on the air
indef, with or without sponsor;
Winchell has a firm guarantee to
that effect.

With its Saturday night lineup
shaping up as one of the weaker
nights in its schedule, CBS-TV has
already put in the works its mas¬
ter programming plan for next fall,
a schedule that would see a com¬
plete revamp from 9 to 11 and the
unprecedented prospect of three
hour shows in a row. Web is planning to follow Jackie
Gleason at 9 with the new hourlong “Perry Mason” mystery tele¬
films, with the new “The Big Rec¬
ord,” which goes before the cam¬
eras for its audition run Nov. 23
(see separate story) following at
10 to 11.
The “Perry Mason” series, on
which a pilot was shot this spring
but shelved, would replace the two
filmed comedy series currently in
the 9 to 10 period, “Oh, Susanna”
and “Hey, Jeannie,” while “Big
Record” would involve the moveover of “Gunsmoke” to another
night (possibly Tuesdays) and a
wait-and-see disposition of “You’re
on Your Own,” the new audienceparticipation show that moves into
the 10:30 period late next month
in place of the current occupant,
“High Finance.”
That CBS has run into trouble
on Saturday nights, once its
strongest period, isn’t exactly a
secret. Not only have “Susanna”
and “Jeannie” failed to register to
any degree with the set owners
against the combined competition
of Lawrence Welk and Sid Caesar,
but even Jackie Gleason, though
back to his old live hourlong for¬
mat, is slipping behind the in¬
creasingly tougher Perry Como. As
for 10:30, the network never qould
come up with a winner against
“Hit Parade.”
The Columbia strategy becomes
apparent in light of the “Hit Pa¬
rade” problem.
For “Record”
would out-hit (or outparade) “Hit
Parade” in terms of a half-hour
leadin, a strong lineup of top sing¬
ing stars and a wider variety of
(Continued on page 50)

‘Jack & Beanstalk’
Towers on Ratings
“Jack & the Beanstalk” emerged
Monday night (12) as one of the
hattest-rated specs since “Peter
Pan,” with the Helen ^ DeutschJerry Livingstone tuner ‘ploughing
under the opposition and even out¬
pointing “I Love Lucy” on the
overnight Trendex. The 90-min¬
ute average for the “Producers
Showcase” entry was 33.9, com¬
pared with a 20.0 average for the
“Burns & Allen”-“Talent Scouts”“Lucy” combine on CBS-TV and
a 5.0 for Danny Thomas-“Voice of
Firestone” - Bishop Sheen on
ABC-TV.
Individual breakdowns saw
“Jack” jumping off to a 35.5 at 8
p.m., against 12.6 for “B&A” and
6.5 for Thomas. At 8:30, “Bean¬
stalk” held strong with a 35.1,
against a 19.0 for “Talent Scouts”
and 3.2 for “Firestone.” At 9, it
was a 31.2 for “Jack,” 28.4 fqr
“Lucy” and 5.2 for Bishop Sheen.
Considered a factor in the rating
payoff was the triphammered ex¬
ploitation campaign over the past
few weeks.

MARIE WILSON SHOW
PILOT SET TO ROLL TOM SARN0FFS COAST
Hollywood, Nqv. 13.
Marie Wilson will go to work
V.P. SPOT FOR CAL NAT
again for CBS-TV early next
month, her first appearance on a
net telefilm series since “My Friend
Irma” folded in 1954. She’s re¬
portedly been getting $100,000
anhually from CBS-TV in the in¬
terim, under terms of her contract,
despite her inactivity.
Miss Wilson reports to McCadden> Productions to make a pilot
for a new situation comedy created
by McCadden prexy George Burns
and her husband, Bob Fallon. In
the new series, entitled “The Marie
Wilson Show,” she’ll portray heu
seif, of course.

Hollywood, Nov. 13.
Thomas Sarnoff was elected aw
veepee of California National Pro-"
ductions at its first board of direc¬
tors meeting on the Coast. New
post makes him nominal head of
NBC’s telefilm activities in Holly¬
wood In addition to directing busi¬
ness affairs here for NBC Televi¬
sion. •’
Robert Levitt continues to head
up CNP from N. Y. as veepee and
general manager. Alan Livingston’s
vacated berth as prexy will remain
unfilled.

so
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TvB on Eve of Convention Credited
With Putting Industry in Perspective

Kellogg Buys Tune’
Kellogg this .week picked up al¬
ternate
week
sponsorship
of
“Name That Tune” on CBS-TV, ef¬
fective Nov. 27. It replaces Lano¬
lin Plus, which has bowed out to*
channel its coin into every-week
sponsorship on “Break the Bank”
on NBC-TV* Kellogg will share
“Tune” with Whitehall Pharmaqal,
show’s longtime alternate sponsor.
Kellogg business placed through
Leo Burnett.

By ART WOODSTONE
4--Television Advertising Bureau
Trout’s Toast
began in December, 1954, just shy
Robert Trout, who only a
of two years ago. It wasn’t too many
couple of weeks ago was feted,
weeks before that when television
by his CBS News colleagues
station owners expressed interest
and the CBS Radio brass on
In a special company to promote
the
occasion of his 25th anni
all stations. The idea was almost
as a newscaster, last week got
simultaneously expanded to include
even a more valued kudos.
networks in video, because a few
It was at the wrapup of his
of- its fathers felt that network
stint as anchor man for the
coin was needed to make it roll.
CBS Radio election coverage
Right from the start there were
early Wednesday morning (7).
some apathetic industryites and
After an all-night marathon at..
others offering outright criticism
the anchor slot. Trout wrapped
of the proposed venture, but never¬
it All up about 5 a.m. At
theless it went ahead. Main objec¬
which Doint the entire staff at
tion was that television needed no
the Grand Central Bldg,
artificial progeneration, that it
studios arose and gave him a
was going along nicely on its own
Washington, Nov. 13.
impetus and that it waff “blue
spontaneous standing ovation.
Storer Broadcasting Cp.’s effort
skies,” trying to translate an all¬
to establish a VHF station to cover
station promotion into tangible suc¬
cess at the individual station level.
the Portland, Ore., market, via pur¬
Secondly, when the idea of net¬
chase of the permit of KSLM-TV
works had been successfully intro¬
in Salem and relocation of the lat¬
duced and carried, another objec¬
ter’s proposed transmitter site, is
tion (expressly from some station
representatives) was that no trade
running into tough opposition.
organization of this kind “could
CBS-TV’s crackerjack news team Storer has an ultra high station in
hope to be all things to all facets
Portland (KPTV) but is now run¬
of television,” meaning that local pulled as good an election night ning into competition from three
stations were in competition with landslide as President Eisenhower, V’s. Because of unfavorable ter¬
networks for a buck.
with a Trendex score nearly equal rain, UHF in Portland is at a con¬
If anyone were to point to Radio
siderable coverage disadvantage as j
Advertising Bureau as a fine ex¬ to NBC and ABC’s combined rat¬ compared to VHF.
I
ample of a trade promotion organ¬ ings. But the speed and accuracy
Storer’s application to move
ization, -TvB’s detractors explained of the CBS returns drew some
KSLM closer to Portland, filed
that the radio plugging unit was press association squawks.
with the FCC last May, immedi¬
born in 1950 when audio, danger¬
ately encountered objections from
Both
Associated
•
Press
and
ously situated in a tv era, really
needed a push. But tv in 1954, they United Press, it’s reported, pro¬ the V's on allocation grounds and
reiterated, was “doing nicely, tested against the web’s longstand¬ also because Storer has the maxi¬
ing practice of projecting the ac¬ mum of seven tv stations. Storer
thank you.”
tual returns by an additional 10% had asked the Commission to waive
First Annual Meet
Tomorrow (Thurs.) TvB begins and announcing the inflated figure its multiple ownership rules to en¬
Its first annual, meeting to which as the latest return. Network has able him to have six instead of five
well over 200 network, station and been doing this more or less open¬ V’s. At the time he had success¬
station rep member companies ly since the 1940 election, and fully challenged the rules before
have been invited. In the final while the pratice has traditionally the U. S. Court of Appeals blit -the
analysis, only the board of direc¬ given them an edge on the compet¬ Supreme Court has since upheld
tors, which hires, fires and can ing networks and news media, this them.
Another obstacle to Storer’s
make or break the organization, is is the first time a complaint has
in position tomorrow to say befen registered. Apparently, the move developed when KVAN In
Vancouver,
Wash., just across the.
inflated
figures
turned
out
to
be
whether TvB has become the an¬
swer to the aforementioned objec¬ accurate, however; there was no state line from Portland, petitioned
tions. But here are many of the disputing the returns themselves. the Commission to allocate chan¬
The CBS-TV Trendex average nel 2 to the area. KVAN has a
things which the trade at large
feels TvB has accomplished in its for the 9-11 p.m. period was a 25.3 UHF permit. Last week, the three
time, and a few of the things it has and 42.1% share. NBC-TV was V’s in Portland asked FCC to con¬
not:
next with a 13.8 average and solidate the KVAN petition for
One of the first things of major 23.0% share, while ABC was a “full comparative hearings” with
Importance that Oliver Treyz, who close third with a 13.1 and a 21.8% the Storer application.
This move by the V’s brought
(Continued on page 46)
share. That ABC figure was signi¬
ficant—it’s the first time that the swift opposition from Storer in a
network has come close to one of letter from its counsel, Robert F.
the others on a special event
(Continued on page 46)
where the three webs were all cov¬
ering. Traditionally, ABC has run
at about .half the NBC overage,
with NBC just a peg below CBS.
Example is the August conventions,
where CBS had a 41.8% share,
In the space of a few short NBC a 33.5% share and ABC a
Quiet revamp of the 11-11:30
weeks, NBC-TV’s 7:45 p.m. news poor third with a 14.5% share.
p.m. all-color weeknight lineup at
strip has become SRO again. Web
WRCA-TV, the NBC-TV flagship in
last week signed American Can
N.Y., took place this week, with
Co., via the Compton agency, to al¬
the Jimmy Powers sports show
ternate Tuesday sponsorship, bring¬
dropped and a new five-minute
ing the revamped news stanza to
comedy series starring a different
full five-day sponsored status.
personality each night and title'd
American Can starts in January,
Carter Products is growing in¬ “Punchline” installed.
Lineup
snd will alternate with Pan Ameri¬ creasingly sportsminded for its Rise now has the John K. M. McCafcan World Airways.
Shave Cream. Carter, through fery news as before at 11-11:10, the
Meanwhile, the web is jubilant SSC&B, last week increased its weather with Tex Antoine at 11:10about the first limited rating re¬ stake in the New Year’s Day Cot¬ 11:15, the Hy Gardner show drop¬
turns on the show, although it’s ton Bowl telecast on NBC-TV from ping down five minutes to 11:15handing out only one-day figures, one-quarter • to one-half sponsor¬ 11:25 and “Punchline” installed
that of its first Thursday, Nov. 1. ship; it had inked for the one- at 11:25.
On that date, in its fourth time fourth some time earlier, but de¬
Lineup of comics for the show
on the air, the Chet Huntley-David cided to expand.
for this week is Will Jordan, Garry
Brinkley starrer (with a new pro¬
Just a few weeks back, Carter Morton (already on), Sid Gould,
duction team headed by Reuven also bought a quarter-share of the Joey Carter and Danny Crystal.
Frank) scored a 17.2 Trendex with NBC-TV pro basketball Saturday Next week’s roster comprises Cor¬
a 36.9% share, outrating CBS’ afternoon coverage starting late bett Monica, Herkie Styles, Joey
“Sgt. Preston” and ABC-TV’s this fall. Business was placed Adams, Alan Drake and Jimmy
“Lone Ranger.” Former got a through SSC&B.
Komack.
9.4 with a 20.3% share and
'“Ranger” an 11.5 and 25.5% share.
By handing out ratings for that
Thursday only, the web threw some
skepticism on the overall impact
of the show, however. For one
thing, that’s the night on which the
NBC’s research operation has conducted a small but intensive
news show has its weakest opposi¬
study of reactions to various color symbols like the network’s own
tion. For another, that was the
peacock, the CBS colored eye, a stylized rainbow, a similarly styl¬
night when the Mid-East crisis
ized paintbrush and the NBC chimes . The peacock fared best of
and the Hungarian situation were
all the symbols, according to the report, but the chimes were among
at their most critical juncture, and
the lowest in terms of color associations among these interviewed.
news of any kind was a hot com¬
The peacock ranked first in all but one category; it got the high¬
modity.
est reactions in terms of “gave color associations,” “reminds them
On the sponsorship front, how¬
most of color,” “associated with bright colors,” .“would color this
ever, “NBC News” looks set for
one first (blank drawing to be colored in)—all these in responses
some time to come.
Both the
to black & white symbols. In the responses to colored symbols, it
American Can 'and PanAm buys
ranked first as “looks most colorful,” “liked this one best” and
start in January, and meanwhile
“recalled this one first.” The only*category in which it did score
the web has gbtten 26-week re¬
first was in the responses to the black & white symbols to “gave
newals from two other plients.
favorable associations,” where the CBS eye was^on top* Report
They are Time Inc., which spon¬
stated that there were no indications of “haughtiness” or “arro¬
sors alternate Wednesdays, atfd
gance” with respect to the peacock; only the rainbow brought any
Sperry-Rand, which currently oc¬
appreciable number of unfavorable responses. It concludes that
cupies Tuesdays but will shift to
the peacock “appears to be clearly the most effective color symbol”
Thursdays once PanAm and Amer¬
and that while the CBS eye was given a more favorable response*
ican Can move in.
in one case, “it is not available to us.”

Storer Runs Into
Some Troubles On
Oregon V Shift

CBS’ Election Returns
Also a Landslide, But
Cue Press Assn. Beefs

Himtley-Brinkley
Segs in TV SRO

WRCA-TV SNEAKS IN
5-MIN. COMEDY SHOW

CARTER COTTONS UP
TO BOWL TELECAST

NBC Strutting Its Peacock
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The Week’s Trendex
Ed Sullivan’s mighty lineup (Bing Crosby, Phil Silvers, Julie
Andrews, Kate Smith, etc.) powerhoused to a better than two-toone Trendex advantage over Steve Allen Sunday night (11). Perry
Como continued to outpoint Jackie Gleason on Saturday, but Wal¬
ter Wincheli reversed his form of the past two Fridays to nose out
“Zane Grey Theatre.”
Sullivan show scored a 35.5 Trendex average on the 8 to 9 hour,
compared with Allen’s-17.1 average, and ABC’s “Amateur HourPress Conference” average of 5.2. On Saturday, Como edged
Gleason by 25.2 to 23.8, with ABC’s “Famous Film Festival” poor
third with a 2.8. On Friday, Wincheli squeezed past “Zane Grey”
by an 18.8 to 18.1 score, ABC’s “Crossroads” scoring an 11.7. Later
that evening, Jerry Lewis, subbing for Ed Murrow on “Person to
Person,” continued that show’s domination with a 26,5 vs. the NBC
“Cavalcade of Sports” fights, which could muster only a 9.9.
On Thursday, CBS-TV continued its overall,domination of the
8:30-11 period via “Climax” and “Playhouse. 90.” “Climax aver¬
aged out at 25.9 with a 46.1% share at 8:30-9:30—it scratched
ahead by one decimal point of the 23.0 racked up by “Dragnet” on
NBC at 8:30, then raced far ahead of “People’s Choice” on NBC at
9, 28.6 to 16.9. ABC’s contribution was a 4.5 at 8:30 with a special
Oldsmobile show and a 10.0 at 9 with “Wire Service.”
“Playhouse 90” averaged out in its 9:30-11 stand to a 24.6 with
a 47.4% share. It beat NBC’s “Tennessee Ernie Show” in the first
half-hour, 27.9 to 14.1 (with “Wire Service” winding with an 8.7)
and in the following hour, trampled “Lux Video Theatre” with a
22.9 average against 'the “Lux” average of 15.3.
On Wednesday, Arthur Godfrey continued his up-again, downagain Trendex pattern. This time he was up, with an 18.8 average
on the 8-9 hour compared with ABC’s average of 18.4 and NBC’s
13.3. Earlier that night, “Giant Step” preemed on CBS in okay
fashion, scoring a 13.1 (25.1% share) against “Disneyland’s” 20.8
and 40.6% share. The NBC score for the segment was an 11.7 for
Eddie Fisher and a 9.0 for the NBC News.
Last Tuesday saw CBS-TV’s “Name That Tune” trim ABC’s
“Cheyenne” for the first time this year, “Tune” drawing a 20.0
Trendex as against 17.7 for first half of the western.

McGannon: ‘What’s Subservient
About a Music & News Format?’
+
Same All Over
Herb Golden (cx-Variety
who is now asst, vicepresident
of the Amusement industries
Division of Bankers Trust Co.)
writes from Moscow:
“All the Russians we talked
to sound just like home. They
say ‘We never watch television
any more; the shows are ter¬
rible.’ But they do have a real
test pattern on all day.”

Pact Metop Stars
For Sullivan Stow;
Callas Set for Tosca’
Ed Sullivan last week tied the
Metropolitan Opera Co. down to a
five-show deal involving the pres¬
entation of fully-staged scenes with
Met stars, conductors and pro¬
ducers on the Sullivan CBS-TV
show, with the first such presenta¬
tion set for a week from Sunday
(25). That will be a scene from
VTosca,” with Maria Meneghini
Callas making her videbut oppositeGeorge London.
Second scheduled appearance
will be Dec. 9, with Dorothy Kir¬
sten and Mario Del Monaco star¬
ring in the finale of Act I of
“Madame Butterfly.” Others aren’t
set, but Renata Tebaldi will appear
in at least one other telecast. Met’s
orchestra and condutcors will be
used, with Dmitri Mitropoulos set
t<T conduct the “Tosca” scene. Met
general manager Rudolph Bing will
introduce the segments, while as¬
sistant manager John Gutman will
produce.
Under the deal with the Met,
Sullivan will underwrite the pro¬
duction and talent costs for the
appearances, said to run about
$100,000, and will also make sub¬
stantial contributions to the Met
for the rights.

U. S. Time Co. Extends
Steve Allen Sponsorship
Steve Allen, whose Sunday nighj;
sponsorship picture has been on
the erratic side, this week got a
vote of confidence from one of his
shortterm bankrollers, U. S. Time
Co., which had originally signed
for. one-third sponsorship on four
shows only this fall, has extended
Its pact to include 13 additional
one-third segments for winter,
spring and next fall.
New dates pencilled in for U. S,
Time are Jan. 13 and 21, Feb. 10
and 24, March 10 and 24 and April
14 and 28, with five unspecified
dates committed for the fall.'Deal
was set through the Peck agency.

Trenton, Nov. 13.
The critical bombardment ver¬
bally and in print, from within the
industry and occasionally from
without, about so much o§ inde¬
pendent radio being an “electronic
jukebox” has broadcasters afraid
of ultimate repercussions in Wash¬
ington. So last week Donald H.
McGannon, prexy of Westinghouse
Broadcasting Co., decided to take
a crack at the critics in an obvious
attempt to better industry-wide
public relations.
He told the N. J. Broadcasters
Assn, here last week that sugges¬
tions to establish “second class li¬
censes or reduction in power” for
a “vague group of stations” is
“reckless.” McGannon told Jersey
radio men that he objected also to
the lack of constructive criticism
to accompany the downbeating.
The criticisms proved reckless, he
said, because they failed to pro-.
vide a definition for “electronic
jukebox,” or “particular or specific
default by broadcasters in obliga¬
tion.”
“I could conclude with some jus¬
tification,” McGannon declared,
“that they (the critics) are advocat¬
ing the policy of inertia which has
beset this industry for a long time:
let’s just sit and wait and some(Continued on page 50)

Don Davis Named
New KMBC Prexy
Kansas City, Nov. 13.
New alignment of officers and di¬
rectors has been made. at the
KMBC Broadcasting Co., operators
of KMBC and KFRM radio and
KMBC-TV, following the recent
death of Robert B. Caldwell. He
had been head of the Cook Paint
and Varnish Co., of which the
broadcasting company is a sub*
sidiary.
Chairman of the board of the
broadcasting subsid is now Lathrop G. Backstrom, president of
Cook, who succeeds Caldwell in
the post. Donald D. Davis was
named president of the broadcast¬
ing company, moved up from the
position of executive vice presi¬
dent. That title now goes to John
T. Schilling, who had been v-p and
general manager. George J. Hig¬
gins was named v-p in charge of
regional and national spot sales
for radio and television.
John F. Cash of the Cook organ¬
ization was elected vice president
and treasurer of the broadcasting
company, and M. D. Blackwell, of
the company’s law firm, was
elected secretary, and a member of
the board of directors succeeding
Caldwell, who also headed the law
firm.
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U. S. VOTES IN TV SLEUTHS
Siobhan of the misbegotten’
If current negotiations go through, “Moon for the Misbegotten/’
the Eugene O’Neill play which folded on the road a few seasons
back before it ever reached New York, will be done as a 90-minute
vehicle on “Omnibus,” this season with Siobhan McKenna as the
star. Miss McKenna has just been pacted for two appearances on
the ABC-TV-Ford Foundation show, doing her initial stint this
coming Sunday in a 45-minute series of Irish theatre -vignettes
(O’Casey, Synge, etc.) For her second “Omnibus” showcasing,
Robert Saudek, exec producer, is currently trying to line up the
“Misbegotten” play since it obviously becomes a “hot property” in
view of O’Neill's “Long Day’s Journey, Into NigHt”- Broadway click
at the Helen Hayes Theatre. Miss McKenna was previously repre¬
sented on tv by her recent role in Somerset Maugham’s “The Let¬
ter” on “Producers’ Showcase.” She was sought for a Hollywood
film chore but turned it down, preferring to reopen “St. Joan” at
the downtown Phoenix, N. Y., thus making herself available for
the tv offer. Also figuring in the “Misbegotten” plans is Walter
Kerr, the N. Y. Herald-Tribune drama critic who is drama con¬
sultant for “Omnibus.”
Julie Harris may also be signed for an “Omni” stint this season.
Saudek and Kerr figure she’d be a natural as the lead for the
“Amelia Earhart Story” scheduled as a 90-minute entry later this
season.

Cleve. AM-TV Stations’ Bonanza
As Newspaper Strike Continues
Cleveland, Nov. 13. 4
A plethora of radio time sales I
has sent billings into “SRO” at the ]
city's eight audio outlets, and three
Brands this week closed
tv stations as a result of a city theStandard
sponsorship lid on “Queen for a
newspaper strike that has shut
down the Plain Dealer, News and Day” with the purchase of alternate
Tuesday quarter-hours in the NBCPress since Oct. 31.
TV day timers starting Jan. 8 for a
Like the golden dollar-days of 52-week span. It’s a $400,000 in¬
World War Two, broadcasting time vestment for the food outfit, and
salesmen have not had to venture brings “Queen” back to SRO status.
from their desks because of de¬
Buy was made through Ted Bates
mands from department stores, agency.
food stores, automobiles and appli¬
ance dealers who have bought
every available newscast, spot avail¬
ability, etc. Radio, particularly, has
reaped the financial harvest since
the three tv outlets, KYW-TV
WJW-TV and WEWS had been en¬
joying strong sales seasons.
Billings, in virtually every radio
station more than tripled since the
strike, and programming geared
around newscasts has meant adding
of newsmen to staffs in several
key stations.
London, Nov. 13.
Reflecting the rundown of hy¬
A live British show, “Sunday
poed station newscasting, here’s
the rundown: KYW-TV, up 100% Night At The Palladium,” which
from seven to 18; WJW-TV, from regularly includes the American
four to 13; WEWS, from five to 20. giveaway game “Beat The Clock,”
In radio, KYW from 26 to 33; has beat all Yank import programs
WGAR, three to 11; WSRS, 40 to to the top of the popularity poll,
60; WDOK, eight to 20; WJW, 20 according to a report on the first
to 32; WERE, 24 to 36; WHK, five year’s operation of commercial tv.
to 12; while WJMO, the sunup to The show, which moves from the
sundown station has maintained Palladium for three months dur¬
its one newscast on the hour every ing the summer and transfers to
Blackpool for the holiday season,
hour.
Meanwhile, the strike, caused by and often features American heada wage split between publishers
continued on page 50)
and the Cleveland Press, has re¬
sulted in the breakdown of the pub¬
lishers’ ban against newsmen ap¬
pearing on the air. Stating they
had been “locked out” Ward
Marsh, movie critic of .the Plain
By FARRELL DAVISSON
Dealers, and Arthur Speaeth, movie
critic, The News, have been doing
Chicago, Nov. 13.
a series of spots on tv for the
The era of the longwinded com¬
major downtown movie houses.
Several stations, including KYW, mercials and those filmed and/or
WDOK, and WSRS have added live pitchmen routines is finally
newspaper men to their news de- coming to an end for Chicago tele¬
(Continued on page 46)
vision, prompting no doubt much
rejoicing on the part of the long
suffering fans.
For the first time in many a year
there isn’t a droning pitcheroo to
be found on the local channels and
the “coulda talked all night” spon¬
sors that still prevail have been
told to button up with in the spe¬
Cleveland, Nov. 13.
cified spiel limits of the NARTB
Clevelanders have had a 24-hour Code of Good Practice.
on-the-air newspaper via indie
Actually, the NARTB Code guar¬
WERE, with the station harnessing dians can at best claim only sec¬
every facility in order to fill the ondary credit for the “clean up”
news vacuum caused by the news¬ here, even though the three net¬
paper strike in Ohio’s largest city, work-owned stations have been
in its second week. It has been a Code members since its inception.
fast-breaking news period, too, What has occurred and is occurring
with the elections and the crisis in is a form of hometown self-polic¬
the Middle East and Europe.
ing that has put or is keeping all
As soon as labor-management four stations on their best be¬
negotiations broke down Nov. 1 havior. In short, the boys are
WERE’g FM facilities were imme¬ poised to blow the whistle on the
diately converted to 24-hour news competitor that gets out of line.
coverage. Additional 15 - minute And in at least one instance, the
newscasts were scheduled on AM whistle was blown clear to the New
to supplement the, regular hourly York homeoffice with the resultant
reports. For the duration of the hard feelings all around.
Cleveland newspaper strike WERE
The pot started boiling some two
purchased additional UP and AP months ago^when with considerable
(Continued on page 50)
fanfare, WGN-TV announced it

‘Queen’s- King-Size Coin

Britain TV Fares:
‘Palladium’ Show,
‘Dragnet’&lncy’

CONTINUED

NBC Radio’s Revamped Program
QUIZ Sked Okayed by Key Aifil Group

Washington, Nov. 13.
Retention of Democratic control |
of Congress, a political phenom¬
enon in view of last week’s land-1
slide vote for President Eisen¬
hower, may mean that Washington
scrutiny of the television industry
will continue unabated.
The immediate effect of the
election is* that the important Sen¬
ate and. House committees which
have been giving the FCC a rough
time continue under the same lead¬
ership. Sen. Warren Magnuson (D>
Wash.) will be back as chairman of
the Senate Interstate Commerce
Committee when Congress con¬
venes in January. And so will
Chairman Emanuel Celler (D-N.Y.)
of the House Judiciary Committee.
It is not only during the next
two years that the FCC will have
to face Congressional committees^
demanding action on the alloca¬
tions and monopoly fronts. Demo- j
cratic control of Congress is now j
virtually assured for the next four
years, with little prospect of
changes in committee membership
which would seriously affect the
Congressional attitude toward the
agency.
’ Only 11 Democratic members of
the Senate come up for reeleqtion
in 1958 and six of these are from
the South. The other five—John
O. Pastore (D-R.L), ranking mem¬
ber of the Interstate Commerce
Committee, John F. Kennedy (DMass.), Dennis Chavez (D-N.M.),
Henry M. Jackson (D.-Wash.) and
Mike Mansfield (D-Mont.)—are ex¬
pected to win handily. On the other
hand, there will be'21 Republicans
up for reelection and most of them
will face tough opposition.
It’s almost certain, therefore,
that the Democrats will increase
their margin in the Senate. Politi¬
cal observers here expect they will
do the same in the House.
With such continuity of Demo¬
cratic ’control of “the hill,” the reg¬
ulatory agencies, including the
FCC, now know where they stand.
No longer can they hope for a
change in committee chairmanships
which might relieve them of the
investigations to which they have
been subjected.
Sen. Magnuson’s committee has
served notice on the FCC that it
will “follow very closely” the
agency’s progress in carrying out
its allocation proposals, including
the interim plan for deintermix¬
ture, comments on which are now
due Dec. 3. In its Teport of last
July 23, the Committee urged
(Continued on page 50)

Still Booz’n It Up
When NBC’s organizational
revamp that saw the creation
of four exec v.p. slots and the
exit of Pat Weaver was final¬
ized a couple of months ago,
it was done so on the heels of
a management survey by the
Booz, Allen, Hamilton effi¬
ciency consultants.
At that point, everyone
thought that Booz, Allen was
finished and out of the picture
at least for the time being.
But the v/ord is that the man¬
agement unit is still at work
at the network, surveying vari¬
ous departments in depth.

DuMont’s $637,186
Broadcasting Loss
For 9-Mo. Period
DuMont
Broadcasting
Corp.
showed a net loss of $637,186 for
the first 39 weeks of 1956. Com¬
pany began in early December of
1955 after being separated from
DuMont Laboratories Inc., and the
books for the first month of opera¬
tion were not disclosed by prexy
Bernard Goodwin in his report last
week to stockholders.
Goodwin feels that for the last
13 weeks of the year, DuMont,
which owns WABD, N. Y., and
WTTG, Washington, D. C., will op¬
erate at a small cash profit before
depreciation. The tv company’s
depreciation for 1956 was project¬
ed to approximately $375,000 by
Goodwin. He told investors that
he expected the firm would be
making a small net profit after de¬
preciation in 1957.
Goodwin mentioned to stock¬
holders last spring that a meeting
of stockholders might be h'ld this
fall. However, he explained that
an audited report at this time is
available only for the month of
December, last year, so a meeting
has been put off until May 13, 1957.
A - “complete revision” of the
two-station corporation’s operating,
program and sales policies hag
been made in 1956, Goodwin
stated. He spoke of revitalizing all
equipment and power of WTTG
(Continued on page 50)

Pitch Out The Pitcheroos

WERE Converted Into
Newspaper-Of-The-Air
In Cleve. Strike Crisis

was putting its house in order by
subscribing to the Code and cut¬
ting back its commercial time allot¬
ments accordingly.
After a two-month whittling
down period granted its sponsors,
WGN-TV’s deadline for full com¬
pliance with the Code standards is
Thursday (15).
The announcement prompted two
reactions in the trade. One was
“it’s about time.” The other was
“maybe they’re bluffing and they’ll
relent- a bit here and there when
they hear the uproar from the local
advertisers accustomed to talking
for 18 minutes during a 90-minute
feature film.”
But the skeptics soon found out
that the new WGN-TV chief Ward
Quaal, who incidentally had a hand
in formulating the original Code,
wasn’t fooling, especially when’ he
underscored that fact with a direct
communique to the then ABC prez
Robert Kintner regarding the web’s
WBKB.
Even before WGN-TV
had got “religion,” WBKB had
discarded the straight pitch time
sales. And now partly as the result
of the WGN-TV “example”. and
partly because an over-eager-client
with padded blurbs can no longer
use the argument that he can take
his business to the Trib station,
WBKB salesmen are notifying their
accounts that there will be no
more “blinking” at copy that runs

over the Code limits.
Policemen routine has reached
the point where the stations are
literally -holding a stopwatch on
one another and are keeping an
eagle eye out for Code violations
in the “decency and good taste”
categories. Word started circulat¬
ing a few weeks ago, still uncon¬
firmed, that WGN-TV was monitor¬
ing its competitors’ programs.
Whether that project ever got
started or not, it’s known that at
both WBKB and WNBQ spotters
are on the alert for any violations
of the Code on WGN-TV. While
the donneybrook at the moment
hasn’t made for precisely friendly
intramural relations, it certainly
projected the respective continuity
acceptance editors into new found
prominence.
CBS-TV’s WBBM-TV has been
able to stay pretty much aloof
since it has never catered to the
pitch clientele and in its virtual
SRO capacity has succeeded in gen¬
erally keeping the selling spiels
within bounds.
So for all 'practical purposes,
Chi tv is becoming as clean as the
proverbial hound’s tooth at this
rather late stage of the game. AH of
which raises the intriguing question
as to where were the NARTB
Code proctors when as late as last
summer even NBC-TV’s WNBQ
was carrying one of those pitch
screamers.

A revamped program schedule
involving the feeding of five min¬
utes of news every hour between
7 a.m. and 11 p.m., the creation of
“hot line” service for top news
breaks at any hour, the extension
of “Monitor” to 8-10 p.m. Friday
nights and the installation of new
weeknight programming won the
unanimous approval of the NBC
Radio affiliates exec committee
and the affiliates program advisory
body last Friday (9) and will be
pitched to individual affiliates for
ratification during the next two
weeks.
The new schedule calls for the
continuance of “NBC Bandstand”
in the mornings, with an upped
budget, along with the retention of
two hours of dramatic program¬
ming afternoons along with a new
one-hour “personality” show. Roy
Winsor, former Biow agency v.p.
and now an independent producerconsultant on soapopera produc¬
tion, is working with the web in
the evaluation of present daytime
soaps and the development of new
ones, Exact lineup of the daytimers isn’t set yet, and it’s not
determined whether the soaps will
follow the personality stanza or
vice-versa.
Nighttime schedule will retain
the current 8-9 program block, but
the web will install a new hourlong
cross-the-board stanza at 9, fol¬
lowed by public service program¬
ming at 10. “Monitor” will cut
across the weeknight schedule Fri¬
days, first time the show has
burst its weekend boundaries.
Other features of the new pro¬
gram plan involve the decision to
allow affiliates to sell any open
commercial positions on network
shows, subject to recapture by the
web, with the stations keeping all
the proceeds. Station breaks will
be extended to 70 seconds, permit(Continued on page 50)

Admits TV ‘Sensational’
But Danny Kaye Still
Wants to Bide Time
Hollywood, Nov. 13.
Danny Kaye is hopeful out of
his 90-minute filmed CBS-TV pro¬
gram Dec. 2 for UNICEF may come
an idea which will serve as his en¬
try Into tv.
Longest holdout against the
medium of any top comic, Kaye
conceded yesterday (Mon.) that tv
is “sensational,” but that he's bid¬
ding his time until the right idea
developed. If he enters tv, there
will be two or three specs a year,
never a regular series, he said.
Only previous tv appearances were
with President Eisenhower for Ko¬
rean aid and public service broad¬
casts.

GOODYEAR EXITING
‘GREATEST STORY’
“The Greatest Story Ever Told,”
the half-hour inspirational radio
series which bas been sponsored by
Goodyear Tire & Rubber since first
going on the air 10 years ago, will
end after the Dec. 30 performance
over ABC. Sponsor, which never
aired any plugs has decided to can¬
cel.
Network reports that it is not
seeking another sponsor. Show is
heard Sundays from 5:30 to 6 p.m.

Longines’ Holiday Spec
Will Rogers Jr„ Joe E. Brown
and Duke Ellington have been
signed to the cast of LonginesWittnauer’s special Thanksgiving
Day spec on CBS-TV. Show, set
for the 5 to 6 hour, will deal with
“90 years of music,” the theme
coinciding with the watch com¬
pany’s 90th anniversary.
Rogers and Brown will handle
part of the narration, witji Elling¬
ton appearing as a performer.
Longines Symphonette under
Michel Piastro and the Corps de
Ballet will handle the musical and
choreographic elements.
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WIP
Kraft’s Product Protection Pact In Ben GimbelJSumps
Com’ls for UN Pickups
TV-Radio Production Centres
NBC-TV mm Daytime Deal
IN NEW YORK CITY . . •
Philadelphia, Nov. 13.
Benedict Gimbel Jr. president
and general manager of WIP, ex¬
pressed pride in the fact that his
station carried over 22 full hours of
emergency sessions of the United
Nations General Assembly and Se-'j
curity Council meetings. Although
it was necessary to displace many
sponsored programs and announce¬
ments, every advertiser, expressed
willingness to go along. Over 200
commercials and 30 programs were
affected.
Gimbel felt that “radio was the
only medium which could ade¬
quately cover the dramatic meet¬
ings as the United Nations de¬
liberates on the Israel-Egypt and
Russian-Hungarian crises.
Tele¬
vision cannot afford to preempt
regular programs.”

Kraft Foods has signed a $1,900,-4000 four-show daytime television
Not a Total Loss
deal -with NBC-TV which provides
NBC-TV’s huge color con¬
for a precedent-making product
version program, embracing
colorcasting of at least one
protection agreement which the
major show per evening this
network hopes will solve the in¬
year and envisioning two a
creasingly complex problem of pro¬
night next season, has been
tection. If the Kraft plan works,
undertaken at NBC’s expense,
NBC believes, it will bring to tele¬
with
the web underwriting all
vision a way of providing multiple
additional costs of “tintigg up”
sponsors (particularly in daytime)
the ex-black & whiters.
with the same kind of flexibility
The expense, of course, is
enjoyed by print, where competing
being chalked up to promo¬
products appear on different pages
tion for the sale of RCA colorof the same newspaper or maga¬
sets, and-there has been a
zine.
Under the deal, Kraft is buying^ payoff in this area in at least
one sense. In one recent b&wwhat amounts to four contiguous
to-color program switchover,
quarter-hours every Thursday for
WVNJ Also Scraps Coml’s
RCA
sold nine tintsets—to the
a 52-week period. It will take the.
During the recent critical press
client
and
his
agency
execs.
second quarter-hour of “Tic Tac
levelled against the networks for
Dough,” the first and second “Mat¬
their eye-glaze as to the United
inee Theatre” participating posi¬
Nations sessions dealing with Hun¬
tions (tantamount to a quartergary and Egypt one station in the
hour), the “Modern Romances”
metropolitan area, WVNJ of New¬
quarter-hour and the first quarterark, cleared itself of commercials
hour in “Comedy Time.” Every¬
and concentrated on the UN. Ac¬
thing starts in January, probably
tion is the more remarkable as it
Jan. 3.
was ordered by a general sales
Cancellation of “Ford Star Ju¬ factotum, Ivon Newman, with, of
Under the unique product pro¬
tection agreement, NBC will afford bilee” Saturday night CBS-TV spec course, the permission of the New¬
protection for all of Kraft’s 14 dif¬ series by Ford Motor Co. has neces¬ ark News, owner of the station.
New York’s municipal station,
ferent products on Thursdays only, sitated a repacting of contracts by
WNYC, also extensively reported
for the same shows (“Tic Tac
the
network
among
the
regular
the UN but had only itself, and no
. Dough” and “Comedy Time” are
half-hour shows and therefore have sponsors of the half-hour shows oc¬ advertising cancellations, fo con¬
another sponsor; “Matinee” is par¬ cupying the 9:30 to 11 p.m. periods. sider.
ticipating and has several sponsors
To allow for the one-a-month
per day; only “Romances” is singly specs
as-was the case last
sponsored), and also for the quar¬ season,CBS,
had negotiated on a threeter-hour ' immediately preceding
and following the Kraft-sponsored weeks-out-of-four basis for the reg¬
ular 30-minute shows. These in¬
segments.
cluded “Oh, Susanna,” “GunArnie Rosen and Coleman Jacoby,
In return for this, Kraft agrees smoke” and “High Finance.” With
that it will not use the program “Ford Star Jubilee” now a thing who scripted NBC-TV’s “Bachelor”
host to deliver its commercials per¬ of the past, the half-hour clients spec, have created an entire new
sonally, although the host will will stay with their shows four book for “High Button Shoes'
which gets a Nov. 24 showcasing on
mention Kraft in the leadins to the weeks out of four.
the network. Nanette Fabray, who
commercials. Idea of such an ar¬
sparked the legit version, will star
rangement is that it affords “ver¬
in the spec along with Hal March
tical” protection for Kraft, that is,
and Don Ameche.
protection restricted to Thursdays
The three basic characters and
and leaving all other days open for
the
score of the original have sur¬
competitive brands.' At the same
vived the Rosen-Jacoby shears and
time, any possible conflict over
Richard Dunlap has resigned as remain in the modernized version,
identification with the program or
host is eliminated for non-Thurs¬ producer and director for “Kraft otherwise there will be a complete
day competitive sponsors through Television Theatre” to become new story line.
the non-use of the featured person¬ second-in-command to executive
producer Robert Saudek of the
ality of the show.
Just what kind of problem this Ford Foundation Radio-TV Work¬
Dunlap,
conflict over personalities can be shop and “Omnibus.”
Ernest Lee Jahncke Jr. on Mon¬
produced is illustrated by the fact with “Kraft” since 1953, assumes day (12) confirmed his resignation
his
“Omni”
duties
immediately.
that NBC last week assigned Gene
as veep and assistant to the presi¬
He’ll be associate producer of dent at ABC. Jahncke explained
Rayburn to emcee the Friday seg¬
ment of “Tic Tac Dough,” which the hour-and-a-half weekly ABC-TV that he was offered an opportunity
till now has been hosted five-days- program. Dunlap has done free¬ by new boss Leonard Goldenson
weekly by Jack Barry, the show’s lance jobs for Saudek, last season to stay on at the network, where
co-packager. Barry also co-pack- having produced the three-part he began 20 years ago, but that
ages the Wednesday night “Twen¬ “Constitution” series (with Joseph he wouldn’t be “happy or enthusi¬
ty-One,” which he and Dan Enright Welch fronting) and the “Billy astic” in any job other than the
also package for Pharmaceuticals Mitchell Court-Martial.”
one he has.
Inc. Latter has a new product,
Appointment fills the vacancy
Goldenson wanted to remove him
Zarumin, which it claims competes made a fortnight ago when Paul from command of station relations,
with the Friday sponsor of “Tic Feigay, after four years with the Jahncke’s primary job under the
Tac,” Mentholatum. Consequently, program, quit to produce “The former ABC topper, Robert Kintit’s asked NBC to release Barry Most Beautiful Girl in the World” ner. Hereafter, Edward DeGray,
from the Friday emcee chores be¬ for Revlon. However, latter show national director of station rela¬
cause of the conflict of identifica¬ has been bumped even before tions for ABC Radio, will report
tion of Barry with the competing going on.
directly to Don Durgin, radio net¬
products.
*
work director. Alfred Beckman,
NBC has just one hurdle to
DeGray’s tv counterpart, will re¬
clear before the protection ‘agree¬
port to Oliver Treyz, tv network
ments take effect. Sweets Co. of
boss. Both men formerly report¬
America has the second Thursday
ed directly to Jahncke.
quarter-hour of “Comedy Time,”
and its Tootsie Roll is competitive
Walter Cronkite is taking over
with the Kraft caramel line. NBC the CBS-TV daytime news strip Ludden Gets Program
figures it can get Sweets to move from Charles CoIIingwood and the
Slot on NBC Radio
to another day once the Kraft 1 fo 1:10 series is being retitled
Producer-packager-emcee Allen
sponsorship gets underway.
“Walter Cronkite & the News.” Ludden has been named manager
CoIIingwood has asked out because of program planning and develop¬
of additional duties involved in his ment of NBC Radio, in the con¬
narrating chores on the upcoming tinuing expansion , of the web’s pro¬
“Odyssey” series.
gram department. Robert Wogan
It’s Cronkite’s first daily show has been named manager of pro¬
in some time, though he holds gram operations, while Van D.
down the Sunday night network Woodward becomes manager of
news slot at 11 p.m. and does spe¬ scripts. All three report to Nor¬
London, Nov. 13.
cial events duty plus narration on man Livingston, the web’s n<
The oldest profession in the “You Ar0 There.”
director of programming.
world, prostitution, will be the sub¬
ject of an hour long BBC-TV docu¬
mentary feature next month. Titled
“Without Love,” the program is be¬
ing compiled by writer Colin Mor¬
ris and producer Gilchrist Calder,
Niteries in the N.Y. sector are loaded with talent scouts these
who got their material in London
days, so desperate is the need for guest performers on the everand provincial cities from welfare
increasing
variety segments on television. Particularly frantic is
organizations, police and, direct
the search for fresh names and faces in order to get away from the
from the women of the streets.
repeat pattern of familiar acts. As one tv star put it: “How many
It will be designed to show some’
times around can you go with a Sammy Davis?”
of the circumstances which could
“Not a nitery spot is being left untapped. For example, last
cause a girl to become a prostitute.
week alone yielded three guest shots out of the Blue Angel intime
The production will be dramatized
spot, with T. C. Jones, the impersonator, playing the Steve Allen
and all parts played by actors and
Show; Martha Davis & Spouse going into the Perry Como hour and
actresses.,
Jill Corey booked for the Walter Winchell show.
Later the same evening, a discus¬
Blue Angel’s status as an incubating ground for show biz per¬
sion by a group of people not yet
sonalities is of course almost traditional, with the eastside boite
named will comment on the tv
credited with incepting suph talent as Imogene Coca, Wally Cox,
treatment of the subject.
Orson Bean, among others.

It’s Business As Usual
Sat. Kites On CBS-TV
With‘Star Jubilee* Exit

‘HIGH BUTTON SHOES’
REVISED AS TV SPEC

DUNLAP QUITS KRAFT
TO JOIN ‘OMNIBUS’

Jahncke Quits ABC.

Cronkite’s Daytime Slot
In CoIIingwood Bowout

BBC-TV Documentary
On Oldest Profession;
Prosties Interviewed

Nitery-to-Vaudeo

{

Steve Libby, former manager and publicity director for Fred Waring,
joined Young & Rubicam’s publicity department . . , WRCA program
manager Steve White giving a course on radio-tv announcing at Colum¬
bia, while samp station’s exec producer, Len Weinles,vholding down &
scriptwriting course at New York U. . . . CBS Radio-prez Arthur Hull
Hayes addressed the Adcraft Club in Detroit Friday (9) . . , Johnny
Andrews guests on “Home” this week . . . Dick McCue moved over
from NBC’s network side to become a staff director at WRCA Radio ...
Sig Mickelson, CBS v.p. in charge of news & public affairs, to Louis¬
ville Nov. 29 to speak at a Sigma Delta Phi forum on election coverage
, . . Bill Fagan, CBS-TV administrative sales manager, on jury dttty . . *.
WRCA-TV newscaster Roger Bowman addresses the Pen Women of
Greenwich tomorrow (Thurs.) on news presentation . . . Thirty new
members will be inducted into CBS’ 20-Year Club at a cocktail party
at the network tomorrow (ThiTrs.), with the awards coniTJHsing a $100
bond and gold CBS pins for each . . . Frances Foster into the cast of
“Right to Happiness” on CBS Radio . . . The John Derrs (he’s ex-CBS
sports director) expecting in December . . . Elaine Rost and Grace
Keddy into cast of “Second Mrs. Burton” and Maria Rubini set for
same.web’s “Road of Life” .'. . Perry Cross set to produce NBC-TV’s
“Sonia„Henie Starring in ‘Holiday on Ice’ ” Saturday spec on Dec. 22,
with Harry Sosnik signed as musical director . . . The New Governor
of Oregon, Robert D. Holmes, is general manager of MBS affiliate
KAST, Astoria, Ore. . . . National Television Film Council will meet
tomorrow (15), with speakers slated to sound off on how to best im¬
prove filmed tv commercials . . . Millie Considine, wife of columnist,
radio commentator Bob Considine, now joins her husband on the Mu¬
tual net with her own show, holding down a 15 minute interview slot
on the net at 12:15 p.m.
While Johanna Johnston is doing Europe with photographer-hubby
Martin Harris her duties at CBS Program Writing Division will be
taken over by Heyward Ehrlich, ex-DuMont staffer . . . Meantime/ divi¬
sion director Charles S. Monroe is doing a tragi-comedy on the Do-ItYourself theme for the Columbia Workshop come December... . . Wal¬
ter WinchelPs last night of campaign crack that “a vote for Adlai
Stevenson is a vote for Christine Jorgenson” is regurgitating in the
trade, may be heard from on a protest plane. . . .
Announcer Don Morrow’s sked of commercial commitments has been
jazzed by addition of General-Electric, which has him doing a series
of vidfilm pitches at present . . . WNEW topper Richard Buckley mak¬
ing his way to a European vacation after an African stopover; back to
his radio desk Dec. 8 . . . David P. Evans, ex operations manager for
WOR-TV; Richard Simon, former WATV-WOR-TV director, and Wil¬
liam Terry, lately of Bryan Houston, into Ogilvy, Benson & Mather tv
department . . ..Biff McGuire faces stints tonight (Wed.) on Kraft and
U. S. Steel Dec. 19 . . . James Shoemaker appointed manager of mem¬
bership in station services at Radio Ad Bureau . . . WMCA prexy
Nathan Straus returns Friday (16) with his first editorial for the season,
“New Political Parties for Old” . . . James Mason was inadvertently
omitted from cast credits in recent Variety review of the United Na¬
tions radio program, “I, the Diplomat” . . . Howard Lazarus, assistant
film editor at Transfilfn, and Mrs. Lazarus (former Barbara Schwartz)
had a baby girl recently in Brooklyn Jewish Hospital, . . . Patricia
Barry into NBC-TV “Modern Romances” this week . . . Bob Fuller,
Rockland County’s undercover operative in television (WCBS-TV),
doing jury duty this week at New City, N.Y. (Pressagents are citizens?)
. . . Billy Nalle, organist, just completed seven weeks with “Home”
show; due back in Dec. . . . Radio-tv thesp Donald Dawson, currently
appearing as the major domo in “The Sleeping Prince” legiter, has
been pacted by the U.S. Government to direct a taped dramatic radio
series on geophysics for the coming Geophysical Year in ’57. Charles /
Basch will produce the series.
CBS Radio’s director of accounting, Walter P. Rozett, upped to the
new post of director of administrative operations for the network and
reports to administrative v.p. Jim Sward. He’ll be replaced in his ac¬
counting post by George B. Stadtmuller, presently at KCBS, San Fran¬
cisco . . . Gerald Productions signed by Smith, Kline & French labs to
produce “The Ordeal of Thomas Moon,” documentary for television
use about the overweight problem, with Gerald Auerbach producing
and Michael Nebbia directing. Location shooting at Penn Station
starts today (Wed.) . . . Ely Landau, prez of National Telefilm Asso¬
ciates, left for the Coast over the weekend for a two-week o.o, . . •
When WCBS? Jack Sterling expanded his early ayemer on the station
last week, it also marked his ninth year there; he replaced Arthur God¬
frey in the time slot . . . Virginia Graham becomes the first femcee of
“Strike It Rich” the week of Nov. 19, when she replaces vacationing
Warren Hull . . . WCBS disk jockey-record star Jim Lowe moves tem¬
porarily into television next week when he subs for Will Rogers Jr on
“Good Morning” on CBS-TV . . . Sid Gould set for the Walter Winchell
show Friday (16) . . . Bandleader Russ Morgan does a guest stint on
the Jerry Warren all-night disk show on WINS next Tuesday (20) . . .
Gommi-TV finished shooting three- three-minute color films for the
National Assn, of Margarine Mfrs. for the Amberson Associates agency
. . . Margaret Whiting left for the Coast Monday (11) to start filming
another 13 of “Those Whiting Girls” for Desilu for use next summer
as the “I Love Lucy” sub . . . Jonathan Winters set to co-emcee the
nationwide Savings Bonds dinner in Washington Ncv. 29. His co¬
worker will be Joint Chiefs of Staff chairman Adm. Arthur Radford ...
Announcer Allen Swift did the voices for Nabisco’s new animated com¬
mercials, set via McCann-Erickson . . . Robert Young guest-celebs oa
“I’ve Got a Secret” tonight (Wed.). The entire “Father Knows Best”
cast, headed by Young and. Jane Wyatt, host a shindig tomorrow night
(Thurs.) at their “temporary New York residence” on E. 61 St.

IN HOLLYWOOD

...

Walt Framer in town with “Strike It Rich” and gabbing with his
package partner, Frank Cooper, on an “unlimited” giveaway quizzer.
They’re also framing a comedy-variety shpw for Billy Gray, nitery
comic . . . Earl Collins back from three-week swing of the east for
Hollywood Television Service/which he prexies, with a thick sheaf of
orders for Rex Allen’s “Frontier Doctor”. . .
Someone asked Phil
Berle, “who are you at NBC?” His reply, “I’m available” . . . Johnny
Carson is working up a nitery act now that he is absentia from tv and
will break it in on the Ed Sullivan show Feb. 10 .. . NBC press planter.
George Marakas given four-month military leave to assume his rank
as commander on Admiral Glover’s staff at Malta. He will be assigned
to public information for the Navy . . . Milton Klein joined up withFrank King Co., station reps . . . Rod Voight quit City News to head up
a public relations outfit’s new L.A. office. He was formerly assistant,
publicity director for CBS radio in Hollywood . * . Traffic between
Hollywood and Palm Springs has thickened since Joe Rines picked the
desert spot to. continue his convalecence from auto injuries. He won’t
be lonesome, that’s for sure

IN CHICAGO

...

Bob Finnegan, formerly ABC sports director, has replaced Lou Bon¬
der as WCFL program director . . . Bob Reardon departed the Har¬
rington, Righter & Parsons rep firm to join NBC-TV Spot Sales . . .
'WBKB will telecast the State St. Christmas parade Saturday (17) for
the seventh yOar. Dick (Two Ton) Baker will again do the commen(Continued on page 48)
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TELEFILM OUTGROWS SIZE 30 ?
Cinematele Intrigues Madison Ave.
Major agency interest in quality theatricals for national accounts
remains high, with the unreeling of Metro theatricals in the Los
Angeles and other markets and the projected telecasting of top
cinematics on four Triangle stations in the east serving as test
situations for other would-be bankrollers.
Concurrently with the “research 'em to death” attitude of Madi¬
son • Ave. execs the presentation of National Telefim Associates
Film Network, now buoyed by its fresh deal with 20th-Fox, is get¬
ting the “good* hard look” treatment on ad row.
On the Los Angeles situation, there is general acknowledge¬
ment that the “atomic explosion” of the initial rating for “30 Sec¬
onds Over Tokyo**^on Friday night's “Colgate Theatre” has sim¬
mered down, but that factor hasn’t taken the glow off the cinematic
rose for many national accounts. Even the execs representing Col¬
gate, which, plunked down $750,000 for a 52-week unreeling of
the Metro product over KTTV, .contend the levelling off to a
healthy* rating is to be expected (the fourth Metro-Colgate show
“NinotchkA” drew an average 18.0 ARB compared to the 28,8 aver¬
age for1 the “30 Seconds” opener, a premiere accompanied by an
estimated $100,000 publicity-promotion campaign). The 18.0. rating
for the entire theatrical telecast outrated all competition in the
seven-station Los Angeles market, and much more than that can’t
be expected; Colgate *eps say.

Telefilms Get Better Press Shake
Upbeat in Celluloid Stanzas Reflected in New
Respect From Dailies
Telefilm companies, which only
last summer were doing a burn
over what they thought to be lack
of coverage by the daily press, now
feel they’re receiving a fair shake
in the coverage department, with
space dictated not by anti-film bias
but by enterprise and newsmaking
press agentry.
A case in point is the Screen
Gems operation, which currently
estimates its 10 networked shows
are getting 20% more coverage in
the New York market than last
spring, when % survey was taken
of the five of the seven key New
York dailies. Nationally, the Co¬
lumbia subsid has no other, meas¬
urement rod other than that of its
clipping service bills which are
higher now.
Syndicated shows in the New
York market are commanding
more, reviews than heretofore and
even features, long considered a
stepchild of the tv sections, are get¬
ting additional space. The shift on
films probably is partially attrib¬
utable, too, to the decline in “live”
shows on the networks, as well as
the indies, the shows which in the
past used to get the big news
breaks, as contrasted to films.
In the syndicated field, local vis¬
its by leads in telefilm series and
other tried - and - true promotion
(Continued on page 48)

Flamingo Series
On OSS to RoD
London, Nov. 13.
Preduction starts tomorrow
(Wed.) on a new telepic series
taken from the files of OSS. The
pilot is being filmed at the National
Studios, Elstree, and the actual
series is* due to roll next April.
The project is being undertaken
by Flamingo Films of New York
and the deal is being worked out
here by Bill Eliscu, former aide to
General Donovan, the head of
OSS. All the storiefc, taken from
de-classified files, are based on
actual exploits «in Europe during
the last war. They’re being drama¬
tized, rather than fictionalized, and
the names will be changed as and
when necessary.
Ron Randell, who returned last
weekend from Hollywood, will star
in the series as Major Mike Hatha¬
way. Robert Siodmak came in from
Europe a few days ago to direct
and Jules Buck is handling the.
production chore.
s
Production will call for intensive
locatiojning all over Europe as
backgrounds and action will be
filmed wherever each mission oc¬
curred. Units will, therefore, be
sent to France, Italy, Germany,
Portugal, Greece, Turkey, etc.
The first 13 in the series of 3$
will be filmed in monochrome, but
there may be a switch to color for
the remaining 26. This. will be
decided in the near future.

‘Capt. Fathom’ in Tint
Cambria Studio Inc. and New
Vistas Inc. will* combine to colorfilm a new telepix series, “Captain
Fathom,” according to Dick Brown,
prexy of Cambria.
Series, about a skindiver, will
be aimed at both juve and adult
markets.

Rheingold, Colgate
Eye 42G-a-Week
WCBS-TV Cinema
At least two potential clients
have expressed more than passing
interest in the unprecedented
WCBS-TV, N. Y., $42,500-a-week
Saturday night feature film show¬
cases They are Rheingold Beer and
Colgate-Palmolive.
Station’s, plan is to present the
cream of its Metro package in
“Late Show” time (11:15 p.m. to
conclusion, about 1:15 or 1:30
a.m.) every Saturday night, with
the sponsor picking up an unheardof-till-now time & program ’tab of
«$42,50Q a week. Over a 52-week
span/this would come to $2,225,000, a large order for N. Y.-only
coverage, although of course the
price is only a tentative one in
light of the fact that something
like this has never been tried be¬
fore.
It was anticipated' that there
would be trouble in arousing inter¬
est in the project because of the
pricetag, but Colgate and. Rhein¬
gold are definitely in the picture,
although negotiations haven’t shak¬
en down anywhere near the sign¬
ing stage. Colgate’s interest ac¬
crues largely from the success it’s
been enjoying with the same kind
of *show on KTTV, Los Angeles, but
for a $15,000 a week tab.
Rheingold’s interest stems from
the fact that it’s been sponsoring
syndicated telepix in the past with
only mixed success, and that its
longtime “Douglas Fairbanks Pre¬
sents” series will • lapse this win¬
ter, when Fairbanks stops produc¬
tion on the show.

WB PREPS‘COLT .45’
FOR NEXT SEASON
Hollywood, Nov. 13.
. A new one-hour telepix series,
“Colt .45,” is being projected by
Warner Bros, for next season, ac¬
cording to William T. Orr, studio’s
exec tv producer. However, noth¬
ing has been firmed yet, , says Orr.
Proposed format tfould be built
around a new western star, a la
Clint Walker in Warner’s “Chey¬
enne” teleseries.
<

i
FEATURES VS. UA’s Post-48 Features Into TV
HALfHOUR P1A * Despite Lack of Residual Formula

|

•4-

Where does the half-hour tele¬
film go from here? As it loses
more and more local time to fea¬
tures and faces a most cautious
scrutiny by network advertisers,
the producers’ problems are un¬
deniably increased.
But while
there are “many cons, some new
pros haVe cropped up to give heart
to the telepic makers,
A producer-distributor of 30minute pix conceded only a week
ago that the situation was “disj'xnal.” If some positive measures
couldn’t be found to counteract
the, relatively greater importance
of . feature films, he thought that he
might have to go into features him¬
self, much against his will. At the
point when tv had to give up its
own production efforts to turn to a
more. economically sound distribu¬
tion of motion pictures, he believed
that video’s creativeness might be
seriously damaged.
Because of the Metro-20th-Warner-RKO feature onslaught, the
network persistence in elevating
half-hour telepic quality, the in¬
creased labor costs, producers have
been pouring record coin into pro¬
duction. With the exception of a
mere handful of new stanzas un¬
equivocally marked for syndica¬
tion, the producers are not making
more than one, perhaps two, pilots.
Hence, production takes on the
dimensions of a “game” in which
the producer risks the cost of four
or five new series pilots in the hope
of getting one placed via network
or national spot in 1057. Economic
restrictions have already laid waste
to the small independent producer.
Features have shaken local pro¬
gramming policy. As has /long
been recognized, there are a great¬
ly diminished number of local
hours available to half-hour films,
even less now that the major cata¬
logs have taken hold. Video sta¬
tions that once gave the big play to
30 - minuters have started the
switch to features.
But as the nighttime hours go to
features, distributors, stations and
networks have discovered daytime
as a new area for major develop¬
ment of 30-minute telepix. NBC
has its afternoon “Comedy Time”
and the situationers have been do¬
ing w'ell in ratings and sponsors.
Local stations, e.g., WCBS-TV,
N. Y., have their ayem strips. MoreOver, it’s not all comedy shows that
are‘going daytime, since stations
are als'o buying adventure, mystery
and, naturally, straight dramatic
programs for housewife consump¬
tion.
This is the key “plus” to engen¬
dering telepic production, but the
produce:^ dont’ figure to make any
(Continued on page 48)

SAG’s $1,409,iO
In Residual Coin
Hollywood, Nov. 13.
Over $1,400,000 has been col¬
lected by the Screen Actors Guild
and distribbed to' members for en¬
tertainment telefilm residuals in
the period between Oct. 31, 1955,
and Nov. 1, 1956, SAG disclosed
over the weekend.
Further, at annual Guild mem¬
bership meet, national exec secre¬
tary John L. Dales disclosed that
the Guild intends to ask a two:
pact deal from theatrical film pro¬
ducers from now on, dealing with
residuals on post-1948 pix. One
Will cover payment for theatrical
showings and other will cover tv
airings, when and if.
Dales commented, “Today, it can
be assumed that every theatrical
feature will eventually end up on
tv, even, those produced by the ma(Continued on page 48)

More TV Film News
On Page 36

Wm. Spier to Ziv TV
Hollywood, Nov. 13.
William Spier, formerly asso¬
ciated as producer with such spinetinglers as “Suspense,” “Sam
Spade” and the “Philip Morris
Playhouse,” has joined Ziv TV as a
producer-director.
He reported to the Ziz lot yes¬
terday (12).

Triangle Stations
Hit Client Jackpot
On Feature Sales
Triangle Publications stations,
hitting bing-bang paydirt on fea¬
tures, chalked jp over $1,000,000
in billings this week, close to $750,r
000 of which was accounted for by
Bristol Myers, which bought a onea-week top theatrical telecast in
each of Triangle’s «fou: stations,
WFIL-TV, Philadelphia; WNHCTV, New Haven, Conn.; WFBG-TV,
Altoona, Pa,; and WNBF-TV, Bing¬
hamton, N. Y.
*
. The Bristol Myers 52-week deal,
handled through Young & Rubicam, although it follows in the
footsteps of the Colgate Theatre
$750,000 deal over KTTV, Los
Angeles, represents a number of
firsts in an infant field.
The four stations will utilize top
product of 20th-Fox and RKO
Radio Pictures, as well as Metro,
for their once-a-week telecasts,
scheduled Friday or Saturday
nights, beginning at 10:30 in all
four markets. The use of other
than Metro product doesn’t detract
from the Metro single-nationalsponsor pull, but it does expand
the horizon for top theatricals of
a variety of labels.
The once a week “Colgate Thea¬
tre” over KTTV is confined to top
Metro product and is slotted to
begin at 8 p.m. on Fridays. Col¬
gate, incidentally, shopping for
Other theatrical markets, report¬
edly is close to a deal with Tri¬
angle for single sponsorship of fea¬
tures in the New Haven market on
other than a Bristol Myer^ night.
Triangle, which has some 1,700
pix on its shelves, having bought
virtually all the major libraries
with the exception of Warners fea¬
ture backlog, considers the 10:30
p.m. starting slot, the prime time
for feature unreeling. Bristol My¬
ers theatricals will be scheduled
Friday nights in Philadelphia an!
New Haven, and Saturday nights
in Binghamton and Altoona.
In addition to the Bristol Myers
single sponsorship four market
theatrical pact* Triangle inked
about $250,000 in participations for
other theatricals currently being
unreeled in each of Triangle’s four
stations. Among national accounts
buying spot biz in Philadelphia are
Pontiac, Sterling Drug, Anahlst,
Coca-Cola, American Tobacco,
Bromo Seltzer and American
Chicle. In Ne^w Haven, new ac(Continued on page 48)

TV SERIES RASED ON
PARABLES OF CHRIST
Fort Worth, Nov. 13.
Paul M. Stevens, director of the
Southern Baptist Radio and Tele¬
vision Commission, has announced
the production of a second series
of television programs based on
the parables of Christ.
The 13-program series will be re¬
leased early in 1957, according to
the announcement by Stevens.
The new series will have the
same theme as the initial series
issued in 1956; “This Is The An¬
swer.” The commission is releasing
the second series in color, as it
did with seven of the 13 earlier
programs..

While talent guild representa¬
tives negotiate on the coast with
the • Producers’ Association on re¬
sidual rights to post ’48 features,
a number of post ’48 theatricals
have found their way in the tv
market, the latest being United
Artists* package of 39 features.
UA’s feature selling is not in
defiance of the yet-to-be-determined
residual formula, for it plans to
go along with the agreements
reached by the majors. But it
does open a path for tv sales o£
features made after August, 1948,
a path which could be followed by
other independent producers or dis¬
tributors.
In the UA package of 39, approx¬
imately half were produced in the
U. S. some of which are considered
subject to the guild residual de¬
mands. UA, in selling the package,
has given the stations the standard
indemnification policy, protecting
the station % from any guild suits.
UA, like any other independent
distributor, could set up a reserve
to cover the guild residual formula
once it is set up.
United Artists, solely in the dis¬
tribution end of motion pictures,
reflects a different situation than
the majors, which also are produc¬
ing companies. The majors under
their deal with the Screen Actor*
Guild and other guilds are pro¬
hibited from selling post ’48 fea
tures until a formula is reached.
That is the primary reason why
Matty Fox’s C & C Television, U
its RKO Radio Pictures library
deals with stations, has prohibited
the telecasting of some 90 post ’48
features until a residual rights
formula is agreed upon. That pro¬
hibition was part of Fox’s deal
with RKO Pictures, one of the
major producing companies.
But an independent producer or
distributor, once signing with the
American Federation of Musicians*
for its 5% residual rights paymeht,
could follow the UA pattern, taking
the gamble of being ready to go
along with the projected formula.
Among the pictures in UA’s pack
age are “Top Banana,” “Man With
A Million,” “Act of Love,” “Out
post in Malaya,” and “Jackie Rob
inson Story,” all produced subse
quent to 1951.

M-G’sMMM
Pact hr Atlanta
Metro-TV has inked a library
deal with WSB-TV, Atlanta, Ga.f
bringing the total number of mar¬
kets buying the Metro backlog ta
20.

The deal, a straight seven-yeai
licensing arrangement, is under¬
stood to be in the neighborhood of
$1,000,00(T WSB-TV, a NBC affili¬
ate, owned and operated by Atlan¬
ta Newspapers, plans to begin un¬
reeling the Metro product aboui
Dec. 1.

MCA-TV’s Program
Bundle to RKO Tel
Pulls in $1,000,000
MCA-TV closed a three-skein
deal with a number of RKOf Tele¬
radio o&o stations, involving “State
Trooper,” “Crusader,” and “Soldier
of Fortune.”
The deal, in the neighborhood of
$1,000,000, was negitiated by Mel
Fenster, newly-appointed film buy¬
er for RKO Teleradio o&o stations.
Under the pact, 39 “State Trooper”
episodes go to WOR-TV, N. Y.,
WNAC-TV, Boston, and KHJ-TV,
Los Angeles; The same RKO Teleradio stations will get 52 “Crusader”
shows, in addition to BKO Teleradio’s Memphis station WHBQ-TV*
Fifty-two episodes of MCA-TV’*
“Soldier of Fortune” were inked
only for RKO Teleradio’s Los An¬
geles staion KHJ-TV.
Earlier, Fenster inked a deal
for the Gross-Krasne’s “O. Henry
Playhouse” series for the six RKO
Teleradio o&o stations.
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CBS Earnings in Britain Cancel
Out $1,000,000 Prod. Investment

‘Real McCoys’ Series
Hollywood, Nov. 13.
Danny Thomas' Marterto Pro¬
ductions is bankrolling a new tele¬
pix series, “Real McCoys,” starring
Walter Brennan.
Series, created by Irving Pincus,
will be produced by Pincus under
aegis of Westgate Productions,
owned by Pincus and Brennan.

Wednesday, November 14* 1956

Profit-Sharing Becoming a Vogue
»

The record prices demanded of tv stations, for use of the feature
films of the majors eliminate many stations, according to the think¬
ing of distributors. As a result, profit sharing is beginning to crop
up to enable outlets to take the features without having to offer
cash amounts sometimes in excess of the original cost of the station
itself.
Associated Artists Productions, encouraged by the rating re¬
turns on the WB product so far, says that profit-sharing may be
the means to achieve the greatest possible longrun returns on the
pix. Another plan thought to achieve the same high returns is
station ownership interest in return for use of the features. MGM
started negotiations for ownership and now AAP is considering
it too, in addition to sharing in the advertising on its features.

London, Nov. 13. 4-:
A production investment by CBS
in Britain of $1,000,000 is almost
Hollywood, Nov. 13.
cancelled out by the earnings in
Firm to telefilm MMy 70 Sons,”
this market during the current
year. In the last 12 months re¬ a new series, is being organized
ceipts from the sale of tele pro¬ by June Havoc and scripting team
grams to the British webs have of Nate Monaster and Arthur Alsberg.
totalled around $800,000.
Miss Havoc will star in the Wil¬
The major part of the CBS pro¬
Los Angeles. Nov. 13.
duction investment covered the liam Morris package, with the
writers
also producing.
In a precedents case filed in
filming of “Assignment Foreign
Legion,” made on location and at
L.A. Federal District Court last
Beaconsfield studios, with Merle
week, Hal RoachJSfcudios and Onyx
"Oberon starred. The series has
Pictures, N. Y. distrib firm, have
been produced by Anthony Bart¬
sued Charles H. Tarbox and his
ley at an everage cost of $26,000
a program.
Film
Classic
Exchange firm, ---.+
By DAVE KAUFMAN
The first 26 in the series are now
George Bagnall & Associates and
Hollywood, Nov. 13.
completed and are to be offered
NBC-TV for “pirating” and muti¬
Estimating that Hollywood profor sale to U. S. sponsors as from
lating some 600 silent Roach twoducers
expended
approximately
Hollywood, Nov. 13.
Thursday (15). In London this
reelers. Also named as defendants
Telefilm production resumed at $3,000,000 on 100 pilot films the
series has already climbed to top
were 100 “John Does.”
past
season—with
only
a half-4.
Interstate Tv Corp. yesterday (12),
place in one rating service and
Attorney Arthur S. Katz, in as¬ with the tv subsid of Allied Artists dozen selling—Des! Arnaz has in.
has been placed third in another.
Hollywood, Nov. 13.
sociation with law firm of Zagon, lensing “Sabu” series, starring the itiated a new program at his Desilu
CBS production activities in Brit¬
Bob Hope, who in the past has Aaron & Sandler, filed the suit Indian thesp. Maurice Duke is Productions, one aimed at minimiz.
ain will. probably continue on a
ing thfe risk for vidfilm producer*
limited scale only ' as "“suitable opposed werk'ng in a tv film series for Roach And Onyx, charging copy¬ producing and George Blair direct¬ making pilots for new series.
weather conditions hamper location regularly and has confined his tele¬ right infringement and unfair ing the' John Fenton Murray, Bene¬
Arnaz suggested his three-point
schedules. They have, neverthe¬ work to live tv, may topline a tele¬ competition. Besides $250,000 on dict Freedman and' Sam Roeca tele¬
the unfair competition count and plays.
plan might be a good idea for
less, produced two other pilots dur¬ pix series.
Comedian
disclosed
Desi
Arnaz,
$250,000.
punitive
damages,
the
Last Interstate venture was the entire industry to carbon, point¬
ing the past year, “Richard Lionheart” and “The City.” Latter is prexy of Desilu Productions, has suit asks statutory damages and an “Ethel Barrymore Theatre,” filmed ing out producers here waste milasked
him
to
topline
a
vidfilm
accotfhting
of
profits,
as
well
as
a
lions of dollars in the current
several
years ago.
now being filmed by John Nasht
methods whereby pilots are mad*
in various parts of Europe. The series, and added: “I’m thinking permanent injunction prohibiting
about
it.”
the
future
copying
and
mutilation
every year with a vast majority un¬
“Lionheart” series is under review
Hope
at
one
time
said
he
would
sold.
of
films.
'
but is another example of the lonever do a film series, preferring
Roach and Onyx allege.that Tar¬
First point in the Desilu plan is.
cationing problem.
the spontaneity of live. But now
to shoot 13 vidpix, not the usual
Among the CBS programs now he indicated he has revised his box and Bagnall got access to the
silents,
including
some
“Our
one picture. Arnaz is already doing
playing British tv (which have thinking on this, pointing out good
this with his “Those Whiting Girls"
contributed to the $800,000 in¬ shows on live tv are utterly wasted Gang,” “Charlie Chase,” “Laurel
&
Hardy”
and
Will
Rogers
twoseries, sold to P&G for next season.
come) are “I Love Lucy,” “Gun after their one showing, where is
Second point is to make a pilot,
Law,” “Amos ’n’ Andy,” “Buffalo with film tv the great attraction is reelers, and made unauthorized
print
copies
for
tv
distribution.
but first discuss it thoroughly with
Bill Jr.” “Range Rider,” “Cham¬ for ^he residuals Involved. “I’m
agencies
and sponsors, so that it’s
The
suit
continues
that
the
copies
pion, Wonder Horse,” “Brave thinking about my estate. Selling
aimed for a certain time slot and
Eagle” “Annie Oakley,” “Gene of film shows in different countries were poorly edited, with title cards
deleted
and
sequences
either
sponsor
instead
of trying to sell it
Autry,” “Do You Trust Your Wife?” as well as in the U. S. provides a
at random.
and the Ed Murrow feature “You tremendous income,” said Hope. I changed or chopped out, and an
On
the
heels
of
its
unique
deal
unauthorized sound track added.
Third goal is to sign staff crea*
Are There.” Other CBS programs
NBC-TV enters the litigation, be¬ with 20th-Fox calling for purchase tive talent in order to have a steady
due for early release here are the
of the studio’s backlog and copro¬ supply of writers, directors and
cause
the
net
has
continued
to
Ford Omnibus series “Under The
show these pix, despite warning, duction arrangements for at least others working on a continuous
Sun,” “Person to Person” and
and in competition with the au¬ four new properties, National Tele¬ supply of vidfilms.
“Millionaire.”
thorized distrib, Onyx, according film Associates this week set up a
Re the plan to shoot 13, not one,
The company's European opera¬
coproduction arrangement with
to attorney Katz.
Arnaz said this gives the sponsor a
tion is extending to the continent
Roach further alleges that the Desilu Productions calling for de¬ chance to buy it either as a starter
where CBS are now dubbing 26
inferior quality of the Tarbox- livery of at least six new pilots. for next summer; for next fall;
Hollywood, Nov. 13.
telepix in Paris and a further 52 in
both arrangements, the com¬
Theatrical feature producer Har¬ Bagnall editions is cutting into the Under
Barcelona. The cost is around $1,will have at least 10 new half- or for the next summer, with the
riet Parsons has been set by TCF- market for the authorized tv ver¬ pany
000 a picture.
hour
properties
making the agency chance of continuing it through
TV topper Irving Asher to produce sions of the two-reelers.
the regular season, “We showed
rounds by the end of March.
the new “How to Marry a Million¬
our presentation on the Whiting
At the same time, NTA released series; they liked it and gave us
aire” vidfilm series for the 20thits second annual report, which the go-ahead for 13. I’m going to
Fox subsid. This marks Miss Par¬
With the sale of Ziv’s “Men of showed a record profit of $441,877, gamble by putting more money
sons’ tv debut.
She’s temporarily shelving two Annapolis” teleseries to Ohio Oil equal to 68c per common share, into the series than I’ll receive
feature properties, “Leave It to Co. for a 13-market regional spread for the fiscal year ended July 31. from the sponsor. If the sponsor
Linda” and “Size 12,” to make the in the midwest, the total number This compares with a net loss ‘dur¬ buys it for next fall, the price will
ing fiscal 1955 of $293,008. Total be higher.
of markets now stands at 73.
tv. series.
This way we don’t
Quality Bakers of America, al¬ contracts written in fiscal ’56 to¬ have to crowd everything into one
She reports to Fox Western Ave.
Aaron Beckwith has resigned as lot this week to start work on the ready pacted for 17 markets, has taled $5,793,000, about $3,400,000 pilot. In 13 weeks we can really
v.p. of MCA-TV to join National format and pilot script of the se¬ taken another three markets. Sta¬ more than in 1955. Total rentals, show the quality of the show.
Telefilm Associates-as director of ries, based on 20th’s feature which tion sales on the “MOA” series also equivalent to billings, were $3,818,“So the sponsor, Instead of
—business development. In his new co-starred Marilyn Monroe, Betty were scored with outlets in Cleve¬ 627, compared with $1,417,515 in gambling $3,000,000 on the basis
NTA post, he’ll supervise the sale Grable and Lauren Bacall. No cast¬ land, Naghville, Denver, Houston, 1955.
of one pilot, has a chance to see
of the 10 new half-hour programs ings have been disclosed for the Miami, Tulsa, Las Vegas, Tucson
Report listed total assets at $13,- 13 before he decides whether
under development with 20th-Fox. video version.
092,934, compared with assets in he wants it for the regular season.
land Little Rock.
1955 of only $3,282,073. Net de¬ Certainly he knows by then, so
and Desilu Productions.
ferred income was $1,234,540 and his
Beckwith has been with MCA-TV
gamble is eliminated; if the
Working
capital totaled $2,837,055. show isn’t good in 13 weeks, it’s
as N. Y. sales veep for nearly two
Detailed balance sheet listed as not to be after that. I believe
years, ever since MCA bought out
the United Television Programs
(Continued on page 48)
this will be successful method
outfit—its product and manpower,
to pattern future buying. In ad¬
from Gross-Krasne. With UTP,
dition you will, thereby improve
Beckwith had been v.p. in charge
the quality of summer shows in¬
of the N. Y. office, and was also a
stead of having the mediocre fare
v.p. of Gross-Krasne Productions.
we had. last summer. As I see it,
The pricing structure on produc¬ sultation with one or several film
One of the pioneer telefilm sales¬
the summer runs will serve as
producers will help solve the prob¬
men, he began originally in radio tion of commercials has been the lem.
test runs for regular fall series,
at WAGE and WSYR in Syracuse. subject of considerable griping on
(Continued on page 46)
Agencies generally ask a variety
the part of the producers over the of producers to bid on a contract.
Total of 175 tv stations are now
past year or so. The various points Often, says Sarra, producers will netting an annual spot revenue in
made about the inequities of pric¬ overprice themselves because they excess of an estimated $25,000,000
ing and of the commercial film don’t have a full idea of the type from the sale of participations in
of commercial they will have to do. reruns of various Ziv telefilm
field in general have have been The practice, he felt, could be shows.
Hollywood, Nov. 13.
Postponed a week at the request summed up by Valentino Sarra, completely eliminated by the agen¬
Ziv, at the same time, announced
of writer Joel Murcott, the Writers president of Sarra Inc.
cies if they discuss the commercial an expansion of its rerun opera¬
Guild of America West finance com¬
“The price of the commercial In detail with potential producers, tion, handled by Economee TV sub¬
mittee meets Thursday to consider
get their ideas and, after some dis¬ sid. Economee now will operate as
Hollywood, Nov. 13.
expulsion of Murcott from WGAW should be absolutely no considera¬ cussion, a “more realistic” price a full-scale division of Ziv Televi¬
James A. FitzPatrick, vet travel
for his refusal to pay dues on tv tion,” Sarra said last week, “but bid. He warned that after discus¬ sion Programs, with a top-level re¬
film
producer,
will embark upon
instead
if
the
commercial
is
good
film reruns. Murcott asked for
sion of this it might possibly in¬ alignment of execs. Pierre Weis
and received postponement so he it’s worth every cent paid for it; if crease the producer’s bid, but the has been appointed general man¬ a new color television program next
could bring counsel to the hearing. it’s bad, getting it cheaply is no end-product will nonetheless bene¬ ager of Economee, moving over October with 52 new half-hour
fit.
Murcott said he slicks by his saving.”
within Ziv from a similar post with travel subjects.
Producer has been lensing fresh
Sarra, whose N. Y. company an¬
original belief the guild is not ade¬
“Agencies take pride too often World Broadcasting System. Weis,
quately policing reruns and that’s nually produces over $2,000,000 in In being able to show the adver¬ whose changeover is effective im¬ material for program for the past
why he won’t pay dues on reruns film commercials, went on to ex¬ tiser that they can buy film com¬ mediately, joined the Ziv organiza¬ five years, toward the day, he re¬
plain how the client could improve mercials in great numbers at in¬ tion as World’s sales manager in ports, “that color tv will have be¬
come important.” By next October,
his one-minute ancU 20-second expensive prices,” Sarra said. 1951.
pitches and also save some dough “But,” he added, “this does not
Stanley J. Florsheim, arf Econo¬ according to Fitzpatrick, the day
once in a while.
help make the commercial strong mee exec since Ziv’s entry into re¬ 'will be at hand for such a program*
Hollywood, Nov. 13.
A new format is being set up by
Practice today, Sarra observed,
New telepix series, “The Tommy is for the agency to map out a to sell the client’s goods. The com¬ run sales in. 1954, was appointed producer for his tv travel series,
Noonan Show,” starts rolling this commercial script and/or story¬ mercial is tv’s stepchild, and, general sales manager to head a different from subjects released by
week, with the comic toplining, fol¬ board and immediately take it to frankly, It’s the commercial not sales team due for expansion.
Particular emphasis of the new him theatrically for past 30 years.
lowing windup of his co-starring the client for approval. “Once the the tv program which has. to pay
exec group will be on further de¬ He’ll concentrate on human inter¬
stint in RKO’s “The Girl Most advertiser has okayed the script,” for the bacon.”
Another item in the Sarra velopment of across-the-board strip¬ est rather than strictly scenic
Likely.”
he said, “the big percentage of the “course on making tv commercials” ping of rerun films. Today, over stuff.
Kaye Ballard, who also appears time the agency will not change it, was that the agencies all too often 60% of the 11 rerun film series,.to¬
Meanwhile, FitzPatrick is con¬
In “Girl,” will make three guest- even though it will not be good.” demand rush jobs of the commer¬ taling 575 half-hours, are being tinuing his motion picture feature
Ings on the “Noonan” show.
Sarra thinks that pre-client con- cial producers.
program.
aired as “strip” spot carriers.

June Havoc’s 70 Sons’

Claim Hal Roach Shorts
Were Mutilated on TV,
NBC-TV, Others Sued

Desi’s Formula to Take the Gamble
Out of Vidpix & Bolster Summer

A Vidfikn Series;
‘Good for Estate’

‘Sabu’ Series Rolls

NTA in Six-Pilot
Deal With Desilu;
Bags 441G Profit

Pact Harriet Parsons
For TV Series Based
On ‘Marry Millionaire’

Beckwith Ankles
MCA-TV for NTA

73 ‘Annapolis’ Sales

Sarra Answers Some Gripes On
TV’s Stepchild—The Commercial Ziv Claims Sponsor

Coin From Reruns
Totals $25,00,000

MURCOTr EXPULSION
UP FOR wa ACTION

Tommy Noonan's Show

FitzPatrick’s TV
Tint Travelogs

Proving., the fantastic Los Angeles and Denver ratings were no fluke, it happened
again in Seattle — this time on KING-TV's across-the-board presentation of
MGM's Command Performance.
The October A.R.B. ratings show a fabulous 30.5 rating at 11 P.M. — Saturday night
— a heretofore, unheard of figure so late at night in a four station market.
The average MGM Seattle ratings for the 10;45 to 12:15 time-slots for
FRIDAY were 23.6, for SATURDAY they were 26.2
and for SUNDAY they were 16.1
Averaged out for the entire week the MGM programming
out-rated the combined total for the three other
stations by a margin of nearly two to one.
Have you inquired about the availability of
the MGM-TV library in your area? Do it nowl

„
A SERVICE OF
LOEWS INCORPORATED

• For further Information — WTite, wire or phon®
Charles C. Barry, Vice-president '
1540 Broadway, New York, N. Y., JUdson 2-2000
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Ed Sullivan Show
Ed Sullivan packed his CBS-TV
showcase Sunday night (11) with a
veritable flock of-“next to closing”
acts, rich in marquee values and
probably as bigtime a vaudeo lay¬
out as one could strive for. .With
Bing Crosby, Phil Silvers and Julie
Andrews in the vanguard, there
wasn't even room for the inevitable
juggler-dog-animal turn, with the
8 to 9 vaudeo moving headlong
into Louis: (Satchmo) Armstrong in
a pickup from the Chez Paree, Chi,
for the curtain-raiser and practi¬
cally succeeding—but not quite—
in maintaining that breathless pace
over the hour span. It was bigtime, designed to out-Trendex
Trendex. It must have been the
“Nielsen tally” night on tv. (Even
the commercials, it seemed, in
their own ludicrous way, were in¬
fected by the Sullivan stardust,
witlTthe trumpeting fanfare on the
*57 Mercury unveiling attended by
a cantata-themed buildup which
was given the same profundity as
a Westminster Choir-Philharmonic
Orchestra premiere of Handel’s
“Messiah.”) .
The big hoopla, of course, and a
rarity in the area of “live” tv, was
the Crosby appearance and' soloing
of his “True Love,” with an en¬
forced reprise hitched to a Sulli¬
van wager that it’ll register second
only to “White Christmas” in dis¬
ci icks. “Love” was done to a Bing
turn, but it was in the banter divi¬
sion, chiefly with Phil Silvers, that
the Crosby personality asserted it¬
self as of old. Their byplay in the
show’s opening moments set a pace
fo1" hilarity that was topped only
when Silvers, in perhaps his most
siandout non-Bilko turn on tv,
turned in a skit on “Ol’ Man River”
at a “Show Boat” rehearsal that
hit a peak in comedies.
Julie Andrews was a delight to
behold and. hear as she went
through a medley of “Wouldn’t It
Ee Loverly” (from “My Fair
Lady”), “Someone to Watch Over
Me,” an ideal choice styled to her
natural and flawless delivery, and
“I’ll Follow My Secret Heart”—
rewarding payment in kind to the
network that financed the Andrews
musical in the first place.
A scene from the “Sleeping
Prince” legiter with Michael Red¬
grave and Barbara Bel Geddes.
punctuated the latter portion and
again posed the question whether
a Sullivan showcasing is good or
bad for the boxoffice when a vi¬
gnette out of context leaves so
much to be desired. A tribute to
Life mag on its 20th anni with in¬
tros of Henry R. Luce and the
other publishing factotums along
with a “documentary” on the mas’s
race for time and deadline on the
sinking of the Andrea Doria was a
major plus in the plug department
if not exactly scintillating pro¬
gramming. Kate Smith closed with
“God Bless America.”
Rose.
Walter Winchell Show
Walter Winchell unfurled an¬
other snappy, if slightly breathless,
variety spread in his NBC-TV
niche last Friday night (9). While
the array of guests was not as starspangled as on previous capers, it
was nonetheless an entertaining 30
minutes sparged by the host’s
kinetics.
High spot came midway when
comedians Gene Baylos, Henny
Youngman and Sid Gould bounced
their wits off a deadpan housewife
and then Basil Rathbone in a
“Make Me Laugh” routine. Their
rapidfire patter produced a lot
more laughs than they were able
to extract from the foils who got a
$1 for every second they kept their
faces straight.
Otherwise, the half-hour went a
bit overboard on the vocalistics.
Dick Haymes opened with “Love Is
and Great Big Nothing” for okay
returns and Jane Froman came on
a little later with a pleasant treat¬
ment of “My Lovely Day.” Pair
returned for a cute finale duet, but
it all added up to a lot of warbling
over a short span.
Page & Bray dance team
wheeled through a quickie terp
flourish as a divertissement for the
color viewers. Topicality note was
provided by Bo-b Mathias, enroute
to the Australian Olympic Games
as President Eisenhower’s personal
rep. He and WW were joined by
John Wayne for some brief gab on
the athlete’s budding'film career.
Jury box occupants included Bob
and- Millie Cons;dine, Anita Ekberg, June Lockhart and Jimmy
Powers, among others.
Dave.
Person To Person
Jerry Lewis couldn’t make up his
mmd whether to play straight-man
or funny-man on CBS-TV “Person
To Person” Friday night (9) when
he took Ed Murrow’s chair while
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cellent, as was the supervision of traught wife who believed in him. ping for upcoming spring takeoff;
the drama by producer Martin It was an all-around good produc¬ the famed Cypress Gardens with
tion furthered by the attention to the beauts in ski-patterns; historic
Manulis.
Daku.
detail of Richard Dunlap, who old St. Augustine and the Largo
directed. There were a number of Rocks in the Keys for some cloudy
Perry Como Show
Bob Hope joined Perry Como for obvious faults, one of them being underwater sequences. The big.
a merry Saturday night NBC-TV a “too pat” picture of a newspaper gest plug, however, went to Miami
romp last week (10). Hope was in and newspaper-editors in action, Beach and the Fontainebleau
fine fettle and his banter with the but not sufficiently so to destroy hotel, in what was probably the
proprietor (at one point Como the significant principle involved. most effective — entertainment
yelped “Hey, give me back my
There should be a word here on wise—segment of the script.
Show”) and the other guests was the Canada-to-U.S. transplantation.
Backgrounded by an original
needlesharp. Comedian’s byplay In the Canadian presentation the “Rhapsody
of Miami
Beach”
with 11-year-old organist Glenn little girl victim was found “raped” cleffed by David Broekman, and
Derringer was a howl, as a good- and “strangled.” The Kraft ver¬ employing the terp talents of Ted
natured variation of the old W. C. sion, it is learned, had originally and Phyllis Rodriguez, the gambit,
Fields squelching technique.
been confronted by the rape factor although occasionally fragmentary,
Versatile Yvonne DeCarlo like¬ and threw it out, which is just as thanks to fast switches in camera’
wise was a welcome addition. She well. The play-up was of “a sex scannings, toted up as an inventive
tandemed with Hope’and Como in murder”—certainly sufficient to sequence of top production and
a parody. of the Hope-Crosby-La- strike home the idea without direction. Incidentally, workin of
mour “Road” pix that was fun for climbing aboard the “sensation” Hank Meyer, Beach pubr^lations
all concerned. She also socked over value the play itself aimed its head for a short talk, wound up as
a commercial on the climate that
Trau.
a rousing version of “Clancy Low¬ barb at.
should rate him a bonus from the
ered the Boom” with full produc¬
Hotelmen’s association. Withal, it
tion trappings, including the flank¬
Studio One
was a fast moving, eye-catching,
ing support of the Ray Charles
Several weeks late, due to Mar¬ all-encompassing series of scenes
Singers and the Louis DaPron
Dancers.
garet Sullavan’s famous Sunday that provided a sharp look at the
life of guests around
Como knit the whole. thing to¬ afternoon stroll, “Studio One’s” fulsome Beach
luxury hotel. The
gether in his usual effort’ess style life story of educator Sister Mary Miami
attention
paid to the Fontaine¬
which is such a key element in his Aquinas, the first nun to earn a
bleau’s architecture, decor and
“Let’s All Have Fun Together”
license, finally made it. public areas was another dreamtrademark. Per custom, he dished pilot’s
Nancy Kelly played the Franciscan grab of promotion shots for a re¬
out a fine clutch of- tunes in the nun
in the Paul Crabtree tejebiog sort-hotel hitting a national net¬
next-to-closing request sequence and made
it look so easy that one work.
and earlier he warmly spun off wonders why
Miss Sullavan was
Worked into the overall pic were
“Autumn Leaves,” backed by afraid of the part.
short lookovers of the cattle-rais¬
young Derringer’s facile organisThis story of a down-to-earth, ing and citrus belts to leaven the
tics.
warm and winning nun who feels
attractions which
Robert Lamouret and his duck she must learn from and for her historical-tourist
were bound to dominate any at¬
bobbed in briefly at the windup students in a unique after-school tempt
at
a
full-scale
look at allwith an amusing trailer for his ap¬ “workshop” that has everything Florida. Producers Barry
Wood
pearance next week.
Dave.
from chemical to aeronautical and Herb Sussan rate full credit
equipment for the kids was always for the expert gathering-in of the
Kraft TV Theatre
interesting and sometimes inspir¬
Dave Garroway, per usual,
“Shadow of Suspicion” on the ing. But Crabtree at times tended whole.
self.
Playhouse 90
NBC-TV “Kraft TV Theatre” last to become disturbingly sketchy, was his adroit, expressive Lary.
Red Skelton’s powerful, poignant week (7) calls for a “followup re¬
portrayal of a silent screen come¬ view” in the dual and purest sense and the chronology was somewhat
He also tended to be¬
Goodyear Playhouse
dian made “The Big Slide” a stand¬ of the phraseology. Aside from confusing.
overly dramatic to the point
“Stardust II” was the title of
out entry in GBS-TV’s “Playhouse being unfolded on a continuing come
of
hokiness,
an expedient that was the Herman Raucher original pre¬
90” last week. True, the original series, the play by Arthur Hailey, totally unnecessary
the sented on NBC-TV’s “Goodyear
story by Edmund Beloin and Dean the burgeoning parttime-writing story spoke eloquentlybecause
for itself.
Playhouse” Sunday (11). Its main
Riesner packed plenty of punch Canadian, was first presented over
theme was the affection a platoon
The
end
result
was
a
rewarding
with its comingling of tragedy and the CBC telenetwork in Canada
laughter, but by far the outstand¬ and appraised in the Oct. 10 story told in mildly disappointing of green recruits develops for a
ing feature of the drama was Skel¬ Variety. This was Hailey’s second fashion. Same can’t be said for tw o-and-a-half ton Army truck.
Apparently on the theory that
ton’s artistry, his depth and ex¬ work seen by U. S. televiewers at the acting, which was excellent.
Sister it’s necessary to come up with
cellence in a role tailor-made for large — the first having been Miss Kelly humanized
Aquinas and made a colorful, in¬
the comedian.
“Flight
Into. Danger”
which teresting and touching character something for everyone, Raucher
Beloin and Riesner captured a brought him to national., i.e., U.S., out of her. Sister Aquinas her¬ gave his play the works. It was a
fascinating background for their attention. Both excursions plied self appeared at the end of the documentary, a drama, a comedy
Hollywood tale, as they told of the the NBC video route, as will be show, and though quite nervous, and a war story. The only thing
ri'-e of a silent screen comic and his third, “Time Lock,” also a gave the impression she is just it lacked was sex appeal. The deep
expressed for the truck
his heartaches which come hand- CBC origination of only a Hew such a person as she was char¬ feeling
in-hand with success. Recreating weeks ago. Latter will also be acterized. Burt Brinkerhoff was presumably made up for that.
“Stardust II” was the name of the
the days of the silents with authen¬ Kraft-ed, while “Flight” was Sun- fine as one of her students who
ticity, they pen-pointed with a dayed by Alcoa.
wants to become a priest but in¬ truck. After graining was over,
sharp clarity a Hollywood behindToronto
reviewer
(McStay) stead enlists in the Air Force at the boys “smuggled” it over to
the-scenes, where it’s heartbreak found “Shadow of Suspicion” a the outbreak of war—a result of Korea. There it met an inglorious
for most and Utopia for a favored “taut and suspenseful melodrama his flying lessons with the nun. end. Script, while okay in the
few. Also recreated in an authen¬ based on mistaken identity” and a Supporting cast, comprising Bar¬ dialog stretches, was chopped up
tic way were the manners and hab¬ “spine-tingling story.” In the U.S. bara O’Neil, John McCliam, Milton and disjointed, particularly in the
its of the silent stars, who lived in version, these would be overstate¬ Selzer, Herbert Nelson, Dorrit end when it was difficult to figure
an opulence and flamboyancy ments in at least one corner, but Kelton, Robert Bryam and Billy out what was going on. Since the
first half of the show was exceed¬
never again seen in Hollywood.
that does not detract either from Quinn, was good.
ingly tedious going, the confusion
Seen as an obscure comic trying the general merit of the play, the
Paul Nickell’s direction of the' at the end—when finally there
to break into the silents. Skelton fine pTerformances, or the striking performances was good, but he was some action—was unfortunate.
finally gets a picture job when he’s principle posed. An all-encom¬ couldn’t quite shake the kinks out
Performances, with one or two
helped by a girl from back home, passing view would make the prin¬ of the script.
exceptions, were routine. John
now the amour of a top banana of ciple foremost and the play itself
Westinghouse had one of the Forsythe seemed too young for the
the silents. Skelton begins to make a very serviceable way of posing most effective and convincing com¬ part of the gruff if paternal offi¬
good—so much so his boss, the'top one of the hottest subjects afront mercials in all its years, a washing- cer. He didn’t seem at ease in the
banana, is jealous. About that time the fourth estate.
machine sand test to which several role. Clu Gulager stood out as the
the boss’ aide, a slick conniver,
The principle or the connotation doubting-Thomas couples were in¬ southern boy, partly thanks to the
lures Skelton to another studio thereof is this: should newspapers vited expense-free. They had ex¬ good laugh lines handed him;
where he makes the grade as a top be permitted to make a “sensa¬ pressed their disbelief at a similar Thomas Carlin proved himself in
comedian quickly. There is an ex¬ tion” story out of a murder in the demonstration in September, and the tense climax. Others' in the
tremely effective and touching instance of a person whaJs “iden¬ Westinghouse had them into the cast included Martin Balsam as the
scene when Skelton proposes to tified” and booked on “suspicion” studio to run the test themselves. sergeant, Gene Saks. Mario Al¬
the girl, only to learn later she and of the capital crime? This has been They were sold, and so must have calde. James Olson. Marc Rydell,
his former boss Were married that a sore point with responsible news¬ been everyone watching. Chan.
Jeff Harrison and William Trayler.
day. As his star ascends, that of papers versus the tabloids (etc.)
Dan Petrie’s direction failed to
his former boss descends, and the for several generations; and, in¬
pull the play into tight perspec¬
Wide, Wide World
once top banana goes to a sana¬ deed, even some highminded edi¬
tive. Characters weren’t properly
“The Florida Story” as told by established. He, too, must share
torium, broke and ill. Skelton has tors and/or publishers often do
eloped with a starlet in a rebound considerable soul-searching in an. “Wide Wide World”* cameras, the blame for the ending. Idea
marriage, and his real love mean¬ attempt to reconcile their circula¬ sweeping around the sunshine of having the messhall band strike
while has become a real lush. The tion with their conscience.
u.o “Stardust” for the dying
state through 90 minutes, with Forsythe was ludicrous. “Good¬
comic fires his yes-man when he
Some countries, and perhaps
learns he’s been neglecting the even some states in this country, sponsor’s commercials coming up year” can do better than that!
Hift.
femme and she is jailed on a drunk limit the uses to which “booked often enough to allow for switch
charge. The yes-man sadistically on suspicion” can be put in the from one sector to the other, add¬
Omnibus
connives and plots so that the ex¬ public prints. Some profound stu¬ ed up as a perfectly timed trailer
Antiques never die; they dont
love commits suicide, thinking dents of the constitution do not for the upcoming winter-tourist
Skelton has given her^the brush. believe that the First Amendment season. Inserts of more prosaic even fade away. Last Sundays
In an intensely dramatic and pow¬ should be extended to mean that working facets of Florida life were (11) “Omnibus” fronted two seg¬
erful scene, Skelton extracts the “freedom of the press” is guaran¬ effective and intereSJang, but it was ments to fill the whole 90 minutes
truth from the heavy.
Broken¬ teed even unto cases involving the resort-aspect that got thfcjieav- oYi ABC-TV—each a kind of smor¬
hearted, he is going to quit pic¬ innocent victims. Competitively, iest play and which added the en¬ gasbord of historical, museum-like
tures, but the only pal he has left even newspapers with a highly cul¬ tertainment angles that made the value and each the type that war¬
talks him out of it.
rants the definition “classic” be¬
tivated sense of fairness and jus¬ program viewer-tvorthy.
In no way eclipsed by Skelton’s tice are forced, in their own par¬
The employment of over 600 cause the subject-matter has kin¬
performance was Shirley Jones, ticular way, to meet the rivalry.
persons in this first television cov¬ ship to the contemporary.
For the Hi-Q’ers Cfii the setside
who played the role of his real
For this reason, “Shadow of Sus¬ erage of a single state in one pro¬
love with a realistic conviction. picion” represents an important gram, was in full evidence through¬ ramparts, the theatrical essay was
She drew pathos and sympathy as contribution and is worth ponder¬ out—the fast camera work and on- “School for Wives.” Spoofs like
the woman who turns to liquor to ing beyond the one-shot complex¬ the-button cues integrating into an this one are hardly written no
drown the memory of a lost love. ion of a television drama. (But, overall pattern that turned the 90 more; the technique all but passed
Murray Hamilton delivered with how many sensatfon-mongering minutes into a fabulous promotion over with Moliere, the 17th Cen¬
brutal realism as the yes-man- newspapers have changed their brochure come alive. Utilizing tury slam-bang satirist who knew
heavy who goads the girl to sui¬ garments since the tabloid-pegged every available piece of remote tv his way around the yock circuit
cide, bent on revenge on Skelton. “Five Star Final”?)
equipment in Florida, plus some- and, in his day, may have been
Eddie Firestone, Jack Albertson,
The play itself-held a good deal from New Orleans and Montgom¬ chided here and there for staying
Victor Sutherland and Charlie of interest, with restrained and ery, Ala., the electronic-linking out on the .floor too long instead
Cantor provided good support. In altogether convincing portrayals by came off with minimum hitches as of quitting when he was ahead. W
briefly were the original Keystone principals who included Philip the cameras took the viewers on was ever thus with the brilliant.
For .the outdoorsy, sweat-anoCops, Hank Mann, Chester Conklin. Abbott as the innocent suspect, tour which included the state’s key
Clarence Heneky and Heinie Conk¬ Russell Collins as his employer tourist attractions: Sarasota’s win¬ rahrah crowd, there was a halthour
sizeup of football as of.yofe
lin.
who supported him all the way, ter h.q. for the circus and some
(Continued on page 42)
Ralph Nelson’s direction was ex¬ and Audra Lindiey as Abbott’s dis¬ lively scenes of the tenters prep-

the latter was out on a quickie
Near East jaunt. When he was
serious, Lewis registered as a
parody of Murrow even unto the
somewhat ponderous questions, the
crossed legs and those ever-going
cigarets: “When Lewis played for
laughs via some facial twitching,
it clashed with everything else on
the show.
The show had an interesting
guest in the venerable mystery
writer, Mary Roberts Rinehart,
Now 80 and still vigorous, she
obviously had an interesting story
to tell, but Lewis couldn’t manage
to establish any kind of rapport
with her. When she said that” she,
wrote novels other than, crime
books, Lewis replied: “I know, I
enjoy both kinds.” That may be,
but nothing he said on the show
indicated that Lewis was at all
acquainted with her works. Only
familiar ground was traced as Miss
Rinehart attempted to carry Lewis
through the interview, rather than
the other way around.
Lewis was more at home with
another show biz personality, Kay
Thompson, who was picked up in
her N.Y. apartment during second
half of the show. There was some
ad lib byplay between the two in
which Miss Thompson came out
clearly ahead. She, at le'ast, used
a variety of superlatives, while
Lewis seemed to be stuck on the
phrase, “It’s wonderful.” At one
point, Miss Thompson played the
piano while Lewis sang a few bars
irom “Rockaby Your Baby,” a plug
for his latest Deoca record. Of
course, there were cross-plugs for
Miss Thompson’s recent book,
“Eloise.”
Herm.
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1957 ROCKET REVUE
With John Daly, Bill Hayes, Chordettes (4b Bonnie Murray, Greta
Gray, others
Producer; Lee Cooley
Director: Matt Harlib
Writer: Cooley
20 Mins.; Thur., 8:30 p.m.
OLDSMOBILE DEALERS
ABC-TV, from New York
(I\P. Brother)
Bill Hayes is a versatile, talented
vocalist who carried this one-shot
variety show, utilized to unveil the
1957 Olds. In good pop style, he
projected warmth and feeling in a
songalog which included longestablished tunes such as “Wan¬
derin' ” and “The Towering Feel¬
ing."
Unfortunately, producer Lee
Cooley, no novice at this type of
show, having* produced the Perry
Como show last season, cluttered
the half-hour format with too
many guest shots and extra by-play
which didn’t build to a strong, even
vaudeo layout.
The production
numbers devoted to the ’57 Olds,
while understandable, didn’t help
the crowded schedule.
John Daly, acting as host, was
o.k.
Hayes, who also plays the
piano, showed some nice dance
form too, in a novelty sequence
with some tappers. The Chordettes
(4) in their rendition of “Lay Down
Your Arms" appeared somewhat in¬
congruous in their fur stoles and
long gowns, garb which didn’t seem
to go with th$ catchy tune with a
military twist. Lyric soprano Bon¬
nie Murray was poised and polished
in her number, “Musetta’s Waltz"
from “La Boheme."
Despite the shortcomings, main¬
ly stemming from attempting too
hard to give the show a “spec
aura" with too many acts, there
was a fairly good quotient of en¬
tertainment in the half-hour. Stag¬
ing it at the ABC Ritz Theatre, of¬
fered adequate room for the many
stage settings, a factor which
helped to showcase the talent.
Horo.
FIGHTING WORDS
With Nathan Cohen, monitor,
guests
Producer: Cliff Solway
30 Mins., Sun. 5. p.m.
CBC-TV, from Toronto
Because it is a “controversial”
talk series, the Canadian Broad¬
casting Corp. regulations forbid a
sponsor but “Fighting Words,”
with its coverage of 38 CBC-TV
stations across Canada, plus simul¬
taneous coverage pf -78 radio sta¬
tions, is in for its fifth season—
this time for 52 weeks—as the
most-wanted by Canadian listen¬
ers who wish to watch an intellec¬
tual panel at work. Three times,
in the past five seasons, “Fighting
Words”
has
been
temporarily
scrapped-by the CBC powers (pro¬
gram was off for four months in
'54) but listener complaints have
been so vituperative via letters to
the editor and CBC executives that
latter have been forced to restore
the program to the simultaneous
trans-Canada schedule.
On top of this public demand for
retention of continued, topical ar¬
gument has been the battle for
democratic free speech, this rang¬
ing from political viewpoints to
race segregation, the latter a sit¬
uation that does exist in certain
parts of Canada. There have been
numerous requests for commercial
endorsement but the CBC, on that
regulation clause that controver¬
sial subjects will not be sponsored,
has. stymied an important payoff
angle. However, on public pres¬
sure of listeners, “Fighting Words”
still has Cliff Solway as producer
and Nathan Cohen as moderator—
tasks assumed by the duo when
the series was launched five years
ago.
On this unrehearsed generaltalk program, however, these are
nice people tossing the conversa¬
tional ball about without loss of
temper, thanks to the restrictive
hut amiable and engaging guid-#
ance of Cohen, but all presenting
their own opinions and arguments.
Current “Fighting Words” 30-minntes stanza dealt with such diversi¬
fied precepts as the “polished” po¬
litical confusion of ConfuciuS; the
battle of the sexes as governed by
environment and James Thurber;
the claims of Aldous Huxley that
man’s modern ingenuity has been
unable to invent new pleasures.”
Pro and con, the panellists includ¬
ed Prof. J. A. Irving, head of the
Philosophy department of the U. of
Toronto; Margaret Shortliffe, Ca¬
nadian actress; J. E. Belliveau, fea¬
ture writer of The Toronto Star;
pr. W. E. Blatz, head of the Insti¬
tute of Child Studies, U. of Toron¬
to. On results of. half-a-decade,
the “Fighting Words” series has
garnered such a terrific following
that the CBC has a tiger by the tail
and daren’t let go this trans-Canada viewer and/or listener audi¬
ence.
MeStay.

GIANT STEP
With Bert Parks, emcee; music,
Jerry Bresler
Producer: Ed Jurist
Director: Seymour Robbie
SO Mins., Wed., 7:30 p.m.
GENERAL MILLS
CBS-TV, from New York
(BBD&O)
Probably the most sweeping
change in the quiz-show format
since “$64,000 Question” revived
the ancient and not-so-honored
gimmick As the new accent on the
personality of the contestant. Just
to pick Mrs. Joe Blow or Gl-Joeon-leave is passe—now the con¬
testant is carefully screened and
put through a series of personality
tests that probably put a score of
psychology graduates into im¬
mediate employment.
Which, for the most part, is all
to the good. This emphasis on the
contestant himself tends to dress
up the show, to provide human in¬
terest values far beyond the im¬
mediate question of how much
money does he win, etc. Sometimes
it comes acropper, and the fault
probably lies with a miscue in the
inkblot tests. But by and large,
the new trend has made a better
thing out of the quizzer.
Entertainment Productions Inc.
(EPI), formerly the Lou Cowan of¬
fice, which pioneered the personal¬
ity stuff in the first place via
“Question,” has now extended this
business to the juvenile set via
their “Giant Step." The new show
provides an interesting study in
contrasts between the newT and the
old, since “Quiz Kids,” the biggest
and best of the old juve quizzers,
was also a Cowan package. What’s
more, “Quiz Kids’r recently had an
unsuccessful run on CBS-TV, and
it seemed flat in contrast to the
demonstrated superiority of “Step”
in its preem.
. Idea of extending the personal¬
ity bit to the kiddie trade was an
excellent one, judging from the
preem. The three moppets, two of
them 11 and one nine/ on the show
demonstrated more appeal, poise
and all-around telegenicity than
any of the adults that have become
household names through their
quiz efforts. The first, a Georgia
youngster who was quite out¬
spoken about his determination to
“get the nomination for President
at the Democratic convention,”
was about the most appealing juve
to hit the homescreens in a long
time, and he was run a close sec¬
ond by the nine-year-old Cub
Scout whose hobby is insects and
who manages to reconcile his girl
friends to his interest.
Bert Parks, who’s one of the
busiest emcees in the business, is
tailor-made for this one. He han¬
dles the kids with warmth and hu¬
mor and without condescension or
stiffness. Another smart setup is
the prizes (which culminate after a
series of “steps” in a college schol¬
arship and foreign travel). They
are joys for kids, not merely toys
and television sets, etc. (which are
included), hut objects of specific
use to the kids, like a book on the
Presidents and a tape recorder (to
practice oratory) for the future
politico and insect display cases for
the entymologist. The faces of the
kids as they are shown their prizes
are a sight—they even say they’ll
go ahead with the next question
before Parks finishes his descrip¬
tion.
Despite the sameness of the quiz
structure of the show, CBS-TV,
EPI and General Mills have a win¬
ner in this one—a show that adults
and kids will watch—in short, a
“Quiz Kids” updated to modernday television standards. Just how
well it will do*against the “Disney¬
land” competition is problematical
—it certainly will do* better than
previous entries in the time slots.
But if it doesn’t entirely succeed
in its present slot, CBS and Gen¬
eral Mills would be wise to con¬
sider another period for it.
Chan.
TOYLAND EXPRESS
With Jimmy Nelson, others
Writer: Franklin Jones
Director: Frank Telford
15 Mins., Sat.; 9:45 a.m.-4:45 p.m.;
Sun., 9:45 a.m.-3:15 p.m.
TOY GUIDANCE COUNCIL
WABC-TV, N. Y.
(Friend-Reiss)
This 15-minute film show, spot¬
ted Sat.-Sun. mornings and after¬
noons via WABC-TV, N. Y., no
doubt is an effort to achieve week¬
end saturation among the toy buy¬
ing public during the Christmas
shopping season; Whether the Toy
Guidance Council Inc., sponsors of
“Toyland Express,” obtains it is
questionable. For the program's
content isn’t particularly enter¬
taining and the accent seems to be
on psychological motivation rather
than the toys per se.
Primary objective of the series
apparently is to spotlight attention
on certain' toys endorsed by the
TGCX. This endorsement, it de¬
veloped, comes after a “panel of
distinguished educators” rates the
(Continued on page 42)
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WORLD IN CRISIS
With Howard K. Smith, Ernest
Leiser, Winston Burdett, Edward
R. Murrow, Eric Severaid, Larry
LeSueur, Frank Donglii, Dave
Schoenbrun, others
Producer: Leslie Midgel
Director: Vern Diamond
Film Supervisor: Joseph Zigman
Writer: John Sharrik
60 Mins., Sun. (11), 5 p.m.
CBS-TV, from New York
The critical development in
Hungary, Poland and the Middle
East over the past three weeks and
the echoes around the world were
given an honest, forthright and
sometimes brilliant pictorial reap¬
praisal and updating in Sunday’s
(11) special one-hour CBS News
presentation of “World In Crisis.”
It was a vivid and stirring recap¬
ping of all the explosive phases of
a world in trouble, with CBS News
once more demonstrating its fine
touch in this area of public en¬
lightenment.
In a stunning job ot film sifting
and editing, CBS corralled its
crack newrsmen strategically spot¬
ted through the world’s trouble
spots to supplement the pictor.al
documentation with Howard K.
Smith, the network’s Chief Euro¬
pean Correspondent, anchored in
New York as key narrator.
Much of the filmed footage had
been seen over the past couple of
weeks in CBS’ day-by-day recount¬
ing of these historic moments both
in the Central Europe and Middle
East war fronts, but much, too, was
new, and as integrated into this
“World In Crisis" it crystallized all
the inherent drama and tragedy of
a world in ferment.
The application of this in-depth
treatment to electronic journalism
had its most forceful and power¬
ful moments in the first-half re¬
counting and analyzing of the Poland-Hungary cauldron as the bril¬
liant documentation by the CBS
cameramen traced the spread of
the anti-Communist feelir.g in the
satellites from the first, rebellious
riots, through the Poznan riots and
dwelling at length on the tragedy
in Hungary through its “breath of
freedom" to the ultimate rape pf
Budapest. There was telling, verbal
documentation by Frank D.onghi,
one of the first to escape Hungary,
and Ernest Leiser, CBS’ regular
Bonn correspondent, whose eye¬
witness report followed by only a
few hours his release from Buda¬
pest by the Russians The mount¬
ing dirge as the Soviet might was
reimposed on the satellite, coupled
with the Paris and London demon¬
strations, the Hungarian rallies in
N. Y., etc., translated into a mov
ing document.
And yet, while the pictures were
fine and the editing smooth, it was
the analytical contribution, pri¬
marily by Smith, that gave it un¬
usual merit. After a while one ac¬
cepts the marvels of on-the-spot
film and world wide news report¬
ing, which, in a composite such
“World In Crisis” adds little to
what has previously been digested.
But rather, it’s the analytical prob¬
ings and personal comments that
provide the major values and chief
rewards to the listener. And for
this you don’t need tv.
Second half dwelt on the Egyptian-Israel crisis, again for the
most part a twice-told tale, with
Edward R. Murrow’s on-the-spot
commentary, along with Winston
Burdett, Larry LeSueur at the UN,
Eric Severaid on the Washington
scene and Dave Schoenbrun in
Paris updating the Middle East
crisis and reactions. Yet once more
it remained for the analytical re¬
cap to make the one telling point—
that Egypt and Russia were the big
winners.
Rose.
JOHNS HOPKINS FILE 7
With Lynn Poole, Dr. Milton S.
Eisenhower, others; Joe Chaseman, announcer
Producers: Poole, Leo Geier
Director: Kennard Calfee
30 Mins., Sun., 3:30 p.m.
ABC-TV, from Baltimore
Who can dispute the theoretical
importance of a television program
devoted to “current research in
science, the humanities and the
arts"? But “Johns Hopkins File 7"
was not translated from great
words on. a press release into a
palatable tv presentation. No ap¬
parent aid and comfort was re¬
ceived from either producers Lynn
Poole (who also serves as host) and
Leo Geier, or from WAAM-TV
(which has a long record of Johns
Hopkins shows behind it) or from
director Kennard Calfee or from
the tv engineers.
The engineers failed to provide
a transmission for the first 10minutes of the half-hour. In N.Y.
there was a temporary telefilm
replacement, but as far as J.H.U.
is ’concerned the screen was a
blank. No excitement was given
the opening week theme of “Fear."
When the picture was recaptured
for the network, the audience came
upon a man having trouble sticking
pegs in their holes. He was, it was
explained, doing poorly with his
pegs since he was uneasy in the
presence^ of tv canieras. That was

TELEVISION REVIEWS
AIR POWER
(The Day North America Is At¬
tacked)
With Walter Cronkite, narrator;
Gen. Nathan Twining, Gen. Earle
E. Partridge, Lt. Gen. Stanley
Mickelson, Rear Adm. Hugh H.
Goodwin, Col. Harry Shoup,
others
Producer; Perry Wolff
Associate Producer: James B.
Faichney
Director: Daniel Petrie
Writer: Wolff
Senior Editor: Peter Poor
Musical Score: Norman Dello Joio
(Alfredo Antonini, conductor)
60 Mins., Sun,, 6 p.m.
PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE
CBS-TV (film)
(Calkins & Holden)
If there were any more awesome
way in which to introduce a study
of aviation’s role in the modernday world than “The Day Norlh
America Is Attacked.” CBS-TV
would have had to search far and
wide to find it. A more frighten¬
ing and sobering television pro¬
gram hasn’t yet appeared, and as
an introductory chapter into the
two-years-in-the-making 26-w eek
“Air Power" series, it made a com¬
pelling and powerful stai;t in what
promises to be one of the all-time
great documentary efforts on tele¬
vision.
“The Day North America Is At¬
tacked,” as narrator Walter Cron¬
kite put it at the program’s close,
is “the .day that must never hap¬
pen." in serving up a speoial-one
hour premiere (the remaining 25
episodes will be in half-hour form
in the regular “You Are There"
time period), “Air Power” pro¬
ducer Perry (Skee) Wolff took as
his theme the vital role of the Air
Force today—as a defense force
against an atomic attack, and with
smaller detail but no less impact,
as a retaliatory atomic striking
force.
Using a hypothetical case history
of a three-pronged Russian attack,
one air fleet from the Arctic, one
from the Atlantic and one from
)he Pacific, the program traced the
defense procedure in a vivid series
of on-location sequences, utilizing
the actual Air Force, Army and
Navy officers who are running the*
Continental Air Defense Command
show, from Air Force Chief of
Staff Gen. Nathan Twining to Con¬
tinental Air Defense Command
chief Gen. Earle E. Partridge right
down to the man who did most of
the talking, Gen. Partridge’s aide,
Col. Harry Shoup.
Narrated and enacted in the
present tense, the program was so
realistic that CBS-TV took the ex¬
traordinary precaution of superim¬
posing at least a dozen times dur¬
ing the show a telop bearing the
message that “an attack is not tak¬
ing place," that it is a “military
exercise." It was a wise precau¬
tion, for the entire execution of the
theme, from the opening radar con¬
tact through the hurried series of
phone calls between Gens. Partridge
and Twining to the final and defi¬
nite radar confirmations and the
general alert were so awesomely
real that in light of the current
world situation real panic could
have ensued. And yet the telops
hardly detracted from the urgency
of the film—if anything it height¬
ened the implications of what an
atomic war could mean.
There are a host of credits for
the series, and certainly Wolff, as
producer and writer, rates on top
for the daringness of the concept
and its amazingly realistic * execu¬
tion. Director Dan Petrie and edi¬
tor Peter Poor did a magnificent
job iff enhancing the sense of real¬
ity and urgency, Petrie with his onthe-spot-shooting and Poor with
one of the best television editing
jobs in a long time. And Cronkite’s narration carried the same
kind of authoritative immediacy.
“The Day North America Is At¬
tacked" is, of course, a sort of eyeopener to the rest of the series,
which is largely historical and in a
sense is a sort of counterpart to
NBC’s gjrjsat “Victory at Sea."
Judgment on the remainder of the
series must await some of the halfhour episodes—in fact, the opening
show was virtually all brand-new
footage while the series as a whole
will involve the editing of older
footage into a historical whole.
But if the entire series is executed
with the same imagination, skill
and pointedness as the opener
(which can and will stand alone
for future use by the network and
the Air Force), CBS, its public af¬
fairs department and Wolff Sc Co.
Caii start taking bows now.
Chan.
the last visual image of any im¬
portance in the show, which had
a full 18 minutes to run. Most of
the remaining time was taken by
Dr. Robert J. Lifton, who sat and
chewed on a lengthy monolog
about brainwashing. New J.H.U.
prexy, Dr. Milton Eisenhower, was
in briefly at the end with a peda¬
gogical wrapup. .
Art.
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JACK AND THE BEANSTALK
W?*h
Grey, Celeste Holm,
Cyril Ritchard, Peggy King, Ar. oiu ot.-.j, ^eora Dana, Billy
Gilbert, Dennis King, others
Producer: Alvin Cooperman
Director: Clark Jones
Book and Lyrics: Helen Deutsch
Music: Jerry Livingston
90 Mins.; Mon. (12), 8 p.m.
BUICK. RCA
NBC-TV, from N. Y. (in color)
(Kudner; Kenyon & Eckhardt)
“Jack and The Beanstalk," the
latest “Producers’ Showcase" pres¬
entation, must have baffled the
kiddies who stayed up expecting
another treat in the “Peter Pan”
"voove. Tj”t
of fantasy,
there was a psychoanalysis, set to
mus.c, Ol ua: ciasslc childhood
legend. It didn’t quite come off,
either for the moppets or their
parents.
Helen Deutsch padded out the
original brief tale into a 90-nvnute
opus with a romantic angle, some
additional characters and a flock
of song lyrics for which Jerry Liv¬
ingston wrote the music. However,
it didn’t ?dd any action or excite¬
ment, and long sections of this
show dragged at a deadly pace,
much like that long opening runoff
of the credits.
The basic quality of the original
story was, in fact, lost amid the
settings, which were neither real¬
istic nor 'mpressionistic but ex¬
pensive, the name-studded cast
and the camera tricks. There was
too much shell-and too fiitle sub¬
stance and none of the magic and
terror that one expects in a fairy
tale.
Jack was conceived as day¬
dreaming. all-thumbs adolesceqt.
Joel Grey played the part very
well, displaying thesping talent as
well as versatility as a singer and
hoofer. If the role didn’t come
alive, it was due to the script
which had him meandering about
with little to do.
The old fairy tale was turned
into a dream sequence in thi3
adaptation and placed some of the
cast members in dual roles. As the
local tyrant, Billy Gilbert also
played the giant and the climactic
scene, in which he chases Jack, wTas
a sample of unusual superimposition technique. Celeste Holm, Cy¬
ril Ritchard and Peggy King were
also cast as assorted townspeople
who later turned up in the dream
sequence. It must have been all
very confusing to the kiddies.
There were a couple of se¬
quences which suggested the rich
potential in this show. “The March
of the Ill-Assorted Guards” num¬
ber, done with chorus together
with Grey, was standout. The “12
Feet Tall” song, done by Miss
Holm and Ritchard, was another
successful idea, equally effective
for both adults and kids. Also
good, within the context of this
show, was the title ballad.
The romantic numbers were Tin
Pan Alley concoctions at odds with
the rest of the show. “He Never
Looks My Way,” sung by Miss
King, is, however, an excellent pop
song even if it didn’t fit. “This Is
The One,” the opening number,
stayed around far too long and wras
symptomatic of the song-loaded
plotless story.
The narration was handled by
Dennis King in his usual polished
style.
Herm.
WALLY PHILLIPS SHOW
With Bob Bell, Pat Morrisey, The
Starnoters
Producer: Don Sandburg
Director: LeRoy Olliger
60 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 9 a.m.
Participating
WGN-TV, Chicago
Wally Phillips and Bob Bell,
newcomers to the Windy City radio¬
tv scene, have been assigned one
of the toughest tasks on local tele¬
vision—that’s to fill five hours
weekly of WGN-TV’s morning time
with fun and laughter. If the lads
fail to make the grade with this
vehicle, and the segments seen
were far from Impressive, it would
underscore the evidence that the
perishableness of funnymen at tv’s
hometown level is no mere happen¬
stance. It's the old problem of
material and the fact a little slap¬
stick goes an awfully long way at
9 in the a.m.
Stanza watched in toto was
a conglomeration of skits and
horseplay, interlarded with some
songs from Pat Morrisey and the
Starnoters’ instrumentals that must
have been a welcome respite from
the comedies for most viewers. One
skit dealt with Bell photographing
Miss Morrisey; another he por¬
trayed a termite exterminator, and
in the other the three of them did
a takeoff on the old “shadow” radio
show. They were all pretty primi¬
tive in concept and execution.
When he’s playing it straight,
Phillips demonstrates a pleasant
ease with the ad lib patter and Bell
evidences a flair for dialects and
character sketches. And Miss Mor¬
risey is a welcomed addition.
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It happens every
On Election Night America tuned to CBS Television for
the swiftest, clearest, most accurate report of the nation’s
will in a turbulent period in world history.
All the networks reported the same event; hut according
to a Trendex popularity report, CBS Television attracted
83% more viewers than the second ranking network—
93% more than the third network. And as the evening wore
on, the brilliant performance of the CBS News staff won
ah ever-increasing share of the vast Election Night audience.
Only once before has one network led the others by so wide
a margin in the area of news and public affairs programs.
That was during the political conventions, when the nation’s
viewers spent almost as much time watching CBS Television
as the other two networks combined.
And never before has the nation’s preference for CBS
Television’s regularly scheduled programs been so clearly
registered. For in the simple act of selecting a channel, a

**

viewer chooses his favorite programs every day—and these
votes too are carefully tabulated. Current returns show
that CBS Television has 8 of the 10 most popular daytime
programs, 9 of the 10 most popular nighttime programs, and
television’s largest average audience—day and night.
This constant vote of confidence from the constantly growing
television audience is the underlying reason why America’s
advertisers continue to commit more of their advertising *
investment to the CBS Television Network than to any other
single medium in the world.

CBS TELEVISION
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Radio Reviews
MILLIE CONSIDINE SHOW
With Mildred Considine; Bob Considine, John Whitmore, guests
Producer-director: Nelson Schra¬
der
15 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fr!., 12:15 p.m.
MBS, from N.Y. (transcription)
Mildred Considine. wife of col¬
umnist Bob Considine and a col¬
umnist in her own right, looks like
she’ll come up with an interesting,
popular show. This stripped pro¬
gram is her first outing in radio
and on the preem show (12)'she
held her own against such vets as
her husband and John Whitmore,
acting head of Mutual’s news de¬
partment.
Most of the initialer was devoted
to introing Millie, ably handled by
husband Bob. Their chitchat was
warm and convincing. Whitmore
was brought into the act, when the
subject of the upcoming Olympic
games in Australia was broached.
Millie, accompanying her husband,
will broadcast from Australia dur¬
ing the games, via tape and one
“live” show slated for Thanksgiv¬
ing Day airing.
While the men monopolized the
conversation, Millie handled her
lines sprightly and in good voice.
Her show, as she told listeners,
will be devoted to interviews with
personalities ranging from Hedda
Hopper to Gen. (RoSy) O’Donnell.
The accent will be the housewifey,
fan approach, done well, based on
the preem.
WOR, Mutual’s New York flag¬
ship, is carrying the show one hour
before the net broadcast. Horo.
FAMOUS MUSIC AND PEOPLE
With Tony Williams
'
I
45 Mins., 11:15-12 (M), Mon.-Fri.
KCA-WHIRLPOOL
KMBC, Kansas City
This is one of the few remote
shows operating in this area, going
on the format of interviews held
in The Famous Restaurant on the
downtown Baltimore strip and in¬
terspersed with pop recordings.
The interview mikes are set up at
a table in the Famous each even¬
ing where the chatter takes place
and is piped to the station, and the
music itself is spun in the studio
but announced by the man at the
Famous mike..
This is Tony Williams, a vet of a
number of years as a sports an¬
nouncer, but now handling this on
a deal with RCA-Whirlpool, which
shares sponsor credits with the res¬
taurant.
As a prominent figure
here over a considerable span, Wil¬
liams has become something of a
man-about-town and fits this niche
nicely.
The idea is to bring to the mike
the celebrities and famous people,
local and national, who are bound
to hit the strip while downtown.
The list already has included such
names as Jon and Sondra Steele
here recording on the new Fore¬
most label, comedian Bill Falbo,
Gene Autry, stripper Tempest
Storm, opera singer Elaine Malbin,
and other personalities of music,
pictures, theatre, government, et al.
To the credit of The Famous,
there are no restrictions on men¬
tion of rival bistros which feature
entertainers. It’s all in the inter¬
est of making Baltimore Avenue
lively and putting the focus on the
famous.
Quin.
MISSOURI VALLEY CONFER¬
ENCE
(Game of the Week)
With Harry Caray, Paul Douglass
Sat., 1:45 p.m,
G. F. C. LOAN CO.
KMOX, St. Louis
The sked makers of this CBS
outlet must have employed the use
of a crystal ball to line up the out¬
standing games of the Big Ten and
Big Seven this season for, on two
successive 'Saturdays that have
come up with two of the best
games in the nation that have al¬
most overshadowed some of the tv
gridiron hassles available in this
area..
Two weeks ago it was the U. of
Illinois triumph over Michigan
State and last week it was the Mis¬
souri U. Tigers who dropped an im¬
portant game to the Nebraska
Cornhuskers by one point after a
thriller and the defeat may result
in the Missouri gridders losing a
bid to the Orange Bowl classic.
Sent to Lincoln for the play-byplay, etc. were Harry Caray and
Paul Douglass who also have been
assigned to cover most of the Big
Ten and Big Seven games. Doug¬
lass is a former pro with the New
York Giants and now is doing pub¬
licity and public affairs for the sta¬
tion. Caray spiels sports for sev¬
eral- bankrollers including all of
the b.b. games of the St. Louis
Cardinals.
j
Caray does an effervescent job J

with his running account, calling
the plays in a rapid fire tempo and
with the enthusiasm of an under¬
graduate attending the games.
Douglass with his pro background
anaalyzes the strategy and unfolded
in such a clear concise manner that
even those not too familiar with
such action can easily grasp it.
The pre-game chatter is done
adroitly aed warms the dialers for
the big moments to come. Visitors
to the press box are subjects for
adlibbing and at this session a
member of the Cardinal minor
league organization enabled Caray
to discuss the makeup of the Card¬
inals for the 1957 season. Harry
Fender, a gabber for the station
handles the commercials in ' a
smooth way.
Sahu.
SID HARTMAN SHOW
Producer-director: Val Linder
Writer: Hartman
15 Mins;: Sun., 12:45 p.m.
MINNEAPOLIS SAVINGS &
LOAN
WCCO, Minneapolis
Followers of U. of Minnesota and
Big 10 Conference football, and
there’s a host of them within
WCCO earshot, are likely to tune
in unfailingly and to find much of
considerable interest in this grid¬
iron season 15-minute Sunday ses¬
sion.
Show affords expert analysis and
appraisal of such pigskin doings,
a matter of considerable impor¬
tance in this section, and gives a
good line on what fans can expect
from the next Gopher game.
. Sid Hartman is a crackerjack
Minneapolis Morning Tribune col¬
umnist who knows the sort of dope
the fans want and who delivers this
exceptionally well in his writings
and on this program. Recounting and
reconstructing the previous day’s
Minnesota upset victory over Mich¬
igan and the other Big 10 games,
Hartman did his own experting
and, via taped interviews, revealed
the opinions and reactions of the
•Gopher-,.assistant coach who had
scouted “the Wolverines and of
some of the Minnesota players.
This was followed by a brief
recital of what had happened on
other Big 10 gridirons and its sig¬
nificance, An appraisal of the
strength of the next Minnesota foe,
Pittsburgh U, by the Gopher assist¬
ant coach who has been scouting
it. was illuminating.
College songs on disks break up
the gab from time to time. Com¬
mercials are held well in check.
Rees.
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Continued from page 38

in general and the Princeton Ti¬
gers in particular. By going back
to the turn of the century to de¬
pict and illustrate the evolution of
the uniform- and field tactics, this
segment was a genuine antique in
that department of athletic artis¬
try. Here was an ultra-interesting
stanza enhanced by second-guess¬
ing, valuable analysis via film of
Saturday’s
Princeton - Harvard
game, the narration and commen¬
tary of Head Coach Charles Cald¬
well and some of his aides afront
the entire Princeton team, and the
contributions
of
smooth,
glib
sportscaster Bud Palmer.
Grid
fans particularly must’ve devoured
this part of the program.
There were a number of vig¬
nettes of fine historical value, too,
such as the garment devised by a
Princeton alumnus called Smock,
hence you-know-what; plus a Rob¬
in Hood-y helmet of the old days
as another quickie dish. (The post¬
mortems by Coach Caldwell might
give the Yale boys a tip in their
upcomer with the Tigers, or wasn’t
Caldwell giving out with the
mccoy or all of it?) Princeton made
its vidgrid session good by beating
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Harvard on the previous day.
Score this one as a televictory for
the only unbeaten team in the east.
“School for Wives,” Moliere’s
comedic assault on the best-laid
plans of a man who wouldn’t be
henpecked or have any marital
traffic with a dame of superior as¬
sets, etc., was a spree for Bert
Lahr, though over extended both
for him and the teleplay, latter
version by the N. Y. Herald Trib¬
une’s Walter Kerr, the show’s
drama consultant. Broad in its
farce and even more so in the slapstickery thereof, it had an abun¬
dance of built-in, cosmic laughs
along with some dull sequences
that, even considering its candid
just-between-you-and-me
asides,
still gave too much away. Lahr
was superb Lahr, which may not
be anywhere near the Louis Jou¬
vet edition with a French company
some five years ago on Broadway.
That one, incidentally, being fullfledged, whole - evening theatre,
naturally included the wondrous
“Maxims of Marriage” piece spok¬
en by the character Agnes, ward
of Lahr’s Arnolphe. The tv Agnes
was a delightful role as played by
pretty Patricia Smith. Others in
the cast were William Shatner, an
okay Horace: Earl Montgomery,
Elizabeth Wilson, Louis Sorin,
Robert
Goodier
and
Michael
Strong. Jack Landau directed.
For the football session, Jack
Sameth directed the remote and
Andrew Lewis scripted.
Trau.
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Inside Stuff—Radio-TV
Guest shot tv. sked of Anna Maria Alberghetti is being lined up to
coincide with promotion campaign plans on Metro’s “10,000 Bed¬
rooms,” in which she costars with Dean Martin. Chirp-actress expects
to make at least six appearances-on national shows before pic is re¬
leased in late Spring, teeing off with Perry Como’s NBC hour, right
after first of year. She also is being set for Ed Sullivan’s show, on
which she started at $500 per. Current asking price by manager Pierre
Cossette is now $10,000. Thrush likewise will make exhibitor and per*
sonal appearances on a regional basis during her upcoming nitery tour,
on which she’ll incorporate song, “Only Trust Your Heart,” from pic.
“Out of Darkness,” the CBS telementary on mental health which gets
its third showing Nov. 25 in the 5-6 p.m. period, has been credited by
the National Assn, for Mental Health for activating legislative interest
in mental health problems on the state level, for boosting the NAMH’s
fundraising efforts and its membership drive and for getting people
with mental health problems to ask for help without feeling there’s a
stigma attached to it.
NAMH executive director Richard F. Swigart said thus far some
eight or nine state legislatures have held special screenings but that
in May, when the group’s fundraising effort begins, screenings will be
arranged"in special meetings of all 48 state legisatures. He said that
at the beginning of 1956 there were 475 NAMH,chapters but by Novem¬
ber the total was up to 550; that the ’55 fundraising campaign totaled
$2,300,000 but the 1956 estimate is $3,5000.000. “Out of Darkness.” he
said, had a “very important influence” in the fundraising and member¬
ship drive, and the show also made those ^people who*did call for help
aware of the fact that help is available without stigma.

Semiannual Christopher Awards were given to 18 producers, writers
and directors involved in six programs yesterday (Tues.) at an awards
reception at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, N.Y. Awards, presided over
by Father James Keller, founder of the Christophers, went to producer
Jack Denove, director Charles Bennett and writer Larry Marcus for
“The Gift of Dr. Minot,” presented on ABC-TV’s “DuPont Cavalcade
Theatre” April 1; producer Maurice Evans, director George Schaefer
and writer James Costigan of “Hallmark Hall of Fame” for the May 6
NBC-TV production of “Cradle Song”; producers Fred Briskin, Joseph
Hoffman and Irving Starr, director James Neilson and writer Mary C.
McCall for “Sheila,” the May 24 NBC-TV “Ford Theatre” presentation;
■ ■
Continued from page 39
producer Robert Costello, director William Corrigan and writer Art
toy for such assets as fun, dura¬ Wallace for “Second Family,” on NBC’s “Armstrong Circle Theatre”
bility and educational values. Ven¬ May 29; director Norman Felton and writer Helen Cotton for “Opera¬
triloquist Jimmy Nelson, along tion 3 R’s” on “U.S. Steel Hour” over CBS-TV July 4; and producer
with alter ego Danny O’Day, serves Ed Sobel and director Jim Hobson for the Aug. 11 “Lawrence Welk
as a guide to a group of children Show” on ABC-TV. •
wrho look over the games and
gadgets.
When McCall’s publishes a profile of Ed and Pegeen Fitzgerald, the
Nelson, an ingratiating fellow, pioneer Mr. & Mrs. team of radio-tv, in the March 1957 issue, it will
tosses in a line of humorous patter be illustrated by a fullpage painting by her of a show biz theme. It
as the youngsters scrutinize such focuses on bears. The McCall’s story, by Judith Churchill, is part of
toys as a “take-part” airplane,
“How They Met” series, and the manner in which Pegeen met Ed Fitz¬
dolls, stuffed animals, a duck shoot
and the like. Psychological factors gerald in Seattle, where he was p.a. for Alexander Pantages, was via a
in toys, it was explained, are im¬ bear act he 'had sent over, supposedly for a radio show she was con¬
portant because they’re needed to ducting in behalf of Meier & Frank. This is the big northwest depart¬
develop the child’s competitive ment store, of which she was stylist and fashion writer.
spirit, muscular and mental co¬
A three-hour Sunday morning (11) audition for the role of Tiny Tim
ordination, etc. It’s a fair enough
pitch to the parents, but then in the upcoming Alcoa Hour version of “Stingiest Man in Town” pulled
we’ve had bikes and dominoes long in over 200 tots-lq the Palladium Ballroom in N.Y. on the basis of
before somebody decided to ex¬ newspaper ads in three metropolitan dailies announcing the. audition.
plore their “educational” values.
Winner was Dennis Kohler, a television pro despite his eight years,
Gilb.
with a list of top dramatic credits. Part of the audition was aired on
NBC Radio’s “Monitor.”

Tele Reviews

ASK PICKLES
With Wilfred & Mabel Pickles;
Eric Robinson orch
Producer: Harry Carlisle
BBC-TV, from Dundee, Scotland
Wilfred and Mabel Pickles, Eng¬
lish radio and tv personalities,
have a homely frame for this meetthe-people series. Viewers in dif¬
ferent regions are asked to write
in their requests, and have these
granted via local and show biz per¬
sonalities at telecast from , their
hometown.
At show viewed a bus driver got
to see his fave golf champ John
Panton, and a local jute worker
told of her job. Robert Wilson,
top fave among Scot singers, sang
a couple of tunes, including a new
one “The Glens of Angus,” writ¬
ten by a local 19-year-old youth
George Bell. Pickles also intro¬
duced viewers to a Dundee dance
group, The Gie Gordons.
Auld
Lang Syne angle was over-stressed
via pipers, dance and song, but
show added up to fairly interest¬
ing tv fodder away from usual
well-trodden paths of London.
Eric Robinson, batoning the orch,
helped in the comedy chores.
Gord.

American Theatre Wing's second term of eight-week courses in radio¬
tv commercials and acting gets underway Jan. 25. Commercials classes
will be instructed by Lucille Mason (Compton), Madge Kerr (Young &
Rubicam), Chuck Kebbe (Ted Bates), Russ Armbruster (Clifford, Do¬
herty , Steers & Shenfield) and Roger Brackett (Grey). The acting
classes, under Arthur Hanna, will include a series of sessions under
several directors—William Marshall, Clark Andrews and George Wiest
of ABC, Ken McGregor and Dan Sutter of NBC and Paul Roberts, Ira
Ashley and Stanley Niss of CBS.
Ninth annual communion breakfast of the Catholic Apostolate of
Radio-Televisiop-Advertising will be held Sunday (18) in the grand
ballroom of the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, N.Y., following the 9 a.m. mass
at St. Patrick’s. NBC's John Patrick Costello will be toastmaster and
tv personality Ray Heatherton emcee. Guest speakers will include
Very Rev. Msgr. John Dougherty, professor of sacred scripture at Im¬
maculate Conception Seminary in Darlington, N.J., and Pulitzer Prize¬
winner and assistant to the editor-in-chief at Hearst Publications,
Frank Coniff.
Television Advertising Bureau will hold a breakfast meeting for
members the morning of Friday (16) to present its latest research find¬
ings via “Beyond the Motion Barrier.” It will be part of the annual
meeting of the promotion organization headed by Norman (Pete) Cash,
who replaced Oliver Treyz, when the latter moved over to ABC-TV a
few weeks ago.

Chicago radio-tv ad-promotion managers have organized a Broad¬
casters’ Promotion Assn, which has scheduled its first annual seminar
at the Sheraton Hotel in Chi Nov. 16-17. Workshop sessions will deal
with all facets of sales and audience promotion and merchandising
plans. Guest panelists are being lined up by the temporary committee,
Buffalo — Gene Brook has been chaired by Chuck Wilson, sales promotion manager of WGN Inc. Other
named radio program manager of members of the organizing body are John Keys, WNBQ, WMAQ; Ell
WBEN marking the reestablish¬ Henry, WBKB; Tom Dawson, WBBM-TV, and Bob Peel, WIND.
ment of the post which has been
The four companies who operate the British commercial tv web in
vacant 14 months. Brook came to
WBEN as a writer in 1949 and has London, the midlands and the north, of England, Associated-Rediffusion,
been sales-service director and Associated Television, ABC Television,, and Granada TV Network, have
production manager at the station joined forces in an advertising venture and taken a full page in the
since.
London Times.
The page is headed “A Year of Success for Independent Television,”
and is laid out with stills and graphs to show the rise of viewing audi¬
ences during commercial tv’s first year, the steady rise of advertisers
using the commercial medium, and the ascent of advertising revenue
on all outlets.

The Life &, Times of a TV Script

Three years ago Dale Wasserman and Jack Balch co-authored
“Elisha and the Long Knives” and a year later it appeared as a
“Kraft Theatre” hour. Since then, February, 1954, the script has
made quite a tour.
It was published in “Top TV Shows of the Year” via Hastings
House in April 1955. It was the only 60-minute stanza published
in the Irving Settel collection. Three months later, the Australian
Journal, reproduced the play as a sample U.S. drama. Last De¬
cember, “Matinee Theatre” repeated it in color. Then WEWS-TV,
Cleveland, selected the show for production in one of the rare oc¬
casions when tv staged a live drama locally. In 'September of this
year, Penn Wayne Players Co. bought the script for a stage pre¬
sentation.
Most recent chapter in the long life of “Long Knives” is that
earlier this month. Bryn a Productions started dickers with Martin
Leonard, literary agent for the Wasserman-Balch yarn, to release
it as a motion picture with Kirk Douglas starring.

Hassle between CBS-TV and UP-Movietope over coverage of the
Andrea Doria sinking is just a series of “misunderstandings,” accord¬
ing to Mac R. Johnston, assistant director of CBS News. Johnston states
that CBS never claimed an exclusive on the sinking but is justifiably
proud of the on-the-spot coverage by Doug Edwards, his director, Don
Hewitt, and cameraman Tony Petri. On the other hand, however, he
cries “foul” to UP-Movietone editor Burt Reinhardt’s contention that
UP-Movietone had exclusive shots of the liner actually going down.
First of all, Johnson states, CBS had its own piqtures of the sinking
itself; second, the UP-Movietone footage was a Coast Guard pool ar¬
rangement and was so labeled in the shipped film;'
As to the use by CBS of the UP-Movietone footage on the Edwards
news show, Johnston states that only
feet of it was used, haost of
it integrated with Petri’s footage to give different angle shots to the
clips of the listing ship. Final couple of feet were of bubbles after the
ship went down, and this was used “because they had better bubbles
than ours,” Johnston concluded.
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FOR AVAILABILITIES ON THESE 78 TERRIFIC MUSICAL 'A HOURS WITH
PATTI PAGE, THE “PAGE 5” SINGERS AND JACK RAEL’S 18 PC. ORCHESTRA
call your nearest
IN THE EAST
Ben Colman
Plaza 1-4432
New York, N. Y.

SCREEN GEMS

IN THE MIDWEST
Henry Gillespie
Franklyn 2-3696
Chicago, Ill.

IN THE SOUTH
Frank Browne
Emerson 2450
Dallas, Texas

sales office

IN THE FAR WEST
Richard Dinsmore
Hollywood 2-3111
Hollywood, Cal.

IN CANADA
Lloyd Bums
Empire 3-4096
Toronto, Can.
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TV’s Disenchanted Sponsors
.-■■■-- Continued from page 29 :—

which could mean a cool $1,000,000
down the drain.
Even though
there’s a clause in the contract
stipulating that subsequent install¬
ments must be on the same quali¬
tative level as thfe pilot, no sponsor
has yet stepped forward to exer¬
cise the small print. He figures he
wouldn’t get to first base.
As result, there’s considerable
agitation going on at present for a
reframing of all such contractual
commitments which would give
the sponsor more flexibility with¬
out inflicting such a heavy cancel¬
lation rap. Agency men say they
wouldn’t be averse to a penalty
clause, provided there’s a return
to the 13-week., option practice, or
even a modification on a payoff
that would protect all the creative
elements involved in the show,
such as producer, director, writer,
etc. This could mean a $300,000
or $400,000 rap for the privilege
of knocking off the show and buy¬
ing a new one. But they want no
part of the present “39-firm-withno-ifs.”
3. Agencies and sponsors are
still vexed over network time fran¬

■' 1

chises with the accompanying “buy
me, buy my show” principle. While
the networks may be going outside
for their packages, whether it’s a
Screen Gem, a Ziv or a Showcase
Productions, the fact remains, j
complain the agencies, that the
networks still dictate the show a
sponsor must buy if he wants a
favorable time period; As a hypo¬
thetical case, Liggett & Myers had
the privilege of moving into Tues¬
day 8:30 on NBC, but only on con¬
dition that it buy “Noah’s Ark,” a
Jack Webb enterprise in which the
network, too, has a stake. If L & M
is displeased with the show’s prog¬
ress and rating, it’s just too bad.
NBC may be unhappy about it as
well, but would hesitate about in¬
curring Webb’s displeasure (since
the latter’s “Dragnet” and contrac¬
tual ties with the network would
piake such a situation untenable)—
so everybody, including a coast-toqoast audience, is forced to toler¬
ate an intolerable situation.
Multiplied by a dozen “Noah’s
Arks,” which approximates the
picture today, and television it¬
self has become intolerable.

J
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BISHOP SHEEN GETS
Now It’s CBS Radio Thafi
Bergen Evans Set For
Sun. Aft TV Series
SPONSOR FOR N.Y. Sore at NBC-TV as Wehs
Bishop Fulton J. Sheen’s ABCCBS-TV rounded out its Sunday
Kick ‘Quintile’ Ball Around
, afternoon public affairs lineup this TV program on Monday nights will
week with the pacting of Bergen
Evans to host a new show, “The
Last Word.” Program, which starts
on Jan. 6, after the completion of
CBS-TV’s pro football coverage,
will deal with the origin, use and
misuse of the English language,
and will be installed in the 2:303 p.m. period.
Series will consist of commen¬
tary by Evans, dramatizations of
the topics at hand, and discussions
by a panel of rotating guests.
Evans, the moderator of the erst¬
while “Down You Go” and an Eng¬
lish prof at Northwestern U., has
a “radio show going on literature
and English over the Westinghouse
Broadcasting Co. stations, “Of Cab¬
bages & Kings.” Harry Olester
will produce “Last Word” for CBS
public affairs.
Louisville—Jimmy Finegan has!
resigned as sports director of
VTHAS "and WHAS-TV.
George
Walsh succeeds hirm
Victor A.
Sholis, v-p and director of WHAS,
Inc., said -Finegan resigned be¬
cause of policy differences.

be sponsored in N.Y. over WABCTV by Progress© Foods. Purchase
of the co-operative network pro¬
gram in N.Y. was closed last week
by the network key, with Progresso
starting Dec. 3 and going through
the rest of the winter season with
the cleric.
Contract was made by. the
Carlo Vinti agency for Progresso.
Meantime, it looks to network
executives that the proposed oncemonthly extension of “Voice of
Firestone” to a full-hour is vir¬
tually dead. Show normally runs
from 8:30 to 9, the Bishop from
9 to 9:30 and clearance for the
hour show had to come from the
Sheen office. It was apparently
denied.

Kelly’s DuM Shift
William Kelly is changing posts
within DuMont Broadcasting as he
leaves his senior' technician job at
WTTG (Washington) to become
chief engineer for WABD OI. Y.).
With the capital tv station for 10
years, Kelly replaces Archie Smith.

CBS Radio execs are doing &
bum over what they deem distor¬
tion and misrepresentation of their
“Quintiles” study of ^weekday aft¬
ernoon television viewing by NBO
TV researchers last week. In par¬
ticular, but not exclusively, the
CBS’ers are boiling over the NBC
crack that “CBS did not mention”
that the data “demonstrate conclu¬
sively that both media (radio and
tv) are necessary because they are
complementary.”
As a matter of recorded fact,
state CBS sales v.p. John Karol
and research director Harper Caraine, the argument that daytime
radio and daytime tv are comple¬
mentary was the basis of the Quin¬
tiles study and was so stated in the
presentation to advertisers to be
the underlying assumption. Actual
quote from the presentation is that
the solution to the coverage and
frequency problem is to “comple¬
ment a strong daytime'tv network
campaign
among approximately
half the housewives in the U. S.
by buying extensively and econom¬
ically into the dominant CBS Ra¬
dio afternoon daytime-serial se®
quence—to
provide
advertising
reach and frequency among the re¬
maining half of the U. S. house¬
wife-universe?
Could it be, asks CBS, that the
NBC-TV boys were sore about the
rest of that quote about the use of
radio as a complementary medi>um? It reads that there is “no ad¬
vertising strategy that can equal or
even approach a strong sponsor¬
ship schedule in the dominant day¬
time-tv 'network (CBS-TV) plus a
strong (and economical) sponsor¬
ship schedule in the outstandingly
dominant daytime radio network
(CBS Radio).”
If the NBC-TV
boys are sore about the reference
to CBS-TV as the dominant day¬
time television network, that's an¬
other matter "and they can fight
that one out on another level with¬
out trying to represent what actu¬
ally is basic and helpful research
as some kind of slippery promo¬
tion.”
As to the other NBC-TV argu¬
ments, CBS makes these points:
1. The study did demonstrate
that daytime tv does reacl^ 76% of
the tv homes during a five-day pe¬
riod, but it only reaches regularly
45% of airhomes, that is radio and
tv homes. “NBC would like to for¬
get about the 11,800,000 radio-only
homes,” states Caraine. “Our point
is that there are 26,000,000 homes
that daytime tv doesn’t reach reg¬
ularly, a total of 55% of all radio
and tv homes. This comprises the
11,800,000 radio-only homes (as of
March) and 14,000,000 television
homes that don’t watch daytime tv
for more than five minutes a week.
Radio added to television can at
lower cost and with greater fre¬
quency reach these 26,000,000
homes.”
2. Sure, NBC can group radio
listening into quintiles too and
come up with an intense pattern of
concentration of radio listening.
That’s not the point, however,
states CBS. Fact is that in this
concentration of listening will be
found the homes which don’t have
television or are light daytime tv
viewers—exactly why daytime ra¬
dio is complementary to daytime tv.
3. It’s probably true that day®
time tv families are the younger
and larger families which do more
buying, but to base a premise on
this is fallacious, forian advertiser
buying daytime television only
would have to ignore more than
I half the f amilies in the U. S., and
they must account for some of the
buying. It’s also a fact1 that the
largest group of housewives is not
in the 16-34 bracket but in the
over-50 bracket and that to ignore
them completely doesn't make
much marketing sense.

O’Brien’s 0&0 Slot
Thomas S. O’Brien has been
named director of business affair*
of the NBC owned stations. He’s
been divisional business manager
of the q&o’s since April of 1954,
prior to which he was assistant
controller for the stations.
O’Brien reports to Tom McFadden, v.p. of o&o’s and NBC Spot
Sales. It’s McFadden's second ma¬
jor appointment since assuming
his post a couple of months ago,
first having been the designation of
Bill Davidson as his successor as
general manager of WRCA and
WRCA-TV, N, Y.
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attack the networks’ sales problems
with a full head of steam. Most of
the members polled say that TvB
was amply justified in holding off
a major network push til now,
since the webs initially seemed to
have such an advantage vis-a-vis
spot billings.
There is a majority opinion that
is expected to prevail at the start
of tomorrow's annual meeting that
despite its alleged failings, TvB has
brought perspective to an industry
that seemed only to be a mass of
disassociated parts before it began.

TvB’s 1st Convention
—= Continued from page 30 -■ ■■
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Desi’s Formula
y Continued from page 36

This gives the producer a chance
to make better pictures, too.
was first president of TvB (he went million dollar total figure for spot,
“The tv industry has reached
the
prestige
of
TvB
rose—and
sim¬
to ABC-TV as boss three weeks
the point where there’s no place
ago), had to face was not necessar¬ ply for printing a total that no¬
for a fair show. We have com£
ily building up tv but breaking body else bothered to add up be¬
up with good, top entertainment.
down the snipes of the newspaper fore. Of course, there was another
We have been making shows for
industry’s own promotion bureau. reason for the spot lists, TvB ad¬
the summer with inferior quality.
The worried American Newspaper mitted: it gave old and new spot
I believe the producer should
Publishers Assn, had its boys work advertisers a yardstick of sorts by
spend more than he gets to make
over the inherent weaknesses in which to measure the competition.
these shows good ones.
Viewers
tv.
The matter never really re¬
The very fact that the spending
have seen so much in the past five
solved itself but after a several done by the competition was read¬
years
they’re
as
critical
as a
cross swipes, with sporadic rever¬ ily available is said to have en¬
Broadway audience.
You can’t
berations still being heard, it kind gendered a hotter feeling toward
of skittered out.
national spot purchases, and cre¬
Continued from page 28
m, fool them. In a few years we’ve
reached a point it took the movie
Earlier plans Treyz laid to hit ated a new tv “nobility,” to begin
agreement
that
all
cast
credits
will
business 30 years to reach. You
the bluechippers for the national challenging the network kingdom.
spot dollar began to move. Though Several new advertisers, first ap¬ come first in the crawl, following have to give the people something
only
“outstanding
personalities”
better.
it was never said, it seemed to ob¬ proached by TvB, are on tv now,
“We are planning eight to 10
servers that Treyz was anxious to but TvB itself isn’t prone to say who have the bargaining power to
build up national spot expendi¬ whether it alone or in part clinched get specific top billing. (5) Televi¬ pilots for next season, and we will
sion dancers have been guaranteed use a different approach on all of
tures to a parity with that of the the sales.
a minimum of three hours re¬ them. In some instances we will
networks. He and his key staffers
At once the most talked-about
moved out into the field to play and talked-down TvB undertaking hearsal, rest of AFTRA keeping seek deals for 13 pictures, as in
the Whiting series. But in others
the traditional field—the ad clubs, was the introduction of showman¬ one-hour provision.
At least 45 other points of we will aim at a particular time
manufacturing groups and so on ship in selling facts and figures on
agreement
were
reached
in
the
spot, sonsor or network. We have
and they also started on the blue¬ tv’s growth pattern. Treyz went and
chippers one by one, especially hired a widescreen projection unit sessions between AFTRA and the found out if a pilot is good the
the outfits that TvB discerned called Cell-O-Matic, and then he networks, advertising agencies and sponsor may not have the right
There was a problem time slot or may seek a different
were not spending what they and a chief aide, Gene Accas, producers.
should be spending in tv.
along with advance men like Sid over who was a “commentator” type of show. You run into a lot
A11 this time, few if any trade- Mesibov, started pitching data to and who wasn’t under the expiring of circumstances having nothing to
Union maintained that! do with the quality of the 'show
sters could honestly determine large trade-audiences. TvB, every¬ contract.
what TvB was accomplishing, be¬ one admitted, was colorful and the since commentators were exempt and we seek to cut down the ele*
from
the
contract,
the networks ment of risk.
cause these broad steps don’t bring shows had impact. Inevitably, how-*
dollars and cents into a till where ever, a few dour notes crept in: were too frequently labeling news¬
“We made the Orson Welles pi¬
casters
as
such.
What
the new lot.
the corporate accountant can put a minority of observers—mostly
We were too late for the
provision
is
said
to
boil
down
to
is
them down on paper to show the non-members—weren’t In favor of
regular season, but were offered
stockholders.
Perhaps the only “fancy presentations” before a that anyone—whether he’s nor¬ a 10:30 Saturday night time slot,
tangible results came from the ef¬ hardheaded biz audience and they mally a commentator or analyst— That’s not a good time, and we
forts of Norman (Pete) Cash, now labeled the travelling expenses, doing straight newscasting gets wouldn’t take it.
presidential successor to Treyz, Cell-O-Matic and the hiring of AFTRA fees. Exception is inter¬
“We intend to sign creative tal¬
who made the rounds of stations posh hotel ballrooms a “waste of mittent news done on the com¬ ent for our pilots on a yearly basis,
mentator’s regular
commentary
to register more members.
money.”
or even longer. We don’t want to
The presentations were primar¬ show.
The first dramatic advance of
lose this talent after a film is shot.
Special meeting of the N. Y. If you hire someone for the one
TvB came not as a promotion out¬ ily for the promotion of tv na¬
fit but as a service unit to tv and tional spot and after awhile, after membership has been called by the picture, by the time it’s sold they
tv advertisers. Treyz went to Niel¬ some prudent consideration, the AFTRA national board to okay the may not be available.
Conse¬
sen and had runs made on the top TvB boys stepped up their blue¬ negotiations to this point. The quently we have a policy of sign¬
few hundred national spot adver¬ print to include some lines about board says it wants to iron out any ing such people to regular, long¬
tisers and the totals they had spent the networks. More recently, with¬ problems that might arise before term deals, and we’re * seeking
in the previous quarter Of the year. in the last five weeks or so, TvB the regular N. Y. local meet on more creative talent.
You must
When the industry saw a multi¬ has given signs that it is going to Nov. 20.
have the right personnel if you
want to cut down on the risk fac¬
tor. As an example of our policy
along these lines, we just signed
Norman Tokar to a three-year con¬
tract as producer-director.
His
first assignment will be on the
Whiting -series, which rolls in No¬
vember,” he said.
Last year a group of independent-minded individuals formed MIDDLE OF THE ROAD.
Arnaz added his own vidfilmery
has sold 50% of its pilots—“a good
We pledged to AFTRANs:
average for tv”—and has sold most
of the others on a one-shot basis.
Our loyalty as Americans

AFTRA

AFTRA MEMBERS!

Our opposition to Communism
Our freedom from extremist elements in our union
Our devotion to membership's increased employment and welfare.
WE WERE ELECTED. We brought an end to fac¬
tional control of our local, and a lessening of fear,
blacklisting, and the influence of AWARE, Inc.
In implementing our program our devotion to our
pledges has never wavered. As a result AFTRA
is a healthier union!

PROGRESS HAS BEEN MADE . . . Much remains
to be accomplished. Our MIDDLE OF THE ROAD
program is a great program overwhelmingly en¬
dorsed by you. We ASK YOUR SUPPORT for its
fulfillment!

VOTE FOR ALL THESE CANDIDATES
ACTORS
(See footnote *)

Conrad Bain
Buff Cobb
Bert Cowlan
John Henry Faulk
Bert Freed
Betty Garde
Martha Greenhouse
Hilda Haynes

Michael Kane
Ed Keen
jPolly Rowles
Arthur Seelen
Jean Sullivan
DANCERS
Maxine Berke
Chris Karner
Janice Rule
Aura Vainio

SINGERS

ANNOUNCERS

Bob Carroll
Del Horstmann
Lou Hurst
Jim Polack
Earl Rogers
Craig Timberlake
SPECIALTY ACTS
Orson Bean
Ronnie Graham
Allan Walker

(See footnote t)

Art Hannes
Carl (King
Charles Stark
INDEPENDENT
STATION
ANNOUNCER
Stan Burns

* With his approval we heartily endorse the candidacy of DENNIS

PATRICK, who is running independently.
t With his approval we heartily endorse the candidacy of President
CHARLES COLLINGWOOD, who is running independently.
tA technicality kept us from entering POLLY ROWLES* name on
. the ballot. We urge you to write her name as a “write-in” under
ACTORS.

We the undersigned
SUPPORT The middle of the road
JOSEPH ANTHONY
PAT BENOIT
VALERIE BETTIS
PAT CARROLL
FAYE EMERSON
BETTY FIELD
JOHN FORSYTHE
FLORIDA FRIEBUS

RITA GAM
ANNE JACKSON
MILTON KAMEN
JOHN KERR
VIVECA LINDFORS
RODDY McDOWALL
GARRY MOORE
HOWIE MORRIS

FREDERigC O'NEAL
WILLIAM PRINCE
JASON ROBARDS, JR.
JOSEPH SCHILDKRAUT
HIRAM SHERMAN"
JO SULLIVAN
ROBERT WEEDE
MARTHA WRIGHT

Advertisement paid for by member supporters of the candidates

Cleve. Strike
Continued from page 31 s—

partment to help in overall cov¬
erage.
In one unique phase, publishers
and negotiating guildsmen—who
in the past fumed against canon
35, the court edict that banned
ilse of cameras in courtrooms—es¬
tablished a new canon when, at a
closed door session with Mayor
Anthony Celebrezze, they refused
to permit KYW-TV camerman
Ralph Mayher to shoot pre-meet¬
ing scenes of the session.
In an effort to end the strike,
Mayor Celebrezze, on Nov. 7, began
a series of talks that extended
well into evening sessions. By
yesterday (12) the mayor indicated
that negotiators had reached an
agreement on all issues except
wages. The negotiations have, since
the strike began, spread to a vir¬
tual industry-wide bargaining agree¬
ment with the allied newspaper
trades, representing 1,800 mem¬
bers, conferring with a sub-com¬
mittee of the Guild negotiating
committee for a report on negotia¬
tions. Many of the allied trades
have contracts that are within days
of expiring. It’s indicated the pat¬
tern finally adopted by the GuHd
will set the scene for new contracts
with the allied crafts.
As far as wage talks are con¬
cerned, the last official money offer
from the publishers to the Guild
was a weekly package ranging from
$5.50 to $8.50 for a two-year period.
The Guild’s last offer was its re¬
quest for weekly increases ranging
from $9 to $11 for two years.

CHI’S‘SUSIE’S SHOW’
HAS A WEB GLEAM
Chicago, Nov. 13.
WBBM-TV program lads have
network ambitions for their new
“Susie’s Show,” kiddie-angled daytimer starring 12-year-old Susan
Heinkel 'which is walking off with
the local rating honors for the time
period and is nearing capacity
saleswise.
Chi CBS exec Frank
Atlass and producer Barry McKin¬
ley are in New York this week
armed with the latest “Susie” sta¬
tistics to sound out the homeoffice on possible network exposure
for the combination live and film
display.
During its initial six weeks,
“Susie” propelled Channel 2 from
last to first place in the 4 to 4:30
p.m. crossboard span, according to
the latest ARB tally, with an av¬
erage of 7 or better for the five
days. And with 18 of the weekly
maximum 25 spots commercially
occupied at $300 per the show al¬
ready has emerged as one of the
top, if not the top, local daytime
grossers.
First ratings also don’t fully re¬
flect the impact of the post-debut
switch to the Popeye shorts as the
film portions of the show, it’s be¬
lieved.

Storer
■ Continued from page 30 „ , ■, ^

Jones, former FCC commissioner.
Jones charged the move as “merely
another obvious attempt” by the
V’s to confuse the issue. The Com¬
mission, he said, is “well aware of
their (the V’s) record of multi¬
tudinous, dilatory and obfuscatory
‘pleadings’ already filed in this
matter.” The V’s “sole interest,”
he added, is to “delay the advent
of effective competition” to their
stations.
Jones charged that the V’s are
asking the Commission to take
“punitive action” against Storer,
who has fulfilled his UHF commit¬
ments in Portland by continuously
operating the only UHF station in
the northwest, in favor of KVAN
which has had its UHF permit for
three years and which has assured
the agency it has no intention of
constructing ^an ultra high station.
“In the guise of protecting
KVAN,” Jones claimed, the Port¬
land V’s would “forever preclude
establishment of the first local tv
outlet for Salem, the state capital,
and the maximum and effective
ultilization of channel 3 to serve
the entire Salem-Portland market”.
The Portland V’s, he added, want
the Commission to “place a protec¬
tive umbrella” over them in order
to prevent a Salem station from
covering Portland or from compet¬
ing with them.
Jones further charged that the
V’s “have no desire” to see chan¬
nel 2 assigned to Vancouver, par¬
ticularly since KVAN’s proposed
site is located in Portland, adja¬
cent to the KLOR-TV transmitter.
Utilization of channel 3 in Salem
has already been postponed by pro¬
ceedings which delayed construc¬
tion of KSLM for almost two years,
Jones pointed out. Storer, he said,
is now willing to construct the sta¬
tion and to provide service needed
by Salem and the state of Oregon.
He urged prompt and favorable
action on the KSLM application
and denial of the request of the
V’s for “insulation from competi¬
tion”.

Mgt.i William Morris Agency

TOMMY LYMAN
Featuring "The Michigan Bankroll"

At The SCROLL
141 E. 45th STREET, NEW YORK
EL. 5-9449
Luncheon and Cocktail* from Noon — DINNER from 6
Special Material by MILT FRANCIS

“If we're going to have any kind of living together,
we must have some sort of an understanding...”
This is a boy from Boston, talking to a lady named Helen Parkhurst
about racial prejudice.
The same Helen Parkhurst asked youngsters in Portland, Ore.,
about military service. One said, “It isn’t actually,fear that bothers
you... it’s you don’t know when you’re going or where .”
Sometimes teenagers are more direct than the great masters
. . * like the one who said about art, “I put the feeling inside me
in my hands.”
Young people’s feelings about themselves . • . their problems
. «* their futures in the wonderful world around them . . . that’s
the heart of “Growing Pains,” a new documentary radio series
produced by Westinghouse Broadcasting Company.
• Helen Parkhurst, famous child psychologist, is the spark who
lights the youngsters’ imaginations, as well as the magnet who

draws out their deepest feelings. The result: a new understanding
for parents ... for everyone ... of the powerful stirrings in our
young people.
This new series by WBC, with Helen Parkhurst, is only one in a
growing list of outstanding WBC public service programs—pro¬
grams like “Of Many Things,” “The Big R,” “How Shah We
Learn?” This kind of programming is emphasized by WBC because
we believe that broadcasting is most effective on stations which have
earned the respect and confidence of the communities they serve.
“Growing Pains” is produced exclusively for the WBC stations,
but is already being broadcast on a number of educational radio
stations. We shall be happy to make it available to others. Call
Richard Pack, WBC Vice President in charge of Programming,
at MUrray Hill 7-0808, New York.

WESTINGHOUSE BROADCASTING COMPANY, INC.
RADIO
BOSTON—WBZ+WBZA
PITTSBURGH—KDKA
CLEVELAND—KYW
PORT WAYNE—WOWO
PORTLAND—KEX

Support the Ad Council Campaigns

KPIX
All other

WBC

TELEVISION
'BOSTON—WBZ-TV
PITTSBURGH—KDKA-TV
CLEVELAND—KYW-TV
SAN FRANCISCO— KPIX

REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ ’AGENCY, INC.

stations represented by Peters, Griffin. Woodward. Inc,
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WARL d.j, Don Owens . . . Brian Meredith formerly with United Na¬
tions Radio Division, new director of UN Dept, of Public Information
in Washington, succeeding Paul Johansen, who resigned to return to
his native Denmark . . . WRC femmecaster Patty Cavin sole broad¬
caster to be invited to California Fashion Creators Convention . . .
NBC sportscaster Ray Michael is a disk jockey for Voice of America’s
jazz show, “Music U.S.A.” . . . WWDC d.j. Jon Massey named emcee
for a Ft. Belvoir (Army Engineers) service club rally . . . Hazel Marlcel,
“Three-Star-Extra” news staffer, given local Daughter of American
Revolution’s first merit award . . . Edward Bonham, ex of KFMB, San
Francisco, now on staff of WTOP’s Mark Evans . . . WTOP d.j. Eddie
Gallagher has taped 18 quarter-hour radio shows for U.S. Navy re¬
cruiting . . . U.S. Dept, of Agriculture distributing a special tv film for
Thanksgiving, “It’s Carving Time.”

From the Production Centres
r

-

. -* -

-Continued from page 32

tary . . . Norman Ross is moving his “This Is the Day” to WGN-TV
from WKBK on Dec. 3. Ross will also host WNBQ’s new “Here’s
Muisc” which starts Nov. 19 in the 10:30 to 11 Monday night spot fea¬
turing jazz talent from the London House and Mr. Kelly’s niteries .
ABC’s Martin Agronsky released from Presbyterian hospital here
where he was bedded for a few days from overwork covering the
political campaigns . . . Harry Lange, Kling Films exec veepee and
general manager, and Jim Hanlon, WGN public relations chief, new
board members of Chicago Unlimited . . . Phillips Petroleum taking
over Clint Youie’s- dinnerhour weather squib across-the-board on
WNBQ, starting Dec. 31 „ . WGN, which has revived the live dance
band remotes with its lines into the Aragon Ballroom and the Palmer
House’s Empire Room, is also picking up Ted Fio Rito’s orch from
the Chez Paree.

IN SAN FRANCISCO

IN BOSTON

...

WBZ-TV constructing new tower and transmitting plant on 44-acre
site in Needham Heights to be 1,349 feet above sea level. Target date
for completion is Jan. 1, 1957 . . . WNAC-TV inked Smith Bros. Cough
Drops, Kaiser Broiler Foil, United Fruit Co., Brown & Williamson To¬
bacco Co., Minute Maid Corp. for big sked of spots . .. Prince Macaroni
Co. signed for “Badge 714” on alternate Wednesdays from 6:30 to 7
p.m. over WNAC-TV, Pharmaceuticals, Inc. signed for full sponsorship
of new series, “San Francisco Beat,” preeming Sat. (10), National Bis¬
cuit Co. signed for full sponsorship of “Sky King,” and Cott Bottling
Co. inked for renewal of alternate sponsorship of “Badge 714” ... On
WNAC radio, Dromedary Co. signed for “Yankee Home and Food
Show” for Dromedary Dates, L. C. Forman & Sons inked to promote
pickles on the same show, and Welch Grape Juice Co. signed for par¬
ticipations on the home and food show which is aired over WNAC and
29 Yankee stations through N. E. . . . Wish-Bone Salad Dressing signed
with WNAC and Yankee web for salad dressing promosh and Christ¬
mas Club—A. Corp. signed to promote “Savings” ... WNAC-TV special
affairs' department televised a.m. services from Hub’s historic shrine,
King's Chapel, Sunday (11).

...

KSAN, the UHF channel, gives local talent a break with a new variety
show, “West Coast Discoveries of 1957,” emceed by John Tynan, exBBC performer . . . FCC’s okayed move of Stockton’s channel 13 trans¬
mitter from Mount Diablo, midway between Stockton and Frisco, to
Butte Mountain, near Sacramento, thus assuring that KOVR will be
competing in the Sacramento rather thap the Frisco market. At same
time, FCC rejected request of KCCC, Sacramento UHF channel 40, to
move its transmitter to Mt. Diablo, compete vrith KQVR for future use
of VHF channel 13 . . . KPIX threw nifty Fairmont Hotel spread for
Piper Laurie, in Frisco to plug a future General Electric Theatre
screening . . . KGO-TV’s Don Sherwood took a week’s vacation,, got an
all-star dee jay lineup to sub for him—the subs were Russ Coglan of
KROW, Oakland, Jimmy Lyons of KNBC, Les Malloy of KGO, and Lex
Boyd, of KBET, Sacramento.

IN WASHINGTON

'Wednesday, November 14, 1956

...

IN PHILADELPHIA

...

Frank Ford, WPEN deejay and co-producer of the Valley Forge
WMAL-ABC granted FCC approval for construction boosting sta¬ Music Fair, takes over the station’s late night gab spot, formerly con¬
ducted
by Steve Allison . . . Alistair Cooke to be guest speaker at the
tion’s visual power from 252 tor 316 kilowatts, with work set to be com¬
pleted early next month . . . The late Hank Williams is leading as AP managing editors parley ; . . Bleachers were erected outside the
favorite hillbilly singer in a poll being conducted by radio station Bulletin Building to accommodate crowds watching WCAU-TV televise
its election coverage from the lobby . . . Due to fan mail 'pressure
.■■
..
■ 1 ■
■
——..
iorganist Larry Ferrari returned to WFIL-TV (10) . . . For the third
time in two weeks, WRCV-TV received commendations for a weekly
program. The Police Dept, presented a citation to writer-narrator
John
Raleigh for “Assignment Philadelphia” ... A worship meeting of
— i ii i Continued from page 33
the Religious Society of Friends was broadcast for the first time in
really substantial coin from it in America by WCAU (10). Since the Quakers gather for worship with¬
the foreseeable future. It doesn’t out liturgy and the voices are those of the congregation, a ticking
pay returns commensurate with metronome indicated periods of silence.
LANCASTER PENNA.
nighttime, which was a tough
enough area to get good coin from.
NBC and CBS
It was noted privately recently
KYW program manager Mark Olds exiting hospital after surgery .. .
that the network market for tele¬
WEWS's Dorothy Fuldheim and Don Perris back from European jaunt
films must be closing up, because . . . WDOK’s teenage disk jockey, Candy Lee, named honorary teenage
producers last season were willing
chairman of Muscular Distrophy campaign . . . WHK’s Bruce Charles
to produce as many as 10 telefilm
planning suburban news show stint . . . Bob Keenan named to do Al¬
pilots to make one network sale. manac weather show on KYW succeeding Bill Mayer who moved to
This year, it was said, the pro¬ WRVA . . . Helen Parkhurst spent week in Cleveland on new series of
ducers jdont* figure on making half Westinghouse’s “Growing Pains” . . . Jack Hanrahan, ex-KYW-WGAR,
that amount.
heading for army call . . .-Ronnie Bohne rounded out five years as
So what it seems to amount to WGAR staff organist.. . Jeannie Marie Jones named sales service man¬
is fewer productions—granted bet¬ ager for KYW-TV . . . WHK pacted West End Laundry for 52-week five
ter productions to capture less net¬ minute 9 a.m. newscast.
work time.
To make it darker,
that time is being guarded more
carefully now. Sponsors appear to
Harold V. Cohen, drama-movie critic and columnist of morning Postbe chary about telepix, since
ther« is no way to change a bad Gazette and Variety mugg here, and his wife, Stephanie Diamond,
telefilm series once production is switching their quarter-hour tv session on KDKA-TV from afternoon
well advanced and it usually is to evening, have a new title, too, “Tonight in Pittsburgh.” PrQgram
well advanced by the beginning of used to be. tagged “Let’s Visit.” Previously on twice a week, at 1
o'clock, they’re now on three times, Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays
the web season.
at 7:45 . . . Arnold Felsher, former Beaver Falls announcer and fre¬
quent filler-in on the staff of Channel 2, has joined MCA’s telepix
sales staff here . . . Mildred Eisler, secretary to KDKA-TV chief engi¬
neer Ray Rodgers, and John Striner, a senior technician at the station,
have announced their engagement . They’ll be married before Christ¬
-. Continued from page 33 a—' mas ... Nick Perry has fallen heir to Ed Wood’s early morning news
counts include Brylcream, Dr. strip on WCAE with departure of Wood for Columbus, O., and a tv
spgt . . . Win Fanning, radio-tv editor of Post-Gazette, and his wife,
Lyons, and Raleigh cigarets.
WFIL-TV, an ABC-TV affiliate, Vicki, who sifins foreign records on KDKA once a week, have canceled
their
European vacation plans on account of the unrest over there and
is telecasting features at 11:15, five
nights per week, in addition to an will leave instead this weekend for. a month in the Caribbean.
afternoon and an early evening,
from 5 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. theatrical
telecast. on Sundays.
Triangle’s
Jack Moran, assistant to Waite Hoyt, is new WKRC staffer, a fillin
New Haven and Altoona stations
until team resumes airings of Cincy Red’s games in '57. Station’s tv
are telecasting different pics seven
link stepped up Howard Bruns from floor director to associate direc¬
nights a. week, beginning at 11:15,
tor .. . John Gordon, formerly with ad agencies, is WCKY local sales
while in Binghamton theatrical
manager. The L. B. Wilson 50,000 watter is injecting four, hours of
telecasts are Confined to three
nights per week, Thursday through rock and roll into its Saturday night hillbilly recordthon . . . Latest
staffer at WPCO is Tom Schell, sportscaster, formerly with stations in
One of America's important
Sundays, at 11:15 p.m.
Lima, O., and Weirtown, W. Va. . . . WZIP and WNOP, daylight sta¬
tions on Kentucky side of Ohio River, have eight hillbilly musicians
TV areas—the Channel 8
on the payroll. Crosley stations are only ones on Cincy side of the
Multi-City Marketl Here '314
river employing union musicians.

WGAL-TV

Size 30 Telepix
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NTA

million people, with $5%

Continued from page 36

billion to spend every year,

notes payable the sum of $1,361,861 to Chase Manhattan Bank,
where NTA has a $1,500,000 credit
line, and $285,092 to the Chi financ¬
ing firm of Walter Heller & Co.
Film acquisition notes- totaled $2,538,576, while amounts payable for
distribution and film rights and ac¬
quisition of motion pictures totaled
$3,655,539.
On the assets side,
NTA listed its distribution and film
rights and motion pictures pur¬
chased, at cost and 4ess amortiza¬
tion, at $7,924,606, but deducted
$2,025,000 as the portion applicable
to exhibition contracts receivable,
with the final asset value assigned
to distribution and film rights to¬
taling $5,899,606.
Competed pro¬
ductions and productions in prog¬
ress, at cost and less amortization,
were listed at $517,879 and $45,852
respectively.
Deal with Desilu, which calls for
the delivery of at least six pilots
to be financed by NTA and pro¬
duced by Desilu for delivery in
January or February, stems from
options in their original coproduc¬
tion deal on “Sheriff of Cochise/’

316,000 WATTS

STEINMAN STATION
CLAIR McCOLLOUGH, Pres.

which has now hit the gross sales
mark of $1,275,000, according to
the annual report. Under the co¬
production arrangement, one simi¬
lar to that with 20th, NTA will
finance the pilots with Desilu then
financing the remainder of the se¬
ries if sold and both companies
sharing in the profits. Like the
20th pilots, the Desilu properties
will be peddled to national spon¬
sors for use on the three major
networks or the new NTA Film
Network, Or. sold on a syndicated
basis after first securing major re¬
gional advertisers.

SAG Residual Coin.
Continued from page 33 ;

jor companies. They have created
competition for themselves and
therefore we, too* are forced into
competing with ourselves.”
All new telefilm producers sign¬
ing the SAG pact must hence for¬
ward sign an assignment which, in
case the producer becomes delin¬

quent in his rerun payments,
makes the distributor pay all of the
producer’s share to the Guild un¬
til his obligation is met. This was
disclosed by Kenneth Thomson,
SAG tv administrator, in discussing
residual collection problems.
Also, the Guild is arranging for
all distribs to furnish it with com¬
plete 1 quarterly statements, giving
the status of every episode in every
series in release.

7

DICK LAWRENCE UPPED
Dick Lawrence has been pro¬
moted to post of general manager
of World Sales and Program Serv¬
ice, Ziv radio subsid, replacing
Pierre Weis, who is shifting to the
top spot in Economee TV, Zivowned marketing outlet for tele¬
film reruns.
Ziv radio program service since
first of the year reports a 27% in¬
crease in number of subscribing
stations.

HOLLYWOOD
on VINE
• FOR LEASE •
BROADCASTING &
TV STUDIOS
Ample Modern Seating for
Audience Participation
§

• AIR CONDITIONED •

Exclusive Agents
610 S. Main St.
TRinity 1214
Los Angeles 14, Calif.
lllllllHlllllllllllimilllltlllimMIIIHIIIIIIIIfr

hotel

59 Wett 44th Street
New York • MU 7-4400
Preferred by people of the Theatre . *.
_ 100% Air Conditioned
.

ON EVERY CHANNEL

BROOKS
COSTUMES
1 Weil Mil SI., N.Y.C.*Tel. ft. 7-5100

Your Attention Please

THE HOTEL BELVEDERE
319 WEST 48th ST., NEW YORK 19
• This modern 17 story fireproof hotel is now offer¬
ing one room studio apartments, with kitchenette
and modem tile bath at very low daily and weekly
rates. Complete Hotel Service.
•

■

stunts find the newspapers on-hand
for pickups, a situation attested to
by Ziv, ABC Film Syndication,
MCA TV, Official Films and oth¬
ers.
For the syndicators, New
York and a few other big cities are
a tougher nut to crack on space,
but not overwhelmingly difficult
with a good gimmick.
The space potentialities for net¬
worked filmed shows are wider,
both in New York and out-of-town,
and news breaks on telefilms, de¬
pends a good deal on the pub-pro¬
motion showcasing. Telefilm com¬
panies, intent upon sustaining in¬
terest in their particular series, go
through a good deal of pains and
dough for a continued buildup.
Witness Official Films’ flying over
from England to the U. S. of Rob¬
ert Shaw, star of the “Buccaneers”
series, in the midst of a shooting
schedule. The same intent holds
tru‘e with the Screen* Gems opera¬
tion, highlighted by tours of “Rin
Tin Tin,” and “Father Knows Best”
troupes, as well as such gimmicks
as having a contingent of “Bengal
Lancers” march in the annual
Thanksgiving parade of Macy’s.
The complaining survey last
spring of five of the seven New
York dailies showed that of 3,179
inches of copy devoted to tv, only
599 inches, or 15.7%, was devoted
to film of any kind, network, syndi¬
cated or features. The total lineage
included news stories, comment, re¬
views, anything but logs. The pe¬
riod covered was from mid-May to
mid-June.

Triangle

MARKET

own 917,320 TV sets.
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Martha Patrols

Martha Patrols

G-T
G-T Taps
Taps
As

Stewart
Stewart
‘Price’ Producer

«*«-«•»— ,,tprod“TTUert;dirrhorrBo^
Producer - writer - director Bob

■ ■read these gentlemen’s comments Went to NBC-TV in 1948 for Regent

btewart nas Deen sl&netl oy Good-

liners made the “Top Ten” list 46,made “Top Ten” rating on only “f>“ ftu™ ^.ratings and sue- clgs. Th. sponsorshlp Iasted ^ son-T°d“a“ ‘°
the^ new
times in the London area, and the Manchester outlet. “Spot The £iude onlv one thTnir nobody likes seasons, whUe the show endured ““f^e-board NBC-TV audience¬
headed it
it 18
18 times.
times.
Tune,” another quiz game, shared musfc'people';
*°“S
k.?;
“^s
.k™. the time Miss St
Partimpationer, _ “The Price Is
headed
a^d „„m
until ,om
1954, about
‘Pslce” bows next month
American stars, among them Bob fourth place with Dragnet. On .... th„„
th£ lndiviri,lais | D„„„,_«.««*» “*?£
Hwe Guy Mitchell Mel Torme7 A1 the olh« two outleta. qui^ games after all, these are the individuals Rountree for a reported $125,000 as the replacement fer tile simui
M^rtinn "iLena
pna Home and Jerry
Jerrv rated a little higher. On London wnom
whom we are ucenseu
licensed ana
and aeaidedi- sold her share in “Meet the Press” cast of “NBC Bandstand”
Bandstand" in the
the
Martino,
Colonna who’ve appeared in the transmission, “Take Your Pick” “tf* to serve.
to Larry Spivak Her deal with 10:30-11 a.m. strip,
show, have also helped boost it came in fourth, and “Double Your
We must guard against overly Spivak restrained her from doing
Stewart, who’s been associated
to top place at Manchester.
Money,” eighth, and in Birmlng- generalized suggestions that any similar panel show for two years. wlth such shows as ..sky.3 the
This information is published by ham “Hit The Limit” and “Take particular form of programmmg Her return ^came in July when Limit,” “Songs for Sale” and the
the Nielsen Television Index, and Your Pick” filled'sixth and seventh format is second rate, the WBC “Conference”
Conference began its tv career Morey Amsterdam stanzas, will
as an
prexy said.
is based on a selection of audience place?.
as
an NBC
NBC replacement.
replacement.
also work at G-T
g-T on new program
research data during commercial
The report states that the numMcGannon’s talk was called
“Know the Facts” is another for- planning and development. He‘s
tv’s first year. It reveals that two ber of homes with receivers ”1957“—A New Dimension in Ra-!
Ra- mat being developed by RP. Miss been with WRCA-TV, N. Y.;
Yank imports*. “Dragnet” and “I equipped to pick up commercial dio ” and while his vrebuttal” to Rountree, whose contacts are di- WNEW, N. Y., and the William EsLove Lucy,” filled second and third programs rose from 13% in Sept, indie radio’s detractors was cited verse and numerous both in and ty Agency as well as a freelance
places for London popularity, with ^55 to 43% one year later. In the as something of a postscript by the out of Washington, will seek ex^ ^oducer, writer aiwTdirector.
“Dragnet” in the first 10 on 42 oc- first’four months of commerical executive, it seemed one of the perts representing divergent views
-casions, claiming top spot seven transmissions in the London area, speech’s most important elements, on any given topic, viz., narcotics,
—
AHL«..r.L
“t
t
Aim
t
I.™**
I..
.
„
.l
.
—j
I
T'l-.o,
oritiVicmc
have
in
order
to
“illuminate
an
entire
times. Although “I Love Lucy1
> was from 13% to 36%, and The “jukebox’
headed the list only once, it was over a Simiiar period, the Birming- been hard on favorable trade pub- problem.” It will be live, film, perhaps part audio-only—in other
Miami, Nov. 13.
included in the first 10 36 times. bam figures rose from 27% to 35%, lie relations.
“Gunlaw” was placed tenth with- and from 27% to 40% in ManMcGannon’s only warning to w°rd?; whatever means of producOfficial dedication ceremonies
out ever making first place, and cbester.
broadcasters was to devote their lion
takes to reach experts and were staged by WCKT-TV and
“Robin Hood” was seventh.
‘
time and integrity to always find- develop a subject. Presbrey says WCKR-AM at their new studios
Over on the Manchester outlet, ™- - ing new methods to “better serve the c®?nPa.ny will do a pilot shortly, on Biscayne Bay Sat. (10) for 1,200
“Gunlaw” fared better by beating
wu OSjumII***
and like Girls” the show is being attendees including top state, local
our public.”
“Dragnet” to the draw in third
| f OI6UIII5
.
mapped out as a half-hour.
and FCC representatives, on hand
place with eight appearances in the
_
:
“Conference,” which the Pres- for the 30-minute telecast-broadContinued from
from page
page 31
31 ; 1
first 10 places and two at the top.
1
Continued
run
NRf* RaiISa
breys say is a “spearhead” for their cast “formally” opening the twinIn Birmingham, where commer- ..prompt” action on the program
11 DU IldVIlll
other anticipated operations, picks plants.
cial IV
tv nas
has been
established suite
since of. selective deintermixture anri
*nri
Ciai
Deen esiaunsneu
and ——
- — its
from a pool
The studios have been in opera== continued
Continued from page 31-=
L*? rep°rters nf™mP°o1 of
°f ap*p‘
February, “Cross Current” took of selective deintermixtuie and
declared it
it will
will call
call for
for “periodic
’
*
”7 proximately 200 in Washington. tion sinCe last July, but were
the lead followed by “Robin Hood,” declared
periodic T“u
aecia ea
J
ting the slotting of a one-minute Miss Rountree, who femcees the completed this month. Niles Tram“I Love Lucy,” “Dragnet,” and reports
from tne
the commission.
Commission.
reports from
commercial instead of the current program, explains that she aims to men former chairman of the board
“Sunday Night At The Palladium”
In view of this report, it is ex- 20-second blurb, along with the hire several of the same journalists Df nbc is president of the new
following in that order. “Gun¬ pected that shortly after Congress regular 10-second ID. It’s figured to use in the new programs.
network affiliates
law” filled ninth place.
convenes the Committee will call the two new setups on local sale
__o
17-man staff, not including
The “64,000 Question” program the FCC to account on the alloca- of network commercial positions theThe
Presbreys or Novak (who was
tions picture.
Plus the ’onger breaks will com- Miss Rountree’s boss at Mutual),
What the House will do on tele- bine to get stronger clearances includes Vic Guidice, director of
vision matters is uncertain but from the affiliates.
“Conference” and slated to direct
there are indications that ChairThe news operation will start many of the blueprinted programs;
man Celler’s Committee will push about Dec. 1, with the entertain- three researchers, who will work
ahead on the monopoly front. The
on other RP stanzas as they de¬
Committee’s staff has been com¬
velop; Rodman Rountree, frer^to
piling an extensive record of net¬
NBC’s ‘Hot Line’ Box
Miss Rountree and chief of the I
work-affiliate relationships during
.
merchandising arm; Vera Clay,
RCA engineers have come
formerly Washington Newsweek
the past few weeks for the Com¬
mittee’s consideration.
JJP 'v!^h .a 1?ew d. ce. which
correspondent, will bulldog guests
NBC Radio is Putting into mfor the Bp shows> acting jn this
There was one casualty in last
stantareous use a hot line
capacity as Miss Rountree’s chief
week’s election which removed a
box which connects affiliates
assistant
severe critic of the FCC. Rep.
James Quigley (D-Pa.), a member “to NBC News in N.Y. at all
hours of the day. The auto. ■"
■
■
..
of the House Judiciary Committee,
mat?c control device will be
nno Ylf ft 1 ai*i
was defeated. It was Quigley who
used
to
connect
affiliates
for
lllSw"
I
I
w3ti
If
||0
told FCC Chairman George C. Mcinstantaneous‘reporting of topConnaughey that the allocation re¬
Continued from page 29 sss
top news breaks. It will also
■■in..
port was “not worth the paper it
was written on.”
music. In
In terms
of the
see„w^.as^i0to nidi
muslcterms of
th* 10
10 o’clock
o’clock
4
f
1
George Gobel competition, it
would pit the hot commodity of
Box connects the station
p “"mi^ic
music and
and aaton'iSSl^ltaeun
top name lineup
with the network and is in • pop
P“f.
“^icnhaj£
•*£,?*“•
lineup
against
Gobel’s
comedies.
operation at all times. Two
against
Gobel s comedies,
Continued from page 31
cue lights are used, a white
As to the “Perry
Perry Mason” stanza,
light to show the box is in
it’s apparent that comedy, either
services. By mobilizing its entire
operation, and a red which
of the half-hour filmed situation
staff, including air-experienced
flashes when NBC has a hot
variety or the revue-satire format
news flash. Idea is to allow
of Caesar’s, can’t do the job against
—,
.
.
management,
management, the
tue stauuu
station has
has been
uccu
Welk. It’s CBS’ feeling that a
Since the sternwheelers first able
t0
present
a
compiete
newsinstantaneous broadcast of
able to present a complete news¬
priority
news
events
in
the
dramatic show of the mass-appeal
opened our Ohio River Valley to paper on-the-air, from internationoff-hours, when the network is
type (which combined with the ele¬
elelarge-scale trade, this region has al, national and state news to stock
ments of the ever-stable mystery
not in service (it’s no problem
constantly steamed ahead to closings, birth notices, obituaries,
for the network to cut in on
format plus the wide readership of
x
. » . • 1
j
club news and other news of local
trick.
one of its own network feeds,
the Mason stories) can dp the trick,
«“
greater industrial records.
interest, including programming at
but this would be operative
Finally, the network’s experi¬
experiToday,
its
array
of
manufacturlocal
movie
houses
and
for
radio
during
1
o
c
a
1
with
“$64,000
Question”
on
during
local
programming
ence
Today, its array of manufactur- a°ncdaltvmovie houses and for^adio
senes
hours). The “boxes” won’t be
Tuesday nights proved that there
ing is the most vast in America anThe
The 'station
station carried in its entireavailable until January, but
is such a thing as a “reversible
... a solid head-of-steam typified ty, on both AM and FM, the first
NBC
starts the
the “hot
“hot line”
lineT servservNBC starts
audience, flow,” a situation where
ice today (Wed.) through the
a powerful show helps build an in¬
by our own doorstep counties of
pro¬
expensive
expedient
6f
mainanticipation
audience for the proCabell and Kanawha (the Hunt- tion results were carried*’’for'all
taining open lines during sta~
grams preceding it. This plus the
ington-Charleston area) where- local, state and national issues
Uon time
tfme to
to each
each affiliate.
affiliate,
tion
habit factor involved in staying
■ - 1 ----1
■ ~~
~= with the same station all night may
say preliminary reports of the
f^^l^SeTeanlidafe
,
ov.mi'f kelp the Gleason stanza regain its
new U. o. Census Ot Manurac- Michael Di Salle.
ment, shows
going into effect about
old preeminenee a. well
the second
tures — the value of industry
To top it off, hourly teletype the
second week
week in
in January.
January. “Hot
“Hot 01Q Preeminence as wen.
Th* highest ratal symffcatal
program in Cincinnati/
alone i, up 55% rince 1947
been sent ^ StXe
seheT
America's graat my»t*ry
currently over one bdhon dollars! hoteis and department stores for
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i..-.‘Big
‘Big Record’

WSAZ-TV. Any Katz office can thing will happen—and let’s hope
make out a profitable bill of lad- it will be good.”
ing for you.
He wanted to know what “methods and devices” the radio rappers
DroDose to make radin “areat nn^
propose to make radio great once
more*
“What concerns me most, how-'
ever, about the comments of these
gentlemen, vague as they may be,
CHANNEL, g
was an unfortunate inference
which I suppose has been and can
H=l*
be drawn from their statements
concerning the music and news
format of radio programming,”
McGannon said. “It would seem
HUNTINGTON-CHARLCSTON, W. VA. to infer that there is something
someth]
second rate about ^
this concept.”
JSf.JiLQ*
Affiliated with Radio Stations
“Let me be among those who are
;
WSAZ, Huntington & WGKV, Charleston
not at all reluctant to indicate t]
that
LAWRENCE H. ROGERS, PRESIDENT music and news is a completely
Represented by The Katz Agency
sound and proper method, in my
judgment, of operating a radio sta-

_ „
__
Continued rrom
from PaRC
page 29
29 ——
;
' " 1 " Continued
pops, international stuff, rock ’n’
ro11 or whatever the current fad,
musical comedyt etc.
Thus, musicomedy is represented
by Miss Channing, the big record
star of the future in Sattin, of the
past in Richman, the international
star in Miss Valente, rdek ’n’ roll
by the Tyrones and instrumentals
via a comparison of piano styles
among Miss Scott, Crazy Otto and
joe Loco, Drake, incidentally, resigned a spot on the production
staff of the NBC-TV Ray Bolger
show to take on iiis associate producer chbres under Cooley. Latter
was signed to‘ a CBS producer-director deal only three weeks ago,
just in time for the “Big Record”
audition.

5SSf CbS'MtAS:

and difficult task. I am pleased to
report that the results of this reorganization are beginning to take
effect, even though, in our opinion,
it will be at least another full year
before the full fruits of oUr pollcies will be evident.”
-mT
*
MRS
NpW* CaDSllle
«pUW llClfD
Mutual, which has stepped up its
network newscasts to about qne
every hour, is offering tht flvtminute wrapups to Sponsor* on a
short term order. The price is $600
per five-minute program.
Concurrent with its stepped up
news coverage, MBS has adopted
a new system cue which now goes
“This is Mutual — the new* net¬
work for all America!”

f

MBS’ $600 News Capsule

488 Madison Ave.
New York 22
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EYE-EAR TAPE FOR DISK MART
Gov. Clement’s Second Keynote-Raps
BMI Rappers at Tenn. ‘Country’ Club
*
Nashville, Nov. 13. On the home ground of country
music, Broadcast Music Inc., which
has been the target for attack by
Congressman Emanuel Celler (D.,
N. Y.) and his House Antitrust
Subcommittee,
received^ strong
backing from Frank G. Clement,
governor
Tennessee. Speaking
Friday (9) before a large music
biz contingent gathered here for
the annual disk jockey festival un¬
der. WSM
auspices,
Clement
rapped the “scheme of a small in¬
side group in New York and Cali¬
fornia to gain complete control of
the music business.’*
Clement, who was the keynote
orator for the Democratic National
Convention, attacked the “plot to
stifle competition and country mu¬
sic.’* He said the plot to do away
with BMI will also do away with
millions of dollars of income now
going to the pockets of authors,
composers and publishers in the
country music field, for you peo¬
ple well know before BMI came
into existence, no country music
composer or publisher received any
money from ASCAP.”
Volunteering to testify before the
Celler committee in behalf of BMI,
Clement singled out Billy Rose’s
testimony before the House group
for a special blast. He quoted
Rose’s statement before the com¬
mittee: “Not only are most of the
BMI songs junk, but in many cases
they are obscene junk pretty much
on a level with dirty comic maga¬
zines.*’ Clement retorted: ‘’This
from the author of such gems as
‘Does The Spearmint Lose Its Fla¬
vor On The Bedpost Over Night’.’*
Countering Rose’s crack that BMI
' writer# have no . public stature,
Clement pointed to Eddy Arnold,
Roy Acuff and Ernest Tubb as
(Continued on page 58)

Something Old And
Something New For
MGM’s Xmas Albums

No Bar on ‘Candy’
ABC-paramount has gotten
around New York indie
WNEW’s ban on spinning tunes
that mention the name of a
commerical product.
- Station had banggcLthe pro¬
gramming of a diskery’s cur¬
rent plug, “A Rose and A Baby
Ruth,” by George Hamilton
IV, but the label beat the rap
by having a special disk made
tagged “A Rose and A Candy
Bar.” All references to Baby
Ruth in the song were sub¬
stituted by “candy bar.”

Wham Bally On
RCA‘Perfect For
Parties’ Albums
RCA Victor is spearheading
its album promotion, titled “Per¬
fect For Parties,” with multi¬
pronged tieup this month involv¬
ing Seventeen magazine, Elvis
Presley, a flock of radio stations and
a 25c sampler EP. As a gauge
of the promotion’s scope, Victor
execs expect to move over 500,000
of the EPs which are being
shipped directly by Victor to the
consumer on the basis of coupons
inserted in top national mags.
Seventeen has tied directly into
the “Perfect For Parties” promo¬
tion, covering 20 albums, with a
special Section in the current is¬
sue.
The mag is themed to a
party-giving motif and a flock of
advertisers for cosmetics and teen¬
age clothes have tied in with the
Victor “PFP” pitch.
Victor’s sampler is a unique de¬
parture in that it’s using the
power of a name like Presley to
push its lesser known artists. The
25c sampler contains six sides by
different artists, including “Love
Me|* by Presley, who also intro¬
duces each of the other vocalists
to the listener. Victor execs say
that they will continue this prac¬
tice of coupling established names
with the label’s newcomers.
In addition to the sampler disk,
Victor is selling the covers of the
albums, in EP size, to the kids as
(Continued on page 58)

MGM Records is concentrating
its Christmas push this year on
albums—five new. and five old.
In the singles field, only one new
item, Barry Gordon’s. coupling of
“I Like Christmas” and “Zoomah,
The Santa Claus From Mars,” will
be added to the diskery’s Yule
catalog.
The new packages in the drive
are sets by Joni James, David Rose,
the Ray Charles Singers, LeRoy
Holmes & Mary Mayo, and organ¬
ist Richard Ellsasser.
Diskery is pitching its Xn*as
product at distributors via special
portfolios that feature the albuih
covers. MGM also is sending put
Lawrence Welk’s holiday pack¬
1,000,000 Christmas brochures .to
dealers which can be used as cus¬ age for Coral Records, “Merry
Christmas
From Lawrence Welk
tomer mail orders.
and His Champagne Music,” is
nearing the 100,000 sales mark and
is shaping up as one of the top
album sellers of the year. Recent¬
ly released set is the fastest seller
that Coral has ever had and con¬
George R. Marek, RCA Victor tinues to reflect Welk’s pulling
as a video personality. Welk
chief of the album division, arrived power
is due to give his Xmas album a
back at the company’s N. Y. home big
plug
on his tv series.
office last ’week after a quickie
In the last year, Welk’s single
visit to London on Victor’s new
which ^ heretofore had
reciprocal distribution deal with releases,
gained acceptance only on the
British Decca effective next April. Coast, have now developed into
Marek huddled .with execs of Coral’s steadiest across-the-nationboth British Decca and EMI (Elec¬ seller.
tric & Musical' Industries), whose
pact with Victor ends in April. For
the first time, Victor will release
Decca Sales Powwow
Its disks under an RCA label, an
Decca Records wound up a ser¬
imprint which will be used on all ies of sales meetings for its divi¬
European releases of Victor prod¬ sional , execs last week in New
uct.
York under sales v.p. Sydney Gold¬
berg who outlined the company’s
future plans for product and pro¬
motion.
ABC-Paramount brass will head
Attending, in addition to homefor the Coast this week for huddles office execs, were A1 Simpson,
with local distributors and to prowl eastern division manager; Bill
new talent. In the trek are label’s Glaseman, north central division
prexy -Sam Clark and* sales man¬ manager; R. N. McCormick, south¬
ager Larry .Newton.
ern manager; Sellman Schulz, mid¬
Clark‘ expects to be back at his west manager, and Lu Gilman,
Gotham base Monday (19), while western manager. Each divisional
Newton will carry over his stay un¬ exec brought along his assistants
til Nov. 26.
to the conclaves.
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WELK’S XMAS ALBUM
TOPS 100,000 MARKER

Victor’s Marek Home From
Talks With British Decca

ABC-Par Execs Thataway

FOR

Tumult on Payoff System Doing An
INDUSTRY Encore as ASCAP Members Huddle

Sight-and-sound tape, which al¬
ready has been demonstrated for
use on television, is being shaped
as the next major development for
the disk industry. While at present
only in the laboratory stage as far
as home use is concerned, the tapes
of the future are already being
tagged for distribution through the
same channels now handling disks.
According to the blueprints, cus¬
tomers will be able to play tapes
on a* modified television set which
will project pictures as well as
sound. Complete operas, for in¬
stance, could be “shot” on tape
for sight and sound and then pack¬
aged much like platters are today.
It’s felt that once companies like
RCA, which already has demon¬
strated the laboratory tapes to its
Victor disk execs, go into the sightand-sound business on a mass scale,
they will inevitably turn, to their
disk affiliates to handle the distri¬
bution.
At the present time, the pros¬
pects for sight-and-sound tapes are
bound by two considerations: (1)
the availability of home equipment
to play such tapes and (2) the high
cost of the raw tape material. How
quickly such tape equipment could
be mass produced is an open ques¬
tion hinging on general economic
considerations.
The more immediate problem is
that of tape cost. This factor al¬
ready has been felt in the distri¬
bution of present pre-recorded
tapes, a market which has been
gradually opening up for the past
couple of years. The price of an
♦average-length symphony on stereo¬
phonic tape is now over $10, as
against about one-third of that for
a disk version. The price of com¬
plete operas on tape would be pro(Continued on page 54)

Gem of a Setting
For perfect appropriateness,
RCA Victor is staging a cock¬
tail party.to launch a new albqiyu. “Jewels From Cartier,”
at the offices of the Cartier
store in N. Y. tomorrow
(Thurs.).
Composer Louis Alter, who
wrote the tunes for the album,
titled each number after a
previous stone. The set was
recorded in France by the
Claude Yvoire orchestra.

ASCAP Bids For
4-Year Extension
Of Catalog For TV

ASCAP turmoil over the payoff
system, which quieted down some*
what after the current method wa*
introduced in 1950, is back again
in full swing and has become th#
greatest focus of discontent among
the membership, particularly the
writer group. The dissatisfaction
with the current system, which 1*
more or less based on an “objec¬
tive” system of counting plugs, has
had the ASCAP classification com¬
mittees .in continual session for
the past couple of weeks. A gen¬
eral soundoff was due at the
ASCAP general membership meet¬
ing in New York yesterday (Tues.)
at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel.
One major source of discontent
has been the tremendous perform¬
ance credits being amassed by non¬
descript songs. A song used as a
theme on a cross-the-board video
show is able to pile up more per¬
formances, in some cases, than the
biggest current hit. If the publish¬
er can get to a show producer to
place a song as a theme on a tv
show, the payoff can be bigger than
anything resulting from oldtime
payola practices with the bandlead¬
ers, one ASCAP observer stated.
The ASCAP toppers are aware of
the hazards in evaluating theme
songs, but can do little about it un¬
der the present logging and distri¬
bution systems. In some cases,
there have been four or five theme
songs used on a single network
show and each day they’re used,
each gets full performance credits.
If on video, the plug is multiplied
by three under the ASCAP sys¬
tem.
Resistance on Cutbacks
ASCAP has attempted to cut back
the value of theme songs which
are used several times on a single
show, but this too has met resist¬
ance from some members. Johnny
Loeb and Carmen Lombardo, for
instance, filed suit a few months
(Continued on page 58)

ASCAP is currently asking its
membership to extend their pres¬
ent agreements with the Society,
covering performances of music on
television, to Dec. 31, 1961. The
current pact between the member¬
ship and the Society expires at the
end of next year, having run for a
four-year term.
When ASCAP
opens negotiations with the video
networks for a new deal, starting
1958, it will have to show that it
can license the dominant portion
of its present catalog.
Under ASCAP’s setup, the So¬
ciety must get agreements that
cover 80% of its total distribution
during 1955 before such agree¬
ments go into effect. From past
experience, it’s expected that .the
writers will assign their perform¬
ance rights to ASCAP unanimous¬
ly, but some of the publishers may
not be so quick to sign up.
The current hassle over the new
payoff on background music has
cued one important publisher in
this field to state that he may not
assign his performance rights to
ASCAP for another term. In fact,
he may even attempt to withdraw
it before the current deal expires.
Jy GENE MOSKOWITZ
Under the consent decree, any
member of ASCAP can withdraw
Paris, Nov. 13.
Columbia Records* Christmas his catalog from the Society if he
Now that the strident notes of
push this season will center on gives one year’s notice.
rock
’n’
roll
and
its
publicity begin
“The Stingiest Man In Town,”
to fade, a looksee at public and
original cast set of the NBC-TV
trade consensus denotes that it did
spec slated for a Dec. 23 showing.
not get to first base. The ballyhoo
Diskery is getting the albums
for
the film “Rock Around the
around the country this week to
Clock” (Col) paid off in garnering
allow for plenty of buildup time
a smart $20,000 for it at three
preceding the telecast.
Mike Sukin returns to the music houses for one week, but then it
All subscription radio stations
tailed
off and it remains at one
biz
scene
this
week
in
partnership
are earmarked for the package and
the Col distributors are being with Wally Brady in the newly small house where it is* quickly
given extra allotments for personal launched Pawnee Music setup. The fading. For a quickie it still did
distribution to their local radio new operation is the beginning of nice flash biz here, but it was main¬
outlets. For an extra-added pro¬ Tongr'arige ’ Cxpansicii plans of ly a gimmick and it left no shat¬
motional hypo, the diskery is also Montclare* Glenwood, Navajo and tered theatres behind or any fever¬
sending albums to syndicated col¬ Blackhawk music firms, which ishly converted youth. So r&r sums
up as a flash in the pan here which
umnists as well as radio-tv-drama Pawnee Incorporates.
. AH the .companies will operate benefited Columbia Films on its
and educational editors.
pic,
and some French, recording
The package, which was pro¬ within the same BMI structure and
duced for Col by Irving Town¬ Sukin will represent and partic¬ artists who made disk hay while
send, stars Vic Damone, Johnny ipate in the operation of the en¬ it lasted.
But the many jazz boites never
Desmond (on loan from Coral), the tire setup. In addition, Sukin, who
Four Lads, Patrice Munsel, Basil exited the. general. professional really took to it, nor did the jazz
terpers
who infest these clubs, and
Rathbone and Robert Weede. It’s manager’s post at Frank Music a
based on Charles Dickens’ “A .few months ago, will personally they, in the long run, are the fadmakers.
The public, primarily,
represent tunesmiths Fred Ebb and
(Continue*! on page 60)
(Continued on page 58)
Paul Klein, who have penned a
musical now being pitched at one
of the tv networks for a spec show¬
Vot 'Variety* Correspondent
casing.
Current plug tune in the MontGENE MOSKOWITZ clare operation is “Mother Mine,”
cut by Jerry Vale for Columbia.
expounds on the new cycle of
Portland, Ore., Nov. 13.
It was written by Terry Gilkyson,
Sammy Kaye, his orch and enter¬
Richard Derr and Frank Miller.
tainers grabbed a whopping $6,000
French TSitery
in a one-niter at the Hudson Bay
Singer»Songsmiths
Highschool, Vancouver, Wash., last
week (10). Show was promoted by
Sigmund Spaeth, editor of the A1 Learman-Mel Melvyn Produc¬
Music Journal and w.k. musicolo¬ tions and sponsored by the Van¬
another editorial feature
gist, is* recuperating at his New couver Kiawanis Club. The 5,000In the upcoming
York home after a serious abdomi¬ seater was sold at $2.50 per. In ad¬
nal operation recently at Doctors dition to Kaye’s troupe, the pro¬
51st Anniversary Number
moters added singer Ann Mason
Hospital, N. Y.
of
Spaeth shortly expects to resume and comic Rufe Davis.
Kaye heads for Tacoma, Wash.,
his
syndicated
column,
now
run
in
P^SklETY
about 30 papers, and his lecturing and other cities in the northwest
for
a series of one-niter concerts.
activities.

Col Wraps Xmas
Drive Around TV
‘Stingiest’ Cast

French R V R Summary:
It Flashed, Blew a Fuse;
Elvis Hot Swiss Seller

SUKIN-BRADY A COMBO
IN NEW PAWNEE SETUP

Kaye & Co. Fat $6,000
In Vancouver, Wash.

***

Spaeth Recovering •
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Jocks, Jukes and Disks
mBy HERM SCHOENFELOe

Johnny
Mathis:
“Wonderful!
Wonderful!"-“When Sunny Gets
Blue" (Columbia). Johnny Mathis,
a young, offbeat stylist, is due to
hit paydirt soon and “Wonderful"
could be the side to launch him in
the pop lists. It's a fine ballad
which Mathis projects solidly
against a lush background. “When
Sunny Gets Blue" is another ex¬
cellent ballad, also with strong
chances to step out.
Tony Martin: “This Much I
Know"-“Lonely Winter" (RCA Vic¬
tor). After a long bestseller hiatus,
Tony Martin turns up with a po¬
tent ballad in “This Much I Know,"
another number from the score of
the Ethel Merman musical, “Hap¬
py Hunting." Martin delivers more
warmly than he has in some time
and this quality may put this side
over the top. “Lonely Winter" is
a class ballad.
Four Aces: “Written . On the

Drew handles the vocal slickly
with the Jack Fascinato orch lend¬
ing able support. Flip has a Near
Eastern flavor and it goes nowhere.
Clarence Henry: “Ain't Got No
More" - “Troubles, Troubles’
(Argo). In the rock ’n’ roll genre,
“Ain’t Got No More" has a driving
beat and an interesting lyric. Clar¬
ence Henry gives it a tricky workover, including some falsetto and
basso choruses that should attract
some attention. “Troubles, Trou¬
bles" is routine.
Rosalinda: “The Cruel Tower"“My Cherie" (Era). Rosalinda, a
pianist, is spotlighted on a couple
of okay instrumentals. “The Cruel
Tower," title song of an indie pic
production, is a richly patterned
production, while “My Cherie" is
a pretty ballad well done by Rosa¬
linda and the Pete King orch.
Dick D’Andrea & His Melody
Kings: “Git Outa the House"-“I

Best Bets
WONDERFUL. WONDERFUL!
.When Sunny Gets Blue
.THIS MUCH I KNOW
.Lonely Winter
.WRITTEN ON THE WIND
.Someone To Love

JOHNNY MATHIS
(Columbia) .
TONY MARTIN ...
(RCA Victor> ..
FOUR ACES.
(Decca) .
Wind"-“Someone to Love" (Decca).
“Written On the Wind," title song
of a Universal film, is the type of
lightly swinging ballad which the
Four Aces can project best. Tune
has a fine lyric and catching mel¬
ody and is due for plenty of spins.
“Someone to Love," a French im¬
port, is another attractive side
with a good idea. It could make
this disk a two-sided click.
Margaret Whiting: “The Money
Tree"-“Maybe I Love Him" (Capi¬
tol). “The Money Tree” is a bright
novelty entry that should sprout a
neat commercial score. It’s espe¬
cially effective in Margaret Whit¬
ing hands. Thrush knows how to
do the right thing by a clever lyric.
Billy May’s orch treatment is a po¬
tent plus. On the Vik label, Frank¬
ie Lester doesn't appear to be hav¬
ing as much fun as Miss Whiting.
Latter has a pleasing romantic of¬
fering in “Maybe I Love Him," the
Cap flip.
Marc Fredericks: “The Blue
Jean Rhaosody’’-“The Isle of Ro¬
mance” (Eclipse).
“Blue Jean
.Rhapsody” is an arresting instru¬
mental that gives a symphonic
flavor to some jive themes. Marc
Fredericks, composer of both sides,
also plays the piano in front of a
big orchestral ensemble.
“The
Isle- of Romance" is a lush ballad
with a lilting motif.
Doris Drew: “Be My Lovin’
Baby” - “Abada - Abadu" (Kahili).
This indie midwest label kicks off
with a promising side in “Be My
Lavin’ Baby," a ballad with a lot
of familiar ideas, but jelled to¬
gether in pleasing style. Doris

Could Love You So Easy" (Bald
Eagle). In a market where any¬
thing can happen, these sides have
chances. “Git Outa the’House" is
a rock ’n’ roll tune with a clever
idea and this combo’s execution is
as about as good as any vocal
crews in this genre. Reverse is aless original side.
Sparkle Moore: “Rock-a-Bop”“Skull and Cross Bones" (Frater¬
nity). Sparkle Moore is the skirts’
answer to Elvis Presley. She hits
with a hard rockin’ beat and pulls
no punches in her vocal histrion¬
ics. She may start something.
“Rock-a-Bop” is a swinging, high¬
flying number while “Skull and
Cross Bones" is a rockin’ blues
right of the Presley pound.
Milt Buckner: “Good Time Express"-“Night Mist" (Capitol). With
trumpet and organ spotlighted,
“Good Time Express" runs at a
merry instrumental pace. The
slapdown beat should keep it roll¬
ing on the deejay turntables.
“Night Mist,” on the other hand,
is in a moody melodic groove.
The Rockaways: “Why Can’t I
Be Loved"-“Never Cornin’ Back"
(Epic). The Rockaways seem to
have made an' extehsive study of
the rock ’n* roll groups that have
preceded them on wax. They sound
like a composite of ’em all, which
may help to win over the juve
trade. On “Why Can’t I Be Loved,"
the Rockaways are headed up by
a femme lead, mono-tagged Alicia.
She’s got the fast-moving beat
down pat and is a master of the
broken notes. Group is headed up
by Ken Darrell on “Never Cornin’

LAWRENCE WELK

and his
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(Exclusively on Coral)
273d Consecutive Week
Aragon Ballroom—Ocean Park, Cal
ABC-TV—Sat. 9-10 P. M. E.S.T.
Sponsored by
Dodge Dealers of America
AEC-TV Mon. 9:30-10:30 p.m. EST
Sponsored by
Dodge and Plymouth Dealers of
America

Back." It, too, is in the familiar
rockin' groove and Darrell treats
it accordingly.
Don Johnston: '“'Born To Love
One Woman”-“How Many" (Mer¬
cury). The hot rhythmri beat of
“Born To Love One Woman" will
attract attention to Don Johnston.
It’s the kind of song and delivery
that comes out of left field every
once in a while for a big rackup.
“How Many" is in a slower vein
but Johnston shows that he’s got
the style that will appeal to the
Coke set.

Col Adds Des Moines,
Puts Pbilly in Midwest
Columbia Records has added
Quad-State Distributor Co. of Des
Moines to its distrib network. Out¬
fit will only handle Col’s line of
phonographs and records.
Quad-State is headed up by Jack
Mishler with Don Cooper as sales
manager.
In another Col realignment, the
Philadelphia territory has been
added to label's District No. 4,
which already includes Chicago,
Milwaukee, Indianapolis and De¬
troit. .These territories are under
the direction of Ken Glancy, who
headquarters in Detroit.

Waring $5,200,

St.

Loo

St. Louis, Nov. 13.
Fred Waring’s new revue, “Musicade " featuring Tommy Leonetti
and Mae Sagan* copped $5,200 for
a one-nighter in the Henry W. Kiel
municipal auditorium Friday (9).
The house was scaled to $3.50
Attraction was sponsored by En¬
tertainment Enterprise.

10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines..
1.

LOVE ME TENDER (4).T.. Elms Presley
ZL JUST WALKING IN THE RAIN (8) ..;. Johnnie Rav .
~ THE GREEN DOOR (6) ..Hm Lowe ..

7.

£

.Victor
.. Columbia
.Dot
SINGING THE BLUES (3) .....
Guy Mitchell
.. Columbia
BLUEBERRY HILL (4) ...... Fats Domino .
,.. Imperial
DON’T BE CRUEL (IS) ... Elvis Presley
.Victor
TRUE LOVE (3).
( Crosby & Kelly .. ..Capitol
.. *^ jane powell ..,.Verve

8.

CINDY, OH CINDY (1) ..

9.

MIRACLE OF LOVE (6).
.*.. *
CANADIAN SUNSET (14).
...

+ 10.

.
( Eddie Fisher .Victor
.***'■■::’*•***•■} Vince Martin .Glory
\ Eileen Rodgers.Columbia
/ Ginny Gibson.ABC-Par
\ Hugo Winterhalter ..
| Andy Williams

./. Victor
Cadence

Second Croup
YOU’LL NEVER. NEVER KNOW

...

HONKYTONK .1.
CITY OF ANGELS ....
NIGHT LIGHTS ....
FRIENDLY PERSUASION ...
RUDY’S ROCK

.*.

HEY, JEALOUS LOVER

pUltters

.'. Mercury

INK Domett......King
High Lights.Bally
Nat (King) Cole.Capitol
( Pa.* Boone .
Dot
) Four Aces .Decca
Bill Haley,8 romets..Decca

.■... 'Frank Sinatra.Capitol

TONIGHT YOU BELONG TO ME ...
MAMA FROM THE TRAIN ....

Patience & Prudence ... Liberty
Patti Page

. Mercury

\ Dick Jacobs . Coral
) Cn?sar Giovanni.•Bally

1 PETTICOATS OF PORTUGAL

.(Figures in parentheses indicate nvmber of weeks song has been in the Top 10]
.- - - .
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“The French Touch," a program
John Jacob Niles, a fine Ameri¬
of oldies by Vicki Benet released
by Decca, is another facet of the can folksinger, has an arresting re¬
package market’s global-minded cital of old songs* many of them
orientation these days. An increas¬ not too well known, in an RCA
ing ratio of sets are getting that Camden release. A few years ago
foreign touch, and of all European these sides would have been rel
countries, France seems to be get¬ garded as collector’s items. Today
ting the biggest play. Miss Benet, they are available on a low-priced
a Gallic-bom songstress with equal LP. Camden has’ titled this set
facility in French and English, is “John Jacob Niles’ 50th Anniver¬
an expert stylist who, in this al¬ sary Album." Also in the folksong
bum, gives the French touch to a idiom, Stan Wilson again impresses
group of American standards. She with a repertory of ballads and
does such tunes as “September in calypsos on the Verve label. Wil¬
The Rain," “Embraceable You,” son has a smooth style and in¬
“Tea For Two,” “Old Black Magic" cludes such tunes as “Cry of the
and- others in English, doing the Wild Goose*” “One For My Baby"
French lyric translations as well. and “They Call The Wind Maria,"
Easy listening with soft backing together with the more-traditional
items. On the HiFi Record label,
by the Charles Bud Dant orch.
Terrea Lea, a Coast balladeer, reg¬
Another Gallic-inspired set, but isters nicely on a good folk col¬
wholly in the French groove, is lection, including several less fa¬
“With Lave From Paris,” an Angel miliar numbers among the 16
collection of sides by a group of Ijsongs. On the Fokways label, An¬
topflight French performers, Edith drew Rowan Summers delivers a
Piaf does “La Goualante Du Pauv- program of Christmas carols in
re Jean" (The Poor People of simple, moving style.
Paris), “Sous Le Ciel de Paris"
“Something Else By Johnny
(Under Paris Skies) and “L’Accordeoniste" for the highlight of this Richards" (Bethlehem) is an allRichards
show in which he’s ar¬
set. Annie Cordy is another stand¬
out with “Bonbons, Caramels" and ranger, maestro and composer of
six
out
of
the
eight numbers in the
“Moi, J’Aime Les Hommes" (I
Like Men). Charles Trenet’s savvy set. It’s an unusual display in
which
Richards
has come up with
songselling is displayed on “Le
Coeur de Paris" (The Heart of some offbeat arrangements and
Paris), “Du Sdir Au Lendemain" striking sound patterns in a mod¬
(From Night To Morning) and ern jazz big band pattern. Excel¬
“Moi, J’Aime Le Music Hall" (I lent sidemen who play together
Love The Music Hall>. Gilbert with precision and shine in the
Becaud and Les Compagnons de solo spots succeed in making this
Herm.
La Chanson complete the varied a fine swinging album.
repertoire with a couple of songs
apiece. Columbia, meantime, has
Mitchell to ABC-Par
collected a group of French songs
Freddie Mitchell has joined the
which Edith Piaf has done in Eng¬
lish in a set titled “La Vie En ABC-Paramount roster. He cut his
Rose," the tune which established first sessions for the label yester¬
day (Tues.).
her in this country.

Songs With Largest Radio Audience
The top 30 songs of week (more in case of ties), based on
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index & Audience Trend Index.
Published by Office of Research. Inc.. Dr. John Gray Peatman.
Director. Alphabetically listed. * Legit musical, t Film, ft TV.

Survey Week of Nov. 2-8, 1956
A House With Love In It.Evans
Armen’s Theme ......Bourne
Baby Doll—t“Baby Doll" .. Remick
Blueberry Hill .Chappell
. Canadian Sunset.Meridian
Cindy, Oh Cindy . .. Marks-B
Friendly Persuasion—f “Friendly Persuasion” ..... Feist
Giant—t“Giant” •. .Witmark
Green Door ..Trinity
Hey, Jealous Lover .-. .Barton
I Could Have Danced All Night—* “My Fair Lady".' Chappell
I Cry More .Famous
I Don’t Know Enough About You..Porgie
If’n—“Happy Hunting" .. .: .Chappell
Just In Time—*“Bells Are Ringing".Stratford
Just Walking In The Rain.Golden West
La La Collette . .Criterion
Love Me Tender—+“Love Me Tender".Presley
Mama From The Train..Remick
Moderation .
..Raphael
Money Tree ....Frank
Moonlight Love..Elkan-V
My Last Night In Rome.. Famous
Never Leave Me—tt“Manhattan Tower".Leeds
Night Lights
.rr..BVC
On The Street Where You Live—*“My Fair Lady".. Chappell
Petticoats Of Portugal.0.Christopher
Tonight You Belong "To Me
.BVC
True Love—t“High Society" .Buxton Hill ,
When The White Lilacs Bloom Again.. Harms
You Can’t Run Away—t“You Can’t Run Away" .... Col. Pic

Top 30 Songs on TV
(More In Case of Ties)
A House With Love In It...Evans

Blueberry Hill.....;.. Chappell
Bus Stop Song—f “Bus Stop"... Miller
Canadian Sunset
. /..
Meridian
Cindy; Oh Cindy.Mprks-B
Faith Unlocks Doors..Duchess
Friendly Persuasion—f'Friendly Persuasion".Feist
Happiness Street. -.\..Planetary
Hear Them Bells .Heartbeat
Hey, Jealous Lover.;..Barton
Hound Dog ..*_Presley-L
If n—’' “Happy Hunting".Chappell
I’m A Little Echo .•.Kassner
It Isn’t Right....
Mellin
I’ve Grown Accustomed—*“My Fair Lady" ..Chappell
Just Walking In The Rain /.
.f..Golden West
Lay Down Your Arms ...Ludlow
Love Me Tender—t“Love Me Tender".....Presley
Mama From The Train .... .Remick
Married I Can Always Gef—^-“Manhattan Tower".. Leeds #
Mr. Wonderful—* “Mr. Wonderful"...Laurel
Mutual Admiration, Society—*“Happy Hunting"_Chappell
Never Leave Me—tt“M&nhattan Tower”..*.-Leeds *
Night Lights.;...BVC
, Out of Sight, Out Of Mincj ..Kahl
Star You Wished Upon Last. Night....Robbins
To The Ends Of The Earth ..
“Winneton
True Love—t“High Society" ...‘ .BuxtonHill
Two Different Worlds......Princess.
You Don’t Know Me:..... H&ft
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Hying Saucer Duo Wins a Round
In Court But Judge Orders Trial

MUSIC

LOCAL 47 GETS QUOTA
AUTONOMY FROM AFM
Hollywood, Nov. 13.
Local 47 membership won a
measure of local autonomy from
the AFM yesterday (Mon.) when
control of the controversial quota
regulations for studio staffmen was
switched from the parent organiza¬
tion to the Local. Membership re¬
peatedly has asked for a switch.
Sudden shift in control was re¬
vealed in telegrams sent to orch
managers by Phil Fischer, AFM in¬
ternational studio rep, saying all
quota laws are repealed “here¬
with.”
*
An emergency session of Local
47’s directorate voted to continue
present quota regulations in full
force. Sole difference is that mem¬
bers now have the right to appeal.
Quotas will now be handled by
business rep Ward Archer under
supervision of Max Herman, veepee-chief business agent, with both
operating under the board.

Although a legal effort for im-4
mediate grounding of the “Plying
Saucer” kids, Bill Buchanan and
Bob Goodman, failed in N. Y. Su¬
preme Court last week, Judge
Henry Clay Greenberg declared
that it “would seem to the court
that the defendants’ acts have of¬
fended the pertinent rulings in the
-By MIKE GROSS .
Metropolitan Opera Assn. vs. Wag- :
ner Nichols Recording Corp.,” a I Elvis Presley and rock ’n’ roll are
ca*e which decided that it was il¬ making as much noise around the
legal to sell recordings taken off discussion table as on the turn¬
the air without authorization.
table.
For the past couple of
Buchanan & Goodman, operators months, “The Beat” and “The Pel¬
of Luniverse Records, are defend¬ vis” have been topics for educa¬
ants in a suit brought by Imperial, tors, theologians, psychiatrists and
Modern,
Aristocrat and Chess assorted eggheads. Nothing much
Records, and singers Antoine (Fats) seems to have been solved but it’s
Domino and Overton Lemon (Smi¬ been making for lively .rhetoric.
ley Lewis), charging that B&G
‘Conversation,” NBC Radio’s dis¬
used their disk material without cussion stanza, hopped on the band¬
consent in the “Flying, Saucer” wagon last Thursday (8) recruiting
disk and the “Buchanan & Good¬ composer Richard Rodgers and disk
man On Trial” followup platter.
jockey Ted Brown (WMGM, N.Y.)
Judge Greenberg said on the to carry the banner for Presley
basis of the papers filed before the and rock ’n’ roll, versus host Clif¬
courts, he was unable to determine ton Fadiman, who doesn’t think
"whether or not the defendants that Presley is a musician or that
have exceeded the bounds of per¬ rock ’n’ roll sounds pleasant.
missible fair competition.” While
The pro-Presley boys had a tough
denying a temporary injunction, time convincing Fadiman, who ap¬
the judge ordered that an- early peared resolute in his stand. How¬
trial be held and directed that the ever, the debate was handled with
case be put at the head of the humor and thought which added up
Hollywood, Nov. 13.
court calendar as of yesterday to topnotch programming.
Present administration’s slate of
(Tues.). It was unlikely, however,
Rodgers,
who
at
the
outset
would
candidates
for
biennial election of
that the case will come up for
trial before another couple of seem an unlikely candidate for the Local 47, American Federation of
Presley
cult,
was
quite
candid
in
Musicians, was disclosed by John te
weeks since the plaintiffs plan to
conduct examinations before trial an “approval” that proved a knock. Groen, prexy, headed by himself
of the defendants, who have issued The tunesmith said that he hopes for top post. Balloting takes place
a blanket denial of all the plain¬ the beat lasts forever. “It makes Dec 17. Ticket includes the fol¬
me sound better,” he said. He ob¬ lowing:
tiffs’ allegations.
Judge Greenberg stated that jected to “this incessant hammer¬
Veepee, Joe Barros, biz agent for
B&G “artfully and cleverly de¬ ing” and figured that “this beat, past 11 years; financial secretary,
beat,
beat
all
the
time
makes
them
vised interesting novelty records
G. R. (Bob) Hennon, incumbent;
which make use of portions of turn back to Romberg and Kern. recording secretary, Maury Paul,
records of successful performers My old stuff has never sold as well incumbent;
trustees,
Vladimar
under exclusive contract with as it’s selling today . . . and I’m Drucker, Muddy Berry, Ted Daw¬
inclined
to
think
that
rock
’n’
son; directors, Jimmie Grier, Tony
plaintiffs and others. In this high¬
ly competitive industry, the fruits roll has something to do with it. I Ferraro, Leo Davis, Gilbert Baumof labor may be gathered in or lost think if you get hit on the head gart, Dale Stoddard; trial board,
quickly. Undoubtedly, some consid¬ with a hammer often enough you Hollis Bridwell, Hugh McNutt, Sam
erable value attaches to the por¬ want to take a nice warm bath and Rowland, Daniel Estrada, Sam
tion of plaintiffs’ records which i stop getting hit”
Kaapuni, Mel Bosserman.
Te Groen pointed out that ticket
have been adopted by the defend-1 Brown’s position was more flex¬
ible.
He
liked
the
beat
but
admit¬
ants.” The judge refused to grant
is representative of all fields of
a temporary injunction “unless the ted that he has to “get off the train” employment of Local 47 and “com¬
when Presley gets a little too un- prises in the top offices men of ex¬
offense is clear.”
perience and proven ability.” “We
In their answer, B&G denied
(Continued on page 54)
are proud,” he said, “of our solid
the plaintiffs’ allegations that they
used the latter’s material without
record of accomplishment of gains
permission. In one specific in¬
for the professional musician, and
stance, involving a bit from the
we believe that every member is
Modern Records’ “Stranded in the
entitled to a voice in the manage¬
Jungle,” B&G stated that they
ment of his union.”
used an imitation of the perform¬
It’s no secret that Local 47 has
Hollywood, Nov. 13.
ance by the Cadets and not a dub¬
Perez Prado and his mambo been in political turmoil for the
bing. Pre-trial questioning of the band played to an estimated 225,- past 11 months, prexy asserted,
defendants is expected to revolve 000 during a tour of 12 Japanese “due to a movement initiated and
chiefly around the point of this cities, averaging three shows engineered by a group of musi
contention by B&G.
daily, orch leader reported follow¬ cians led by Cecil F. Read which
seized effective control of the Loca1
ing his weekend return.
He also played to 70,000 during last February, by promising mem¬
a week’s appearance at Rizal Coli¬ bers re-use payments, running as
seum, Manila. Prado returned to high as $25,000 for some individu¬
the U.S. via a series of stands at als.”
While Read is not a candidate for
various U.S. military installa¬
(Continued on page 58)
tions in the South Pacific.
Detroit, Nov. 13.
Bandleader Shep Fields has crit¬
icized the superintendent of schools
in Romeo, Mich., for ordering 52
highschool youths to leave their
Elvis Presley curls on the barber¬
shop floor or get out of school.
In a letter to T. C. Filippula,
Fields said: “You have returned to
STAKIETY
the knuckle-cracking type of dis¬
*w
Survey of retail sheet music
cipline that became obsolete 30
best sellers based on reports
years ago.” He added that Filips
obtained from' leading stores in
>>
pula’s order was “an extreme case
13 cities and showing com¬
,c3
of fuddy-duddyism.”
<D
parative sales rating for this
Fields continued; “What’s wrong
w
and last week.
I 'with the Elvis Presley haircut? It
c
* ASCAP
t BM1
is merely a matter of letting the
&
sideburns grow a little longer. May
I remind you that President Lin¬
National
coln wore sideburns—would you
Rating
to
have threatened your students with
it
This Last
o
expulsion if they imitated Abe Lin¬
wk. wk.
Title and Publisher
2
coln?
p
“Your duty is to guide the de¬
tLove Me Tender (Presley).'.
3
7
3
3
portment and education of your
students. Their haircuts are a mat¬
3
♦True Love (Buxton Hill).
5
5
ter between them and their
3
7
Walking in Rain (Golden W.) 3
4
6
8
parents.”
4
8
tThe Green Door (Trinity) ,. 4
5
7
8
Filippula replied: “We have too
toany important school problems
5
9
♦Whatever .Will Be (Artists).. 8
6
3
to consider to waste time arguing
6
4
♦You Belong to Me-fBVC)
6
4
7
about such nonsense.” He added
7
~~5
5
fCanadian Sunset {Meridian).,
3
6
6
that “quite a number of parents
8
6
♦Allegheny Moon (Oxford)
7
4
4
have calljd to tnank us for the
ruling.”
7
9
9
6
♦Friendly Persuasion. (Feist)..
2
8
tCindy, Oh Cindy (Marks-B). 9
Reg Connelly in U.S.
tSinging, the Blues (Acuff-R).
Beg Connelly, head of the British
9
9
tDon’t Be Cruel IPresley-S)..
Publishing firm, Campbell-Conneljy
13
tHonky Tonk (Billace)....
8
5
Music, has arrived, in New York
14
12 Different Worlds (Princess)
from London on a business trip.
He plans to be back in England
5
15
t Petticoats (Christoher)...
••

Eggheads Bleat About
Presley and The Beat’
In 'Conversation’ Piece

Te Groen Heads
Local 47 Slate;
Raps Read Group

Perez Prado Racks
225,000 on Jap Trek

Sheq Fields Jeers Romeo
(Mich.) From Balcony;
Raps Ban on'Elvis Curls’
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ASCAP Stalemate On H’wood Pact
Sparking Writer-Publisher Schism
The failure of the American So¬
ciety of Composers, Authors &
Publishers to come to a deal with
the motion picture producers on
TDerformance rights is generating
a cleavage in ASCAP ranks be¬
tween writers and publishers. The
schism has been deepened recently
_By HERM SCHOENFELD- move of the publishers to pay 'per¬
formance rights’ royalties directly
Billie Holiday’s performance at' to writers on songs sold to Holly¬
Carnegie Hall, N. Y., last Satur¬ wood.
day night (10) ranks among the
Since ASCAP has ben unable to
greatest jazz events that have reach an agreement with the film
taken place in under that roof companies, some publishers have
since Benny Goodman’s band had been holding informal discussions
its staid walls rocking back in with the writers about divesting
1938. Back in New York for the ASCAP from its right to license
first time in about three years, performance rights in this field.
Miss Holiday, whose personal ups According to this thinking, Holly¬
and downs have often been, reflect¬ wood films can easily be handled
ed in her ability to sing, was also on a song-for-song rather than «
One publisher
back at the top of her form as blanket basis.
one of the most evocative stylists said: “We split the synchroniza¬
in the jazz genre. She drew near¬ tion money received on song sales
capacity audiences for a double to the film producers and we can
easily do the same on any agreedshow at 8:30 p.m. and midnight.
Miss Holiday’s Carnegie date upon performance fee.”
According to some top ASCAP
was directly linked to the rCcent
publication of her autobiog, “Lady writers, the payments of perform¬
ance
money to writers directly by
Sings The Blues,” written with an
assisf from William Dufty. Gilbert a publisher weakens the Society.
Millstein, N.Y. Times staffer who It fragmentizes the Society’s con¬
can read as well as write, intro¬ trol over performance rights and
duced each set of songs by Miss may lead to further defections in
Holiday via excerpts from the other fields, such as legit musicals,
book.
Although there could be where a publisher of a hit score
some question of taste about the may want to reserve the perform¬
reading of some of the excerpts, ance rights to himself.
Some ASCAP Cleffers are plan¬
which touched upon the most sor¬
did phases of Miss Holiday’s life, ning to contest the right of a pub¬
lisher
to1 pay “performance fees”
there was no question about Mjllstein’s reading giving a dramatic, to songsmiths. According to a long¬
standing tradition in the music
personal twist to the program.
business, going back to ASCAP’s
Miss Holiday delivered about formation in 1914, the writer has
two dozen numbers, the repertory had the privilege of determining
covering her top hits of the past where his performance rights be¬
20 years. Her unflagging stamina long. Publishers, these songwriters
over the 60-minute span was sur¬ say, “cannot vend our performance
prising to some who once wit¬ rights for us.” The songwriters, in
nessed her almost barely able to short, want ASCAP to have so'e
get through a couple of numbers jurisdiction over their performance
a few years back. And her pro¬ rights.
jection was superlative. Whether
The
Songwritersr Protective
doing a light rhythm number like Assn., meantime, has entered the
“What A Little Moonlight Can matter by protesting that deals
Do” or such more demanding with the film producers to cover
standards as
“My
Man” or performance fees have been made
“Strange Fruit,” Miss Holiday hit by the publishers without giving
(Continued on page 60)
the writers notice ,or adequate no¬
tice.
Under SPA’s pact, the
writer’s consent must he obtained
on any song covered by the basic
agreement with the publishers.
A committee of SPA already has
met with Harry Fox, publishers’
agent
and trustee, who handles
Hollywood, Nov. 13.
Two new disk firms, Dot Rec¬ the synchronization deals for most
ords and Eccles Recording Studios, of the top publishers, to discuss
have inked pacts with Local 45, the details of such licenses and
Broadcast-Recording Engineers, In¬ the rights and royalties due under
ternational Brotherhood of Electri¬ such deals.
SPA has also been inquiring
cal Workers, according to Local 45
about publisher licenses that have
biz agent Leo Phillips.
recently
been issued whejeby mu¬
Randy Wood heads Dot, while
Eccles is a Gene Norman enter¬ sic heretofore synchronized with
films
will
now be made available
prise. Ben Jordan was selected as
Ac¬
chief Dot engineer, and Ted Kloba for television transmission.
hplds down same spot at Eccles, cording to SPA information, these
new licenses grant rights for the
full term of the copyright, cover¬
ing both the first and second copy¬
right terms. SPA again informed
Fox that the writers have not been
informed of the intention to issue
these new type of licenses, nor
has the consent of the writers been
sought or obtained.

'Lady Sings the Blues’;
Billie Holiday a Sock
Echo of BG ’38 in N. Y.

Dot, Eccles Diskers
Sign With Coast IBEW
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Seattle—(Capitol Music Co.)

San * rancisco—(Pac. Coast Music )|4

Cleveland—(Grossman Music Co.) |

|

1 1 1
2 5 5
10 8 3
2 4 9 2
3
4
5

8

4

St. Louis—(St. L. Music Supply)

Kansas City—(Jenkins Music Co.)

Minneapolis—(Schmitt Music Co.) J

|
Detroit—(Grinnell Bros. Music)

1

Indianapolis—{Pearson Music Co.) J

San Antonio—(Alamo Piano Co. > j

|
Boston—(Mosher Music Co.)

Philadelphia—(Charles Dumont) |

j
New York—(MDS)

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

9

21
11

13

9

Publisher Larry Spier
Dies in N. Y. at 55;
Saw Dish-Name Value
Larry Spier, veteran Tin Pan
Alley composer, songplugger and
publisher who spanned the old and
new eras in the music business,
died of a heart attack at his New
York home Saturday (10).
He
was 55 years old.
'
Spier entered the music biz as a
tunesmith and his first song,
“Memory Lane,” a 1924 copyright
with lyrics by the late Buddy
DeSylva, was his first and biggest
hit. Other tunes to his credit are
“Haunting Melody,” “Golden Wed¬
ding Waltz,” “Your Flag Is My
Flag,” "Was It A Dream?” "Tiny
Tim The Tinker,” “Put Your Lit¬
tle Foot Right Out” and “Have
You Forgotten.”
Spier joined
ASCAP in 1937.
In the 1930s, Spier became a
publisher and partnered with Sam
Coslow In Spier & Coslow. (Cos¬
low, by coincidence, just arrived
back in N.Y. from England this
week). Spier & Coslow later was
(Continued on page 50)
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Ram Bucks for Film Status
Manager-Songwriter Tie* Up With Pic Co. a* Outlet
For R V R Roster
Buck Bam is expanding his mu¬
sical activities into the pic busi¬
ness. Ram, a songwriter and man¬
ager of a flock of rock 'n’ roll
groups, has tied up with American
International Picture Productions
as musical consultant for a series
of films. Firm recently produced
“Shake, Rattle & Rock.”
Ram will supply his songs and
his artists for the pix, the first of
which is scheduled to go into pro¬
duction early in January/ Such
groups as the Platters, the P^dguins, the Blockbusters, the Colts,
Teen Queens, Dolly Cooper, Young
Jessie, the Flairs and Robin Robin¬
son will be used.
The songs
will be written with an eye toward
getting top exploitation values via
disk workovers.
In the same connection, Ram also
Is planning to enter the recording
field and will be affiliated with a
new diskery now being organized
to release an-album of his tunes
as well as single releases. The. al¬
bum will feature five previously
unrecorded vocalists. Ram plans to
coordinate the activities of the
diskery with the artists’ pic show-

Eggheads

Chi Opera House’s
R V R Show at $3.50

Wednesday, November 14,- 1956

Herb Goldstein to Col
As Ad-Sales Promo Mgr,
Herbert J, Goldstein moves into
the Columbia Records’ electronics
division this week as advertising
and sales promotion manager. Re¬
porting to James Sparling, the di¬
vision’s general manager, he’ll co¬
ordinate advertising, sales and
promotion programs for Colum¬
bia phonographs, tape recorders
and phonograph accessories.
Goldstein formerly handled ad¬
vertising and promotion for the
Stuart F. Louchheim Co. of Phila¬
delphia.

Chicago, Nov. 13.
Euphemized “Biggest in Person
Show of ’56,” a rock *n’ roller toplined by Bill Haley’s Comets, plays
a one-niter at the Opera House
here Nov. 24. The 1,500-seat house
will be scaled at a $3.50 top.
Lineup has, besides Haley, the
Platters, Clyde McPhatter, Trankie
Lymon & Teenagers, the Clovers,
Chicago, Nov. 13.
Shirley & Lee, Chuck Berry, Ella
Johnson, Shirley Gunter, the
Paul Raffles, co-owner of Chi’s
Flairs, and Buddy Johnson orch.
Cloister Inn and Black Orchid
niteries, will present an Associated
Booking Corp. jazz package at the
Saunders’ Chess Move
Opera House here on Nov. 21 and
Jimmy Saunders, rock ’n’ roller Nov. 22 (Thanksgiving eve and
out of Cleveland, has been inked Thanksgiving night).
to the indie Chess label. His first
Lineup has Count Basie band,
Chess cutting is slated for re¬ Enroll Garner TricI^ Gerry Mulli¬
lease in about three weeks.
gan sextet, Australian Jazz quintet,
Charles (Chuck) Cofield, rock Chico Hamilton quintet and Kai
’n’ roll deejay in the Cleveland Winding septet. A similar package
area, manages Saunders and his was presented at the same time
• last year in Orchestra Hall.
orch.

JAZZ GOBBLER GALAS
' AT CHI OPERA HOUSE

Around Nashville in Three Days
-(Via Debbie Ishlon, Columbia Records Publicity Director) _
Nashville, Nov. 13.
he replied, “That would be like
firing on Fort Sumter.”
After Gov. Frank Clement’s proBMI speech, a couple of ASCAP
# # *
observers were queried as to* why
Clement and his wife broke
they don’t ask for equal time. “Not it Gov.
up with a dust of “No Hein
in there,” was the retort.
Wanted.”
#

*

>!«

The rumor that Elvis Pres¬
ley was going to make an ap¬
pearance packed the lobbies of
the Heritage and Andrew
Jackson Hotels with teenagers
waiting for autographs. Larry
Kanaga, RCA Victor veepee
and general manager of the
disk division, was soon making
with the “john hancock” when
he let it be known that he had
shaken Presley’s hand.
y <« *
Life mag editorial staffers and
photographers on hand for eightpage spread on the “Grand Old
Opry,” which hits the stands to¬
morrow (Thurs.).
* * *
When Goddard Lieberson,
Columbia prexy, was asked
.. by one of the hillbilly dee jays
why his label doesn’t steal
Eddy Arnotd from RCA Victor
and make some good records,

*

*

.

N. Nudie, tailor to the coun¬
try & western performers, is
referred to as the “Brooks
Bros, of hillbilly league.”
* * *
Minnie Pearl’s comment after
kissing bearded Mitch Miller, Col’s
pop a&r director: “I don’t mind
going through the brush to get to
the picnic.”

Prodigy’s Xmas Pop
Joey Alfidi, the seven-year-old
prodigy who is due to make his
bow as maestro with the Sym¬
phony of the Air at Carnegie Hall,
N.Y., Nov. 18, is also spreading
his wings in the pop field as a
vocalist.
He sings on a new Decca Christ¬
mas Record, “The Santa Claus
March,” with the Russ Morgan
> orch.

RETAIL DISK AND ALDUM REST SELLERS

Continued from page 53

inhibited.
Both Rodgers and
Brown felt that Presley served a
ago
purpose in that kids could release
-PftRIETY
a I &
their energies while watching him,
Survey of retail disk best
preventing them from releasing en¬
sellers based on reports ob
tained from leading stores in
ergy in activities that could be
19 cities and showing com¬
harmful. When Fadiman pointed
5) 0 ^
parative sales rating jot tnis
out the growth of teenage misbe¬
and last week.
havior, Rodgers rejoined with, “I
don’t think the misbehavior is gen-,
'National
eral.* I think most of the kids who
Rating
listen to Elvis Presley behave themThis Last
selvps very well. I don’t think they
wk. wk.
Artist, Label, Title
throw rocks through windows.”
Brown maintained that the pas¬
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
sion for Presley can mainly be at¬
1
-4 ..
2
1
3
4
3
1
1 144
1 ' 1
“Love Me Tender”.
12
7
2
tributed to parental objections.
GUY MITCHELL (Columbia)
“The kids?’ he added, “are just
2
4 • “Singing the Blues”.
9
3
2
1
4
1
2 ..
9
2 125
5
12
5
fighting back.”
Asked whether he was disturbed
JIM LQWE (Dot)
by hypoed arrangements of his old
2
7
3
5
2
3 '2
3
6 109
3
2
“The Green Door’*.
..
2
3
1..
songs, Rodgers stated, “If it were
CROSBY & KELLY (Capitol)
possible to make these people stick
4
9
“True Love”..
8
5
3
1
56
55
to the original we would be off the
FATS DOMINO (Imperial)
air and we wouldn’t be selling any
4
8
5 10
1
9
2 ..
9 10
4
9 75
5
7
“Blueberry Hill”...
7 ..
4
3
copies inside of six months. In
JOHNNIE RAY (Columbia)
theorizing that the songs would
6
3
“Just Walking in the Rain”.
3
2
4
6 .. 10
die. of monotony without the new
arrangements, he said, “I must say
BILL DOGGETT (King)
that when a song is new I like it to
7
5
“Honky Tonk”.
9
7
3
2
3
6
6 ..
5
6
be done the way it was written be¬
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
cause I would like people to hear
7 10
6
2
3 54
8
6
“Don’t Be Cruel”.
it at least once the way I intended
HUGOTwINTERHALTER (Victor)
it to be heard.”
5
1 10 .
9 * 8
“Canadian Sunset”.
In answer to Fadiman’s query
whether rock ’n’ roll would become
PAT BOONE (Dot)
a permanent part of musical Ameri¬ 10
10
“Friendly Persuasion’*.
cana, Rodgers claimed that it was
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol)
still too early to tell.
11
17
“Hey, Jealous Lover”..
9 ..
7
8
8
It was Brown, however, who put
VINCE MARTIN (Glory)
the clincher on the discourse with
12A 12
“Cindy, Oh Cindy”...
7 ..
8
“We should be very happy in a
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
way about Elvis Presley because
12B ..
“Love Me”.
you know he could have been a
group.”
PATIENCE & PRUDENCE (Liberty)
•4 .. .. 18
14
11
“Tonight You Belong to Me”.
GEORGE HAMILTON4THlABC-Parr
15
21
“A Rose and a Baby Ruth”.
EDDIE FISHER (Victor)
Continued from page 51
7
9
6 .. 15
16
21
“Cindy, Qh Cindy”..
portionateiy higher, thus further
FIVE KEYS (Capitol)
17
18
“Out of Sight, Out of Mind”.
9 ..
7
limiting the potential market.
JOE VALINO (Vik)
There is, moreover, no likeli¬
..
“Garden of Eden”.
hood that there will be any signifi¬ 18
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
cant drop in the near future on
19
14
“Hound Dog”....
raw tape prices. Such tape manu¬
facturers as Minnesota Mining &
JOHNNY CASH (Sun)
Mfg. already are producing an
20A ..
“I Walk the Line”.
8
10
enormous quantity of tape, for vari¬
PLATTERS (Mercury)
ous purposes, by the most modern 20B ..
“You’ll Never, Never Know”.
mass production techniques. Even
NAT (KING) Cole (Capitol)
a sharp increase in the manufacture
“Night Lights”......
of pre-recorded tapes for home 20C ..
consumption, a small part of the
JANE POWELL (Verve)
total tape market, would have littie 23
13
“True Love”.
impact on the price structure.
DORIS DAY (Columbia) '
One way to lick the cost factor 24
..10 4
16
“Whatever Will Be, Will Be”.
is to make a given length of tape
PATTI PAGE (Mercury)
go for a longer time.. It’s now gen¬
..
“Mama from the Train”.
erally standardized that tapes for - 25
home use run at 7*4 inches per
second. If tapes coukLbe slowed
HIGH SOCIETY ELVIS PRESLEY
MANHATTAN
SONG5 FOR
ELVIS
MY FAIR LADY
CALYPSO
KINO AND I
EDDY DUCHIN
down to 33A inches per second, the
TOWER
SWINGING
cost per work would be halved.
STORY
Elvis ProsUy
groadway Cas| Harry Belafont# FUm Soundtrack
Film Soundtrack
Some tape machines have" been
i
Soundtrack
Gordon
Jonklns
Film Soundtrack
•Frank Sinatra >
geared to run at the slower speed,
Capitol
Capitol
Victor
but it’s been discovered that the
Capitol
Columbia
SAO 595
Decca
. slower the speed. of the tape ma¬
LPM 1248
W 740
W 653
chine, the less fidelity there is in
EAP
653
OL 5090
EPB
1254
|
EDM
766
EAP 740
EPA 1248
DL 8289
SDM 595
the reproduction of the pound.

1 i i

..

Tape

..
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'Mix of Beat V Booze’
Blamed for Tear Gas,
Etc., at Domino R V R’er

Coast Songsharlks ‘New’ Cntie
BMI’s Rettenberg Spotlights Bait for $90
‘Publication* Contract
Milton Rettenberg, former at¬
torney and now director of the edi¬
torial department for Broadcast
Music Inc. and perhaps one of the
test informed men on the songshark, unearthed a new "cutie” on
the Coast.
It holds forth a $2,500 bait. The
pitch is that, in exchange for a
$90 "publication” contract "if the
flet earned does not exceed
$2,500” it is the privilege of either
the "publisher” or the author to
cancel the contract and release
the song. The phony "publisher”
setup represents about $8 in ex¬
pense to print up a few profes¬
sional and "regular” copies of the
song to which a stock tunesmith
sets a "melody” to the chump’s
“lyric”—invariably the suckers
write the words, not the tunes.
The hokey-pokey song is, of
course, never likely to "earn”
$2,500, or even 25 bucks. The $2,500 stipulation, incidentally, must
be earned within the first six
months. Rettenberg points out that
few hit songs earn such money
within that period.
This pars the other slick setup,
which runs into a couple of hun¬
dred dollars, and sometimes more,
whereby the amateur songsmith is
also "guaranteed” a recording for
circulation among disk jockeys,
etc. These acetates cost nothing
compared to the hundreds invest¬
ed by the suckers, but, through a
technical "recording company” af¬
filiate, a few platters are struck
off for the chumps.
Incidentally, Rettenberg is one
of three songsmiths who have been
admitted to the bar, but deserted
law for the music business. Ar¬
thur Schwartz (NYU Law) and Jay
Gorney (Michigan), ASCAPites,
are the other two. Rettenberg’s
alma mammy is Columbia Law
School.

Global Mogall
Via Peer Sphere
Ivan Mogull is spreading his
publishing operation on a global
scale. In a tieup with Ralph Peer’s
Southern Music Co. Ltd., Mogull
has set up Ivan Mogull Ltd., to be
based in London.
The new British firm, which will
handle the copyrights of Harvard
Music (BMI of U.S.) and Ivan
Mogull (ASCAP of U.S.), will be
headed up by Allan Crawford who
also tops the Southern Music firm
in England. The tunes that will
kick off the new operation, are
"Speak My Love,” "No Rd'ck ’N’
Roll Tonight,” "Goodbye, So Long,
I’m Gone,” "My Fickle Heart’ and
"Mucho Merengue.”

Scot City Council to See
R V R Dance En Masse
In How-It’s-Done Survey
Aberdeen, Scot., Nov. 13.
An entire city council will go to
a rock ’n’ roll dance in the cityowned Music Hall here Nov. 23.
The Aberdeen Town Council has
been invited en bloc to be present
and survey how dancers behave
under influence of the new music.
An earlier rock ’n’ roll session
Oct. 15 was jampacked by over 800
teenagers, many of them under 15
years of age. This brought pro¬
tests from a number of councillors.
When the okay for a second r&r
dance was given, it was agreed
that a city subcommittee should
visit the dance. Now the invite
has been extended to cover the en¬
tire council.

Jack E. Leonard Joins
Blue Jeans R ’n’ R Set
Comedian Jack E. Leonard is
niaking his album debut on Vik
Records with a set titled "Rock ’n’
Roll Music For Kids Over 16.”
Album jacket will show Leonard
dressed up as a motorcycle hotrodder with leather jacket and
•bMcJK:4.ei?inj jeans,

MUSIC

P^rf^tY

Revive Warnow firm
Ho’iiydoow, Nov. 13.
Mark Warnow Music, which has
been dormant since the death of
Warnow a few years ago, is being
reactivated on the Coast by Al
Gannaway, prexy of the ASCAP
firm.
He has named Hal Levy v.p. and
general manager, with Paul Atkerson as his assistant. Ganna way,
who is producing the Republic
film, "Daniel' Boone—Trailbrazer,”
has pvl the score of the pic into
the Warnow film and has secured
other pic songs for the catalog.

Katyna Ranieri Talks
RCA Disking Projects
Katyna Ranieri, Italo singstress,
in New York this week to discuss
recording plans with RCA Victor.
She planed in from Mexico City
where she is honeymooning with
Riz Ortolani, bandleader who accomped her in her first Victor al¬
bum, "The Girl on The Spanish
Steps.” Miss Ranieri, who was orig¬
inally pacted to Italian Victor, is
now directly inked to RCA Victor
here.
Miss Raniedi was given a cock¬
tail party at Leone’s, N. Y., yes¬
terday (Tues.) by Victor execs.

Greensboro, N.C., Nov. 13.
Negro musician blamed "the mix
of the beat and the booze” for a
near riot at a rock ’n’ roll onenighter dance at Fayetteville last
week which police ended with tear
gas. Several persons were injured,
most of them not seriously except
for two soldiers who suffered knife
wounds.
Fats Domino and three of his
band’s members received minor
cuts as they dodged the tear gas
by going through a window. A hos¬
pital here said "scads” of persons
got first-aid treatment.
Duconge Wendell, alto saxo¬
phone player, told newsmen that
this was the third of the orch’s
recent appearances to end in a
disturbance. But he said it was the
first to be quelled by tear gas. The
others took place in San Jose,
Calif., and Newport, R.I.
He explained:
"It seems like the mix of the
beat and the booze was too much
and things just busted . . . Man,
that tear gas was awful.”
Police Chief L. F. Worrell said
his officers could not push through
the crowd in the ruckus. They set
off tear gas grenades at ventilation
ducts as a last resort, he said. Wor¬
rell did not list the cause of the
disturbance, but a white spectator
said that one or two minor
rhubarbs flared when an unidenti¬
fied white man tried to dance with
Negro women.

Inti Federation of Musicians Brands
4*

‘Basin’-Elvis Twofer
St. Louis, Nov. 13.
The owner of the Holiday
drive-in in St. Louis County is
cashing in on Elvis Presley’s
popularity as a b.o. gimmick.
Last week it was announced
that Presley records will be
dished out cuffo to the occu¬
pants of the first 100 cars that
attend the opening of the run
of the "Basin Street Revue”
film.

Brought Out of Groucho,
Singh Signed By Victor
Latest addition to RCA Victor’s
talent roster is Kuldip Singh, a
former medical student at the U.
of Southern California. Singh has
also been inked to a screen pact by
20th-Fox.
The young singer, who comes
from Kashmir, India, came to the
attention of the diskery and pic
execs after a showcasing on
Groucho Marx’s NBC-TV quiz show
a little over a month ago. He does
a repeat on the Marx stanza to¬
morrow (Thurs.). His first Victor
release hits the market this week.

P^RIETY Scoreboard
OF

TOP TALENT AND TUNES
Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

Coin Machines

Retail Disks

Retail Sheet Music

as Published in the Current Issue
NOTE: The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enu¬
merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive
with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de¬
veloped from the ratio of points scored, two ways in the case of talent (coin machines, retail
disks) and three ways in the case of tunes (coin machines. retail disks and retail sheet music).

TALENT
POSITIONS
This Last
Week Week

2
3
4
5

4
2
5
5

6
7
8

6

7
8

9

TUNE

ARTIST AND LABEL

Love Me Tender
Don’t Be Cruel
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
Love Me
Hound Dog
Singing The Blues
GUY MITCHELL (Columbia).
JIM LOWE (Dot). The Green Door
JOHNNIE RAY (Columbia) .. Just Walking In The Rain
FATS DOMINO (Imperial) .(Blueberry Hill
xi
' r
(Dreamboat Comes Home
CROSBY & KELLY (Capitol) . True Love i

BILL DOGGETT (King)... Honky Tonk
HUGO WINTERHALTER (Victor) ..Canadian Sunset
PAT BOONE (Dot) .(Friendly Persuasion
'

10

(Chains Of Love

•

EDDIE FISHER (Victor)... Cindy, Oh Cindy

TUNES
POSITIONS
This Last
Week Week

(♦ASCAP.

fBMI)

TUNE

PUBLISHER

1

fLOVE ME TENDER.

2

fTHE GREEN DOOR. Trinity
♦TRUE LOVE.■. Buxton Hill ♦
f SINGING THE BLUES
. Acuff-R
tJUST WALKING IN THE RAIN.Golden West
fCANADIAN SUNSET.*..’. Meridian
♦BLUEBERRY HILL. Chappell
f DON’T BE CRUEL ....Presley-S
fCINDY, OH CINDY.Marks-B
fHONKY TONK *...T BiP.ace

3
4
5
6
7

a
9
10

10

55

Presley

London,, piov. 13.
The International Federation of
Musicians, headed by Hardie Ratcliffe, has asked the International
Confederation of Free Trade Un¬
ions to boycott the newly formed
International Federation of Enter¬
tainment porkers (IFEW).
The IFM contends that the ob¬
jects of the new organization, set
up in Rome in September with the
support of the American Federa¬
tion of Musicians and the backing
of the American Federation of La¬
bor, were of a purely political na¬
ture. They feared that this politi¬
cal bias could endanger the possi¬
bility of effective organization of
performers by the exclusion of the
unions of any country.
Ratcliffe, as president of IFM,
and its general secretary, Rudolph
Leuzinger, were recently told that
their counterparts on the new Fed¬
eration (which was set up to com¬
pete with the existing Interna¬
tional Federatidn which has tha
backing of the majority of Euro¬
pean unions), representatives oi
French and Italian unions, had de¬
clined to meet the IFM’s commit¬
tee, but were prepared to have in¬
formal talks with its toppers. This
offer was turned down because
prior correspondence suggested a
number of reasons why talks should
not be made secret.
The IFM boycott plea was made
after it had received a copy of the
report of proceedings at the Rome
meeting. It claimed that the pol¬
icy of the new organization did not
comply with the exchanges of cul¬
tural presentations between all
countries as approved by UNESCO
and other intergovernmental or¬
ganizations.
Executives of the British unions
began a three-day meeting to dis¬
cuss the matter last week.

Scopp & Abeles’
Big 3 Gabs O’Seas
Attorney Julian T. Abeles is ac¬
companying Mickey Scopp, general
manager of the Big Three (Rob¬
bins, Feist and Miller Music) to
London and Paris this weekend on
a three-week flying trip. They may
also detour to Rome to huddle with
Curci Music, the Italo affiliate.
But the major concern is with Rob¬
bins Ltd. and the B. Feldman Co.
which they acquired a couple of
’years ago. In France- and on the
Continent Robbins
operates
France-Melodie and is also tied in
with Francis, Day & Hunter.
A major reason for the lawyer’s
trip is the music rights to the sun¬
dry independent film productions
being made abroad for Metro and
20th-Fox release. Both film com¬
panies own the Big Three Music
setup. Because of the variance in
the lifetimes of copyrights, along
with the possible subsequent tele¬
vision rights, the clearances on the
music values are important. Other¬
wise a film, should the musical
soundtrack be subject to litigation,
could be enjoined from worldwide
distribution.

Mulligan-Shearing-Krupa
For U.S., Brit’s Dankworth
Seen Next on Swap Deal
London, Nov. 13.
Tentative arrangements have now
been completed for the next trans¬
atlantic exchange deal between
British and U. S. bands. Subject
to final sanction of the British Mu¬
sicians’ Union, the States will send
over the Gerry Mulligan and
George Shearing quintets plus
drummer Gene Krupa for a pack¬
age show opening in Britain
March 3.
Plans are for the Johnny Dank¬
worth orch to go to the States in
exchange for this show. Dank¬
worth enjoyed a big check here
with his novelty Parlophone etch¬
ing, "Experiments with Mice.”
Current negotiations for another
swap between the Ted Heath and
Count Basie bands have broken
down as they cannot get together
over suitable dates. This means
that the projected tour embracing
Heath and the Billy May orch is
now much more likely to come off
about next spring.
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THE AMES BROTHERS

MITCHELL AYRES

I SAW ESAU

GUAGLIONE

C/W

c/W

*

THE GAME OF LOVE

THE AWAKENING OF PEDRO

•(from the Broadway production, “Happy Hunting")
with Hugo Winterhalter’s Orchestra and Chorus

20/47-6729

20/47*6720

JIM EDWARD,
MAXINE & BONNIE BROWN

MARTHA CARSON
GET THAT GOLDEN KEY/
C/W

A MAN WITH A PLAN
c/w

IHE WAS THERE

JUST-A-LOT OF SWEET TALK

20/47-6724

20/47-6730

TONY. MARTIN

STUART HAMBLEN’S orchestra
DESERT SUNRISE

THIS MUCH I KNOW

c/w

(from the Broadway production, “Happy Hunting")
c/w

THE WHISTLER’S DREAM

LONELY WINTER

20/47-6714 j

20/47-6731

HANK SNOW,

HENRI RENE

The Singing Ranger and his Rainbow Ranch Boys

LOVE ME TENDER

STOLEN MOMENTS

c/w

c/w

THE LITTLE WHITE HORSE

TWO WON’T CARE
20/47-6715

20/47-6726 '

Your customer* will hear the*# New Orthophonic High Fidelity recording* best on an RCA Victor New Orthophonlc High Fidelity “Victrola*

America’s favorite speed;.

45 RPM

RCAVlCTOR

m
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‘l.ili Marlene’— Encore & Echo
•{
.

Berlin, Nov. 13.
The new German film “Wie einst
Lili Marlene" (Like Once Lili
Marlene) makes substantial use of
the “Lili Marlene" song. Latter, of
course, brings back World War
II memories when it—at least tem¬
porarily—was the most popular
song with soldiers on this and that
side. It has been translated into 42
languages.
Norbert Schultze composed the
melody in the '30s. He took the
lyrics from Hans Liep’s “Der Junge
Wachtposten" (The Young Senti¬
nel), written by Liep during the
first World War. “Lili Marlene"
really clicked when the German
Soldier Network Belgrade in occu¬
pied Yugoslavia chose it as its signoff song.
There are numerous stories in
connection with it. Churchill and
John Steinbeck were among the
famous personalities who favored
the tune. The voice which then
made “Lili Marlene" international¬
ly known was that of the Danish
Lale Andersen. Her recording was
one of the few disks the Germaji
soldier network in Belgrade had
available when it teed off. Miss
Andersen, incidentally, was consid¬
ered rather controversial by Goebbels and he never allowed her to
appear at the Belgrade station in
person as many other artists did
at that time. Station’s director was
Lt. Karl-Heinz Reintgen. He and
Lale Andersen are seen in the
German “Lili Marlene" film which,
however, has only vaguely to do
with the famous title song.
As far as composer Schultze is
concerned, he too is considered sort
of a controversial German postwar
personality. After all, he wrote
“Wenn wir fahrer gegen England"
(We’re Sailing Towards England),
a pro-Nazi war song. Reportedly,
he got considerable of U. S. royal-

ties, for the Americanized version
of “Lili Marlene."
Apparently
cleared, Schultze has managed to
again become one of this country’s
most successful songwriters.

Te Groen
Continued from page 53 ;

office te Groen charged he “con¬
trols" the opposition ticket. “The
insurgent group," he declared, “has
spent approximately $70,000 of the
Local’s funds and the only result
has been a raise in tax and dues.
Not one member has received one
penny of benefits."
Te Groen also accused "the direc¬
torate of using Local 47 funds to
employ counsel to file suit against
Universal Pictures, on behalf of
three union members who invoked
the Fifth Amendment before a
Congressional Committee.
“We defend the right of any citi¬
zen to invoke the Fifth Amend¬
ment," he said, “but we, and we
believe thousands of other mem¬
bers, bitterly resent the use of
union funds for legal counsel for
any member who chooses to so act.’’
Prexy stated: “If elected, we in¬
tend to end the wasteful expen¬
diture of the Local’s funds; to make
possible equal participation in un¬
ion affairs by all members; and
to reestablish good relations with
the Federation (which have been
completely destroyed by ill-advised
actions) in order that rulings fa¬
vorable to the members of Local
47 may be obtained from the Fed¬
eration."
During the past few months, te
Groqn claimed, general meetings,
called “at an hour which has pre¬
cluded the attendance of all except
a select group of members," have
controlled the Local.

French R&R

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.
i

Formerly

Continued from page £1 ,

laughed it off and the professionals
had more pontifical statements to
make to the press on r ’n’ r. But
no matter how one rolls it, the
fact remains that this blaring, syn¬
copated music did not touch off
the youth of France as it did in the
U. S. and other countries, and
therefore is only a passing fad.
Some of the lead terpers at the
jazz cave Saint-Germain-Des-Pres
had a skid accident in trying the
more contortionist aspects of r’n’r
dancing, and have now ruled it off
their agenda, as have other spots.
Other cave addicts and jazz ex¬
perts also had their say on the sub¬
ject Existentialist chantoosey Ju¬
liette Greco felt that the Ameri¬
cans were behind the times on this
one since Saint-Germain-Des-Pres
had been doing it 10 years ago, and

Capitol Records
Recording Studios
Air
Conditioned
Soundproof
Recording Studios • 2 Lga.
Soundproof
Auditoriums
•
Wood Paneled Exec Offices
• Free Parking for 30 Cars *
Artists' Dressing Rooms • Grand
Piano-Size Freight Elevator •
Suitable for Record, Radio or
Theatrical Companies •

Coldwell, Banker & Co.
WEbster 8-4101
4322 Wilshire Blvd.

.
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The New

JOHNNY SMITH QOAHTET

it was now Sts outmoded as the rection are Carlyle Music, with
Lambeth Walk. She told Paris- Johnniq Ray; Beaver Music, with
Presse columnist Jean-Francois the Four Lads; Princess Music,
Devay that the hysteria was mainly with Nat King Cole; and a com¬
'provoked by the double-entendre pany with David Whitfield.
„
lyrics, not the music itself.
I > Sfier also picked up the rights
Boris Vian, leading jazz critic, to the sefires of several Italian
analyzed it thusly: R ’n’ r is just a .j films directed by Vittorio De Sica.
new label for a 30-year-old product. | Spier, in association with Jule
In the old days they were “Riss Styne, had been planning a legit
themes" and were made of short, musical version of “Bread, Love
rhythmic phrases played with blues and Dreams" and other Italian
harmonies, a bass playing boogie films for which the Italian com¬
woogie with the left hand piano poser, Ulpio Minucci, was to write
segment and slapping it • hard, • a the music. Minucci was tender ex¬
drunimer accentuating a t\vo and clusive contract to Spier.
four beat, a loud singer with an¬
In addition to his mufcic inter¬
swering chorus, and that was it. ests, Spier headed a bakery, HorIt is all old hat and in 1921' there tense Spier Inc., a firm founded
was already a. disk called “New Or¬ by his mother and which:-supplies
leans Roll."
Oldtimer Sidney such restaurants as Lindy’s with
Bechet also agreed to this and it. pastries.
It was Spier’s custom
looks like r ’n’ r has had its day to distribute pumpkin pies to his
here, made some shekels for vari¬ friends and business associates
ous people, and is quietly fading each Thanksgiving.
away as jazz goes on.
Surviving are his widow, daugh¬
ter and son, Larry Jr., who has
Swiss & Elvis
been working in the publishing
firm. Burial was on Monday (12).
Zurich, Nov. 13.
Full-scale introduction of RCA
product also rought about, inevit¬
ably, the availability of Elvis Pres¬
ley records. Though no sign, as yet,
points to any sort of rock ’n’ roll - Continued frogi page 51 — - -raze in this country, indications
are that at "least in the platter among the few country writers in
field, the impact of the r&r wave BMI who have achieved national
will be felt in the not too distant recognition.
Clement hailed Nashville as the
future.
First symptom is that the first second biggest music biz centre in
Presley records 'released in Swit¬ the country, ranking only second
zerland already have become hefty to New York. Since 1941, when
sellers, notably “Hound Dog," BMI began operating, many new
"Heartbreak Hotel" and “Blue writers and publishers have pros¬
pered in Tennessee. He called the
Suede Shoes."
development in the country music
field a “triumph for the great
American concept of small busi¬
ness" and he attributed the growth
of this field to the entry of BMI
-■ Continued from page 51
into competition with ASCAP.
ago against ASCAP because they
Clement stated that he viewed
claim they have not received prop¬ with mounting concern the attacks
er credit for their song, “Seems levelled against BMI by the “New
Like Old Times," which is used York and California monopolists
as the theme on the Arthur God¬ who for so many years prevented
frey shows. ^
free enterprise in the American
Also of immediate concern to music industry." ^ He said the
ASCAP board members is the flock charges against the broadcasters of
of Hollywood musical films due “conspiracy" was “fantastic." Clem¬
to hit video soon. In some cases, ent added that these charges have
the musicals contained a score of 30 been rejected by the Dept, of Jus¬
songs, although only three or four tice.
may have meant anything outside
of the picture. But under ASCAP
procedure, each song will be credit¬
ed with a performance. A serious
imbalance in the payoff to inconse¬
. Continued from page 51
^
quential songs is feared.
One ASCAPer frankly asked for a wall decoration. A set of 20 col¬
a restoration of the right by the ored jacket Covers is being sold
board to “evaluate" the difference for $1 with pine-up picture of
between a genuine and a synthetic Presley again the top lure. Com¬
performance of a song. In that- pany execs say it would be a good
way, ASCAP can clean up a situa¬ idea for all the disk companies
tion which now permits a publisher to sell their Jackets for decorative
to control some network radio purposes as an institutional plug
shows and plug his own unknown for the industry.
songs exclusively. In one such
About 500 radio stations are
case, it was reported that a pro¬ also participating in the campaign
gram played seven tunes in two. by giving out the samplers as
minutes just to get the titles on prizes in program contests. Victor
the log.
distribs are giving each participa¬
Many ASCAPers, however, fear tion station 12 samplers for the
the reintroduction of the “subjec¬ giveaways, in exchange for which
tive" system of evaluation. This Victor gets its albums plugged.
group wants to go to a strict 100%
Besides Presley, the album line¬
payoff on performances. Whatever up covers such artists as Eddie
the pitfalls in this direction, they Fisher, Harry Belafonte, -Tony
say it’s better than letting indi¬ Cabot, Tony Martin, the Three
viduals, with their own interests Suns, Perry Como, Julius LaRosa,
also involved, deciding which song Perez Prado, Dave Pell Octet,
gets what.
Tony Scott, Tito Puente.

Gov. Clement’s

ASCAP

RGA Albums

"The Newest Sound In Progressive Jazz1'

Larry Spier

Nov. 5—2 Week*—Modern Jazz Room, Chicago
Dec* 3—2 Weeks—Bakers Keyboard, Detroit1
Dec. 17—-1 Week—Colonial Tavern, Toronto
(ROOST RECORDS)

★

A

,

★

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
JOE GLASER, Pres.
New

York

I

Chicago

I

Hollywood

rr Continued from page 53

a

sold to Paramount Pictures and
became part of the latter’s pub-,
lishing subsidiary.
In 1936, Spier joined Chappell
Music as general manager and re¬
mained In that spot until 1951
when he formed his own firm un¬
der his own name. Among the
first to recognize the importance
of disk names in the making of
songs, Spier made tieups with a
flock of disk artists in publishing
partnerships.
Among the firms
in this category under Spier’s di-

allum44- fold

•
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1st Free Vote For
Since Peron Era
Buenos Aires, Nov. 6.
For the first time in 15 years
free elections are proceeding in the
local Musicians’ Union, and the
wiser amongst the musicos are try¬
ing hard to eliminate extreme left¬
ist influences which have; held sway
throughout .the . Peron regime.
Those influences have sparked
continual opposition to importation
of name bands or musical attrac¬
tions, and worked hard to keep out
Carmen Cavallaro and Dizzy Gil¬
lespie, who toured here this year.
Of course, their arguments Sound
logical, as they claim they are only
acting in reprisal for the adamant
opposition of James C. Petrillo,
president of the American Federa¬
tion of Musicians, to Argentine
tango or other bands working in
the If. S. The local musicians feel
there should be retaliation, or, to
put it another way, reciprocity.
Three lists of candidates were
on the ballot in the union election,
headed by Cannataro, Gambina
and Hamilton Noriega (who is
rated as an excellent musician but
a sincere Communist Party mem¬
ber). When the Noriega list was
impugned as fraudulent, in that at¬
tempts were being made to sign up
many alleged musicians as mem¬
bers of the union, on whose votes
the leftist faction could count, the
Gambina faction joined forces with
the Red sector. However, careful
revision of the union membership
eliminated this attempted fraud
and the Red sector’s .attempt to
impose minority rule was frus¬
trated.

‘‘MAMA
FROM
THE
TRAIN”
a KiSi

a *1's

recorded by

Patti Page
MERCURY 70971

REMICK MUSIC CORP.

WtSUBTf
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Disk Jockeys and Stations
\

Corral More Dealer Dollars as
Clock-Radio Gift Sales Climb
☆ ☆ ☆

judv garland

Wake to Music Month
disk jockey promotions are smashing time
sales records ... and now show every sign of
roaring right on through the Christmas sell¬
ing season.
Promoting both Wake to Music and clockradios with spots, mailings, newspaper ads
and store displays, radio stations are corral¬
ling dealer clock-radio co-op money on one
hand. And on the other they’re building big¬
ger listening audiences as listeners wake to
music with their new clock-radios.

Stations Tested Wake-Up Promotions
'

WACO, Waco, Texas, offered 25% discount
on straight radio copy broadcast. This was
backed up with 10 announcements daily, plus
mailings and store displays. They developed
a long list of dealer-sponsors—and got 46.5%
of morning listening homes.

20-25 Sponsors for Each 2-hour Show
WATW, Ashland, Wisconsin, reports they
have built to approximately 20-25 sponsors
for their 6-8 a.m. show, which features the
Wake to Music idea.

240 Sponsored Spots in One Month
Using 20,000 lines of newspaper advertis¬
ing, in 1955, to introduce “Wake Up New
England to Music on Clock-Radio,” WHDH,
Boston, followed up with an intensive spot
program. These spots brought in a total of
240 sponsored announcements, which pro¬
moted the sale of clock-radios.
From 4th to 2nd Place
in Market of 17 Stations
WWDC, Washington, D. C., plugged the
wake-up. theme in 10-a-day spots—as well as
in newspapers and direct mail. With this kind
of promotion, WWDC jumped from 4th to
2nd place in a market of 17 stations."*
Morning Billing Increased 59%WEJL, Scranton, Pa., reports that push-,
ing the wake-up theme increased morning bill¬
ing 59%, upped the listening audience 25%.

NEWS RASH
Stations Everywhere Pushing
Wake Up to Music
As this goes to press, radio stations
from Eastern Canada to Southern Cali¬
fornia are promoting Wake to Music
Month. Sustaining radio spots alone run
from 3 to 28 a day* per station. Sales of
sponsored spots are skyrocketing.

Dynamic Sales
Program Plugged by
Telechron Timers
Telechron Timers, makers of the clocktimers used by many clock-radios, are pushing
the sale of radios of all brands in full-color ads
in Post and Life. In their Nov. 26 Life ad
they feature Capitol recording stars and play
up clock-radios as Christmas gifts.

Wake to Music Recording a Hit
RCA Victors catchy new recording,
“Wake Up to Music,” is climbing fast as
disk jockeys coast to coast feature it on
programs promoting the wake-up theme.
Copies of this recording have already
been sent to radio stations throughout the
country. IPs a natural to build, a greater
listening audience and to promote time
sales for local Wake to Music programs.

FREE Merchandising Helps
Write, wire or phone for details and full
information on Wake to Music Month.
. Telechron Timers, Clock and Timer De¬
partment, General Electric-Co., 20 Homer
Ave., Ashland, Mass.
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Family Album

On The Upbeat
New York
Roseland Ballroom will continue
operating at its present home until
it moves to the new digs at B way
and 52d St. . . . Tony Schlessinger,
Mercury’s Detroit distrib, in town
for an o.o. accompanied by Gordon
Bossin of Arc Distributors . . .
Thrush Phyllis Craig got a twoweek extension at Johnny’s Key¬
board . . . Bobby Scott slated for
Robert Q. Lewis’ CBS Radio show
tomorrow (Thurs.) . . . The Four
Voices held over indef at the
Sands Hotel, Las Vegas.
Roger Coleman on a cross-coun¬
try deejay trek plugging his cur¬
rent MGM coupling, “In Hamburg
When Nights Are Long” and One
More Kiss” . . . Pianist Joe Derise
and his jazz trio open at Campbells
Club,in Ontario for two weeks be¬
ginning Nov. 19 . . . Don Elliott
back to Basin Street for a week s
stand starting Nov. 21.
It’s his
sixth date there this year . . . John
Sebastian, vet harmonica player,
set to tour the Far East under the
auspices of ANTA’s International
Exchange Program . . . Harpsi¬
chordist Sylvia Marlowe joined
Cosmetto Artist Mgt.
Alex North’s “Rhapsody for
Four Girls ” written for UI's “Four
Girls In Town,” has been put into
the groove by Decca with Joseph
Gershenson. conducting and Andre
Previn as solo pianist . . . Salem
Records, new indie based in Chi¬
cago, bows with an LP tagged “In
The Mood For A Song” . . . CrewCuts set for the Ambassador
Hotel’s Cocoanut Grove, L.A., for
two weeks starting Dec. 8 . . . The
annual Thanksgiving season’s
March For Muscular Dystrophy
drive will be kicked off in Pitts¬
burgh, Cincinnati and Detroit by
Vaughn Monroe . . . Kai Winding’s
Septet set for a concert tour with
Count Basie’s orch teeing off Nov.
21 at the Chicago Civic Opera
House for one week.

Chicago
Marian McPartland Trio opens
at London House, Chi, tonight
(Wed.) for a four-week run; Bar¬
bara Carrol Trio pacted by that
cafe for five frames beginning Jan.
2 . . . Billy Williams Quartet plays
the Laclede Musical Showcase
KSD-TV, St. Louis, Dec. 2 . . .
Count Basie, just closed at Chi’s
Blue Note, currently doing oneniters in the midwest; he comes

WAIT
LITTLE iST ft
DARLING
+
•jfr
Recorded by ^

y/L,

^KAY CEE JONES
on Dacca
MILLS

MUSIC,

INC,.-

“MEAN H

back to the Blue Note Jan 9-20;
Oscar Petersen segues into the
Blue Jan. 23-Feb. 3 ... Sid Feller
of ABC-Paramount in town last
week to cut four sides with the
Russ Carlyle orch; Carlyle opens
at the Oh Henry ballroom Jan. 9
after eight months on the road . . .
Ted Fio Rito orch doing remotes
from the Chez Paree on WGN.

Hollywood

MGM Records is apparent¬
ly attempting to break down
disk company rivalries via
family integration.
For the cover photo of its
current Yule package, “The
Magic of Christmas,” the disk\ ery is using as models thrush
Mary Mayo and her child, who
are the wife and daughter of
A1 Ham, engineering coordina¬
tor for Columbia Records, and
Marc Avakian, young daughter
of George Avakian, Columbia's
pop album chief. Incidentally,
Avakian’s wife, violinist Anahid
Ajemian,
records
for
MGM, as does Miss Mayo.
I

In line with Ray Anthony’s
“Dream Dance” time portion on j
his ABC-TV show, Capitol is re¬
leasing his latest LP album by the
same name to meet the current
demand . . . George Shearing has
completed work on his autobiog
“Sing Under My Fingers,” to be
published by Henry Holt in N.Y.
. . . Earl Barton has been signed
by Columbia to Choreograph Gia
Scalas hoofing in “Garment Cen¬
ter” *. . . Smiley . Burnette has
formed Apache Music Corp., in
partnership with Shorty Thompson
. . . Josephine Premice, current at
the Interlude, has been signed to
do a calypso album for Gene Nor¬
man’s waxery . . . Bob Palmer
named head of disk>jockey, promo¬
tion for Decca’s western territory.
Nelson Riddle has been signed
by Warners to handle the musical
chores on “Pajama Game” . . .
Vido Musso set for an indefinite
booking at Sammy’s Club in Sun
Valley. Sam Alton agented.

London
Sid Phillips band to play for
fourth time at Windsor Castle
Christmas party Dec. 14 . ... Mills
Music secured publishing rights
for theme music from Royal Com¬
mand picture, “Battle Of The River
Plate” . . . Maple Leaf Four to
broadcast Christmas morning . . .
Drummer Pete Bray joined Nat
Temple orch to replace Geoff Westlake . . . Singer Petula Clark starts
weekly half-hour BBC-TV series
Friday (16) . . . Canadian singer
Edmund Hockeridge now starring in
“Pajama Game” flies home to join
in father’s 80th birthday festivities.
. . . Ian Miller, Scouts drummer,
now working on the Queen Eliza¬
beth . . . Creole folk singer Rudy
Marsalis now resident at Le Mozart
Club, Piccadilly, Mondays and
Wednesdays . . . Cliff Deeley front¬
ing his band again at Tower Ball¬
room, Birmingham, after recent
illness . . . Victor Feldman, British
multi-instrumentalist with Woody
Herman’s band, arrived from New
York for brief stay to make disks,
broadcast and play jazz club dates.

Philadelphia
Kenny Dorham has replaced
trumpeter Cliff Brown in the Max
Roach Combo at the Showboat . . .
Joe Frasetto, Chubby’s bandsman,
to conduct Lou Monte’s next re¬
cording session for Victor . . . Ri¬
cardo Villegas, Argentinian pianist,
current in the Blue Note . . . Fats
Domino at Pep’s . . . Muggsy Spanier and band featured at Pacey’s in
new dixieland policy . . . The Jodimars, group formed when a couple
of boys broke away from Bill
Haley, were re-signed by Capitol
and have been pacted to tour with
Tony Martin . . . June Christy into
the Celebrity Room (16) .. . Jaye P.
Morgan current in the Latin Ca¬
sino, to be followed by Tony Ben¬
nett (19).

Pittsburgh ,
The Petticoats — local singers
Mary Sc Bea House and Margie
Hirth — into Casa Loma for four
days after closing in Tony Martin’s
concert package show . . . Don
Brucker, vocalist with Bill LeRoy
orch, has resigned to go out on his
own ... Sandy Tex Frio into Flame
Room after four months at Glen
Park Casino in Buffalo ... Jo Ann

TO THE ENDS
OF THE EARTH
.... .
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Tolley booked for Ankara begin¬
ning Dec. 7 . . . Johnny Costa, staff
pianist at KDKA-TV and now at
the Embers in N.Y. with his three¬
some for a fortnight, just signed a
new four-year deal with Coral
records . . . Jack Russin, Tony
Martin’s new accompanist, is a
former Pittsburghen and a brother
of Babe Russin, tenor saxman . . .
Next rock 'n’ roll show being pre¬
sented by Barry Kaye, WJAS
deejay, at Leona Theatre in Home,stead Dec. 1 for one day will be
headed by Otis Williams & The
Charms, Bo Diddley, The Cadillacs
and Roy Gaines orch . . . Screamin’
Jay Hawkins inked for Rock *n’
Roll Room for two weeks starting
Dec. 10.

Kansas City
Opening of the new retail platter
supermarket,
Foremost
Record
Center, Nov. 4, proved to be a
mecca for artists in the area. On
hand signing autographs were Bill
Haley and couple of his Comets,
Rusty Brown and Cell Block Seven
crew, Jean. Chapel, whose first disk
is out for RCA, and Betty Miller
and her trio. Haley* & Comets ap¬
peared with The Platters, The
Teenagers and Buddy Johnson orch
and others in a single show in
Municipal Auditorium Sunday (4)
night for a gate of $6,300 pleasant
money. Miss Chapel up from Nash¬
ville for Foremost opening and her
new platter, “Welcome to the
Club.” Cell Block Seven currently
playing string of college dances in
the midwest and go south for the
winter, beginning a string of onenighters at Centenary College,
Shreveport, Nov. 16, and doing a
new album for Norman Granz on
the Verve label, titled “Rock ’n’
Roll in Dixieland.” Betty Miller
playing here at the Golden Horse¬
shoe and plugging her new jazz
piano album on Foremost.
Traipsing through town last
week was Ken Harris, enroute with
orch to a central California hotel
date, following recent stand at
Shamrock-Hilton, Houston. Harris
has Loraine Daly and Arnold Dee
as vocalists .
^_
:

Scotland
Eddie Calvert to Empire, Edin¬
burgh, with roadshow . . . Frankie
Laine topping local bestselling
disks’ list with “A Woman in
Love,” on Philips label; Anne Shel¬
ton second with “Lay Down Your
Arms.” and Elvis Presley in third
slotting with “Hound Dog” . . .
Scottish Daily Express newspaper
touring disk artists on roundScotland one-nighters. Group In¬
cludes Lita Roza, Ronnie Hilton,
The Kentones,. Kathie Kay, Frank
Cook, Eric Winstone band, Clyde
Valley Stompers and Littlewood
Songsters.

Billie Holiday
Continued from page 53

Inside Stuff-Music
Henry I. Marshall, vet cleffer of Scotch Plains, N. J., who is recover¬
ing from a stroke suffered a few months ago, received a tonic last week
when he was notified that the Andrews Sisters will feature his song
“Let Me Linger,” as one side of their latest Capitol record. Tuna
first appeared in 1914 without attracting much attention, but the An¬
drews girls believe it holds possibilities for their type of harmonizing
Another oldtime tunesmith, Ray Walker, also had a slight stroke about
three months ago but is slowly mending at his home in Brooklyn. Al¬
though not yet sufficiently recovered ttf play piano and piano-accordion"
as he has done in night spots for decades, Walker has made a few
guest appearances on radio and tv.
The Electrovox Co., manufacturers of Walco phonograph needles
have prepped a Needle Sales Training Manual to assist dealers in the
peddling of the needle product. The manual is devised to eliminate
the two major causes of lost needle sales: 1) inability of the customer
to remove his old needle from his phonograph cartridge; 2) inability of
the sales clerks to identify his customer’s needle. The manual, ac¬
cording to the East Orange, N. J., manufacturing firm, was whipped up
as a remedy to the industry statistics which showed that more than
94% of all customers desiring to purchase a replacement needle were
unable to do so because of the aforementioned obstacles.
A new service song, “The Army Goes Rolling Along,” with theme
and melody based on “The Caissons Go Rolling Along,” had its first
radio and public performance by the Army Chorus, at Fort Meyer, Va.,
via NBC’s “Monitor” on Sunday (11), Veteran's Day. Secretary of th»
Army Wilbur Brucker was to introduce it, but he apparently did not
get into the broadcasting booth in time for the network feed. An¬
nouncer Holly Wright, who had been at the microphone for the earlier
tabbing of an Army Band number, pointed out to Ben Grauer, “com¬
municator” in New York, that the melody and theme of the new and
rousing march selection are based on “Caissons.”
Disneyland Records is going all-out to push its soundtrack set from
the upcoming Walt Disney pic, “Westward Ho The Wagons!” Diskery
has prepared
brochure„which is being sent to 3,000 disk jockeys and
record company artists & repertoire men, the story of the pic, the
songs, tie-in promotional dates and a special demo record of the tunes.
Songs were written by Tom Blackburn & George Bruns; Gil George
and Paul Smith; Bruns & Fess Parker, and Stan Jones. Their pub¬
lication is split between Disney’s Wonderland Music (BMI) and Walt
Disney Music (ASCAP).
Irwin N. Rosee, sports publicist, has been named executive veepee of
the Roller Skating Foundation of America, a new group sponsored
by the Chicago Roller Skate Co.
Robert R. Ware Sr., president of
the sponsoring firm, will head the new group which will advise rink
operators on latest developments, assist in the opening of new skating
rinks, and do an overall promotion job for the industry.
Fred Jackson, general manager for Mills Music in London, has ac*
quired a number of works by Norwegian composer Harald Saeverud,
who is perhaps best known for his interpretation Qf “Peer Gynt,” which
has scored well on the Continent and will be produced in New York in
December. Until Saeverud wrote his score for Ibsen’s “Peer Gynt,”
Grieg’s music was the only interpretation of the work.
A special soundtrack set of the score from the DCA film, “Rock,
Rock, Rock,” is being distributed exclusively, to disk jockeys to pro¬
mote the film. Set has 20 numbers with such names as Alan Freed’s
band, Frankie Lymon & The Teenagers, La Vern Barker, Chuck Berry
and others who appear in the pic.
W. C. Handy, composer of “St. Louis Blues” and other classic blues,
will be honored on his 83d birthday Saturday (17) at a party given at
his Yonkers (N.Y.-rhome by the W. C. Handy Foundation for the Blind.
The party is being tied in with a fundraising campaign for the Founda¬
tion, which is headed by James H. Hubert.
Lee Tully, prexy of the recently formed Flair Records, has put him¬
self into the groove with an Elvis Presley parody. Disk is tagged
“Around The World With Elwood Pretzel.” Before going into the disk
biz, Tully was a pro comic.
.
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Col Wraps

■> ..

—i

A Solid Ballad Hit!

— 7--T7? Continued from page 51

Christmas Carol,” with book and
lyrics by Janice Torre and music
by Fred Spielman.
Also in Col’s December broad¬
side are packages by Kai Winding
and J. J. Johnson, playing sep¬
arately for the first time; Hal
Shutz, Turk Murphy, Enid Mosier
and Mahalia Jackson. The classi¬
cal drive will be on three' new
piano albums by Robert Casadesus.
For the all-out Christmas pro¬
motion, Col has devised new giftwrap kits containing 50 envelopes
to hold 12-inch LPs and special
gift ribbon. Diskery is also sup¬
plying a three-foot-high window
display touting the label’s “House
of Records” gift list.

with a tremendous impact.
Dur¬
ing “Strange Fruit,” her closing
number, the absolute, stillness of
the audience during her vocal
stops was an unusual experience at
a jazz concert.
Miss Holiday was given stand¬
out backing by a crew of top jazz¬ Chappell Get* ‘Give Me'
men, who,
included
Coleman
Chappell has set a deal with
Hawkins, Buck Clayton, Roy ElBob Merrill’s Valyr Music firm to
dridge, A1 Cohn, Tony Scott, Ken¬ act as selling agent for his cur¬
ny Burrell and Carl Drinkered. rent pop, “Give Me.”
All played in a muted, swinging
Tune has been recorded by
tempo that gave the best type of Eileen Rodgers on the Columbia
showcase to the singer who, this label. Thrush is currently riding
time at least, didn’t need any for-1 high with “Miracle of Love,” also
tissimo passages to override any
i penned by MerrilL
„ 4
vocal deficiencies.
The Chico Hamilton Quintet,
which played the first part of the
show before Miss Holiday’s ap¬
pearance, impressed with its un¬
usual flute and cello jazz instru¬
mentation and its original sound.
Whether the Hamilton
combo
plays jazz or a new type of long¬
hair music set to a beat Is sec¬
ondary. Primary is the fact that
they play interesting stuff.
Don Friedman produced and em¬
ceed the review.

EV RY DAY
OF
MY LIFE
Mlllft vUS'C CORPORATES

a wonderful
seasonal song
STYNI AND CAHN'S

CAHli
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CAFES ‘DYING’ TO GET NAMES
Salisbury Beach Ops. With Big Stake,
Talk Secession as Town Votes Dry’
. Salisbury Beach, N. H., Nov. 13. -i
The Frolics, 1,250-seater with big
name policy for the past six years,
the Bowery, also using names, and
Roberta 'Sherwood is slated to
some 40 spots selling liquor were repeat at the Copacabana, N.Y., in
struck a death blow as the town of
mid-March. Deal had been going
Salisbury woted dry in the election, on for Miss Sherwood to go into
first time since prohibition, and the Beverly Hills Country Club,
tops are talking secession.
Newport, Ky., at that time. How¬
The voters turned down all liqiior ever, Copa op Jules Podell elected
licenses, 899 to 762; beer and wine to exercise his option for that
licenses, 869 to 673, and package period.
stores, 778 to 776. There will be
Miss Sherwood played the N.Y.
a recount on the package store spot during the summer.
question. The 42 members of -the
Salisbury Retail Liquor Assn, face
drastic losses after Dec. 31, the end
of a multi-million dollar biz. .
Francis D. Mulcahy, owner of
the Frolics, said it will open in the
spring on a limited basis, but was
uncertain of the future.
Spot
had Johnnie Ray, Teresa Brewer,
Pat Boone, Lillian Roth, Patti Page,
Four Aces, Julius LaRosa, McGuire
Sisters, Gogi Grant and the Vaga¬
bonds this past summer.
In previous seasons bookings in¬
Las Vegas, Nov. 13.
cluded Eartha Kitt, Kitty Kallen,
Creditors of the Tropicana Hotel
Georgia
Gibbs,
Tony
Bennett,
Frankie Laine, Sophie Tucker, were to meet today (Tues.) with
Sammy Davis Jr. and the Will hopes that spa’s principals, Ben
Mastin Trio, Frances Langford,
Ames Bros., Paul Winchell, Four Jaffe and Phil Galt, will assure
Lads, Sam Levenson, Billy Dan¬ them outstanding debts will be paid
iels and Mills Bros.
quickly. It has,been learned that
McGuire Sisters set the alltime the newly built hotel owes at least
record this summer with $16,000 $600,000 to material suppliers. A
in paid admissions (admission is
reliable source estimated Tropicana
$1.25, tax included) as their per¬
centage for a week; Talent budget notes actually to be in excess of
1 000 000
for names, orch and three-four acts
Two liens totaling $14,000 al¬
for the 10-week season ran to
ready have been filed in district
around $125,000.
court
here by a pair of Los An¬
Action of the voters threatens
Other, liens
the lush beach biz hitting conces¬ geles companies.
sionaires, ride ops, etc., many of against the hotel have been pre¬
pared,
but
action
is
being
withheld
.whom foresee a ghost town. The
beach area once was in the town of because most of the creditors feel
Cushing. It will be again, if the they will get assurance of rapid
shocked and indignant club, cafe settlement at today’s meeting;
A1 Parvin, who furnished the
and concession owners..have their
hotel, said the Tropicana owes his
way.
company
$350,000 of an original
Charles K. Kimble, one of the
leading concessionaires and ride $1,250,000 contract. But he adds,
“the
bulk
has
been paid off in cold,
operators and an advocate of seces¬
hard cash, and Pm not at all wor¬
sion, said:
ried about being paid the balance
“Let’s separate from the town. due.”
Let the beach be supervised by the
Nevada Tax Commission, which
state police, otherwise this town
meets here Nov. 28, is expected to
(Continued on page 66)
cast a discerning eye on today’s
meeting which, like one held two
week’s ago, was supposed to-be a
“hush hush” affair. Tax Commis¬
sion has repeatedly nixed the Tropicana’s application for a gambling
license, saying investigation by the
State Gaming Control Board is in¬
complete.
Disclosure of the Tropicana’s un¬
’
Toronto, NoV. 13.
Shea’s Hippodrome, built in 1910, paid ledger bears out earlier re¬
ports that Jaffe and Galt went
and a former vaudeville house that way over initial building costs of
saw all the gfeats of show biz when $7,000,000.
some of them were working for
much smaller stipends than their
. current affluent <tv, etcj salaries
today, will be demolished starting
Jan. 2. According to a passed by;law by the Board of Control, the
Takeover. of the Ernie Young
famous landmark and 2,375-seater Agency orcincago by General Art¬
will be torn down to make way for
ists Corp. has the effect of isolat¬
a new Civic Square, complete with
underground parking lot .Now op- ing Chicago’s kingpin Barnes &
/ ©rated by Famous Players (Cana- Carruthers Agency. For some time
>.: dian) and just ending a 10 weeks’ it was believed that GAC would
'v run of the film version of “The take over the B&C office, headed
. King and. I,” the venerable prop- by Sam Levy, and discussions had
■ -arty will have run the gamut of actually started. However, as the
show biz \vhen it folds up with El- talks progressed, it was felt by
v.’vis Presley’s first film, “Love Me GAC that with its acquisition
nearly a year ago of George A. Ha¬
.Tender,’’
' Dating back to before World mid & Sons, it had taken as large
a
segment of the outdoor field as
War I, when Jerry and Mike Shea
. built their second vaude house in it wanted to absorb for the time
I Toronto (the first, the Victoria, was' being.
It was understood that as soon
!i. torn down last yeai?), the old Hipi Podrome housed the stars of vanda¬ as GAC got acclimated to the can¬
ls Yille when U. of Toronto under- vas-top segment of show business,
- Brads played hookey every Monday it would resume talks with Levy
matinee to see the new bill and for the buyout of that office. Feel¬
the city’s leading families had re¬ ing was heightened by the fact
served seats that night. Talkers that Hamid and JB&C for many
took over but stage presentations years had maintained an under¬
had their/; -.groat days when Jack standing which divided the U, S.
Arthur, now director of the 24,000- into two territories, with business
seater grandstand show at the^Ca- east of the Mississippi going to Ha¬
Padian National Exhibition, was mid, while E85C took over the area
Jthe producer and sending out five west of that line.
p Shows a week across Canada to Ea~
The trade now believes that the
jjous Players houses. At one time* takeover of the Young agency
the house was Keith-Albee’s Cana¬ makes it unlikely that GAC will ac¬
dian flagship.
quire the Levy-headed holdings,

Roberta’s Copa Encore

Tropkana Meets
With Creditors;
Nevada‘Watches’

$,

[ Shea’s Hipp in Toronto
I Gives Way to Auto Got;
Elvis Pic to Mark Finis

,

.

FLA. HOTELS MAY B’way Par O.O.’s ‘Spot’ Stageshows;
‘PAY TIE PRICE' Cole-Basie in Jan., Betty Hatton Later
+

By JOE COHEN
The pries buttle now raging in
Miami Beach has again touched off
a bitter accusation that “who hikes
the price* of talent will see all
spots ultimately going bankrupt.”
The spark that set -off the latest
conflagration is the $25,000 pact by
the Fontainebleau in Miami Beach
for the services of Jerry Lewis.
With it will go a $20,000 price tag
for Eddie Fisher who will also
work either at the Fontainebleau or
Eden Roc, and any other names
that come along will bear gigantic
pricetags.
Operators blame the new state
of events on the talent agencies
saying they’ll ultimately drive the
hotels out of business with these
fantastic prices. The agencies’
counter is that operators in their
“greed” are bidding up the prices
of names so that they, the talent
reps, have no choice but to sell
to the highest bidder.
Which argument is true makes
little difference, according to many
in the trade. The net results, they
opine, will be the destruction of
the hotels as a talent buyer, just
as the Florida niteries that used
to bid up the names are now vir¬
tually extinct. The Beachcomber,
Giro’s, Copa City—these make only
periodic attempts to open, and
their power to draw, no matter
whom they buy, is debatable.
The entertainment industry now
fears that should these prices keep
on zooming, the fate of the hotel
rooms as an entertainment power(Continued on page 66)

Tap ‘Birdland’ to Kick Off
Dallas’ $6,500,000 Aud.;
Hold Dedication April 28
Dallas, Nov. 13.
New Dallas Memorial Auditor¬
ium, costing $6,500,000, will be
opened April 27 with a weeklong
dedication.
City councilman W.
C.. Miller will head a committee
for the opening ceremonies.
Formal dedication services for
the downtown 10,000-seat circular
building will be held Sunday, April
28. A committee to plan other ac¬
tivities for the week includes W.
A.. Roberts of KRLD-TV; Alex
Keese, director of WFAA and
WFAA-TV, and Albert Jackson,
veepee of the Dallas Times Herald.
First auditorium booking is May
. Howard Lewis, local promoter,
has set the “Birdland Revue,” with
Billy Eckstine, Sarah Vaughan,
Stan Getz, Gerry Mulligan, Bud
Powell, Count Basie orch and
other acts.

6

Judy Dips to Big 53G .
Judy Garland’s business at the
Palace, N.Y., continues without
complaint, with week ending last
night (Tues.) dipping to $52,800,
still stout. Prior week was $55,000.
In the six previous weeks. Miss
Garland attracted a total of $282,600.
In the show with Miss Garland
are! Alan King, the Szonys, Amin
Bros.,' Wazzan Troupe, Bob Wil¬
liams, and Pompoff, Thedy & Fam¬
ily.

Split of Chorus
At Music Hall A
Threat to AGVA
The American Guild of Variety
Artists is facing a split that threat¬
ens to carry off the membership of
the choruses of the Radio City Mu¬
sic Hall, N. Y., which' involves
about 100 performers. Irving Goss,
at one time head of the N. Y. re¬
gional office, who was dismissed by
national administrative secretary
Jackie Bright after the latter be¬
came .the union’s head more than
a year ago, is attempting to organ¬
ize the Music Hall cast into an in¬
dependent organization.
Bright late yesterday (Tuesday)
afternoon attempted to stem the
tide and addressed a meeting of
the cast and management at the
theatre.
Spokesmen at Radio City Music
Hall are keeping a hands-off atti¬
tude in this matter. In fact, some
declared that there was no frontoffice knowledge of the situation.
Split of the Music Hall cast of
about 100 dues-paying members
would be a serious defection from
AGVA. It could become a nucleus
for other factions opposed to the
present administration. However,
AGVA would still have some ma¬
chinery to get the outsiders back.
If split off, individuals might be
placed on the AGVA unfair list
and principal performers could be
forbidden to work at the Music
Hall. In addition, the chorus would
go on the unfair list of the unions
affiliated with the parent Associ¬
ated Actors and Artistes of Amer¬
ica and couldn’t work In any other
jurisdiction. Thus, for example, if
a show wanted to televise the Mu¬
sic Hall chorus, it couldn’t do so,
and members would have a hard
time shifting to other shows.

Powerhouse of Pumpkin Circuit

[
1

and if it does, it will be substan¬
tially under terms originally dis¬
cussed.
With GAC going into the outdoor
business, the field has been veer¬
ing more heavily toward names. At
every opportunity, GAC has been
giving its clients disk names which
have been doing okay at the out¬
door boxoffices.
If this trend is
more firmly established this year.

SOPHIE TUCKER
has a treatise on

What. I Don9t Like
About Show Biz
another editorial feature
in the upcoming

51st Aimiversttry ISumber
of

PfiniETY

B&C will flndjt difficult to get this
kind of attraction, and thus GAC
hopes for a .more complete corner
of the market. Since the takeover,
the Hamid agreement with B&C
has been voided, and now GAC is
in position to bid for every major
fair in the country with a solid
base of operations in .Chicago.
As it now stands, GAC-Hamid, a
subsidiary created by GAC to han¬
dle the outdoor field, is currently
the largest outfit in the business.
In addition to the Hamid holdings,
still being helmed by Hamid with
GAC veepee Joe Higgins assisting,
agency also has the segment of the
outdoor field controlled by Hans
Lederer, who0came to GAC as part ]
of the N. Y. office of Lew & Leslie
Grade Agency of London, which
was taken over by .GAC.
Thus in less than a year since
GAC acquired the Hamid office, it
has become a powerhouse of the
I outdoor field, the most difficult to
invade heretofore,. Its holdings in
that direction are considerably
larger than Music Corp. of Amer¬
ica, and there is now not one indie
office that controls as many fairs
and circus bookings as does GACHamid.

The
Paramount
Theatre
on
Broadway is mulling revival of ma¬
jor stageshows. It’s planned to put
in two layouts thus far at widely
separated intervals.
A package
headed by Nat King Cole and
Count Basie is contemplated for
Jan. 23, and a stager headed by
Betty Hutton is being blueprinted
in conjunction with the release of
her film, “Spring Reunion.” Ella
Fitzgerald is also being signed for
this bill.
The projection of two shows is
virtually an unprecedented action
at this house, since its demise as a
stageshow outlet several years ago.
Most of the Par circuit’s activity
has been centered around the rock
’n’ rollers at the Brooklyn Para¬
mount, latest of which will go into
the house for the Christmas and
New Year’s holiday season. Last
stager at the N. Y. house was in
August when Frank Sinatra did a
one-weeker in conjunction with his
picture, “Johnny Concho.”
Gross indicated that the Sinatra
venture made quite a. bit of money,
as did its only other stageshow—
topped by Jackie Gleason—since
the departure of vaude as a regular
policy.
Indications point to likelihood
that experienced footlight person¬
alities when starring in their own
films will be propositioned to ap¬
pear for a week or more at the
N. Y. house. Pitch is. that they, will
boost • their film receipts and at
the show time help shore up their
popularity with the masses. If this
works out at the N. Y, Par, it’s
seen that other towns such as Chi¬
cago may reestablish shows on that
kind of deal.
The Paramount had put in a bid
for Elvis Presley some time ago,
with the bid at $50,000 for the first
week and a lesser figure for the
second week, plus percentage ar¬
rangements, but this didn’t work
out. It later prevented a deal that
would have Presley going into the
nearby Loew’s State, because it
would dig into the gross of the
Presley film, “Love Me Tender,”
which it would be getting.

Evelyn West, Mgr. AWOL
As Jury Convicts Them
And a Flock of Others
Oakland, Calif., Nov. 13.
An absentee stripper and her
manager were convicted in munici¬
pal court here Saturday (10) of
indecent exposure and perform¬
ing in a “dirty” show, while an¬
other stripper, two comics and the
El Rey burlesque’s manager were
convicted on lesser charges.
Six other strippers- and the
theatre’s assistant manager were
acquitted. The El Rey will soon
give way to a freeway.
The absentee stripper was Eve¬
lyn West, who reportedly was in
New Orleans with her manager,
A1 Charles. Judge Charles Fisher
Issued bench warrants for their
arrest two days before. th$ jury
trial ended.
Miss West and Charles, who
were among the 13 arrested in a
police raid on the El Rey Aug. 23,
showed up for arraignment here
Aug. 28, then skipped town. Maxi¬
mum sentence they, can draw on
each of the two counts is a $500
fine and six months in prison, plus
having to register in California
as a sex deviate.
The other stripper, Doris Craw¬
ford, 25, got off with an indecent
exposure conviction, while man¬
ager Peter DeCenzie, 49, and baggypants comedians Will Mason, 54,
and Charles Castle, 45, were Con¬
victed on the single count of per¬
forming in a dirty show. .

Havana Plays Celeste
Havana niteries are continuing
to tie up as many names as pos¬
sible. Spot has set Celeste Helm,
starting Christmas Day. Miss Hqlm
is also booked for the Eden Roc,
Miami Beach, just ahead, starting
Dec. 13.
Thus the large transportation
bite is split between both inns.
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My Cafes Pressing for Definition
Of ‘Immoral’ in Solons Clampdown;
Ad. City Snot’s 100-Day Padlocking
Philadelphia, Nov. 13. 4
Three night club licenses were
revoked and 12 others were given
suspensions ranging from 30 to
Lpl days in the State Liquor Con¬
trol board’s all-out war against
lewd and immoral entertainment.
Everybody’S getting in on the
The wholesale closings and sus£ act at the Palace Theatre, N. Y.,
pensions knocked out a major por¬ where Judy Garland is headlining.
tion of the city’s late spots, but
the nitery men plan to fight the Bing Crosby, following his appear¬
rulings with appeals. Most of the ance Sunday (11) on the Ed Sulli¬
cafes cited dropped the strip acts van show, stopped at the theatre
when the board’s ruling against and before he knew it he was on
peelers was made official.
stage jollying it up Miss Garland.
The cafe ops claim they are be¬
ing put out-of business for alleged He did about a half-hour of a cuffo
infractions that took place before show. It was probably his only free
the board had even made its own appearance in *ihany years.
mind up as to what constituted an
The week previous, Danny Kaye
Immoral act. One thing the cafe- dropped in, and he too pleasured
men will try to have settled by the the crowd with an impromptu bit.
appeal is some legal definition of
The American Guild of Variety
what makes an act “immoral.”
Artists, however, frowns on such
Under the board’s present atti¬ procedure. Walter Winchell, for a
tude any routine except tap danc¬ time, was a regular visitor at the
ing is eligible for the tag “lewd Palace and performed virtually
entertainment.” The local police, every time. The union put a stop
with a series of hit-and-miss raids, to that one, warning him that he
have been clamping down on cafes. was disobeying the rules. Roberta
The arrests in almost every in¬ Sherwood, who did a bit on the
stance have promptly been tossed Palace stage with Winchell, was
(Continued on page 70)
similarly warned by AGVA.

Bing, Danny Cuffo It Up
For Garland at Palace;
AGVA Not Very Elated

Observance of Houdini’s
Death Sees Magico’s $70
Gone With the Seance
Dallas, Nov. 13.
Harrv Houdini. the master ma^JXhlv was lauehine up
hi? wpiwniPd sleeve this Hallow^
pin
;nnTvPr,irv of Ws
een, the 30th anniversary of h s
t
Houdmi, or some of his cohorts,
not only hovered over a group of
local magicians during a seance
last week in his honor—they also
presented a topnotch trick now
known as “the vanishing dollar.’
In fact, about $70 and a wallet
vanished.
The loser was T. S. Palmer
magician, who may or may not
have suffered the loss while the
lights were down low.
Pal™er' hinting he “just ^ave
lost the 'wallet before the seance
even started, was at last reports
still hunting for the right magic
words to bring it back.
**
The * incident provided an unusual twist to a strange evening
provided by the Dallas Magic Circle.
In honor of Houdini and observance of Halloween, the magicians
mot nf a wrpt «itp
*
TTmidini who rflod on Halloween
fnKiS S c wife be 3d
ii° +rG+v5n
waS anyttling
at all to this spirit biz,
As Palmer called upon Houdini
to give a sign of his presence, a
gallon can was crushed like paper
by an invisible hand.
-/II •
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FRl. NOV. 9, 1956
★ REVIEWS OF THE NIGHT CLUBS ★
COCOANUT GROVE
The Modernaires did very well in
their opener at the Grove, The tablifters were particularly friendly and
receptive after the introduction by
Bob Crosby. “The Mods’’ hit the spot
with their smooth harmonizings on
such tunes as “Friendly Persuasion,”
“Hound Dog,” “Love Me Tender” and
“Swing Low, Sweet Chariot.” Happiest
moments, however, came with such
oldies as “Tonight You Belong to Me”
and “You Tell Me Your Dreams.”
Their choreography is fine. In addi¬
tion, two. of the male members double
on sax, which lends variety to the
versatile act. Paula Kelly’s comedy bit,
“Prunes,” is a real charmer, surpassed
only by Alan Copeland’s solo satire on
Peter Lorre and Boris Karloff.
—Joe Russell
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Chicago, Nov. 13.
Loca! 1031 of the International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers
will present its Christmas season
variety show, produced by the local’s prexy Frank Darling, Dec.
6-15. The show, one of two offered
the local’s 38,000 members each
year, is not open to the public.

Vande, Cafe Dates
New
*ra Provlding tunSs Tfor show and
New
York . ..
^
,
Z
dancing. Dogwood Lounge, cockGenevieve, who opens at the Ritz tail spot adjacent to Paradise
Carlton, Montreal, Jan, 16, will Room, is featuring Jim Scott Duo!
follow with the St. Regis, N.Y.Lyric baritone Fred Martell ii
j^arv|11 ij»0yf magician, signed to headlining show at Atlanta Biltthe Versailles tonight (Wed.) more Hotel’s Empire Room, sliaron tIie ^ toppe(i by Dorothy ing spotlight with Gerrick Twins,
Lamour • • • Soler & Camarago holdover dancers, with Wade
opened at the Darlington Hotel, Creamer’s band occupying podium,
gail juan p p Saturday (10) . . Riltmore’s intimate Rendezvous
Monique Van Vooren to the Mo- Ro?m features singing pianist
camho Hollvwood in Januarv
. Judson Smith.
SScurrent"TZtvio- np^d Tn^S^fndlv ?£T?
weeker at the Statler, Cleveland John carndchael’SMSteak RaLh1
... Fernanda, now at the St. Regis, dfildinabminHwlthtan danced
pPeew, at the Fontainebleau, Ml- Mlrguerita SpfrkI' Larry WarrTs
aml Beach, Dec. 4 ... Linda Lynch orchplaysfo?danclngwhneDee
Trio opened at Latin Casino, Phila- and Bud Hitchcock Duo plays for
delphia Monday (12)... Deep River preshow and intermission listening
Hoys signed for a concert tour in and dancing in spot’s cocktailery,
Jamaica in January.
Horseshoe Lounge . . . New show
Lucille Sc Eddie Roberts report at Imperial Hotel's Domino Lounge
to the Riverside, Reno, Dec. 6, fol- stars exotic Pat (“Amber”) Halliday
lowed by the Statler, Los Angeles and features singer Sunny Fox .,.
. . . Danny Crystal booked for the Clermont Hotel’s Anchorage Room's
Sans Souci, Miami Beach. Nov. 30, new show opened Monday (12) with
and the Thunderbird, Las Vegas, Lisa Romaine, Italiano exotic, and
Dec. 27 . . . Singer Norma Smith Dallas (“Texas Tornado”) York...
started at the Three Rivers, Syra- Club Peachtree, in heart of downcuse, Monday (12) ... Dottle Sc Joe town Atlanta, has a new show
Stanford on the Denise Darcel bill headed by exotic Yvonne DuBray,
the Ankara, Pittsburgh, Nov. 19 aero contortionist Terry Venezia,
• • • Billy Do Wolfe on a windup exotic Mitzi Dore, dancer Coquette
date in niteries at the Eden Roc, and emcee Larry Fontaine. Sonny
Miami Beach, starting tomorrow Morgan Trip provides tunes for
(Thurs.) before reporting to the show and dancing,
Ziegfeld Follies.
Gypsy Room is Holding over
Terry Stevens booked for the exotic Lynn Storm and comicElegante, Brooklyn, Dec. 5. Archie emcee Bill Bemardi . . . Girl show
Robbins also goes to that spot at Lillian DuPree’s Clovis Club
starting Nov. 21 and follows with spotlights Jada, Jo Wilson, Pat
the Flamingo, Las Vegas, Dec. 6 Anders and Tawnee in song and
. . . Joe E. Lewis tapped for the dance melange . . . Roy Topps reBeverly Hills Country Club, New- mains at Howell House Zebra
port, Ky.. March 15 .. . Dick Shawn Lounge ... El Morocco is keeping
assigned to the Town & Country Jack Lopez and his Latin combo
Club, Brooklyn, Feb. 12 . . . Johnny for another week.
Puleo logged for the Americana,
Miami Beach, Jan. 23 . . . Trudy
can Francisco
^^rristgencflet fo°r the
Chuckjohnstonbought out partHoliday House, Pittsburgh,' April ners MUt Levy and Dick Reinhardt
22
' The Colstons recently re- in the Village and running the
turned from Europe, pacted for the place alone ... Sam Honigberg, the
Palmer House, Chicago, Jan. 4 . . . Gomalco flack from Hollywood,
Allen Sc DeWood open Monday showed up for the Mort Sahl open(19) at Celebrity Club, Philadel- ing at Fairmont s Venetian Room—
phia.
Sahl’s a Dave O Malley client ...
-D>ck Swig changed his mind about

SlZnbiJunf VaST ^f'Lfne?
^Sin^eXs^tHhe’d
Hie Happy Jesters, with the Lou
Breese band in the pit. The revue
will feature four production numbers, with costumes brought in
from Hollywood’s Moulin Rouge,
courtesy of Frank Sennes. Production cost Is close to $100,000,
according to union topper Darling,

Jen Southern at Debut
Of Hilton Hotel in Mex
Jerl Southern has been signed
for the preem of the Continental
Hilton Hotel, Mexico City, -set to
open officially Dec. 12. Thus far,
hotel will have a one-act policy,
Merriel Abbott will book out of
Chicago.
Miss Southern has also been set
which starts Feb. 15.
Noranon I nlrn
fcMIdlMt LdnC
By Happy Benway
Saranac Lake, N.Y., Nov. 13.
A Carnation to the Frennette
Bros, of Tupper Lake for stopping
off here weekly and dropping off
a few cases of Coke for the ailing
gang. Ditto for Arthur J. Slattery
who never misses a chance to aid
one of the less fortunate here,
Slattery went into the general
hospital for major surgery and
took the ordeal like a veteran.
Charlotte Eiselman, nitery entertainer, was visited by her husband Max, textile converter from
Gotham,
Colonial Inn nitery owned by
boniface Anthony Brindis of Utica
was gutted by fire for a loss estimated at $40,000. It was a landmark that featured bands and floorshows from time to time.
Morris Dwarski, director of our
research laboratory, hospitalized
with a complication of stomach
trouble and latest report is that he
is holding up nicely.
Louise Zoiner, whose son Ronald
Lipper is an RKO staffer, hit the
jackpot that rated her a go-home
in December.
The non-TB patients .on third
floor of the Will Rogers Hospital
all report real progress; Jack Nor¬
ton of legit, radio and tv; Lucius
P. Head, theatre manager of Union
1 Springs, Ala.; Fred McCabe of
ABC - Paramount; and Edward
O’Conner, auditor of Paramount
Pictures, all enjoy limited privi¬
leges.
Write to those who are ill.

Hollywood

&TI ^"^"0^°”^

ajso ^een set to appear on NBC’s closed—not enough, biz . . . Erroll
“Bandstand” and returns to the Garner will switch from the BlackCocoanut GroVe Dec. 27 . . . Doro- hawk to the Macumba next year—
thy Kingston opens a two-week more money... Cal Tjader returns
stand at Jan Rubini's Keyboard from Seattle to a Blackhawk date
Club today (Wed.) . .. Singer Paul- next week.
ette Ames has joined Kay Starr’s
-\troupe at the Sahara in Las Vegas MARILYN ROSS' CAFE REPRISE
... Jerl Southern opens a six-week
Av**' TvrQrnvn
nn^ned Sunstint at the Continental Hilton Ho- _
r0stel In Mexico City, Dec. 12 . . . day <*!> at the Frolics Cafe, Bo
Sallle Blair into Mocambo Nov. 20 ton, her second date there tnu
for two frames ... Vi & Jerry year.
Wagner take over in Westerner
She’s resuming at niteries after
Lounge. Hollywood-Plaza Hotel, 12 weeks on tour with the Oldstoday. *
* mobile industrial revue.
Mickey Rooney and comic Joey
Forman tee off two-week tour of
PROFESSIONAL
supermarkets in Texas, New Mexico and Colorado Nov. 17 in El
COMEDY MATERIAL
Paso ... , Stan Freberg, now tourfor all Theatricals •
ing Australia, set for two additionG LAS ON'S
FUN-MASTER
a* engagements there . . . Puppeteer Jimmy Shaw shares top billing
Th* Original Show Bix Gag File
W* $*rvlc« th* Stars
in Bar of Music with holdover
35 Issues $25 — First 13 for $7
Loray White . . . Xavier Cugat &
Singly—SI.05 Each In Sequence _
Abbe Lane opeq three-week stand
• 3 Parody Books/ per Bk-$1? •
at Hotel Sahara, Vegas, Feb. 19.
• 3 Blackout Books, per Bk-$25 •
• Minstrel Budget.S25 •
*How to Master the Ceremonies
Pfiiman
$3 per Copy
_
,
• "The Comedian" Monthly Service •
$15 per Year (12 Issues)
Larry Storch set for the Black
We Also Teach M.C.'lng and Comedy
Orchid opening.Dec. 27 for three
Let a Real Professional Train You
frames: the Mello-Iarks due at the
NO C.O.P.'S
Orchid In January . . . Crew-Cuts
• ILLY GLASON
opening at the Cleveland Statler 200 W.‘ 54th St., N.Y.C. 19, Dept. V
next Monday (19), through Dec. 1
Circle 7*1130
• v Ronnie Eastmwi, The Rhythma?d The Dunhills opening on
the bill topped by The Vagabonds
at Che* Pares Friday (16) . ., .
WANTED Greene Sc lies currently In the
Sheraton Hotel's Coral Lounge.
---—
Atlunta
Atlanta
^
~ .
Roweipi Rollins and
n Roweq*
ana tenor Bob
MUSICAL-SINGJERS
Collins, man and wife team, opened
Immediate Work In New
al Henfy 9
Calypso Room
Hotel f Paradise Room, in act that
Contact:
combinei comedy and singing,
IRVIN ARTHUR ASSOCIATES
Backing them up art Five CavaJU 4-2660
Rer>, singing group, and singer Bob
Hannon, with Erv Hinkle s orches.'
Lcrtnt ARC-PAR R.c.r4 • VARIETY REST lit
,

GRADE A
AUTHENTIC CALYPSO
PERFORMERS

Th* Music Go*s Round and Hound
b/w I’ll I* Worthy of You

CAB CALLOWAY
Mgt. RILL MITTLER. lilt RnxHlwoy. H.w Y.rt
■
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Ringling Sets Sked to Early Jane;
Opens Gabs With AGVA on Contract
Ringling Bros, and Barnum &4
Bailey Circus lias set up the first
part of its route before return¬
ing to Sarasota for its projected
summer layoff. Before the big
show went hardtop, Sarasota used
London, Nov. 13.
to be its winter quarters.
The Earls Court company, E. C.
Show preems at Madison Square
(Holdings)
Ltd.,
has bought the
Garden, April 3 to May 12, fol¬
lows with Boston, May 14 to 19; lease of the Empress Hall from ice
show,
motorcycle
speedway and
Hershey (Pa.), May 21 to 25;
Charlotte, N. C., May 27 to 29; dancehall impresario Claude LangWinston-Salem, May 31 to June 2; don. New ownership took over j
Haleigtj, June’3 to 5. There’s a Thursday (1), but future policy for
possibility 'that the circus will
Hall has not as ye* been Jeplay one stand in Washington prior cided. However, a spokesman for
to the summer hiatus.
he new owners said that any book..
j.ha T>;nerur,* inSs already planned for the Hall
At the same time, the Ringling ^vould stand
show is preparing for the route by
News of the takeover came with

Earls Court Co. Leases
London’s Express Hall

wfthinthet0Amfricaan GuilfTva- S^^soufh^oaft “Z He'
riety Agists, one of the unions Immediately denied the reports
, ..
..
, ,_,
ice extravaganza “Marina” at the
whether they’ll seek to malm peace Empress Hall in 1938> and has
n ltrf if
whiph0t»i«o
h?
uv uiin, tw
picketed. However its likely that
neither union will sign without the
other, since last season they
agreed that each would see this
matter through to the end.. Both
unions had announced some time
ago that they would resume picketing with the show’s opening unless agreements were reached.

Plenty Of other interests to keep
hlm bW, including one of Lond , la/g’est dancehalls, HammerAAA,
’
srmm ^aiais*_
■ if*
M
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A move for an injunction to restrain the Cerneys, a dance team,
from working under any management except that of Artists Corp.
of America, was denied last week
in
N. Y.ASupreme
by Justice
Joseph
GavaganCourt
Point
of dis_

ji^lniu^Urraii’ Ww° *ormerly ^andied the small units department of
the Chi Music Corp of America
office has been upped to the acts
department there.
He replaces
the percentery for the General
Artists
Corp.. . t office
here.
•
t_.
ftm a
r
4n
r5?en«W1^?1 MCA for/i1? y??rs’
v ?hiCa^i°o *0r 0ne
*n New
yorK tor iz.
Charlie Worpel replaces Murray
on small units. Worpel comes
from Detroit, where he was assistant public relations director of the
Northland Playhouse. Previously
he had been emcee of the traveling Air Force show, “Tops in
®lue.
L
":
v - —
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---«££
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q
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Artists Corp. to Keep
Reins on Cerney Team

pute is whether the alterations initialed by the cerneys, amending
the options on which the present
pact was to have b
picked up
so that team would be under ACA
contract until Dec. 31. 1958, are
vaud
Court stated
Oiatcu that
tuaj> in
All view
View of
U1 the
Wile
brief time remaining under the
basic * contract, without options,
which runs to Dec. 31 of this year,
it declined jurisdiction. Ruling
also declared that there are other
remedies open to ACA to retain
the turn. Court also said:
“if plaintiff can allege factually
the claimed unique position of the
defendant in the entertainment industry and the continuation of the
contract beyond Dec. 31, 1956, it
may, within 20 days of service of
^is order> serve an amended comPlaint setting forth a cause of action for permanent injunction.”
I. Robert Broder represented the
Cerneys in the action.

HALL
| and His Piano ‘China Doll Revue’ Gets
Currently
mtiv .
Record Thunderbird Run
Vegas, Nov. 13.
62d Week-DOMINO CLUB Following Las
a sock threeweek biz
SAN FRANCISCO
Mgmt.: MARK ANTHONY

Fairmont hotel, &■■■ FrmcUco

WHEN IN BOSTON

HOTEL AVERY
Avery A Washington Sts.
Kvnry room newly decorated.
Air conditioned rooms available.

spree, “China Doll Revue” picks
up six additional frames to see its
engagement at the Thunderbird
extended until Dec. 13. It marks
the longest run for any show since
the Thunderbird opened in 1945.Thunderbird producer Marty
Hicks said that Dukes of Dixie¬
land, whose upbeat jazz in the
hotel’s lounge has earned them a
strong following, have been pacted
until next May. Dukes will take a
few days off in December, how¬
ever, for a recording date with
Audio Fidelity in Hollywood.

t&aiMroini

Godfrey on a Gee Gee
In Toronto SROpener
Toronto, Nov. 13.
With Arthur Godfrey hailed as
the big draw, an SRO sign to tumaway business saw over 10,000 per¬
sons, from mink stoles and tophats
to mackinaw jackets, jamming the
opening night of the annual Royal
Horse Show at the Coliseum of the
Canadian National Exhibition here.
Volunteering his services in
“promotion of the improvement of
the horse,” tophatted Godfrey in
white tie and tails is grabbing the
customers’ spotlight as, aboard hi$
Palomino stallion Goldie, the radio
and television gabber is presenting
nightly a 15-rpinute exhibition of
dressage and circus trick horse¬
manship.
Godfrey is commutipg daily from
New York to Toronto in his own
plane following his morning pro¬
grams.

Frisco Lady Op Now Sez
‘No’on Sale of Her 2d
Angel (Tin) to Weiss
San Francisco, Nov. 13.
Peggy Tolk-Watkins, queen of
the Bohemian bistro operators,
who sold her two niteries, the
Fallen Angel and the Tin Angel, to
Max Weiss of Fantasy Records last
summer and later took back the
Fallen Angel, has done it again.
Last week, Miss Tolk-Watkins
marched in with a battery of law¬
yers when the Tin Angel opened
for business and announced that
she was not going through with the
sale of that one either.
Trouble had been anticipated for
some time as the sale of the liquor
license was conditional on final ac¬
ceptance by both parties of the
terms of the agreement, and Miss
Tolk-Watkins obviously wasn't sat¬
isfied.
At this point the club is operat¬
ing under her management with
the entertainment still unchanged.
However, the name and the lease
are still in the possession of Tin
Angel Inc., a company Max Weiss
formed to operate the club, and it
is not yet certain what disposition
will be made of them, although it
is thought that he will not contest
the lady’s change of mind-and will
allow the entire property to revert
to her.
Weiss is currently in Paris with
freelance photographer Bob Wil¬
loughby working on stills of “Joan
of Am.”

Alfred Stern Robbed
In His St. Louis Apt.

H

F0*

Louis, Nov. 13.
Alfred Stern of New York, man¬
aging director of the recent MidAmerica Jubilee, was held up last
week in his midtown apartment
and robbed of $350 and a. wrist
watch by three young men who
displayed no weapons. In his state¬
ment to police, Stern said he was
lying in bed reading when he
heard a knock on the door. When
he inquired who was there a voice
said, “I’ve a telegram for you.”
When he opened the door the
trio entered, pushed him back on
the bed, placed a towel over his
face and then removed the watch
from his wrist. The money was
found in a wallet in a dresser
drawer. After cutting the tele¬
phone wire, the trio fled. Stern
then returned to his home in New
York.

Library of Congress’ Hocus-Opus

ELVIS PRESLEY
PHOTOS «i low as 1c aach
Write for samples, prices.

MOSS PHOTO SERVICE
35ft W. 50th 8t„ N.Y. 19, N.Y.
PLAZA 7-3520
Bine* 35, Serving Ai^erlcs'i Stars

EIGHTH WEEK
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SERENA SHAW]
UPSTAIRS
Hie

r

Current

ALBUM
TRY MY LOVE"
Rama Records

Washington, Nov. 13.
An "exhibition on “The Art and
Graft of Magic,” including stage
magic, opened today Tues. (13) at

THE TRADES RAVED ! U
VARIETY—. . Serena Shaw, a
striking brunette, Is an accom?
pllsbed songstress ... a singer of
moods . • • Her torchy maferial
comes off excellently , . . alter¬
nated with lighter pops for good
variety . i . an excellent bet for
larger rooms • , J1
CASH BOX—"• . • Refreshingly
different Serena Shaw Is a song
stylist whoso slow phrasing creates
excitement . . . will keep the Us*
tener hypnotically glued to tho
phono's Speaker . ♦

Dominican’s Hot Tourism; Fedders’
Weekly Dealer Flights; Show Biz Up
The Dominican Republic is get¬
ting nearly as much business out
of one industrial sh'indig aS it did
during the entire exposition staged
last season. Fedders, air-condition¬
ing manufacturers, is currently
contributing vastly to that coun¬
try’s tourism with a package
scheme that will result in a total
of nearly 5,000 visitors. As part of
its dealer incentive program, Fed¬
ders has taken over El Embajador
Hotel, Ciudad Trujillo, for a total
of 10 weeks. Each week it's flying
down"-the capacity of the hotel
from among its dealers throughout
the country, and the retailers are
entertained for one week.
The Fedders program is current¬
ly in its fourth week, and the is¬
land is hitting a fairly good stride
in this pre-tourist season. The
town’s amusements are benefiting
enormously, and the general level
of show biz for this time of the
year is up. Miles Ingalls, N. Y.
agent, is setting a series of shows
in the various spots. At the Agua
Luz, a Jimmy Kelly ice show plus
Dancing Waters is in residence.
The Hotel Jaragua has the Winnie
Hoveler Dancers plus three acts.
The El Embajador has a water
show and one act. Entertainment
policies are being plotted for the
Hotel Hamaca and the Boca Chica,
both of which were recently taken
. over by the Ambassador chain.
Robert Christenberry, former man-

the Library of Co^ress. It covers
the fields from witchcraft, hocuspocus and conjuring, through
spiritualism, ventriloquism and
hypnotism, to mentalism and hum¬
bug. Included is the magic appara¬
tus. developed by Johann N. Hofzinger, 19th Century Austrian ma¬
gician.
Two large collections of books,
pesters, manuscripts and scrap¬
books feature the showing. One. is
the collection of Harry Houdini,
received by the library in 1927.
The other is the McManus and
Young collection of about 20.000
items.
Included ate such books as “Nat¬
ural Magic,” published 1785, by
Philip Astley, a magician and
founder of the modern circuses;
and “The Book of Natural Magic,
or the Theatre of Tricks,” pub¬
lished in Holland in 1682.

aging director of the A^tor Hotel,
N. Y., is in charge of the chain’s
international operations, and Dan¬
iel Payton is general manager in
the Dominican Republic.
Like Cuba, the Dominican Re¬
public is finding that the casino is
an important entertainment ad¬
junct. The gaming rooms are bring¬
ing in a respectable amount of
revenue, although it’s not being
billed as the featured attraction of
the area. As in other tropical
countries which have -legalized
gambling, it’s there for those that
care to indulge. Not too much is
made of the casinos in the tourist
literature, accent being put on the
natural beauties and civic im¬
provements under the Trujillo re¬
gime.
Although the World’s Fair last
year didn’t draw the expected
amount of business, the country
hopes to get some residual benefit.
The airlines made some additional
runs there and it’s hoped that this
will continue during the regular
tourist season. In addition, they’re
hoping to induce more ship lines
to make regular stops there.
Although U. S. show biz invest¬
ments are fairly modest at this
time, the net amount is figured to
increase during the regular season
with the casinos helping to share
the cost of the entertainment.
Sallie Blair set for the Mocambo,
Hollywood, Nov. 20 for two weeks.

TONI
ARDEN
3
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Just Completed—Third Return
Engagement in One Year
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The Home of Show Folk
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Opening November 28th
— Headlining —
CELEBRITY CLUB

PHILADELPHIA

Miami Beach Sun
PAUL M. BRUUN
“Headlining is Miss Toni
Arden. Thpse who know this
talented songstress need to
know no more, for this star
wa§ born to sing. She doesn’t
need special material and
tricky arrangements to sell her
wares. All she has to do is
open her mouth and the music
that flows therefrom is the
kind iwhifch makes the world
more! joyous, which inspires
romance in the hearts of hujnan beings and. which makes
a fellow’s work turn into joy.
“It matters not the song, it
is her singing that casts the
spell. She was called back
% again and again and her en¬
cores added to the pleasures
of the night. Toni Arden is
one of. God’s favorite and
blessed songbirds. '
*

*

*

“This was a return perform¬
ance for Miss Arden, and audi¬
ence acclaim will probably
bring her back a 4th time.
Here is a real singer of songs,
a petite little lady with a quiet
manner, who uses her vocal
abilities to wrap you around
"her little finger. She has the
type of voice you can just
close your eyes and listen to,
obviously well-trained, and her
choice of material was a pleas¬
ant change.
“Miss Arden has one of the
best singing voices in the
nightclub business, and knows
how to use it to capture her
audience.”
* •

The Miami Herald
By GEORGE BOURKE
“Most relaxing cafe singer:
Toni Arden.
“And Toni Arden’s delightful
rondelaying was a veritable
Cook’s Tour, with main stops
at “Sorrento” and Paris, the
latter in the form of a Parisienne medley.
“Miss Arden, back for what
we think Is a third date at La
Ronde, is delightful listening.
Here is probably the most re¬
laxing gal .of her craft in the
cafes today. Her phrasing is
musical essence and when she
sings you get the full meaning
of her lyrics.”
* * *
Miami Daily News
HERB RAU
“. . . the stage is filled—and
we do mean filled—with the
pure vocal tones of Toni
Arden,
“This girl is blessed with a
clear sparkling voice that, at
times, can send shivers up and
down your spine. And her
medley of French tunes outPiafs Edith Piaf. Sans breastbeating yet!”
afe

ife

i)t

Miami’s Playtime Magazine
SAM BENEKSON
TThe wistful Toni Arden . . .
easily one of the Nation’s toprated song stylists whose
choice repertoire and trick
styling’ never fails to win
hosannas. She was stirrinig in
her rendition . . . flawless and
authentic diction . . . Surprise
of the evening was her chirp¬
ing* to her own piano accom¬
paniment . .

Representative : MCA LTD.
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Allen on ‘Vaudeville Is Dead*
“But vaudeville is dead. Vaudeville was more a matter of style
than of material. It was not so much what the two-and three-aday favorites said and did, as how they said and did it. For 50
years vaudeville's minstrels found their way into all lands, preach¬
ing their gospel of merriment and song, and rousing the rest of
the world to laughter and to tears. A few diehards who knew and
enjoyed vaudeville hover over their television sets, hoping for a
miracle. They believe that this electronic device is a modern,
oxygen tent that in some mysterious way can revive vaudeville;
and return its colorful performers of yesteryear to the current
scene. The optimism of these day and night dreamers is wasted.
Their vigils are futile. Vaudeville is dead. Period."

Fred Allen’s Genial Memoirs
■■■—Continued from page 2

you can take the boy out of the
smalltime but you can’t take the
vaudeville tradition out of the man.
Allen’s capacity for total recall
is amazing. His fidelity to detail
is typewriter photography.
An epilogue by Edwin O’Connor
(“The Last Hurrah"), an old Bos¬
ton, Woonsocket and New York
crony of Portland Hoffa and Fred
Allen, mentions it would not have
been a much longer book than its
present 362 pages had Allen lived
because he told much of the radio¬
tv part in his 1954 book, “Tread¬
mill To Oblivion."
Allen’s Bostonian origins were
not Brahmin but Irish. Quite obbiously his Aunt Lizzie was a
doughty woman. His fealty and
affection for his father’s sister who
whereas James Henry Sullivan, his
father, was more of a stranger. The
comic’s transition from John Flor¬
ence Sullivan to Fred St. James to

1

1

-

-

Freddy James to Fred Allen
(named for Edgar Allen, the Fox
booker of the Academy of Music
on New York’s East 14th Street,
because of a fear of Keith office
blacklisting) is familiar. Like Joe
Laurie Jr. he pays tribute to the
was more his mother was great
born-in-the-trunk families; the
man-and-wife teams; the resource¬
fulness of the feipme half of the
mixed teams who bassineted their
offspring in a dresser - drawer in
whichever-hotel they billeted.
A vaudevillian’s idea of heaven
was a 40-week “route" and to in¬
sure continued bookings he con¬
stantly strived for some novelty
or embellishment with each new
season.
The Dream
But, as Allen observes in per¬
haps the best single chapter in the
book, “The smalltimer, as he
trudged through the seasons, al¬
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ways felt that he was getting closer
to. his . . . personal'utopia. Week¬
ly sums were banked or mailed
home against the day the small¬
timer ‘quit the business.’ Then he
would open his restaurant, filling
station, real-estate office, chicken
farm, dancing school, or other proj¬
ect that he had envisioned support¬
ing him through the remaining
years; Very few smalltimers saw
their dreams take dimension. As
the vaudeville monologist would
explain it, ‘A’ funny thing happened
•to my savings on the way to my
utopia’."
^
Allen dwells several times on
the “grouch bag," that small cloth
of chamois bag which vaude actors
wore around their necks or pinned
to their underwear in which they
carried their money, diamonds,
geld coins, and kindred valuables.
If an actor ever had to flee a hotel
fire or got caught in a railroad
wreck he always had his savings in
his grouch bag.
As the season
grew older “large lumps started to
protrude from their breastbone,"
Allen observes, “that gave the im¬
pression they were goiters that
clinked."
Allen's show biz career was more
checkmated than checkered. From
$l-a-night amateur nights to
trusted emissary for the benign
albeit resourceful Sam Cohen, the
Belasco of the Back Bay belt’s cir¬
cuit of smallest of smalltime thea¬
tres, to professional acceptance in
his home territory, is detailed.
Boston-N. Y.-Australia
His closeup on Scollay Square—
“today a burial ground which the
ghosts of its former inhabitants
are ashamed to haunt"—is a
graphic closeup on Boston’s Ten¬
derloin, circa 1912.
When Allen took up residence in
a Manhattan boardinghouse, he
learned it was owned by a profes¬
sional beggar who, in between fol¬
lowing the crowds to the races,
fairs and sports events, the knave
was a convivial host tb his actorguests because wasn’t he, after all,
also a member of the acting pro¬
fession?
Allen’s Australian tour for Ful¬
ler and the brand of humor de¬
rived there; the actor-crazy gals
Down Under and in the States; the
Chic Sale aspects of the country;
the frank plagiarism of vaude ma¬
terial; the chiseling Western
Vaudeville Assn, managers’ pica¬
yune habits; the despotic hinter¬
land managers are detailed.
Allen’s concept of fellow-comic
Jimmy Duffy (& Sweeney) was that
“Prohibition and liquor costs had
reduced Duffy to drinking Ed Pinaud’s Hair Tonic. He used to say
he had consumed so much hair
tonic that his appendix had a goa¬
tee on it."
Vaude Folkways
There is more inside stuff. The
tipoff, by size of orchestration and
how many “extra" parts are clean,
told the pit musicians what type
small and bigtime theatres were
played, especially when the act
tried to lie about past perform¬
ances. The snide musicians who
cued-in
cracks
“died
here,"
“lousy," “stinks." The depraved
actors who carried gimlets and bits
to drill holes for spying on nextdoor sister acts, or the single wom¬
an making a costume change. The
tabu jokes. The man-and-wife loyalties-^-and the small tragedies if
the proper drum-roll didn’t accen¬
tuate the pratfall or the comedy
slide. The thieving comedians, and
the guy who did “imitations” of
Frank Tinney, Raymond Hitchcock,
Leon Errol, Richard Carle, Ed
Wynn and Jack Donahue, and by
so doing didthe cream of the crop
of their humor. And the larcenous
father who thefted the best com¬
edy bits and gags at the Palace and
wired them to his son playing
Omaha or Frisco, so that by the
time the originator got there it
was old stuff. Allen wonders by
whose authority the entire contents
of the NVA Protective Material
Dept, fil^s were sold to Olsen &
Johnson.
The book is replete with Alien¬
isms that will delight his fans.
The book is dedicated “Again,
to Portland," and its copyright
ownership reads: “Portland Hoffa
Allen, pseudonym for Mary Port¬
land Sullivan."

Wdnger on Negro O.O.
For Fla. Cotton Club
Murray Weinger, one of the op¬
erators of the Cotton Club (exCopa City), Miami Beach, is in
New York scouting Negro talent
for the spot.
He already has signed Sallie
Blair and Lonnie Sattin for shows,
dates for which aren't definite.

St. Regis, N. Y., Dates
Margarita Sierra
Margarita Sierra, who recently
concluded an engagement at the
Viennese Lantern, N.Y., has been
pacted for the St. Regis Hotel,
also N. Y., her first midtown date.
Miss Sierra, a Spanish import,
has signed a personal management
contract with Marcel Ventura, with
agenting by Music Corp. of Amer¬
ica.

A Booker, Not a Bookie,
Raided Petercupo Files
$2,500,000 Libel Vs. S.F.
San Francisco, Nov. 13.
Mark Anthony Petercupo, the
booker who books only shows and
not horses, slapped a $2,700,000 li¬
bel and slander suit against the
City of San Francisco and the Paci¬
fic Telephone & Telegraph Co. last
week.
His lawyer, Nate Cohn, claimed
Petercupo’s “worldwide reputa¬
tion" had been damaged in that
amount as rgsult of the booker’s
arrest as a bookie last winter.
Petercupo, who runs a theatrical
agency in the Fairmont Hotel
here, was raided by cops who
asked:
“Are you booking?”
The answer was “yes," so the
cops searched the agency, failing
to turn up any bookie parapher¬
nalia but discovering four phone
extensions they, and the phone
company, claimed were illegally
installed.
Last July 24, however, a Frisco
jury decided the phone company’s
installation man had simply neg¬
lected to report putting in the four
extensions and acquitted Peter¬
cupo, and about the same time the
State Public Utilities Commission
ordered the extensions restored.

Richman’s N. Y. Comeback
Harry Richman will play his
first N. Y. date in many years at
the Boulevard, Rego Park, Queens,
L. I., starting Nov. 23 for 10 days.
He completed a stand at the Chase
Hotel, St. Louis, yesterday (Tues.).
Richman recently started on the
comeback route working with Kaye
Erwin. His last N. Y. date was
some years ago at the now defunct
La Martinique.

Femme Mgr. Marlit Bieler
Sues Caterina Valente For
250G; Claims Pact Breach
Caterina Valente, singer current
at the Cotillion Room of the Hotel
Pierre, N. Y., is being sued in
N. Y. Supreme Court by manager
Marlit Bieler for $250,000 claiming
a breach of contract. It’s alleged
that Miss Bieler, through corre¬
spondence and transatlantic tele¬
phone, had reached an understand¬
ing with the chirper while she was
in Europe, which was to have been
reduced to a'formal contract when
she was in the U. S.. last season
for an appearance on the tv Colgate
Comedy Hour, and later at the
Desert Inn, Las Vegas. No such
agreement was reached, according
to the complaint.
Miss Bieler claims “fraud and
deceit" in that she was used by
Miss Valente to gain acceptance
in the U. S., but never intended to
continue under her personal man¬
agement. It’s claimed that through
Miss Bieler’s efforts, Miss Valente,
who had never previously appeared
in the U. S., was able to play the
Desert Inn at $15,000 a week.

Salisbury Beach
■-— Continued from page 61

will die. JThe beach will be a ghost
town if they don’t get liquor back."
Nitery ops, concessionaires and
members of the liquor group at the
beach mapped plans this week to
save their business and considering
asking legislation for a special elec¬
tion for reconsideration of Tues¬
day’s vote which looks to dry up the
huge night club and liquor busi¬
ness. The action will undoubtedly
be sought at the incoming session
of the Massachusetts Legislature in
Boston in January.
The State Alcoholic Beverages
Commission pointed out that the
only way liquor can be sold legal¬
ly in the town after Dec. 31 is for
a special legislative act permitting
a special election. Even that won’t
guarantee the return of licenses
because voters who emphatically
voted dry could vote the same way
in the special election. Without
the special election, the town can¬
not, under present laws, vote again
on the question until the next state
election.

Cafes ‘Dying’

Singer yclept Key Largo at
Downbeat Club, Montreal earlier
this year is back there under the
house is sealed and it’s a question moniker Elaine Anders.
of a few seasons before the- hotels
also drop out of the major talent
market.
It’s reported that one Florida
hotel exec confided that he’ll Ipse
a minimum of $100,000 on the
nitery operation this season. With
that kind of loss, it’s difficult to
come out on top with the hotel in
NOW
general. However, he said that it
has to be done, as the stature of
his inn would taper off if the other
hostels got the jump on him in
the matter of buying names.
Seattle
Yet there is also room for worry
in other directions. Although no
one doubts that Miami Beach
Week — Nov 19
hotels will be filled and many at
premium prices during season, the
question is whether the vacation¬
ers will be so well-heeled that
they’ll be able to go from one spot RAY R0MAINE
to the other as is necessary to
support the clubs in a manner be¬ and CLAIRE
fitting their entertainment budget. "Delightfully
Bulk of the opinion seems to in¬
Different"
dicate that there’s no longer that
kind of money around. The er¬ Now Appearing
ratic behavior of the stock mar¬
ket, the Middle East and Mittle- Trocadero
European crises, along with some
soft spots in the domestic economy,
Club
are too worrisome and many will
Palma da
hold on to the bankrolls in a man¬
Maforca
ner that won’t satisfy Floridians.
At any rate, it’s felt both by
Thanks to
operators and talent agencies that
A. TAYEL
the way things are currently, the
Paris
Florida economy is such that $25,000 names cannot be sustained for
any length of time.
Sealed proposals) plainly marked,
Another source of worry lies in
will be received by me until 10:00
the fact that the performers who
a. m. December I, 1956, for Instal¬
aren’t getting that kind of money
lation and operation of an Amuse¬
will want raises to that category.
ment Rides Concession in Sylvan
The inflation first reaches local
Beach Park, La Parte, Texas. Ob¬
levels and then becomes national,
tain specifications from H. J. Lahrssay the percenters. For example,
sen, Purchasing Agent, Room 412
Lewis, having gotten the $25;000
Courthouse
and -Jail
Building,
in Florida, will try for the same
Houston 2, Texas*
stipend elsewhere and final selling
Bids must conform fo specifications
price will be around that figure.
and will not ba returned. All rights
Feeling Is that any room without
reserved.
a casino that can afford these
prices serves as a model to both
S. B. BRUCE
the agency and the performer for
County Auditor, Houston
other spots to follow suit
•"
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NICK LUCAS

Town & Country Club

Wednesday, November 14, 1956
Hotel Plaza, N* Y.
Los Chavales de Espana (12),
featuring Luis Tamayo, Pepe Lara
and Trini Reyes; Ted Straeter and
Mark Monte Bands; $2 and $2.50
couvert.
Lisa Kirk shifted from the Per¬
sian Boom, of the Hotel Plaza, into
another Gotham hostelry under
the Hilton banner, the Waldorf,
and Los Chavales de Espana have
reversed the trend, going from the
flagship hotel to the Plaza. Long
a standout* in both these midtown
inns, this marks another seasonal
return for the versatile singing
orchestra whose Yank title means
"The Kids from Spain.”
Per usual (1) they’re a pleasing
entry, and (2) Trini Reyes, the
diminutive Latin from Manhattan,
whose authentic flamenco terps
have fooled .-many a vraiment
Espagnol, is the featured -soloist.
Something new added is the fea¬
tured billing to Luis Tamayo and
Pepe Lara, the romantic .vocal
soloists. Heretofore this co-op
band,"with its policy of a rotating
batoneer in the strictest communal
spirit, just let the all-inclusive bill¬
ing speak for itself, but it was
inevitable that Senors Tamayo and
Lara would get personal identifica¬
tion commensurate with their vocal
solo opportunities and the attendant audience impact that comes
.from such spotlighting.
It’s
a
smooth
aggregation,
rhythmic, versatile and savvy in
their showmanship. They form at¬
tractive groups in their floorshow
evolutions, and most of them are
as facile on violin as on the reeds
or the brass, which might be con¬
strued as their basic instrumenta¬
tion.
The Kids From Spain err a bit
in over-generosity. At the preem
show they almost lost out in being
recalled for what are now their
trademarked "April In Portugal”
and "Lisbon Antigua.” This was
due to a little surfeiting in the bul¬
wark of their routine. While all
good, the two successive pot-pour¬
ris (the magyar melodies and the
"Tambourine Fiesta”) slowed it
down a bit so that the routine en¬
core session almost wasn’t as spon¬
taneous as should have been.
The pert Miss Reyes has two
solo opportunities. Tamaya offers
a new French waltz ballad, "An
Avril a Paris”; opening paso doble,
"El Nombre de Espana” is followed
by Pepe Lara’s "Camino Verde,” a
bolero. He later does a new Italian
ballad, sung in Neopolitan; J. L.
Martinez and the violins pizzicato
up a storm with their "Little Music
Box” number. The Hungarian and
fiesta melodies finale. It may be
.that the Budapest headlines lent
extra significance to the Romany
wails, which normally impart im¬
pressions more of romantic rather
than the currently tragic political
overtones to the appealing gypsy
airs.
For the terpers, Ted Straeter
and Mark Monte are surefire for
the hoofologists.
Abel.
Brake Hotel, Chi
Chicago^* Nov. 6.
Constance Towers, Jimmy Blade
Orch; $1.50 cover weekdays, '$2
Sat.
Constance Towers opens a fourweek run in the Drake’s Camellia
House with a suitable collection of
the standards that should appeal
to the class trade sought here. But
the act is over-gimmicked.*
Miss Towers is a tall, svelte
blonde who looks the part of the
society chanteuse; and the pipes
are pleasing enough. But the use
of recorded entrance music and an
over-elaborate seashell number are
lily-gliding best dispensed with.
The repertoire is tailored to suit
the tastes- of the oldsters, with
enough broad appeal numbers to
keep the younger set listening too.
Miss Towers opens with "Because
You’re Mine,” and follows with
such as "The Continental” and "He
Makes Me Feel So Gay.” Thrush
does several. oldtimer medleys for
ood returns. One has a "Student
'rince” number, "Overhead the
Moon is Beaming,” coupled with
Over the Rainbow,” and another
achieves a contrapuntal effect with
excerpts from "Madame Butterfly”
contrasting with "Love Is a ManySplendored Thing.” Miss Towers
gets good returns from the custom¬
ers, and fits the room well.
Jimmy Blade backs ably and
Plays his own particularly lilting
brand of music for the dansapation. His following shows up reg¬
ularly in appreciation.
Gabe.

f

Ciro’s, H’wood
Estelita, Taylor Four, Geri GaMan Orch, Felix Martinique Duo;
$3.50, $4.50 minimum.
Accent on the lively, tunewise
and otherwise; pinpoints Herman
Hover’s new show to give, custom¬
ers a good hour of entertainment.
Thera are few moments of let-

down; proceedings ride straight
through for a burst finish.
Estelita, headlined, displays both
a classy chassis and a melange of
latunes in a 30-minute song-andstrut click. She gets over to tablesiders in an intimate way, is easy
to look at and sells her numbers
solidly and with spice, particularly
her audience participation, novelty
tune, "Knock for Luck,” when she
distribs sets of claves. Tops and
for fine effect are "Palace in Ha¬
vana,” in which she brings in a few
impersonations, her Jimmy Dur¬
ante a wow; the dramatic "La Macarena,” the bullfighter's prayer;
and her "Waiting for the Robert E.
Lee” windup. Each of her seven
numbers is a standout.
The Taylor Four, who precede
her, are a screwball quartet of
comics from Taylor’s Supper Club
in Denver, making their Coast bow.
Act needs tightening up, but for
35 minutes they cavort and pound
their way through special stuff
which includes singles on the pi¬
ano, the drums, trumpet and tom¬
tom, as well *as fast songs. Combo
pack plenty of comedy in their
turn—noise, too—and they should
be around for a while as their type
of clowning is right down popular
alley. Highlight of their turn is a
furious drum number, with Kenny
Smith handling luminous sticks on
a darkened stage. Others include
Frankie Burg, piano; Buddy Green,
trumpet and songs; A1 Fike, songs.
Gery Galian gives strong back¬
ing to both turns and Felix Mar¬
tinique’s Latin stringing is okay for
dancing.
Whit.
Eden Roc, Miami Beach
Miami Beach, Nov. 11.
Romo Vincent, John Leslie,
Floyd & Marianna, Mai Malkin
Orch; $3.50, $4.50 minimum.
The know-how, and aud-command that goes with it, of a vet
cafe performer lifts the current
Cafe Pompeii show out of the dol¬
drums into pleasing proportions.
It’s a boom week in Romo Vincent
stock in these parts. The rotund
singing comedian, going by his
click, is now another addition to
the Eden Roc returnee-in-future
list.
Vincent hasn’t been around here
in nearly three years and comes
back with a shrewd assortment of
special tunes and artfully handled
yams, to win himself plaudits. Fol¬
lowing a lull segment in the line¬
up, he ambled on at show caught
to grab attention with a zingy ar¬
rangement of "Get Happy,” then
latched on to the funnybones with
assortment of yarns and character
takeoffs set to music. Full-blown
Texan type was a winner, ditto
delineation of a bar-type taking on
a load. For the big rouser, his
standard revival meetin’ turned
into a romp with the tablers join¬
ing. Vincent took several callbacks
—a rare happening to comedians
in this posh room.
John Leslie is evidently on the
grooming route, but the staging
handed him is a badly conceived
one that serves only to handicap
an obviously pleasing personality
and solid pair of pipes. It’s a
tedious session of song selections,
the "big” item a medley of slowies
turned out while parked on a stool,
a la Belafonte. Once his braintrusters get around to rigging him
a livelier set with more balance in
the cleffings rundown, he could
add up as a bet for the on-the-way
contingent.
Handsome young adagio - ball¬
room duo Floyd & Marianna build
warmup via lifts and holds. Blonde
femme half is an eye-stunner, to
add to sight values that are
plussed by the overhead one-hand
lift-spins into floor slides utilized
as climaxers. Mai Malkin emcees
in smooth manner and, per usual,
batons and accomps matters at the
88 solidly. Package winds Thurs¬
day (15) with Billy DeWolfe comr
ing in for a return date, Lary.
Blinsirab’s, Boston
(FOLLOWUP)
Boston, Nov. 9.
Mona Carol, darkhaired, diminu¬
tive disker on the ABC-Paramount
label, gets off standards, pops and
a little operatic side number for
the Blinstrub patrons in a nicely¬
paced stint. Opening with’ a spe¬
cial material bit, "You’ve Gotta
See Mona,” she swings to "Our
Love Is Here to Stay” for nice re¬
turns, takes "The Way You Look
Tonight” for a nice ride and scores
with a Carmen bit, "Give, Give,
Give,” flinging a rose to ringsiders
for clincher. She's off again with
"Will I Always Be Your Sweet¬
heart” and "What Happens Now.”
She bows off with "Caravan” to
solid round.
Thrush displays good showman¬
ship, weaves in some slick cordial
patter, making a solid impresh on
the platter chirp enthusiasts here.
She exits Nov. 11 along with bal¬
ance of acts. Guy Lombardo orch
and new show open next day.

_PftfZlEf'Y_.
Town & Country, B’klyn
Sophie Tucker with Ted Shapiro;
Robert Clary, Les Charlivels (3),
Buster Burnell Dancers (10), Ned
Harvey & Pupi Campo Orchs; $6
minimum.
When Ben Maksik’s huge em¬
porium has one of its galas, it gives
off a distinct Las Vegas feeling.
With the opening of Sophie Tucker
at this 1,750-seater in the remote
reaches of Brooklyn, this outpost
attracts a segment of the haut
mdnde in the same way that the
names working the desert bring
celebrities from many miles
around. The Brooklyn burghers
at La Tucker’s preem ogled, oohed
and aahed at such figures as Milton
Berle, Zsa Zsa Gabor, Joan Davis,
and the trade could be duly im¬
pressed with the presence of El
Rancho operator Beldon Katleman,
Even many of the usual first nighters refugeed from the midtown
sector to make this perilous trek.
Yet there is even a more distinct
Las Vegas resemblance in the
chances that operator Maksik takes
in his expenditure of tall coin to
entice first-line names to this spot.
Following Miss Tucker, Harry
Belafonte and Milton Berle are
scheduled and Jerry Lewis will
most likely select this spot as the
site of his N. Y. preem as a bigtime single. If the Town & Coun¬
try had a river view it might con¬
ceivably be the successor to the
late and very much lamented
Riviera at Ft. Lee, N. J.
With the preem of Miss Tucker,
who was originally slated to play
this period at the midtown Latin
Quarter but rebelled at the neces¬
sity of doing extra shows on week¬
ends and the holidays, this vet per¬
former showed the ability to pull
at this remotery. Given a Kath¬
ryn Kuhn treatment in the gown
department, and a batch of new
material, Miss Tucker impressed
as still one of the greats of the en¬
tertainment firmament. Her mate¬
rial Is essentially funny, although
admittedly, in the hands of less
capable performers, it would hard¬
ly come off. She’s armed with
tunes which further impress her
status as the last of the red hot
mamas on the customers, and the
yocks are many. Her new tune
this year is called "Myron,” but
'the subject matter is virtually the
same. "Matrimonial Mart” is a
funny bit of business. She’s a
shrewd mixture of indigo and sen¬
timent ^vith the sure instincts of
getting the maximum out of a
crowd, and bringing a heatwaVe to
the boxoffice.
Of course, Ted
Shapiro provides the ivory uplift.
The surrounding show similarly
has a lot of merit and talent with
Robert Clary and Les Charlivels in
support. Clary, the diminutive and
personable singer with the heavy
voice, gets a huge response with
such of his familiars as "Lucky
Pierre,” "Miss Logan,” "Standing
on the Corner,” a calypso and
"Vive La France.” He delivers
lustily and with a charm and good
humor that’s solidly appreciated.
The Charlivels are probably one
of the more versatile acts in show i
biz. This threesome, imported from !
France some years ago, does
everything from song to acrobatics
and very well, too.. They build up
to a tremendous mitt.
The Buster Burnell Dancers,
comprising seven girls and three
boys, show some interesting and
well routined turns. Their costum¬
ing is imaginative and the choreog¬
raphy is so designed that the large
stage is utilized to its best advan¬
tage. Ned Harvey showbacks well,
and Pupi Campo Latunes as the
alternate band.
Jose.

NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS
the begoff "A Tisket, A Tasket.”
Shecky Green competently holds
down the comedy slot—although
by his own admission following the
Goofers and their inzanities is a
rough chore—scoring a barrage of
yocks with his tempestuous mon¬
ologs. Surefire stuff sets up his
trademarked routines which blend
into a very funny commentary
that touches on opera, the styles of
current crooners and a French
singer. He breaks up the house
with his standard impresh of a
punch-drunk pug.
The Goofers are a wild act who
get things away to a real zippy
start. Occasionally, during show
caught, they tend to pad, a fact
which only retards the effective¬
ness of their act. Their sortie in¬
cludes some very athletic tootling,
mock dixieland style larded with
breakups. Their laugh-registering
antics culminate in a trapeze stint
that sees Jimmy Dell and Tommy
Terry playing trombone and bass,
respectively, while swinging from
the elevated bar. As usual, a highnote is Jimmy Vincent’s comedy
percussions. Also very good is
their newer routine which calls for
antics conducted on pogo sticks,
Venus Starlets do a quick sprint
across the New Frontier playing
field in a gridiron number, their
only role. Garwood Van orch ef¬
fectively masters cues to musically
stabilize the opus which rings out
Nov. 18.
Alan.
Beverly Hills, Newport
Newport, Ky., Nov. 9.
Nelson Eddy & Gale Sherwood,
Jack Durant, Del Ray, Donn Arden
Dancers (10), Don Chastain, Gard¬
ner. Benedict Orch (10), Jimmy
Wilber Trio, Larry Vincent; $3
minimum, $4 Sat.
John Croft, talent handicapper
for this Greater Cincinnati swankery, comes out with another "long¬
hair” natural in Nelson Eddy &
Gale Sherwood as toppers of the
current two-framer. Rousing open¬
ing night reception indicates a
rush of this art center’s musiclovers to behold Eddy in his first lo¬
cal nitery stint. Supporting acts,
comic Jack Durant and magician
Del Ray, and backing of the Bev¬
erly Hills bands wrap up 75 min¬
utes of surefire entertainment.
Salvo for Eddy and his gorgeous
partner equals those reaped here
by James Melton and Lauritz Mel¬
chior. Surprising to the baritone’s
fans and greatly relished is his
new dash for clever clowning. Its
highpoint is his takeoff of Eddy
mimics linked to Durante, Crosby,
Lewis, Godfrey and Liberace. On
stage for more, than a half-hour,
he solos several of his tradmark
tunes and doubles with Miss Sher¬
wood on medleys,, "Wunderbar”
and “I’m Falling In Love.” He
sticks to a natty dark suit while
the femme chirp switches from a
stunning red gown to scant Indian
attire for a closing eyeful.
Del Ray, well remembered from
previous visits, adds to his oneman magic production. While me¬
chanical gadgets, including a teddy
bear, give with shooting stars and
wine sipping, the young hocuspocus artist, in tails, manipulates
cards glovehanded, produces and
vanishes cigarets and birds, makes
with handkerchiefs and pierces a
balloon to present a selected card.
Jack Durant, back for his
steenth time, regales with back
falls, corny patter, backslapping of
ringsiders and in outlaughing the
audience. Johnny Puleo & Har¬
monica Gang are due Nov. 23.
Roll.

Cliaudicrc, Ottawa
Ottawa, Nov. 6.
Chiquita & Pedro, Friska, Sam¬
New Frontier* Las Vegas
my Mannis, Don Sapphire Dancers
Las. Vegas, Nov. 6.
Ella Fitzgerald, Shecky Green, (6), Harry Po%y Orch (8); $1 ad¬
The Goofers (5), Venus Starlets mission.
(14), Garwood Van Orch (13); $2
minimum.
Gimmick act of using one per¬
son, bent double underneath a pair
This hospice can look forward to of dummy figures to represent a
satisfactory biz during the three terp pair, turns up in the Rose
weeks that sees Ella Fitzgerald Room of the ChaUdiere Club as
ply her vocal craft with her usual Chiquita & Pedro. The stint will
slickness. Probably the most im¬ unavoidably be compared to the
portant aspect of Miss Fitzgerald’s slick Bori & Bor session and the
return here is that she displays the- comparison is less than favorable,
ability to master a big room with with femme operator' stressing a
the same ease that she commands mechanical movement, thereby
attention in the intimate jazz lessening impact and variations.
boites, her normal stomping There’s practically no attempt at
terps, stanza depending almost
grounds.
Although a Jarge woman, Miss solely on the gimmick and its sur¬
Fitzgerald .possesses a piquant prise closer disclosing it.
Friska is a juggler with a scat¬
quality that is extremely fetching.
Her subtly electrifying stylizing is tering of new ideas but, on opener
applied in the main to tunes that (5Va nervousness that spiked some
have afforded her disk success, like of his better routines. He uses
"Easy to Love,” from her current tennis balls and racquets, hats and
Cole Porter LP hit. And with her thrill use of flaming torches on a
innate artistry bubbling forth at darkened floor. Sans jitters, Friska
every turn of a musical phrase, she would be better than averager
manifests very nearly as much at¬ Sammy Mannis, normally produc¬
tention with her new songs a& with tion singer and emcee, gets a solo
her w.k. standards. Of course, spot in this show. The lad has okay
one of the top applause-ringers is pipes but is weak in the sight slot.
"Hard Hearted Hannah,” which in Don Sapphire Dancers are on three
response matches to a great ex¬ times, held over. Harry Pozy band
tent her whimsical carbons of Rose showbacks. Show in to Nov. 10.,
Gorm.
Murphy qijd, Loujs Armstrong^
.
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Fairmont* San Francisco
San Francisco, Nov. 7.
Monica Lewis, Mort Sahl, Ernie
Hecksher’s Orch (10); $2 minimum.
Informality has hit the swankiest
room in town. They’ve got a gal
singer who strips to a bathing suit
for an encore and a standup comic
who works in a sweater and openneck shirt.
Miss Lewis, a blonde looker who
has been around for some time, is
obviously making a determined bid
for a niche as a sophisticated
singer and on the basis of this
engagement, she is unsuccessful.
When she chirps her uptempo
tunes, her oi’iginal material and
her brassy songs, she mumbles her
words, reaches for introductions in
an almost sophomoric style ("Do
you think it’s hot in here? It’s ’Too
Hot for Words’ ” prefaces her ver¬
sion of that number). On her slow,
sweet or bitter lovesongs, she ex¬
cells and she would do wise to
limit herself to the type of mate¬
rial at which she has a good
chance. Her best number (she does
a total of 10 is "Who’s That Girl
Over There” wherein she evokes a
haunting mood, and her standby,
"Autumn Leaves.” On tunes such
as "Too Hot” and "Johnny One
Note” her articulation is inade¬
quate and her voice has a tendency
to become strident.
In addition, an overlong opening
number, "What Kind of Woman,”
begun with a blackout, could bene¬
fit by cutting. It is now labored.
Her strip to a bathing suit for the
finale is too blatant a bid for the
excitement of sex. Her accom¬
panist, Leo Paganni, is first-rate
and the Buddy Bregman orchestra¬
tions are okay background for her.
Mort Sahl, local lad who has
risen to regional fame via extended
appearances at the Bohemian night
c:ub, the hungry i, is making his
first appearance in the fresher
atmosphere at the top of Nob Hill.
His routine, political, psychologi¬
cal, topical jokes, is the same fare
he dished out at the old haunt but
seems a little out of place in the
white linen and baldhead sur¬
roundings of the Fairmont. There’s
a larger percentage of visiting fire¬
men in this room and a hip ac¬
quaintance with topical matter,
local and national, is necessary for
full appreciation of Sahl’s sallies
and he does not get this here. The
informality of his costume clashes
with the mood of the room and for
engagements such as this he might
consider a different costume and
approach. Show is in for two
weeks.
Rafe.
Moulin Rouge* H9wood
(FOLLOWUP)
Hollywood, Nov. 8.
Frank Sennes production of
“C’est La Vie,” starring Frankie
Laine and Featuring Wiere Bros.
(3), Jaynos &J3agyo, Pony Sherrell, Ffolliott Charlton, Will Car¬
ter, Luis Urbina, The Sennes
Senders (50). Directed by Donn
Arden; music and lyrics, Pony
Sherrell, Phil Moody; costumes,
Mme. Berthe; scenery, Harvey War¬
ren; Eddie O’Neal Orch (20); $6.85
admission including dinner.
This is the same show that
opened the new season at the
Moulin Rouge a few weeks ago
(Variety, Oct. 9), except that the
belting, showmanly Frankie Laine
has taken over the star spot from
Helen Traubel for the next two
weeks. From opera to a swing
beat seems quite a switch, but
stranger is the booking of either
the Germanic Traubel or very
American Laine into this type of
Frenchy production.
However,
Laine captured the opening night
(8) audience .in his 28-minute spot
as easy and capably as did Traubel
in her solo spot, so what matters
the incongruity of the entertain¬
ment that surrounds him.
Laine, working next-to-closing
and sans any background, is like
an American oasis in the Place
Vendome. With A1 Lerner backing
him at the piano, and Stanley Kaye
on the percussion instruments in
the pit, Laine sailed through a
number of obvious audience faves.
Business-suited and looking as
though he had just stepped off the
street, the solid singer quickly
wins his audience with "I’m Going '
to Live Till I Die” and then builds
with "Old Rocking Chair,” "Baby
That Ain’t Right,” "My Desire,”
"Shine,” a medley of "Wild Goose,”
"Sunny Side of the Street” and
"Mule Train,” "I Believe” \ and
finally "Jezebel.” In between, after
first acknowledging composer Ed¬
die Heywood with whom he once
worked at the nearby Billy Berg’s,
Laine gives the hit "Canadian Sun¬
set” a rousing going-over.
It appeared , that he could have
kept going considerably longer,
but Laine chose to leave his audi¬
ence, not tiring.
B
Scho.
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Ennis was warmly received. He;
Interlude, L* A«
Ulitck Orchid, Chi
has been a prominent name in
man and Phil Charig and executed
Hollywood, Nov. 6.
Chicago, Nov. 6.
by Storch and Miss Ballard and
Josephine Premice, Shobey Bros., show biz since the days when he
Don Shirley Duo, Anne Russell,
Lilo, Johnny Gallant, Joe Set“First
company, is j^u^y Kerpays, Don Overberg, Tony was warbling with Hal Kemp’s Jo Ann Miller, Joe Parnello & Al
the
h irst Edition”
j^aiuon
tano Trio; $1.50-$2 cover.
orch and for his network shows
extremely funny. If the rest of the , « ■"
cover
with Bob Hope and Abbott & Cos¬ De Marco; no cover or minimum.
show had the "Gruntled” accent | Keyes>
coverLilo, currently appearing in the then indeed Golden’s disgruntled
tello.
The second show under the new
If there’s an opposite number of
downstairs cai'e of the Ritz Carlton gazette would have some real hot
The menu that’s 'being served is
Hotel, remains the same boisterous news to report. In addition to sock¬ Harry Belafonte in the opposite good rhythmic fare. Musical acts management at the Black Orchid
gamin whose sparkling manner and ing over “Gruntled,” Storch’s yock- sex, it must be Josephine Premice. have been the rule in the noctur¬ headlines a musical act, since the
gay songalog scored with the evoking comedies and Miss Bal¬ The lively lass from Jamaica can nal rendezvous for the past few co-owners lean in the musical di¬
like a dervish months because of a dispute be¬ rection responsible for. their origi¬
patrons last season.
lard’s scintillating personality and spin off a calypso
nal success at the Cloister Inn, a
She’s been around tween
This.petite, handsomely endowed big1 voice anchor several surround¬ possessed.
the management and the
and fashionally groomed blonde ing sequences. Contino is seen enough to work up a good trade American Guild of Variety Artists. click which made the purchase of
the Black Orchid possible. More
charmer is quite a change from the briefly at the opening, returning at for this upstairs boite and the
Marquez Sisters are a free¬ of same will be on tap. .
usual stationary thrush. Her in¬ the close to unfold his nitery ac- opener brought out a solid pack of
The new layout bowed to a less
timate style of mingling with one cordion-song-piano upbeats. Miss hallowe’en revelers. Not a purely wheeling trio of redheads who
abound
in energy. These Cuban than full house for the opener (1),
aiid during songfest clicks for Meade is out of her element professional .crowd, but one that
bombshells
rock
the
spot
to
the
suggesting
that the momentum of
salvos. Using the tune “Paris dressed in tights for the scene screamed its delight at * such a
Skies” for a musical background, “Like A Mink,” but returns to her number as “Beat Me” and others chandeliers as they belt out native new management may have worn
ballads
and
other
tunes.
They
also
off.
she tees off in a big way and sel¬ sophisticated metier when later with a steamy jungle beat. Follow¬
The Don Shirley Duo headlines
dom drops the tempo. At a some¬ she tunes up her droll cafe num¬ ing Frances Faye in this spot is no strum guitars with gusto and con¬
small order but Miss Premice tribute some fast torso-tossing and — pretentiously, Shirley ap¬
what breathtaking pace (and at ber, “Looking For A Boy.”
footwork
to
enliven
the
proceed¬
proaches
his music with great
times too much mike) she romps
Bill Foster has designed some should fill it as snugly as anyone ings. Their singing and musician¬ seriousness and in the manner of
through ballads, a bit about an commendable choreograpy to give in her price *class.
ship
is
window-dressing
for
their
the
concert
hall; his technique, is
American gob in Paris and an the show something to lean on dur¬
She falls best into the category
flawless ‘and, at times, flashy. But
amusing French lesson routine ing the critical moments. New¬ of Afro-Cuban shouters who could physical endowments.
Outstanding among gals’ offer¬ handling the pop standards, as he
which involves the male ringsiders comers Leon Tyler and Louise get around like Belafonte if she
does, in an overly elaborate clas¬
ol all ages.
Glenn Sparkle with their impres¬ had the room. In her cramped area ings are “Babalu,” “Mamibo No. 5”
Encore session is preceded by sions, Ray Bolger and Marilyn there’s only enough space for a and pop medley sung in English, sical style seems weird. To enhance
by nostalgic gabbing about Peris; Monroe respectively, during the short shuffle and snaky arm move¬ including “Why Do Fools Fall In their importance, he introduces
the entry of waiters garbed as gen¬ “Look Who’s Here” sequence. Pro¬ ment to accentuate her idiomatic Love,” “Sh-h-Boom” and “I Want- each selection with a Prolog; at
least he credits the composer,
darmes and plenty of noise gives duction chiefs Pierre Cosette and style. She’s a comedienne first and You.”
Lilo a chance to make a costume Hal Belfer will have to iron out then a singer and there may have
Four Lovers, a fresh, young something done all too little on the
change and reappear as a Parisian some of the awkward technical as¬ been some criticism of her efforts quartet, turn in some nice piping cafe circuit.
Shirley is backed by an able bass
newsboy. The standards that fol¬ pects of the sequences, while at to be too cute. In this era of ro- between rhythm & blues chores on
low are all rather wheezy but neat¬ the same time tying them closer busty measurement, she looked the guitars. The offere a parade of player, who bows' more than he
ly handled and set is highlighted together to speed up the continu¬ down on herself and exclaimed tunes slickly delivered. Fare in¬ slaps; this is in keeping, with the
by an impresh sequence of various ity. Lou Basil is an able maestro disgustedly, “nuthin’.” It it isn’t cludes some of their recorded general tenor of the performance
and shows off a bassist who knows
performers such as Chevalier.
who guides his musickers smartly a shout it’s a coarse whisper; a numbers to give an “in person”
As Lilo starred in the New York through cues and score. In sum¬ torcher if it isn’t a trotting calypso. gloss to the shellac arrangements. what he’s doing. Pianist Shirley
production of “Can Can,” her mary, “First Edition” will not mo¬ She mixes them up well and irtter- Quartet hold interest of tablehold- includes “I Can’t Get Started,” “No
clincher is inevitable. With a few tivate any glowing teletype oratory lards the lead-ins and throwaways ers with varied array such as “I’m Two People” and “Sometimes I’m
words of appreciation to Cole during its four weeks on the Fla¬ as one more imitator of Pearl In The Mood For Love,” “Shake A Happy.” The latter piece is handi¬
by an overlong introduction
Porter, she segues into a group mingo stand, ending Dec. 6.
Bailey. They all seem to try but Hand, Shake A Leg,” “Happy Am capped
from that show and begs off to
I,” “Sentimental Reasons” and in which an attempt is made to
Alan.
few make it.
solid appreciation. She receives
“Farmer’s Daughter.” Act is over- have it tell a story. It’s not neces¬
Her routines are more sex than long, however, and could stand sary and it doesn’t come off. The
fine musical backing from house
sophisticate, which she tries to im¬ pruning.
music is good enough to stand un¬
88’er Johnny Gallant and the SetMotel Radisson, Mpl*.
bue
in the native tongue of the
tano Trio. Songs are split between
Ennis band puts plenty of zest adorned.
Minneapolis,
Nov.
10.
tropics
or
the
boulevards
of
Paris.
The palm-swatting here is more
French and English and vary with
Dornan Bros. (2), Don McGrane To her credit, she never goes off into its playing. Conductor's show- a tribute to technique than to a
Lilo's moods which are many and
manly touches and bits of business suitable cafe act.
on
a
blue
binge
and
her
special
Orch
(8);
$2.50,
$3.50
minimum.
changeable. Songstress holds until
material depends more on sharp¬ on bandstand add lustre to the out¬
Russell is the comedienne
Nov. 20.
Newt.
fit’s contribution to evening’s en¬ onAnne
this bill. Somehow she never
It’s just like one big party when ness than the gray intermediacy of tertainment.
Maestro leads charges quite
hits
the bull’seye in the
the Dornan Bros., purveyors of suggestive entendre.
through a pleasing variety of
Flamingo, Las Vegas
song and hilarity, hold forth. For
To backstop her torrid tempests dance numbers and the floor has humor department. The turn is
overencumbered
with proppery,
a second time in this plush Flame are the bongo-beating Shobey Bros, its full quota of ankle -benders.
Las Vegas, Nov. 8.
“First Edition” costarring Dick Room they’re providing a ball for and the guitar-bass-piano trio of Workmanlike and unobstrusive, he whose purpose should be to en¬
Rudy Kerpays, Don Overberg and seems content to let his crew take hance the funny values, but in this
Contino,
Kaye
Ballard,
Larry local cafe society.
Much of the time the paying Tony Reyes. It’s the act’s biggest a lion’s share of the bows. Show case serves only to get in the way.
Storch, Mary Meade; featuring Pat
Femme attempts the dialectics and
Carter, Shirley de Burgh, Jane guests are singing along with the plus and sets off Miss Premice as a runs until Dec. 5.
Liuz»
does a tipsy Englishwoman at a
Earl, Ruth Earl, Bill Foster, Louise two boys, or without them, or play¬ nitery figure of some stature. Hav¬
bar, an Edith Piaf carbon and a
ing
opened
Oct.
31,
she
should
get
ing
games
with
them
to
help
whip
Glenn, Paul Jason, Leon Tyler,
Texan in Paris. The material is
Mr. Kelly’s, Chi
Mary Val, Lou Basil Orch (13); $2 up merriment. There’s even the past her two-week booking easily.
weak and there are no telling
oldie utilizing six tablesitters to
Helm.
minimum.
Chicago, Nov. 6.
scores here, principally because it’s
depict via pantomime, as they sit
Pat Morrisey, Tommy Wolf, Har¬ all too obvious. Gets mild mitting.
facing the audience and wear hats
Jo Ann Miller handles the distaff
“First Edition” is another of or caps expressive of their make- Bellevue Casino, Mont’l ry Slottag Trio; Lee Lind; no cover,
no minimum.
vocalistics on this display in much
those noble attempts occasionally believe characters, the howlings of
Montreal, Nov. 8.
better acceptable fashion. Miss
tried on this circuit to bring about the concealed brothers. Called
Will Mahoney (with Mar fie &
a wedding of theatre and nitery. “organized confusion” on this oc¬
Current two-weeker at Kelly’s is Miller is a looker in the conserva¬
The purpose is, and has been, two¬ casion, it’s just that and still pro¬ Lillian), Ana Marie Gonzalez, Mar- quite a switch from the cool femme tively sophisticated tradition and
gorie & Lee Murray, The Valenos vocalists generally spotlighted her voice has power. She delivers
fold: to detour from the weil worn, ductive of yocks.
albeit more practical and highly
Charlie Dornan is adept in get¬ (2), Richard Hyde, Casino Love¬ here. Pat Morrisey tops the bill her best musical moments in the
successful variety format so that ting the audience into a boisterous lies (10), Bix Belair Orch (11), with sex appeal rather than song lower register, with a rich, husky
(a) management can sample a com¬ mood and engendering joviality Stan Sperber Trio; $1 admission.
appeal. This should bring out the quality, subtly calling attention to
modity less expensive than the generally. The session never wants
boulevardiers who don’t know cool her sexiness. Miss Miller does
usual name policy, (b) hoping that for liveliness except on the infre1Only Yesterday”; “Tragedy in
Boniface Harry Holmok con¬ from Seoul.
cafe audiences will welcome this quent occasions when the boys re¬ tinues to get his share of the local
Booking also serves to emphasize Trinidad,” a* calypso, and “I Want
offbeat mode of entertainment em¬ frain from kidding themselves or nitery trade With another big show a point about both Merienthal nit- a Pig’s Foot and a Bottle of Beer,”
bellished commercially by the the guests and take their tongues headed by Will Mahoney and eries, London House as well as among others. The pace is varied
aura of Broadway fare.
out of cheek for serious warbling. sparked by the best pony line in Mr. Kelly’s: that once the policy and she gets sock aud reaction. Joe
The one successful endeavor of When they do get down to such town under the direction of Craig of modern, chic (or so thought to Parnello and Al De Marco back
this nature that comes to mind was vocalizing business 'as they strum Daye. As with all Casino offerings, be by the nitery set) entertain¬ ably on piano and bass.
the local revival last year of “Guys guitars, they handle old sentimen¬ the accent is on the visual and this ment is established in pleasant sur¬
This package is in for four
And Dolls,” which enjoyed a tal ditties effectively.
revue is no exception.
roundings, the customers turn out frames, closing Nov. 28. On Nov.
lengthy run to *prove that theatre
29th,
Leo de Lyon, Abbey Lincoln
All this adds up to something
Featured spot, of course, goes to in droves. As long as a certain
musicomedy can in some cases be much different from the dignified Mahoney and his ageless routines minimum
standard of entertain¬ and the Tune-tattlers open.Gabe:
adapted to the harsher boards of entertainment usually served up continue to score as he reprises his ment quality
adhered to, they
the night club. But most similar in this class bistro and it’s no less clog, xylophone and bell sessions to keep coming. isWhether
listen
efforts to unite, the two mediums welcome on that account. Don solid mitting. This time around when they get there, or they
not, is im¬
resulted in spurious cases wherein McGrane and his musicians do the he gets .fine support from two at¬ material.
Seandia Club, Paris
lesser name nitery acts were cou¬ usual fine job in backing up the tractive femmes, particularly with
Paris, Nov. 13,.
In any event, Miss Morrisey Jifnmy (Loverman) Davis, Helene
pled beneath the banner of a w.k. performers and playing for • guest Marjie, a youngster with a fullB’way show (for example, “Panama dancing. The Dornans will disport some figure who makes a good foil caught their eye, if not their ear, Martin, Joel Holmes, Marianne Ar¬
Hattie). Here, the upshot usually here until Nov. 20 and will be fol¬ for Mahoiley’s comedies during the at the opener“here. Miss Morrisey den, Lya Nagy, Diana Staub, Os¬
cannot be termed a vocal threat of
was the same — a meaningless lowed by singer Connie Towers.
bell sequence.
major proportions, but she does wald D*Andrea, Simone Alma; $2
hodgepodge not 'bearing any sim¬
Rees.
Margorie & Lee Murray, a re¬ have
act. And the act is heavily minimum.
ilarity to the show it was supposed
cently formed hoofing partnership, lardedanwith
primitive appeal. Es¬
to represent and that in effect
have the energy of youth and some
Agreeable Left Bank room serves
mocked the true traditions of the Hotel Muelilebacli, K. €< better-than-average terp arrange¬ chewing her trademark of derriererubbing
on
the piano for this up an international dish in both
theatre and severely insulted even
ments. Duo have a slot to them¬ prime booking,
Kansas City, Nov. 9.
floorshow and edibles. Specializ¬
she
nonetheless
the average niterygoer’s tastes,
Rover Boys (4), Tommy Reed selves but also double in- two pro¬ manages to convey equally delicate ing in the Danish dish smorrebrod, which would have been satisfied
duction numbers.
consisting of 97 varieties of small
had the s'p-called B’way tabloid at Orch (8); $1, $1.50 cover.
Singer Ana Maria Gonzalez evi¬ nuances of meaning in her song but filling*sandwiches,, it also has
styling. Dressed in long pants, her
least returned to its cafe orbit.
dences
*okay
vocal
possibilities
but
Royer Boys foursome are making her offbeat material hardly seems breath comes in the short variety; an intimate show that fits agree¬
“First Edition” leans heayily to¬
wards the latter of the two exam¬ their first stand in town and in the to fit in this lofty saloon. On night she keeps the audience hanging ably with the candlelight and deft
gladhanding of Mr. and Mrs. Ras¬
ples* Notably, its producer, Ray Terrace Grill of.the Muehlebach.
misunderstandings between on the edge of their seat as they mussen, who . happen to be Swe¬
Golden, is not trying to condense a While little known here, they do a caught, and
orch did little to bring debate whether she’ll make it to dish. Smorgasbord can also be had
package under a fave B’way show’s good show and are bound to leave singer
the
end
of
a
phrase
or
expire
be¬
out the apparent talents of this
but spotlight is on the.'Danish bit
title. “First Edition” is a some¬ a favorable impression. They do a young
fore their very eyes;
Mexican songstress.
the American, Viennese, /Hun¬
what original title—but therein route of about a dozen songs in a
In an appealing gesture used and
The
Valenos
click
via
their
aero
lies the show's only original touch. half-hour, make it a variety of adagio items and Richard Hyde frequently, she spreads her arms garian and Gallic performers.
Jimmy “Loverman”. Davis, clefThe tunes and the scenes are ac¬ songs and rhythms, and come off manages emcee chores with ease. before her as if to encompass the
tually excerpts from vhrious musi¬ with the customers well on their The Lindsay-Daye productions are whole world; when not feeling fer of the song he bears in his
name, has gone into singing, and
comedy vehicles and the specialty side.
and display some of the quite as expansive, she falls back his long sojourn here has sharp¬
numbers turned by the “First Edi¬
They jump right off with peppy colorful
on finger-snapping or a coquettish ened his French and feeling for
best
lookers'
ever
to
grace
the
tion” costars, Dick COntino, Kaye arrangement on “You Are My Casino stage. All featured acts kind of bicycle-pedaling with one
He has fash?
Ballard, Larry Storch and Mary Lucky Star,” and segue into a stay untiL Nov. 21 with the line leg. In between,* there’s a patter Gallic audiences.
ioned a songalog that hits here,
Meade, are keystones from their sweeter treatment on “Street routines holding for a month.
and
at'
the
end,
two
dozen
rosfes
but
seems
somewhat
pale for U.S.
own night club acts. The storyline Where You- Live.” They vary it
sent by “an unknown admirer/' ears. His “Tango Picasso”'
Newt.
twits
is themed to “All The News That’s with “Luck, Be a Lady Tonight,”
The
rep
includes
“Goody,
Goody,'
application of paintipg to char-,
Fit To Sing,” which wouldn’t be and veer slightly to rock ’n’ roll
“Lover Man,” and “House of Blue the
acters, and his drinking and more
a bad idea if one didn’t get the with “Sixteen Teens/’
Lights.” The Harry Slottag Trio
impression that the songs more
Four members (Buddy Victor, Motel Ktoosevelf, IV* O. does an admirable job of backing, Gallicized ditties all have the right
New Orleans, Nov. 10.
note of transposition by an Ameri¬
honestly are a batch of tunes dis¬ lead; Sonny Wells, second tenorand
makes a pleasant modem can. He has a dynamism in deliv¬
Skinnay Ennis Orch (12), Mar¬
carded from the better repertoires Larry Amato, top tenor, and. Al
sound
during
its
own
set
ery and accomps himself well on.
of their writers, Sammy Fain, Paul Osten, bass) get individual innings quez Sisters (3), 4 Lovers; $2.50
Tommy Wolf plays the piano and the piano. However, he still .seems
Francis Webster, Hal Borne, Rich¬ in series of impressions of the minimum.
songtalks a rep of what are mostly Slated for Gallic preferences, with
ard Maury, Sy Kleinman and Bud Crew-Cuts, Como, Johnnie Ray and
McCreery, whose listing in the Liberace. They give Victor his
To have two musical and vocal his own compositions. Unfortu¬ a more weighty song setup and de¬
musical credits obviously is aimed way in a dramatic version of “Un¬ combos sharing honors on the nately the pipes lack resonance, livery needed for any U.S. trans- .
at raising, interest in the show’s po¬ chained Melody,” and all four work same bill may appear to be an un¬ warmth and often pitch. As for position.
Helene Martin* also writes her
tential; Judging from the audience out on “Graduation Day/’ their hit usual 4 booking, but the different the spngs, the music lacks tuneful¬
response to these tunes, the writ¬ parade winner of a. few months styles of the Marquez* Sisters and ness and the lyrics'are uninspired. own songs delivered in an agree¬
On
these
notes,
the
crowd
goes
able
vdice with a . self-accomped
ers had very little bright news to back.
“Sing You Sinners” as the Four Lovers in the new pack¬
guitar. She has an intelligent,
tell the day they penned these closer draws patrons into, clapping- age unwrapped in the plush Blue back to table chitchat
batch
of songs and looks to‘, de- ’
clefs.
out the beat for a nifty closing, Room make a pleasant contrast.
Lee Lind plays an * acceptable
Sprinkled through the pages of Rov.ers .wind here Nov. 22, hie to
Acts share topline honors with background to dinner, heavy on velop into a regular in the offbeat
‘First Edition” are, however, a few Chi for a tv date and then New Skinnay Ennis and his 'versatile the standard pops and showtunes. love andvdramatic ballad depart^.
choice notes.
“Gruntled/’ the York for record slicing. Qu\n.
Gabe, . '
(Cqntihued on page. 69)
crew,-. As on previous occasions,.

9£Hz Carltojn, Montreal scene chartered iby Golden, KleinMontreal, Nov. 6.
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Night Club Reviews
Continued from page 68

Scandia Cloli? Paris
ment. Marianne Arden sits at
iano to deliver some romantic
allads she has also written. Vien¬
nese songstress stresses the lilting
and sentimental and fits in this
boite. Lya Nagy is the Magyar en¬
try with the high piping of oper¬
etta tunes and the inevitable czar¬
das. Voice is wispy and slight but
she has a dash that puts them over.
Joel Holmes has a forthright de¬
livery with some well-edged songs
he also writes. However, he is still
too reminiscent of too many sing¬
ers here to be able to instill an in¬
dividual personality as yet.
Si¬
mone Alma is a toothy woman with
a glib soubrette ‘ delivery that
makes up in showmanship and sav¬
vy for any lack of voice depth.
"Wise and insouciant songs are neat¬
ly put over and she also doubles
at introing the acts. Diana Staub
celivers okay interim piano and
Oswald. D’Andrea adds a heavier
motif to the 88s in some middle¬
brow numbers.
Club has become a popular Left
Bank spot and is helped by rea¬
sonable tabs and pleasant atmos¬
phere.
Amato’s, Portland, Ore.
Portland Ore., Nov. 6.
Delta Rhythm Boys (4) with Rene
De Knight; Great Montyne, Dale
Hall, Herman Jobelman Orch (6);
no minimum, $1.50 cover.

The Delta Rhythm Boys are back
at thi^ plush showcase after an ab¬
sence of nearly two years.
The
quartet is presenting a new act
that is outstanding entertainment
and will draw for the next two
weeks of their stay here. Lads
wow the customers with their ver¬
satility, showmanship, individual
styling and arrangements. For 40
minutes they slam out pop, spiritu¬
al and rhythm stuff for plenty of
palm-whacking. First tenor Carl
Jones, second tenor Traverse
Crawford, baritone Kelsey Pharr
and bass Lee Gaines have terrific
solo voices and have ample oppor¬
tunity to show. This is the original
group back - together again since
Pharr’s return. Best bets are
“Temptation” and tunes sung in
Swedish, French and Hawaiian.
The Delts are well disciplined and
are top-drawer all the way. Rene
De Knight batons the house crew
from the 88. Boys beg off gracious¬
ly after the 40 entertainmentpacked minutes with noise still
ringing.
The Great Montyne grabs ohs
and ahs from the ringiders- as he
thrills with his aero muscle stuff
atop a five-foot table surrounded
by knives and axes. Adonis builds
the thrills as he goes, and clinches
with a one-hand stand swinging
from right to left arm as he builds
five blocks on the table. Finales
with adadder walk atop the set of
blocks for solid mitting and relief.
Redhaired Dale Hall is on for
three character dance numbers in
the opening slot. Terping is au¬
thentic Mexican and Indian with
black light for colorful selling.
Herman Jobelman and his boys
play the difficult show score in
their usual good manner and get
the dancers on the floor for danc¬
ing between shows.- House nearly
full when caught. New layout opens
Nov. 19.
Feve.
Bradford Woof, Boston
Boston, Nov. 6.
Don Rickies, Fran Leslie, Ed
Lawrence, Harry De Angelis Orch
<5), Zarde Bros. (3); $2.50 mini¬
mum.

Snappiest layout of the season
Is at A1 Taxier's plush 400-seater
atop the Bradford Roof, with offf®at comic Don Rickies, master of
the dynamite verbal thrust cavort¬
ing in ihad abandon, headlining a
two-weeker opening Wednesday
Ijp) night and closing Nov. 13.
Rickies, a new type of comic at
this class spot, heckles the cus¬
tomers with stinging one-liners
“using the aud as foil for his razor
sharp Spontaneous wit. Billed as
the Timid soul,” definitely and
purposely a misnomer, he whirls
through 30 minutes of* rapid-fire
shouting gags, working to strong
returns.
Rickies has aud eating out of his
hand using buzzTsaw evaluations of
the steak knife wielders and walks
way ahead. Working like a
demolition squad, he comes on in
a shouting frenzy, pace of which
uuiids (and must be a strain on his
yocal cords), hurling the ultimate
cutting asides, sparing none
trom boniface to waiters. Nothing
escapes his attention, from dis’taffhats to men’s socks and he
jhses blockbusters for big yock ef!„e<J on latecomers, party groups
I ana twosomes. Style jb unique and

■■

■

the rooftop denizens voice approv¬
al with rounds of heavy mitting.
Rickies gets the entire aud into
his act, using table after table giv¬
ing them lines to say, then derid¬
ing the lines with telling effect.
Working the entire stint at a fren¬
zied pace, he’s off on another whip¬
lash gag before the preceding* one
h& time to sink in. His timing is
lust about'perfect and he’s as mas¬
terful in picking his subjects as a
psychiatrist Shrewd knowledge of
personality and ability to sugarcoat make him a standout. In the
field of barbs unlimited, Rickies
should have no fear of imitators.
Only a master of tong experience
could essay his forte. He com¬
mands attention from walkon to
bowoff and nobody sleeps or fid¬
gets during his dynamo sesh.
Ed Lawrence, tall, bespectacled
hoofer, opens the show slickly.
Carrying a simulated book, “How
to Dance,” he knocks off a great
tap set, using breakawys and
slides for boff effect, also introing
the show.
Fran Leslie, dark-thatched, wellstacked looker, displays a natural
sense of rhythm and a caressing
style with a sesh of standards.
Nicely gowned in ’effective white,
she gets good returns with “He’s
My Guy,” swings to “Birth of the
Blues,” with aside credits to F.
Sinatra, takes “You Make Me Feel
So Young” for nice ride and drives
home with “Blue Skies” for solid
round.
Harry De Angelis cuts the show
with .a slick beat and the three
red-jacketed Zarde Bros., new trio
here, pour out sweet music in the
dance interludes. This layout exits
Nov. 13. Bert Wheeler and Jack
Pepper open Nov. 14.
Guy.
Gate of Horn? Chi
Chicago, Nov. 6.
Odetta, Paul Clayton, Bob Gib¬
son; $2 minimum.

After eight months of operation,
this offbeat nitery showcase for
folk singers is a smashing success.
Both the policy and decor of this
unique basement bistro attract the
lovers of the intimate, the arty and
the community sing.
Odetta toplines with a set of
pipes as direct and powerful as a
blowtorch, as deep and resonant
as an old master’s bass viol and as
sure as a musical mountain goat
on the melodic range. Accompany¬
ing herself on the guitar, this
femme is superb with the blues
and the spirituals, the powerful,
gutsy songs. It is therefore incon¬
gruous when she essays the Scotch
or English ballad; though effective
enough, the instrument overpowers
the material.
Folk singer is a powerful enter¬
tainer when she sings “He Got the
Whole World in His Hand,” her
opener, or the a capella spiritual
she does. But “tass of the Low
Country”? No. Odetta goes off to
thunderous applause,
A word needs to be said here
about folk singing and its authen¬
ticity, a quality entirely dependent
for its achievement on the inter¬
preter. When presented simply
and appreciatively by a performer,
folk music has an engaging cliarm;
when, however^ the interpreter
tries to be “folksy,” and talks with
an acquired twang when he is
really the citified product of an
industrial society, then a perform¬
ance loses believability. The pro¬
nounced predilection of the radical
movement for folk songs thus be¬
comes a misdirected and spurious
attempt by citified middle class in¬
tellectuals to achieve ;a solid rap¬
port with the “people” whose cause
they champion and patronize, and
from whom they ar6 really irrevo¬
cably separated by a deep cultural
chasm.
,
Paul Clayton is a case in point,
of the esthete who cannot believ¬
ably sing what are, in many cases,
rough song-tales of rutting and
rot-gut, of blodd and buckshot and
love.' His repertoire includes such
as “The Devil and the Farmer’s
Wife,” “Cushy Butterfield,” “Lord
Randall,” as well as whaling songs
and sea chanties. Clayton lacks
power and intonation and the beat
often gets lost, too. The commu¬
nity response to the chanties is
wishy-washy, but so is the lead.
He uses the classical guitar and
the archaic dulcimer for self¬
accompaniment.
Bob Gibson, now in his seventh
month here, exhibits a solid musi¬
cal talent and the simple, exposi¬
tory approach (without “folksy”
.twang) that folk music deserves. A
rhythmic, tuneful entertainer with
a fine, clear voice, Gibson enter¬
tains aptly solo and as well when
an enthusiastic house joins in.
The amateurs don’t throw him off
key or off beat.
Gabe.
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Eddys% K. C«
Kansas City, Nov. 6.
Sue Carson, Los Romeros with
Rosita (3), Tony DiPardo Orch (8);
$1, $1.50 cover.

An unusual combo makes up the
Eddy bill for the fortnight, the
lively Cuban dancers, Los Romeros
& Rosita, sharing the bill with chic
comedienne Sue Carson. Both are
in for their first time and give out
with their best to wrap up a nifty
show in 50 minutes.
*
The Cuban threesome are young,
the two brothers, Frank and Diego
Romero, handsome, and their part¬
ner, Rosita Cadiz, shofT, round and
pretty. The three take off in a
flamenco, “Zapatiado,” with much
heel-clicking and castanets clack¬
ing, in toreador costumes, to start
things with a ba*ng. Brothers have
at it in a tango taken from the
bullring with swirling capes in a
“Relicadio,” and give way to Ros¬
ita back solo as a country girl,
“Campasina,” in a fanciful version
of a peasant costume. Brothers re¬
join her as the three db a rousing
“Jota,” with racing rhythm and
furious jumping fora sock close.
Some time ago Miss Carson was
a dancer, but has taken to comedy
for excellent resuits. Her material
is fresh and well handled. There
is even some gain in the incon¬
gruity of wacky bits done by such
a cute and pert package. She reg¬
isters strongly with vocal impres¬
sions of various types—Jo Staf¬
ford, Lena Horne, Pearl Bailey and
others—and broadly chides stripteasers and hillbillies.
“Seven
Lively Arts” is a*rundown of va¬
rious mashers, naughty but nice
with innuendo. As a closer, her
zany Afro-Cuban funtasy is a bit
overlong, the only light spot in her
30 minutes. Bill is set through
Nov. 15.
Quin.
L’Amiral? Paris
Paris, Nov. 2.
“Champignol,” Maurice Mesle re¬
vue in two parts, starring Jean
Richard; written by Roger Pierre.
With Henri Garcin, Jean Valton,
Faux Freres (2), Christian Alers,
Henri Labussiere, Anick Tanguy,
Florence Blot, Veronique Valois,
Max Desrau, Pierre Laurent, Nono
Zammit, Jean' Delbeco; $4 mini¬
mum,

Champs-Elysees cellar club is
full again with comic Jean Richard
bock. Richard got his start here
and then hit bigtime film and
vaude status. Now returning to his
origins, he headlines a revue that
consists of some straight numbers
and then a series of sketches fea¬
turing him. Okay numbers and
only passable sketch material get
a lift from Richard’s clowning as
he displays a vulgar peasant type
loose in a variety of situations.
Skits set up good starting points
but rarely exploit them, and it is
Richard’s timing and buffoonery
that garner all the yocks.
Henri Garcin starts with a take¬
off on a snobbish youth marrying
an heiress as it gives his thoughts,
via a disk, while marrying, or on
a visit to the U.S. .Well mimed and
with some clever material, this is
an okay opener but strictly from
Gallic. Jean Valton tells some glib
stories and then mimics a bevy of
French show biz stars. Good mate¬
rial makes this a fine entry of its
type.
Then Richard starts from the
audience, sitting on a table, and
comes to the small stage to take
part in the sketches. He is a re¬
calcitrant mayor of a small town
refusing to go to an inauguration,
with townsmen running in and out
trying to get him out of bed, an
explorer trapped by wily Chinese,
a canal operator or a peasant trying
to buy a pair of shoes. Supporting
players are good with pulchritude
well supplied and twitted*. In all,
it shapes as a show that is m^iniv
built around Richard and as long
as he stays, which will be unui
January, it looks in for SRO.
Interim bits are filled by Faux
Freres (2), two boys doing passable
parody songs accompanying them¬
selves on cello and feuitar, and the
pianoing of Jean Delbeco.

Prince
1

Wales, Loudon
London, Nov. 7.

Hylda Baker (& Friend), Peggy
Ryan & Ray McDonald, Derek Roy,
Charlie Cairoli & Paul, Morecambe
& Wise, Billie Anthony, 4 Jones
Boys, Joe Church, Jo, Jac & Joni,
Les Marcellis, Harold Collins Orch.

Hylda Baker, a diminutive north
country comedienne who’s been a
big name in her own territory for
some time, is the surprise head¬
liner for this vaude layout. Pre¬
sumably, the impacts she’s been
making on tv in recent months in¬
fluenced the booking.
Miss Baker, who appears with a
silent partner towering head and
shoulders above her, and masquer¬
ading in femme attire, is hardly
topline West End material and al¬
though she has loyal supporters,
business is likely to- suffer in con¬
sequence. In quite a pleasant and
friendly style, she delivers a mod¬
erately entertaining flow of patter
and uses her stooge with amusing
results. Her catchline, “she knows,
y’know,” is not brought in until
her bowout song.
Peggy Ryan & Ray McDonald,
whose stylish dance routines were
featured in a Palladium revue
some years back, provide a pleas¬
ant diversion with a series of rou¬
tines ranging from a traditional
softshoe and a Lancashire clog to
the Charleston, circa 1925. Their
precision hoofing has an appropri¬
ate touch of comedy and their
smooth and easy movements en¬
hance the presentation. Derek Roy,
who emcees the layout, intros each
act with a fluent, racy style and
usually with a suitable gag.
Charlie Cairoli & Paul have add¬
ed new and amusing material to
their musical clowning act since
last seen in town. Their routine is
essentially slapstick in character,
is intelligently paced and qualifies
for top reaction. Morecambe &
Wise, local comedians, have im¬
proved their act considerably this
time out. Their gab is bright and
frequently funny and they main¬
tain a fast flow of laugh-provoking
gags.
Billie Anthony, a blonde chirp
who was recently on the losing
side of a lawsuit against her agent,
makes a reference to the action in
one of her songs—and that earns
her biggest reaction of the eve¬
ning. The gal has a vigorous sing¬
ing style with a tendency to be
strident. But she has bounce and
personality ana belts out a halfdozen tunes, among them being
“Old Piano Rag,” “This Old House”
(with some new lyrics) and “From
This Moment On.”
The Four Jones Boys, a close
harmony group, have a more re¬
strained style. Their routine is
standard and they make a modest
impression. Their best items are
an interpretation of “Mountain
Greenery” and an Irish medley.
Joe Church, another patter com¬
ic, has to work for effect and builds
from a slow start to a stout recep¬
tion. Jo, Jac & Joni, with an ec¬
centric comedy routine, never fail
to score. Les Marcellis, a Conti¬
nental acrobatic duo, do some slick
tricks on and under a trestle table.

Apollo, RL Y.
Dolly Lyon, Willie Bryant, Dolphus Prince, The •Cardinals (5),
Gloria Lynn, Della Reese, Angeol
Trio (3), the Coasters (5), Erskine
Hawkins Band (12); ,(Captain Pir¬
ate” (Col).

The vaude layout at the 125th
St. landmark this week adds up to
an entertaining session, with some
high and low points, but overall
hitting the rock ’n’ roll mark. One
of the highlights is the Angeol Trio,
who do some native Jamaican
dances utilizing fire tricks to good
effect. They are reviewed under
New Acts.
The rest of the bill, with the ex¬
ception of comic Willie Bryant, are
vocalizers, either in groups or in
singles, the best of them being the
Cardinals and the Coasters, both
quintets. There’s a trio of new¬
comers to the Harlem house,
Dolphus Prince, Dolly Lyon and
Gloria Lynn; also appraised under
New Acts.
Willie Bryant in his comic patter
veers to the blue side, and in pro
style gets his yock quota. Slotted se¬
cond, he takes on the emcee chores
and proves to be a big assist to
the newer “cats.” The Cardinals in
fourth spot are a showmanly group
with vitality, good harmony and
hep appeal. Della Reese, in No. 5,
is a tall cormrfanding figure with a
loud voice. In her four rock ’n’
roll tunes she shows individual
style, but she overpowers the mike
with her voice and becomes shrill
in the high register as she loses the
melody.
The Coasters, one of the staples
of the house, are a good r&r team
closing the bill with a solid ruckus.
The Erskine Haawkins band lends
an able assist to the proceedings.
Horo.

La Tomatc, Paris
Paris, Nov. 13.
Cora Vaucaire, Marottes (3),
Christian Borel, Josette Privat,
Faux Freres (2), Raymond Le¬
vesque, Albert Nicholas Trio; $3 all
seats.

First a theatre and then convert¬
ed to a chansonnier-cabaret by
Robert Ricca, La Tomate becomes
a vestporket house again via pur¬
chase by Cora Vaucaire to serve as
a spot for her as well as a place for
new song talent. Format is laud¬
able but not all young talent is
worth unveiling, and show remains
unbalanced with enough compensa¬
tions in Miss Vaucaire and a few
numbers to make this an offbeat
mecca for those wanting the new
and solidly staple in song values.
Miss Vaucaire does a marathon
request turn during the second
half. Angular, acidulous looking,
she soon gets the aud as requests
come thick, and “she could have
sung all night.” All encompassing
repertoire goes from medieval folk
songs through the turn-of-the-century to modern selections. She
wrings the essence of a tune in
savvy interpretation and sensitiv¬
Myro.
ity, served by a pleasant voice that
nuances the lyrics plus a fine
Empire? Glasgow
dramatic and comic flair.
Con¬
summate workmanship makes her
Glasgow, Nov. 7.
Three Monarchs,. Albert & Les. a veritable professional’s profes¬
Ward,
Penny Nicholls,
Arthur sional. Somewhat too specialized
Haynes, Kenneth Earle & Malcolm t for general statewide chances, she
Vaughan, Three Brittons, Tumbling' would be a good bet for offbeat
Tomboys (3), Bobby Dowds Orch. Gallic spots, for she emerges as the
Gallic “chantoosey.”
Sharing second part with Miss
Three Monarchs, English come¬
dy-instrumental’ trio, are 'pleasant Vaucaire are the Marottes (3), an
imaginative
puppet turn which has
headliners in lightweight vaude
layout. Male group offers a hay¬ handmanipulated characters cavort¬
ing
to
high
comic and inventive
wire style of humor with varying
sizes of harmonicas, major comedy turns to make an unusual entry
being supplied by member named and one of solid sight and sound
Cedric, with goatee beard and content for specialized U. S. boites
or video. Puppets are cleverly
goofy comedy.
More comedy with music from fabricated, all eyes and costume,
Albert & Les Ward, who click with and this trio, composed of two girls
a travesty on film cartoons. Pair’s and a man, are an unusual entry.
Mosk.
Besides the Albert Nicholas Trio
impression of Jerry Colonna and
the Beverle/ Sisters also win palm¬ with Nicholas, a U. S. jazz clarinet¬
ing. Act is strongest seen from ist, giving out a mellow medley,
this pair.
the first half is somewhat overlong
Bounce-Proof Assn.
Penny Nicholls, a lively blonde, and lacking in enough ingredients.
Houston, Nov. 13.
1
warbles
in
chirpy
style.
She’s
best
Christian Borel is a wooden tenor
Private club owners here
as a cowgirl and when impersonat¬ with a fair romantic voice.
He
are mulling a plan to start a
ing Grade Fields in head-scarf, looks headed for those vintage mu¬
club owners* organization. One
sical scenes here where old-hat
singing “Poppa Piccolino.”
of the main purposes would
Arthur Haynes employs trick of techniques apply. Josette Privat
be to exchange credit informa¬
offstage recorded mitting as twist shows some verve and an underlin¬
tion in a move to halt the rash
to his comedy spot; ‘act wohld ing of her numbers which could
of bad checks that have * benefit from more punch and less turn her into a singing bet here if
she took to a representative songcropped up in recent weeks. v. brashness.
Three Brittons (2 boys and a girl) alog. Raymond Levesque is a Cana¬
The group would also pass
offer
acro-juggling-cycle
act,
and
dian singer with an engaging pres¬
information along that would
show top command of unicycles as ence and some clever songs, but he
halt operation of the town’s sowell
as
juggling
atop
the
vehicles.
is still somewhat too arch to fit
called playboys who run up a
Kenneth Earle & Malcolm Vaug¬ snugly into a song rep. Faux
big bill at one club and when
han link comedy with song, and Freres (2) essay a comic turn that
their credit is chopped off,
are reviewed in New Acts along is too obvious and raucus to put
move their “business” to an¬
with the three Tumbling Tomboys. over the risible attempts or make •
other and do the same thing
Showbacking from the Bobby this acceptable choral work.
all over again.
Mosk.
Dowds orch.
Gord.
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Sliver Slipper

VARIETY BILLS
WEEK OF NOVEMBER 14
Numerals In connection with bills below indicate opentntf day of show
whether full or spilt week
better In parentheses Indicates circuit: (I) Independent; (L) Loew; (M) Moss;
<P> Paramount; (R) RKO; (S) Stoll; <T> Tivoli; <W) Warner

NEW YORK CITY
Palace (P) 15
Judy Garland
Alan King
Pompoff & Thedy
Wazzan Tr.
Bob Williams
Amin Bros.
G & F Szony

Music Hall (R)
Rockettes
Glee Club
Ann Gilbert
Danny Carroll
Foursome

AUSTRALIA
MELBOURNE
Tivoli (T) 19
Richard Hearne
Julia
Nicolas Darvas
Ross & La Pierre
Lane Bros.
Bob Bromley
The Albins°
Billy Banks
Alwyn Leckie
Frank Ward
Daniel Davey
Lewis Jacob
ADELAIDE
Royal (T) 19
Philip Stainton
Nicolette Bernard
Percy Marmont
Richard Beynon
Noel Howlett
Heath Joyce
Frank Taylor
Gerald Duggan

Arthur Whitehead
Margaret Wolfit
Stewart Finch
Carole Taylor
SYDNEY ^
Tivoli (T) 19
George Wallace
Maurice Colleano
Jim Gerald
Jennie Howard
Queenie Paul
Millie Hansen
Morry Barling
Peggy Mortimer
Jandy
Tony Moynihan —
Brenda Charles
Dandy Bros.
George Nichols
David Sterle
Jack O'Dowd
Wilbur Wheeler
Flat Tops
2 Randows

BRITAIN
ASTON
Hippodrome (I) 12
Ronnie Harris
Rock *N* Roll Rkt s
Terry Blain
Scott & A'Scott
Eddie King
Jo Day
Jeffrey Lenner »
Halda Twins
Richard St Jackson
BIRMINGHAM
Hippodrome (M) 12
Eddie Calvert
Coruna A Dodo
Gerry Brereton
Sylvia Drew
Don Lang
Whittaker St Law
Londonairs
Vadios Bros.
BRIGHTON _
Hippodrome (M) 12
Tony Crombie Co.
Maxine Daniels .
Don Fox
Billie Wyner
Ross St Howltt
Andy Stewart
Johnny Dallas
McKennas
BRIXTON
Empress (I) 12
E St D Waters
Keppel St Betty
Jen Jackson
Revel & Fields
Danny Deane
Marcias
Gerry Dryer
V & L Aubrey
Juggling Brauns
CHELSEA
Palace (I) 12
Johnny Lockwood
Don Peters
Dennis Lawes
Gordon Girls
CHISWICK
Empire (M) 12
Jerry Colonna
Mitchell 3
Medlock St Marlowe
Kendor Bros.
Rita Martell
Alexander's Dogs
COVENTRY
Hippodrome (I) 12
Jewel St Warriss
Tomrnlv Cooper
Jill Day
Ken Dodd
Arthur Worsley
Latona .
Graham St Chadel
Camilleri
Rene Strange
Mitchell Singers
EDINBURGH
Empire (M) 12
Fred Emmey
3 Balmorals
Betty Driver
Leslie Lester
Vic Sanderson
Sonny Roy
Monsieur Defoe
Hollander St Hart
Beryl Foley
Roeer Avon
EINSBURY PARK
Empire (M) 12 .
Kenny Baker
2 Mayfairs
James Co.
' Judy Moxon
Janie Marden
3 Deuces
Vera Cody. Co.
Jack Beckitt
i Roy Castle ,
GLASGOW
Empire <M) 12
Dorothy Squires
Denis Bros. St 3
SAM Harrisbn
Morlands
George Lacy
5 Skyliners
Frances Duncan
LEEDS
\ Empire (M) 12
Ken Platt
Reid 2
Michael Holliday
Gordon A Colville
Hedley Ward 3
Angelos
AAV Shelley
Tex McLeod
LEICESTER
Palace (M) 12
Joan Regan
Johnny Stewart
Harry Jacobson
Bob Andrews
Jack Francois
Keefe Bros. A A

Alan A Steve
Ron Scott
Anton A Janetta
LIVERPOOL
Empire (M) 12
Vic Oliver
Gillian A June
Saveen
Darban A Wendy
Harriott A Evans
Peggy Thompson
Ken Wilson
Vanda Vale
LONDON
Hippodrome (M) 12
Shani Wallis
Andrea Dancers
Jones A Arnold
Los Gatos
Jimmy Lee
Metropolitan (I) 12
Max Miller
Terry Scott
Musical Elliotts
2 Palmers
Ronnie Collis
L A L Vlady
Rey A Ronjy
Duo Doiinas
MANCHESTER
Hippodrome (M) 12
Ray Ellington
Sally Barnes
A A L Ward
Peter Dimuantes
Janette Du Fray
Sylvia Lee
Jeff A June
Flack A Mills
NEWCASTLE
Empire (M) 12
Charlie Chester
PAP Page
Marian Miller
Len Lowe
Patti Carol
Carol Monk
Leslie Roberts Co.
NORTHAMPTON
New (I) 12
Terry Cantor
Pauline Penny
Jack Foy
Hal Swain Co.
Red Preston
Susan Scott
Gabrielle
Dale Warren
Jimmy Noon
Kenny Cantor
Saucy Syrens
NORWICH
Hippodrome (I) 12
Jimmy Malbourne
Ramonl Bros.
Larry Gordons Co.
Buddy Smart
Raymond Ray
PAS Raymond
Lillian Pearson
NOTTINGHAM
Empire (M) 12
Tommy Steele
Ballet Montmartre
Bill Maynard
Josephine Ann
Thunderclap Jones
Johnny Laycock
Reg Thompson
PRINCE OF WALES
(M) 12
Hylda Baker
Ryan A McDonald
Derek Roy
Cairoli A Paul
Mprecambe A Wise
4‘ Jones -Boys
Billie Anthony
Joe Church
Jo, Jac A Jonl
Marcellis
SHEFFIELD
Empire <M) 12
Carroll Levis Co.
Emerson A Jayne
Edmund Goffron
Joe Black
5. Volants
GAB Jay
SOUTHAMPTON
Grand (I) 12
Lee Lawrence
Walters Co.
Reg Dapont
Pauline A Eddie
Walter Niblo
Nat Gonella
Madrigal A Ass’t.
SUNDERLAND
Empire (M) 12
Lonnie Donegan
De Vere Dancers
Stan Stennett
Curzon 3
Mundy A Earle
Ron Parry
Mike McKenzie
Griff Kendall

NEW YORK CITY
Bon Soir
Tony A Eddio
Lovey Powell
Jorie Remus
Jimmie Daniels
.Three Flames

Bruce Kirby
Warren Vaughan
Blue Angel
T C Jones
Jill Corey.
Eddie Garson
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Martha Davis
• A Spouse
Jimmy Lyons 3
Cameo
Teddy Wilson
Barbara Carroll
Chardas
Anny Kapitanny
Lili
Bela Babal Ore
Tibor Rakossy
Bill Yedla
Dick Marta
ChQteeu Madrid
Raul A Eva Reyes
3 Galsnces
Al Castellanos Ore
Copaeabana
Nat “King" Cole
Rowan A Martin
Merry Macs
June Allyn
Tony Reynolds
Jackie Metcalf
Nora Bristow
Michael Durso Oro
Frank Marti Oro
-.
Duplex
Serena Shaw
Rudy De Saxe
Alvaro Dalmar
No. 1 Fifth Ave
Bob Downey
Harold Fonville
Hotel Ambassador
Chauncey Gray Ore
Jani Sarkozi
Gypsies
Quintero Rhumbas
Hotel Biltmore
Russ Morgan Ore
Emery Deutsch Ore
Hot'l H'nry Hudson
The Charmers
Hotel Pierre
Marguerite Piazza
Stanley Melba Ore
Alan Logan Ore
Joan Bishop
Joseph Sudy
Hotel Roosevelt
Eddie Lane Ore
Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopez Ore
Hotel St. Regis
Fernanda Montel
Milt Shaw Ore
Ray Bari Ore
Hotel Statler
TAJ Dorsey Ore
Latin Quarler
Jerry Lester

Nancl Crompton
Helen Wood
Steeplechase
Syncopated Waters
Lucienne A Ashour
Dorothy Vernon
Jo,Lombardi Oro
B Harlowe Ore
Hotel Plaza
Los Chavales
Trini Reyes
Ted Straeter
Mark Monte
Le Reuban Blau
Ethel Waters
Norman Paris 3
Phil Leeds
Nancy Andrews
Harry Noble
Park Sheraton
Jose Melis
Spark Thurman
Town A Country
Sophie Tucker 9
Robert Clary
Charlivels
'Burnell Dancers
Ned Harvey Oro
Pupi Campo Ore
Two Guitars
Kostya Poliansky
Dolores Dauphina
Leonid Lugovsky
Eugene A Sonya
Andrei Hamshay
Versailles
Dorothy Lamour
Salvatore Gioe Ore
Panchito Ore
Viennese Lantern
Helene Darcel
Dolores Perry
Ernest Schoen Ore
Harold Sandler
Paul Mann
Village Barn
Frank Matthews
Sanimy Walsh
Jack Wallace
Betty Ann Steele "
Danny Davis Oro
Larry McMahon
Piute Pete
Irving Harris
Village Vanguard
Barbara Lea
Emil Mosler
Steel Band
C Williams Trio
Waldorf-Astoria
Henri Salvador
Emil Coleman Ore
Mischa Borr Ore

CHICAGO
Jerri Winters
Black Orchid
Eddy Baker 3
Don Shirley
Conrad Hilton
Ahne Russell
“Comics-On-Ice" ’
Jo Ann Miller
D. Arnold A Marji
Blue Angel
The
BilyerF
"Calypso Extrava¬
Lilian Renee
ganza”
Paul Duke
Princess Abllia
George Simpson
King Christian
Paul Gibben
Lord Rafael
J. Melendez A D
Lady Angclia
Maxfield
Lady Margaret
Virginia Sellers
Lady Jeanne
John
Keston
Lord Carlton
Boulevar-Dears A
Emperor Sago
Boulevar-Dons
King Rudolph
F. Masters Ore
Al D’Lacy Ore
Drake Hotel
Blue Note
Richard Maltby Ore Constance Towers
Jimmy Blade Ore
Chez Paree
London House
The Vagabonds
Marian McPartland 3
Ronnie Eastman
Mister Kelly's
The Rhythm-ettes
Jeri Southern
The Dunhills
Palmer House
The Escorts
“Hey Day”
Ted Fio Rito Ore
Paul Hartman
Cloister. Inn
Bill Tabbert
Audrey Morris 3

LOS ANGELES
Ambassador Hotel
Modernaires
Harvey Stone
F. Martin Ore
Bar of Music
Loray White
Jimmy Shaw
Felix De Cola
Jerry Linden Ore
Bandbox
Billy Gray
Leo Diamond
Bert Gordon
Eddie LeRoy
Short Twins
Carol Shannon
Dodie Drake
Bob Barley Trio
Ciro's
Estelita
Taylor 4

Geri Galian Ore
Felix Martinique Ore
Crescendo
Mills Bros.
Interlude
Josephine Premice
Shobey Bros.
Rudy Kerpays, Don
Overberg, Tony
Reyes
Mocambo
Sarah Vaughan
Frankie Sands Trio
Paul Hebert Ore
Moulin Rouge
“C'est La Vie” Rev
Frankie Laine
Wicre Bros. (3)
Statler Hotel
Gogi Grant
Skeets Minton
Eddy Bergman Ore

LAS VEGAS
Desert Inn
Ted Lewis
Cathy Boslc
Caribbean*
Benita D'Andrea
Elroy Peace
Art Johnson
Donn Arden Dncrs
Carlton, Hayes Ore
Dunes
Smart Affairs '57
Larry Steele
Leonard Bros.
Fouchee Dancers
Rose Hardaway
Willie Louis
Flash Gordon
Sir Lionel Beckles
Lon Fontaine
Beige Beauts
Lucky Henry Ore '
El Cortez
Mary Beth Hughes
Bobby Ptnkus
Herby Barris
Mack Pearson
Dolores del Rey
Cirquettes
Sterling Young OTc
El Rancho Vegas
Billy Eckstine
Lenny Kent
El Rancho Ore
Rericc Molnar Dncrs
Flamingo
“First Edition.”
Dick Contino
Kaye Ballard
Larry Storch
Mary Meade
FlamingoetlcS
Lou Basil Ore
Fremont Hotel
Genie Stone
Cortez A Boyer
4 Gems
Sammy Blank Ore
Golden
Nugget .
Sons of Golden
West
Hank Penny

Mardl Gras Kevue
Hank Henry
Johnny Maddox
AJ1* Leslie
Russ Clark
Judy Ferre
Sparky Kaye
Mac Dennison
Cliff Ferre
J. Cavanaugh
Slipperettes

G. Redman Oro
muiMlarblnl
China Doll Rgv
Ming tc Ling
Toy St Wing
Tong Bros.
Sing Lee Sing
China Dolls
Barney Rawlings
Thunderblrd Dncrs
Al Jahns Ore
Dukes of Dixieland

MIAMI-MIAM1 BEACH
Ball A Chain
Terry Gibbs 4
Billy Bean
MousVc Alexander
Blue Notes (3)
.
Eden Roe
Romo Vincent
John Leslie
Floyd A Marianna
Mai Malkin Ore
Chuey Reyes Oro
Fontainebleau
Phil Foster
Betty Madigan
Chiqulta A Johnson
Al Navarro Ore
Sacasas Ore
Leon A Eddie's
Can-Can Girls
Toni Rave
Terry Rich
Denise
Atoma
Malayan
Rivero Quintet
Bimini Mama
Pierre Duval
Lad Richards Band
Murray Franklin's
Dick Buckley
Murray Franklin
Sandra Barton
Madman Mitchell

Billy Mitchell
Nautilus
Al Antonio
Nina Dabore
Antone A Ina
Syd Stanley Ore
Sans Soucl Hotel
Collins A Graham
Sammy Walsh
Joan Sena
Freddy Calo Ore
Seville
George DeWitt
Tommy Ryan
Johnny Silvers Ore
.Rey Mambo Ore
Saxony
Johnny Morgan
Bobby Breen
Sena A Gale
Delia Weddington
Charles A Faye
Cartes Ore
Roney Plaza
Shirlee Young
Kathy Stewart
Eddy Snyder
Serge Valdez Ore
5 O'clock
Flash Laine
Siska
Tommy Raft
Parisian Rev

HAVANA
W. Reyes Ore
Tropicana
Gloria A Rolando
S Suarea Orq
A Romeu Orq
Benny More
Harmonic Q.

sans Soucl
Joan Weber
Sonia Calero
Victor Alvarex
Ortega Ore
Nadonal
Yvette Souviron
Barrancos

RENO
New Golden
The Jesters
Lewis A Sanchez
Mapes Skyroom
Helen Forrest
Jimmy Nelson
Skylets

Ed Fitzpatrick Ore
Riverside
Arthur Ellen
Boglnos
Starlets
Bill Clifford Ore

Phillj Cafes
Continued from page 64 ;

out of court the following day at
Magistrate’s hearings.'
License revocations were handed
down against the Manber Corp.,
which operates the Black Cat;
J. & E.-Inc., known as Lou’s MoraBar, and Catherine Carroll,
owner of the West Philly spot
known as Carroll’s. In addition, the
board said it had forfeited the
$2,000 bond of the Black Cat and
Lou’s Moravian. The price of a
liquor license on the current mar¬
ket in Philadelphia ranges from
$13,000 to $15,000. v
The revocations are effective
Nov. 20. The suspensions go into
effect Nov. 27. Besides charges of
lewd and immoral entertainment,
other violations included insuffi¬
cient food, permitting entertainers
to mingle with the customers, sales
to minors and irregularities in
street signs.
A suspension of 101 days was
drawn by the Cork Club, and other
suspensions included Tahiti Bar,
40 days; Big Bill’s, 45 days; Frolics
Bar, 35 days; Carman Bar, 40 days;
Bar-Sam Corp., 30 jiays; Gay Time
Bar, 35 days; Pacey’s Sho Bar, 45
days; Dumond’s Bar and Res¬
taurant, 40 days; Lynnewood Bar,
30 days, and La Petite, 40 days.
The op Hat Club' lost its liquor
license for 35 days for furnishing
entertainment without a permit.
'Absence No Excuse*
Alantic City, Nov. 13.

Sue Thompson
“When you operate a night club
Freddie Masters
you should know what goes on in
Sextette
Hacienda
the spot,”
Bilb' Ward
Eddie P.eabody.
Louis Feldman, owner of New
Daryl Harper Show
Torch Club, blue spot centrally
Bruce Havis >
New Frontier
located here, was told that in ef¬
Ella Fitzgerald
fect as the New Jersey Alcoholic
Shecky Green
Beverage Control Commission or¬
The Goofers
Steve Gibson Red¬
dered the club shuttered for 100
caps
days after agents reported visiting
Gil Bernal
Venus Starlets
it in midsummer and finding
Garwood Van Ore
“lewdness and immoral activity,
Riviera
“Frolics of '57"
foul, filthy and obscene conduct/
Llberace
It was the stiffest penalty meted
Jean Fenn
Helen Wood
out here in years.
Geo.\Libcrace Sym¬
Feldman said that he conducted
phony Ore.
Riviera Dancers
another business and had. no
Ray Sinatra Oro
knowledge of what transpired at
Sahara
Kay Starr
the spot. William Howe Davis,
Stanley Boys
state director of the ABC, said that
4 Step Bros.
SaHarera Dncrs
this was no excuse, and imposed
Ceo Davidson Oro
the penalty.
.
Sands
"Ziegfeld Folies’*
ABC charged that female imper¬
Lena Horne
sonators were permitted in the
Devoy Trio
Davis A Reese
tavern and that when agents vis¬
Copa Girls
Antonio Morclli Ore ited the place on July 28 and 29
Lillian Briggs
men and women were performing
Clark Bros.
acts “repugnant to common de¬
Morgan Bros.
Four Voices .
cency.” Two male bartenders and
Rounders
a woman who appeared to be man¬
Ernie Ross Trio
Showboat
ager did nothing to stop the “sor¬
Oscar Cartier
did exhibition,” Davis charged.
Tere Sheehan
Garr Nelson
Place can reopen on Feb. 13,
Showboat Girls
1957.
Mike Werner Ore
: i >
:l....
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New Acts
HENRI SALVADOR
Comedy, Songs
45 Mins.
Waldorf-Astoria, N. V.
In line with the Waldorf’s con¬
stant quest for offbeat bookings for
this Hilton flagship hotel, French
import Henri Salvador, given the
somewhat fancy billing of “grq$t
French fantaisiste” by veepee
Claude C. Philippe, makes his
American debut at the Empire
Room. He’s different, offbeat; with
a genuine sense of comedy values
—and a click.
French Martinique comedian
works in a milk-white, *tux*style
getup, alternates between mugging,
miming and music. He makes with
an energetic carioca style guitaring for the Portuguese numbers;
pantomimes effectively, with some
telling sound effects synchronized
on record to the business of gusta¬
tory “eating”; creates “family al¬
bum” style of pantomime; does
“Maladie d’Amour,” perhaps his
standout disk abroad, in straight
French balladeering style; panto¬
mimes “the king of the foxtrot”
(1925-style, which was given impor¬
tance with “Goulante de Pauvre
Jean”); has a funny concept of the
French brand of rock ’n’ roll; could
and should omit “deep sea diver”;
registers with a waltz ballad, utiliz¬
ing an effective revolving chan¬
delier, with its playing lights above
his portable podium, which enables
better vantage point.
With his wife as an effective
aide on the bandstand, for the syn¬
chronizations, the hokum sopranoing of “Fascination”; a “laughing
jag” recording, and a hokum fisti¬
cuffs panto makes for much good
humor.
He werks hard and, while occa¬
sionally spotty due to a little over¬
length and passible improvement
in routining—which will come to
him in short order—he comes off
with a strong score and to sincere
hand-to-hand music.
In thanking Ed Sullivan, who
first showcased him on two U. S.
video premiere guest-shots this
past month, and Philippe (whom
he dubbed “the emperor of the
Empire Room”), it accents that
Salvador’s best results are in the
visual, in-the-flesh idiom. Out of
context, such as tv guest-shots, he
is spotty. This vtas true of the two
Sullivan vaudeoers which, while
culling some of his best stuff,
somehow didn’t have .the progres¬
sively building effects as here.
Besides his wife, U. S. pianist
Bect^Bachrach is his Steinway
aide, not to mention the usually
tiptop Nat Brandwynne bandmen,
alternating with Mischa Borr’s
stock company musikers for the
relief sets. Premiere was given a
little fillip by Philippe staging It
under French Hospital benefit at
$25*a-head and to tumaway trade.
Vic Damone and Lena Horne, mak¬
ing her Waldorf^ debut, du£ next
in December ana January. Philippe
also has Marcel Marceau slated to
reopen the room next fall. AbcZ.
DOLLY LYON
Songs
6 Mins.
Apollo, N. Y.
With polishing and more season¬
ing in the biz, Dolly Lyon, colored
looker with a pleasant voice, could
move up the rock ’n* roll ladder.
She has some stage presence, but
needs. better mike technique and
more color in her voice, for better
results.
*
In her two numbers which open
this week’s Apollo bill, she pro¬
jects a good deal of feeling, despite
the above-mentioned limitations.
She does better with a fast take¬
off on “Teardrops” than with
the slow blues number “You’ve
Changed/*
Horo.

ANGEOL TRIO t3)
Dance
12 Mins.
Apollo, N. Y.
An exciting act that literally
breathes with fire is offered by the
Angeol Trio. .The threesome, two
males and one femme, have con¬
cocted a. takeoff on native Jamai¬
can dances, utilizing some tricks
with fire that command attention.
One of the colored trio, a tall,
lithe lad, plays around with flames
on stage and plunges flaming
sticks in his mouth. The fire tricks
are integrated in the dance se¬
quence to good effect. All three
have a lot of vitality and* show
some individual style, generating
an interest with color, props as
well. They could climb to higher
horizons if they would put more
polish on their dancing which, at
this stage, appears to lack a more
seasoned accent.
Horo.
EARLE & VAUGHAN
Comedy# Songs
14 Mins.
Empire, Glasgow
Kenneth
Earle
& Malcolm
Vaughan, both young performers
with potential, will have to re¬
shape their comedy-cum-singing
act if they aim at further suc¬
cesses.
As is, act, while entertaining to
a degree, lacks pace, and is too
studied in its breaks for Vaughan,
an accomplished singer in his own
right, to break into warbling of
pops.
Individually, both could
shape up comfortably as solo turns,
but as a double their routine
needs revision and sharpening.
F’rinstance, act would benefit from
greater speed, and cues for a song
from Vaughan should come more
naturally.
Earle has an aptitude for comicking, and scores with an eccen¬
tric dance and hysterical laff.
Vaughan, a former boy soprano,
gains merited palming for tunes
such as “Be My Love” and “Every
Day of My Life.” He reveals com¬
plete composure onstage and will
suffer only through lack of height,
i Okay act for vaude and tv, but
: that reshaping looms as a prime
necessity.
Gord.
TUMBLING TOMBOYS (3)
Acro-Dance
8 Mins.
Empire, Glasgow
Three girls have agility and tal¬
ent in dance and tumbling chores.
Trio work qut their routines on
red matting, and gain solid palm¬
ing for cartwheels, back somer¬
saults, leaps and acro-groupings.
In key with name of act, one gal
plays up the tomboyish angle in
comedy touches, and also links
somersaults with the splits. More
mitting from outfronters as an¬
other of trio skips on her hands
over swinging rope.
Okay act for vaude and tv, and
useful openers to vaude layouts.
Gord.

DOLPHtlS PRINCE
Songs *
5 Mins.
Apollo, N,Y.
Clearly a novice without too
much stage savvy is Dolphus
Prince. His lack of experience is
somewhat compensated by a fairly
nice voice, but if he’s to continue
to ally himself with rhythm and
blues, he’ll have to loosen up and
not be 90 wooden'.
For his stint, he belts out
“Beguine” and “Earth Bound” in
a romantic blues fashion which,
with some personality projection,
could hit par -for the course. Hav¬
ing a Voice isn’t enough. Horo.
GLORIA LYNN
Songs
6 Mins.
Apollo, N.Y.
A miniature colored version of
Dagmar, Gloria Lynn plays her sex
for all its worth and, considering
her proportions, well sketched out
in a tight fitted gown, she has
something to offer. But in the
voice department, she’s lacking,
needing a good deal of coaching
before she’ll find a niche for her
range.
Despite the less than adequate
vocalizing with “Billy Boy” and
“Call Me Darling.” she compen¬
sates somewhat • with her delivery
and curves.
Horo,

HANNA AHARONI
Songs
20 Mins.
Drap D’Or, Paris
Swarthy, diminutive Israeli girl
sports a native costume with a dash
of orientalism in it, and her ap¬
pearance also has an Eastern look.
However, she has a solid profes¬
sional stance and a deep pungent
delivery which belts out her Israeli
songs for- taking effect. Voice
plunges into differing octaves to
underline and heighten her native
songs, dances and marches. She
looks like a good offbeat addition No London Cafe for Ray
for U.S. specialized boites or for
London, Nov. 13.
video showcasing.
Johnnie Ray has had to nix lan
Looks and vocalistics are rem¬ offer by the Cafe de Paris to star
iniscent somewhat of Yma Sumac. for three weeks from Dec. 3. He
Mosk.
is contracted in the States and can¬
not get Out of the bookings.
Ray is due here Nov. 25 for
Diok Hoffman is back at work as
an agent in Paul Mann’s office, “Sunday Night at the Palladium”
Chicago, after recuperating from and then does a ,week of one-night
stands.
an operation.
4-V‘J
1 C'0 a \i ct • t v J 5 »*.
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More Mail Order Mixup Gripes;
Bnt Are Hungs Better Than Ever?
Editor, Variety:

Your story in last week’s issue
about mishandling of theatre tick¬
ets was excellent. I, too, have been
a victim and am quite ready to re¬
frain from my past practices of
sending for tickets in advance. If
others join, as they doubtlessly will,
borderline play? will take a beating.
It’s difficult to plan theatregoing
ahead when boxoffices are lax in
promptly handling requests. In¬
stead of giving service to loyal
patrons, ticket handlers have devel¬
oped an attitude of unconcern.
Particularly, my gripe is against
the “Li’l Abner” situation. Some
time ago, I sent for tickets for
New Year’s Eve, guiding myself by
the published prices. No mention
was made of scale hikes. Not all
shows hike the house on that eve¬
ning. My check was returned and
the upscaled New Year’s Eve prices
noted.
I assumed that if I sent the addi¬
tional funds, the available tickets
would be gone, so I sent for tickets
to another play, which had an ac¬
commodating ticket seller. I tried
again for “Li’l Abner” for another
evening. The check was sent back,
again, with notice that I had omit¬
ted specifying the price seats I
wanted and whether the request
was for matinee or evening. In
the meantime, a scrawl on my let¬
ter indicated that my date was
available.
Had they but looked at the,
amount on the check, they could
have deduced by simple arithmetic
the seats I wanted and the time.
I had stated the section desired
and it was obvious that the amount
of my check would have covered
my request. Certainly, the amount
enclosed would have been excessive
for the section stated during a low¬
er priced matinee performance.
So, I tried once more. Again,
the check was returned with notice
that seat§. were not available until
March. Well, I’ll just have to take
(Continued on page 77)

Off-B’way ‘Misanthrope’
Bankrolled for $12;000

Seeing Believin*
When the cast of the incom¬
ing melodrama, "‘Night of the
Auk,” received their first
week’s rehearsal pay, one of
the players noticed that film
actor Wendell Corey had an
odd expression as he tore
open the envelope and took
out $55, the Equity rehearsal
minimum,
“That must seem pretty
measly after the money you’ve
been making in Hollywood,”
the fellow-actor sympathized.
“Oh no, this is fine,” Corey
replied. “In fact, it’s a real
thrill. You see, my salary in
Hollywood is paid by check,
and it’s mailed directly to the
bank, after deductions for
taxes, agent’s commissions and
various other things,
“This is the first real cash
I’ve been paid since I left the
stage for pictures.”

Stephen Porter, whose produc¬
tion of “Misanthrope” opened Mon¬
day. (12) at Theatre East, N. Y., is
operating with $12,000 capital.
That’s shown in the limited part¬
nership agreement, under which
four contributors, including Porter,
put up $3,000 each for 123/£%
shares of the prospective profit
from the off-Broadway venture.
The other three backers appear
to be relatives of the producer. It’s
understood Porter has a two-month
lease on the theatre and is plan¬
ning other productions* Richard
Wilbui\ one of the lyricists on the
musical version of “Candide,” cur¬
rently breaking-in out-of-town, has ,
provided a new verse translation
for' “Misanthrope.”
Porter, incidentally, is a former
assistant professor of dramatic art
and literature at McGill U. and
Pre-Broadway road time is ex¬
director of the Montreal Repertory panding. Some of the extended
Co.
tryout tours are planned in ad¬
vance, while others are last-min¬
ute scrambles to meet unforeseen
complications.
The. latter cases generally stem
from either a theatre shortage on
Broadway or a show’s unexpected
need of drastic doctoring. In ei¬
ther circumstances, the lengthened
tour is apt to boost the budget to
or even ruinous
Backers of “Fanny” have received uncomfortable
100% profit thus far on their $275,- levels.
In the case of a tryout without
000 investment. That’s revealed in
the latest accounting on the David a definite New York theatre com¬
Merrick-Joshua Logan production. mitment, the management has no
The audit covers 18 weeks through choice but to stay on the road until
last Sept. 29. The net profit as of an acceptable house becomes avail¬
able. That, in turn, may compli¬
that date was $656,793.
It’s figured that profits accrued cate the booking situation out-oftown, as extended tryouts occupy
since
then
have
hiked
the
net
to
j
nearly $700,000. That’s without a theatres and crowd out other tour¬
sale of the film rights. An $82,500 ing entries.
Last-minute tryout extensions for
distribution at the time of the ac¬
counting 'brought the total divvy additional doctoring also bring
to $550,000, split 50-50 between complications for the management
in the postponement or loss of
the management and backers.
The audit, covering the summer New York theatre party bookings
slump period, reveals shrewd han¬ and shuffling of ticket sales for the
That’s
dling of the production. Despite cancelled performances.
dwindling grosses, the musical had one headache spared the producers
only two losing stanzas during the without New York theatre book¬
hot-weather period. That was when ings.
The
deliberate
booking
of
receipts dropped to $18,516 for a
I $4,374 loss one week and $24,073 lengthy tryout tours Is attributed
Chicago, Nov. 13.
to two major factors. One is that
for a $470 loss another.
Traditional legit curtain times
Waiving of royalties and office some managements feel the exten¬
are becoming passe here as man¬ expense on slack frames accounted sive tuneup time may be necessary
agements are experimenting to for the tuner making a profit on to doctor a show, particularly a
find formula for theatregoers in grosses running as low as $24,902. musical. The other is the hefty
what appears to have become a Also, with the exit of the original out-of-town boxoffice draw of a hot
"‘weekend town/’ Three of the five cosfears, Ezio Pinza and Walter Sle- property.
tourers currently anchored here zak, the cast salary was reduced
Shows such as “Auntie Marne,”
have juggled their weekend sched¬ substantially and now runs about with Rosalind Russell (now on
ules with a special eye to subur¬ $3,240 weekly. The total operating
(Continued on page 73)
banite patronage.
profit for the 18 weeks was $52,830.
Most radical experiment was 107th week at the Majestic Theatre,
blueprinted several weeks ago by N. Y., stars Billy Gilbert. It moves
Cy Fueur and Ernest H. Martin Dec. 4 to the Belasco Theatre to
for their production of “Boy make way for the incoming “Happy
Friend.” For the last two weeks Hunting.”
The asking price for the film
the musical has been on a nine-per¬
A British production of the tuner
formance schedule at the Black- opens Nov. 15 at the Drury Lane, rights to “Long Day’s Journey Into
Night”
is $500,000, plus a percent¬
stone Theatre, with 6 o’clock and London.
age of the world profits. Several
9:15 p.m, shows Saturday nights
studios
have indicated interests in
and a 3 o’clock matinee and a 7
the property, but there’s little
o’clock curtain Sunday nights.
prospect of an immediate deal.
Although the time changes
“Journey,” a posthumous auto¬
weren’t enough to offset the tradi¬
biographical drama by Eugene
tional election week slump during
Albany,
Nov.
13.
O’Neill,
opened to rave reviews last
the test span, they were reckoned
A musical tent will be opened week at the Helen Hayes Theatre.
sufficiently successful to become
next
June
near
the
Latham
Traffic
Frederic
March and Florence Elthe standard pattern not only for
the remainder of the Chicago stay, Circle just off the Albany-Saratoga dridge (Mrs. March) are costarred.
Road, about eight miles north of
Previous O’Neill plays adapted
but for the rest of the tour as well. here.
Eddie Rich, for three years for the screen have included “Anna
Show went back to eight per¬ producer
at the old Sacandaga Christie,” “Strange Interlude,”
formances this week with the Summer Theatre, will operate it.
“Mourning Becomes Electra,” “The
dropping of the Monday night
The producer will build a canvas- Hairy Ape,” a group of one-act
showings.
top theatre-in-the-round seating plays filmed as “Long Voyage
Jules Pfeiffer has adopted a sim¬ 2,000, to be called the Colonie Sum¬
Home” and “Ah, Wilderness” and
ilar weekend arrangement for mer Theatre.
a musical version of the latter,
“Witness for the Prosecution.” He
titled “Summer Holiday.”
has dropped the Wednesday and
Saturday matinees, scheduled 7 Theatre Nouveau Monde
o’clock and 9:30 performances Sat¬
Opens Season, Montreal •
Veteran Showman
.
urday nights and a 3 o’clock mati¬
Montreal, Nov. 13.
nee and a 7:30 p.m. curtain Sun¬
Le
Theatre
du
Nouveau
Monde,
Ralph
T.
Kettering
days.
Likewise, the management of local French language group, open¬
recalls
“No Time for Sergeants” at the Er- ed its sixth season last Tuesday (6)
with a repeat of Moliere’s “Le MaWhen ‘The Road9 Was a
langer has scrapped the typically lade
Imaginaire.” The show drew
slack midweek matinee in favor of
One-Nighter Path To
capacity audience in the 900-seat
a Sunday night performance start¬ aGesu
Theatre.
Fame and Fortune
ing at 7 o’clock. Switch was made
The*production, a standard with
last week with attendance close to the troupe, will continue through
** * *
capacity, more than doubling the November The cast is headed by
preceding Wednesday afternoon Guy Hoffman, Denise Pelletier and
an editorial feature In
receipts.
Huguette Oligny.
the upcoming
It’s expected that “Dajnn Yan¬
TNM has also announced a script
kees” will also drop the matinees contest for Canadian writers.
51st Anniversary Number
and light up the Shubert on .Sun¬
day nights after the Theatre Guildof
James Logan opens his produc¬
American Theatre Society sub¬ tion of “The Tormented,” by Brice
scribers arc taken care of the next Knox, tonight (Wed.) at Las Palmas
PSriety
two weeks.
Theatre, Hollywood.

Pre-B’way Tours
Getting Longer

‘Fanny’ Has 11%
Payoff to Date

Chi, Now ‘Weekend Town,’
Juggles Curtain Times
For Suburban Patrons

ASKING 500G PLUS 2
FOR ‘JOURNEY’ RIGHTS

Eddie Rich Plans New
Tunetent Near Albany

LEGITIMATE

P^RJETY
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Rising Beefs Over Stewed Legit
Critics and Misuse of Press Seats

-+

Hears! Giving Norton
Hefty Ballyhoo in Hub
Boston, Nov. 13.
Elliott Norton, drama critic of
the Boston Daily Record, is getting
an intensive buildup in an all out
promotional campaign of Hearst
editorial personalities in the Hub.
Norton, who was legit reviewer
for the Boston Post for 22 years
until its recent fold, then switched
to the Record and the Sunday Ad¬
vertiser, both Hearst publications.
Since hiring Norton, the Hearst
sheets have been putting more em¬
phasis on legit. Leo Gaffney re¬
mains drama editor of the Record,
with Peggy Doyle as drama-film
editor of the Evening American,
and Mary X. Sullivan covering
films and drama features in the
Sunday Advertiser.
Besides
his
Monday-through
Friday column tagged “Elliot Nor¬
ton Reports” in the Record the
legit aisle-sitter does a regular
Sunday piece in the Advertiser.

Seeking Shubert
Ticket Records
Philadelphia, Nov. 13.
Names and addresses of “scalp¬
ers” are sought by William Gold¬
man in a petition for deposition
hearings in his $2,100,000 anti-trust
suit in local Federal Court against
the Shubert theatre interests. The
requests call for the hearings to
begin Friday (16) in the office of
Goldmaq’s counsel, Harold E.
Kohn, who filed the suit Oct. 18.
Subsequent hearings are slated for
next Monday (19) at the U. S. Court
House, N. Pt
Kohn asks that the Shuberts re¬
veal to the court the identity of
any persons who sell tickets for
Shubert theatres at prices above
the boxoffice scale.
Lawrence
Shubert Lawrence, local Shubert
general manager, is expected to be
called as a witness in the pre-trial
proceedings here. Kohn also seeks
to learn the price at which the
Shuberts sell tickets to alleged
“scalpers.”
The deposition hearings will seek
to force the Shuberts to produce
records, including agreements,
leases, deeds and other data perti¬
nent to their operation. They are
also asked to produce “all records
of any receipts and disbursement
in connection with the sale of tick¬
ets to any attraction at any theatre
at a price in excess of the regular
boxoffice price printed on such
ticket.”
. Goldman’s suit charges that
Jacob J. Shubert and members of
his family and associates exercise
a “stifling monopoly” preventing
him from booking plays at his Erlanger Theatre here. The plain¬
tiff is using the recent newspaper
expose of alleged local ticket scalp¬
ing in his litigation against the
theatre chain.
About a month ago, following the
newspaper disclosures and the fil¬
ing of Goldman’s suit, Lawrence
cancelled the consignment privi¬
leges of two of the leading local
ticket agencies. The deals covered
the Shubert, Forrest, Locust and
Walnut Theatres, all operated by
the Shuberts.

Raising 90G Bankroll
To Stage Tailing Star*
The scheduled Charles BowdenRichard Barr-H. Ridgely Bullock
Jr. production of “Catch a Falling
Star” is budgeted at $90,000. . The
firm will also handle the direction
of the Meade Roberts play, with
Bowden in charge of the actual
staging. The three producers will
each receive a $200 weekly produc¬
ing and directing fee.
Miriam Hopkins is slated to star
in the piece, which tried out on the
strawhat circuit In 1955 under the
title, “A Palm Tree in a Rose Gar¬
den.” Others mentioned for the
cast include Barbara Baxley, Alice
Pearce and Grace Valentine. The
budget breakdown includes $22,850, physical production; $27,110,
rehearsal and pre-production ex¬
penses; $20,000, bonds, and $20,040, reserve.

A new wave of criticism appears
to be growing against, the New
York drama critics. This time, the
beefs involve what might be
termed unprofessional conduct
rather than the traditional charge
of “destructive”. reviews.
Various complaints have been
made to the League of N. Y. Thea¬
tres, but there’s considerable ques¬
tion what, if anything, the pro¬
ducer-theatre operator organiza¬
tion could or should do. A few at¬
tempts to the League (and one
such by the Dramatists Guild) to
deal with more or less similar situ¬
ations in the past have had little
or no result.
In one instance some years ago,
a critic was fired for drunkenness
at an opening, but that was on the
complaint of the management of
that specific show, rather than of
the League.
But critics’ stew
stuff, while always confined to a
few individuals, is as« old as show
biz.
Drunkenness is only one, though
perhaps the most serious, of the
causes of the latest surge of mana¬
gerial dissatisfaction with the crit¬
ics. The others, in which drama
editors and reporters, and column¬
ists and radio-tv commentators are
more involved, have to do with
misuse of opening-night or secondnight press seats and, in a very
few cases, “borrowing” money.
On the souse rap, three individu¬
als are generally cited. The most
notorious has been the object of
repeated squawks over the last 10
years or more, one being an official
protest from the Dramatists Gfuild
council. At one important pre¬
miere, this critic was obviously not
in condition to cover the show, and
staggered out of the theatre during
the first act. At his request tickets
were left for him for the second
night, but he failed to attend.
One critic always conducts him¬
self satisfactorily at the openings
,
(Continued on page 77)
j

‘Nude’Mgt. Bars Critic;
London Paper Reprints
Original Pan of Tryout
London, Nov. 13.
When its regular drama critic
was barred from the premiere of
Noel Coward’s “Nude with Violin”
last week, the London Evening
Standard retaliated by reprinting
its original pan of the show’s
Dublin tryout. Latter notice was
by second-stringer Philip Oakes,
during the vacation of the regular
reviewer, Milton Shulman.
The exclusion of first-stringer
Shulman by the show’s manage¬
ment, H. M. Tennent Ltd., was on
the ground that the Beaverbrook
paper had already covered it. The
play opened last Wednesday (7)
at the Globe Theatre here. It. had
toured briefly following its Dublin
breakin.
The original notice by Oakes re¬
marked that if “Nude” ever were
to reach London the age of
miracles has not passed. It added
that the play, described as a com¬
edy, emerged as a farce and ended
as a corpse. The review, under a
Sept. 25 dateline, opened with the
statement, “After last night’s un¬
veiling of ‘Nude with Violin’ at the
Olympia Theatre, Dublin, Noel
Coward should have more worries
on his mind than a 25,000 pounds
($70,000) claim by the British tax
collector.”
In reprinting the piece, the Eve¬
ning Standard preceded it with a
story about the barring of its
critic, under a three-column bold¬
face heading, “The Show They
Did Not Want Shulman to Re¬
view.”
London opening of “Nude Vio¬
lin” gets a “no** review in current
Variety.

'Anatomy’ Set for Solo
At Port Washington, N.Y.
“The Anatomy of Love,” a series
of scenes from the ancient Greeks
to the moderns, will be given a sin¬
gle performance next Sunday (18)
at the Port Washington (N. Y.)
High School. Sponsored by the
North Shore Community Arts Cen¬
ter, the presentation will be direct¬
ed by Jack Landau.
„ The professional cast will in¬
clude Earle Hyman, Jacqueline
Brooks, Pernell Roberts, Donald
Harron and Jan Ferrand.
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Shows on Broadway
Long Day’s Journey
Into Night
Leigh Connell, Theodore Mann & Jose
Quintero production of drama in four
acts by Eugene O'Neill. Stars Fredric
March,. Florence
Eldridge;
features
Jason Robards Jr.. Bradford Dlllman,
Katherine Ross. Staged by Quintero; set¬
ting, David Hays; lighting, Tharon Musser; costumes. Motley. At Helen Hayes
Theatre. N.Y., Nov. 7. '56; $6.90 top
<$8.05 opening).
James Tyrone . Fredric March
Mary Cavan Tyrone.... .Florence Eldridge
James Tyrone Jr..Jason Robards Jr.
Edmund Tyrone .Bradford Dlllman
Cathleen .. Katherine Ross

cured during & sanatorium stay, re¬
lapses into the drug habit, the fa¬
ther breaks down and bares his
guilt-ridden background, the older
son maudinly confesses the psy¬
chotic mixture of hate and love he
feels for his brother, and the latter
gets the dread news that he is
tubercular.
All the dark, anguished personal
| secrets are revealed as the author
mercilessly exposes the weakness| es of his family and bares his own
lacerated soul. The characters lash
at each other and themselves, tear¬
ing pretenses, dignity and emotion
to shreads. Then, understanding
and sympathizing and loving each
other, they are, contrite and for¬
giving and intuitively considerate.
March gives a virtuoso perform¬
ance in the painful, complex and
exhausting role of the father. It is
a masterpiece of projected-fromwithin emotional acting, skillfully
varied and paced and rising to a
stunning climax in the revealing
final scenes.
Miss Eldridge presents a believ¬
able and touching portrayal of the
pitiful mother who never really
emerged from emotional immatur¬
ity and has never found inner se¬
curity or the strength or stability
to face maturity. Without un¬
derscoring the emotional dynamite
in the role, she succeeds in clarify¬
ing the character and giving poignance to certain scenes.
Jason Robards Jr., who recently
drew enthusiastic attention with
his performance as the focal char¬
acter, the traveling salesman,
Hickey, in the current off-Broadway production of O’Neill’s “Ice¬
man Cometh,” gvies a scorching,
expertly-pyramided portrayal o1
the sneering, contradictory and
somehow sympathetic older broth¬
er. It is a powerhouse of a part
and he comes through with a rousingly pyrotechnical performance.
Bradford Dillman gives dimen¬
sion and warmth, with an artful
blend of strength and gentleness,
to the part of the younger son.
which O’Neill apparently did not
visualize in quite the bravura col¬
ors of the other members of the
family. Katherine Ross plays the
summer maid with winning direct¬
ness.
Jose Quintero’s staging keeping
the marathon drama Shoving de¬
spite the dearth of physical action,
and builds up emotional tension to
the overpowering final climax.
David Hays has designed an art¬
fully moody setting with a sugges¬
tion of thickening fog outside the
row of windows at the rear. Tharon Mussel* has devised suitably
murky lighting and Motley has
provided unobstrusively proper
costumes.
“Journey” is believed to have
been started by O’Neill around
1938 or 1939 and was completed
about eight years ago. When the
author'turned over the manuscript
to Random House he gave instruc¬
tions that it 'be put away unread
until 25 years after his de$th.
Some time after he died in 1953
his widow, former actress Carlotta
Monterey, revealed that he had
confided to her that the need for
the suppression of the drama no
longer existed, and she arranged
for its publication and production.
The play was first produced last
February in Stockholm, where
O’Neill works have been done
more than anywhere else and
where he is held* in great esteem.
It was later done elsewhere in
Europe. The present Broadway
production is presented by Leigh
Connell. Theodore Mann and
stager Quintero They were of¬
fered the script by Mrs. O’Neill, on
the basis of their successful offBroadway edition of the author’s
“Iceman Cometh.”.
Hobe.

Out of the torture of his own
life, Eugene O’Neill wrung what
may stand as his finest play, “Long
Day’s Journey Jpto Night.” It is
a
monumental,
overwhelming
drama, terrible in its ruthlessness,
searing in its self-revelation, exalt¬
ing in its pity and shattering in its
impact.
This agonizing tragedy, one of
the great plays of the American
stage, gives Fredric March and
Florence Eldridge the triumphant
performances of their careers. It
held the opening night audience
at the Helen Hayes Theatre spell¬
bound and brought., a roaring trib¬
ute at the final curtain. It is a tre¬
mendous, inspiring play, beautiful¬
ly produced and magnificently
acted.
Despite its unrelievedly sombre
tone and almost four-hour length,
“Journey” is an unforgettable
theatrical experience and is likely
to have a good run. It won’t ap¬
peal to diversion-seekers, but it’s
the sort of show that a fairly siz¬
able public will feel it must not
miss.
“Journey” represents O’Neill’s
personal testament, a drama that
must have gnawed at him, demand¬
ing to be written. The Writing must
have been an excruciating ordeal,
but‘perhaps at the same time a
cleansing relief. It is a painful
work for the audience, too, but
also an inspiring and even an up¬
lifting experience.
This is the dreadful story of
O’Neill's family, a picture of a
background so degrading that it
saddened the playwright’s whole
life. The play shows the aujthor’s
drunken actor-father as a psycho¬
pathic miser who wouldn’t pay for
a first-class doctor for his wife and
was thus responsible for her be¬
coming a dope fiend, and who tried
to skimp on his son’s tuberculosis
treatments, even at the risk of
death.
It presents the mother as a pa¬
thetic, wrecked woman who', hav¬
ing been hated by her own mother
and spoiled by her father, was able
to cope with life only as a girl in
a convent. Emotionally immature,
harried by guilt feelings and con¬
scious of her inadequacy, she was
lonely, frighten'ed and helpless,
finding insensible refuge in nar¬
cotics.
The older brother, whom O’Neill
apparently hated in real life, is i evealed as cynical, drunken, dis¬
solute. malignantly jealous, .bent
on self-destruction and with a
fiendish compulsion to drag his
younger brother into degradation
with him. O’Neill himself is drawn
as sensitive, moody, drunken youth
with a yearning for beauty and a
feeling for poetry, frightened at
the knowledge that he was a con¬
sumptive, horrified at his family
surroundings and hating his family
while at the same time tinderstanding and loving them.
The family in the play is named
Tyrone. The father, James Tyrone
is in reality the author’s father,
James O’Neill, who was a success¬
ful but by no means great actor
known chiefly for his years-long
road tours in “The Count of Monte
Cristo.” The mother, Mary Cavan
Tyrone, is O’Neill’s mother, Ella
Quinlan O’Neill. The brother,
James Tyrone Jr., is the author’s
Tlao Teahouse of the
own brother, the late James
August Moon
O’Neill Jr. (whom he has also por¬
N. Y. ’'City Center Theatre Co. (Jean
trayed scathingly in “Moon for Dalrymple,
director) revival of comedy
the Misbegotten”).
in three acts (10 scenes) by John Patrick,
on the novel by Vern Sneider.
‘ One of the shocking revelations based
Stars Rosita Diaz, Gig Young, John Alex¬
in the play is that the elder ander;
features Barnard ‘Hughes, Michi
O’Neills also had another son, who Kobi. Staged by Billy Matthews; settings
and lighting, Peter Larkin; costumes,
died at the age of two, of measles. Noel
Taylor; music composed and con¬
It’s plainly suggested that James, ducted by Dai-Kcong Lee. At City Cen¬
then a jealous child of seven, had ter Theatre, N.Y.» Nov. 8, *56; $3.80 top.
Sakini .
Rosita Diaz
the disease and although repeated¬ Sgt.
Gregovich . Paul Davis
ly warned to keep away from the Col. Purdy . John Alexander
Capt.
Fisby
..
Gig Young
infant, nevertheless deliberate¬ Old Woman . Naoe
Kondd
ly infected him.
Her Daughter .
Christal Kim
The drama is in four acts, but Children ...... Rosalind Gonzales, Rita
Gonzales, Ronny Gonzales
the first two acts are played with¬ Ancient Man .Yen
Kim
out intermission. The locale is the Mr. Sumata. DavidSoo
Reward
His
Father
.
Jerry Fujikawa
large but threadbare living room
Mr. Hokaida.Man Mountain Dean Jr.
of a rambling, rundown summer Air.
Seiko .. Jim RusseU
home beside the sea. (The O’Neills Mr. Oshira ..
Tura Nakimura
had such a place at New London, Mr. Onvura .... Karaji Seida
Mr.
Keora . Aki Aleong
Conn., at the time, 1912, when the Villagers.Minoru
Watanabc, Conrad
playwright was 23). There are only
Yama, Mark Satow, Leon
.
„
Moore, Yoji Matsuoka
five characters, including the fam¬
Miss Higa Jiga<-.Shizu Moriya
ily and a young “second girl” ser¬ Ladies
League for Democratic Action
vant (the cook remains offstage,
Tafa Lee, Helen Lee, Anne Jung,
Kim, Naoo Kondo
as do the relatively few other char¬ Lotus BlossomChristal
. Michi Kobi
acters mentioned).
Capt. McLean . Barnard Hughes
The action covers from early
morning to about nrdnight of a
Even “The Teahouse of the Au¬
single catalytic day, during which gust Moon” can be spoiled by in¬
the mother, thought to have been different performance. The N. Y.

City Center Theatre demonstrates
that in this initial production of
its three-show fall season.
The John Patrick dramatization
of Vern Sneider’s novel, one of the
delightful comedies of recent
years, is given a broad, meander¬
ing performance in this pop-price
presentation. Although the humor
and engaging quality aren’t com¬
pletely lost, the show now lacks
the finesse and charm it had
on Broadway and presumably re¬
tained on tour.
Perhaps “Teahouse” is too sub¬
tle for the City Center,‘where deli¬
cate effects tend to be lost on the
huge stage and in the expansive,
poorly accoustical1 auditorium, and
where the stock setup permits only
two weeks’ rehearsal and the low
budget limits salaries to the $85
Equity minimum. In this instance,
however, it appears that Jean
Dalrymple’s “stunt” casting may
have been an added handicap.
Whatever the reason or reasons,
“Teahouse” isn’t its old self. Who
would guess that this play won the
Puitzer Prize, the N. Y. Drama
Critics Circe Award and various
other citations, that it enchanted
audiences on Broadway and back
and fourth across the country, and
earned a mint for everyone con¬
cerned?
For this production, the key role
of Sakini, the Okinawan interpre¬
ter, diplomat and fixer, is played
by Rosita Diaz, a Spanish-born,
U.S.-resident actress who por¬
trayed it in Mexico City last sea¬
son and subsequently in a Govern¬
ment-sponsored Latin American
tour. That Spanish language edi¬
tion of the comedy was also
presented by Miss Dalrymple, City
Center director, in partnership
with Rita Allen.
Miss Diaz gives the part a stren¬
uous workout, making Sakini
rather a hoyden, with a difficultto-catch mixture of Spanish and
Oriental pidgin-English accents,'a
determined smile and the substitu¬
tion of good humor for comedy
technique. She looks as if, in be¬
coming clothes, she might be a
handsome woman, and presumably
in a mox*e suitable role she is a
talented actress. But as Sakini she
is miscast.
As the likeable misfit, Capt.
Fisby, costar Gig Young has en¬
gaging affability, but hasn’t been
ab e to get inside the character in
the brief rehearsal period avail¬
able. John Alexander, who’s given
many excellent performances on
Broadway (notably as the reluctant
bridegroom
in “Morning’s at j
Seven” and as the trumpet-blow- i
ing “Teddy Roosevelt” in “Arsenic
and Old Lace”), hammers a bit
hard as the bombastic Col. Purdy.
Since he is a good actor and played
the part for many months in a
touring company, the difficulty in
this case must be inadequate re¬
hearsal and possibly faulty direc¬
tion.
Michi Kobi is a nifty looker as
the geisha, Latus Blossom, and
Barnard Hughes has effective mo¬
ments as the horticulture-happy
Army psychiatrist, Capt. McLean,
while a number of supporting play¬
ers from the Broadway company
give reasonable facsimilies of their
original performances. But that’s
about it.
The staging of Billy Matthews
reflects his familiarity with the
script (he was stage manager of
the Broadway edition for many
months and repeated Robert
Lewis’ original staging for the
touring versions), but hasn’t cap¬
tured the deftly infectious quality
“Teahouse” once had.
Presumably the Center will im¬
prove with its next two presenta¬
tions of-the season, Helen Hayes
in Tennessee Williams’ “Glass
Menagerie” and Charlton Heston
in the Thomas Heggen-Joshua
Logan “Mister Roberts.” Hobe.

SCHEDULED N. Y. OPENINGS
(Theatres indicated if set)
Girls of Summer, Longacre (11-19).
Happiest Millionaire, Lyceum (11-20).
Cranks, Bijou Cl 1-26).
Build With One Hand (11-28).
Candide, Beck (12-1).
Night of Auk, Playhouse (12-3).
Uncle Willie, Golden (12-5).
Happy Hunting, Majestic (12-6).
Everybody Loves Me, Bclasco (12-17).
Speaking of Murder (12-19).
Trollus & Cresslda, Winl. Card. (12-26).
Small War on Murray Hill (1-2).
Protective Custody Cl-7).
Waiting for Godot, Booth (1-9).
Clearing In Woods (1-9).
Hidden River (1-16).
Light a Penny Candle (1-16).
Waltz of Toreadors (1-17).
Catch Falling Star (1-24).
Visit Small Planet, Booth (2-7).
Hole In Head (2-27).
Zlcgfeld Follies (2-28).
Orpheus Descending (3-21).
First Gentleman (4-11).
New Girl in Town (5-8).

OFF-BROADWAY
Misanthrope, Theatre East (11-12).
Saint Joan, Phoenix (11-27).
9 toy Six, Open Stage (12-4).
Eagle Has Two Heads, Actors (12-4).
Lady From the Sea, Tempo (12-4).
Volpone, Rooftop (12-10).
Good Woman at Setuzan, Phoenix (12-18).
Purple Dust, Cherry Lano (12-27).
Shadow Years, Open Stage (1-8).
Measure for Measure, Phoenix (1-22).
Taming of the Shrew, Phoenix (2-13).
Duchess of Meifl, Phoenix (3-19).

Inside Staff-Legit
Max Eisen, pressagent for the Yiddish-American musical, “It’t a
Funny World,” at the Downtown National Theatre, N. Y., object* to a
recent Variety story on the state of the Yiddish Theatre, in which
negative comments about “World” were Included. He writes in part,
“Your correspondent was completely mistaken on the show, ‘It’s a
Funny World,’ which he reported about in that silly, insulting and mis¬
leading story. As it happens, at least six critics on six different New
York dailies found that ‘World’ was a very good and enjoyable Yiddish
musical play.”
Eisen also asserts, “More than 150,000 people will spend in excess
of $600,000 to see ‘World’ at the Downtown National Theatre within
the next 15 weeks. I think this alone, from one Yiddish Theatre, adds
up to a little more than ‘barely alive’.” (As noted in the Variety story,
the National is the only Yiddish-theatre currently operating on a full¬
time basis in New York.—Ed.)
The last of the four “old maid” longtime Broadway friends to get
married is Jessie Royce Landis, who was introduced to Major General
J. F. R. Seitz by General P. D. Ginder and his wife (Jean Dalrymple,
director of the N. Y. City Center Theatre) when Ginder was com¬
mander of. the famous Thunderbird (45th) Division in Korea and Gen¬
eral Seitz was his deputy. Miss Landis, who has been married before,
tied the knot wifh General Seitz in Teheran, Iran,* Oct. 31: The
groom commands the U. S. Military Mission with the Iranian Army.
The original femme four comprised Nedda Harrigan (now Mrs.
Joshua Logan), Paula Laurence (Mrs. Charles Bowden) along with
Misses Dalrymple and Landis.
Chicago Sun-Times readers, vox-popping in a recent Sunday edition
“how best to recapture the lost theatre audience,” stressed lower
prices, early curtains, eradication of ticket brokers and decentralization
of theatres as principal suggestions. The question was introduced by
Sun-Times book and drama critic-editor Herman Kogan, who ran a
condensation of the replies.

Shows Out of Town
Build With One Hand
New Haven, Nov. 7.
Playwrights* Co. production of drama
in two acts (14 scenes) by Joseph Kramm.
Stars Elliott Nugent, Geraldine Fitzgerald;
features Larry Gates. Russell Hicks. Paul
Lipson, Arthur Jarrett. Co-staged by tlue
author and Warren Enters; sets and
lighting, Howard Bay; incidental music,
Douglas Townsend;" costume supervision,
Dorine Ackerman; production associate,
Sylvia Drulie. At Shubert Theatre, Nov.
7, '58; $4.50 top.
Tom . Johnnie Doyle
Dr. Brothers . Elliott Nugent
Myra Brothers
Geraldine Fitzgerald
Marilyn .
Jada Rowland
Mr. Maguire .William E. Tierney
Logan Harvey.
Larry Gates
Orr
. Tom Emlyn Williams
Lambrldes .
Peter Xantho
Heffernan . Stanley Tackney
Mrs. Noesting...Claire Waring
Mrs. Maguire
.
Anne Ives
Edward Whitlock - . .. P’ul Lipson
Mr. A . Robert W. Stewart
Mr. B . Clarence Nordstrom
Mr. C
.
Earl George
Henry Wilkins . Russell Hicks
Lucy Harvey . Iris Whitney
Herman Klinger.Anatol WInogradoff
Arlene
. Genevieve Griffin
Arthur Harrison . Arthur Jarrett

“Build With One Hand” is a play
about a man who reaches for a
star and settles for an ordinary
cloud. The fact that this particular
star is attainable, actually right in
his grasp, and then is tossed away
through perverseness, tends to de¬
stroy sympathy and makes the
show, in its premiere status, an
almost-but-not-quite prospect.
The Joseph Kramm drama has
numerous assets, including a good
cast, stretches of well written
dialog, an interesting premise and
a quality physical production. But
it comes across as a sketchy, pre¬
dominantly static work that could
not stand the Broadway gaff in its
present shape. The central charac¬
ter tends to deprive the script of
its point, so the problem of doctor¬
ing is a big question mark.
Story concerns a young midwest
doctor, already successful as a
practicing specialist but with a
dream of establishing a free clinic
of his own. After overcoming
apathy, envy and varied opposition,
he is on the verge of realizing his
ambition, but has to step out be¬
cause of leaving others to complete
the plan, while he settles down to
the “security” of routine practice.
As the visionary doctor, whose
real motive is not so much chari¬
table as an attempt to prove him¬
self, Ellliott Nugent gives a true
reading of the * not-too-pleasant
man at odds with himself. Geral¬
dine Fitzgerald conveys an accu¬
rate picture of the wife .who ulti¬
mately convinces him to limit his
aspirations to his own capabilities.
There is also good featured sup¬
port from Larry Gates as an under¬
standing partner in the clinic proj¬
ect, Russell Hicks as- a top brass
medical specialist, Paul Lipson as
a sly medical association exec who
tries to stymie the plan, and Ar¬
thur Jarrett, whose version of a
wealthy “touch” gives the play its
only refreshing laughter.
Decor emphasizes simplicity,
with detail left to imagination. An
upstage steel skeleton of- the
projected clinic building serves as
an interesting background for the
action. The staging by the author,
in cooperation with Warren Enters,
has numerous curtains drifting off
into space, and only intermittently
focuses the action.
Play’s title refers to the weak¬
ness of the central character, who
“builds with one hand while he
destroys with the other.” Bone.

Everybody Loves Me
Princeton. Nov. 8.
Max Gordon production of three-act
comedy by Mannie Manheim and Arthur
Marx. Stars Jack Carson; features Tem¬
ple Texas, Pat Harrington, Conrad Janis,
Robert Pastcne. Staged by Robert B. Sin¬
clair; settings and lighting, Edward Gil¬
bert; costumes. Guy Kent. At McCarter
Theatre, Princeton, Nov. 8, '56.
Teddy Pinkham i.
Pat Harrington
Bascom
.Emory Richardson
Gordon Williams. Jack Carson
Richard Hesslcr . Harry Worth
Violet Anderson .Temple Texas
Rex Kane .Robert Pastene
Johnny Williams ... - Conrad Janis
Judy Marshall
.Marion Randall
Smedley Borthwick . Matt Crowley
Irwin Tucker .Truman Smith
Ernest Bragan . Ralph Purdoro

“Everybody Loves Me” is a fast,
hard-hitting, insidey comedy about
an egomaniacal tv entertainer who
gets his comeuppance the hard
way and all at once. Played oy
Jack Carson, the protagonist
emerges as mean, ambitious and
somehow pathetic as his son breaks
away from his control, his fiancee
leaves him and his sponsor threat¬
ens to give him the gate.
In short, the story Mannie Man¬
heim and Arthur Marx have to tell
is basically serious and even sad,
but it is so packed with gags, so
well produced and so briskly acted
that except for the really key mo¬
ments all the better pills are sugarcoated.
Robert B. Sinclair has directed
at a headlong pace and occasional¬
ly the actors rush their lines and
step on each others’ gags, but for
the most part the three acts (six
scenes) race by like a crack train.
Carson is excellent as the aging
tele star who has come up from
vaudeville. He’s hammy, tough
and whimsical by turns and makes
the best of a difficult role. Notable
in the good supporting cast are
Pat Harrington as a former bur¬
lesque stage-manager now the
star’s flunky. Temple Texas as a
model engaged to the star, Robert
Pastene as a cynical writer and
Conrad Janis as the rebellious son.
A handsome Park Avenue apart¬
ment set by Edward Gilbert
rounds out this Max Gordon pro¬
duction of a well-constructed play.
It has power, pace and verisimili¬
tude, wifh perhaps too much of
the latter for matinee audiences.
Although there are obvious par¬
allels between the star character
and various entertainers, the au¬
thors carefully state that all char¬
acters are fictitious. Perhaps so,
but they're certainly alive enough
to demand attention, if not respect.
Ward.

Night of the Auk
Washington, Nov. 12.

Kermlt Bloomgarden
production of
drama in three acts, by Arch Oboler,
Staged by Sidney Lumet; scenery, cos¬
tumes and lighting, Howard Bay. Stars
Claude Rains, Wendell Cory, Christopher
Plummer; features Dick York, Martin
Brooks. At Sam S. Shubert Theatre,
Washington, D. C., Nov. 12, '56; $3,84 top.
Dr. Bruner . Claude Rains
Col. Thomas Russell .Wendell Cory
Lewis Rohnen .Christopher Plummer
Lt. “Mac" Hartman.Dick York
Lt. Gen. Kephnrt ....... Martin Brooks

Washington, Nov. 12.
“Night of the Auk” is a vehe¬
ment propaganda tract. It urges
the human race to act before it
destroys the earth in atomic or hy¬
drogen warfare. Arch Oboler piledrives home his lesson in an un¬
relievedly stark play which winds
up In a Gotterdammerung for all
humanity.
The play has great dramatic ln(Contihued on page 74)
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Shows Abroad
Nude With Violin
London, Nov. 8*
H. M. Tennent Ltd. presentation of comejjy in two acts' (five scenes) by Noel
Coward. Stars John Gielgud, -Joyce Carey,
David Horne, Kathleen Harrison.
Co¬
staged by Gielgud and Coward; decor,
Paul Anstee. At Globe Theatre, London,
Nov. 7, '56;
2.35 top.
Sebastlen .John Gielgud
Marie-Celeste .Gillian Webb
Clinton Preminger, Jr......John Sterland
Jsobel Sorodin .Joyce Carey
Jane ..
Ann Castle
Colin .\.Basil Henson
Pamela .. Patricia Ilaine
Jacob Friedland . David Horne
Anya Pavlikov . Patience Collier
Cherry-May Waterton.. Kathleen Harrison
Fabrice
.Douglas Bobinson
Obadiah Lewellyn .Thomas Baptiste
George.
.Keith Green
Lauderdale .
Nicky Edmett

Only someone of the stature of
Noel Coward could recruit a cast
of this calibre for such an incon¬
sequential play. Indeed, there is
a'most something impish m the
author-director’s legacy to the
West End after hot-footing it to
Jamaica, where the sun shines
more regularly and the tax man
calls less frequently.
“Nude with Violin” is a frail,
repetitious effort, with dialog too
often resembling a gag-man’s
script. There are funny lines, but
a*$o large and laborious passages.
All told, therefore, this must rely
on the considerable name value of
the author and a magnificent cast
headed bv John Gielgud.
There is enough substance in the
comedy to sustain a not-too-long
one-acter, but by repeating the
basic incident four times. Coward
has stretched it out to a five scene
play and not even his wit, nor the
ingenuity of the cast can effective¬
ly save it. The story, is about a
hoax, but to some measure the au¬
thor is also hoaxing his public with
b'g names. He’s certainly not add¬
ed to his reputation, whatever the
financial outcome may be.
As the play opens, the estranged
family of a famous artist is re¬
turning from his funeral and there
are shocks ahead for them as they
learn that his whole career has
been founded on a fraud. He had
never -painted one of the pictures
bearing his name and getting high
prices among art connoiseurs.
Some were produced by a Russian
princess, others by a chorus-girl,
both former mistresses. Still others
were done by a hymn-singing Ja¬
maican Seven Day Adventist and
the remainder by the 14-year-old
son of his manservant, played by
Gielgud. Each ghost-artist must
be bought off, not only to preserve
the family name, but to safeguard
the integrity of an old friend, an
art critic played by David Horne.
The first revelation of the fraud,
made by Gielgud, makes its com¬
edy impact, but the repetition be¬
comes more than tedious and the
final episode is almost preposter¬
ous. If there is predit in the pro¬
duction it must be b.estowed on
Gielgud himself, who, not only is
responsible for the staging (in col¬
laboration with the author), but
V^ose performance as the crooked,
scheming, multi-lingual valet hits
a light comedy note of considerab1® professionalism.
Other notable performances are
contributed by Kathleen Harrison,
Mhose dialog is largely restricted
to fractured French, David Horne
as the critic, Joyce Carey as the
artist’s wife and Patience Collier
as the voluble princess.
Ann
Castle, Basil Henson and Patricia
Paine also make positive contribu¬
tions, but the total isn’t much.
Myro.

The Devil’s Disciple
" London, Nov. 9.
Tennent Productions* revival of comedydrama In three acts (five scenes) by
George Bernard Shaw. Stars Tyrone
T>-wer; features David Langton. Zena
Walker, Dorothy Bromiley, Noel Willman.
S*-'ed by Willman; decor. Anthony HolPnd.
At Winter Garden Theatre, Lon¬
don, Nov. fl, '56; $2.35 top.
W-*. Dudgeon . .loan MacArthur
y

•-‘•e

.Dorothv Bromiley

G’'r,sty .
James Bi’ee
. n'hony Anderson.D'wld L*n«rton
- ''Mth Anderson ..Zena Walker

I • ’vyer Hawkins . Eric Chitty
'" “’Uam Dudgeon . Tom Chatto
“ s. William Dudgeon
.. Betty Turner
■' •. T*+us Dudtreon William Macllwraith

A ’s. TUus Dudgeon .Barbara Hicks
T'‘'*hard Dudgeon .Tyrone Power
Sergeant
. .
John Gray
Wii. Swindon ....Lockwood West
G'mi. Burgoyne . Noel Willman
Mr. Brudenell.Leslie Kyle
Originally presented $n an outof-town tour earlier this year and
put into cold storage while Tyrone
™wer was on a film assignment,
‘<nmie Devil’s Disciple” is the major
contribution of the West End
theatre to the George Bernard
SMw centenary celebrations. It’s
a Mndsome tribute.
'' S appeal is largely dependent
on the star. The play was already
widely known,'of course, and its
audience must have been substanti¬
ally increased when it was aired on
television a month or two ago,
“Disciple” is one of the rare ex¬
amples of Shaw stressing pure
theatre rather than using the stage
as his personal platform, and in
the title role he conceived a char¬
acter who* believed in actions

rather than .words, Tyrone Power’s
interpretation of the rebellious
Dick Dudgeon, who. is prepared to
sacrifice his own life to save the
neck of a minister of religion, is
vital, dashing and satisfying.
As played by the star, the role is
the plum of the play, with what
seem the best lines and situations.
Among the other actors there are
telling performances rby David
Langlon as the minister, Zena
Walker as his wife, Dorothy Bro¬
miley as the illegitimate Essie and
Noel Willman as Gen. Burgoyne.
The latter’s playing in the juicy
last two scenes is one of the most
impressive things in the production.
„ ,
Willman also acquits himself ad¬
mirably as the stager and the lively
production is a substantial credit
to him. Anthony Holland’s decor
suitably serves the needs of the
play.
Myro.
The Lady Railings On
Parade
London, Nov. 7.
Jack Hylton presentation of a revue in
two acts <17 scenes) by members of The
Grand Order of Lady Ratlings. Stars Joan
Turner, Maudie Edwards, Doris Hare,
Gladys Hay, Bertha Wilmot. Staged by
Marjorie Risjtori. At Adelphi Theatre,
London, Nov. 6, '56; $2 top.
Cast
also
includes
Sunny
Rogers,
Phyllis
Holden, Maureen
Mulchinock,
Carole Calores. Marjorie Manners, Adele
French, Dorothy Marno, Mabel Crowther,
Brenda Orton, Meggie Warriss, Ninon
Bandaret, Rhoda Rogers, Joan Hurley,
Helga Barry, Linda Joyce, Charmlan Innes,
Claire Ruane, Joy Ganjou, BilUe Brenchlcy, Joan Rohan, Doreen Harris, Dorothy
Black, Hazel Wilson, June Rlstori, Cathie
Haigh, Lucille Gaye, Jennie Gregson,
Dorita Chester, Vie Rlscoe, Elsie Percival,
Trixie Mason. Audrey Maye, Katie Kay,
LU O’Gorman, Josic Bradly, Grade Web¬
ster, Claire Romaine, Sylvia Dennis, Rosa¬
lind Heal, Marie Jackley, Sheila Law¬
rence, Ivy Benson girl band.

Jack Hylton’s presentation of
this femme revue on a three-week
stopgap basis, apparently follows
the popularity it achieved in a re¬
cent tv show. All the performers,
who are or were professionals and
are the wives of members of the
variety artists charitable associa¬
tion, the Water Rats, work hard to
keep the show going at a slick
pace, but poor material and a gen¬
eral lack of talent take a toll.
Joan Turner provides pleasant
relief with a gHb succession of im¬
personations, ranging from Vera
Lynn to Yma Sumac. She relies on
personal charm to get laughs, and
avoids the questionably blue
humor which is, the mainstay of
other members "of the cast. She
scores well with a straight operatic
rendering of “One Fine Day,” for
which she is best known.
Maudie Edwards sticks to her
formula of dialect impersonations,
adding a number of stale blue gags
to her repertoire. Hefty six-footer
Lucille Gaye is the bright spot of
the show with a witty skit illus¬
trating the hazards a tall girl en¬
counters at a dance. She completes
her solo spot Hat on her back after
contorting her not-so-easy-to-handle torso comically through waltz,
tango, quick step and jive.
Sketches fail to provide many
laughs, and altogether the show
lacks punch, but the heavy propor¬
tion of femmes in the audience on
opening night may be indicative of
the business to be done during the
three-week run.
Bary.
Ten Minute Alibi
London, Nov. 5.
James P. Sherwoods' revival of melo¬
drama in three acts by Anthony Arm¬
strong.
Features Arnold Bell, Conrad
Phillips and Jeremy Burnham.
Staged
by Jevan Brandon-Thomas; decor, Henry
Graveney.
At Westminster Theatre,
London, Nov, 2, *56; $2.20 top.
Hunter . Charles Leno
Philip Sevilla . Conrad Phillips
Betty Findon . Claire Caldwell
Colin Derwent .Jeremy Burnham
Miles Standing . Ralph Wilson
Insp. Pember .. Arnold Bell
Sgt. Brace ... Edward Cast

Although “Ten Minute Alibi”
was the ace murder thriller 23
years ago, this revival illustrates
the toll taken by tempus fugit.
That the play is antiquated is
obvious from the first few minutes,
and this low quality production
compounds the difficulty.
The
staging is casual and indefinite,
and the acting never reaches even
modest West End standards. It is,
all told, a pretty dreary affair,
which does little credit to anyone
involved.
The three-act thriller. ambles
along for most of the proceedings
without much impact. It shows be¬
lievable sign of life only in the
final act, in which the cops plod
their way through a mass of com
flicting evidence. The actual con¬
ception of the murder in a dream
and its execution in the second act
lack excitement and conviction,
and the alibi achieved by turning
the clock back 10 minutes would
probably ' deceive few modern
criminal investigators.
The players offer little to sustain
audience interest, with the pos¬
sible exception of Conrad Phillips
as the victim and Arnold Bell as
the Scotland Yard man. * Myro. ,

PfinifflrY

SPEW ACKS FOR BOOK
OF MUSICAL ‘BONDAGE’
Sam and Bella Spewack are re¬
portedly set to do the book for the
music^ version of W. Somerset
Maugham’s novel, “Of Human
Bondage.” The venture is planned
for Broadway production by song¬
writers Richard Adler and Bob
Merrill in conjunction with an
undesignated third partner, who’ll
handle the managerial details. The
tunesmiths will also contribute the
music and lyrics.
“Bondage,” which was originally
published in 1916, was twice
filmed in Hollywood, first in 1934,
with Leslie Howard starred and
Bette Davis featured, and-again in
1946, with Eleanor Parker, Paul
Henried and Alexis Smith starred.
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Ziegfeld Club’s 20th Amu Dinner
Recalls Origin of Charity Org
By BERNARD SOBEL

The 20th anniversary of the Zieg¬
feld Club’s dinner-dance at the Ho¬
tel Pierre (N. Y.) last Saturday
(10) was a sellout. Gladys Feld¬
man Braham, president, who is
chiefly responsible for the perma¬
nence of this charity organization,
opened the party by introducing
Harry Ilershfield, the Ponce de
Leon of humor, who emceed.
Program was a miniature repro¬
duction of “Follies” and Midnight
Roof highlights, with Meyer Davis,
long a sponsor of club activities,
providing • the orchestral back¬
ground. John Steel, an early Zieg¬
feld star, acted as narrator and
Will Rogers Jr. appeared as his
father, doing rope tricks and chat¬
tering about girls, shows and peo¬
ple. Judy Tyler, one of the stars
of “Pipe Dream,” impersonated
Washington, Nov. 13.
Lillian
Lorraine, with J. Fred
Washington is buzzing over the
possibility of Keith’s turning legit. Coots at the piano. Hal LeRoy
dances he had done ip
Announcement was made over duplicated
the last “Follies” and songstress
the weekend by Morris Cafritz that Norma
Terris,
one of the club's
he plans to convert the spot. The
members, sang, with
local builder-realtor disclosed that staunchest
chorus accompaniment, several of
he had just- purchased the Albee the hit numbers she created in
Bldg, as an investment and has “Show Boat.”
a special project in mind for the
The revue was originated and
1,900-seat theatre.
House is now operated as a fi-m produced by Janette Hackett, who
contributed
special lyrics, music
showcase by RKO Theatres, and
gets the bulk of the first run prod-, and air the choreography. Special
uct by RKO Pictures. Originally, orchestrations were the work of
it was the Keith vaude house in Howard Tifft and Meyer Davis, and
Washington and drew such promi¬ scenic decorations were by Frank
nent patrons as the late President Stevens and company.
The apogee of the program was
Woodrow Wilson, an avid vaude
the return to the footlights of Ed¬
fan in his day.
die
Dowling and Rae Dooley. He
“Washington can use another
legitimate theatre,” said Cafritz. reminisced about Ziegfeld, and
“Keith’s location is perfect for it. Miss Dooley (Mrs. Dowling) did
Properly redecorated and, perhaps, her cry-baby number, which in¬
expanded, it would make "a lovely spired the success of “Baby
showplace.” The new owner in¬ Snooks.”
dicated that he intends to an¬ Audience included Dr. Leo Michel,
nounce plans for modernization of first to offer his medical services
the building “in the not too distant to the club: Lawrence Cohen, first
to offer his legal services; Blanche
future.”
The lease of RKO Theatres on Ring, honorary member; Ada May,
Ziegfeld
star, and Cheney Johnson,
Keith’s expires in 1960, but can be
cancelled sooner by 30 months no¬ famed “Follies” photographer.
tice, Cafritz explained. On that
Sired as Publicity Stunt
basis, there is speculation here
The club was brought into exis¬
that the new owner of the property tence in 1936 as a publicity stunt
may be maneuvering to pressure for “The Great Ziegfeld.” "But, at
RKO Pictures for an increased the outset, the press was informed
rental when the present lease ends. that it was this writer's hope that
If, however, he intends to go the organization would become a
through with the proposal to-con¬ real and continuous charity.
vert the house to legit, a problem
Mary Alice Rice, who has since
would be posed for the RKO cir¬ become a foremost fashion com¬
cuit, which would lose its only out¬ mentator, was first president. Char¬
let in Washington. The operation ter members included
Grace
has always been profitable.
Moore, Mrs. Toots (“Baby”) Shor,
On the other hand, it might also and Louise (Mrs. Bugs) Baer,
be difficult for Cafritz to get legit whose spirit and wisdom helped
bookings.
So far, there aren’t carry the club over an emergency
enough plays to keep the Shubert period.
busy, almough the National does
Several prominent restaurateurs
book almost solidly for 12 months a offered to entertain at their own
year. Keith’s would have several expense and. the girls were guests
advantages over the Shubert.' It is of Gene Leone, Vincent Sardi Sr.,
better located, air-conditioned and and Leon & Eddie’s.
Dorothy
would probably have greater gross Brown Fox gave annual clambakes.
capacity.
Sam Lyons, Joyce Lynne and her
sister, Neva, provided an annual
outing at their summer home in
Darien, Conn. Other notables who
helped the club were bandmaster
Davis, and Walter Vincent, presi¬
- Continued from page 71
dent of the Actors’ Fund of
Broadway); “Bells Are Ringing,” America.
with Judy Holliday; “Happy Hunt¬
A Chicago branch was soon es¬
ing,” with Ethel Merman; “Happi¬ tablished with the help of Virginia
est Millionaire,” with Walter Pidg- and Meredith Howard. The open¬
eon, and “Li'l Abner,” point up the ing party there#included Anabelle
big hinterland b. o* potential. Of Whiteford, known as the “Gibson
those entries, “Abner,” which put Girl,” and Jessie Reed. Soon after,
in eight weeks on the road, bows Camille Laniere established a Hol¬
tomorrow (Thurs.) at the Majes¬ lywood branch; and Frances Up¬
tic Theatre, N. Y.
ton, “Whoopee” ingenue, organized
“Millionaire,” which preems at a Philadelphia contingent. Boston
the Lyceum Theatre, N. Y., next has an active chapter, with Fran¬
Tuesday i20), is a prime example ces Demarest Goulston, president.
of a play stretching its road time
Ziegfeld girls and their friends
because of the unavailability of a residing abroad came next. Jean
Broadway house. The production Tennyson gave a huge party at the
winds up a seven-and-a-half week, Ritz, Paris. Dolores, a Paris resi¬
five-city tour next Saturday (17) dent, was not well enough at the
in Boston.
time to attend, but guests attend¬
“Bells,” slated to preem Nov. 28 ing included Mr. and Mrs. Frank
at the Shubert Theatre, N. Y., is Storrs, of the N. Y. Theatre Pro¬
putting in six weeks out-of-town. gram Co.; Riva Reyes, Louis BrofhDitto for “Hunting,” which bows field, Beth Leary and Richard
Dec. 6 at the Majestic Theatre, Watts Jr.
N. Y. These two entries,- plus “Ab¬
Incidentally, during the progress
ner,” are musicals, while “Mame” of that particular party a curious
and “Millionaire” are straight thing happened. When Bromfield
started to lead the guests in singplays.
Although extended tryout tours .ing “A Pretty Girl Is Like a Mel¬
have been something of a phenom¬ ody,” the hotel residents com¬
enon this season, and to a lesser plained so bitterly about having
degree last season, there have their siestas disturbed that all the
been occasional such instances for guests and the elaborate buffet
many years. A notable case two had to be moved abruptly to an¬
years ago was - “Silk Stockings,” other part of the hostelry. Paris,
which first extended its scheduled city of gayety, put the lid down on
breakin in Boston and Detroit, Ziegfeld Club gayety.
staying out a total of 12 weeks.
In London Claire Luce, then ap¬

New Owner Hints Legit
Switch for Keith’s, D.C.;
Or Maybe Pressuring RKO

Pre-B’way Tours

73

pearing with Sir Seymour Hicks in
“Vintage Wine,” assisted in estab¬
lishing a branch there. After pre¬
liminary talks, I left for the boattrain and, as I sat with Dorothy
Stickney, waiting for the signal to
depart, a messenger rushed up to
me and handed me a letter from a
press agency which read as fol¬
lows: “When you establish a
branch of the Ziegfeld Club in
South Africa, please advise us and
we will cover the event.”
After the club had t een running
several years, an enterprising show¬
man assembled about 20 of the
members, including Beryl Halley,
and sent out a roadshow which
had a two-year run. Caryi Berg¬
man, Marilyn Miller’s understudy
in “Sally,” who later wrote a novel
about the revue, was in the cast.
The first ball took place at the
old Sherry’s and the club was
greatly concerned about the finan-.
cial risk. But Gypsy Rose Lee, an
early enthusiast, gave a party to
boost the event and her guests in¬
cluded Wheeler Sammons Sr., pub¬
lisher of “Who’s Who,” John and
Margaret Farrar and Stanley Rine¬
hart. With her was Nita Naldi,
motion picture star, who once
helped hold up the living chande¬
lier in the “Follies.” Others there
were “Bunny” Granville, Jules
Glaenzer and William Rhinelander
Stewart.
Subsequent balls exploited mini¬
ature revues similar to the one
presented Saturday night at che
Pierre. Several of them were staged
by Ned Wayburn and among the
stars who gave their services were
Vivipnne Segal, Ada May, Irving
Fisher, Lillian Shaw, Ann Penning¬
ton, Eddie Cantor, Harry Richman
and George Jessel.
Norma Terris’ Laurels
The record for generous partic¬
ipation goes to Norma Terris,
“Showboat” star, who works on
committees, sings, dances and, on
occasion, gives a brilliant imitation
of the honorary president, Billie
Burke.
Lorraine Manville Baxter was
one of the first to serve on .he
executive committee and she has
been continuously helpful in ad¬
vancing the interests of the charity.
Current committees include Billie
Burke Ziegfeld, Annette Herbert
Rueff, Madeleine Janis Courier,
Mabel Allen, Dorothy Quinette Gil¬
more, Reba Kent Wynkoop, Vio¬
let L. Phillips, Frances Cameron
Kitchen, Lillian Shaw, Julia Kelety
Fuller, Kay Murray Shoninger,
Annette Simonet Tanner, Harry
Harvey Thomas, Frances Dema¬
rest Goulston, Gertrude L. Rossiter.
Today, The club has 1,500 mem¬
bers. The Roxyettes, after consult¬
ing with • the Ziegfeld Club, estab¬
lished their own charity, patterned
on - the Ziegfeld plan. The bene¬
ficiaries are never disclosed.
The Ziegfeld Club’s funds ire
raised through benefit luncheons,
fashion shows, tea dances, cocktail
parties and the annual anniver¬
sary dinner-dance.
Year after year the girls have
plodded along by themselves, but
last year they received national
publicity and unexpected help from
Victor Moore and William Gaxton.
These two stars donated their win¬
nings on “Masquerade Party” to
the club, Mrs. Gaxton, Madeline
Cameron, was a former Follies star.
The latest chapter in the history
club will appear soon. It is en¬
titled “The Ziegfeld Follies,” and
G. P. Putnam’s Sons are the pub¬
lishers. The author is the N. Y.
Journal American’s larjorie Farns¬
worth, who promises a lively, color¬
ful and nostalgic chronicle of the
glorified girls. The book, was writ| ten at the suggestion of William
Randolph Hearst Jr.
HAWAIIAN DIRECTOR TO N.Y.
Honolulu, Nov. 13.
Arthur Sircom, managing direc¬
tor of Honolulu Community Thea¬
tre since July in 1955, has resigned
and will return to New York City
next month, “where I have the
offer of all the backing I need to
produce plays in New York.”
Sircom had renewed his con¬
tract for another year last May.
Jock Purinton, scenic director,’and
three members of the board of di¬
rectors have resigned in recent
months. Outgoing director’s final
production is “Damn Yankees,”
which is in the middle of a sixweek rim.
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Legit Bits

Shows Out of Town
Continued from page 72 , ■

Off-Broadway Shows

Three Premieres
Cherry Lane Theatre, in association
Night of the Alik
with James Preston, presentation of
tensity, presented by %, firstrate three one-act plays, “Sidewalks and the
of Crying” by S. Lee Pogostin,
cast. There remains, however, a Sound
Around the Block” by William
big question mark of whether it “Once
Saroyan. “This Property Is Condemned”
can be commercially successful on by Tennessee Williams. Staged by Harold
Loeb, Robert Kamlot and Charles Olsen
Broadway or is better suited to respectively!
Settings
and
lighting,
off-Broadway or a television spec¬ Charles Brandon; costumes, Warren
Travis.. At Cherry Lane Theatre. N.Y.,
tacular.
Oct. 30, '56; $3 top.
„
Oboler tells the story of a rocket
Cast for “Sidewalks”; Kathryn Young,
Knight, Addison Myers.
expedition returning from the first Edward
Cast for “Block”: Theodore Flicker,
successful trip to the Moon. In- the Edward
Crowley, Monica May, Larry
rocket are five men—the sixth died Hagman.
for “Property”: Billy James, Sanon the Moon.
There are three draCast
Kolb.
Army officers, a great scientist,
and the man who got the private
“Three Premieres” has a number
financing foi: the expedition.
of modestly ingratiating credits,
On the way back, radio contact Not necessarily in order of choice,
is made with the Earth, relayed there is the chance to see a couple
from a man-made satellite in of one-acters not previously prospace, the base toward which the duced professionally in N.Y., “Once
rocket is heading for its only stop Around the Block,” a typical chaenroute to the U. S. The whole rade by William Saroyan, and
world celebrates the great event. “This Property Is Condemned,” a
Each crew member makes a speech bleak character study by Tennessee
to the world and the President of \Villiams. There is also the ques¬
the U. S. answers them.
tionable opportunity to attempt to
But Dr. Bruner, the scientist, is fathom S. Lee Pogostin’s obscure
brooding about craters he saw on “Sidewalks and the Sound of Cry¬
the Moon. They remind him of a ing,” a dimly lit, dimly conceived
crater he saw after an atom bomb riddle.
test, and he speculates that the
Continuing the credits, there are
Moon was once a planet, with in¬ three neat set§ by Charles Brandon
habitants who discovered the atom that look as crisp, clean and ap¬
bomb eons ago and wiped them¬ propriate as they must have on the
selves out. . From there on, the drawing board and make good use
course of the plot is clearly of Cherry Lane Theatre’s con¬
stricted facilities. There’s also
charted.
Suddenly, flashes are noted on Charles Olsen’s appreciative stag¬
the Earth as it comes nearer and ing of the Williams’ dissection, and
nearer. The world has gone mad. there’s Sandra Kolb as another of
The U. S. has been attacked in a Williams’ fallen women, this time
global nuclear war and is fighting a tragically young adolescent.
The Pogostin piece is wisely
back.
The satellite station is blown up scurried through first and shelved.
by the enemy in a single flash of The easily forgotten Saroyan lark
fire. Then, as the ship gets closer, offers many chuckles and a few
the firing stops, and the Earth is laughs as an open-faced policeman
revealed as a bumt-out planet of steals a diaphonous blonde from
two sex-bent bachelors. Theodore
death.
Flicker and Edward Crowley are
The space ship with the two sur¬ the
amazed victims, Larry Hagman
viving crew members (the others the smooth-talking cop, and Monica
have died in flight) heads down May the wench. Each contributes
(Nov. 12-251
Anniversary Waltz (Russel Nype, Mar¬ screamingly to crash to destruction to the festivity.
jorie Lord)—Geary, S.F, (12-17).
and wipe out this pitifully small
Bells Are Ringing (tryout) (Judy Holli¬
i Williams is interested in a poorday)—Shubert, Philly (12-24) (Reviewed ip remainder of the human race.
white girl whose sister was a pros¬
VARIETY, Oct. 17. *56).
Mixed
in
are
hysteria,
a
sex
de¬
titute. She is sadly wise for her
Boy Friend—Blackstone, Chi (12-24).
one crew years, with a future offering noth¬
Build With One Hand (tryout) (Elliott viate who murdered
Nugent, Geraldine Fitzgerald)—W alnut, member on the Moon, and a ha¬
ing but degradation and misery^
Philly (12-24).
rangue that the nuclear scientists Decked out in her sister’s faded
Candida (tryout)—Colonial, Boston (1217) (Reviewed In VARIETY, Oct. 31, *56). are as much to blame as anybody finery, the child walks in on a
for THEATRICAL FOLK
Canadian Players—Boyden Aud., Salis¬ for the inevitable destruction be¬
railway track, clutching her doll.
bury, N.C. (12); College Aud., Greensboro,
N.C. (13); Durham (N.C.) U. (15); College cause they don’t do anything but She brags and fantasies to a lolling
Aud., Nashville, Tenn. (18-19); Lexington talk.
boy who becomes precariously in¬
CHEERFUL II (Ky.) U. (20); Municipal Aud., Louisville,
Oboler has wandered in and out terested, then leaves via the track,
Ky. (23).
„ ^
**11 \ ROOMS
Chalk Garden (Judith Anderson, Ruth of a kind of free verse writing, ap¬ singing in a childish treble.
\
ofl \ with
|fl Chatterton)—American,'
St. L. (12-17); parently to add R note of philo¬
Obviously the play is the girl’s
Lyceum, Mpls. (19-24).
Damn Yankees (2d Co.) (Bobby Clark) sophic beauty. Mingled with real¬ and Sandra Kolb has probed acute¬
—Shubert,' Chi (12-24).
ism, it seems out of place.
ly, her performance having techni¬
Everybody
Loves
Me
(tryout)
(Jack
CarrVTt7i rooms / 7
j son)—National, Wash. (12-17); Locust,
There are spoken comments such cal competence whether in its
LIGHT
1 Philly (19-24).
as “Your restless, cynical mind, childish fingers clawing the air in
Great Sebastians (Alfred Lunt, Lynn
vlHOUSEKEEPING^^^j^ Fontanne)—Great Northern, Chi (12-17); spinning its dialectical fairy tales,” mute inexpressiveness or in brave¬
and an exhortation to* crew mem¬ ly singing her feeble song. If in
Shubert, Cincy (19-24).
Happiest Millionaire (tryout) (Walter bers who may want to commercial¬ her proficiency Miss Kolb misses
Pldgeon)—Wilbur. Boston (12-17) (Re¬
ize on the fame awaiting them on some of the girl’s childlikeness,
viewed In VARIETY, Oct. 10, ’56).
Happy Hunting (tryout) (Ethel Merman) Earth. “Keep free of the huckster¬ perhaps it’s as well, for the audi¬
—Shubert, Boston (13-24) (Reviewed in ing foulness that would pollute ence is left sufficiently limp. As
VARIETY, Oct. 24, ’56).
she forlornly takes her curtain call,
48th St., West of B way
Hatful of Rain (Vivian Blaine)—Royal this.”
Alexandra, Toronto (12-17); Hanna, Cleve
“Auk” is slow getting under way. there's a sense that Miss Kolb will
Circle
(19-24).
Geor.
Inherit the Wind (2d Co.) CMelvyn Its first scene moves^like kiddie be seen around.
Douglas)—Forrest, Philly (13-24).
hokum science fiction, space ship
Janus (Joan Bennett, Donald Cook,
Shoestring ’57
Romney Brent)—Victoria, K.C. (12-14); division. But as the story moves
Tabor, Denver (16-17); Alcazar, S.F. (20-24). ahead, it gathers power and pqts
Ben Bagley (in association with Edwin
Lark
(Julie
Harris)—Shubert,
Det. on long* pants.
H. Morris) presentation of revue. Staged
PHaUJJ™%9th St., West of B way! (12-24).
by Paul Lammers; dances and musieal
Night of the Auk (tryout) (Claude
Fine performances are turned in numbers staged by Danny Daniels; set¬
Rains, Wendell Corey, Christopher Plum¬ by Claude Rains as the old scien¬ tings, William Riva; costumes, Jeanne
mer)—Shubert, Wash (12-24).
Partington; sketches, Arthur Macrae,
No Time for Sergeants (2d Co.)—Erlan- tist and Christopher Plummer as Kenward Elmslie, Herb Hartig, Tom
ger, Chi (12-24).
the psychopathic sponsor of the ex¬ Jones, Bud McCreery, Lee Adams; lyrics,
Palama Game (2d Co.) (Larry Douglas.
Paul Rosner, Mike Stewart, Carolyn
Buster West, Betty O’Neil)—Playhouse. pedition, who seeks glory to over¬ Leigh, Harvey Schmidt, G. Wood, Norman
Wilmington
(12-17);
Goodyear,
Akron come his sexual inferiority.
Gimbel; music. Moose Charlap, Claibe
(19-20); Hartman, Col. (22-24).
Charles
Strouse,
Philip
Wendell Corey adds a solid note Richardson,
Protective
Custody
(tryout)
(Faye
Springer, Shelley Mowell, David Baker;
Top calibre executive, assistant, attorney,
Emerson)—Shubert, New Haven (21-24).
as the military commander of the musical direction and arrangements,
diverse Interests, theatrloal experlenco, back¬
Sleeping Prince (Coast) (Francis Le- trip. Dick York, as a young elec¬ Dorothea Freltag. At Barbizon Plaza
ground Includes business management, contaot,
derer, Shirley MacLaine, Hermione GinN.Y., Nov. 5, *56; $4.30 top.
superior stenography, desires connection with
tronics operator, supplies the light Theatre,
gold)—Hartford, L.A. (22-24).
Cast: John Bartis, Fay De Witt, Dody
management, production or similar office ex¬
Uncle Willie (tryout) (Menasha Skulnik) note to the otherwise unrelieved Goodman, Patricia Hammerlee, Maybin
changing hard work, many hours, for moderate
—Shubert, New Haven (14-17); Plymouth,
Diki Lerner, Charlie Manna,
salary, somewhat flexible time arrangement and
heaviness, and Martin Brooks fin¬ Hewes,
Boston (19-24).
George Marcy. Paul Mazursky, Bud Mc¬
use of your office for my own small law practice.
Will Success Spoil Rock Hunter (Eddie ishes off the strong cast as an¬ Creery, Mary
EUen Terry, Dorothy
Bracken)—Ford’s, Balto. (20-24).
Greener.
other
Army
man
on
the
trip.
Call: CHelsea 3-0356. New York
Witness for the Prosecution—Harris,
■
Lowe.
Chi (12-24).
•
At the ripe old age of 23, Ben
Bagley is producing his second
“Shoestring Revue,” his first hav¬
ing been a sleeper at the late Pres¬
A typical Broadway hit show 3-sheet poster
ident Theatre in the spring of ’55.
In the rather more soignee sur¬
roundings of the Barbizon Plaza
Anthony Buttltta, pressagent for
the San Francisco Civic Light
Opera, arrived in New York last
week to spend the winter working
on his legit script, “Carissima.”
He’s still wearing a.brace for his
injured back.
With “Auntie Mame” set for a
Bvoadway run, stager Morton DaCosta entered Doctors Hospital,
N.Y., last Sunday (11) for a twoweek checkup. He was ordered to
do so last winter in London, but
has been too busy with various
directing assignments to take the
time off.
«
Don Freeman, theatrical artist
for various New York dailies, is
east to confer with publishers
about a new children’s book he’s
authored and illustrated.
Gladys Cooper and Roddy Me-*
Dowall are set to star in the Lon¬
don production next spring of “The
Crystal Heart,” to be staged by
Bill Butler.
Mary K. Frank has acquired the
U. S. legit rights to Jacques Brenaicr’s French novel, “Les Petites
Filles de Courbelles” (“The Little
Girls of Courbelles”), which she
plans presenting on Broadway next
season. An adaptor hasn’t been
selected.
Susan Johnson has withdrawn
from her featured assignment in
“Most Happy Fella” for a month
to undergo a minor throat opera¬
tion. Helon Blount is pinchhitting.
Edwin Schallert, Los Angeles
Times drama critic, is in town for
a looksee at the Broadway shows.
Helmut Dantine and Sara Chur¬
chill will costar in “Tonight in
Samarkand” at the Pasadena (Cal.)
Playhouse, opening next Tuesday
(20).
A new translation of Jean Coc¬
teau’s “The Eagle Has Two Heads,”
by Stanley Bosworth and Miles
Dickson, will be preemed Dec. 4
by Venture Productions at the

W

Actors Playhouse, N.Y„ with Dick¬
son staging and Jay'Russell as
pressagent.
Harvey Sabinson has succeeded
Leo Freedman As drumbeater for
“Apple Cart.”
Ira Wallach will do the lyrics for
the off-Broadway musical version
of “Volpone.”
The opening of “Titus Andronicus” at the Shakespeare Work¬
shop, N.Y., has been moved back
to Nov. 27.
Eric Bentley will direct the
Phoenix Theatre, N. Y., presenta¬
tion of his new English version of
Bertolt Brecht's “Good Woman of
Setuzan.”
A definitely affirmative review
of “Major Barbara” was turned in
by the N. Y. Post drama critic
Richard Watts Jr. It was errone¬
ously listed as moderately favor¬
able in last week’s Variety break¬
down of firststringer appraisal.
Robert Porterfield’s Harter Play¬
ers, of the State Theatre of Vir¬
ginia, will make its initial New
York appearance at the Open Stage
in December. The group will pre¬
sent “9 by Six,” nine scenes acted
by six players in styles ranging
from the classic Greek to the
present.
,
Dolores Gray has been pactefL
for the upcoming Broadway pro¬
duction of “But Not For Marriage”
through June, 1958.
Applications are being taken for
the second term of the American
Theatre Wing’s eight-week course
in legit, radio-tv, voice, diction and
singing, beginning Nov. 19.
Jack Landau’s production of
Chekov’s “Three Sisters” is cur¬
rently, in its fourth holdover week
at Toronto’s Crest Theatre.
The scheduled Playhouse, N. Y.,
presentation of Paul Shyre’s adap¬
tation of “I Knock at the Door,”
(Continued on page 77)

Touring Shows

Theatre,
Bagley isn’t getting glam¬
■
<orized, but lets the, same essentials
<of youth, speed apd brevity prevail.
Bagley’s only demand of his per¬
jformers is that they be triple¬
,
threat,
able to act, sing and
1
(dance. Since youth isn’t necessarily
jblessed with each talent in equal
*abundance, there are inevitablo
(compromises, but even when weak
:
in
a department, Bagley’s company
1gives.
In its '57 incarnation, “Shoe¬
Istring” is strong on the distaff
«
side.
Wisely, Bagley has tapped
Dorothy Greener and Dody Good¬
}man of the initial version for
jfurther employment. A drawback
\is that Miss Greener seems less in
(evidence, though give her the
]Marceau-ish mime “Birth, Maturity
;and Death,” or the rampant farce
,of Arthur Macrae’s “Sweet Be¬
]linda,” a spoof of the powdered
,wig era, and she makes every
,poker-faced twitch count.
Miss Goodman is a flashy blonde
with a perpetually pained ex¬
pression that’s as useful when she's
doing a dowdy clubwoman mildly
in her cups as when she's cavorting
on a couch in E. B. White’s “Queen
Bee,” or tossing an “Am I boring
you?” at the psychiatrist to whom
she's just revealed liquidating her
family by pushing them off high
places.
The '55 alumni haven’t it all their
own way, however. There's Fay De
Witt, a rasping, sumptuous straw¬
berry blonde who, as a 19th cen¬
tury French model, allows that
“it’s easy to 1 o se ToulouseLautrec.” Mary Ellen Terry, a
perky redhead, and south’n Maybin
Hewes hoof willingly' whenever
allowed, and Patricia Hammerlee
has a drolly histrionic moment with
the psychologic “sick complica¬
tions” that can arise over a simple
,cup of coffee.
This overlooks the male con¬
tingent, but so does the show.
George Marcy does a few steps
occasionally that pass for choreog¬
raphy, but the males are mostly
so many smiling straight men. It’s
(Continued on page 77)
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“Ever since ‘FANNY’ opened
on Broadway over two years ago, it's been
advertised continuously on TDI 3-sheets
ML
to blanket the world's richest theatre
ticket market. Our posters appear on station<4|^BB||^^^^
platforms and terminals of 35 lines of 12
railroads coming into 'New York. TDI is a “must” on Broadway
. . . that’s why our “MATCHMAKER” 2-sheets were posted
even before it opened a year ago.”
'
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David Merrick
Broadway Producer, says:
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PHOTOGRAPHER
TO THE STARS
54th & Broadway
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H.JU7, MU 6-3456

THE TOTAL OUTSTANDING STOCK OF
UNITED BOOKING OFFICE, INC.
A CORPORATION ENGAGED IN THE BUSINESS OP
BOOKING LEGITIMATE THEATRES AND ATTRACTIONS.
THE SALE IS SUBJECT TO THE PROVISIONS CON¬
TAINED IN A JUDGMENT OF THE UNITED STATES
DISTRICT COURT* SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK,
DATED FEBRUARY 17, 1956 (CIVIL ACTION No. 56-72.)
— CONTACT
AARON LIPPER
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527 Fifth Av«„ N. Y. 17, N. Y.
225 W. 44th St., N. Y. 36, N. Y„
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MU 2-5780
PE 6-6700
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Chi Spotty But O.K.; Tanks’ $38,000,
‘Sergeants’ $32,400, Lunts $29,800

‘Hatful’ Fairish $11,200
For 4 Shows, Columbus

IJECmMATE

75

B’way Uneven; ‘Journey’ $22,400 (5),
Roz431/2G,,Cart’281/2G,‘Diary’21^G,
‘Sgts.’34G, Prince’ $33300, Deb’23G

Columbus, Nov. 13.
“Hatful of Rain,” starring Vivian
Blaine, grossed $11,200 In four
performances last Thursday-Saturday (8-10) at the 1,634-seat Hart¬
man Theatre here. The play, a
Chicago, Nov. 13. -f
subscription offering, was scaled
. Legit was uneven here last week,
to a $4 top.
but generally not bad considering
Next at the Hartman is “Pajama
the. normal election slump. Re¬
Game” for three days beginning
Broadway was spotty last week. $71,000). Previous week, $38,400;
ceipts were Off early in the stanza,
Nov.
22.
Receipts continued downbeat for last week, nearly $43,200.
but picked up fast at the weekend.
some
shows, picked up for others, i My Fair Lady, Hellinger (MC)
The future booking list includes
Washington, Nov. 13.
and in some cases held steady. As (35th wk; 275; $8.05; 1,551; $67,696)
“Arsenic and Old Lace,” Great
Holdover of “Child of Fortune”
expected, the Presidential election (Rex Harrison, Julie Andrews).
Northern, Dec. 24; “Matchmaker,” at' the National Theatre here last
dampened biz the earlier part of Previous week, $68,700; last week,
Harris, Jan. 7, on subscription, and week climbed to $14,300* about
same.
the week.
“Janus,” same theatre, Feb. 4, sub¬ $1,000 over the initial stanza. The
New Faces, Barrymore (R) (22d
The capacity lineup included
scription.
1,600-seat house was scaled to
wk;
172; $7.50-$6.90; $38,577). Pre¬
“Auntie Marne,” “My Fair Lady,”
Eestimates for Last Week
$3.85, blit Theatre Guild subscrip¬
vious week, $17,400; last week,
“Separate
Tables”
and
the
new¬
Boy Friend, Blackstone (8th wk) tions held the take down some¬
nearly
$22,400.
,
x
comer. “Long Day’s Journey Into
($5.50; 1,450; $40,583). Nearly $20,- what. Capacity would have been
No Time .for Sergeants, Alvin
Night.” Other preems white “Diary
r
100; previous week, $20,500; exits $32,000 for the tryout.
of a Scoundrel” at the Phoenix (C) (56th wk; 444; $5.75-$4.60;
“Everybody Loves Me,” starring
town Dec. 1 to resume tour.
Theatre and “Teahouse of the Au¬ 1,331; $38,500). Previous week,
Damn Yankees/ Shubert (2d wkl Jack Carson, moved into the Na¬
$35,100; last week, almost $34,000.
gust Moon” at the City Center.
($5.50; 2,100; $68,000) (Bobb^ tional last night (Mon.) for a oneOld Vic Co., Winter Garden
There were two closings, “Will
Clark). Almost $38,000 on sub¬ week tuneup. “Night of the Auk,”
(Repertory) (3d wk; 23; $5.75:1,494;
Success
Spoil
Rock
Hunter”
and
Philadelphia, Nov. 13.
scription; previous week, $24,300 by Arch Oboler, checked in at the
Late the Phalarope.” This $45,000). Previous week, $36,100
Four theatrical changes are on “Too
for first three performances and a Shubert Theatre last night for a
week’s starters are “Child of For¬ for eight performances, split be¬
fortnight tryout. It is on subscrip¬ the books this stanza, but local tune,”
bentfit preview.
“A Very Special Baby” and tween “Macbeth” and “Romeo and
legit stayed pat last week with
Great Sebastians, Great North¬ tion.
Juliet”; last week, almost $36,400
three musicals and a comedy “Li’l Abner.”
ern .(3d wk) ($5; 1,500; $35,726)
for eight performances of “Rich¬
Estimates for Last Week
drama. Business continued on the
(Alfred Lunt, Lynn Fontanne).
ard II.”
upbeat.
Keys; C (Comedy), D (Drama),
Nearly $29,800 on subscription;
Pajama Game, St. James (MC)
“Build With One Hand” opened CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue), (131st wk; 1,036; $6.90; 1.615; $52,previous week, $27,400; leaves town
a tryout stand last night (Mon.) at MC (Musical-Comedy),~ MD . (Musi- 118) (Fran Warren). Moved last
Saturday (17) to continue tour.
the Walnut. Touring production cal-Draim), O (Opera), OP (Op¬ Monday (12) to the Shubert The¬
No Time for Sergeants, Erlanger
of “Inherit the Wind,” with Mel¬ eretta).
(9th Wk) ($4.95; 1,335; $35,495)
atre where it closes Nov. 24, hav¬
Toronto,
Nov.
13.
vyn Douglas starred, arrives to¬
Over $32,400; previous week, $31,Other parenthetic designations ing to exit the house to make way
Walter Pidgeon in “Happiest night (TuesJ at the Forrest. The
100.
refer, respectively, to weeks played, for the Nov, 29 opening of “Bells
Millionaire”
smiled
nearly
$30,000
musical tryout, “Bells Are Ring¬
Witness for the Prosecution,
last week at the Royal Alex¬ ing,!’ starring Judy Holliday, is due number of performances through Are Ringing.” Previous week $28,Harris (7th wk) ($4.95; 1,000; $29,- worth
last Saturday, top prices, number 500: last, week, almost $28,500.
347).
Nearly $10,000; previous andra Theatre here. The 1,525- tomorrow (Wed.) at the Shubert to of seats, capacity gross and . jirs.
Reluctant Debutante, Miller (C)
seat house was scaled at $4.40 top. an advance sellout. The annual
week, $15,000; on a week-to-week The
tryout sold out except at the show of the Penn. Mask & Wig Price includes 10% Federal and (5th wk; 38; $5.75; 946; $27,100)
basis.
(Adrianne Allen, Wilfrid Hyde
matinees.
Revisions
continued
dur¬
5%
City
tax,
but
grosses
are
net;
Club opens Thursday (15) at the
Miscellaneous
White). Previous week $23,100;—
ing the stand.
i.e., exclusive of tax.
Erlanger.
last week, over $23,000.
Desire Under the Elms, StudePlay is currently at The Wilbur,
Lone
newcomer
next
week
is
the
Apple
Cart,
Plymouth
(C)
(4th
Separate Tables, Music Box (D)
baker (2d wk) ($4.50; 982; $17,000) Boston.
tryout, “Everybody Loves Me,” wk; 28; $5.75; 1,062; $34,000) (Mau¬ (3d wk: 20; $5.75, 1,010; $31,021)
(Geraldine Page, E. G. Marshall).
starring Jack Carson, at the Lo¬ rice Evans). Previous week, under¬ (Eric Portman, Margaret Leigh¬
About $3,200 for the stock opera¬
cust.
quoted, was nearly $29,600; last ton). Previous week, $31,200; last
tion.
‘Everybody’ Only $5,700,
Estimates for Last Week
week, almost $28,500.
week, nearly $31,300.
Li’l Abner, Erlanger (MC) (3d
Prince, Coronet (C)
. 4-Show Bow, Princeton wk) '($6.40; 1,880; $54,000). Musical Auntie Marne, Broadhurst (C) (2dSleeping
wk: 12: $6.90; 1.001- $36,500)
(2d
wk;
13;
$6.90-$5.75;
1,182;
$43,Princeton, Nov. 13.
version of comic strip series 000) (Rosalind Russell). Previous (Michael Redgrave, Barbara Bel
“Everybody Loves Me,” starring went virtually clean, after building
$37,700 for first five per¬ Geddes). Previous week, $25,800
Jack Carson, grossed a weak $5,700 steadily from the first week. Boff week,
formances and two previews; last for first four performances and
in four performances last Thurs- $53,000; previous stanza was under¬ week,
two previews; last /week, nearly
over $43,500.
i day-Saturday (8-10) at the McCar- quoted, the correct figure having
Cat on a Hot Tin Roof, Morosco $33,300.
| ter Theatre here. The comedy is been $49,500; departed Saturday
Miscellaneous
(D) (86th wk; 684; $6.90; 946; $31,current at the National Theatre, (10) for Broadway.
. of a Scoundrel, Phoenix
Washington.
Pajama Game, Forrest (MC) (4th 000) (Thomas Gomez, Mapjorie (C)Diary
(1st
wk;
8; $3.85; 1,150; $25,Steele,
Alex
Nicol).
Closes
next
Boston, Nov. 13.
“An Evening With Joyce Gren¬ wk) ($6;- 1,760; $45,000) (Larry
Hub legit.is still hitting a fast fell” is due at the McCarter for Douglas, Buster West, Betty Saturday (17), to tour. Previous 000). Nearly $6,500 for first ei^ht
performances;
closes Nov. 25;
clip. Three shows were on the lo¬ two evening performances next O’Neil)).
Touring tuner finaled week, $21,500; last week, almost “Saint Joan,” with
Siobhan Mc¬
cal boards last week and a similar Friday-Saturday (16-17). Prince¬ with a so-so $29,700, previous week, $22,600.
lineup is current, including the ton U.’s Triangle Club then takes $30,800; moved out Saturday (10).
Damn Yankees, 46th St. (MC) Kenna, begins a two-week return
stand
Nov.
27.
holdover “Candide” at the Colo¬ over the house for a month of re¬
Happy Hunting, Shubert (MC) (80th wk; 636; $8.05; 1,297; $50,Teahouse of the August Moon,
nial, with “Happiest Millionaire” hearsals of its annual musical (3d wk) ($6-$7.20; $60,200) (Ethel 573) (Gwen Verdon). Previous
opening a one-week tryout stand show, prior to opening Dec. 10 for Merman). Got all the standees the week, $/J\,800; last week, over City Center (C) (1st wk; 8; $3.80;
3,090;
$45,000) (Rosita Diaz, Gig
last night (Mon.) at the Wilbur a week's run.
fire marshal would permit, for an¬ $40,300.
Young). Opened last Thursday (8)
and “Happy Hunting” starting a
other new house record at $60,354;
Diary of Anne Frank, Cort (D) to five favorable-reviews (Atkin¬
three-week tuneup stint tonight
previous week, $60,280; left Satur¬ (58th Wk; 461; $5.75; 1,036; $28,854) son,
Times;
Beckley,
Herald
<Tues.) at the Shubert to an ad¬
day (10) to continue shakedown in (Joseph Schildkraut).
Previous Tribune;
Coleman, Mirror; Mc¬
vance sellout.
Boston.
week, $26,500; last week, over Clain, Journal-American: Watts,
Future bookings include a tryout
Girls of Summer, Walnut (CD) $21,500.
Detroit, Nov. 13.
Post) and two yes-no (Donnelly,
of “Uncle Willie,” starring MenaThird and final stanza of “In¬ (2d wk) ($4.20-$4.80); 1,340; $36,Fanny, Majestic (MD) (106th wk; World-Telegram, McHarry, News);
sha Skulnik,'-next Monday (19) at herit the Wind,” starring Melvyn 000) (Shelley Winters). With strong
the Plymouth for two weeks, and a Douglas, grossed another good subscription, this one was guaran¬ 844; $7.50; 1,625; $62,968) (Billy almost $28,100 for first five per¬
Previous week, $35,- formances and three previews.
touring revival of “Arsenic and $25,000 last week at the 2,050-seat teed good returns; okay $22,200, Gilbert),
100 on twofers; last week over $34,Old Lace,” starring Gertrude Berg, Shubert Theatre.
Closed Last Week
Potential ca¬ previous week, $22,800; exited Sat- 800 on twofers; moves Dec. 4 to the
' due Nov. 28 at the Colonial for pacity was $34,000 at a $4 top.
Too Late the Phalarooe, Belasco
urady (10) for N. Y.
Belasco
Theatre
for
two
weeks
and
two-and-a-half weeks.
Current at the house is “The
will then move to another Broad¬ (D) (5th wk; 36; $6.60-$5.75; 1,037;
Estimates for Last Week
Lark,” starring Julie Harris, in
way house, providing a suitable one $33,000) (Barry Sullivan. Previous
Candide, Colonial (MC) (2d wk) for two weeks. Upcoming is “Hat¬
is available. . If not, the show is week, $15,200; last week, around
($5.50-$3.85; 1,500; $37,000). Lil¬ ful of Rain,” starring Vivian
expected to tour. Lawrence Tib- $12,000. Closed last Saturday (10)
lian Hellman-Leonard Bernstein Blaine, beginning a fortnight’s en¬
bett has withdrawn from his co- at an approximate loss of $100,000
tryout picked up a sober $27,800; gagement Nov. 26.
starring assignment because of an on a $110,000 investment.
The 1,482-seat Cass remains
previous week, the same; exits
Will Success Snoil Rock Huntef,
intestinal ailment.
Cleveland, Nov. 13.
dark.
Shubert (C) (57th wk: 452; $5;75;
Saturday (17) for New York.
Inherit the Wind, National (D) 1,453; $41,668) (Jane Kean, Martin
Despite the national election and
Very Special Baby, Plymouth (D)
furore over three newspapers shut¬ (69th wk; 550; $5.75-$4.60; 1,162; Gabel).
Previous week, $6,100;
(2d wk) ($3.85-$3.30; 1,200; $29,tered by strikes or lockouts, “The $32,003) (Paul Muni). Previous last week, almost $6,800. Closed
728) (Sylvia Sidney, Luther Adler).
week,
$25,000;
last
week,
almost
Lark”
soared
to
a
nifty
$31,700
at
Drew a mild $10,300; previous
last Saturday (10), with a small
the Hanna here last week. Top $25,000.
(Figures denote opening dates)
profit (including forthcoming rev¬
week, .$12,600; moved out Saturday
was $4.50 in the 1,515-seat house.
Long Day’s Journey Into Night, enue from the 20th-Fox film deal)
(10) for Broadway.
Dark this week, the Hanna re¬ Helen Hayes (D) (1st wk; 4; $6.90; on a $100,000 investment.
LONDON
. Bells Are Ringing (Shubert)
opens next Monday (19) with Vi¬ 1,039; $30,000) (Fredric March.
Boy Friend, Wyndham's (12-1-53).
(MC) (3d wk) ($6.25-$4.95; 1,717;
Opening This Week
Chalk Carden, Haymarket (4-11-56)
vian
Blaine in “Hatful of Rain.”
Florence Eldridge). Opened last
$55,582) (Judy Holliday).
Went
Devil's Disciple, Wint. Gard. (11-8-56).
Child of Fortune, Royale (D)
Wednesday (7) to unanimous ap¬
Devil Was Sick, Fortune (11-13-56).
clean at $54,200 (passes accounted
Doctor In House, Vic. Pal. (7-30-56).
proval, ranging from enthusiastic- (D) ($5.75; 994; $29,000). Play by
for the under-capacity figure; pre¬
Doctor's Dilemma, Saville (10-4-56).
to-rave notices (Atkinson, Times; Guy Bolton, adapted from Henry
vious week, $52,100; left Saturday
Dry Rot, Whitehall (8-31-54).
Chapman, News; Coleman, Mirror; James’ novel “Wings of the Dove,”
For Amusement Only, Apollo (6-5-56).
(10) for Philadelphia to continue
Good Woman Zetutan, R'y’l Ct. (10-31-56).
Donnelly, World-Telegram; Kerr, presented by Jed Harris. Produc¬
San Francisco, Nov. 13.
pre-Broadway polishing.
House by Lake, York’* (5-9-56).
Third week of the return en¬ Herald Tribune; McClain, Journal- tion financed at $75,000, cost about
Kismet, Stoll (4-20-55).
gagement of “Anniversary Waltz” American; Watts, Post); almost $70,000 to bring in, and can break
Likely Tale, Globe (3-22-56).
Mousetrap, Ambassadors (11-25-52),
did a mild $10,300 at the Geary $22,400 for first four performances even at around $17,500 gross.
Mr. Bolfry, Aldwych (8-30-56).
Opened last night (Tues.).
last week, down about $1,000 from (evenings only) and one preview.
No Time Sgts., Her Maj. (8-23-56).
Very Special Baby, Playhouse
the previous frame.
Nude With Violin, tilobe (11-7-56).
Loud Red Patrick, Ambassador
Patama Game, Coliseum (10-13-55).
Other local legit houses were (C) (6th wk; 45; $5.75; 1,155; $36,- (D) ($5.75; 994; $30,000). Play by
Plaintiff In Hat, Duchess (10-11-56).
Robert
Alan Aurthur, presented
dark.
New Haven, Nov. 13.
500) (Arthur Kennedy, David
Plume d* ma Tante, Garrick (11-3-55).
David Susskind, in association
Preem of “Build With One Hand”
Rainmaker, St. Mart. (5-31-56).
Wayne). Previous week, $23,200; by
with
Michael
Abbott; production
Reluctant
Deb,
Cambridge
(5-24-55).
last Wednesday - Saturday (7-10)
Off-B'way Shows
last week, over $26,700.
Repertory, Old Vic (9-7-55).
financed at $100,000 cost about
drew a so-so $13,000 for five per¬
Major Barbara Beck (C) (2d wk; $80,000
Arms & Man, Downtown (10-1Romanoff A Juliet, Piccadilly (5-17-56).
in, and can break
formances at $4.50 top at the 1,650Rosalind* Fuller, Art* (10-8-56).
15; 1,280; $43,000) (Charles Laugh¬ even atto bring
56).
around $17,000 gross.
Sailor Beware, Strand (2-16-55).
seat Shubert Theatre here.
Escurial & Lesson, Tempo (10-2- ton, Burgess Meredith, Glynis Opens
Salad Days, Vaudeville (8-5-54).
tonight
(Wed.); remains
Tryouts listed at the house in¬
Johns,
Eli
Wallach,
Cornelia
Otis
Sorcerer's Apprentice, New Lind. (10-2). 36).
Nov. 24 on interim book¬
South See Bubble, Lyric (4-25-56).
clude “Uncle Willie,” starring
Hamlet, St. Ignatious Church (10- Skinner). Previous week, $40,400 through
ing.
Ten Min. Alibi, Westminster (11-2-56).
Menasha Skulnick, opening tomor¬
for first seven performances and
27-56).
Towards Zoro, St. James's (9-4-56).
Li’l Abner, St. James (MC)
row (Wed.) and playing through
Under Milk Wood, NeW (9-20-56).
I Am A Camera, Actors Play¬ one preview; last week, nearly ($8.05; 1,028; $58,100).
Musical
View From Bridge, Comedy (10-11-56).
Saturday (17), followed by “Pro¬
$40,700 for a new house record.
house
(10-9-56);
closes
next
Sunday
comedy based on the A1 Capp
Waltx of Toreadors, Criterion (3-27-56).
tective Custody,” Nov. 21-24;
Matchmaker, Royale (C) (49th comic
(18).
Zero Hours, St. James's (9-4-56).
strip,
with
book
by
Norman
“Speaking of Murder,” Nov. 28SCHEDULED OPENINGS
Iceman Cometh, Circle in Square Wk; 392; $5,75; 1,050; $31,000) Panama and Melvin Frank, lyrics
Double Image, Savoy (11-14-56).
Dec. 1; “Small War on Murray
(Ruth Gordon, Eileen Herlie, Lor- by Johnny Mercer, music by Gene
(5-8-56).
Le Misanthrope, Palace (11-14-56).
Hill,” Dec. 12-15,.and “Eugenia/'
Me
Cendido, 'Greenwich Mews ing Smith). Moved last Monday de Paul presented by Panama,
Fanny, Drury Lane (11-15-56).
Dec. 19-22.
(12) to the Booth Theatre where it
(10-15-56).
Frank and Michael Kidd; produc¬
ON TOUR
Misanthrope, Theatre East (11- remains until Jan. 5, then tours. tion cost about $285,000 to bring
Arcadians
Previous
week, $21,600; last week,
12-56).
‘Janus’ Healthy $18,600
in and can break even at around
Bachelor Borne
Shoestring '57, Barbizoh-Plaza almost $21,600.
Bed
Girl
Middle of the Night, ANTA (D) $35,000 gross. Opens tomorrow
For Solo Week, St. Loo Call
(11-5-56).
(Thurs.) night.
Charley's Aunt
Take a Giant Step, Jan Hus (9- (32d wk; 253; $5.75; 1,185; $39,St. Louis, Nov. 13.
D'Oyly Carte Opera \
116) (Edward G. Robinson). Pre¬
22-56).
Dry Rot
“Janus,” starrirfg Joan Bennett,
Bob Rapport, general manager
Fol-De-Rols
Thor, With Angels, B’way Con¬ vious week, $38,700; last week,
Donald -Cook and Romney Brent,
French Mistress
for Maurice Evans’ productions,
nearly $37,400.
gregational Church (10-14-56).
grossed a neat $18,600 last week
Girl Called Sadie
Most Happy Fella, Imperial (MD) planed to Miami over the weekend
Three Premieres, Cherry Lane
Hot and Cold In All Rooms
at the 1,513-seat American Theatre
King and I
(28th wk; 220; $7.50; 1,427; $57,- to catch the Coconut. Grove Play¬
(10-28-56); closes Nov. 25.
here at a.$4.48 top.
Lllhc Time
875).
Previous week, $58,400; last house. presentation of “Teahouse
Threepenny
Opera,
de
Lys
(9Judith Anderson and Ruth ChatOh Men, Oh Women
of the August Moon,” produced on
week, almost $55,900.
Snake In the Brass
20-55),
tcrton opened last night (Mon.) in
Spider's Web
Mr.
Wonderful, Broadway (MC) Broadway by Evans (in association
Closed Last Week
“Chalk Garden” at the bouse for
Summer Seng
(34th wk; 263; $7.5Q-$6.90; 1,900; with George Schaefer).
Sea Gull, 4th Street (10-22-56).
Water gipsies
a single-week stand at a $4.48 top.

‘CHILD’ UP TO $14,300
ON 2D WEEK IN WASH.

Merman $60,354,
Shelley $22,209
‘Abner’ 53G, Phila.

‘Millionaire’ Rich $30,000
For Solo Week, Toronto

Holliday $54JO,
‘Baby’ $10,300, Hub

‘Wind’ 256, Detroit

‘LARK’ $31,700, CLEVE.,
DESPITE PRESS TIEUP

British Shows

‘Waltz’ $10,300, Frisco

■BUILD’ FAIR 13G IN 5
IN NEW HAVEN DEBUT
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CONCERTS

P^KO^rf

Exhausted Dancers Draw Catcalls
Cuevas Ballet Opens Sans Luggage and Argentine
Fans Show Anger cs Well as Sympathy

-

>-■- -

Buenos Aires, Nov. 6.
The Marques de Cuevas Ballet,
here for the second time in two
years, received a mixed reception
from local balletomanes when it
offered a “show-must-go-on” im¬
provisation for its opening per¬
formance. The troupe’s costumes
and sets were delayed in Customs
and the cast was exhausted from
the plane journey. The informal
performance was greeted by both
cheers and cat-calls.
Local aficiandos, who have a
passion for good ballet and who
have a high discriminatory taste,
have been disturbed by other
breakdowns in the group’s per¬
formance here.
Principal com¬
plaint revolves around the exhaus¬
tion of the two top ^performers,
Jacqueline Moreau and Wladimir
Skouratoff, who are being required
to dance too often to compensate
for the lack of other big “names”
in the cast brought here.
Marques de Cuevas group was
booked through ex-dancer Serge
de Korvex, now a resident, and the
Sociedad Musical Daniel.
The
Marquis de Cuevas came here in
person to make sure that his com¬
pany was presented’ on a goodsized stage. On the troupe’s pre¬
vious visit, it was booked through
Pablo Williams and was forced to
dance on the too-small stage of the
Metropolitan Theatre, a film house.
The result was generally adverse
comments.
The Opera stage, where current
performance is being offered, is
adequate, but not spacious enough
for a full-scale ballet and the per¬
formance of “Giselle” lost per¬
spective as a result. Miss Moreau
and Skouratoff gave fine perform¬
ances despite evidence that they
are still suffering from the strain.
More suitable for the theatre
and less exacting for the cast was
“The Bridge.” with music by
Franklin Marks, choreography by
James Starbruck, and costumes
and sets by Jean Robier. A per¬
formance of Ravel's “Bolero,” with
Nijinski’s choreography and cos¬
tumes and sets by Nathalie Gontcharova, was disappointing to an
audience accustomed to the finest
flamenco music and dancing. There
many departures before the cur¬
tain went down.
Admissions are scaled at $1 to $4
and business has been good althought not entirely sold out.

Concert Smallfry
Emergency surgery prevents
French pianist Ilenriot from
appearing at Town Hall,..N,. Y.,
Nov. 26 with Thomas Schetman’s Little 'Orchestra. In her
place an 11-year-old pianist,
Albert Hollander, will per¬
form. Boy had been booked
originally only for the “dress
rehearsal” of the program at
‘ Hunter College.
Meanwhile another youth,
Joey Alfidi, this one only 7,
will baton Symphony of the
Air at Carnegie Nov. 18, con¬
ducting, among others, Beet¬
hoven's Fifth.
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Lieder to a Sellout

REVIEWS
MattSwilda Robbs
This 28-year old light-complexioned Negro soprano managed by
Sol Hurok exhibited in her Metro¬
politan Opera debut as Gilda in
“Rigoletto” everything except the
grand manner.
Her voice is
rangey, controlled, sweetly ripe and,
one supposes, good for long tenure
in fat roles. The dramatic tricks
she still needs have nothing to do
with her vocal coach but a lot to do
with stage department. She moves
too self-consciously, needs to learn
how to manage a long skirt while
walking upstairs, and little things
like that.
Miss Dobbs sang free of ap¬
parent tension when working Fri¬
day evening (9) with the masterly
baritone, Leonard Warren, who
fostered and fathered her while on
stage. In her big second act solo
aria she progressed promisingly un¬
til developing some unsteadiness,
more psychological than musical,
as if she suddenly realized where
she was. At that moment the lass
from Atlanta may be pardoned a
twinge of cosmic lonesomeness.
That will pass and her gift (for this
is a voice of exceptional appeal)
will remain. All in all her debut
Was socko, though audience ecstacy was properly reserved for the
splendors of Warren’s performance.
(Jan Peerce seemed off-dynamo as
the Duke but he’s better on a poor
night than many -a tenor in top
form).
For the record, Miss Dobbs is the
third Negro singer enrolled by
Papa Bing, her predecessors hav¬
ing been Robert McFerrin and Ma¬
rian Anderson, the latter at the
end period of her career rather
than on the way up.
Land.

San Francisco, Nov. 13.
Proof that even a fairly ab¬
struse program of German
lieder can be terrific at the
boxoffice—if the performer is
right—was given at the 1,780seat Curran Nov. 4.
The performer in this case
was soprano Elisabeth Schwarz¬
kopf, who had just finished
With San Francisco Opera and
who left the Curran only 100
seats short of a sellout for the
Sunday afternoon concert.
Take, after taxes, for the
concert presented by Spencer
Barefoot was $3,400. House
was scaled at $3.__

Composers As Critics;
"What Dramatists Guild
Could Learn From Verm

By ROBERT J, LANDRY
Have composers through the cen¬
turies. been better critics than the
critics? It might well be presumed
after an extensive reading of a
new anthology published this week.
Granted that editor Sam Morgenstern has culled the best and in
some instances offers only snippets,
Johannesburg, Nov. 6.
quips, pithy distillations; nonethe¬
Margot Fonteyn, Giuseppe di
less, the riches of insight and intel¬
Stefano and Claudio Arrau emerge
lect revealed by composers when
as the three top wows of Johan¬
writing of their own or other works
nesburg’s 70th birthday Festival.
add up a case for their superiority
British ballerina gave four per¬
as critics. Of course, it is neces¬
formances at ^lis Majesty’s Thea¬
sary to explain that many com¬
tre and one in the open air at the
posers, even down to our own time,
Zoo Lake. All were sold out by
have been critics by side-profession
mail weeks before. She was on
in order the better to make a living.
the stage for not more than 20 min¬
The book to which reference is
utes—as the swan princess in Act
made (and it automatically is a
2 of “Swan Lake.” But in those few
book of reference as well as of il¬
minutes she made everyone else on
lumination) bears somewhat, pethe stage, excepting partner Mi¬
destrianly, if accurately, the title,
chael Somes, look earthbound.
“Composers on Music.” Pantheon
Johannesburg’s dressiest audi¬
is the publisher and the retail price
Iva Kitchell
ence of the year in $12 seats for¬
is $7.50. Pages: 584.
Luben Vichey, the basso turned
got to be sophisticated and howled,
As to the matter of making a
stamped and cheered its apprecia¬ entrepreneur, booked Iva Kitchell, living, Gounod pointed out in his
satirist of terp, into the Bijou
tion of Fonteyn. At The Zoo Lake, the
for a 10-day run, per¬ own day that a composer’s only
where she gave her final perform¬ Theatre
haps in the hopes that lightning chance lay in writing successful
ance, she made 6,000 people forget will strike her, as it did the not- operas. In short, the boxoffice
the rain. They had paid $3 apiece. so-melancholy Dane, Victor Borge. was then king, too, and perform¬
Milan’s La Scala mounted three Should the impish femme, by some ance royalties amounted to worldly
operas, “Elisir d’Amore,” “Secret legerdemain magic, “catch on” and success.
Marriage” and “Cosi Fan Tutte.” become a Broadway legit attrac¬
Opera is the subject of many of
Tehor Giuseppe di Stefano and tion, she would, of course, be cat¬ the comments by 90-odd composers
conductor Guido Cantellli drew apulted into the ranks of big- “from Palestrina to Copland.”
It’s more
heaviest applause.
Stefano also money entertainers.
Amusingly, Marcello in the early
gave a one-man recital at the City likely, - however, that by the pres¬ 18th century lampooned the cor¬
ent
show-casing,
her
Hall and received for his Neopoli- (NAC) expected to attract managers
the press ruption and decadence of opera,
tan songs and operatic arias a attention that would increase Miss in a different vein but in the same
bobbysox reception from a normal¬ Kitchell’s bookings, both in ^num¬ spirit of Wagner 150 years later.
ly staid audience.
bers and fee-wise, for her one- Also Verdi complained in 1853:
In a series of recitals and orches¬ night concert stands. She’s a fine “Our opera nowadays sins in the
tral concerts, Claudio Arrau from entertainer, but for the Main Stem, direction of too great monotony.”
Chile proved that he is Johannes¬ hers is doubtful fare at $4.60.
Economics—or lack thereof—has
burg’s favorite pianist. It was his I Miss Kitchell has a repertoire of haunted music always. Morgenstern
| some 26 dance-characterizations. reproduces in its entirety an article
third visit to South Africa.
Other successes in the Festival Of these, she does a dozen or so Anton Dvorak wrote on American
each night. The program lists all music for Harper’s Magazine in
were:
of them, and the gifted zany an¬ 1895. It still reads almost—not
Andres Segovia on the guitar.
nounces her numbers from the quite—like
Yehudi Menuhin.
a modern tract. Dvorak
stage.
There are no props except
Anna Russell burlesquing just
City of Bonn in W. Germany is about
a dressing-table and a rack full was “surprised” by the prejudice
every
*
kind
of
music.
kicking in $1,000,000 toward a new
costumes.. She makes up and against the arts in America. Pub¬
Sir Malcolm Sargent, pulling a of
changes costumes on the stage, and lic-spirited men helped schools,
Beethoven Hall overlooking the
local
orchestra
through
its
paces.
in
those interludes between her universities, libraries, hospitals. “I
Rhine and due to open in the
Jascha Horenstein. conducting the dances are some of tne most en¬ can only marvel that so little has
spring of 1958. Main concert hall,
London
Symphony
Orchestra
as
joyable moments of the evening. been done for music.” The Czech
one of several in structure, will
standin for Josef Krips, who Her mugging as she creams her composer, then director of the Na¬
seat 1,400.
Remainder of needed funds, the couldn’t make the trip on account face, her manipulations of a series tional Conservatory of Music in
of distinctive hair-dos to match^the Manhattan, made the comment:
amount undisclosed, is being raised of health.
character to be portrayed, her mim¬ “Art, of course, must always go
internationally. In N. Y. on Dec. 5
ing and general deportment are a-begging, but why should this
LEBANON BUT NOT IRAN
at Carnegie there will be a fund¬
amusing and even when she repeats country alone, which is so justly
raising concert by Andor Foldes
a bit of business, it often brings famed for its generosity, close its
Ballet Theatre Route Switch
with . the Carl Schurz Memorial
guffaws. Her only conspirator is
Follows Egyptian War
Foundation fronting and Roy Bern¬
the expert pianist, Harvey Brown door, to the poor beggar? In the
ard handling the promotion.
|
who performed valiantly at the Old World this is not so. Since
Beirut, Nov. 6.
I Steinway and occasionally emerged the days of Palestrina . . . princes
Ballet Theatre came to this from the wings for a bit of busi¬ and prelates have vied with each
Lebanese city within the Arab bloc ness. The costumes are effective other in extending a generous hand
sympathetically thought largely and add to the mockery.
to music.”
Wein..
Christian despite the Near East
“Composers on Music” has a fas¬
crisis. Lebanon’s president attend¬
cination of detail and multiple
Eger Players
Walter P. Brown, positively the ed opening. Dancers were enthusi¬
viewpoint
which no ordinary his¬
The Eger players at Town Hall
only former pitcher for the New astically received by a capacity concert
(10) played an# unusual tory of music could match. Today’s
York Yankees ever to enter the house.
Dramatists
Guild considers itself
program of classical and jazz com¬
concert management business, is
However Ballet Theatre has can¬ positions. The ensemble features pretty powerful to have a right of
not leaving it. Brown is selling his celled a date in Teheran in Iran Joseph Eger, young, American and veto over casting, but Verdi had a
stock back to Columbia Artists (Persia) and is flying to Rome an outstanding French horn play¬ clause granting him the right to
Management, .of which he’s been where it will open Nov. 16.
er who has forced a pace for his withdraw any opera “up to its dress
executive veep. It ends 20 years
horn among the great solo instru¬ rehearsal” if he disapproved of
connection. Brown will switch to
ments.
His three supporting play¬ the production in any way. Verdi
another branch of the business Hurok Books Israeli Boy ers Charles Libove, violinist, Nina it was who in 1847 laid down the
there is none like.
Pianist for America Lugovoy,- pianist, Sterling Hunk- law to Ricordi:
ins, cellist, have somewhat less art¬
Columbia’s units now comprise
“In order to prevent changes
Tel Aviv, Nov. 6.
istry but the group is a personable
Judson, O’Neil & Judd, Coppicus
which theatres make in musi¬
Daniel Barenboim, Israeli boy one, headed for success.
& Schang (sans Brown), Andre pianist born in Buenos Aires, will
cal works, it is forbidden to
After classical selctions like a
Mertens, Kurt Weinhold, Horace be introduced to American audi¬
insert anything into the score,
Parmalee, an£ newest of all, ences by impresario Sol Hurok Haydn Horn Trio and Brahms,
to make cuts, raise or lower a
some Bartok and a delightful piece
Humphrey Doulens' tv division.
key, or in general to make any
next January, after playing a num¬ bv Leonard Bernstein “Elegy for
alteration which would entail
ber of recitals in Israel-under the Minoy I” (a poodle!) the |D*oup
the slightest change in instru¬
auspices of the American Fund for nerformed a dumber of American
mentation, on pain of 1,000
Israeli Institutions.
“firsts” like Britten’s “Canticle
Joseph Rosenstock, New York
francs fine which X shall de¬
Lad, who will be 14 on Nov. 16, III” (words bv Edith Sitwell) with
City Opera Co. batoner, will again came to Israel with his parents at tenor Leslie Chabay as guest artist
mand of you for every theatre
conduct the NHK Symphony Or¬ the age of nine. Conductor Igor and “Fantasy” by Peter Korn
where a change is made in the
chestra winter subscription series Markevich, who heard him here, which oroved slightly long for the
score.”
in,Japan. The opening concert of invited him to study at Salz''"”"* amount of inventiveness these
Verdi wrote widely on music and
the five-month season will be Nov.
comoosUidns had to offer. The on his contemporaries. He com¬
in
1952,
and
since
then
he’s
been
29 at Iiibiya Hall, Tokyo.
erouo
is
frkntiipate
to
have
a
jazz
Rosenstock wi.l conduct 50 con¬ a regular visitor to t’“n conducting corp»'0‘*''r ifi'e Hal Schaefer who plained that Paris was too sticky
in its snobbish demands, sayifig, “If
*rt plat¬
certs, including radio and tv broad¬ classes and on the
writes music for them.
.Goth.
you terrify the man of genius with
form in the Mozart City,
casts.

MW BEETHOVEN HALL
GETS GOTHAM LEG-UP

Ex-Hurler Walter Brown
Exits Columbia Mgmt.

Rosenstock Re-Nips

South Africans in Swoon
For Margaret Fonteyn;
Tickets Scaled to $12

Private Opera
Leads Chutro
To Bankruptcy
Miami, Nov. 13.
Attempt to stage opera here last
winter in competition with the
strongly entrenched and civicgroup backed Miami Opera Guild
was a financial flop, it was revealed
in Federal Court this week, when
Dimitri Chutro, producer of the
ill-fated project, filed a bankruptcy
petition.
According to Chutro, the finan¬
cial fiasco wasjlue to “unusual op¬
position of organized groups with¬
in this area.” Without directly re¬
ferring to Arturo di Filippi and
his Miami Opera Guild, the petition
went on to state: “The petitioner,
not being familiar with the unusu¬
al situation peculiar to Miami mu¬
sic circles—which, to the best of
his knowledge exists nowhere else
—did not expect the active opposi¬
tion.”
Music circles here last yCar were
titillated by verbal arguments be¬
tween DiFilippi and Chutro, with
many reportedly recipients of cards
urging them to, disregard the new
competition to Guild stagings. Di¬
Filippi is founder and artistic di¬
rector of the civic group-adopted
Guild.
The Chutro presentation of
“Boris Godunoff” at Dade County
auditorium last February, although
favorably reviewed* by the local
critics, netted $2,794 with costs hit¬
ting $7,074. According to the pro¬
ducer, he used up all his worldly
goods in raising money to pay the
bills but still owes $2,011 and has
assets today of only $26.85. Withal,
Chutro, who formerly operated a
Miami ballet studio, has booked the
Auditorium for next Feb. 3 when he
hopes to present “Mignon.”
The Miami Opera Guild will pre¬
sent Metropolitan Opera lead sing¬
ers this winter, in “Faust” Jan. 14,
15, 16 and “Don Pasquale” Feb. 18,
20 and 23, with the subscription
lists sold out and general ticket
sales being pushed through coop¬
eration of local cultural organiza¬
tions.
'UNIRKED' WM. WARFIELD
U. S. Singer Cut German Lieder
On N. Y. Advice Re Israel
Respecting the Variety news
story from Israel anent Negro bari¬
tone William Warfield being
“irked” by the unofficial ban on
German tongue in that state, the
singer’s N. Y. manager Larnejr
Goodkind points out that Warfield
and his pianist Otto Herz had
carefully canvassed the language
problem even before leaving Man¬
hattan.
Warfield* himself eliminated Ger¬
man lieder from his Tel Aviv pro¬
gram after talking with Reuven
Dafni, Israel consul-general in
N. Y. Hungarian tunes were sub¬
stituted, but segments of the Israeli
audience requested German lieder
as encores.
your wretched measured criticism,
he will never let himself go and
you will rob him of his naturalness
and enthusiasm.”
Wagner the critic was indis¬
tinguishable from Wagner the con¬
troversialist. A composer who was
his own librettist, his dictum still
bristles with challenge: “A means
of expression (music) has been
made the end while the end of ex¬
pression (the drama) has been
made a means.”
Composers were frequently very
generous to other composers. Liszt
said that Beethoven constituted “a
perpetual command, an infallible
revelation.” Schumann declared,
“Chopin might now publish any*
thing without his name. The world
would nevertheless immediately
recognize him.”
Coming down to the modern day,
Aaron Copland is quoted at some
length, among his paragraphs this
one: “Most people use music as >
couch; they want to-be pillowed on
it, relaxed and consoled for the
stress of daily living. But seriouj
music was never meant to be used
as a soporific. Contemporary mu*
sic, especially, is created to wake
you up, not to put you to sleepIt is meant to stir and excite you-j
it may even exhaust you. But isn‘:
that the kind- of stimulation yoj
go to theatre or read a book forWhy make an exception of music:
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Peter Witt’s Literary Agency
Talent agent Peter Witt has ex¬
panded his percenters service
into the literary field. Heretofore
confining itself to the representa¬
tion of thesps for legit, pix, and
television, the Witt firm, with of¬
fices in New York and Hollywood,
will also represent writer?, scripts,
and directors in all media.
Virginia Viertel will head the
new department. Mrs. Viertel, for¬
merly with Samuel Goldwyn’s story
department and west coast editor
of E. P. Dutton, has. moved from
Hollywood to New York to begin
her new assignment immediately.
Hentz’s N. Y. Times Replica
H. Hentz & Co. is circulating an
exact replica of the N. Y. Daily
Times (as it was then called), dated
Saturday, Nov. 15, 1856, in com¬
memoration of the centennial of
the Wall Street brokerage house
founded by Henry Hentz.
Replica of the first ad of the
firm founded 100 years ago read:
“Gentlemen of Capital will be
greatly interested to learn of our
very handsome, newly formed
brokerage office located at No. 5
Hanover Street. Commencing at
9V6 o’clock today, and daily there¬
after, this house will conduct busi¬
ness in the market as commission
broker and • business counsellor.
Patrons are assured that the un¬
dersigned will give his personal
attention and supervision to all
transactions
entrusted to him.
(Signed) Henry Hentz.”

Charles D. Marks, Yale ’55, as
editor and business manager, re¬
spectively.
Inaugural issue will be 40 pages
and will be distributed free on a
“one-to-a-room” basis throughout
some 16 colleges. Press run will be
more than 20,000 copies..
Revised ’Best Jokes’
A couple of major revisions have
been made on the 11th edition of
“Best Jokes for All Occasions,”
which Pocket Books was slated to
| release last week. Chapters en¬
titled “Negro Jokes” and “Jewish
Jokes” were dropped, with editor
Jerry Lieberman substituting a
chapter tagged “Jokes About Peo¬
ple In General.”
B’nai Brith expressed"' disfavor
over the “Jewish” chapter, which
was a part of the original bobk 15
years ago. Feeling is that there is
a greater sensitivity today to any¬
thing that might wist unfavorable
| racial
or
religious v reflections,
Lieberman explained. He added
that it was not the intexltion of
Doubleday, original publisher, to
suggest any 'type of bigotry.

Chambers' Journal Suspends
The
second oldest surviving
monthly in Great Britain, Cham¬
bers’
Journal,
published
from
Edinburgh, Scotland, is to cease
publication as from the December
issue.
Founded in 1832, it had a circus
lation of 80,000 at the turn of the
century, but this has fallen to
10,000, and increased costs of pro¬
Krutch, Stanley Tome
duction have compelled it to cease
Columbia U. prof-critic-essayist publication.
Joseph Wood Krutch has done a
treatment of .natural evolution,
Durante’s 3d Biog
“The Great Chain of Life,” appear¬
Maurice Zolotow’s personal story
ing via Houghton Mifflin in Jan¬
on
Jimmy
Durante for the Satur¬
uary.
HM this month publishing a day Evening Post is an introspec¬
tive
approach
to the comedian’s'
book on the manner and way of
English entertainment in Louis T. personal attitude on life, religion,
his fellow-man, along with general
Stanley’s “The London Season.”
show biz. He is calling it, tenta¬
tively at least, “I Got A Million of
British Legit Annual
‘Em.”
It’s intended for ultimate
“Theatres
1955-56,”
by Ivor
Brown (Max Reinhardt, London; book publication.
Gene
Fowler
recently
did
$2.95), is the author’s second an¬
nual review of the British ©stage, “Great Schnozzola” and there has
and apart from-being a book of been a previously published biog
reference, contains the author’s on the comedian.
Zolotow’s closeup on the Lunts
own opinions on individual pro¬
ductions of importance, in and out in the current Woman’s Home
of London, and his impressions of Companion may also develop into
the state of the British theatre in a book, with the permission, of
course, of Alfred Lunt and Lynne
general.
Cast lists of major productions, Fontanne. This has been the first
time
the Lunts invited a writer to
are again included, as the special;
yearly review of the foreign scene. live with thenf at their Genosee
Depot,
Wise., farm-retreat. The
This yearis subject is the French
Theatre, contributed by Thomas mag article is called “Design for
Quinn Curtiss (who also corre¬ Happy Living (or How to Stay
Happily Married Forever).”
sponds for Variety).
Another Zolotow piece, with a
Henry Sherek ha? also contrib¬
uted an article on “Playwrights,” show biz flavor; is on the vodka
in which he states that the e«p^- crazp for the December Cosmopol¬
tial basis of a healthy theatre lies itan.
in the. hands of playwrights, and
Chapman’s Annual
adds that at the moment Britain
“Theatre ’56,” edited by John
is having a thin time of it in that
respect.
Chapman (Random House; $5),
continues the series of stage an¬
nuals in which the N. Y. Daily
No Cuffo USIA Mss.
Following a protest from the News critic digests a “golden doz¬
Authors Guild that writers alone en” of Broadway’s yearly best.
were being asked to “donate” talent This season’s crop includes “Diary
to the overseas propaganda of the of Anne Frank,” “The Lark,”
U. S. Information Agency (State “Tiger at the Gates,” “Chalk Gar¬
Dept.), the latter is now paying for den,” “No Time for Sergeants,”
all writings reproduced in foreign “Hatful of Rain,” “Time Limit!,”
“The
Ponder
Heart,”
“Mister
languages or periodicals.
USIA is paying at least a token Johnson,” “Matchmaker,” “View
fee of $25, but more for specific from the Bridge” and “Most Hap¬
material when negotiated. Though py Fella.”
Critic-editor also submits his
the payment is merely nominal it
is viewed by the Authors Guild as own .backward glance at the sea¬
son.
George Freedley writes of the
a principle and precedent of im¬
theatre in Canada and the U.S.
portance.
Also gratifying to the Guild is London- is covered by C. B. Mortthe acceptance by USIA of the con¬ lock.
By comparison with Louis Kroncept of leasing (five years) rather
enberger’s “Best Plays” (Dodd,
than outright sale.
Mead), illustrative material is less
Rono.
New Book by ABC’s Paul Harvey copious here.
“The Rest of the Story,” feature
on Paul Harvey’s daily ABC-Radio
H. Allen Smith’s Next
news program, has been put into
H. Allen Smith and the missus
book form and will be published (Nell), who acts as interpreter, will
by Hanover House Nov. 5.
winter in Mexico City on a book
Little-known true stories aboiit which will embrace the local film
famous people, the tales in “The and tv business, Mexican vaude¬
Rest of the Story” give new in¬ ville, Cantinflas, “the bean, the
sights into the careers of such burro, the hot pepper, the Aztec
famous personages as Paul Revere, two-step,
the
expatriates
plus
Mary Martin, Dwight D. Eisen¬ many other things.”
hower, Ronald Colman, the broth¬
Humorists’s new book, “Write
er of Jesse James, J. C. Penney, Me a Poem, Baby,” has just been
and others.
published by Little/ Brown.
Harvey, who lives in River For¬
est, Ill., conducts the program
The John Scarne Story
which is carried by 265 stations of
Card wiz and crooked gambling
the American Broadcasting Co. He exposer extraordinary, who has
is also the author of a syndicated mingled on intimate terms with
column.
Curious mobsters and been re¬
tained by legit casinos, just as
Cuffo Tourist Baiter
Uncle Sam enlisted his services to
Reaching the “travel*minded” teach the GIs the fallacies of gam¬
Ivy League student is the avowed bling with strangers, or the haz¬
aim of Ivy League Publications ards ^of card and dice sharpsters,
which contemplates a January has virtually written a biopic po¬
debut for the first issue of an tential for himself. “The Amazing
annual mag that will cover the World of John Scarne” (Crown;
tourist field. Titled Holiday in $5) name-drops mobsters and ty¬
Havana, publication will be staffed coons, show biz names and celebs
by James A. Kern, Yale ’56, and from the headlines with ease and
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Uakiety
authority because, in his way, he’s
a unique showman all his own.
Author of several books on
cards, dice and tricksterings with
both (as against innocent magico
stuff),, plus inventor of several suc¬
cessful home games (Teeko, Scarnee, etc.), this is his definitive autobiog. It reads like a whodunit in
several instances.
The mobster
stuff is grimly funny because even
the kiddies who make with the
fast-shuffle got curious on how
Scarne does his stuff. He; baffled
them with their own cards.
It’s good reading and will make
a swell film. Especially if.keyed
to his GI work, which got him offi¬
cial commendations from a gratefurGovernment.
Abel.
Eddie Davis’ New One
Softcover rights to Eddie Davis’
new “Laughter in Bed” have been
assigned to Popular Library.
Meanwhile,
gagster is busying
himself with the writing of a telespec, “Hold Onto Your Hats,”
which starred the late A1 Jolson on
Broadway* and scripting of a legit
musical.
Fractured Noah
The Fractured French and “sillynyms” aficianados will like “Mr
Webster’s Bloomers (Or English
Bashed and Unabashed),” a de¬
lightful anthology of malapropisms
by John Bailey, Helen Furnas and
J. C. Furnas (Morrow; $1.95)
Bailey also did the illustrations.
The “vocabulary” is as funny as
it is ingenious. Samples: “Teu¬
tonic: not enough gin”; “teetotaler:
a golf scorecard”; “tapioca: a Bra¬
zilian tapdance”; “subservient: a
servant willing to wait on people
only in the cellar.” This gives the
idea. Very funny and may well
start a. whole new national game.
Abel.
CHATTER
James Seager, editor-in-chief of
Edinburgh Evening News, retired
after 52 years, succeeded by W. D.
Barnetson.
The Wall §t. Journal did a bull¬
ish biz in strike-bound Clevela^
which has had to rely on newscasts
for topical news.
Imperial Books Inc. authorized
to conduct a publishing business
in New York. Directors include
Frederick V. Fell and Norman Jay;
Bernard A. Grossman, filing at¬
torney.
Richard H. Larsh, feature edi¬
tor of the Pacific Stars & Stripes
and Variety correspondent in To¬
kyo, returned there this weekend,
after a three-month holiday (builtup leave), most of which he and
his wife spent touring European
capitals; their first time over.

Beefs Vs. Critics
Continued from page 71

"V

and then writes coherent reviews.
Another is apparently only a fairly
recent and sporadic offender.
A source of growing annoyance
among managers is the frequent
failure of critics, drama editors
and other press-list individuals to
return unused tickets to the boxoffice or producer, at least in time
for sale to someone else. This
practice takes several forms.
Persons on the press list occa¬
sionally (in some instances, fre¬
quently) don’t use the tickets them¬
selves and either give them away
or notify the ihanagement so late
that there’s little time to make the
best use of . them. One noted tv
personality is especially prone to
allow the seats to go unused at all,
so his aisle locations are frequently
empty.
There’s no idea of. complaints
about habitual scribe “borrowers.”
The general attitude of managers
is that it’s an individual matter,
and anyone who’s a victim should
have known better. However, it’s
been suggested that the League
should send a general form letter
to all names on the first-night and
second-night press lists, explaining
the problem and asking coopera¬
tion.

Off-B’way Shows
-

- ■ -■ Continued from page 74 —-■■■

Shoestring 957
only that it’s ladies’ night, which
has never been known to hurt b.o.
The sketches are frequently
Sharp in substance, weak on black¬
out, and there are no musical
memories, though Harvey Schmidt’s
inanely innocuous “Doop-De-Doop”
could be contagious.
The Bagley formula seems to be
show ’em some pretty girls and
handsome boys, throw a couple of
barbs at psychiatry and show busi¬
ness, don’t get deep or arty, let
everybody do everything at least
once, remember sex. Pretty soon
Bagley will bo 24. What next?
. Geor.
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More Mail Order Gripes
■ ---

Continued from page 71 -

the 18c postage loss. That’s the
last they’ll hear from me."
What might they have done?
In addition to what I have already
pointed out* they might have sent
me a note stating that they would
hold tickets for New Years pend¬
ing receipt of additional funds with¬
in a specified time. I would have
sent the additional funds and every¬
body would have been satisfied.
1 Lpt’s face it. Theatre seats are
not cheap. It behooves the manage¬
ments of show companies to treat
patrons as customers, not as tran¬
sient panhandlers. It may take a
bit of investment to staff boxoffices
with competent personnel and effi¬
cient systems, but it will pay off
in the long run.
Albert Boyars.
* Theatre Manager Answers
New York.
Editor, Variety:
That-story about mishandling of
mail orders for Broadway shows
appears to boil down to a single
individual who has, by his own
testimony, had seven of .his 10 ap¬
plications this
season
handled
“promptly and efficiently.”
On
the face of it, that appears to be
a fairly good record, even assum¬
ing that the other three of his or¬
ders were correctly and clearly
drafted.
I cannot speak for the other two
shows mentioned, but in the case
of “Major Barbara,” I cannot be¬
lieve the handling of the mall or¬
der was “irresponsible.”
If the
unidentified individual cares to
reveal his name, I’ll investigate
the case and, I am confident, dis¬
cover a reasonable and satisfac¬
tory explanation.
Without knowing the specific
circumstances, however, I can of¬
fer only a few general observa¬
tions. First, “Major Barbara” in¬
volved special difficulties for ad¬
vance orders, since the play was
booked at the Martin Beck Theatre
for only a few weeks, then moves
to the Morosco Theatre.
That
means not only different numbers
and arrangements of seats, but
different Jboxoffice staffs.
Second, in the management of
both the Martin Beck and the
Morosco, we have a transparently
simple attitude: We love to take
in money. Therefore, we try our
very best never- to disappoint a
customer. If anyone mails us an
order for tickets, we fill it if we
possibly can, even if it meafis let¬
ting the brokers do without.
Mail order applicants are some¬
times disappointed, particularly if
they’ve specified certain seat lo¬
cations and only a few alternate
dates. Also, unfortunately, not all
mail orders are clear or even cor¬
rectly made out. Finally, it is true,
we do make occasional* mistakes.
Like {he mail order applicants, we
are human.
In general, however, I believe
that theatregoers are getting fair¬
er, more efficient and more satis¬
factory ticket service now than
ever before, particularly as to mail
orders, and that the situation is
being steadily improved.
Louis A. Lotito.
(The writer is general manager
of the Martin Beck Theatre and
president of City Playhouses, Inc.,
which .owns: the Morosco, 46th
Street, Helen Hayes and Coronet
Theatres:)—Ed.)
Another Complaint
New York.
Editor, Variety:
Let me add my small voice to
those of other irate ex-theatregoers. Living in New York, I have
what my out-of-town friends call
a wonderful opportunity to view
the best the American stage has
to offer. All I can do, however,
when I hear that phrase, is to
snicker sarcastically.
For instance, over a month ago
I sent for tickets for “Auntie
Marne.”. I neglected to enclose a
self-addressed, stamped envelope.
I remedied the oversight a few
days later, enclosing an explana¬
tory letter. My check was cashed
promptly and I received it back
from the bankfc
However, the
tickets were not so prompt.
In
fact they were very slow.
After several weeks, I attempted
to call the Broadhurst Theatre.
That, as you probably know, is
fruitless and nerve-wracking. Busy
signals and/or no-answers were all
I got in three days of almost con¬
tinuous phoning,
I wrote other
letters, two of them, I think, en¬
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closing a stamped, self-addressed
envelope in each.
Finally, the other day, the
tickets arrived, not for Nov. 15,
which my original order had speci¬
fied (I had plans to go with some
of those envious out-of-towners),
but for next March 1. Also, the
seats, costing $4.05 oach, were in
just about the worst possible lo¬
cation.
Judith Trotsky.'
Claims ‘Maine’ Runaround
Editor, Variety:
It was with something like won¬
der that I read the article in to¬
day’s (Nov. 7) issue concerning
the mishandling of mail orders. It
was with joy and “I am so glad”
that I finished reading it and sat
back with a smile.
For all last season I had the
same problem and so this season I
decided I wouldn’t get caught
without a ticket to all the big
shows. Little did I know. “Auntie
Marne” advertised and I immedi¬
ately sent in for a single ticket and
listed 18 other dates. Six weeks
passed and “Auntie Marne” was
due to open the next day when I
finally got the phone to be an¬
swered at “Marne” only to have
the girl laugh in my face when I
told her I wanted my tickets. Her
reply, “We’re sold out and have
been for weeks.” And when I men¬
tioned that I had sent my order six
weeks before, she only laughed
again and made some remark
about “it was too bad” and hung
up. The next morning I received
my check back and a little blue
card saying the management was
sorry but my price range had been
sold out and that if I’d return the
check with a note saying the first
available date then I’d get my
ticket. I just don’t know what I’ll
be doing six months hence, so I
just tore my check up and said the
heck with it. Practically the same
thing happened with “Bells,” and
so I’m not seeing that, either.
I know of several people that
are having to cancel or sell tickets
to shows because of ordering by
mail they got two shows the same
night. •
Thanks for bringing this to the
eyes of the public. This situation
is just rather disgusting, I think.
E. Lewton Smith.

Legit Bits
Si^, Continued from page 74 —

^

the first volume of Sean O’Casey’s
autobiographical series, has been
cancelled. .
The Hudson Guild Community
Theatre, N. Y., will present “Detec¬
tive Story,” beginning next Satur¬
day (17).
Bunny LeVoe has exited the
Feuer & Martin office.
Helen Hoerle has exited as
pressagent for the touring produc¬
tion of “Chalk Garden” to take
over in that capacity on the Coast
presentation of “Sleeping Prince,”
with Madi Blitzstein replacing her
on the former show.
Philip Boumeuf and his wife,
Frances Reid, are back;,-, in New
York after appearing together in
“Androcles and the Lion” at the
Studebaker Theatre, Chi.
Stewart Chaney will design the
scenery for “Hidden River.”
Mordecai Gorelick will do the
sets for the forthcoming off-Broadway musical version of “Volpone.”
Costumes for the upcoming offBroadway production of “Misan¬
thrope” will be designed by Althea
Douglas.
“Ghosts,” starring Eva LeGallienne, will be the third offering
of the current season at the Fred
Miller Theatre, Milwaukee, begin¬
ning Nov. 26. The second entry,
“Jenny, Kissed Me,” starring Leo
G. Carroll, is current.
Lyle Talbot is starring in “Time
Out for Ginger” at the Music Box,
Hollywood,
repeating
role
he
played last season for Pasadena
Playhouse.
The touring “Hatful of Rain,”
starring Vivian Blaine, is due Jan.
21 at the Huntington Hartford
Theatre, Hollywood, for a fort-'
nighl’s stand.
Charlton Heston will open his
own strawhat theatre next summer
on his farm at St. Helen, Mich.,
opening with “Detective Story,” in
which he and his wife, Lydia
Clarke, will costar.
Theatre 200, an investment-pro¬
duction syndicate headed by Ed¬
ward Specter, will be partnered
with Gertrude Macy in a contem¬
plated Broadway presentation of
Bentz Plagcmann’s comedy, “This
Is Goggle,” which Charles Laugh
ton will direct.
,,
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CHATTER

Broadway

and the Radio City Music Hall,
Rockettes.
Death at ‘80 last week of George
F. Trommer, onetime head of John
F. Trommer, the Brooklyn brewery
founded by father, removed a fa¬
miliar gadabout from the Manhat¬
tan nitery scene; he covered the
Broadway beat with more regular¬
ity than many a professional newsgatherer. He Was seen everywhere,
every night, often with Christo
(ex-John & ), operators of many
midtown top spots pre- and during
Prohibition. John Steinberg (&
Cristo) was g.m. of Hillerest Coun¬
try Club, BevHills. until his re¬
tirement last year.

London

'Wednesday, November 14, 1956
Sixth of June” (20th) likely will
be held back several weeks.
>an Mann pacted as Principal
Boy in Howard & Wyndham panto¬
mime “Babes in the Wood” at Al¬
hambra, Glasgow, opening Nov. 30.
Holiday on Ice (Great Britain)
Ltd. presenting musical on ice,
Ivor Novello’s “Glamorous Night,”
for four weeks at Alhambra, Glas¬
gow.
Harry Gordon home after quickie
trip to Paris and London, and
readying role in “Robinson. Cru¬
soe,” pantomime at Theatre Royal,
Glasgow.

Allen Reisner in town after N.Y.
(Temple Bar 5041/9952)
William Morris agency topper
huddles.
Sir Michael Balcon set an April
Abe Lastfogel in and out of town
Lew Schreiber back from four
production date for “Dunkirk,”
over the weekend on urgent tv biz.
weeks in, Europe.
after 18 months of research.
The Pat O’Briens, actor Leo
Liberace returned from Euro¬
M, P. Elms, formerly of Bank
Genn and writer-producer Anthony
pean concert tour.
of England film division, named
Barkley in from Europe yesterday
Frank Sinatra new Abbott of
secretary to Warwick Film Pro¬
(Tues.) on the Queen Mary.
Friars Club of California.
ductions.
^
Roger Edens checked in at Para¬
Paramount Pictures’ Italian
Harold G. Bpxall named a direc¬
mount after month in Tokyo.
chieftain, Pilades Levi, in on a
tor of Film Casting Assn, to fill
William Dozier returned after
Gotham holiday with his 75-yearvacancy
created by resignation of
three weeks in the Far East.
old mother, who has never been
Leslie
F.
Baker.
George Glass and Walter Seltzer
in the U.S.
Bill Batchelor took over as stu¬
organized a new public relations
Stanley Fellerman, son of Max
dio publicist for “The Sleeping
firm.
Fellerman, v.p.-general manager of
Prince” from Alan Arnold, who is
Milton R. Rachmil in from N.Y.
Lopert Films which operates the
for huddles with UI studio execu¬
now in America.
Astor and Victoria Theatres in
S.
W.
Smithers
appointed
head
tives.
N.Y., engaged to Carol Nancy Lee.
By Ramsay Ames
of BBC Television News in succes¬
Milt Watt joined Warner Bros,
The Hotel St. Moritz’s prexy,
(Castellana Hilton; 372200)
sion to W. J. Breething, retiring
flackery to head studio’s exploita¬
Charles G. Taylor, is carrying the
Johnny Meyer and his wife ar¬ tion dept.
By Gene Moskowitz .
after
17
years’
service.
•
“Weekend at the Waldorf” package
(28 Rue Huchette Odeon 4944)
peter Cushing signed by Exclu¬ rived from Paris, enroute to Gua- ^Walter Branson in for talks with
idea a step further with a gift cer¬
Magyar Cirkusz, Hungarian Bu¬
Films to play Baron Franken¬ dix, a tiny pueblo near Granada, Daniel T. O’Shea and William Doz- .
tificate for “a weekend in New dapest circus now at the Medrano sive
stein in their upcoming production where his company’s (Claridge ier at RKO.
York.”
here, removed Russo hammer and of “Curse of Frankenstein.”
Films) “Action of Tiger” crew is
Cecil G. Bernstein, managing di¬
Fifth annual memorial mass for sickle from its flag during presen¬
Pat O’Brien, Leo Genn and An¬ location - shooting. Metro-released rector of Granada Theatres, here
the late Jack Mclnerney at St. tation.
thony Bartley among the show biz “Tiger” stars Martine Carole and from London.
Jean Baptiste Church, 76th Street
Marya Saunders, U.S. yidpix passengers sailing for N.Y. on the Van Johnson, and is directed by
Ginger Rogers will be honor
•and Lexington Avenue, Saturday thesp, here for a stint in a U.S. Queen Mary. Hugh Wonter, Savoy Terence Young.
guest of Hollywood Women’s Press
tv-film
series to be made for U.S. Hotel chairman, is also on the
noon (17).
Spain has inaugurated its first Club Yule party Dec. 18.
TV station, under the auspices of
Ten RKO Studio employes of 25
Harmonicaist Larry Adler may by Louis Dolivet. Pat Crowley is liner.
Derek Walker-Smith, parliamen¬ Radio Nacional de Espana, named years’ standing were honored at
be back in the U.S. the end of this to star.
Roger
Sardou,
Columbia
Films
tary
secretary
to
Board
of
Trade,
month from London where he just
TVE, meaning Television Espana. Studio Club’s annual dinner. They
returned following an extensive publicity chief here, quitting his to be guest of honor at annual din¬ Initial program featured Roberto were Rudolph Becker, Blanche
post this week; spot taken over by ner of London branch of Cinema¬ Inglez orch, songs by. Mexico’s Forst, Vernon Harbin, Edwin Har¬
South African tour.
Georgie Price, Wall Streeter- Jack Wiener. Sardou joins a Gallic tograph Exhibitors Assn, next Tres Diamantes, a group of Span¬ man, Wilkie Kleinpell, Marianne
month.
comedian, expects to become a pic outfit, SIPA.
Macklem, Richard Mahn, William
Vivien Leigh attended yester¬ ish dancers and a recital by favor¬ Robey, Minerva Searles and James
Marcel Pagnol to direct his pic,
grandpop any day; daughter Georite Cubiles.
gain (Penny) (Mrs. John Larsen of Premier Amour” (First Love), day’s (Tues.) nomination lunch of
The Bernard Brothers at cabaret Vaiana.
Philadelphia) is expecting her first here as a French-American copro¬ the Variety Club to receive a check Parilla del Alcazar.
duction, in two lingos, with Robert on behalf of the Actor’s Orphanage
baby.
Lyric soprano Consuelo Rubio
Topical joke: changing the signs Wyler producing. Charles *Boyer for coin raised by “Trapeze” preem
left for a series of concerts in
last summer.
, ,
at the Criterion, where “10 Com¬ is to star.
Seasonal toppers are now the
Vincent Korda planed to Vienna Paris and London.
Charlie Chaney into Steak House
mandments” just opened, to “Thou
“Don Juan Tenorio” opened last for four weeks.
Shalt Not Smoke!” Another: “In¬ Gallic “Gervaise,” “Trapeze” (UA), to get news of his son, who was
Singer Peggy Connelly into Mr.
stead of charging admission they’ll “Rains of Ranchipur”"" (20th), one of four undergraduates who week, as every year, at the Teatro
‘Court Jester” (Par), Jean Renoir’s went on a mercy mission to Hun¬ Espanol. This year, Jose Maria Kelly’s for a week, starting Nov.
pass the plate.”
Carole
Chartier,
widow
of ‘Elena Et Les Hommes” and “Pic- gary and had been reported cap¬ Seoane alternates with Manuel Di- 26
(Col). Moving up fast are tured by the Russ.
Variety scribe Roy (Char) CharGene Lockhart in yesterday
centa in the role of Don Juan.
tier, wed Harry Redman Oct. 11 at “The Man Who Knew Too Much”
Celia Gamez and her “El Aguila (Tues.) for appearance at the Sinai
her mother’s home in Meridian, (Par), “Attack” (UA) and “Bus
de Fuego” (Eagle of Fire) passed Forum.
Congress Hotel’s Leonard Hicks,
Miss. Bride and groom are plan¬ Stop” (20th).
450th performance at Teatro MarGloria Swanson and Eric Von
former vaude topper, feted by
ning a Gotham visit shortly.
avillas.
By Glenn C. Pullen
Greater Chicago Hotel Ajssn. on his
Harry Kurnitz has been spark¬ Stroheim present at gala preem of
“Brigadoon”
opened
last
night
Queen
Kelly”
at
the
arty
Le
Carmen MacRae singing one at the Cine Gran Via; ditto Mexi- 70th birthday last week..
ing a “Bad Taste Revue,” series of
Sun-Times columnist Irv Kupblackouts, preposterous in the Pagode here. Pic was made 27 weeker at Cotton Club,
“La Bestia Magnifica” (The
Elvis Presley set for “concert’ Magnificent Beast), which stars the cinet and Jerry Lewis will emcee
main, with puns on well-knowns years ago but never released here
the annual Harvest Moon Festival
(show biz, literati, etc.), which may before. A regular in world Film at Cleveland Arena Nov. 23.
develop into another* form of Musqums though usually shown
Dick Jackson, local booker, set¬ late Miroslava, at Actualidades and Saturday night (17) at Stadium
without an ending -because ting Monica Boyer in Alpine. Vil- the Beatriz; and Spain’s “Torre- with coin going to newspaper’s
“Fracturfed French.”
Organist Milt Herth has decided Stroheim ankled the pic and it was lage Nov. 19 and Penny-Singtelon* ppariida” ,in Technicolor and Cine¬ Hospitalized Veterans Fund. Talent
mascope, at the Carlos III and roster includes Eddie Fisher,
to make Las Vegas his home; finished by Miss Swanson.
at same spot Dec. 6 for 10 days.
Charlton Heston, Zsa Zsa Gabor,
bought a house there and, in light
Sam and Larry Firsten, nitery Roxy A.
Warwick Productions’ “A Prize Louie Armstrong and Cleo Moore.
of the 13-month consecutive run
owners, co-sponsoring Benny Good¬
of
Gold,”
starring
Richard
Widat the Desert Inn, where he re¬
man jazz concert at Public Music
opens Nov. 23, figures that perhaps
Hall today (14), their first venture mark and Mai Zetterling, opened
By Guy Livingston
at the Real Cinema.
the job is steady after all.
in this field.
Guy Lombardo current at Blins
Quite a show biz turnout at
Cecil B. DeMille reaped buffo
By Lary Solloway
Johnny Johnson’s 2d Av&, Charcoal trub’s.
publicity
on
press-luncheon
visit
Charlie Spivak bought a $45,000
Judy Holliday guested at Com¬ here, plugging “Ten Command¬
• Room last Thursday night <8) for
manse
in
Coral Gables.
Paul Whiteman to launch his new bined Jewish Appeal luncheon.
Eden Roc set Lena Horne for
Hotel Bostonian’s Jewel Room ments” which goes into Loew’s
Golden Jubilee $9.98 album of all¬
By Hal V. Cohen
Ohio
tomorrow
(15).
stars, just produced by Grand gets refurbishing for bow as new
Solly Solomon took over promo¬ March date at Cafe Pompeii.
Touring legit pressagents in
Toni Spitzer resigned as public¬
night spot.
Award, the Enoch Light label.
over blackout of three news¬ tion for Mercury' records in this ity director’s post at Eden Roc.
Carmel Quinn in for visit at tizzy
Armando Armanni, managing di¬
area.
papers
having
strike
and
lockout
AGVA to stage 1957 national
Herkie Styles, four months in
rector of Hotel Excelsior. Rome, Blinstrub’s and arrangements for headaches, leaving them few places
after a brief Gotham holiday, is her concert at Symphony Hall Nov. to plant publicity for Hanna’s road¬ Miami Beach, opened Monday at convention at Delano Hotel in
<Tune.
now in Chicago for the Travel 18.
shows, outside of new Newspaper- Copa.
Molly and Walter (Tarleton
“Candide,” in third week of try¬ Guild-operated
Joe Flynn in town beating drums
Agents’ convention, thence on hol¬
sheet, the Cleve¬
for Nixon’s opener, “Inherit the hotels) Jacobs toasted 19th wed¬
iday to Texas, Florida and back in out at the Colonial, beset with ac¬ land Reporter.
ding
anni last week.
N. Y. on Dec. 3 before heading cidents. Max Adrian broke his toe
Wind,” Nov. 26.
Di Lido Hotel discarded show
and two chorus members sprained
Irene Hervey accompanied her
back to Italy.
husband, Allan Jones, to town for ideas for its Moulin Rouge and will
A special “Gbcktails Against theka^&ikles.
feature Pupi Campo orch instead.
Bob Crites, formerly of KASH,
Communism”
protest
meeting
his nitery booking.
Bea Kalnius resumes her annual
against the “rape” of Hungary is Eugene, Oregon, arrived here to
Circus Saint and Sinners honor¬
By
Jerry
Gaghan
season series of midnight airers via
being sponsored tomorrow (Thurs.) take over new duties as promotion
Duane, veepee and trus¬ ing Joe E. Brown as “fall guy” at WMIE from Di Lido Hotel Nov. 30.
at the Hotel Savoy-Plaza, N. Y., by manager for Allied, Columbia Rec¬ teeMorris
of Presser Foundation, elected Ankara banquet Sunday night,.
Herb Snusann, NBC-WWW pro¬
Aware Inc., the anti-Communist ords distribs here.
Dancer Donnajean Young home
ducer, at Fontainebleau finalizing
Walter A. Brown, Boston Gar¬ to ASCAP.
unit in show biz. Hungarian-born
Don
Walker replaces Ted Royal again for booking at Greater Pitts¬ details on upcoming all-Florida
Ilona Massey will be guest of den-Arena Corp. prexy, gets a tes¬ as arranger
burgh
Airport’s
Horizon
Room.
for “Happy Hunting,’*
timonial dinner Nov. 17 at Somer¬
honor.
Ed Young, summer opera com¬ program due for telecast Nov. 11.
at Shubert.
Herb Sussan and NBC produc¬
The Turtle Bay sector getting to set Hotel. Charles E. Kurtzman, musical
Embassy
town’s lopgest pany biz manager, to Miami Beach tion crew headquartered at Fon¬
be quite a show biz and literati northeast division chairman continuously Club,
to
confer with opera officials there
operating
nitery
(20
tainebleau
all last week; setting up
Loew’s,
is
chairman.
Proceeds
go
colony, among them being Mary
on subscription plan.
years), up for auction again.
“Wide Wide World” Sunday (11)
Martin, the Garson Kanins (Ruth to 1956 Thanks-Giving Crusade.
Mingo
Maynard,,
last
appearing
telecast.
Gordon), Katharine Hepburn, J. P
here at Valley Music Fair, in Jef¬
McEvoy,
Arthur Wiesenberger
ferson Hospital for foot operation.
(Wall Streeter w.k. in show biz),
Adrian Siegel, Philadelphia Orch
By Hazel Guild
Jerome Lawrence, Dorothy Thomp¬
cellist and lenser of musical
(24 Rheinstrpsse; 776751)
- By Victor Skaarup
son. Wiesenberger calls the fringe
By Les Rees
greats,
has
exhibition
running
in
“The
Bat,”
old
Strauss
operetta,
Prague
Philharmonic here for a
house-owners the “Mock Turtle''
Rose LaRose due" at Alvin this
Tokyo.
twoweek tour of West Germany.
big hit at Norrebro Theatre.
Bay residents.
month.
Jolly
Joyce
inked
blues
singer
Lindsey-Crouse’s hokey “Arsenic
Columbia planning to shoot
Other than the admonition
“bring money,” Lucille and Harry and Old Lace” the same at Apollo, Joe Turner and comic Jimmy Cas¬ CinemaScope documentary about - ^Warbler Cynthia Hayes into
White House nitery.
E. Gould experienced -only one with Rodil Steen and Marguerite anova to accompany Bill Haley and Vienna, to show in 87 lands.
Doran Bros, into Hotel Radisson
the Comets to Australia and Phil¬
Henry Koster plans to make a
larcenous casualty at the luxury Viby.
ippines
in
January.
Many American jazz personages
film starring Maria Schell this fall Flame Room for third time.
hotel (which will remain nameless
Minnesota
U.’sjaomecoming show
Lee
Guber
and
Frank
Ford,
im¬
in Germany, titled “Fraulein.”
at this moment) at which they were are visiting this winter. Kid Ory
Director Fritz Lang beipg feted Was Broadway musical hit, “On the
staying: somebody stole the shoe¬ and Count Basie played here re¬ presarios of the Valley Forge Mu¬
sic
Fair,
promoting
series
of
Benny
Town.”
laces from his shoes parked out¬ cently. Lionel Hampton due Nov. Goodman concerts, at the Academy im Germany during his trip here
Record season opening audience
after a 23-year absence from home
side the apartment for the valet. 19.
of 4,100 greeted Minneapolis Sym¬
Rock ’n’ roll competitions have of Music (Nov. 16), and later in land.
The shoes otherwise were there,
Cleveland,
Buffalo
and
Allentown.
phony.
been
forbidden
by
the
police
both
Frankfurt Opera to present
nicely polished, etc.
“Chalk Garden,” Lyceum’s sec¬
“The Storm” by Frank Martin ear¬
Jerome Lawrence (and Robert E. in Copenhagen and the provinces
ly in November, one week after its ond legit offering this season, due
Lee), young playwrights who have after much publicized riots. But
next week.
preem in Vienna.
two hits concurrently on Broadway several revues exhibit rock ’n’ roll
Augie’s has George Kelly Trio
First German theatre 4 in Rou(“Inherit the Wind” and “Auntie dancing on the stage without any
By Gordon Irving
mania since the war has just and exotic dancers Sandra and
Marne”), will deliver the opening disturbances.
. .
(Glasgow: Kelvin 1590)
opened in Temesvar. with Lessing’s Charmette.
New Danish films: Saga's “Faergeaddress Jan. 22 at the new Fair¬
Comic Bill David, Nine Singing
Morecambe & Wise, comedy duo, “Minna von Barnheim.”
«
mont (old Euclid Ave.) Temple, kroen” (The Ferry Inn) in its 4th
German actor Willy Reichert re¬ Upper Classmen and the Copy Cats
Cleveland, his home town. Rabbi week, Palladium’s* “Vi, der gaar to Glasgow on vaude layout.
Italian Opera Co. playing to mild ceiving the Great Service Cross of opened at the Starlight club.
Barnett R. Birkner, leader of t^e stjernevejen” (We, who follow the
Minnesota U. six home football
synagogue, is an old friend of his starry road), elegant comedy, and biz in threeweek stmt at Theatre the West German Republic from
games now assured of total attend¬
President Theodor Heuss.
mother, who incidentally came ease Asa’s “Far til fire i Byen” (Father Royal. Glasgow.
ance
in excess of 360,000, or an av¬
Jack4 Buchanan due at King’s,
Historic Theatre an der Wien in
for the “Marne” preem last week. of Four in the City), the 4th in a
Writer’s thesis will be “The Art very popular series about a well- Glasgow, in play, “The French Vienna, in which Beethoven’i erage of more than 60,000 per.
Murray’s,
one of town’s top res¬
of Laughter.”
“Fidelio” had its first performance,
known comic strip family
Mistress,” Nov. 19.
taurants, inaugurating entertain¬
“Moby Dick” (WB) set for Scot being turned into a garage.
Eugen Hartkopp left his post as
Harry Hersfield, Barry Gray and
Joseph Conrad’s “R-ome Agent,1 ment with pianist-singer Herb
Jerry Marshall will split emcee head of the Skjmdinavisk Gram- opening at Regal cinemas in Glas¬
currently at the German Schaup- George who jumped here from
chores with George Jessel at the mophone Co. after having been gow and Edinburgh Dec. 31.
23d annual “Night of Stars” at with the firm 30 years. His father
“Oklahoma” (RKO) given spe¬ pielhaus in Hamburg, is first time N. Y. Copacabana lopnge. MCA is
booking.
Madison Square Garden, N. Y., was the company’s first president, cial trade-screening at Gaumont, it’s ever been done In Germany.
St. Paul's only two daily news¬
Stage director-producer Fritz
next Monday (19). Talent lineup Skandinavisk Grammophone Com¬ Glasgow; due to Open at Odeon in
Remond, whose Little Theatre in papers, under same ownership,
for the benefit program includes pany is representing “His Masters January.
again
refusing to accept advertis¬
Judy Garland, Robert Merrill, Voice” and “Capitol” and MGM
Ross Bt'jwie, local show pro¬ the Zoo was for a long time closed
Sammy Davis Jr., Alan King, Bea¬ Records in Denmark. Albert Klein- moter, will join Tom Arnold out¬ because of remodelling, will open ing of legit attractions playing
their
Twin
Cities’ engagements ex¬
trice Kraft, Myron Cohen, Lucy ert from music firm Imudico has fit to manage his Christmas revue his new Little Theatre in the Zoo
Monroe, The Ashtons. Janik & been appointed temporary man¬ in Glasgow.
next Christmas, with G, B. Shaw’: clusively at local Lyceum, also
Arnaut, Ocie Smith, Killer Joe & ager. Hartkopp is going into the
“King and I” (20th) doing so big “Man and Superman” as first pro¬ ignores the shows* presence in
their news columns.
Debbie, Tito Puente rhumba orch publishing business.
at La Scala, Glasgow, that “D-Day, duction.
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OBITUARIES
JACOB WILK
Jacob (Jake) Wilk, 70, former
manager of the story department
and eastern production for War¬
ner Bros., died Nov. 12 in New
York.
Further details in Pictures.
LARRY SPIER
Larry Spier, 55, veteran music
ublislier and composer, died of a
eart attack Nov. 10 in New York.
Details in the Music Section.
VICTOR YOUNG
Victor Young, 56, composer of,
pops and film scores, died of a
heart attack Nov. 10 in Palm
Springs, Cal. Among his pop hits
were ‘/Sweet Sue/’ “Love Me To¬
night,” “Street of Dreams,” “Ghost
of a Chance” and “Can’t We Talk
It Over.” He scored more than 300
films, most recent of which was
Mike Todd’s “Around the World in
80 Days,” which he published via
his own firm. “Sweet Sue” was his
first hit.
Among other of his w.k. pic
scores are “Golden Earrings,” “For
Whom the Bell Tolls,” “The Big
Clock,” “Love Letters,” “French¬
man’s Creek,” “To Each His Own,”
“Samson and Delilah” and “Lady
in the Dafk.” He also composed
the music for the opening of the
tv program, “Medic,” in 1954.
In addition to composing, Young
also functioned as an arranger. He
was musical director for Decca
Records in 1935, for which he’s

appeared in “Country Girl” oppo¬
site Uta Hagen.
His film career began in 1933
with “Broadway Through a Key¬
hole,” followed by such pictures
as “Love Captive,” “Flight Com¬
mand,” “Mr. and Mrs. North,”
“Tarzan’s New York Adventure,”
“Flying Tigers,” “The Painted
Hills,” “Springfield Rifle,” “Split
Second,” “Gunsmoke,” “Duffy of
San Quentin” and “The Square
Jungle.” His last film, recently
completed, was “Bail Out at
43,000.”
His wife, three sisters, two broth¬
ers and an adopted daughter, sur¬
vives
PHIL BLOOM
Phil Boom, 53, veteran agent and
booker, died Nov. 12 in Hollywood
following surgery for a brain tu¬
mor. He had been ailing for the
past five months.
Bloom came to the Coast 10
years ago as an executive in Music
Corp. of America offices there af¬
ter a long career in New York as a
leading vaude agent. Before mov¬
ing to the Coast, he was instru¬
mental in launching MCA’s opera¬
tion in the legit field.
Shortly after arriving in Holly¬
wood, Bloom left MCA to become
an independent agent and booker.
His last assignment was booking
talent for the now-defunct “Col¬
gate Comedy Hour” on NBC-TV.
Surviving are his wife, son, four

Jfflarie £>axon
been recording ever since, and was
later a member of the music staff
of Paramount Pictures. He also was
arranger and director of radio’s
“Texaco Star Theatre” and the
Westinghouse program. His tv
composing chores, in addition to
“Medic,” included “The Buick
Hour” and VBe'kins Hollywood
Music Hall.”
Born in Chicago, Young went to
Europe as a child and studied
music in Warsaw, graduating from
a conservatory there in 1917. After
World War I, he returned to the
U.S. and made his debut as a vio¬
linist at Orchestra Hall, Chicago,
in 1921. The following year he was
violinist at Grauman’s Theatre,
Hollywood.
His wife survives.
JEAN BEDINI '
Jean Bedini, 85, died Nov. 8
in Polyclinic Hospital, New York.
Though little known to the present
generation, he was a great
showman and entertainer in his
day.
Juggler, magician enter¬
tainer and once a stalwart of the
old Columbia burlesque wheel, he
produced vaudeville acts, tabs, bur¬
lesque troupes and revues in Lon¬
don.
Bedini’s versatility was legend¬
ary. Circa 1910 he spent the betIn Beloved Memory of

JACK MdNERNEY
NOV, 14th, 1951

HORTENSE AND JACK JR.
ter part of a whole season at Willie
Hammerstein’s old Victoria Music
Hall at 7th Ave. and 42d St. He
would appear in a special afterpiece spooling all the turns pre¬
ceding him on the current bill.
Eddie Cantor, as a callow East
Side youth, worked with Bedini in
a juggling turn. Clark & McCul¬
lough, one of the great entertain¬
ing teams to graduate from bur¬
lesque, also owed something to
Bedini. His “Bedini’s Peek-a-Boo”
units were standard year after year
on the Columbia wheel while that
form of show biz survived. He was
considerably reprised in the Gold¬
en Jubilee Edition of Variety in
the history of burlesque written
by Barney Gerard.

brothers and three sisters. Serv¬
ices are being held orf the Coast
today (Wed.).
MAUDE ALLEN
Maude Allen Giannone, who
played both in pictures and on
Broadway, died Nov. 7 in Washing¬
ton, after a long illness. Mrs.
Giannone, whose~professional name
was Maude Allen, played in silent
films with Norma Talmadge and
later was in early talking pictures.
She was seen in “The Smiling
Lieutenant” with Maurice Cheva¬
lier and Claudette Colbert, and in
the French production, “The Big
Pond.”
On Broadway, Miss Allen Was
cast in such plays as “The Famous
Mrs. Fair,” “Song of Songs,” “May¬
time” and others. She also sup¬
ported George M. Cohan and Mistinguette. Her last appearance was
in 1934, in Rose Franken’s “An¬
other Language.” She retired from
the stage after her mother was
invalided by an accident.
ARTHUR CLARANCE
Arthur Clarance, 73,^ comedian,
vaude producer and longtime
vaude agent, died Oct. 26 at New¬
castle, Eng. He was the son of
Lloyd Clarancq, comedian, author
and manager.
He founded a variety agency in
Newcastle-on-Tyne in 1909, and
booked acts for 156 theatres and
cinemas in northeast England. He
had appeared as principal come¬
dian in many shows, and was fea¬
tured in 26 pantomimes. He also
managed and emceed boxing con¬
tests, acted in films, and was a pi¬
oneer in tv.
CHARLES S. DORTIC
Charles S, Dortic, 63, veteran
film salesman and exchange man¬
ager, died Nov. 2 in Pittsburgh
following an operation. He had
been in ailing health for sometime.
At the time of his death, Dortic
was on the sales staff of Warners’
branch in Cincinnati, having re¬
cently joined that company after
being a Columbia salesman in
Pittsburgh for four years. He had
come to Pitt from Albany, where
he was manager of the Col office
for some time.
JACK CLIFFORD
Virgil James Montani, 76, one¬
time boxer, dancer and actor,
known professionally as Jack Clif¬
ford, died Nov. 10 in New York.
He was formerly wed to Evelyn
Nesbit Thaw, He had been her
dancing partner for three years
when they were married in 1916.
Until a few years ago, Clifford ap¬
peared in films and legit.
Three sisters and a brother sur¬
vive.

PAUL KELLY
Paul Kelly, 53, stage and screen
actor, died Nov. 6 in Hollywood,
following a heart attack. It was
the third of three such attacks in
the past three years.
Kelly, born in Brooklyn, had
been an actor for 46 years, starting
his stage career at the age of
seven. Later he appeared in such
legit productions as “The Great
PERCY J. PHILIP
Magoo,” “Bad Girl” and “Angel.”
Percy J. Philip, 70, for 33 years
tine of his biggest Broadway stage Canadian and Paris correspondent
clicks was made in the late 1940s for the New York Times, died in
Command Decision.” He later. Ottawa Nov. 9, from heart disease.
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He was once w.k. on BBC radio
MARRIAGES
and for many, years on both radio
Jean pow to Ernie Cromar, Las
and television over CBC webs, con¬
tinuing on the Canadian networks Vegas, Nov. 3. Bride is a member
of UI’s publicity dept; he’s a studio — - ■ ■ Continued from page 1 ■■ ■ j
after retiring in 1954.
electrical dept, staffer.
His wife survives.
Vella Davenport to Karl Gothner, Circle Award it will be the first
Southern Pines, N.C., Nov. 10. O’Neill play to do so. The only
EARLE D. TRUMP
Earle D. Trump, 70, onetime Bride is an actress.
Mary Callahan to Lt. S. G. other of his works to open on
acrobat on the RKO vaude circuit
in the early 1900s, died ifi Lincoln, Mowrey, USN, Washington, D.C., Broadway since the Circle was
Neb., Nov. 6 of a heart attack. Sur¬ Oct. 25. Bride’s the daughter of formed in 1935-36 was “The Ice¬
vived by wife, Gertrude, and son, George F. Callahan Jr., of Exhibi¬ man Cometh” (1946-47). The au¬
Glenn.
Latter is the Omaha tors Service in Pittsburgh.
thor’s “Moon for the Misbegotten”
Joyce Walmack to Mike Ebert, was produced by the Theatre Guild
Variety correspondent, now pub¬
lic relations director for the civic New York, Nov. 10. Bride and during 1946-47, but closed during
org Ak-Sar-Ben and formerly groom are both stage players.
its tryout tour.
Margaret Leggett to Alan
amusement .editor of the Omaha
The only other known fullStewart, Great Yarmouth, Eng.,
World-Herald.
Oct. 28. Bride’s a member of Three length play by O’Neill is “A Touch
Skylarks act; he’s tenor-sax player of the Poet,” which Robert WhiteISAAC ARCO
head has under option for next
Isaac Arco, veteran Yiddish ac¬ with Teddy Foster’s orch.
tor, died Nov. 4 in New York. He
Adriana Musa to Albert Floer- season. The author died in 1953,
toured extensively throughout sheimer Jr., Spring Lake, N.J., but was unable to write for about
Russia before coming to the U. S. Nov. 11. Bride was formerly with a decade before that because of
He played here with Maurice Walter Keade Theatres’ ad-puD illness.
^ ^
Schwartz and other Yiddish groups. dept.; he’s V.p. in charge of cater¬
Although it’s admittedly early
He was a son-in-law of Abraham ing for the chain.
Fishson, founder of the first Yid¬
Ruth Rudin to Ed Sterling, Hol¬ in the season, there’s already spec¬
dish theatre in Russia.
lywood, Nov. 9. Bride is assistant ulation about Fredric March as
Wife and daughter survive.
to Elbert Walker, director of possible winner of the best-per¬
"“Queen for a Day”; groom is as¬ formance citation in Variety’s an¬
RAE ROBERTSON
sistant radio-tv director of Wade nual poll of the New York critics.
His principal rival thus far appears
Rae Rpbertson, 63, concert pian¬ Advertising.
ist and member of the duo piano
Ruth Roman to Budd Ross, to be Eric Portman, in “Separate
team of Bartlett & Robertson, died Panama, Nov. 8. Bride is a film Tables.” Another mention for the
Nov. 4 in Los Angeles. Robertson actress, he’s a nitery owner.
same poll has been Jason Robards
and his wife, Ethel Bartlett, toured
Rina Katyna Ranieri to Riziero Jr. for the best supporting per¬
throughout the world and had Ortolani,
Cuernavaca,
Morelos, formance.
given concerts in L. A. during the Mexico, Nov. 1. Bride is a singer;
Despite the unanimous critical
last 20 years.
he’s an orchestra leader.
His wife survives.
Janet Isabel Nix to David G. De- raves for “Journey” and the standee
Haven, New York, Nov, 10. Bride trade and boxoffice line since the
KATHERINE BELLAMAN
is tv producer for C. L. Miller opening, it’s still too early to tell
Mrs. Katherine Jones Bellaman, agency; he’s an actor.
what kind of a run the sombre,
79, poet and-novelist and widow
Mrs. Carole Chartier to Harry marathon drama will get. Previous
of Henry Bellaman, author of Redman, Meridian, Miss., Oct. 11. O’Neill Rlays have chalked up the
“Kings Row,” died Nov. 8 in Jack- Bride is the widow of Roy Chartier following
performance
totals;
son, Miss., after a long illness.
(Char), longtime Variety staffer. “Strange Interlude” (426), “Ah,
Two sisters and a brother sur¬
Andronicky Pinas to C
^ Wilderness” (289), “Desire Under
(Chuck) O’Neil, Manchester, N.H., the Elms” (208), “Emperor Jones”
vive.
recently. Groom is an announce! : (204),
“Anna Christie”
(177),
at WFEA there.
MIKE KURLAN
“Great God Brown” (171), “MournMike Kurlan, 43, headed the
[ ing Becomes Electra,” “Iceman
Modern Distributing Co., for Coral
Cometh” (136), “Hairy Ape” (127),
Records in Los Angeles, died Nov,
BIRTHS
“Beyond the Horizon” (11).
11 in that city.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob E. Lloyd,
An off-Broadway revival of “Ice¬
Wife, daughter, father, two daughter, Rochester, N.Y., Oct. 15.
brothers and a sister survive.
Father is a disk jockey with, man,”, current at the Circle-in-theSquare, N. Y., since last May, was
WHEC there.
Frank Gilford Helmick, 62, mo¬
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Anderson, responsible for producers Leigh
tion picture projectionist for nearly daughter, Hollywood, Nov. 4. Fa¬ Connell, Theodore Mann & Jose
40 years, died Nov. 6 in Washing¬ ther is UI sound technician.
Quintero being given the “Jour¬
ton. A Washington resident since
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Rue, daughter, ney” rights by the author’s widow.
1936, he had worked for Gem The¬ Santa Monica, Cal., Nov. 5. Father Previously, scenic designer-produ¬
atres since 1918.
is sales promotion manager at cer Jo Mielziner had an agreement
KTLA.
to present “Journey,” but Mrs.
Frances MacMahon, a director of
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Witmer, twin
George Green Ltd. Cinemas, Scot¬ daughters, Pittsburgh, Oct. 27. O’Neill changed her mind before
land, died recently in Glasgow. Father’s with Col exchange; moth¬ a contract was signed.
She was elder sister of Fred and er, former Shirley Palese, was with
Herbert Green, film directors.
20th in Pitt.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Belliotti, son,
Samuel Schnitzer, 38, head of Pittsburgh, recently. Father’s on
Hecht-Lancaster budget dept., died WQED staff.
—Continued from page 2
of a heart attack Nov. 3 in Holly¬
Mr. and Mrs. Darrell Lewis, twin
wood. His wife and two sons daughters, Pittsburgh, Nov. 2. morning of Oct. 28, while IAPA
survive.
Father’s a brother of Mark Lewis, delegates were merrymaking at
head of Pittsburgh Playhouse
the town’s niteries, Lt. Col. An¬
Father of Douglas S. Cramer, School.
playwright whose “Call of Duty”
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Ashbrook, tonio Blanco Rico, head of the Mil¬
was done at N.Y/s Provincetown son, Norwalk, Cal., Nov. 8. Father itary Intelligence Service, was shot
Playhouse last summer, died Oct. is Columbia Pictures sound techni¬ and killed while waiting for the
30 in Cincinnati.
cian; mother is former N. Y. stage- elevator to leave Montmartre.
tv actress Hettie McGoldrick, Three other persons in his party,
Mother, 78, of Joe Chastek, op¬ daughter of M. A. Goldrick, West- the second in command of the^air
erator of Vagabond House, Los rex veepee.
force and. two-women, were badly
Angeles, and who owned Zam¬ . Mr. and Mrs. Tom Mercein, wounded.
boanga and Trade Wind niteries, daughter, Chicago, Nov. 1. Father
On Oct. 30 the chief of Cuban
L. A., died Nov. 6 in Minneapolis.' Is a Chi NBC staff announcerpolice went to the Haitian embassy
dee jay.
Frank Gilmore, 62, accordionist
Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Sarnoff, where 10 oppositionists were in
and bandleader at Frisco’s Winter daughter, Nov. 7 in New York. asylum. The oppositionists fired
Garden ballroom in the 1920s, died Father is prez of NBC; grandfather at the chief, seriously wounding
Nov. 4 in San Francisco. His wife is David Sarnoff, chairman of RCA. him, and Cuban troops and police
and two children survive.
. Mr. and Mrs. Richard L. Ketner then moved into the embassy, wip¬
Sr., son, San Antonio, recently. ing out all 10 oppositionists.
Father, 72, of Thomas Velotta, Father is guitarist with Rusty
Two days later the chief died.
veepee and administrative officer Lock’s western swing band KONO
The government kept Montmar¬
of special events, sports and pub- there.
lice affairs for ABC, died Nov. 7
Mr. and Mrs. Jacques D’Amboise, tre closed, claiming that, a number
in New York,
son, New York, Nov. 11. Mother of its employees were members of
(Carolyn George) and father are a revolutionary organization. The
Edward L. Gershman, 46, presi¬ with the N. Y City Ballet.
government began to probe to see
Mr. and Mrs. Horace McMahon, whether Montmartre’s casino was
dent of Academy Pictures, died
Nov. 2 in New York. Wife, two daughter, Rowayton, Conn., Nov. 8. run in accordance with the law.
sons, two daughters, two brothers Mother is legit * actress, Louise
Montmartre’s management pro¬
Campbell; father is the actor.
and two sisters survive.
Mr. and Mrs. George Mitchell, tested, pointing out that the clo¬
Moses Meshaloff, 76, a member son, Troy, N. Y., recently. Father sure was hurting the tourist busi¬
of the Metropolitan Opera chorus Is a director of WCDA-TV there. ness and also putting over 200 men
Mr.and Mrs. Dick Piper, son, out of work. (The unions also pro¬
for 30 years before his retirement
in 1947, died Nov. 5 in New York. Manchester, N.* H., Nov. 1. Father tested the closure.) A Montmartre
is an announcer at WKBR there. spokesman revealed that the nitery
Mr. and Mrs. Paul J. Quinn, son, has already signed contracts for
Mrs. Ada Steinberg Siegel, 39, a
Canadian Broadcasting Corp; Suffern, N.Y., Oct. 30. Father is the forthcoming season with Edith
broadcaster on United Nations af¬ with RKO’s legal department.
Piaf, Lena Horne, Lillian Roth, the
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Bernstein, Gondolieri Orq of Italy and Los
fairs, died Nov. 6 in New York.
daughter, Nov. 9, N. Y. Mother is Chavales de Espana,
Charles E. Whitton, 60, assistant legit actress-singer Florence Hen¬
The IAPA delegates, meanwhile,
animator 'at Warner Bros, cartoon- derson; father is a legit manager
ery, died Nov. 3 in Hollywood. and casting director, a son of press- were sending off cables to their
home
papers about Havana’s bloody
Surviving are a brother and sister. agent Karl Bernstein.
week. Wrote Herbert L. Matthews
of the N. Y. Times; “Violence is a
Catlow Greenhalghi 84, pioneer
normal concomitant of Cuban poli¬
exhibitor, died Oct. 26 in Man¬
chester, Eng.
tics. . . , There *is no question that
Cuba has the dubious distinction
•
. -j Continued from page 1 —■ of being the most violent of all the
Louis Stoneman, 78, a retired
musician, died Nov. 7 in New Hyde Fund and the Sick & Relief Fund, Latin American nations.”
Park, L. I.
plus other agencies within AGVA,
But Matthews also said, “There
the theatre is envisioned as a are no signs of a popular or organ¬
Roy L. Brockman, 67, former the¬ money-raising potential for the ized revolution.”
Oppositionists
ater operator, died in McKinney,
Tex., Nov. 6 after a heart attack. continuance of the same “two-a- know they cannot overthrow the
day” vaudeville policy, a la Judy government of President Fulgencio
Mother, 75, of singer James Mel¬ Garland, Danny Kaye et al. It is Batista by force, so instead they
ton, died Nov. 10 in Jacksonville, hoped that other bigtime stars try to keep the nation in a state
would be attracted but at lesser of perpetual tension, in the hopes
Fla.
percentages, with an eye to help¬ of discouraging American investors
Rich Taylor; vet ventriloquist, ing swell the AGVA coffers for re¬ and tourists whose money helps
lief
and welfare.
boost the economy.
died Oct. 20 in Blackpool, Eng.
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WALL ST. CLOSEUP ON H’WOOD
Hearst Maps Anniversary TV Spec On g gOS.
70 Years of American Journalism’
<t
Hearst Publications is planning
a television spectacular on “70
Years of American Journalism” to
coincide with the 70th anni of the
foundation of the Hearst Empire,
dating from the late William Ran¬
dolph Hearst’s purchase of the San
Francisco News. The spec, which
will be dramatic-narrative in form,
will treat of the entire American
journalistic scene over the 70 years
and will include some of Hearst
debacles as well as triumphs.
Project is still in the outline
stage and negotiations are about to
get underway with the webs for a
• date and time as well as a produc¬
tion team. Spec is being packaged
by the public relations outfit of
• (Joe) Dine & (Allan) Kalmus, who
have done all the basic research
'and have prepared the outline, all
' of which have been approved by
: William
Randolph
Hearst
Jr.
• pine & Kalmus will turn the work
over to the network it signs, with
' the web then- assigning a producer
and writers, subject to Hearst and
' D&K approval. Dine & Kalmus
then supervise the spec thereafter,
with the airdate target la£e winter
or early spring.
Spec will cover the Pulitzers,
the Ochs and Adlers and all the
other great figures in American
Journalism, and the idea is to make
the presentation as objective as
possible, though it’s figured there
will
”*** probably be
mv some
wvtaaaw criticism no
matter how It’s done. An extra
angle to the presentation is that it
would be the first spec with builtin publicity-promotion-exploitation,
since it would be heavily promoted
in all the Hearst newspapers, magazines and radio-tv stations.

Sleuthing in Toronto
Reveals Bob Schilling,
Dead Bassist, as Baron
Toronto, Nov. 20.
Not until after his death, when
they searched his Toronto apart¬
ment for addresses of relatives, did
fellow members of the Norman
Amadio orch at the posh Town
Tavern here discover that Bob
Schilling, bass violinist, was really
Baron Wilhelm von* Schilling, who
could trace his family back to the
12th Century. He was the son of
Duke Wilhelm Ernst von Schilling,
late Estonia physician, whose estate was seized in World War II by
the Russians after the Nazi troops
Were driven out.
(Band was playing a two week's
engagement at the Birdland in
New York when Schilling died
from'a‘heart* attack, orch being released-from its contract so that
they could bring the body back to
Toronto for burial.)
On'discovery of their colleague’s
identity,'the crew 'chipped In return plane * fare ■ and expenses so
t’hat Schilling’s mother, now im. Poverished, coilld attend her son’s
(Continued on page 63)

ASCAP Doe to Top $20-Million in ’56;
$£500,000 in European Earnings
-4-

Wha’d Ha. Say?
NBC-TV ran full-page ads
In the dailies last week on the
critical and rating results on
its spec presentation of “Jack
and the Beanstalk.” Ads
claimed the “Producers’ Show¬
case” entry reached 55,000,000
viewers, which it said was the
largest audience to watch a 90minute show in the history of
television. The ad also carried
excerpts from the reviews of
nine critics, and if there were
any double-takes in the trade,
they weren't due to NBC’s
audience claims but to the fol¬
lowing excerpt credited to John
Fink of the Chicago Tribune:
“ ‘Jack’ as a tv musical is a
worthy successor to ‘Peter Pan’
... it is a timely commentary
on whatever it is that man
lives and fights for.”

Sacco-Vanzetti
Too Hot for TV
Hollywood,
Nov. 20.
<n _ j «
TT ,
...
.
nn
Famed Sacco-Vanzetti case is 36
yeara
>
, old,
,
. but, its still . too sizzling
. *°rtv-to touch, even in a passing
manner.
^ tv version of The Male Animal, which* contains a sequence in
which the leading character reads
from the Sacco-Vanzetti papers
wherein the radicals expound their
I philosophy, was considered as a
spec by
Producers’ Showcase,”
but nixed ,on grounds the sponsor
wouldn t like the S-V angle. “And
if you took out that sequence, you
would be emasculating the play,” a
(Continued on page 63)

By GENE ARNEEL
Six top film companies listed on
the New York Stock Exchange have
a combined market valuation cur¬
rently of $297,531,050. That’s beaucoup trading value but still repre¬
sents a drop of $41,883,450 from
last year’s totals.
At current prices, many in Wall
Street agree, these film corpora¬
tions can be figured as among the
best buys on the Big Board. The
dividend yields for the most part
are substantial, Paramount’s an¬
nual rate of $2, for example, ac¬
counting for a 62/h% return on the
investment.
Warners is paying
$1.20, 20th $1.60, Columbia $1.20
plus stock, Loew’s $1 and Universal
$1.25.
The payoff thus ranges from
4t£% and up.
But the Wall Streeters have their
explanations of why trading isn’t
heavier and prices increasing in
the face of the handsome divvies.
The film business traditionally
meant “speculative risk,” in con¬
trast v/ith the steadiness of, say,
U. S. Steel or A. T. & T. Further,
the pic trade is particularly un¬
predictable at present and money
is tight; investors are showing
marked preference for “minimum
risk” portfolios.
Appraisals ui
of production
dis/ipuiaioaio
uiuuutuuii " uio”
tribution, as reflected in stock
prices> to’
ok a
in the
tuuA
a sharp
oiiai y upturn
umluj.1i in
cue
£953.54 period. The total vaIua.
tions* jumped nearly $116,000,000
as
trend toward bigger pictures
an(j widescreen brought substantial boxoffice improvement. There
was a slight slip in the next year,
this being 1955 against 1954, as
need for further industry economies was' dramatized. While the
current quotations show additional
drops,
.1 ups, still
au.11 they’re
uiey ic $61,128,000
;puj.,J.40,uuu
head of the 1953 levels
ahead
levels.
*•
>
The professionals in Gotham’s
(Continued on page 7)

What a Target
At dinnertime before last
Thursday night's (15) premiere of “Li’l Abner,” every
table along the front wall of

iSto XES, K St

drama critic. Sitting in a row
with their respective companions werd Richard Watts Jr.

.‘f.TT.1-

lately $2,500,000 distributed to
U. S. songwriters and publishers
fr0m European earnings. A $1,900,000

special foreign dividend is due

(News), John McClain (Jourm December. ASCAPs quarterly
nal-American)
and
Walter
dividends
have
been
running
Kerr (Herald Tribune), with a
around the $4,500,000 marker for
tradepaper reviewer. At anfhp
vpiir
other table nearby was William
A
A\r, “
4
Hawkins, until recently critic
AS?AP’s tr?as“rer report to the
for the World-Telegram &
membership last week indicated
gun
that administrative expenses have
Noting the lineup, an actor
sone up to about 17^4% after hitremarked, “A well-aimed maLing a low a couple of years ago of
chinegun burst would get the
about 16%. Main reason for the
whole bunch.”
increase has been the widening of
_ the station logging coverage. More
IBM machines and more personnel
fTt/l?
II A| l\
1
have been added to handle the loggingwork.
IMV O IliUUJ UV/IU.
ASCAP is not expected to broad¬
en its logging any further. Accord■
VIP
ing to a breakdown of songs reAAnararP I V P1PQ suiting from the increased coverItlw A f vlw age, ^ was discovered that no new
.
.
song titles were showing up. Thus,
Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis although more stations were being
have
tele- covered, the songs were the same
ve signed to do separate television ior
for in
NBC
over me
the next
next nve
five as previous.
ASCAP execs now
vision
Db over
™ °n Deal
was firmed
firmed by
bv York
York £eel ‘hat they haVe reached a logDeal was
^
,
.
y. . _
^_Sing
saturation.
Pictures Corp., which they jointly
own with Paramount Pictures, and
York at the same time withdrew its
$3,000,000 breach of contract suit
against the network.
New pact, which took effect
Thursday (15), runs through Aug.
31, 1961, and provides that the
comics suiu
solo in
shows a
a jrcai
year
Duiinua
in eight
cigiiv auunp
__a
Hollywood s
Production
Code
during that span. They’ll do one
each this season, four apiece there- may be further changed to permit
the heretofore verboten subject of
i abortion on the screen. Naturally,
only if handled delicately and in
good taste.
Hecht - Lancaster Production’s
“Bachelor Party,” written by. Pad¬
dy Chayefsky and directed by Del¬
bert Mann, contains dialog touch¬
the suoject
subject ana
and because
tenor Giuseppe Campora, with the tack of psychsomatic “hoarseness” ing upon tne
active cooperation of the Met man- threatened the diva. There hasn’t of this the script was rejected by
agement which held back both the been so much drama on the stage, the Code. However, a special comhouse lights and the fire curtain, backstage and out front at the Met mittee studying revision of the inwere abie t0 piie up calls one after in years as this soprano to end all dustry’s set of standards reporteaanother into the “teens.” A lot of sopranos has created.
ly will recommend to the board of
people remained standing, apWith “Tosca” the -singer, displayed the Motion Picture Assn, of Amerpiauding and Shouting “bravo” and strikingly the actress intensity pre- tea a change that would greenlight
rendering unto the diva that which viously hinted. .Her showmanship the approval of ‘Party.” Certain
divas live upon. Remember, it was was electric. And there never was members of the Code committee
ani opera queen who coined the such a dressy Tosca, The role it- have seen the picture and believe
imortal comment, “Why criti- self is that of a tempestuous opera the way in which it concerns itself
immortal
cj[sm?
singer with grand airs and Callas with the abortion angle render*
sm? simple
Simple praise is enough!”
callas
Callas aDDeared
appeared in
In "Tosca”
‘Tosca” after had her Italian dressmaker go to the subject not necessarily vertown °n
on three
three costumes,
costumes, one
one for
for boten
boten.
„i„«
nvoAH
tow.n
.
...
giving four emotion-charged pelac^ Qeorge London, a superbIn the film’s story, a husband
fontiances of Norma with vary- ly_ malevolent Baron Searpia, got and wife give some thought to “not
jng degrees of audience reaction his comeuppance in Act II by a having the baby” because of ecoeach time. Objects identified as Tosca arrayed in a black velyet nomic hardship but they don’t
purchased in a vegetable store and gold fringe creation which dwell on it, and it’s clear that they
were flung one majtinee and an at-1
(Continued on page 60)
'eventually will abandon,’the idea.

IKI Q M&L
IVliVl Deal:
llAar
NBC’s
Separate TV’ers

Diva Faces Critics GarbedLike Duchess;
More ‘Callasthetics’At Met Opera
By ROBERT J. LANDRY
.
...
.
,
Mana Callas, the American-born
,wli0 « a? Italian diva from
Myano s La Scala, hasn t quite persuaded all of the Manhattan critics
or °Pera devotees that her voice is
pure velvet, that her high notes
are Impeccable or. that^ she is, as
her hard-core fans insist, the
world s ’ greatest operatic soprano.
But .„t
^er ^attlf
of .wills with the audience seemed
going In her favor. During the second act of - Tosca at the Met she
had the fire and spirit (and rather
more-fo-the point, the voice) to
crash through- to an all-out ovation
lxj; which the previously silent
Standees finally joined.
At the third-act curtain she and I

Although there is considerable
squawking in the ranks about the
P^off system (see separate, story),
ASCAP s payoff total is still heading upwards and will undoubtedly
top the $20,000,000 figure this year.

Code Would Sanction
‘Abortion' for Screens
‘If Delicately Handled'

MISOBVXMY

_P'SrtTETf_
Good Casting

German Show Biz Hits Skids When
Populace Tones m to ‘War News

Just as the curtain was about
to go up on the ^premiere of
“Li’l Abner’* last. Thursday
night (15) at the St. James
Theatre, N. Y., an aisle-sitter
leaned forward and whispered
the traditional request for the
lady in front to rembve her
hat, which had some lacy ma¬
terial protruding on the sides
and : partially obstructing the
view.
The' lady twisted around in
her* seat, gave the aisle-sitter a
long, steady inspection and
then, without a word, took off
the chapeau.
Remembering
the look he’d received, the
aisle-sitter made intermission
inquiries, about the lady’s iden¬
tity. Who, in the entire U.S.,
is perhaps best known for her
hats?
That’s right:' Hedda
Hopper.
P.s.—The columnist wore
the lid for the intermission so¬
cializing, but at the start of
the second act she removed
it again without being asked.

>
)

Frankfurt, Nov. 13.
+
Nightclub owners, theatre oper¬
Fox Pas
ators and stage productions here
all had a real “nothing” week as
“The Foxes of Harrow,” film
the town’s population and tourist
starring Rex Harrison on Chan¬
trade, depressed by the warfare in
nel 13 (WATV) last week, was
Egypt and Hungary, decided to
logged by one New York daily
stay home tuned to their radios
as:
“ The Foxes of Harrison,*
and tv sets for latest news reports.
One top nightclub owner reported
with Rex Harrow.”
his lowest business since his post¬
"
war reopening during the past
week.
“This is the kind of business de¬
pression one expects just before
Christmas when folks are saving
I
money,” he said.
1
At an election party held at the
Frankfurt Press Club with results
New
York.
coming in on ticker via AFN and
Editor, Variety:
the news services, there was much
While I do not read Variety reg¬
more talk of the war crisis than
of the presidential election back ularly, I have been an interested*
reader of the recent series of let¬
in the U.S.
One theatre, playing a first-run ters commenting upon the spotty/
use of Negro actors and actresses
(Continued on page 18)
on the legitimate stage as well as
in television and films save in
“token** jobs or in stereotyped
roles.
My understandable Interest on
the subject of this correspondence
is heightened because whenever
northerners criticize the south’s
racial policies, southerners charge
Tel Aviv, Nov. 13.
us with being hypocrites in that
The invalidation of U. S. pass¬ Negroes are not yet integrated in
ports for Mid-East travel, officially many phases of our community ac¬
effected this week, will affect plans tivities. Moreover, the plight off
of impresarios and niteries in Is¬ Negroes in the theatre may be con¬
rael. The American Ballet Thea¬ sidered typical of Negro labor in“
tre, scheduled to open here Nov. 18 the north generally.
for a one-month stand, cannot
Undoubtedly, progress is beingy
come; almost all tickets for these made; but, unfortunately/ there iss
performances had been sold five all too much undone in the theatre
weeks in advance, and a great loss
world.
is in prospect.
Be this as it may, the purpose of£
Arthur Balsam, U. S. pianist and
accompanist to violinist Zino Fran- this note is to commend Variety_
for
providing—in the true tradi¬
cescatti, did not arrive to fill re¬
cital dates. The entire Israel Phil¬ tion of our press—a forum for pub¬
harmonic Orchestra substituted for lic discussion of this problem. II
the pianist and Franeescatti played sincerely hope that this discussion*
a program of violin concerti and will not only broaden the views of3
soli with the orchestra instead of your readers but also will lead to
1
the scheduled sonata evening. A the wider use of Negro theatrical
minute-long ovation greeted the personnel — not merely because'
(Continued on page 18)
(Continued on page 6)
“

Negro Talent and Role
Of, the Press As Viewed
By NAACPGen’I Counsel

1

.."■"■■r ~~

.

The (ieude & Genteel ‘Sell’
A newsletter known as the Gal¬
lagher Report, in honor of its
owner of like name, has lately
sounded off in critical vein on busi¬
ness magazine promotion. In the
main the efforts of trade, papers to
"sell” themselves are pretty dismal.
Mailing pieces are too long-winded,

A Book by Ex-Kinker Kid
Joe E. Brows, Who Made It
With a Grand Canyon Grin
.
*

~

i Anzacs Adamant,
: U.S. Reels Forego
; Olympic Dole’

Yank Artists Cancelled
In Israel; U.S. Ballet
Vice Soviets in Italy!

Gill Subscription
Enclosed find check or m.o.
for $.Send Variety for
one year..
two years.

Charging that they are '“still being denied the right freely to cover
the (Olympic) games in a way that
will enable them to provide the
minimum proper news service to
the public,” U. S. and foreign theatrical and video newsreels last
week reaffirmed that there would
be no coverage of the Olympics in
any of the reels.
Only presentation of the Melbourne, Australia, games will be
via spoken reports and stills, the
reels said.
Continuing stalemate
follows a full year of negotiations
with the Australian Olympics Com¬
mittee^
The Australians plan to film the
sports competish themselves and
to syndicate that coverage to U. S.
tv stations.
The theatrical and tv. reels hold
they had offered to cover the
Olympics; that they had agreed to
limit use of the footage to three
minutes in any reel, or up to nine
minutes per day, and that .they had
offered to turn over a complete
copy of that coverage over to the
Olympics committee
with
full
rights to sell that film commer¬
cially.
The committee stuck to its in¬
sistence that film use be limited to
three minutes on any one day,
but that the amount of film sent
from Melbourne be limited, thus
restricting the selection of events.
Commented the reels (which in¬
clude the Newsreel Assn, of Europe
and most of Europe’s tv webs):
“The pool has declined to accept
this offer of limited coverage be¬
cause they feel that it continues
to deny the news gathering organ¬
izations the necessary freedom to
provide from a comprehensive se¬
lection of film the minimum proper
news service to'the public.”
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Hollywood, Nov. 20.
All three nets are currently vy¬
ing for Frank Sinatra’s signature
on a web contract, to headline his
own show next season. Tom McAvity, NBC veepee, and A1 Scalpone, CBS-TV program v.p., both
disclosed last week that they are
dickering with Sinatra’s agent,
William Morris Agency, with no
commitments Yet. Leonard Goldenson, AB-PT prexy, arrived in '
town over the weekend to enter
the bidding.
Neither McAvity nor Scalpone
have any special format in mind
for the singer-actor, they admitted.
Instead, they’re both currently enI gaged in getting Sinatra’s all-imi | portant signature on that contract
for next fall. Neither would dis% I close respective terms offered.

By ABEL GRE^f
Joe E. (for Evan) Brown and (“as
told to”) Ralph Hancock set a
sound eourse in scripting the com¬
edian’s autobiography, "Laughter
is A Wonderful Thing” (Barnes;.
$4.05). If one suspects some corn¬
ing of cliches, because of the sim¬
ple title, this is progressively dis¬
sipated in the recounting of the
$1.50-a?week kinker (acrobat), who
graduated the hard route from cir¬
cus, Carnival and fairs, through the
smallest of smalltime, vaudeville,
nondescript burlesqueries and road
tours with Broadway musical come¬
dies, until Hollywood made his
comedy pan with Us Grand Canyon
grin an easily identified symbol ©f
laughter.
The same good humor, matched
by an innate concept of decency,
successfully skirts the Pollyanna,
tells a full-blown story of a show¬
man whose predilection for laugh¬
ter was eclipsed only by his love
of baseball, his family and his coun¬
try.
Brown is ni$ dedicated do-gooder.
The end-results are achievements
of much travail and deprivation.
His affection for the lowly acrobat’s
contribution to life in* the way of
laughter borders on a glorification
of the kinker. He cites such show
biz greats as Fred Stone, Dave
Montgomery, Charlie Chaplin, Ed¬
die Polo, Douglas Fairbanks Sr.,
Charles
Grapewin,
Burt
Lan¬
caster, Buster Keaton, Francis Wil¬
son, Jimmy Powers as circus buffs
who first started as acrobats.
The Hard Way
Brown traces audience values
from personal experience as he
compares the clown (people laugh
at him) with the comedian (people
laugh with him). With the years,
he witnessed how a monologist like
Julius Tannen could just put on
his hat, walk onstage, and talk for
15 minutes, easily, effortlessly and
click.
This type of comedian
didn’t have to experience the
broken legs and backs (Brown had
his bones fractured three or four
times) and the cruelly bruised and
skinned wrists and ankles (he was
the flyer in the sundry aerial
acts). In time he assimilated some
of the same sympathetic values
which got him into the $100,000per-picture class at Warner Bros,
(three pictures a year).
This was a far cry from his first
“billing” as “Joe Ashton,” at $2.50
a week in vaudeville with the Ash¬
ton Bros. The personal saga takes
him from his native Toledo
(Continued on page 6)

too irrelevant, lacking in facts
poorly timed and pretty dull readl
ing, if readable at all.
Gallagher’s strictures ®at first
gave us pause. But then we real¬
ized Variety was fairly safe from
jabs as to its promotion for a pret¬
ty honest reason, namely, we prac¬
tically don’t have any.
Sure we
write a few of these Page 2 trailers
along round the end of any year
arid the three ranking editors com¬
pose a few chatty letters to readers.
Now and again you’ll see a house
ad—a page of display type devoted
to advertising Variety.
For sure the story of our selfpromotion would never cop us any
awards. We’d hardly rate a page,
certainly not a chapter in a text¬
book on magazine promotion.
It Was only a year ago when we
waxed a mite self-conscious on
coming found 50 years of age that
wre went in for a bit more than our
average (none) of promotion. Mod¬
erate in volume though it' was, it
apparently was quite successful,
perhaps because everybody was
taken aback at the very idea of
Variety "promoting.”
Our stuff
was undoubtedly larded with a
certain amount of braggadocio, one
of the complaints Gallagher item¬
izes against the business press gen¬
erally but we suspect we were for¬
given partly because we also
kidded ourselves.
Something else greatly favored *
us. Our story was colorful precise¬
ly because we are part of one of
the most colorful of all businesses
—show business. We were able to
indulge in a lot of absorbingly in¬
teresting
nostalgia
from
Tom
shows and Minstrelsy to Vaudeville
and down to presentday electronic
amusements.
We could “namedrop” like crazy and nobody could
say it wasn’t true. Indeed we dis¬
covered that our readers were im¬
mensely interested in our “promo¬
tion” and. didn’t find it at all
“dreary,” as seems to the broad
complaint.
Well we won’t labor the point too
much—fer-fear of the very dreari¬
ness against which Maestro Gal¬
lagher warns trade paper manage¬
ments. Our* philosophy is perhaps
disarmingly simple. We accept as
probably true that the only per¬
sons and organizations ljkely to ad¬
vertise- in Variety are those al¬
ready preconditioned by experi¬
ence to accept the idea that these
pages are a good advertising buy.
Who can be more simple-minded
than that? Or, if you insist, more
self-loving? Variety immodestly
contends that intelligent people
exposed to its service year round
do not need an elaborate “sell” on
our annual piece-de-resistance—
the Anniversary Edition.
The one coming un presenllv is
our 51st. Wish we had a good slo¬
gan for the general idea; first mile¬
stone of the second half-century.
We don’t.
We’re so busy putting out
Variety every week (no UP, AP,
INS or boilerplate to help, you
know) that we seldom get around
to sloganeering.
If you’ve read this far, then our
“promotion” isn’t too dismal.
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LEGION FLUNKS ‘BABY DOLL’
+

4

Metro’s $7,000,1100 Stake In '
Outsider Product; Silverstein
Details Studios Viewpoint

ANOTHER GIANT EXITS
“The General,” as Nick Schenck was affectionately called, ha#
decided, at 74, to waive whatever influence he might exercise
in the new Loew-Metro setup. Thus passes from the scene an¬
other founding pioneer of the film industry. The actuarial sta¬
tistics catch up with the sands of time.
Louis B. Mayer is no longer active.. Two of the three Warner
freres-resigned from the company they founded and, in due
course, WB prexy Jack L. Warner will lessen his load despite
the fact he assumed the chief executive officer’s title. A handful
of pioneers remain—Barney Balaban, Nate J. Blumberg, Jack
and Harry Cohn, Eddie Mannix, Mary Pickford (now retired), J.
Robert RuMn (ditto), Joe Schenck (inactive and ailing), George
P. and Spyros P. Skouras, Herb Yates and Adolph Zukor to give
them alphabetical listing. .On the theatre end, still around in¬
clude veteran personalities like,Si Fabiah, Karl Hoblitzelle, Y.
Frank Freeman, Bob O’Donnelli Ed Rowley, Elmer Rhoden,
Charles C. Moskowltz, Mttch Wolfson, A. H. Blank, Bob Wilby,
John Balaban, Edwin Silverman, Rick Ricketson, Joe Vogel, Sol
Schwartz, Lep Friedman and a couple of others.
The exit of Nick Schenck is born of the same statesmanship
which distinguished his thinking over the years. It dramatizes
that the recent corporate shifts in top officerships is not a rear
guard maneuver to preserve the old guard, as is still being sus¬
pected. -Whatever the ensuing moves within the Loew’s Inc.
parent structure, and its affiliated production-distribution arm,
the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer organization, should be autonomous
and independent of any past thinking or operation..
The grim ^act is. that the present has caught up with some of
the past attitudes. If the future of Loew's is to chart the same
sound course that has been the company’s good fortune in past
history, until the recent economic reverses, it is wise that the
new leaders have full rein.
“The General” long ago won his spurs. He wore responsibili¬
ties gallantly, and is entitled—at 74—to exit with good will and
respect, including that of the staffers on Variety.
Abel.

San Francisco Art Commish Head
Backs Its International’ Festival
San Francisco, Nov. 20. 4
Irving M. (Bud) Levin, boss of
San Francisco Theatres Inc., is
.Weekly Cash Leaks!
pushing ahead with plans for an
Columbus, Nov. 20.
International Film Festival here a
Albert
Sindliriger,
re¬
year hence and has applied for
searcher from Philadelphia
sanction from the International
area, told Independent Thea¬
Federation of Film Producers Assn.
tre Owners of Ohio conven¬
Levin put plans before aides of
tion here that the film indus¬
MPAA president Eric Johnston
try
suffers
terrible
losses
after finding most European pro¬
from two correctable prac¬
ducers “excited” about the idea
tices.
and interested in submitting en¬
(1) Poor titles cut busi¬
tries.
ness untold amounts.
Levin said that as far as he
(2) Circuits and Exchanges
could discover no American festi¬
self-convenience
as
against
val had ever progressed to the
consumer convenience in daypoint of asking for clearance from
date showings costs the in¬
the IFFPA.
dustry $10,000,000 to $15,000,He has just returned from Eu¬
000 every week of the year by
rope, where he presented awards
removing “choice” from pros¬
to winners in Frico’s Italian Film
pective film-goers, who then
Festival of last September.
do something else instead.
In his formal "letter to the
IFFPA, Levin said he envisioned
a festival that would “last two or
three weeks ... in the month of
November,” with prizes awarded
by a jury.
While in Rome he chatted in¬
formally regarding his project with
Enrico Giannelli, IFFPA secretary
general, and . found enthusiastic
support. He’s also found heavy¬
weight backing in Frisco from in¬
dustrialist Harold Zellerbach, pres¬
ident of the, city’s Art Commission,
and from important California
Luekwarm business done by 20thbanking interests.
Fox with the Elvis Presley picture,
Levin made no mention of his “Love Me Tender,” at the Para¬
biggest problem—that is, getting mount Theatre last Friday (16)—
support from the U.S. film industry the weekend biz picked up con¬
and from the U. S. rep in the siderably—has thrown Into focus
IFFPA, Johnston, for this project. the problem raised by the loud and
insistent demand for films to
please the “juvenile” audience.
FETE FOR PRATCHETT
“Love Me” opened to a goodly
Vet Due for Honors' Dec. 4 At crowd of teenagers Thursday, but
fell
off sharply that / night and
Reforma in Mexico City
didn’t revive until Saturday. Pic
Paramount is readying a testi¬ is having a mass 500-theatre satura¬
monial for A. L. (Pratch) Pratchett, tion preem throughout the country
marking the 40th anniversary of on Thanksgiving and is expected
the Latin American division chief’s to cash in on the holiday.
Question is asked, however, what
association with the company. It’s
set for Dec. 4 at the Hotel Re¬ happens to this type film when
there
isn’t any holiday. Juve idols
forma, Mexico City, with several
hundred industryites expected to like Presley, whose fascination for
attend, including Par global sales the teeners is somewhat difficult
to fathom, hold little more than a
manager George Weltner.
Pratchett, is definitely a below- curiosity interest for the adult au¬
the-border vet, having joined the dience, which moreover usually is
Picture business In the area even given a chance to see them on tv.
These films are therefore depend¬
prior to his Par association.
ent on the younger set which, as in
Georg© Davis succeeds Albert the Frank Sinatra heydays, has
been
known to turn out with masDAgostino as head of RKO’s art
(Continued on page 62)
department.

Presley Draw
Up-and-Downish
On Broadway

National Legion of Decency, the
Catholic rating body, is expected to
hang a “C” (Condemned) tag on
“Baby Doll,” the Elia Kazan pro¬
duction for. Warner Bros, release.
The picture has a seal of approval
from the Production Code.
Apart from “The Moon Is Blue,”
nixed by both Code and Legion in
1953, this is the first instance in
many years of an important and
well-exploited film, released by a
major company, to draw outright
Legion condemnation. It’s true
that “The French Line” and “Son
of Sinbad,” both Howard Hughes
pix, .also drew 7a “C,” but they
weren’t ^ class productions rating
interest because of their inherent
artistic values;
Tup reported “C” tag for “Baby
Doll,” which is based on a Ten¬
nessee Williams story localed in
the deep South, raises several im¬
portant issues, notably these two:
What will be the policy/of those
houses that customarily do not
book “C” rated features, and to
what extent will attendance be
affected.
Opinion at Warner Bros, is that
“C” rating will have no effect at
all; that, on the contrary, it may
stimulate attendance by rousing
curiosity in the framework of a
promotional campaign that already
is keyed quite openly .to the sex
theme of “Baby Doll.” If the ex¬
perience of “The Moon Is Blue” is
any* criterion, the WB angle may
have merit, particularly so since
“Moon” lacked a Code seal and a
(Continued on page 11)

Veteran

Composer

VERNON DUKE
wanders far afield In a savvy
piece titled

At Wit's End Lurks
the Yok
* * *
another bright editorial feature
In the upcoming

51st Anniversary Number
of
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POLITICAL SIGNIFICANCE?
Warners Get Go-Ahead For
4A-52’ Feature Film
I

Hollywood, Nov. 20.
After being unable to set a start¬
ing date during last three weeks
on “Bombers B-52” Warner Bros,
got nod to plan early December
start of Natalie Wood-Karl Malden
starrer.
WB was set to go with pic just
before war clouds blew up in Hun¬
gary and Egypt. Company was
consequently thwarted when U. S.
Air Force put all B-52s on alert
which proscribed force being able
to cooperate with men or material
Warners needed to make such a
film/
Trek now is set to Castle Air
Force base at Merced, Cal.—unless
further
darkening war clouds
form.

Pending Argentine
Law ‘Nationalistic’
At U.S. Expense
New national cinema law is ex¬
pected to be passed In Argentina
by the end of the year and could
affect the playoff of American
films, Robert Corkery, Motion pic¬
ture Export Assn. v.p. and Latin
American supervisor, reported in
N. Y. last week,
Corkery said this was the kind of
“national” legislation which repre¬
sented a growing threat to U. S. In¬
terests in Latin America generally.
The Argentines now have a law
supposedly protecting the local
product. Howecver, Argentine pix
lack appeal for the public, and
since attendance at the theatres is
low when the domestic films are
run, exhibitors naturally try to
skip playing the local product
wherever they can, much to the
annoyance of the 'Argentine pro¬
ducers.

National Boxoffice Survey
Pre-Holiday Biz Dips; ‘Giant* Champ 3d Time In
Succession, ‘Friendly* 2d, ‘Wonders* 3d
Current session is the usual preThanksgiving week at the firstruns in key cities covered by
Variety this week.
But there
are some spots, such as Cleveland,
which noted a sharp rise In trade,
mainly stemming from some unu¬
sually strong pix.
“Giant” is capturing first place
again for third week in succession.
Pic should hit better than $660,000
gross in the bigger keys reported
by Variety correspondents. This
opus now promises to be the great¬
est grosser WB has had in many
years.
“Friendly Persuasion” (AA) is
Winding up second for third time
in a row. “7 Wonders of World”
(Cinerama) again is finishing third,
as it was la^t; session. “Can’t Run
Away From IJ” (Col), comparative¬
ly new, is landing fourth money.
“Oklahoma* .(Magna), seventh
last round, is taking fifth spot.
‘jGold Cadillac” (Col) will be sixth.
“War and IPeace” (Par), long a
leader, is taking seventh place.
“Cinerama Holiday” (Cinerama)
is capturingfe|ghth position. “Okla¬
homa” (20th),jC’Scope version, will
be ninth. “Teenage Rebel” (20th),
“Between Heaven, Hell” (20th) and
“Lust For,'Life” (M-G) round out
the Top it in that order.
“Girl lie Left Behind” (WB),
“Secrets of Life” <BV) and “Shark-

fighters” are the runners-up pix
in that order.
“10 Commandments” (Par) fur¬
ther pushed into the limelight, with
its preems in two more key cities.
It looms terrific in Cleveland and
wow in L.A., being capacity again
in second session in N. Y. “Julie”
(M-G), another new pic, is uneven,
being solid in Boston and Philly
but disappointing in three other
keys.
“Love Me Tender” (20th)
shapes nice opening round at N.Y.
Paramount but not sock.
“Mountain” (Par), loftyin N. Y.,
is rated fine in Balto aflp mild in
Seattle.
“Opposite Sex” (M-G)
looms very spotty.
It’s fine in
Detroit and good in Frisco, but
disappointing in Chi, fair in N. Y.
and mild in L.A. and Philly.
“Attack” (UA), good in Toronto,
Is okay in St. Louis. “Fantasia”
(BV) (reissue), big in Washington
and Balto, shapes great in Pitt.
“Curucu”-“Mole People,” Uni¬
versal’s combo, is bright in Boston.
“Rack” looms tall in Chi and oke
in Toronto.
“La Strada” (T-L),
great in N. Y., looks good -in Bos¬
ton and okay in both St. Loo and
Frisco.
“Port Afrique” (Col) shapes neat
in
Chi.
“Unguarded
Moment”
(U) is rated okay in Philly.
(Complete Boxoffice Reports on
pages 8-9.)

Metro has invested more than
$7,000,000 in wholly or partially
financing eleven independent pro¬
ductions that have been completed
or are currently in production, ac¬
cording to Maurice “Red” Silvertein, the company’s liaison ^ith
indie film-makers. The sum does
not include the cost of the films
made on the lot by the indie units
headed by Sol Siegel and Arthur
Freed. Nor does it involve M-G’s in¬
vestment iff Allied Artists’ “Friend¬
ly Persuasion,” which Metro will
distribute abroad.
Silverstein, who leaves for the
Coast over the weekend to confer
with indie producers, said that the
company was still feeling its way
in the field of financing outside pro¬
ducers but that it was nevertheless
interested in “any good package
surrounded by the right perform¬
ers.”' He stressed that Metro's ac¬
ceptance of a deal did not involve
any set formula and that every
project submitted is considered in¬
dividually on its merits.. While not
inclined to support outside projects
in the muTti-million-dollar block¬
buster category, Metro is not con¬
fining itself to bankrolling “small
pictures,” Silverstein emphasized.
“We want good stories and name
values,” he reiterated. “We’re par¬
ticularly favorable to projects that
can successfully combine perform¬
ers who can attract audiences in
the United States and in the in¬
ternational market.” He cited the
teaming of Van Johnson and Martine Oarole in “Action of the
Tiger” as an example.
Silverstein noted that he main¬
tained an “open door policy” and
that he was always available “to
listen” to potential package deals.
The packages, he noted, are assem¬
bled in different ways. Some times
M-G approaches the indies and ar¬
ranges for the property and the
players. Other times it works in
reverse.. In some instances, Metro
(Continued on page 63)

Peru Newest In
ComeThither
Ogle of Films
Kenneth Herts, head of a film
company with studio facilities in
Peru, has arrived in Gotham to
drum up interest in motion pic¬
ture production in Peru.
Herts hopes to interest theatri¬
cal and tv film-makers on the
economic and geographic advan¬
tages of the production in Peru.
Herts’ company, American Produc¬
tions, S.A., has offices in Lima and
Los Angeles. He plans to establish
a New York office to represent his
studio.

WRITERS FIGHT TAX
PEAK-YEAR WALLOP
Hollywood, Nov. 20.
Following a previous action ol
the Authors. League of America
(dramatists, novelists, etc.) the
screen, television and radio scribes
via their Writers Guild of Amer¬
ica West council has approved es¬
tablishment of a tax committee to
work with a similar group of WGA
East and push for support of socalled “lean years” tax legislation
for writers. Move endorsed such a
recommendation, made at the WGA
national council meeting in N. Y.
last month.
(Curtis bill has been pend¬
ing in Congress some time and
has made considerable group
endorsement.)
WGAW also okayed a plan to
join with the east in an explora¬
tory study of the copyright prob¬
lem, and committees will be named
on both coasts to delve into that
situation.
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BOKOFFKE CONTROLLED, NOT BIRTHS, SO jj
LATIN LANDS’ MARKET VALUE CROWS
Fixed Latin American admission
prices, pegged to a popular low
gcale, are a two-edged sword, Rob¬
ert J. Corkery, the Motion Picture
Export Assm’s v.p. in charge of the
area, observed in Gotham last
•week. He recently returned from
An extensive 11-week tour that took
him all over his territory,
Corkery -explained that, on one
hand, of course, the low admissions
serve to limit the American film
companies’ earnings. He is con¬
tinually fighting to get the local
governments to lift the lid. On the
other hand, however, the low scales
do serve a beneficial purpose, i.e.
they keep film entertainment with¬
in reach of the large masses.
“The Latin American market is
growing all the time,” Corkery ob¬
served. • “The birthrate is perhaps
the highest in the world. I see the
market becoming more valuable to
to us all the time and I sometimes
wonder whether the two factors—
limitation of revenue vs. rising at¬
tendance—doji’t balance one an¬
other out.”
Corkery related how, in Peru,
the government had raised admis¬
sions 100%, which was accom¬
panied by riots. When this was ad¬
justed to 50%, the U. S. companies
weren’t happy. On the other hand,
attendance in Peru was up 30%.
Despite a number of inhibiting
factors — inflation, price-control,
protective legislation, etc. — the
MPEA exec said Latin America in
his view had the greatest expan¬
sion potential Of any of the Ameri¬
can industry’s foreign markets.
Area right now is good for net
earnings of $35,000,000 a year, wTith
Brazil contributing the major share
(it’s been estimated at around
$10,000,000 a year).
25% of Foreign
Going by current overseas earn¬
ing figures, the Latin American
market represents around 25% of
Hollywood’s overall foreign rev¬
enue. In four nations alone—Bra¬
zil, Argentina, Peru and Colombia
—billings of the American distribs
are up some 32%.
Even considering the known dif(Continued on page 20)

Buena Vista Reshuffles
Branches, Stress Still
Strictly Low Costs
Buena Vista, Walt Disney dis¬
tribution subsidiary, has effected a
realignment of its branch setup in
keeping with its ideas of reaching
the exhib market potential with
the stress on economy of opera¬
tion. Jacksonville branch, which
It’s now felt can effectively be han¬
dled through Atlanta, has been
shuttered.
Also closed in the office in Cin¬
cinnati but a new branch has been
opened in Milwaukee. Latter ex¬
change, it’s believed, along with
the addition of a new sales rep at
the Chicago outlet, can fully cover
the midwest.
' In Seattle, the office is being
maintained but two staffers have
been dropped in light of the fact
that circuit business, which doesn’t
demand the time and attention of
individual
accounts,
represents
70% of the income in the area.
One salesman has been dropped
in the Pittsburgh - Philadelphia Washington district.

SAINT'S CASH POSITION
Actress Up-Zooms — Collecting
$800,000 Over Three Years
For a girl who collected only
$7,500 for her work in “On the
Waterfront” two years back, Eva
Marie Saint isn’t doing badly these
days. She’s guaranteed an income
of $800,000 over the next three
years from two studios.
20th-Fox has signed her to a
three picture deal at $150,000 per,
payments to be spread *out over4 a
three-year period or possibly more.
She’s also under contract to Metro
for three pix over a three-year
span. First under that deal was
“Raintree County.” The M-G con¬
tract guarantees her a total of
$350,000. It also has an extended
payment clause.
Under her 20th arrangement, on
which some details remain to be
ironed out, Miss Saint has director
approval. Both she and the studio
will draw up a list of acceptable
directors. Any names on both lists
can thereafter be selected by the
studio without further consultation
with the actress.
Miss Saint’s
agent on the deal was Kurt Frings.
Miss Saint has the right to make
other outside films, but prefers to
keep the one-a-year pace.
She’s
doing two on the theory that this
will give her enough public ex¬
posure to establish and keep her as
a b.o. draw.

Caldwell’s little Apre’
Due for UA; No Code
Seal Seen Possible
Another picture without a Code
seal of approval is due for release
by United Artists. It’s the Secur¬
ity Pictures production of Erskine
Caldwell’s “God’s Little Acre,” due
to roll early next year.
Security has completed a num¬
ber of films for UA release. “God’s
Little Acre” is being financed by
UA which is fully aware that the
pic can’t get a seal. Anthony Mann
will , direct and most of it will be
made on location in the South.
UA isn’t -a member of the Motion
Picture Assn, of America, having
quit when “Man With, the Golden
Arm” was denied a seal by the.
MPA A. Prior to that, UA distrib¬
uted “The Moon Is Blue,” also sans
seal. •

Hargrove, Miller Join
Figaro-NBC Features
Figaro Inc., indie outfit headed
by Joseph L. Mankiewicz in part¬
nership with NBC, is set with a
schedule of five features for 1957
via the signing, of novelists Marion
Hargrove and Merle Miller to writ¬
ing contracts.
Miller is to adapt “Top Dog”
(“Good Old Charley Faye” in the
tv original) and Hargrove is as¬
signed to screenplay “Commence¬
ment,” based on an original idea.
Walter Wanger will produce the
two along with “Border Trumpet,”
now being written by Louis Peter¬
son.
Rounding out the sked are
“Quiet American” and “Santo Cow¬
boy,” with. Mankiewicz taking writ¬
ing and directing credits.

'TEAHOUSE' INTO HALL

Screen Actors Guild Meets
In Hub With Pidgeon

Earlier - Than - Usual Christmas
Dating on Metro Release

Boston, Nov. 20.
Walter Pidgeon, rrew president
of the Screen Actors Guild, and
other new national officers were
guests of the Boston branch at its
meeting Friday (16) in Hotel Som¬
erset. Pidgeon is starring in “Hap¬
piest Millionaire” at the Wilbur.
Officers in were Leon Ames, first
vice-president; George Chandler,
treasurer, and Kenneth Thomson,
tv administrator. Robert M. Segal,
N.‘ E. executive secretary, con¬
ducted the sesh.

New York’s Radio City'' Music
Hall, which usually brings in its
Christmas holiday picture at the
end of either the first or second
weeks in December, this year is
moving up the date. Metro’s “Tea¬
house of the August Moon,” Mar¬
lon Brando starrer, is set to open
at the Hall Nov. 29.
Allied Artists’ “Friendly Per¬
suasion,” now in its third week,
will continue until “Teahouse”
bows. In past, the Hall has booked
pictures for a flat two weeks so*
as to fill the gap between the No¬
vember entry and the holiday pro¬
duction, so that the latter would
have to he opened too far in ad¬
vance of Dec. 25. But no such in¬
terim pic could be agreed upon this
! year.

Douglas Fairbanks Jr., a White
House caller last week. He called
on President Eisenhower at the
latter’s invitation for a social visit.
The .two first met during World
War II.

#
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SCHULBEKG FRERES’
PRODUCTION SETUP
A program of five pictures to be
made over the next three-and-ahalf to four-year period has been
planned by Schulberg Productions,
new indie firm formed by the
brother team of Budd and Stuart
Schulberg.
All five properties
selected for the company’s pro¬
gram will consist of Budd Schulberg’s literary efforts.
They in¬
clude three original screenplays,
an adaptation of his Omnibus tv
play, “Paso Doble,” and the filmization of his novel, “The Disen¬
chanted.”
The pictures will be budgeted at
between $500,000 and $1,000,000,
according to Stuart Schulberg, who
will oversee production activities
as executive v.p. of the fi^m. Budd
will serve as president, with C. B.
Sullivan, attorney for- the com¬
pany, also acting in an executive
capacity.
The company, which will head¬
quarter in N.Y., is currently negoti¬
ating for a releasing deal with a
major company. The films will be
bankrolled via the “usual financedistribution arrangement” Stuart
noted.
First picture on the Schulberg
program will be “In the Ever¬
glades,” an original to be filmed
in the late spring in Florida. Also
in ' the
original
category
are
“Eighth Avenue ” a story of prize
fighting, and a still-untitled proj¬
ect dealing with the Puerto Rican
migration to Manhattan.
Latter
will probably be made in co-pro¬
duction with Kazan’s film company.
“The Disenchanted,” which Budd
and N.Y. Times book editor Har:
vey Breit have converted to a play,,
will be filmed afteP It is produced
on Broadway by William Darrid.

L. A. to N. Y.
Rita Baron
Eva Bartok
Lewis Blumberg
Ernest Borgnine
Walter Branson
LaUren Chapin
Carol Channing
Fred Clark
Tom Douglas
Dale Evans
Nina Foch
Mary Gray
Kenneth Herts
Jennifer Jones
Danny Kaye
Elsa Lanchester
Abe Lastfogel
David P. O’Malley
Alan Mowbray
Cleo Moore
Edward Morey
Gerd Oswald
Vincent Price
Norton V. Ritchey
Lillian Roth
Dore Schary
David O. Selzniqk
Benay Venuta
Sam Weiler
Dana Wynter

N. Y. to L. A.
Fred Amsel
Eve Arden
Cecil Bernstein
Shirley Booth
Joan Davis
Bob Hope
Burt Lancaster
Piper Laurie
Louis Lurie
Charles Martin
Jan McArt
Robert O’Hearn
Herbert T. Silverberg
Bill Watters

New York to Europe
Harrison Fiske
L. Maryland Gander
Norman M. Lobsenz
Joseph L. Mankiewicz
Marijan Maricle
Terence Rattigan

Europe to N- Y.
Keefe Braselle
Jerry Colonna
Harry Fromkes
Herb Golden
Gene Kelly'
Gina Lollobrigida
Victor Mature
Arthur Miller
Marilyn Monroe “

„

New York Sound Track
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Injunction posted at the Paramount publicity office: “If it costs
money—forget it” . . . Metro has two pictures coming up from indie
producers who’ve jpst had a bad time in legit. F. Hugh Herbert, whose
film is “Little Hut,” adapted'“Best House in Naples” for Broadway and
David Susskind, whose pic is “Edge of the City,” produced “Very Spe¬
cial Baby,” - Both plays did a fast Broadway fade . . . David Hanna has
the job of unit publicity director for John Wayne’s “Legend, of the
Lost,” to be lensed in Rome and the Sahara . , . Some upbeat news for
a change was made by the AB-PT board, which, increased the year and
extra dividend to 30c, from 20c a year back.
Columbia, which prefers to test audience reaction to its comedies in
theatres instead of a cold projection room, is previewing the Judy
Holliday starrer, “Full of Life,” next week at a midtown Loew hou.se
. . . Mario Cordaro, Secretary in 20th-Fox’ publicity dept., engaged to
Frank Zanfardino. A fall wedding’s planned.
Robert Taplinger, Warner Bros, ad-pub v.p.,. last week told his first
general staff meet that no sweeping personnel changes were in the
wind. Powwow, attended even by secretaries and messenger boys, was
encouraged by Taplinger 'to submit ideas on all levels, both within
the department and re production. Taplinger Coasts Friday (23) .
“Onion Head,” by Weldon Hill, acquired by Warner Bros. Paul Keynolds will publish ... If the world situation. calms down, 20th-Fo*
prexy Spyros P. Skouras will still go to Russia . . . Kenneth Hargreaves,
new Rank tppper in the U’S., planning .to, move here permanently in
early January with his wife (an American) and three kids. He’s due
to return to London today (Wed.).
Austrian actress Annemarie Duerlnger, on leave of absence from
Vienna’s famed Burg-theatre, in N.Y. on her way to the Coast where
several studios are interested in her. She’s current in the German
elick, “Before Sundown,” which won the Berlin film fest audience prize
this year. It’s her first U.S. visit. Miss Dueripger, incidentally, like
several other of the top German stars, is Swiss-born.
In her deal with Warner Bros, on “The Sleeping Prince,” currently
being filmed in. England, Marilyn Monroe will receive 75% of the
profits plus the negative rights after seven years . . •; John Wayne’s
Batjac Productions has signed an exclusive, long-term contract with
Bob Mathias, twice Olympic Decathlon champion, “to be groomed as
an action star” . . . Loew’s International general sales manager Samuel
N. Burger back at his homeoffice desk after a four-week survey of the
company’s Latin American offices . ; . Teenage fave Sal Mineo in
Gotham in connection with bally activities for Universal’s “Rock, Pretty
Baby” .. . Fredric March, currently on Broadway in “Long Day’s Jour¬
ney into Night,” signed to speak the narrative written by, Albert
Schweitzer for the latter’s film biography. Burgess Meredith will de¬
liver the film’s commentary . . , Joanne Gilbert in to promote “The
Great Man” for Universal. . . .
Joan Crawford writes from London that “production (on her “Esther
Costello” indie for the Woolf Bros.) is slower than at home, but we
are gradually getting there. If I can possibly do so, we will sail on
the America Dec. 12, arriving the 19th, and will spend-CJhristmas in
the States or Canada” . . . Cecil Bernstein (head of Granada Theatres)
and his wife saw their first first-night in all the years they have been
coming to the U.S. when they attended “Li’l Abner,” and while the
A1 Capp cartoon is foreign to the Britishers they “were enamored with
its Americana.” Granada is in tv in Britain and Bernstein is audition¬
ing nev) properties. They leave today (Wed.) by air to spend Thanks¬
giving with Alfred Hitchcock- at his place, in Santa Cruz, which is
outside of San Francisco. From there to Hollywood and a Palm Springs
detour, also a first-time to the Coast.
Dissident stockholders of Loew’s Inc. awaiting announcement of de¬
cisions taken at today’s (Wed.) board meeting of company before map¬
ping plans for proposed proxy fight. Board is expected to declare 25c
divvy for most recent quarter . . . Lowell Thomas hosted Price Hima¬
laya, brother of King Mahendra of Nepal, and other members of royal
party at showing of Cinerama at Warner Theatre, N.Y. Monday (19)
. . . Universal filming audience comments at “sneaks” of “Rock, Pretty
Baby” for use in trailers and tv spots . . ; Metro story chief Kenneth
MacKenna arriving from the Coast Dec. 2 to confer with publishers
and literary agents .. . Gene Kelly in from-Paris and off the Coast. . ..
Metro's “Teahouse of the August Moon” set to open simultaneously
in 12 key cities of Japan on Jan 4, the beginning of the Japanese
holiday period . ♦ . “Oedipus Rex,” feature film starring the Stratford,
Ontario, Festival players, booked for an extended-run at the 55th St.
Playhouse, N.Y. starting Jan. 7> Film, directed by Tyrone Guthrie and
produced by Leonid Kipnis, is being released by Irving Lesser’s Motion
Picture Distributors Inc. ...
Elia Kazan threw a big shindig on the set at the Gold Medal Studios,
N.Y., last week to mark windup of the shooting on “Face in the Crowd.”
’Twas closed to all but cast members.... Current visit here of Mexico’s
Cimex topper, Pulidos Islas, likely to cue some personnel changes at
the Cimex setup in N.Y. and elsewhere. Pocketbook edition of the
“Anastasia” (20th-Fox). script due out in the wake of the “Baby Doll”
seller. ...
Marc M. Spiegel, continental manager for* the Motion Picture Export
Assn., due in N.Y. on the Flandre Dec. 19 or 20 with wife Betty . . .
Warner Bros, is having a supply problem.. Kids have been pinching
the James Dean standees from theatre lobbies where “Giant” is current
and exhibs are hollering for more. WB, incidentally, is reissuing two
Dean pix—“Rebel Without a Cause” and “East of Eden”—next April.
Thosfe’ll be the company’s only releases for that month.
Arthur . Treacher, film, tv and stage player, is currently on a tour
putting on one-man “lectures.” He appeared at Denton, Tex., last
week before the Texas State College for Women . . . George Abbott
will produce “Damn Yankees!’ for Warner Bros., taking off in early
1957 . . . John Carroll and John H. Auer launch their new indie junit
with “Johnny Trouble” Nov. 26 from novel by Ben Aemes Williams
. .. Vaughan Taylor, N.Y. actor j goes into Metro’s. “This' Could Be the
Night” . .. Metro bought “Never So Few,” novel about the Burma cam¬
paign in. World War II by Tom Chamales. . ..
Cardinal Animation Service Inc*, has been chartered to cbnduct, with
capital stock of 200 shares, no par value via Stanley Frcidcnberg, filing
attorney. Kiddie Pictures Corp. also authorized to conduct an enter¬
tainment business in New York. Capital stock is 200 shares, no par
value. E. Louis Gothelf the filing attorney.
Wall Street again buzzing with reports of a group assembling to pur¬
chase the Stanley Warner chain. Wall Streeter .David Baird and banker
Serge Semenenko are said to be offering the financial support . . . Law
firm of Aranow, Brodsky, Bohlinger, Einhom Sc Dann which represented
Charles Green when he challenged >2Qth-Fox management two years ago
now has 20th for a client in some cases . . . Might be some title con¬
fusion with Metro’s “Silk Stockings” and Bel-Air’s United Artists re¬
lease, “The Girl in Black Stockings.”
Junketing through Europe for the steenth time with his “Mrs. Ameri¬
ca” (and her hubby) in tow, publicist-impresario Bert Nevins says under
a Copenhagen postmark that: “Danes here are starved for American
films—all they get are local picture^ or poor French and German ones,
Seems U. S. companies are demanding 40% on statewide pix and local
exhibitors claim all they can afford is 30%, so there have been no big
American films for a year now.” In London he found kids “wild” about
rock ’n’ roll, while in Denmark and Belgium they are “indifferent.”
Hollywood missed Sharon Acker and Elstree has her. The 21-yearold blonde Toronto actress, who stayed In Britain last summer after
playing Anne Page at Edinburgh Festival with Stratford, Ont., Festival
company, has landed a starring role there in the film of Kingsley Amis'
(Continued on page 18)
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Anglo Dialog
Grimly determined to leave no
stone Unturned in their efforts to
crash the U.S. market British pro¬
ducers are now willing to re-dub
and edit their pix to make them
more acceptable to mass audiences
here.
Victor Hoare, sales topper of
Lion International (British Lion),
said in N.Y. last week that redub¬
bing of parts of the soundtrack was
being undertaken on at least two
of his films sold in the" U.S. They
are “Private Progress" and “The
Baby and the Battleship." Both
have been acquired by Distribu¬
tors Corp. of America.
Kenneth Hargreaves, the new
Rank chief in the U.S., said last
week that he would certainly con¬
sider editing pictures as they came
over here in order to improve,
their acceptability. He didn’t feel
that British accents were as much
of a problem as had been made
out in the past.
Hoare noted that the re-dubbing
extended primarily to certain very
British expressions, particularly
cockney accents were involved.
Parts of four reels are being re¬
done in the instance of “Private’s
Progress," with the original actors
used to do the job.
Cost of the
new soundtrack is comparatively
low and, in the mind of Hoare, cer¬
tainly justified via the potential
added dates.
Hoare is in N.Y. with a batch of
new British Lion pix. including
“Sailor
Beware,"
“The
Green
Man," etc.
He reported that he
had been able to make 16 U.S.
deals for B-I -films so far this year,
and that another four were pend¬
ing.
«*
Hargreaves, in discussing the
Rank lineup, said he thought 70%
of the Rank films were suitable for
the U.S. Hank makes about 20 a
year.

Much History Reprised
As Schenck Steps Out;
Mannix Once His Cop
The retirement of Nicholas M.
Schenck, Who guided Loew’s Inc.
for 28 years, marks the end of an
era for the motion picture industry.
Schenck’s decision to retire at
this time was prompted by a desire
to give the new Loew’s prexy,
Joseph R. Vogel, a free hand and
to remove any of the allegations
that Vogel is a “tool" of the com¬
pany’s “old guard."
During his years as head of
Loew’s, Schenck was not only a
powerful figure In guiding the des¬
tinies of the company, but was the
leading influence in the motion pic¬
ture industry as a whole. Hardly
a decision affecting the industry
was made without Schenck’s coun¬
sel and suggestions. He was long
the most powerful company pres¬
ident within the Motion Picture
Assn, of America.
*
Schenck came to the ILS. in
1891 at the age of nine with his
parents and his brother, Joseph.
The brothers became errand boys
in a Bowery drugstore, later open¬
ing their own drugstore and even¬
tually a second with money bor¬
rowed from Eva Tanguay. In their
(Continued on page 18)

EXHIB FINED $1,100
FOR ‘SEX AND LIFE’

Salem, Mass., Nov.’ 20.
Joe Solomon, 45, film distrib of
Bryn Mawr, Pa., was fined $1,100
on charges of presenting an alleg¬
edly immoral entertainment at
Route 114 ozoner in Middleton by
Judge George B. Sears, 91, who
declined to have the film, “Cyclo¬
pedia of Sex and Life," shown in
his courtroom Wednesday (14).
Solomon, billed as Carl Haydon
and commentator during the film,
was charged with presenting or
taking part in an immoral- show;
giving away or selling material
dealing with birth control and ma¬
terial
dealing with venereal dis¬
Dub French Musical
eases. He was nabbed by two state
Hollywood, Nov. 20.
troopers and the police chief of
Dubbed English version of the Middleton Oct 11.
French
musical,
“Frou
Frou,”
onened here last week at the Vista
Theatre, an artie. Run is more or
less in the nature of a test of
Stateside audiences* acceptance of
Chicago, Nov. 20.
the Gamma Films pic, which has
American-International .pix will
been dubbed at the- expense of Na¬
hold a meeting of its midwest fran¬
tional Theatres.
NT also pays print costs and chise holders in the Conrad Hilton
has obtained the right to book the Hotel here Nov. 20-30.
Prexy James Nicholson, general
film over its circuit.
Deal with
Gamma allows NT to recoup its ex¬ sales manager Leon Blender and
penses off the top. “Frou Frou," a producer
Roger' Corman
will
C’Scope tinter, was dubbed in Paris attend.
and NT had a man there to assist
in doing the job.
✓
Dubbing costs in Europe range
as low as $4,000 and $5,000. In
the U.S., they can go as high as
$25,000.

Am-International Execs
Due in Chicago Nov. 29

FREE Ui. FILMS FOR
HUNGARIAN REFUGEES
American film companies have
agreed to contribute gratis motion
picture entertainment for the some
5,000 Hungarian refugees who will
be housed at Camp Kilmer, N. J,
The companies acted on the re¬
quest of Eric Johnston, Motion Pic¬
ture Assn, of America prexy.
Films to be seen by the refugees
will be the ones currently playing
the regular military camp circuit.
Said Jonhston: “I know how hun¬
gry these people are for American
motion picture entertainment
which they have not been able to
enjoy since the beginning of World
War II."
The Hungarian refugees are
those that crossed into Austria in
the wake of the Soviet slaughter in
Budapest and elsewhere in Hun¬
gary.

‘China Doll* Filming
Hollywood, Nov. 20.
Batjac has
acquired
“China
Boll,M by James Benson Nablo and
Pat Kelly and has signed Frank
Bo-zage to direct.
Joel Murcott will do Screenplay.
Story is about Chinese zone operatiom in World War II.

PICTURES

Refusal Of
Dore Schary May Borgnine
‘Success’ Role Leaves
Legal Issue in Doubt
Exit Metro Post

By FRED HIFT

WIFI'SUCCESS
AIDED El DM

Hollywood, Nov. 20.
No decision yet has been reached
on what possible legal action may
Success of the dubbed French
be taken by Hecht-Hill-Lancaster
against Ernest Borgnine for latter film, “Rififi," on the RKO circuit,
where
it managed in spots to outnixing skedded costar role in
“Sweet Smell of Success" in N. Y. draw “Bus Stop," has led to a re¬
last Friday (16) and returning to examination of the potential of
Coast, according to a spokesman dubbed foreign features in th©
American market.
for company.
Richard Davis of United Motion
In revealing actor’s refusal of
role, it was stated by company that Picture Organization, who’s the
move was “regretted" by H-H-L distributor of “Rififi," said last
executives. “They feel that he has week that he now had changed hi#
defaulted on his contract and in¬ mind on dubbing. “I used to be
dicated that they intend to main- 100% against it," he commented.
“But now T am becoming con¬
continued on page 62)
vinced that, provided a proper dub¬
bing job is done on a picture, it
has a very definite chance of audi¬
ence acceptance.”
“Rififi" was lip-synced by a
comparatively new team in the
J. Arthur Rank Organization is embarking upon still another
dubbing
field—Jack and Terry
postwar try to crack the United States market in an important
way. At the risk of superfluous comment, it will not prove easy. Curtis who run Photomagnetic Stu¬
It is to be hoped that ‘quick results are not expected or that our dios in N. Y. and have evolved
what they hold to be a greatly im¬
British contemporaries will not run out of funds or faith too
proved method of adding English
rapidly..
dialog to imports. Several of the
indies who’ve seen the dubbed
“Rififi" report it’s one of the best
Many of the “problems" of British product in this market were
jobs
to be done in this country in
detailed rather extensively in a series of stories printed here a
years.
year back. The British themselves astutely penetrated some of
Davis stressed that he was un¬
the half-baked arguments used against them as respects their alterably
opposed to having pic¬
British accents (which are highly popular in Hollywood films)
tures dubbed in Europe. “It may
and their offbeat plots (which are very much in vogue and have
be cheaper," he noted, “but the
been for the past several years among U.S. producers).
results are unsatisfactory. Over
there they may have the technique
Plainly the British have a real selling job to do. That starts down pat, but they don’t strive for
and they don’t have the
with the circuits and theatre operators. It includes the public. quality
ear for the proper American lan¬
Most nearly already convinced as to British product are the
guage On the screen. Dubbing is
American film critics.
an art, not a conveyor belt."
The Curtises say their improved
How much American help and guidance will the new British - system tends to minimize the me¬
offensive require? Some, surely. Though against that they are chanical aspects of the dubbing job
probably smart to stick to their Britishness, since that is what and allows, the actors to concen(Continued on page 53)
they have to sell that their competitors don’t have. French films

\

Possibility
exists
that' Dore
Schary will submit his resignation
as Metro’s production chief at, the
Loew’s board meeting in New York
today (Wed.).
Schary, in N. Y.
since Sunday (18), said he had “no
comment" relating to the report
of his impending resignation.
There’s no doubt, however, that
Schary’s future status will be the
prime topic of discussion at the
board session. Schary said on Mon¬
day (19) that he did not knowwhether or not he would be in¬
vited to sit in on the conclave. He
(Continued on page 11)

Where Schweppes Goes, Rank Follows

succeed best this side when they are most French. Ditto the
Italians. True there is a strain of product in any nation which
just does not export well. This is almost the whole story with
Germany—although efforts to cultivate a foreign-marketable
type of German release are now under way.
Not the least provocative decision of the Rank management is
sending across a British-trained adman. Without judging copy
not yet produced, it may well be pretty clever of the British to
not duplicate U. S. film copy at a time when it is, in brief,
under considerable criticism.
Let the British fight * it out on every American beachhead,
street, village, Rooftop and boxtop. Follow where the man in the
beard has gone. This is true: Americans are the most “sellable"
people in the world. They can be sold what-they don’t need,
frequently don’t want, and sometimes don’t even like.
Carry on, chums.

Land. .

HARGREAVES SPADE WORK IN U.S. BEGINS;
RANK ORGTO SETUP SIX SALES OFFICES

An American phenomenon—the
“do-it-yourself" craze — seems to
have caught hold with film indus¬
tries abroad. Feeling is that na¬
tive enthusiasm for one’s own
product can’t be replaced and is a
vital element in any successful at¬
tempt to sell imported films in the
U. S..market.
Inferred are two conclusions
which at least some of the over¬
seas producers have cdme to:. The
major companies cannot or will not
do justice to foreign pix, partly
due to their limited grossing po¬
tential, and the indies aren’t
strong enough to do a thorough
job of coverage.
Current plan of the J. Arthur
Rank Organization to establish it¬
self in the U. S. market and to
start operating actively by Easter
underscores the foreign state-ofmind. Additional details were sup¬
plied in Gotham last week by
Kenneth Hargreaves who’s been
named president of the new Rank
Film Distributors of America Inc.
He made these main points:
(1.) The
American
Rank
I
subsid will
be
completely
I
autonomous from London and

5

expects to be self-supporting
within the period of a year.
(2.) It will start out with six
offices and will concentrate
primarily “on-the.atres that
throw off top film rental," i.e
the key cities, rather than the
stix where distribution costs
rise proportionately;
(3.) It will offer theatres
some 15 Rank films during the
first year, plus a couple of
non-Rank British pix and two
Hollywood

Scrip/or

JERRY D. LEWIS
has whipped up an amusing
do-it-yourself kit for
authors titled

How Not to Write
*

*

*

an editorial feature in
the upcoming

51st Anniversary Number
of

Pfi&IETY

or three Continental entries.
Sutton Theatre, N. Y., has al¬
ready been leased by Rank for
a year starting May 1, 1957,
and additional houses may be
rented “where we feel we
don’t get proper access to the
market."
Hargreaves, who worked for 17
years with 20th-Fox in London be¬
fore he joined Rank, expressed
confidence that the current condi¬
tions in the U. S. were in his fa¬
vor. “The majority of exhibitors
in America are a little afraid of
British pictures," he observed.
“We hope, by popularizing our
stars, etc., to lessen that resist¬
ance."
Comment was a lot more mod-*,
erate than that which, in recent
years, has come from John Davis,
the Rank Org’s managing director.
Davis has implied, over and over
again, that U. S. theatremen stood
as a wall between British films
and an eagerly receptive audience.
American
Industry
observers
forecast that the Rank unit will
have rough going in the U. S. since
the basic reasons for the lack of
success of certain Rank pix in the
past haven’t materially changed;
nor has the Rank product been
(Continued on page 6)

SINATRA PARTNERSHIP
■ IN KINGS’ PENDING
Hollywood, Nov. 20.
Producer-Frank Ross and Frank
Sinatra are negotiating a partner¬
ship deal whereby Sinatra would
star in Ross* upcoming production,
“Kings Go Forth," based on the
Joe David Brown tome. Sinatra dis¬
closed deal being talked calls for
him to be a partner in the project.
Film may have a 20th-Fox re¬
lease, although it hasn’t been set
yet. Plans are to shoot the pic¬
ture in Europe late next year.
Sinatra also said that his UA
starrer, “Johnny Concho," made
by his own indie company for
$500,000, is expected . to nab a
world gross of $2,500,006, accord¬
ing to UA prexy Arthur Krims.
Star, currently toplining the Joe
E. Lewis biopic, “The Joker," at
Paramount, is
already booked
through 1957. He opens for twd
weeks at the Sands in Las Vegas
Dec. 19, playing there for Christ¬
mas and New Year’s, and opens at
the Copacabana in N. Y. for two
weeks beginning Jan. 10.
After
his Gotham date, he hops to
Australia, playing Sidney for two
weeks. Actor-singer then returns to
Hollywood to star in “Pal Joey,"
starting at Columbia in February.
Following “Joey," he will pro¬
duce and star in “What Makes
Sammy Run," but while this will
be with his own indie company, it
won’t necessarily be a UA release,
Sinatra
said.
After
“Sammy"
would come “Kings," if that deal
jells, and the star is already con¬
sidering several projects for 1958.

Boulting’s Release Set
For Washington Debut
Personal friendship with Roy
and John Boulting served to win
the world premiere of the pair’s
latest film for Marvin Goldman,
who operates the MacArthur Thea¬
tre in Washington, D, C. “Joseph¬
ine and Men," starring Glynia
Johns and Jack Buchanan, opens
at the MacArthur on Dec, 21.
; Deal was set by Alfred Katz, the
Boultings personal representative,
before, the British film has been
assigned to an American distrib¬
uter. British Lion is the distrib¬
utor abroad.
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FILM REVIEWS
Love Me Tender
(SONGS) ~

Presley, that’s all!
■ mopup from teenagers,

B,0«

20th*Fox release of David Weis!)art
production. Stars Elvis Presley, Richard
Egan, Debra Paget; features Robert
Middleton, William Campbell, Neville^
Brand, Mildred Dunnock. Bruce Bennett.
Director, Robert D. Webb, screenplay,
Robert Buckner from story by Maurice
Geraghty; songs by Presley & Vera Matson; camera, Leo Tover. At N.Y. Para¬
mount, Nov. 15, *56. Running time, *4
MINS.
Vance .. Richard Egan
Cathy .,.r. Debra Paget
Clint ... Elvis Presley
Siringo . ....
Robert Middleton
Brett Redo . William Campbell
Milce Gavin . Neville Brand
The Mother ..Mildred Dunnock
Major Kincaid . Bruce Bennett
Ray Reno . James Drury
Ed. Galt . Russ Conway
Kelso ....
Ken Clarjc
Davis
. Barry Coe
Fleming ... .*. L. Q. Jones
Jethro
. Paul Burns
Train Conductor ....'. Jerry Sheldon

For the benefit of the hordes of
teenagers who’ve made a national
figure of rock ’n’ roll singer Elvis
Presley and who’ve been buying
- his RCA Victor platters by the mil¬
lions, 20th-Fox has whipped up a
minor league oater (and oncer) in
which to showcase one of the hot¬
test show biz properties around to¬
day.
It’s a b.o. natural for the
* screaming set and some elders may
even wander in out of curiosity.
It looks like a payoff for 20th-Fox
which moved in fast to grab Pres¬
ley while he’s dominating the rec¬
ord field.
Appraising Presley as an actor,
he ain’t. Not that it makes much
difference. The presence of Pres¬
ley apparently is enough to satisfy
the juve set. And there are four
. songs; the title tune already a
1,000,000 plus disk seller, and lotsa
Presley wriggles thrown in for good
measure.
Screenplay by Robert Buckner
from a story by Maurice Geraghty
is synthetic. Story line centers on
Presley, the youngest of four
brothers, who stayed on their Texas
farm while the older three are
away fighting the Yankees. The
older brother (Richard Egan) left a
gal (Debra Pagst) and when word
comer that he’s been killed in bat¬
tle, she weds Presley. When the
three boys come home to resume
their civvy ways, it’s hard to keep
Egan down on the farm because
he’s still in love with Miss Paget,
now his brother’s wife. Before he
can head west to get away from
it all, Presley is stirred by Jealousy
and takes a pot shot at' his be¬
loved frere. One df the heavies,
responsible for whipping up Pres¬
ley’s frenzy, then kills-the young¬
ster. Pic ends at the grave with a
superimposed shot of Presley re¬
prising “Love Me Tender.”
There’s a subplot concerning
stolen Federal money but it’s only
a thin bit used to hinge the yarn
together.
Egan is properly stoic as the
older brother while Miss Paget does
nothing more than look pretty and
wistful throughout. Mildred Dun¬
nock gets sincerity into the part of
mother of the brood, an achieve¬
ment. Nobody, however, seems to
be having as much fun as Presley
especially when he’s singing the
title song, “Poor Boy,” “We’re
Gonna Move” and “Let Me.” Tunes
were written by Presley and Vera
Matson.
. Robert D. Webb directed in rou¬
tine manner and the prdouction is
laid out simply jn black-and-white
CinemaScope.
Gros,

. Tlte .Great American
Pastime
Comedy about little league
baseball. Fair boxoffice possi¬
bilities with promotion angles
for family trade.
Metro release of Henry Berman pro¬
duction. Stars Tom EweU and Anne Fran¬
cis.
Directed
by
Herman
Hoffman.
Screenplay, Nathaniel Benchley; camera,
Arthur E. Arllng; editor. Gene Ruggiero;
music, Jeff Alexander. Previewed in
N.Y., Nov. 14, *56. Running time, 99 MINS.
Bruce Hallerton .
Tom Ewell
Betty Hallerton .Anne Francis
Mrs. Doris Patterson.Ann Miller
Buck Rivers . Dean Jones
Dennis Hallerton . Rudy Lee
Ed Ryder ..
... Judson Pratt
George Carruthers.Raymond Bailey
Mr. Dawson . Wilfrid Knapp
Mr. O’Keefe . Bob Jcllison
Man Mountain O’Keefe
Raymond Winstop
Foster Carruthers . Paul Engle
Mrs. George Carruthers.Ann Morriss
Samuel J. Gar way.Gene O’Donnell

What this country needs Is more
family pictures with American
themes. At least that’s the senti¬
ment of a segment of exhibition.
Metro’s “The Great American
Pastime” fulfills both require¬
ments, but its ability to meet the
most essential requirement—-the
spark to lure patrons to the boxoffice in the first" instance—is
open to question.
There are, however, a number
of amusing incident* in the Na¬

thaniel Benchley comedy and the
story of little league baseball will
be probably close to many family
group*. With the proper, spotting
and promotional tieups with local
little leaguers, fair returns can be
probably realized. For the most
part, though, “The Great American
Pastime” appears to be headed for
double feature situations.
The story concerns the trials
and tribulations of a young attbrney who, in order to get closer to
his sob, undertakes the manage¬
ment of a little league team* In
addition to undergoing physical
punishment in attempting to con¬
dition his inept nine, he is con¬
fronted with pressure from his
charges’ parents, all of whom want
to ,$nake certain that their sons
receive favorable treatment. Hero,
amusingly played by Tom Ewell,
practically becomes a local outcast
when his team fails to win. « ••
ThTe pressure from the parents is
similar to that applied by alumni
groups when a college football
coach fails to produce a winning
team. Further complications in
Ewell’s managerial activities de¬
velop when he mistakenly inter¬
prets the attentions of a young
widow, played by Ann Miller. The
widow only want to make sure that
her son, Herbie, is selected to
pitch, but her advances arouse the
jealousy of Ewell’s baseball-hating
wife, played by Anne Francis, who
in self-defense learns how to keep
score so she can keep an eye on her
husband.
The character Ewell is called
upon to play is unfortunately the
stereotype of an American father
that television, in particular, has
advanced. He’s a silly, bumbling
nincompoop totally unaware of the
realities that surround him. Some¬
how, of course, he overcomes the
adversities and, via basic kindness
and honesty, emerges the conquer¬
ing, stalwart hero. He is able to
arouse his team to win the league
championship.
It is difficult, however, to imag¬
ine how his wife, an intelligent and
an aware individual, could have
possibly married him. Or how he
could have possibly been a success¬
ful lawyer.
Herman Hoffman has directed
with an eye to comedy that does
not always succeed. The little
league games, however, are staged
to perfection and the reaction of
the parents is presented with a
fine touch. Sociologists have com¬
mented on the effects of little
league baseball on both the boys
and their parents, and “The Great
American Pastime,” to a degree,
points up the problem.
Ewell is frequently funny in a
farcical way but his character
never pmerges as a real person.
As a matter of fact, the only char¬
acter that appears genuine is
the one portrayed by Miss Francis.
Misg Miller is okay as the young
widow
and
the
young
little
leaguers, portrayed by Rudy Lee,
Raymond Winston, and Todd Fer¬
rell, are properly confused by the
antics of their parents.
Arthur E. Arling has done a
first-rate job in filming the base¬
ball games and all technical as¬
pects of the film are professionally
perfect.
Holl.

The Peacemaker
Slow-moving' western with re¬
ligious overtones.
Hollywood, Nov. 20.
United Artists release of a Hal R.
Makelim production^Stars James Mitchell,
Rosemarie Bo we; cost*rs Jan Merlin, Jess
Barker, Hugh Sanders; features Taylor
Holmes/ Philip Tonge, Dorothy Patrick.
Directed by Ted Post. Screenplay, Hal
Richards, Jay Ingram, based on novel by
Richard Poole; camera, Lester Shorr;
editor, William Shea; music, George
Greeley; art director. Frank Smith. Pre¬
viewed Nov. 13, *56. Running thne, 12
MINS.
Terrall Butler ......... James Mitchell
Ann Davis ............. Rosemarie Bowe
Viggo Tomlin... Jan Merlin
Ed Halcomb ... Jess Barker
Lathe Sawyer ...
Hugh Sanders
Gray Arnett .
Herbert Patterson
Edith Sawyer.Dorothy Patrick
Mr. Wren . Taylor Holmes
Ben Seale •. .......... RoberUArmstrong
Elijah Maddox.Philip Tonge
Sam Davis .. David McMahon
Doc Runyan ..Wheaton Chambers
Walt Kemper.Jaqk HoUand
Miss Smith ... Nancy Evans
Cowpunchcr . Harry Shannon

“The Peacemaker,” story of a
newly-arrived parson in a town
torn by strife between warring
rancher-farmer factions, carries
semi-religious
overtones
which
may help in. certain family situa¬
tions but generally will make fea¬
ture hard to seil for market in
which it will fall. First and only
picture turned out under produc¬
er’s now-abandoned Makelim plan
of guaranteed exhib booking, film
emerges a slow-moving,
over¬
length western drama which must
1 depend upon lower-bracket playdates.
James Mitchell in title role por¬
trays a former gunslinger now
dedicated to the Church, through
whose wisdom, rather than a re¬
turn to his guns, peace Is finally
restored to the community. The
Hal Richards-Jay Ingram- screen¬

play is inclined to wordiness in the
long unfoldment, which Ted Post’s
sometimes careless direction fails
to speed up for the demands of the
market.
Parson finds himself in the mid¬
dle when he tries to bring the
ranchers and the farmers together.
Further complications enter in per¬
son of the railroad’s rep, who
brings in gunmen to supposedly
rotect the farmers, who have
ought land from the railroad,
from the vengeance of ranchers,
but actually to fan the flame so he
can personally acquire land from
both parties cheap. Parson is able
to expose him before all-out war¬
fare starts.
Mitchell acquits himself in okay
fashion, and Rosemarie Bowe is in
nicely for romantic interest. Jan
Merlin makes his gunman role
fairly believable, the hireling of
Herbert Patterson, an old-fash¬
ioned heavy. Hugh Sanders as head
of the ‘ranchers and Jess Barker
the farmer’s leader stack up satis¬
factorily, and acceptable support is
offered by Taylor Holmes, Dorothy
Patrick and Philip Tonge.
Technical credits are standard.
Whit.

E

Rock, Pretty Baby
(SONGS)
Should be a hit with the teen¬
age set but dull if not em¬
barrassing for adults. Loaded
with 17 songs.
Universal release of Edmond Chevie
production. Stars Sal Mlneo, John Saxon
and Luana Patten. Features Fay Wray,
Edward C. Platt, and Rod McKuen. Di¬
rected by Richard Bartlett. .Screenplay,
Herbert Margolis and William Raynor;
camera, George Robinson; editor, Fred¬
rick Y. Smith; music, Henry Mancini;
additional songs and lyrics by Bill Carey,
Sonny Burke, Bobby Troup, Rod McKuen,
and Phil TumineUo. Previewed in N.Y.,
Nov. 15. *56. Running time, «9 MINS.
Angelo Barrato .'. Sal Mlneo
Jimmy Daley . John Saxon
Joan Wright... Luana Patten
Thomas Daley Sr., MD..Edward C. Platt
Beth Daley . Fay Wray
"Ox** Bentley . Rod McKuen
"Fingers** Porter .. John Wilder
"Sax7* Lewis ..
Alan Reed Jr"Pop** Wright . Douglas Fowley
"Half-Note Harris
Bob Courtney
Twinky Daley ......... Shelley Fabares
Carol Saunders.Susan Volkmann
Claire Saunders . Carol Volkmann
Kay Norton ... April Kent
Lori Parker . Sue George
Mr. Reid .. Walter Reed
Bruce Carter.Glen Kramer
Johnny Grant.Johnny Grant
Thomas Daley Jr. ..George Winslow
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chance. Plot even includes a wild,
wind-up ride to the tv studio so
that the hero can get there on time
to perform.
Some amusing sidelights are
provided by Shelly Fabares. as
Saxon’s sister who is emerging
from adolescence, and George
Winslow, as Saxon’s young brother.
Coast disk jockey Johnny Grant is
on hand to play himself. Fay Wray,
of “King. Kong” fame,- makes a
charming and understanding moth¬
er, and Edward C. Platt is properly
stern as the confused father. Most
of the youngsters in the picture
have a tendency to overact, but
this may be revealing the natural
exuberance of the teenage set.
The Herbert Margolis and Wil¬
liam Raynor screenplay is second¬
ary to the music. Richard Bartlett’s
direction meets the demands of the
picture, and technical aspects are
all on the plus side.
Holl.

Yanks Cancelled
Continued from page 2 siJ—„
soloist, who had declined to leave
Israel during the emergency.
Ellabelle Davies, American sing¬
er, scheduled'to appear with the
Ramat Gan Chamber Orchestra, is
expected ..to. be affected by the ban,
as is probably pianist Shura Cher¬
kassy.
June Richmond, booked for the
Dan-Hotel Night Club in Tel-Aviv,
had to cancel her trip, ,and the
Club*—without attraction for the
floor show—has to close down tem¬
porarily.
In contrast, the Ramat Gan Cir¬
cus re-opened last Thursday to an
enthusiastic public with Redley’s
“Ice Revue 1956,” after its 38 per¬
formers, nationals of six different
countries, had unanimously decid¬
ed to disregard the warning of
their local diplomatic representaJtives and to stay in Israel. One of
its stars, David Bentley, a British
airgunner of World War II, volun¬
teered to serve with the Israel
Forces. Dawn West, who appeared
before Egypt’s King Farouk in
Cairo six years ago and refused his
proposal of marriage, and Pamela
Gay, Australian singer and dancer,
volunteered to entertain troops in
the Sinai and Suez area. Austrian
Fritzi Gillard, a trained nurse, an¬
other of the stars of the ice show,
offered to look after the children
of enlisted men and women. The
two-and-a-half-hour show is given
twice daily in the afternoon and
evening at the big Circus audito¬
rium, seating about 3,000. During
the critical days, only a few score
spectators attended, but soon after
the re-opening, the show almost en¬
joys its former record-breaking
attendance.

Joe E. Brown
Continued from page 2

-j

through the San Francisco earth¬
quake-fire, until Variety foundereditor-publisher Sime Silverman
gave him his first .real plug in a
review at Henderson’s, Coney Is¬
land. Still later, Sime’s son, the
late Sid Silverman, observed in
a film review of “Hold Everything’’
(WB) that Brown’s performance
was better than Bert Lahr’s stage
original which touched off a last¬
ing feud between the two comedi¬
ans.
Brown recalls the kindnesses of
John G, Jermon who released him
from a Jacobs & Jermon burles¬
que show commitment when John
Cort offered him a legit production
opportunity in “Listen Lester;”
and similarly how Hollywood agent
Jessie Wadsworth also tore up her
contract when a competitive
10%er, Ivan Kahn, had a more
lucrative . offer from Darryl F.
Zanuek. This was the beginning
of scaling the heights of Hollywood
fame and fortune.
Lotsa ‘Tell AH’ Stuff
Brown’s total recall on detail is
as amazing as another concurrent
show biz autobiog, Fred Allen’s
“Much Ado About Me.” He spares
neither
himself,
has
personal
heroes—nor the heels. He is forth¬
right not only about the rags-toriches but some of the un-nice
things such as being forced to
cheat at cards in order to eat (net
gain was 60c); his weakness for the
horses; the human, frailties for
some of life’s luxuries and showing
off with a $16,800 'Duesenberg in
the midst of the 1932 depression.
Deep-rooted love for the business
there is no business like punctu¬
ates every chapter. Only baseball
took second billing to a show biz
career. He won out in spades—a
star and the owner of a major
league team.
He remembers the small and the
great who crossed his theatrical ca¬
reer. He brings up a memoir of
the Yandis Court, a theatrical
rooming house on New York’s West
43d St. where he shared an $18-amonth apartment with burlesquer
Emmett Callahan. All the towels,
napkins and anything else portable
were generously marked, “Stolen
from Yandis Court.”
It may be captious to spotlight
that the second edition should
change Morris “Goetz” to Gest and
Alan Dale had only one “1” in the
late N.Y. American drama critic's
first name—which was a pseu¬
donym- in the first place.

Make a picture that appeals to
the teenagers and you’ve got a hit.
That appears to be the current in¬
dustry philosophy. By that stand¬
ard,
Universal’s “Rock, Pretty
Baby” .should emerge a boxoffice
winner. It has the ingredients that
cater to the whims and fads of
America’s most publicized age
group.
Universal has liberally sprinkled
the entry with rock ’n* roll tunes,
offering a total of 17 musical num¬
bers—both vocal and instrumental.
Implication; the kids will be jump¬
in’ and stompin’. As an added ap¬
U. S. Ballet to Italy
peal for the teenage set, U has j
-■ -■ Continued from page 5 —j
Rome, Nov. 13.
cast the picture with a group of r American Ballet Theatre starts
vigorous youngsters, including Sal ; an unexpected swing through Italy outstanding. On the other hand,
Mineo, a semi-established teenage this week (16) as a direct result of the feeling is that the switch
can’t lose Rank any money and
hero; John Saxon, an aspirant for
the events which have upset the
will serve to a) generally help
teen laurels, and Luana Patten, an
world
in
recent
weeks.
Initial
all-American type bluejeaner.
popularize the British film and, b)
These members of Hollywood’s date is for the -Rome Opera House, get into distribution some of the
Coke brigade, in addition to Rod first time it has played there, Rank offerings below the top
McKuen, John Wilder, Alan Reed though it’s the Ballet's third Italo brackets that haven’t found prior
Jr., Bob Courtney, Susan and Carol swing. From here it moves on to release channels here.*
Volkmann, April Kent, and Sue Florence,- Genoa, Bologna, Turin,
Universal Slant
George, ostensibly represent the and other centers as yet unset.
Rome stanza under official invita¬
Hargreaves stressed that the
teenage temper of the time.
tional
aegis
of
Mayor
Tupini
is
for
new
unit\jvould
confine itself to
“Rock, Pretty Baby” must be
judged for the purpose it was made five days, with two programs being distribution. He also made it
;
plain that, with the exception of
—to cash in. on the rock *n’ roll announced.
Italo run was rushed- when terp such pictures as Universal may
frenzy. If considered from any
other standpoint, - the picture is group cut short a projected lengthy choose to pick up for the U. S.,
dull and embarrassing. It’ll make middle east tour in Beirut, with¬ all Rank features would be chan¬
adults squirm and probably drive out going on to Teheran upon of¬ neled through the Rank offices.
’em out of theatres. If, as it’s re¬ ficial advice that hostilities in He indicated that this policy
ported, the 15-24 age group is the Egypt might prejudice the safety would be followed even if a high
prime ticket buyer, “Rock, Pretty of the caravan. At the same time, guarantee should be offered by
Baby” is a hot commercial entry.
with Italian hostility towards any¬ either an indie or a major. Uni¬
The daily newspapers have car¬ thing Soviet growing as result of
versal, under a longstanding conried so much about the antics of events in Hungary, the Moisseiev
teenagers that it might be haz¬ Ballet, previously skedded for an tractual arrangement that still has
ardous to venture the observation Italian tour (Variety, Nov. 7), was ! some years to run, is offered its
choice of pix from a “split” repthat the youngsters in “Rock,
Pretty Baby” are stereotypes-of- “advised” by Italo officials not to j resenting one half of the Rank
go
through
with
it.
Dates
in
the
I
output. Within the past year, U
stereotypes although no juvenile
delinquency is involved this time. various opera houses hence re¬ has only taken on one or two
The youngsters come from fairly mained vacant, and a hurried ex¬ films under that deal. Several
well-to-do parents and live in nice change of wires between ballet, others have gone to Republic or to
neighborhoods. It concerns par¬ USIS (which has. been helping the Indies.
ental misunderstanding and the present the show), and Italo of¬
The Rank move, coupled with
awakening of.real love as distin¬ ficials and bookers resulted in the the continuing French effort to
guished from the popular pastimes American Ballet Theatre’s wel¬
seek
a formula for a new releasing
of petting and smooching.
come fill-in stint. Almost all the
Saxon, as an 18-year-old high- Moisseiev dates are being followed channel in the U. S., is seen as
eventually
having an effect on the
school senior, wants to follow a with the exception of Palermo,
career in music arid become a band where city officials, apprised of the indie distribs. This is particular¬
leader. His father—a physician— Moisseiev
bow-out immediately ly true of a new agency is subsi¬
can’t see it that way and wants his skedded an officials convention, dized in one form or another and
can thus offer better distribution
son to follow in his footsteps. thus clogging the theatre space.
That’s the basic conflict. It’s spiced
Nora Kaye, Rosclla Hightower, terms than the indie operator.
with a sub-conflict involving the John Kricca, Harold Lang, and
Hargreaves
said 'the scheme
boy-girl relationship between Sax¬
head
many others are starred in the Bal¬ called for him to resign
on and Miss Patten.
of
the
domestic
Rank distribution
As the budding leader of a com¬ let Theatre’s presentations. First
company in Britain, and also to
date
to
follow
the
Italian
booking,
bo, Saxon .and his colleagues have
the opportunity to break out in final details of which are still being step down from other posts he is
song and instrumentals at the drop arranged, call for two weeks in holding. He is joint managing di¬
of hat. The band has a tough time Monte Carlo starting Dec. 21, fol¬ rector of the Rank Org. The Amer¬
getting started, but there’s the lowed by Z weeks in. Portugal and- ican post was offered to him
cliche contest that presents the one week in Madrid. Previous Ital¬ ■ “many, many months ago,” he re*
called^ •
young ,musi£ian$. with tl;eir, golden ian, tours were.in 1,950. and T953.

Hargreaves
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Justice Deep in Thought
[ON AM-PAR VENTURE]
Washington, Nov. 20.
Within the next week or so, the Dept, of Justice is expected to
decide whether to interfere in the plans of American Broadcast¬
ing-Par Theatres to produce pictures. This was indicated to
Variety past week by William Kilgore, chief of the judgment and
judgment enforcement section of the Anti-Trust Division.
“It shouldn’t take many days,” he said, for the Anti-Trust Divi¬
sion to make up its mind whether to intervene.
“We have a choice of three things/*- he explained.
“First, we can do nothing. Second, we can move under the judg¬
ment court and seek to stop them from producing. Third, we can
move under the anti-trust laws generally.”
Kilgore emphasized, however, that the Paramount judgment is
like that of RKO; neither specifically bars the divorced circuits
from entering film production. In contrast, the judgments of WB,
Loew’s and 20th-Fox state that the divorced circuits do require
Federal court permission to produce films.
Kilgore also said, in reply to questions, that his division received
no specific, advance notice that AB-PT was about to launch a pro¬
duction subsidiary. He admitted, however, that the Government
had been advised in a general way that the circuit was getting
ready to make films.

Want ’Em Big, Then Beef on Length
Exhibs Gotia Unclutter Their Thinking on Product
Quality. Vs. Quantity, Declares King Vidor
By WHITNEY WILLIAMS
Hollywood, Nov. 20.
If the motion picture industry is
to meet successfully the dangerous¬
ly growing competition of. televi¬
sion it must turn to films important
enough, long enough, to lure the
public away from its t.v sets, in
the opinion of vet director King
Vidor.
“This can’t be done with little
pictures,” he says, flatly. “People
can stay home for these, where
they don’t have to spend a cent.
If they are to be brought to the
theatre they must have waiting for
them pictures of a length, broad¬
ness of scene, color and sound not
otherwise available. They must be
given an emotional experience
Which they can’t get on television.”
Exhibitors want big picture?,
then squawk about their length,
Vidor observes. They want pro¬
ducers to make “blockbusters” of
a type which will stampede the
public to the theatres, yet adopt a
grind policy even for their most
important product to see how many
shows a day they can pack into
their schedule.
“Theatremen must make up their
minds, whether they want quality
or quantity,” director points out.
“They can’t have both, in this mar¬
ket. If exhibitors really want big
pictures, let them support them.”
All big films eventually will be
(Continued on page 20)

Many-Faceted
E T. Silverberg
Hollywood attorney Herbert T.
Silverberg, just back from five
weeks on the Continent in behalf
of clients, returns to address the
Law School of the U. of Madrid
next spring with the understanding
he will tell the authorities lps
theme but that, otherwise, he will
not permit them to censor it or
otherwise edit it.' This is what
caused him to bow out last month
from a similar invitation when
Franco authorities wanted to
screen his address in advance. Sil¬
verberg is fluent in Spanish, and
other foreign tongues, and he made
it clear that this was not to his
liking.
Among the attorney’s clients is
Security Pictures, which has com¬
pleted four of 10 for United Art¬
ists, and that was one of his chores
abroad.
Another was the presentation of
a scroll to the Jewish Community
Council in Rome from the JCC of
Los Angeles. Similarly he pow¬
wowed with Robert Briscoe, the
first Jewish mayor of Dublin, and
was struck by the latter’s person¬
al scroll. It’s a Star of David sur¬
rounded by Gaelic symbols—sham¬
rocks, etc. Briscoe will visit the
(Continued on page 62)

Summon UA Field Men
To Gotham on Nor. 29
All United Artists field men un¬
der exploitation chief Mori Krushen in the United States and Can¬
ada have been called to a threeday meeting in New York begin¬
ning Nov. 29 to become acquainted
with detailed promotional pro¬
cedures set for the company’s pro¬
gram of 48 features for next year.
Conference is termed the first of
its kind for UA,
According to Roger Lewis, na¬
tional ad-pub-exploitation director,
key homeoffice execs will engage
in discussion with the fleldmen of
every facet of promotion, with the
accent on local-level activities as
well as nationally.
Participants, in addition to
Lewis, will Include v.p.’s Max E.
Youngsteln and William J. Heineman, assistant ad-pub chief Alfred
H. Tamarin, plus Krushen, general
sales manager James R. Velde, di¬
vision managers Milton E. Cohen
and A1 Fitter, publicity manager
Mort Nathanson and others.

Technicolor Pays 12{c
Technicolor board last week de¬
clared a 12% c per share dividend
on the Techni common stock, pay¬
able Dec. 18, 1956. This brings to
50c “the total dividend payment of
Techni for the year.
Net for the first nine months of
1956 was put at $1,026,000, or 51c
per share on 2,027,000 shares of
common outstanding . .This com¬
pares to a net of $1,792,000—or 90c
per share—for the corresponding
period in 1955.
Estimated earnings for 1956 were
put at 60c per share by Herbert
T. Kalmus, Techni prexy.

PICTURES

AM-PA1 PICTURES French at Crossroads as U.S. Agency
Prospects Fold; Weigh New Schemes
Am-Par Pictures Corp. is the
new American Broadcasting-Para¬
mount Theatres subsidiary which
is to engage in the production of
theatrical films but so far the plans
are vague and loosely clrawn.
It was disclosed over the past
week that Irving H. Levin and
Harry L. Mandell have been ap¬
pointed president and v.p., respec¬
tively, . of the subsid. Levin was
one of the founders of Filmakers
Inc. and in his capacity as prez ex¬
pectedly will serve also as exec
producer. Mandell was a v.p. of
Filmakers. Both have five-year em¬
ployment deals, according to Sid¬
ney Markley, AB-PT-v.p., who will
supervise the Am-Par operation.
Beyond this, the specifics are
lacking, Markley explaining that
the intent is to “build as we go
along.” The purpose of Am-Par is
to alleviate the product shortage
“and the first thing for us to do is
look for story material,” he added.
The product to be made will be
in the “modest budget range,” said
Markley, and by this he means
from $200,000 to $500,000 per pic¬
ture. He anticipates the rental of
studio facilities and wants to
“avoid the pitfalls of maintaining a
studio and a big organization.” As
for the number of films to be made
in the first year, the indication was
that this could be up to six.
One thing is for certain: the 575
theatres which now comprise the
Par chain will have first crack at
all pictures turned out by Am-Par.
In other words, there will be no
competitive bidding for the prod¬
uct between a Par house and a
competitor. When the films have
concluded their runs in Par situa¬
tions they are. to be turned over
to an “established distributor” for
release to the non-Par houses. No
deal has been set yet with a distrib.
As for the antitrust angles and
the decree under which AB-PT op¬
erates, Markley stated: “We always
felt we had the right to go into
production and there has been no
contrary statement from the De¬
partment of Justice.”
Levin, who is 35, was associated
with Ida Lupino and Collier Young
in Filmakers and organized Filmak¬
ers Releasing as a distribution
outfit. Mandell, 44, has been associ¬
ated with Warners, -Eagle-Lion,
David O. Selznick and Moulin Pro¬
ductions in addition to Filmakers.
’ Levin’s stated objective: “To set
a course directed toward good com¬
mercial pictures.”

CHAMALES NOVEL SOLD
Metro Takes Burma Campaign
Tale by Newcomer
Metro has purchased “Never So
Few,” a first novel by Tom Chamales, to be published by Scribner’s
in March.
The novel ^dealing with the
Burma campaign during World
War II, was bought from galley
proofs, and will be produced by
Sam Zimbalist.

Here, blow by blow, is the Wall Street appraisal of the
main six picture-making companies in the business. The
figures are based on the official records as of a week ago
Friday <9), and for comparison purposes, about the same
time of the year.in 1955,1954 and 1953. RKO, being under
the corporate fold of General Tire & Rubber, is omitted.
Out, too, is United Artists, which is privately-owned and

,

-Per Share-,
Trading Price

Company
Share? Out4*
Loew’g .
5,310,000
20th ..* 2,645,000
Paramount . 2,000,000
Warners ... 1,843,000
Universal .
927,250
Columbia .......1,095,000

Current
19
2414
3014
26%
24%
18%

1955
20
27
38
20
29
25

1954
18
2714
3414
21
28
3114

1953
12%
18%
2714
12%
16%
17%

By, FRED HIFT
Argument anent the projected
French-American film distribution
agency in the States now has
reached the point where it seems
virtually certain that no such ar¬
rangement can or will be worked
out.
Final blow came this week with
a statement from Jean Goldwurm
of Times Film Corp. expressing his
“unequivocal opposition” to any
such setup as being “contrary to
sound business principles.” The
French told Goldwurm in Paris
earlier this year that nothing
would be undertaken without his
cooperation. ■
The next step calls for a thor¬
ough reevaluation of the entire
French position in the U. S., spe¬
cifically as it concerns the function
of the French Film Office under
Joseph Maternati which has now
been in existence for eight months.
Maternati expects to go to France
at the end of this month or in De¬
cember to consult with the local
producers and the Centre Na¬
tional de Cinematografie.
Arriving in N. Y. from Paris
later this week is Joseph Bercholz
whose specific mission is to study
the American distribution market
for the French and to report back
to the producers.
In conversations in Paris this
summer between French reps and
three Americans—Riphard Davis,
Ilya Lopert and Goldwurm—the
idea of a Franco-Amerlcan distri¬
bution setup was . explored. Plan
was for the French to contribute
$500,000 over a threeyear period
and the American group (to be ex¬
panded to take in as many indies
as possible) $250,000. Five or six
exchanges were envisioned, with
operations centered primarily out¬
side the big key cities. Several of
the indies—notably Edward L.
Kingsley and Richard Brandt—im¬
mediately expressed their opposi¬
tion.
In their view, the French could
be most useful by giving the
(Continued on page 20)

Wall St. Closeup
~

Continued from page 1

financial district more and more
are coming to appraise Paramount,
20th, et al., in terms of current re¬
leases. As fewer pjptures were
turned out, the operating revenue
would be affected by the outcome
of perhaps only a couple of pro¬
ductions; two or three clicks in suc¬
cession meant a considerable head¬
start toward a healthy year and,
conversely, flops in consecutive
order would portend trouble.
Thus, while the companies them¬
selves have been aiming for a fi¬
nancial upbeat via fewer pictures,
there’s some thought in the Stock
Exchange area that this policy
could boomerang. In the case of
Par, it's noted, the investment in
“The Ten Commandments” is
greater than the expenditure on
perhaps 10 films 10 years ago. Par
is convinced it's coming well out
on top with “Commandments” but,
still, about a third of a full year’s
production budget is riding on one
picture.
Strangely enough, the company
that dropped the least over the
past year was Loew’s, the strange
angle being in the stockholder dis¬
satisfaction, that’s been in evi¬
dence. Loew’s fell only $2,000,000
in total value to $100,890,000.
Whereas Par dipped from $83,230,000 to $60,600,000, and Warners
from $49,500,000 to $31,524,000.
WB is the only common issue
now trading higher than a year
/ago but accounting for this is the
reduction Nof the issue by the 638,951 shares which were bought in
by the company.
Of the six companies, Loew’s is
on top but, significantly, this cor¬
poration has yet to divorce produption-distribution from domestic
theatres while the others consum¬
mated their splits some time ago.
20th is .the top non-domestic-thea¬
tre-owning film company, taking
the lead held by Par last year. But
the edge which 20th has is a slim
one and a Par backlog licensing
deal with telecasters, which is re¬
portedly in the negotiation stage,
doubtless will cause a gain in its
stock price.
RKO( and United Artists are not
listed on the Big Board, thus are
not a part of this roundup.
Television continues to affect film
trading. Homescreen viewing, as it
grew like Topsy in the latter 1940’s/
was murder on pictures, and a
number of brokers, who were film
industry partisans, got hurt. TV
may be lessening as a campetitor,
as has been indicated, but several
of those brokers have too keen a
recollection of that past experience
to do any cheer-leading for the pic
stocks. Except, that is, when there’s
"a “deal” on the fire for a company
to buy in stock or to realize im¬
portant capital gains through a
spin-off of some assets.

RKO Seeks 10
Outside Indies
Ho1 lywood, Nov. 20.
RKO would like to make outside
deals for eight to 10 indie produc¬
tions to supplement its planned 15
or 16 films to be made during 1957,
prexy. Daniel T. O’Shea reported
before returning to New York after
a series of studio huddles. Firm has
no present intention of increasing
its own production schedule but
might make additions if something
unusual was available.
O’Shea, who spent a week con¬
ferring with production veepee
William Dozier, emphasized that
RKO hopes to have a releasing pro¬
gram of 25 films for the year. To
meet this mark, deals with inde¬
pendents will be necessary.

whose fiscal ups and downs thus are unavailable. Loewfs
rates first but it must be noted that its integr&t-edrpm-duction-distribution-exhibition setup is still intact. All
other film companies Have become divested of domestic
theatres. When the Loew*s split takes place, in February,
obviously the surviving picture company will rate a lesser
standing.
r-N.

Y. Stock Market evaluations on basis of outstanding number of common-^
shares multiplied by current trading price

Current
$100,890,000
63.810.625
60,600,000
31,524,000
20,585,800
20.120.625

1955
$102,852,000
71,650,000
83,230,000
49,500,000
29,580,000
26,025,000

1954
$92,520,000
76,175,000
76,417,500
52,080,000
30,996,000
23,940,000

1953
$64,375,000
50,545,000
63,356,000
30,567,000
15,485,000
12,075,000

$297,531,050

$339,414,500

$352,128,500

$236,403,000

* Listed are the number of shares currently outstanding. The totals vary from year to year but
this should have no bearing on total market worth, for as a company issues additional stock, such as
via a stock dividend, tho per-sliare value of the overall issue is diluted and. when the outstanding i/s
reduced, via' a stock tedder, the remaining trading shares increase in value.

PICTURE CROSSES

LA Offish But ‘Commandments’ Wow
1,000; ‘Girl’ Fair 19G, 7th Cavalry’
Mildish 16G, ‘Giant’ Great 30G, 5th

Pfiitrisfr _

‘FRIENDLY’FANCY 7€, |
OMAHA; GIANT 15G, 2D
Omaha, Nov. 20.
First snow and cold spell took
their tolls this week, with biz at
downtown firstruns off quite a bit.
Best of new entries is “Friendly
Persuasion” at the Omaha, where
house pilot Carl Hoffman scored
with a big promotional campaign.
“Secrets of Life,” bearing the Disney tag, is getting a.heavy kid play
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‘Giant’ Wham $25,000 Tops Cincy;
‘Okla.’ Sock 19G, “Wonders’ 27G,24th
Cincinnati, Nov. 20
Sock preems of “Giant” at Albee
and “Oklahoma” at Palace are
zooming the overall downtown
gross this week to the highest
bracket in quite a spell. The for¬
mer production is far afront with
a great round. Only other new
bill, “Rebecca,” shapes fairish at
Grand. Keith’s is piling up secondweek winnings on “Friendly Per.
suasion.”
“Seven
Wonders
of
World,” nearing the half-year post
at Capitol, continues plenty strong.
Estimates, for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 90-$1.50)-~
“Giant” (WB). Sock $26,000. Tops
here for recent months. Holds.
Last week. “Sharkfighters” <UA),
at 75-$1.25 scale, $9,500.
Capitol (Ohio Cinema Corp)
(1,375; $1.20-$2.65)—“Seven Wondecs of World” (Cinerama) (24th
wk). Holiday fattening this to
great $27,000. Last week, $23,500.
Steady fast pace increasing gain
for this over two Cinerama prede¬
cessors at this near mid-year stage.
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 75-$1.10)“Rebeeca” fUA) and “Third Man”
(UA) (reissues). So-so $4,500. Last
week, “Cry.in Night” (WB) and
“Amazon Trader” (WB), ditto.
Keith’s (Shor) (1,500; 75-$1.25)“Friendly Persuasion” (AA) (2d
wk). Big $11,500 after $13,500 bow.
Holds.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 90-$1.50)“Oklahoma” (20th). Smash $19,000
or near. Last week, “Caruco” iU)
and “Mole People” (U), at 75c$1.10 scale, $8,000.

Key City Grosses

Los Angeles, Nov. 20. 4
Estimated Total GrossJ
^
M
“Ten- Commandments,”,
only
This Week ..
$2,963,650.
newcomer showing strength 'cur¬
’
?hetheBrsandeis.''Oc!:Giga
0nv!00which
'(Based an 24 cities and 245
rently, is soaring to a socko $30,000
- .
- opened sensationally at the Ortheatres, craefly -first runs, inin initial frame at the Warner
Estimated Total Gross
pheum, is holding- strongly in its • eluding N. Y.)
Beverly. “Girl He Left Behind”
...
£aa
second stanza.
Total Gross Same Week.
shapes fair $19,000 in three thea¬
This Meek
....... .$.>47,500
Estimates for This Week
tres.
Last Year
.$2,560,600
(Based on 22 theatres)
Brandeis (RKO) (1,000; 75-90)—
(Based on 24 cities and 230
“7th Cavalry” is heading for
Last Year .$505,400
“Odongo”
(Col)
and “White
theatres,)
modest $16,000 or close, also in
(Based on 22 theatres)
Squaw” (Col). Weak $3,000. Last
three sites. “Friendly Persuasion” __:_
week: “Girl He Left Behind (WB)
still is nice at ,$11,500 in secoltd .
..
.
and “Cry in Night” (WB), $3,500.
Stanza at Fox Wilshire.
(/)•
mf V
!•
Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; 75-90)
“Giant” continues to top the ex¬
1-lOltT I AOfllYlftf
—“Friendly
Persuasion”
(AA).
tended-runs, pulling a fancy $30,Uldlll LCalilUH
Neat $7,000. Last week, “Unguard000 in fifth week at the Chinese.
“
O
ed Moment” <U), $4,000.
Others are rated slow in stretch
m
Orpheum (Tristates) (2,890; 90pulL
Estimates for This Week
Strong”$15?000 after tremendous
*'*1™**
$24,000 opener; may go a third
Warner Beverly (SW) (1,612;
Kansas City, Nov. 20.
$1.50-$3.30) — “Ten
Command¬
Biggest news on theatre row cur¬
....
Minneapolis, Nov. 20.
Wstate (Goldberg) (860; 75-90)—
ments” (Par). Wham $30,000. Last
Although it’s in its second week, “Secrets of Life” (BV). Good $4,- rently is second week of ‘.‘Giant/’
Week, with unit.
Hillstreet, Iris, El Rey (RKO- the mighty “Giant” again appears 500 Last Week, “Rebecca” (20th) bigger on holdover than most films
are in regular first weeks.
In¬
FWC) (2,752; 816; 861; 80-$1.25)— certain to head the boxoffice pro- (reissue), $3,100.
—,creased admission scale is helping
“7th Cavalry” (Col) and “Ten Tall cession which was slowed up by a
near-blizzard.
“Giant”
is
helped
•
**11
•
it
to
stay
great
in
second
week
at
Hen” (Col) (reissue). Mild $16,000
W nAlUlltUY
Paramount. It set a house record,.
or near. Last week, with Wiltem, by the fact that there are only two I ,AHf
important
newcomers,
“You
Can’t
lf(|i|||
If
1111I1111llz*
of
$24,000
in
first
week.
'‘Julie”
at
without El Rey, “Tension Table
' MVrr
Midland is drab. “Everything But
Rock” (RKO) and “Finger of Run Away From It” and “Lust for
Life.” Otherwise, fresh entries are
aaa ,
mK *
Truth” looks fair in three situa¬
Guilt” (RKO), $13,700.
F7A lytA 1V1 My* I**
tions. “You Can’t Run Away from
Downtown Paramount, Vogue, confined mainly to twin bills of
It” in third week at the ROxy is
Wiltem (ABPT-FWC-SW) (3,300;
deerSserofPWPorld‘°bstiUsocS
in'its
okay.
885; 2,344; 85-$1.25)—“Girl He
week.
“Teenage Rebel”
..
’
„n
Left Behind” -(WB) and “Distant 16th
Estimates for This Week
looms
fair
in
its
second
round.
Indianapolis,
Nov.
20.
Drums” (WB) (reissue). Fair $19,Brookside (Fox Midwest) (1.081;
FstSmatfs for This Week
Biz
uneven
first-run situaEstimates for This wees:
tions here this stanza, but is a new 75-90) — “Secrets of Life” (BV).
(Continued on page 16)
Century (S-W) (1,150; $1.75• fseason.
“Giant” had Pleasant $4,000; holds. Last week,
$2.65)—“Seven Wonders of World’ smash opening at the Indiana to “Fantasia” (BV) (reissue) (5th wk),
(Cinerama) (16th wk). Hefty $18,- ]ead town by mile and looks set for $2,800.
Glen (Dickinson) (700: 75-90) —
000.
Last week, $17,000.
several weeks. “Friendly PersuaGopher (Berger) (1,000; 85-90)— s|on»» aiso looms big at Keith’s. “King of Virtue” (Indie). Mild
“Julie” (M-G). Well regarded pic- “Oklahoma” continues good in $1,200. Last week, “Fruits of Sum¬
ture may build. Good $6,000 likely. 12th stanza at Lyric. “1984” at mer” (Indie) (3d wk), $500.
Last week, “Sharkfighters” (UA>, circle
and
“Sharkfighters”
at
Kimo (Dickinson) '(504: 75-90)—
“Letters From Windmill” (Indie).
$3,000.
Loew’s are disappointing.
Toronto, Nov. 20.
Pittsburgh, Nov. 20.
Lyric (Par)
(1,000; 85-90) —
Estimates for This Week
Fair $1,200: stays.
Last week.
Biz for newcomers is generally
Holdover “Giant” at Stanley has “Shake, Rattle and Rock” (Indie)
circle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800; 60- “Private’s Progress” (DCA) (6th
spotty
currently,
with “Between
robust
boxoffice
company
in and “Runaway Daughters” (Indie). 85)—“1984” (Col) and “Gamma wk), $500.
Heaven and Hell” okay and “The
“Friendly Persuasion,” which got Big $7,000.
Last week, “Un- people” (Col). Thin $6,000. Last
Midland (Loew) (3,500; 60-80)— Rack” just fair. However, hold¬
off to fast start at Penn. With guarded Moment” (U) (2d wk), AVeek,
“Tension
Table
Rock” “Julie” (M-G) and “Zanzabuku”
over are nice. “Lust For Life” and
wrarm notices and holiday coming $3,500.
(RKO) and “Reasonable Doubt” (Rep). Thin $6,000:
Last week, “Teenage Rebel” are hefty in sec¬
up, it should do stoutly. Reissued
Radio City (Par) (4,100; 90-$1.50) (RKO); $6,500.
“Sharkfighters” (UA) and “Gun ond stanzas. “Solid Gold Cadillac”
“Fantasia” is a blockbuster at arty —“Giant” (WB) (2d wk).
Doing
Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 90-$1.50)— Brothers” (UA). same.
in third frame shapes solid.
Squirrel Hill. Another pick-up for
Missouri (SW) (1,194; $1.20-$2)—
(Continued on page 16)
(Continued on page 16)
Estimates for This Week
“Seven Wonders of World” at War¬
“This Is Cinerama” (Cinerama)
Carlton, Colony, Fatrlawn (Rank)
ner is giving this longrun a big
(23d wk). Holding well at $11,000. (2,518; 839; 1,165; 60-$l) —“Besession.
Last week, $12,000, with teachers tween Heaven and Hell* (20tb).
in town. ,
Estimates for This Week
Okay $18,000. Last week, “Run
Paramount (United Par) (1,900; for Sun” (UA), $15,000.
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 65-99) —
90-$1.25)—“Giant” (WB) (2d wk).
“Killers” (U) (reissue). Manage¬
Christie, Hyland (Rank) (877; 1.Still great at $15,000; holds. Last 357; 75-$l)—“Rezecca” (20th) < re¬
ment decided at last minute to
week, $24:000, house record.
single feature this instead of dualissue) (3d wk). Holding at good
Roxy (Durwood) (879; 75-90) — $5 500. Last week, ,$8,000.
ing it with another oldie, “Sleep¬
“You Can’t Run Away from It”
Downtown, Glendale, Scarboro,
ing City” (U), and it’s working out
(Col)
(3d wk). Oke $3,000. Last State, Westwood (Taylor) (1.054;
Boston, Nov. 20.
“Ten Commandments” (Par). Openjust as well. Looks like good $5,000
Biz shapes solid all around, con- ed today (Tues.) on two-a-day basis, week, $5,000.
995; 694; 698; 994; 50-75)—“Great
in 6 days. Last week, “Between I
Rockhill (Little Art Theatres) Day in Morning”
(RKO) and
.Heaven and Hell” (20th) (2d wk), tinuing trend current here since 15 shows a week with an extra show
first of month. “Ten Command- Saturdays.
House is scaled for (750: 75-90)—“1984” (Col), Okay “Fighting Chance” (Rank). Poor
$5,500.
$1,200; holds. Last week. “Bull¬ $11,000. Last week, “My Teenage
ments”
(Par)
opened
today
(Tues.)
maximum
gross
of
$45,000.
Last
Guild (Green) (500; 85-99) —
Daughter”
(IFD)
and
“Young
Gold i^aa
Cadillac” (Col) fight” (Indie) (2d wk), $600.
“Wages of Fear” (DCA) (2d wk) at Astor* on two-a-day. Otherwise week, “Solid
bond uoid
Tower (Fox Midwest) (1,400; 90- Guns” (AA), $17,000.
Holding up fine at $3,000. Last there is only a scant influx of new (6th wk-6 days), $5,500.
(Magna)
(5th
Eglinton, University (FP) (1.080;
week, $2,800.
’
product this frame. “SharkfightBeacon Hill (Beaco l Hill) (678; $2) — “Oklahoma”
wk). ' Steady $7,000. Last week, 1,556; 60-$l) — “Teenage Rebel”
Harris (Harris) (3 165’ 65-QQ)_ ers” at the State and Orpheum 90-$1.25) — “Rififi’
“Rififi” <L
ditto.
(20th) (2d wk). Holding at big $15,- t*’5"
1- “Lisbon” (Rert Brought in at last *
thin- * “Curucu,
“Curucu, Beast
Beast Amazon”
Amazon’ ■ ---bh™*-wk). First week
ending yesterday
Uptown, Esquire, Granada (Fox 000. Last week, $17,000.
minute when* ofd^ -’Rebecca”
W3S h°tSy *14’°°a
Midwest) (2,043; 820; 1.217; 75-90)
Imperial (FP) (3,344; 75-$1.50>(20th) failed to hold up. Under th®
Intrv “Tulle ” at
Cinerama
(Cinerama
Produc- —“Everything But Truth” (U) and “War and Peace” (Par) (7th wk).
circumstances, $7,000 isn’t too bad.
cmnnth
“rlknt" tions) (1>354* $l-25-$2.65)—“Seven “Davy Crockett and River Pirates” Fair $9,500. Last week, $12,500.
Wonders of World” (Cinerama) (BV). Fair $9,000. Last week, with
Last week, “Rebecca” yanked after
International (Taylor) (557; $1)
4
$3,000.
4 slim
slim days
days to
to less
less than
tha" f,000
$3°’00°LaSt Fairway Theatre added “Teenage1 —“It’s Never Too Late’v(IFD). SoRebel” (20th) and “Stage Coach To1 so $3,000. Last week, “Citizen
Nixon
(Rubin)
(1,700;
$1.25- smash session. “Friendly Persuam o™.
Kane” (RKO) (reissue) (5th wk),
fiion’* is
is bright
brieht in
Exeter (Indie) (1,200; 60-$1.25)— Fury” (20th). fancy $15,000.*
aboma” (.^-a8na) (25th sion”
in second
second frames
frames at
at
Fairway (Fox Midwest) >(700; 75-■ $2,500.
Pa?am^nt and Fenwav
‘^even ‘‘Richard III” (Lopert) (2d wk).
wk). Winding up sixmonth stay paramount
Fenway.
“Seven
Loew’s (Loew) (2,098; 60-$l)Wonders of World” continues to Slick $11,000. Last week, $lj>,000. 90)—“Davy Crockett and River Pi¬
Saturday night, with house revert- wonders
ing to legit next Monday with “In- amaze at the Cinerama in 13th
Fenway (NET) (1,373; 60-90)— rates” (BV). First-run coupled withi “Attack” (UA) (2d wk). Good $9,hent the Wind.” Thanksgiving and r0und.
—“Friendly Persuasion” (AA) and “Teenage Rebel” (20th) (2d wk).. 500. Last week, $12,500.
Shea’s (FP) (2,375; 60-$l)—“Sol¬
“final days” giving longrun pic
“Calling Homicide” (AA) (2d wk). fair $1,750. Last week, in four
Estimates for This Week
theatre hook-up.
id Gold Cadillac” (Col) (3d wk).
Neat $6,000. Last week, $8,500.
(Continued on page 16)
Astor (B&Q) (l,372;$1.90-$2.75lNeat $9,500. Last week. $14,000.
Kenmore (Indie) (700; 85-$1.25)—
Tivoli (FP) (995; $1.50-$2)—“Ok¬
“La Strada” (T%) (7th wk). Oke
lahoma” (Magna) (30th wk). Steady
$3,000. Last week, $3,500.
$9,000. Last week, same.
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 60-90)—
Towne (Taylor) (695; 60-$D—
“Curucu” <U) and “Mole People”
“Lust for Life” (M-G) (2d wk).
(U). Bright $16,000 or near. Last
1 Sock $8,000. Last week, $8,500.
week, “Teenage RebeF’ (20th) and
I
Uptown (Loew) (2,745; 60-551)-Stagecoach Fury” (20th), $17,000.
“The Rack” (M-G). Fair $7,000.
Baltimore, Nov. 20.
'Last week, “Killers”
(U) and
Metropolitan (NET) (4,357; 90. “Giant” is torrid leader here this> “Sleeping City” (U) (reissues) (2d
$1.50)—“Giant”
(WB) .(3d wk).
Great $38,000 or close. Last week, week at Stanley. Combo of “Be¬- wk), big $7,500 for five days.
cause Of Eve” and “She Shoulda
$48,000.
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 60-90) Said No” is still lush at the Cen¬
—“Friendly Persuasion” (AA) and tury in a fourth round. Reissue of
“Calling Homicide” (AA) (2d wk). “Fantasia” is brisk at the Little.
Good $13,000. Last week, $20,000. ■“You* Can’t Run Away From It” is
stout at the Town.
Pilgrim (ATC) (1,000; 65-9ftf—
St Louis, Nov. 20.
Estimates for This Week
“Julie” (M-G) and “Cha, Cha, Cha,
Holdovers coptinue to dominate
Century
(Fruchtman)
(3,000;\ here this session, with “Giaut
Boom” (Col). Slick $13,000. Last
week, “Reprisal” (Col) and “To $1.25)—“Because Of Eve” (Indie)' rolling up a whopping third stanza
6404 Sunset Boulevard
Ends of Earth” (Indie), $12,000. and “Shoulda Said No” (Indie) (4thl at the St. Louis. “You Can’t R«5
Saxon (Saxon) (1,100; $1.25-$2.20) wk). Staunch $15,000 after $24,500* Away From It” looms fairly good
Hollywood 28, California
at Loew’s, 'and is about the best
—“Oklahoma” (Magna) (11th wk). for third.
Cinema (Schwaber)
(460; 50-- newcomer outside of “Between
Torrid $19,000. Last week, $22,000.
Phone: Hollywood 9-1141
Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 60-90)— $1.25)—“Papa, Mama, Maid” (In¬- Heaven and Hell” which wound up
“Sharkfighters” (UA) and “Man Is die). Pleasing $4,000. Last week,» a sturdy week at the Fox Monday
Armed” (Indie).
Mild $10,000. “Bigger Thgp Life” (20th) (2d wk),, (19). Biz perked up again for
• “Seven Wonders -of World,” wlncii
Last week, “Can’t Run Away From 2 000
Film Centre (Rappaport) (890;; again climbed. above the. $10,000
It” (Col) and “He Laughed Last”
(Col) (2d wk-4 days), $8,000.
$1.5Q-$2.50)—“Oklahpma” (Magna).) mark at the Ambassador. “Lady*
State (Loew) (2,900; 60-90)— (38th wk). Still okay at $6,000 fol¬- killers.” is setting a new mark W
“Sharkfighters” (UA) and “Man Is lowing $6,500 last week. “AroundI entering a sixth stanza at tWArmed” (Indie).
Lean $6,000 or World In 80 Days” (Todd-AO) .toa Shady Oak.
Estimate?; for This Week
near.
Last week, “Can’t Run open Dec. 21.
Ambassador (Indie) (1,400; $1.20;
Five West (Schwaber) (460; 50-Away From It” (Col) and “He
)
$2.40)—“Seven
Wonders of World
$1.25)—^“Private’s
Progress”
(DCA)
Laughed Last” (Col) (2d wk-4 days),
(Continued on page 16)
(Continued on page 16)
$5,000.
o

Broadway Grosses

Mp s. Again. 18G

’

‘Giant’ Great 15G,
K.C.; Truth’9G

PP M iTlplS.

‘Friendly’ Rousing 20G,
Pitt;‘Giant’Wow 26*6;
‘Wonders’ Loud $15,500

‘Hell’ Okay $18,000 In
Toronto; ‘Rebel’ Bright
156,2d, ‘Cad’
3d

m,

‘Julie’ Tall 13G, Hub; ‘Cnrucu’-lole’
Big $16,000, ‘Friendly’ Fat 19G, 2d

‘Chut' Torrid $327000,
Balto; ‘Can’t Run’ Fast
7J-G, ‘Friendlj’ 10G, 2d

NEW ADDRESS!

i ‘CAN’T RUN’ FAIR 12G,
;
ST. L.;’GIANT-236,»
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.
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PICTURE CROSSES

9

BOOM DAYS BACK IN CLEVE
—4-

Cold Wave, Lukewarm Pix Hurt Chi;
‘Rack’-‘HiHs’ Hep $14,000, ‘Afrique’
Good 7G, ‘Peace’ Powerful 18G, 7th
Chicago,-Nov. 20. ■
Loop firstruns, doing just spotty
biz in the. last few weeks, were hit
by the first cold spell of the fall
over the weekend, keeping the deluxers on the downbeat for this
round.
“The Rack" and “Naked Hills”
double bill should do a nice $14.000 in opener at the Grand/
The Esquire's “Strange Intruder"
shapes fair $8,000 in first.
“Port Afrique" and “Chaf, Cha,
Cha, Boom" combo looks good
$7,000 in first Monroe week.
“Grand Maneuver" should ‘ get a
plump $4,500 at Ziegfeld. “Ten
Commandments"., Nopens tonight
(Tues.) at McViclcers.
At the Roosevelt, “Toward Un¬
known” $nd “Bold and Brave"
dualer is nifty in second 'stanza.
The Loop's “Secrets of Life"
shapes okay fn second. “Teenage
Rebel" looks so-so in third Ori¬
ental week. •
‘
“Giant" is still that in the fourth
Chicago week.
“Friendly Per¬
suasion" stays fine in same round
at the United Artists. “Opposite
Sex" is sluggish in windup at the
Woods, with “Teahouse of August
Moon" world preeming there yes¬
terday (Mon.L
“War and Peace” Is powerful in
the seventh week at the StateLake. “Cinerama Holiday" shows
a strong closing spurt in 74th
frame at the Palace.
Estimates for This Week
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 93-$1.80)
—“Giant" (WB> (4th wk). Potent
$51,000. Last week, $56,000.
Esquire (H&E Balaban) (1,400;
$1.25)—“Strange Intruder" (AA).
Okay $8,000. Last week, “Finger
of Guilt" (RKO), $7,600.
Grand (Indie) (1,200; 98-$1.25)—
“Rack” (M-G) and “Naked Hills”
(AA). Nifty $14,000. Last week.
“Stagecoach Fury" (20th) and
“Magnificent Roughnecks" (AA),
$6,500.
Loop (Telem't) (606: 90-$1.25)—
“Secrets of Life" (BV) (2d wk).
Good $12,000. Last week. $13,800,
McVickers (JL&S> (1.580; $1.25$3.80)—Opens tonight {Tues.) with
(Continued on page 16)

'Girl' Okay $13,500 In
Frisco; ‘Can’t Run' 13G.
‘Giant’ Great 30G, 3d
San Francisco. Nov. 20.
Third stanza of “Giant" con¬
tinues great currently at Para¬
mount. Biz generally is picking
‘ up on Market Street.
Closing
frame - of “Cinerama Holiday”
looms heft at Orpheum. . “You
Can't Run Away From It" shapes
fine at St. Francis while “Friendly
Persuasion" looks smooth in third
United Artists week. “Girl He
Left Behind" is -okav at Golden
Gate in opening round.
Estimates for This. Week
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,859: 80$1)—“Girl He Left Behind" (WB)
and “Murder on Approval" (RKO),
Okay $13 500. Last week. “Un¬
guarded Moment" (U> and “Fight¬
ing Trouble” (AA). $10,000.
Fox (FWC) (4.651; $1.25-$1.50)—
“1.000 Years 'From Now" (Indie)
and “Invasion USA!’ (Indie) (re¬
issues). Fair $13,000. Last week,
“Teenage Rebel" <20th) and “Wild
Dakotas" (Indie), $11,500 for 8
davs.
Warfield (Loew’s) (2.656: 65-90)
—“Opposite Sex" (M-G) (2d wk).
Good $12 000 or better.
Last
week, $18,000.
waramount (Par) (2.646: $1.25$1.50) — “Giant" (WB) (3d wk).
Wham $30,000. Last week, $35,000.
St. Francis (Par) (1.400; $1-$1.25)
—“Can’t Run Away From It" (Col)
and “Miami Expose” (Col). Shapes
to hit fine $13,000. Last week,
“Mountain (Par) and “Wyoming
Renegade'MCol). $12,1)00.
Orobeum (Cinerama Theatre
Calif.) (1.458; $1.75-$2.65)—“Cine¬
rama* Holiday" (Cinerama) (69tli
wk). Great $24,000. Last week,
$16,000.
TTnited Artists (No. Coast) (1,207;
70-$l) — “Friendly Persuasion"
[AA) (3d wk). Still fine at $9,500.
Last week, $12,000.
_ Stagedoor CA-R) (440; $1.25$1.50)—“Secrets of Life" (BV).
(Continued on page 16)

‘Friendly’ Lively 13G>
Buff.; ‘Giant’ 25G, 2d
Buffalo, Nov. 20.
“Friendly Persuasion" shapes
fancy at Lafayette this stanza to
top . newcomers. Still standout,
however, is “Giant" with a terrific
take in second week at Paramount.
“Seven Wonders of World" is
bright in 12th Teck week.
Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Loew) (3,000; 60-85)—
“Run For Sun" (UA) and “The
Boss" (UA). Solid $.12,000. Last
week, “Between Heaven, Hell"
(20th) and “Shadow of Eagle” (In¬
die), $14,000.
Paramount (Par) (3,000; 90$1.50)—.“Giant" (WB) (2d wk).
Towering $25,000.
Last week,
$35,000.
Center (Par) (2,000; 50-80)—
“Tension At Table Rock" (RKO)
and “Beyond Reasonable Doubt”
(RKO). Good $9,000. Last week,
“Teenage Rebel” (20th) (2d wk),
ditto. Lafayette (Basil) (3JOOO; 50-80)—
“Friendly Persuasion” (AA). Fancy
$13,000 or close. Last week, “Kill¬
ers” (U) and “Sleeping City” (U)
(reissues) (5 days), $7,000.
Century (Bubawk) (3,000; 90$1.25)—“War and Peace” (Par) (3d
wk). Good $10,500. Last week,

$12,000.

Teck (Cinema Products (1,200;
$1.20-$2.40 —.“Seven Wonders of
World” (Cinerama) (12th wk).
Bright $18,000. Last week, $17,000.

‘Giant’ Mighty
; Prov. Ace
✓

•
Providence, Nov. 20.
“Giant" is living up to it$ name
at Majestic with SRO sign in steady
use. Also on the hot side is the
Albee’s “Runaway Daughters."
Loew’s State is sluggish with
“Julie" as is “Reprisal" at Strand.
* Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 60-85)—
“Runaway Daughters" (Indie) and
“Shake, Rattle and Rock” (Indie).
Strong $10,000. Last week, “Teen¬
ager In Trouble" (M-G) and “These
Wilder Years" (AA), $6,000.
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 90-$1.25)—
“Giant" (WB). Standing room ses¬
sions heading this for terrific $23,000. Last week, “Teenage Rebel"
(20th) and “Desperadoes Are In
Town" (20th), $10,000.
State (Loew) (3,200; 60-85)—
“Julie" (M-G) and “Star Of India"
(UA). Slow $9,000. Last week,
“Sharkfighters" (UA) and “U.F.O."
(UA), $8,500.
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 60-85)
—“Reprisal" (Col) and “Fort AfrK
que" (Col).
Mild $6,000. Last
week, “Can’t Run Away From It"
(Cal), and “White Squaw" (Col),
$7,500,

'Giant’ New High 27G
in Port,; ‘Friendly’ 9G
Portland, Ore^_Nov. 20.
Town is loaded with blockbusters
this round. Biz is skyrocketing at
all spots despite transient attrac¬
tions and bad weather. “War and
Peace" is still fine in fourth inning.
“Oklahoma” in Todd-AO process
got away to a near-capacity open¬
ing round and still is smash in sec¬
ond sesh. “Giant" at the Fox is a
new record for house. “Friendly
Persuasion" shapes tall at the Li¬
berty.
Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (98?; $1.50$2)—“Oklahoma” (Todd-AO) (2d
wk), hard seat sale, two a day with
extra matinee on weekends. Big
$14,500. Last .week, $14,200.
Fox (Evergreen) (1,536; $1-$1.50)
—“Giant" (WB). New alltiifte rec¬
ord at $27,000 or near. Last week,
“Teenage Rebel" (20th) and “Cry
In Night" (WB) (2d wk), $8,300.
Guild (Indie) (400; $1.25)—“Lust
Fof* Life" (M-G), nights *nd week¬
ends only.
Okay $3,500. Last
(Continued on page 16)

SIMM
Cleveland, Nov. 20.
Boom days are back for Cleve¬
land first-runs here this session,
being helped by-five blockbusters,
with an unprecedented gross total
of around $132,000 at first-runs.
Not since the flush days of the
last world war have exhibs en¬
joyed such bonanzas while fight¬
ing the onerous effects of a threeweek newspaper blackout. Great
biz is all the more remarkable con¬
sidering that the boxoffice has
been slashed recently up to 25%
by the shutdown of three daily
papers. Exhibs • beat the rap by
using radio and tele and oldtime
carnival-type bally.
Palace’s new promotional policy,
near saturation point in tv, radio
field, pulled boff $55,000 advance
sale fof “This Is Cinerama." Pic
looks greAt $55,000 on opening
week. “Ten Commandments" looks
to hit astounding $25,000 for 1,244seat Ohio, with chance of going
higher when papers reopen.
“Friendly Persuasion" looms big
at Hipf) while C’Scoped “Okla¬
homa" Is doing stoutly in second
Stillman round. “Giant" continues
great at Allen in third, with total
bigger there than many opening
weeks.
4
Estimates for This Week
Allen (Stanley-Wamer) (3,000;
90-&1.50—“Giant" (WB) (3d wk>.
Galloping fast at $24,000 after
$29,000 in second.
Hipp (Telem’t) (3,700; 75-$l)—
“Friendly Persuasion" (AA). Swell
$18,000, big considering, terrif
competition. Last week, “Teenage
Rebel" (20th), $15,000.
Ohio (Loew) (1,244; $1.25-32.40)
—“Ten Commandments"
(Par).
Roadshow run sparked to aston¬
ishing $25,000, as result of Cecil
B. DeMille’s recent personals and
wing-ding promotion. Last week,
“Mountaijn” (Par) (m.o.), $4,000.
Palace (S-W) (1,485; $1.20-$2.40)
—“This Is Cinerama” (Cinerama).
Window-dressed to hilt and paying
off with great $35,000 for new
regime at the old RKO stand, dark
for several weeks during remodel¬
ing.
Stillman (Loew) (2,700; 90-$1.50)
—“Oklahoma” (20th) (2d wk). Ap¬
parently dented by newspaper
shutdown but going stoutly at $17,000 after $17,500 opener.
State (Loew) (3,500; 70-90)—
“Lust for Life" (M-G). Okay $13,000. Last week, “Sharkfighters”
(UQ), $10,000.

Teeners Love Tender’ SOG’s Worth
On B’way; 22G of ‘Mountain’ Mask;
‘Sex’ Appealing 29G, 15G to ‘Rebel’
♦

‘Friendly’ Lofty 15G,
Denver; ‘Giant’ 25G, 2d
Denver, Nov. 20.
“Giant" still is head and shoul¬
ders above remainder of field here
currently although in second week
at Paramount. It stays a third.
Heavy snow Sunday night and also
on Monday and today (Tues.)
clipped biz at many first-runs. De¬
spite this six films are holding, all
being single bills which is a bit
unusual in city where dualers are
prevalent. “Friendly Persuasion” is
top newcomer, with a smash ses¬
sion at Centre.
Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 70-90)—
“Secrets of Life” (BV) (2d wk).
Good $7,000. Holding. Last week,

$10,000.

Centre (Fox> (1,247; 70-$1.25>—
“Friendly Persuasion** (AA). Rous¬
ing $15,000. Holding. Last week,
“Between Heaven and Hell” (20th)
(3d wk), $8,000.
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 90$1.50)—“War and Peace" (Par) (4th
wk). Solid $10,000. Stays. Last
week, $13,500.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 70-90)—
“Can’t Run Away From It" (Col)
and “Miami Expose" (Col) (2d wk).
Fairish $12,000. Last week, $14,000.
Esquire (Fox) (742; 70-90)—“Rififi" (UMPO) (2d wk). Fair $2,500.
Last week, $2,000.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 70-90)—
“1984" (Col) and “Gamma'People"
(Col). Mild $9,000 oi* less. Last
week, “Julie” (M-G) and “Fighting
Trouble" (AA), $13,500.
Paramount (Wolfberg) (2,200; 90$1.25)—“Giant" (WB) (2d wk).
Smash $25,000. Holds again. Last
week, $45,000.
Tabor (Fox) (930; $1.25-$2)—
“Oklahoma” (Magna) (5th wk>. Hot
$10,000. Stays. Last week, $11,000.
Vogue (Sher-Shulman) (442; 7090)—“Snow Is Black" (Indie). Fine
$1,500: Holds. Last week, subse¬
quent run.

‘Giant’ Lusty 35G,
Phifly;‘Julie’13G

Nov. 20.
1ADY’ RECORD 10G, D.C.; BoxofficePhiladelphia,
picture remains un¬
changed here cuirently, with biz
off. However, there are
‘FANTASIA’ SOCK $11,001) generally
some nice to sock spots. “Giant"

Washington, Nov. 21.
Main stem b.o. is beginning to
perk up after recent dull weeks,
thanks to pre-holiday bow of some
sturdy newcomers. Leaders cur¬
rently are a pair of entries at two
of city’s smallest theatres. “Lady
Chatterly’s Lover," after censor
trouble, looks a record-breaker at
Trans-Lux’ tiny Plaza. Reissue of
“Fantasia," at the Playhouse, is
smash. “Sharkfighters" as above
average at Columbia, but really
big money is going to “Giant”
still great at two houses, in third
week.
“Opposite Sex" opened
strongly at Palace last Saturday.
Estimates for This Week
Ambassador (SW) (1,490; 90$1.50) — “Giant" (WB) (3d wk>.
Handsome $9,500. Holds again, i
Last week, $13,500.
Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 70-90)—!
“Power and Prize" (M-G). Big $24,000 for 9 days run. “Love Me
Tender” (20th) opens today (Tues.). J
Last week, “Between Heaven and
Hell" (20th), $14,000 in 10 days.
j
Columbia (Loew) (1,174; 70-90)—
“Sharkfighters** (UA). Lively $8,-!
(Continued on page 16)

Estimates Are Net
Film gross estimates as re¬
ported herewith from the vari¬
ous key cities, are net; i.e.,
without usual tax. Distrib¬
utors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net in¬
come.
The parenthetic admission
prices, however, as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement
tax.

is still pacing the city with a
might take in second Mastbaum session. Despite big bally,
“Friendly Persuasion" is dis¬
appointing with a barely okay take
at ^ the Stanley.
“Julie" looms
solid at Stanton but more was
looked for.
Estimates for This Week
Arcadia (S&S) (526: 99-$1.80)—
“Opposite Sex" (M-G) (3d wk).
Mild $10,000. Last week, $12,000.
Boyd (SW) (1,430; $1.25-$2.60)—
“Seven Wonders of World" (Cine¬
rama) (30th wk). Good $13,500.
Last week. $14,000.
Fox (20th) (2,250; 75-31.50)—
“Between Heaven, Hell" (20th) (2d
wk). Only $7,500 in 5 days. Last
week. $18,000.
Goldman (Goldman) (1,250: 65$1.35)—“Reprisal" (Col).
Weak
$7,800.
Last week, ‘‘Fantasia”
(BV) (reissue) (2d wk), $8,000.
Green Hill (Serena) (750; $1.25)
—“Make Me an Offer” (Indie).
Fair $3,800. Last week, “Private’s
Progress" (DCA) (6th wk>. $2,600.
Mastbaum (SW) (4,370; 90-$1.80)
—“Giant" (WB) (2d wk). Mighty
$35,000. Last week, $50,000.
Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; $1.20$2.40)—“Oklahoma" (Magna) (12th
wk). Steady $11,000. Last week,

$12,000.

Randolph (Goldman) (2,250; 99$1.49)—“Unguarded Moment" (U)
(3d wk). Oke $4,000 in 3 days.
Last week, $10,000.
Stanley (SW) (2.900; 99-S1.80)—
“Friendly Persuasion" (AA). DisapDointing $15,000.
Last week,
“War and Peace" (Par) (8th wk),

$10,000.

Stanton (SW) (1,483; 99-S1.49)—
“Julie” (M-G). Solid $13,000 but
(Continued on page 16)
i

Four new pictures and a change
to much colder weather will give
Broadway film business a nice lift
this session, although rain last
Saturday did not help many houses.
Despite the favorable factors, trade
generally is following the usual
pre-Thanksgiving pattern, with
only a few theatres taking in
Thanksgiving (Thurs.) in their
current sessions.
Following a well ballyhooed
teeoff, “Love Me Tender" likely
will hit a nice $50,000 opening
stanza at the Paramount. Pic ap¬
parently has to depend too heavily
on teenagers for bulk of trade, and
so far there have not been enough
of these youngsters around to hit
sock proportions. “Mountain,” also
new, wound up its initial week
last night with lofty $22,000 at the
Astor.
“Opposite Sex," third newie
looks to hit a fair $29,000 at the
Capitol, However, “Teenage Rebel'
is heading for a sock $15,000 at the
Globe in first week. Second -round
of “Ten Commandments,” helped
by holiday-scaled matinee tomor¬
row, looks like capacity $58,000 al
the Criterion.
“Friendly Fersuasibn” witl
stageshow is down to mild $110,00(
or there abouts in third session al
the Music Hall, with fourth (final
week starting tomorrow (Thurs.)
“Giant” with stageshow looks to hi*
a hangup $75,000 in current (6th
stanza at the Roxy,
“Solid Gold Cadillac” held witl'
socko $21,000 in fourth round ai
the Victoria, and is now in fiftl
week. “Julie” opens today (Wed.
at the State after “Death0 oi
Scoundrel" dipped to a mild $15,500 in nine days of second frame
“Seven Wonders of World’
climbed to smash $48,300 ip 32d
session at the Warner. “Okla¬
homa" looks big $18,000 or better
in third week at Mayfair.
“Around World in 80 Days" is
climbing to terrific $40,000 in cur¬
rent (5th) stanza at the Rivoli, be¬
ing helped by added matinees
tomorrow (Thurs.) and next Friday.
“La Strada" continues its amazing
longrun at the Trans-Lux 52d
Street by landing $9,300 in 18th
week. It is now in the 19th week.
Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 75-$2)—
“The Mountain" (Par) (2d wk).
Initial stanza ended last night
(Tues.) was lofty $22,000.
In
ahead, “Bad Seed" (WB) (9th wk),

$12,200.

Baronet (Reade) (430; $1.25$1.80)—“Snow Was Black” (Cont)
(6th wk). Fifth week finished Sun¬
day (18) was good $6,000. Fourth
was $7,900.
Little Carnegie (L. Carnegie)
(550; $1.25-$1.80)—“Wee Geordie”
(Arthur) (7th wk). Sixth round
ended Sunday (18) was good $10,400. Fifth was $12,000.
Capitol (Loew) (4,820; $l-$2.50)
—“Opposite Sex” (M-G).
First
session finishing up today (Wed.)
(Continued on page 16)

‘Sex’ Sturdy $12,000 In
Det.; ‘Run Away’ Oke 150,
‘Giant’ Huge 33G, 2d
Detroit, Nov. 20.
Big news here is tremendous
first week gross of “Giant”
which soared to $46,000 in a lateweek rush to wickets for best take
in five years at tjie Michigan. Second week also looks terrific.
“Seven Wonders" or World’7 con¬
tinues socko in 23d week at the
Music Hall. However, many new¬
comers are not doing so well.
“Beast of Hollow Mountain” at the
Fox shapes slow. “You Can’t Run
Away from It” is only fair at the
Palms. “Opposite Sex” is rated
fine at the Adams. “Oklahoma”
shapes loftly in third United Art¬
ists week.
Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; 90$1.25)—“Beast of Hollow Moun¬
tain” ^UA) and “Bride of Monster”
(Indie). Below average $13,000.
Last week, “Unguarded Moment”
(U) and “Showdown at Abilene”
(U), $14,000.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
90-$l.50)—“Giant” (WB) (2d wk).
(Continued on page 16)
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Lana Tinner Sees WHAT ABOUT DEPT. STORE SEXY ADS ?
Femme Stories (1) Admitting They’re Under Attack From Puritans, Film Copywriters
Claim 4Fair License’
Under-Written (2) Retort That Moralists Single Oat FSms, Fail to See Commercial
'

Hollywood, Nov. 20.
Growing . paucity of original
screen stories with strong wom¬
an’s angle is making increasingly
difficult the matter of acquiring
suitable material for top femme
stars, according to Lana Turner.
Actress, who still has a commit¬
ment to Metro calling for one film
annually over a five-year period, is
now seeking properties for her re¬
cently-formed indie company, Lanturn Productions, and also has a
participation-and-salary deal with
Universal for one picture.
Although she’s read “countless”
scripts during the past several
months, both, for her own com¬
pany and .her UI commitment, ac¬
tress reports she hasn’t been able
to come up with a single satisfac¬
tory yarn.. The motion picture in¬
dustry, she says, has been leaning
towards he-man and adventure
stories, with fair sex used simply
for motivation or decorative pur¬
poses.
“The screen writer today,” avers
the star, who last appeared in 20thFox’ “Rains of Ranchipur” more
than a year ago, “seems to be more
interested in developing ideas for
the male star. Perhaps they be¬
lieve this type of story is
more commercial, but I don’t think
so.” Because of this situation, the
industry has had to turn to the
theatre and bestselling novel to
find properties that are tailor-made
for an actress.
She cites such plays as “Solid
Gold Cadillac,” “Sabrina Fair” and
“Summertime” — adapted
from
“Time of the Cuckoo”—“Come
Back, Little Sheba,” and books,
“Marjorie Morningstar” and “I’ll
Cry Tomorrow,” as ideal vehicles
for femmes.
Actress declares she’d like to find
, a glamorous, modern women’s
story for her own setup, whether
on the dramatic or comedy side
didn’t matter. Lack of glamour in
current stories was decried by star,
who points out that “everyone has
enough problems today without go¬
ing in for stark realism on the
screen,”
Some time ago, Miss Turner
bought “Miss Plymouth Comes
Across,” a light comedy by Freder¬
ick Kohner, which is to be the start
of a story stockpile for her com¬
pany, but hasn’t been able to come
up with any more, she says. She
adds that UI, too, has yet to hit
upon a suitable story for her star¬
ring commitment, arid Metro, as
well, Is still searching for her next
story.

s'

4Distortions’
gardless of its validity they recognize that a crusade
Some advertising execs in the picture business are
is underway. Lay press writers have been blasting
smoldering over the apparent crusade proportions
away for some times, even Bosley Crowther of the
which antagonism toward film ads has reached.
influential New York Times. Severe raps have ap¬
Realists among1 the promotional fraternity concede
peared in the religious papers and it’s conceivable
that there have been instances of deception in pressbook layouts. But the “open season” that’s been that the next firing squad will comprise those mount¬
ing pulpits on Sunday mornings.
declared against them by moralists is far out of pro¬
Ad Age Blow Whistle
portion with the scattered “indiscretions” of the
Personages in the advertising business itself have
expoiteers. * So they say.
been blowing the whistle with the fervor of super¬
A non-Warner ad exec noted this week that the
patriots. For example, the current issue of Adver¬
'Bad Seed” ads were misleading. But, he added,
tising Age has two articles re the alarums of film
to convey in the ads the film’s story of a child with
ads.
a homicidal drive might well have discouraged thea¬
Clyde Bedell, in the weekly, all but puts them in
tre-going. The public might have been misled
the same category with pornography and the ad
rather than led by literal ads, but the boxoffice suc¬
writers, he further suggests, are akin to hopheads.
cess of “Seed” has demonstrated that, once lured
Atop Bedell’s piece, is a reproduction of an ad for
to the film, the tickey-buyers evidently were im¬
“King and I/’ in which the King is shown drawing
pressed with it, said the non-WB man.
a suggestively-attired Anna to his bare chest. It’s
Similar arguments were advanced in behalf of
understood the theatre, playing the picture shaped
Metro’s “Lust for Life” and Paramount’s “Proud
the layout, which would take 20th-Fox off the hook.
and Profane,” ads for both of which were under
(Film ad specialists complain that many ads that
attack.
arouse the puritans are sketched by theatre staffs)
Several ad officials, in private comments, conceded
Second article in Ad Age, is by James D. Woolf,
their newspaer and magazine insertions have de¬
which quotes “Baker’s Dozen,” newsletter put out by
parted from the truth about certain pictures. And
Lynn Baker,- Inc., N; Y. agency.
they defend the element of deception, not by deny¬
Film ads are billed, “A Disgrace to Advertising,”
ing its existence, but as ad writer’s “license.”
and the piece is all condemnation. Crowther’s at¬
Only See The Bad
tacks are quoted. And part of the sum-up is this:
Further, they contend, the instances of falsity in
“This Ifc a situation which requires energetic cor¬
ads are relatively few. And there never are any
rection. If this double offense—pandering to pru¬
commendations for high-quality layouts such a$
rient emotions especially in the young, and misrep¬
those for “Ten Commandments” and “Giant.” “The
resenting pictures—is not dealt with promptly and
harpoonists only look for the bad in film copy and
effectively within the motion picture and advertis¬
overlook the good,” to quote one victim of the at¬
ing businesses, it will sooner or later provoke gov¬
tacks.
ernmental or other outside action. And when that
Film men invariably wonder why moralists attack
happens, the congenital haters of all advertising will
only motion pictures, never department stores with
be given aid, comfort and one more excuse for a
their constant intimacies per women’s under-gar¬
general attack on an enterprise whose ethical stand¬
ments, “which have girls floating on ice and wear¬
ing only panties and bra.” Doesn’t this spell s-e-x?. ards, in nearly all other fields of advertising, are the
result of many years of self-policing.”
was the question. Too, aren’t the ads for the lowTo wrap it up: The pic ad men are the targets
priced cal's, camera-angled so they look like Cadil¬
for today. They have the choice of putting up a
lacs in print, a strain on the truth? When has any
substantial defense or changing their artwork and
clergyman raised his voice against them?
dialog to suit the pilots of purity.
So goes the reasoning of some ad execs and re¬

Hollywood, Nov. 20.
Brenda, Marshall returns to
screen after fiveyear absence in
Sam Spiegel’s “The Bridge Over the
River Kwai,” in which husband
William Holden appears with Alec
Guinness, Jack Hawkins and Sessue Hayakawa . . . Director Wil¬
liam Wellman will personally han¬
dle narration in Warner Bros,
“Lafayette Escadrille” . . . Lindsley Parsons, who previously indie
produced “Jack Slade” and “The
Return of Jack Slade” for Allied
Artists, has skedded “Jack Slade
in Montana” for his 1957 slate,
with John Ericson, who starred in
second film to topline . . . Leora
Dana, N. Y. stage-tv thesp, screen
bows as femme lead in Columbia
Pictures’ “Three-Ten to Yuma’
Ralph Dunn is 10th member of
original Broadway cast of “Pajama
Game” to recreate his role for
Warner Bros.’ picturization star¬
ring Doris Day . . . Dudley Pictures
bought “Mr. Pharaoh and The
Sheba” for production in Cuba.
Rick Jason’s player contract re¬
newed by 20th-Fox . , . Columbia
signed Mann Rubin to a term
writer pact . . . Budd Boetticher
will produce and direct the life
story of Carlos Arruza, Mexican
matador . . . Columbia assigned
Felicia Farr as femme lead in
Three-Ten to Yuma” . . . Peggy
Cummins will co-star with Dana
Andrews in Hal E. Chesters “The
Haunted,” to be filmed in England
.... Joanne Barnes signed for a
featured role ip Columbia’s “Gar¬
ment Center” . . . Richard Carlson
will direct as well as star in “The
Voodoo Eye” for Dudley Pictures
Corp.

‘Accident’ Book
British Bringing Masters’
Mario Lanza To
Does Selznick-to-Col
In Unique Option Deal
Metro Via Pact
Own Ad Expert
With Titanus
For U.S. Drive
Dexter Masters, whose novel
about the atomic bomb project,
“The Accident” (Knopf), was op¬
tioned over a year ago by David O.
American film' advertising was Selznick, has another commitment
termed “too much of a muchness” for filmization, this time with Co¬
in N. Y. last week by Kenneth Har¬ lumbia Pictures on behalf of pro¬
greaves, prexy* of the new Rank ducers Michael Blankfort and
Film Distributors of America Inc. ’Louis Meltzer. In a package deal
He made the comment in not¬ of around $40,000, some of it in
ing that he was bringing with him immediate cash, Columbia has a
from London Geoffrey ‘ Martin to year’s option and is now making a
head up the new company’s ad-pub preliminary screen treatment.
department. Martin, he said, had Masters, who went west for some
worked with the world market for four months ago to work with
ten years while with the Rank Org, Selznick, will do the same for Co¬
but would naturally take on Ameri¬ lumbia at a later date.
can personnel. The sales manager * Because of the high topicality of
of the Rank unit also will be an the subject matter and its techni¬
American.
calities (Masters, a former For¬
Hargreaves said one of the rea¬ tune, Business Week and Tide
sons for not choosing an American trade editor, worked on the book
as ad-pub head was that “we may for years and conducted a radio
want to break away from the series on A-bomb), Columbia took
’stereotyped’ U.S. advertising. I the option approach rather than
get the impression that few ads outright purchase. Jaffe Agency
stand out.”
in Hollywood and Monica McCall
Hargreaves thought that the crit¬ in Manhattan handled the agree¬
ical emphasis on British accents as ment.
a hindrance with American film
“The Accident” was to have been
audiences was overdone. He didn’t Selznick’s “return” to picture-mak¬
make clear whether, in following ing. He was then set to go via
an offbeat ad approach, an attempt Metro and his decision to drop
would be made to sell the Rank pix the Masters novel was attributed at
as “typically” British, and there¬ the time to Metro fear that the
fore different from the, run-of-the- subject-matter was too sombre. He
mill Hollywood films, or whether paid the writer $1,500 a week to
the British angle would be played work up a first draft. Masters
down. Both approaches have been thereafter returned to Manhattan
tried in the past by American com¬ and began converting the book into
panies with varying success.
under encouragement,
Hargreaves noted that the Rank a stage play
financial, from legit pro¬
org was going for bigger pictures including
ducer
Robert
Whitehead.
with more international themes,
Stage rights are reserved to
and said he would have his recom¬
mendations to make to London re¬ Masters under the Columbia pact,
garding the type of film and theme author feeling the special nature
that was most acceptable in the of the theme exempts it from
possible Broadway mounting even
U.S.
though presold to the screen.

Shaw’s ’Lions’ to 20th
Hollywood, Nov. 20.
Film rights to Irwin Shaw’s
“Young Lions” has been sold to
20th-Fox by Jacques B^aunstein for
$115,000 and 15% of nqt. A1 Lichtman is to produce.
Bob Lord, who handled vehicle
for Braunstein, may co-produce.
20th outbid Warner Bros, and War¬
wick Pictures for property.

Mario Lanza, who proved such
a problem child when under con¬
tract to Metro, will again be seen
under the M-G banner.
Lanza
will star in a still unselected prop¬
erty that Titanus Films of Italy
will make in a co-production deal
with Metro. The picture will be
filmed at the Titanus studios in
Rome.
During his association with
Metro, Lanza was a potent boxoffice attraction for the company.
“The Great Caruso,” in which he
starred, was one of the company’s
top grossers. Later Lanza and
Metro were involved in numer¬
ous hassles when the singer, dur¬
ing the period of the battle with
his weight, failed to report for as¬
signments, His contract was final¬
ly settled and Lanza launched a
career as a freelancer,- during
which he appeared in “Serenade1
for Warner Bros.
The deal with Titanus is one of
several new agreements that Met¬
ro has recently made under its re¬
cent policy of financing outside
producers. Company is near , clos¬
ing a deal with Andrew Stone for
two pictures; another with David
E. Rose, also for two pictures.
Nicholas Nayfack, who recently
exited Metro as a staff producer,
will be associated with the com¬
pany in an independent arrange¬
ment, an agreement having been
made for Nayfack to produce “In¬
visible Boy,” which M-G will
wholly finance. In addition, Metro
is in the process of negotiating a
half dozen other independent
deals. .

U’s Chi District Meeting'
Rank to NFS
Physical distribution of J. Ar¬
thur Rank films will be handled in
the United States by National Film
Service. The James P. Clark out¬
fit is discussing a deal to take over
billings and collections as well.
Rank recently disclosed plans to
set up a releasing organization in
the U. S.

Universal Pictures will hold a
district sales meeting at the Drake
Hotel here Dec. 17-18 to review
sales plans for upcoming product.
Western sales manager Foster M.
Blake will preside.
Chi district manager Manie Gott¬
lieb* Chi exchange manager Lou
Burmam and exchange heads and
salesmen from Minneapolis,, Mil¬
waukee and Indianapolis

Washington, Nov. 20.
There is an increase in “lurid”
advertising and “itensity” of offen¬
sive motion pictures, the annual
meeting of the' Catholic Bishops of
the United States was told last
week.
The report, by Bishop William
A« Scully, of Albany, chairman of
the EDiscopal Committee on Mo¬
tion Pictures, did find a bright
note, “however. It pointed out that
the number of objectionable (B
and C classed) pictures produced
in this country declined to 63 in
the past year from the 96 of the
previous year. These statistics,
warned Bishop Scully did not pro¬
vide adequate and reliable meas*
urement.
"Statistics,” he said, “should be
considered in conjunction with
other factors, such as the kind and
amount of ojectionableness. AU
though the number of films in the
objectionable classification showed
a decrease . . . the intensity of objectionability, both in *theme and
treatment of a large segment of
our American-made film, offered
serious concern to the members of
the hierarchy.”
Bishop Scully also found “moral
retrogression” in advertising. He
said the exploitation used for many
pictures “through lurid and salaci¬
ous details incite the baser nature
of man and are alien to his ra¬
tional nature as a child of God.
This grievous violation of decency
and obvious dishonesty through
misrepresentation (already noted
by trade and secular journalists)
calls for immediate remedy by the
motion picture industry, lest ouf
films here and abroad be charac¬
terized as a complete glamorization and deification of the flesh.”
Bishop Scully quoted from the
1936 encyclical of the late Pope
Pius XI on clean motion pictures:
“Everyone knows what damage is
done to the soul by bad motion
pictures. They are occasions of
sin; they seduce young people
along the ways of evil by glorify¬
ing the passions; they show life
under a false light; they cloud
ideals; they destroy pure love, re¬
spect for marriage and affection for
the family. They are capable also
of creating prejudices among in¬
dividuals, misunderstanding among
nations, among social classes, and
among entire races.”
The Bishop’s report exhorted
“our Catholic people to form a
right conscience about attendance
at films in-the B classification and
to avoid all of them completely.
Only through loyalty and fidelity
to the ideal of the Legion of Decency can a moral and wholesome
screen, based on the Judaeo-Christian concept of life be realized, es¬
pecially for our American^ youth.”
During the past year, the Legion
reviewed and classified 328 mo¬
tion pictures of which 269 were
made in this country and 59 were
imported.
Of the American films, 88 were
A-l; 117 were A-2; 62 were B; and
one was C. Another film, “Storm
Center,” was separately classified.
Of the foreign pix, 10 were A-l;
24 were A-2; 18 were B, and 1
were C (condemned).

Albany, Nov. 20.
The past year’s pattern of subur¬
ban resistance to new drive-ins
continued, with the organization of
a temporary “Residents’ Commit¬
tee for Zoning” to block the pro¬
posed construction by Robert C.
Conahan of a 700-car on a 30-acra
plot in the Town of New Scotland.
Conahan, who lives in nearby
Slingerlands, said grading would
begin this week and the theatre
was scheduled to open April 15.
The temporary committee, com¬
posed of residents of New Scot*
land, New Salem, Slingerlands and
Voorheesville, petitioned town authorite Tuesday night (13) for
“immeuiate and effective meas¬
ures” to stop, the project. The
petition also requested prompt en¬
actment. of a zoning ordinance for
the four towns. Approximately 200
residents signed it.
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DALLAS CRUCIAL FOR ALLIED
■4

SAG Asks Washington to Throttle
‘Runaways,’ Drop Tax Inequities

4

HOUSE

Distrib Checkers on Job Again In
GRIEF Mpk; Fear Move Vs. Elat Rentals

Hollywood, Nov. 20. 4
Dallas, Nov. 20.
John L. Dales, national execu¬
Memphis Gives Nix
tive secretary of the Screen Actors
The annual convention of Allied
Memphis, Nov. 20.
Guild?* has appealed for Govern¬
States Assn., opening here Tuesday
Inactive pretty much since
ment action, to stop the trend to¬
(27) may emerge as the most cru¬
the death of Lloyd Binford,
wards foreign pix production by
cial in the exhibitor organization’s
its 88-year-old chief, the Mem¬
American companies, and urges
phis censor board, now an
Congress to protect the U. S. pix
history. Not only are the Allied
all-femme aggregation, has
industry from such production by
theatremen faced with the prob¬
moved
in
against
Warners’
correcting “tax inequities'' which
lems of declining attendance and
release, “Baby Doll," with a
cause more and more producers
boxoffice returns, but are con¬
banning.
to go overseas.
Beyond describing it as, in ' fronted, perhaps for the first time,
SAG and other guilds and unions
with serious internal differences.
her opinion, “immoral," Mrs.
have for years been fighting so, Out of the Dallas meeting and
B. F. Edwards did not illumi¬
called “runaway" production, but
the preceding board sessions on
nate the rejection of a story
Dales said that “one industry, let
Sunday and Monday (25, 26) may
based On that Southern boy,
alone one union in any industry,
emerge a far-reaching decision re¬
Tennessee Williams.
is not in a position to truly and
lating to Allied’s future course.
effectively stand up to the govern¬
The internal strife, successfully
ments of- other countries who are
kept under wraps* nevertheless has
seeking to woo, in fact to force
been smoldering for some time..
1
much more American production
There is a core of Alliedites who
abroad."
ssss Continued from page 3
have been unhappy with the lead¬
Dales asserted “foreign produc¬
ership of Allied’s executive of¬
tion continues at too high a rate number of circuits might have held ficers. There is a feeling that
for th$ good of most members of off playing it on that account Allied has suffered a loss in indus¬
the guild." He declared rising pro¬ alone.try prestige by not supporting, as
duction costs in this country are
Others, however, feel that a “C" .a national body, the recent success¬
responsible in part for the steady Is a definite deterrent in those ful admissions tax reduction cam¬
drift to overseas filming.
areas where there is a heavy Cath¬ paign carried out by the Council
“Added to this is the constant olic population. Here again, how¬ of Motion Picture Organizations.
and willing aid of foreign govern¬ ever, it is unquestionably true that Although individual Allied units
ments given producers in their “Moon" drew Catholic trade along hacked the COMPO drive, the na¬
countries in the way of subsidies with the rest. It’s only argued that tional organization, acting on the
and preferential playing time. Per¬ the picture might have done even advice .of general counsel Abram
haps the strongest single magnet to¬ better with a “B" rating from the F. Myers and Col. H. A. Cole, re¬
wards foreign production is that Legion.
fused to go along with the cam¬
pictures made in virtually any
paign.
country other than ours, if made on ’ It’s not known whether any at¬
Senate Weakness
an independent company setup, may tempt was made on either side to
Many Alliedites also feel that
be disposed of on a capital gains get the Legion tab on “Baby Doll" the national body also erred in
basis, which contracts with the strict changed. A WB exec stated flatly pushing the recent hearings before
prohibition in U.S. tax laws against that Kazan .would “never" take a a Senate Small Business Subcom¬
a capital gains arrangement on foot of film out to please any “out¬ mittee. The hearings, aimed at ob¬
single picture deals. So we are im¬ side pressure group."
taining Government support for
pelled to look toward our Congress
WB’s Position
exhibitors in their battle with the
to protect us against such tax in¬
In its willingness to handle a distributors, actually achieved
equities," said Dales.
condemned picture, Warner Bros, little, if anything, in improving
differs from several of the other the lot of theatremen. In fact,
distribs. 20th-Fox, for instance, there are many industryites who
would never release a “C’’-rated feel that the hearings actually
pic, and in the past has shown a worked to support the contentions
willingness to cut a picture to rib¬ of the film companies and that the
bons rather than incur the Le¬ exhibs were poorly prepared in
gion’s wrath. In the instance of presenting their case.
20th this goes back to its experi¬
Another question that is divid¬
Hollywood, Nov. 20.
ence with forever Amber," which
Hecht-Lancaster has been placed was condemned and ran into a lot ing Allied members is the subject
of a merger with Theatre Owners
on the Writers Guild of America’s of trouble.
of America. Although Allied lead¬
“unfair” list of producers. Action
One of the major companies just ers continue to deny that any such
stems from a controversy over the recently spent a considerable
first draft a screenplay written for chunk of coin reshooting the end¬ possibility exists, members of the
the indie firm by John van Druten, ing of a fihn (which already had organization, including board mem¬
who has a long list of hits in both obtained a Code seal) to make it bers, insist that the subject will be
brought up at the Dallas board
legit and pix.
conform with the Legion’s stands meet. There is a possibility, how¬
H-L hired van Druten to write of “moral retribution.’ This was ever, that the subject will not be
a screenplay for $100,000. The firm, done after the Legion had rather brought to the floor of the open
it’s reported, did not like his first specifically outlined what would convention. There are many Allied
draft. When the author offered to have to be done to switch the “C” members who feel such a merger
make revisions, he was informed rating to a “B."
would be advantageous to exhibi¬
that H-L did not want to proceed
Several circuits in their con¬ tion as a whole, but point out that
with the project. Van Druten took tracts state specifically that they “vast differences in many areas"
the case to the Writers Guild, con¬ reserve the right to cancel book¬ must be ironed out before an amal¬
tending that he wasn’t paid. The ings if a picture is “C" tagged by
is achieved. TOA lead¬
Guild supported van Druten, aver¬ the Legion. Also, several of the gamation
ers, particularly Stanley Warner
ring that a long-established stand¬ majors, in their contracts .with in¬ prexy S. H. (Si) Fabian, hgve been
ard of the Guild is that “payment dies specify that the picture as campaigning vigorously for a
shall not be contingent upon ac¬ finally delivered must qualify for united exhibitor front represented
ceptance or approval by the prod¬ at least a “B" rating. It’s ob-* by a single, powerful organization.
ucer of the material."
served humorously by film execs Similar to the Allied leaders, how¬
H-L legal advisors contend that
a “B" rating is the best b.o. ever, TOA officials have been coy
the point in dispute is the com¬ that
in admitting that negotiations are
pany’s attitude that van Druten stimulant they could ask for. They officially taking place to bring
are
not
as snippish when it comes
did not perform in good faith
about a merger.
under the contract." They said to the “C" classification.
“Baby Doll" inevitably will raise
Indications are that Allied,
they offered him a settlement, but
—again—the
question
of
where
which exited COMPO two years
that he took the beef to the .Guild
the
Code
starts
and
ends.
Argu¬
ago
because of disagreement with
instead. H-L hegalites feel the
Guild doesn’t have jurisdiction in ment is made by some that the the policies of exec director Robert
Code
is
there
to
“protect"
pro¬
Coyne, will return to the fold. The
this case and that it’s a matter to
ducers from sueh groups as the announcement is expected to be
be settled by the courts.
Legion. It is unquestionably a fact made officially at the Dallas meet.
that the Code is being continually
Theme of the convention is “See
BRITISH REASONING
liberalized, and “Baby Doll" is a How, Learn How, So That You Will
striking
example
of
how
far
this
Know
How." In addition to dis¬
Nations Differ So No Inconsistency
process has gone and to what ex¬ cussions on film problems, availa¬
As To TV Outletting
tent the Code Administration is bilities and runs, exhibs will be
British reasoning in asking a ban Willing to stick to the letter of {he briefed on the latest advertising
on the sale of American feature law in order to allow “adult" en¬ techniques, concession operations,
and new equipment for both the¬
films to commercial television in tertainment to reach the screen.
atres and concessions. A separate
Britain was explained in Manhat¬
tan last week by Kenneth Har¬
trade show, with' 10 nationallyknown supply firms exhibiting, will
greaves who heads the new J.
Minneapolis, Nov. 20.
be held in conjunction with the
Arthur Rank subsid in the U. S.
it goes like this:
The 1957 national Allied States convention.
The British, and particularly convention is expected to come to
Problems also set for discussion
Bank, had to turn to American Minneapolis. North Central Allied include film rentals, product short¬
television, since it seemed impos¬ directors, polled by president Ben¬ age, the length of pictures, arbi¬
sible for them to make a dent with nie Berger expressed their desire tration, the proposed Oscar Derby
the theatres.
to have the meeting here.
Sweepstakes and the Audience
Opposite is true of Britain, how¬
Berger says he’s confident that Awards Poll, the" future of the
ever, where the American compa¬ he can induce Allied directors to nabe and sub-run theatre, and the
nies obtain large numbers of dol¬ name Minneapolis as the 1957 con¬ status of the negotiations with the
lars from the theatres and would vention city when they meet in Dal¬ heads of the film companies look¬
therefore only hurt themselves by las next week prior to the 1956 ing toward a top-level industry
Playmg ball with tv.
conference.
national conclave*

'Baby Boll

Van Druten Script Reject
Earns Hecht-Lancaster
Writers Guild Unfair’Tag

Next Stop: Minneapolis

-4-

Hungarian Relief Show
Hollywood, Nov. 20.
Gigantic all-star benefit show
to raise funds for Hungarian
refugee relief will be pro¬
duced at the Shrine Audito¬
rium Nov. 30 by Joe Pasternak
and George Murphy. It will
be presented under the aus¬
pices of the Americans for a
Free
Hungary
Committee
chairmanned by Beverly Hills
City National Bank prexy Al¬
fred Hart.
Filmites on the committee
include Louis B. Mayer, Wil¬
liam Dozier, Leon Ames, Irene.
Dunne, Harry • Cohn, Dore
Schary, Y. Frank Freeman, Dr.
Miklos Rozsa, George Sidney
and Charles Skouras Jr.

Schary’s Status?
•

■

Continued from page 5

conferred with Joseph R. Vogel.
Loew’s prexy, on Monday, but de¬
clined to reveal the nature of their
talk.
Schary, whose operation of the
studio has been sharply rapped by
dissident stockholders and in pub¬
lished reports of an impending
Loew’s proxy fight, said he planned
“to answer all of it when I can
make a clear and definite state¬
ment." Prior to his meeting with
Vpgel on Monday, Schary declared
that “so far nobody’s told me any¬
thing."
Although there haye been re¬
ports that Sol Siegel, currently an
indie on the Metro lot, has been
approached to head up the studio’s
production activities, there are in¬
dications that M-G may decide, if
Schary’s resignation is accepted,
to operate without an overall pro¬
duction topper in a post similar to
that held by Schary and his prede¬
cessor, Louis B. Mayer. In that
case, there is a likelihood that stu¬
dio executive Benjamin Thau may
become studio administrative boss.
With Metro relying more and more
on outside producers in addition
to the so-called “inside" indies as
represented by Siegel and Arthur
Freed, it’s felt thaT the need for a
high-priced, all-powerful produc¬
tion chieftain no longer exists.
There is a probability that
Schary, in return for his reported
resignation, has been able to work
out an arrangement with the com¬
pany, possibly as an indie pro¬
ducer operating with studio financ¬
ing. Otherwise, if he Submitted his
resignation voluntarily, he might
lose many of the advantages of his
iron-clad contract.
Schary, who took over as pro¬
duction chief when Mayer’s em¬
ployment contract was settled in
1951, is committed to the company
until January 17, 1958, under his
present contract. His original pact,
set to expire in 1955, was extended
to 1958 prior to the annual stock¬
holders’ meeting in 1951. Under
his present pact, Schary receives
$2O0,OQO annually.
After the expiration of his ex¬
clusive services, covering the con¬
tract period, the agreement pro¬
vides that Schary “render his non¬
exclusive services" to the company
for a period of nine and half
years. For this service, as an advisdr and consultant on production
activities, the contract provides for
Schary to receive $1,923 per week.
It also requires the company to re¬
imburse him for expenses not ex¬
ceeding $300 per week.
Schary, along with other key ex¬
ecutives of the company, was
granted an option to purchase au¬
thorized and unissued common
stock of the company. The total
number of shares set aside for this
purpose in 1951, when^the plan
was adopted, was 250,000 shares at
$16 7/16 per share. Schar/s option
was for 100,000 shares. Schary re¬
cently exercised a portion of the
option acquiring some 60,000'
shares.

Minneapolis, Nov. 20.
Prodded by their home offices
which feel that flat film rental
charges are not being sufficiently
remunerative in many instances,
some local exchanges are resuming
blind checking of local theatres on
non-Dercentage pictures.
What’s more alarming to the
smaller exhibitors is the film com¬
panies’ threats to eliminate flat
rental deals even in the case of
second and later runs. Insisting they’re having rough
going under any circumstances, the
worried exhibitors are showing re¬
sentment.
An instance being cited by the
theatreowners of a particular film
company’s alleged “unreasonable¬
ness and “high handedness" con¬
cerns a picture that was played on
a twin bill for four days at a late
availability local neighborhood
house.
The picture’s rental was $35-^
the same amount as was nr id for
the second feature—and the blind
check revealed a four-day $400
gross.
The branch manager of the com¬
pany distributing the ton feature
was furious because the ronM was
less than 9% of the gross. He an¬
grily told the exhibitor the latter
would get no more pictures except
on percentage. In vain the theatreowner tried to justify the rental on
the grounds that the show actually
cost him $70, or nearly 20°b of the
gross.

AWed Artists’ Optimism
Though Carrenilv Quarter
Shows $47.0(10 Deficit
Hollywood, Nov. 20.
Allied Artists closed its annual
stockholders meeting on a note of
optimism, springing from the an¬
ticipated earnings of some upcom¬
ing pictures, despite a financial
report showing a net loss of $47,000
for the first quarter of the current
fiscal year.
While the $4,552,000 gross in¬
come for the quarter closed Sent.
29, 1956, topped the $3,705,000 for
the same period last year, an in¬
crease of approximately 23ro, the
net loss was considerably under the
$117,000 shown for the previous
quarter.
Profitable prospects in the earn¬
ing picture for the remainder of
the year come from such films as
“Friendly Persuasion," just out
and concerning which AA prexy
Steve Broidy observed: “In both
New York and Los Angeles the
second week’s business exceeded
that of the first week and it is now
one of the biggest grossers na¬
tionally at the boxoffice."
He
stated this is encouraging in view
of the fact that the receipts from
most pictures usually begin to drop
after the first week.
Other pictures for which Broidy
has high grossing hopes include, in
particular, “Hunchback of Paris,"
starring Gina Lollobrigida and An¬
thony Quinn; “Jeannie," with VeraEllen and Tony Martin, and “Love
in the Afternoon" with Gary, Coo¬
per, Audrey Hepburn and Maurice
Chevalier. Also named as possible
heavy earners were “Dragoon Wells
Massacre,” “Bad Men of Colorado"
and “The Oklahoman," all in Cine¬
mascope and color.
Broidy reported that, manage¬
ment sees the Oct. 1 acquisition of
four Southern exchanges, Atlanta,
Charlotte, Memphis and New Or¬
leans, as being ultimately profit¬
able. He also noted that the video
subsid, Interstate Television Cor¬
poration, is "making real progress"
and its activities will be augmented
with a new Sabu series starting
Nov. 26.
Board of directors, all of whom
were reelected, voted a quarterly
dividend of 13*34 cents per share on
the 5cumulative convertible
preferred, payable Dec. 15 to hold¬
ers of record Dec. 3. Board mem¬
bers are G. Ralph Branton, Broidy,
George D. Burrows, W. Ray John¬
ston, Harold J. Mirisch, Edward
Morey, Herman Rifldn, Norton V.
Ritchey and Howard Stubbins.

“Rock, Pretty Baby” was “sneaj
toe Young Audience simple
the Adults Raved and Praised
NOW... SHOWMENEVERYWHERE CAM
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BFPA Wants to Date
Row Looms on Granting Licenses
West End Film Biz Okay Despite
More Pix in W. Germany
For Bril Pix Made by U.S. Outfits
Inti Crisis; “Moby Great
l Spots, ‘Somebody’ BG, ‘Plate’ 16G
Public Domain Rights

London, Nov. 13.
British Film Producers Assn, is
seeking van increase in the number
of British dubbed pix allowed into
West Germany. The present allow¬
ance of 30; it claims, is not enough,.
as 49 applications have already
been received this year of which
London, Nov. 13.
five' were for American films pro¬
duced in Britain.
Tension created by international
London, Nov. 13.- 1
crisis has taken only a «*rioderate
Sir Henry French, BFPA direc¬
special committee has been set
toll at first-run situations here, and
tor-general; said that over the past upAby
the
British
Film Producers
two newcomers recorded outstand¬
two years there had been growing Assn, to look into the problem of
ing biz.
At Odeon, Leicester
difficulty in allocating licenses al¬ story rights on subjects which are
London, Nov. 13.
Square, the Royal Command pic
though he admitted that the total in Public Domain. Producers fear
The British Film Producers had previously been adequate.
‘‘Battle of River Plate” is holding
they may have spent considerable
Assn,
expects
to
name
its
first
paid
at a great $16,000 in its second
amounts of money on a subject
president next month. If the selec¬
round.
only
to find that it is going to be
“Moby Dick,” playing concur¬ tion committee is not ready to make
dealt with on tele.
rently at the Warner and Studio a recommdftdhtion to the regular
Sir Henry French, director-gen¬
One, is heading for a fancy $16,000 monthly executive meeting Dec. 5,.
eral of the BFPA, told a news con¬
in its opening week. “Somebody the association will probably call
fab,
that this matter, which he
XJp There Likes Me” looks good a special meeting later in the
described as one of considerable
month to make the appointment.
$13,000 at the Empire. *
importance
to producers, could
About 160 applications were re¬
only be solved with the co-opera¬
Holdover biz continued sturdy, ceived in reply to the ads appear¬
particularly in view of the situa¬ ing in London newspapers, and 120
tion of tv authorities. The commit¬
tee comprises Major Daniel Angel,
tion. “Bus Stop” is heading for applicants followed up by complet¬
fancy $8,500 in fourth Carlton ing the memorandum. The associa¬
Robert Clark, Sir Arthur Jarratt
round. “Oklahoma” is'smash $9,000 tion is offering $14,000 a year and
and Frank Launder.
Mexico City, Nov. 20.
in its second frame at the Odeon, favored applicants under the age
Seventeen local legit house im¬
Marble Arch, after having played1 of 62.
presarios announced here this week
eight weeks in Leicester Square.
that they intend closing their the¬
“King and I” with $5,300 in fifth
atres indefinitely unless recent de¬
Rialto round and “Guys and
mands by the local Actors5. Guild
Dolls,” with a likely $4,000 in its
for a minimum salary raise to $5.60
first Ritz week, following its trans¬
a thespian per night were with¬
fer from the Empire, ^maintained
drawn.
the pace. ,
Tremendous increase in legit pro¬
Estimates for Last Week
Rome, Nov. 13.
ductions this year evidently had
Astoria (Rank) (1,650; 42-70)—
Italian exhibitors are planning a,
given the guild the belief that it
“Nightfall” • (Col) and “Seventh
campaign
to
lick
abuses In cour¬
could
strike
out
for
better
wages
Cavalry” (Col) (3d wk). Average
Paris, Nov. 20.
for its badly undersalaried second¬ tesy passes to local cinemas which
$2,800 or near, Around $3,100 in
The
Federation
of
French
Film
have
become
practically
a national
ary role players. However, the
previous w^ek.
Carlton (20th) (1,128; 70-$1.70)4- Distributors at a meeting last week managers also have headaches since plague in postwar years. House op¬
“Bus Stop.” (20th) (4th wk), Slight¬ decided it would demand a share the city government restrictions erators are determined to cut'down
indiscriminate freeloading by gov¬
ly down at a fancy $8,500 or hear. In Film Aid Funds, which now here hold them to a 96c top.
Dp until recently actors’ mini- ernment and city officials as well
Last-week, .$9,500. “Loser Takes go only to production and exhibi¬
tion plus a revamping of the pres¬ mums were $4 with rehearsal time as by police forced of all kinds,
All” (BL) follows Nov. 15.
Casino (Indie) (1,337; 70-$2.15)— ent method of cheeking and tab¬ gratis and most theatres working which cut into the yearly gross an
“Cinerama Holiday” (Robin) (38th ulating gross returns from which twice nightly. Weekend perform¬ estimated 15-20%.
they get their percentage. The ances in some cases are three daily
In the face, of ever-dwindling
wk). Great $14,800.
Empire (M-G) (3,009; 55-$1.70)— FFFD will present its views to the with the minimum rate covering theatre takes and higher costs, ex¬
governmental
Centre
National
De
hibs
say they can no longer afford
all three. $1.33 an actor per show.
“Somebody * Up There Likes Me”
(M-G). Heading for steady $13,000 La Cinematographie, which con¬ At the preesnt time there are be¬ to tolerate such abuses. They add
trols these operations.
tween 18 and 23 legit houses op¬ that they will seek all legal means
or close. .
*
Under the Film Aid Law in 1948, erating here with four more sched¬ available to carry out their drive.
Gaumont (CMA) (1,500; 50-$1.70)
distribs
got
their
percentage
from
They also are starting a psychologi¬
uled
to open after January 1.
—“House of Secrets” (Rank) (3d
Union execs were quoted as be¬ cal campaign to point out how the
wk).
Fair $3,100. Last week, the top which included everything
$3,800.
“That Certain Feeling” that came into the wickets. The ing adamant in their demands, but pass abuse has hit vast proportions.
Condition mainly results from
new law added an additional tax willing to meet with a committee
(Par) follows Nov. 15.
Leicester Square Theatre (CMA) which was not counted in the gross selected by the dissatisfied produc¬ the loosely worded Italian “public
safety”
laws by which policemen
(1.376; 50-$1.70)—“Sharkfighters” receipts and now makes up about ers and house owners group to ex¬
and other law enforcers on duty
plain their position.
(UA) and “Mam’selle Pigalle” 12% of the gross.
are allowed free entry into cinemas
Since the distribs do not get
(Films de France). Bright $7,500.
in order to maintain order. Result
“Tiger in Smoke” (Rank) set to Film Aid and yet feel they do
has
been that many theatres daily
much
for
production
and
exhibi¬
follow.
have become crowded with “on
London Pavilion (UA) (1,217; 50- tion (insuring funds for a film
duty” cops, etc.
$1.70)—“U.F.O.” (UA) (2d wk). Fair in many cases), they maintain
Similar situation pertains among
$4,500. “The Fastest Gun Alive” they should either get a piece of
city and government officials, the
the 12% or be given Film Aid
(M-G) preems Nov. 16.
latter group naturally being felt
Odeon, Leicester Square (CMA) Funds for increasing distrib opera¬
heavily in Rome.
Here, entire
London, Nov. 13.
(2,200; 50-$1.70)—“Battle of River tions.
Seven Hollywood majors received families freeload on one-person
Plate” (Rank) (2d wk). Heading for • Distribs declare they are left out
great $16,000 or near. Opening ses¬ of the Film Aid setup which ig¬ more than $}.,184,000 from the Eady courtesies reluctantly extended to
sion was $18,100.
nores their risk involved In trying Fund in the financial year ended all branches of government, minis¬
Odeon, Marble Arch (CMA) (2,- to scan and set up relative returns last July. Their payoff was equal tries, etc.
As one local exhib voiced his
200; 50-$l,70)—“Oklahoma” (RKO) on the market plus publicity. They to nearly 20% of the total distri¬
(2d wk). Likely $9,000 or near af¬ will demand modification of the bution, which amounted to $6,- plea: “We can no* longer afford to
give
away such a heavy percentage
490,000.
ter $10,000 opener. Fine for length Fund rulings.
Of the American companies, Co¬ of our boxoffice totals! People
of run, which follows eight weeks
lumbia was a leader with a total must be brought to realize that pix
at Odeon, Leicester Square. Set to
of $657,694. 20th-Fox was second are a commodity which must be
continue through New Year’s.
with $291,177, while Paramount purchased like any other.”
Plaza (Par) (1,902; 70-$1.70)—
was third, with $82,401. *Metro re¬
“Autumn Leaves” (Col) (2d wk).
ceived $24,572; Republic, $47,675;
Average $5,600. Last week, $7,200.
“War and Peace” .(ABP) preems
Rome, Novt 13. N United Artists, $56,319, and WB,
Nov. 16.
$24,808.
Sign that the new film legisla¬
By far the biggest recipient from
Rialto (20th) (592; 50-$1.30)— tion, delay of which was originally
“King and I” (2Qth) (6th wk). Brisk blamed for all of the Italo film in¬ the Eady Fund was the Rank Or¬
Mexico City, Nov. 13.
ganization,
share amounting to
$4,800. Last week, $5,300,
Fourth International Cine week
ills, has not yet completely $1,853,000. its
Ritz (M-G) (432; 50-$1.30>— dustry’s
A
long
ways
behind
announced
here by its sponsors,
“Guys and IJolls” (M-G). Heading stabilized the local situation is evi¬ in second place was British Lion, the local Association of Film Jour¬
for stout $4,500. Current engage¬ denced in the report that another wjth $975,732. AB-Pathe was in nalists (PECIME)' fails to list any
Italian distrib outfit, Diana
ment follows seven weeks at adja¬ major
position with a total of $726,- British or U. S. product in its
Films, is about to post a bankruptcy third
cent Empire.
900:
seven-day show. Films to be shown
notice.
It would follow that of
Studio One (APT) (600; 8O-$1.20)
Among
some of the larger bene-1 are “Othello” (Russia), “Seven
—“Moby Dick” (WB). Solid $5,000 Minerva Films some time back.
ficiaries
were
Independent
Film
Diana, which was set up some Distribs with a share of $500,900; Samurai” (Japan), “Woman for a
or near.
Night” (Italy), “Lola ' Montes”
Warner (WB) (1,785; 50-$1.70)— years ago by Nicolo Theodoli, who Eros Films, with $200,095; Exclu¬ (France), “The Last Act” (Ger¬
had
risen in post-production via sive Films, with better than $213,“Moby Dick” (WB). Looks like1
such early pix as “The Pirates of 000, and Anglo-Amalgamated Film man), “This Woman and Tree”
smash $16,000 or close.
(Jugoslavia) and the still unre¬
Capri” and “O.K. Nero,” mostly
in the comic genre, has in recent Distjrbs, with just around $200,000. leased Mex-made, “The Vow”
{Talpa).
times become a major Italo outlet,
Officials of the journalists group
especially for productions not tied
gave no reason for the failure to
to one of the local production ma¬
include a north of the border pro¬
jors. Company had been in trou¬
duction. However, it’s reported
ble for some time, but it bad been
Mexico City, Nov. 13.
that
lack of inclusion of any Eng¬
thought
that
some
extra,
loans
and
Frankfurt, Nov. 13.
Mexican film production had two
, outstanding boxoffice champs the success of a recent pic, “Roman
Top German director Helmut lish-language productions was un¬
among the mere 70 of the pix ex¬ Tales,” would pull it out. Local Kautner has just been signed for der discussion by local U. S. dis¬
hibited here this year up to last rumors indicate that this won't be his first directorial assignment in tribution organizations, who may
Oct. 31. During this period, 3,338 the last group to fold Its books, Hollywood, under his recent long¬ file a complaint with J;he news¬
films played the 127 local cinemas. with several other minor outfits term Universal International. con¬ paper scribes this week.
“Hidden* Girl,” starring Maria said to be on the skids.
tract. Pic is to be titled “Too
Felix and Pedro Armendariz (Co¬
Young,” based on the Broadway
ChodoroV Play for Scotland
lumbia is world .distributing), is a“
production, “Teach Me How to
• GItfSgGw, Nov. 13.
tinter about the start of .the 1910
Cry.” Co-workers on the film will
The Edward Chodorov play, “Oh
Mexican Revolution. It grossed.
be Ross Hunt as producer and Ed¬ Men, Oh' Women,” is set to play
Edinburgh, Nov. 13.
$320,000 in 10 weeks. Runnerup
ward Anhalt writing the screen the King's Theatre* here during
was “With Whom Do Our Daugh¬
A hew play by Moray* McLaren, adaptation.
week of Dec. 3, and going into the
ters Associate?,” which garnered Scot author and playwright, is
Kautner is due back in Germany Lyceum in Edinburgh, the week of
$88,000 in nine weeks.
. being readied for preeming at the from Hollywqod this month, to do Dec. lo: The six weeks tour opened
A revealing slant on this is that Gateway Theatre here next spring. a German film, “Die Zuercher Yer-- Nov. 5 at the Pigalle, Liverpool.
the. city treasury department col¬
“The Wax Doll,” new play by lobung” (The Zuercher Engage¬
Cast includes Eunice Gayson,
lected $164,000 in taxes from 30,428 Alexander Reid, also is set for ment) based on the Barbara Noack Phil Brown, Charles Chaplin Jr.
cinema shows during the same world preem at the Gateway Dec. novel. Next January, he returns and Olaf Pooley. It is directed by
period.
3. Subject deals with faith-healing. to U. S. to begin “Too Young.”
Basil Ashmore.
JVVVJ

Under Study by Prods.

To Pick 1st Paid Prexy
Of BFPA Next Month

Union Demands.
May Shut Down

Italo Exhibs

French Distribs
Ask Film Aid Coin

Seven U. S. Majors Get
$1,184,000 in Eady Coin
For Yr. Ended in July

Another Major Italo
Distrib May Do Fold®

Only 2 B.O. Champs Out
Of 70 Mex Pix Shown

Mex Film Scribes Pass
Up U.S. Pix for Week

GERMAN ACE DIRECTOR
ASSIGNED PIC RYU

McLaren Legiter to Preem

By HAROLD MYERS
London, 'Nqv. <20.
* A conflict on’the granting of ex¬
port licenses for British films made
by American companies is looming
as a major issue here* The con¬
troversy was brought into the open
last week by Irving-Atien and Al¬
bert R. Broccoli, executive produc¬
ers of Warwick FPrii Productions,
who complained that they had
been obliged to send some of their
Pictures overseas on American
licenses.
Although unable to secure mem¬
bership in the British Film Pro¬
ducers Assn., Warwick has fo get
its export licenses for France, Ger¬
many and Japan from that associa¬
tion. All three countries have im¬
posed severe restrictions on the
number of British films which can
be imported;
Allen protested that some of
their' British films had. been top
grossers in Europe and cited as re¬
cent examples “The Red Beret,”
which earned, 80,000,000. francs in
France ..(approximately $225,000)
and “Cockleshell Heroes.” which
earned 806,000. marks in Germany
(equal to about $200,000).
. He" underlined the fact that
where their pictures are „exported
under a British label, the earnings,
after defraying local exoenses, are
remitted" to Britain. That also ap¬
plied to American' presentation of
their product, after they baa1 de¬
frayed the dollar investment in
their pix.
If, however, the pix are sold
overseas on an, American license,
the earnings flow back to. the U. S.
and Britain waS the loser. So he
claims.
The Warwick topper made these
points in answer to John Davis,
deputy chairman of the Rank Or¬
ganization and current president
of the BFPA.* In a reference to
American participation in Eady
coin, Davis indicated that he would
withdraw any objections he had if
there was a guarantee that the for¬
eign earnings of such pictures
were returned to Britain and the
money invested in new production.
Allen intimated that they were
trying to get a British license to
screen “Zarak” in Tokyo a few
days ahead of its American preem.
If they failed, they would have no
alternative but to submit it as an
American production.

British Film Industry
Huddling With Indie
Tele Authority on Pix
‘ London, Nov. 13.
As talks between the BBC and
the Joint Committee of the four
trade associations on the supply
of pictures for tv come to a close,
negotiations begin on the same
subject with the Independent Tele¬
vision Authority for a similar deal
covering the commercial web.
The BBC-TV arrangement prov¬
ides for 20 pictures a year, compris¬
ing 12 English speaking, four Con¬
tinental and four documentary
features. Again, the Cinemato¬
graph Exhibitors Assn, was op¬
posed to the talks, but was defeated
in its bid to get them called off.
The CEA is now pressing for the
inclusion of a clause in film hire
contracts to prevent the telecasting
of films for a specified period. The
British ,Film Producers Assn.,
which considered the question last
week, decided to be guided by the
distribs on this matter.

Gance Takes His Screen
Process on toad Tour
4

Paris, Nov. 13.
Abel Gance, vet French, direc¬
tor, has taken over a portable film
unit and will tour France to' un¬
veil his new process, Magirama.
Akin to Cinerama, it uses a triple
screen and three projectors. Gance,
who pioneered the tryptych with
his silent film. “Napoleon Bon¬
aparte” in which three screens
were utilized for certain scenes,
feels he originated the idea that
was to become Cinerama arid he
is now following up logically.
Gance would like to do a film
in this process and may do so from
proceeds*'of his moving-film setup.
His unit has over 2,000 seats. Be¬
sides his new process, he may
show his old films, including “Na¬
poleon.”
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20tKs Four Stars For A
Joyous Christmas!
One of the most important dramatic

presentations ever!

ANASTASIA
COLOR by DE LUXE

CINemaScoPE
INGRID BERGMAN
VUL BRYNNER
HELEN HAYES
The world's outstanding attractior
at popular prices!

y

RODGERS & HAMMERSTEIN’S
OKLAHOMA!
Color by TECHNICOLOR

*

A

CINemaScoPE
Heavenly holiday happinessI
Entertainment for everybody!

X

THE GIRL
CAN’T HELP IT
COLOR by DE LUXE

*

CINemaScoPE

iir

TOM EWELL
JAYNE MANSFIELD
EDMOND O’BRIEN
The nation s sensation /
The hottest name in show businest1

LOVE ME
TENDER
OnemaScopE

X

SV"'".'

RICHARD EGAN
DEBRA PAGET

X

ELVIS PRESLEY

Nothing like it before... in 20ths entire history!
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PICTURES
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'GIANT BOFF 518,000,
L’VILLE; 'RUN AWAY’

%

Louisville, Nov. 20.
Biz is booming in first-run area
this week, with all houses but one,
the Brown, concentrated in one
block on Fourth Avenue. Big noise
Is “Giant” at the Mary Anderson
where terrific session looms. “You
Can’t Run Away From It” at
Loew’s is fairly good. “Rebecca”
at Rialto on reissue is nice. Hold¬
overs of “Oklahoma” at the Brown
and “War and Peace” at Kentucky
still are healthy.
Estimates for This Week
Brown (Fourth Avenue-United
Artists) (1,000; 90-$2)—“Okahoma”
(Magna) (13th wk). Virile $9,500
after last week’s $9,000.
Kentucky (Switow) (1,000; 90$1.35) — “War and Peace” (Par)
(5th wk). Satisfactory $5,000 after
last week’s $6,500.
Loew’s (United Artists) (3,000;
50-85)—“You Can’t Run Away
From It” (Col). Helped by overflow
from “Giant” across street to fair¬
ly good $9,000. Last week, “At¬
tack” (UA) and “Shadow of Fear”
(UAL $8,000.
Mary Anderson (Switow) (L0OO;
85-$1.25)—“Giant” (WB). Terrific
$18,000 in’ sight and sure h.o. Last
week, “Girl He Left Behind” (WB)
(2d wk), $6,000.
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;
50-85)—“Rebecca” (20th) (reissue).
Sharing in general distribution of
biz in downtown area. Nice $8,500.
Last week, "Teenage Rebel” (20th)
and “Stagecoach to Fury” (20th),

BROADWAY
(Continued from page 9)
looks like smooth $29,000 or near.
Holding.
In ahead, “War and
Peace” (Par) (12th wk-8 days), $22,-

.

000

(Continued from page 9)
week, “Fantasia” (BV) (reissue) (4
days) (7th wk), $2,200.
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,890; 90
$1.25)—“F r i e n d 1 y Persuasion”
(AA).
Tall $9,000.
Last week,
“Power and Prize” (M-G) and
“Night Number Came Up” (Indie),
$5,200.
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,600; $1$1.25)—“Girl He Left Behind”
(WB) and “White Squaw” (Col).
Neat $8,500. Last week, “Between
Heaven and Hell” (20th) and “Mi¬
ami Expose” (Col), $10,400.
Paramount (Port-Par) (3,400; $1$1.50)—“War and Peace” (Par) (4th
wk). Potent $6,500. Last week,
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‘Giant’ Terrific $28,000,
Seattle; ‘Rock’ Oke 7|G
Seattle, Nov. 20. *
Big news here currently is terrific
total being racked up by “Giant”
at Music Hall. “Oklahoma” still is
solid irt third round at Blue Mouse.
“Tension at Table Rock” shapes
okay at Coliseum.
Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (739;
$1.50-$2) — “Oklahoma” (Magna)
(3d wk). Great $11,000. Last week,
$12,700.
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,870; $1$1.25) <—“Tension at Table Rock''
(RKO) and “Beyond Reasonable'
Doubt” (RKO). Okay $7,500. Last
week, “Back From Eternity” (RKO)
and “Finger of Guilt” (RKO),
$7,600.
Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) $1$1.50) — “Mountain” (Par) and
“Miami Expose” (Col). Moderate
$6,000. Last week, “War and
Peace” (Par) (4th wk) $6,800.
Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 90
$1.25)—“Friendly Persausion” (AA)
(2d wk). Big $5,500. Last week,
$8,300.
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,200;
$1.25-$1.50) — “Giant” (WB). Ter¬
rific $28,000, breaking most week¬
end records. Last week, (90-$1.25)
—“Girl He Left Behind” (WB) and
“Lisbon” (Rep), $8,200.
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,700; 7595)—“Girl He Left Behind” (WB)
and “Lisbon” (Rep) (2d wjt). Goes
only 3 days due to Seattle Sympho¬
ny and Benny Goodman shows in¬
tervening. Okay $4,000. Last week,
“Man from Del Rio” (UA) and
“Flight Hong Kong” (UA), $6,600.
Paramount (SW) (1,282; $1,20$2.45)—“This is Cinerama” (Cine¬
rama) (14th wk). Big $13,700. Last
week, $12,500.

Criterion (Moss) U,671; $1.80$3.30) — “Ten Commandments”
(Par) (2d wk). Initial holdover
stanza ending tomorrow (Thurs.)
night looks to get capacity $58,000.
First week was same. Both ses5sions had holiday-scale matinees.
Normal week’s capacity sans any $8,200.
holiday matinees with upped scale
is $56,100.
Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80)
CHICAGO
—“Marcelino” (UMPO) ..(5th wk).
(Continued from page 9)
Fourth week ended Sunday (18)
was okay $7,500. Third was $9,000 “Ten Commandments” (Par). Last
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 70-$1.50) week, shuttered.
—“Teenage Rebel” (20th). Initial
Monroe (Indie) (1,000; 67-87)—
round winding up tomorrow “Port
Afrique” (Col) and “Cha,
(Thurs.) looks to soar to sock $15,- Cha, Cha,
Boom” (Col).
Neat
000. Stays on naturally. In ahead, $7,000 or near.
Last week, “Mil¬
“Dakota Incident” (Rep), $8,500, dred Pierce” (Clark)
and
“Johnny
including preview coin on “Rebel’’ Belinda” (Clark) (reissues), $4,500.
for Nov. 15.
Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 93-$1.25)
Guild (Guild) (450; $1-$1.75)—
“Magnificent Seven” (Col). Open¬ —“Teenage Rebel” (20th) (3d wk).
ed Monday (19). In ahead, “Pri¬ So-so $15,00Q. Last week, $20,000.
vate’s Progress” (DCA) (17th \pk>, “Love Me Tender” (20th opens to¬
$4,000 in six days after $5,000 for night (Tues.) with big deejay
16th week, but winding very sturdy buildup.
longrun. “Seven” teed off with
Palace (Indie) (1,484; -$1.25
$3.40)—“Cinerama Holiday” . (Cine¬
preem on Sunday (18) night,
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 79-$1.80) rama) (74th wk). Big $27,000. Last
—“Oklahoma” (20th) ‘(3d wk). week, $26,000.
C’Scope version is heading for big
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,400; 65-95)—
$18,000 in current week ending to¬ “Toward Unknown” (WB) and
morrow (Thurs.),
Second week “Bold and. Brave” (RKO). (2d wk).
was $21,000, but a bit below ex¬ Nice 15,000. Last week, $20,000.
pectancy.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,400; 98Normandie (Trans-Lux) (592; 95$10,000.
and Peace” (Par)
$1.80)—“The Rack” (M-G) (2d wk). $1.50)—“War
(7th
Good $19,000. Last
First holdover round was light week wk).
$22,000.
WASHINGTON
BALTIMORE
$2,500 after $4,500 opener. “Re¬
Surf (H&E’Balaban) (685; $1.25)
becca” (20th) (reissue) opened
(Continued from page 9)
(Continued from page 8)
—“Private's Progress” (DCA) (3d
000. Last week, “Last Wagon” with a benefit last night (Tues.).
Last week, (5th wk). Still nice $2,500, same as
Paramount (ABC-Par) (3,665; $1- wk). * Oke $5,800.
(20th) 12d wk), $6,000.
last week.
Dupont (Lopert) (372; 90-$1.15) $2)—“Love Me Tender” (20th). $6,500.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,100;
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 98- 50-$1.25)
—“Secrets of Life” (2d wk). Down First week winding up today
— “Friendly Persuasion”
more than usual, but still fine at (Wed.) is headed for nice $50,000, $1.25) — “Friendly Persuasion” (AA) (2d wk). Potent $10,000 after
$6,000 after $8,000 last week. Stays. with smart promotion for opening (AA) (4th wk. Good $19,000. Last $14,000 opener.
week,
$20,500.
day,
including
2,000
free
gifts
to
Keith’s (RKO) (1,859; 70-90)—
Little (Rappaport) (31Q; 50“Mole People” (U) and “Beast of that many early-bird patrons, get¬
Woods (Essaness) (1,206; 98- $1.25) — “Fantasia” (BV) (reissue).
Amazon” (U). Sad $6,000. Last ting film started strongly. Holds. $1.50—“Opposite. Sex” (M-G) (4th Hotsy $4,500. Last week, “Lust For
week, “Unguarded Moment” (U), In ahead, “Girl He Left Behind” wk). Dull- $14,000 for six days. Life” (M-G) (6th wk), $2,000.
(WB) (3d wk-6 days), $23,000. “Teahouse of August Moon” (M-G)
ditto.
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 30-90)—
Metropolitan (SW) (1,490;# 90- Opening week of “Tender” not up preemed yesterday (Mon.).
“Dakota Incident” (Rep) and “Zan$1.50)—“Giant” (WB) (3d wk). Big to distrib’s optimistic hopes.
aszbuku” (Rep). Fairish $4,000.
World
(Indie)
(430;
98)—“Bull¬
Paris (Pathe Cinema) (568; 90- fight” (Janus) (3d wk). Staunch Last week, “Back From Eternity”
$17,500. Stays on. Last week,
$1.80)—“Silent World”' (Col) (9th $3,800.
$23,000.
(Co), $4,500.
Last week, $4,300.
Palace (Loew) (2,360; 85-$1.25)— wk). Eighth round finished Sun¬
New (Fruchtman) (1,600; 50Ziegfeld (Davis) (430; 98)—
“Opposite Sex” (M-G). Opened day (18) was lively $8,500. Seventh, Grand Maneuver” (UMPO\ Fine $1.25) — “Teenage Rebel” (20th).
Saturday (17) in stout fashion. Set was $12,000.
Opens tomorrow (Wed.). Ten days
$4,500.
Last
week,
“Wild
Fruit”
Radio City Music Hall (Rocke¬ (UMPO) (4th wk), $2,200.
to hold.
Last week, “Teenage
of “Sharkfighters” (UA) was mild
Rebel” (20th), weak $9,000 in 8 fellers) (6,200; 95-$2.85)—“Friend¬
$7,500.
ly Persuasion” (AA) with stagedays at regular scale.
Playhouse (Schwaber) (410; 50Current stanza
Playhouse (Lopert) (456; 75- show (3d wk).
$1.25)—.“Mountain” (Par) (4th wk).
LOS ANGELES
$1.15)—“Fantasia” (BV) (reissue). winding up today (Wed.) looks to
Nice $3,000 after $3,500 in third.
(Continued from page 8)
Wow $11,000. Stays. Last week, slump to mild $110,000. Second
Stanley (WB) (3,200; 50-$1.50)—
Holds a fourth 000. Last week, D’Town Par, Vogue, “Giant” (WB).
“Lust for Life” (M-G) (8th wk), was $131,000.
Terrific $32,000.
$4,000.
through Thanksgiving. “Teahouse “Bad Seed” (WB) and “Amazon Last week, “Burning Hills” (WB),
Plaza (T-L) (290; 90-$1.35)— of August Moon” (M-G) with an¬ Trader” (WB) (2d wk-4 days), $5,000.
“Lady Chatterly’s Lover” (Indie). nual Christmas stageshow opening $6,500.
Town (Rappaport) (1,400; 50Mighty $10,000 for this mite of a Nov. 29.
Egyptian (UATC) (1,411; $1.25- $1.25)—“Can’t Run Away From It”
Rivoli (UAT) (1,545; $1.25-$3.50) $1.80)—“Can’t Run Away From It” (Col). Stout $7,500. Last week,
house.
Stays. Last week, “La
—“Around World in 80 Days” (Col) (2d wk). Slow $8,000. Last “Opposite Sex” (M-G) (3d wk),
Strada” (T-L) (5th wk), $3,000/
Present week, $10,100.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; 90-$1.25) (Todd-AO) (5th wk).
$5,500.
—“Solid Gold Cadillac” (Col) (6th stanza winding Friday (23) looks to
Los Angeles, New Fox, Ritz,
wk). Great $10,000 or better after hit capacity $40,000, with extra Loyola (FWC) (2,097; 965; 1,363;
matinees Thanksgiving Day and 1,248; 90-$1.50)—“Teenage Rebel”
$11,000 last week. Continues.
PITTSBURGH
Uptown (SW) (1,100; $1.20-$2.40) Friday (23). The fourth was $37,- (20th) and “Stagecoach to Fury”
(Continued from page 8)
—“Oklahoma” (Magna) (3d wk). 500 with help of extra matinee (20th) (2d wk). Thin $13,500 in 8
some extra chips. Fine $7,000 or
Good $18,000. Last week, $17,700. Nov. 12. Continues indef.
days. Last week, $19,500.
Plaza (Brecher) (525; $1.50-$2)—
Warner (SW) (1,300; $1.20-$2.40)
Warner Downtown, Hollywood, over. Last week, $5,000.
'Penn (UA) (3,300; 80-$1.25) —
—“Cinerama Holiday” (Cinerama) “Lust For Life” (M-G) (10th wk). Uptown (SW-FWC) (l/fc7; 756;
(59th wk). Nearing final month Ninth round ended Monday (19) 1,715; 80-$1.25)—“Gold Cadillac” “Friendly Persuasion” (AA)*, Got
with big $13,000 after $12,500 last was robust $13,000 after $16,600 in (Col) and “He Laughed Last” (Col) off to good start and should build
week. Holds.
eighth week. Continues.
(2d wk). Slow $12,000. Last.week, to excellent $20,000, maybe more;
Roxy (Nat’l. Th.) (5,717; $1.25- with Warner Beverly (12th wk-6 will hold. Last week, “Julie”
$2.50)—“Giant”
(WB)
and
stagedays), $23,500, plus $59,400 in one (M-G), $14,000.
ST.-LOUIS
Squirrel Hill (SW) (900; 85-99)—
show (6th wk). Present session fin¬ nabe, eight drive-ins.
(Continued from page 8)
ishing today (Wed.) is heading for
Fox Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; “Fantasia” (BV) (reissue). Biggest
(Cinerama) (30th wk). Good $10,- lofty $75,000. Fifth was $98,000, $1.25-$1.75)
thing at nabe arter in some time.,
—
“Friendly
Persua¬
000. Last week, $12,400.
Length of pic permits only two
first time pic has dropped below
Esquire (Indie) (1,400; 90)— $100,000-mark in five-week run. sion” (AA) (2d wk). Nice $11,500. shows per night. Otherwise, it
“Gilda” (Col) (reissue)/ ; Mild Stays on . with “Anastasia” (20th) Last week, $14,600.
Hawaii (G&S) (1,106; 80-$1.25)— might be right up there with rec¬
$4,000. Last week, “Marie^Aiitoin- due to preeni night of Dec. 13.
“Opposite Sex” (M-G) and “Dance ord-breakers. Looks great $5,500.
ette” (M-G) (reissue), $3,00fe.
estate (Loew) (3,450; 78-$1.75)— Hall Girl” (Indie) (3d wk). Light Last week, “Private’s Progress”
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 51-75)S*.*Love “Julie” (M-G). Opens today (Wed.).
(DCA) (3d wk), $2,000.
Me Tender” (20th) and/“Stage¬ In ahead, “Death of Scoundrel” $3,000. Last week, with State,
Stanley (SW) (3,800; 99-$1.50)—
$10,400, plus $13,400 in three
coach To Fury” (20th). Opened to¬ (RKO) (2d wk-9 days), hit mild nabes
“Giant” (WB) (3d wk). Still in the
day (Tues.). Last week, “Between $15,500 or near in session con¬
chips
at terrific $26,500. Holds
Four Star (UATC) (868; 90-$1.50)
Heaven and Hell” (20th) and “Sev¬ cluded last night (Tues.). First
—“Brave One” (RKO) (4th wk). again. Last week, almost $35,000,
enth Calvary” (Col), swell $16,000. week was $21,000.
sensational.
Okay $6,000. Last week, $6,600.
Loew’s (Loew) (3,221; 50-85) —
55th St. Playhouse (B-F) (300;
Warner (SW) (1,365; $1.25-$2.40)
Chinese (FWC) (1,908; $1.25Can’t Run Away. From It” (Col) $1.25-$1.50) — “Vitelloni” (API$2.40—“Giant”
(WB) (5th wk). -r“Sevem Wonders of World” (Cin¬
and “Cha, Cha, Cha, Boom” (Col). Janus) (5th wk). Fourth stanza Fancy $30,000. Last
erama')
(31st wk). Up again with
Fair $12,000. Last week, “Attack” ended Monday (19) night was big to roaring $35,800. week, jumped holiday and extra shows. Big $15,(UA) and “Gun Brothers” (UA), $6,000 after $7,000 in third.
500
or
over.
L&st week, $14,000.
Fox Beverly (FWC) (1,334; $1.25$11,500.
Sutton (R&B) (561; 95-$1.75)—
Orpheum (Loew) (1,914; 50-85)— “Secrets of Life” (BV). Opened $1.50)—“Silent World” (Col) (6th
Attacks (UA) and “Gun Brothers” Monday (19). In ahead, “Grand wk). Slow $3,200. Last week, $4,100.
PHILADELPHIA
PantageS (RKO) (2,812; $1-$1.75)
(UA) (m.o.Tr— Oke $5,000.
Last Maneuver” (UMPO) (7th wk) was
(Continued from page 9)
—“Tea, Sympathy” (M-G) (7th wk).
week, “Man. From Del Rio” (UA) fair $4,500 after $3,800 in sixth.
So-so $4,700. Last week, $5,300.
more was expected. Last week,
and “Flight Hong Kong” (UA),
Trans-Lux 52d St. (T-L) (540; 95Fine Arte (FWC) •(631; $1.25$5,500.
5?1°ple”
and “Curucu”
$1.75)—“La Strada” (T-L) (19th $1.75)—“Lust for Life” (M-G) (9th (U), $8,000.
Pageant (St. L. Amus.) (1,000; wk). The 18th round, ended Sunday
wk). Neat $4,500. Last week, $5,000.
Studio
(Goldberg)
(400; 99-$1.49)
?S)'~‘4^an^tr^da,\(T'L) (3d wk). (18) was great $9,300 same as 17th
Hollywood Paramount (F&M) —“Lust for Life” (M-G) (7th wk).
Okay $1,000 after $1,500 in second. ^neek. Stays on.
(1,468; $1.25-$2.40) — “War and Thinning to $4,000. Last week,
Richmond-(St. L. Amus.) (400;
Victoria^(City Inv.) (1,060; 50-$2)
3>l,10)“r“La Strada” (T-L) (3d wk). —“Solid Gold Cadillac” (Col) (5th Peace” (Par) (13th wk). Good $5,500.
in 5 days. Last week, whop¬
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 99-$1.80)
Okay $1,000 following $1,500 sec¬ wk). Fourth session ended yester¬ $7,200
ping $11,000.
—“Secrets of Life” (BV) (2d wk).
ond session.
day (Tues.) was socko $22,000.
United
Artists
(UATC)
(1,242;
Fine
$5,000. Last week, $7,300,
St. .Louis (St. L. Amus.) (4,000; Third was $27,700, considerably
$1.10-$2.75)—“Oklahoma” (Magna)
Viking (Sley) (1,000; 75-$1.49)—
75-$1.25)—“Giant” (WB).(3d wk). over hopes.
(48th
wk).
Nice
$7,000.
Last
week,
“Can^t RUn Away From It” (Col).
Great $23,000 or near after $26,000
Warner (Cinerama Prod.) (1,600; $7,600.
Fast $10,000. Last week, “Teen¬
In second stanza.
$1.20-$3.50)—“Seven Wonders of
Warner Hollywood* (SW) (1,364; age Rebel” (20th), same.
_ Shady Oak (St. L. Amus.) (800; World” (Cinerama) (34th wk). The
$1.20-$2.65)—“Cine'Holiday” (Cine¬
World (Pathe) (499; 99-$1.49)—
*vJ0,T' Lady killers” (Cont) (6th 33d round finished Saturday (17) rama)
(54th wk). Into current “Silent World” (Col). Loud $7,500.
wk). Neat $2,500 after $2,800 for perked to smash $48,300. The 31st
stanza Sunday (18) after $19,900 Last week, “Riviera”
fifth session.
, week was $45,200.
(Indie),
last week.
$2,500.

DETROIT
(Continued from page 9)
Socko $33,000. Last week, best
gross in five years at $46,000.
Palms (UD) (2,961; 90-$1.25)—
“You Can’t Run Away from It”
(Col) and “Utah Blaine” (Col).
Okay $15,000. Last week, “Man
from Del Rio”. (UA) and “Flight to
Hong Kong” (Rep), $16,000.
Madison (UD) (1,900; 90-$1.25)—
“Ten Tall Men” (Col) and “To Ends
of Earth” (Col) (reissues). Poor
$5,000. Last week, “Rosanna” (In¬
die)' and “Forbidden Cargo” (In¬
die), $8,000.
Brbadway-Capitol (UD) (3,500;
90-$1.25)—“Shake, Rattle, Rock”
(Indie) and “Runaway Daughters”
(Indie), Oke $14,000. Last week,
“Killers” (U) and “Sleeping City”
(U) (reissues), $10,000.
United Artists (UA) (1,668: 90$1.25) — “Oklahoma'’ (20th) (3d
week of C’Scope version after 36
weeks here in Todd-AO). Tall
$12,300.-Last week, $12,500.
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 90-$1.25)
—“Opposite Sex” (M-G).
Fine
$12,000. Last week, “Power and
Prize” (M-G), $7,500.
Music Hall (Cinerama Produc¬
tions) (1,205; $1.20-$2.65)—“Seven
Wonders of World”' (Cmerama)
(23d wk-V. Smash $33,800. Last
week, $33,200.

SAN FRANCISCO
(Continued from page 9)
Fine draw at $5,000. Last week,
“Lust for Life” (M-G) (8th wk),
$3,300.
Larkin (Rosener) (400; $1)—
“Rififi” (Indie) (5th wk). Good
$3,800. Last week, $3,900. ,
Clay (Rosener) (400; $1)—“Pri¬
vate’s Progress” (Indie).
Good
$3,900. Last week. “Proud and
Beautiful” (Indie) (5th wk), $3,300.
Vogue (S. F. Theatres) (377; $1)
—“La Strada” (T-L) (11th wk).
Oke $1,900. Last week, $2,000.
Bridge (Schwarz) (396; $1-$1.25)
—“Ballet of Romeo and Juliet”
(Indie) (5th wk).
Good $2,000.
Last week, $2,200.
Coronet (United California) (1,250;
$1.10-$2.75) — “Oklahoma”
(Magna) (39th wk). Closing run
with $9,200.. Last week, $9,800.

INDIANAPOLIS
(Continued from page 8) ‘
“Giant” (WB). Smash $30,000.
Last week, “Girl He Left Behind”
(WB) and “Amazon Trader” (WB),
$9,000 at 60c-85cT scale.
Keith’s (C-D) (1,300; 70-90)—
‘Friendly Persuasion” (AA). Dan¬
dy $10,000. Last week, “Moun¬
tain” (Par) (2d wk)„ $3,500.
Loew’s (Loew) (2,427; 60-80)—
Sharkfighters” (UA) and “Ghost
Town” (UA). Dull $5,000. Last
Week, “You Can’t Run Away From
It” (Col) and “White Squaw” (Col),
$8,500.
Lyric (C-D) (850; $1.25-$2.50)—
Oklahoma” (Magna) (12th wk).
Very good $13,000. Last week,
$14,000.
. ,

MINNEAPOLIS
(Continued from page 8)
biggest business of any picture
since “The Robe" (20th), but some¬
what under expectations in second
round. Giant $20,000. Last week,
$33,500.
RKO Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 7590)—“Can’t Get Away. From It”
(Col). Well-enough liked comedy
but not setting b.o. on fire. Mod¬
est $8,000. Last week, “Toward
Unknown” (WB), $7,500.
RKO Pan (RKO) (1,800; 75-90)—
“Francis in Haunted House” (U)
and “Raw Edge” (U). Light $4,000.
Last week, “Solid Gold Cadillac”
(Col) (5th wk), $4,000.
State (Par) (2,300; 85-90)—“Teen¬
age Rebel” (20th) (2d wk). Fair
$5,000. Last week, $11,500.
World (Mann) (400; 75-$1.20)—
“Lust for Life” (M-G).
Virile
$6,000. Last week, “Richard III”
(UA), $4,2Q0 in 9 days.
HOLLYWOOD PLEDGES
Subscribers
Number
20,200 —
$1,014,130 for Charities
Hollywood, Nov. 20.
Record pledges to' the Motion
Picture Permanent Charities were
reported at the second MPPC
luncheon, presided over by Y.
Frank Freeman in the absence of
chairman Jerry Lewis.
Freeman disclosed 'that 20,200
subscribers have pledged $1,014,130 as against 18,554 pledges for
$993,353 at the same period last
year. Final tally last year was
$1,161,000 from 22,309 subscribers.
This year, PCC is aiming for
24,900 subscribers.
Labor pledged $423,681 from
15,731 subscribers so far this year
with execs, exec producers, depart¬
ment heads and talent guilds ac¬
counting for 4,469 pledges for
$590,448.
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MORE BOX-OFFICE BOUNTY!
Last week we told you about "The Opposite Sex/’ "Julie/’ "The Teahouse Of The August Moon/’
"The Iron Petticoat/' "The Great American Pastime/’ "Edge Of The City.” Here’s more of the
wealth of fine entertainments from

M-G-M.

urn//

\

WTT'

A*.-~

'

/

The Great Love Story i

THE BARRETTS
OF WIMPOLE
STREET”
(CinemaScope—Metrocolor)
Jennifer Jones, John Gielgud,
Bill Travers, Virginia McKenna.

''

//I

"THE LITTLE
HUT”
Based on the stage play

They’re hungry for women
And Ava’s but one—
A plot that provides you
A Hut-full of fun.;
Ava Gardner, Stewart Granger,
David Niven.

A timely drama of a
scandal magazine's
publisher and his vic¬
tims. Highly explosive
and exploitable!
Van Johnson, Ann Blyth,
Steve Cochran.

A Herbson Production

a,

For fun, romance and
a warm glow, follow

THE HAPPY
ROAD”

An American correspond¬
ent in Mexico uncovers
the ancient ritual of "The
Sacrificial Virgins."

"THE LIVING
IDOL"
(CinemaScope—Color)

Gene Kelly, Barbara Laage,
Michael Redgrave.

Steve Forrest, Liliane Montevecchi,
James Robertson-Justice.

A Kerry Production

An Albert Lewin Production

VJN
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Friendly Persuasion Needs Just That Nick schenct e»i
Colleagues’ Admiring Comments
For Maior
— «■» —.t"”* si;r£^t.rs:s,is:;^S"a“££Ei
XUJV Too
vJr Sihiatmn Datings:
MM
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*
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to visit Fort George at the upper
^ n
•
TH
n
ft end of Manhattan. It was there
n/lt\ra\r I^Alncf Altl rVACClllTAC
Sill that Nick Schenck foresaw the pos-

iiiorey iioiasieinrressures oian slbiliUes Gf an amusenirt ^
Pressure is being brought upon 4
Allied Artists branch managers to
get moving with important new
1
9 if
i.
dates for “Friendly Persuasion,”
most expensive entry in the com¬
Kg g
ft | fi i i*
pany's history and, as such, some¬
Metro 1/6&1S uO indie
what of a test of the AA ability
;
wir
w„l r« d
Minneapolis, Nov. 20.
to play the bigtime. Morey Gold¬
^in^^^salet
Thief
Msent
out aa
“Teahouse of the August Moon"
stein,- AA
sales
chief,
sent
out
A A. ssles cniei,
s
_ .
, .
private communique to the field ^as beensold by Metro here away
men pressing upon them the inUmted Paramount and RKO
-farmfitinti that “Persuasion” has Theatres to Bennie Berger’s inde'tremendous sustaining power.”
p-dent 1,000-seat Gopher.
PicGoldstein also charges that rival ture °Pens tfiere on Christmas
releasing outfits are out to sabo- day.
tage the William Wyler producMetro has followed a similar
tion. “It has come to my attention course with some of its other imthat other distributors, in an effort portant pictures, including “Gaby,”
to obtain Christmas and New “Bhowani Junction,” “Somebody
Year’s dates, are spreading reports Up There Likes Me” and “Lust
that the “Friendly Persuasion” for Life,” which for recent exbusiness is ‘soft/ The best ^nsvver amples have gone to the Gopher
you can give to any exhibitor who' or Ted Mann’s 400-seat World.
may have heard such reports is to . Under a splitting of product
simply show him the actual deal the two local RKO theatres
grosses.”
,
do not bid against United ParaFigures sent by Goldstein to mount for Metro pictures*.
his branch managers show that the
One of the best examples of
picture had some fine opening how the consent decree has imdates and several not too strong, proved the position of the local
But in a couple of situations the independent theatres in competifirst week of the run was exceed- tion for pictures with United
ed, gross-wise, by the second frame. Paramount and RKO is “The
At New York’s Radio City Music King and I." It went to the World
Hall, “Persuasion” drew
27,900 where it ran'12 weeks to smash
in the initial week and $131,000 business.
in the second. At the Fox Wilshire in Los Angeles it took $14..

Berger’s Gopher Obtains
Teahouse ; Minneapolis

MAJESTIC PROVIDENCE
the United Artists Theatre in Chicago was unusually slight, the first
Jow^Sb/$21,6l/ir?’th!? second a„°d
$19,602 in the third.
Goldstein feels these figure support his claim of “sustaining powcr” for “Persuasion.”
In other situation he cited,
where the picture had yet to go
into a second week, the opening
day’s gross was not particularly
powerful but the climb on the next
few subseqiient days was unusual.
At the Paramount Theatre, Oak;
land, Cal., the first day s business
was $1,100. This was a Wednesday‘.oT£e/0li0wm! fray’s gross

B

and, with the purchase of a small
dancehall there, launched a career
that was
that
was to
to be
be unprecedented
unprecedented in
in
the annals of show biz.
Construction of a ferris wheel
and a park in 1908 brought the
Schencks into contact with the late
Marcus Loew. Subsequently, the
brothers moved their amusement
nArlc across the Hudson, where it
became the present Palisades Park,
Eddie Mannix, for years one of
Metro’s top execs, started with the
Park aS a
p It was at Loew’s advice that the
Schencks acquired interests in
theatres in New Rochelle and Hoboken. The houses were merged
with what was then known as
Loew’s Consolidated Enterprises
and the Schencks became partners
in the company. From that time
on, Nick Schenck was actively connected with every Loew business
project. He was first veepee and
general manager of Loew’s Inc.
and M-G-M when Loew died in
1927 and Schenck took over the
helm. In Schenck’s early years
with Loew’s, his older brother, Joe,
was general manager of the theatre circuit.
Nick Schenck continued as president of Loew’s until Dec- 14. 1955
when he tendered his resignation
and strongly urged the election of
Arthur M. Loew, son of Marcus
Loew, as his successor. During
Schenck’s tenure, the company enfilm production ' and distribution,

in OTAWf
CTAAII EV*C OA1CT
OD1CT weathering the crises of depression
lij ijIiUiLJuI
uIATILJuI u LJlul
LJlijl | and war and establishing the Leo

With the acquisition of the 2,149°f ,the’-149’
.
’ .
seat Majestic Theatre m
in Providence, R. I., the Stanley Warner
circuit now owns a total of 291 thet
0f th
oo arG Hn<;pd and
'
’
se ad
are operating as Cinerama installations. Another theatre is currently being equipped for conversjon t0 cinerama.
The theatre chain received the
greenlight to acquire the Providence situation when Federal District Judge Edmund L. Palmieri,
who has been assigned to hear al,

the p0* trademark as one of the
most widely known symbols in the
world
With the elevation of Arthur
Loew to the presidency, Schenck
became board chairman, a post he
resigned iast month to take on the
“honorary” mantle. At the time,
it was expected-fehat the move was
a prelude to his retirement from
active participation in the comPany.

Industry leaders joined in statements of tribute to Nicholas 1M.
Schenck on his retirement from active association with Loew's Inc.
His departure, 20th-Fox chief Spyros Skouras noted, “leaves a
gap in the motion picture industry which can never be filled.” Eric
Johnston, president of the Motion Picture Assn, of America, de¬
d
scribed Mr.
scribed
Mr. Schenck
Schenck as
as “Mr.
“Mr. Motion
Motion Picture.”
Picture.”
<4
Barney Balaban, Paramount prexy, declared that Schenck “gave
unreservedly of his time and energy to the important problems of
• our business. He has been a tower of strength, not* only to me
personally, but to all who were privileged to have worked with him
on industry matters.” Johnston commented that Schenck’s retirement marks .the end*
of “a great and wonderful era in the motion picture business.” “It
is sad to think,” Johnston said, “that we shall no longer have his
daily guidance, his leadership, his imagination and his warm and
comforting counsel at all times.”
Skouras said that Schenck was “the dean of our business, a
pioneer in every sense of the word. His guidance and wise counsel
must continue to serve the best interests of the motion picture
industry.”

German Biz Skids on ‘War’ News
i

■ ■

-

—• Continued from page 2

pic, reported only 11 people attended the second show Nov. 6.
Another firstrun, Metro im Schwan,
played a special Sunday Nov. 11
matinee performance of “Eroica,”
the life of Beethoven, with proceeds going to Hungary through
the Red Cross, with fair advance
ticket sales.
On the streets, students thronged

, ■ ■■ ■■ :

1

- -;

■

pathy for the Hungarians, with
many living in this country, (2)
Most Germans know much full
well what it means when the Red
Army takes over a conquered territory. That things like that can
still happen is a depressing thought
here.
Some Anti-British, French Feeling
.
added that some

hntp/^i^ltU4il‘f,nriQ?onheprin
Hunh- strong anti-British hprp
and anti-French
boxes
to collect aUiiqs to help Hunnf
Arab
the British-French attack on Egypt,
and Arab students both staging
because of disregard and
^annpals^were violation of UN commitments. RemTril fnr fnnd nnA rlnthintf tn he sPect and sympathy for the Amernr^nTr; d VlUtmug
tu be
UC leans, high since the
^ Blockade
Blockade
clothmg t0
sent to Hungary.
(“Operation Vittles”), never has
Revolts Cause Terror
been so big here as on Nov. 5.
News of the revolts spread terThe Hungarian tragedy influror into the hearts of both Ger- enced every branch of local show
mans and Americans in this com- biz. Several events were cancelled
munity. German buying centers to g|ve artists and ensembles a
reported a great rush for cornmodi- chance to join a huge mass demon¬
ties which might be in short sup- stration Monday (5) in front of
ply, butter, fats, oils, sugar and the Town Hall Schoeneberg. More
canned goods being snapped up. than .100,000 Berliners listened to
At the American Post Exchanges, speeches of local party leaders and
there was an unusually large call the ringing 0P the Freedom Bell.
Many Berlinera spontaneously
ties as Americans weie alerted to demanded to break off all connec-

‘^rf^L^fn/hnstn^w^e SS/SSI/art

SJ* Commies.
Commies0!!
seems*certain'that
the
It seems
certain that
, w
GGrman artists and en”embirseSwine™luntaarrnfskipd any
trip to Russia, following the example of London’s Saddlers Wells
which also Cancelled its
nri«
^ scheduled Russian tour.
only skirmishes reported out of
fiUGgai:y"'t
ITe" ~ show
show‘ biz
ook an
an
The Hungarian tragedy has had
Hungary,
the
biz ~ttook
upsurge.
~
._
outfits cancelled their traditional
order in N. Y. Federal Court Thurs■ Los Angeles, Nov. 20.
Hungarian News Shocks Berlin
^i?,altanl^!i?w
Berlin, Nov. 13.
mmous other festivities were
D
1 i*
i
•
day (15). The Dept, of Justice did
Stymied several weeks because
The brutal suppression of the drJ>PPed- The U.S., via her politiKeVOlUUOnaFy.-JitneFlCa
not oppose Stanley takeover of the no firstrun. product was available,
1,050 car drivein anti-Communist revolution in Hun- cal stand
these past few days,
i ««, ,
,
i
i
firstrun house from Comerford the Belair, new 1,050
built by
by Al
Al O’Keefe
O’Keefe &
& Associates
Associates in
in gary has influenced local show biz appears to have won a great moral
Theatres.
built
considerably'
ln
fact.
reverbera«
fere.
Most Berliners seem
1 ¥
1
■- 1 rn.
Judge Palmieri, however, with- Fontana, finally opens tomorrow
*ntb?,ir1|reateSt
With mfllKtnal Tip* held filing the order until both (21) with “Lov^Me Tender.” Book- tions here are as severe as those
of
June
17,
1953,
when
the
Soviets
b°Pe
*or
P®ace
in the world,
i i Axiuuoitiax iiw tbe ^ourt an(j tbe Dept, of Justice ing is expected to clear the way for*
Hollywood, Nov. 20.
have examined the option contract other product from other majors suppressed'the revolution-like riots
W. German Film Biz Better*
Walt Disney is projecting a under which Stanley will acquire for the ozoner which is managed by in East Germany and in this city’s
mammoth addition to Disneyland the Majestic.
Joe Greene.
—
East Sector, only a stone’s throw
Berlin, Nov. 20.
Tragic events in Hungary have
in fall of 1957. It will be a recIn its petition, Circuit stressed
House figured in a unique court away". When the bloody Hungarian
reation of a typical American that there are three other first-run action filed by Fox West Coast in uprising started the last October had further effect on local show
street during Revolutionary War houses in Providence — Loew’s Federal Court three weeks ago week, the two big West Berlin biz scene. After the cancellation
stations.
U.S.-sponsored of numerous festivities here, the
period, with shops, etc., to show State, the RKO Albee, and the in- seeking a determination of the radio
the present scope of various busi- dependent Strand—and argued clearance situation in the San RIAS and Station Free Berlin SPIO (top organization of West
nesses to their humble beginnings, that SW’s acquisition of the Ma- Bernardina*area, in which Fontana (SFB), skipped portions of their German film industry) also has
Designs include two large audi- jestic would not “unduly restrain” is located. Action asked court in- light program in favor of more cancelled its traditional Film Ball,
toriums, in which tableaus will be or diminish competition.
skedded for Dec. 1. SPIO has
tervenlion so that it could “not be serious stuff.
presented.
Representing Stanley at the hear- later claimed .that it participated
SFB immediately started a big asked all branches of domestic
ing were former N. Y. Supreme in a conspiracy to violate antitrust aid program, requesting and col- film industry to> collect money for
Court Justice Ferdinand Pecora, laws.” FWC contended that the lecting money from Berliners. A the Hungarians.
*
of the law firm of Schwartz and ozoner owners were threatening complete change of local radio proH’s been suggested that films
Frolich, and Stuart H. Aarons while litigation because the Belair had graming set in Sunday (4) when it suitable to make German audiMaurice Silverman sat in for the been unable to obtain firstrun became known that the Soviets had enees familiar with the Hungarian
s=== Continued from page 2 = Justice
Dept.
I product.
product.
Justice Dept.
broken their promise to withdraw mode of life (such as “I Often
troops from Hungary and started Think Of Piroschka”) should be
they are Negroes, hut rather he■
.. ..
.- --their attack. The programs gen- shown here and that these pix be
cause they represent a. significant
erally consisted of serious -musib given priority on playdates.
segment of the fabric which is the
UflUf
QAVIIlfl Tf'AaIt
only interrupted by news and poRadio station SFB
(Station
American scene. The result would
llvlf I Ul It OUIIIIU I I Civil
-litical comments plus translations Free Berlin) is still collecting
be that theatre audiences and the.
_ ..
. r
! of broadcasts received from Hun- money via its Help For Hungary
Continued from
from Pase
page 4
4 ;.. r.■■■■
viewing public, in general, would
11
"■ Cont,nued
■■ gary.
•
campaign. East Berlin radio sta'* Asked to Skip Dancing
tions too have taken up the money
see Negroes as they really are and novel “Lucky Jim.” Pic, being made by Boulting Bros., producers of
Authorities asked the owners of collection idea. They are currently
not as stereotypes. And, if such “Private’s Progress,” is her first film.
a step forward is accomplished,
Santiago Reachi, Mex pic producer (handles all Cantifias’ films), au- local establishments to skip danc- bringing sacaUed “Solidarity Con¬
This (Soyiet) side of GerVariety can be justly proud of its thored a book-length essay, on the biz. He calls it “Un Cine Mexicano ing and any kind of show biz certs.
r<de*
de Interes Mundial,” which translates to “A Mexican Cinema of In- events which have amusing char- 'many, however, has different
It collects
As you no doubt realize a letter tern£tional Interest/ and the theme is that motion pictures are intended acter. Sports events were inter- words for its aim:
of this type, from me would be a? “diversion,” though to provide it is a “function full of incalculable rupted for a minute of meditation money for the new Hungarian
for the Hungarians.
Workers and Farmers Government
criticized as merely being one for r*slcs • • • because of the critics and the rabidly moral.”
Mass demonstrations of protest (Janos Kadar) and the victims of
propaganda purposes. I assure you . “^ar an<l Peace” has racked up over $3,000,000 in domestic distribu, the. counter-revolutionists, capitalit is not written for that purpose : tion revenue so far, is now. taking in over $300,000 weekly ... Sol A. were daily affairs.
With so many people listening ists and other enemies of peace
I, therefore, leave it to you as to Sriwartz, wb0’s chairing the Picture JPioneers dinner for Bob O’Donto the latest news, cinema and and socialism.
whether you will keep the letter nel1. Promises less Speeches this year.
T*1® Hungarian situation remains
for your own files or would care „ Ace Exterminating Co. on 59th Street will look like a night club in night club biz has been also hurt
No. 1 topic here. While film
to publish it in Variety. Either “Swe®t Smell of Success.” Hecht-Laneaster hired the plant for a in many instances. The jazz concert
way is satisfactory with me My scene
re*-did the front to make it look like the entrance to a boite of “Birdland 56,” featuring the attendance again has becomei norParticularly dance
personal interest is solely directed • • * Footnotet to Bosley Crowther’s combination rap of “Trapeze” and Modern Jazz Quartet,* saw more m£d*
toward encouraging American in- praise for
The Times man re-inspected the French pic at a than a third of the Sportpalast spots, is still suffering at the b.o.
empty
on
Nov.
6.
Some
wanted
the
^
stitutions to carry forth into deed
11111 and did * followup piece Sunday (18), “But how come he
what we all regard as the funda- didn’t go back to see my picture and leam how neighborhood audiences Feim?? °lynripic team t0 return
Robert J. Evans, vp of Evanmental of our democratic reed
Harold Hecht wants to know .. . RKO prez Daniel T. O’Shea from Melbourne.
Picone, N.Y. sportswear manufacThvmnnd
*
55on
shuttle. He’s now back from the Coast, will return west
Two facts are the prime reasons turer, will portray late Irving
9 i tTinA,1’ ^
in fiv® weeks • • • The Herll> Goldens are back from both sides of That why happenings in Hungary have Thalberg in Universal’s “The Man
Counsel, Natl Assn For Curtain. While in London a visa to Russia belatedly caught up with shocked the Germans so much: (1) of the Thousand Faces,” Lon
Advancement of Colored People, them so they added Moscow to their tour.
They havb always felt a great sym- Chaney biopic.

BELAIR DRIVE-IN OPENS
‘LOVE ME
y-sar* °* •**' “ *“ rsrasra as/s WITH ‘love
me TENDER’
tenderRevolutionary America ,
Addition to Disneyland

Negro Talent

the’MrUnes^whoUwereSsoldout,eon
_+__ . /. TT 0
returns to the U.S. Some top lines
“5
for Americans who wanted to get
out of Europe.
Seoir'a
with tho
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TRAILER COST?...
AVERAGING LESS THAN THE PRICE OF ONE ADMISSION TICKET DAILY!
Survey after survey by independent, reliable sources proves con¬
clusively that trailers SEW UP ONE-THIRD of the motion picture audi¬
ence •.. and it COSTS BUTTONS when compared to other expenses
and what they achieve.
WOMAN’S HOME COMPANION
Survey
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New York
Parental Liability for Damage Sought Metropolitan
In Warner East Zone
Ohio Thearte Men Hear Contract Date Delay Is
Widespread Evil—Other Trade Problems Discussed

I UA’s Blumofe on Latin ‘Freeze’
Hollywood, Nov. 20.
Booming business in South America has boosted United Artists'
returns from 50% to 90% over last year, UA Coast veepee Robert
Blumofe reported on his return from a three wdtek trek through
the southern continent. And, he noted, last year was a record year
for the firm in South America.
South Americans are strongly film minded, Blumofe declared,
and film theatres are doing peak business. Audiences prefer sub¬
titles to dubbed versions but do not insist on the so-called “big”
pictures. "
* ”1
'
“Film interest extends to all product,” Blumofe reported, “arid
apparently this continually rising boxofflce excitement is due to
the normal course* of continuing interest in motion pictures, the
continuing penetration of films into the market.” Upped economy
of the people is another reason, he added.
Main drawback to American producers in current situation is
the fact that theatre admissions are strictly controlled and regu¬
lated by the governments of the various countries, with single ex¬
ception of Venezuela, which has a wide open economy, Blumofe
stated.
lit Brazil, for instance, in first-run houses in the eities, top price
Is 17c for a flat picture and 25c for Cinemascope. Admissions
correspond in other countries.
Such prices don’t permit a reasonable profit, according to exec,
who noted “there’s nothing wrong that a reasonable increase in
admissions wouldn’t cure,”

Under R. J. Iannuzzi
Realignment of its sales terri¬
tory has seen Warner Bros, incor¬
porating the metropolitan N. Y.
sales district into its eastern dis-.
trict under manager Ralph J. Ian¬
nuzzi. Latter will operate out of
the New York home office, shifting
his headquarters from Boston.
Offices now comprising the east¬
ern district include New York, Al¬
bany, Boston, Buffalo and New
Haven. Iannuzzi reported in N.Y.
Monday (19), according to Roy
Haines, general sales manager.
Iannuzzi started with WB as a
salesman in 1945. He became east¬
ern district manager in Feb. 1955.

so why should they try to show
By ROBERT CONNORS
their pictures on a 1945 projector.
Columbus, Nov. 20.
He said theatres need new small¬
Independent Theatre Owners of toothed sprockets and curved gates
Ohio, meeting for its 21st annual on their projectors.
convention here last week, re¬
McLachlan also said that films
solved to ask for a state law mak¬ will be made available in .35 mm
ing parents liable for property dam¬ sizes as well as the. larger sizes.
age caused by children in film
On the closing day of the con¬
houses. Same measure was intro¬ vention, the ITO re-elected Horace
duced to legislators two years ago Adams, from Cleveland, president.
but it died in committee through Other officers elected were: F. W.
lack of interest.
Huss Jr., Cincinnati, first vice-pres¬
Trade body also adopted resolu¬ ident; Judge Hoy L. Russell, Miltions urging producers to turn out lersburg, second vice-president;
more wholesome pictures aimed for Charles Sugarman, Columbia, treas¬
tfie family but opposed compul¬ urer, and Robert Wile, Columbus,
sory censorship “as applied to mo¬ secretary.
Continued from page 4 ;
tion pictures, the press and other
Members of. the board of direc¬
media of public information.”
tors are: Park Belden, Akron; ficulties, Oorkery felt strongly
At the opening session of the Louis Fs. Eick, Martins Ferry; Mar¬ that the Latin American market
two-day parley, held at the Deshler- shall Fine, Cleveland; Marvin
Hilton Hotel, Ruben Shor, presi¬ Frankel, Elyria; Henry Greenber- would eventually benefit from a
dent of National Allied, predicted ger, Cleveland; J. Real Neth, Co¬ stabilizing economy. '
that the sale of film backlogs to lumbus; C. F. Pfister, Troy; Ed
He opined that the MPEA might
television will speed up the number Ramsey, Plymouth; Peter M. Well¬ have to consider expanding its rep¬
man, Girard; Louis Wiethe, Cincin¬
of theatre closings.
resentation in the area. At the
Shor stated that a definite plan nati; Martin G. Smith, Toledo;
to cut out smalltown theatres And Chris O. Velas, Bellaire; Roy E. moment, Corkery masterminds de¬
subsequent runs has been designed Wells, Dayton; Ruben Shor, Cincin¬ velopments from theN. Y. homeby distributors. He said that disas¬ nati, and Leon Enken, Warren.
office (plus frequent field trips)
ter is in the offing unless exhibitors
and Harry Stone is stationed in
support ‘their exhibitor organiza¬
Rio de Janeiro to keep an eye on
tions:
the vital Brazilian market. But,
The speaker criticized squabbling
Corkery pointed out, the way the
among exhibitors and commented
that “if you want to stay in busi¬
situation now shapes up, the
Minneapolis, Nov. 29.
ness you should forget fighting
among yourselves.” He said that
Another exhibitor million dollar MPEA as a rule arrives on the
the public would be aware of the damage antitrust conspiracy suit spot after adverse legislation has
exhibitors’ plight if theatres would against major distributors here, the been passed by a local govern¬
close for a week or So.
ment, and tit’s extremely difficult
second with in a mbnth, has been to obtain a reversal post facto.
Home-Toll Nightmare
Another Speaker,' Abram F. settled out of court.
Corkery said he would suggest
Myers, Allied general counsel, told
This time owners of the local to MPEA prexy Eric Johnston and
the -convention that shortage of Lyceum, legit house which for¬ to the MPEA board that expanded
films is the biggest dilemma fac¬ merly also played films occasion¬ representation might* serve to fore¬
ing exhibitors and that the film ally. and the companies have stall negative developments in
industry is at a crossroads “more reached an agreement that will given instances.
dangerously so than at any time avert a trial. Settlement terms as
The current trouble spot in the
in the past.” On the future of per trade reticence, weren’t dis¬
area is Colombia where, on Oct. 21,
home toll television, Myers said closed.
exchange
regulations were mod¬
that stations could provide “vastly
The plaintiffs, like those in other
greater revenues” to film compa¬ similar suits here, alleged they ified to put all importable items
into
the
free
market. In the past,
nies than theatres can.
discriminated against by the the U. S. film outfits had been
Irving Dollinger, Allied States were
treasurer, said that “hundreds of defendant distributors. When Ben¬ able to remit 60% of their gross
exhibitors throughout the coun¬ nie Berger took over the lease two billings at the official rate, which
try” could dramatically call atten¬ years ago, the Lyceum quit bidding was 251 pesos to the dollar. Now,
the situation has worsened since
tion to the non-delivery of prints for .pictures.
A few weeks ago the independent the ‘Hfree” rate started at 3.50
on contract dates by filing lawsuits.
suburban
St.
Louis
Park
settled
its
pesos and lias risen as high as
He claims that the court usually
rule in favor of exhibitors in clear¬ antitrust action against distribu¬ seven pesos. It’s currently back to
ance suits and “non-delivery ©f tors, et al, out of court with that around 6.25 pesos.
Despite two good coffee .years,
prints constitutes extension of house receiving a earlier clearahce
than its competing United Para¬ Colombia’s economy is in trouble,
clearance.”
Dollinger urged a high-level mount theatre with which it had Corkery reported. Gountry owes
meeting to find ways of improving bidding in the earliest 28-day slot. some ’$250,000,000 to 'U. S. import¬
Two suits that did cQme to trial ers.
The film companies were
grosses. He criticized uninspired
film advertisements and^pggested here resulted in a split, the ex¬ able to Teach an accord under
that the placing of ads on video i hibitor in one winning a $135,000 which their remittances to Oct. 21
pages and general news pages in judgment and the defendant dis¬ will come out at the low official
newspapers would help draw atten-! tributors emerging victorious in the rate. Oorkery said a concerted ef¬
other. Only one of these suits still fort was being made to get all film
tion to screen bills.
On Tuesday evening the theatre remains on the local federal court earnings back into the official
men paid tribute to Martin G. calendar, that of the independent Tate bracket. . The Colombia mar¬
Smith, former president of Nation-' neighborhood Hollywood asking ket is good for about $2,500;000
annually.
al Allied and an ITO 'president, for more than a million in damages,
27 years. Nate Yamins, a Boston
exhibitor who also is a former
National Allied president, arrived
at the dinner to honor Smith.
Horace Adams told the 150 at
the convention that exhibition, a
$3 billion investment, should not
allow itself to be dictated to by Woman Exhibitor (Spanish Lingual*) Under Fine
distributors. He called it a case
©f “the tail wagging the dog” and And Jail Sentence Charges Lawyer With Bad Ethics
suggested that “if we could get
70% unity among the nation’s ex¬
Washington, Nov. 20.
Therefore, she contends, the
hibitors we could dictate terms,
The U. S. Supreme Court must questions used by Rosenblum’s at¬
not that we want to become dicta¬
decide
whether
it
will
listen
to
an
tors.”
torney in cross-examining her at
Hugh McLachlan, Y&W theatre appeal from the convictions in the the trial was “a violation and abuse
circuit officer in Indianapolis, told Ansell admissions tax case, which ©f the confidential relationship and
the cinema men that they wouldn’t involves $200,000 in unpaid taxes! privilege existing between Ansell
drive a 1045 car around the Streets on motion^ picture theatre tickets.- and her former lawyer.”
Separate petitions, requesting a;
In sharp contrast is Rosenblum’*
review from the lower courts, were brief. As accountant for the thea¬
filed last week by the two principal tres, he says, he “had taken care¬
individual defendants, each of ful steps” to assure reporting and
whomp also sought to throw the payment ©f the admissions tax. He
By unlnsDlrlng .advertising art Bold. After
yenis mul much sou) MsrcliJiiR I have culled
blame on the other in the briefs. claims he did not share in the
?)in
0,ly k,ml of work In the
Case involves Jeanne Ansell, and $200,000 which was withheld in
FILM Held, with the eventual desire or
l"? f11,k V'ymr™utIv® enonty to use. Formerly.
her New York theatres which show taxes. Therefore, he adds, the en¬
T\.<n tath-TV as .'uilnmtlon des'/ner.
Age
Spanish
language films; and Irving tire fraudulent intent was on the
2S, single. BERN1E NAGLER. -flW E. 179th
St., Now York 60 N.Y„ OYprew 5-0063.
A. Rosenblum, formerly accountant -part of Misj Antell, who -collected
for the circuit.
the $200,000.
The trial judge fined the thea¬
tres an aggregate of $106,000. He
also levied $21,200 in fines on Miss
Everybody Deadhead
Ansell and $210,000 on Rosenblum.
Miss Ansell and Rosenblum also
Manchester, N. H., Nov. 20.
received prison sentences for the
When the Pine Island Drive-RADIO CITT MUSIC MALL—, fraudulent .withholding of the tax.
In Theatre closed its •season
Rockefeller Center
In her appeal-, Miss Ansell claims
here Nov. 13, the final show
GARY COOPER
she was innocent of any fraudulent
was “on the house.”
in
intent. She says she relied on Ro¬
Everybody was admitted
senblum
to
prepare
and
file
all
re¬
“FRIENDLY PERSUASION"
free to the two-feature show,
Color by Do lux*
turns.
She
adds
that
his
attorney
consisting
of the technicolor
An Allied Artists Picture
in the trial had also been hers,
films, “So This Is Paris” and
and SPECTACULAR STAGE MESEMTATIIH
earlier in the case.
“West of Zanzibar.”

Latin Markets

QUIET OUT-OF-COURT
ANTITRUST ENDINGS

riM TRAPPED

New York Theatre

French at U.S. Crossroads
-

— ---■
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strongest possible support to the perience that about 600 hand*
launchings of their pix in the keys, .picked; key-run engagements rep¬
i.e. point-of-sale promotion aid. resent some 80% of the national
This, it's felt, would carry over to potential for a foreign picture in
hypo the “depth” distribution the American market, so I can’t
see where an expenditure of $500,sought by the French.
- will increase that potential.”
Maternati himself, while still ex¬
ploring the various possibilities, is He also noted the great cost of
now said to be more or less con¬ servicing less important engage¬
vinced that the proposed agency is ments. Indies, familiar with U. S.
unworkable, primarily due to the tastes, are the only ones qualified
inability of the U. S. indies to to properly merchandise French
work in unison. He Is leaning pictures, the Times Films prexy
towards the promotional aspect of argued.
the operation,''
Crux of the whole matter, how-,
ever, are the French producers. It
is they who must now decide on a
future course and if they find it
Continued from page 7
»
possible to pool their thoughts and
actions. There is considerable roadshowed, according to Vidor,
skepticism in N. Y. regarding that who is firm In his conviction that
possibility. The following courses “War and Peace,” which he di¬
of action are open to the French: rected for Ponti-De Laurentiis as
(1.) Several of the large produc¬ a Paramount release, should have
ers could get together and, in the been given this treatment. -“Giant,”
manner of J. Arthur Rank, pool turned out by George Stevens for
their pix,and open U. S. offices to. Warners release, js another film
sell them, going over the heads of which should have been roadthe indies. (2.) The French Film showed, he thinks, but both now
Office oould be utilized to give are being played regularly as grind
promotional support to individual attractions.
films and their -distributors. (3.)
“We must change the habits of
Nothing would be done, and Mater- the nation,” director declares. “It’s
nati’s bureau would simply pro¬ been proven that an important pic¬
mote the French Industry as a ture can be roadshowed in a few
whole and serve as a convenient situations and show ,a handsome
Liaison between producers and profit. Look at ‘This Is Cinerama,*
U. SI distribs.
which in a few situations has al¬
ready grossed from $20,000,000 to
Local Cos$s
How strongly the solution rests $25,000,000.
“It’s been claimed there aren’t
with the French Is indicated by the
problem encountered in any plan enough theatres for roadshows.
Let’s
change the policy, and open
to financially support local open¬
ings of French films. Formula up theatres for this form of presen¬
would have to be found to de¬ tation. The present thinking is not
termine which pictures rate that a far-sighted attitude.”
Important films can’t be confined
kind of support and jvhlch don’t..
Understandably, any French pro¬ to an hour and one-half, Vidor be-,
ducer whose product would >be de-1 lieves. “If that’s all the longer we
•toed such support would .go howl¬ can make them, then let’s return
ing to the government. Also the to double bills and the loss of the
funds available are not such to public to television. We must get
merit substantial coin for more away from the take-it-or-leave-it
than a comparative handful of pix. type of picture.”
If exhibs want a strictly “week¬
Jacques Flaud of the Centre Na¬
tional, who first raised the cry of end business,” then quantity is the
“we need distribution In depth,” answer, opines the director. If not,
is due in the U. S. before the year “the important size of a picture
is out arid at that time will he con¬ is the only solution. How can ‘War
fronted with the rather consider-, and Peace,’ ‘The 10 Command¬
able obstacles to his distribution ments' or "Giant’—or other prop¬
plan. At the same time, lie also, erties of this level—be told in a
will be handed figures to establish .shorter version?”
Exhibs, Vidor thinks, “must work
that the French film in the Ameri¬
can market to 1956 did better than! at the job as hard as the producer.”
ever, thanks to a couple of re*jj While not particularly anticipat¬
sounding hits. This would fortify, ing he’ll find another yarn as “big
the arguments of those who hold and important” as “War and Peace”
that there’s nothing wrong with! for hrs next production, Vidor be¬
distribution as it stands.
1 lieves producers must turn to “dar¬
Goldwurm in his statement; ing” themes in their advance and
charged that optimistic statements expects to latch onto some $uch
re the likelihood of a French-; property.
He is reactivating his Viking Pro¬
American agency to the U. S:
were “without sound consideration: ductions, set up in 1933 for “Our
•of the obvious drawbacks. Certain1 Daily Bread” and dormant since,
distributors
would
have
the' for a possible next venture. Along
French producers believe the pro¬ this line, Ire has a writer develop¬
posed 'organization could handle ing “The Bridge,” which he’s been
first-run engagements for a 10 %■ working on for the past eight years
fee, and subsequent Tuns for 20%, and* now is bringing up to “presentyet they themselves have been un¬ day thiriktog.”
“People’s thinking is constantly
able to work von this margin in the
past. To operate on this basis aj changing” he declares. “You can’t
put
blinders on and expect to con¬
vast volume of quality pictures
would be needed to blanket the tinue to past channels, you can’t
market—and where would such keep doing the same -old thing.
The public isn’t ignorant, they
product come from?”
Goldwurm stressed the Ameri¬ know if a. producer is keeping up
can public’s increased receptivity to date. A producer must rate the
to outstanding imports and added intelligence of his public.”
Vidor will make at least one pic¬
it would be “suicidal” to attempt
to force mediocre foreign fare on ture under his Viking banner dur¬
film patrons. “It has been our ex- ing 1957, he says.

000

King Vidor
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NEWS CASTING ITS OWN ‘DIE
Do-It-Yourself Ratings
Since the number of tv ratings detractors is large, a .N.Y. tv sta¬
tion executive and an agency veep decided last week to do a survey
of their own. Last Thursday (15) night, between thenrthey placed
20 Manhattan telephone calls. They claim they were careful to
stick to addresses that “sounded residential.” The calls were all
made after 10 p.m.
Of the 20, six homes didn’t answer the phone, six others didn’t
own tv sets, and, since everything seemed to be working in sixes,
another half-dozen admitted to not having the homescreen turned
op. However, in that group of *20 there was one man who an¬
swered, and after being told that it was a “tv Survey” calling, said:
“I’m glad you ealled. Somebody here was just asking what’s on
tv tonight. What should *we watch?”
Tne one remaining call, the two execs (listening on extensions
of the same phone) will swear went like this: "“Yes, I’m watching
the Lucky Strike show this minute. Lucky Strike—on channel
2.” (Channel 2 is WCBS-TV, in N. Y. which was carrying the mul¬
tiple-sponsored (but not Lucky Strike) “Playhouse 90” with Ch. 4
(NBC) carrying “Lux Video Theatre.”)

Things Start Humming at ABC
As 3 Veeps Quit; More to Come?
After a quiet of three weeks-*under the new management of
ABC, three vicepresidents have
turned in their resignations. The
resignations have been limited to
ARTHUR KOBER
date entirely to the stripers tabbed
details his reasons on
as “Kintner’s gang,” those who
were closest to former boss Rob¬
ert Kintner.
Why I Gave Up Crime
Following by a few days the
ankling of Ernest Lee Jahncke —And Also My TV Set
veep mainly charged with station
relations under Kintner, Harold
Morgan, v.p. and comtroller, turned
in his walking papers. Within the
on* of the bright editorial features
“f a s“?le day on Thurs.|#
up(iomil,g
day (15), Geraldine Zorbaugh, who
.
^
*
_
was a Kintner assistant and made
51st Anniversary Number
a veep only last May, quit. Meanof
while there are reports that pro- ’
rjr
r
gram chief Bob Lewine may shift
to NBC. .
Departure of these stripers paves
--the way for a new crop' of execu- V) I f
•
W
tives to closely ring Oliver Treyz, KAMI 1 0 Will A I A
the man at the head of ABC-TV. JLIUlf LiCTyUIC IU
Incidentally, Treyz, who came in
on the heels of the Kintner ankling,
1
T|
was given a veep stripe in
Nk|
Aa Pf*AfYf01fl
ABC last week by- the board of
lll/v ilu 1 I HI! I dill
directors.
**
Mrs. Zorbaugh and Jahncke,
/1| •
•
f
IflfTf)
while the latter was chiefly in the
I rfelAf f Qlfl Iff ItIf
station relations field, were in a
Villvl lulll 111 1 | «
position to move into any area for
Kintner within the framework of
Bob Lewine, v.p. in charge \of
their all encompassing “assistant” talent & programming at ABC-TV,
titles. It seems that under the is reportedly in negotiation to
new management many of their move to NBC-TV as v.p. in charge
duties were taken away from of programming.
Switch is said
them. Neither was forced out, but to be a matter of weeks away, with
Jahncke disclosed before his de- Lewine stepping into the spot vaparture .that he was r~ longer to cated by Dick,Pinkham, which has
handle the stations, thereby hav- remained unfilled since the unseat¬
ing a chief part of his job cut ing of Pat Weaver & Co. at NBC
away from under him, and he a couple of months ago.
didn;t feel like finding new duties
Lewine left Friday (16) for the
mthm the corporation as was sug- Coast with ABC-TV prez Leonard
gested to him by the present man- Goldenson for a 10-day programagement. Mrs. Zorbaugh s com- ming survey> but denied the report
he was TTp
moving
his deparOGnt who is no longer nsrc, »P su§>~ turo
ooj<4 before
liacn’t
gesting that the reporter draw his been approached/' But it's known
own conclusions.
that that he,g had severai meetings
lnM
fPoh?nnvulaSvraq
made h^ad of the tv“rk’sac
counting, according to observers.
Another intepretation of Morgan’s departure, one given by unofficial ABC sources, is that it was
motivated strictly by a better job
(Continued on page 26)
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Chicago, Nov. 20.
Don McNeill, whose “Breakfast
Club" is ABC Radio’s biggest
breadwinner, has reached an agreement with NBC-TV for his exclusive daytime servicers. Five-year
Pact will go into effect the first of

With NBC braSS 0n the subject,
‘he°ugh no deal has been signed as
.
. Mo™ by Lewine would reinforce the theory that former ABC
Prez Bob Kintner, who joins NBC
?s„eXfc Y'15, i?»ian?a*ryV.ls i1?
for the top NBC slot should Bob
Sarnoff move up to RCA. Lewine
joined ABC-TV at the beginning
of 1952 as eastern program mana^er*
after several years in the
production and agency business,
and rose under . Kintner to the
successive posts of national program director> v.p. in charge of
the program department and v.p.
in charge of talent & programming.
. That NBC has been shopping
f°r a replacement for Plnkham,
who was shifted over to advertis(Continued on page 30)
-*-—
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with^fians^o‘instaifMc^?efiiInTts Bayuk Ankles Champions,
morning lienup.
Kine of a new daily half-hour
aud-participationer tagged the
“Don McNeill Show” started making the agency rounds last week.
Kine was shot earlier this month
under NBC-TV auspices at the
Garrick Theatre here.
New entry willbe McNeill’s own
package.
i .

Bayuk Cigars is dropping its
Saturday* evening sports show on
NBC-TV, ‘ “Meet the Champions,”
after the Jan. 12 performance,
Show’s been carried on the web
at 6:45 to 7.
NBC hasn’t decided what to do
with the show itself, nor whether
to surrender the , time to th# affiliates for local use.

Klim FEU Time for Agencies to Move Into
UFDNDULL FEED TV as Co-Producers: Ben Duffy;
By GEORGE ROSEN
Now that there’s an air of ac¬
ceptance and resignation as to the
downbeat status of the current sea¬
son, from a purely entertainment
standpoint (“uninspired” is the
word generally being kicked*
around), it’s in the area of news
and public affairs that the broad¬
casting industry, and the tv net¬
works in particular, is looking tow¬
ard salvaging some modicum of
satisfaction and, most importantly,
prestige.
From here o*n in, tempoed to
the existing war crisis and the
public clamor for good coverage,
it’s the news wrapups, and in-depth
probing and analyzing by the “per¬
sonality commentators” and the
ambitious one-hour public affairs
one-shots that will pull in the au¬
diences. Thus it’s the general con¬
sensus that there’s going to be
some stepped-up activity around
the major networks to strengthen
their competitive positions.
In this respect, CBS has the least
to worry about.
It’s generally
agreed both in and out of the in¬
dustry that the Columbia reginqe,
of all the webs, has been operating
at maximum effectiveness and turn¬
ing in the most exacting, exciting
and dramatic job (as witness, for
example, its runaway status on the
election returns.) This is attri¬
buted to the watchful-eye guidance
and orders from the Bill PaleyFrank Stanton high command
which, in turn, translates down to
news chieftain Sig Mickelson and
his staff of on-camera “perform¬
ers.”
Principal area of speculation—
and where, it’s felt, the greatest
need for improvement exists—is
NBC. While there’s no comment
forthcoming from those quarters,
the impression remains, even
within the network precincts,
that there will have to be some
heavyeight reappraising of its posi¬
tion in the overall three-network
picture and some moves of rftajor
consequence within the news-pub¬
lic affairs domain in standing up
to the considerably more impres¬
sive job emanating from the Co¬
lumbia camp.
NBC’S peg-below status is some¬
thing that never would have been
countenanced by the network back
in the days when radio, not tv, was
the big communications medium.
The fapt that the network has been
giving the buildup treatment of
late to Chet Huntley, installing him
along with Dave Bririkleyin the
important 7:45 to 8 NBC News seg¬
ment, is of course a plus. But it’s
recognized that this is only one
small facet of an overall problem
stemming. from administrative
thinking and planning. In con¬
trast, it enjoys a more shining re¬
flection in various CBS areas, in¬
cluding news-public affairs.
When it comes to prestige,
there’s no question as to the merit¬
ed NJBC commendation for its
opera series, a notable contribution
(Continued on page 34)

Warns Industry of Spiraling Costs
‘ *"

BBD&O president Ben Duffy last
week called for a turnabout in the
agency modus operandi for tele¬
vision—he urged^igencies to move
has his own views on
back into tv programming on a
coproduction basis because “higher
It All Depends On
costs have virtually ' necessitated
the advertising agency’s reentry in¬
What Kind of Funny
to the field of television produc¬
tion.”
You Mean
Duffy said that coproducing “is
a perfectly logical” role for the
agency as a means of improving
another editorial feature In
program quality and keeping down
the upcoming
the cost. He said such a coproduc¬
tion setup would benefit the spon¬
51 st Anniversary Number
sor, the packager and the agency.
He called for “good creative pro¬
gramming at controlled" cost” and
said “the so-called day of expen¬
PfiRIETY
sive programming meaning good
. programming is a day of the past.”
Speaking at the Radio & Tele¬
vision Executives Society lpncheon
last Wednesday (14) at the Roose¬
velt Hotel, N. Y., Duffy admitted
that “it doesn’t seem practical that
the agency can ever again become
sole producers of network televi¬
sion shows, although we do this
. on occasions, like 10 years ago. For
7 one thing, the field of television
production today, with reruns, color
and all the other little headaches,
Herb Brodkin this week was has become more complex. An
signed to a five-year producer con¬ agency is not in the business to
money as producers or owntract by CBS-TV, under which thee make
of television packages.
web has the right to assign the ex- ers“But
the coproducing role is a
“Alcoa
Hour”-“Goodyear Play¬7 perfectly logical One for us. It is
house” producer to any shows it . a middle-of-the-road approach to
chooses. Brodkin steps Into his® the problem of program control
new post Dec. 1, with “Studio One” that neatly bridges the two exslated as his initial assignment. tremes of past years,” he said.
Westinghouse last week renewed1
Coproduction setup can benefit
with the stipulation that the pro¬“ the package producer, since* “it
duction team on the show be5 stands to reason that if any agency.
changed.
is part of a show, it must be solidly
Brodkin -reached a final settle¬
(Continued on page 34)
ment on his NBC-TV contract this"
week, clearing the way for his CBS
deal. He had joined NBC-TV a lit¬
tle over a year ago to head up the
“Alcoa-Goodyear” . operation fol¬
lowing Philco’s cancellation of its
longtime franchise on the Sunday
hour and the elimination of Talent
Associates from the production
scene. But Brodkin ran into a se¬
ries of hassles with sponsor and net-,
Hollywood, Nov. 20.
work brass and withdrew late this
Ann Sothern’s* ‘‘‘Private Secre¬
summer, with Showcase Produc¬ tary” telefilm, series, long set in
tions stepping in. Prior to his NBC the every-other-week tandem with
stint, he produced “Elgin Hour” on Jack Benny on CBS-TV, will be re¬
ABC.
tired in January by sponsoring
“Studio One” presently is pro¬ American Tobacco Co. for Marge
duced by Felix Jackson, with ex- & Gower Champion’s new tv pack¬
“Philco” producer Gordon Duff age. The new show will be made
signed recently to share the reins. by the Champion’s new tv firm;
Duff hasn’t started . yet, so the in conjunction with Benny’s J & M
Westinghouse ultimatum apparent¬ Productions.
ly doesn’t involve him. Likelihood
Benny will be exec producer of
therefore is that both Duff and the Champion show, as well as
Brodkin will handle the show, with guesting jin several segments. Cur¬
CBS free, however, to shift Brod¬ rently, six stanzas are slated; four
kin elsewhere.
live and two telefilmed.

MAX LIEBMAN
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Brodkin’s 5-Year
CBS-TV Pact; To
Helm‘Studio One’

Champions In,
Ann Solhem Out

CBS9 9 Out of 10
CBS-TV copped nine out of
the Top 10 Trendex lineup
for November, based on the
period between Nov. 1 and 7.
Sole NBC entry was “You Bet
Your Life,” which placed
seventh. Couple of CBS specs
made the list, “Ford Star
Jubilee” (with “Wizard of Oz”)
and “Shower, of Stars.” “I
Love Lucy” was No. 1 again.
$64,000 Question” doesn’t ap¬
pear on the list because it was
preempted on Election Night
(6).
Top 10 follows:
I Love Lucy (CBS) .37.1
Ed Sullivan Show (CBS) .35.4
Hitchcock Presents (CBS). 32.3
Jack Benny (CBS) .31.4
What’s My Line (CBS) .. .29.9
Ford Star Jubilee (CBS) .29.4
You Bet Life (NBC) .28.9
Shower of Stars (CBS) .. .£8.7
I’ye Got Secret <CBS).... 28.2
G.E. Theatre (CBS) ..,..27:8

NEW ADDRESS!
AS OF DEC.11956
6404 Sunset Boulevard
Hollywood 28, California
Phone: Hollywood 9-1141
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AFTRA-Webs: Dramatis Personae

COURT TOSSES (KIT RKO BUY OF
WGMS IN SEVERE REBUKE AT FCC
Washington^ Nov. 20.
Ownership of radio station
WGMS in Washington, D.C., was
ordered returned from RKO Tele¬
radio Pictures to Good Music Sta¬
tion, Inc., within seven days in an
order handed down yesterday
(Mon.) by the U. S. Court of Appeals.
. . . .
The action, unprecedented in
the broadcasting industry, was
taken on an appeal by Lawrence
M. C. Smith, a minority stock¬
holder of Good Music, who
charged fraud in sale of the station
three months ago to RKO for $400,, plus a five-year consultant
contract at $25,000 per annum with
M. Robert and Theresa Rogers,
principal owners of Good Music.
Smith, who is suing Rogers in a
Delaware court and has protested
sale to the FCC, claims majority
stockholders turned down a higher
offer for the station from WMCA
in New York. It was a stinging
slap at the FCC for allowing RKO
to continue operation of the station
after the court had previously di¬
rected the agency to reassign the
license back to Good Music or rule
on Smith’s protest. Commission in
a decision Nov. 1, authorized RKO
to retain ownership pending evi¬
dentiary hearings on protest.
Comrs. Rosel Hyde and Robert
Bartley has dissented from the rul¬
ing. Court held that the commis¬
sion decision was not “adequately
supported” since it was -based on
desire of Rogers to be relieved of
the operation,.
Commission is considering
whether to ask the court to re¬
consider its decision or request a
•stay pending an appeal to the
•Supreme Court. In view of the
time element, however, it appeared
the agency would be forced to di¬
rect reassignment.
Order was issued by a unanimous
court composed of Justices Henry
W. Edgerton, David L. Bazelon and
Charles Fahy.

000

The windup of the major share of the American Federation of
TV-Radio Artists contract vis-a-vis the industry came after many
crises and much midnight-lamp-burning, on both sides. The two
men most of the negotiators will concede played the key roles were
AFTRA lawyer Henry Jaffe and CBS veep William Fitts, to whom
the other networks, the producers and the agencies turned as
spokesman.
Don Conaway, who has been national exec secretary of AFTRA
a relatively short time, wasn’t as active as Jaffe in the actual nego¬
tiations but played an important role in AFTRA tactical caucuses.
Observers- claim that Mort Becker, Jaffe’s law partner, and right
hand in AFTRA affairs, was No. 2 man in Hie negotiations. Becker
is said to have been behind many of the AFTRA holdouts on in¬
dustry demands. The rest of the AFTRA official representation at
the conference table over the past several weeks consisted of Ray
Jones, a 20-year man who heads the union’s Chi shop and is mid¬
west rep for AFTRA national; Ken Groot, his N. Y. counterpart
and another vet with 12 years behind him who kept Jaffe up on the
new Code’s local phases; Claude McCue, L.A. exec secretary-and
national’s western rep, who did most of the work on the transcrip¬
tion contract.
Fitts was at the top of a CBS team, with Fred Ruegg and Zac
Becker the other points in the triangle. Becker once sat where
Fitts now sits as chief negotiator, but having retired from active
participation years ago he only showed up at about half a dozen
negotiation meetings this year. NBC had. George Fuchs and Dick
Freund at the negotiations, and ABC sent Mort Weinbach. Chief
ad agency reps were Ed Marshall of BBDO and Lewis Titterton of
Compton.
Regular attendees from AFTRA’s national* board were Bud Collyer, Vicki Vela, Dick Stark, Travis Johnson, Conrad Nagel, Harry
Stanton, Elizabeth Morgan and Bill Prince. But a surprise to most
of the actors was the attendance of Sidney Blackmer at the closing
sessions. Blackmer, Just recovered from a serious illness, came to
the negotiations only’ a few days after leaving the hospital.

In My Merry Model T
NBC-TV “continuity accept¬
ance” boys, featuring sponsor
reprisals, went into action and
yanked one of the Sammy
Cahn-Jule Styne tunes on
next Saturday night’s (24)
“High Button Shoes” tint
spec. Song is “There’s Noth¬
ing Like a Model T.” Spon¬
sor of the spec is Oldsmobile.
As result, producer Joe
Cates signed tunesmith Erwin
Drake (who was associated
with Cates on the “Bachelor”
spec) to clef an interpolated
number, “Know How,” as a
substitute.

National TV Spot
Biz in 12 Months
At $393,528,000

SAMMY KAYE

Columbia Records—just released
“FADED ROSES”
“I'M THROUGH WITH LOVE”
Present Album Releases
“WHAT MAKES SAMMY SWING”
“MY FAIR LADY (For DANCING)”
The fourth of the three-month
Personal appearance tour
Currently:
Sioux Falls Auto Show;
national spot television tallies has
Nov. 26, Hastings, Neb.; Nov,. 27,
been made by Television Advertis¬ Russell, Kan.

Jim Seward Upped to Exec Veepee
Status at CBS as Kelly Smith Quits

ing Bureau, and the amount invest¬
ed in spot during the last 12
4- J. Kelly Smith, a 31-year vetmonths amounts to $393,528,000.
Actually, the latest report, cover¬
eran of CBS, resigned last week
ing July through September, saw a
as administrative v.p. of CBS Radio
drop in billings from previous
Ray Crosset for the past 10 years for. reasons of health, but will re¬
quarters. Exactly 2,536 advertisers
scenario editor at Universal-Inter¬ main pn with the web as a con¬
invested an estimated $83,863,000
national has joined CBS-TV in the
during the usual slow summer
newly-created post of executive edi¬ sultant. James Seward, his co-admonths.
tor for the network's program de¬ ministrative v.p., will move up to
The third quarter figure repre¬
partment. He’ll headquarter in the new post of executive v.p.
sents a drop of 19.9% over the
N. Y.
while Jules Dundes, appointed only
second quarter, Procter & Gamble
Before joining U-I, Crosset was
still leads the pack in spot expend¬
*
Hollywood, Nov. 20.
with Leland Hayward in the latter’s last summer to the post of v.p,
itures, with.$2,873,700 for the hot
High level meetings here this motion picture department in N. Y. over advertising, promotion and
months. Brown & Williamson was week are expected to eventuate in and on the Coast, and prior to that, press information, is promoted to
second with $2,826,700. In third, a move of ABC-TV’s Coast opera¬ was in charge of the play and mo¬
fourth and fifth positions were tions to the Warner Bros, studio in tion pic department of Curtis the new post of v.p. in charge of
station administration. No suc¬
General Foods, $2,440;200; Philip Burbank. Here for discussions BrownLtd. in N. Y.
cessor to the ad-promotion spot has
Morris, $2,070,000, and Sterling with Jack Warner and WB veep
been selected yet.
Drug, $2,040,200.
The smallest Ben Kalmenson are . ABC prez
In his administrative v.p. post,
amount in the quarter spent by a Leonard Goldenson and a corps, of
Smith supervised o&o stations,
“top 200” advertiser was Ander¬ lieutenants. .
CBS
Radio Spot Sales, the House¬
son Clayton’s $74,700.
Discussions began .yesterday
wives Protective League and all
There were another 831 under¬ (Mon.), with Goldenson flanked by
financial and accounting operations
writers who spent $5,000 or more v.p.. and special. assistant to the
at the web. Under the new setup,
in the quarter for national spot, prez John Mitchell; American
Dundes takes over o&o stations,
and
there
were
1,505
spending
less
Broadcasting-Paramount
Theatres
With its problems'On “Tonight”
Spot Sales and the HPL, with
than
$5,000.
v.p.
Sid
Markley,
who’ll
head
up
tentatively solved via the develop¬
Walter P. Rozett taking over the
AB-PT’s theatrical production, and
ment of a new format, NBC-TV last
financial
and accounting opera¬
ABC-TV programs & talent v.p.,
week turned its full attention to
tions. Rozett was named a week
Bob Lewine. The sessions are a
the “Home” show and came up
continuation of exploratory talks
with the decision to shift it to 10
While there are still some minor earlier to the new post of director
held In N. Y. last week , after the snags on the local level to reaching of administrative operations, re¬
a.m. from its present 11 o’clock*
collapse
of
negotiations
for
coten¬
spot. In the shuffle, NBC-TV will
final agreement on the new Ameri¬ porting to Seward; he previously
ancy of the Warner lot by 20th. can Federation of Television & had been director of accounting.
axe its prize-winning “Ding Dong
Since. AB-PT announced it would Radio Artists-industry contract, ob¬
Seward, who with Smith became
School.**
Changeover takes effect Dec. 31,
The now Bernard Schubert-John enter theatrical production to alle¬ servers figure that it will he inked an administrative v.p. in 1951, was
viate
the
motion
pic
product
with “The Price IS Right,” pre¬ Loveton “Topper” series is really
within the next fortnight. Biggest formerly v.p. in charge of business
miering next Monday (26) in the getting a Workout from NBC-TV. shortage, it was freely speculated problem Is expected to be smooth¬ affairs for network programs. His
identity, however, has been linked
10:30-11 spot, shifting to 11-11:30 Firstrun on CBS-TV three seasons that Goldenson would strike a ing out contract wording.
and a1 new show, probably a Don ago, then rerun, on ABC-TV, the deal with Warners for production
The networks and AFTRA have" to the ex-officio title of “v.p. in
facilities.
McNeill show out of Chicago, mov¬ telefilms were taken over by NBCreached agreement on the once charge of Arthur Godfrey,” and
Goldenson and his staff will tough problem of, staff announcer he’ll continue to operate as the
ing into the ll:30-noon position. TV last summer and used as a
survey
the
Warners
property
both
Schedule picks up as before from summer rerun series. Then they
contracts. From what could be web’s liaison man with the multinoon on, with “Tic Tac Dough” and were put to work as one of five for theatrical films and tv produc¬ learned, three of the four networks
continued on page 40)
“It Could Be You” remaining in series on the daytime “Comedy tion. It’s also expected that War¬ settled for something different
their noon and 12:30 spots respec¬ Time” telefilm rerun series on the ners, which turns out an hour a with the union. CBS announcers
tively.
web. Now, they are being used on | week of programming for ABC-TV, got their wish, and are to be per¬
Cancellation of “Ding Dong alternate Sundays from 5 to 5:30 may expand its output to include mitted benefits under the' CBS
more shows (Walt Disney is also executive pension plan in lieu of
School,” the precedental nursery- p.m.
The new slot is the half-hour expected to do the same). There wage increases. The CBS staffers
(Continued on page 40)
(Continued on page 27)
alternate weeks which follows the
will be able to continue their
Ray Bolger show. The other week,
participation in AFTRA’s Pension
“Wide Wide World” runs 90 min¬
& Welfare Plan as well. ABC
utes from 4 to 5:30, but since the
announcers are being given weekly
Both revenues and earnings for
salary increases of $20 each plus
Bolger show runs an hour, NBC
must fill that extra 30 minutes.
being guaranteed a total annual CBS Inc. for the first nine months
It was generally expected that Originally the web set out to pro¬
salary of $10,000 per man. (All the of-1956 ran well ahead of the Same
Gene Accas would be given a vice¬ duce a package brought to it by
announcers under the old contract period last year, with the ninepresidency by the board of direc¬ Gary Stevens, titled “First Meet¬
are being paid a base of $135 a month profits of $9,368,073 up
tors of the Television Advertising ing” and emceed by David Brinkweek, so the ABC men will be 7.4% over the 1955 period and the
Bureau. The board came through ley from the Plaza Hotel, N. Y. . NBC Radio stepped Into line
net revenues and sales of $256,(Continued on page 40)
with tpe stripe for the Bureau’s That went on the air once, four last week with its first station com¬
379,847 representing a 13.5% in¬
• director of operations at last week’s weeks ago, and has been scrapped, pensation increase, a hike of 7Vk%
crease over the same period in
__first-^annual meeting of the mem¬ with the durable “Topper” brought in station payments _to_ take effect
1955. Earnings per share came to
Jan. 1. The move, announced at
bership.
$1.25,
compared with $1.19 for the
in for more duty.
the first of a series of regional af¬
Announcement of the promotion
first
nine months of ’55.
filiate meetings, is designed to re¬
was not officially sprung until this
The nine-month earnings figure
main competitive with CBS, which
CBS Radio Isn’t the only radio
week, although Norman (Pete)
hiked its compensation in Septem¬ web-to get the spectacular bite this is after deductions pf 35c a share
Cash, new president .of TvB, casual¬
in
losses incurred in discontinuing"
ber.
year. NBC thih week signed Allisly mentioned it during one of last
Both the NB.C and CBS increases Chalmers for sponsorship of a 60- the CBS-Columbia set manufactur¬
week’s meetings.
ing division, with these losses hav¬
Accas’ first official duty as a
Edward Hall Is resigning as exec have the effect of restoring part of minute Christmas spec featuring ing been charged against profits
veep—the only veep TvB has—was v.p. of Vitapix Corp. to return to previously made 'cuts in station Fred Waring bn Dec. 24, from 9:30 for the first' half-year of 1956.
to co-preside over the Cell-O-Matic CBS Radio as business manager payments. The NBC hike counters, -to 10:30 p.ra. Purchase, which will Additional losses of about 9c a
presentation at a. Waldorf meeting for network sales. Hall has been a cut of 20% in payments made in involve institutional plugs,' was ‘share are expected from disposal
Friday (16). TvB reports that there operating head of Vitapix, the tele¬ October of 1955; the CBS hike did made via the Bert S. Gittihs agency of the CBS-Columbia plant facili¬
were over 1,600 agency and adver¬ film outfit cooperatively owned by the same for. a 20% cut made in of Chicago.
ties, not yet completed.
tiser executives present for the over 60 tv stations, since January August of 1955, NBC’s increase
Allis-Chalmers spec makes three
Meeting of the CBS board of di¬
“onward and upward” tv pitch, : of 1955. He checks in at Columbia restores approximately 7^% of such Yuletide * themed one-hourthe cut; CBS* about 63A% of its radio specs scheduled for this year. rectors last week also declared a
making it the largest audience to Dec. 3.
ever attend a media promotion ses¬
The other two, the North American dividend of 20c a share and a spe¬
Before joining Vitapix, Hall had cut.
Meanwhile, NBC radio, v.p. Joe Insurance “Sing With Bing” and cial dividend of 10c a share on
sion in the history of advertising. been with CBS Radio for 21 years.
Culligan
has
duet
success
in
.
get-.
Accas shared the delivery with His last post was head of sales
Minnesota- Mining & -Tape’s Jack Class A and Bt stock, payable Dec.
Cash.
.
(Continued-on page 38) • i
service for the web.
■ «
(Continued on page 40)
\ Benny special, will he on- CBS. * i
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Ray Crosset to CBS

Burbank Move-In
As WB Co-Tenant

Move Up Home’In
‘Ding Dong’Axing

AD Major Issues
Resolved; AFTRA,
Webs Set to Sip

Whenever In Doubt
There’s Always Topper’;
Now Gets Sun. Workout

Accas’ Veepee Stripes
At TvB’s Annual Meet

CBS’$9,368,073
9-Months Profit

1\%

NBC Radio’s
Hike
In Station Compensation
To Achieve CBS Parity

Allis-Chalmers Coin For
NBC Radio’s Xmas Spec

Edw. Hall Quits Vitapix
For Return to CBS Radio
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COMPOUNDING TV CONFUSION
. The Weekend Trendex
Ed Sullivan made it four weeks in a row that he’s topped the 35
rating mark in his Sunday night Trendex battle against Steve Allen,
with columnist hitting a resounding 41.8 rating against Allen’s 16.3.
Other weekend results: Perry Como again topped Jackie Gleason,
Bob Hope did another runaway in his Sunday night “Chewy Show”
stint and “Zane Grey Theatre” again topped Walter Winchell.
Hope scored a 35.6 on the 9-10 Sunday hour. Nearest competi¬
tion was CBS’ “General Electric Theatre,” which hit a 23.8 in the
first half hour. “Hitchcock Presents,” at 9:30, dropped^ to 17.7.
ABC’s “Omnibus,” with Siobhan McKenna, averaged out to 2.8 for
the 9-10 period, with no rating available on its 10-10:30 segment.
Also on Sunday, “Air Power” squeaked past Roy Rogers, 15.0 to
14.2, while “See It Now” at 5-6 averaged 12.2 compared with NBC's
“Topper”-“Captain Gallant” scores of 7.6 and 7.5.
On Saturday, Como again bested Gleason, 26.4 to 23.1, with*
ABC’s “Famous Film Festival” well behind with 5.3. On Friday
night, “Zane Grey” Just topped Winchell, 16.5 to 15!9, with “Cross¬
roads” scoring a 13.8, The ABC Sunday score, Vs. Sullivan and
Allen, incidentally, read 6.4 for the last half of “Amateur Hour”
and 1,7 for “Press Conference,” which featured French foreign
minister Christian Pineau.

Is Play Marco’ a Lottery?
Legality of FCC Ban Up for Court Action; Has Broad
Implications
Washington, Nov. 20. Question of what constitutes a
“consideration” in a giveaway
show will face the U.S. Court of
Appeals here at arguments ex¬
pected to be heard next month on
legality of the FCC ban last May
of the “Play Marco” program.
Action was brought by the
Caples Co., owners of the program,
which told the Court that as a re¬
sult of the FCC action 24 tv sta¬
tions, including KTLA-TV in Los
Angeles, dropped the show.
Broad implications of the Court’s
determination became apparent
last week when theNARTB entered
the case as a friend of the court.
If the FCC ruling stands, the or¬
ganization stated in a brief, “the
presentation of advertising for
merchants who are regularly con¬
ducting certain store promotions
which involve prizes will subject a
broadcast station to possible for¬
feiture of its license and prosecu¬
tion by the Department of Justice.”
NARTB challenged the Commis¬
sion ruling that “Play Marco” is a
lottery although no money is in¬
volved. The Commission held that
the program’s requirement (for ta
prize) that a viewer must pick up
a playing card at a sponsor’s store
constitutes a “consideration” which
is equivalent to money.
Emphasizing that it neither ap¬
proves nor disapproves of “Play
Marco, NARTB told^the Court:
• “Whether the program in question
is ‘good’ or ‘bad’ is beside the point
for the reason that each licensee of
the Commission . . . must exer¬
cise his own judgment as to the
suitability of his "program fare.
What is of importance is that there
(Continued on page 38)

In CBS Radio Till
CBS Radio, which has been
making like its AM’s heyday again
with those $1,000,000-plus spon¬
sorship deals, did it again this
week by signing Scott Paper Co. to
a 52-weeker involving bankrolling
of eight seven-and-one-half-minute
segments a week. Scott starts
Jan. 1.
Deal is the fourth such millionplus single-spoqsor purchase in the
last three months, others having
been Colgate ,with a $3,000,000
layout, Standard Brands with $1,500,000 and Slenderella with $1,000.000. The Scott deal, via J.
Walter Thompson for the Cut-Rite
waxnaper line, runs dfoout $1,300,gross. Scott continues with its
A^bur Godfrey AM .sponsorship,
wN'"h aficounts for an additional

0*0

$4" 0,000.

. ” o't will put all its sponsorship
lr i daytime, with the eight seg¬
ments weekly spread among, five
shows, “Nora Drake,” “The Sec¬
ond Mrs. Burton,” “Romance of
Helen Trent,” “Ma Perkins” and
Young Dr* Malone.”

Playwright-Critic

George Oppenheimer
has written a humorous
playlet an

For Posterity and
After
(A Deathless and Lifeless TV Play)
*

*

*

another editorial feature
In the upcoming

51st Anniversary Number
of
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Pan Am’s‘See It’
Coin in Switching
From NBC News
“See It Now” is set for the re¬
mainder of the season and all of
next fall with a sponsor, Pan Amer¬
ican World Airways, which has
signed for 10 of the Ed Murrow
specials starting with the Dec. 2
show. With Shulton already in for
two “See Its,” the Murrow-Fred
Friendly production will emerge
this season as a strong biller for
CBS-TV.
The PanAm buy came as a dis¬
tinct shock to NBC-TV, since the
airline in buying “See It” cancelled
its projected alternate-Tuesday
sponsorship of the Chet HuntleyDavid Brinkley “NBC News” even
before it started. It had appeared
as if NBC had pulled the cat out
of the bag when following PanAm’s cancellation of alternateweek sponsorship of “Meet the
Press,” the NBC sales boys talked
the airline into buying alternate
Tuesdays on the news segment.
Things looked even rosier for
NBC when it signed American
Can Co. to share Tuesdays with
PanAm, bringing the news strip up
•to SRO status for the first time
since Camel’s ciggies announced it
would cancel the news. But that
was the shortest SRO ever, since
PanAm wasn’t due to start on the
news till the first week in January.
News sponsorship would have- in¬
volved an outlay of about $1,000,000; the “Sfee It Now” sponsorship
will involve considerably more.
Deal was set via J. Walter Thomp¬
son.

‘Ark Angel’ Spec
‘
Hollywood, Nov. 20.
Scripter Lola Yoakem is dicker¬
ing with NBC-TV “Producer’s
Showcase” to air her .original 90-.
minute tint teleplay" with jnusic,
“Ark Angel.”
If deal matures, show would be
telecast next year.

KIELSEII,IBEX Ha*Ire Oain Nixed in Bid For
Paducah V in Favor of Newspaper
That ole research debbil — the
comparison of quickie Trendex rat¬
DEL VINA
ings vs. the slower-to-appear Niel¬
(Women's editor WCKY, Cincinnati)
sens—is beginning to raise its
troublesome head as the Nielsen
Is of the opinion that
returns on the early-season weeks
begin to flow in. Traditionally, the
There9s
Nothing Like a
Trendex vs. Nielsen returns have
been a problem, but the general
Supersonic Dame
pattern has been sound—add a few
points to the Trendex rating and
* * *
youVe got your Nielsen.
This season, however, the pattern
another bright editorial feature
appears to have become uprooted
In the upcoming
—it’s, not a simple matter of* in¬
flating the Trendexes. The fact is
51st Anniversary Number
that the Nielsen results are far off
of
from the Trendexes—so far in fact
as to reverse the competitive stand¬
PfitRIETY
ings in some key areas. In at least
two principal'Spots, the new Oc¬
tober II Nielsens are strongly con¬
tradictory to the earlier overnight
Trendexes.
One such area is the Saturday
night 9 to 10 problem period for
CBS-TV. At least it seemed a
problem for Columbia by Trendex
standards, but it ain’t by the Niel¬
sens, which show the “Oh Susanna”
and “Hey Jeannie” lineup right on
the heels of Lawrence Welk and
substantially ahead of Sid Caesar.
Another key spot is “Playhouse
Oldsmobile has decided to extend
90,” which on the Trendexes was its sponsorship of the Academy of
murdering Tennessee Ernie and
powerhousing “Lux Video Thea¬ Television Arts & Sciences (Emmy)
tre.” On the Nielsens, however, awards to two full telecasts this
Ernie is way ahead of “Playhouse season, and will sponsor both a
90” and “Lux” tops it in Average nominating show and the actual
Audience, while slightly behind iri awards presentation. At the same
Total Audience. The actual sta¬
time, Olds has cut back on the
tistics:
Trendex rated Lawrence Welk Oscar (Academy of Motion Picture
at 21.0, Caesar at 17,8 and “Susan¬ Arts & Sciences) coverage to the
na” and “Jeannie” at 14.3 and 13.9 extent of dropping the nominating
respectively for the Oct. 13 shows. show and carrying only the Oscar
For Oct. 20, Trendex scored it as
18.7 for Welk, 16.8 for Caesar and presentations themselves.
With Olds in the bag, NBC-TV
13.1 and 12.3 respectively for “Su¬
sanna” and “Jeannie.” Now look last Week went ahead and tied up
at the two-week Nielsen covering exclusive rights to the Emmy tele¬
Oct. 13 and 20: Welk is on top al¬
right, with a 24.6 average audience casts for a three-year span. Under
rating, but “Susanna” is a hairs- the NBC-TV deal, it will pay $337.breadth behind with a 24.5 and 500 over the next three years if
“Jeannie” right in line with a 24.4. all options are exercised and if
Caesar is way down with an 18.4.
On the total audience ratings, the both the nominations and awards
order is the same: Welk has a 31.6, shows are televised each year.
As to the cutback on Oscar
“Susanna” a 27.1, “Jeannie” a 26.9
and Caesar a 25.7.
coverage, it was at the request of
On Oct. 18, Trendex rated “Play¬ the Motion Picture Academy that
house 90” at 25.8 for its 90-minute the nominations show was dropped,
span, with Tennessee Ernie at 18.3
and “Lux” way down at 15.3. But since at last year’s telecast not
the new Nielsens for Oct. 11 and enough of the potential nominees
18 p.ut it this way: “Playhouse 90” appeared at the telecast. It's felt
had a 28.3 total audience and 21.1 that there’s a degree of embarrass¬
average audience; Ernie had a 29.8 ment involved in appearing and not
TA and a 26.8 AA, both higher receiving a nomination, and that
than “Playhouse.” “Lux” had a 26.9 was the reason for the non-appear¬
TA (lower than “90”) but a 22.6 ance of several of the nominees
last year. Consequently, it was de¬
AA (higher than “Playhouse”).
cided not to stage a nominations
Situation is reminiscent of that show this year.
of a couple of years ago, when
The Emmy nominations show
NBC-TV introduced the spectacu¬
lars and was dismayed with the will be carried on Feb. 16, while
clobbering administered, them on the awards themselves will be pre¬
the Trendex line, but much heart¬ sented March 16, both of which
Saturday nights and fall within
ened and relived when the Nielsens are
the regular monthly Oldsmobile
came out with some of the specs spec
schedule. The Oscar awards
in the Top 10. One thing’s for
sure; even in the case of admitted will be on March 27, a Wednesday,
“weakie” entries, the sponsors with Jerry Lewis as emcee. No
aren’t going to do any cancelling emcees for the Emmy shows have
on the basis of Trendex alone— bdfcn chosen yet. Plans for the
shows call for NBC-TV to name a
they’re waiting for a look at the ^producer,
subject to Emmy com¬
Nielsens.
mittee approval, while the Acad¬
emy itself selects two of its own
exec producers to supervise {he
telecasts from each coast. Plan is
ta have similar setups in N. Y. and
Hollywood for the telecasts.

With Two Emmys
Bat Trims Oscar

‘TODAY’S’ ACCENT ON
MIDDLE EAST, HUNGARY

NBC-TV’s “Today” stanza is
beefing up its in-depth coverage
of the Middle East and Hungarian
crisis with the signing of H. V.
Kaltenborn and Pauline Fredericks
for periodic analyses and top-level
interviews on the show. Both have
been pacted to separate “Today”
contracts for the “duration,” as
producer Jacques Hein puts it.
Miss Fredericks, in fact,* is al¬
ready in Europe on a dual assign¬
ment for “Today” and NBC’s news
operation, covering the transport
of the UN police unit to Egypt. Her
first report for “Today” out of
Naples Was carried earlier this
week.

Gardner’s New Sponsor
N. Y. Herald Tribune columnist
Hy Gardner has picked up a new
sponsor for his in-color cross-theboard late-night “Hy Gardner
Show” on WRGA-TV, N. Y. Maybelline, via Gordon Best agency,
has picked up the Thursday seg¬
ment for a 26-week span.
Unusual aspect of the deal is
that Maybelline will use for its
color commercial one of the 90second tintblurbs.it prepared last
season when it was one of the spon¬
sors of NBC-TV’S “Sunday Spectac¬
ular.”

Washington, Nov. 20.
Past practices of a theatre chain
in combatting competition were
given considerable weight in a de¬
cision by the FCC last week favor¬
ing . Paducah Newspapers (SunDemocrat), licensee of WKYB, in
the hot contest for channel 6 in
Paducah, Ky. The agency was
sharply divided, voting 4 to 3, in
reversing an examiner's recom¬
mendation to grant the channel to
Columbia Amusement Co., owned
by the Keiler family.
Paducah Newspapers owns the
only daily in the city while Colum¬
bia owns all four theatres within
the city limits but has competition
from nearby towns. In addition
to WKYB, Paducah Newspapers
has a . substantial interest in
WFRX in West Frankfort, Ill.
The Commission differed with
the examiner on the importance to
be attached to activities of Colum¬
bia in threatening competitors, in¬
cluding a threat in 1948 to take
“drastic action” unless a competing
theatre stopped advertising on
WKYB and discontinuance of ad¬
vertising for three years on the
station because it sold time to an¬
other competitor.
The majority said it does not
judge, as did the examiner, motion
picture exhibitors “by ,the stand¬
ards prevailing in their own indus¬
try,” even if it assumes that prac¬
tices of Columbia are “prevailing
standards.” On the contrary, the
Commission asserted it applies the
same standards to all applicants in
(Continued on page 28)

Sponsors Ankling
TV ‘Masquerade’
Emerson Drug and Lentheric
perfume are cancelling “Masquer¬
ade Party” on ABC-TV after the
Dec. 22 telecast. The network will
then switch “Ozark Jubilee,” now
10 to 11 on Thursday into the Sat¬
urday 10 p. m. vacancy.
American Chicle, alternate-week
underwriter on the first half-hour
of “Jubilee” stanza, is making the
switch too. Network has the other
week still open. As far as the net¬
work can determine, the second
half-hour of the show will be kept
at the new Saturday night time.
Second portion of the show will
remain co-op.
Axing
of
“Masquerade”
is
thought, to have stemmed both
from a failure to achieve satisfac¬
tory ratings and from corporate
changes at Lentheric recently. Len¬
theric was assimilated by Helene
Curtis and moved from Grant
agency to Weiss & Geller. Sponsor
is said to be shopping around CBSTV for a spot so that Helene Cur¬
tis can get in on a greater discount
due to its alternate-week sponsor¬
ship of “What’s My Line” on Sun¬
days.
ABC has not decided on the pro¬
gram to assume the Thursday hole
being made by the moveover of
“Ozark.”

‘Today’ & ‘Home’ Tap
Spring, Summer Clients
NBC-TV is already lining up
spring and summer clients for
“Today” and “Home,” with three
such warm-days bankrollers al¬
ready set for a total of 59 partic¬
ipations on the two shows. Indica¬
tion of the kind of business in¬
volved is the fact that two. of the
three. clients are air-conditioning
and swimming pool manufacturers
Carrier Corp., the ait-coditioner
Outfit, has pacted for 30 “Today”
participations through N. W. Ayer
for a late spring start. Interna¬
tional Swimming Pools Inc., via
Gotham-Vladimir agency, signdd
for three late spring's p ot s on
“Home.” And Owens-Corirtng Fibreglass, through McCann-Erickson,
bought 26 “Home” participations
for spring and next fall.
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Mickelson Hits, Industry ‘Weakness’
On News; Koop Cops RTNDA Slot
Milwaukee, Nov. 20.
Radio-Television News Directors
Assn, elected Ted Koop, director
®f Washington news and public af¬
fairs for CBS, as its new president.
At the same time, it heard Koop’s
boss, CBS news-public affairs v.p.
Sig Mickelson, take the industry
to task for ‘‘weakness in too many
news departments,** the tendency
on the part of “some management
to overlook the importance of
news** and “sometimes, a lack . of
aggressiveness on the part of both
newsmen and managers in attain¬
ing a position of'^stature and pres¬
tige in the community.**
Koop has been a v.p. and direc¬
tor of the RTNDA. Other officers
elected were Jack Krueger, WTMJ,
Milwaukee, v.p. for program; Lee
White, KROS, Clinton, la., v.p. for
radio; Ralph Renick, WTVJ, Miami,
v.p. for tv; and Sheldon Peterson,
KLZ, Denver, reelected treasurer.
New board comprises Bruce Palm¬
er, KWTV, Oklahoma City; Jim
McOaffen, WOW, Omaha; Dick
Cheverton, WOOD. Grand Rapids;
Ron Laidlaw, CFPL, London, Ont.;
and Bill Monroe, WDSU, New Or¬
leans. Holdovers on the board are
Parker Hoy, WLAM, Lewdston,
Me.; Nick Basso, WSAZ, Huntington; Bill Small, WHAS, Louisville,
and John Maters, WILS, Lansing.
Annual awards of RTNDA, con¬
ducted by the radio-tv department
of the Medill School of Journalism
of Northwestern U., went to KSTPTV, St. Paul <double winner) for
•‘outstanding tv news operation’*
and “outstanding news story tele¬
vised: WITC, Hartford, for ‘‘out¬
standing radio news operation”;
and WRCA, N. Y., “outstanding
news story broadcast.’*
The annual Paul White award
for distinguished achievement went
to WBBM, Chicago.
Mickelson,
in * the
keynote
speech, indulged in a “blunt, criti¬
cal self-appraisal” but also de¬
clared that radio and tv news is
“delivering a greater service to
more people than it ever has been
before.” On the critical side, he
was “appalled” by the fact that a
radio station “promoted” a news
director to promotion director; dis¬
turbed by a study which showed
that the “larger share of the sta¬
tion managers” indicated that
“they were not particularly inter¬
ested in forcing the battle for free
access and that they didn’t see
(Continued on page 27)
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Memphis, Nov. 20.
William H. (Bill) Grumbles has
been named general manager of
WHBQ and WHBQ-TV, o&o by
RKO Teleradio, replacing John
Cleghorn, whose resignation takes
effect Nov. 30.
Grumbles, a former operations
manager for both stations, has
been. associated with Memphis
broadcasting since 1947. Cleghorn,
who. recently formed his own^advertising agency here, plans to ae-'
vote full time to the business ven¬
ture.

STARR YELLAND

G-T’s Panel Show With
Mike WaUace on Tap

Denver’s most popular personal¬
ity, Mr. Radio himself! Host of
KLZ's top-rated Inside Story . . .
pilot of the listenable Party'‘Line
. . . Sports Director calling- playby-play on C. U. Football.

ORRICK TO 'LUX TV'
Hollywood, Nov. 20.
Director-actor David Orrick joins
the directorial staff of NBC-TV
“Lux Video'Theatre,” with his
first assignment the Dec. 27 pre¬
sentation.
* He’ll rotate directorial assign¬
ments on the Lux show with Nor¬
man Morgan and James Yar¬
brough.

KLZ-Radio Caleb
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SKEDGELL UPPED
IN CBS RADIO SHIFT
Robert A. Skedgell has been
upped from executive producer of
radio news at CBS to assistant di¬
rector of news, radio. He’ll report
to John Day, director of CBS
News, and will occupy similar status
to Mac R. Johnson, who is as¬
sistant director of news for televi¬
sion. Radio post had been left
open and under Day’s direct super¬
vision \yhen Johnson was appointed
to his spot last spring.
Skedgell started with the CBS
News operation in 1939 as a copyboy, rising to* the successive posts
of writer, • overnight news editor,
weekend editor and exec producer.
He was named to the latter post in
1954. As chief over all radio news,
he’ll supervise some 16 hours and
25 minutes of programming a
week. That represents a one-third
increase over the volume of two
years ago.

Inside Stuff—Radio-TV

Reginald Rose’s “Tragedy in a Temporary Town” has won the 1956
Television Award of the Anti-Defamation League of B’nai B’rith as
“the most dramatic and forthright television program of the year bring¬
ing the message of democracy to the American psople.” NBC-TV is
doing a repeat of the show next Sunday (25) at 2 to 3 p.m., at which
time the award will be made by Robert Samoff, NBC prez.
“Tragedy” was originally produced on “Alcoa Hour” last Feb. 16,
with Herbert Brodkin producing, Sidney Lumet directing and Lloyd
Bridges as star (Bridges was so carried away in the role that he ut¬
tered an ad lib “damn” which evoked a controversy of its own).. This
is the second Anti-Defamation League television award, and coincidentally, Rose figured in the first, which went to “Studio One” for its
Kraft Foods has renewed spom adaptation (by Rose) of Justice William O. Douglas “Almanac of
sorship of its news shows over Mu¬ Liberty.”
tual. for 1957, marking the third
year in which the “Kraft Five- - Paul Crabtree will “do a Rod Serling” by being represented with a
Star News” has been aired on the teleplay on CBS-TV’s “Studio One” next Monday (26) for two times
running, though he racked the. 1 -2 punch through a foible. Crabtree’s
net.
Five-minute shows, increased “The Pilot” was given last week after a postponement occasioned by
from 25 to 30 shows weekly the the runout powder of Margaret Sul.lavan in the lead role of Sister
past six months, will feature Ced¬ Aquinas, subsequently played by Nancy Kelly. Past Monday’s (19)
ric Foster for the 5:55 commentary “Studio One” was preempted. Crabtree’s upcomer is “The Landlady's
instead of Cecil Brown as in the Daughter,” adaptation of a John Prescott story in the Satevepost.
A pair by Serling launched the network’s “Playhouse 90” series
past. Kraft’s present pact expires
Dec. 31, and the new contract was last month in “Forbidden Area” and “Requiem for a Heavyweight.”
negotiated via Needham, Louis &
American Research Bureau has prepared an elaborate booklet on
Brorby, Chicago.
In the meantime. Seaboard Drug, audience measurement approaches, interpretation and uses for the
which stepped out a$ sponsor of benefit of tv advertisers. Titled- “TV Measurement for the Sponsor,”
the Walter Winchell Sunday news the booklet’s 53 pages cover the uses to which sponsors can put rating
show, has been kept in the Mutual services, the interpretation of rating information, use of special tabula¬
house. Drug firm, through Grant tions ancl surveys, the ARB methods of measurement and the difficul¬
Advertising, has signed a 35-week ties and limitations of tv research. All the material is slanted toward
contract1 With RKO Teleradio Pic¬ the advertiser, rather than the agencies, since the book's purpose is to
tures for airtimes on MBS, Don Lee acquaint sponsors themselves of the immediate value of research to
and Yankee regional networks and themselves and their own problems not directly involving the agency.
four o&o’s, for half-sponsorship
A 16-page catalog describing 125 “Free Public Service Films for
of the new weekday “Parallels in
the News” program feature from Television” has been issued by Association Films, one of the lop dis¬
11:05 to 11*15 a. m., which began tributors of industrial-editorial films for television. Films range in
running time from six to 58 minutes and are available on a loan basis,
on Monday.
Pattern of Seaboard’s buying is with Association paying outgoing postage costs. Association has also
indicative of its attempt to concen¬ arranged some of the films into weekly series form as a scheduling aid,
trate in East and West Coast areas, with these series including “American Achievement” (32 films), “TV
as well as large cities, where its Travel-Cade” (22 films), “Farmland U.S.A.” (18 subjects) and “Playtime
Playhouse” (13 children’s pix).
distribution is strongest.

KRAFT STILL HOT FOR
MBS NEWS CAPSULES

Cullen Set For‘Price’
BiirCullen has been set to emcee
“The Price Is Right,” the new fivea-week audience participation show
which bows on the NBC-TV next
Monday (26). Goodson - Todman
package goes into the 10:30-11 a.m.
period, replacing the simulcast of
“NBC Bandstand.”
Cullen’s already well represent¬
ed on NBC via his emcee chores
on the early-morning “Pulse” show
on WRCA, the web’s Gotham radio
flagship.

TV-Radio Production Centres
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IN NEW YORK CITY . . .

Grumbles Helms WHBQ

New Goodson-Todman paneller
with Mike Wallace as emcee was
audition-kinnied last week by CBSTV, which has taken the property
under option. Network is said to
be high on the show, which is
titled “Nothing But the Truth,” and
is trying to find a spot for it for a
mid-winter • start. Panel in the
kinnie comprised John Cameron
Swayze, Dick Van Dyke, Polly Ber¬
gen and Hildy Parks.
Sale of the show wouldn’t neces¬
sitate Wallace’s dropping his other
commitments, which currently con¬
sist of emcee chores on NBC’s
“Big Surprise,” a WABD news
show and his hot-as-a-pistol latenight interview segment on WABD.

♦MM »

Tom O’Malley, co-owner of the “Channel One” syndicated tv column, *
down with ulcers in the First Ave. Veterans Hosiptal . . . Lyons &
Lyons set Frank Sutton in a role in “Landlady's Daughter” on “Studio
One” Monday (26),with William H. Brown directing . . . Charles Adams
and Joseph Neebc, coproducers of “The Apple Cart” on Broadway,
bought the tv rights to the “Penny” comic strip . . . Radio-tv an¬
nouncer Ken Roberts cast in the part of a jazz musician in the N.Y.locationed Hecht-Lancaster pic production, “The Sweet Smell of Suc¬
cess” , . . Helen Traubel guests on the “Herb' Shriner Show” Tuesday
(27) . . . Doug Fairbanks Jr. is guest star and Mary Healy substitute
panelist (in plate of Faye Emerson, who opens on Broadway in “Protec¬
tive Custody”) on tonight’s (Wed.) “I've Got a Secret” . .. Tyree Glenn,
featured .musician on Jack Sterling's early morning Show on WCBS
Radio, in a three-week stand with his own trio at the Embers, N. Y. . ..
Burgess Meredith set as guest on “What’s My Line” Sunday <25) . . .
Peter Thomas, of WCBS Radio’s “Melody in the Night” show, back
from a Bermuda vacation , . . Ely Landau, prez of National Telefilm
Associates and the-NT A Film Network, is guest speaker at the Radio &
•television Executives Society Round Table luncheon today (Wed.) at
the Roosevelt , . . Edward. B.. Roberts, BBD&O editor, will discuss
“Writing and Editing for Television” Monday night (26) at Flora Rheat
Schreiber’s writing clinic at the New, School . . . Some 50 children’s
summer camp .directors threw a dinner party honoring Mel Allen for
his efforts in heading the United Jewish Appeal’* 1956 children’s'sum¬
mer camp campaign. Monday night (19) at the Plaza Hotel . . . John P.
List, who's been in charge of the financial and accounting operation at
Trendex, upped to v.p. and treasurer of the ratings outfit . . . Paul
Blaufox, for five years Arthur Godfrey’s talent scout, packaging a new
beauty-talent show titled “Beautiful Lady” . . . George Wolf, Ruthrauff
& Ryan v.p. in’charge of radio-tv, in Florida this week on a combined
business-pleasure trip . . . Minnie Pearl, comedienne of the “Grand Ole
Opry” series, honored last night ((Tues.) at the Overseas Press Club’s
“U.S.A. Night,” with the guest list including Ben Grauer as emcee and
Eddie Condon and Steve Allen among tlie bouquet-tossers . . . Joe
Mantell stars on tonight’s (Wed.) Kraft Theatre production of “The
Day of the Hunter” . . . Teresa Brewer back for another Ed Sullivan
show guester Sunday (25) . . . Sammy Kaye* newJy named to the radio¬
tv committee, of the Muscular Dystrophy Assn, of Aifierica, recorded a
15-minute deejay show which the MDAA, is shipping to over 1,000 sta¬
tions this month . . . Plaza Hotel iis plugging tomororw night’s (Thurs.)
CBS-TV “Playhouse 90” version of Kay Thompson’s “Eioise,” which
is located in the Plaza, by attaching a fancy two-color, blurbsheet to
every tab .. . Walt Framer, “Strike It Rich’’ producer, in Florida nego¬
tiating wi|h Oscar Markovitch, owner of the Lucerne Hotel in Miami
Beach, on possible originations there for the show during the winter.
.Esther Burke-now manager of the publicity department of Roy S.
Durstine advertising agency; formerly on the staff of Look.
Charles Barton signed to direct the first production in t.he new Brlskin-Sauber Productions series, “Shore Leave,” for Screen Gems . . .
Jimmy Durante host for Mutual’s “Family Theatre” today (21) . . .
Bernice Coe, sales manager of Sterling Television, has returned to
New York after three weeks in England. Miss Coe and her husband,
playwright Barrie Stavis, were in' England for the production of his
play “Lamp Unto Midnight,” performed by Old Vic Players . . . Saul J.
Turrell, president of Sterling, has left for Hollywood on'new product
for distribution . . . MBS sportscaster Harry Wismer has been named
“Football Broadcaster of the Year” by Knute Rockne Clubs throughout
country . . . Cooking expert Dione Lucas has returned to. WPIX with
a full-hour cooking show on Saturdays, with the Brooklyn Union Gas
Co. and Caloric Appliance Corp. sponsoring,
Siobhan McKenna has recorded a series of Thanksgiving Day mes¬
sages which will be aired throughout the day tomorrow (Thurs.) on
WRCA and WRCA-TV ... Ed Murrow back from the Middle East and
set to resume bis crpss-the-board radio show . .. Eleazor Lipsky of the
CBS Radio “Indictment” staff, will have a still-untitled novel published
by Appleton-Centry-Crofts . . . WRCA-TV assistant director.Enid Roth
off on a two-week vacation t£> the West Indies . . . The Charles Collingwoods (she’s actress Louise' Allbritton) to Mexico where Collingwood
will investigate possible program material for “Odyssey” in the Aztec
ruins . . . “Captain Kangaroo” show does its first remote telecast to¬
morrow (Thurs.) via a two-liour remote from Philadelphia, with star
Bob Keeslian headlining the Gimbels parade . . . Red Barber keeping
busy off-season with spells in behalf of the Youth Consultation Serv¬
ice .. . CBS newsmen Doug Edwards and Frank Donghi in Bridgeport
last night (Tues.) to show films of the Budapest story , at a Hungarian
Relief Benefit . . . Will Rogers Jr. guest speaker at yesterday’s (Tues.)
overseas Press Club luncheon . . . Ivor Francis into the cast of CBS
Radio’s “Romance of Helen Trent,” while Elaine Kent and Hal Nash
into same web’s “Second Mrs. Burton.” CBS also set Luis Van Rooten,
Barry Thompson and Wayd Wilson for Sunday’s (25) “FBI in Peace &
War.” NBC-TV’s “Matinee Theatre” doing “The Location of Roycemore College” today (Wed.). It’s a first teleplay written by the AP’s
Malcolm Shaw and Dan Blue of Fawcett Publications . . . Frank Orser,
who last summer did a thesis on comedy writers in general and tv in
particular, is turning the tables. on himself. He’s become a comedy
scrip ter.
Due back in the country this week; Pat Weaver (from Spain); Bob
Kintner (from Puerto Rico) . . . Don Morrow into General-Electric
“Parade of Light” via ABC-TV tonight (Wed.) . . . Gerald Goldberg has
quit Screen Gems publicity staff to *ign on with the Braridt flackery
as account exec . . . Scribe Steve Gethers had a “Kaiser Aluminum”
60-minuter last night, “Rag Jungle,” and he has another on Dec. 1,
called “Cracker Money” . . . Lee Polk to WABD as director of Sandy
Becker’s ayem juve stanza . . . Henry Renker, producer of “Greatest
Story Ever Told,” the ABC radiocast which breaks a 10-year tie with
the Goodyear bankroll, hopes to keep the half-hour Sabbath stanza on
the air after December by “decidedly lowering the price” . . . Renzo
Saccrdoti, chief of the Italo-language news desk at WOV, succeeds
Bruno Romani (who goes home to Rome) as N.Y. correspondent for
Italy’s II Messaggero; he’ll continue at WOV in double duty . . . Fred¬
erick W. Smith to 1YMGM as salesman . . . Elliot Saunders just pro¬
duced 15-city closed-circuit hour show for Reynolds Metal over NBCTV facilities, with Nolle Fisher and her terpers and Jack Shaindlin’s
sidemen, Willie West Sc McGinty and Rex Marshall participating . . .
Peter Donald signed by Republic Features Syndicate to etch “The Gag
Bag,” a five-minute package for radio syndication . . . Scree.l Cartoon¬
ists Local 841 holds its film festival Monday (26) in the Hotel Pierre
grandballroom. ... *

Boston radio independent WHDH is going to take a Waldorf suite in
N.Y. for the week of Nov. 26 just to “open up the ears” of the time
buyers to who’s who at the station. Boss Bill McGrath will have direct IN HOLLYWOOD . . .
lines from Boston so that Madison Ave. can listen to WHDH jocks at
Joe Thompson, NBC’s Hollywood assignee on “Wide Wide World”
the time they are on the air, and thereby make a “realistic appraisal”
and “Home,” checked out. . . Abbott Sc Costello.working up a kid quizof any or all the station’s personality roster.
As a general rule, out-of-town stations provide auditions of their zer that ABC would like^to put on Saturday ayera. It’s called “Penny
For Your Thoughts” and would mark the first daylight tv series for the
shows by selecting their best voices and preparing special tapes.
comedy team.**. . Newest of the family teams, Edgar and Frances Ber¬
“See It Now” has completed a tiein with the National Education gen, will do the running narration of the Pasadena Hose Parade New
Assn, under which the NEA affiliates and members will use classroom Year’s day for CBS-TV ... All the NBC brass returned to their home
guides for discussions of “See It Now” shows. Tiein begins with the bases but they left behind little evidence of their visit other than at¬
telecast of “The Secret Life of Danny Kaye” on Dec. 2, with NEA pre¬ tending the first board meeting of California National. Robert Levitt,
paring over 50,000 eight-page classroom discussion guides from re¬ operating head of CN, did indicate, however, that the California studio,
search prepared by the “SIN” staff and United Nations International with its eight stages, may be^ taken over completely before the nine(Continued on page 40)
Children’s Emergency Fund (UNICEF) for distribution to its members.
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NBC OPERA THEATRE
(La boheme)
With John Alexander, Dorothy
Coulter, Jan McArt, Richard
Torigi, Thomas Tiptori, Chester
Watson, Orrin Hill
Producer: Samuel Chotzinoff
Director: Kirk Browning*
been seen; Dinah never finah
|
Omnibus
Music and Artistic Director: Peter:; Siobhan McKenna literally put than with “You Can’t Take That
Herman Adler
on a one-woman Abbey Theatre as Away from Me”; Miss Lee with
120 Mins.: Sun., % p.m.
she dominated the major portion “Doodlebug” and “Jambalaya”
NBC-TV, from New York (color)
of ABC-TV’s “Omnibus'* Sunday with that grown-up voice and style
One can only hope that, among night (18). The marquee read W. of hers;»and even the Louis Dathe audience that tuned in on “La B. Yeats, Sean O’Casey, John M. Pron dancers in an animated and
Boheme’.’. on the NBC Opera Thea¬ Synge, Paul Vincent Carroll and wonderfully executed square dance
tre Sunday (18) was Rudolf Bing Lennox Robinson as Miss McKen¬ number. Mitchell Ayres orch, as
of the Metropolitan. If he is on na went whole hog on the Auld usual, cut a fine show*.
Chan.
the prowl for talent, this telecast Sod in a succession of Dublin(in color and black-and-white) cer¬ tempoed vignettes from such Ab¬
Bob Hope Show
tainly showcased it to perfection.
bey standbys as “Plough and the
Bob Hope’s second seasonal out¬
“Boheme,” jof course, might have Stars,” “Juno and the Paycock,” ing for Chevy on NBC-TV Sunday
been written with tv in mind. Puc¬ “Shadow and Substance,” “Deidre (18) was freighted with power¬
cini's characters have a real-life of the Sorrows” and the “Countess house names but came out seesaw
flavor, his drama goes far beyond Cathleen.”
in the comedic sweepstakes. Once
the normal operatic frame, and the
If the American public has been again taking the quick-change,
music is among the best ^nd . most eagerly awaiting Miss McKenna's how - wunnerful - this - is - for touching he ever wrote. Alsb, the excursions into Irish dramaturgy, editing route, the Hope show's liveaction allows for the kind of effec¬ “Omnibus” dished it out in spades, less Images and continuity bridges
tive staging that enhances a * tv but one questions whether this was at times took on a semblance of
presentation without intruding , on the desirable approach, for a lick one-reel curtain-raisers. An espe¬
the musical values.
.and a promise and a peak and a cial oddity was the star’s routine
As presented on NBC, with Kirk tease brought forth an unexciting up-front quip exchange with at¬
Browning directing and Peter Her¬ Irish stew. Granted Miss McKen¬ tractive chirp Julie London W'ho
man Adler at the musical helm, na’s widely heralded talents, this presto quicko, was segued into an
“Boheme” sparkled with new video mulligatawney makes unrea¬ entirely different setting, that ob¬
lustre and benefitted from the top sonable demands. For in the brief viously was handled at another
efforts of young vocal talent that excerpts of the plays, following session to provide an insert, which
made the old-familiar arias sounfc fast one upon another in two was of bizarre offishness. This
like new. The performance must groups, all of the characterizations was further downgraded by what
have won the operatic medium ran together and what came forth seemed a pre-recorded “February
countless new friends, and it was mainly Miss McKenna. Wheth¬ in the Rain” sung by Miss London
should have excited and pleased er it was a “Juno” comedic capsule amid cornball backdrops of clouds,
even the most demanding'of opera or the tragic overtones of “Plough” rain, etc. The tune itself seemed
lovers. Seldom has the grand, po¬ or the etherealism. of a “Deidre,” to deserve better showcasing,
tential of video in the- arts been each of them requires a detailed though Miss London seemed to be
shown up to better advantage. It delineation and concentration in giving the mood ballad all she had.
certainly was a most conspicous capturing the feeling and the poet¬
Hope worked alertly virtually
start for the new NBC Opera The¬ ry and the heart of a people. Bet¬ throughout, copping honors on his
ter a 45-minute version of any one one-liners but still split. seconds
atre season.
This show has done some excel¬ of these Abbey perennials than too fast 'n' furious for listeners
lent work in the past. It's now this “Tidbit Theatre.”
for whose average ears these rush¬
becoming evident that it has dis¬
There were also two films, one ing quickolas are an assault on the
covered that magic and elusive for¬ entitled “The Era of Wonderful limitations of the drums thereof.
mula for fusing the musical and Nonsense,” showing the lengths to Whole stanza upon second-thought
dramatic elements that go into which people went back in the '20s appeared to be a succession of
opera. Added to this is the wisdom to get a thrill. On film it provided broadly unfolded sketches even
of giving the most fastidious atten¬ neither thrills nor honsensei The though there was a standout pace
tion to the artistic end and offer¬ other was a “skid row” documen¬ changer in one number by guest
ing the opera in English in a ver¬ tary, “On the Bowery,!' by Lionel Perry Como on his very hot new
sion that doesn't offend the ear. Rogosin. Most of the shots were biscuit for RCA Victor, “ChincherLibretto translation in this case obtained by concealed cameras and inchee.” It was p’ush all the way,
was done by Joseph Machlis and the producer had previously done very much plussed by the produc¬
was perfect.
research at Yale U. and Bellevue tion personnel and accoutrements
This “Boheme” was unusuallv Hospital clinics. It added practi¬ encasing Como’s own Ray Charles
well sung by a cast of unfamiliar cally nothing to previous knowl¬ chorus.
names. As Rodolfo, John Alexan¬ edge of the Bowery or its inmates
Milton Berle and Steve Allen,
der displayed a fresh, uninhibited or had any value other than clini¬ who
were billed softly, if at all.
tenor that soared with ease and cal.
Rose*
ardund
the country’s logs and paid
came across powerfully without
ads,
were
mere sneak-in bit play¬
any shrill overtones. His acting
Perry
Como
Show
ers.
Berle
tentatively seemed on
was beyond reproach. Dorothy
the
verge
of taking in his best
Iri
the
Saturday
night
battle
for
Coulter looked a bit wholesome rating supremacy between NBC’s standup style
from his stretcher
for Mirni and might have improved Perry Como and CBS' Jackie Glea¬ prop, but this was
only a feint and
in the acting department in the son, it would seem at this point as he was carried off
plugging his
last act. However, her voice was though the pressure is all on Glea¬ next month’s appearance
the
strong and beautiful, finely shaded son. Como has settled into a com¬ Town & Country, Brooklyn’satlargeand faithful in all registers. Her
pipe-and-slippers format4 seater answer to Manhattan’s Coduets with Alexander could be fortable
shows no signs of slipping on pacabana. Allen, visited by Hope
matched with some of the finest that
the
audience
front, while Gleason's on the show up ahead (8 to 9). was
performances of the past.
to the one-hour wars has hardly even in the bit class and it
As Musetta, Jan McArt displayed return
been
marked
by an audience de¬ made little sense anyway.
very distinctive talents in all de¬
The main comedy burdens were
partments. particularly in the Mu¬ cline from his initial weeks and the
ever-growing
of finding carried out via skits pairing Hope
setta waltz which she performed material for hisproblem
sketches
and
a
stet
with
Joan Davis. These were okay,
with skill and verve. Richard pattern for his 60 minutes.
never surefire, straining at times
Torigi's Marcello was grand in all
to
raise
the laffmeters and alto¬
Como gave a vivid demonstration
levels, and so were the voices and
performances of Thomas Tipton. of his strength in last week’s show gether too heavily weighted on the
Chester Watson, Orrin Hill and (17), with Dinah Shore, Lily Pons, slapstick side. Hope and Como had
youngsters Brenda Lee and Glenn an inning or two with chatter and
Kenneth Smith..
Adler is an old hand by now of Derringer and ventriloquist Rob¬ visual business and Miss Davis, an
putting opera on tv, but he's never ert Lamouret as his guest lineup. irrepressible cut-up. had a little
surpassed this “Boheme.” There No overwhelming powerhouse of song-and-dance chore with her
was perfect balance between the names this, but so casually and en¬ host. It looked like an expensive
voices and the orchestra (members tertainingly wound into a sort of getup, but money and a battery of
of the Symphony of the Air) under semi-script, that it comprised, .as writers isn’t everything in a tv’er
Trau.
his baton. The entire musical con¬ good a musical and comedic hour apparently.
cept of the opera, considering that as has appeared on tv this season.
Steve Allen Show
millions had a. ringside seat, was It ain’t who you got in terms of
worked out t6 perfect-iop, with guests so much as how you use ’em,
Extra added attraction for Sun¬
plenty of room left for emotional and producer Robert Finkel, Como day’s (18) Steve Allen show via
and headwriter Goody Ace sure
participation.
NBC-TV was an unbilled appear¬
Browning’s direction again and kpow how to use ’em.
again lifted this presentation out . Not that Misses Shore and Pons ance of Bob Hope. His brief stint,
it
developed, more or less was a
of the ordinary. The staging, aren’t top names, nor for that mat¬
wholly integrated with the musical ter are nine-year-old Brenda Lee trailer, for his own program which
followed
Allen’s in the 9 p.m. slot.
requirements, was imaginative and and the 11-year-old organist, Mas¬
highly effective, such as the scene ter Derringer, any amateurs when Although Hope by his own admis¬
sion
didn't
get his “Serutan on
of Rodolfo and Miml in the fore¬ it comes to spinning off a song.
ground singing their farewells But the point is that this wasn’t time,” he was in his customary
while Musetta and Marcello car¬ just a group of guest stars coming sparkling form in making with the
Particuarly
ried on their bickering in the back¬ up for their turn at bat and bow¬ gags and repartee.
ground. Montmarte. scene (with ing off, but a skillfully integrated- hilarious was a bit in which the
comic
“translated”
motion
picture
action taking place mostly inside show that makes full use of their
ads as read verbatim by Allen.
the .cafe instead of the usual out¬ personalities.
Otherwise, the hourlong session
doors) came alive with tumultuous
Take the bit with the stools, in
action.
which Como and Miss Shore did a was routine vaudeo with the array
. NBC and producer Samuel Chot- repeat from her show by the casual of turns topped by Duke Elling¬
zinoff rate hearty congratulations duetting on bare stools of “You ton’s band and Olsen & Johnson.
for this effort. It showcased young Must Have Been a Beautiful Baby.” Former did a medley of his more
talent of great potential—a new That bit came in for a bit- of fun familiar numbers that was all too
breed of attractive opera singers later, on when Miss Pons, insisted short. At one point the versatile
with voices to match—and it on similar treatment, with Como Allen joined Ellington in manipu¬
proved how enjoyable,, intimate working 4t into a fullscale gag by lating the 88’s. O. & J. literally
and acceptable opera can be as- a doing it on the sly and having Miss and figuratively rang down the cur¬
niass entertainment medium.
Shore and then little Miss Lee dis¬ tain at the finale with some of their
Hijt.
cover and join them. Or the burnt typical noisemaking assisted by
turkey bit, with Lamouret’s hand- Marty May and June Johnson. •
puppet, Robert the duck, worked in
Aside from the funmaking of Al¬
as a possible victim. (Show’s only len, Hope et al, further levity was
provided
by Betty Walker in a
fault
was
that
Lamouret
didn’t
Hollywood, Nov. 20.
phone-call monolog, and a scene
Robert Adams has been named have more to do.)
And with the fine integration utilizing a couple of femme box¬
by 'producer Martin Manulis as his
humor, it was topflight musical ers. When Joanne Hagen squared
assistant on the CBS-TV “Play¬ and
hour,
with Como turning* in fine off with Phyllis Kubler Allen ap¬
house 90” series.
jobs .. on . “Bless This House,” propriately admonished: “Ya gotta
Before his present assignment, “Cindy” and a pair of oldies, let be careful or you’ll be disqualifed
Ad§ms was associate producer on alone his duets; Miss Pons “Caro for a high blow.’’ Rounding out
the now-defunct CBS-TV “Ford- NOifife” and “J’Attendrai” in top the layout Was a novel film clip of
Star Jubilee” series, and previous¬ form and joining in the fun in as dancer Gene Nelson hoofing his
ly. an exec producer at KNXT.
relaxed a manner as she’s ever way around Penn Station'* baggage

Tele Follow-Up Comment

Manulis Taps Adams

h»»4 ♦ ♦ ♦

♦♦»♦»

conveyors, plus' singers George
Hamilton IV and Erin O'Brien.
Self-accomped on guitar, the
youthful Hamilton displayed a wist¬
ful though weak delivery on an air
tagged “A Rose and a Baby Ruth.”
Miss O'Brien, a striking brunet,
wrapped a warm soprano around
“In the Still of the Night” to a fine
Skitch Henderson arrangement.
Incidentally, let it not be said that
Allen’s sponsors don’t get suffici¬
ent identification for the homescreens were jumping in cadence
with plugs for Jergen’s Woodbury
Soap, Jergen's Lotion, Viceroy
cigarets and Polaroid cameras—
not to mention spot announcements
for other products at the chain
breaks.
Gilb.
Walter Wincliell Show
Walter Winchell had a slick,
click layout on his NBC-TV variety
show last Friday night (16). The
acts were standout, the pace was
swinging, and the production de¬
tails were topflight. Winchell, on
his part, handled the brief introes
with his usual snap, but in no case
tried to overshadow the perform¬
ers.
The half-hour opened smartly
with a N. Y. street setting in which
Art Carney came up out of a man¬
hole to^share the intro patter with
Winchell, This scene segued into
a song routine by Andy Williams
on “Jealous Lover,” with a male
quartet, garbed as a sewer detail,
blending neatly into the picture.
Williams also closed the show with
a vocal “Baby Doll” accomped by
a striking choreo bit by a femme
dancer who was seen as a shadow
behind a drawn shade.
Patrice Munsel chipped in a cou¬
ple of more sock vocals., projecting
a jazz-vs.-longhair material "-num¬
ber with a lowdown beat and then
changing pace with ^the Puccini
“One Fine
Day”
aria
from
“Madame Butterfly.” It 'was the
stanza’s highlight.
Winchell also attempted to spot¬
light the dramatic. talent of the
1955 “Miss America,” Lee Ann
Meriwether, in a sketch from “The
Seven - Year Itch,” opposite Car¬
ney. Carney, however, completely
wrapped up this bit with an ace
comedy display and Miss Meri¬
wether didn’t get much of a chance
to emote.
It was, however, a
crackerjack sequence.
Iii the audience, ampng other
celebs, was Tom Ewell, who did
the “Seven-Year Itch” part in legit
and films. Milton Berle also was
there and tried to get a laugh by
some mugging. The others just
smiled.
Jicrm.
Ed Sullivan Show
Ed Sullivan’s romance with the
click diskers was in full bloom on
his Sunday (18) outing on CBS-TV.
For the opening segment of his
show, Sullivan rounded up Don
Rondo (“Two Different Worlds” on
Jubilee), Fats Domino '(“Blueberry
Hill” on Imperial) and Guy Mit¬
chell (“Singing The Blues” on Co¬
lumbia). Only* trouble with the
singing sequence was that the disk¬
ers didn’t get a chance to do any¬
thing more than give live readings
of their shellac hits. For plug val¬
ues, however, it was well worth
their* while.
Also in the plug department was
the slotting of a couple of scenes
from Elvis Presley’s preem pic,
“Love Me Tender” (20th-Fox).
Sullivan got a little mixed up in
his intro rundown of the film plot
(saying that all three of Presley’s
brothers in the pic were reportedly
killed in the Civil War when it was
only the eldest brother) but the
filmed sequences probably served
to whet the juves’ appetite to see
the picture that is if they needed
any stimulant.
For the straight vaudeo portions,
Sullivan recruited Ben Blue fer a
pleasant panto bit with an unbilled
blonde looker and a reprise of his
mind-reading turn with Sammy
Wolfe as stooge; also Mitzi Green
for an okay song turn and a neat
impresh of Joe E. Lewis; Lou Nel¬
son for a fast-talking comedy stint;
Conn & Mann for some slick step¬
ping, and Elsa & Waldo for com¬
edy dancing.
In all, a varied and smartly
paced stanza.
Gros.
Mike Wallace's Night Beat
Mike Wallace, who’s done nearly
everything in radio and television
but ride howdah on a pachyderm,
is threatening to become as hot an
interviewer for the homescreens as
Boswell was between covers vis-avis old Doc Johnson. His “Night
Beat” on WABD, N.Y., arm of the
tissue-thin DuMont works, is boffo
on at least two counts, each prob¬
ably related. Since (1) Wallace
pulls no punches and is strictly a
spray hitter, it seems inevitable
(Continued on page 38)
,
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OUR MR. SUN
With Eddie Albert, Dr. Frank Bax¬
ter, Marvin Miller, Lionel Barry¬
more; UP A animation
Producer - Director - Writer: Frank
Capra
60 Mins., Mon. (19), 10 p.m,
BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
CBS-TV (color film)
(N. W. Ayer)
CBS - TV preempted Westinghouse’s “Studio One” Monday (19)
night to permit the Bell Telephone
System to install a fascinating tint¬
ed exploration by science into the
wonders of the sun. Produced, di¬
rected and written by Frank Capra,
this hour-long “Our Mr. Sun” was
the kind of presentation that not
only merited the choice time pe¬
riod but provided a glimpse of the
amazing power of tv when it really
decides to probe its potential. AU
hands on deck, particularly Capra
and the magical animators at UFA.
rate a bow for this one.
Capra succeeded in extracting
maximum entertainment values
through his ingenious integration
of animation, cartoonery and “hu¬
man" continuity. The pleasures
were doubly enhanced in its pris¬
matic version and in the adroit
utilization of Eddie Albert (as “Mr.
Fiction”) and Dr. Frank Baxter (as
“Dr. Research”), both of whom, in¬
cidental^, were excellent, and in
Capra’s always revealing yet bright
and humor-tinged dialog. It would
be a giant step forward for educa¬
tion in general if Capra, CBS and
UPA could always be around and
give it this kind of sugarcoating.
Facts were piled upon facts and
clarified by cartoons and animated
charts of delightful character as to
the size, whereabouts and composi¬
tion of the sun (herein portrayed
with a bright impishness and
“voiced” by Marvin Miller and
whose byplay with Father Time,
“voiced” by the late Lionel Barry¬
more, was strictly in the “docu¬
mentaries - can - be - fun” groove).
Special films showed the sun and
its corona, supplemented by the
story of sun spots and amazing
news culled from leading observa¬
tories,
There was a very exciting and
simplified explanation of energy,
thermo-nuclear reaction and the
manufacture of a solar battery.
Photo-synthesis, the process of
plant growth, was vividly deline¬
ated by. cartoon. Staggering fig¬
ures as to the rapidly increasing
earth’s population, shown against
the diminishing natural supply of
fuel, knowingly advanced the need
of scientific research in harnessing
the sun’s energy.
' With the possible exception of a
slow start it moved fast, was never
belabored and was vibrant through¬
out. It was Capra’s bow to video
.and for all the lofty scienttficating,
it. had a gem-like spoof quality^—
Capra’s tv approximation of the
Mike Todd-Jules Verne collaboraf!n’’
fhis “Around The Sun In
Sixty Minutes.”
Rose.
SAVROLA
(Matinee Theatre)
With Sarah Churchill, Lament
Johnson, Geoffrey Toone, Dayton Lummis, Val Dufour, John
Irving, Norman DuPont, Tim
Bowu Henry,* David Frankham,
James Lilburn, Will White,
Booth Colman
Producer-director, Albert McCleery
Writers: Frank and Doris Hursley
60 Mins. Thurs., noon
Participating
NBC-TV, from Hollywood (color)
Little did Sir Winston Churchill
know that 60 years after he wrote
his first and only novel that it
would be televised in color with
his daughter cast as a pawn to help
put down a rebellion against con¬
stituted authority, albeit a dictator¬
ship. NBC’S- Albert McCleery put
the manuscript into dramatic form
and adespite the time of day for
such heavy fare it came off with
productive flourish that would just
as well served its ends against the
after-dark competition. In the
“Matinee Theatre” collection of
fiouf* plays it must be ranked in
the forefront for qualitative pro¬
duction, exemplary acting and in¬
spired direction by McCleery.
Fictional but proving prophetic,
“Savrola” told the story of an up¬
rising against dictatorship that
needed but little updating to fit
the contemporary scene, As the
hot-headed leader of the dissidents
of a mythical kingdom, Savrola wins
the friendship of Sarah Churchill,
the dictator’s wife, who sought to
undermine his power only to yield
to his roihantic fervor. In his hour
of triumph Savrola is denounced
by his own followers but holds the
love of Miss Churchill who follows
him into exile.
Despite the intimacy of his cameo
technique, which sacrifices scope
for close-in camera shots, McCleery
gave the production both realism
and dramatic impact with battle
scenes and storming'of the palace
that more than filled the screens.
Miss Churchill Seemed quite con(Continued on page 38)
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RAB Elects Brown,
Okays 820G Budget
Radio Advertising Bureau, at its
annual membership meeting Thurs¬
day (15) and Friday at the WaldorfAstdria in N. Y„ elected Kenyon
Brown as chairman of the board
of directors and okayed a new an¬
nual budget of $820,000.
John S. Hayes, president of
WTOP, Washington, became the
newly elected treasurer of the pro¬
motion organization for radio sta¬
tions and the networks. He was
the only new officer signed to an
RAB pact. Kevin B, Sweeney, who
a year ago received what was re¬
portedly a big hike in salary; con¬
tinues as president.
Sweeney outlined RAB’s sales
clinic sked for the upcoming year,
in which 60 such meetings
will be held throughout the coun¬
try. There will be six regional
management confabs, also 20 major
city sales “blitzes,” and the third
annual National Radio Advertising
Clinic.
*
The 60 area sales clinics will be
held next January and February,
the six 1957 regional management
conferences in August and Sep¬
tember, and the National Radio
Advertising Clinic in late October.
The 20 “blitzes” will be spaced
throughout the year.
Brown, of KWFT, Wichita Falls,
Texas, headed the Executive Com¬
mittee of RAB this past year and
also sat on the board of directors
before being made its head. Joseph
Baudino of Westinghouse Broad¬
casting was last chairman of the
board of directors,

CBS-TV Dickers Gable
For‘Men in White’TV’er;
Kingsley Preos Series
Clark Gable may make his tele¬
vision debut after the first of the
year in a spectacular version of
“Men in White” on CBS-TV. The
network is dickering with Gable
to take the lead in the Sidney
Kingsley play, which the author
has rewritten for television, and
Gable is currently reading the new
script.
At the same time, Kingsley is
working on a complete series
based on the same play, which he’s
calling “The World in White.” He’s
already completed several scripts
in the series, which deals with
medicine, and CBS-TV is planning
to shoot a pilot film on the series
after it gets “Men in White” out
of the way.
“Men in White” was to have
been the December presentation of
“Ford Star Jubilee,” the once-amonth Ford spec series, but the
auto manufacturer cancelled out
after the recent showipg of “Wiz¬
ard of 6z,”

Estimated Weekly Network TV Program Costs
Nighttime and Daytime Overall Costs Includes Production Expenses, Actors, Musicians, Writers,
Freelance Directors, Set Construction, Commercial Announcements,
Royalties, Agency Directors
COSTS DO NOT INCLUDE TIME CHARGES (Unless So Designated)
Figures Are Gross—Including Agency Commission
Agencies Listed by Initials: Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn; Benton & Bowles; Cunningham & Walsh; Dancer, Fitzgerald & Sample;
Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield; Foote, Cone & Belding; Fuller & Smith & Ross; Goodkind, Joice & Morgan; Guild, Bascom &
Bonfigli; J. Walter Thompson; Kenyon & Eckhardt; Lennen & Newell; McCann-Erickson; Needham, Louis & Brorby; Norman, Craig &
Kummel; Ruthrauff & Ryan; Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles; Warwick & Legler; Wherry, Baker & Tilden; Young & Rubicam.
NETWORK

'program

Adventures of Hiram Holliday... .NBC
Adventures of Jim Bowie ..ABC
ARC
Adventures of Rin Tin Tin .......... ABC
Adventures of Robin Hood . ... ..,. CBS
Adventures of Sir Lancelot......-NBC
Afternoon Film Festival. ... . ABC
Alcoa Hour .NBC
Steve Allen Show. NBC
Amateur Hour . NBC
Ray Anthony Show...ABC
Armstrong Circle Theatre.NBC
As the World Turns .
CljJS
Red Barber’s Corner.NBC
Beat* the Clock . .CBS
Jack Benny Show...CBS
Big Payoff . ...CBS
Big Story

NBC

Big Surprise .NBC
Big Top . CBS
Bold Journey . .ABC
Break the $250,000 Bank.NBC
Brighter Day . CBS
Broken Arrow .ABC
The Brothers . CBS
The Buccaneers . CBS
Burns & Allen .CBS
Caesar’s Hour

NBC

Captain Gallant .NBC
Captain Kangaroo . CBS
Cavalcade of Sports. .NBC
Cheyenne . .ABC
Circus Boy . .NBC
Circus Time... .ABC
Climax . CBS
Comedy Time .NBC

ABG
--Continued

from page 21

--

at McCann-Erickson, since Morgan
was “in solid” with AB-PT brass.
Rabinovitz, whom the network
says has not been given an official
title yet, might yet be made a
veep, although the network reports
that it has not formulated such a
plan. It’s thought that Treyz will
hire a few outsiders to “surround
him” before long. That they are
specifically labeled as replace¬
ments for Jahncke and Mrs. Zorbaugh is doubtful. Jahncke’s duties,
after his resignation, were split
between the former nominal
heads of radio and tv station rela¬
tions, who now report directly to
the hands of their respective net¬
work divisions instead of to an
intermediary like Jahncke.
At the same time that Treyz was
formally given his stripe, Jim
Beach was made a veep in charge
of the ABC Chicago office. '
The network denies that James
Connolly, veep heading the Frisco
setup for ABC, is leaving. Earlier
ABC sources refuted the report
that Earl Hudson, overall Coast
veep, was retiring. Any thought
of retirement was laid more to
the fact that he has been ill than
any change in management. But
despite denials in the latter in¬
stance, there has been speculation
as to the commanding Coast role
that John Mitchell, a veep and gen¬
eral assistant to Leonard Goldenson (o I :all boss oiL ABC), might
eventually play.
i
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Perry Como Show

NBC

Conflict .ABC
Bob Crosby .CBS

Crossroads . . ABC
Crusader ......
Bob Cummings Show . ....... CBS
John Daly and the News. .ABC
December Bride ..
Ding Dong School . . NBC
Disneyland . .ABC
Do You Trust Your Wife..CBS
Dragnet

.

DuPont Cavalcade Theatre.... .ABC

AGENCY
PRODUCER
SPONSOR
* • • • .
General Foods ..... .Y&R .
Amer. Chicle Co. .Ted Bates.
Chesebrough-Pond’s Inc. .Mc-E
JWT .
37 500
Nat’l Biscuit . .K&E.
31,000
Hannah Weinstein
Wildroot
. .BBD&O.
32,000
"
✓
Johnson & Johnson. .Y&R
32,500
Whitehall .. .Ted Bates..
Lever ... .SSC&B
Participating .
3,000
(l-Min. Part.
<•
m
Ken Rockefeller
Time-Talent)
.
42,500
Aluminum Qo. ...... . .F&S&R ..
100,000
US Time .. .. Peck Adv... Bill Harbach
Jergens . .. Robt. W. Orr
Brown & Williamson.. .. Ted Bates
20,000
Pharmaceuticals . ..Edw. Kletter.
. Grant Adv... John Gaunt
27,500
45,000
Armstrong .. . BBD&O ...... Robt. Costello
22,500
Procter & Gamble.... . B & B.
(Per wk.)
4,500
State Farm Ins. . .NL&B . Craig Allen
18,500
Hazel Bishop . . .Raym. Spector.
52,500
Amer. Tobacco r. . .BBD&O . Hilliard Marks
25,000
Colgate-Palmolive .... . ,Wm. Esty.
(Per wk.)
27,500
Vick Chemical . . .BBD&O .
American Tobacco ... ..SSC&B
32,500
Purex . . .Weiss & Geller .
Speidel . . .Norman, Craig & Kummell.
16,000
Nat’l Dairy . . . N. W. Ayer. Chas. Vanda
12,000
Ralston-Purina . . GB&B .
32.500
Lanolin Plus . ..Russell M. Seeds...-.
22.500
Procter & Gamble.... . .Y&R ....:. Allen Potter
(Per wk.)
37,500
General Electric . . .Y&R.. Mel Epstein
40,000
Procter & Gamble.... . Leo Burnett . Edw. Feldman
W. A. Sheaffer Pen.... . .Russell M. Seeds
27,500
Sylvania . ..JWT . Hannah Weinstein
40,000
Carnation
. ..Erwin Wasey.
General Mills . ..BBD&O
120,000
Quaker Oats . ..NL&B . Leo Morgan
Bab-O . ..DF&S
Khomark ..
. .Emil Mogul
Wesson Oil . . . Fitzgerald
27,500
Heinz .*. . .Maxon . Serge Glykson
5,400
Ludens .
.. J. M. Mathes.
.
..Peter Birch
(5-Min. Part. Ideal Tcy .Grey Advt.
Time-Talent) Brown Shoe Co.Leo Burnett
Gillette
35,000
Maxon .NBC Sports Dept.
85,000
General Elec. ..,
BBD&O ...Arthur Sliver
Grey Advt.
Y&R
32,000
Reynolds Metals
Norman Blackburn
9,000
Amer. Metals ..
.Martin Stone
(l-Min. Part. Hartz Mountain .Geo. Hartman
Time-Talent) Eemco Industries .Webb
48,000 . Chrysler .McC-E ..
. Edgar Peterson
3,500
Welch .Manoff
(Per Va Hr.) Pharmaco .DCS&S
110,000
Gold Seal .North .
.Robt. Finkel
Noxzema .SSC&B
Kleenex .FC&B
Sunbeam .Perrin-Paus
RCA ..K&E
Sperry & Hutchinson.... SSC&B
65,000
Chesebrojigh-Ponds .JWT.Roy Huggins
McC-E
3,500
SOS (Alt. wks.).McC-E
John Furia
(Per Va Hr.) Swift (Alt. wks.).
General Mills .Knox Reeves
Gerber .JD’Arcy
Wesson ..Fitzgerald
Toni ..".North
Brown & Williamson.Ted Bates
Procter & Gamble.Compton
(Alt. wks.)
,,
Best Foods .Earle Ludgin
DF&S
Mentholatum .JWT
(Alt. wks.)
30,000
Chevrolet . ... Campbell-Ewald ..
34,500
Colgate-Palmolive .... .. .Wm. Esty
37,500
R. J. Reynolds ....... ... Wm. Esty..
Colgate-Palmolive .... .. .Wm. Esty
4,500
Miles Lab. ...Geoffrey Wade...
(Per Va Hr.)
32,500
General Foods . .. B&B .
1,600
Miles Lab. ...Geoffrey Wade.
(Per Va Hr.) Campbell . .. .BBD&O
Amer. Dairy Assoc... ., .Campbell-Mithum.
American Motors .... .. .Geyer and BSF&D
Derby Foods . .. .McC-E
40,000
General Motors ...... ...Kudner ..
........ Don Fedderson
Liggett & Meyers. ...DF&S
.Tapir Wphh
41,000
Liggett & Meyers.... .. .McC-E . . . .
Schick . .. .W&L
35,000
DuPont ... ...BBD&O.
(Continued on page 26)
COST

$35,000
33,000

100,000

pmreff

RADIO-TELEVI SION

THE EDITOR'S DESK
(Crisis in the Middle-East)
With Nathan Straus; Alan Wil¬
liams, announcer
Producer: Leon Goldstein
15 Mins., Fri., 9:30 p.m,
WMCA, N. Y, (transcribed)
Broadcasting, for years now has
been playing a game to fool every¬
body that^ools nobody. To listen
to “commentator” more than a few
times means to know which way
he leans politically. It’s hard to
“commentate” down the middle,
except some disguise the partisan¬
ship better than, others. Actually,
there are a couple of “commen¬
tators” who are more like “edi¬
torialists” than Nathan Straus, the
owner of station WMCA, in New
York. NonethelessrStraus a season
back became the first station oper¬
ator to declare that he was going
to do an out-and-out editorial
every week, modelled after the
opinionating done by newspaper
editors. Hence, was born “The Ed¬
itor’s Desk” on WMCA. The week¬
ly quarter-hour started another
season Friday (16) at 9:30 p.m.
Straus may be termed a political
moderate. He seemed to be slight¬
ly skeptical* of Eisenhower’s ad¬
ministration as he talked about the
“Crisis in the Middle-East,” but he
made no bold or original editorial
statements as he spoke. For a man
who is basically an administrator
and not a personality, he read his
material with as much clarity as
some professionals. And while his
too-frequent quoting of other
sources (the Herald-Trib editors
columnist Walter Lippmann, Ad¬
miral W. Radford, others) was far
from provocative, he did not try
to disguise who was speaking. To
say “WMCA believes . . .” seems
less a moral compromise by a
broadcaster than to say “There is
a feeling in Washington . . .” (The
compromise may even mean giving
up 15. minutes of equal time to re¬
sponsible opposition, but it’d be
worth it.)
There is no quarrel with Straus’
position on the use of editorials in
radio. But if “The Editor’s Desk”
were turned over to a better jour¬
nalist the owner’s opinions might
become more definitive, with mo^o
zest to the ear. Such a move would
place the WMCA owner in pre¬
cisely the same relationship as the
newspaper .publisher and his edi¬
tor.
Art

Paducah V
Continued from page 23
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; continued rrom page Z7 ;
NETWORK
. . CBS

COST
32,500

.. . CBS
Name That Tune.CBS

27,000

.. NBC
.. ABC

7,500
30,000

.. NBC

3,100
(Per Part.)

PROGRAM.

NfiC News

NBC

.. NBC
., CBS
.. ABC
.. NBC
.. CBS
...ABC
.. NBC
.. NBC
. . CBS
Playhouse 90

CBS

Dick Powell’s Zane Grey Theatre

CBS
...ABC
... CBS
. . NBC
. . NBC
. . CBS
..CBS

Secret Storm .
See It Now
Sergeant Preston off the Yukon

... CBS
CBS
CBS
.. NBC
.. .. CBS
...CBS
.. ..CBS

determining which would best $64,000 Challenge .CBS
... . CBS
serve the public interest.
Nor did the Commission agree
.... CBS
with the examiner’s holding that
... CBS
Columbia’s threats to its competi¬
tors were “harmless bluff.”
It
...NBC
pointed out that one competitor
cancelled a contract with WKYB
... CBS
although three did not-stop adver¬
tising over the station as the result
....CBS
of threats.
“We are of the view,” the Com- j
... CBS
mission held, “that the practices of
. .. CBS
Columbia over a period of years
continuing almost to the date of Tales of the 77th Bengal Lancers
NBC
this hearing (May, 1954, adversely
CBS
reflect from a comparative stand-1 Tales of the Texas Rangers
point upon the qaulifications of]
CBS
that applicant . . . Where we have Telephone Time With John Nesbitt
...NBC
two applicants before us and the
. . . ABC
record shows, as here, that an important principal of one has en¬
gaged in practices such as are set
. . . NBC
forth . . . herein, whereas there,
is no such showing relative to the
NBC
other applicant, it must necessarily Today
be concluded that this is a factor
favoring grant to the other apnpNBC
cant. The risk is present that Tonight
Columbia, through such principal,
might well be disposed to engage
...ABC
in similar practices in the broad¬
.... CBS
cast field, given the opportunity.”
The Commission did not cons:de^
...NBC
as “serious” a libel suit in which
Paducah Newspapers was assessed
... :nbc
damages of $1,000 for publishing United States
... CBS
an advertisement found to be libel¬ Valiant Lady
CBS
ous.
There was no evidence, the
agency decision stated, that the
newspaper had knowledge of the
“falsity or wilfulness” of the ad.
.. . ABC
On the diversification factor, the
....ABC
Commission awarded a prefer¬
....NBC
ence to Columbia but stated that
... ABC
“theatre operations, particularly
when in control of that medium
. .. ABC
Within .the area of the proposed Lawrence Welk’s Top Tunes & New
broadcast facility, exert an influ¬
.. . ABC
ence in some measure comparable
.. . CBS
to newspaper and broadcasting
...CBS
media.”
The agency also gave Paducah
... CBS
Newspapers superiority in broad¬
.. . .NBC
cast experience, in integration of
ownership with management and
in civic participation.

AGENCY
PRODUCER
SPONSOR
Colgate-Palmolive ..«. ...L&N... ,... Sam White
.Alan Armer
Amer. Home Prod. ... .. .Ted Bates. .... Harry Salter
Kellogg . ...Leo Burnett
General Cigar . .. .Y&R. ... .Matt Niesen
Amer. Tobacco Co.... ...SSC&B . .,.. Sam Gallu
US Rubber . ... Fletcher D. Richards
Partcipating !.
.... Albert McCleary

8,000

Studebaker . ...B&B . .... Reuven Frank
Sperry Rand ... .. .Compton
Time . .. .Y&R
Miles Lab. .^Gfeoffrey Wade
40,000
Liggett • & Myers. ...McC-E . ,
Ja^k Webb
Max Factor. . .. DD&B
35,000
Nestle j .. .. .Bryan _ Houston.
Alex Gottlieb
Aluminum Ltd. .. JWT .
67,500
Union Carbide & Carbon J. M. Mathes
36,000
Campbell . .. BBD&O.
Lever Bros. .. BBD&O
3.500
Best Foods . .. .DF&S .
(Per Va Hr.) Gerber
. .. D’Arcy
(Alt. wks.)
Amer. Chicle . .. .Ted Bates.:.
27,500
R. J. Reynolds . .. .Wm. Esty .
Toni ... .. .North Advt.
30,000
Borden . .. .Y&R.
Procter & Gamble.... ...Y&R
Amer. Oil . .. Joseph Katz . ... .John Aaron &
30,000
Hamm Brewing . .. .Campbell-Mithun
Jesse Zousmer
Time . .. .Y&R
115,000
Ronson . ...NC&K .
.... Martin Manulis
Marlboro . ... Leo Burnett
American Gas . ..L&N
Bristol-Myers . ...Y&R
Singer . ...Y&R
*45,000
General Foods . .. Y&R... .... Hal Hudson
Ford . ,. JWT
8,500
Corn Prod. Refining .. ...C. L. Miller. .... Martha Rountree &
Oliver Presbrey
34,500
American Tobacco ....... BBD&O.
3,500
Multiple Sponsors .,..
(Per Va Hr.)
30,000
General Foods . ..B&B.
Schlitz . ...JWT .
47,500
12,500
Procter & Gamble....,.. Leo Burnett. .... Woody Klose
(Per wk.)
Amer. Home Prod. ...,.. Ted Bates.?.
12,500
(Per wk.)
Shulton .,.. Wesley Assoc.
Pan American . .. .JWT
30,000
Quaker Oats . ...WB&T .
17,000
Chevrolet ..,. Tr^Campbell-Ewald .
■Rnh JJullllCl
Rannpr
• « « • JJUU
175,000
Chrysler ..
_McC-E .
,..., Ralph Levy
40,000
Pharmaceuticals ....,... Edw. Kletter.
Waf pprrin
Amana .....Maury, Lee & Marshall._Nat Hiken
45,000
R. J. Reynolds . ... .Wm. Esty
35,000
P. Lorillard . . . ,.Y&R.
Cfpvp Parlin
Revlon .'.. ... C. J LaRoche
35.000
Revlon . ... BBD&O.
Cfnun Porlin
45,000
S. C. Johnson .....FC&B .
> . . . . VCLH Udl IVCI
Pet Milk .-Gardner Advt.
American Tobacco .. ... SSC&E .
40,000
Mav T iohmaii
Toni ._Tatham-Laird
25,000
Colgate-Palmolive ... ... .Wm. Estv .
Wolf TTrampr'
(Per wk.)
Gordon Duff
Westinghouse . ... McC-E .
42,000
Felix Jackson
Lincoln-Mercury .... ... K&E ..
70,000
IWqt'Ia T .Atiflo
Pharmaceuticals .... ....Edw. Kletter.
17,500
Tp/1 Marvpl
General Foods . ...\Y&R.
82,500
General Mills . ... .Tatham-Laird .,
25,000
.. T.. Colbert Cla^k
Sweets Co. of Amer.. ... .George Eisen
Bell Telephone . -N. W. Ayer. ,
45,000
Procter & Gamble... ... B&B .
32,500
A vaI Priinnbowf
37,000
Armour . ....FC&B . .
Kimberly-Clark . ... .FC&B
.
w_ _
Toni
. ,.. .North Advt.
2,850
•«•«* .Hudson t aussett
.
(Per Va Hr.) Mentholatum .. ... JWT .
Participating .
6,800
.Jac Hein
(1-Min. Part.
Time-Talent)
Participating .
7,440
(1-Min. Part.
Ernie Kovacs
Time-Talent)
13,000
Mogen David Wine... ... .Weiss & Geller.
PnHrl flrannff
General Electric .... ... Y&R.
"Potpi* Paplrpr
Ben Feiner
31,000
Pharmaceutical . ... Edw. Kletter.
Pnhf Wnah
Swift .. ....McC-E .
14,000
Bill N^wtnn
50,000
US Steel . ....BBD&O .
.Marshall Jamison
14,000
General Mills . ....df&s .
(Per wk.) Toni
. ... .North Advt.
Wesson Oil . -Fitzgerald Advt.
Standard Brands .... ... .JWT
Sterling Drug . ....DF&S .
27,500
Prnocf Mftrrin
30,000
Firestone . ....Sweeney & James. .Fred Heider
Helene Curtis . ... Earle Ludgin. .Wm. A. Bacher
"Dofc TT at«r
Pabst . ... Leo Burnett.
40,000
Mennen . ... .McC-E
Dodge . ... .Grant Advt.t T T (
40,000
F./lw Snhpl

10,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

40,000
37,500
35J)Q0
30,000
40^000

Dodge-Plymouth .... ... .Grant Advt..
General Foods . ... B&B .
Helene Curtis . ... Earle Ludgin.
Remington Rand .... ,.. .Y&R.
Kellogg . ;... Leo Burnett.T _ T
Toni
.. ... North Advt.
P. Lbrillard . .. . .L&N
(Continued on page 34)
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The First Year of the Second Half-Century

The
51st Anniversary Number
Is
Now
Being
Readied

PfifflETY has passed its Golden Milestone.
Show Business is moving on to new heights.
The Future—The Present (and also a li’l
nostalgic harkback to the Past Great?)
will be Colorfully, Interestingly Piquantly
Covered in Every Editorial Detail.

Same Rates—Same Publication Time
Make your space reservation now

154 West 46th Street
New York 36> N. Y.

HOLLYWOOD
6311 Yucca Street
Hollywood 29, Calif.

CHICAGO
612 North Michigan Ave.
Chicago 11, ID.

✓

LONDON
8 St. Martin's Place
Trafalgar Square
London, W.C.'2, Eng.

PftRIETY

- ARB City-By-City Syndicated and National Spot Film Chart

VARIETY’S weekly chart of city-by-city ratings of syndicated and na¬
tional spot film covers 40 to 60 cities reported by American Research Bur¬
eau on a monthly basis♦

Wednesday, November 21$ 1956

PffkiEft

TV-FILMS

30 ,

Cities trill be rotated each week, with the 10 top-

rated film shows listed in each case, and their competition shown opposite.
All ratings are furnished by ARB, based oh the latest reports.
This VARIETY chart represents a gathering of all pertinent informa¬
tion about film in each market, wh;^h can he used by ditt*rihu9ors, agencies„
stations and clients as- an aid in determining the effectiveness of a fVmed
shoiv in the specific market. Attention should be paid to "Time—day and

TOP 10 PROP**AMS
AMD TYPE

STATION

D1STRIB.

time factors, since sets-in-use and audience composition vary according to
time slot, i.e.9 it Saturday afternoon children’s show, with a low rating, may
have a large share and an audience composed largely of children, with cor•
resnonding results for the sponsor aiming at the children’s market. Abbre¬
viations and symbols are as follows: (Adv), adventures (Ch), children’s;'
(Co), comedy; (Dr), drama; (Doc), documentary; (Mus), musical;
(Myst), mystery; (Q), quiz; (Sp), sports; (W), western; (Worn),
women’s. Numbered symbols next to station call letters represent the sta¬
tion’s channel; all channels above 13 are UHF. Those ad agencies listed as
distributorsi rep the national sponsor for whom the film is aired.

DAY AND
TIME

OCTOBER
rating

SHARE
(%)

TOP COMPETING PROGRAM
PROGRAM
STA.

RATING

~
.4
WCBS (2), WRCA C4), WABD (5). WABC (7),
Stations—woR (9), WPIX (11). WATV (13)

A nor ox. Set Count--4.525.000

NEW YORK

SETS IN |
1
USE

1. Highway Patrol (Adv). WRCA. Ziv.... Mon. 7:00-7:30 ... .15.4. .... 42.1. .... 36.6 Early Show; Rain or Shinp.. WCBS .. .6.7
CBS News—D. Edwards.. WCBS .. . 6.7
2. Science Fiction Theatre (Adv) WRCA. Ziv. ,.. Fri. 7:00-7:30 _ .11.6. .... 35.7. _32.5 Terrytoons ..WOR ... .4.8
8. Death Valley Days (W)..WRCA. McC-E....Wed. 7:00-7:30 .. .10.8 ...
33.7. .... 32.1 Early Show; Rain^or Shine.. WCBS ..
*
CBS News—D. Edwards.. WCBS .. .6.2
4. Guy Lombardo (Mus). .WRCA. MCA . .. Thurs. 7:00-7:30 .. . 9.6. .... 33.2. .... 28.9 Terrytoons .WOR ... .5.6
5. Public Defender (Dr). . WPTX ., Interstate. .. Thurs. 9:30-10:00 . 9.5. .... 15.6. .... 60.9 Playhouse 90.WCBS ..
6. Superman (Adv) . .WABC .. Flamingo. .. . Tues. 6:00-6:30 . . . 9.4. _34.1. .... 27.6 Popeye The Sailor.WPIX .. .8.0
7. Looney Tunes (Ch). . WABD . Guild . .. Mon-Sat. 6:30-7:00 . 9.3. .... 39.1. .... 23.8 Early Show (M-W-Th-F).... WCBS .. .5.7
Abbott & Costello (Tu)... WPIX ..
v.
Sheena of Jungle (Sat)...WPIX .. .5.4
8. Celebrity Playhouse (Dr) ... . WRCA..... Screen Gems .. ... Tues. 7:00-7:30 .. . 9,0. _29.3. .... 30.8 Terrytoons ... WOR ...
9. Doug Fairbanks Presents (Dr) WRCA. ABC .. . . Mon. 10:30-11:00 . . 88..... .... 18.6. .... 47.4 Studio One....*...WCBS .. .16.5
Wed. 8:30-9:00 .. . . 7.1. . ... 11.2. . ... 63.2 Father Knows Best.WRCA .. .29.0
10. Badge 714 (Myst) . WPIX . NBC

CHICAGO
1. Secret Journal (Dr). .

Approx. Set Count—2,900.000

Stations—WBBM (2), WNBQ (5), WBKB (7), WGN (9)

. WNBQ . ...-MCA . .Sat. 10:00-10:30 .... ...25.5. .... 51.3. ... . 49.8 Saturday Premiere Theatre.

WGN ...

.... 8.8

2. Science Fiction Theatre (Adv) WNBQ .... r... Ziv........ Sat. 10:30-11:00 .... ...20.2. .... 46.2. .... 43.8 Saturday Premiere Theatre. .WGN ... .... 9.6

6

Approx

LOS ANGELES

1. Life of Riley (Com) . KTTV.
KTTV..
3. Life With Father (Com) .... KNXT.
4. Science Fiction Theatre (Adv) KTTV.
5. Confidential File (Doc). KTTV. ....
6. Badge 714 (Myst) . .KTTV.
7. San Francisco Beat (Dr). KCOP.
8. Search For Adventure (Adv) KCOP.
9. Mr. District Attorney (Myst)
10. Secret Journal (Dr).

.WBBM ..
.WBBM .,
.WBBM ..
.WBKB ..
.WBBM ..
.WGN ...
.WBBM ..
.WBKB ..

....20.4
....36.0
....39.9
_24.3
....29.9
,...16.8
....28.5
....12.4

KNXT (2), KRCA (4), KTLA (5), KABC (7),

Set Count-—2,312,000
NBC.
Ziv.
CBS.
Ziv .
Guild.
NBC.
CBS .
Bagnall.

55:7 Studio One.
64.1 Person to Person.
$64,000 Question..
64.5 Broken Arrow.
67.7 Red Skelton ..
34.5 Community Playhouse.
64.5 Do You Trust Your Wife...
47.3 Adventures of Jim Bowie...

©
o
00

Great Gildersleeve (Com).. .. . WNBQ.-NBC. .Mon. 9:30-10:00 .... ...152. .... 27.3. ....
City Detective (Myst) ..... .. .WGN. .MCA. .Fri. 9:30-10:00 . ,...15.1. _23.5._ ....
San Francesco Beat (Dr)... ...WON. .CBS ..Tues. 9:00-9:30. .. v. 14.7. . 18.4.
Badge 714 (Myst) '. .. .WGN. .NBC. .Tues. 8:00-8:30 . _12.9__ _20.0. ....
....12.7. .... 18.8. ....
Racket Souad (Myst)...... ...WGN ...... .ABC.
■/7. Federal Men (Myst). ...WBKB._MCA. .Fri. 10:30-11:00 .... .. . .12.7. .... 36.8. ....
....12.5. .... 19.4. ....
9. I Led 3 Lives (Adv). . . . WGN .
10. Sheriff of Cochise (Adv) .. ...WNBQ .....NTA. .Fri. 7:00-7:30 . ... 12.4. .... 26.3. ....
S.
4.
5.
.
7/

Stations—“KHJ (9), KTTV (11), KCOP (13)

...Mon. 8:30-9:00 .
.. Mon. 9:00-9:30 .
.. Fri. 7:00-7:30 .
.. Mon. 8:00-8:30 ..
.. Sun. 9:30-10:00 .
. Sat. 7:30-8:00 .
.. Sat. 9:30-10:00 .
.. Thurs. 7:00-7:30 .

KTTV. Ziv. . Sat. 9:00-9:30 .
KTTV.. MCA. . . Sun. 9:00-9:30 .

..20.0....
. .19.7 ...-.
..17.4....
..17.3....
..13.9....
..13.8....
..13.5..,.
. . 13.1
.

....
....
....
....
....
....
....
....

28,9 ...
27 5,..
35.6...
25.5...
20.8...
23.5...
24.4...
22.5...

..13.0.... .... 21.7...
.12.8.... .... 19.0...

.69.3
.71.6
.48.7
.68.0
.66.6
.58.8
.55.4
.58.2

Godfrey’s Talent Scouts...

Strange Lands.
Burns & Allen..
Alfred Hitchcock Presents.
People Are Funny.
Caesar’s Hour.
Highway Patrol.
Name That Tune.
.59.9 Oh Susanna.
.67.4 G. E. Theapre.^.

.KNXT ..
.KNXT ..
..KHJ ....
.,. KNXT .
..KNXT ..
.. RKCA ..
..KRCA ..
..KTTV ...
..KNXT ..
..KNXT ..
..KNXT ..

....13.5
_33.9
.... 8.0
,...22.a
....29.9
....2?.3
....14,3
....11.3
....18.4
....17.2
....28.0

«
CLEVELAND

Approx . Set Count-—1,900,000

1. Highway Patrol (Adv). .WJW. .Ziv. ... Tues. 9:30-10:00

Stations—KYW (3), WEWS (5), WJW (8)
_ ..38.2.... . 63.6...

. 60.0 Break the $250,000 Bank.. ..KYW .. .

....14.3

2. Soldiers of Fortune (Adv).... . KYW.. . .MCA . ... Thurs. 10:00-10:30 .. ...33.0.... . 83 9 .. .39.4 News TTiffhli@ht.fi. ..WEWS .. .... 4.1
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
9.

Racket Squad (Myst). . KYW. .ABC. .. Sat. 10:00-10:30 .
The Whistler (Myst). .WJW. . CBS. .. . Tues. 10:00-10:30 .
Foreign Intrigue (Adv).. . WEWS . Official. ... Sun. 10:00-10:30
Mr. District Attorney (Myst) KYW... . .Ziv. ... Sat. 10:30-11:00 .
Hey Mulligan (Com). .KYW ..
.Screencraft.....Mon. 10:00-10:30 .
International Playhouse (Adv) WEWS. NTA. ... Mon. 9:30-10:00 ..
Science Fiction Theatre (Adv) KYW. Ziv . .. Tues, 10:00-1 Or. 30.
Man Behind the Rade-e (Mvstl TCYW . .MCA. .. Wed. 9:30-10:00 ___

. .26.2_ . 58.1. ..
. .24.1 .... .53.3...
. .22.5.... .51.3...
. .21.3..,.
. .19.7.... . 47.9...
..18.7....'
..18.4....
.. 18.4_ .31.3...
9. Crunch & Des (Adv). .KYW. NBC.... Wed. 10:00-10:30 .... ..18.4..,. .46.7...

ATLANTA
1.
2.
3.
4.
5,
6.

Approx. Set Counts-5fj5,©0O-

Weather; 2 Star Reporters. WEWS ..
Buccaneers . ..WJW ...
Science Fiction Theatre... ..KYW ...
Community Chest. ..KYW ...
Death Valley Days... ..WJW ...
Amos ’n’ Andy..... ..WJW ...
Twenty-One . ..KYW ...
.45.3 The Whistler .. ..WJW ...
.58.7 U. S. Steel Hour... ..WJW ...
.39.4 Theatre 10.!. ..WJW ...
.45.1
.45.3
..... 43.9
.41.3

....10.3
....18.4
,,. .12.1
....16.4
....24.1
....26.1
....17.4

—Stations—WAGA (5), WLW-A (TI)

City Detective (Myst) ....... . W SB
. ....MCA.... Sat. 10:CK)-10:30 .... ....29.0.
Highway Patrol (Adv) . . WAGA.
. , 26 9.
Fri 10*00-10*30
I Led 3 Lives (Adv).. WSB . _Ziv. ... Mon. 9:30-10:00 .... ....23.7.
Science Fiction Theatre (Adv) WAGA. _Ziv. ... Tues. 9:30-10:00 ... ....21.6.
Jungle Jim CAdv). . WLW-A.... .... Screen Gems .. ...Mon. 6:30-7:00 . ....18.7.
Annie Oaklev (W). . WLW-A_ ..;. CBS. ,.. Mon. 6:00-6:30 . _18.0.

_72.8. .... 39.9
.... 68.1. .... 39.5
.... 57.5. .... 41.2
.... 43.1. .... 50.2
.... 49.0. .... 38.2
.... 72.1. .... 25.0
1

7. The Visitor (Dr). .WSB . ....NBC . .. Sat. 10:30-11:00 .... ....17.9. .... 74.0. .... 24.2
8. Superman (Adv). .WSB . .... Flamingo.... Fri. 7:00-7:30 . ....17.1. .... 46.8. .... 36.6
.9. Kit Carson (W) ... . WLW-A.... .MCA . .. Tues. 6:00-6:30 .... ... .16.4. .... 73.3. .22.4
10. Buffalo Bill Jr. (W). .WLW-A.... .... CBS. ...Wed. 6:00-6:30 .... ....15.9..... .... 72.3. .... 22.0

Ballard Show.. .WAGA ... ... 8.4
Life of Riley. .WSB .... ...11.1
Studio One. .WAGA ... ...13.1
Break the $250,000 Bank... .WSB .... ...19.1
Robin Hood.. .WAGA ... ...14.4
Weather: Snorts News. . WAGA ... .t. 4.3
CBS News—D. Edwards.. WAGA .... ... 6.3
Overseas Adventure. .WAGA ... ... 3.2
Dixie Jubilee.... .WLW-A .. ... 3.2
12.1
Adventures of Jim Bowie... .WLW-A ..
Telenews ..-. .WSB .... ... 4.0
CBS News—D. Edwards. .WAGA ... ... 5.0
Telenews .. .WSB .... ... 2.6
CBS News—D. Edwards. .WAGA.4.3

82

Weekdays, a housewife is mostly on her feet
*

and on the go. There’s just one advertising
medium that can reach her continuously... just
one she can pay attention to continuously. Radio.
And in all radio, the CBS Radio Network is
the consistent daytime favorite.. .with a line-up
of dramatic serials that attract an average
of 4,115,000 people a minute, every Monday
through Friday!
What a time and nlace to sell all the nroducts
for which women are your "best customers.4
this is the right time to buy...

CBS RADIO NETWORK
From Itft to right:

12:00 N,
12:15 PM
12:30 PM
12:45 PM
1:00 PM
1:15 PM
1:30 PM
1:45 PM
2:05 PM
2:15 PM

WENDY WARREN & THE NEWS
BACKSTAGE WIFE.
ROMANCE OF HELEN TRENT
OUR GAL SUNDAY
THIS IS NORA DRAKE
MA PERKINS
YOUNG DR. MALONE
ROAD OF LIFE
RIGHT TO HAPPINESS
SECOND MILS. BURTON
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Estimated Weekly Network TV Program Costs
.

—■ ■

■

— Continued from page 28

NETPROGRAM
WORK
Jonathan Winters Show. . . . NBC

COST
17,500

Wire Service . ... ABC

65.000

Jane Wyman Show . ...NBC
You Are There ....CBS
You Asked for It . .. ..ABC

42,500
27,500
25,000

You Bet Your Life . ....NBC
Loretta Young Show...... ....NBC
Your Hit Parade ... ...NBC

47,500
45.000
42,500

Zoo Parade . .... NBC

10,000

PROGRAM

NET¬
WORK

■ -

■- ■ ■

SPONSOR
Lewis-Howe .
Vicks .
R. .T Reynolds .
Miller Brewing Co...
Procter & Gamble...
Prudential .
Skippy Peanut Butter

AGENCY
.. .DF&S.
... BBD&O
...Wm. F'tv.
.. .Math'
n
.. .Comoton .
...Calkins & Holden.
. . GB&B .

DeSoto-Plymouth ...
Procter & Gamble...
American Tobacco ..
Warner-Lambert ....
Mutual of Omaha

...BBD&O .
...B&B
.:.
.. .BBD&O .
...K&E
.
Bozell .& Jacobs.

SPECS,
'

SPECIALS,

COST

SPONSOR

BOB HOPE CHEVY SHOW . . . . NBC
DINAH SHORE CHEVY SHOW . .... NBC
HALLMARK HALL OF FAME . . . .. .NBC
PRODUCERS’ SHOWCASE
NBC

175,000
140,000
150,000
300,000

SAT. NIGHT SPECTACULARS. . .. . NBC

260,000

WIDE WIDE WORLD. . .. NBC
-

200,000

Chevrolet .
Chevrolet .
Hallmark Cards .
RCA
.
RCA/Whirlpool ..
John Hancock .
Buick .
Oldsmohile .
RCA .
AC Spark Plug..
United Motors .

-:—-■

S

PRODUCER

Warren Lewis

Maury Cohen

ETC.
AGENCY

PRODUCER

.. .Campbell-Ewald .
.. .Campbell-Ewald .
...FC&B ./.
...K&E .
.. K&E
.. .McC-E
.. Kudner
.✓.D. P. Brother.
.. .K&E
.. .D. P. Brother.
.. .Campbell-Ewald

Ben Duffy
Continued from page 21 =-!■■- j

behind that show.” Rising costs,
Duffy stated, have already eaten
“into the ranks of marginal pro¬
ducers” and have eliminated “some
of the inferior product.” But “for
the competent, talented producer,
the agency's new system of opera¬
tion can help secure his success.”
The coproduction setup reduces the
risk of a 13-week cancellation,
“since this ‘trial’ run is largely
absorbed in pre-telecast conference
between agency and producer”; it
allows the producer “to get the
bugs out of his show before the
advertiser sees it”; it increases the
producer’s likelihood of being con¬
sulted on future properties.
Eliminating Risk
For the sponsor, the coproduc¬
tion arrangement “eliminates most
of the risk of buying into a prod¬
uct that never stands up to the
pilot film”; it assures that the
client’s wishes “will be transmitted
as quickly and effectively as pos¬
sible into the final product”; it
gives the client “an extra creative
dimension to the production of a
quality series”; and it “assures the
fact^that the agency will be as
aware of what is going into the
production of the series as the pro¬
ducer himself.”
As to the agency, the arrange¬
ment would guarantee it “a much
closer liaison between the other
two interested parties—clients and
producers. The solving of minor
day-to-day problems will probably
eliminate the big ones that used
to crop up ‘out of the blueV so to
speak.” Duffy said that such a role
would create a heavy load for the
agency programming people and
woula require the hiring of talented
specialists. “If it means' hiring
higher-priced people away from
other phases of show business, this
must he done.”
“A good hour live dramatic show
not too long ago cost around $40,000, or less, in talent charges. We
have just been exposed to some
projected hour live dramatic shows
for the 1957-58 season. These were
good shows with fine people in
charge, but they were not spectacu¬
lars. However, they were budgeted
in the neighborhood of $60,000 to
$80,000. An hour variety show that
we talked to a producer about had
an initial budget of $147,000 for
talent charges alone. In addition,
time charges have been rising as
networks increase their facilities.
“Costs can not keep rising for¬
ever, mainly because that kind of
money is getting scarcer and
scarcer. Fewer and fewer sponsors
can afford a network show every
week, Cosponsorship is an accepted
way out. So is multiple sponsor¬
ship, despite the fact that some
product identity is naturally lost
in the latter system. But if the
traffic can’t bear a much higher
tariff, it’s also a cold hard fact that
prices aren’t likely to get lower.”

News Casting
Continued from page 21 ■---

“We now switch you to...”
The cue line from one of these commentators,
the push of a button and your network audience
is on the scene in Chicago, Washington, Los
Angeles ... wherever the news is breaking. The
magic of network switching j*ives viewers a
front row look at the drama of current events.
But behind this miracle are the skills of Bell
System and network technicians. These highly
trained craftsmen blend the technical ability of
an engineer with an actor’s unerring ear for cues.
With split-second precision, push buttons are
operated to make connections that switch the
television scene from one city to another. And

Bell System technicians are receiving cues from
several networks at once.
To help them, the Bell System receives op¬
erating instructions from the networks which
give all the necessary information on switches.
This information is sped to 130 Bell System tele¬
vision operating centers throughout the nation by
private line telephone and teletypewriter systems.
This co-operation between network and tele¬
phone company... and teamwork along the Bell
System lines... assure the American viewing
public the smoothest programming and the best
television transmission it is possible to provide.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
Providing intercity channels for network radio and television, throughout the nation

considering that it’s all out-ofpocket expense without benefit o£
sponsorship; or the Henry Sal¬
omon-inspired “Project 20” docu¬
mentations in the public affairs
area of programming, or the pro¬
jected “Telescope” series, or again
the policy of NBC preemptions of
prime time slots under the web’s
attendant precept that “if a show’s
worth seeing at all, show it where
it can be seen and not for the sake
of Congressional credit." In this
regard, CBS could take a cue and"
earmark a Wednesday at 9, say,
rather than a Sunday afternoon at
4, which seems to have become Col
lumbia's anointed grounds for
fighting its public affairs wars.
Yet, save for these isolated com¬
mendable facets, the NBC short¬
comings in its news-public affairs
division, it's felt, have been ac¬
cented in deeds of non-perforitfance. Its continued lack of a
standoiit personality with the sta¬
ture of an Ed Murrow or an Eric
Severaid is regarded as but one
conspicuous deficiency. The fact
that a CBS Will automatically dis¬
patch a Murrow posthaste to the
Israel-Egypt sore spot while NBC
contents itself with its “as usual
correspondent” is cited as but an¬
other illustration of two-network
philosophies in their respective
news-public affairs areas.
ABC thus far has done but life*
tie in these directions.
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HERE ARE JUST A FEW OF THE REVIEWS:
". . ‘. television1 rose to its greatest heights_of.achievement.,. color television’s shining hour”.
ALDINE R. BIRD, BALTIMORE NEWS-POST
”,.. spritely, heart-warming, original. .. must have
struck a responsive chord with all viewers except those
cynical, hard-bitten souls who refuse to acknowledge
the fact that they were once children ... the finest
original score we have heard on TV”.
HOLLYWOOD REPORTER
"It was 90 minutes of high pleasure, a joy in every
respect. It was a rare moment in television... a mag¬
nificent job which I hope NBC will repeat again and
again”.

jay nelson tuck, new york post

”... a towering beacon in the development of tele¬
vision entertainment... irresistibly charming, beauti¬
fully presented...”
BOB WILLIAMS, PHILA. EVENING BULLETIN
w... thoroughly captivating entertainment... we sat
entranced...”

nick kenny, new york mirror

"Hooray for 'Jack*... the first really successful musi¬
cal written especially for TV”.
WIN FANNING, PITTSBURGH POST-GAZETTE
"pure joy. . . good enough for NBC to place in its
expanding repertoire of kid classics”.
SID SHALIT, NEW YORK DAILY NEWS
" Troducers’ Showcase*... crammed more charm and
professionalism into ninety minutes than has been seen
on TV in many a day”.
MARIE TORRE, NEW YORK HERALD TRIBUNE
" 'Jack* os a TV musical is a worthy successor to 'Peter
Pan*... it is a timely commentary on whatever it is
that man lives and fights for”.
JOHN FINK, CHICAGO TRIBUNE

e.t AND THERE ARE MANY, MANY MORE.

\

HIGHEST
BEANSTALK
IN HISTORY
Live television is better than,,ever! An estimated 55 million
Americans proved it last Monday, evening when they tuned in
"Jack and the Beanstalk” in Color and black-and-white on
Producers* Showcase over NBC.
This was the largest audience to watch a 90-minute show in tfye hislory of television. It attracted a 75% greater audience than the aver¬
age of the three competing half-hour shows* on the second network.
Not since the two memorable two-hour Producers’ Showcase pro¬
ductions if: ftfary Martin’s "Peter Pan” has sheer enchantment
held so vast an audience spellbound. "Jack and the Beanstalk”
was an authentic television original—a triumph of bold, creative,
live programming. It demonstrated once again television’s unique
ability to capture a nation’s interest and attention through one
show on one network.
"Jack and the Beanstalk” was another NBC landmark in the
development of live television. It was what people have come to
expect from the network which introduced the 90-minute Spectacu¬
lar, and is now the only one to continue this dynamic program form.

NBC TELEVISION
a urvlet oj
*Bums and Allen, Arthur Godfrey"j Talent Scouts, I Love Lucy
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Chi WGN-TVs le, Too’ on Hefty
Slice of Feature Library Rating Pie
Chicago, Nov. 20.
WGN-TV statisticians are asking
what’s so surprising about the
hefty ratings featdre films are
knocking off around the country
this season. As the Windy City’s
trailblazer in the use of features
the past six years, the station’s
ratings
have
frequently
been
bracketed in the local Top 10 along
with the bigtime network shows
when a particularly hot film was
spun off. —
'As a result, the Chi Tribune
station made no particular point
of the fact that “How Green Was
My Valley’’ hit a high of 28.1
when unspooled on Jim Moran’s
Thursday night at 10 “Courtesy
Theatre” last month. The firstrun
theatrical entry from the bundle
of 20th-Fox pix distribbed by Na¬
tional Telefilm Associates topped
the Windy City ARB audience
scores of all the preceding net¬
work shows that night. The rating
gave “Valley” a 73% share of the
audience.
Same sponsor’s Sunday night
WGN-TV
theatre,
also
on
a
strictly firstrun .policy, has tradi¬
tionally been the station’s biggest
rater. From July through October,
for example, the Sunday 10 p.m.
feature copped an average top
quarter-hour ARB rating of 32.
Virginal product is also being used
on the Thursday and Friday seg¬
ments which have averaged 22.9
and 20.5 respectively from August
through October.
These celluloid track records
weren’t attained by any special
hoopla such as the $100,000 kickoff
blast for the Metro package on
KTTV, Los Angeles, where the
preem pic, “30 Seconds Over
Tokyo,” skyrocketed to a 30.8
average last month.

-
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Mel Gold Prod. Acquires
Telson Studios In L. I.
Mel Gold Productions last week
acquired the studio and all equip¬
ment and facilities of Telson
Studios in Long Island City. Stur
dio, which includes a 60x60 foot
stage, sound, lighting^ carpenter
shop, dressing rooms and"' full
camera equipment, will be oper¬
ated under the name of Mel Gold
Studios Inc., a wholly owned subsid of the production company.
Martin Rich, who prior to join¬
ing Gold as production supervisor
was manager of Telson, will take
over as studio manager under the
new ownership.
Studio will not
only house Gold’s own commercialvidpix production work but will be
made available to Other producers
on a rental basis.

Seattle’s 900G
RKO Pix Buy

Seattle, Nov. 20.
William Veneman, general man¬
ager of indie KTVW, Channel 13,
here, has announced purchase of
the entire “Movietime, U.S.A.”
RKO feature film package for the
station for $900,000.
Veneman said there are 740 films
in the package, including some
post-1948
features.
Station
is
working on scheduling of films,
with no times set as yet. Rumor is
that features will be telecast in
the, early evening hours.
KING-TV is showing MGM fea¬
tures and KOMO-TV has some
20th films, with both stations
scheduling start of features around
Hollywood, Nov. 20.
Joel Murcott feud- with the 10:30-11 p.m.
Writers Guild over his refusal to
BIG EDDY ARNOLD SALE
pay dues on tv reruns because of
his contention they are “inade¬
Chicago, Nov. 20.
quately” policed has been amicably
SSS Tonic outfit of Atlanta, Ga.,
settled.
has purchased the “Eddy Arnold
Writer told the finance commit¬ Time” film series for a 50-market
tee he would pay the dues and they spread through the south and south¬
agreed to keep him informed on west.
policing activities and invited him
Sale was handled by the Walter
to be a member of the policing Schwimmer Co. distributor of the
committee.
country and western bundle.

Murcott Feud Settled

McGowan's ‘Snowfire'
Hollywood, Nov. 20.
McGowan productions starts film¬
ing a new telepix series, “Snowfire,” next month, with Don ]V[gr
gowan and Mollie McGowan costarring.
To round out the MegowanMcGowan lineup, Stuart McGowan
directs and Dorrell McGowan pro¬
duces.

*
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WEN TREASURE’
SETS BLOCH, OTHERS

Four Star Okays
9 Vidfilm Series

Cast for the telefilmed “Hidden
Treasure Show” Is nearing com¬
pletion, with the $55,000 giveaway
going into production at the BiltHollywood, Nov. 20.
more Studios in N. Y. on Dec. 11.
First meeting this year of Four
Last week Ray Bloch was Inked as
musical director, and since four Star Films toppers, held over the
other performers have been added, weekend, okayed an upped pro¬
along with a director.
duction sked to nine telefilm series.
Judy Johnson, Eva De Luca and
Dick Powell, David Niven, Charles
Richard Hayes will split vocals.
Boyer, William Cruikshank and
Bobby Hackett, trumpeter, was also
.Jack Rayel, owners and exec pro¬
signed as a soloist, and a choral
ducers of the film, met with George
group of 12 will act in support of
Gruskin and Stan Kamen of the
the front cast.
William Morris Agency tv depart¬
Perry Lafferty will direct, with ment. Morris office has an exclu¬
George Beliak scripting.
Marc sive pact to handle Four Star Films
In a series of pre-sold sponsor-, Hertsens will do choreo. Hour show product sales.
ship deals topped by a 14-market is up for syndication.
Company currently has three vidCoast regional last week with
pix series before the cameras, “Hey
Langendorf Bakeries, Television
Jeannie,” “Dick Powell’s , Zane
Programs of America has nearly
Grey Theatre” and “Mr. Adams
reached the break-even point on
and Eve,” latter preeming in Jan.
its “Last of the Mohicans” series
■
Continued from page 31 ■ r ~~ on CBS-TV.
weeks before the show is scheduled
Meet was the first time that
the company’s success to the net¬ varying commitments of the Four
to hit the air.
That’s been done before, but the work sale of each of its three tele¬ Star toppers would perifiit a simul¬
unique factor in the TPA surge on pix shows, produced via Official’s taneous get-together to go over
the show is the fact that about tieup with Sapphire Productions, future production plans.
He also reported that the
three-quarters of the business set Ltd.
thus far and accounting for that syndication side of Official’s busi¬
near-break-even level are foreign ness, now includes 797 half-hour
sales. Thus far TPA has only*' three episodes, compared with only onesales on the show—to the Cana¬ tenth as tfiany properties con¬
Continued from page 21 ■
dian Broadcasting Corp., to In¬ trolled by the company 18 months ■ corporated Television Programs in ago. Referring to the growth in ing-promotion as v.p. in charge, is
the United Kingdom, and to Lang¬ the foreign market, he said that an open secret. It’s not for any
endorf. The sum total of the three England alone has bought more scarcity of top people that NBC
deals is said to run about $17,OOP, than $1,000,000 of the Official hasn’t replaced Pinkham,. for the
but the significant fact is that the series; Canada, $500,000; Australia, web’s program department already
Canadian and British deals account which has just opened commercial
boasts a lineup of veeps that in¬
for about $13,000 of this, including tv, has purchased over $150,000.
clude such top-level names as Nat
the extra coin involved in supply¬ Other foreign markets will follow,
Wolff, Mort Werner, Mike Dann
ing CBC-TV with French and Eng¬ he added.
j and Carl Stanton.
lish soundtracks of the series.
In the consolidated income state¬
At the same time, Lewine’s move
Langendorf is using “Mohicans” ment of the 1956 fiscal year, sell¬
to replace California National Pro¬ ing, promotion and general ex¬ out of ABC would increase to four
the
number of v.p.’s that have fol¬
ductions’ “Steve Donovan, Western penses were put at $1,044,884, with
Marshal,” which it has sponsored provision for federal income tax lowed Kintner in resigning from
on the Coast for over a year. Its listed as $484,000. In the balance the web. Quartet comprises Ern¬
coverage will involve every market sheet, accounts receivable were est Lee Jahncke (shopping), Har¬
in the western region, including $3,163,794, with total assets listed old Morgan (to McCann-Erickson),
Geraldine Zourbaugh (shopping)
San Francisco, Los Angeles, Se¬
at $6,587,017. Total current liabili¬ and Lewine.
attle, Portland, Stockton, etc. Deal
ties were put at $1,745,558.
was set via the Compton agency’s
San Francisco office.
Mobile, Ala. — W. B. Pape was
made veep and general manager
of Pape Television Co. here to fill
the vacancy of the late H. K. Mar¬
■■■-■ ■■ 1 Continued from page 31
------ tin. Pape was national sales man¬
ager.
terest on original distributor financ¬
, Hollywood, Nov. 28.
ing is also transferred to the sta¬
Shooting is slated to start next tions, and (4) distribs figure into
February in Africa on a new color the sales price a reserve against
telefilm series, “White Hunter,” by • unsold markets, on the theory that
Dudley Pictures Corp. in coopera¬ motion pictures cannot achieve a
tion with Africans Tv Enterprises nationwide tv sellout.
Ltd. of Johnnesburg.
Marshall
Another attractive feature of the
Thompson has been set to co-star direct ownership plan is the poten¬
with Toto, a 10-year-old native boy, tial of writing off charter station
and with Arnold Belgard and investments either entirely or to
Doane Hoag scripting. Belgard will the point of making a profit through
also direct.
sale of pix to non-charter stations.
In effects the stations would be
distributors. First, they could sell
beyond their own markets and,
then/ they could also sell to com¬
peting stations the pictures they
Mgt.i William Morrj» Agency
don’t need. They would be reim¬
bursed on additional sales in direct
proportion to the amount each in¬
itially invests.
A selling point to be made to
the Hollywood majors is that the
charter group of stations, by dint,
of their size and their markets they
MAJOR
MOTION
PICTURE
COM¬
represent, have subsantial credit
PANY'S
COMBO' PRODUCER-WRIratings.
TER-DffcECTOR LEAVING HERE FOR

TFA Pre-Sales On
‘Mohicans’ Telepix

Official

Bob Lewine

'White Hunter’ Series
To Shoot in Africa

Bypass Bistribs

THIS MAN HELP YOU
IN EUROPE

NED LAND TO C&C
Ned Land, former president of
Station Promotions, Inc., has been
added to the sales force of C & C
Television.
Also recently added to the C&C
sales staff are Robert Mooney,
formerly of Guild Films, and Paul
Calvin.

Summer “Sunshine” Backstage
Eliminates Need For Make-up
•'ATl~*new Aj.i*
Model 65, desig
Raymond Loew
dates. Compac
weight, easy
Safe-T-Timer
end of exposure

More and more theatrical and TV per¬
sonalities get and keep a healthful
Bermuda “glow*' all year round by
using the Hanovia Ultraviolet Quartz
Health Lamp. They look healthier, feel
healthier, right through the healthhazardous winter months. Only the
Hanovia all new Full-Spectrum Ultra¬
violet Quartz Health Lamp, used and
recommended by the medical profes¬
sion, gives the complete ultraviolet
spectrum, tanning rays plus the sun's
body-building, health-giving rays.

Plus, infrared heat rays that soothe
and relax tired muscles, peps you up
for that special matinee or Sunday
performance. Get your Hanovia Health
Lamp at your department, surgical
supply, or appliance store now.
FREE: Valuable brochure ^Magic of
Ultraviolet" describes.benefits of ul¬
traviolet and infrared. Just write
“Hanovia" on a postcard and mail to
Hanovia Chemical & Mfg. Company,
102 Chestnut Street, Newark 5> N. J.

ASSIGNMENT ON CONTINENT JAN.
9 WILL' BE AVAILABLE FOR THE¬
ATRICAL OR COMMERCIAL FILM
WORK THERE AFTER FEB. 15, FOR
AD AGENCIES, TV FILM PRODUC¬
ERS, OTHERS. CAN BE GOOD DEAL
FOR BOTH OF US.
WRITE BOX VV 300, VARIETY,
154 W. 46th ST., N. Y. 36, N. Y.

Cincinnati—WCKY stockholders
reelected Charles H. Topmiller,
president and general manager,
and other officers at annual meet¬
ing. The board appointed Mrs.
Essie Rupp assistant secretary and
treasurer and added Fred A. Dowd,
president, First National Bank of
Cincinnati, and John H. Clippinger,
attorney, as directors.

ON EVERY CHANNEL

BROOKS

COSTUMES
3 Wail 61.1 St., N.Y.C.*T*I. PL 7-5100

Your Attention Please

THE HOTEL BELVEDERE
319 WEST 48th ST., NEW YORK 19
•This modern 17 story fireproof hotel is now offer¬
ing one room.<studio apartments, with kitchenette
and modern tile bath at very-low daily and weekly
rates. Complete Hotel Service.
•

PHONE Circle 6-9100

•
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TOP RATING IN CINCINNATI!
America’s number one mystery adventure series
rings up top ratings everywhere. In a key market
like Cincinnati, for example, ELLERY QUEEN not
only has the highest rating* of any syndicated
program—it also outrates top network favorites
such as $64,000 Question, Climax, Jackie Gleason,

Alfred Hitchcock, Dragnet, and many, many others.
*24.7 Pulse, September 10,1956

■LLE

JUEEN
series

starring

HUGH MARLOWE

■O

Your own survey will prove
M|4 to you that more people are
ELLERY QUEEN fans than for
any other mystery adventure series.
No wonder! Books, anthologies, Ellery
Queen magazines,-motion pictures,
network radio series, all with multi-million,
astronomical circulations, and now t|ie
brilliantly-produced television series are
your guarantee of the big audiences you
want. Let TPA demonstrate to you how the
ELLERY QUEEN series can best serve you, too.

M

Television Programs of America, Inc.
COWARD SMALL • MILTON A. OORDON • MICHAEL M. SILLKRMAN
Cfimlrmmn

Pmldtnt

<408 Madison Av*.t Now York 33, N, Y. • PIL. 8-3100

Hxtcutlv* Vlc9~Pn»Utnt
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Tele Followups
S Continued from page 25

that those sitting for their portraits
will (2) get the idea and/or be
shamed into following suit.
One of the prime f'rinstances
was his face-to-face last week (14)
with Drew Pearson, the firebrand¬
ing Washington merry-go-rounder,
in a set-to postponed from previous
week. Under Wallace’s incisive,
persistent, “intuitively impudent”
roddings, Pearson matched the
ot, candid questions with dit.to an¬
swers—perhaps not quite as siz¬
zling in the reply at times as in
the pitch, but close enough to pro¬
duce a slambang session for the
pre-midnight-patrol viewers gandering a change of pace from the
flickers, etc.
In addition to presumably wide
general interest, the segment was
meat & potatoes for members of
the fourth estate or kindred beats
thereof. Such as the whys & whatfors of Washington-based pundits
& pounder-outers holding back on
data for print. That's a “combined
operation” having to do With some
soul-wrestling on whether the dis¬
closures, classified or no, would be
in the public and national interest,
and also hinged on whether the
subject, if a person, is big enough
to take care of himself under barb
or revelation; and contrariwise, the
futility and perhaps unfairness of
putting the searchlight on mere
joeblows unless the material is too
earth-shaking for a zealous syndi¬
cated or one-sheet columnist to

MSizmfr
flyboy turned playboy who re¬
luctantly- joins the family firm
with mounting bitterness toward
his Dad, Nwas efficiently done by
John Ericson. Tom Brown deliv¬
ered likewise as the elder son who
literally earned the back of Pop's
hand as the rejected tribal weak¬
ling. ’
Nina Foch turned in an able job
as the daughter torn between love
and sympathy for her father and
her sweetheart. Latter, excellently
portrayed by Lloyd Bridges, fig¬
ured prominently in the external
conflict when he exited the Cam¬
eron company for a rival concern.
Through his masterminding, the
competing firm proceeded to work
havoc with the Cameron outfit by
grabbing up the latter’s sources of
supply for its Xmas merchandise.
Onslow Stevens neatly handled the
role of the head of the rival firm
whose hopes of merging with Cam¬
eron were rebuffed by the latter’s
blind determination to keep the
business in the family, despite the
kids* recognition that a merger
would be best for all concerned.
The highly-charged personal and
business warfare was quickly
resolved in the aforementioned
final scene. Dad came charging in
on his daughter and her lover and
pokes a gun- at the “outsider.”
They talked him out-Of his homocidal ambitions, he exits grinning,
apparently reconciled to the merg¬
er of both his business and his
daughter. The young pair seal it
all with a clinch at the final dis¬
solve.
It was a smooth, fluffless exer¬
cise for producer Martin Manulis
and director Vincent J. Donehue’s
technical staffers.,
Dave.

kill off under the severe compete
tion that exists.
There was some naming of
names along this route by Pearsofi,
plus a clearly intended dig at
Presidential press poobah Jim
Hagerty,. at whose behest many a
permanent camp follower in the
Chief Exec’s reportorial corps
must at times be obliged not to file
adverse thisa & thata for fear that
otherwise there would be retalia¬
tion, according to Pearson. And so
on as to a comparative sizeup of
FDR, HST and DDE, each getting
his just due and all of them com¬
ing out ahead against Pearson's
acknowledgment that he and Tru¬
man didn’t get along, etc. In fact,
it was the former Prez who re¬
ferred to Pearson in an historic
phrase utilized tongue-in-cheek by
Pearson in his current Satevepost
series, “Confessions of an S.O.B.''
To find the columnist self-effac¬
ing, such as owning up to how it
was that some of his major “pre¬
dictions” didn’t pan out, was in
itself a change-up for Pearson
under Wallace’s blunt, tell-all-ortell-nothin' approach. And for the
records, Pearson’s shiny crystalball shows Secretary of State
Dulles resigning (because of his
health) and Defense Secr’y Wilson
quitting (because that’s what he's
wanted to do).
Considering all the mambypamby forums even on some bigleague network shows where they
let the guy on the hot seat get
aWay with an awful lot of “no com¬
Ray Bolger Show
ment,” Wallace’s nightly, beat
Ray Bolger’s “Washlngton
stands out like the Eiffel Tower on Square” still takes on the attitude
the Parisian landscape.
Trau.
of the last part of its name. -The
show is still a self-conscious and
See It Now
belabored effort that seemingly
A demonstration of the U.S. needs to make up its mind whether
Navy's might, highlighting atom- it wants the situation comedy
propelled submarines and super¬ framework or go into a straight va¬
aircraft carriers, unreeled on Sun¬ riety show. The elements of both
day’s (18) VSee It Now” afternoon are there, with Bolger in position
telecast. The one hour proved to to tie the proceedings into a sin¬
be .fairly interesting viewing, as gle neat bundle, which somehow
well as furnishing some very sober¬ isn’t coming off yet. According to
ing reflections on the new weapons appearances, the show toppers
which not only are in this country’s seem ready to ditch the very thin
hands, but also commanded by the situation of Bolger being the im¬
Russians, according to the experts. presario-entertainer at a Green¬
Titled “Revolution in the Navy,” wich Village playhouse.
the Edward R. Murrow and Fred
On Sunday’s (18) session over
W. Friendly production had many NBC-TV, there were moments
arresting shots, with cameras ex¬ when the layout nearly made it.
ploring “miracle” weapons under¬ Yet the necessity of keeping the
sea and in the air. The on-the-scene plot going provided some long
pictorial display was interspersed stretches of unrewarding dialog.
with interviews with Navy brass. Martha Raye, left to her own de¬
Informationally, the 'CBS viewers vices, could easily have made sev¬
must have been swamped by the eral spots stand up, and Bolger
array of material offered. The hour who knows his way around a stage;
could have been more pointed and could similarly enliven a few
sharp if less of an area was on niches. The individual variety ef¬
display. The show, as it focused forts were good. Elaine Stritch,
on the cramped, efficient quarters
regular, came off well in
Since the sternwheelers first of the atom-driven Nautilus, then another
her spot, and Rocky Marciano with
opened our Ohio River Valley to shifted to interviews and aircraft his walkon, walked on and off.
carriers, had a tendency to ramble. Others with appearances were Kay
large-stale trade, this region has But
the drama of what already has Armen, playing the Mama part,
constantly steamed ahead to been accomplished in naval aritia- once occupied by Daniza Ilitsch,
ments
and what new armaments Arnold Stang working in a puppet
greater industrial records.
are in the offing, always seemed rig gotten up by Bil & Cora Baird,
Today, its array of manufacture to snap back one’s interest.
and Rusty Draper, do well in¬
The awesome display, which also dividually, but yet the show falls
ing is the most vast in America highlighted
the launching of guided to register as a whole.
... a solid head-of-steam typified missiles from submarines, found
The Bolger-Raye-Stritcli takeoff
by our own doorstep counties of even Rear Admiral Hyman G. Rick- on “War and Peace” had some ef¬
over, father of America's atomic fective moments, but they tried
Cabell and Kanawha (the Hunt* j Navy, bowled over. With atom- too hard to get it across. It seems
ington-Charleston area) where— driven power, Admiral RIckover that if the talent, and those who
said that for the first time in history
say preliminary reports of the.' man can control his environment, know talent, had their way, every¬
thing could go well in no time at
^new 0. S. Census of Manufac¬ rather than accomodate himself to all.
Jose.
it.
He
added
this
warning:
God
tures — the value of industry help us if we.don’t use it wisely.
Toyland Express
alone is up 55% since 1947,
Horo.
With the Christmas season set¬
currently over one billion dollars!
Playhouse 90
i ting in, Toy Guidance Council,
An otherwise solid script out of; Inc., is unreeling a group of 15This is only part of what you can
Harold Jack Bloom’s typewriter
command with WSAZ-TV* Sur¬ was afflicted with.ty dramaturgy’s minute films, showing some of the
rounding our near-quarter-mile- chronic malady on CBS-TV’s “Play¬ new toys being offered and offer¬
90” last Thursday (15). ing pointers on the psychological
high tower lies America’s 23rd house
That’s the inevitable happy finale gratification that some toys may
television ^market — four states that so often does violence to a offer children. Locally, carried by
wide, four billion dollars deep in I play’s basic honesty and con¬ WABC-TV Saturday and Sunday
sistency. This happy ending syn¬
buying potential. You leave .a drome is all the more incongruous mornings and afternoons, the 15show appears lightweight
smart wake when you sail aboard when as with Bloom's “Heritage of minute
Anger,” a virtual Pandox*a’s Box in the entertainment department.
WSAZ-TV. Any Katz office can of emotions is skillfully opened for
The Saturday (17) 9:45 a.m. slot¬
make out a profitable bill of lad¬ some 70 minutes, only to have the ted film also had little of the psy¬
chological
twist. David T. Marke,
lid
hastily
nailed
back
on
in
the
ing for you.
director of the Council’s educa¬
last few minutes.
tional
activities,
only made a few
This edition's plot dealt with the
classic father-son conflict dressed comments In that vein, comments
in businessmen’s garb, reminiscent such as a girl’s layette set may
of Arthur Miller’s “Death of a help a young Miss to adjust to a
Salesman.” Pulling out all the new member of the family, or that
Freudian stops, Bloom also em¬ a gun gives a child respect for law
broidered the romance angle with enforcement. The major portion
o
some,obvious jealously overtones of the program was devoted to a
between the father and his daugh¬ display of toys, a few of which
ter's swain. Except for the abrupt could be considered unusual.
shifting of gears at the end, it was
Taking the bite away from what
powerful stuff, aided and abetted seems to be an overlong commer¬
by a competent cast.
cial was Jimmy Nelson and his pup¬
Ralph Bellamy had both some pets. Nelson and his characters,
HUriTINGTO^-CHARLKSTOM^V
fine moments and some unsure
once the group of kiddies,
XL 39. CL XfEJTWQHl ones as the Cameron family’s aging though,
reached “paradise” aibroad the
Affiliated with Radio Stations
patriarch whose singleminded con¬ Toyland Express, became minor
WSAZ, Huntington 6 WGKV, Charleston
centration on his wholesale, shirt figures. Emphasis was on toys,
LAWRENCE H. ROGERS, PRESIDEN
business drove a wedge between toys, toys, all of which could be
_Represented by The Katz Agency i
him and his daughter and two sons. bought in neighboring stores,
*****Amm*i0m0m0*0m0m
The youngest son, an ex-Air Force according to the crawL
Horo• ,
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tent to underplay the part, but with
precisioned artistry and rarely
I'aised-her voice. Her dad will be
sent the lenticular film and he’ll
undoubtedly approve her handling
of the role that came out of his
own quill, Lamont Johnson gave
a worthy depiction of the dictator
with all the dynamics of a rabblerouser, and Geoffrey Toone was
properly stalwart as the belea¬
guered dictator. Others lending
able support included . Dayton
Lummis, Val Dufour, John Irving,
Norman DuPont, Tim Brown Henry,
David Frankham, James Lilburn,
Will. White and Booth Colman.
Adaptation of Frank and Doris
Hursley was fiiely wrought and won
the approval of Sir Winston after
the initial effort by another was'
rejected. McCleery’s device of
having an actor essay the role of
author and narrating the tale to
two young officers was both in¬
ventive and effective. Tab lifters
were Armour, Sylvania, Brillo and
Tide with a few more sjpots at sta¬
tion break time to seemingly over¬
load the program with commercials.
John Conte tended the hosting
with his usual eclat.
Helm:

'Grand Central Station’
Shutters in Jan.; Paar,
Others in ABC Shifts

“Grand Central Station” got a
I network radio reprieve last sum¬
mer when ABC picked up the for¬
mer half-hour drama and con¬
verted it into a weekday quarterhour strip at 11 ayem. But the
show has failed to catch any spon¬
sors, so it's being dropped in Jan¬
uary by ABC. Jack Paar, who be¬
gan in July at the same time as
“Grand Central” *s being moved
into the 11 a.m. time.
Paar, who has a number of par-,
ticipating sponsors at present, may
ultimately be expanded to a halfhour, from. 11 to 11:30. Network
feels that Paar is better back-toback material with^the rest of the
morning dramatic b’ock than is
“Grand Central.” Block begins
with “My. True Story,” from 10 to
10:30, and goes to two succeeding
quarter-hours, “When a Girl Mar¬
ries” and “Whispering Streets.”
To replace Paar temporarily at
11:15 will be “You apd .Your Mar¬
riage,” a marriage counselling
stanza that has beefc running as a
10-minuter from 11:35 to 11:45
ayem, after five-minutes of news.
Bob. Hammock, with' a musical
combo will take over.the old “Mar¬
—Continued from page 23
riage” slot, and the Buddy Weed
shall be consistency of interpreta¬ band stays from 11:45 until noon.
tion of the Federal lottery laws by
Hartford—John P. Shipley has
the agencies charged with their en¬
forcement, particularly when . . . been named to newly-created post
of
operations manager of WKNB
the Commission's decision ... is
and radio. At WHCTdirectly contrary to a long-stand¬ television
TV,
Lanny Pike has been named
ing opinion of the Solicitor of the production
supervisor. Moves over
Rost Office Department, who has from WKNB-TV, Where he held a
lield that activity of the type re¬ similar post.
quired by 'Play Marco’ does not
constitute consideration. Moreover,
we are unable to find any indicaj
tion that the Attorney General has WHY DO I PLAY BADMINTON?
considered or feels that the pro¬
I have no choice.
gram in question is violative of
law.
There Is no GOODminion!
“The significance of this diverg¬
ence of regulatory opinion be¬
Comedy writer, original, seeks to
comes apparent when it is realized
hitch his waggin' to a eomic.
that some 4,000 broadcast stations
. . . will be prohibited from engag¬
Write to D. $., Box V-336, VARIETY
ing in the advertisement of many
154 W. 46th Street, New York 36
sales promotion plans, which re¬
quire participants to visit the spon¬
sor’s store, and hitherto never
considered lotteries, while . . . the
printed media is, and always has
Young couple wants to rent or buy
been, enabled to do so.”
thoroughly modem 3 master bed¬
NARTB further argued that the
room house with some grounds—
lottery laws were intended to ap¬
ply to gambling-type activities
must be In Riverdale-Fieldston sec¬
which defraud the public. The pro¬ tion,
gram, “Play Marco,” it declared,
“cannot be reasonably construed
WRITE BOX 110
as appealing to the gambling In¬
stinct of the individual, tending to j VARIETY, 154 W. 46th St.
NEW YORK 34. N. Y.
impoverish its participants or
weakening public morality.”

‘Play Marco’

CBS Profits
from, page 22
14 to stockholders fof record on
Nov. 30. Also voted was a stock
dividend of 2% on outstanding A
and B shares, but with provisions
forbidding issuance of fractional
shares. Instead, stockholders will
receive
non-transferable
order
forms of fiftieths of a share.
Board also elected Merle S.
Jones, who becomes president of
CBS Television Inc., a vicepresi¬
dent and board member of CBS
Inc., the parent company, effective
with the assumption of his new
post on Jan. 1.
^ -
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MIDLAND SCHOOL
MONSEY, N. Y.
22 ml. frem New York City

BOARDING SCHOOL
for children, ages 4-14 Vrs.
Short
I periods arranged; full curriculum;
individual attention; accr. New York
Dept. Ed., Kgn-8.
New York—OLympta 8-7004 or
Spring Valley 6-3858

LARGE REHEARSAL SPACE
AVAILABLE—50’ x 90*
Acoustical Ceiling 18' High
P.A. System — Air Conditioned
Wood Floor
HOTEL ANSONIA
Broadway and 73rd Street, N.Y.C.
Banquet Mgr.: SU. 7-7907, SU. 7-3300

THE GOLDEN ERA OP
TELEVISION IS HEREI

ContaonCHARlJsS Q* BARRY* Vlca-preeldent
.MOM-TV* * Mrvlc# of Cdew1* Ipfco/porated
/1040 Broadway; NewYorKi N. Y* * dUd*6n £-2000
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special citation from the Redwood Empire Association , . „ KCBS gen¬
eral manager Henry Untermeyer was* named a director of the big tax¬
payers' Down Town Association , , . Frisco visitor; Marslaud Gander,*
London Daily Telegraph's tv critic . . . John Highlander, assistant pro¬
; Continued from page 22 ;
gram manager at KPIX, and John’K. Chapel, news director of radio
\ Continued from page 24 ;
station KLX, Oakland, were two of six Northern Californians honored ] hereafter given a minimum’of $155,
j plus the guarantee to reach
month option falls due . . . J. Walter Thompson's Cornwall Jackson for 1956 industrial safety work.
$10,000.)
has put out feelers for original musicals to serve Gordon McRae's
i NBC is giving its announcers a
starring on five Lux Video shows this season . . . There's a deal cooking IN WASHINGTON ...
All webs expected to telecast lighting of White House Christmas $20 increase over the $135 base.
for syndication of 16 filmed shows made by Jimmy Durante the past
And all NBC staff announcers mak¬
two years . . . Jack Mulcahy is trying to-convince his Texas backers of tree by President Eisenhower Dec. 21 . . . WRC-NBC d.j. Willard Scott j ing less than a total of $16,000
"‘The Tracer" that the rating services are damaging their property and bows out for Navy duty,.with Ed Walker taking over some of his chores’; annually with commercial fees will
should be restrained from publishing their figures. Sez Mulcahy: "they . . . WARL chief announcer Don Owens and general manager Ray Ar- be guaranteed another $20 a week
don't check every set, therefore the ratings are inaccurate and injuri¬ mand plane to Nashville, Tenn., this week to participate in WSM’s 31st in certain network commercial an¬
ous to our property representing an investment of a million dollars" anniversary celebration of “Gran Ole Opry" . . . WWDC D.J. Jon nouncements.
Only real network trouble spot
. . . Jack Benny booked Jayne Mansfield for his Jan. 10 "Shower cf Massey, who is also assistant art director for Dept, of Labor, inter- j
Stars." In fact he can have anyone on the 20th-Fox lot, they are so viewed by Voice of America on opportunities given to American Negro may be Mutual. That radio net¬
work
is negotiating separately on
won over to his way of handling guests . . . Jaime Del Valle, producer . . . WGMS-MBS currently conducting contest to select town's first
oi' CBS-TV’s "The Lineup," proclaims that there isn't a good mystery d.j. for a new midnight show. . . . Betty Konisbcrg, ex of WAAM and staff announcers and no decisions
show on the air so he's bringing to tv an old radio property he directed, WITH, Baltimore, new sales promotion topper at WHOP-CBS . . . U. S. hAve been reached. In the event
Dept, of Agriculture releasing a telefilm, "Agriculture Story," being of MBS-AFTRA agreement fail¬
"Johnny Dollar."
used in connection with current observances of National Farm-City ure, the union may wage a strike
Week.
| strictly against that web alone.
IN LONDON . . .
Local contracts in L.A., N.Y., Chi
Kazuko Yamaguchi, Japanese soprano will sing "One Fine Day" from
and Frisco are still in the process
"Madame Butterfly," in a guest spot on BBC-TV’S show "Vic Oliver IN BOSTON . . .
of negotiation. Coast talks, with
Presents" . . . Gracie Fields starred in Val Parnell's Saturday night
WNAC-TV inked Frank Luther as full time consultant on children’s Claude McCue fronting AFTRA
spec and also has a 20-minute solo spot on BBC-TV (Nov. 25) . .. Victor programs and public affairs . . . WEEI beginning remotes frpm Rick¬ there, have been progressing more
Feldman on drums and singer Ronnie Harris will appear in "Off The shaw, Chinese eatery, for after theatre party, 11:15 to 11:45 p.m. with.; slowly than those in N.Y. and Chi.
Record" (Nov. 26) .. . Original film version of Tolstoy's "Resurrection,” Jerry Howard as "Slim Pickins" and interviews with stage and screen
made in 1909 to be screened in "Movie Museum" on Nov. 30 . . . celebs . . . Frank Tooke, gen. mgr. WBZ-TV, back from Europe . . .
Johnnie Ray booked for two ATV appearances . . Larry Adler to give New program, "Teacher of Week," on WBZ-TV Saturdays with out¬
a BBC-TV harmonica recital . . . Leigh Madison, who's been a dancer standing teacher being honored each frame . ^. Dave Maynard, WORL ]
up till now, joined the cast of “The Dave King Show" in the role of d:sk jock, won the national deejay contest conducted by Sammy Davis \
; Continued from page 22~s
a singer . . . Rossano Brazzi featured in ATV's "Portrait Of A Star" . , . Jr. calling for best album title and suggested songs to be recorded by
Audrey Hepburn and Mel Ferrer interviewed on ABC-TV in connection Davis at his next sesh . . . Alan Dary, WBZ-WBZA disk jock, conduct¬ fold Godfrey projects, apart from
with premier of "War And Peace" . . . Clippings from "The Devil’s ing "most beautiful lips" contest with entrants imprinting their lips on his additional duties.
Disciple,” starring Tyrone Power shown in ATV’s "Armchair Theatres." a piece of paper. Dary. and disk jocks John Bassett, Carl deSuze, Leo
Smith was formerly v.p. in
Egan and Norm Prescott will judge the contest which ends Nov. 30. . . 1
Priscilla Fortesque, WEEI's traveling reporter and celeb interviewer, charge of station administration,
IN CHICAGO . . .
taping legit show personalities in "Happiest Millionaire." "Happy Hunt¬ but when he became an administra¬
NBC veep Jules Herbuveaux named vice-chairman of Chi Better ing" and "Candide" current at Hub theatres .. . Arthur C. King, WEEI tive v.p. the title was dropped
Business Bureau . . . WGN-TV sales topper Ted Weber in New York news and public affairs director, elected veep of United Press Broad¬ (with Dundes now assuming it). He
this week making the agency rounds . . . Barbara Van Haizmburg, as¬ casters Assn, of Mass. . . . Morgan Baker, director Housewives Protec¬ started with CBS at WBBM in
sistant WBBM press info director, expected back at her desk this week tive League, WEEI, elected prexy Parent-Teachers Assn, . Collicott Chicago in 1926 as manager of the
after recovering from injuries sustained in the CTA El smashup earlier School, Milton.
station,, and after a stint as adthis month . .. John Andersen and Tom Powers added to the Needham.
manager of Montgomery Ward, re¬
Louis & Brorby research department .. . WeDyck Quintet pinchhitting
turned to the station and moved
next week on WNBQ’s "Bob Sc Kay" daytimer while Art Van Damme IN DETROIT ...
up through the network to become
and his instrumental group work a date at the Colonial Theatre in
WWJ's new high fidelity transmitters now are in service. E. J. Love, general manager of CBS Radio
Toronto . . . Co-producers Herb Grayson and John Buckstaff taping the the station's general engineering manager, says the human ear cannot sales in 1936, becoming director of
sounds at heavyweight title contender Archie Moore's training camp discern difference between WWJ-AM reception and that of WWJ-FM station relations in 1945 and v.p.
for airing Saturday (24) on WBBM’s "Ear On Chicago" . . . NBC news¬ . . . Comedian Soupy Sales' across-the-board 11 p.m. show has been ex¬ over station administration in 1948.
caster Morgan Beatty's guidebook on the nation’s capital due out next panded from 15 to 30 minutes . . . J. L. Hudson department store an¬ His resignation is effective Dec. 31,
week . . . WGN to carry the city high school football championship nual Thanksgiving Day parade will be telecast nationally by WXYZ-TV and he assumes his consultancy
playoff Dec. 1 with. Jack Brlckhouse and Vince Lloyd handling the mike over 93 ABC stations and locally by WWJ-TV .. . Jean Loach, WXYZ- status from that date'on.
chores . . . Thrush Jean Williams is ankling WBBM's "Gold Coast TV personality is preparing for a tour of Europe with group of women
Show" after mote than seven years. Marie De Rose is replacing.
broadcasters ’. . . Russell Gohring is new general manager of WPON,
Plattsburgh, N.Y. — A1 Cahill
Pontiac . . . New WWJ-TV entry is the "Meet Blenda" show starring takes
over for Carl Stohn Jr. as
IN SAN FRANCISCO . . .
Blenda Isbey in a celebrity-shopper interview program from a shopping program director of WPTZ under
Tip of the hat to KPIX's Phil Lasky: the CBS-Westinghouse station center.
general manager George BarenBregge. New stanza chief was staff
is now running its nightly "Big Movie" full length, which may—or
announcer and sports editpr for 15
may not—be the result of last month’s exchange between Lasky and IN PHILADELPHIA . . .months at the tv'er.
a Frisco theatre owner . . . Northern California Academy of Television
Mac
McGuire,
ankling
from
WI*CV
to
WPFH,
will
also
take
on
an
postponed its beaux arts ball until December because of a conflict
(ADVERTISEMENT)
all-day
Sunday
WPEN
session
.
.
.
Joe
Grady
acted
as
emcee
when
his
(same night) with the Frisco Ballet Guild’s beaux arts ball . . . KRON
celebrated its eighth birthday Nov. 15 . . . New business manager of WPFH partner, Ed Hurst, received a citation from the Center City
Chapter,
B'nai
Brith,
in
the
Warwick
(12)
.
.
.
Ministers
from
the
Phila¬
KCBS is Malcolm G. Morehouse, taking over for George B, Stadtmuller who's now CBS Radio’s director of accounting . . . KQED gen¬ delphia Council of Churches observing telecasts and attending weekly
eral manager Jim Day reported on the growth of educational tv over seminars; at WFIL-TV . . . Included in WPEN shifts are axing of the.
lTis regular show yesterday (19) . . . KGO boss James H. Connolly got a mambo session eniceed by Art "Pancho" Raymond. Also Red Benson
"After Hours" will move to a three-hour morning stint and deejayi;
vocalist Bud Brees will have the entire evening show . . . "Father
We are convinced that some¬
Knows Best" cast, Robert Young, Jane. Wvatt, Elinor Donahue, Billy
where outside of New York*,
Gray visited sponsor's Chester plant . .. Dave Brubeck and his quartet,
now at the Red Hill Inn, cut a one-hour tape for WHYY, educational •Chicago* and Hollywood* are
-—•
Continued from*'page 22 am—.
some fresh, bright guys who
FM station ... The Optimistic Club of Germantown presented its
have ideas, who can write, who
ting acceptance of his new blue¬ annual award to NBC producer Dan Lounsbery (15). Former local
know television production and
print for the network at the re¬ associate WRCV-TV’s Pete Boyle was guest speaker . . . Town's oldest
who
would like a crack at a
gional meets. The first, in N. Y. continuously sponsored program "Television Kitchen" (Philadelphia
big job.
last week, at which the compensa¬ Electric) with Florence Hanford debuted, in color on WRCV (12).
We have a spot for such a per¬
tion increase was announced, unan¬
son. Ours is a network pro¬
imously endorsed the new program, IN CLEVELAND . . *
BROADCASTING &
gram with a fairly fool-proof
which calls for on-the-hour news,
format
which depends uppn the
TV STUDIOS
"hot line” news links to stations,
Gene' Martin, author of Almanac, sold his five-minute daily radio
light touch of a clever (not
extension of, “Monitor" to Friday weather script to WRCV . . . Radio-TV editors, Stan Anderson, Press,
"cute") idea man to keep the
Ample Modern Seating for
night, local sales of unsold com- and George Condon, Plain Dealer, reelected to Board of Press Club;
show sparkling. If you are a
merical slots on network shows and Sanford Markey, director news KYW, KYW-TV elected vice president,
Audience Participation
fountain
of ideas and know how
and
Barbara
Reinker,
freelance,
elected
secretary
,
.
Maggie
Wulff,
70-second station breaks.
to get them across to a top di¬
• AIR CONDITIONED •
The N. Y. meeting accounted for WJW-TV, named honorary recruiter for Air Force . . . Bill Tompkins,
rector and his excellent crew,
30 stations; a second meeting in signed for 13-week 10-minute 6:05 p.m. KYW newscast by Buick . ♦ .
then you’re the guy we’re look¬
Chicago, which also unanimously Bill McGaw named director at KYW-TV . . . WEWS’ Don Penfound
ing for.
recuperating
from
pneumonia
attack
,
,
.
Jerry
Lewis
pacted
for
tvendox*sed the plan, accounted for
We're willing to give the title,;
Exclusive Agents
26 additional affiliates. A meeting appearance with Bill Randle . . . Rob Evans, AFTRA executive secre¬
and the money that goes with
Monday (19) in Atlanta drew unan¬ tary, rounding out successful contract talks with KYW, KYW-TV, witli
610 S. Main St.
TRinity 1214
it, to the one who convinces us
final
points
to
be
announced
soon.
Negotiations
with
WJW
WJW-TV
imous endorsement from 27 more
Los Angeles 14, Calif.
that
he should be our producer.
slated
for
wrapup
sessions
this
week
.
..
KYW
program
manager
Mark
affiliates, bringing the total thus
But, please, don't write us un¬
Olds back at his desk following knee surgery.
far to 83.
less you know TV production
thoroughly and are an original
idea man.
The present producer of our
^Continued from page 22 ;
program knows about this "ad
and will probably help us se¬
age kiddle show which began as a
lect his successor. Ours is a
local tv'er in Chicago and will have
daytime operation, five-a-week,
run network for 1,105 perform¬
and we think we have the great¬
est group of people in the busi¬
ances, doesn’t affect femcee-proness. That’s why we're being
ducer Dr. Frances Horwich, who re¬
pretty fussy about the person
mains on with the network as
PULSE,
we
pick for this job.
supervisor of children's programs.
May. 1951
*We haven't a thing against
She's already set for a new off-theNew York, Chicago or Holly¬
air assignment, a study pf chil¬
wood but, frankly, all the top
dren's programming in Europe and
people we would like to have
the U. S., to start after the first
for this job are doing so well
of the year and to culminate
now that they don't want to
in specific recommendations for
change jobs, so we decided to
future shows.
conduct our own talent
No changes other than the time
search.
We really don’t care
BEATING:
shift are contemplated for “Home."
where you are working now
Show underwent a format change
DRAGNET
or
whether
you're working.
in September, and the network
If you honestly think you can
$64,000 CHALLENGE
brass is biding its. time for a look
meet our requirements, let us
CLIMAX
at the results before trying any¬
hear from you—we’ll keep it
thing else in the way of drastic
I LOVE LUCY
confidential, of course.
change. Same staff continues as
JACK BENNY
before, with Arlene Francis as
Reply to Box 1121, VARIETY,
AND MANY OTHERS;
femcee and Hugh Downs staying
612 N. Michigan Ave.,
on as announcer-commentator and
Chicago 11, Ill.
vis-a-vis to Miss Francis.

AFTRA

From the Production Centres

Seward

On the Prowl for TV
Producer-Idea Man

HOLLYWOOD
on VINE

NBC Radio’s Hike

• FOR LEASE •

‘Ding Dong’

CISCO
KID

SYNDICATED
SHOW IN
HOUSTON

#« AMONG ALL NETWORK
SHOWS, ALL WEEK
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TENNESSEE ERNIE FORD
\

<)

Starring on

“THE FORD SHOW”
NBC-TV

THURSDAY

9:30 P.M.

>:•

* OCTOBER NIELSEN
October 4
Total

Aver.

October 11
Share

Total

Aver*

Share

October 18
Total

Aver.

Share

Tennessee Ernie

31.8 28.5 42.8 27.6 24.6 39.8 32.0 29.0 43.7

Playhouse 90

30.6 22.2 36.8 26,4 18.4 32.2 30.2 23.8 38.5

■* ***
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THE ‘NON-EXCLUSIVE’ SET
A Tough Xmas Timetable
The dlskeries are vexed with the networks and indie stations
for not permitting exploitation of Christmas songs more in ad¬
vance of the season than the Thanksgiving-to-Xmas period
which is now an unwritten condition. The music men, which in¬
cludes the publishers, songsmiths as well as the record people,
take the position that “all year we feed them with all this val¬
uable program material and now when we need a little extra
time to push & new Christmas song we find ourselves limited to
a measly three or four weeks.”
The timetable is correct. The rest of it is subject to debate.
Certainly it's* unseasonal 'and, at the very least, rushing-theseason for the stations to start airing “White Christmas” & Co.
before Turkey Day is out of the way—or so argue the networks
and indie broadcasters.
The music men point to “Mommy Kissing Santa Claus,” and
“Rudolph” as typical of songs which “happened” far in advance
of the conditioned Thanksgiving-to-Xmas starting-line, and feel
that more “new” Christmas songs could “happen” if the plugging
potential were expanded.
This is where the matter rests. If any comment is in order, it
would appear that good taste and the spirit of the season uphold
the broadcasters' position.
Abel.

Talk Trade Assn, for Rackjobbers
As Field Booms to 7.000 Outlets
Indianapolis, Nov. 20.
The disk rackjobbings field has
been booming at a spectacular rate
over the past few months, whereas
at.the beginning of this year there
were around 2,000 racks in the
supermarkets, drugstores, etc., to¬
day the number of operating rapks
is estimated at slightly over 7,000.
The A&P chain, for instance, now
has about 1,000 stores with racks.
With some 60 rackjobbers gath¬
ering here for an RCA “Seminar”
on the workings of the platter in¬
dustry, there was considerable in¬
formal talk about the formation of
a trade association to represent
this phase of the industry. Several
of the jobbers had the idea of a
trade group a long time ago, but
the conclave here gave them an
opportunity to buttonhole their
confreres personally and talk up
the project. It’s expected that for¬
mal organization will take place
shortly.
At Victor’s invitation, the job¬
bers gathered Here last Thursday
(15) afternoon for a looksee at the
technical phase of the disk indus¬
try. The group were given a
guided tour through the local RCA
plant where, they witnessed how
disks were pressed and packaged.
They also saw an RCA film, “The
Sound and The Story,” on the
same subject. Victor v.p. and gen¬
eral manager Larry Kanaga, ad¬
dressed the jobbers and answered
their questions, as did Victor op¬
erations manager Howard Letts, ad
chief Bill Alexander and Irwin
Tarr, manager of the rack jobbing
operation for RCA Victor.
Victor wound up the gathering
Friday night at the Indianapolis
Athletic Club with a banquet.

Reception Bigger Than
Halls at Hamp’s Scot Pair;
Shutterbugs Shut Out
Glasgow, Nov. 13.
Lionel Hampton and his 17-piece
band played two Scot concerts at
St. Andrews Hall, Glasgow, and
Usher Hall, Edinburgh, on consec*
utive nights. Two performances
were given at each and customer
enthusiasm reached a high-level.
The 3,00.0-seater halls were not
filled* sparse attendances being
noted at the first performances.
Glasgow one-nighter had maximum
admission of $2, with the Edin¬
burgh maximum $1.80.
Banning of press photographers
from the Glasgow concert caused
considerable bad feeling. Under¬
stood the hall managers feared that
presence of cameramen might in¬
crease tendency of audience to riot.
Decision did not come from the
Hampton management. Police took
extra precautions, but encountered
a minimum' of trouble.
Hampton ahd his group,, present(Continued on page 48)

CARDER’S $1,500 RUBY
FOR DEEJAY GIVEAWAY

Sam Fox Music in Beef Vs. ASCAP
LEGIT-PIX ALBUMS Over Downgraded’ Revised Payoff
>

Exclusive recording pacts for
major artists may be on the way
out. The situation stems from the
growing importance of pic sound¬
track sets and original Broadway
and tv cast albums.
‘" In new contractual negotiations
with the diskeries,. almost all of
the major artists are dickering to
insert loopholes in their pacts
which wiir give them the okay to
appear on rival labels for the
soundtrackers and original cast al¬
bums. The artists’ agencies, such
as Music Corp. of America and
William Morris, have been instru¬
mental in developing the non-ex¬
clusivity trend. The percenteries
figure that the artist is in a better
bargaining power for pix, legit and
tv deals if he’s not tied to any spe¬
cific company that would prohibit
his appearing on an original east
waxing of the show. In many cases
the original cast deal for the -pro¬
duction with a disk company has
been set before the performers
have been selected.
One of the prime examples of
the contractual snafu in an origi¬
nal cast album occurred several
years ago when RCA Victor ob¬
tained the rights to “Call Me Mad¬
am” but couldn’t get the tuner’s
star, Ethel Merman* because of her
exclusive commitment to Decca.
Victor issued an original cast set
sans Merman and Decca retaliated
with a ’’Call Me Madam” package
(Continued on page 44)

The most sparkling giveaway yet
for a disk jockey contest is being
made by Cartier’s in New York.
The jeweler is cuffoing a $1,500
ruby ring to promote plugs for the
new RCA Victor album, “Jewels
from Cartier,” a collection of Louis
Alter instrumentals played by
Claude Yvoire’s orch. Cartier’s was the unusual site of
a cocktail party last week in be¬
half of the album. On display for
the jocks and the press were trifles
Ella Fitzgerald and the Oscar
selling for a mere 100G.
Peterson Trio have been teamed
up by Norman Granz for an eightweek European tour , tagged “Eve¬
ning of Jazz.” Granz has packaged
“Evening of Jazz” fn lieu of “Jazz
at the Philharmonic,” which will
skip the overseas trek this winter.
The Fitzgerald-Peterson package
will tee off in Stockholm Feb. 11.
The trek will include Scandinavia,
Germany, France, Switzerland,
Holland and Italy. Three concerts
in England also have been set.
Granz has also started the ball roll¬
ing for Miss Fitzgerald to solo at
Columbia Records has landed the Cafe de Paris (London) and
the original cast set rights to “Can¬ the Olympia Theatre - (Paris).
Granz, who returned from Eu¬
dide.” That gives the label three
out of four musicals from the rope last week after setting the
“Evening of Jazz” tour, hops back
1956-57 Broadway season. Also in overseas Dec. 2 to record Kid Ory
the CoL lineup are “Li’l Abner” for his Down Home label.
and “Bells Are Ringing.” Only
other musical package so far is
“Happy Hunting,” which went to
RCA Victor.
“Candide,” currently on its outJack Robbins, through his J. J.
of-town tryout run, has a score
Robbins Music firm, is publishing
by Leonard Bernstein and lyrics the Benny Davis score for “The
contributed by Richard Wilbur, New Cotton Club” revue which.is
Dorothy Parker and the late John due to bow, in Miami Beach next
Latouche. Cast features Barbara month at the Cotton Club, formerly
Cook, Robert Rounseville, Irra the site of the Beachcomber.
Petina, Carmen Mathews and Max
Top songs in the score are “EvaAdrian.
line,” “Rock ’n’ Roll Romeo,”
“Li’l Abner,” the Johnny Mercer- “Doin’ The Town” and “Life.”
Gene De Paul musical which Morty Palitz, artists & repertoire
bowed on Broadway last week, was chief for Jubilee Records, is eye¬
put into the groove by Col prexy ing the score for an album project.
Goddard Lieberson Sunday (18).
The album is being shipped to the
retailers today (Wed.). “Abner”
Vet 'Variety* Vienna Correspondent
cast headlines Edith Adams and
Peter Palmer.
EMIL W. MAASS
The Jule Styne-Adolph GreenBetty Comden tuner, “Bells Are
has an Informative report on
Ringing.” slated for a Brdadway
preem Nov. 29, will be grooved by
'Austria Swings to
Lieberson the following Sunday.

EUa-Peterson Trio Join
For ‘Jazz’ Junket O’seas;
8-Week Granz Package

Col’s 3-for-4 On
B’way Cast Sets
Via‘Candide’Coup

Benny Davis’ Fla. Nitery
Score io Robbins Music

Pilgrim’s Progress (3)
The indie Pilgrim label added
three artists to its roster last week.
They are Rosemary June, Ronnie
Martin and the Mell-O-Dots. Disks
by Rosemary June and Martin will
hit the market this tveek.
The Mell-O-Dots, a new male
quintet, are slated for release late
in December.

Jukebox Beat
* * *
another editorial feature In
the upcoming

51st Anniversary Number
of

PffiUETf

BING’S‘XMAS SING’IN’55
A DECCA ALBUM IN ’56
A Bing Crosby CBS Radio show
of last Christmas eve has been put
into the groove for a Decca holiday
package under the title of “A
Christmas Sing With Bing.” Also
on the album are the Paul Weston
orch and the Norman Luboff choir,
among other choral groups who
were featured on the radio show.
Weston and Luboff are Columbia
Records’ artists who were okayed
for this Decca album as an interdiskery courtesy.
Diskery, meantime, has prepped
a special sampler of its Xmas re¬
leases for disk jockeys. The platter
contains 15 selections performed
by different artists and is titled
“A Christmas Festival.”

Private Parties
Can’t Break Into
U.S.-ASCAP Snit
Efforts of private parties to in¬
tervene in the U.S. Government’s
antitrust action against the Ameri¬
can Society of Composers, Authors
& Publishers have been nixed hv
Judge Sylvester J. Ryan in N.Y.
Federal Court. Publisher Barney
Young asked to Intervene in the
Dent, of Justice action against
ASCAP, but his petition was denied
along with that of two publishers,
Gem Music and Denton & Haskins
Music.
Judge Ryan ruled that “since
the Government is the complainant
in the action, the conduct and con¬
trol of the litigation should be free
from private citizens. The decrees
of 1941 and the amended decree
of 1950 does not contain a provi¬
sion which allows the petitioner
to intervene. I am certain that the
Dept, of Justice adequately repre¬
sents the interests of the petition¬
ers.”
Gem and Denton & Haskins pro¬
tested to the court against ASCAP’s
recent ruling which cut back the
performance Value of a plug on. a
radio network sustaining show
from 22 points to three points.
Young, who is an ASCAP publisher
through his Life Music firm, has
been denied membership into the
Society as a writer. In its reply
to the complaints, ASCAP stated
that it has acted in conformity
with the consent decrees.
Under the consent decree, the
Dept, of Justice has a k;nd of veto
power over the ASCAP board.
While the Justice Dept, will not
recommend any proposals, it has
the power to block any move made
by the board which, in its estimate,
runs counter to the intent of the
consent decree. In that sense,
ASCAP is still operating under a
Government antitrust action.

L. Wolfe Gilbert Has
Rhyme, Will Reason
“Have old songs and new book—
will travel,”-may be a new idea on
the lecture circuit. L. Wolfe Gil¬
bert, veteran ASCAPer who just
wrote his autobiog, “Without
Rhyme or Reason,” is being set for
a tour of auditoriums and college
campuses in an “and then I wrote”
routine plugging his own songs
and tome. Gilbert’s book is being
published by Vantage Press.
Harry D. Squires, concert im¬
presario who has been handling
the Victor Borge one-man show
tour and who managed the late
Sigmund Romberg concerts, signed
Gilbert last week for the tour. The
dates have not yet been set.
Gilbert, a member of the ASCAP
board, is a Coast resident and
heads the Society’s contingent in

Sam * Fox Music, an ASCAP
member since 1924, has rapped the
board of directors of the Society
for its recent revisions on its dis¬
tribution formula and has warned
the board that it “will take every
step to protect our interests.” It’s
known that Fred Fox, who i.s oper¬
ating the firm founded by his father ,
50 years ago, has been consulting
with lawyers about what legal
measures are open to the company.
Fred Fox, speaking at the mem¬
bership meeting last week in N.Y.,
said that the board had at no
time consulted his firm or others
in making their decisions. Refer¬
ring to the recent classification
ruling which cut back the value of
most background music, Fox stated
that the “situation has deteriorated
to the point where we can no
longer be subservient.”
Fox proposed that ASCAP amend
its constitution to establish equal
voting. Under the present system,
the ballot is weighted in accord¬
ance with the earning power of
publishers and writers. Hence, a
writer who earns 10 times as much
as another writer, gets 10 times
as many votes. It’s charged by the
critics of the present voting system
that a handful of top writers and
publishers can dictate who shall be
elected. The argument in behalf
of the weighted vote is based on
the contention that those who earn
more have a greater stake in the
Society, similar to the principle of
stock ownership in a corporation.
There’s a possibility that ASCAP
will call a special meeting shortly
to discuss the two problems in¬
volved in the election system and0the distribution formula. Hans
Lengsfelder proposed such a meet(Continued on page 48)

2 Jazz Concerts Flop
In Philly But 2 More
Carded, Plus Rock-Roll
Philadelphia, Nov. 20.
Despite recent failure of two
jazz concerts in the Academy of
Music, local impresarios seem -in¬
tent on tyring hipsters to the boxoffice with three sessions set for the
remainder of the month; two of
them on the same night.
Pair of tries that fell by the wayside were the “Variations of Jazz”
program, starring Dizzy Gillespie
and Billie Holiday (Nov. 2) and
Bernard Peiffer, French pianist,
plus several combos (Nov. 9).
“Variations” was promoted by Ken
Joffe, sponsor of the Randall’s Is¬
land (N. Y.) Jazz Festival, and
Harvey Husten, local deejay and
jazz room operator. Peiffer was
sponsored by amateur backers.
Two of the programs are being
promoted by Lee Guber and Frank
Ford. Latter is disk jockey on
WPEN and together they are co¬
producers of the Valley Forge
Music Fair along with another dee¬
jay, Shelly Gross of WFIL.. Penny
Coodman and his orch marked their
first attraction at the Academy Fri¬
day (16) night for one show. Vocal¬
ist Martha Tilton and the duo,
Jackie Cain & Roy Krai, were fea¬
tured. On Nov. 28, Guber and
Ford, in association with Bill Ger?>
son (Pep’s Musical Bar) and Har¬
vey Husten (Red Hill Inn), will
present the Count Basie orch plus
Errol Garner-aud-Gerry Mulligan;
for two shows. On the same eve¬
ning “The Biggest in Person Show
of ’56” is skedded for the 7,000seat Arena, for two performances.
Rock ’n' roll array is headed by
Bill Haley & His Comets, with the
Teenagers and young Frankie Lymon, Clyde McP hatter, the Clovers
and Buddy Yohnson’s orch.

Bienstock V.P. at H&R ,
Fred Bienstock has won his veepee stripes at Hill &’ Range. He’ll
continue as firm’s general profes¬
sional manager, post which he’s
had for close to two years.
Bienstock is a nephew of Gene
and Julian Aberbach, who head up
the H&R combine..
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Swiss’ Un-Neutral R V R Stand
Homegrown Concert (?) in Zurich Works Its Way
Down to a Riot

-2-*-;-
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By GEORGE MEZOEFJ
Zurich, Nov, 13.
Now the Swiss have had it, too..
This country’s first fling at rock
»n’ roll at the local Rex Theatre,
1,100-seat picture house, test week
(8) ended in the by now familiar
way—only with a twist. Poor qual¬
ity of the presentation caused the
youngsters to boo the orch, but the
riot was there all the same. So the
motives may have been different,
but the result equalled-experiences
reported from other countries.
The occasion was a “midnight
jazz concert” arranged by Zurich
concert agent Ludwig Harburger,
starting at 11 p. m. and skedded to
end at 1 a. m. but actually finish¬
ing at 2:15. Featured were Swiss
amateur orchs Raymond Droz &
His Dixieland Group of Lausanne,
and the Nameless Octet (also
Dixieland), both prizewinners at
local jazz festivals and well re¬
ceived by the sellout house. Tickets
were scaled to a $2 top (considered
high here), but advance sellout
brought about black marketing at
a considerably higher tag.
Main attraction of the concert,
however, was a locally formed
combo, obviously a quickie, which
pompously called itself “The Orig¬
inal Rock and Roll Prophets,” fea¬
turing “singers Epi Stone and Tulsa
Green.” This was of such miser¬
able quality that' the audience,
mostly teenagers, started booing,
trampling, shoutingly demanding
their money back and finally get¬
ting completely out of control. By
now, typical r&r reactions had been
taking over. Youngsters climbed
up on the stage, threw cigaret butts
on the carpets (there is no smoking
in Zurich picture houses) and even
made attempts at wrecking the fur¬
niture. Management of the thei atre tried vainly to calm down the
yelling mob, which refused to
leave the house. Presence of 30
policemen probably prevented the
worst, even though they preferred
not to intervene actively in order
to avoid a “battle.”
Calm was finally restored at about
2 a. m. with the manager ordering
two remaining members of the Ray¬
mond Droz orch to improvise some
music and declaring its intention
to remit the evening’s profits to
the Swiss Red Cross for its aid to
Hungary.
The local press emphatically con¬
demned rock & roll in general, the
evening’s happenings in particular,
and laid the blame, partly orf the
playing up in European illustrated
papers of r&r incidents in other
countries which helped in “giving
ideas” to the teeners.
A planned repeat of the concert
naturally was immediately can¬
celled under the circumstances. So
was the Rex’s next film, which, was
to. be Columbia’s “Rock Around
the Clock.” It Was replaced by
the Swiss preem of “Meet Me in
Las Vegas” CM-G).
Ironic footnote: One of the mu¬
sical numbers by Cara Williams in
“Vegas” is called “I Refuse to Rock
and Roll!”

NEW DISTRIB PUTS
RCA ON SWISS CLIMB
. Zurich, Nov. 13.
In line with the new global disk
pattern set early this year by RCA,
first results of the change in distrib policy are now felt on the
local disk scene as well. Listless
handling of RCA releases by the
former Swiss distrib has now un¬
dergone a complete switch since
distribution of the diskery’s cata¬
log was taken over a few months
ago by Musicvertrieb, owned by
Maurice Rosengarten. A top firm
of long standing in the Swiss mu¬
sic biz, it has embarked upon an
energetic sales campaign that looks
to establish RCA, for the first time,
as a top-selling diskery in this
country.
A large portion of RCA’s classi¬
cal as well as pop releases have
. been made available to local buy¬
ers, resulting in a steady climbing
of sales figures in a relatively short
time. Incidentally, reports by Musikvertrieb indicate that sales of
the old 78 disks are slowing down
in favor of 45. Latter are steadily
gaining ground here, being already
on a 60 to 40 basis ^gainst 78s.
u*

King of Kings’ on Wax
Sheldon Music has acquired the
rights to “King of Kings,” a musi¬
cal story of Jesus by country &
western cleffer R. J. Hall. The
package contains 12 original, songs.
Goldie Goldmark, Sheldon’s gen¬
eral professional manager, is now
huddling with several recording
company artists & repertoire men
to peddle “Kings” as a special al¬
bum project.

SIG BART TO EUROPE
ON HUNT FOR URANIA
Sig Bart, Urania Records prexy,
left for Europe last week to set up
a recording schedule for the com¬
ing year. He’ll hit Paris, Vienna,
London, Belgium and Holland for
huddles with local orch conductors
and artists.
Urania’s stepped up recording
schedule for 1957 is in line with
the expansion plans Of American
Sound Corp., which recently ac¬
quired the label.

The ‘Non-Exclusive’ Set

London, Nov. 20.
For the second year running,
Frank Sinatra has been voted the
outstanding pop singer in the
world and the top American male
vocalist in the annual poll con¬
ducted by the New Musical Ex¬
press. Doris. Day has again won
the section devoted to top Ameri¬
can feminine singer, and a new
classification—world’s outstanding
musical personality—has been won
by Bill Haley,
The Four Aces were chosen as
the world’s outstanding vocal
group, and in the British sections
the winners were Ted Heath (large
band); The Kir chi ns (small band);
Jack Jackson (disk jockey); Alma
Cogan (feminine singer), and
Dickie Valentine (male vocalist and
British Musical Personality of the
Year).

s Continued from page 43

Merman
featuring
and
Dick
Haymes.
The disk names don’t want a re¬
occurrence of the “Madam” situa¬
tion, so they’re now demanding the
freedom of disk company shuttling,
lit Edith Adams’ recent pact with
the RKO-Unique label, for exam¬
ple, such a clause was inserted to
allow her to make the original cast
album of the*tuner, “Li’l Abner,”
in which she’s starring, for Colum¬
bia.
Another example is Jane Powell,
who was recently signed to Nor¬
man Granz’s Verve label. The pic
thrush also got the contractual
okay to go elsewhere for soundtrackers. Her first set away from
Verve will be in the soundtrack
package of RKO’s “The Girl Most
Likely,” which will be released by
RKO-Unique.
In other instances, several vet
disk names have been working out
non-exclusive deals with their
longtime diskery affiliations to
give them wider recording oppor¬
tunities. This has been especially
noticeable at Decca where Bing
Crosby recently worked out a deal
so that he could be released on the
soundtrack set of Metro’s “High
Society” "under the Capitol banner

Massey Back to Massey
Murray Massey has ankled his
professional managers’ slot at E. H.
Morris’ Melrose firm to reactivate
his own ASCAP pubbery, Massey
Music,
The Massey Music firm at one
time was the combined operation
of Murray Massey and his father,
Irving Massey, who died a couple
of weeks ago.

and cut new singles and album*
for Verve.
Louis Armstrong, another vet
Decca paCtee, is also on a non-exelusive basis and has been cutting
albums and singles fbr Columbia
as well as RCA Victor. Latest out
of the Decca stable is Connie Bos¬
well, who’s set to appear with the
Original Memphis Five in a Victor
package.

Guy Lombardo’s ‘Later’
Return to Roosevelt
Guy Lombardo is returning to
his regular bailiwick at the Hotel
Roosevelt, N.Y., Grill Monday
night (26) after doing *a series of
one-niter, cafe and location dates
across the country. The series of
out-of-town dates, in fact, has
caused Lombardo to open* at tho
Roosevelt much later than usual.
This marks Lombardo’s 27th con¬
secutive year at the Roosevelt. He
returns with his brothers, Carmen,
Lebert and Victor; vocalists Kenny
Gardner, Bill Flannigan and Cliff
Grass; and the twin pianos of Fred
Kreitzer and Buddy Brennan.

RETAIL DISK AND ALBUM REST SELLERS
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Artist, Label, Title

ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
“Love Me Tender”. 1
JIM LOWE (Dot)
“The Green Door” . 2
GUY MITCHELL (Columbia)
“Singing the Blues”. 4
FATS DOMINO (Imperial)
“Blueberry Hill”. 6
CROSBY & KEIJLY (Capitol)
“True Love”. 7
JOHNNIE RAY (Columbia)
“Just Walking in the Rain”. 3
BILL DOGGETT (King)
“Honky Tonk“. 8
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
“Don’t Be Cruel”. 5
PAT BOONE (Dot)
“Friendly Persuasion”. 9
HUGO WINTERHALTER (Victor)
“Canadian Sunset”. 10
GEORGE HAMILTON 4th (ABC-Par)
“A Rose and a Baby Ruth”.
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol)
“Hey, Jealous LoVer”....
EDDIE FISHER (Victor)
“Cindy, Oh Cindy”.
HARRY BELAFONTE (Victor)
“Jamaica Farewell”.
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
“Love Me”.
PATIENCE & PRUDENCE (Liberty)
“Totaight You Belong to Me”. ..
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor) .
“Hound Dog”...
VINCE MARTIN (Glory)
“Cindy, Oh Cindy”.
NAT (KING) COLE (Capitol)
“Night Lights”.
GUS JENKINS (Flash)
“Tricky”.
FIVE SATINS (Amber)
“In the Still of the Night”.
JANE POWELL (Verve)
“True Love”.t.T :
MINDY CARSON (Columbia)
“Since I Met You Baby”.
JOE VALINO (Vik)
“Garden of Eden”.

ELVIS
Elvis Presley

2
MY FAIR LADY
Broadway Cast

>
Victor
LPM 1382

Columbia
OL 5090
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Survey of retail disk best
sellers based on reports ob
tained from leading stores in
21 cities and shomng com• 1
parative sales rating tot this
and last week.
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Decca
DL 8289

Film Soundtrack

Film Soundtrack Gordon Jenkins

Capitol
SAO 595
SDM 595

Capitol
W 750

Capitol
T 766
EDM 766

*

10

Elvis Presley

SONGS FOR
SWINGING
LOVERS

Victor

Frank Sinatra

LPM 1254
EPB 1254

Capitol
W 653
EAP 653
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Victor ‘Save on Records’ Coupon
Pribram Snowballs to Gaint Sales

Campus-Copa Flyboy
Pittsburgh, Nov. 20.
George Hamilton IV, who
has a new hit record, *‘A Rose
and a Baby Ruth,” riding for
him on the ABC-Par label, is
a student at American U. in
Washington, D. C. As soon as
the platter started to hit here,.
Lenny Litman, owner of the
Copa, contacted Hamilton to
play his Copa week of Dec. 10.
Deal was set with proviso
that Hamilton could commute
daily between Pittsburgh and
the nation’s capital via air so
he wouldn’t have to miss any
classes on the campus. Capital
Airlines has a schedule which
works out perfectly for singer,
bringing him here an hour be¬
fore showtime and permitting
him to return an hour after
the last performance. Flying
time is around 55 minutes.

MUSIC

45

Cleffer, With Barney Young fie, Hits
BML NBC CBS With Antitruster

RCA Victor’s recently expanded 4
4 Broadcast Music Inc,, the Co¬
“Save-omRecprds” coupon pro¬
lumbia Broadcasting System and
D’Artega’s
‘Stradivari’
22
Tunes
From
‘Rock’
gram is snowballing into a highthe National Broadcasting Co„ the
powered sales promotion for the
defendants in a legal action
As Album for MGM
Pic to Patricia-KaW major
company. While the original SOR;
brought by a group of ASCAP
Patricia-Kahl,
music
firm
run
by
Orch
leader
D’Artega
has
gone
plan, bowed last spring, had a modwriters, have now been hit by a
Morris Levy and Phil Kahl, has parallel antitrust suit brought by
est goal of several hundred thou- < to MGM Records for a special al¬
snapped up the 22 songs set for an ex-BMI writer, Gloria Parker.
deal.
Package,
tagged
sand subscribers, the current ver¬ bum
the Vanguard Productions’ pic, Miss Parker is asking for $2,100,000
sion of the same plan is envisioned j “Stradivari Champagne,” is slated
“Rock, Rock, Rock.” P-K bought treble damages from the defend¬
as taking in the vast majority of, for Dec. 1 release.
up the tunes from disk jockey Alan ants, who are alleged to have con¬
LP record buyers, running intoi Also added to the diskery’s ros¬
Freed’s Snapper Music firm.
ter
last
week
were
hillbilly
thrush
the millions.
spired to keep her songs off the
Thelma Blackman and crooner Ted
The rock ’n’ roll film features air.
Dealer support for the Victor Norman.
Freed,
Frankie
Lyman
&
The
Teen¬
plan, through which consumers can
Miss Parker’s suit is directly re¬
agers, and Lavern Baker, among lated to the exit of Barney Young’s
get $1 deductions on special
others.
monthly IIP releases through pur¬
Life Music firm from BMI a cou¬
chasing coupons from retailers, is
ple of years ago. At that* time,
running strong. Key outlets in the
BMI informed all of its licensees
bigger cities are ordering the cou¬
that the Life Music catalog was no
pons in 1,000 lots at a cost of $4.61
longer
covered by a BMI contract.
London, Nov. 13.
per coupon. Since the ‘dealer is
Claiming that his songs were
Mitchell Torok, U. S. country &
blacked out on the air, Young now
making a markup of over. 40% on western American singer who has
Proposal by the Songwriters has an antitrust suit pending
each coupon sale, it becomes a leaped into the British bestselling
against ASCAP, BMI and Sesac,
highly attractive deal.
Protective
Assn,
to
extend
its
basic
record charts with his disking of
Some of the dealers have set up “When Mexico Gave Up the
agreement with the publishers for the three licensing societies con¬
special booths in their stores to Rumba,” has been booked for a
one year to Dec. 31, 1957, is ap¬ trolling music performances in the
Columbia Records has set up its parently running into no publish¬ U. S.
push the Victor coupon. The sales British variety tour.
The link between Miss Parker
pitch is easy. The customer buys
Starting date, is March 4, for 12 own distribution branch in Detroit er opposition. SPA informed the
the coupon for $3.98 and imme¬ weeks. Dublin agent Phil Ray¬ to handle its disk and phonograph publishers with which it has con¬ and Young is that the latter’s firm,
line.
Territory
previously
had
been
diately gets a Victor LP worth that mond is sponsoring the trek.
tracts that unless word to the con¬ Life, published many of Miss Park¬
serviced by Buhl Sons Co. Switch¬ trary is heard, SPA would assume er’s compositions. Hence, when
price. In addition, he gets two free
over goes into effect Dec. 3.
LPs which are to be distributed
that the extension has been BMI . terminated its deal with
Barber's Col Blurbs
„
Young, it also ended at about the
A1 Fishman will take over as okayed.
each July and October. Every
Ed Barber moved into Columbia branch sales manager. He had been
month, he is also® offered disks in
The board of the Music Publish¬ same time its writer pact with Miss
the classical, pop and longhair Records* publicity setup last week. associated with the Col-Buhl tieup ers Protective Assn., representing Young. Some of the 500 numbers
fields at $2.98, a cut of $1 off the He’ll double in the classical and for the last few years. The sales most of the major publishing com¬ written by Miss Parker were also
org representing the Col products panies, also recommended to its published by Savannah Music, but
usual price. In order to get the pop departments.
He was recently with the U. S. for Buhl Sons will be retained by membership that the contract ex¬ BMI has refused to dea\ with this
monthly selections, he must come
firm also.
the new Detroit branch.
tension be approved.
into his dealer and fill out the Air Force.
coupon naming his selection. The
Miss Parker charges that BMI
disk is mailed ^irectly to his home
“improperly retained and withheld
by Victor.
from the plaintiff large sums of
Repeat business on the original
money which were due her” under
SOR plan has been established. In
her BMI writer deal. BMI is also
ffifclETY Scoreboard
a survey taken by Victor, it was
charged with Eliminating” Miss
noted that in one store, where 482
Parker's works from public per¬
OF
coupons were sold, 305 customers
formances when it deleted Life
came back the following month.
Music from its catalog. CBS and
Returnees in the next few months
NBC are named as being the major
averaged slightly under 200—and
ownership interests in BMI and
this during the summer period.
also for having allegedly turned
down Young’s bid to license his
Dealers have reported that many
catalog directly jto the networks.
customers not only buy the coupon
In addition to the money dam¬
selections, but pick up other merCompiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution
ages, Miss Parker is asking for an
chahdise in the store.
injunction against the defendant’s
An additional promotion device
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets
alleged efforts to keep her works
that is paying off is the monthly
off the air and also for an FCC
mailing pieces to the coupon sub¬
cancellation of NBC and CBS li¬
scribers. The special monthly
Coin Machines
' Retail Disks
Retail Sheet Music
censes.
selections at the $2.98 price are
Miss Parker, a tunesmith from
spotlighted along with the rest of
Brooklyn who had cross-the-board
as Published in the Current Issue
the -company’s new releases. Upon ABC radio show leading an all-girl
coming into the store to pick up
orch, wrote such songs as “Tonight
the special LP, the customer is al¬
Be Tender To Me,” “Fattest Man
NOTE: The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder Is
ready presold on the other mer¬
In
Town,” etc., none of which ever
chandise as well.
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enu1
made the Hit Parade. Her attorney
merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive
in the suit is Louis Kipnis.
with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de¬
veloped from the ratio of points scored, two ways in the case of talent (coin machines, retail
disks) and three ways in the case of tanks (coin machines. retail disks and retail sheet musicL

U.S. C0RNP0NE TOROK'S
12-WEEK BRIT. TOUR

SPA BID TO EXTEND
PACT GETS PUB OKAY

Col Sets Self-Distrib
In Det. Under A1 Fishman

TOP TALENT AND TUNES

No Blink in Clink;
R V R Wakes’Em Up

Walpole, Mass., Nov, 20.
. Rock ’n’ ,roll music, via radio, I
wakes inmates at Walpole state
prison here in a new switch. Call
radios are turned on from a cen¬
tral control at 6:45 a.m.
The inmates like waking up to
music, officials said, and prefer
rock ’n* roll numbers. Sweet mu¬
sic, it was found, took too long
to penetrate the consciousness of
the sleeping prisoners, sometimes
causing them to miss breakfast.
Rock ’n’ roll sets them on their
feet fast.
The Walpole service doesn’t in¬
clude breakfast in bed.
’‘They don’t come to breakfast
half-dressed any more,” Deputy
Warden Perley Vance reported.
“We wake ’em up—period.”

‘Baby Ruth* Goes O’Seas
^ Cromwell Music, British subsid
of Howie Richmond’s publishing
company, has picked up the over¬
seas rights to “A Rose and A Baby
Ruth,” which has been climbing on
the U. S. hit lists since its bow a
couple of weeks ago. George Ham¬
ilton’s ABC-Paramount disk is the
step-out version.
Tune was originally published by
Bently Music of Chapel Hill, N. C.,
with Broadcast Music handling the
selling rights in the deal with
Richmond.
MARGIE RAYBURN TO LIB
Thrush Margie Rayburn has
switched from the Capitol banner
to Liberty Records.
Her first sides for Liberty will
be “Every Minute of the Day” and
“Take A' Gamble On Me,” which
were bought by the label from
Capitol.
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ARTIST AND LABEL

TUNE

[Love Me Tender
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor) .- Don’t Be Cruel
Love Me
Hound Dog
GUY MITCHELL (Columbia).. Singing The Blues
JIM LOWE (Dot) . The Green Door
JOHNNIE RAY (Columbia). Just Walking In The Rain
PATS DOMINO (Imperial).i Blueberry Hill
Drearriboat Comes Home
CROSBY & KELLY (Capitol)... True Love
BILL DOGGETT (King)...i Honky Tonk

Modern Jazz Quartet’s
Low Berlin B.O. Clide;
Rating ’Em Since ’20s

-By HANS HOEflN-

Berlin, Nov. 13.
After the appearance of the Kid
Ory orch last month, the German
Jazz Federation in conjunction
with Birdland 1956 presented here
last Tuesday (6) with Modern Jazz
Quartet another important concert
the 7,000-seat Sportpalast. Un¬
! at
der the tour label “Birdland 56,”
concert also featured
Lester
Young, Miles Davis, Bud Powell
and the Rene Urtreger Trio.
One-night presentation didn’t
turn out to be a big draw, with at
least 2,500 seats empty. Audience,
however, was in for a big treat. It
PAT BOONE (Dot)......(Friendly Persuasion
was
given the opportunity to hear
/Chains Of Love
the best and most authentic cool,
EDDIE FISHER (Victor). Cindy, Oh Cindy
jazz concert of this city’s postwar
era. Lion’s share of the applause
HUGO WINTERHALTER (Victor) . Canadian Sunset
went to the Modern Jazz Quartet
consisting of John Lewis (piano),
Milton Jackson (vibes), Percy
TUNES
Heath (bass) and Conny Kay
(•ASCAP. +BMI)
(drums).
Olaf Hudtwalcker, president of
TUNE
PUBLISHER
the German Jazz Federation, an¬
nounced this group as a “true sen¬
fLOVE ME TENDER....
sation which in the history of jazz
occurs
only once in a decade.” He
*TRUE LOVE .. . Buxton Hill
referred to Louis Armstrong’s Hot
Seven as the sensation of the 20’s,
fTHE GREEN DOOR.*.
the Benny Goodman Quartet/Sex¬
(SINKING THE BLUES
...
tet and Gharlie Parker Quintet In
the ’30§ and ’40s, respectively.
fJUST WALKING IN THE RAIN.
While Modern Jazz Quartet is re¬
garded as the No. 1 jazzists of the
♦BLUEBERRY HILL.:.
present decade.
Program of MJQ included varia¬
*TONIGHT YOU BELONG TO ME ...._ . BVC
tions on the English folksong “God
fDON’T BE CRUEL..
Bless Ye Merry Gentlemen”;
“Fontessa/’^a suite in three move-*
fCINDY, OH CINDY.
ments; “Django,” a musical por¬
trait
of Gallic guitarist Django
fCANADIAN SUNSET .... A.
(Continued' on page 48)

MUSIC
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Stuart Hamble
DESERT SUNRISE
THE WHISTLER’S DREAM
20/47-6714

SMASH DUET!
4»

Jaye P. Morgan and Eddy Arnold
IF’N
MUTUAL ADMIRATION SOCIETY
(from the Broadway production "Happy Hunting”)
, 20/47-6708

SMASH INSTRUMENTAL!
£>

Hugo Winterhalter’s Orchestra and Chorus
V

BOULEVARD OF LOVE
ALL THAT I ASK IS LOVE
20/47-6701

mmm 'Jmrnmm
Your customers hear these New Orthophonic High Fidelity recordings best on an EC A Victor New Orthophonic High Fidelity **Victrola

America’s favorite speed...

45 RPM

48

PBMeff
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RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

Paul Whiteman-Album Reviews
, Continued from page 42

team up on “Jeepers Creepers” porting players as Ian Keith, Earle
and “Christmas Night in Harlem”; Hyman, Frederic Tozere, Michael
Joe Venuti fiddles “How High the Wager, Thayer David, Earl Mont¬
Moon” and “Autumn Leaves”; gomery, Dick Moore, Dennis Pat¬
Hoagy Carmichael bears down on rick and Bryant Haliday.
his own “Washboard Blues”; Buddy
Coots & Merrill’s Medleys
(dignified into Eugen^) Weed scin¬
In a lighter vein—much!—come
tillates at the Steinway in the 20- two more in the Coral (Bob Thiele)
minute version of “Rhapsody In series “And Then I Wrote.” Irving
Blue,” and such trademarked Caesar's medley was touched upon
Whiteman melody foxtrots, like at length in this space before Bob
“When Day Is Done,” “Limehouse Merrill and J. Fred Coots air their
Blues,” “Ramona” and “It Hap¬ melodys. Both are authoritative
pened in Monterey,” round out the song demonstrators. Merrill is the
repertoire.
most “modern” c£ the trio heard
There is an ultra-modern slick¬ to date (Harold Rome has yet to be
ness and polish to the maestrols auditioned), meaning that he’s rela¬
baton. The other all-star ingredi¬ tively the newest of the hitmaking
ents, given individual credits, are crop but seemingly of whirlwind
A1 Galladore, clarihet soloist on pop song impact as some of the
the “Rhapsody” and Charles Mar- titles would indicate (“Doggie In
gulis on trumpet. Latter has an¬ Window,”
“Mambo
Italiano,”
other opportunity for scintillation “Candy and Cake,” “Pittsburgh,
with “Day Is Done”; harmonicaist Pennsylvania,” “Sparrow In the
Eddy Manson shines in “Lime- Tree Top,” “Baked a Cake,” etc.).
house Blues.”
What’s more his anecdota rings
The No. 2 platter similarly splits truest. He does it with ease and
up the spotlight opportunities, the vocalizes appealing. Coots, an old
songsmiths of course featured in pro, also name-drops in the same
their own blues items, and Teagar¬ idiom as did Caesar, but with au¬
den, the Dorseys and Venuti emjv- thority and historical adherence to
ing the burden of the C-D sides. fact. He seems to have omitted a
It’s a terrific job, will be wide y couple of his own surefires and a
deejayed, and constitutes a peren¬ suspicion lingers that he put the
nial home library item, which is accent on some of the lesserwhat counts for the salejf this one knowns with, perhaps, an eye and
deserves.
ear to ASCAP values and/or
revival.
Sandburg and Frost on Depca
OnUhe subject of unusual re¬
cordings—and this is where the
packaged goods branch of the rec¬
ord business has its noblest pur¬
pose—Decca offers two packages
of great contemporaneous poets
* reading their own works. Robert
Hartford, Nov. 20.
Frost and Carl Sandburg are part
The new Benny ^Goodman orch
of Decca’s very worthwhile “Treas¬ in a single performance at Bushury of the Spoken Word.” Certain¬ nell Auditorium Saturday (17) night
ly a calculated commercial risk, drew an approximate $8,000. Ap¬
the idea of capturing the voices of pearing with Goodman was Martha
these two American immortals for¬ Tilton, longtime featured canary
ever on vinylite is a most meritori¬ with the clarinetist. The Goodman
ous undertaking. A poet reading appearance here was under the
his own works?—what does it mat¬ banner of Lee Guber and Frank
ter on ‘‘performance” or anything. Ford,. who also spo.tted him in
Certainly this is not Nick Kenny Cleveland, Buffalo and Philadel¬
making with a “Patty Poem.” And phia.
if somebody should crack more
Rain and poor promotion held
people know about “Uncle Nick,” attendance down.
Goodman is
there’s no comment here either on skedded to make a Far Eastern
this score. Louis Untermeyer’s tour under State Dept, auspices in
jacket notes are a literate and in¬ December. Tickets here were
formative plus.
scaled $2.50 to $4.50.
Siobhan McKenna’s ‘St. Joan*
In like relation, RCA Victor's
just released Siobhan McKenna
as “Saint Joan,” in the Cambridge Belafonte’s Accompanist
Drama Festival production of the
Cleared on Reefer Rap
Shaw play, is offbeat diskology.
Philadelphia, Nov. 20.
RCA Victor in the past has re¬
Millard J. Thomas, guitarist and
coursed to a couple of other off- accompanist for Harry Belafonte,
Broadway productions, also at the
acquitted in Common Pleas
Phoenix Theatre, on New York’s was
2d Ave., and recorded “The Lit- Court here last week after he
tlest Revue” and “Golden Apple.” pleaded" not guilty to charges of
Miss McKenna’s “Joan” has been possesion of marijuana.
The musician was arrested last
widely acclaimed and has also been
widely discussed upon, not always April 20 in his dressingroom at
affirmatively. The Victor album the Academy of Music just as he
version projects the whyfore of was about to go on for a concert.
her histrionic impact. There is ex¬ Police took Thomas to his hotel
pert assist from such worthy sijp- room where they said they found
enough marijuana weed to make
200 cigarets.
a wonderful
Thomas waived a jury trial and
seasonal song
took the stand in his own defense
to deny any knowledge of the mari¬
STYNE AND CAHN'S
juana.

Rain Dips Goodman’s
Hartford B.O. to $8,000

Andrews Sis Vice Vic
Hollywood, Nov. 20.
Following Vic Damone’s bowout
on a scheduled Moulin Rouge date,
the Andrews Sisters have been
signed to replace the singer, mark¬
ing their first local date since their
CAHN reunion.
MUSIC
Run to begin tomorrow (Wed.)
COMPANY will extend for three weeks.

P’SMety——

-

Survey of retail sheet musicbest sellers based on reports
obtained from leading stores in
12 cities and showing com¬
parative sales rating for this
and last week.
♦ ASCAP
t BMI
National
Rating
This Last
wk. wk.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

1
2
3
6
5

7
4
8

9A 9
9B 11
11
12
10
14
13
14
15

Title and Publisher
tLove Me Tender (Presley). 1
♦True Love (Buxton Hill). 2
tWalking in Rain (Golden West) 6
♦Tonight You Belong to Me (BVC), 8
♦Whatever Will Be (Artists). ..
tCanadian Sunset (Meridian).
tThe Green Door (Trinity). 5
♦Allegheny Moon (Oxford).
♦Friendly Persuasion (Feist).
tSinging the Blues .(Acuff-R). 3
♦Blueberry Hill (Chappell). 7
fCindy, Oh Cindy (Marks-B). 4
fTwo Different Worlds (Princess).
♦Hey, Jealous Lover (Barton)♦Mama from the Train (Remick).. 9

R4B (Can’t Bill R’n’R)
Breaks Even in Pitt
Pittsburgh, Nov. 20.
Second rhythm & blues show
(they can’t call them rock ’n’ roll
here) of the season, “Top Ten Re¬
view of ’56,” was a disappointment
here Tuesday (13) night. Tw o per¬
formances didn’t draw half a house
each at 3,800-seat Syria Mosque,
and wound up with a gross of
around $13,000. Nobody lost any
dough at that, but promotion wasn’t
figured worth the effort, particu¬
larly since these layouts have been
such b.o. dynamite here in the
past.
General opinion was that, among
other things, this one came in too
soon after the first just a couple
of weeks ago. It went to around
$21,000 for a pair of performances.
Headlined acts on the latest were
Little Richard, -Bill Doggett, Big
Jay McNeeley’s band, Moonglows,
Five Keys, Eetta James, Five Satins,
Faye Adams,- the Robins, Tommy
Brown and Johnny Torres.

ASCAP
-

■ - Continued from page 43 1

Another

BMI "Pin Up" Hit

“SONG OF THE SPARROW”
Recorded by

MITCH MILLER ORCH with
jum ericsoh.cw,.

i

Published by

BLACKWOOD MUSIC, INC.
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Hampton
ed by English impresario Harold
Davison, is nearing end of an allBritish tour.
$7,300 in London
London, Nov. 20,
Lionel Hampton and orch com¬
pleted their exchange tour of Brit¬
ain with a midnight matinee con¬
cert last Tuesday (13), grossing
around $7,300 at Festival Hall. For
three weeks the band had played
all over the country, and when they
returned to London, where their
first concert at Empress Hall turned
into a rock ’n’ roll riot, Hampton
assured everyone he’d play just
straight jazz.
All the big names in London jazz
were at his farewell concert, in¬
cluding Humphrey Lyttelton, Chris
Barber, Victor Feldman, Ronnie
Scott and Don Rendell.
Harold Davison, the agent who
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Inside Stuff—Music
The B. F. Goodrich Co. is giving several diskeries cuffo plug in a
special cdlor ad campaign slated for national business mags. To spot¬
light its Geon Polyvinyl product used in the making of phonograph
records, the chemical company is showcasing three disk albums in its
adds. The LPs are “My Fair Lady” (Columbia), “Getting Friendly
With Music” (RCA Victor) and David Rose’s “Music From Motion
Pictures” (MGM).

-

^

As an aid to disk jockeys and station librarians, RCA Victor is now
including complete file card information with each of its d.j. releases.
Card includes song titles of both sides, running time, artist, colnposers,
disk company number, publishers and type of background combina¬
tion. Cards have gummed backs for paste-up used in any standard
filing system.
French bandleader Bernard Hilda’s album “Exitos De Ayer Y De
Hoy” (Hits of Today and of Yesterday) has been awarded the Gran
Premio Del Disco 1956 (Grand Prize of the Record 1956). The LP was
released by Belter, Barcelona (Spain) based outfit, with J. Alfonso as
labels musical director.
negotiated the Hampton tour, re¬
cently returned from America
where he began negotiations for
further Anglo-American exchanges.
He hopes to make an announcement
in a few weeks and rejects local
rumors that the swaps are coming
to an end.

- ■-

ing to the boaj^Land it may be
acted on favor ably.
Some of the dissidents were
irked at the membership conclave
over the fact that only a half-hour
was allotted for discussion pur¬
poses. There were charges of a
“filibuster” on the part of the ad¬
ministration to prevent the ranks
from fully voicing their opinions.
Jack Yellen, member of the
board, conceded in his speech that
the distribution formula suffers
from “congenital weaknesses,”
since it was formulated by the
writers themselves. He suggested
that the Society should have objec¬
tive statisticians formulate a new
payoff procedure that would stop
the “endless bickering.” He spoke
of ASCAP’s being threatened by
outside enemies and internal dis¬
sidents.

- Continued from page 43 sss
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Victor Hops on Benson
RCA Victor has picked up the
masters to a couple of songs writ¬
ten and sung by Red Benson, Phila¬
delphia disk jockey, and plans an
early release of a Benson disk.
Tunes are “Here Today, Gone
Tomorrow” and “Seek, Seek, Seek.”
Both numbers are published by
Bregman, Vocco & Conm

Berlin Jazz

NEW MAGNE-TRONICS V.P.
Roger L. Thaxter has been upped
from sales manager. of MagneReinhardt; a blues dedicated to the Tronics to v.p. in charge of mar¬
San Francisco jazz critic, Ralph keting and sales of the company
Gleason, as well as a couple of by prexy Percy L. Deutsch.
others, mostly French items.
First part of program saw out¬
frcm W.lliom Wyie■ 1
standing French Rene Urtreger
"FRIENDLY PERSUASION"
Trio, with Urtreger on piano,
A- A",ed A-* it, Pr . -e
Pierre Michelet on base and Chris¬
tian .Garros on drums. Later, Les¬
ter Young (tenor sax) and Miles
Davis (trumpet) joined this group.
All received fine audience reaction.
Special customer kudos went to?
Bud Powell for his piano work
which teed off the second part of
show before the MJQ took over.
It may be that the many well
(Thee I Love)
meaning articles on “what jazz is
and what It isn’t” in the local press
have finally taken root and that
UO FEIST, INC.
this type of music Is slowly be¬
coming a connoisseur’s item here.
No doubt also that the attire .of the
MJQ musicians (all In tux) and
PERFECT RECORDINGS
the serious Soft voice with which
OP ANY INSTRUMENT OR VOICE
John Lewis explained the pieces
DEMONSTRATION RICORDS MADS
beforehand contributed much to an
A RECORD *2‘°° »°TH SIDES
unusual zopniiticated atmosphere.
Berlin appearance was handled
ALSO TAPE RECORDINGS MADE
by Schibille agency. Next here
Discs Cut from Your Taps
is Sidney Bechet Sc his Reweliotty
Expsrf Plano Accompanltt frso
Band Noy. 14* It's Bechet’s second
139 WEST END AVE. - 2nd Floor
local appearance. The first one
Entr«nc« on 101st Stroot
CALL Rlvorsido Mill-1-9 p.m.
was last Deo* A7. .
Continued from page -45 ;

FRIENDLY

PERSUASION

America's- Fastest
^Selling^Records!

PftmErr
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„ . Paul Neves Trio into Tait’s
Jazzland . . . Complete agreement
has been reached on merger of
musicians’ Locals 76 ajid 493 here
by joint committees. Local 76
members balloting on move, which
may be accomplished shortly after
Carr booked for Mr. first of year. Local 76 has 2,150
New York
! Georgia
Kelly’s Jan. 1 for four stanzas; members, mostly white. Local 493
Irving: Fields Trio stays an addi-« Mya Angela into that spot Dec. 4 has a little more than 100 mem¬
tional six weeks until Jan. 7 at the for four frames ... Jo Ann Miller bers, mostly Negros, but including
St. Moritz .Hotel's Cafe de la Paix into Henry Grady Hotel, Atlanta, about a dozen Filipinos and some
. . . Neal Hefti-Frances Wayne Dec. 10 for two frames . . . Karl white members.
combo, ex-Epic, cutting four sides Keller Trio inked for Van Orman_L
independently . . . Mack Martin Hotel, Fort Wayne, Dec. 3 for four1
Dallas
joined Herb Reis' publishing firm weeks . . . Kai Winding & Trom¬
Mantovani- orch plays State Fair
. . . Phil Brito set for one week at bone band opening at the Blue
Aud
tonight
(Wed.) while touring
the Grange Tavern, Hamilton, Ont.. Note, Chi, next Wednesday (28) for
beginning Dec. 17. He then goes a single frame; Teddie Charles al¬ Texas . . . Shep Fields band sot
for
annual
Dallas
Retail Grocers’
to the Colonial Tavern, Toronto... ternates on same bill.
Assn, dance tonight at the Texas
The George Wallington Trio and
expo’s Foods B’dg . . . Sandy SanLes Jazz Modes (quintet) at the
difer’s crew in for oneTnighler at
San Francisco
Cafe Bohemia through Nov. 29.
Erroll Garner plays a weekend
Wally Rose’s Dixieland Band at Riverlake Country Club . . . Buddy
Morrow
band inked for Nov. 23
gig at Basin Street Nov. 30-Dec. 1 the Gomans’ new Gay Nineties . . .
. . . Restaurateur Bob Olin penned Gateway Singers took a two-week stand at Louarn’s . . . R^v Her¬
his first tune., “Introduce Me To vacation from the hungry i . . . A1 rera’s combo into Cinango Club for
Your Heart,” in collaboration with Levitt's recording the 17-piece a run . . . Jack Ccle agency openASCAPer Clay Boland . . . Joe Rudy Salvini band, the Jerry housed new offices here . . . Bob
Ricardel at Waldorf-Astoria’s Pea¬ Coker group and vocalist Ree Bur¬ Cross band into 11th month this
cock Alley indef . . . Elektri Rec¬ nell . . . Singer-emcee Joe Kirchen month this week at Statler-Hilton’s
ords' Clarence Cooper has a fea¬ moved from Bimbo’s 365 to the Empire Room,
tured spot in the Theatre Guild’s Village . . . Stan Getz is due at the
musical version of “Tom Sawyer” Blackhawk Nov. 30. followed by
on CBS-TV tonight (Wed.) . . .Ter¬ Charlie Mingus & His Jazz Work¬
esa Brewer cutting special Christ¬ shop group Dec. 11 . . . Martha Til¬
mas material with her three ton, Jackie Cain and Roy Krai will
daughters.
be with Benny Goodman when he
Moppet singer Barry Gordon is makes his concert appearance Nov.
taking the tv route to plug his 29 at the Berkeley Community
MGM slice, “I Like Christmas.” Theatre . . . Stan Kenton's decided
Boston, Nov. 20.
Juve is already set for the Dave to skip an Opera House concert, is
More than 600 operators of juke¬
Garroway show (NBC) and “Strike playing four Frisco area college
It Rich” (CBS) tomorrow (Thtirs.) dates instead—U. of California. boxes-, phonograph distributors and
. . . The Merry Macs, currently at San Francisco City College, San music b?z people and guests at¬
the CoDacabana, received a release Francisco State College and Stan¬ tended the
annua) banquet of
from their three-year deal w*th ford.
the Music Operators’ Assn, of
Era Records . . . Stripper Gaby De
Massachusetts, Inc., at Common¬
Lys prepping a Jubilee album.
wealth Country Club, Newton.
“Gaby Sings French Folk Songs,”
Pittsburgh
Tuesday (13), at wh;eh an array of
for spring release.
Frankie George, local trumpet 30 acts, featuring d:skers and vaude
Dlayer, now with Latin Quarter in performers, were brought in.
Hollywood
N. Y. He toured last season with
Included were: Rustv Draper,
Joey Alfida, seven - year - old “The Boy Friend” . . . Three Suns •Terrv Vale. Eileen -Rodgers, the
prodigy who conducts the NBC check in at Twin Coaches Dec. 7 CadiUacs,
Shaw. Bobbv
Svmph, has debuted as a disk for two weeks . . * Brad Hunt's Sherwood, Teddi King, Marc Balsinger on a pair of Decca sides Huntsmen will play for third an¬ lero. Mona Carol, George “Rubber
with Russ Morgan . . ..David Rose nual Gridiron Ball at University
Holmes. Ronnie-Marten, Pat
has been named musical director Club Saturday night following the Legs”
of Splendex Enterprises’ new Pitt-Penn State football game . . . O’Dav, Don Rickies, Don Rondo,
the
Splendors.
Three D’s. Manny
“Five Star Show” musical tv series Deuces Wild into Williams Cafe in
. . . Ray Anthony cut two tunes at Sharpsville, Pa., for fortnight . . . Williams. Bobbv Winters. Dick Ro¬
Capitol he will record for the 20th- Whitey Scharbo combo back at man, G-Clefs, Del Rey Trio, Bobby
Fox pic, “The Girl Can’t Help It” Almono Club . . . West View Park’s Baxter.
Jerry Flato emced the show,
. . . Chudk Bennett, former dee.iay Danceland has discontinued its
at KFI, has supplanted Jim weekly Wednesday night teenage which was backed by Jack Sager’s
Ameclie in similar chores at KDAY hops . . . Johnny Cassinari, accor¬ or.ch (10). In were reps of record¬
. . . RCA .Victor is releasing Billy dionist with Joe Maize & The ing Companies, managers and per¬
Eckstine’s latest disk today (Wed.) Chordsmen, busted his ankle in a sonnel. David J. Bakpr, president
to coincide with his Cocoanut fall onstage . . . Howdy Webb, or¬ oi: MOAM, said it will be an annual
Grove opening . . . Geordie Hormel ganist, back in town after two affair.
back in town following a trek in years on Coast and has opened in¬
Among guests were Guy Lom¬
definite stay at cocktail lounge of
the midwest.
Pat McBride’s . . , Johjiny Marino bardo. playing an engagement at
Blinstraub’s,
and Arthur Fiedler.
orch wound up stand at Jill Kury’s
Chicago
Show Case in East Liberty . . . Boston Pops conductor; heads of
Johnny Desmond to the Safari, Harry Hcllings Jr., trumpet play¬ the four jukebox distributor firms
New Orleans, tomorrow (Thurs.) er, to Hollywood to join the Jimmy in Hub, Si Redd Distributors (Wurfor a single frame . . . Lucy Reed Vey Quintet .
litzer); Dave Bond, Trimount Auto¬
repacted by Associated Booking
matic Sales Corp. (Seeburg); Louis
Corp. for another three years . . .
Blatt. Atlas Distributors (AMI), and
Cleveland
Ed Ravreby, Associated Amuse¬
Sam and Larry Firsten building ments (Rock-Ola).
A ciite novelty Lwj% a fiifing'^bp&t:
bigger stage in their Cotton Club
Officers of the new org, which is
for Duke Ellington orch, their big¬ dedicated to bringing high stand¬
j*
gest unit booking to date, Nov. 23 ards to the automatic music biz,
f' "W
for 10 days. Firstens also signed are: Baker, Ralph Lackey, viceSarah Vaughan for full week Dec. president; Arthur C. Sturgis, treas¬
10, following Erroll Garner, due
Peter Pompeo, clerk, aud Ja¬
Dec. 3. Same Cotton Club owners urer;
are co-sponsoring “Jazz for Mod¬ cob Levy, general counsel.
erns Concert” at Masonic Hall
Nov. 25, built around Count Basie,
+
*
kN
Garner and others . . . Fran War¬
Recorded by ^
yA.
ren replacing current Betty Madigan Nov. 27 at Zephyr Room which
& KAY CEE JONES
brings in Florian Zabach Dec. 4,
London, Nov. 20.
on Decca
Jackie Heller Dec. 11, Blackburn
Illness has struck two musicians
Twins Dec. 18—all on six-day dates
Guitarist-singer Malcolm
. . . A1 Bernie, first comedy act to here.
click at A1 Naiman’s, club, goes into Mitchell, who recently gave up
Miami’s Fontainbeau Dec. 4 and leading a large band to run a suc¬
LOOK OUT FOR .
plans Caribbean cruise with his cessful trio in variety, has been
missus during Yule holidays . . . told that he has tuberculosis. He
Penny Singleton into Alpine Vil¬ has gone into a hospital for a
lage Dec. 6 on 10-day stand, suc¬ lengthy period.
ceeding Monica Boyer, here for
Mitchell and his trio were ap¬
fortnight.
pearing ath Finsbury Park Empire
last week, but remaining dates
Seattle
had to be cancelled when the news
Dick Lane Quartet into Marine was learned. The Jones Boys, vo¬
Room of Olympic Hotel for two- cal group, took over their spot.
week stand , . . Sally Stuart at Other cancellations in addition to
* FROM THE WARNER BROS. PICTURE —j
Rough Rider Room of Roosevelt variety bookings include a com¬
Hotel , . . Jackie Souders, orch mercial tv series, and a number
leader, back from Hawaiian busi¬ of one-niters over the Christmas
ness venture to resume work here period.
. . . Benny Goodman orch with
Eddie Parker, Columbia Rec¬
Martha Tilton set for one-nighter
. REMICK MUSIC CORP.
at. Orpheum Theatre today (Wed.) ords singer, who has just gone into
variety as a solo artist, has also
had to enter the hospital with sim¬
ilar trouble, and his engagements
THE HIT OF THE WEEK
have also been cancelled.

Diskers Star at Mass.
Mebnx hw.’s 1st Feed:
Promise <Hi«h Standards’

WA,T
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TB Hits Brit. Tooters
Mitchell and Parker
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Band Reviews
MARIAN McPARTLAND TRIO
I more intricate longhair favorites to
London House, Chi.
musical comedy, light classical,
Showing exceptional ability to, and on to pops and Latins. Mar¬
keep the relaxed attention of the quis has a certain flair on the
strings, and Chody backs him up
sophisticated swing set, the Marian throughout
witn fan. y keyboard
McPartland Trio’s return engag: - work. Work is poli' hcd all around,
ment at the London House should and the trio is making friends nice¬
ring the bell to full houses. More ly in the room. Currently in their
a spell.
than ably backed by Bill Britto’s sixth week and due to stay Quin.
imaginative bass and the free style
of Hal Armen’s drums, the Lon¬
don lady’s keyboard gives foilh a
wide range of lucid and sin-ere
feelings and thoughts. Easy ele¬
gance in the setting of the London
Decca Records is rushing release
House is carried through in the
costuming and self-possessfid man¬ on its original cast album of the
ner of Mrs. McPartfeind and the Theatre Guild’s video version of
seemingly facile integrated effects
“Tom Sawyer” on ' the ^CBS-TV
produced by the trio.
The threesome flows freely from “U. S. Steel Hour” tonight (Wed.).
the coolness of “Stomping at the With a score by Frank Luther, cast
Savoy” through “Carioca” and the set will include Jimmy Boyd, John
subtle richness of “Royal Garden
Blues” (a big applause-getter) in.o Sharpe, Bennye Gatteys, Rose
its hot jazz forte in such numbers Bampton, Clarence Cooper, the
as “Bohemia After Dark.”
The
hot numbers are accented by d s- Song Spinners and the Ralph Nor¬
laffcr’s piano-tickling talents on man Wilkerson orch. Boyd, who
“Hallelujah” and the trio’s genu¬ records for Columbia, and Cooper,
inely fresh improvisations on “No who is pacted to the Elektra label,
Moon At All.” Group closes Dec. were greenlighted to do the Decca
8. Toshiko comes on Dec. 19.
set.
It’s the second album based on
RICHARD MALTBY ORCH (17) a video show for Decca,. the .first
Blue Note, Chicago
being “High Tor” with Bing Cros¬
The Richard Maltby band with
The recent “Jack and the Bean¬
the new book is in for two weeks by.
at Chi’s original jazzery, two stalk” show on NBC-TV did not
frames between strings of- one- get an original cast set, but RKO
niters. Conductor-arranger Malt- Unique issued an LP based on the
by has put together an exciting, in¬ score. The next big tv show to get a
teresting book for the road, one cast album will be the NBC-TV
designed to acquire prestige with “Stingiest Man In Town” Christ¬
both music tradesters and aficion¬ mas eve spec which Columbia Rec¬
ados.
The trenchant attack and ords is doing. Col, incidentally,
the driving, disciplined sound is also put out a cast set of another
being sought here and is often suc¬ video show, “Marco Polo,” earlier
cessfully achieved.
It seems an this year.
outgrowth of the musical character
Although the RCA Victor cast
of Maltby’s Vik disking- of “Man
set of “Peter Pan” was based on
With The Golden Arm.”
The Maltby crew is composed of the original legit version, it took
four rhythm (piano, drums, bass the video version of the show to
and guitar), five reeds, and seven boom sales of the album. Victor
brass (four trumpets and three passed up a cast album of the re¬
trombones). The lineup is power¬ cent NBC-TV spec, “The Lord
ful and well-balanced.
Varying Don’t Play Favorites,” but issued a
the pace well and effectively uti1- flock of singles from the show
izing solo talents in the. aggrega¬ starring Kay Starr and Louis Arm¬
tion, Maltby retails “Ballad for strong.
Two Altos,” “Nat’s Tune,” “Moon¬
light in Vermont” and “Blue
Moon,” among other!
A Billy
Verplank composition, “Renfrew,”
has a distinctive, modern classical
flavor which commands attention.
Though the house was small for
the opener, those Who came liked
what they heard.
Vocals are ably handled by
Frankie Crockett, a looker with mel¬
low pipes. Maltby is in through
Nov. 25; Kai Winding & His Trom¬
bone Band open Nov. 28 for a
single frame.

DECCA’S RUSH JOB

ON TV'SAWYER’

GARY MARQUIS TRIO
Hotel Muehlebach, Kansas City
The musical assignment in the
Cafe Picardy of the Hotel Muehle¬
bach calls for a variety of tunes
and tempi from the musical unit,
and the Gary Marquis outfit fills
the bill ably. Marquis is new in
these parts, but is a vet of many
years on the club-cafe circuit and
recently has had much playing
time in the mountain country and
the west.
The trio lists Marquis on fiddle,
Dave Chody on piano and Taftt
Baker on string bass. Marquis dou¬
bles to clarinet and sax, and Chody
to accordion, giving the crew add¬
ed versatility. Generally the call
is for dinner music, but at times
on weekends the room is open for
dancing and Marquis adds drums
and vocals for these occasions.
Trio goes in for most anything
in the music portfolio, from the

AMERICAN MUSIC, INC.
9109 SUNSET 8LVD.. HOLLYWOOD. CALIF.

6 BIG records

BEtTY MADIGAN
HOLD ME.AGAIN LOVE
and

TAKE MINE
MGM 12366

K 12366

Geo. Lee to Go Abroad
To Confer With Affils
* George Lee, U. S. publishing rep
for London’s Good Music and Bel¬
gium’s World Music, heads for Eu¬
rope Dec. 9 for huddles with his
overseas affiliates.
The World firm is headed up by
Jacques Kluger and Felix Faeq,
while the Good operation is run by
bandleader Ted Heath and Jack
Heath. (The Heaths aren’t related.)
Lee operates the Zodiac and Comp¬
ton firms in tHe U, S.
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Inside Staff-Vaudeville

Walter A. Brown Kudosed
To Add New Life to an ‘Old Act,’
At $8,500 Feed ht Boston
Change the Trappings: Stan Irwin
Ability to surround repeat acts
in different settings is providing
additional work in Las Vegas for
those who aren't changing their
turns, according to Stan Irwin,
entertainment director for the Sa¬
hara Hotel, Las Vegas.
Irwin said that there are cases
where a headliner is too com¬
fortable in the material he's .do¬
ing and sometimes there’s an in¬
ability to get a suitable new art,
and therefore it becomes the prov¬
ince of the buyer to create new
settings and situations that will
freshen up some valued names or
create an atmosphere in which less
expensive talents can be utilized.
Irwin pointed out that the Sa¬
hara has signed Abbott & Costello
for a new revue which will open
Dec. 4. New layout will be writ¬
ten and produced by Sid Kuller,
formerly of the Royal Nevada Ho¬
tel, who staged “Guys Sc Dolls’’ at
that spot. Irwin said that the Sa¬
hara, like many others, had turned
down this vet comedy team. How¬
ever, with a new setting, they’ll be
able to freshen up their material,
add new lines, and even give a
different facade to some of the bits
they’ve been doing for years.
Irwin opined that Zsa Zsa Ga¬
bor, who played in the Latin Quar¬
ter Revue at the Riviera Hotel

PROFESSIONAL
COMEDY MATERIAL
for all Theatricals
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some months ago, would not have
drawn any business on her own.
However, put in with a revue, she
could be seen without being re¬
sponsible for the quality of the
entertainment and thus was able
to draw some business.
As more new ideas infiltrate
cafe business and become available
for Las Vegas spots, more names
can be rehabilitated and at the
same time, more unknowns can
be showcased for more prominent
spots in subsequent shows. Also,
revues and units provide a change
of pace'for the various spots.
4ft

Bank’s Bandwagon
Showmanship NSG
For Monroe In Dixie

A Vaughn Monroe Fan

(By E. B. Tipton)
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Dancer Tina LaMont
Wins Medal, Pension
For Crippling Feat
Cleveland, Nov. 20.
For bravery under fire and not
on a battlefield, Tina LaMont be¬
came the first night club dancer in
show biz to be awarded a Carnegie
Hero medal.
Crippled Cleveland entertainer
was awarded a bronze medal as
well as a monthly pension of $80
for life for saving the lives1 of two
Cleveland policemen while they
were shooting it out with a rob¬
ber last Jan. 19. During the gun¬
fire, when gangster tried to stick
up the Gay Nineties • Club, the
dancer was hit by a bullet that
left her partially paralyzed.
Miss LaMont, known offstage as
Mrs. Dorothy Kochs, was one of
38 persons who received awards
from the Carnegie Hero Fund
Commission at Pittsburgh, 13 of
them being posthumous citations.
United theatrical crafts here
raised a hefty hunk of money for
her and her four-year-old daughter
Judy through a benefit show last
season. Dancer also received about
$8,000 from civic and police con¬
tributions for her heroism, plus
$5,000 from City of Cleveland’s
morals claims fund, which enabled
her to buy a large home which she
operates as a rooming house with
a big theatrical following.

|

I have been reading a lot of
beefs about bad motion picture
projection—I have one about bad
hillbilly stagecraft.
The local new bank here had its
openftig (National Bank of Com¬
merce) and they booked some
names for the opening (Vaughn
Monroe and Dean Hudson’s band).
They had a big truck out in the
parking lot for a stage. They had
the worst sound I have ever heard
—the sound was feeding back in
the microphone. For lights they
had a 100-watt light globe hanging
over the stage.
No spots—no
foots—no borderlights. No front
closein. No backdrop: In other
words, it was a mess. Vaughn
Monroe is killed in this town, all
because of the way it was pre¬
sented. I have seen better medi¬
cine shows.
Note to acts: Bring your own
stagehands.
Banks know nothing about put¬
ting on shows, so it’s up to the acts
to see about it before they book it.

m

1 i

What must be an endurance record for fan clubs was set recently
when the Van & Schenck Club met in Glendale, N.Y., to celebrate its
40th anniversary. ’-Gus Van, surviving member of the vaude team of
Van & Schenck, was appearing at Mangam’s Chateau in Lyons, Ill., a
suburb of Chicago, and was unable to attend. Instead, he sent greet¬
ings and some of his oldtime songs On tape to be aired at the club
dinner, attended by members who banded together 40 years ago. Mem¬
bership originally comprised boyhood and neighborhood friends of
Van & Schenck in Glendale.

Gastonia, N. C.
Editor, Variety:

Tte

i

A repeat of the era of the society singer is In.the offing. Lyda Fair¬
banks, of a steel family, is readying a pro career. She's already had
one date in the provinces, and is now marshalling a lot of material and
coaching prior to a recital in a N.Y. eastside spot. Femme socialites
who have tried a singing careo? include Adelaide Moffett, Cobina
Wright Jr., Eleanor French and Beverly Paterae. Latter has a son
now making the rounds of the spots on thb right side of Park Ave.

Boston, Nov. 20.
Walter A. Brown, general man¬
ager of Boston Garden-Boston
Arena Corp., was cited at a testi¬
monial dinner in Hotel Somerset
Saturday (17) night with a plaque
honoring his work in behalf of
charitable causes.
More than 500 celebs in the
sports and theatre field and civic
leaders, attended. A chec\ for
$8,500, representing proceeds from
the dinner, was turned o^er to the
Boston Assn, for Retarded Chil¬
dren as the opening contribution
to help the 40,000 mentally handi¬
capped children of Greats Boston.
Dais guests included Mayor
John B. Hynes, A1 Capp, Tom
Dowd, Red Sox secretary; Sammy
White and Ted Lepeio, Red Sox
players. Charles Kurtzman, Loew’s
northeast division head, was chair¬
man of the dinner committee.

__
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‘Firehouse Funster’ Lad
Fears He’ll Become An
Up & Coming ‘Old Comic’
Winston-Salem, N. C.
Editor,. Variety:

I have gandered your leading
article “Blackball on Blue Comics”
(Page 1, Oct. 31) with great in¬
terest. You see, I am an up &
coming young comic. (At least
that’s what it says on my publicity
photos.) If-something doesn't hap¬
pen to my career soon I may be¬
come an up & coming old comic.
I believe 100% with those percenters and managers up there in
the big city about doing clean com¬
edy. I’ve worked a few of those
“smaller niteries,” and didn’t do
well because. I believe in working
clean. Because of this belief, how¬
ever, I'm getting nowheVe, except
getting booked farther ih the bush¬
es. On my bookings, instead of
being armed with a contract. I’m
given a compass, aimed in the gen¬
eral direction of the town or place
I’m to work, and wished loads of
luck. How many of today’s comics can brag that they are doing
one-niters in Grange Halls, court¬
houses, two-room school houses,
Fire Co. Halls (they park the fire
engines out in the street), and in
Drive-in Theatres, using the con¬
cession stand roofs as a stage?
I’m not complaining. I’ve had
the pleasure of making many
people laugh, and I’ve worked
clean. But, here’s my problem—
how the heck is somebody from
William Morris, MCA, etc., ever
going to catch my act in a Grange
Hall in Horsepasture, Va.? (I’ve ac¬
tually worked such a place.) Even
if they could, they would probably
tell me I needed better material
for a metropolitan show date. On
my salary, who can afford a writer?
I’ve also done a lot of local live
tv. I am currently appearing on
a weekly series in Winston-Salem,
N. C. I also did comedy on a tv
station in my hometown of Balti_more, Md., for six years. If the
"name comics think they have it
rough doing a network show, they
should try doing a routine in a
1 small studio, with na audience, and
just a couple of musicians to force
a couple of laughs that make them
sound like candidates for a nut
1 factory. Oh, yes, I have to supply
my own material. What’s worse,
I can’t afford Miltown.
I wish one of those “many
writers willing to go along with
1 hopefuls” would get in touch with
me.
I know there are many comics
who have Just as big, if not bigger,
problems.
Hbwever, that still
doesn't answer the question,
“Where are the name funnymen of
tomorrow going ter get their proper
development, hacking, and1 man■ agement?”
Bob- F. Jones.
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Boston, Nov. 20.
Second accidental fall at the
Hamld-Morton Circus, ^current at
Boston Garden, sent aerialist Vir¬
ginia Vess, 25, of North Hollywood,
I Calif., to Massachusetts General
Hospital with serious injuries at
Saturday (17) matinee.
The trapeze worker was sliding
down a 60-foot rope when she lost
her grip and fell 15 feet to the Gar¬
den floor. Physicians said she was
suffering from a spine .fracture and
broken left foot.
It was the second accident in two
days at the circus, a benefit staged
by Hamid-Morton for Aleppo
Temple. Carmen Ferroni, 23, and
her brother, Gasper, 25, of Sara¬
sota, Fla., were injured Friday
(16) when they fell 20 feet from a
platform during,an aero act.

GEORGE
i HALL

■Wfcmic! Hif Piano
Currently

63d Week-DOMINft CLUB
SAN FRANCISCO
Mgmt*: MARK ANTHONY
FAIRMONT HOTEL. San Francisco
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LOU SEILER
Currently HELP OVER Third Week
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CASINO ROYAL
Washington, D. C.
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Judy (Oil 3 Days) 31)(!;

ctor ^entertatoment^atthe 1
rove, is to be congratulated. I

3 Aerialists Injured
At Circus in Boston

8-Week Score: J367.180
Judy Garland scored $31,580 for
. five shows last week, having been
out with, what was described as
laryngitis for three shows starting
Wednesday (14). Miss Garland re, turned Saturday (17) matinee. Even .
: at that figure, it’s still a profitable
venture for her two-a-day at the
Palace* N. Y.
Miss Garland’s eight-week run
thus far has, .clocked $3^7,180.

NOV. 26 (2 Wtoks)
(Return Engagementl

DEC* 10th (2 Weeks)
fReturn Engagementl

EL MOROCCO CAFE

HENRY GRADY HOTEL

Montroaf, Quo.

Atlanta, 6a.

DON HEARN Washington Daily Nows
"Romombor LOU SEILER? — Thi* column has shoutod Its approval many,
many timos. Tho follow is as wftty as any you will find on tho nitory
circuit. Tho most amaxing fact is that ho goto TREMENDOUS LAUGHS
from CLEAN matorial . . . Evon tho kiddlo-car sot could hoar this • . •
This is tho THIRD timo Mr. Soilor has appoarod at tho Casino Royal
in tho past fow months, Nsod moro bo said? . .

Personal Management: ~$ENIA GAMSA
lit Wm» OTHi StTMt. ft*w YwfcTt. M. V.
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VEGAS BILLS IN BIG BUNDLES
+•

Salisbury Frolics to Run Name
Policy Despite Local Liquor Ban
Salisbury, Mass., Nov. 20. Despite the dry vote here, Fran¬
cis D. Mulcahy, owner of the 1,250seat Frolics, says he will open next
summer with the same big name
policy. Final details as to how the
nitery will operate on serving set¬
ups and whether or not customers
will bring their own joy juice have
not been worked out.
Meantime, the 40 spots on the
Salisbury Beach strip are still talk¬
ing secession, and one, the Blue
Roof, closed its doors as a direct
result of the dry vote banning serv¬
ing of liquor for the next two
years.
Package stores, however, will be
permitted to continue liquor sales
for the next two years. A recount
of the Nov. 6 referendum vote,
778-776, completed last week, made
the total 770 for and 762 against.
Sojne 40 ballots were protested dur¬
ing the long recount. This leaves
the way open for a court-fight. Un¬
less a court appeal causes \a re¬
count of. a recount, package store
liquor sales will be o. k.
The vote on referenda killing
sale of liquor Jto be consumed on
the premises, 899-762, was too one¬
sided to rate a recount.
Cafe
owners, concessionaires, night spots
and other business at Salisbury
Beach claim victory of the drys will
ruin the resort. Some are threat¬
ening to move away, while others
look to the possibility of seceding.
The Blue Roof, employing 22 and
with one of the oldest all-alcoholic
beverage licenses in the town, is
the first casualty. Leon Trent,
president and treasurer of the spot,
said the closing was in anticipation
of the Dec. 31 deadline on liquor
sales. He said he had spent $60,000 in the 'past year building an
addition and on remodeling.

Evelyn West Better Stay
East; Jail, 1G Fines Await
Her & Manager in Calif.
Oakland, Calif., No\* 20.
Municipal Judge Charles W.
Fisher last week in effect barred
stripper Evelyn West and her man¬
ager, A1 Charles, from ever return¬
ing to California in sentencing
them on counts of indecent ex¬
posure and performing in a lewd
show.
The judge gave each 90 days in
county jail; suspended sentence on
an additional 270 days; probation
for three years, and fined each

$1,000.

This, however, was all done in
absentia—the stripper and Charles
are currently reported touring
Louisiana after having ducked trial
here as a result of a late-August
police raid on the El Rey burlesque
here.
The judge commented that the
stiff sentences “may well prevent
Miss West and Charles from ever
returning to California.” The mis¬
demeanor convictions are not con¬
sidered extraditable.
The judge added: “Miss West
and Mr. Charles put on a show that
was completely obscene, com¬
pletely lustful, completely lewd
and completely lacking in the de¬
cent humor of the old vaudeville
days.”
. Sentences for the El Rey’s man¬
ager, Pete DeCenzie, two baggypants comedians and another strip¬
per, all of whom stood trial, were
delayed until Nov. 29. Six other
strippers and the house’s assistant
manager were acquitted.

Columbia, S. C., Cafe Goes
Heavy on Names for Dec.
Columbia, S. C„ Nov. 20.
Laurel Hill Theatre Restaurant
Here is kicking off the holiday sea¬
son in appropriate style with three
names booked in during the month
of December. Mel Torme comes
m Dec. 3, Roger Williams on the
17th and Don Cornell on the 26th.
Cornell will remain through the
big New Year’s Eve date.
All engagements are for six play¬
ing nights. The room doesn’t op¬
erate Sundays.

CLICK PACKAGES ‘Secession Union of Music Hall Chorus
OOLLAR-SAVERS Brings AGVAClamp;Set Hearing Dates

Las Vegas, Nov. 20.
Trolley Swansong
Continued success of package
Edinburgh, Nov. 20.
shows seems to be providing Las
How topical can a show’s
•Vegas talent buyers with at least
title become?
Carlisle, Eng., No\j, 20.
The last tramway car ran
one answer towards solving their
The “Jack Anthony Show” enigma of inflated salaries. Initial
last week In Edinburgh. Cash¬
wound a winning nine weeks’ sea¬
ing in on topically, the local
son at Her Majesty’s Theatre here. indication of how effective pack¬
vaudery, the Edinburgh Palla¬
Originally skedded to play three age buys can be was seen last
dium, titled its revue “Street¬
weeks, production proved such a winter in the revival at the New
car Named Retire.”
hit that it was retained for another Frontier of “Blackouts,” which had
six. The 1,000-seater played to in¬
creasingly good biz, with SRO the more or less been in mothballs
since its eight-year run (during the
rule after several weeks.
Jack Anthony, Scot comedian, is 40s) at Hollywood’s El Capitan The¬
atre.
The Ken Murray-Marie Wil¬
a top favorite in this English city,
which is essentially Scottish in son starrer was brought to the New
Frontier
for three frames, stayed
character and just 10 miles from
the England-Scotland border.
I for 10 weeks, then returned to the
Riviera this past summer to pack
’em in for eight sock weeks.
The American Guild of Variety
Similarly, Lou Walters' Latin Artists is locking horns with the
Quarter Revue—which- has been Adolphus Hotel, Dallas. Union has
surefire everytime it has been asked the inn to pact a minimum
brought here—saw an original basic agreement which the hotel
three-week pact extended to nine has refused on the ground that it
stanzas at .the Riviera during the will have ojily a few performers
post-Labor Day season. Riviera working there during season, and
Bob Thompson, president of Su¬ also has the revival of George noted that because of Texas labor
White’s
“Scandals” on deck for an laws, such an agreement would be
permarket Show of Shows, is re¬
signing that post to head the in¬ indefinite run starting Dec. 19.
illegal.
Currently, Tom Ball’s “China
dustrial show division of General
Union’s attorney has disputed
Artists Corp. Division will be un¬ Doll Revue” at the Thunderbird this
on the ground that the
der GAC-Hamid, the outdoor sub¬ and Larry Steele’s “Smart Affairs” pact stand
conforms to Texas law, and
at the Dunes are more than hold¬
sidiary of GAC.
quantity
of
entertainers used has
Thompson will join the New ing their own in the face of stiff
York office In December after competition offered up by name no bearing on the issue involved.
winding up the Supermarket cir¬ policies. “China Doll” is definite¬ Union Is seeking, in addition to
cuit. Successor in that outfit hasn’t ly set for nine weeks-*-a six-frame minimum wages and number of
holdover which marks the longest shows, payments to the AGVA
been picked as yet.
Supermarket Show of Shows flight of any show in Thunderbird welfare trust fund.
Edith Piaf is slated to appear
sought to hypo trade in the gro¬ history; while “Smart Affairs,” the
cery field by touring name variety the first all-sepia blowout to be there Nov. 30 to Dec. 8. Whether
she’ll
be permitted to work Dallas
shows to which admission was ob¬ tried on the Vegas “Strip,” has*
tained by tickets given through the been assured of a run until Dec. if the Adolphus doesn’t come
through
with an agreement hasn’t
stores for purchase of $25 in mer¬ 12. Dunes Producer Bill Miller has
indicated that if biz continues at yet been determined.
chandise.
GAC is seeking to tap that lush its present pace (show clocked
industrial field with this new ven¬ 1,984 patrons for three perform¬
ture. Music Corp. of America has ances Nov. 10), chances are he’ll
a fullfledged department headed by extend the original three-week
Erv Brabec which concentrates on booking through to New Year’s.
the convention and industrial show
While exact prices aren’t read¬
field.
Lou Walters Enterprises, ily available, it’s understood that
headed by Cass Franklin, is similar¬ the package type fare proves far
ly trying for the tall coin in the less expensive than a three-act- — For the first time In the history
industrial field,
variety format topped by a power¬ of Artists Representatives Assn., a
house marquee name. It was re¬ rep from a major office has suc¬
vealed that one revue Is costing its ceeded himself to the presidency
hotel sponsor in the neighborhood of this agency group. At an ARA
of $13,000 per frame (including meeting held last week, Eddie El¬
orch), while some topliners alone kort of General Artists Corp. was
draw stipends as high as $25,000— named prexy of the organization.
nearly double the tariff for a com¬ It’s Elkort’s second term in that
office.
plete show.
By tradition, this post has gone
St. Louis, Nov. 20.
to an independent. Elkort’s prede¬
A clean bill of health was won
cessor,
Bill Kent, served in that
by June Leonard, a stripper, and
spot for 15 years, since ARA’s in¬
Ralph Lia, acting 'manager of the
ception.
Grand Theatre, sole burlesk house
Elkort’s encore comes via an un¬
here, following their arrest by
usual set of circumstances. He was
members of. the Police Morality
named president last year when
Squad on charges of presenting
he was head of the American op¬
and permitting a lewd and indecent
act. After the cops testified be¬ _By JOE COHEN_ erations of Lew & Leslie Grade
Agency of London. However, some
fore Police Court Judge Robert C.
The annuals of the Society of months ago GAC absorbed Grade’s
Dowd that Miss Leonard, billed as
American business, and so Elkort
Illustrators
have
become
one
of
the
“The Heavenly Body,” began her
the first ARA prexy to be
act in an evening gown and wound stag social landmarks of Novem¬ became
affiliated with a major.
up virtually in the nude an attor¬ ber. Even though these New York
Other officers of ARA are:*Larry
soirees
have
reached
the
50
anni,
ney for the defense-asserted that
Barnett, Music Corp. of America,
indecency “was only in the eyes of this organization of some Of the first v.p.; Hattie Althoff CRA Con¬
top artists in the country refuse
some people.”
~
cert Bureau, 2d v.p., with other
to
give
in
to
dignity
and
decorum.
In dismissing the charges but
vicepresidents being Jack Russell
warning Lia to “tone down your The boys put on a lusty and busty (Chicago), James Lanagan (Pitts¬
show,” Judge Dowd observed, “The show to entertain themselves and burgh), Peter J. Iodice (Detroit)
a few assorted guests willing to
act undoubtedly helped the idea.” shell
out $26-per for the benefit and H. C. Moore (Coast); Milton
Fines totaling $425 were imposed
Berger, secretary, and Joe Singer,
in the local Court of Criminal Cor¬ of the 'organization’s welfare fund. William Morris Agency, treasurer.
rection last week against five per¬ Receipts for the five showings are Abrahama Males was continued as
around
$12,000.
sons employed in three downtown
Seemingly the Society likes to counsel, and Ruth L. Simonson
penny arcades after they entered hark
back to that day in Novem¬ stays as assistant secretary.
pleas of guilty to charges of cir¬ ber of 1935 when the police raided
The board of governors com¬
culating indecent and obscene their show and gave them the kind prises, in addition to the officers,
mi tter.
Dave
Baumgarten, MCA;. Joe
The police Morality Squad made of headlines usually associated Glaser, Associated Booking Corp.;
with
dirty
burlesque.
All
the
the pinches last May after numer¬ stories of that event are proudly Dick Henry, Ben Kuchuk, Thomas
ous beefs had been lodged against framed and on display in their Martin, General Artists Corp.;
the display of such matter. Fines
Howard Hausman, WMA, and Leon
clubhouse.
of $100 were slapped on Louis Joe- well-decorated
The shows are no more Indigo Newman.
dicke, Harry W. Mueller, Cyrus than
they used to be at Minsky’s
Horowitz and Julius Plambeck, Republic* and a lot more original
while one for $25 was lodged and witty and much better mount¬
against Morris Schachter,
ed. The artists contribute all their
Col. Jim Eskew is planning to
own material, construct their own promote an all-girl rodeo with
Galena Necchi’s Cotillion sets and enact the various sketches steer rasslin’ and all from Texas
Galena Necchi has been signed by themselves with the aid of a and other points in the southwest.
for the Cotillion Room of the few femmes specialty hired for the Proposition fs currently being sub¬
Pierre Hotel, N. Y., starting Dec. occasion. Of course, it ain’t like a mitted to various eastern arenas.
father-and-son get-together staged
17. It’s her first N. Y. date.
Eskew, who had been operating
Singer precedes this stand with for the cub scouts, but the event a rodeo stock farm ;at Wayerly,.
an engagement at the Ritz Carlton has its own standards of decorum N. Y., recently sold out and moved(Continued on page 52)
HoteVMontreal, tomorrow (Thurs.).
to Ardmore, Okla.

Scot Jack Anthony’s Big
B.O. in ‘Native’ England

AGVA Vs. Texas’
Adolphus on Pact

GAC to Start
Industrial Dept

Elkort ARA Prez Again;
He Became a Major %’er
During His First Term

St. Loo Morality Score:
Stripper, Mgr. Cleared,
Arcade Employees Fined

Society of Illustrators’
50th Stag in Black Tie
Vs. Black Eye Circa ’35

Eskew Chutes for Girls

The American Guild of Variety
Artists is now clamping down on
the chorus members of New York’s
Radio City Music Hall who are
now in the process of organizing
an independent union. AGVA has
notified the Music Hall manage¬
ment that the three officers of the
indie union will be prevented from
working with AGVA members and
that they must appear at AGVA’s
office on Monday (26) for a hearing
on charges that they have com¬
mitted acts “prejudicial to the best
interests of the union.”
The union’s executive board met
Monday (19) to go into the course
of action to be taken on the Music
Hall's secession. A resolution has
been passed which placed all the
seceders on the unfair list pending
a hearing on the charges.
Resolution says that members
have been guilty of dual unionism,
conduct prejudicial to the best in¬
terests of the union, failure to ad¬
here to the constitution, among
others. It notified the Music Hall
that, as,of tonight (Wed.), it will no
longer permit Eric Hudson, presi¬
dent of the Assn, of Radio City
Music Hall Chorus Employees;
Mary Ann Ray, org’s veepee, and
Violet Breck, treasurer, to work
with the other members, and or¬
dered them to appear before the
AGVA exec board on Monday. On
the following day (27), AGVA, will
hear several other chorus members
until, according to Jackie Bright,
AGVA national administrator, the
“entire truth of the matter is
known.”
A spokesman at the Music Hall
admitted that they had received
notification of the AGVA action.
He pointed out that under the con¬
tract between the union and the
theatre, the union has a right to
demand that members not bi good
standing with the union be pre¬
vented from working at the Hall.
He also pointed out that the mem¬
bers themselves had ratified this
agreement.
Irving Goss, at one time a N. Y.
regional director for AGVA, had ne¬
gotiated this agreement originally,
and had been dismissed about a
year ago. He has been instru¬
mental in forming the indie outfit.
The present contract between MH
(Continued bn page 52)

Bevhills Court Returns
Ray Bourbon to Male Sex,
Sentences Him to Pokey
Hollywood, Nov. -20.
A Mexican doctor’s “certificate”
to the contrary notwithstanding,
Municipal Court Judge Charles J.
Griffin of Beverly Hills has de¬
cided that vet nitery entertainer
Ray Bourbon is still a male. Con¬
sequently, he found Bourbon guilty
of impersonating a woman at the
Melody Room, Sunset Strip nitery,
last July, and sentenced him to 30
days in county jail.
Bourbon contended he had had
his sex changed by Mexican opera¬
tion. Defendant, not in court, is
reportedly in Mexico for further
medical treatment. His attorneys
announced appeal of the ruling—
thus perhaps easing the plight of
county jail officials faced with the
^problem of how to house Bourbon
with other inmates.

‘Night of Stars’110G
The -annual “Night of Stars”
held Monday (19) at Madison Sq.
Garden, N. Y., drew $110,000 which
included the receipts of the sou¬
venir journal as well as the 17,000
admissions. United Jewish Ap¬
peal was beneficiary.
Show included Sammy Davis Jr.,
Robert Merrill, Julius LaRosa,
Dick Shawn, Harry Hershfield,
Ricky Lane, Szonys, George Jessel,
Susan Silo, Jerry Marshall, Barry
Gray. Seven Ashtons, Tito Puente,
Joel Gray and scores of others.
Abba Ebafi, Israeli Ambassador to
the U. S., was a speaker.
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New Acts
ROBERT ALDA
30 Mins.
Songs
El teancho. Las Vegas
Robert Alda has mustered his
two decades of musicomedy-film
savvy to mold a nitery act that
comes off as sock entertainment.
Understandably, he dips into his
histrionic background to add fur¬
ther effect to his songology. His
appearance onstage is marked with
sufficient, yet not overbearing as¬
surance and he easily communi¬
cates with his audience. Alda plies
his big voice to turn out a well
chosen selection of show tunes,
standards and pops. Notably, his
only reference to his w.k. role as
Sky Masterson in “Guys and Dolls”
is by way of his opening number,
“Luck Be a Lady Tonight,” and his
preference of a black shirt and
white tie.
Aside from these instances, Alda
relies solely on his work as a per¬
former—and perform, he does. His
turn at “Hey There,” although
calling for some overly ambitious
lighting effects, is a click, as is his
medley of romantic ballads.
~Aian.

THE MORLANDS (2)
Balancing
7 Mins.
Empire, Glasgow
The Two Morlands, young male
and shapely distaffer, offer a very
sound equilibrist turn that's okay
for most vauderies and for niteries.
Pair display both grace and skill,
and are easy-on-the-eye act. Male
balances on gal’s feet, and later
holds her on one hand while She
is balanced upside down. Strong
palming for bit where male posi¬
tions himself with one hand atop'
vertical rod.
Act’s high-spot is
when distaffer entwines herself on
partner’s back, and latter then does
a one-handstand on upright rod,
still carrying the gal round his
shoulders.
Act is worked out to suitably
quiet musical accompaniment.
Gord.

BERT WHEELER & JACK PEP¬
PER
Comedy
35 Mins.
Bradford Roof, Boston
Hardly newcomers, Bert Wheeler
of stage, screen and tv, with Jack
Pepper (formerly Salt &) and tv,
have put together a promising act
for the nitery circuits, which is
still being built. Breaking in here
before an aud heavily sprinkled
with pros ’ from the current legit
shows and out-of-towners, they
scored solidly. Trying to answer
requests-for special bits had them
working overtime with ad-libs fly¬
ing, and pair had to beg off after
rousing reception.
With Wheeler handling the comicking in slick fashion and Pepper
piping and playing straight, the
pair romp through. 35 minutes of
a nicely paced routine which em¬
braces a wealth of material rang¬
ing from broad comedy, with nos¬
talgic bits, to updated comedy, gags
unlimited, and vocals in an amaz¬
ing voice range by Pepper. Both
have enough material for several
acts and choosing what they will
keep and what they will throw
away should be no problem for the
pros.
Wheeler comes on solo, carrying
a sporty white hat, knocks out a
barrage of one-liners, introing new
act fact to aud, recalls some past,
kids on age and show biz, and goes
into a bit with bandleader, camera
in hand, interrupts asking if he
can take a picture of the ringsiders. This is interrupted by Pepper,
from the audience, as a heckling
drunk. One-liners fly fast, for good
effect, and Wheeler breaks it up
with intro of Pepper, who comes
on to pipe “If I Had My Life to
Live Over,” ranging the scale for
all the stops. WhSeler, off during
the Pepper piping stint, reappears
in orchestra dressed as a little old
lady with gray wig, black shawl,
black lace dress and white beanie
hat. He cuts it up with the tables,
while Pepper gags with sheaf of
bills and mother songs. With Pep-

THE HEW “PUCE IH THE SUH”
FOR SHOW BOSIHESS
PRESENTS IN THE

CAFE POMPEII
AMERICA'S MOST
EXCITING ATTRACTIONS
Dec. 21 to Jan. 3

HARRY BELAFONTE
Jan. 4 to Jan. 16

GEORGIA GIBBS e JACK CARTER
Jan. 17 to Jan. 30

MILTON BERLE AND CO.
Jan. 31 to Feb. 13 «

JOE E. LEWIS e ROBERTA SHERWOOD
Feb. 14 to Feb. 27

•NAT “KING” COLE • JACK E. LEONARD
Feb. 28 to Mar. 14

JOHNNIE RAY • JEAN CARROLL
Mar. 15 to Mar. 28

LENA HORNE

—

(Other Toppers Currently Being Booked . . . BUT Don't Call Us —
Call Your Reps)

CAFE POMPEII

MAL MALKIN AND HI5 ORCH
BUDDY GRECO'S GROUP

MONA LISA ROOM
CHUEY REYES AND HIS ORCH

HARRY'S AMERICAN BAR
LORD FLEA'S CAlYPSONIANS

: per doing- a chorus of “Mother,",
■ Wheeler comes on stage with a flip j
; step, takes the mike - and both go
into a, crapshooting session with ;
I “mother” on her knees being'
faded;
Pepper takes over at the mike
for “Irish Eyes Are Smiling” hit¬
ting the high notes for the ulti¬
mate. Wheeler goes into “Boy of
Mine” and poem, “What .Is a Boy”
serioso. For .change of pace, they
gag with Pepper cajoling Wheeler
into trying, a calypso number. Bit
could be expanded for heavy yoks.
Pair then go into a rousing multichorus “Ride, Ride, Ride” number.
laced with gags:.For encore,
Wheeler does a slick “Take It
Easy” song, sprinkling sand from
his pockets and going into a neat
soft shoe wrapup,
Wheeler & Pepper look to have
strong potential in hotels and sup¬
per clubs from nostalgia seekers.

New York

Shirley Bassey, singer, being
imported from England for pres¬
entation at the New Frontier, Las
Vegas, in January, followed by a
February stand at Ciro’s, Holly¬
wood . . . Bernie Bralove, operator
of the Shoreham Hotel, Washing¬
ton, convalescing from an opera¬
tion . . . Karen Chandler parted
for the bill at the Copacabana
topped by Jimmy Durante . . . .
Eartha Kitt signed for El Rancho,
Las Vegas, for the end of March
. . . Geene Courtney appearing in
hfer new act at the Frolics, Revere
Beach, Dec. 16 for a fortnight . . .
Guy.
Vic Damone’s date for the Empire
Room of the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria
EDDIE GARSON
set for Dec. 10 . . . Three Galanes
Ventriloquist
to the Shamrock, Houston, Dec.
10 Mins.
31 . . . Marge Cameron signed for
Blue Angrel, N. Y.
a string of dates including the
For those familiar with Senior Town Casino, Buffalo; Casa Seville,
Wences’ established ventro turn Franklin Square, L. I., preceding
there’s little in Eddie Garson’s rou¬ the Ankara, Pittsburgh, Jan. 7. . •
tine that’s new. In fact, the simi¬
larity between the two acts is
astounding. Garson is an able
Chicago
voice-thrower, but the bits of busi¬
Florian. Zabach into the Monteness employed by him in trying to
quiet his Latino dummy by hiding leone, New Orleans, ;Jan. 22 for
him are almost exactly a carbon two frames . . . Davis & Reese set
of Wences’ standard routine.
! for the Safari, New’Orleans, Nov.
Garson’s prior credits include a 29 for a single frame . . . Robert
lengthy stay with Xavier Cugat’s Clary plays the Black Orchid Feb.
14 for eight days; segues into
band aggregation.
Jess.
Eddy’s, Kaycee, Feb. 22 for two
frames . . . Joe E. Lewis pacted
SYD & MAX HARRISON
for
Adolphus Hotel, Dallas, March
Comedy
1 for two weeks . . . The CharlivelS
12 Mins.
into Roosevelt Hotel, New Orleans,
Empire, Glasgow
Here’s a mature and confident for four stanzas opening Jan. 31
comedy pair who’ve been around . . . Gus Van disking an album of
for some time, but merit a place in his old vaude songs for Celebrity
Records.
the New Acts file.
Smallish and full-of-life duo
open by engaging heartily in ban¬
Hollywood
ter and in hurtling abuse at each
Smith Twins set for a threeother, and continue this alert style
week
engagement
at Bimbo’s 365
of cross-gabbing throughout their
act. Comedy man of the partner¬ Club Dec. 6 in San Francisco. Fol¬
ship has asset of amusing face and lowing this, the thrushes open at
prominent teeth, and is also quaint¬ the Commercial Hotel in Elko,
ly garbed in lengthy jacket with Nev., Dec. 27, then play a twovelvet-patches. The twosome hit week stand’ at Amato’s in PortHndj
back and forward with gags and Jan. 7 , . . . Dick LaSalle’s orch,
humorous abuse. If some of their current at the BevHilton’s Star
jokes are lightly stale, this fault is
overcome by their quick sense of
timing and general alertness to
each other and to audience reac¬
Boston, Nov. 20.
tion. A routine with both dressed
A hope by Stanley Blinstrub to
as ancient Romans wins yocks.
Due to physical build, pair could bring Jerry Lewis into, his 1,100capitalize more on eccentric body seat nitery here was floored this
movements and comedy footwork, week by Lewis. Blinstrub report¬
for which they are both endowed. edly offered $25,000 for a week’s
This, plus injection of stronger stint—Lewis demanded $30,000.
gags, would buttress the act. As is,
Unable to agree, Binstrub said he
however, act, with little sharpen¬ nixed the deal, which would have
ing, would be okay for general run called for a week in January and
of vauderies and for tv. Gord.
would have been the highest-priced
one in the history of his spot, w. k.
for offbeat bookings.
Blinstrub indicated he was on
the prowl for a big name to fill the
open date.
-r~" • 1 Continued from page 51 - - -

Jerry’s ‘No Bub’ to Hub

Illustrators

(black ties) and the audience
seems to have, a good time.
Yet with the blackouts and cos¬
tuming, or lack of the latter, the
show is far above the current1
standards of the popular concep¬
tion of a stag show. There’s a
lot of wit floating around and an
occasion number that indicates ar¬
tistic excellence. The dance by
Erin Martin to the clarinet of
Willy Lewis (sole outside male per¬
former) -was such a highspot, as
were the rendition of “And So to
Bed” by Lorrie Bentley and the
Elvis Presley impersonation by
Len Steckler.
The outside help also included
Pamela Perry, Judy O’Day, Nahitau St. Pierre, June Baier, Nona
Van Tosh, while the member per¬
formers included Henry Dravneek,
Marc Brody, Jack Zander, F. E.
Smith, Abril Lamarque, Herb
Loges,- Woodi Ishmael, Leon Gre¬
gor i, Butch Smith, Stan Klimley,
. Hedley Rainnie, S. B. Valentine,
Stu Campbell, Homer Hill and War¬
ren King. Music and lyrics were
universally good with Ken Thomp¬
son and Jack Cushing doing the
notes and F. E. Smith contributing
lyrics. The sets were colorful and
decorative as well as utilitarian.
Homer Hill, John Moodie, George
Shealy, Howard Hardy, Charles
Heilemann, Eric Mulvaney and
George Fujikawa did the designs.
Arthur William Brown has been
the sparkplug for these shindigs
for many years, and he’s con¬
sidered responsible for the high
' entertainment standards.

St. Regis Dates Monique
HOTEL CABANA and YACHT CLUB
45Hi St. to 47Hi St., Miami Boach, Fla.:

Vaode, Cafe Dates

Monique Van Booren has been
signed for the Maisonette of the
St. Regis Hotel, N. Y., starting Jan.
9 and follows with the Mocambo,
Hollywood, Jan. 22.
.• . *

!

Secession
Continued from page 51

;■ , -

and AGVA expires Dec. 31 and
AGVA has .already notified the the¬
atre that it would like to negotiate
for an extension of the agreement.'
It’s likely that if the regular
chorus members vote to continue
the indie union, it would ask for
election under auspices of the
State Labor Relations Board.
AGVA has already started retali¬
atory action against the chorus.
The chorus was to have worked the
Night of Stars benefit Monday at
Madison Square Garden, for the
minimum of $25 each. AGVA no¬
tified the benefit promoters that
the chorus couldn’t go on. It has
also notified the members that if
they persist in keeping the Indie
union, they would not be able to
work in any other field such as
video, and in any theatre or cafe
at the termination of their employ¬
ment at Radio City.
The Music..HalLJbas.. a .minimum
of 107 chorus divided between the
Rockettes, Corps de Ballet and the
Glee Club, When ‘ female voices
are added, cast goes up to 125
members.

Roof; opens a 22-week stint at
Backstage Club, Phoenix, Dec. 6
... Yma Sumac kicks off an exten¬
sive tour through Central and.
South America, Dec. 15 .. . Pianist
Sidney Stafford holds over at the
Keyboard two weeks . .., Jerry
Gray’s orch drawing solid during
its second week at the Palladium*

Dallas
Eydie Gorrae at Statler-Hilton
to be followed by Helen Traubel,
Nov. 29, and Fran Warren, Dec.. 13,
for fortnight, each ... Colony Club,
with Mel Torme on tap, follows
Nov. 25 with comedian Owen Hes¬
ter, dancer Patti Ross and exotic
Candy Barr, and has Joaquin Garay
inked for Dec. 10 . . . Crew-Cuts
set for the Coasts Cocoanut Grove;
Dec. .8-23 . . . Associated Booking
Corp.’ has Ed Currier headquarter¬
ing here and dating southwestern
spots.. , . Organist Hugh Waddill
back at Press Club for his third
date .. .. Jon & Sondra Steele dated
for Cipango Club late December
. . . Edith Piaf due 'in Adolphus
Hotel’s Century Room Nov. 30 for
nine nights .., Terry Haven, come¬
dienne, follows Harry Taylor into
the private King’s Club this week
. . . Frankie Carle orch headlines
a variety revue Dec. 11 at State
Fair Aud, with acts to be added.

WARD HALL and
LEONARDO
Juggling, Knife Throwing9.
Ventriloquism
Currently

SHRINE CIRCUS, Macon, Ga.
AVAILABLE DEC. 8
WARD HALL, 2140 Patterson St.
CINCINNATI, OHIO

f

when in boston

HOTEL AVERY
Avery A Washington Sts.
Every room newly decorated.
Air conditioned rooms available.

The flome of Show Folk

SUNSET PATIO HOTEL APTS.
On the Glamorous Sunset Strip
Completely appointed, full-size. apfs. :
Heated pool. Convenient to the m*
tion picture and TV studios. For res¬
ervations write, wire, or call for day,
weak or monthly rates.
Sunset Patio Hotel Apts.
•245 SUNSET BLVD.
Hollywood 44, Calif.
HO 4-9904

■

MOSS K PHOTOS
FOR

ELVIS PRESLEY
PHOTOS as low as 1c each
Write for samples, prices.
MOSS PHOTO SERVICE
350 W. SOtH St., N.Y. 19, N.Y.
PLAZA 7-3520
Sl&Co 35. Serving America's Stars

YVONNE MORAY
CURRENTLY

SADDLE and SIRLOIN
BAKERSFIELD* CAL.
MILTON DEUTSCH AGENCY
9157 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

Entertainer-Singer
To Head Social Activities at
-FAMOUS-_l_
YEAR-ROUND RESORT
Excellent Opportunity
Write Pull Details
Box MA, 45 E. 17 St., N.Y. 5, N.Y.

Latest ABC-PAR Record a VARIETY BEST BET

Tho Music

Gods

Round and Round

b/w 1*11 3o Worthy of You

CAB CALLOWAY i
,

_

1 Broadway, New. York

Mqt. BILL MITTLIR, 161

i

I

Wednesday, November 21, 1956

VARIETY BILLS
WEEK OF NOVEMBER 21
Numerate In connection with bills below Indicate opening day of show
whether full or split week
Letter In parentheses Indicates circuit: (I) Independent; <L) Loew; (M) Moss;
(P) Paramount; <R) RKO; (S) Stoll; <T) Tivoli; <W) Warner

NEW YORK CITY
Music Hall (R)
Bockettes
Glee Club
Ann Gilbert
Danny Carroll
Foursome

22

Palace (P) 22
Judy Garland
Alan King
Pompoff & Thedy
Wazzan Tr.
Bob Williams
Amin Bros.
G &• F Szony

AUSTRALIA
ADELAIDE
Royal (T) 24
Philip Stainton
Nicolette Bernard
Percy Marmont
Richard^Beynon
Noel Howlett
Heath Joyce
Frank Taylor
Gerald Duggan
Arthur Whitehead
Margaret Wolfit
Stewart Finch
Carole Taylor
MELBOURNE
Tivoli (T) 26
Richard Hearne
Julia
Nicolas Darvas
ROss & La Pierre
Lane Bros.
Bob Bromley
The Albins
Billy Banks
Alwyn Leckie

Frank Ward
Daniel Davey
Lewis Jacob
Ballet Girls (16)
SYDNEY
TlVOll (T) 26
George Wallace
Maurice Colleano
Jim Gerald
Jennie Howard
Qucenie Paul
Millie Hansen
Morry Barling
Peggy Mortimer
Jandy
Tony Moynihan
Brenda Charles
Dandy Bros.
George Nichols
Jack O’Dowd
David Sterle
Wilbur Wheeler
Flat Tops
2 Randows

BRITAIN
ASTON
Hippodrome (I) 19
Terry Cantor
Pauline Penny
Jack Foy
Hal Swain Co.
Red Preston
Susan Scott
Gabrielle
Dale Warren
Jimmy Noon
Kenny Ganter
Saucy Syrens
BIRMINGHAM
Hippodrome (M) 19
Reg Dixon
Tumbling Tomboy*
A & L Ward
Louise & Co.
Penny Nicholls
Tommy Fields
Del Cortina
Hackford & -Doylo
BLACKPOOL
Palace (I) 19
Ken-Tones
Gaunt Bros.
Fredye Marshall
O'Neil & Haigh
Reg Russell
Jackie Ross
Rita Martell
J & R Ross
Donald Stuart
BRIGHTON
Hippodrome (M) 19
David Hughes
Floyd & B’nay
4 Jones Boys
Fred Atkins
Tanher Sis
Dolores Ventura
Billy Dainty
Ted Durante
BRISTOL
Hippodrome (S) 19
Morecambe It Wise
Audrey Jeans
Jack Watson
Skylons
Jack Francois
Rey & Ronjy
Ron Scott
BRIXTON
Empress (I) 19
Edna Savage
5 & M Harrison
Group One
Rio
Ron & Rita
Nu JSi Wu
G & B Jay
Harry & Betty
Joan Regan
Gillian & June
CHELSEA
Palace (I) 19
Smith Bros.
Jimmy Paige
Kay Elvin
Buster Flddess
Crochet
DERBY
Hippodrome (S) 19
Jimmy James
Don Lang
Dawn White Co.
2 Rotandos
Roy Castle
Joy Harris
2 Mayfairs
EDINBURGH
Empire (M) 19
Jack Milroy
Dargie 5
Jenny Hogarth
Glen Michael
Cormack & Sharp
Willoughby ‘‘Dancers
George Meaton
Nolan 3
Patricia Bredin
GLASGOW
Empire (M) 19
Charlie Chester
Medlock & Marlowe
Marian Miller
Len Lowe
"Jeeves’*
Patti Carol
Carol Monk
HANLEY
Royal (M) 19
Lonnie Donegan
De Vere Dancers
Mike McKenzie
- Gurzon—3--—
Billy Baxter
Richards & Yolanda
Mundy Jh Earle.
Ron Parry
1-■ LEICESTER
Palace (S) 19
Art Baxter Co.
Betty Miller
Jackie Allen
Bernard Landy

Bobby Dennis
L Jit J Dell
D & B Lee
N & P Lundon
LIVERPOOL
Empire (M) 19
Anne Shelton
N & N Grant
Chic Murray
Duo, RuSsmar
Dickie Henderson
King Bros.
Nelson Bros.
Ray Allan
Krrdas
LONDON
Hippodrome (M) 19
Shani Wallis
Andrea Dancers'
Jones St Arnold
Los Gatos
Jimmy Lee
Metropolitan (I) 19
Jimmy Young
Burt 2
Winters & Fielding
Peter Dulay^
Flack & Mills
Judy Zodias
PRINCE OF WALES
(M) 19
Gracie Fields
Cinq Peres
Jon Pertwee
Terry Scott
Stan Stennett
Seveen
Warren
Devine & Sparks
Ravic St Babs
Kelroys
MANCHESTER
Hippodrome (S) 19
3 Monarchs
Zack Matalon
Morgan St Coy
Rickie pawson
Johnny Silver
Arnley & Gloria
June Birch
P & J Yuille
Llrezons
NEWCASTLE
Empire <M) 19
Fred Emmey
3 Balmorals
Betty Driver
Leslie Lester
Vic Sanderson
Sonny Roy
Monsieur Defoe
Hollander & Hart
Beryl Foley
Roger Avon
NORTHAMPTON
.New (I) 19
Jack Anton
Eve
Checker Wheel
Jessie Carron
Doreen Denton
Charles St Jupp
Gordon & Juanita
Ray Thorne
Peggy Bourne
Tommy Seymour
SHEFFIELD
Empire (M) 19
Tommy Steele
Thunderclap Jones
Reg Thompson
M St B Winters
Johnny Laycock
Josephine Ann
SOUTHAMPTON
Grand (I) 19
Wilton Family
Carla
Michael Roxy
Taro Naito
Alexandra & Davina
Lake. & Rose
Mon santos
SUNDERLAND
Empire (M) 19
Dave Gray
Wallis St Beryl
Sonny Claire
Cornelia
Lucas
Johnny Ford
Mitzi Gray
Lilian Brown
Lana La Verne
Sylvia Jose oh
Keece Sis
•j-tor-R—Ar-Vn
SWANSEA
Empire (M) 19
Tony Crombie Co.
'MaxlRd^Daniels
Don Fox
Billie W.vner
Ross St Howitt
Andy Stewart
Johnny Dallas
McKennas

Cabaret Bills
NEW YORK CITY
_
Bon Soir
Tony St Eddie
Annette Warren
Neighbors
Jorle Remus
Jimmie1 Daniels

Three’ Flame*
Bruce Kirby
Warren Vaughan
Blue .Angel
T C Jones
Jill .Cdrey

Eddie Garson
Martha Davis
& Spouse
Jimmy Lyons 3
Cameo
Teddy Wilson
Barbara Carroll
Chardas
Anny Kapitanny
Lili
Bela Babal Ore
Tibor Rakossy
Bill Yedla
Dick Marta
Chateau Madrid
Raul & Eva Reyes
3 Galanes
A1 Castellanos Ore
Copacabana
Nat ‘‘King*’ Cole
Rowan & Martin
Merry Macs
June Allyn
Tony Reynolds
Jackie Metcalf
Nora Bristow
Michael Durso Ore.
Frank Marti Ore
Duplex
Serena Shaw
Rudy De Saxe
Alvaro Dalmar
No. 1 Fifth Ave
Bob Downey
Harold Fonville
Hotel Ambassador
Chauncey Gray Ore
Jani Sarkozi
Gypsies
Quintero Rhumbas
Hotel Biltmore
Russ Morgan Ore
Sande Williams Ore
Hot'l H'nrv Hudson
The Charmers
Hole! Pierre
Marguerite Piazza
Stanley Melba Ore
Alan Logan Ore
Joan Bishop
Joseph Sudy
Hotel Roosevelt
Guy Lombardo
Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopez Oro
Hotel St. Regis
Fernanda Montel
Milt Shaw Ore
Ray Bari Ore
Hotel Statler
T & J Dorsey Ore
Latin Quarter
B St J Kean
Nanci Crompton

Helen Wood
Steeplechase
Syncopated Waters
Lucienne & Ashour
Lynn Christie
Barbara Bros. &
Jean
Dorothy Vernon
Jo Lombardi Ore
B Harlowe Ore
Hotel Plaza
Los Chavales
Trini Reyes
Ted Straeter
Mark Monte
Le Reuban Bleu
Ethel Waters
Norman Paris 3
Rhil- Leeds
Nancy Andrews
Harry Noble
Park Sheraton
Jose Melis
Spark Thurman
Town & Country
Sophie Tucker
Robert Clary
Charlivels
Burnell Dancers
Ned Harvey Ore
Pupi Campo Ore
Tyo Guitars
Kostyd Poliansky
Dolores Dauphine
Leonid Lugovsky
Eugene & Sonya
Andrei Hamshay
Versailles
Dorothy Lamour
Salvatore Gloe Ore
Panchito Ore
Viennese Lantern
Helene Darcel
Dolores Perry
Ernest Schoen Ore
Harold Sandler
Paul Mann
Village Barn
Belle Ckrroll
Johnny Gilbert
Jack Wallace
Danny Davis Ore
Larry McMahon
Piute Pete
Irving Harris
Village Vanguard
Barbara Lea
Emil Mosier
Steel Band
C Williams Trio
Waldorf-Astoria
Henri Salvador
Emil Coleman Ore
J Mischa Borr Ore

CHICAGO

Garr Nelson
Showboat Girls
Mike Werner Oro
Silver Slipper
French Folies
Hank Henry
Artie James
Barbara McNair
Yasmina
Sparky Kaye
Cliff & Judy Ferre
Mac Dennison
Jimmie Cavanaugh

Slipperettes
G. Redman Ore
Thunderbird^
China Doll Rev
Ming St Ling
Toy St Wing
Tong Bros.
Sing Lee Sing
China Dolls
Barney Rawlings
Thunderbird Dncrs
A1 Jahns Ore
Dukes of Dixieland

MIAMI-MIAM1 BEACH
Ball & Chain
Margie Leslie
Svd Stanley Ore
Coleman Hawkins
Sans Souci Hotel
Terry Gibbs 4
Ricki Dunn
Eden Roc
Eddie Morgan
Jackie Miles
Sammy Walsh
Barry Sisters
Freddy Calo Ore
Elaine Deming
Seville
MaJ Malkin Ore
Charlie Farrell
Chuey Reyes Ore
Fontainebleau
Mickey Gentile
Tommy Ryan
DeCastro Sisters
Johnny Silvers Ore
Clifford Guest
Chiquita & Johnson Rey Mambo Ore
' Saxony
A1 Navarro Ore
Johnny Morgan
Sacasas Ore
Bobby Breen
Leon & Eddie's
Sena St Gale
Can-Can Girls
Delia WedOington
Toni Rave
Charles & Faye
Terry Rich
Denise
Cartes Ore
Roney Plaza
Atoma
Malayan
Juliette Robbins
Lori Young
Rivero Quintet
Mel Greene
Bimini Mama
Serge Valdez Ore
Pierre Duval
5 O'clock
Lad Richards Band
Murray Franklin's Flash Laine
Ray Sedley
Siska
Tommy Raft
Murray Franklin
Pari'■inn Rev
Sandra Barton
Thunderbird
Madman Mitchell
The Kentones
Billy Mitchell
Rip Taylor
Fred Thompson
Hal DiCiccio
Nautilus
Marion Powers
Hal Fisher

HAVANA
Sans Souci
T St R Rodriguez
Joan Leslie
Sonia Calero
Victor Alvarez
Ortega Ore
Nacional
Caprice Chantal
Jose Arvelo
Grippo
Magic Violins
W. Reyes Ore

Tropicana
Gloria & Rolando
Harmonics
Miguel Herero
Carmelita Vasquez
Carmela Reyes
Ruffinos
Elsa Marval
Ramon Calzadilla '
Paulina Alverez
S Suarei Orq
A Romeu Orq

RENO
New Golden
The Jesters
Blue Chips
Mapes Skyroom
Helen Forrest
Jimmy Nelson

1

ClrV pta

Ed

Fitzpatrick Ore
Riverside
Sportsmen
Starlets
Bill Clifford Ore

Yank’s Yak
Continued from page 5 ;

trate more intensely on the action
on "the screen. *It also allows a
more precise matching of dialog to
lip movements. Their main prob¬
lem is the scripts, and they have
set up a workshop for writers to
train them in the delicate job of
adopting the dialog to a new lan¬
guage.
Both stress that the dubbing po¬
tential of pictures is by no means
the same and they acknowledge
that, even after a film has been
fitted with a new English sound¬
track, certain factors still militate
against its acceptance by U. S. au¬
diences. The backgrounds remain
strange, arid so do the actors.
“We realized that in doing- ‘Rififi’ ” noted Mrs. Curtis. “And that’s
why we deliberately left in sev¬
LOS ANGELES
eral French expressions, settirfg
the scene quite unmistakably in
Ambassador Hotel Geri Galian Ore
Billy Eckstine
Felix Martinique Ore France.
That way the impact of
Crescendo
Orrin Tucker Ore
the English dialog' was softened
Bar of Music
Mills Bros.
Interlude
Loray White
and the characters became ac¬
Jimmy Shaw
Josephine Premice
ceptable.” The Curtises will dub
Shobey Bros.
Felix De Cola
Rudy Kerpays. Don Davis’ “Light Across the Street,”
Jerry Linden Oro
Overberg, Tony
Bandbox
with
Brigitte Bardot, for the mass
Reyes
Billy Gray
Mocambo
market.
Leo Diamond
Sallie Blair
The Yankee Nuances
Frankie Sands Trio
Bert Gordon
Paul Hebert Ore
Eddie LeRoy
Point is made that dubbing for
Moulin Rouge
Short Twins
Andrews Sisters
Carol Shannon
American audiences has to be done
Frankie Laine
Dodie Drake
much more fastidiously than the
Wiere Bros. (3)
Bob Barley Trio
Statler Hotel
Ciro’s
dubbing for Europe, Where the
Es tel it a
Rudy Vallee
public
has become accustomed to
Eddj£ Bergman Ore
Taylor 4
soundtracks in the local lingo on
LAS VEGAS
imported films. In the light of this
consideration, dubbing techniques
Hank Penny
Desert Inn
Sue Thompson
Ted Lewis
in the U. S. are generally not con¬
Freddie Masters
Cathy Bosic
sidered at .the necessary high level.
Sextette
Caribbeans
Hacienda
Benita D’Andrea
The argument pro and con
Billy Ward
Elroy Peace
dubbed
films has been raging for
Eddie Peabody
Art Johnson
Donn Arden Dncrs Daryl Harper Show
years. It’s agreed that, if a film
Bruce Davis
Carlton Hayes Ore
has the right quality for dubbing,
New Frontier
Dunes
Jack Carter
and is dubbed well, it can definite¬
Smart Affairs *67
Connie Moore
Larry Steele
ly
extend its scope—and earnings
Henny Youngman
Leonard Bros.
—beyond the arties. Davis empha¬
The Lancers
Fouchee Dancers
Blackburn Twins
Rose Hardaway
sized
last week that one of the
Hubert Castle
Willie Louis
.
prime reasons for the RKO cir¬
Steve Gibson Red¬
Flash Gordon
caps
Sir Lionel Beckles
cuit’s acceptance of “Rififi” had
Gil Bernal
Lon Fontaine
been the outstanding quality of its
Beige Beauts
Venus Starlets
Lucky Henry Ore
Garwood Van Ore
English
soundtrack.
He hoped
Riviera
El Cortez
that
“Rififi” would set an example
Mary Beth Hughes "Frolics of *67’*
Liberace
. Bobby Pinkus
iox_thfi^llieiL_ckcujLsJii..this.re.THterby BafrTs-“ ■Jean Fenn
spect.
Helen Wood
Mack Pearson
Geo. Liberace Syro
Dolores del Rey
There have been some successful
frhony Ore..
Cirquettes
dubbed releases in the U. S. since
Sterling Young Ore Riviera Dancers
El Rancho Vegas
Ray Sinatra Oro
the war. Among them were the
Sahara
Robert Alda
Italian “Anna” and “Bitter Rice.”
Morty Gunty
Kay Starr
But, on the whole, the dubbed
Stanley Boys
Sandra St Sonja
4 Step Bros.
Warner
foreign film has never found a
SaHarem Dncrs
El Rancho Ore
proper niche here and the argu¬
Renee Molnar Dncrs Cee Davidson Oro
Sands
Flamingo
ment
has been that it falls Into
"First Edition**
"Ziegfeld Folies’*
something of a rio-man’s land.
Lena Horne
Dick Contino
Kaye Ballard
Davis Sc Reese
“Wages of Fear,” for instance, was
Larry Storch
Devoy Trio
dubbed but flopped. In the light
Copa Girls
Mary Meade
Flamingoettes
Antonio Morelll Ore of the current, urgent attempt on
Lillian Briggs
Lou Basil Ore
the part of overseas producers to
Fremont Hotel
Clark Bros.
enie Stone
Morgan Bros.
establish themselves irf the U. S.,
ortez St Boyer
Four Voices
and to find a formula that would
4. Gems
Rounders
Sammy Blank Ore
allow them to crash the broad the¬
Ernie Ross Trio
Golden
Nugget
Showboat
atrical market, the question of dubSons of Golden
Oscar Cartier
I bing again looms importantly.
West
Tore Sheehan
Black Orchid
Jerri Winters
Don Shirley
Eddy Baker 3
Anne Russeil
Conrad Hilton
Jo Ann Miller
"Comics-On-Ice”
Blue Angel
D. Arnold & Marji
"Calypso Extrava¬
The Boyer*
ganza’*
Lilian Renee
Princess Abilia
Paul Duke
King Christian
George Simpson
Lord Rafael
Paul Gibben
Lady Angelia
J. Melendez & D
Maxfield
Lady Margaret
\<ady Jeanne
Virginia Sellers
John Keston
Gold Carlton
Emperor Sago
Boulevar-Dears St
Boulevar-Dons
King Rudolph
F. Masters Ore
A1 D'Lacy Ore
Drake Hotel
Blue Note
Richard Maltby Ore Constance Towers
Jimmy .Blade Ore
Chez Pare*
London House
The Vagabonds
Marian McPartland 3
Ronnie Eastman
Mister Kelly’s
The Rhythm-ettcs
The Dunhills
Jeri Southern
Palmer House
The Escorts
Ted Fio Rito Ore
"Hey Day*'
Cloister Inn
PauJ Hartman
Audrey Morris 3
Bill Tabbert
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Apollo, N. Ye
“Dr. Jive Rhythm & Blues,” with
The Dells (5), Robert & Johnny,
The Chips (5), Amj,ie Alford, The
Heartbeats (5), The Debutantes (3),
Screaming
Jay
Hawkins,
The
Schoolboys (5), Ann Coles, Bo Diddley, The Cadillacs (5), Reuben
Philips Band (14); “Vice Squad”

(Col).
No stronger proof that rook ’n’
roll borders on a cult c'an be found
than in teenagers’ whistles, shrieks
and squeals which thunderously
greet virtually every turn in the
Apollo’s current “Dr. Jive Rhythm
& Blues” package. A^embled by
Tommy Smalls, a WWRL, N.Y..
disk jockey known as “D*\ Jive,”
this unit packed ’em in to the eaves
at show caught (17).
Smalls, who’s appeared at this
Harlem vaudery in the past with
similar units, obviously has auite a
following, to judge by the bumner
turnout. For there are no top
names in his r&b lineup—most of
the acts are recording artists for
lesser labels. WhUe the audience
noise level is relatively - high
throughout the show, it reaches a
crescendo during stint of Bo Diddley, spotted next-to-closing.
Diddley, self-accomoed on guitar
and aided by an unbilled drummer,
warbles three tunes. Clamor from
the aud muffled the melodies but
an infectious beat moved standees
to surge down the aisles while
those in the pews rose to lean up
arid down on seats. Somewhat less
tumultuous is the reception ac¬
corded the Cadillacs (5), a male
harmony group who wind up the
session with a driving demonstra¬
tion.
Nfimerically the turns are close
to a baker’s dozen. With Smalls
capably handling the intros, this
r *n’ r marathon gets underway
with the Dells. Five lads from
Chicago, they score with a vocal
melange.
In the same idiom,
more or less, are the Chips (5), the
Heartbeats (5) and the Schoolboys
<5). Each is limited to two num¬
bers apiece, one of which is invari¬
ably referred to as a “big novelty
hit” or the like.
Robert & Johnny draw a full
complement of shouts ’n’ shrieks
via a two-tune songfest. Annie
Alford, a pert miss who’s introed
as appearing for the first time “on
any stage,” is, a bit thin of voice
at times but closes strongly with
k punchy “Cindy Lou.” Likewise
“The Debutantes, a trio of fem¬
mes, are off to a slow start but
wham ’em with “Too Soon to,
Know.”
Handling the blues dept, is the
appropriately named Screaming
Jay Hawkins. Lanky singer, garb¬
ed in pink jacket and checked trou¬
sers, wraps a frog-like voice around
such items as “Slow Blues” and
“Spell on You” to snare top returns.
Ann Coles, plumpish
chirper, is a welcome change of
pace from the flock of male har¬
mony groups.
On the whole,
Smalls’ package apparently has the
benefit of playing to a presold au¬
dience and no act can do wrong.
Glib.
———

Itobino, Paris
^
Paris,yNov. 20.
Mouloudji, Robert Rocca, Irene
LeCarte, Vera Cruz (4), Donenechs
(2), Rilenders (2), Lauri Lupino &
Truzzi, Jacques Courtois, Jackson,
James & Cornell, Flying De Pauls

(6); $1.50 top.
Mouloudji comes back after a
year of road dating. Still pleasing
in his tousled boyishness, coupled
with a pleasant voice and a varied
rep of insouciant songs larded
with love ditties, he has picked up
a tendency to make with too much
patter before going into some of
the songs. His thesp background,
fine for his song underlining,
sometimes makes his spieling arch,
and though material is okay, less
-emphasis- on- -talk - and- mere - en¬
chant would make—this an even
better entry. As is, he looks ripe
for stateside specialized boite
bookings or on video where new
faces and approaches are wanted.
Another singer in a lineup which
is somewhat slow overall but with
enough good acts to spark the star
to a moneymaking interlude at the
house until early December, is
Irene Lecarte. Blonde Belgian ac¬
tress was spotted by Variety when
she made her stand at this^ame
bouse a year ago.
Predictions
seem to be coming true. Employ¬
ing a simple wardrobe, she has
mastered the range ?f Aer voice,
and with -her thesp knbw-how,
gives a solid group of numbers de
livered with poise and gusto. She

now shapes as a good possibility
for U. S. intime spots, and if taken
in hand could become a fine staple.
Robert Rocca is a stringent
chansonnier whose tales evoke
chuckles; his excellent delivery
makes him one of the best dart
throwers among the storytellers on
the scene here. Jackson, James &
Cornell unleash a good tap-acro act
with enough frenzy and movement
to make this a hep sight filler for
all situations. Rilenders (2) supply
an okay opener in arabesques and
poise cri roller skates, and Domenechs (2) do another good filler
number in a we’l controlled handto-hand entry done to a mambo
beat. More music comes from the
Vera Cruz (4), a Hispano outfit do¬
ing Mexican songs. Shapely girl
carries brunt cf the sight values
but choralling is well delivered.
Jacques Courtois gives an ac¬
ceptable ventrilo act with a series
of lifesize puppets, the funniest
being a takeoff on an archaic Gallic
singer Georges Brassens. This is
a fine filler but most highlights re¬
main Gallic in appeal.
Lauri
Lupino & Truzzi do an oldtime
slapstick paperhanger routine that
gets some yocks but appears point¬
less in a house show. Knockabout,
vulgarity and pratfalls seem form¬
less without an envelope. Flying
De Pauls (6) are a group of fast
moving acrobatic femmes who rate
a tag under New Acts.
Mosk.

Empire, Glasgow
Glasgow, Nov. 14.
Dorothy Squires (with Ernie
Dunstall), 5 Skyliners, Syd & Max
Harrison, George Lacy, assisted by
Daphne; Frances Duncan, The Morlands (2), Denis Bros .(2) & June,
Bobby Dowds Orch.

Dorothy Squires,
personality
chirper with boyish hair-fringe,
punches over her songalog to solid
palming from the pews. Headlin¬
ing at the No. 1 Scot vaudery, the
English thrush scores with her new
disk success, “Come Home to My
Arms,” and winds with a hit tune
from “Carousel,” “You’ll Never
Walk Alone.”
She cuts gabbing to barest mini¬
mum, probably too much. Reper¬
toire features songs about love in
the main. Registers high on mittmeter with the current hit “More,”
and rouses memories with the
oldie “I Remember the Cornfields.”
Ernie Dunstall does a competent
job at the ivories.
The Five Skyliners, all males,
are a much livelier harmony team
than on last appearance here. Open
with an energtic “Rock Around the
Clock Tonight,” then into a tender
“My Prayer” and segue with an in¬
strumental bit, pianist of act work¬
ing hard to win yocks with some
comedy. Quintet has verve.
Syd & Max Harrison also bring
liveliness to their comedy offering
(see New Acts), but suffer through
drawing out their routines too
lqng. George Lacy provides oldfashioned femme impressions in
garb of a young gal, and his gags
are both' obvious and forced; act
improves
when
his
partner,
Daphne, joins him.
Lacy’s toe¬
dancing exit is his best bit.
Denis Bros. & June are adequate
dance openers, and return after
interval for more stylish routines.
Frances Duncan, swinging with
grace and daring on the trapeze,
is a strong speciality act; a young
Australian acrobat, she has s.a.
with blonde tresses and shapely
slimness, and winds act with c ever foot spins from aloft. Would be
good bet for U.S. vaude and video.
The Morlands, “mixed twosome,
have an easy-on-eye balancing spot
(New Acts). Fine showbacking by
the Bobby Dowds house orch.
Gord,

‘OUR GRYCIE’ HAS ’EM
STOMPING IN LONDON
London, Nov. 20.
Gracie Fields proved the smash
headliner of this season at the
Prince of Wales Theatre yesterday
(Mon.), with a half-hour songalog
that got the customers stomping.
“Our Grycie** was back with her
vaude voice.
Rest of the bill includes Les
Cine Perez, doubling from the
revue at the Palladium; comedians
Jon Pertwee, Terry Scott and f* .ui
Stennett;
ventriloquist Saveen;
Warren, Divine & Sparks, aero
comics; Kelroys, an aero family on
trapeze and trampoline, and Ravic
& Babs, roller skating duo.
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Versailles? N* V.
Dorothy
Lamour
(with
Sal
Mineo), Marvin Roy; Salvatore
Gloe and Panchito Orchs; $5 mini¬

mum.

REVIEWS
“ft’s Nice to Be Nice to Your
Neighbors.” The singer follows up
with three longtime Brisson faves
which have an evergreen quality,
“The Angelus,” “Little Manucurist,” and “Pink Cocktail for a Blue
Lady.”
Brisson moves over to a tongue
twister, with a bottle of iced cham¬
pagne, going to the first person
who can follow him and repeat the
words. He has a flight Texas num¬
ber which, at the beginning of his
current engagement, got Vice
President Nixon onstage working
with him. Then, for a signoff, “The
Old Lamplighter,” surefire schmalz.
His encore is from musical version
of “Three Musketeers.”
Brisson looks as handsome and
dashing as ever in his blue dress
suit and topped as he perches atop
the back of a chair to offer several
of his numbers. And there’s plen¬
ty of indication that he’s still the
warbler the mature gals love to
swoon to.
Lowe.

Nick & Arnold's East 50th St.
plushery, back in the name cycle
after the series of floorshow revuetfes, did well with Edith Piaf, now
has Dorothy Lamour for two weeks
(plus options) to be followed by
Dick Haymes and Hildegarde, For
the latter, incidentally, it’s a re¬
union with house maestro Salva¬
tore Gioe, who does such a com¬
petent musical backstopping job
here, along with the No. 1 dansapation chore, since he was her per¬
sonal maestro for a considerable
spell.
This is Miss Lamour’s first
Gotham stint In some time. She
has been touring the provinces, the
Vegas spots, etc., and as befits her
rich Paramount pic career she has
been doing business.
She evi¬
dences that there will be beaucoup
Sahara, Las Vegas
customer traffic on the “road to
Las Vegas Nov. 13.
Versailles, She has been optioned
Kay Starr, Stanley Boys (4), Step
for an extra stanza already.
Bros. (4), Sa-Harem Dancers (12),
Now talking the sarong bit, with Cee Davidson Orch (13); $2 mini¬
only a snatch of the hula hands mum.
business, as part of the nostalgic,
reprise, Miss Lamour is a fashionplate as she projects her folksy j Back at her permanent stand in
repertoire, attuned to the saloon the Sahara Congo Room on the
trade. Most of it is standard stuff,, Vegas Strip this week is Kay Starr,
save for the opener, “Be My who will have no trouble filling the
Guest,” and a couple of specials. In place for her three-week engage¬
the latter department she needs an ment, judging by past perform¬
assist, and in at least one instance ances.
some sharp editing. This refers
In contrast to several previous
to the “Southern Hospitality In unhappy Vegas openings. Miss
Hollywood” number, now a cliche Starr was never in better voice,
premise.
having aborted other shows with
The standards Include “This untimely laryngitis. She does little
Can’t Be Love,” “Apple for the that is new, but doesn’t have to
Teacher,” “Moonlight and Shad¬ create fresh material to bring
ows,”. “Tangerine,” “Personality” down the house as the top ap-‘
and. other “road” items along with plauSe goes to her most frequently“Thing Called Love,” “Danger In heard disk hits.
Your Eyes, Cherie,” “Piano Roll
She opens with “Come One,
Blues,” “Rain or Shine,” “Little Come All,” follows with “When a
Grass Shack,” “Shine On Harvest Woman Loves a Man,” “Rock and
Moon” and “Ace In The Hole.” Roll Waltz,” “Glad Rag Doll,”
“Gullable” is another special. She “The Good Book Says,” “I Really
could and should use more exclu¬ Don’t Want to Know,” “Side by
sives.
Side,” “If You Love Me.” “Wheel
Miss Lamour looks well, dresses of Fortune” and “Wrap Your Trou¬
ditto, has a relaxed rapport with bles in Dreams.” Judging by the
the customers, and evidenced good response, she will be doing “Wheel
judgment on the. night caught by of Fortune” and “R-R Waltz” as
Ignoring one of those the customer- long as there is a Starr in Vegas.
Is-tight parties, full ringside, and
Miss Starr is supported by the
many of them. Just to add to it, it four Stanley Boys, who this trip do
had to be the evening (her second no singles as in the past. Conduc¬
night) when old boss Sherman Bil¬ tor Dick Smith subs for regular
lingsley was also ringside, a loyal Harold Mooney during the Starr
disciple who obviously has not for¬ appearance.
gotten his one-time band-singer.
Second spot is taken by the four
Looked like the Stork Club boni- Step Bros., longtime faves in Vegas
face was vexed more with the for their routine which mixes taps
moujiks than Miss Lamour whose and comic relief. Tap numbers
aplomb was admirable.
range from mambo to the Charles¬
Thrush gives the spotlight to pi¬ ton, with a lot between that defies
anist-composer Sal Mineo, who did description.
, .
an air from a rhapsody he had com¬
Opening production number by
posed for the Buffalo Philharmonic.
It sounds like a nice strain for a the Sa-Harem Dancers is a five“mood” or ballad lyric treatment.! minute fashion show, with gals
Opening was an excellent magico decked out in glamor gowns' de¬
novelty, Marvin Roy, assisted by signed to give the ladies ideas and
an attractive femme, who did all the menfolk pains in the pocketthe standard sleight-of-hand here¬ book. Vocals are by Joe Marine,
tofore done with needles and cards production by George Moro.
Finale is a bit with Miss Starr,
and balls—only he does it with
i Step freres and the chorus line that
miniature bulbs.
serves
mainly to bring down the
They’re the new-type tungstens
which are illuminated, sans bat¬ curtain. Producer is Stan Irwin.
teries, and it makes for a flashy Music is by the house orch of Cee
OncJc.
opener as he lights up interiors of Davidson.
milk containers, strings them up
in pretty formations across the
BIS no Angel* IN* V.
floor, and strings them up as they
Annette Warren, Eddie Garson,
emerge from his mouth. It’s a
Martha
Davis & Spouse, T. C. Jo-ms,
flashy cafe act, the more effective
because of the proximity of the Jimmy Lyon’s Trio; $5 minimum.
ringsiders. It fits anywhere.
Otherwise, the Gioe and Panchi¬
The talent roster at*the Blue
to bands do their stuff with the Angel has undergone some changes
since
the club reopened in Septem¬
same competence as always. The
Manhattan addicts of the Latin ber after its usual summer layoff.
tempos particularly keep Panchito’s Only holdover act from the re¬
sumption show is femme imper¬
Rhumbas beating.
Abel.
sonator T. C. Jones, who's doubling
from the Broadway revue, “New
HcricI Sf atler, Wash.
Faces of 1956.”
Washington, Nov. 14.
In recent weeks, Martha Davis
Carl Brisson, Emil Coleman Orch, & Spouse and Eddie Garson have
Ted Alexander Quartet; $2, $2.50 moved into vacated spots, with
cover weekends and holidays.
songstress Annette Warren joining
them last Thursday (15). The
This is Carl Brisson’s first ap¬ overall bill adds up to a neat en¬
pearance in Washington in more tertainment session. Jones con¬
than a year and it is obvious that tinues to score via His girlie guise,
he has waited too long. The vet¬ while Miss Davis and her hubby
eran entertainer offers, his. usually display finesse on an assortment
smooth act and gets the kind of of rhythmic offerings. The former
audience returns which have been vocals and works the Stein way,
coming his way for years.
while the latter accompanies on
He reminds of a more graceful the bass.
Miss Warren’s songstering is
period of entertainment which ex¬
isted before rock ’n’ roll and its another plus factor. Her perform¬
cousins, and which is likely to be ance is personable, her singing
back again when the bellowers are clear and her delivery effective.
all gone. The Brisson act is little Numbers offered, mostly in the
changed from his last Washington romantic idiom, include “Where
appearance. Undoubtedly it could Have You Been,” “Young Ideas,”
be bettered by the occasional ad¬ “The Wind is Green,” “House of
dition of new material, but it is Flowers” and “I Could Have
time-tested and solid as it stands. Danced All Night.” Tossed in as
There is the Brisson signature a good pace-changer and handled
song at the opening, “White Gar* neatly is “Long Way From St.
denia,” followed by a warmup, Louis.”
“Hello, There,” then a switch into
Garson, a ventriloquist, is re¬
a medley from Sam Goldwyn’s viewed under New Acts. Slick in“Hans Christian Andersen.” As strumentalization is dished out, as
per his custom, he-works closely usual, by the Jimmy Lyon's Trio.
around the ringside tables with*
Jess.

Pffisr&Fr
Che* puree? Chi
b
Chicago, Nov, 16.
Vagabonds (4), Dunhills. (3),
Babe Pier,. Ronnie Eastman, Elisa
Jayne, Ted Fio Rito Orch (11);
$1.50 cover, $3.75 minimum.

As usual when the Vagabonds
headline here, the ropes were up
opening night, and the enthusiasm
of the patrons indicates biz will be
socko for the run. Despite being
overweighted with impressionists
and impersonations, it’s a strong
bill.
The Vagabonds, also per usual,
demonstrate their wellpaced, row¬
dy routines for makimum response.
They spoof everything in sight,
ending with choice satire on Arthur
Godfrey and tv. The four boys’
keen song-comedy merrymaking is
accompanied by their bass fiddle,
accordion and two guitars.
Elfsa Jayne opens the show with
her slick and sexy dancing, includ¬
ing impressions of" how of a trio
of Hollywood stars would terp—
“Marilyn Monroe looks like two
kids walking under, a .. blanket.”
Babe Pier continues the impersona-r
tion route, aping a dozen film stars
and winds up with a devastating
takeoff on Elvis Presley's “Hound
Dog.”
The Dunhills, male dancing trio,
dish up some standout tap and
soft-shoe routines, and end up with
mitt-getting terpery in their socks.
Pleasantest surprise on the bill is
Ronnie Eastman, making his initial
Chez appearance. He was kept on
30 minutes (that’s the same time
allotted to the headlining Vaga¬
bonds). Eastman’s an outstanding
record pantomimic, with numbers
ranging from hillbilly to Don
Cornell. It’s not just straight
music, but music with every type
of zany and hilarious ’ chatter
dumped in at the most unexpected
places. His fine lip-sync matches
the boff original taped material,
and he had to beg off.
Frank Linale, the Vagabond’s
conductor, cut a fine show, and
Ted Fio Rito batons the dance sets.
This bill stays until Dec. 23; how¬
ever, Cab Calloway . spells the
Vagabonds for one week starting
Dec. 10. Jerry Lewis is next,
Dec. 27.
Don.
Bimbo’s, San Francisco
San Francisco, Nov. 16.
Dave Barry, George Wong Troupe

(6), Landre & Verna, Dorothy Dorben Dancers (10), Don Menary
Orch (8); $1, $1.50 cover.
Dave Barry, a relaxed standup
comic, headlines this well-rounded
show, but the surprise act is the
George Wong Troupe of six nearly
incredible acrobatic contortionists.
Barry mimics Churchill and the
English in general, goes through
such pleasant set pieces as “the
gownless evening strap” and the
slowness with which wives dress,
and rates a heavy hand from Bim¬
bo’s clientele. He’s fast-talking,
and If not so deft as some other
comics, carries his end of the show
very well.
The six Wongs contort them¬
selves in every position known and
pull off a series of intricate, co¬
ordinated stunts that have the cus¬
tomers halfway out of their chairs.
Possibly the best are the contorted
handstands from which a man and
woman in the troupe build their
own towers of blocks, then unbuild
these towers.
Landre & Verna are an average
dance team and provide a little
breathing space between the
Wongs and Barry, while the Dor¬
othy Dorben line is getting to be
first-rate, with well-above-average
dancing and goodlooking produc¬
tion. Trumpeter Don Menary, tak¬
ing over for the retired Derfe
Knox, has the band swinging
smoothly. Whole swift-paced show
clicks off in just under an hour and
will play through Dec. 5.
Stef.
Fontainebleau, M. B’eh
Miami Beach, Nov. 15.
Phil Foster, Betty Madigan, Chi*
quita & Johnson, Sacasas Orch,
Murray Schlamm; $3.50, $4 mini¬
mum.

Current package is illustrative of
increase in- the budget for this
plushery with others to follow in¬
cluding Nelson Eddy, Larry Parks
& Betty Garret, et al, until Christ¬
mas holiday week arrives and the
“big name” season sets in. Present
lineup would be suitable for a
midwinter spot; it’s a solid run¬
down. —
Phil Foster is a staple in this
town, playing six. or seven times a
year. He's booked for two returns
during season at Sans Souci, with
Empress bidding for a later date
in the spring.
At show caught, Foster stayed
on for over *40 minutes, with a
goodly portion of the aud the con¬
ventioneer types, who went big
for his Brooklyn-accented routines
and tales of family life. Big howlpuller is his engagements with
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plain and fancy ringsiders in ad
lib forays, some of it on the tv net¬
work rivalry. Tendency to hit
pedestrian pace is still evident in
some facets of his act, but overall
Foster yocks them up to rate call¬
backs.
Betty Madigan is a much im¬
proved thrush in the staging de¬
partment. She’s smartly gowned
and coiffed and her vocal assign¬
ments allow for shrewd tailoring
to her throaty style. Delivery is
more mobile, befitting the cafe set¬
ting and taking her out of the re¬
cording-hit orioles with their dead¬
pan approach.
i
Chiquita & Johnson rate better !
than the opening slot. The duo
are playing a return in this room
and rate it; the gasp-raising and
mitting rise early with the tiny
Chiquita tossed like a feather and
balanced overhead spins adding to
impact. ,Her scanty costume adds
to the eyebrow-raising, but once
the duo hit the adagio work the
table concentration is on the dar¬
ing, graceful routining. They’re
show-stoppers.
They're holding
over, with the DeCastro sisters
coming in to topline Tuesday (20).
Murray Schlamm, house emcee,
handles the intros in usual smooth
style, with Sacasas and his crew
ditto on the music-backing chores.
Lary.

Viennese Lantern? NX
Vicki Autier, Dolores Perry, Er¬
nest Schoen Orch; $3,50 minimum.

Riviera? Lai* Vega#
Las Vegas, Nov. 14.
Liberace, Jean *Fenn, Helen
Wood, George-Liberace & His Sym¬
phony Orch (14), Riviera Dancers
(14), Ray Sinatra Orch (12); $2
piinimum.

The entertainment dynamics
manifested by Liberace will reward
the Riviera with five weeks of
bullish biz. Unlike many perform*
ers,' Liberace appears to be
acutely aware of the fact that his
aficionados like to see their favor¬
ites garnished differently upon
each return. So, as usual, the
otherwise familiar format that en¬
circles the Liberace colorations are
again retouched with new flavor
and zest through fresh 'Sequences
that this time finds the showman
assisted by—in. addition to brother
George—Metopera star Jean Fenn
and ballerina Helen Wood.
Also once again, Liberace shows
up in versatile character—as an ac¬
complished pianist tickling the 88s
in pieces that range from barroom
ricky-tick to Chopin; as a droll hu¬
morist whose keenly limed barbs
(generally aimed at critics who, ac¬
cording to Liberace, use their pens
to sketch him beyond the realm of
show biz) and monolog about his
various tv sponsors individually
score howls; as a hoofer who ac¬
tually gets in a few well precisioned licks while tongue-in-cheek*
ing the soft shoe; as a crooner sen¬
timentally reviving his w.k. faves;
and as an. actor, portraying the
younger Johann Struass during an
excerpt from “The Great Waltz.”
All in all, Liberace is a slick per¬
former who can successfully hold
court anywhere.
“The Great Waltz” sequence
clinches the show. It's richly done
and though it centers about Liberace’s piano interpretation of the
Danube waltz, it also serves to
fully bring forth the toe wizardry
of Miss Wood while giving ri$e to
the exciting soprknics of Miss
Fenn. Earlier in the performance.
Miss Wood recreates her spirited
role from “Can Can.” But here, in
visually accentuating the delight¬
ful, flowing passages of Strauss'
waltz. Miss Wood unveils an elec¬
trifying movement on toes. Prior
to this scene, Miss Fenn has al¬
ready alerted the audience to thd
purity of voice with which she em¬
braces opera and semi-classic, cap¬
ping this portion with a humorous
duet with Liberace. During the
latter segment, Miss Fenn defini¬
tively revives Musetta’s colorful
aria from “La Boheme.”
“Great Waltz” vignette addi¬
tionally pages George Liberace’s
sensitive violin, which is also em¬
ployed to background solos by Li¬
berace’s and Miles. Fenn and
Wood. Riviera Dancers decorate,
the Liberace flourishes elegantly.
Ray Sinatra’s orch augments theGeorge Liberace symphony orch
and, through expert placement of
microphones, the 26-piece ensem^
ble lends full-bodied, sweeping
sounds to the entire production.
Concertmaster Walter Borsello cap¬
ably conducts during George Lib¬
erace’s absence from the podium.
Layout roosts in the Clover Room
until Dec. 19.
Alan.

Cafes on the periphery of the
midtown N. Y. sector seem to be
becoming the most valued show¬
cases for fledgling talent, even su¬
perior in many respects to some
of the more accessible spots from
viewpoint of a full test of a candi¬
date’s potential.
For example, Dolores Perry, a
singer who first came to attention
at the Palace Theatre, has a style
that indicates much more ability
than shown at that house. At the
Palace, the audience, mainly de¬
votees of oldtime vaude, are loathe
to look favorably upon anyone who
doesn’t have a background that in¬
cludes at least several years on the
Gus Sun time. Miss Perry’s bow
at that spot was therefore far from
auspicious. In her Viennese Lan¬
tern debut, she’s able to call upon
her classical, training for a good
part of her turn, and make a few
concessions in the pop field, to
show all-around promise.
Miss
Perry is a youthful looker who
seems equally at home with big
ones like “Vis d’Arte” and current
tunes, mainly from musicals. She
gets over handsomely.
Vicki Autier, on a return to this
cafe, again impresses her bigtime
calibre both at the piano and her
songwork. Miss Autier, a Monagasque import, has a wide streak
of showmanship which comple¬
ments a liking* for her vocation.
She shows off a well-constructed
set of pipes in such diverse depart¬
ments as pop French tunes, trick
piano work and an excellent floor
demeanor.
Ernest Schoen leads the string
ensemble and chimes in with the
vigorous voice. He's equally at
home in the gemutlich melodies of
Alt Wien as well as operatic arias,
and his catgut work in this candle¬
Red Carpet, N. Y.
lit ro6m provides an excellent at¬
Bobby Short Trio, with Ismael
mosphere.
Jose.
XJgarte and Sonny Rivera; Janice
Jones; $3.50 minimum.
Italian Village, Lincoln
A lot of operators are loathe
Lincoln, Neb., Nov. 13.
to return to a talent policy once
Jat Herod's Manhattan Cocktail a cafe finds it can get along as a
Revue (6), Pat Hamilton Trio; $1 straight eatery. However, if there’s
cover Sat.
to be any late business, it seems
that some sort of entertainment is
Vet vaudster Jat Herod has come necessary. In the case of the Red
up with an idea for nitery enter¬ Carpet, boniface Freddy Jacobs, at
tainment that should prove a boon one time operator of the Cameo,
for ops. He has surrounded him¬ installed a late-show policy m
self with five lookers to put on a hopes of reviving the spot. It seems
“revue” that contains plenty of to have done that, plus.
flash and adequate talent. The re¬
The lure in this instance is
sult: ops get a package deal that Bobby Short, who came here for
packs plenty of ad appeal and yet two weeks last season at the Bever¬
is not overly expensive.
ly and stayed for 17. This person¬
Herod handles the yeoman du¬ able Negro singer seems to have
ties capably, sandwiching, in plen¬ loaded the room. Already set
ty of comedy and turning in an beyond December, Short is likely
outstanding inning with his violin. to go beyond that point. It’s an
His aides are Betty Bryant (Mrs. SRO proposition around showHerod), comedienne; the Holiday break time in this eastsidery.
Sisters, singers; Lori Pearce, acros,
Short is backed by Ismael Ugarte
and Jo Herod (daughter)^.dancer. at the bass and drummer Sonny
Show caught lasted 58 minutes Rivera
to provide additional
and got underway with a three-gal rhythm. These lads do not stray
chorus line. Costumes had a car- from their in^trumentalizing. Short
nival-ish look, but when the beau¬ at the piano provides a song session
ties shed their skirts all was for¬ in a manner that indicates he’s
gotten.
•having a time of it, and gets the
Herod flipped in a few ad libs audience in the same mood. Bulk
to give the Holiday Sisters, a pair of his tunes are from the musicals.
of blonde lookers, a chance to He doesn't tamper too much with
switch into some clever costumes the melody, just enough to provide
for a tambourine-dancing bit. One some fresh twists. It’s a session
of them shows a fine flair for that high lights exuberance and
comedy.
vitality and with a grain of humor
Herod's violin spot, in which he running it for standout results..
handles requests, is followed by a
Janice Jones, presides at the
clever song-patter skit featuring piano during lulls and occasionally
his witty missus. Chorus is back makes with a tune. This Negro
for the finale, replete with baton songstress doesn’t thrust herself
twirling and football getups that on the audience, but somehow
go over handsomely In this college effectively warms up the house for
city.
Trump.
Short's sessions.
Jose,

NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS
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Moulin Rouge, Paris
Paris, Nov. 20.
Georges Ulmert Kirns (3), Jimmy Green, Channing Pollack, Fer¬
nando Del Monte, Jose Toledano
& Ines De Juan, Gizy & Claris, Bal¬
let Moulin Rouge (10), Jean-Louis
Bert, Marchitas (5), Tox & Denise,
Riga (2), Jean De Smet Orch (21),
Sylvain David Orch (12); $3 min¬
imum.
With tourist days over and in¬
ternational conditions probably
cutting into traveling, this name
boite is not doing its usual busi¬
ness. However, its reasonable tabs,
present headlining- of Georges Ul¬
mer plus a large supporting vaude
bill, are giving the Moulin Rouge
okay biz. Ulmer, who returns to
the Paris boards after some time,
starts slow with nondescript but
begins to hit his stride in his im¬
pressions. Possessed of a flair for
interpretation, an engaging per¬
sonality and knowing mime, Ulmer
is at his b6st with good material.
Some more savvy openers will give
him a better act.
Given to toughguy mannerisms
(a la James Cagney), he lets too
much of it creep into his song de¬
livery and general patter. When he
sloughs this and goes into a series
of impressions of various type
singers he is really “in” and the act
goes into high gear. Then he does
a fine dramatico bit about a punchy
fighter and winds with a clever
mime-song of his w.k. “Pigalle.”
Ulmer, with some more hep songs,
looks ready as a club date possi¬
bility for the U. S.; and with a well
worked out routine could be a neat
video asset. His English is perfect.
Channing Pollack is a suave
magico with an excellent habit of
materializing birds every few mo¬
ments. Card tricks and other fine
sleight-of-hand are always inter¬
spersed with the appearing birds,
and this is a fine trick turn for
any type show. Tox & Denise do
a deadpan takeoff on a violin-harp
recital for good yock returns. Up¬
sets, falling trousers, etc., blessed
with good timing and mugging,
make this a regular for any filler
situations. Riga (2) have the femme
doing the undering in a series of
hana-to-hand bits plus some clown¬
ing that is somewhat strained. At¬
tention to the femme strongman
aspect will make this a more dis¬
ciplined act and a good teeoffer
number.
Jimmy Green mixes juggling
and acrobatics and emerges only
as a passable filler with neither
asset jelling this into an unusual
act. Kims are a fine aero number
with the three boys tumbling and
clowning, with a backing of good
exercises, to weld-this into a topnotch act of this genre. Jose To¬
ledano & Ines De Juan do a com¬
mercialized Hispano bit with mock
bravado and fire acceptable In
these surroundings but not for the
Flamenco connoisseurs.
Marchitas (5) are an acro-bike
turn with prowess and clowning
mixed for snappy results, making
this a good act for any situation.
Gizy & Claris add some nudity in
stretching and cavorting on two
circling wooden hQrses; Ballet
Moulin Rouge (10) do passable
routines and a flashing French
Cancan is aided by the extraordi¬
nary malleability of Jean-Louis
Bert. Fernando Del Monte has a
girhmick dance in which a rubber
mask makes a head abound his
stomach, and he has arms behind
his head covered by a black elastic
bag. Contortions and the display
of the getup give this some inter¬
est, but its obvious dance aspects
limit this. Jean De Smet Orch (21)
and Sylvain David Orch (12) give
good show and dance support.
Show runs through early Decem¬
ber. ,
Mosk.

frames his stuff within in his own,
personable charm backed,by abil¬
ity to make immediate and inti-,
mate contact with his audience.
Sandra & Sonja Warner are for¬
mer Las Vegas showgirls who a
few months ago kicked off their
dancing shoes to form a nifty song
act. Gals have used good taste in
their selection of tunes which, in
the main, are of the upbeat vari¬
ety. They’re both svelte lookers
and their curves are neatly en¬
cased to point up this personal
asset. Their arrangements, how¬
ever, are a bit too lush and could
be modified somewhat. Similarly,
their choreography becomes a bit
too mechanical after the initial
tunes are dealt with.
Renee Molnar’s Dancers turn on
steam to get the show away to a
swift start, returning at halfway
mark to provide some eye-absorb¬
ing choreos. Dick Rice comDetently guides the El Rancho orch to
firmly support the show through¬
out. Because of star slot on new
Revlon tv giveaway, which is
skedded to bow Monday (26), Alda
withdrew from El Rancho topline
after eight days. Rest of show re¬
mains same until Dec. 12. Alan.

El Rancho, Las Vegas
Las Vegas, Nov. 14.
Robert Alda, Morty Gunty, San¬
dra & Sonja Werner, Renee Molnar
Dancers (9), El Rancho Orch (13);
$2 minimum.
As was expected, Robert Alda’s
unproved potential as a nitery sin¬
gle was no match for the preten¬
tious lineup of regulars (Liberace,
Kay Starr, Lena Horne, Ted Lewis)
who are- presently engaged in a
mighty competitive duel for the
thin pickings that are available
during this current off-season. But
as ill-timed as Alda’s debut may
have been, it did serve notice that
he does have an act which, when
properly exploited, can figure to
draw excellent patronage when the
tourists are around long enough to
become acquainted with him (see
New Acts).
•
Morty Gunty makes his second
junket to this oasis. And, as he
established in his initial bow here,
he can be counted on to sustain
yocks. His approach is refreshing,
and so is his material, Monolog
about his pre-show biz-days as a
school teacher- is hilarious. Impres¬
sions are also very funny. Gunty.

Desert Ixm9 Las Vegas
Las Vegas, Nov. 14.
Ted "Lewis, Cathy Basic, Benita
D’Andrea, Elroy Peace, The Carib¬
bean (3), Donn Arden Dancers
(10), Ted Lewis Orch (12); $2
minimum.'

In the Desert Inn’s Painted
Desert Room for four weeks is a
show biz immortal, ageless and
timeless Ted Lewis, who appears
as a .page out of the past among
Strip moderns, and stands alone
amid vigorous applause as the AllAmerican cornball.
One of the last of the oldtime
headliners still on top, Lewis dem¬
onstrates that the tophat, clarinet
and sub-socko jokes that delighted
two generations will continue wow¬
ing supposedly sophisticated Vegas.
He opens with a bit he -calls
“Still Going Strong” and mixes his
singles through the show with
songs and dances by members of
his youthful company. °
Lewis draws only polite response
with “A Lady President,” but
comes into his own with the nos¬
talgic material he’s been doing for
almost 40 years. Tootling his bat¬
tered clarinet now and then, Lewis
talks his way through the lyrics of
Sans Souci9 Miami Reach his best numbers, “Sunny Side of
the Street,” “Just Around the Cor¬
Miami Beach, Nov. 17.
Ricki Dunn, Sammy Walsh, Eddie ner” and, inevitably, “When My
Morgan, Freddy Calo Orch; $2.50 Baby Smiles at Me,” as the audi¬
ence hollers and hollers.
minimum.
Another ageless single is “Tiger
Rag,”
which Lewis first recorded
Blue Sails Room of this midBeach oceanfronter is winging into in 1918, and of course he never
forgets
“Me and My Shadow,” with
the winter season with a no-loss on
its books for the first time in many Elroy Peace as the fourth “shadow”
he
has
worked
with since he began
a summer-fall run. Standoff on
the ledger accounts can be cred¬ doing the clever routine way back
ited to adherence to a low budget, whammo.
Featured numbers with other
“new face” policy and catering to
the night club tours at bargain members of the company include
“Smile”
with Elroy Peace and
rates. Latter have siphoned off
enough of their groups for two Cathy Basic, a cute brunet thrush;
shows nightly to provide the “After You’re Gone,” “Beautiful
break-even point and at times, Doll,” “Smiles,” and “I’m in Love,”
with Miss Basic, and “A Pretty
modest profits.
Current show is typical of the Thing” with a torrid blonde, Benita
policy to be followed until advent D’Andrea.
In a single, the throaty, wellof Myron Cohen and other upped
budget acts beginning Dec. 20. stacked Miss D’Andrea strips down
Ricki Dunn is a rotund guy with to a silver underthing to more
a breezy approach to his aud that music of another day, “I Don’t
pays off when he calls on a quartet Care.” Miss Basic’s single is “Over
of tablers to come up for his big the Rainbow,” which is supposed
sequence, a fast, furious and funny to be Garland-ish but isn’t. Also in
pickpocket exhibition. He builds the show for a couple of vigorous
the risibilities with series of props dance numbers are the Caribbeans,
in a spoof on magicos, warming two fellows and a girl who are well
them up for the faster-than-the-eye received in “Oriental Dance,” “St.
routine. For a comparatively heavy Louis Woman” and “Sing, Sing,
type, Dunn is amazingly quick¬ Sing.”
The Donn Arden dancers of the
handed. With it, he carries on.a
continuous session of funny gab chorus line do a holdover, “Salute
to
Rodgers and Hart,” with vocals
with his subjects and ringsiders
while removing wallets, ties, belts, by Donna Linnard and Art John¬
etc. The tour crowds eat up his son. House orch of Carlton Hayes
gets a vacation while Lewis’ band
stuff.
OncJc.
Eddie* Morgan, a newcomer to is booked. .
these parts, is a grad of Grossinger’s and shows the training experi¬
ence the borscht-belt impacts. He’s
a goodlooking youngster with
pleasant pipes and shows plenty
know-how in establishing rapport
with the aud in quick order. De¬
livery is fluid as he works out his
series of currents, there’s a touch
Boston, Nov. 20.
in his demeanor which reminds of
It’s Guy Lombardo for a smash
another Grossinger alumnus, Ed¬ week and turnaway biz as Boston
die Fisher. He’s a solid addition boniface Stanley Blinstrub scores
to the younger crop of upcomers with another offbeat booking at his
on the songster trail.
1,700-seater. Opening Monday
Sammy Walsh is back for an¬ night (12) and closing Sunday (18),
other run as house emcee. The the w.k. Lombardo sweet music
vet cafe comic gets them warmed pulled big crowds from-all through
fast via his “from all cities songs” the territory.
routine; intro gab with the cus¬
At first show night caught, Fri¬
tomers and series of giggle-bits. day (16), every seat in the house
Lary,
was taken and all with same idea,
to dance, if only once, to Lom¬
bardo’s music. So intent on this
Slatler-Hilton, Dallas
point was the crowd that some anDallas, Nov. 16.
kled
to the stage to try during the
Eydie Gorme, with Nick Tagg,
Bob Cross Orch (12); $2, $2.50 show.
Following
the acts, interwoven
cover.
with his portion of the show, Lom-

Times.” Using Blinstrub’s unique
electronic lighting system to full¬
est with fanciful color mixtures
playing on backdrop light curtain.
Lombardo takes his orch through
his own . boff arrangement of “Ca¬
nadian Sunset” for rounds of solid
mitting. For clincher, the tooters
knock out a hot jazz “South Ram¬
part” and nab shouting, stomping
and cheers.
Martin Bros, open the show with
marionette act working from the
second stage above the orch. Skel¬
eton puppets and blonde femme
dancing figurine capture aud with
fancy gyrations and act scores
neatly. Nita & Peppi get off a tor¬
rid aero act in which lad. and
femme work over, around and un¬
derneath table with amazing dex¬
terity and rapidity. Femme does
a one-hander on partner’s head
and follows with both feet planted
in same place for big mittings.
Both plunge into dizzying slides on
and under table for flash finish to
heavy returns.
Goetchis score with tricks atop
unicycles using musical instru¬
ments for comic bits. One fiddles
on top of the head of unicycle rid¬
ers. For finale, the three do . a
straight-up stand from one wheel.
Moro-Landis line with new cos¬
tumes has two production numbers
in the girlie whirly vein, n fancy
burlesque, “This Must Be The
Place,” sequence with Stewart
Rose piping, and a co-ed bith with
pompoms, nabbing slick aud re¬
action.
Lombardo and Gaylord take
turns introing acts and Gaylord
batons the Lombardo orch for
some of the acts during the show.
Gaylord’s tooters take over after
Lombardo’s playing for a dance set
following the show. Lou Weir
scores with organ interludes. With
Lombardo closing Sunday (18),
balance of show holds through
Nov. 25. Charmonairs opened Mon¬
day (10).
Guy.

Guy Lombardo, He Makes
Dansapation Look Like
New Habit in Hub Cafe

Late-night televiewers of Eydie
Gorme should o.o. the Turkish
beauty’s now-and-then nitery stints
for full appreciation of her vocal
ability. At her capacity Empire
Room opening Thursday (15) the
thrush palmed tablers with her
opening “Big D,” a local nod that's
necessary after displaying a sock
40-minute vocal sesh.
Visual assets, a well-stacked fivefoot-three figure in strapless form¬
fitting gown, don’t detract from her
show savvy. She pleasantly pipes
some w. k. tunes, getting nice aud
participation on 44Whatever Will
Be, Will Be.” Building all the way,
Miss Gorme got ringsider Arthur
Treacher onstage for a personalized
vocal, “Guess Who I Saw Today.”
Pert piper turned a possible fiasco
into a neat celeb gimmick, winning
hands down. Her stage strolling
with handmike clinches the show¬
casing with “Someone to Watch
Over Me,” but her rousing, belting
Voice on “Rockabye Your Baby’
and “Swanee” pull heavy mitting
for a begoff.
Nick Tagg provides slick 88 assist
and directs the band for Miss
Gorme’s turn. Maestro Bob Cross
provides ample dansapation for
floor-filling terp turns: Act winds
Nov. 28, with Helen Traubel due
Nov. 29 for two frames.
Bark,

Blinstruli’s, Boston
Guy Lombardo & Royal* Cana¬
dians (16), Martin Bros. (2), Nita
& Peppi, Goetchis (3), Moro-Landis Line (10), Stewart Rose, Mi¬
chael Gaylord Orch (10), Lou Weir;
$5 minimum.
bardo plays a dance set before be¬
ing relieved by Mike Gaylord’s ag¬
gregation, and nostalgia for the
big band era sweeps over the
house as dancers onstage to o.o.
the maestro and his footers:
With a melophone and a tuba to
mark the rhythm, Lombardo
weaves his stint in and around the
acts with masterful showmanship,
all working in easy relaxed man¬
ner. Vocals are handled slickly by
quartet Kenny Gardner, Freddie
Higman, Cliff Grass and Bill Flannagan, and Gardner scores in boff
fashion with solo “Frankie and
Johnny” and encores with “Saints
Go Marching In.” Lombardo cuts
a torrid “Twelfth Street Rag” for
maximum effect, intros brother
Carmen, who takes the mike for
medley of his hits, “Sweethearts
on Parade,” “Little Coquette,”
“Snuggle on your Shoulder,” “Boo
Hoo,” “Powder Your Face With
Sunshine” and “It Seems Like Old
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Bftnc Angel, Oil
Chicago, Nov, 13.
4,Calypso Extravaganza,” with
Lord Rafael, Princess Abilia &
King Christian I, Lady Angela,
Lady Jeanne & Lady Margaret,
Lord & Lady Carlton, Emperor
Sago, Count Daville, Al D’Lacy
Orch; $3.50 minimum.

Gc-ne Fardulli presents one of
his better entries in the current
revue at Chi’s only calypsery.
Many of the entertainers have ap¬
peared here before, along with a
few new faces for the Blue Angel’s
most ambitious effort to date. Dis¬
play is fast-moving, well-paced and
well put together.
Lord Rafael, essentially a LatinAmencan romantic singer type,
tops the bill with a blend of Latino
and calypso vocals. Singer projects
a clear, strong tenor, albeit a lit¬
tle lacking in resonance. He does
a competent job on such as “Hold
’Em Joe,” “Cindy” and “Matilda.”
Rafael gets good aud reaction.
King Christian I & Princess
Abilia, an interpretive dance team,
are the standout turn in this cata¬
log of calypso royalty. The dimin¬
utive femme is attired in the brief¬
est of bikinis. Doing the standard
“Voodoo Dance,” without which
no Blue Angel show would be
complete, team brings to it a
graceful litheness and professional
polish. Lifts, spins and reptilian .
intertwinings, all done with ease,
make this act a standout of its
kind. They go off to loud mitting.
Elsewhere billed as “The GlamaZons,” are here dubbed Lady An¬
gela, Lady Jeanne & Lady Mar¬
garet, three raven-tressed and lush
femates provide a needed pinch of
spice with a fast, sexy dance inter¬
lude. Trio is tall, well-formed,
flashily costumed with revealing
aptness. They do a fast “Maiqbo
Calypso” for big returns.
The rest of the layout normally
appears in the Angel’s newly re¬
The Village. S. F.
modeled Jamaican Room, but adds
numbers and variety to the main
, San Francisco, Nov. 16.
Billy Daniels (with Benny room opener. Lord & Lady Carl¬
Payne), Toscanelli, The Linds (2), ton do an acceptable job on foe
Joy Healy Dancers (6), Joe Kir- standard calypsos, “Mr. Johnny,”
Touch Me Tomato,” and
chen, Leon Radslifie Orch (8); “Don’t
“Jamaican -Welcome.” Count Da¬
$1.50, $2 cover.
ville, a muscular Caribbean type,
retails his guitar-accompanied caBilly Daniels, in his first U. S. lypsoniana in a style reminiscent
date since returning from EuroDe, of the gyrating Elvis, and there¬
weaves a considerable Spell with with draws attention, as does his
his highly stylized crooning and vigorous, bouncy style. Emperor
saves a mediocre show from doom. Sago backs with lightning drum¬
Daniels comes on with “Just One beating. The entire cast wraps it
of Those Things,” goes right into up in the usual Blue Angel finale,
“Walk Hand in Hand” and “You weaving in and out among the
Better Go NdV’ and has his audi¬ audience with flash, noise and
ence in hand. Then be spoils it speed.
by making some unfunny chitchat
The Al D’Lacy orch backs ably
into the mike about mothers-inlaw, marriage and other non-es¬ and does a good job on the dansa¬
pation.
Layout is in for 12 weeks.
sential subjects.
.
Gabe.
It was this chitchat that was the
only disturbing note in an other¬
Eildys% K. C.
wise sock 37 minutes of such
Kansas City, Nov. 16.
standards as “You Better Go Now,”
“You’d Be Nice to Come Home
The Diamonds (4), Lenny ColTo,” “I’ll Get By,” “My Blue yer, Tina & Coco, Tony DiPardo
Heaven” (huge hand for that one), Orch; $1, $1.50 cover.
“Begin the Beguine,” “Autumn
-Leaves,” “I Need Your Love,” “I
In an unusual dating the Eddy
Can Dream Can’t I?” and a tre¬
mendous version of “Love for freres come up with a trio of acts
Sale.” Singer himself notes that for this fortnight, contrasting to
very few men essay latter num¬ the usual two acts, and occasionally
ber; it should be noted here that a single. Each turn has a good deal
very few entertainers of either to offer, and result is a ditto show,
sex have done it as well as Daniels. but overlong at 70 minutes. Settling
Benny Payne’s piano accompani¬ and some paring probably will
bring it under an hour, which
ment is flawless, and his humming would
be more fitting.
background in a couple of duets
Opening slot is taken by Tina
with Daniels Is a very pleasant
surprise. Leon Radsliffe orch, un¬ and Coco, tiny Ramirez sisters from
fortunately, is too loud in early Spain, in a quartet of authentic
numbers but calms down. Daniels, Spanish dances with precise Ameri¬
of course, winds up with “Old can stylings. Each a cute 90-pounder
Black Magic,” leaving customers in blouse and tight toreador pants,
on a very high cloud, clapping they ring out the castanets to begin
with, switch to a cape dance, and
wildly.
Toscanelli is an indifferent jug¬ back to Spanish routine. They
gler who muggs too much. The close with a gypsy terp, clacking
Linds are a mixed ballet duo who heels and castanets to their own
are attractive enough but don’t add rhythm without any help from the
much to the so-so Joy Healy line. orch. Off to a pleasant hand.
Comic Lenny Colyer has made
Joe Kirchen is an adequate sing¬
ing emcee. Show will hold forth the Eddy stand before, and this
time devotes much of his 25 min¬
through "Nov. 27.
* Stef.
utes to impressions, bringing off
steady round of laughs spoofing
Seven Seas. Omaha
Lanza, King Cole, Pinza, Como and
Omaha, Nov. 15.
E. Presley, and adding more fun
Marty Brill, Sam Fraser Trio; kidding Gary Cooper, Liberace,
50c cover, $1 Sat.
Robert Mitchum and Gabby Hayes.
He also keeps laughs rolling plunk¬
Marty Brill is another of the gui¬ ing the guitar a la folksinger style,
tar-playing vocalists taking a whirl and tosses in line of patter for
at the nitery world and the young, additional chuckles.
handsome lad possesses a good
The Diamonds are another of the
voice that stamps him as promising. male vocal quartets currently pop¬
However, his comedy is weak and ular, and carry off their half-hour
should be shelved.
with fine warbling. They mix it
The Mercury disker, plying be¬ up with their own opener, followed
fore a noisy and difficult crowd by “Judge and Jury,” their new
on night caught (14), scored best Mercury platter, and novel version
on his latest platters, “Everyone of “Shad Rach.” They make a full¬
Had Fun But I” and “Candy Lips.” blown medley of five “Oklahoma”
With a little selling, “Black Lace” tunes, have a fling at barbershop
should displace both as his best style, go in for the pop “Green
Door,” and have “Just Another
bet.
Biz has been very poorish of late Polka” in novelty style. Round out
at downtown Omanafo lone nitery, with “Church Bells May Ring,”
but ops Don Hammond and Don “Ka-Ding-Dong” and mellow ver¬
Romeo are hoping Ish Kabbible sion of ‘^You’ll Never Walk Alone.”
This bill stays through Nov. 29.
will snap matters out of the dol¬
Quin.
drums at next session. Trump,
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emerges as a mother-hating latent
homo. Little sister discovers that
she’s made a mama image of big
sister. And big sister, after thwart¬
ing little sister’s assignation with
the big sex-appeal stranger, re¬
alizes that she really wants him
herself. After a couple of scenes
bordering on hysteria, big sister is
about to have the guy (well, at
least she finds out what he wants
for breakfast), and everybody’s
basic psychological selves are clear
to everybody.
All this wilLdoubtless be utterly
fascinating to the army of Freu¬
dians, and it’s even reasonably en¬
tertaining to the uninitiated sort
of bloke who thinks couches are
for taking naps. The characters
have enough emotional corners to
keep a psychiatric therapy group
happily occupied for weeks and
weeks, although they may not
enthrall non-devotees quite all,
evening.
Still, Nash’s creations are a
lively a&ortment who keep the
premises jumping with colliding
egos, and the dialog is.salted, with
human and rather amusing turns
and touches, which are generally
exploited expertly by director Jack
Garfein and the talented cast. So
while the show is occasionally al¬
most as baffling as a problem
child, it has frequent enjoyable and
laugh-winning passages.
Miss Winters, who wowed Broad¬
way last season as the deceptively
unsure dope-addict’s wife in “Hat¬
ful of Rain/’ gives another deftlyshaded, expressive and warmlyprojected performance as the
seemingly poised spinster whp has
taken refuge in being a fostermother to her brother and sister.
It’s not the showiest role in the
play, but it has the most dimension
and range, and Miss Winters plays
it with perception and persuasive
sensitivity.
Pat Hingle, in the big and juicy
but somewhat, unvarying part of
the male animal who upsets every¬
one’s pretenses, including his own,
is properly direct and vigorous,
although his playing starts at too
high a pitch and therefore tends
toward mohotony until the final
scenes, when he achieves an effect
by moderation.
I There are vivid supporting perI formances by Lenka Peterson as
the intense younger sister who’s
so hot for love that she’s got the
fidgets, Arthur Storch as the dance
coach who’s terrified at the con¬
sciousness of his~ home tendencies,
George Peppard as a teenager in
dungarees, sweatshirt and a fum¬
bling urge for sex, and John
Harkins, Sandra Stevens and Nellie
Burt in bit parts.
Boris Aronson’s single setting of
a Manhattan * apartment living
room-bedroom and cqurtyard is
comfortably playable and looks not
only authentic btit almost lived-in,
and the costumes of Kenn Barr
and the lighting of Lee Watson are
of professional calibre. But it
seems doubtful if there are enough
Freudian-happy playgoers to sup¬
port “Girls of Summer” very long.
Incidentally,
Nash
adapted
“Girls” from *his own tv script,
“The Brownstone,” which was orig¬
inally done on.Philco Television
Playhouse.
Hobe.

big business, science, society and
Li?l Abner
But that,
Norman Panama. Melvin Frank & contemporary mores.
Michael Kidd production of musical com¬ added to the zing of the outlandish
edy in two acts (20 scenes), based on locale and characters, tends to give
characters from the A1 Capp comic strip.
Book, Panama, Frank; lyrics. Johnny the show its unusual point of view
Mercer; music. Gene de Paul; direction and, in a curious way, some sub¬
•and choreography, Kidd; scenery and stance. Without the satirical zing,
lighting. 'William and Jean Eckart: cos¬
tumes. Alvin Colt; musical direction, con¬ “Li’l Abner” would tend to be a
tinuity and vocals. Lehman Engel; orches¬ tame antic.
trations, Philip J. Lang; Genevieve Pitot.
The Panama-Frank book centers
Features Edith Adams, Peter Palmer,
Howard St John, £tubby Kaye. Char¬ on the slow-fuse romance between
lotte Rae. Tina Louise. Joe E. Marks,
the
outsize hero, Abner Yokum,
. Bern Hoffman. A1 Nesor*. Ted Thurston,
Julie Newmar. William Lanteau, Stanley and Capp’s version of a dream girl,
Simmonds. At St. James Theatre, N.Y., Daisy Mae. The plot complications
Nov. 15. *56; $8.05 top ($9.85 opening).
Lonesome Polecat.Anthony Mordente involve a Government scheme to
Hairless Joe .• Chad Block evacuate Dogpatch and use the site
Romeo Scragg ... Marc Breaux for atom-bomb tests, with added
Clem Scr'agg.James Hurst
Alf Scragg
. .Anthony Saverino wrinkle including the amorous ef¬
Moonbeam McSwine.Carmen Alvarez forts of Earthquake McGoon to hi¬
Marryin* Sam
. Stubby Kaye
Earthquake McGoon.Bern Hoffman jack Daisy Mae and the mechina■ Daisy Mae..
Edith Adams. f ions of Gen. Bullmoose to grab the
Pappy Yukum .Joe E. Marks small portion of the national re¬
Mammy Yukum . Charlotte Rae
his super-corporation
Ll*l Abner . Peter Palmer sources
Cronies
Marc Breaux. Ralph Linn, doesn’t already control.
Jack Matthew, Robert McClure,
Especially
in the first half-hour
George Reeder
Mayor Dawgmcat . Oran Osburn or so, the rushing, noisy proces¬
Sen. Phogbound.
Ted Thurston
Dr. Finsdale
.. Stanley Simmonds sion of uncouth characters, slap¬
Government Man.Richard Maitland stick comedy and Songs and dances
Available Jones.William Lanteau not only keeps the audience divert¬
Stupefyin* Jones . Julie Newmark
Colonel
. George Reeder ed but is in a curious way believ¬
Radio Commentators .....James Hurst, able and interesting. Kidd’s stag¬
Robert McClure. Jack Matthew ing and
especially his choreo¬
Gen. Bullnoose ...
Howard St. John
are largely ' responsible,
Secretaries. Lanier Davis, Robert graphy
McClure, Jack Matthew, with a notable assist -from the
George Reeder
Appassionata von Climax... .Tina Louise imaginative scenery of the Eckarts.
Evil Eye FI eagle.. A1 Nesor Mercer’s lyrics get attention, al¬
Dr. Smlthbom ... George Reeder though they're not particularly subDr. Krogmeyer ...
Ralph Linn
Dr. Schleifltz . Marc Breaux tie or penetrating. On the basis of
State Dept. Man ..Lanier Davis a single hearing, de Paul's music is
Wives.. Carmen Alvnrez. Pat Creighton, ; merely acceptable, with no especi¬
Lillian D*Hanau, Bonnie Evans.
Hope Holiday,*Deedee Wood ally hummable tqnes.
.Butler . James J. Jefferies j
A newcomer, Peter Palmer, dis¬
Colonel..Lanier Davis
Singers; Margaret Baxter, Joair Cherof, covered as a guest on a television
Pat . Creighton, Joyce Gladmond, ‘Hope show, is visually right in the title
Holiday, Jane House. Louise Pearl,
Jeanette .Scovottl, Don Braswell. Lanier role, but naturally lacks the author¬
Davis, James Hurst, Jack Matthew. Rob- ity, resourcefulness or personal
' ert MCClurei Oran 0'*)urn, George Rltner, projection
that an experienced
• Anthony Saverino.
Edith
^Dancers.
Carmen
Alvarez. . Lillian leading man might have.
D'Honaiu, Bonnie Evans, Maureen Hop¬ Adams is an emphatic click as
kins, Barbara Klopfer. Christy Peterson,
Sharon Shore. Rebecca Vorno, Deedee Daisy Mae.
Among the secondary players
Wood, Chad Block, Marc Breapx, Grover
; Dale, Robert Karh- Ralph Linn. Richard who emerge engaging are Stubby
Maitland. Anthony Mordente, Tom Panko
Kaye
as the agreeable-for-anytbing
George Reeder.
Others: Jan Gunnar, Lucky Gargo, Marryin’ Sam, the old vaudevillian
Mario Lamm. Reed Morgan, Aldo Ven¬ Joe E. Marks and Charlotte Bae as
tura, Robert Wiensko.
Songs: "A Typical Day." “If I Had My the proud and protective Pappy
Druthers,** "Jubilation T.- Cornpone," and Mammy Yokum, Bern Hoffman
*Rag Offen the. Bush," "Namely You."
‘Unnecessary Town." "What's Good for as the menacing Earthquake Mc¬
General Builmoose/* "The Country's In Goon, Howard St. John as an oldthe Very Best of Hands," "Oh Happy fashioned
caricature of sinister
Day,’* "I’m Past My Prime," "Love in a
Home.'* "Progress Is the Root of All business tycoon, Ted Thurston as
Evil, "Put 'Em Back," "The Matrimonial the opportunist Sen. Phogbound,
Stomp.
Oran Osburn as the bombastic
Mayor Dawgmeat, Julie Newmar as
Now that the inhabitants of Dog- a humorously sexy Stupefyin’
patch, U.S.A., have finally reached Jones, Tina Louise as the wouldBroadway, it seems fair to inquire be-seductive Imassionata von Cli¬
what all the fuss was about. The max and A1 Nesor a# the amusingly
characters from A1 Capp’s comic slinking Evil Eve Fleagle. As¬
strip, “Li’l Abner/* are unquestion¬ sorted other freaks are lampooned
ably the “characters’* they’ve been by various minor members of the
touted, but although the show company.
•
stacks up as a boxoffice hit, it’s no
Among the songs that could con¬
great shakes as musical comedy ceivably catch ■ on for popularity
entertainment.
are “If I Had My Druthers,” “Ju¬
A song and dance treatment of bilation T, Cornpone,” “Namely
“Li’l Abner” has been in the talk¬ You,” “The Country’s in the Very
ing phase for several seasons, with Best of Hands,” “Oh Happy Day,”
various songwriting combinations “I’m Past My Prime,” “Love in a
reported working on the project. Home,” “Progress Is the Hoot of
With film scenarist-producers Nor¬ All Evil” and “Put ’em Back.”
man Panama and Melvin Frank fi¬
Incidentally, readers of the
nally settled to the task, Paramount comic strip may find special value
arranged to supply the financing in in this tune and^terp version, but
return for the screen rights, and familiarity with the original isn’t
Johnny Mercer was engaged to pro¬ necessary for comprehension or en¬
vide the lyrics, with Gene de Paul joyment of the show.
Hobe.
as composer and Michael Kidd as
stager, choreographer and, in part¬
Girls of Summer
nership with Panama and Frank,
Cheryl Crawford production of comedyco-producer.
ama in three acts (five scenes), by N.
chard Nash. Stars Shelley Winters;
If there are any heroes of the oc¬
atures Pat Hingle, Lenka Peterson,
•orge Peppard, Arthur Storch. Staged
casion, credit Capp and Kidd.
Jack Garfein; setting, Boris Aronson;
Discounting the theoretical audi¬
stumes, Kenn Barr; lighting. Dee Watence from Capp's syndicated read¬
n: production assistant, Sylvia Drulie.
; Longacre Theatre, N.Y., Nov. 19, 56;
ership, the cartoonist’s ragtag ec.75 top ($7.50 opening).
M
,
• centrics provide a sort of built-in
:ne Mitchell,... Arthur Storch
color and vitality. Add Kidd’s
ickey Argent . i....... George Peppard
Ida Brookman ........ Shelley Winters
vigorous staging and his lively, in¬
nnie Brookman .• Lenka Peterson
ventive choreography and the
les Taggard ..... Pat-Hmgle
show’s essentials are complete.
immy Brookman .. John Harkins
lyllis Brookman. .Sartdra Stevens
Other elements, such as the MerI S. Mitchell ..
Nellie* Burt
qer-de Paul songs, the PanamaFrank book, the William and Jean V It’s getting to be unnecessary
Ecftart scenery and even some of for anyone to consult a psychiatrist j
the; engaging performances, are anymore to learn about his neu¬
merely helpful additions.
roses. About all an inhibited soul
“Li’l Abner” is probably the has to do is attend some of the
loudest musical Broadway has had Broadway plays providing an
in the last* season or so, likely even “analytic” approach to crazy,
rivaling the personal session put mixedup characters onstage. Any
on by Sammy Davis Jr. at the reasonably enterprising playgoer
climax of “Mr. Wonderful.” This can just go along for the ride as
new entry jumps into action with the playwright works out his prob¬
the introduction of the Dogpatch lems in public.
denizens and a succession of broadThe latest little excursion into
ly-comic, roof-raising numbers.
Freudian psychology is N. Richard
The pace begins to wear before Nash’s “Girls of Summer,” present¬
the intermission, however, and dur¬ ed by Cheryl Crawford, with Shel¬
ing the second half the show be¬ ley Winters as star. The play is a
comes snarled in complicated plot bit of a case, itself, with flashy
and labored political satiye. Even scenes, frustrating moments and a
so, the momentum from the first generally confused state. It may
half carries it to the final curtain. have a fair engagement.
On that basis, and because it has a
“Girls” is a comedy-drama about
unique flavor that’s likely to stimu¬ a seemingly healthy, thirtyish spin¬
late word-of-mouth and publicity, ster who is secretly afraid of life
plus the established title and syn¬ —and as any pre-Karen Horney
dicated following and the fact that Freudian knows, life is synony¬
it’s the first new musical of the fall mous with sex. When 18-year old
season, “Li'l Abner” seems an odds- sister arrives home with a go-get¬
on bet at the b.o.
ter he-man and is all eager for
There will probably be some carnal romance, the visitor turns
objection to the caustic^flavor of out to be,the catalyst who clarifies
the show, mostly nlr-sticking i everyone’^ hidden emotional drives.
politics, but with extra barbs at
Big sister’s prissily ardent suitor
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Inside Stuff—Legit
George Jean Nath tin, whose drama reviewing column for King Fea¬
tures Syndicate appears in the NL Y. Journal-American, has recovered
from a serious illness and is resuming his coverage of Broadway shows.
His first notice, published the day after the preem, wai a rave for
Eugene O’Neill’s posthumous tragedy, ^ong Day’s Journey Into Night.”
Nathan didn’t actually attend the production at the Helen Hayes Thea¬
tre,. N.Y., but reviewed it qn the basis of reading the published text.
Besides praising the script, the critic commented as follows on the
cast, “The local company, headed by Fredric March and Florence
Eldridge, is by no means a brilliant one, and it shows, here and there,
something in the nature of. shop good, but it probably serves well
enough to bring out a sufficient measure of the play’s inner power, and
to bring another touch of size to a native drama that all too often has
been lacking* in it, and has substituted mere loud emotion for the
troubled torment of the human soul/’
The acting drew rave reviews from the other New York firstnighters,
&
,-- . -Robert Sylvester, columnist and former drama editor of the N. Y.
Daily News, joined the sheet's drama critic, John Chapman, last week
in deploring early curtains for Broadway openings. Chapman has re¬
peatedly, complained of the estrly ring-up, which is intended to give
critics more time to write reviews and was originally started a if the
request of several critics. Sylvester got into the discussion with a
reference to Variety’s story reporting a wave of producer gripes
against drunkenness on the part of a few critics, plus misuse of firstnight and second-night press spats and some instances of wholesale
“borrowing” by drama editors and columnists. Without mentioning the
press seats and “borrowing” aspects of the matter, the columnist com¬
mented that the early premiere curtains leave “worn and haggard”
critics only time enough for a “few” drinks before the show.

Shows Out of Town
Unelc Willie
New Haven, Nov. 14.

Albert Lewis & Samuel Schulmau (in
association with I. B. Joselow) production
of comedy in three acts, by Julie Berns
and Irving Elman. Stars Menasha Skulnik;
features Nita Talbot. Edith Fellows, John
Connell, Arline Sax, Harvey Korman.
Martin Rudy. Staged by Sidney Walters;
setting and lighting, Ralph Alswang; in*
cidemai music. Sol Kaplan; costumes.
Guy Kent. At Shubert Theatre, Nov. 14,
*56;. $4.50 top.
Uncle Willie . Menasha Skulnik
Leo .
Harvey Korman
Esther. . Arline Sax
Kathy .Eileen Merry
Sheila .. Haine Lynn
Peggy .
Kathy . Dunn
Charlie .
John Connell
Francey . Nita Talbot
Mrs. Simon.Dorothy Raymond
Ellen .
Edith Fellows
Sgt. McNamara . Martin Rudy
Mr. Smith . John Kane
Miss Baxter . Muriel Ault

Tonight, Lincoln
Vs« Douglas
Hollywood, Nov. 9.
George Boroff production of drama Sn
two acts and epilogue, written and di¬
rected by Norman Corwin. Stars ’Jeff
Morrow, Mala Powers. Philip Pine. At
Circle Theatre, Hollywood, Nov. 8, *56.

In the light of the current con¬
troversy over desegration, the ideas
expressed in the Senatorial race in
Illinois in 1858. when an attorney
named Abraham Lincoln debated
the incumbent Stephan Douglas,
have strong topical interest.
On the basis of last week’s preem
of Norman Corwin’s platformThere’s a place on Broadway for staged version of the famous de¬
“Uncle Willie.” Not among the bates, if appears that when the
uses the stenographic rec¬
Pulitzer or Critics Circle contend¬ author
ord of the confabs the show is at
ers, or even in the smash hit cate¬ its
best.
Even today, the clash of
gory, but rather in the pleasantkeen minds offers not only
evening, money’s-worth x classifica¬ those
intellectual
nourishment but also
tion.
Production has a serving of tear strong drama.
Both Lincoln’s pointed humor
jerking, a plausible story, a num¬
ber of laughs, a segment of toler¬ and Douglas’ adept rough-andance propaganda and/ above all, tumble campaigning stand pp with
Menasha Skulnik.
And of its striking clarity. Corwin has done
premiere, it’s a mixture of narra¬ a skillful job of editing the thou¬
tion, straight playing, hake and sands of words spoken without
vaudeville, the latter steffiming doing damage to the substance.
The attempt to focus the drama
from various comedy monologs that
could very well serve as a routine of the debates through the eyes of
for the vet Yiddish comic. The Mrs. Douglas doesn’t entirely suc¬
conglomeration somehow jells into ceed, although several scenes be¬
acceptable
entertainment
that tween the Senator and his wife
should improve during the tryout serve admirably to point up the
former’s combination of variety
tour.
Laid in the Bronx early in the and strength of character. The
century, “Willie” is essentially a passages between Mrs. Douglas and
nostalgic picture of the beginnings Lincoln are delightful.
of the Jewish-Irish melting pot
The cast of three includes Jeff
phase of New York history. Basi¬ Morrow as Lincoln, Mala Powers
cally, however, it’s the familiar as Mrs. Dodglas and Philip Pine as
situation of the little guy who, with the Senator, Occasional overemo¬
the best of intentions, finds himself tionalism on the part of all three
Child of Fortune
Jed Harris production qf drama in behind a perennial eight ball.
I is presumably at least in part the
three acts (five scenes) by Guy Bolton,
In this version of the yarn, | fault of Corwin, who also directed.
based on the Henry James novel, "Wings
Uncle
Willie
sends
passage
money
of the Dove." Staged, by Harris; scenery
This is especially inappropriate
and lighting,. Robert O'Heam; costumes, to bring to America an orphaned the case, of Lincoln, who, at least
William Pitkin. Features Edmund Pur- niece he has never heard of.
He according to tradition, leavened his
dom, Betsy von Furstenberg, Mildred
Funnock, Martyn Green, Norah Howard, concocts a wedding for her, takes reasoning with dry wit. Moreover,
Stafford Dickens. Peter Fagan. Bert on a second mortgage so she can
Bertram. Anthony Palazzo, Mary Foskett, have a home in the “country” the treatment here fails to con¬
trast the personalities of Lincoln
Pippa Scott. At Royalo Theatre, N.Y.,
(Bronx) and does what he can to and Douglas and thereby dramatize
Nov. 13. '66; $5.75 ($7.50 opening).
Bennett .;.: Bert Bertram smobth things when an Irish fam¬
their
natural antagonism. In many
Lionel Croy . Martyn Green
Kate Croy ....... Betsy voni Furstenberg ily takes over upstairs quarters in instances, outside of the 'content,
Willie’s only tkexshief difference in characteriza¬
Richard Denning.Edmund Purdom the niece’s house.
Milly Temple . Pippa Scott thanks for all this is a blasting for
tion is that Lincoln is tall and
Mrs. Lowder.
Norah Howard
Susan Sheplferd .Mildred Dunnock his “meddling,” but he survives the Douglas is short.
Dr. Strett ..... Stafford Dickens t o n g u e-lashing
and eventually
Otherwise, Morrow is impressive
Lord1 Annersley. Peter Pagan brings about a happy situation for
Eugenio .Anthony di Palazzo
as Lincoln, showing both a keen
p
Bianca .. Mary Foskett all concerned.
appreciation of the ideas he is ex¬
Menasha Skulnik plays the cen¬ pounding,
and a skillful portrayal
Although Henry James was a tral character with considerable ap¬ of the rail-splitter’s towering per¬
distinguished novelist, he was un- I peal/ Hl3~longtime following tyill sonality. The real surprise of .the
successful as a playwright and his enjoy his antics and a new gen¬ evening however, is Pine as the
stories have generally defied eration of playgoers will find him peppery, self-centered Douglas. On
adaptation for the stage. Of the a talented thesp.
the strength of this performance,
Half-dozen featured roles are the actor rates as a promising star.
various dramatizations of his
works, only “The Heiress,” based generally well handled, with Arline
Miss Powers doesn’t measure up
on his novel,“Washington Square,” Sax as the niece, Edith Fellows and
was a real boxoffice hit, although John Connell as the young Irish fully to the role of Mrs. Douglas,
appearing
at various times too
“The Innocents,” based on “Turn parents, Nita Talbot as ..a dollarof the Screw,” was respectfully re¬ conscious chatterbox, Harvey Kor¬ immature, stiff and uncertain.
She’s
hampered
by the script, of
man as the niece’s husband, Martin
ceived.
To the steadily growing list of Rudy as a police sergeant. Eileen course, but appears to lack dimen¬
sion,
although
showing
flashes of
failures add “Child of Fortune,” Merry, Elaine Lynn and Kathy
Guy Bolton’s still-life dramatization Dunn, figure importantly in the new penetration and ability.
of James’ “Wings of the Dove.” story and are effective in- moppet * Corwin's central staging needs
Jed Harris, generally credited with roles. Dorothy Raymond is ade¬ revamping, especially for the tiny
Circle Theatre.
Basically, the
the success of “The Heiress,” tak¬ quate as a widow.
e
ing it over and sharpening it into
Combination of writing and stag¬ debate scenes are placed on a
absorbing dramatic form after ing, plus a narration technique raised jilatform in the rear of the
Oscar Berlin closed It as a flop wherein-Skulnik is in and out of playing area, while the personal
during a tryout tour, has a tepid the story, makes an interesting scenes are staged in the fore por¬
article in this new stab at a James overall presentation.
It’s done tion. While the players use the
work.
against an attractive two-level sin¬ confined space lyell, the personal
The “typical” James story in¬ gle setting of a Bronx homestead. scenes are too close to the audi¬
ence, tending to destroy the illu¬
Bone.
volves an American heiress, vic¬
sion.
timized by greedy, conniving Eng¬
lish acquaintances, but gaining not
The lighting scheme evolved by
Shirley Booth planed to the
only* happiness in her dying hour Coast last week to begin rehearsals Barry McGee is sound, although
but also bringing poetic retribution for an engagement in “Desk Set” several cues .were missed on open¬
(Continued on page 61)
ing night.
Kove.
at the Curran, Frisco.
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“Fanny Gets Tepid London Reviews,
(RepeatingB’way'Flop’-Remember?)
London, Nov. 20. 4
The London production of
"Fannywhich opened last Thurs¬
day (15). at the Theatre Royal,
Drury Lane, received a mixed
critical reaction in which a luke¬
Hollywood, Nov. 20,
warm attitude predominated. (The
Mickey Rooney planed east last
musical also drew .generally drub
week
to
discuss
a deal to star ip the
notices in its original opening on
Broaday, but has run more than title role In the projected Broad¬
way musical "Mr. Rumple,” based
two years so far.—Ed.)
Among the London dailies only on the comic strip of that title.
the Daily Express came out with a He is being sought for the assign¬
positive pap. John Barbefc’s re¬ ment by Paula Stone and Mike
view, headed "Alas, What Sad Days Sloane, who are aiming to do the
At The Lane,” opened by noting show next spring. „
that Broadway’s latest musical * The star reportedly tunied down
landed in London' like a -sack of an offer frpirLproducer Jule Styne
wet sand, and concluded with the to take over the leading role in
comment, "But ‘Fanny’ looks like a "Mr. Wonderful” on Broadway fol¬
disastrous successor to the ill-fated lowing the exit next Feb. 23 of
•Plain and Fancy.’ These are sad Sammy Davis Jr.
days at Drury Lane.*’
The Daily Mirror review, on the
other hand, was an unqualified
rave, describing the show as an
American musical with a heart as
big as the Statue of Liberty> The
paper’s aisle sitter, Robert Tee,
wrote that it has tenderness, pathos
and a heart-tpg as powerful as a
bulldozer in almost every other
London, Nov. 20.
line. His review closed with the
A blitz on first night press seat
comment, "This is basically a little
musical dwarfed by a big theatre. allocation has been made by the
Society of West End Theatre Man¬
But its heart of gold more than agers.
- As a result, all national
makes up for that.”
newspapers have been cut down to
Cecil Wilson in-the Daily Mail one
of tickets and three week¬
considered that the show falls be¬ lies, pair
Variety among them, are be¬
low Drury Lane standards, while
ing
restricted
to a single seat.
Elizabeth Frank In the News
A special committee of the So¬
Chronicle described it as "bouil¬
labaisse made without those color¬ ciety, set up to investigate the po¬
ful and extraordinary- fish of the sition, has made an allotment of 93
Mediterranean.” Without the bril¬ press seats for each opening night.
liance and atmospheric sets of The former practice of sending
George Wakhevltch, this senti¬ tickets direct to the -drama critics
mental musical, she opined, might and also to show columnists and
just as well have been set *in fashion writers is now being dis¬
Grimsby for all the Gallic flavor it continued. Instead, each editor |
will receive a brace of tickets for
exudes.
Daily Sketch drama critic Harold disposal as he thinks best.
An appeal by* Variety’s London
Conway rated it the only musical
where the music, dancing and spec¬ otireau against the Society’s deci¬
tacle seem dull and only the story sion to limit this paper to a single j
matters. He considered, however, seat has been rejected. They’ve
that the charm is victorious over also given thumbs-down to an al¬
ternative proposal that the bureau
the dull patches.
Daily Herald critic Anthony should be given the option of pay¬
Carthew noted that "Fanny” had ing for a second seat. The West
plenty of charm, "but charm alone End Managers have turned these
will not carry it to a long run.” appeals down on the grounds that
Patrick Gibbs in the Telegraph to make the concession would
suggested that the story is strong weaken the object of their exercise, ;
enough to make its effect "against which is to prqvide wider first
the opposition of music by Harold night facilities for the ordinary
Rome, which, although tuneful, is paying public.
anything but Gallic in flavor and "The Society appears to hold the
view that present first night audi¬
(Continued on page 61)
ences, with a large proportion of
critics, rival theatre managers,
ticket brokers etc., make a poor
audience, and that could be damag¬
ing to their productions.
Notwithstanding the instruction
sent by the West End Managers to
their members, there are signs al¬
that the new rule is not be¬
The first of a minimum of three ready
ing obeyed. Several West End
touring productions to be backed managements have already indi¬
by a group of 30 independent road cated to Variety that they are op¬
theatre managements this season posed to the ruling insofar as this
will be "Will Success Spoil Rock ..paper is concerned.
Hunter.” The road rights to the
George Axelrod ^comedy, which
ended a 57-week Broadway run
recently, have been, acquired by
Manny Davis. He and Jules
Pfeiffer are producing for the in¬
vestment combine.
Rosemary Harris, who’ll play the
Eddie Bracken is starring in the femme lead in the Old Vic revival
Davis vehicle, which opened last of "Troiius and Cressida,” open¬
night (Tues.) at Ford’s Theatre,
Baltimore. He’s portraying the ing Dec. 26 at the Winter Garden,
magazine writer role created by N.Y., is not due from London until
Orson Bean in the original Jule sometime during the first week in
Styne production, while Patricia December. She’s not appearing in
Grabel, a newcomer, is playing the the company’s first three produc¬
Jayne Mansfield assignment. Bill tions of the current repertory,
Ross has staged.
“Richard II,” "Romeo and Juliet”
Pfeiffer’s
recent
managerial and "Macbeth.”
takeover in Chicago of the postThe young British actress, who
Broadway tour of "Witness for the drew favorable attention on Broad¬
Prosecution” from Gilbert Miller way four years ago in a featured
does not involve the indie theatre role in the short-lived "Climate of
management backing setup.
Eden,” was with the Old Vic in
London and on tour last season,
and then went to Australia for a
Columbus Citizen Sets
film assignment. She’s now vaca¬
11th Tour for Holidays tioning in London.
Columbus, Nov. 20.
The Columbus Citizen has an¬
nounced its holiday theatre tour,
the 11th to be sponsored' by the
' Philadelphia, Nov. 20.
Ohio paper, for Christmas week.
"Everybody Loves Me,” Mannie
The five-day tour, to include 150 Manheim-Arthur Marx comedy
persons, will cost $106.50 and will, currently trying out at the Locust
offer tickets to "Lil Abner,” "Re¬ Theatre, will fold here next Satur¬
luctant Debutante,” "Long Day’s day (24).
Journey into Night,” Radio Qity
The Max Gordon production,
Music Hall, and the New Year’s starring Jack Carson, was to have
Eve showing of "Around the World opened Dec. 17 at the Belasco
Theatre, N. Y.
in 80 Djays.”

Dicker Mickey Rooney
For ‘Mr. Rumple’ Musical

West End Mgrs.’
IstNiteCutdown

Manny Davis Skeds
‘Success’ Tour With
Road Theatre Backing

ROSEMARY HARRIS DUE
IN DEC. FOR ‘CRESSIDA’

Gordon Folds ‘Loves Me’

LEGITIMATE

‘Journey' Help* ‘Poet’

Censorship Row Rages in London;
Reference to ‘Lewd’ Plays on B’way

Smackeroo, of Eugene
O’Neill’s "Long Journey Into
Iflight” probably assures pro¬
duction next season of his final
play, "A Touch of the Poet,”
which is under option to Rob¬
ert Whitehead, representing
Producers Theatre.
Casting difficulties, among
other matters, have stymied
various previous plans for the
play’s production. Main char¬
acter is a blowhard emigre
from Napoleonic France who
comes to the States and goes
through the usual O’Neill tra¬
vail before "finding himself.”

---4-

Say Mike Todd Trying
To Get Wilbur, Boston

Lotsa Loot at 5%,
Equity Spotlite On
Baum-Newborn
The free-wheeling aspects of
some facets of legit enable an
indie agent to overtake the major
offices, according to Martin Newboirn, of the Baum-Newborn Agency,
which, according to a study made
by Actors Equity Assn., is the percentery with the largest number
of placements in the legit field.
The William Morris Agency came
in second to Baum-Newborn, while
Music Corp. of America came in
third.
According to Equity procedure,
Newborn
explained, - exclusive
agents aren’t recognized, and thus
any agent can go to any legit per¬
former and represent him to a pro¬
ducer. The artists must be willing
of course. Thus with the entire
roster of the legit field as poten- tial clients, they’ve been able to
get some top performers slotted.
Newborn seems to think this ar¬
rangement is not at all unfair to
the majors or anyone else to whom
a name performer is tied by con¬
tract. He feels that many offices
fail to pay sufficient attention to
their own lists and fail to recog¬
nize possibilities when they come
along. , At the same time, it was
(Continued on page 58)

‘WIND’ AT Pin NIXON,
OPENS SEASON NOV. 26
Pittsburgh, Nov. 20.
Nixon Theatre, which finally
opens the season Nov. 26 With Melvyn Douglas in "Inherit the Wind,”
has three other shows booked to
follow. They are Eddie Bracken in
"Will Success Spoil Rock Hunter,”
which Manny Davis is taking over
for the road; Judith Anderson and
Ruth' Chatterton in "Chalk Gar¬
den” and Thomas Gomez and Mar¬
jorie Steele in "Cat on a Hot Tin
Roof.”
All of these but "Rock Hunter”
will be on Theatre Guild-ATS sub¬
scription. Others set for sub¬
scribes later in the season are
Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne
in' "The Great Sebastians,” Ruth
Gordon in "Matchmaker,” with
Joan Bennett, Donald Cook and
Romney Brent in "Janus” and Viv¬
ian Blaine in "Hatful of Rain.”

Hilly Elkins Extending
Into Industrial Films
Hillard Elkins, personal manager
and stiawhat package producer,
has extended activities into the in¬
dustrial film field. He’s taken
over as eastern rep for Allend’or
Productions, a Coast outfit.
The organization was formed in
1954 by Algernon G. Walker.

ROBERT BARAL
hoc written an Interesting
historical review on

«

6 The Ziegefld Follies9
*

*

*

another editorial feature
In tfte upcoming

31st Anniversary Number .
of

PfiSilEff
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Boston, Nov. 20.
Michael Todd is reportedly' try¬
ing to acquire the Wilbur Theatre
here. The film producer, who pro¬
duced a number of Broadway
shows some years ago, is being
represented in the negotiations by
his manager, Michael J. Kavanagh,
former general manager for the
Shuberts in Boston. He’s trying to
either buy or lease the house,
which was recently given up by
the Shuberts.
Rent being asked for the 1,241sea ter, which reverted back to New
England Theatres, is reported $25,000 a year. The Wilbur played one
show under the Shubert banner
this season, "Harbor Lights.” Since
leaving the Shubert control, the
house has had "Long Day’s Jour¬
ney Into Night,” and "Happiest
Millionaire,” both booked in by
Kavanagh,

‘Cat’Had $470,000
Profit on B’way
"Cat on a Hot Tin Roof” began
its post-Broadway tour last Mon¬
day (1.9) with approximately $470,000 profit already in the kitty.
The take on the Playwrights Co.
production, which ended an 87week run Saturday (17) at the
Morosco Theatre, N. Y., is based on
a $462,804 net as of a Nov. 3 ac¬
counting, plus estimated profit for
the ensuing two weeks.
The income includes revenue
from the sale of the film rights to
Metro. There has been $406,000
profit distributed thus far. On the
usual 50-50 split between the man¬
agement and backers, that gives
the latter a 200% return on their
$102,000 investment. The balance
available for distribution, as of the
audit, was $6,044.
Of the remaining coin, $10,760
represented Actors Equity bonds,
$15,000 the sinking fund reserve
and $25,000 the reserve for pre¬
liminary touring costs. The oper¬
ating profit for the five weeks cov¬
ered in the accounting was $22,896
on grosses ranging from $21,486 to
$25,632. The drama, with Thomas
Gomez, Marjorie Steele and Alex
Nicol remaining as costars, is cur¬
rent at the National Theatre, Wash¬
ington, where it stays for three
weeks.

TY POWER EYES B’WAY
IN ‘THE DISENCHANTED’
Tyrone Power, currently starring
in a London revival of "Devil’s
Disciple,” is interested in . playing
the lead in a Broadway legit ver¬
sion of Budd Schulberg’s "The Dis¬
enchanted,” according to the au¬
thor.
Play, -scheduled for production
next Season by William Darrid, has
been adapted by Schuiberg and
Harvey Breit, N. Y, Times book
editor, from the former’s novel.
The leading character has been de¬
scribed as a fictional version of
the late F. Scott Fitzgerald, with
whom Schuiberg once collaborated
on a screenplay.

Equity Starts Advance
Work for League Talks
Actors Equity has begun prepar¬
ing to negotiate a new basic agree¬
ment with the League of N. Y.
Theatres. The present pact expires
next May 31.
As an initial step, the union has
set up a Contract Committee, with
John Effrat as chairman.
The
function of the committee, which
includes 18 other councillors and
six membership representatives, is
to correlate suggestions from va¬
ried sources and recommend con¬
tract changes to the council.
Lotte Goslar will return from
her current European dates with
her Pantomime Circus under Con¬
cert Associates’ pennant. Her com¬
pany of five includes Freddy Albeck. Concert Associates is dicker¬
ing currently for an off-Broadway
theatre.

London, Nov. 2?0.
The Lord Chamberlain’s power
of censorship over the British stage,
which has become a lively issue in
London theatrical circles and the
press" recently, had a public airing
last week in a debate* between a
playwright and a West End produ¬
cer.
The agitation over the question
was sparked recently by the start
of a new policy of the Watergate
Club in presenting banned plays on
a private-membership basis at the
Comedy Theatre, a West End house
leased for that purpose. The initial
show, Arthur Miller’s "View from,
the Bridge,” has been favorably
received.
Scheduled to follow are two
other U.S. plays, both Broadway
hits and both banned by the Lord
Chamberlain for "public” perfor¬
mance. They are "Tea and Sym¬
pathy,” by Robert Anderson, and
"Cat on a Hot Tin Roof,” by Ten¬
nessee Williams. Meanwhile, at¬
tacks by drama critics and editorial
writers on the Lord Chamberlain’s
censor power have been taken up
by theatregoers and newspapers in
various parts of the country.
The public debate, which took
place at the Arts Theatre Club, had
playwright Richard Findlater stat¬
ing the case against censorship,
with producer Henry Sherek favor¬
ing it. Sherek, who exceeded his
allotted 10-minutes speaking time
by 20 minutes, centered almost his
entire argument around the use of
homosexual themes in plays. The
producer asserted that censorship
protects the young from seeing the
evils of perversions on the stage.
Anyway, he claimed playwrights
write about homos only because it
provides a new angle .for
boxoffice stimulant.
Findlater deplored censorship.
(Continued on page 61)

Bishop’s Co. Is Playing
Tour of Churches In
Patou’s ‘Beloved Country’
Cambridge, Mass., Nov, 20.
A touring company of 12 pro ac¬
tors is presenting contemporary
plays in churches. The Bishop’s
Co., recently here to present a read¬
ing of Alan Paton’s novel, "Cry,
The Beloved Country” at the Uni¬
versity Lutheran JChurch, gave the
performance in the chancel with
no props or sets, using simplified
costumes and only two banks of
lights. (A musical version of the
Paton work, adapted by Maxwell
Anderson with songs by Kurt
Weill, was presented on Broadway
by the Playwrights Co. in 1949-50
under the title, “Lost in the Stars.'*
—Ed.)
The company, organized in 1952
by Mrs. Phyllis Benbow Beardsley
of Los Angeles, numbers seven
men and five women. It tours 50
weeks a year, averaging a perform¬
ance daily, but in one stretch play¬
ing 40 shows in 26 days. The com¬
pany travels in its own bus, with
all of the company doubling as
drivers, bookkeepers, etc.
Originally, the performer’s pay
came from free-will offerings, but
this fall the company has been
asking and getting guarantees. Ac¬
tors receive about one-third of the
Equity wage on the road. Elizabeth
Wolfe, company manager, said the
group is booked a year in advance
in some sections of the country.
Mail goes to California.
From
Massachusetts, the present tour
goes into Connecticut through
Thanksgiving.
The company is interfaith and
interracial. Seven different de¬
nominations are represented. Plays
present "problems of today and at¬
tempt to say something to the peo¬
ple,” Miss Wolfe says.
(Another
§roup,
Broadway
Chapel Players, has been presenting dramatic performances in
churches in New York and on the
road for several seasons.—Ed.)

‘Shlih,’ Scandal Mag Farce,
Slated for Off-B’way Bow
V$hhh,” described as a farce
about scandal mags, is scheduled
for off-Broadway production Dec. 29
at the Chanin Auditorium. The
play is by Harold Meyers, a Boston
lawyer, who’s also producing.
, John Hale will direct the show,
1 which will operate under an Equity
I off-Broadway contract.
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Too Much Tune for ‘Sergeants’

Shows Abroad
Fanny
London, Nov. 16.
S. A. Gorlinsky presentation of David
Merrick-Joshua Logan Production of a
musical drama in two acts. Stars Robert
Morley. Ian Wallace: features Janet
Pavek, Kevin Scott. Moss Washbourne,
Michael Gough. Music and lyrics by Har¬
old Rome; book by S. N. Behrman and
Joshua Logan, based on the Marcel Pag¬
nol trilogy; staged by William Hammerstein; decor and costumes. Wakhevltch,
lighting, Michael Northern; choreography.
Onna White; musical direction, Michael
Collins. At Theatre Royal, Drury Lane,
London. Nov. 15, '56; $2.80 top.
Admiral
„
Michael Gough
Sailors
Edwin Hfill, William Clothier
Fisherman . Cyril CJ°°£
Marius ..,._ JSevin
Oarsman . Godfrey James
Sailmaker .. •
Ken Smith
Fisherman . Lawson Johnson
Arab Singer . Alan Gabriel
Arab Drummer
. Louis Conrad ^
Arab Dancing Girl .
• • Hameda
Second Mate . Dennis Blake
Third Mate .„ Roy Pattison
Sailor .Harry Hapgood
Lace Vendor. Madge Goldie
Honorine ...Mons Washbourne
Fanny
.
Janet Pavek
Claudette . Leander Fedden
jClaudine .......
• Eira Heath
Jacqueline .Prudence Potter
Simone
. Sheelagh Aldrich
Henriette . Barbara Rendell
Charles ... Sven Van Zyl
Jean . Tony Manning
Pierre .
Ross Howard
Nanette . Shirley Sunners
Mimi .
Alison McQuire
Marie
. Valerie Hayward
Michellette . Suzanne Steele
Jeanne .. Frances Youles
Panisse
?. Robert Morley
Fish-Stall Woman . Janet Joye
Arab
.
Holley Gray
Escartlfique . C. Denier Warren
M. Brun ..
Julian Orchard
Cesar .
Ian Wallace
Nun .
Janet Joye
Cesario . Robert Passfield
Butler .
Ross Howard
Maid . Shirley Spencer
Garage Owner . Cyril Crook
Priest ... Louis Conrad
Acolyte
.
Jim Parnell
Little Girl
.
Pauline Knight
CESARIO'S PARTY
Pony . Sven Van Zyl, Louis Conrad
Monkey
.Joy Swanson
Can-Can Girls_
Shirley Sunners. Pat
Spencer, Anne Fairston,
Frederique Sevier
Aerialist..
Madee Goldie
Juggler . Holley Gray
Clowns_Tom Merrlfield. Ken Smith,
Rex Rainer, Tony Manning,
Keith Galloway
Monkey Trainer . Alan Gabriel
Equestrienne.. Barbara Joss
Seals.Roger Tully, Ross Howard
Acrobat .
Herta Dollisch
Lion
. Dennis McGregor
Strong Man . Denis Blake

One of the notable features of
this production is that it marks
the debut of a new management
which has succeeded in importing
a top Broadway musical and get¬
ting in staged in London’s finest
theatre. S. A. Gorlinsky, whe- has
scored this surprise double, gained
his show business knowhow in the
longhair field as a concert im¬
presario, and the presentation and
casting are evidence of personal
taste and quality.
These attributes do not make
“Fanny” top-quality musical enter¬
tainment, although it seems likely
to have a healthy run and be a
profitable venture.
For all its
charm and ‘ sentiment, it seems to
lack the zing and vivacity normally
associated with American tuners.
(The original Broadway production
jof “Fanny” drew generally disap¬
pointing reviews, but has had a
two-year run thus far.—Ed.)
It is, indeed, one of the rare oc¬
casions in which the story itself
appears to be more important than
the spectacle. Visually, the show
is good. Wakhevitch’s decor and
costumes are a treat for the eye
and make the only sincere con¬
tribution towards capturing the
French atmosphere of Marcel Pag¬
nol’s trilogy.
Harold Rome’s music and lyrics
more than adequately match the
charm of the story, but they, too,
are below smash standards. Only

AUDITIONS
TA HHT"-CHORUS
OPEN TO ALL
FRIDAY, NOY. 23

11 A.M., Dancer* 1 P.M., Singers
MAJESTIC THEATRE, W. 44th St.

two or three of more than 20 songs
look sturdy candidates for popu¬
larity.
. „
Another unusual and unsatisfy¬
ing feature is the absence of major
dance numbers.' There’s a big cast
with attractively dressed girls, who
are used only to minimum advan¬
tage, They are, in the main, part
of the crowd, rather than an in¬
tegral part of the production.
Within her terms of reference,
Onna White has drilled them effec¬
tively, but is given little scope to
display her talents as a choreog¬
rapher.
There are, however, several plus
features, notably the casting of the
two stars. Robert Morley’s assign¬
ment to the role of Panisse is cer¬
tainly more than just the gimmick
the public had been led to expect.
Admittedly he has no singing
voice, but as he does nothing more
than recite his lyrics, that’s of lit¬
tle importance. He reveals, on the
other hand, an unsuspected and
welcome sentimental approach, al¬
though he tends to reduce the final
deathbed scene to a near-comic
level. He shows full authority and
confidence in his first attempt at a
musical role.
Ian Wallace, who plays Cesar,
has been recruited from the oper¬
atic stage and, in his case, his vocalistics are his major asset. His
fine voice is given full play and is
particularly impressive in such
numbers as “Welcome Home” and
“Why Be Afraid to Dance?”
The romantic roles of Fanny and
Marius are filled by two American
artists, Janet Pavek and Kevin
Scott, who sing pleasantly and act
quite adequately. They have an
earnest and fresh style, with a
strong measure of sincerity.
Michael Gough makes the most
of the limited role of the Admiral
and Mona Washbourne makes an
invigorating contribution as Fan¬
ny’s mother. The specialty belly¬
dancing by Hameda is a strong
novelty. C. Denier Warren and
Julian Orchard head a very big
supporting team, in which the spe¬
cialty artists for the circus scene
are given the best scope. Robert
Passfield, as the young Cesario,
eaperlv fathered by Panisse, does
remarkably well.
Myro.

Th© Last Milo “
Equity Library Theatre revival of
drama in three acts by John Wexley.
Staged by Bill Silverman; setting, Debo¬
rah Weissman; lighting, Sandra Patter¬
son; costumes. Sylvia Wintle. At Lenox
Hill Playhouse, N.Y., Nov. 1, '56; admis¬
sion by contribution.
Cast: Paul Barry. Garry Walberg, Scott
Edmonds, John McCurry, Frank Groseclose, Ray Cerrudo, Phil KenneaUy, W.
Stanley Brown, John Hale, Lee Moore,
Chet London, Frank Baron, Clinton Rob¬
erts. William Bock. Herb Stein, Charles
F. Olsen.

Equity Library Theatre’s revival
of John Wexley’s powerful “Last
Mile” is as punchy a wing-ding as
has reverberated through Lenox
Hill for some time. Sparing noth¬
ing in recreating the raw brutality
of life in a penitentiary death
house, director Bill Silverman has
taxed ELT’s facilities by meeting
every production challenge, includ¬
ing an offstage scenery-shaking
simulated dynamite blast. To top
this furore the actors must work
hard and loud, and they do.
Through the end of the first act
the Wexley accusation is devastat¬
ing, the last two hours of a convict
about to be electrocuted being
harrowingly personal. The play
moves on, however, to the melodramatics of a prison rebellion in
which mayhem and murder pre¬
dominate, and while it’s savage
stuff it loses human contact, even
though it may be valid recreation
of such events.
Acting honors can be split sev-.
eral ways, but best is Garry Walberg’s dismayed bravado as the
murderer whose last mile has the
.elements of a man unwittingly
caught in a web of his own spin¬
ning.
Scott Edmonds has soft
boyishness as a checker-playing
gun-slinging convict, and John
McCurry’s burly geniality is missed
after the convict he plays is killed
early in the prison break.
Leader of the mutiny and ruth¬
less gangster-killer is the salty part
handled by Phil Kenneally, It's a
gutsy blustering performance that
in:pels the drama forward to a
relentless conclusion. Clinton Rob¬
erts plays the prison chaplain,
throwing in a dash of callousness
for dimension.
If Silverman’s staging tends
toward an over-stressed violence,
at least its vehemence is theatrical.
Double Image
And Deborah Weissman’s impres¬
London, Nov. 15.
sionistic setting easily preserves
Laurence Olivier (in association with
Marjan Productions) presentation oC, a the death-house’s callous mood.
Geor.
thriller in three acts (10 scenes) by Roger

Macdougall and Ted Allan, based on a
story by Roy Vickers. Stars Richard
Attenborough, Sheila Sim; features Zena
Dare, Raymond Huntley. Staged by Mur¬
ray Macdonald; decor, Hutchinson Scott.
At Savoy Theatre, London, Nov. 15, '56;
$2.35 top.
Julian Fanshaw,
David Fanshaw ... Richard Attenborough
Elsa Fanshaw . Sheila Sim
Edith Billingsley . Zena Dare
Ernest Fanshaw . Raymond Huntley
Mr. Thwaites . Ronald Barker
Insp. Gordon ..
Ernest Clark
Sgt. Robins . John Stevens

An Ingenuous variation of the
whodunnit theme has been devel¬
oped by the co-authors of “Double
Image,” although it doesn’t quite
work out. The gimmick is a switch
on the identical twins’ theme and,
inevitably, this results in some
plot confusion.
The production comes to the
West End after a short out-of-town
tour, but the writers have not
taken fullest advantage of the op¬
portunity to tighten the play,
heighten the suspense and achieve
a greater comedy impact. With its
stout marquee appeal, however, it
has reasonable chances, provided
it can weather the seasonal preChristmas slump which seems to
have made an earlier-thRn^usual
start this year.
“Double Image” is not . ^ who¬
dunnit in the ordinary sense* .The
killing, in fact, takes places in full
audience view. The question to be
decided is which twin (if, indeed,
there are twins) fired the shot. The
answer is provided several min¬
utes before the final curtain, but
(Continued on pagq 61)

FOR SALE
THE TOTAL OUTSTANDING STOCK OF
UNITED BOOKING OFFICE, INC.
A CORPORATION ENGAGED IN THE BUSINESS OF
BOOKING LEGITIMATE THEATRES AND ATTRACTIONS.
THE SALE IS SUBJECT* TO THE PROVISIONS CON¬
TAINED IN A JUDGMENT OF THE UNITED STATES
DISTRICT COURT, SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK,
DATED FEBRUARY 17,1956 (CIVIL ACTION No, 56-72.)

— CONTACT —
ADOLfH LUND
AARON UPPER
225 W. 44th St., N. Y. 36. N. Y„
527 Fifth Avt.. N. Y. 17, N. Y.
PE 6-6700
MU 2-5760

Wednesday, November 21, 1956

Stock Review
Desire Under the Elms
Chicago, Oct. 30.
Studebaker Theatre Co. revival of
drama in three acts by Eugene O'Neill,
Stars Geraldine Page, E. G„ Marshall.
Staged by Boris Tumarin. At Studebaker
Theatre, Oct. 30, '56; $4 top.
Eben Cabot . James Pritchett
Simeon Cabot.. Jack K. Hollander
Peter Cabdt .Moultrie Patten
Ephraim Cabot . E. G. Marshall
Abbie Putnam . Geraldine Page
Girl
. Tresa Hughes
Man . Robert Rietz
Caller ..*. David Crane
Farmer . Saul Goldsmith
Sheriff .... Anthony Mockus
Others: Louise Ploner, Jan Mockus,
Norma Stefanini, Jacqueline Barnett, Wil¬
liam J. Cox,' Harold Swanson Jr., Anthony
HoUand.

Chicago’s fledging stock com¬
pany. has taken on another* ambi¬
tious assignment with this revival
of Eugene O’Neill’s “Desire Under
the Elms.” It’s generally creditable
treatment of one of O’Neill’s toughies, although in spots the Freudiancharged voltage is short-circuited
into something akin a parody.
E. G. Marshall brings consider¬
able power and vitality to the role
of Ephraim Cabot, the New Eng¬
land patriarch whose flinty greed,
and domineering masculinity earns
him the hatred of his three sons.
Geraldine Page has some fine mo¬
ments as the old man’s young bride
who seduces one of the sons to fur¬
ther her ambitions to inherit the
farm when the elderly gent dies.
Partly because ot the play¬
wright’s own lapses of dramatic
?ocus, however, the actress doesn’t
cite bring off the transition from
e amoral schemer to the classic¬
ally tragic figure of the mother who
murders her infant son in an in¬
sane attempt to prove her love for
its father. Similarly, James Pritch¬
ett falters now and then as the son
who seeks to flee his momisra and
his Oedipus complex by taking up
with his paw’s spouse.
Jack Hollander and Moultrie
Patten appear briefly and ade¬
quately as the two sons who depart
the bleak homestead for' the Cali¬
fornia gold fields.
Other minor
roles are satisfactorily done.
Boris Tumarin’s direction seems
a bit loose-gaited at the opening,
perhaps due to the uncredited bi¬
level set, which although visually
impressive constricts the action
and make$ for awkward entrances
and exits.
Dave,

Jasper Deeter, founder and for nearly 40 years the producerdirector and inspiration of the Hedgerow Theatre, arty, semi-pro
repertory group at Moylan, Pa., near Philadelphia, has long been
highly articulate about the “commercialism” and “artistic stagna¬
tion” of Broadway. It seems he was leveling.
Telephoned last week by a representative of producers Maurice
Evans & Emmett Rogers, the veteran theatrical rustic was offered
his first Broadway role since taking up the simple (and low-budget)
life. He was invited to take over as the hillbilly hero’s eccentric
father in the original New York production of “No Time for Ser¬
geants,” succeeding Lloyd Buckley, veteran character actor who
died last week.
“From what I hear, that show’ll run practically forever,‘won’t
it?” the Hedgerow sage inquired.
Informed that such was more or less the prospect, Deeter de¬
clared, “I don’t want to be in it,” and hung up.

Baum-Newborn
=5 Continued from page 57

pointed out, performers must be
free to accept jobs to their liking
wherever they come from.
Newborn cited the fact that
about 30 new producers come into
the field every season.
New re¬
lationships are constantly springing
up, and an agent who hits it off
well with a new producer should
be free to offer assignments to the
most eligible performer.
The Equity study is being made
to determine whether new agency
franchises should be issued to qual¬
ified for offices or whether the lists
should be closed and new fran¬
chises issued only when a fran¬
chised agent surrenders his permit
or leaves the field. At present,
there are 93 franchises, and says
Newborn, about 20 are very active.
Newborn declared that a limit
would be desirable i* order to
narrow the field so that perform¬
ers won’t waste their time and
shoe-leather on ineffective date-dig¬
gers.
Newborn says that legit is still
the top showcase in. show business.
Legit bookings point the Way for
film and video contracts. One of
the examples cited is Billy Gil¬
bert, whom BN placed in “Fanny.”
Before that, Newborn said, jobs
didn’t come too frequently, but
since his placement he’s hacUrl4
guest shots. John Casavetes, an un¬
derstudy in “Fifth Season” two
years ago, is in the tall money with
his film assignments. Don Ameche,
an MCA client, wasn’t working too
frequently before “Silk Stockings”
in which BN cast him. Things are
looking up considerably for him
since that show. Gena Rowlands,
whom they placed in “Middle of the
Night,” has been signed by Metro
for two films at $30,OQO.
Diana
Van der Vlis, another of their cast¬
ings in “Happiest Millionaire,” Jhas
been signed by Talent Associates
at $25,000 a film.
Newborn pointed out that the
major offices have Tong complained
that they can’t make money spotting
acts at 5%, as is the case in most
cases in legit. However, it’s pointed
out, that once an actor is set in a hit
show, no servicing is required, and
with' 86 players working, as is their
happy situation, it’s a good living,
even at 5%.

Map Dollar Top Legit
A finn formed to bring back
low-priced legit to New York,
tagged Dollar Top Theatre, Inc.,
plans presenting a series of plays
off-Broadway on a subscription
basis, with a top price as indicated
by the name.

Touring Shows
(Nov. 19-Dec. 2)
Anniversary Waltz (Russel Nype, Mar¬
jorie Lord)—Geary. S.F. (19-1).
Arsenic arid Old Lace (Gertrude Berg)
—Colonial, Boston (28-1).
Bells Are Ringing /(tryout) (Judy Holli¬
day)—Shubert. Philly (19-24) (Reviewed in
VARIETY. Oct. 17. '56).
Boy Friend—Blackstone, Chi (19-1).
Build With One Hand (tryout) (Elliott
Nugent, Geraldine Fitzgerald)—Walnut,
Philly (19-24); Ford's Balto. (26-1) (Re¬
viewed In VARIETY. Nov. 14, '56).
.Canadian Players — NashviUe (Tenn.)
College Aud. (19); Lexington (Ky.) U.
Aud. ‘(20); Municipal Aud., LouisvlUe, Ky*»
(23); Cleveland (O.) U. Club (27), Delaware (O.) U. Aud. (28); Taft, Clncy (29);
Huntington (W. Va.) College Audt (30-1).
Cat on a Hot Tin Roof (Thomas Gomez,
Marjorie Steele, Alex Nlcol)—National,
Wash. (19-1).
Chalk Garden (Judith Anderson. Ruth ’
Chatterton)-jLyceum, Mpls. (19-24); U, of
Wisconsin, Madison (28); Pabst, M'wkee
(27-1).
. Damn Yankees (2d Co.) (Bobby Clark)—
Shubert, Chi (19-1).
Everybody Loves Me (tryout) (Jack Carson)—Locust, . Phuly (19-1) (Reviewed in
VARIETY, Nov. 14. '50).
Great Sebastians (Alfred Lunt, Lynn
Fontanne)—Shubert, Cincy (19-24); Murat.
Indianapolis (26-1).
Happy Hunting (tryout) (Ethel Merman)
—Shubert, Boston (19-1) (Reviewed in
VARIETY, Oct. 24. '56).
Hatful of Rain (Vivian Blaine)—Hanna,
Cleve. (19-24); Shubert, Det. (26-1).
Inherit the Wind (2d Co.) (Melvyn
Douglas)—Forrest, Philly (19-24); Nixon,
Pitt. (26-1).
Janys (Joan Bennett. Donald Cook,
Romney Brent)—Alcazar, S.F. (20-1).
Lark (Julie Harris)—Shubert, Det. (1924); Forrest,. Philly (26-1).
Night of the Auk (tryout) (Claude Rains.
Wendell Corey, Christopher Plummer)—
Shubert. Wash. (19-24) (Reviewed in
VARIETY, Nov. 14. *56).
No Time for Sergeants (2d Co.)—
Erlanger. Chi (19-1).
Pa|ama Game (2d Co.) (Larry Douglas.
Buster West, Betty O'Neil)—^Goodyear,
Akron (19-20); Hartman, Col. (22-24); Pal¬
ace.
Youngstown
(26-28);
Paramount,
Toledo (29-1).
Protective Custody (tryout) (Faye Emer¬
son)—Shubert, New Haven (21-24); Wal¬
nut, Philly (26-1).
Sleeping Prince (Coast) (Francis Ledercr, Shirley MacLaine, Hermlone Gingold)—Hartford; L.A. (22-1).
Speaking of Murder (tryout)—Shubert,
New Haven (28-1).
Uncle Willie (tryout) (Menasha Skulnlk)
—Plymouth. Boston (19-1).
Will Success Spoil Rock Hunter (Eddie
Bracken)—Ford's* Balto. (20-24); Shubert,
Wash. (26-1).
Witness for the Prosecution—Harris.
Chi (19-1).

Casting
Mr. Wonderful: Kay Medford (return).
Mister Roberts (City Center): William
Harrigan.
Eugenia:
Tallulah Bankhead.
Anne
Meacham, Philippe Mareuil.
Clearing In -the.
Woods* John Loring.
'Robert Culp.
Girls of Summer: Lenka Peterson (re¬
placed Natalie Trundy).
Bon Voyage* Darling: Audrey Christie.
George Mathews. Denise Dorin.
Small War on Murray Hills Patricia
Bosworth. Daniel Massey.
Hidden River: Tonio Selwart.

SCHEDULED N. Y. OPENINGS
(Theatres indicated if set)
Cranks* Bijou (11-26).
Candida* Beck (12-1).
Build With One Hand (wk. 12-2).
Night of Auk* Playhouse (12-3).
Happy Hunting* Majestic (12-6).
Everybody Loves Me* Belasco (12-17).
Uncle Willie* Golden (12-17).
Speaking of Murder (12-19).
Trollus A Cressida* Wint, Gard. (12-20).
Small War on Murray Hill (1-2).
Protective Custody (1-7).
Waiting for Godot* Booth (1-9).
Clearing In Woods (1-9).
Hidden River (1-16).
Light a Penny Candle (M6).
Waltz of Toreadors (1-17).
Catch Falling Star (1-24).
.Eugenia (wk. 1-27). .
Visit Small Planet, booth (2-7).
Hole In Head (2-27).
Ziegfeld Follies (2-28).
Orpheus Descending (3-21).
First Gentleman (4-11).
New Girl In Town (5-8).

OFF-BROADWAY
Sable Brush* Royal (11-27).
Saint Joan* Phoehix (11-27).
9 by Six* Open Stage (12-4).
Lady From the S*a, Tempo (12-4).
Eagle Has Two Heads* Actors (12-13).
Good Woman at Setuxan, Phoenix (12-18).
Purple Dust* Cherry Lane (12'27).
‘ h* Chanm (12-29).
Volpone* Rooftop (1-3).
River Line* Carnegie Hall (1-7),
Shadow Years* Open Stage (1-8).
Measure for Measure* Phoenix (1-22).
Taming of the Shrew* Phoenix (2-13).
Duchess ef Malfl*-Phoenix (3-19).

Wish fe buy or lease eIf Broadway
theatre .or summer stock theatre—
or building that contains - a theatra
or may be converted Into theatre.

SAMUEL G. JAMISON
Lombardy Hotel,' 63rd & Ocoaft
Miami loacli, Fla.
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Moderate $7,800
Chi Up; Tanks $43,300, ‘Sgts.’ 33%G, ‘Janus’
In 4-Show Stand in K.C. B’way Sock;‘Abner’ SRO$4G,709 (6)
Lonts $32,800, Boy Friend’ $19,200
‘Barbara’ $43,134, ‘Journey’ $30,0(H),
Chicago, Nov. 20.
Loop biz stepped up its pace last
week for virtually all entries.
There was one departure, “Great
Sebastians,” with no replacement
due in until Dec. 24, when Jules
Pfeiffer’s* revival of “Anniversary
Waltz” is slated for the Blackstone.
“Matchmaker” is due Jan. 7 at the
Harris for four-weeks, on subscrip¬
tion, with “Janus” following Feb.
4 at the same theatre, also for
four weeks on subscription. “Ar¬
senic and Old Lace” arrives Feb.
11 at the Great Northern.
Estimates for Last Week Boy Friend, Blackstone (MC)
(9th wk) ($.5.50; 1,450; $40,583).
Almost 519^200; previous week.
$20,100; departs Dec. 1.
Damn Yankees, Shubert (MC)
(3d wk) ($5.50; 2,100; $58,000) (Bob. by Clark). . Nearly $43,300; pre¬
vious week, $38,000.
Great Sebastians, Great North¬
ern (C) (4th wk) ($5; 1,500; $35,726) .(Alfred Lunt, Lynn Fontanne).
Almost $32,800; previous week,
$29,800; left towri"Saturday (17) to
resume tour.
No Time for Sergeants, Erlanger
(Cr (10th wk) ($4.95; .1,335; $35,495). Nearly $33,500; previous
week, $32,400.
Witness for the Prosecution,
Harris <D) (8th wk) ($4.95; 1,000;
$29,347). Nearly $10,300; previous
week, $10,000.
Miscellaneous
Desire Under the Elms, Studebaker (D) (3d wk) ($4.50; 982; $17,000) (Geraldine Page, E. G. Mar¬
shall). Stock enterprise is continu¬
ing.

‘Everybody’ $7,900,
‘Auk’ 19y2G, Wash.
Washington, Nov. 20.
Legit was mild here last week,
but should pick up this stanza.
“Night of the Auk,” in for a- fort¬
night’s tryout run at the Shubert
Theatre, played to fair business on
the initial frame. “Will Success
Spoil Rock Hunter,” starring Ed¬
die Bracken, moves into the house
next Monday (26).
The single-week stand of “Every¬
body ^oves Me” at National Thea¬
tre was dismaK “Cat on a Hot Tin
Roof” took over the 'house last
night (Mon.) ^and shapes as p vir¬
tual sellout for its three-week rum
. Estimates for Last Week
. Night of the Auk, Shubert (D)
(1st . wk; 1,500; $3.85; $31,785)
(Claude Rains, Wendell Corey,
Christopher Plummer). Opening
tryout week of this drama, backed
by Guild subseriptipn, did nearly
$19,500.
Everybody Loves Me, National
(C) (1st wk; 1,600; $4.40; $39,695)
(Jack Carson). Single tryout week
grossed a poor $7,900.

British Shows
(Figures denote opening dates)

LONDON
Hoy Fr fends Wyndham's (12-1-53).
Chalk Carden, Haymarket (4-11-56).
Davit's Disciple, Wint. Gard. (11-8-56).
Devil Was Sick, Fortune (11-13-56).
Doctor in House, Vic. Pal. (7-30-56),
Doctor's Dilemma, Saville (10-4-56).
Double Image, Savoy (lt-14-56).
Dry Rot, Whitehall (8-31-54).
Fanny, Drury Lane (11-15-56).
For Amusement Only, Apollo. (6-5-56).
Good Woman Zetuzah, R'y’I Ct. (10-31-C6).
House by Lakey York’s (5-9-56).
Kismet, Stoll (4-20-55).
Lo Misanthrope, Palace (11-14-56). '
Likely Tale, Globe (3-22-56).
Mousetrap, Ambassadors (11-23-52).
Mr. iolfry, Aldwych. (8-30-56).
No Time Sgts., Her Maj. (8-23-56),
Nude With. Violin, Globe (11-7-56).
Pa|ama Game, Coliseum (10-13-55).
Flaintltr in Hat, Duchess (10-11-56).
Plume do ma Tante, Garrick (11-3-55).
Rainmaker, St. Mart. (5-31-56).
Reluctant Deb, Cambridge (5-24*35).
Reneud-Barrault Co., Palace (11-12-56).
Repertory, Old Vie (9-7-55).
Romanoff A Juliet, Piccadilly (5-17-56),
Rosa Undo Fuller, Arts (10-8-56).
Sailor- Beware, Strand (2-16-53).
Salad Days, Vaudeville (8-5-54).
,
Sorcerer's Apprentice, ,N«w I4nd^ tt0-2),.
South Sea Bubble, Lyric (4-25-56).
Ten Min. AIIW, Westminster (11-2-36).
Towards Zero, St. James’s (9-4-56).
Under Milk Wood, New-C9-20-56).
View From Bridge, Comedy (10-11-56).
Walt* of Toreadors, Criterion (3-27-56).
Zero Hours, St. Jdmfes’e (9-4-56).
w
SCHEDULED OPENINGS
Revue, Adelphi (11-28.56).
Diary Aiyie Frank, phoenix (11-29-56).
ON TOUR
Arcadians
Bachelor Borne
Charley's Aunt
—
Daughter of Desire
Dry Rot
Pol-Do-Rols
French Mistress
Girl Called Sadie
Hot and cold in All Rooms
King and I
Oh< Men, oh Women
Separate Tables
Snake In the-Grass
. Summer Song
Tlmo Murderer Plea*# •
WaJec Gipsies . ■

Kansas City, Nov, 20.
Four-performance stand of
“Janus” last week in the Victoria
Theatre here last Monday-Wednesday (12-14) was light at the boxoffice. The Joan Bennett, Donald
W 1
(MA 1A A <1*
.
9 rtHft OAA /n\
Cook and Romney Brent-starrer
had much publicity and good no¬
tices, but was only fair draw,
grossing $7,800.
Broadway was jumping last
wk; 283; $8.05; 1,551; $67,Next John Antonello booking for week. Most shows ran well ahead (36th
696) (Rex Harrison, Julie An¬
house is “Great Sebastians,” of the previous stanza and the drews).
“Chalk Garden,” costarring Ju¬ the
Previous week, $68,700;
capacity lineup expanded to eight last week, same.
dith Anderson and Ruth Chatter- due Dec. 3-8.
entries,
“Auntie
Mame,”
“Long
ton, grossed a nice $18,900 last
New Faces, Barrymore (R) (23d
Day’s Journey Into Night,” “Major wk; 180; $7.50-$6.90; $38,577).
week at the 1,513-seat American
Barbara,” “Middle of the Night,” Previous ,week, $22,400; last week,
Theatre, with the b.o. scaled at
“Most Happy Fella,” “My Fair almost $23,700.
$4.48 top. The house is dark cur¬
Lady,” “Separate Tables” and the
rently, but relights Dec. 3 with
No Time for Sergeants, Alvin
newcomer, “Li’l Abner.”
“Boy Friend” for its. initial local
(C) (57th .wk; 452; $5.75-$4.60;
Other openings were “Child of 1,331; $38,500).
stand.
Prevous week,
Fortune” and “Very Special Baby,” $34,000; last week, over $37,100.
The-take for “Chalk” was $12,the latter shuttering last Saturday
000 the previous week in six per¬
Old Vic Co„ Winter Garden
(17) along with “Cat on a Hot Tin (Repertory) (4th wk; 31; $5:75;
formances split between the Alca¬
Roof,” now touring. Another closer I, 494; $45,000).
zar, San Francisco; Auditorium,
Previous week,
Sunday (18) was “Teahouse of the $36,400 for Richard II; last week,
Sacramento; Auditorium, Stockton,
August Moon|” which ended its nearly $36,700 split between “Richand the Auditorium, San Jose.
limited two-week stand at the City II, ” “Romeo & Juliet” and “Mac¬
Center.
beth.”
Philadelphia, Nov. 20.
This week’s preems are “Girls
Pajama Game, Shubert (MC)
Town’s five legit houses are all
lighted for the Thanksgiving holi¬ of Summer.” “Happiest Million¬ (132d wk; 1,044; $6.90; 1,453; $50,Previous
day week. Four entries arrived on aire” and “Glass Menagerie” at the 000) (Fran Warren).
week, $28,500 at the St. James
successive evenings last week. City Center.
Estimates* for Last Week
Theatre; last week, over $32,600.
Lone newcomer this sesh is “Every¬
body Loves Me,” starring Jack
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama), Closes next Saturday (24).
Reluctant Debutante, Miller (C)
Carson, which opened last night CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
(Mon.) at the Locust.
MC (Musical-Comedy)-,- MD (Musi¬ (6th wk; 46; $5.75; 946; $27,100)
(Adrianne
Allen, Wilfrid Hyde
Mixed receptlbh greeted the cal-Drama), O (Opera), OP (Op¬
Boston, Nov. 20.
White). Previous week, $23,000;
Two shows are on the boards Monday (12) bow of “Build With eretta).
last week, almost $24,100.
here this week, the sold-out One Hand,” drama at the Walnut.
Other parenthetic designations
Separate Tables, Music Box (D)
“Happy Hunting,” on the second Play received a rave review from refer, respectively, to weeks played,
lap of a three-weeker, and new en¬ Sensenderfer (Bulletin), but was number of performances through (4th wk; 28; $5.75; 1,010; $31,021)
(Eric
Portman, Margaret Leigh¬
vetoed
by
the
two
other
crix,
Mur¬
try, “Uncle Willie,” starring Menlastt Saturday, top prices, number
asha Skulnik, which opened a two- dock (Inquirer) and Gaghan (News). of seats, capacity gross and stars. ton). Previous week, $31,300; last
week, same.
Return booking of “Inherit the
weeker last night (Mon.) at the
Sleeping Prince, Coronet (C) (3d
Plymouth. Exiting last Saturday Wind,” at Forrest, Tuesday (13), Price includes 10% Federal and
(17) for New York were “Candide,” was warmly received. Judy Holli¬ 5% City tax, but grosses are net; wk; 20; $6.90; 1,001; $36,500)
i.e.,
exclusive
of
tax.
day
walked
off
with
the
honors
in
(Michael
Redgrave, Barbara Bel
after three weeks, and “Happiest
Millionaire,” starring Walter Pid- “Bells Are Ringing,” which opened
Apple Cart, Plymouth (C) (5th Geddes). Previous week, $33,300;
geon, following a one-week date.- Wednesday (14) at Shubert. Fourth wk; 36; $5.75; 1,062; $34,000) (Mau¬ last week, almost $33,200.
Miscellaneous
“Candide” continues shaking down production was the Mask & Wig rice Evans). Previous week, $28,Diary of a Scoundrel, Phoenix
on Broadway for two weeks prior Club’s “Ring Around Rosie,” which 500; last week, nearly $28,500.
arrived
Thursday
(15)
at
the
Erlan¬
(C)
(2d
wk;
16; $8.85; 1,150; $25,to its Dec. 1 opening."
Auntie Mame, Broadhurst (C)
(3d wk; 21; $6.90-$5.75; 1,182; $43,- 000). Previous week, $6,500 for
Wilbur and the Colonial are ger for nine-day fun.
Estimates for Last Week
dark. 000) (Rosalind Russell). Previous first eight performances; last week
Inherit' the Wind, Forfest (D) week, $43,500; last week, same.
around $7,000. Closes next Sun¬
Estimates for Last Week
Happy Hunting, Shubert (MC) (1st wk) ($4.80; 1,760; $35,000)
Child of Fortune, Royale (D) (1st day (25).
(Melvyn
Douglas).
Touring
com¬
Closed Last Week
wk; 7; $5.75; 994; $29,000). Opened
(1st wk) ($6.25-$4.95; 1,717; $55,Cat on a Hot Tin Roof, Morosco,
582) (Ethel Merman). Opened to pany of courtroom drama back for Nov; 13 to unanimously negative
one pan (Maloney, Traveler) and fortnight at the house where the reviews (Atkinson, Times; Chap¬ (D) (87th wk; 692; $6.90; 946; $31,five raves (Doyle, American; Dur- original Broadway production held man, News; Coleman, Mirror; Don¬ 000) (Thomas Gomez, Marjorie
Previous
nelly, World-Telegram; Kerr, Her¬ Steele, Alex Nicol).
gin, Globe; Hughes, Herald; Mel¬ tryout run; over $19,200.
Bells Are Ringing, Shubert (MC) ald Tribune; McClain, Journal- week, $22,600; last week, over
vin, Monitor; Norton, Record).
Went clean with $47,600 for seven (1st wk) ($6-$7.20; 1,870; $56,000) American; Watts, Post); almost $25,800. Closed last Saturday (17),
performances; holds through Dec. (Judy Holliday). House was sold |10,800 for first seven perform- to tour, at an approximate $470,out week in advance. Tickets were snc€s
000 profit (including income from
1 and is completely sold out.
Damn Yankees, 46th St. (MC) the sale of the film rights to Metro)
Happiest Millionaire, Wilbur (C) in special demand due to heavy
subscription;
nearly
$49,800
’
on
(81st wk; 644; $8.05; 1,297; $50,- on a $102,000 investment.
(1st wk) ($4.40-$3.85; $29,000)
Teahouse of the August Moon,
573) (Gwen Verdon). Previous
(Walter Pidgeon). Opened to good seven performances.
Build With One Hand, Walnut week, $40,300; last week, almost City Center (C) (2d wk; 16; $3.80;
notices all around (Doyle, Ameri¬
!
(D)
(1st
wk)
($4.80;
1,340;
$32,000).
3,090;
$45,000) (Rosita Diaz, Gig
$48,600.
Gretchen
Wyler
replaces
can; Drugin, Globe; Hughes, Her¬
Young). Previous week, $28,100
ald; .Maloney, Traveler; Melvin, (Elliott Nugent, Geraldine Fitz¬ Miss Verdon next .Monday (26).
gerald).
Both
public
and
critics
for
first
five performances and
. Diary of Anne Frank, Cort (D)
Monitor; Norton, Record), Racked
held opposing views about this (59th wk; 469; $5.75; 1,036; $28,- three previews; last week, nearly
up an okay $22,400.
Candifie, Colonial (MC) (3d wk) quiet-paced story of an ambitious 854) (Joseph Schildkraut). Previ¬ $28,900. Ended its limited twoous week, $21,500; last week, near¬ week stand last Sunday (18).
($5.50-$3.85; I,-500; $37,000). Lil¬ 1 medico; almost $8,500.
Very Special Baby, Playhouse
ly $24,400.
lian Hellman-Leonard Bernstein
Fanny, Majestic (MD) (107th wk; (D) (1st wk; 5; $5.75; 994; $30,033).
tryout, polished and sharpened,
Opened
last Wednesday (14) to six
852;
$7.50;
1,625;
$62,968)
(Billy
nabbed a poor $25,000.
Gilbert). Moves Dec. 4 to the Bel- unfavorable reviews (Atkinson,
asco Theatre. Previous week, $34,- Times; Chapman, News; Coleman,
800 on twofers; last week, almost Mirror; Donnelly, World-Telegram;
Kerr, Herald Tribune; McClain,
$39,000 on twofers.
Wilmington, Nov. 20.
Inherit the Wind, National (D) Journal-American) and one favor¬
“Pajama Game,” starring Larry
Douglas, Buster West and Betty (70th wk; 558; $5.75-$4.60; 1,162; able (Watts, Post);, grossed about
O’Neil, grossed a nice $36,800 at $32,003) (Paul Muni). Previous $9,200 on five performances and
New Haven, Nov, 20.
the
l;252-seat Playhouse last wee!:. week, $25,000; last week, over two previews. Closed last Satur¬
For its five-performance pre¬
day U7) at an approximate $85,000
$26,000.
*■
miere at the 1,650-seat Shubert The house was scaled at a $5.50
Li'l Abner, St. James (MC) (1st loss (underwritten by film actor
Next offering is “Best of
last Wednesday-Saturday (14-17) top.
wk;’ 4; $8.05; 1,028; $58,100). Kirk Douglas as part of his deal in
the tryout comedy “Uncle Willie” [ Steinbeck” for one performance Opened last Thursday (15) to four securing the. picture rights) on a
grossed a moderate $15,900,- with i Dec. 7.
affirmative notices (Chapman, $100,000 investment.
[
“Game”
is
splitting
the
current
Menasha Skulnik as star. Top was
Opening This Week
week between the Goodyear, Ak¬ News;». Coleman, Mirror; McClain,
$4.50.
Journal-American;
Watts, Post),
Girls of Summer, Longacre (D)
This week brings the breakin of ron, and the Hartman, Columbus. two mixed (Atkinson, Times, Kerr, $5.75; 1,101; $29,378) (Shelley
“Protective Custody,” opening to¬
Heraid Tribune) and one unfavor¬ Winters). Play by N. Richard Nash,
morrow night (Wed.) through Sat¬ ‘Hatful’ Parched $12,800
able (Donnelly, World-Telegram); adapted from his tv script, pres¬
urday (24); and next week gets an¬
almost $40,700 for first four per¬ ented by Cheryl Crawford: produc¬
other preem When “Speaking of
In Single Week, Toronto formances and two previews.
tion financed at $84,000, including
Murder” comes in for five per¬
Long Day’s Journey Into Night, 20% overcall, cost about $90,000 to
Toronto, Nov, 20,
formances Wednesday - Saturday
With the Royal Winter Fair and Heteii Hayes (D) (2d wkj.10; $6.90; bring in and can break even at
(28-1).
club events as competition, 1,039; $30,000). (Fredric March, around $20,000 gross. Opened last
“Hidden River,” previously due hunt
“Hatful of Rain,” starring Vivian Florence Eldridge). Previous week, Monday (19) night to six pans (At¬
Dec. 26-29, has been postponed, Blaine, ran into a drought here last $22,400 for first four performances kinson, Times; Chapman, News;
but other December bookings al¬ week, grossing an inadequate1 $12,r 9nd. one ’p'revie\V; laht Week, over Coleman, mirror; Donnelly, Worldready set are breakins of “Small 800 on a potential $32,000 take at $30,000.
Telegram; Kerr, Herald Tribune;
War on Murray Hill” (Dec. 12-15) the 1,525-seat Royal Alexandra. ‘ Loud Red Patrick, Ambassador Watts, Post) and one favorable re¬
and “Eugenia” (Dec. 19-22).
(C)
(7th
wk;
53;
$5.75;
1,155;
$36,*
view
(McClain, Journal-American);
The house was scaled at a $3.85
500) (Arthur Kennedy, David may close next Saturday (24).
top.
Wayne).
Previous
week,
$26,700;
Happiest Millionaire, Lyceum
The play is current at the Hanna
last week, over $29,100.
(C) ($5.75; 995; $25,000) (Walter
Theatre, Cleveland.
Major Barbara, Beck (C) (3d wk; Pidgeon). Comedy by Kyle Crich¬
23; 1,280; $43,000) (Charles Laugh¬ ton, suggested by the book, “My
OFF-B'WAY SHOWS
ton, Burgess Meredith, Glynis Philadelphia Father,” by Cordelia
Arms
&
Man,
Downtown
(10-1Johns, Eli Wallach, Cornelia Otis Drexel Biddle and Crichton, pre¬
Detroit, Nov, 20.
Skinner). Moved last Monday (19) sented by Howard Erskine and
“The Lark,” starring native De¬ 56).
Escurial & Lesson, Tempo (10-2- to the Morosco Theatre. Previous Joseph Hayes; production financed
troiter Julie Harris, grossed a good
$28,500-at-the_Shubert last week, 56). .... week, $40,700; last week, $43,134 at $99,000,-incluing-10% overcall,
Hamlet, St. Ignatius Church for new house record.
cost about $75,000 to bring in and
with Guild subscription cutting
Matchmaker, Booth (C) (50th can break even at around $19,000
into the take, potential capacity (10-27-56).
Iceman Cometh, Circle-in-Square wk; 400; $5.75; 766; $25,000) (Ruth gross. Opened last night (Tues.).
was $34,000 at a $4 top.
Glass Menagerie, City Center
Gordon, Eileen Herlie, Loring
Play remains this week at the .(5-8-56).
Me Candido, Greenwich Mews Smith). Previous week, $21,600 at (D) ($3.80; 3,090; $45,000) (Helen
2,030-seater.' ,
(10-15-56).
the Royale Theatre; last week, al¬ Hayes). Second of three revivals
Misanthrope, Theatre East (11- most $19,700.
in the annual N. Y. City Center
12-56).
Middle of the Night, ANTA (D) Theatre Co.’s drama series. Opens
Shoestring ,57, Barbizon-Plaza (33d wk; 261; $5.75; 1,185; $39,116) tonight (Wed.); with the final entry,
. San Francisco, Nov. 20.
(11-5-56).
(Edward G. Robinson). Previous “Mister Roberts,” starring Charlton
“Anniversary Waltz,” marking
Take a Giant Step, Jan Hus C9- week, $87,400; last week, over Heston, due Dec. 5,
the first anniversary of Its Frisco 22-56).
$39,100. =
debut, grossed a sedate $11,200 last
Thor, With Angels, B’way Con¬
“Playstreet,” a new play by
Most Happy Fella, Imperial
week, up about $1,000 from the gregational Church (10-14-56).
(MD) (29th wk; 228; $7.50; 1,427; David Rayfiel, is scheduled as the
previous stanza at the Geary Thea¬ f Three Premieres, Cherry Lane $57,875). Previous week, $55,900; initial Broadway presentation of a
tre. Russel Nype and Marjorie (10-28-56); closes next Sunday (25). last week, nearly $58,400.
new producing firm, Peter Kass,
Lord costar. .
;
Threepenny Opera, de Lys (9Mr, Woncteriui, Broadway (MC) Ruth Mundy, James G. Zea, for
“Desk Set” opened at the Curran 20-55).
(35th wk; 271; $7.50-S6.90; 1;900; which Ben Boyar is general man¬
last night (Mon,)' and “Janus” j
Closed Last Week
$71,000). Previous week, $43,200; ager, with David Lipsky as publi¬
opens it the Alcazar tonight
I Am A Camera, Actors Play¬ last week, nearly $49,000.
cist and Jacob Gerstein legal ad¬
<Tues.>.;.-.
■ house (10-9-56).
' v‘ ‘, My Fair Lady, Hellinger, (MC) viser.

‘Garden’ $18,900 Bloom
For Solo Week, St. Loo

Judy $49,800 (7),
Douglas $19JO,
‘Build’S^G.Phila.

Merman $47,600(7),
Candide’ 25G, Hub

TAJAMA’NEAT $36,800
IN WILMINGTON WEEK
‘WILLIE’ $15,900 FOR 5
IN NEW HAVEN TRYOUT

lark’ 281G on First
Lap of Dot. 2-Weeker

‘Waltz’ $11,200, Frisco
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Liter aft
BUI White's Posthumous Book
. E. P. Dutton will publish “Tin
Can On A Shingle,” by the late
William Chapman White anti Ruth
White, which his wife completed
from the many notes he had pen¬
cilled on the margins of the initial
25,000 words he had completed last
November before his death. Mrs*
White is Ruth Morris, daughter of
the founder of the William Morris
agency, long identified with that
office in the literary department.
She was also a Variety . staff er at
one time.
. When Dutton’s editor, Harry
Shaw, was attracted to the “Tin
Can” column, which was part of
Bill White’s N. Y. Herald Tribune
syndicated series, “Just About
Everything,” he commissioned its
expansion into book form. It’s the
story of the U.S. Ironclad Monitor
(vs. the Merrimac). .
After story conferences in New
York, Mrs. White returned to Camp
Intermission, Saranac Lake, N.Y.,
the family residence where .“Moth¬
er” Morris and William Morris Jr.
and his wife also reside.

against a total of eight defendants
author Noble committed suicide in
Hollywood. Six of the defendants,
including DuPont de Nemours’
“Cavalcade of America,” Hallmark
“Hall of Fame,” NBC, BBDO and
Foote, Cone & Belding, have set¬
tled out of court with “substantial
payment.”
This group, it was
claimed, infringed upon Mrs.
Greenbie’s material in a dramatic
version of Anna Ella Carroll’s
life which was broadcast on NBC.
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Child of Fortune
to her deceivers. Why should any¬
one want to do this waxwork? The
problem of American heiress going
to Europe to get titled husbands
is hardly of contemporary concern.
And if the idea was a morality
lesson, why the Victorian locale
and treatment?
In any case, Bolton’s old-fash¬
ioned adaptation starts virtually
from dead-center and never gen¬
erates vigor, revealing a flicker of
life only in one or two isolated
scenes. Under Harris’ decorous
direction the performance dawdles
along at something resembling a
monotone, pausing dutifully for
every little tableau or stilted piece
of business.
Edmund Purdom has occasional
intensity and is generally audible
as the impoverished suitor who
courts the heroine for her money,
only to realize too late that he
really loves her. Betsy von Furstenberg, who replaced Nancy
Wickwire during the tryout tour,
paces back and forth with a sort
of feline petulance as the scheming
British girl who instigates the plot
only to have it backfire and leave
her jilted.
Pippa Scott is pretty and, when
the script offers the opportunity,
also appealing. Martyn Green, who
succeeded Dennis Hoey during the
tryout, brings passing animation in
a couple of brief appearances, as a
cynically-wise tiather, Mildred Dunnock has reality as the heroine’s
companion and Stafford Dickens,
Peter Pagan and Norah Howard
are notable in supporting roles.
Incidentally, the entire cast, in¬
cluding door-opening flunkeys and
walkons, gets featured program
billing.
Robert O’Hearn’s scenery looks
as antiquated as the play. All in
all, it’s a long evening.
Hobe.

Women’s Mag Makes Character
PSriety
Sole women's mag to have a
yarn reprinted in full in “The Best
American Short Stories for 1956,” umnist on show biz for local Glas¬
edited by Martha Foley ($4.00; gow Evening News.
Eric Bentley’s “What Is The¬
Houghton, Mifflin) is Mademoi¬
selle. Moreover, nine of the 15 atre?” appears Monday (26) via
Horizon
Press. Serves as compan¬
short stories appearing in the mag
in 1955 are included in the Foley ion piece to last year’s “The Dra¬
matic Event,” with newer tome
collation’s “Roll of Honor.”
Further statistics show that taking up 40 Bentley essays on
among the total of 78 stories listed 1954-’56 theatre arts.
Mrs. Tobe Coller Davis’ 14th an¬
in the “Honor Roll” the New
Yorker is out in front with 14 to nual Tobe Awards “for distin¬
Mademoiselle’s nine. However, it’s guished contribution for retailing
estimated * that the New Yorker and distribution” atop the St.
prints about seven times as many Regis Roof (N. Y.) on Jan. 9. It
Dewar Heads Hub Press Club
short
stories as the femme slanted also marks the stylist’s and colum¬
Cameron Dewar, Boston Travel¬
nist’s 22d “Bosses’ Dinner.”
er, was elected president of the publication.
Jay Richard Kennedy, author of
Boston Press Club at the sixth an¬
“Prince Bart” and dnetime per¬
nual meeting. Other officers: Al¬
ALA’s Authors' Awards
sonal rep for singer Harry Belafred J. Monahan, day city editor,
Authors of books published in fonte, for whom he wrote a num¬
Boston Globe, vice - president; 1956
and 1957 which “make distin¬
Charles Leveroni, Boston Herald, guished contributions, to the Amerr ber of songs and sketches, has
treasurer, and James F. Smith, ican tradition of liberty’ and jus¬ signed exclusively with World
Publishing which will bring out his
Associated Press, secretary.
awards from the new 300,000-word novel, “Short
Elected to the board of directors tice” will receive
Library Assn, totalling Term,” next fall.
were Rudolph Elie, Herald colum¬ American
These prizes, it was dis¬
Electronic Technician Inc. auth¬
nist; John H.' Thompson, Boston $30,000.
closed Monday (19) by ALA exec orized to conduct a printing and
Traveler copy editor and president secretary
David H. Clift, are made publishing business in New York,
of- the Newspaper Guild of Bos¬
ton; George P. Dwyer, Elliot Nor¬ possible by a grant from the Fund with Capital stock of $50,000. Di¬
rectors are: Howard R. Reed,
ton and Henry Santosuosso, all of for the Republic.
Awards are being administered Scarsdale; Albert J. Forman, Stam¬
the Record-American; Robert E.
by
the
ALA
Committee
on
Intellec¬
ford;
Robert E. Nickerson, Green¬
Glynn and retiring president, Jo¬
seph Harrington, both of the Bos¬ tual Freedom whose chairman is wich, Conn. Ivey, Bamum, O’Mara
former
ALA
prexy
Robert
B.
& Nickerson, Greenwich, filing at¬
ton Globe. .
Downs, director of the Library torneys.
School and U. of Illinois Libraries.
Marajen and Michael Chinigo,
They Sure Are
A Very Special Baby
Purpose of the prizes, Downs said,
A gander at “Women Are Won¬ is “to draw attention of Americans latter INS chief in Rome, hope to
David Susskind production of drami in
make
a long-deferred trip back to two
acts (five scenes) b.v Robert Alan
derful” (Houghton Mifflin; $5), an to outstanding books in this im¬
Aurthur.
Stars Sylvia Sidney, Luther
the U.S. the day after Thanksgiv¬
anthological history of the eternal portant area; to encourage au¬ ing,
Adler; features Jack Warden, Jack Klugdepending
of
course
on
how
sex in 400 years of American car¬ thors and publishers in creating the Middle East and Hungarian man. Will Kuluva, Carl Low. Staged by
Ritt; setting and lighting, Howard
toon history, sure proves it. Wil¬ such books; to recognize those who situation veers. Plan to spend the Martin
Bay; costumes, John Boxer; associate
liam Cole, who is p.a. for Knopf do so.”
producer, Michael Abbott. At Playhouse,
holidays
in
her
native
Champaign,
N.Y.,
Nov.
14, '56; $5.75 top ($6.90 open¬
when not whipping up anthologies
Prizes of $5,000 each, Downs re¬
with Mrs. Chinigo ?s mother, ing;.
like this, co-edited it with Florett vealed, will be distributed to writ¬ Ill.,
Joey ... Jack Warden
thence
the
SN.
Y.
show
biz
whirl
Robinson. Latter is ex-N.Y. Times ers in three categories. These em¬ before returning to Italy.
Anna . Sylvia Sidney
Casale . Luther- Adler
Book Review, now with Scribner’s. brace (1) contemporary problems
Augie... Will Kuluva
Cole, who has done treatises on and affairs (non-fiction); (2) history
George .. Cai’I Low
Carmen . Jack KJUgman
cartoons from Punch and the Frenc and biography (non-fiction); (3)
h,has gone native, and this collec¬ imaginative literature (fiction, poe¬
tion leaves the American sense of try or published drama). Publish¬
I Television which developed N.
humor well up there in the run¬ ers of. award-winning books will -- Richard Nash and P&ddy ChayefContinued from page 57
ning, if not ahead of the race.
sky for legit, has uncovered an¬
receive citations. Awards, how¬
1 It covers the entire gamut from ever, are not mandatory. If a jury He argued that .it is above the law other playwright of promising
the prowl to the home but, funda¬ finds no distinguished contribution, and beyond appeal, and that the talent and power, Robert • Alan
mentally, it is s-e-x on the half¬ then no award will be made.
censorship of dramas depends on Aurthur. His first play, “A Very
shell, apd while the gals may not
the whims of one man. This, he Special Baby,” was presented on
like some of it all will enjoy most
Settle Cleve. Strike
said, had been going on for nearly Broadway last week by tv producer
of this easy-on-the-eye collection.
Susskind.
Pacting of a new two-year con¬ 200 years, and had been kept up David reasons
Obviously it’s an okay gift item,
for which neither
tract between management of under a block-headed tyranny theFor
right for the holiday trade.
author
nor producer need feelthree .daily papers and the Cleve¬ which has mellowed into a despot¬ ashamed, the
Abe I.
show is doomed as
land Newspaper Guild (15) paved ism.
a Broadway run prospect, but
the way for resumption of publi¬
Eddie Cantor on 'Laughter*
through
canny
and resourceful
In
New
York,
where
there.is
no
. Eddie Cantor may have a second cation this week of the Press, News official censor, a large proportion management, the venture is in¬
and Plain Dealer pending final ap¬
book in 1957. He has Been Working proval
demnified
against
loss. A preof
lewd
dramas
have
been
present¬
of allied publishing crafts.
on “This Laughter” and he has
deal with film star Kirk
Guildsmen ended their 15-day ed with great success, Findlander production
promised it to Bill Buckley at strike
Douglas
guarantees
the
investment*
with Cleveland Press unit said, and without police interven¬
Henry Holt & Co.
return for the screen rights.
227 to 29 to accept wage in¬ tion, he added. The whole system in When
His autobiog, “Take My Life,” voting
Ezio
Pinza,
under
ranging from $6.50 to $9 of censorship was cockeyed and as sta*, became- ill on thecontract
in collaboration with Jane Ard¬ creases
virtual
weekly over a two-year period. The antiquated, he concluded.
more, is slated for Doubleday this new
eve of production, “Baby” lost its
contract also includes a job
When the topic Was thrown open theatre booking and a heavy lineup
spring. Incidentally, a mid-1920s ; security
clause, improved dismis¬
general discussion by mediator of parties. With Luther Adler
autobiog, written in collaboration
pay, increased mileage allow¬ for
as replacement to costar
with (the late) David Freedman, sal
ance,
a
dues checkoff Campbell Williams, a suggestion signed
his longtime gagwriter, had a some¬ clause andstronger
was
made that plays should be with his ex-wife, Sylvia Sidney,
military serv¬
the
show
unable to get a house
what similar title, “My Life Is In ice clause. improved
The new contract does graded by a system similar to until justwas
Your Hands.”
a few weeks ago, when
not permit employees to the three films, and receive either an “A” it
was booked, into the Playhouse
papers to accept commercial radio1- certificate, which. would bar all
Rex Stout's Cartoon Strip
■ television assignments, leaving the persons under the age of 16 unless on an interim basis requiring a
Latest fictional detective charac¬ newspaper-broadcasting setup un¬ accompanied by an adult, or the transfer, to another location. Con¬
ter to invade the comic strip me¬ der the status quo in which the milder “U” which would not re¬ sidering'the’ current theatre short¬
age, that 'meant it had to get a
dium is Rex Stout's “Nero Wolfe,” publishers, through implied threat, strict children from the theatre.
smash opening night reception, not
who’ll be distributed to newspapers can forbid newsmen from appear¬
only to obtain another house but
Sherek
replied
that
he’d
already
throughout the world starting ing on radio or tv. In the past,
to justify the cost Of moving.
Monday (261 via Columbia Features only the Press has okayed em¬ had this idea, but doubts that it
That the offering failed to reg¬
would
work
because
playwrights,
Inc. Artist on the strip is Mike ployee appearance on hon-comlike film writers, would aim their ister that kind of premiere im¬
Roy. Venture reportedly has been mercial shows.
pression
is no discredit. Although
The strike by the Guild unit was work at a prohibitive certificate,
in the making for more than two
is a small play, it is an in¬
the first in the city’s publica¬ on the theory that it would mean' “Baby”
years.
tense
and
gripping play, expen¬
history and sent advertisers good boxoffice draw.
sively produced, tautly staged and
Daily strip will be provided in tion
streaming
into
radio-tv.
Most
ac¬
vigorously played. It has obvi¬
four and five column sizes while a counts are expected to remain, at
What 'Lewd' Plays?
ous flaws, including certain arbi¬
Sunday color page comes in one- least through this week, even if
(The above reference to “lewd” trarily contrived aspects plus an
half, one-third, and tabloid sizes. allied crafts — printers, mailers,
Exploits of “Wolfe,” incidentally, 1 etc., approve their contracts so plays in New York illustrates one absence of romantic interest or
have been followed by three gen¬ that publication of the dailies, that of the inherent difficulties of cen- sympathetic leading characters.
But it..generallyjiolds.Jntfirest._and
erations of readers_ in. .gome 10,- ) ended Nov...l,. can be resumed as psorship^ or even discussions of it. contains
several moving scenes.
If the speaker was suggesting that
’0OO,000 books, both conventional a Thanksgiving offering. •
Despite the title, it is anything
“View from the Bridge” is a lewd but a light comedy. In fact, the
and paperbound.
CHATTER f
play he’d be contradicted by most title is sardonic, referring .to a 34Mrs. Greenbie’s Case To Bat
Richard Todd biog being serial¬ critics who saw it on Broadway and, year-old youngest son who has al¬
Trial of a plagiarism suit brought ized “as told to Roy Curtis-Bram- presumably, by the consensus of ways been indulged and over-pro¬
by author Marjorie Barstow Green- well” in People’s Journal, Scot¬ London reviews,
tected, but subconsciously hated,
bie against Doubleday & Co; and land.
(What one observer regards as by his father, who blames him for
£ears, Roebuck (The People’s Book
Freelance mag writer Norman M. lewd or obscene may be perfectly the death of his mother in child¬
Club) moves into its second week Lobsenz off to England, France and acceptable and even an artistic birth. The violent, cruel fathertoday (Wed.) in N.Y..Federal Court Germany oh • assignments from triumph and a moral preachment son conflict erupts when the
before Judge Robert Levet. Filed Redbook, Look and others.
to’ others. So the question is, ulti¬ “baby” breaks away to go on his
July 21, 1954, action' charges that
Orson Welles has written his
whose judgment is to de¬ own and become a self-reliant man.
‘Woman- with a Sword” by Hollis¬ first book, “Mr. Arkadin,” a sus¬ mately,
As the psychologically warped
ter Noble infringed upon Mrs. pense novel based on a motion pic¬ cide? What person or group is father who is at most only dimly
Greenbie’s “My. Dear Lady” (Mc¬ ture he recently made in France, qualified to serve, as artistic or aware of his own warring motiva¬
Graw-Hill, 1940). ' Latter tome is Crowell will publish in-May, 1957. moral judge for the public as a tions, Adler is dynamic and com¬
a biog of Anna Ella Carroll,, “the
Mamie Crichton, femme column¬ whole? On that basis, anti-censors pelling, though somewhat lacking
great unrecognized member of Lin¬ ist, now penning weekly pjllar in argue, all censorship tends to be in warmth or variation. Miss Sid¬
coln’s Cabinet."
Scottish Daily Express. Henry Hay arbitrary and in most circum¬ ney vividly projects the emotion¬
Same day that suit was instituted filling her former desk as daily col- stances objectionable.—Ed.)
ally drained daughter who .has

Censorship Row
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been enslaved by her father’*
selfish protectiveness.
Jack Warden skillfully portrays
the. shiftless/ seemingly carefree
“baby” who is inwardly ashamed
of his repeated failures but at
last finds the backbone to defy
his father. There are also effec¬
tive secondary performances by
Will Kuluva and Carl Low as the
older sons who are independent
of the old man, good-naturedly
humor him and finally recognize
the truth about him. Jack Ktugman is convincing and engaging as
the hero’s former war buddy whose
arrival sparks the explosion.
Howard Bay has designed an or¬
nately realistic, over-detailed sin¬
gle setting involving a sharply
raked stage on three levels rep¬
resenting the ground floor, up¬
stairs bedroom and backyard of the
family home, and John Boxer has
provided suitable costumes.
Hobe.
(Closed Saturday night
(17)
after five performances.)

Shows Abroad
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Continued from page 58.*

DoqbIiI** Image
for some odd reason, the action is
prolonged and the denouement
overdrawn.
Richard Attenborough plays Jul¬
ian Fanshaw, who was born a twin
and whose identical brother was
reported to have died within a few
days of his birth. Suddenly .there
appears on the scene a stranger
Who is his double, but there are
slight variations in. mannerisms
and personal habits which do not
go undetected. Members, cf the
family are convinced that the
stranger is the .twin brother who,
they feel sure, must have been the
subject of a mixup in the hospital.
Scotland Yard, however, thinks
otherwise. The detectives regard
the deception as part of a compli¬
cated murder plot for which the
non-existent twin will carry re¬
sponsibility. Towards the end of
Act Two the twins’ uncle is shot
dead in his office while Julian is,
ostensibly, still in his home, com¬
plete with alibi.
The authors have worked out
some diverting situations, the neat¬
est being % scene in which a lady
believestfshe is spending a romantic
night with her husband, but later
has reason to think she has been
in the arms of his twin brother. An
obvious directorial twist, which
would have strengthened this se¬
quence, has been missed. On the
whole, however, Murray Macdon¬
ald has given the production a
smooth treatment, although the
pace of the first act is far too lei¬
surely. The movable set is practical
as well as being good to look at.
Richard Attenborough and his
wife Sheila Sim (they were part¬
nered in “The Mousetrap” when it
first opened four years ago) play
a married couple. He has a diffi¬
cult part, but effects the slight per¬
sonality changes with considerable
conviction. Miss Sim has a more
limited part, but fills it stylishly.
Zena Dare is a delight as her
mother and Raymond Huntley is
as smooth as always as the uncle.
Ronald Barker as a fussy clerk.
Myro.

‘Fanny’ in London
Continued from page 57

p--

dialog, which is often funny, but
never in a way that suggests
France.”
The Times notice, unsigned in
accordance with office custom*
reckoned that audiences might go
to Drury Lane to see a big musical;
they would come away somewhat
disappointed with the musical, but
quite charmed with the story that
will not let itself be smothered.
Of the three London evening
sheets, only the Star gave the show
anything approaching a rave no¬
tice. Its reviewer assessed the re¬
sults as being “quite impressive”
and described it as a musical full
of highspots which is pitched on a
quieter, more adult tone than
usual. He felt, however, there is
not one really whistleable tune.
Milton Shulman in the Evening
Standard averred that “Fanny”
had been deprived of its national
flavor and most of its impact “with
almost wanton aplomb.” He rated
the tunes and lyrics unexceptional,
although suspected that two or
three of them are jingly enough to
be part of the hit parade. Except
for a colorful circus number, he
believed there was nothing much
to report about the choreography
“aside from the fact that it peri*
optically turns up.”
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Broadway
Robert K. Christenberry, exAstor prexy, and now ditto at Am¬
bassador Hotel, at Doctors Hos¬
pital for surgery.
Conrad N. Hilton is calling his
latest, the Mexico City hostelry,
slated for a Dec. 7 premiere, the
Continental Hilton.
Andy Ratoucheff, a midget who
has had many show business assign¬
ments, is currently having a oneman show at the Buff Gallery
where 19 of his works are ex¬
hibited.
Paramount ad-pub veepee Jerry
(Minette) Pickman moving into
their new Sutton Place South
manse this weekend, just under
the wire in anticipation of the new
heir(ess).
John Joseph one of the three
new assistant veepees of Hilton
Hotels Corp. Former pub-ad exec
of Universal and other film com¬
panies joined Hilton in 1954 as na¬
tional director of public relations.
Jill Framer, daughter of .fv pro¬
ducer Walt Framer, engaged to
Stephen Morris, son of Larry
Morris, veepee of B. S. Moss Thea¬
tres.
Prospective bride and her
fiance are students at Adelphi Col¬
lege.
Burt Lancaster went west after a
week of locationing ‘‘Sweet Smell
of Success.” Tony Curtis and other
members of the Hecht-Lanca§ter
company are . remaining through
Saturday (24) to complete Broad¬
way scenes.
Memorial service for stager
Hassard Short, who died in Nice,
France, on Oct. 7, will be held Nov.
27 noon at The Little Church
Around the Corner, and a suitable
tablet will be dedicated in the
Church.
No flowers; any such
funds for flowers preferred as a
donation to the Episcopal Actors
Guild.
Today’s (Wed.) Circus Saints &
Sinners’ shindig, at which ex-N.Y.
Mayor William O’Dwyer is the
“fall guy,” is the biggest SRO in
years with the “comfortable” limit
of 1,400 tickets, at $10 sold, and
with twice that many requests. As
at the Joe DiMaggio lunchfest the
gentleman’s agreement is “don’t
spare anything” with the exception
of no references to Sloan Simpson
(ex-Mrs. Q^Dwyer), as was also the
case of Marilyn Monroe (ex- Mrs.
DiMag.).
. Walter Winchell sez Variety
missed a big point in his Zanuck
biopic deal: that this is a $500,000
“capital gain” potential, in that he
will package the autobiog he plans
to write finally, for whfth he holds
a $150 advance from Simon &
Schuster singk 1927 (when 150
bucks looked mighty big), and that
by setting it up through his Broad¬
way Stars Corp. which also pack¬
ages his current NBC-TVer, he is
in position to collapse the corpora¬
tion and keep the half-mil. after
the pic has run its course.

Washington
By Florence S. Lowe
Chantoosey Ruth Wallis now at
Old New Orleans bistro.
Pearl Bailey held over additional
week at Howard Theatre.
Lou Seiler current topper at
Casino Royal nitery following one
week run of The Mariners.
Joyce Grenfell here next Mon¬
day (26) for a Constitution Hall
performance under aegis of Feld
Brothers.
Vice President and Mrs. Nixon
relaxed from ardors of campaign
by taking young daughters to see
“Secrets of Life” at Lopert’s Du¬
pont.

Berlin
By Hans Hoehn
(760264)
Berolina completed its “Spy for
Germany” (The Gimpel Story).
Folies Bergere wound up its onemonth run at Titania Palast Sun¬
day (11).
Ensemble of Theatre am Kurfuerstendamm left for tour of
West Germany.
Finnish anti-war pic, “Unknown
Soldier,” preemed at two firstruns here, Filmtheater Berlin and
Metropol.
Deutsche London to release
“Bonsoir Paris,” a Franco-German
coproduction (Boreal-Melodie), star¬
ring Eddie Constantine.
Swedish actress Ulla Jacobsson
has lead in CCC’s “Last Will Be
the First” currently shooting here.
It’s her fourth German pic.
New U.S. pix preems in West
Berlin include “Carousel” (20th),
“Moby Dick” (WB), “Desert Sands”
(UA) and “Phenix City Story.”
Two German pix have been de¬
clared valuable by West German
film classification board: “The
Trapp Family” (Divlna-Glona) and
“My Father, the Actor” (CCCAllianz).
American pix currently playing
the local GI circuit include “Sa¬
fari” (Col), “These Wilder Years”
(M-G), “Young Guns” (AA), “Lust

PSfZIEff
.for Life” (M-G) and “Battle Sta¬
tion” (Col).
Oscar Fritz Schuh given the Ber¬
(Temple Bar 5041/9952)
lin Critic Award 1955-56 for his
Tommy Cooper inked for a com¬
outstanding achievements as stage
director. In film section, award mercial tv series.
Tessie O’Shea opened a cabaret
went to Kurt Hoffmann for his
direction of “I Often Think of run at the Colony last week.
The Queen went to the Globe
Piroschka” (Witt-Schorcht).
Theatre last week to see Noel Cow¬
ard’s. “Nude With Violin.”
Audrey Hepburn and Mel Ferfer came in from France for the
preem of “War and Peace” at Plaza
By Gene Moskowitz
last Friday (16).
(28 Rue Huchette; Odeon 4944)
Yves Montand leaves for Russia ■ Joan Morgan’s “Shadow on the
Sun” to be featured by Associatedthis week on singing tour.
Nicole Berger to Argentina to Rediffusion on its London com¬
star in Swedish-Argentine copro¬ mercial network.
Otto “Preminger introduced Jean
duction, “Springtime of Life.”
Ingrid Bergman here to begin Seberg to the press and showed
rehearsals of “Tea and Sympathy,” screen test which won her the title
opening Theatre De Paris late this role in “St. Joan.”
London tent of Variety Club ar¬
month. .
Theatre National Populaire back ranged to adopt six Hungarian
John Harding,
for the season at the Palais De refugee children.
Chaillot with two new offerings in on behalf of National Sporting
Club,
is
donating
$1,400
towards
its rep.
Over 100,000 people already cost of maintaining them.
Big
show
biz
contingent
on the
have seen Maurice Chevalier star¬
ring in music hall show at Alham- Queen Elizabeth to N.Y. includes
Victor Mature, Moss Hart and How¬
bra-Maurice Chevalier.
Rene Lucot off to Australia with ard Thomas, managing dircetor of
French producer J.
14 cameras and photogs to do film ABC-TV.
on Olympic Games at invitation of Bercholz onto the liner at Cher¬
bourg.
%
Australian government.
Jacqueline Noelle and Armande
Navarre joining Grenier-Hussenot
troupe at Theatre Marigny for top
roles in reprise of “Hotel ParaBy Alice Scully
diso.”
Mousie Powell’s a brunette this
State-subsized legit houses have
a strike perpetually hanging over season.
Joan Davis at her Tamarisk
their heads as mechanics and tech¬
nicians have been on the verge for Road place.
Nat “King” Cole and femme din¬
last, few weeks. Main gripe is that
regular house worker wages were ing at Chi Chi’s.
Mrs. Leo Spitz pitching for UN
raised recently but in State the¬
atres.
around desert resorts.
Charlie Farrell honorary chair¬
man of Seeing Eye Dawgs.
Chuck Walters off to direct
“Don’t Go Near The Water.” *
Lillyan Chauvin, Robert North
By Guy Livingston
Hamid-Morton Circus current at and Dick Clayton in town.
Cary Grant and wife vacashing
Boston Garden through Sunday
after his Kramer stint in Spain.
(25).
Donald Novis at Shadow Moun¬
Fred Vottal, assistant manager
at State, transferred to Loew’s, tain between Disneyland perform¬
Syracuse.
ances.
Hal Joseph, setting up Little
Baker Sisters in' for disk jock
visits and Cerebral Palsy show at Theatre group at Jewish Commu¬
Blue Hills Country Club.
nity Center.
Eddie LeBaron returned from
Sam Adler handling boxoffice at
the Astor for two-a-day showings Near East to find he had a dry
of “Ten Commandments.”
hole in Deaumont.
Vaughn Monroe opens at his
own spot. The Meadows, in Fram¬
ingham, today (Tues.) for 10 days.
Horace McMahon, Lee Sullivan
and Mickey Alpert Renard in for
By Hal V. Cohen
break-in of Bert Wheeler and Jack
Jack Keiffer resigned as man¬
Peeper’s new act at Bradford Roof. ager of Studio arter in Bellevue;
Smith Management Co. here took Bob O’Hara replaces.
over operation of United Theatre,
Sammy Schwartz, who toured in
Westerly, R.I., in deal set up by “Guys and Dolls,” back in Pitts¬
Berk & Krumgold. Philip Smith burgh to stay, he says.
plans immediate facelifting of
Dancing Evans Family and Mar¬
house.
garet McGeever opened Theatre
Rusty Draper, Jerry Vale, Eileen Arts Studio in Homestead.
Rodgers, Teddi King, Bobby Sher¬
Boom’s on for municipal stadium
wood, Georgie Shaw, Don Rondo, to house Pitt teams, pro-grid SteelCadillacs and Mona Carol in for ers and Pittsburgh Pirates.
Music Operators* Assn, of Mass,
John Penn, Carlton House gen¬
first annual banquet at Common¬ eral manager, and two 'associates
wealth Country Club.
bought the Ft. Ligonier Inn in
New national officers of Screen Ligonier.
Actors Guild guests of Boston
Burtt Harris, son of Betty Harris,
branch at its meeting Friday (15). of Post-Gazette promotion depart¬
Officers are Walter Pidgeon, prexy, ment, makes Playhouse debut in
current in “Happiest Millionaire” “Desperate Hours.”
at the Wilbur; Leon Ames, first
veepee; George Chandler, treas¬
urer, and Kenneth Thomason, tv
administrator.
. By Eric Gorrick
(Sydney, Tel. MA 7778)
“High Society” (M-G) is a major
click at Liberty, Sydney.
By Hans Saaltink
Harry Wren is bringing a vaude
(121 Pythagorasstraat, Amsterdam)
Andre Jurres will lecture in the show featuring a bunch of former
U.S. on Dutch music until Dec. 11. Aussie stars to Tivoli, Sydney, late
The Haagse Comedie produced this month.
Elizabethan Trust will present
Lawrence en Lee’s “inherit The
“The Rainmaker” at Elizabethan
Wind.”
Theatre,
Newtown. Leo McKern
Enid Bagnold’s “The Chalk Gar¬
den” is being produced by the Rot- will produce.
Margot Fonteyn and Michael
terdams Tonnel.
Soames, top British dancers, are
Alexander Smallens will conduct mulling a fiveweek tour here for
Chaikovsky’s “Dame Pique,” to be Gamet-Carroll.
produced
by the
Netherlands
Wally Orr planes in from Singa¬
Opera.
^ pore to take over Allied Artists
Jan de Hartog accepted a com¬ following
the
resignation
of
mission from Nederlandse Come¬ Tommy Walcot.
die to write a plrfy. It will be ready
Lee Gordon will repeat here
around in 1958.
with Frankie Laine, for Stadium
Conductor Eduard van Beinum loop. Gordon also will repeat with
became doctor honoris causa (Lit- Frank Sinatra early next year.
_terature and Philosophy) at Uni¬
Garnet Carroll will repeat with
versity of Amsterdam.
“Kismet”- arTPrincess, Melbourne,
Dutch actor Wim Sonneveld, in during Olympic Games in lieu of
Hollywood for sometime appearing Chinese Classical Theatre troupe.
Government will see that all
on tv, signed contract with Metro
Aussie exhibitors fully abide by a
to play in “Silk Stockings.”
set
screening of British and local
After
performances
in
U.S.
Dutch dancer Albert Mol went to pix next year on quota classifica¬
tion.
Strassbourg to /do choreography on
J. Arthur Rank will ■'have his
“Feu D’Artifice,” operette by Paul
cameras rolling early next year on
Burchard.
“Robbery Under Arms,” cops-andPeter Sharov directed .for Neder¬ robbers yarn long-regarded as a
landse Comedie Anton Chekhov’s local classic.
relatively unknown play, “IwanJ. C. Williamson Ltd., by ar¬
ow,” a production which got great rangement with Garnet Carroll,
press notices.
will open at Royal. Sydney, Nov. 24
j
Back from Venezuela where he with “Tea and Sympathy,” starring
produced - documentaries for the British Dulcie Gray.
j Snell Film Unit, Bert Haanstra has
Top biz being scored by “Away
started work on a documentary All Boats” (U) at State, Sydney,
I about Rembrandt,
for Greater Union Theatres follow¬

London

Paris

Palm Springs

Boston

Pittsburgh

Australia
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ing big publicity campaign under
direction of Here McIntyre.
After a two weeks at Tivoli, Syd¬
ney,
under
Williamson-Catroll
management, the Chinese Classi¬
cal Theatre troupe will move up¬
town to Royal for additional week.
“Rock Around Clock” (Col) con¬
tinues smash hit at Victory, Syd¬
ney, now past 9th week. Pic is
likewise sockeroo in Melbourne,
Adelaide, Brisbane, Perth and New
Zealand.
Sydney’s first ozoners got under¬
way in recent weeks via Greater
Union Theatres-Hoyts* combo and
Metro, latter on indie bid. Former
playing second-release policy, with
latter featuring first-runs.

Hollywood
Walt Disney planed in from N,Y.
Hal Wallis'returned from hud¬
dles with Paramount toppers in
N.Y.
•
Jim Backus emceed the Warner
Bros. Club’s 22d annual dinnerdance at the Biltmore Bowl.
Allied Industries division of Mo¬
tion Picture Permanent Charities
started its contributions in MPPC
drive with $24,500.
Screen Directors’ Guild holds its
annual banquet Feb. 2 in Biltmore
Bowl, night preceding Screen Prod¬
ucers Guild’s annual Milestone
Awards at Beverly Hilton.

Chicago
Omaha
By Glenn Trump .
Earl Graves Combo continues at
the Copacabana.
A1 Lamm Trio moved from the
Seven Seas nitery to the Colony
Club.
Sammy Kaye Orch one-nighted
at Peony Park last Saturday (17),
followed by Jay ■Belaire (18) and
Russ Carlyle (24-25). •
Don Hammond of Romeo-Hammond Productions observed his
birthday Nov. 14 by tossing a party
at his Seven Seas nitery.
“Madame Butterfly,” by the NBC
Opera Company, proved a money
loser for promoter Dick Walter at
the new City Aud last Saturday
(10).

Presley Draw
Continued from page 3 ■■
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sive enthusiasm to put a picture
over the top.
In the light of the Paramount ex¬
perience, some doubt now exists
whether “Love Me Tender” has
that kind of pulling power. And,
speaking generally, observers are
wondering whether the strictly
juve appeal—as contrasted with
“family” appeal—can really pay off
for the exhibs who stand in danger
of losing their evening biz.
Those who are negatively in¬
clined make two points: Times have
gone whether it’s safe to rush out
a quickie to cash in on a perform¬
er’s current popularity (for refer¬
ence they cite Liberace’s “Sincere¬
ly Yours”), and costs have risen to
a point where it’s a definite risk to
pitch a picture to a limited audi¬
ence group.
In contrast, there’s been quite
a chorus of industryites claiming
that the return of the films with
juve appeal is an absolute neces¬
sity if the young audience is to be
weaned away from the tV sets.
In the minds of 20th execs, while
the Paramount Theatre experience
represents a disappointment, “Love
Me” is going to “clean up” in the
neighborhoods where kids have an
easier access- to the^, attraction.
Even at 20th, however, It's regret¬
ted that jt takes sometimes like 15
to 20 minutes before Presley shows
up in the picture. Company has
great hopes for the film in those
areas abroad where rock ’n’ roll
has been picked up by the local
hop set. .

Amsterdam

Siiverberg
—■

r

Continued from page 7

U. S. on behalf of United Jewish
Appeal, making his first address
on St. Patrick’s Day in N. Y. He
is slated for a L. A. visit at Silverberg’s invitation.
The Hollywood attorney is cur¬
rently engaged in what he feels
will be “a most important contri¬
bution” to the industry. It is a
study on “what is a Hollywood film
producer?”
He wants to establish what does
a producer do? What is his rela¬
tionship between the production
and the authors? The production
and the stars? And other people?
Is he an entrepreneur, a creator, a
good administrator, a good business¬
man in haggling with agents, a co¬
ordinator? What?
There are so many elements in
a film that the question has arisen
abroad, as it must eventually in
the U. S., he feels, on how does the
copyright on a film differ from the
copyright of the basic book, on
which the film is based? Maybe
the film’s copyright belongs with
the author of the basic work? The
status of the performer, in relation
to a creative work, is also part of
the study. '
Silverberg’s copyright treatise
for the Virginia Law Review some
years * ago has since been trans¬
lated into French and Italian,

Norm Wallace into.. Imperial
House’s Chansonette Room. .
NBC’s WMAQ aired the preem
hoopla of “Ten Commandments”
at the McVickers last night (Tues.).
Ralph Edwards and Sam Levenson shared podium at the Chicago
Boys Club’s annual banquet Mon¬
day night* (19).
Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer will
spend
$25,000
for
advertising
“Teahouse of the August Moon”
during its run here.
David Levadi added to Chicago
Variety staff, replacing Gabe Favoino who joined Sun-Times Mon¬
day (19) aS general assignment re¬
porter.
}

Philadelphia
By Jerry Gaghan
Billy Kretchmer celebrating 18th
anni of his Jam Session.
Shuttered Embassy Club pur¬
chased at auction by restaurateur
Harvey Lockman.
Ross Raphael, former 2-4 Club
bandsman, ' signed for season at
Eola Plaza, Orlando, Fla.
Norman Joyce flew to California
to clinch two pic options at Colum¬
bia for Dave Applejacks.
Stanley Schwartz, Tabu Supper
Club operator, launched new music
publishing firm, Tabu Music.
Ann Winters, nitery pianist,
switched to day work to become
secretary for Retarded Children
Campaign.

Portland, Ore.
By Ray FevesChirper Mae Williams in town
for a few days from L.A.
Victor Perry, Frieda Kajiya, The
Cordoline and The Claydettes at
Amato’s Supper Club for two
weeks.
Northwest Releasing bringing
Benny Goodman Show to the Civic
Auditorium Nov. 22.
Goodman
works Seattle Wednesday night
(21). He goes to Tacoma Nov. 23
and Spokane Nov. 24 under same
promoters.

Borgnine
=~tain

Continued from page 5 ssa
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rights,”

release

These rights, Sid Lipsitch, heacf5
of outfit’s legal. department, said,
include “the right' to bring legal
action.”
In N. Y., where he <s locationing
with
“Success” troupe, Harold
Hecht, company topper, declared:
“I think it is foolish of Ernest Borg¬
nine to turn down the part in
‘Sweet Smell of Success.’ While it
is not a large part it is a very good
one and dramatically significant in
relation to the roles played by
Burt Lancaster and Tony Curtis. 1
am sure it would have benefitted
him a great deal more than the
parts he has been lately selecting
for himself.”
Action is the latest in hassle be¬
tween Borgnine and indie outfit.
On Sept. 19, 1956, he slapped a
suit against company for $142,500
damages, plus a request for release
from his contract, on charge that
company had pre-empted his serv¬
ices under a seven-year option
agreement in order to benefit from
loaning him to other film com¬
panies.
Borgnine, according to his attor¬
ney last week, had gone to N. Ywith an open mind about the as¬
signment, despite the suit, and
would have reported for assign¬
ment if he had approved script.
.He had not previously been sent
a script and had to go east last
Thursday (15) for a first reading,
attorney stated.
In unusual court action, Superior^
Court Judge Stanley Mosk of Santa
Monica signed restraining order
giving Hecht-Hill-Lancaster until
Friday (23) to show cause why
Ernest Borgnine must make
“Sweet Smell of Success.” It’s lat¬
est round in actor’s legal battle
against indie firm. He returned
from Manhattan over weekend
after nixing “Sweet” on grounds
script was unacceptable.
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sons, Hernani arid Ruy Martins,
associate impresarios of Lisbon’s
Maria Victoria Theatre. Brothers
also are owners of the largest
scenery workshop in Portugal.
Wife and two daughters also
FRANCIS L. SULLtVAN
14 in New York. He suffered a survive.
Francis L. Sullivan, 53, London- heart attack two days earlier while
FRED KATZ
born film, legit and tv actor, died on his way home from the Alvin
Fred Katz, 67, founder of the
Nov. 19 in New York. His last Theatre, where he was appearing
Hollywood
agency bearing his
Broadway appearance was in “Wit¬ in “No Time for Sergeants."
ness for the' Prosecution/' for
Buckley started his career in name, died Nov. 12 after lengthy
which he won the 1955 Antoinette 1899 with Buffalo Bill Show after illness in Hollywood. Starting his
Perry award for best featured per¬ serving in the Spanish-American career with Gus Edwards’ “School
formance.
War.
He made his Broadway Kids," he subsequently toured
He made his London legit debut debut in 1903 in “The Fisher with his own vaude troupe.
Survivors include his wife, and
in the 1924 production of “Peter Maiden." In silent films made in
Pan." During the next few years the east, he was a pioneer direc¬ two sons, Lester Kendall, who will
continue
operation of agency, and
he created a number of character tor, producer and stuntman, ap¬
roles in Shaw plays, notably that of pearing in numerous Pearl White Kenneth Kendall, artist.
Warwick in/Saint Joan." His first cliffhangers. He trouped exten¬
FRED ASTLEY
Broadway 'appearance was in the sively in vaudeville, arid was a
1929 production “Many Waters/’ pioneer in radio, creating “Popeye" . Fred Astley (Fred Lorenzo
Crick),
82,
circus operator, died
Others included “The Winslow 'in 1935. He also appeared on many
Nov. 4 in Norfolk, Eng. He was
Boy" in 1950.
tv drama shows.
Sullivan’s films included “Great
Wife, son and two daughters sur¬ best known for his long presenta¬
tion of Astley’s American Circus,
Expectations/’ “The C i t a d e 1," vive.
which* he promoted on tour
“Oliver Twist" and “Broken Jour¬
through the British Isles.
ney." His Hollywood credits in¬
LOU BLACK
cluded Universal’s 1934 production
Clifford R. Black, 49, agent for
He was-descended from the fa¬
of “Great Expectations," in same hillbilly music and players, known mous Astley circus family, who set
role he played in the 1947 English in the trade as Lou Black, was up the first resident circus amphi¬
made film; “The Prodigal,” “Joan found dead in his hotel room in theatre in Britain.
9
of Arc," “Plunder of the Sun" and Nashville, Tenn., Nov. 11. He had
gone there from Springfield, Mo.,
“Night of the City."
TONI VALDEZ
His wife, mother, two brothers to attend t;he national Disk Jockey
Helen" Stroble, 26, dancer who
Festival.
and a sister survive.
worked under the name of Toni
Just before the festival Black Valdez, was found dead in her
RUDOLPH HALLEY
had resigned as v.p. and general apartment in a Kansas City hotel
Rudolph Halley, 43, former chM manager of Top Talent Inc., agen¬ Nov. 15. Death resulted apparent¬
counsel of the Senate Crime in¬ cy which handles the Ozark Jubi¬ ly from an overdose of sleeping
vestigating Committee headed yy lee, ABC net show originating pills.
Sen. Estes Kefauver and an attor¬ from Springfield. His resignation
Miss Valdez, who appeared at a
ney with varying show biz inter¬ was made to enable him to become club date in Kansas City the night
ests, died Nov. 19 in New York fol¬ manager for Brenda Lee, nine- before her death, is survived by
lowing a month’s illness. He be¬ year-old singing find, £t one time her parents.
came a familiar figure to millions lie had been program director of
of televiewers in 1950 while grill¬ station KWTO, Springfield.
JOHN DUFFY
Surviving are his wife and two
ing such underworld characters as
John Duffy, 55, joint owner of
Frank Costello in the course of children.
John Duffy & Sons’ Circus (Ire¬
the Kefauver hearings.
land’s National Circus and Zoo),
After returning to private prac¬
JOSEPH RUSCOLL
died Nov. 2 in Dunmanway, Coun¬
tice he became a member of the
Joseph Ruscoll, 59, died sudden¬ ty Cork, Eire. Born in Drogheda,
firm of Fulton, Walter & Halley ly Monday (19) in his home in Ireland, he succeeded his father as
which has such film industry Jackson Heights, N. Y., of a heart co-director of the circus with his
clients as Technicolor Motion Pic¬ attack. He had been a radio and brother James.
ture Corp. and the latter’s prez, television writer for over 25 years,
Survived by wife, son, and two
Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus. At one mostly freelance but for one pe¬
time Halley also was sponsor of a riod as a staffer in the CBS Di¬ daughters.
stock sale arrangement for a sports vision of Program Writing.
HAROLD LEONARD
and gambling stadium in Puerto
His recent tv credits included
Harold Leonard, 47, Hollywood
Rico. A few years ago he was con- the Alfred Hitchcock and Ford
correspondent for British film
mag, Sight and Sound, and mem¬
ber of UCLA Theatre Arts faculty,
In Loving Memory
died Nov. 10 in Los Angeles.
At UCLA, he organized last
year's Japanese film festival, and
previously edited standard refer¬
November 22, 1943
ence work, “Film Index."
Teddy Hart, Dorothy Hart, Lorenx Hart II
His wife survives.

OBITUARIES

63
Broadway legit credits included
“Our Lan’ ” and “Green Pastures.”
Two brothers survive.
ERDMAN PENNER
Erdman Penner, 51, vet writerproducer for Walt Disney, died
Nov. 10 in Hollywood. He had
been with Disney more than 20
years.
Surviving are his wife and
parents.
Harold M. Webster, 70, a mem¬
ber of the Chicago company of
“Witness for the Prosecution/’ died
Nov. 10 in that city. He appeared
for two years in the Broadway pro¬
duction.
Wife of William H. Fineshriber
Jr., v.p. of Television Programs of
America, died in New York Nov. 19
of a heart attack. Survived by hus¬
band and two children.

GENEVIEVE BELASCO
Genevieve Belaseo, 85, who re¬
tired 10 years ago from an acting
career that included films and ra¬
dio as well as legit, died Nov. 17
in New York. She was a second
cousin of the late David Belaseo,
She was born in London, daugh¬
ter of Selina Dolaro, singer-actressnovelist, and Benjamin Dolaro
Belaseo, who operated one of the
early London niteries.
In her
early years, Miss Belaseo used the
stage name of Genevieve Dolaro,
appearing with Weber & Fields,
Lillian Russell, Fay Templeton and
Otis Skinner, among others.
In films she appeared in the
origihal “Ten Commandments,"
and in “The Sainted Devil" with
Rudolph Valentino.
Her legit
credits include “The Witch," “Bit¬
ter Oleander," ^ “The Money
Lender," “A Woman Denied" and
“Lally,"
MRS. EUGENE L. CONNELLY
Mrs. Eugene L. Connelly, widow
of the veteran showman who
coined the word “nickelodeon,"
died of a heart attack Nov. 17 in
Pittsburgh. Her husband died 14
years ago. He had been manager
of the Davis Theatre in that city
in its two-a-day heyday when the
house was considered next to the
Palace on Broadway as a vauders’
paradise.
n
Previously with the Harris
Amusement Co. as publicity direc¬
tor, Connelly thought up “nickel¬
odeon" to identify the Harris out¬
fit’s first film theatre in downtown
Pittsburgh.,
Mrs. Connelly leaves a daugh¬
ter, Mrs. Virginia Kaufman, who
Is married to Judge Louis L. Kauf¬
man, longtime Pittsburgh news¬
caster who retired from radio a
few years ago when he was elected
to the Allegheny County bench,
and a grandson, Eugene Connelly
Kaufman, who also has been active
in radios
-FLOYD BUCKLEY

Floyd Buckley, 82, one of the
oldest active players in the Broad¬
way theatre, and the original Popeye the Sailor on radio, died Nov.
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funeral in Toronto on Saturday
(17). Cost of service in city’s lead¬
ing burial establishment, plus plot
in the town's most fashionable
cemetery, was underwritten by
Sam Berger, operator of the Town
Tavern.
Six members of the
Amadio orch were pallbearers at
a ceremony crowded with local
musicians.
The Baroness von Schilling is
currently living on about $25 a
month granted by the West Ger¬
man government. This was sup¬
plemented by regular bank drafts
from her late jazzman-son.

MARRIAGES

Antoinette LeBrun, 85, former
Carolyn Pfarr Fairall to Ben¬
soprano with the Metropolitan
Opera, who later formed her own jamin Piepgras, San Antonio, Nov.
touring opera company, died Nov. 21. Bride is junior artist on WOAI15 in Chicago.
TV in that city.
Dorothy Beth Lefkowiiz to Bur¬
Marie Hail, 72, who graduated
from street violinist to the concert ton Lawrence Litwin, New York,
stage, died Nov. 13 in Cheltenham, Nov. 18. Bride is daughter of Nat
England.
Lefkowitz, treasurer of the Wil¬
Joseph Milne, 58, for 10 years liam Morris Agency; he’s member
manager of the Majestic Cinema, of the theatrical law firm of Wilzin
Aberdeen, died recently in that & Halperin.
city.
Yvonne Giuntoli to Angelo C.
Jesse O. Akin, 56, chief service Sangiacomo, San Francisco, Nov.
engineer for Hardin Theatre Sup¬ 17. Bride is daughter of Bimbo
ply Co. in Dallas, died there re¬ Giuntoli, owner of Frisco’s 365
cently.
Club.
Sue Grobley to Paul Newlin,Father, 73, of Primrose Milligan,
radio and stage actress, died Nov. North Baltimore, O., Nov. 18.
1 at Prestwick, Scotland.
Bride is film editor at WOSU-TV
in Columbus; he’s continuity direc¬
Father, 67, of television producer tor at same station.
Herbert Leonard, died Nov. 7 in
Hollywood.

BIRTHS
Mrs. Irene Aiken Blankner, for¬
mer concert pianist, died Nov. 14
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Binyon Jr.,
in New York.
daughter, Hollywood, Nov. 13.
Father is assistant director and
former Daily Variety staffer.
Mr. and ‘ Mrs. Lee Bonnell,
daughter, Los Angeles, Nov. 12.
Father is former actor; mother is
Continued from page 3 - ■■
actress Gfcle Storm.
has been able to find the right pro¬
Mr. and Mrs. Cotton Griffith,
ducer for a performer, director daughter, Houston, recently. Fa¬
and/or writer with a property.
ther is with the Tidwell Drive-In
The company has no set policy on Theatre in that city.
the division of the profits, SilverMr. and Mrs. Carl Hoffman,
stein said. The percentage each daughter, Omaha, Nov. 7. Father
receives varies from project to is manager of the Omaha Theatre.
ROY KELLINO
project and depends largely on the
Mr. and Mrs. Robin Hughes, son,
filmed series.
Radio scripts of
Roy Kellino, 44, English-born tv individuals involved. Metro, how¬ Santa Monica, Cal., Nov. 12 Father
Russcoll’s appeared in a number director, died Nov. 17 in Los ever, is insistent on maintaining is an actor.
of anthologiesr notably “Drama on Angeles. He had been in the U.S. the negative rights to the films for
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Simon, son,
the Air," “Treasury Star Parade.” for the last six years and \ras di¬ at least 15 years, at the end of
He had done originals for the old rector of “Four Star Theatre’ and which period, depending on the Pittsburgh. Nov. 9. Father’s a di¬
rector
at KDKA-TV.
Columbia Workshop and for the “Schlitz Playhouse."
His first
1946 incarnation of that series.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Lowe, daugh¬
wife, film actress, Pamela, is now terms of the contract, M-G either
“buys or sells" the negative.
ter, Pittsburgh, Nov. 8. Father’s
His wife and three children sur¬ the wife of James Mason.
Many of the company’s outside, with Joe Pape orch.
vive as do two cousins in show
Wife, tv actress Barbara Billing¬
packages
involve
films
that
can
be!
business, producer David Suss- sley, survives.
Mr. and Mrs. A1 Beckman, Jr.f
made in England, ■ utilizing Eady: son, Pittsburgh, Nov. 10. Father’s
kind and gagwriter Norman Lear.
Burial in Forest Hills.
Plan funds and possibly Metro’s the son of veteran WCAE staffer.
SAMUEL FELT
Mr., and Mrs. Max Binder,
Samuel Felt, 68, Philadelphia British studios. Among these are
CHARLES C. RODENBACH
builder, realtor and theatre oper¬ Ealing Films (Sir- Michael Baleon) daughter. New York, Nov 10.
Charles Clark Rodenbach, 62, ator, died Nov. 10 in that city. He “Man in the Sky" and “Shiralee,” Mother is Marilyn Raphael, stage
veteran newspaperman 'and film had been.a theatre builder for 50 Claridge Productions* ‘(Kenneth and radio-tv actress.
critic, died in Chicago Nov. 12 years both in Philly as well as in Harper) “Action on the Tiger,"
and Mrs. John Derr, daugh¬
after a long illness. Ho started as Reading, Pa. He operated the Am¬ Romulus Films’ “The Iron Petti¬ ter,Mr.Montclair,
N.J., Nov. 18. Fa¬
a.reporter for a brief time on the bassador and Locust Theatres in coat," and an upcoming film which ther is former CBS director of
Chicago Tribune, after serving in West Philadelphia for years.
sports
and
a
freelance
sports com¬
David E. Rose will film in England.
World War I.
Two daughters survive.
Silverstein pointed out that Met¬ mentator..
Joining the Chicago Daily News
ro provides the indies with the
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Jacobson, son,
in 1926, Rodenbach became its mo¬
HERBERT T. BLASS
full facilities of its pub-ad depart¬ New York, Nov. 15. Father is a tv
tion picture critic until he left the
Herbert T. Blass, 65, Warner ment
writer.
and
that
MG
treats
every
out¬
paper in 1939. He later worked for Bros, branch manager in Des
Mr. and Mrs. Zelman Brounoff,
the old Chicago Herald-American. Moines, died there recently follow¬ side film as if it were a studio pro¬
Rodenbach’s two closest friends ing surgery. Associated with the duction. It has assigned Arthur daughter, Dallas, Nov. 16. Father
is
assistant concertmaster of the
Canton
to
serve
as
publicity
liaison
were Sally Rand and Eddie Rick- film industry for some 40 years, he
enbacker, whom he wished notified had been WB’s Des Moines man¬ with the indies to make certain that Dallas Symphony Orchestra.
at his death.
each picture receives a full share of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Underhill,
ager since 1953.
daughter, White Plains, N.Y., Nov.
Surviving are his wife, son, bally exposure.
13.
Mother is actress Julie Stev¬
daughter,
sister
and
mother.
In
addition
to
the
British
proj¬
' ROGER ML COELOS
ects (excepting the David E, Rose ens; father is a former program¬
Roger M. Co’elos, 41, tv director
ming
v.p. at ABC-TV and current¬
EARLE D. BEHRENDS
one)., the $7,000,000 outlay includes
at WGN-TV, Chicago, died in that
Earle D. Behrends, 68, ex-or¬ “Julie," film made by the Doris ly an exec of U.S. Steel.
city of a heart attack Nov. 12. He
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Snyder,
had been with the station for the chestra leader and music teacher, Day-Marty Melcher company, Arpast two years, specializing in han¬ died Nov. 13 in Dallas. Director of win Productions; “Edge of the son, Cleveland, Oct. 30. Mother’s
the Scottish Rite Male Chorus, he City" (David Susskind’s Jonathon former publicity director of WXEL
dling remote telecasts.
Prior to joining WGN-TV, Coe- earlier had led many choirs and Productions); “The Little Hut" (F. there; father’s a McCann-Erickson
los spent .Six months as manager orchestras, and served as president Hugh Herbert and Mark Robson); exec.
Of KDWA-TV, Honolulu* in 1954. of the Dallas Symphony Orchestra “The Living Idol" (Albert Lewin),
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Van Patten,
After an apprenticeship with Du¬ Assn, in its early years.
“Happy Road" (Gene Kelly), and son, New York, Oct. 7. Mother is
Mont Labs, he signed on with
Survived by his wife and a son. “Lizzie" and “King Kelly” from dancer Patricia Poole; father plays
WTTG, Washington, D.C., in 1947
Kirk Douglas* Bryna Productions. Nels on the “Mama" tv show.
and remained there Until 1954.
NORRIS D. HEINEMAN
Mr, and Mrs. Howard Mahler,
Wife .and daughter survive.
Norris D. Heineman, 25, pro¬
daughter, New York, Nov. 10.
ducer-director of KUON-TV in
Father
is a N. Y. film booker for
ROY G. MILLER
Lincoln, Neb., died there of a kid¬
United Artists.
Roy G. Miller, 70, former Los ney ailment recently. He was a
✓
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Donnelly,
Angeles exhib and publicist, died former news editor of WJAG in T’ ' _r Continued
from page 1
son, New York, Nov. 7. Father is
Nov. 14 of cancer in Los Angeles. Norfolk and KLMS, Lincoln.
a
manager and formerly
With his uncle, the late Fred A.
Survived by wife and son.
source associated with the series in theatre
the Variety office.
Miller, he operated the Carthay
said.
Mr. and Mrs. Irwin Timberg,
Circle, California and Mission
EDWIN G. LINDEN
Subsequently, another NBC-TV
Theatres in L.A., before pair lost
Edwin G. Linden, 60, camera¬
Hallmark Hall of Fame, ac-, son, New York, Nov. 13. Father
heavily in 1929 market crash and man, died Nov. 15 in Hollywood series,
is
the son of the late vaudeville
subsequently were forced to give following a heart attack while quired “Animal,” and asked Henry performer and producer, Herman
up their chain of 15 houses in working on Screen Gems’.“Circus Fonda, who essayed the lead in the Timberg.
Southern California.
Boy" on the Columbia lot. He had Warner Bros, film version in 1942,
Mr. and Mrs. Le Grand Snowden
During recent years, Miller had been with that studio since 1939, to reprise his role. But, disclosed Redfield, son, New York, Nov. 17.
been a L.A. realtor. *
His wife and a stepson survive. Fonda here, he has informed Hall¬ Father is manager of special serv¬
mark he is not going to do the ices at Edward Petry, tv-radio sta¬
storyj also because of a sponsor tion rep company; mother is Carol
JOSE MARTINS
WILLIAM YEASEY
Jose Martins, 69, Portuguese Im¬
William Yeasey, 54, who played chill on the S-V angle. Sacco and Petry, daughter of the station reppresario, died recently in Lisbon the role of the undertaker, in the Vanzetti were executed on charges pery’s president and namesake.
after a long illness. Although'he Broadway revival of “Porgy and they killed a watchman in a Boston
Mr. and Mrs. Jack JShor, son,
retired before the war, he con¬ Bess” and on its. recent, world tour, burglary in 1920, although they New
York, Nov. 16. Mother is actinued active as counselor of his died Nov. 13 in'New York. His contended they were innocent.
j tress- Miriam Craig.

M8M‘Outsiders’

LORENZ HART

nected with a network tv show
based on aetual crimes.
Thrice wed, Halley is survived
by his third wife, his mother and
four children. Services will be
held today (Wed.) at The River¬
side, N. Y., with interment private.

Toronto Sleuthing
-- '

Sacco-Vanzetti
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TELEVISION ON A CENSOR SPREE
!.0. As

SCRIPT AXINGS Ben Thau No. 1 at Studio in Schary’s
Tourists Cancel; 100G From Pix-TV & 'SACRED COWS’ M-G Move-Out at lOOG-a-Yr. Payoff

By COL. BARNEY OLDFIELD 4
(Author of'Never a Shot in Anger’J
Melbourne, Nov. 27.
Whatever the troubles of Egypt’s
* Col.. A. G. Nasser, he narrowly
averted another disaster — the j
scalper's curse!
More potent than that invoked
1 by any Pharoah against possible
• defilers of his tomb, Aussie en¬
terprises in ticket price, pyramiding
! began to mutter and almost went
1 into, shock when the shakes over: took the Middle East, body-block: ing the Olympics,
r
As whole books of tickets came
; in by every airmail to travel agen- Cies* from would-be travelers who
t had booked months ago, invariably
the instructions were to liquidate
. for grabs. The speculators found
: their own countrymen coming to
- their rescue, as many of them had
/.been languid about buying until
. too late, disbelieying .even the
.'once-ln-a-lifetime natiohal experi- ence of hosting an Olympic Games
- could jam the 100,00Q-plus seats
. daily over an extended period.
;
Melbourne’s classified ad col.-limns were long, and in lesser
r length in other major cities, telling
• of $7 seats to be had for $60 “or
- over;” There were occasional fea¬
tures in the papers about pastet boards . which actually went at
. those prices.
At the outset, the games had
brought the seat-limit 1,250,000
. Australian pounds Into the till
. from ticket sale, no matter how
much extra - margin marketing
* might be going on outside the
gates.
,Wojdd coverage of the activities
of the 6,000 sweat-suited athletes
(540 of whom were women) rested
on 850 writers, 150 broadcasters,
and more than 100 lensers. For the
first time, the great wire services
. set up a co-op, city news bureau
style (Combined Olympic Reportcontinued on page 20)
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Haircuts in Lobby

By GEORGE ROSEN

Safe at Home

Detroit, Nov. 27.
“Elvis Presley haircuts” are
being given free in the lobby
of the 5,000-seat Fox during
the run of “Love Me Tender.”
Stunt has attracted plenty of
attention and customers.
Leo Snage, local barber
catering to teenagers, set up
a barber’s chair and barber’s
bar in the lobby and uses four
youths to model various coif¬
fure styles. Fox manager Bob
Barthwell procured a city bar¬
ber shop license to forestall
complaints which, so far, he
has succeeded in doing.

Not since the days when Clar¬
ence Menser, the ex-NBC radio
program chief, was riding herd on
the late Fred Allen and his intra¬
trade barbs (occasioning the wide¬
ly-heralded “Censor Menser” appelation) has there been such a
concentrated looking-askance at tv
script material. This time, however,
it’s the advertiser and the agency,
rather than the networks, who ap¬
pear to be “running Beared” and
are indiscriminately bluepencilling,
no matter how flimsy the sensitiv¬
ity that is involved. %
Story properties that would have
had but little difficulty passing
muster a few seasons back—and in
fact were produced—are today be¬
ing tossed out upon submission for
revisions, for fear of audience re¬
action. All of which has the effect
of creating complete bafflement as
to why today’s television audience
should be considered so much
more vulnerable or susceptible to
whatever it is somebody’s afraid
of. It’s becoming, in fact, one of
the major topics for debate among
those who, on the one hand, con¬
tend that tv is inevitably scissor¬
ing itself into senility—“and, let’s
face it, are we an entertainment
medium or an advertising medi¬
um?”—as opposed to those agencysporisor-network champions of the
“cease and desist” who fear th&
worst if television^ doesn’t ^police
itself more vigilantly.
(Strictly aside from the socio¬
logical—if any—aspects involved,
there’s been a heightened aware¬
ness of this “new climate” by the
recent sudden cancellation of the
Walter Winchell radiocasts on Mu¬
tual by his Seaboard Drugs spon(Continued on page 40)

For her appearance Sunday
night (25) on the Ed Sullivan
television show, soprano Maria
Callas wore one of the dressy
costumes she uses in “Tosca,”
at the Metropolitan Opera.
In deference to home view¬
ers, however, the videb pro¬
duction staff insisted on modi¬
fications, so *the diva visited
Brooks Costume Co, last Satur¬
day (24) and had fur pieces
stitched onto the gown to raise
the neckline.

TV Shows Inspire
This Year’s Crop
Of Yuletide Toys

When America goes shopping for
toys this Christmas season, an esti¬
mated 25% of all the toys on dis¬
play will be identified in some
way with a licensing operation, the
greater majority of which are right
out of tv.
There are some 50 video shows
currently involved in a merchan¬
dising operation ranging from
clothing to records and accounting
for retail grosses of tens of millions
of dollars yearly. But on the whole,
these merchandising tieups are no
financial bonanza to the tv pro¬
ducer-distributor.
Perhaps with
the exception , of the Walt Disney
organization, other tv outfits have
an uphill fight to draw any sizable
revenues from the licensing oper¬
ation.
The standard contract with the
manufacturer calls for a licensing
fee of 5% of the wholesale selling
price. Under those terms “Circus
Boy” items have to sell wholesale
to the tune of $4,000,000 annually
before some $200,000 is realized
via merchandising by Screen Gems
and its participant partners in the
Hollywood, Nov. 27.
“The Way to the Gold” isn’t rich merchandising end, NBC in this
(Continued on page 20)
enough for Elvis Presley.
That’s the tag of the 2Qth-Fox
film going into production next
month,* and for which studio wants
Elvis'.* But Col;Torn Parker, sing¬
er’s1 personal* manager, nixed stu¬
dio’s* Offer’Of *$1"5G,Q00 against 50%
of the* profits arid said on the basis
.London, Nov. 20.
of Presley's * biz in “LoV.e Me
Rock* ’n’ roll has spread tb the
Tender”" he wants $250,000 against Continent/ ’ Last Wednesday (14)
50%’of ’the profits for “Gold.”
a rock’n’‘roll-band of British mu¬
“Tender,” "Presley’s first film, sicians’ ‘led * by clarinetist Dave
made for YOthVis'in current release. Shepherd left ’ London to open at
Studio ’ even- offered the singer 10 the POrto D’Ord,’ Milan*
days off * for the holidays if he
They stay there for two weeks
would do “Gold.”
and will then begin rehearsals for
Pic has a Dec. 17 start date. Da- a rock ’n’ roll package show to
Continued on page 6)
tour the major Italian cities.

Col. Parker’s Terms:
Presley’s 2d Film At
$250,0004*50% of Net

DONDELO E REMO
SPREADS TO ITALY

Cantor’s ‘at 65’
To Sub Gleason
Hollywood, Nov. 27.
Jackie Gleason is negotiating
with Eddie Cantor for the latter to
take over his Jan. 12 show for
an “At 65” reprise of Cantor’s
career. The Coast-originated pro¬
gram would star Cantor in high¬
lights of his career and would lead
up to Cantor’s 65th birthday on
Jan.* 31.
Format would call for Cantor to
do skits and songs with which he’s
been associated, and for guest stars
who have been linked with Cantor
through the years. Cantor has been
semi-retired for a couple of years,
since his “Colgate Comedy Hour”
stints, restricting himself in the
past year -to two dramatic appear¬
ances on tv, one on NBC’s “Matinee
Theatre” and the other this past
October on the CBS “Playhouse
90” presentation of “Sizeman &
Son ”

Details appeared finalized In
New York yesterday (Tues.) on
terms of settling Dore Schary’s
contract as v.p. in charge of Metro,
production,* with all indications
pointing to a full payoff to Schary
as per terms of his "employment
deal. It breaks down this way:
Schary is to receive an immediate
$300,000, of which $100,000 will be
placed with an insurance company
to guarantee that other payments
due him over the next nine and a
half years will be made.
Schary is to receive an^average
of $100,000 per year over that
period.
The exec’s pact had provided
him with $200,000 annually for 10
years, plus $100,000 per year for
the next 10, during which he was
to take on consultant status. Ex¬
piration date was to have been Jan.
17, 1958.
As of Variety presstime yester¬
day, certain details had yet to be
ironed out. Loew-Metro president
Joseph R. Vogel Is set to leave for
the Coast today (Wed.) on his sec¬
ond visit to the studio since assum¬
ing the top spot.
Benjamin Thau, longtime exec
on the Culver * City lot, is to be¬
come top administrator—the No, 1
exec. But while charged with run¬
ning the studio, Thau is to concen¬
trate on the business end of the
operation. Setup is to be patterned
somewhat after the Paramount
system where Y. Frank Freeman
(Continued on page 18)

Branches Closing,
Rep Writing Finis
On Theatrical Pix

Hollywood, Nov. 27.
Halt of theatrical film production
by Republic, long threatened by
president Herbert J. Yates, appears
at hand. The chief exec has or¬
dered a« gradual shutdown of all
Rep exchanges and has placed all
contract producers and directors
on half salary until the end of the
year, at which time they’re ex¬
pected to check off the lot.
[Despite the cutbacks, deal is re¬
ported pending for Rep .to handle
sale of the IFE Releasing Corp.
Italo product in the U. S. IFE has
been virtually shuttered and is giv¬
ing up its large quarters today
(Wed.)]
Yates has repeatedly complained
that exhibitors haven’t supported
Rep sufficiently to make theatrical
frlmmaking pay off. He empha¬
sized that the company’s television
Washington, Nov. 27.
and laboratories alone have pro¬
Carl Brisson, now in his fourth
vided the profits.
week at the Statler Hotel here,
Francis Bateman, western dis¬
seems to be a favorite of the top
continued on page 18)
figures of the Eisehhower Admin¬
istration.
During his first week, Vice Presi¬
dent and Mrs. NikOn turned out for
his show, with Nixon thumping $
piano for him in one number.
Last Friday (23), the blonde Dane
Berlin, Nov. 20.
What may be called triadewise a received a quiet telephone sum¬
courageous enterprise on the part mons to the White House. There
of its local distributor (Rebus he spent about 20 minutes quietly
Film) is the official Berlin showing talking show biz with the Presi¬
of the- -French • short; • “Nuit- et dent. Ike talked about songs, plays
Brouillard” (Night and Fog), a half- and films, showing himself well
hour documentary about* the Nazi- versed in the goings on of the en¬
concentration camps. Film had its tertainment world. The President
official-local preem -last Friday <16) ■once cracked-: “You look so young.
at the Filmbuehne Wien, and is I thought it was you—instead of
currently being shown via special your son—who had married Rosar
matinee performances at the same lind Russell.”
house.
I
Brisson assured Prexy that the
Taking Into consideration that entertainment profession was hap¬
the greater part of tha German py and grateful for his interest in
population doesn't like to be re¬ show business. Brisson and Eisen¬
minded of the most terrible chap- j hower first met shortly after Ike’s
ter in its country's history, such return to this country, after th#
(Continued on page 20)
I end of World War II.

Carl Brisson Danish
Darling of Ike & Co.;
DDE Talks Show Biz

‘HITLER’S HELL GAMPS’
PREEMED IN W. BERLIN
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i Pix Admen; MPAA Invokes Mag 0.0.
:'f

S. R. Bernstein, editor of.Adver-4
tising Age, this week was invited
to a 'personal closeup of film ad
men and how they conceive and
develop campaigns. Taylor Mills,
Seattle, Nov. 27,
public relations of the Motion Pic¬
Readying for a fifth time to re¬
ture Assn', of America, extended
side
in
Olympia,,
the state capital,
the invitation following a vitriolic
is Vic Meyers, for many years a
condemnation of pic ads in the
bandleader. He dates back in Seat¬
weekly’s Nov. 12 Issue.
tle to the old Butler cabaret days,
Ad Age, in a pice by Clyde when John Savage operated that
Bedell, stated that “movie adver¬ pioneeer night club. This time the
tising is the slippery eel and cor¬ final tabulations show Meyers won
ner-cutter of the top rank in adver¬ in a close election over his Repub¬
tising.” Bedell described pic- ad lican opponent for secretary of
writers as “working in a cubicle of state.
some kind, with a bottle of absin¬
Serving as lieutenant governor
the and a bag of colored crayons of the state for 16 years, Meyers
and a stack of ‘feelthy pictures now holds another top ranking
from Paris.’ ”
state office.
Where he was one
Mills retorted that this kind of breath removed from the governor¬
ship,
he
is
now
two breaths away,
blast hits not only tne film ad men
but such agencies as J. Walter the secretary of state becoming i
Thompsonr Buchanan & Co., Dona¬ guv in the event the governor and 1
hue & Coe and others whose cli¬ lieutenant governor are unable to
ents include film producers and serve.
distributors.
The MPAA rep asked Bernstein
or one of his staffers “in all fair¬
ness” to contact any of the ad-pub
chiefs of the film companies and,
perhaps, Advertising Code admin¬
istrator Gordon S. White so that
a “true and honest picture” of film
advertising might be gotten and
London, Nov. 27. „
the “record set straight.”
The introduction of gasoline ra¬
tioning a week ahead of Christmas
may be a severe blow to many sea¬
sonal London entertainments and
may also adversely affect a num¬
ber of other shows which rely on
substantial out-of-town patronage
Mexico City, Nov. 20.
as well as all forms of show biz.
For being 17V£ pounds over her
Many London managements who
-*■ stated weight, Cuban specialty are responsible for circuses and
dancer Majestic XJrariga has just other arena shows have special di¬
lost out on a $3,000 contract with visions organizing bus parties from
local pic comic-restaurant owner, all parts of the country on a com¬
German Valdez (Tin-Tan).
The bined round trip basis, which in¬
dancer had forwarded numerous cludes admission ticket, transpor¬
photos of herself to Valdez she had tation and meals. As many as 200
specified, in her letters, that she buses, each carrying 32 passengers,
weighed approximately 115 pounds. have, in the past, been parked in
After contracting her, Valdez' the lots surrounding the arenas.
(Continued on page 20)
(Continued on page 63)

Vic Meyers, Ex-Maestro,
Attains Olympia by Hair

British Gas Rationing
Near Xmas Bad Blow To
London Seasonal Shows

Overweight Cuban Terper
Has 3G Pay Unbalanced
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London Lands Satchmo
For Hungarian Benefit
London, Nov. 27.
Louis Armstrong has okayed an
invite for a charity concert at Lon¬
don’s Royal Festival Hall on Dec.
,18, in aid of the Hungarian Relief
Fund,
Invitation was extended by
Daily Mirror columnist Noel Whit! comb, on behalf of the “Evening
for Hungary” Committee, of which
the chairman is the Countess of
Harewood.
A cable from Armstrong mana¬
ger Joe Glaser told Whitcomb that
Satchmo would donate his services.
Drummer-bandleader Jack Parnell
and pianist Dill Jones will accom¬
pany Armstrong, in addition to the
backing of a symphony orchestra
to he assembled here.

Zanuck Details
Island In Sun’
Cost To Press
London, IttOv. 27.
Darryl F. Zanuck, who turned
indie producer because “I could
not afford to be head of a studio
at a salary of $500,000 a year” (for
tax reasons), spoke at a London
press conference of his first solo
undertaking—his British produc¬
tion of “Island in the Sun.”
It was, he explained not only his
first independent production, but
his first direct association wifn the
British film industry and he went
out of his way to underline the
fact that there was “utterly” no
difference in the technical perfec¬
tion of British and American
crews.
This,- he explained, was
apart
from
union
regulations,
which demanded a team of 100 tech¬
nicians, whereas a similar Holly¬
wood unit would have relied on
60-65. This had led to some dup¬
lication of jobs/but he did not con¬
sider it made any tangible differ¬
ence to their ultimate budget of
more than .$2,800,000.
i
The unit was spending some
(Continued on page 63)

R. L-Billy R#se Would
Pull Strings For Jazz
To Jolt Iron Curtain
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The passing of Tom Healy who
long ran Healy’s Golden Glades up
near Lincoln Square—the same
sector which may be razed for the
nqw Met, the new Ballet Theatre
fend similar ‘‘cultural centre” ven¬
tures, along with housing projects
■sparks a nerve with the Variety
vets. For one thing, long before.
Prohibition and the speaks" en¬
larged the gadabout predilections
in the American populace, Variety
founder Sime Silverman was a
congenital night owl.
He subscribed to the adage—
paraphrased obviously—that you
“learn more in night school than
you do in day school.” Variety
reporters know that “mixing,” and
the later the better for the news
tidbits that eventuate, is the es¬
sence of getting real hot items.
News, like history, is made at
night. To a Variety man every¬
thing is grist to the news mill, and
he soon learns that in the offbeat,
off-hour periods .the staid news
sources are either more accessible
or more confiding. Usually both.
Healy’s was one of Sime’s fave
spots. It- was in the same idiom
as Reisenweber’s and Rector’s,
Churchill’s and Shanley’s, Maxim’s
and Bustanoby’s. In the daytime
the same set made the Hunt Room
of the Hotel Asfcor, or the grill of
the now defunct Knickerbocker
Hotel (now the Newsweek Bldg.)
on 42d and Broadway, and the

Claridge’s restaurant their bases
of operation.
There was so much chatter in.
those hectic early Volsteadian days
in Sime’s Square that he itched to
record it as it happened. Thus was
founded the Times Square Daily
which, coming at the time when
Sime took over the flopping N.Y.
Clipper from Leo Feist Inc., the
music publishing house, which had
acquired it as a bad debt, gave the
Variety staffers plenty to do. They
seemed to thrive on it and it was
in that vibrant Prohibition era, at
a time when the Broadway column
had not yet been invented, that
Variety bore down on the niteries.
Vaudeville was on its way out
and already the gaudy Paradise
and Hollywood (NTG) operations,
Billy Rose's Casino de Paree, and
Clifford C. Fischer’s French Ca¬
sino were taking up the slack with
good salaries for variety people.
’ The speaks and the no-cuv, no*
minimum joints were an important
segment of new show business. The
paper wrote more increasingly
about the nitery. N. Y. Journal
drama critic John Anderson waxed
facetious, “If Variety calls a night
club a nitery, would it call a day
club a dairy? And if they sell booze
in a nitery, what do they purvey in
a dairy?”
And now Variety is in the First
Year of the Second Half Century.
The 51st Anniversary Number is
on the horizon! Reserve your copy!

Gleason Gladhander At
Israeli’s Rep Theatre
Hub Arthritis Parade
Gives First Play In
Boston, Nov. 27.
Sinai Desert House
Jackie Gleason led a motorcade
through downtown Boston yester¬
day (Mon.) at 5 p.m., kicking off
the annual fund drive of the Massa¬
chusetts Chapter of the Arthritis
& Rheumatism Foundation.
Gleason entered the lead car of
the 12-car motorcade at the Hotel
Sheraton Plaza. Riding with him
were Governor-Elect Foster Furcolo, Gen. George C. Kenney and
officials of the Massachusetts Chap¬
ter.
At ceremonies on the mall
in Boston Common, Gleason in*
troed Annie Fallow of Stoughton,
Mass,, national arthritis poster
girl.

CURLEY, AT 82, OFFERS
TO TURN FILM STAR

Tel Aviv, Nov. 20.
Israeli repertory theatre, th«
Kameri (Chamber Theatre), has
done it again. At El Arish, flourish¬
ing ancient city in the Sinai Desert
on the Gaza-Cairo railway line, and
the only inhabitable oasis in the
northern part of the desert, it
opened the Sinai Cinema with
Moshe Shamir’s “He Walked in the
Fields.” The group had also won
success with this topical play dur¬
ing the Theatre Festival-of Paris
this summer.
Troupe traveled to the newlycaptured centre from Tel-Aviv on
Friday—when theatres and cinemas
do not play in the cities because
of the Sabbath—and had to im¬
provise stage, curtain and lighting.
The small hall did not accommo¬
date all of the enthusiastic playgo¬
ers from army and naval units.
Military
police
had
to
fight
back prospective ticket bqyers.
Each unit had drawn lots for the
coveted ducats. While the play was
in progress, eager crowds assem¬
bled in front of the hall or climbed
the roof. So, half an hour after the
regular performance had finished,
the troupe decided to give ^repeat
show.
The play, glorifying the pioneer
spirit and character of the men
and women who fought for and
(Continued on page 20)

Boston, Nov. 27.
Jazz tooters may tour Europe
and the Iron Curtain countries
early next year under arrange¬
Boston, Nov. 27.
Politician James Michael Cur¬
ments made by the Newport Jazz
Festival — depending on how the ley, who celebrated his 82d birth¬
day here Wednesday (21), said he’s
world situation shapes—according ready to turn actor.
He wants
to George Wein, director, and op¬ to play himself in a picture based
erator of Hub jazz spot, Storyville, on his memoirs skedded for publi¬
and Albert L. Lorillard, festival cation next May.
prexy.
Curley asserted that that three
Both said the Newport jazz board unnamed Hollywood studios are
phas been approached by Billy Rose nibbling for the film' rights and
in N^w York. A similar move to that he has already turned down
have the jazz‘musicians go abroad an offer to be technical director
last winter was backed by Senator of the film based on Edwin O’ConTheodore Francis tereen of Rhode | nor’s novel, “The Last Hurrah,”
Island and received some encour¬ i
(Continued on page 18)
agement from the State Dept, and
the American National Theatre &
Academy, but the plan could not
be carried put.
Lorillard said Rose wanted about
30 jazz people, but would leave the
Trade Mark Registered
selection and org entirely up to the
FOUNDED 1905 by SIME SILVERMAN; Published Weekly by VARIETY# INC.
Newport Jazz Festival board, which
Syd Silverman, President
would sked the 20-week tour.
154 West 46th St.* New York 36, N. Y.
JUdson 2-2700
Hollywood 21
Numerous arrangements have been
6311 Yucca Street, Hollywood 9-1141
settled, but the situation in Europe
Washington 4 • ♦
and the Middle East at present
1292 National Press Building, STerllng 3-C44S
Chicago 11
time makes uncertain whether the
612 No. Michigan Ave., DElaware 7*4984
cultural exchange program can go
London WC2
ahead, he pointed out.
8 St. Martins PL, Trafalgar Sq.* Temple Bar 5041
Rose went through Europe, in¬
SUBSCRIPTION Annual, S10; Foreign, $11; Single Copies, 25 Cents
cluding Russia and her satellite
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countries, this past summer at the
request of President Eisenhower
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CALL FLESH PEDDLERS DEVILS
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Major Starts Fewer on Coast;
Tax-Motivated Freelancing Hits
Studios Via Star Shortage
Hollywood, Nov. 27. 4
Name-conscious major studios,
VICTOR YOUNG BIOPIC
faced with a scarcity of proven
box-office draws, are cutting back
20th’s Featurette Made Prior* To
production plans for the remain¬
Death As Video Pilot
der of 1957 thus slowing the ris¬
ing tide of product which has been
Hollywood, Nov. 27.
flowing into theatres for the last
Featurette on the career of the
several months. Eight majors now
late
'composer-conductor
Victor
have only 15 properties listed for
starts in the final five weeks of Young has been acquired by 20thFilm,
the year, a new low for the period. Fox for^domestic release.
And of the 15, on the basis of nor¬ which runs just under 30 minutes,
originally
was
produced
by
Artie
mal Hollywood practice, at least
three will be cancelled between Wayne Productions at a cost of
$45,000
as
the
pilot
of
a
projected
now. and the tentative starting
widfilm series tagged “Inside Mu¬
dates,
sic” and covering the careers of
Slowdown is directly traceable
noted composers.
to producer reluctance to rely
20th, it’s understood, acquired
heavily on unknowns or lesserdomestic theatrical rights only with
known talents in important prod¬
Wayne retaining tv and foreign dis¬
uct. Mushrooming of independent
tribution rights.
activity, particularly that involving
star names seeking a capital gain
advantage as opposed to straight
salary or percentage deals, has
severely limited the number of top
-draw thesps available for roles in
major studio product for -the re¬
mainder of the year.
Slowdown, at present indications,
Hollywood, Nov. 27.
will give the majors a final 1956
Jack Webb has acquired “Death
tally of 185 films, about a dozen
more than last year’s tally. Of this in a Sand Flea,” drama recently
number, 170 have already been telecast on Kraft Theatre, NBC-TV,
started and 148 of them completed. for approximately $25,000, and will
Even if production halts entirely film it as the third picture in his
this week, the majors will have three-film deal with Warner Bros;
James Lee Barrett, who wrote
topped last year’s total of 169 fea¬
the story about Marine Corps boot
tures produced.
Heaviest activity for the remain¬ training, has been signed by Webb
der of the year is centered at Co¬ to screenplay. Webb will star in
lumbia and 20th-Fox, each studio and direct the film to be produced
having scheduled four films each. for Warners by his Mark VII Pro¬
Columbia’s quartet includes a pair ductions.
Webb, who will play the part of
of top films, “Three-Ten to Yuma’’
and “Jeanne Eagles,” as well • as a Marine drill inspector, said yes¬
“Hellcats of the Navy” and “The terday, “we’re not going to pdfl
Brothers Rico.” Twentieth will do any punches, but we are not going
“The Sun Also Rises,” “The^Desk to crucify the Marine Corps. We
Set,’ “The Way to Gold” and “A will do an exact repertorial job.”
Warner Bros, was also bidding
Hatful of Rain.” Warners will do
three, “Bombers B-52,” “Pajama for the property, until it learned
Game” and “Band of Angela”; Webb was after it for his Warner
Metro will launch “Man on Fire” picture.
Film, to go into production soon,
and “The House of Numbers,” and
Paramount will gun “Amongst the will be shot in widescreen and
color. Tag will be changed for the
Dead.”
film version.
No production is scheduled at
Webb plans to use a large per¬
Universal-International. RKO, Al¬
centage of the Manhattan actors
lied Artists or Republic.
Oddly, United Artists reports who appeared in the televersion.

Webb’s Marine Tale Will
Be Realistic But Not
Beastly to the Corps

none of its independent producers
will start any product within the
next five weeks although there
will be a certain amount of inde¬
pendent activity for other distribs
or on a no-release basis.

Charlton Heston Considers
Star’s Self-Interest Much
Advanced By Promotion
By GEORGE GILBERT
Fresh from a seven-city tour in
the last two weeks to help spread
the promotional gospel on ‘‘The
Ten
Commandments,”
Charlton
Heston firmly believes that actors
are shortsighted if they fail to co¬
operate in exploiting a film. For
not only the company benefits
from such personal appearances,
he said, but the star as well.
Heston, who portrays Moses in
the Cecil B. DeMille epic, tempo¬
rarily wound up his exploitative
travels Saturday (24) when he re¬
turned from Detroit to start re¬
hearsals the same day for the title
role of “Mister Roberts.” Revived
by the N. Y. City Center, it’s due
to open next Wednesday (5) for a
two-week run.
“You can’t overemphasize the
value, of being your own goodwill
ambassador,” Heston declared. “I
make it a point to visit key U. S.
cities at least once a year and in
so doing I’ve developed an ac¬
quaintanceship with at least 150
newsmen and more than 500 radio¬
tv people. Naturally, I feel that
these associations all add up to
long-range advantages for myself.”
Heston, who receives only ex¬
pense money from Paramount in
(Continued on page 18) ’

COLUMBIA COLLOQUY:
EXPENSE ACCOUNTS
Dialog at Columbia’s stockholder
meeting: Q. (by a stockholder)—
How come Harry and Jack Cohn
have $50,000 for expense money
that they don’t have to account for
and what do they do with it?
A. , (by
corporate
secretary
Charles Schwartz)—Well, they use
it for entertainment in the picture
industry.
Rebuttal (by same stockholder)—
They never entertained me.

BREAD ON WATERS
Sam Levene Gets Return of Favor
To Harold Hecht
Film-legit actor Sam Levene,
who has taken over the “Sweet
Smell of Success” part originally
intended for Ernest Borgnine, has
been signed to a unique role deal
by Hecht-Laneaster. It's to have
him in the role of pic director.
Following the wrapup of “Suc¬
cess,” Levene’s assignment is to
spend six months in Hollywood as
an apprentice turn-caller. Follow¬
ing this, H-L will give the actor a
chance to direct a feature on his
own, according to Harold Hecht
Genesis of the arrangement is
“Sound of the Hunting,” 1945 legiter in which Levene and Burt
Lancaster were appearing. Hecht,
then an agent, wanted Lancaster
as a client and Levene brought
them together.

ALLIED RAP AT Sid Luft Strikes Back at Trade
COAST AGENTS “Propaganda Against His Wife;
By HY HOLLINGER
Dallas. Nov. 27.
Hollywood talent agencies were
made the villains for high rentals
at the opening here of the annual
convention of the Allied States
Associations. Roy L. Kalver, pres¬
ident of the Indiana Allied unit,
introduced thought that the Federals should investigate and curb
the power of the flesh brokers
whose exorbitant demands for pro¬
fit percentages on films come out
of the hides of theatre operators
in the final reckoning.
Kalver specifically cited testi¬
mony of Paramount's Y. Frank
Freeman before recent Senate
Small Business subcomittee hir¬
ing. Indiana exhibitor contended
that if production stranglehold of
talent reps was as serious as Free¬
man outlined to Senate and then
it was about time to remove con¬
trol from the “Greedy, Little
Clique.”
“Don’t producers have courage
to strike back with vigor?” Kalver
asked, “And not resort to shabby
and shameful actions of few yeprs
ago when they swooned supinely
when threatened by beetle-browed
Mr. Bioff and minacious Mr.
Brown.”
Kalver maintained that it’s evi¬
dent that film companies “created
their own monsters” when they
eliminated contract players in their
first act of economy when televi¬
sion threatened. As a result, he
said, they are presently complete¬
ly dependent on talent agencies
and “not only are they desperate
for personalities for current needs,
but are without'means to develop
new talent. . . .”
Kalver, who operates two thea¬
tres in Decatur, Ind. (population
7,500), declared there is urgent
need, especially for smalltown ex¬
hibitors, “for less pretentious, less
spectacular, family-type of picture
(Continued on page 6)

Garland ‘Has Many film Bids’
t

JANET GAYNOR'S RETURN
Former Star Not Before Cameras'
For 18 Years
Hollywood, Nov. 27.
After an absence of 18 years,
Janet Gaynor returns to the screen
next February in “Bemardine” at
20th-F9x. She’ll play the mother
of Pat Boone, young disk star who
will be making his film debut in
the Samuel G. Engel production
which also includes Terry Moore.
Miss Gaynor’s last films were
“Three Loves Has Nancy” and
“The Young in Heart,” both made
in 1938.
“Bernardine” will be directed by
Henry Levin:

Reasoning By Hecht:
Emotional Touch With
Public Spells Pic B. 0.
Harold Hecht
(Hill-Lancaster
Productions) is of the definite
opinion that a picture can be suc¬
cessful at just about any price “as
long as it has emotional contact
with the audience. The characters
must be real people and engaged
in real-life activities.”
That the film-maker backs up his
theories about production costs is
shown in the budget range of his
pictures.
“Trapeze” was brought
in at $3,000,000 and had an ad
campaign costing about $1,800,000
also behind it. Now, he revealed,
he’s blueprinting a feature to cost
$200,000 to $250,000, which is
about as low as possible if the
“feature” identity is to be retained.
The pint-sized enterprise, money(Continued on page 14)

National Boxoffice Survey
Turkey Day Week Tilts Trade; ‘Giant’ Champ Again,
‘Tender’ 2d, ‘Friendly’ 3d, ‘Wonders* 4jth
Thanksgiving Day weekend is
hypoing trade
throughout the
country in the present session,
with the blockbusters grabbing the
real gravy. * However, even the
lesser fare also is doing well in
key cities covered currently by
Variety.
Colder weather was a
favorable'factor in the soaring biz.
“Giant” (WB) continued in No. 1
spot for fourth week in a row, with
better than $600,000 in some 20
keys. Terrific take was obtained
despite fact that this opus now is
on extended*run in many cities.
“Love Me Tender” (20th), cashing
in on fact that many youngsters
were out of school, is soaring to
second place and a .mighty $548,000
gross in keys covered by Variety.
“Friendly Persuasion” TAA) is
winding up third after being in
second spot for three successive
weeks. “Seven Wonders of World”
(Cinerama) is capturing fourth
position despite all the fresh com¬
petition.
“Opposite Sex” (M-G), uneven a
week ago, is perking up enough to
cop fifth
money.
“Oklahoma”

Humorist

H. ALLEN SMITH
wants to

know

Is Conversation Dead?
*

*

*

another bright editorial feature
in the upcoming

51st Anniversary Number
of

PSniETY

(Magna) is finishing sixth, with
“Curucu,” paired with “Mole Peo¬
ple,” both from Universal, captur¬
ing seventh position.
“Julie” (M-G), also a newie, is
winding up eighth.
“Mountain”
(Par), just getting around, is tak¬
ing over ninth slot. '“Oklahoma”
(20th), C’Scope version, rounds out
the Big 10 list although only in
four keys.
“Lust For Life” (M-G), “Secrets
of Life” (BV) and “Shar^fighters”
(UA), just out in release to any
extent, are runner-up pix.
“10 Commandments” (Par), of
course, is the smash newcomer to
overshadow
all
new
entrants.
While playing in only eight keys
currently and on two-a-day, the
Cecil B. DeMille epic will show
$335,000 gross in these spots. It is
terrific in L.A. and Chi, socko in
Boston, Washington and Toronto,
capacity in N.Y., huge in Philly
and mighty in Detroit.
“Teahouse of August Moon”
(M-G), which opens at N.Y. Music
Hall this week as the Xmas picture,
is rated wow in Chi and huge in
L.A. “Death of Scoundrel” (RKO)
looks nice in Toronto and Balto but
dull in L.A. “Can’t Run Away From
It” (Col), also fairly new* - Looms
good in Detroit and Pitt, big in
Omaha, fine in Frisco and okay in
Philly and Seattle.
. “Everything But Truth” (U),
solid in Louisville, is oke in Philly.
“La Strada” (T-L), sock in N.Y., is
okay in Frisco.
“Attack” (UA) is rated sock in
Chi. “Unguarded Monrent”~(U) is
good in Balto. “Back From Eter¬
nity” (RKO) shapes nice in L.A.
“Solid Gold Cadillac” (Col),
smash in Washington, is great in
N.Y. and fine , in Toronto. “War
and Peace” (Par) is adding some
substantial biz currently, including
some subsequent-runs.
(Complete Boxojfice Reports on
Pages 8-10)

Sid Luft. Judy Garland’s mana- ger-husband and producer of her
current Palace, N. Y.„ show, brand¬
ed as ridiculous the reports that
Miss Garland was regarded as an
“untouchable” by the major film
companies because of the alleged
difficulties faced by Warner Bros,
during the shooting of “A Star Is
Born.”
Luft charged that Miss Garland
had been made the “patsy” by the
industry and a section of the press
because of the $4,500,000 cost o£
“Star.” He noted that if the fault
had been Miss Garland’s, as has
been alleged, she would not be con¬
stantly bombarded with film offers
from almost every major company.
“Hardly a day goes by,” said Luft,
“that we do not receive a script
from a major film company asking
if Judy would be interested.”
Luft disclosed a number of the
offers that Miss Garland had re¬
ceived, but asked that they not be
revealed since Miss Garland had
turned them down for various rea¬
sons. “Anything we do in the
future,” he said, “we want to be
sure we control the situation com¬
pletely. That includes the details
of financing, the script, the whole
works.”
He indicated that this policy.
will be followed in the production
of “Born in Wedlock,” a novel by
Margaret Echard which Luft and
his spouse personally acquired.
Story, dealing with, a mother who
returns to vaudeville to support
her children, will take six months
to prepare for the screen, according
to Luft. He said the picture, whicfi
he anticipates placing in produc¬
tion next summer, would be fi¬
nanced by a banking group in the
United States or England. He said
there was a possibility that the
picture would be made without a
prior distribution commitment.
Answering for the first time the
charges relating to the production
costs of “A Star' Is Born,” Luft,
who produced the film, said that he
blamed “a lot of it on myself be¬
cause of lack of experience,” es¬
pecially in controlling the. budget.
He said that Miss, Garland’s ab¬
sences had nothing to do with in(Continued on page 18)

Faraway Product Search;
Kingsley’s Greek Film
‘Girl in Black’ Coming
Denoting the independent dis¬
tributors’ current willingness to go
anywhere in Europe to pick up an
“off-beat” click for the U.S., Ed¬
ward L. Kingsley has acquired the
American rights to the Greek film,
“The Girl in Black.”
^
This is the second Greek picture
to have been picked up in recent
months. The other was “Ayoua”
for Trans-Lux Distributing (Rich¬
ard Brandt).
Indies since the war have been
concentrating almost exclusively
■on Britain, France, Italy and Ja¬
pan in their search for artie b.o.
fqpe. International film fests are
serving to focus attention on prod¬
uct from Greece, Spain and other
places.

Nate Blumberg Back
Nate Blumberg, chairman of the
board of Universal, has .returned
to New York following a six-week
tour of the company’s offices in
South America.
During his trip, Blumberg met
with managers and staffers of U’s
offices in Port-of-Spain, Bahia, Rio
de Janeiro, Sao Paulo, Montevideo,
and Buenos Aires.
He also con¬
ferred with exhibitors in those
cities.
Following a week of conferences
with homeoffice execs, Blumberg
will return to the Coast.
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Stockholders Hear This: Col Moves
To ‘Low Rent’ 5th Ave, Wall St
To Be Romanced; 25 Years of Upbeat

Wednesday, November 28^ 1956

Pearl Harbor Theme
Metro has taken an option
on "Day of Infamy,” account
of the Japanese attack on
Pearl Harbor by Walter Lord,
which Life mag ^serializing
in three parts beginning this
week.
It’s coming out as a
hook via Henry Holt next
spring.
M-G’s option price is around
$150,000.
_

Annual meeting of Columbia Cpl International, was asked to
stockholders in New York Monday take a special bow upon the report
(26) brought out some offbeat tid¬ that the foreign market last year
bits along with the all-serious cor¬ brought Col $39,000,000, or nearly
porate statistics about policies and 50% of its total film revenue.
New employment contracts for
income and the fact that Wall
Street is giving Col an undeserved Schneider and Gerald Rackett, lab¬
oratory chief, were approved by a
brush.
Abe Schneider, v.p.-treasurer, majority of nearly eight to one af¬
provided most of the answers to ter some dissident voices were
stockholder queries, with assists heard concerning Schneider’s deal.
by exec v.p. Jack Cohn, who pre¬ Cohn stated the company was for¬
sided; Charles Schwartz, corporate tunate in holding Schneider, par¬
secretary, and, in one instance, ticularly in light of the fact that
Sock grosses rolled up by 20thAbe Montague, domestic distribu¬ "one of the biggest companies
wanted him to be president.” The Fox’s "Love Me Tender” over
tion v.p.
i
Thanksgiving Week has under¬
Session took place at Col’s new reference was to Loew’s.
Harry and Jack Colin and all scored the need* for the industry
homeoffice at 711 Fifth Avenue
to develop players and subject mat¬
other
directors
were
reelected
and,
and Cohn immediately got across
ter to bring out the juvenile audi¬
the point that the-fnove represents following the shareowners’ meet¬
ence sector.
a big rent-saver.
Company has ing, the directorate reelected all
Elvis Presley starrer In the first
eight and a half floors of the build¬ officers.
six days of its saturation preem in
ing on a 100-year lease (including
some 500 spots far and away drew
three options) and, said Schneider,
botltv"Bus Stop” and "The Seven
about $2,225,000 was poured into
Year Itch” in the same or com¬
it for ’ renovations. He
added
parable houses. "We did two weeks’
though that Col already has been
business in one,” commented a
offered a deal to sell its lease, re¬
20th exec.
coup its investment, and still re¬
It’s acknowledged that, in non¬
main on a rent-saving basis.
holiday playing time, it’ll be a lot
There was much talk about Col’s
tougher
to make "Love Me” click
scrapping of "Joseph and His
at the b.o., particularly since this
Brethren!’ at a net loss of $1,700,is strictly a non-adult draw. But
000 which developed as Rita Hay¬
even with' this handicap, 20th’s
worth "walked off the set.”
The
mighty happy with Elvis. As a mat¬
Gradwell
L.
Sears,
who
ded
‘
at
suit that ensued was settled, Miss
Hayworth agreed to make two pic¬ his home in Harrison, N. Y., last ter %of fact it’s figured that some
tures on the lot, already has com¬ Wednesday (21), was one of the theatres may book it—even at a
pleted one ("Fire Down Below”) many industry executives who at loss-r—just for the sake of the con¬
and is set for the second ("Pal one time or other had the role of cession biz revenue, which has
He been astounding on this picture.
Joey”).
Actress has "no marital president of United Artists.
Most important lesson to be
problems now,” commented Cohn was at the helm in one of the most
often- learned from "Love Me” however,
in expressing confidence that she’ll difficult eras in UA’s
troubled history, from 1946, when. it’s said, is that the teenage audi¬
show for "Joey.”
Edward C. Raftery relinquished ence will definitely come out if the
What About Haymes?
"Did Dick Haymes pay back the the job, until 1950, when Mary incentive is there. For instance,
Pickford and Charles Chaplin, then "Giant” is proving a double draw—
$50,000 you loaned him?”
"No, he will though,” replied co-owners, brought in the late Paul the adults are interested in the
Cohn.
V. McNutt in a short-lived man¬ pie,- and the teenagers yen for a
"What do the directors do? Has agement deal.
gander at James Dean.
anything Harry (Cohn) asked them
20th is currently negotiating with
Widely recognized as an able,
to do ever been rejected?” Jack tou (i and fighting distributor in Presley for a second picture. Ac¬
Cohn, ISohneider and Montague an¬ the traditional sense, Sears was the cording to N. Y. advice, he/s under
swered in unison; "Yes, yes.”
chief exec when the entire indus¬ contract for a second film at $150,"About that $75,000 Columbia try was in economic disorder. In¬ 000 and a third at $200,000. Presley
put into ’Harbor Lights’: Are you dependent producers upon whom collected $100,000 for "Love Me.”
going to make a picture of it and UA relied for product were forced It’s been reported that he’s holding
have two turkeys?” Answer to to curtail their activities as banks out for $250,000 plus 50% of the
this was that Col bought the prop¬ tightened up on credit.
profits for his next screen appear- |
erty for the screen, didn’t think it
UA revenue fell drastically in ance.
had; much ehance on the stage and the five years and pictures for the
asked producer Anthony -Parella company’s releasing mill became
not to present it The legiter was a fewer and fewer. Added to intra¬
fast flop.
mural difficulty were the two "fac¬
How’s That?
tions” in control of the organiza¬
"I- saw a Columbia short in a tion, headed by Miss Pickford and
theatre and it was enough to drive Chaplin.
Sears was a "Pickford
people to their television sets!” man” fthfie the late Arthur W. Kel¬
Retorted Schneider; "We’ll give it ly was Chaplin’s kev rep and ran
Minneapolis, Nov. 27.
to television and this will drive the entire foreign department au¬
As far as Minneapolis is con¬
people back to the theatres.”
cerned, the Dre-theatre release of
tonomously.
Schneider recited chapter and
Also in the course of those five "Richard III” to television ap¬
verse on Col’s climb to importance years, efforts to buy out Miss Pick- ( parently practically killed it. as a
in the industry and revealed (hart¬ ford and Chaplin were well pub-, boxoffice attraction.
The muchley & Associates, financial public licized and had a demoralizing ef¬ lauded British film had been held
relations outfit, has been retained fect on the company. The Stanley back .here until schools got into
to get across the message to the Kramer-Sam Katz combo and S. H. full swing in the belief they would
financial world.
provide Substantial patronage for
Fabian were among the bidders.
He related how the company has
Despite the long series of adver¬ it
progressed over the past 25 years. sities* Scars keot the company go¬
It went into the local 400-seat
Assets went from $6,350,115 to ing until the Arthur B. Krim-Rob- World, an ideal spot for it in the
$64,693,709, net worth from $3,- ert S. Benjamin syndicate moved trade’s opinion, at an advanced ad¬
911,649 to $36,338,317, working in and he went into retirement.
mission scale of $1.2$ instead of
capital from $1,440,474 to $31;Sears had an extensive back¬ 90c, after 5 p.m., but with an es¬
826,949 and revenues from $8,660,- ground in distribution. He started pecially reduced student matinee
677 to $82,311,113.
with the old World Film Co. and price.
. Columbia Comparisons •
Boxoffice expectations were high
subsequently moved to various,
Max Shapiro,- partner in Bond more important posts, including for the picture here, the home of'
Richman & Co., dealers in invest¬ the general sales managership at the U. of Minnesota with a 20,000
ment securities, asked for the floor Warners. He joined UA in 1941 as enrollment and a number of other
to compare Col’s upbeat with "an g.s.m. and three years -later was colleges. In fact, a long run was
industry leader” (meaning Loew’s). appointed v.p. in charge of dis¬ anticipated.
However, the initial week’s take
His recitation: Col’s assets up tribution.
919%, Loew’s 70%; Col net worth
He died of lung cancer. Survi¬ was only $3,500, light for this thea¬
up 829%, Loew’s 60%: Col’s work¬ vors include his widow, a son, tre, and after a gross of blit $70.0
for the first two days of the second
ing capital up J2,109%; Loew’s daughter and his mother.
stanza the picture was yanked.
320%; Col’s revenues up 9209ft
Loew’s 37%.
Reflecting
a
disproportionate
L. A. to N. Y.
Europe to N. Y.
lack of interest in the Col stock was
Mary Astor
the number. Of Stockholders in vari- i —Gene Autry
Marian Anderson.
Robert St. Aubrey
ous companies, as listed by Shar.
Lewis F. Blumberg
Rossanna Brazzi
piro:, Loew’s, 28,185: Paramount,
Jimmy Durante
Lew Grade
19,500; 20th-Fox, 18.800; Warners,
Y. Frank Freeman
Joop Geesink
15.622, and Col, 2,362.
Greer Garson
Merle Oberon
Schneider
pointed
up
Col’s
Leonard H. Goldenson
strong dividend record and added
Mack Gordon
New York to Europe
it’s the Company’s policy to con¬
Helen Grayco
tinue with stock divvies as a sup¬
Ed Bleier
Paul Groesse
plement to cash so long as the
Reg Connelly
Ted Hilgenstuhler
practice doesn’t cut into surplus.
Tom Irish
Kim Cory
Anent the domestic theatre sit¬
A1 Jarvis
Plnito Del Oro
uation, Montague stated about
Spike Jones
Mildrid Dilling
2.000 fringe theatres closed over
Frank King
Clara Haskil
the past five years "but we have
Edward Morey
H. Donald Hunter
been getting more vital customers”
Leon Roth
Gregory Peck
in the new drive-in situations. He
ftusan Strasberg
Johnnie Ray
estimated the present number of
George Seaton
Maurice Silverstein
©zone'rs at 5.000.
Spencer Tracy
Renata Tebaldi
Lacy W. Kasther, president of
Bob Vogel
Luciano Virgili

Presley’s Pointer
For Films: Get
The Teen Trade

Grad Sears Dies;
Trod Thorny Way
At UA That Was

’Richard HI’ Disappoints;
Television Exposure
Again Gets the Rap

New York Sound Track
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Budd Schulberg, completing "A Face In The Crowd,” under Elia .
Kazan’s production-direction (WB release), resides in Siesta Key, Sara¬
sota, Florida, which he sayfe now has a sizeable writer colony including
MacKinlay Kantor, Joseph Hayes, Jim McDonald, Richard Glendenning
and Ed Beatty. It’s no secret that "Face” and A1 Morgan’s "The Great
Man,” which Jose Ferrer completed for Universal, both suggest a w.k.
radio-tv personality of "folksy” appeal.
Granting an exception, the MPA A board okayed Columbia’s use of
"The Golden Virgin” as a film title. And American Pictures regis¬
tered "The Fabulous Life of Adam & Eve” for an upcoming film . . .
Record turnout is expected for the M, P. Pioneers’ salute to Bob O’Don¬
nell at the Waldorf Friday (30) . . . Harold Hecht, back on the Coast,
sets a furious pace for himself when he has a picture rolling . . . RKO
will junket the press to Grossinger’s for special preem of "Bundle of
Joy” next Monday (2) . , . Bill German is chairing the film end of this
year’s March of Dimes . . . Charlton.Heston is pencilled in for a halfhour of NBC-TV’s "Home Show” tomorrow . . . After grossing $9,500
with two tryout performances of Walt Disney’s "Mouseketeers” troupe
in San Diego, producer John Harris is now considering a nation-wide
tour of the package - - . Request made of Bankers Trust Co.’s Herb
Golden by a press agent in Moscow: "Could you get me a subscription
to Variety?” . . v Here’s how Loew’s per-share earnings have trended:
1946, $3.66; 1947, $2,26; 1948, $1.03; 1949, $1.31; 1950, $1.53; 195i, $1.52;
1952, 91c; 1953, 85c; 1954, $1.28; 1955, $1.03; 1956 (estimated), 90c.
Nate*J. Blumberg and wife Vera staying on until after the Motion
Picture Pioneers’ dinner tftis Friday, thence back to the Coast; they
just returned from a seven-week South American vacation-business
trip. The Blttmbergs "poured” at their Sherry-Netherland suite Satur¬
day night.
,
Tyrone Power heads the cast of "Witness For the Prosecution,” to
be produced in England . . . Ethel Barrymore signed by Clarion for
"Johnny Trouble” . . . Malcolm Broderick swings from stage to screen'
as Bing Crosby’s son in "Man On Fire” at Metro.
Mike Todd, whose roots are in legit, invited drama critics and re¬
porters to see his Todd-AO film, "Around the World in 80 Days” and
David Susskind, who produced the short-lived "A Very Special Baby”
on Broadway, made sure that a host of his tv contracts, stemming from
his Talent Associates television activities, received tickets for the
Broadway play.
Similarly, Hecht-Lancaster, which is co-producing
"Separate Tables” on Broadway before making it into a film, has1 in¬
vited film critics and reporters to see the Broadway presentation.
John Lewis Film Service, Inc. has been authorized to conduct a film
and advertising business in New York, with capital stock of $50,000,
$10 par value. Directors are: John H. Lewis and Warren H. Ecke of
Teaneck, N.J. William P. Hornberger, filing attorney.

Lewis Blnmberg’s First Feature
Cuban-Made ‘Boodle* Has International Names—
Nate’s Son Stresses Exploitation Angles
---—-4

Verne Makes Good

Hollywood, Nov. 27.
International box-office potential
of a group of stars from several
different countries will be exploit¬
ed by producer Lewis Blumberg
in "The Big Boodle,” hi§ initial
production venture, which, will be
released early next year by United
Artists. It’s an approach to added
global returns that Blumberg in¬
tends to use as a formula on future
44Every one
was talking
productions under the Monteflor
a new film,
'Around the
Productions banner, if script cir¬
World in 80 Days* starring
cumstances permit.
"The possible added revenue,”
Douglas Fairbanks
Blumberg points out, "far out¬
weighs the additional salaries we
may have had to face in rounding
up this cast.”
"Boodle” stars Errol Flynn, a
big box-office draw in England and
still a name of consequence in the
United States; Pedro Armendariz,
a hefty Latin-American star; Ital¬
ian beauties Rossano Rory and Gia
Scala, both w.k. in Europe, and
features Carlos Rivas, now gaining
attention in the U. S. as a result
of a featured role in "The King
Billing records in 25 overeas ter¬ and I.”
“Boodle” is- a mystery with a
ritories were broken as 20th-Fox
International offices in 43 coun¬ Cuban background and was lensed
entirely
on location in Havana, an¬
tries racked Up a record $2,025,000 for the week ended Nov. 17. other factor which Blumberg be¬
lieves
will
have some affect upon
Part of an overall campaign, the
week was singled out as a tribute its public acceptance.
to associate foreign manager Ema¬ , Film marks the first time that
Havana has been used as the en¬
nuel D. Silverstone.
tire background for a' feature film
Total of 33 territories had bill¬ and the camera, in picking up its
ings higher than the original es¬ story line, also picks up many
timates supplied to the homeoffice highspots of tourist interest.
in advance of the Silverstone week.
"We certainly couldn’t complain
Leslie F. Whelan is the drive cap¬
about thev Cuban cooperation,” the
tain.
producer laughs, "On one occasion
Partly as a result of this week, we discovered that an actor wasn’t
20th now expects its overeas rev¬ on the set—he had walked off to
enue for 1956 to surpass the 1955 go to the tv station for a rehearsal.
highmark of $53,221,000. Rise is We explained our plight to the
partially balanced out by declining^ police officer assigned to the com¬
domestic income.
.
— pany and he agreed, that the' actor
had a definite commitment to us
which must be honored—so a po¬
N. Y. to L. A.
lice car, with the siren screaming
in real melodrama style, raced into
John Bara gray
Havana, a pair of burly cops picked
Dave Cantor
up the actor and brought him back
Saul Chaplin
to the location. When he was fin¬
R6bert Clark
ished
with his scene, they returned
Denise Darcel
him to the tY studio.”
Nanette Fabray
Melvin Frank
Blumberg, son of Universal-In¬
Judy Gaye
ternational topper Nate Blumberg,
Kim Hunter
has been around the film industry
Martin Jurow
all his life but never got into it
Janet Leigh
until he started "Boodle.”
Gene Lerner
Dr. Heinz Haber has two-year
David Mann
contract as chief science consult¬
Stuart Millar
ant with Walt Disney Productions.
Norman Panama
Omaha, Nov. 27.
Things don’t change a lot in
$5 years, local Film Rowers
were figuring last week.
From the Omaha WorldHerald’s 25 years ago today
column of Nov. 22. 1956:

Foreign Branches
In Sales Teak’
For 2flth-Fox
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Art House Turnover Need
Gloves Off in Biggest Battle In
Prompts 15-Min. Cut Of
Japanese ‘Magnificent’
Years Between British, US. Film
Industries; MPA Gives Its Views
By HAROLD MEYERS
London Nov. 27.
The gloves are off in the biggest
open war for some years between
the British and American film in¬
dustries.
The Yank companies
stated their position in the frank¬
est possible terms when, via the
Motion Picture Assn., they charged
Sir Henry L. French, the directorgeneral of the British Film Pro¬
ducers Assn., of having “cleft the
British .film producing' industry
from top to bottom.”
Current battle stems from a
statement made a fortnight ago by
Irving Allen and Cubby Broccoli,
executive producers of Warwick
Films, who charged the MFPA with
bias, alleging it was denied Over¬
seas export licenses and kept out
of membership of the association.
Their allegations brought an imme¬
diate response from Sir Henry, who
insisted there was nothing per¬
sonal in the BFPA decision, not to
elect Warwick Films into member¬
ship as there was “a considerable
distinction” between British pro¬
ducers and producers of films
which “are entitled to be described
as British.” . The BFPA directorgeneral upheld their policy on ex¬
port licenses and claimed that they
had not excluded films made in
Britain by American-controlled
companies.
A leading indie producer, Dan¬
iel Angel (who was the associa¬
tion’s rep at the recent TO A con(Continued on page 18)

Columbia Ups Its
Quarterly Net
Columbia had a pre-tax profit of
$2,000,000 for the first., quarter
(July through September) of its
current fiscal year, compared with
$1,700,000 for the same period a
year ago.
However, the net slipped to
$843,000, or 71c per common share,
from $899,000, or 77c. per share,
in the previous year.

IS IT POSITIVELY?
‘Jet Pilot* Annonuced Anew
—Release Date Is Feb. 20
Howard Hughes’ “Jet Pilot” is
back on- the RKO distribution line¬
up, again. The John Wayne starrer,
which had been announced for re-,
lease several times before, only to
be withdrawn, is set for releasing
beginning Feb. 20, according to
Walter Branson, RKO’s global sales
chief.
Trade interest focuses on the
fact that Hughes made the film sev¬
eral years ago at a cost of around
$4,000,000. And he’s been keeping
it under wraps ever since*.
“Pilot” is among 14 productions
to be released by RKO during the
first six months of 1957. According
to Branson, they represent a total
budget expense of $33,000,000.

SOL SCHWARTZ CREDO
FOR PIONEERS: LEVITY
Sol A. Schwartz, chairman of this
year’s Motion Picture Pioneers
dinner which has Robert J. O’Don¬
nell as “the pioneer of the year,”
is intent on keeping this Friday’s
(30) shindig at the Waldorf’s Sert
Room to “a laugh pattern” with a
minimum of speeches, and “that
goes for the invocations and kin¬
dred ceremonies,” says he.
As the dinner chairman, the pres¬
ident of RKO Theatres (List Indus¬
tries) feels that the entire pattern
of the annual Pioneers’ dinners
should be 100% fraternal and “the
only qualification is a quarter of a
century in the industry, without
regard to whether you’re a top
exec or a working stiff, and what¬
ever type
of Motion Picture
Pioneer you are we should make
it a fraternal, laugh evening.”
Bob Hope will emcee.

LEHMAN OR ODETS?
Screen Credit on ‘Sweet Smell*
Up To Guild
Screen Writers Guild apparently
is to decide who gets the scripter
credit on “Sweet Smell of -Suc¬
cess,” which James Hill is produc¬
ing for Hecht-Hill-Lancaster.
Film .had as its starting point a
Cosmopolitan short story by Ernest
Lehman, who also was assigned to
write the screenplay. This he did
but suffered a nervous breakdown
and Clifford Odets was called in to
do a rewrite job. Odets’ ideas on
the story twists and turns varied
with Lehman’s and it’s Odets’ script
which is being used for the shoot¬
ing.
Harold Hecht states the Guild
probably will want to make the
decision on scripter billing.

Hider Feature’s 500 Dates in U. S.
Best Showing Since War of German Film—Possible
American Gross of Over-$100,000
“The Last Ten Days,” Austrian-,
made feature on Hitler’s final days
in the bunker beneath burning
Berlin, seems to be breaking the
ice for the German-language films
in this country. After an unspec- j
tacular sendoff in New York, pic¬
ture has been garnering playdates
in the keys and shapes as the most
successful German release in the
U. S. since the war.
^According to (Edwrd L.) Kings¬
ley-International, which is han¬
dling the subtitled entry (for Co¬
lumbia’s account), “Ten Days” is
headed for some 500 dates and a
possible gross of over $100,000 in
the U. S. and Canada.
In Canada, where distribution is
handled via the Col offices, pic had
a five-theatre, day-and:date run in
Toronto and subsequently played
the Odeon circuit as a top feature.
In Chicago, it ran seven weeks in
the firstrun artie, then was booked
into eight subsequents.
Three
houses played the film day-anddate in Miami, and in Los Angeles
it went into five Fox West Coast

spots following the firstrun launch¬
ing. It’s also had dates in Texas.
Noting that “Ten Days” managed
to get bookings in commercial sit¬
uations, Kingsley acknowledged
that the b.o. performance was
“spotty” but stressed that the ques¬
tion of language didn’t enter. .He
said the picture might have done
even better if it had gotten a bet¬
ter break in the N. Y. launching.
It preemed at. the World Theatre,
which was about the only house
willing to play it.
It was later
brought back at the Apollo The¬
atre. .
' Several other German pix with
a Nazi theme, notably “The Devil’s
General,” are due for release in
the U. S. The Germans have been
lagging far behind the Italians,
French and Japanese in the Ameri¬
can market, which is ascribed part¬
ly to the lack of export quality in
their films. Only within the past
year has the German industry be¬
gun to make pictures (“Captain
from Koepenick,” etc.) considered
tp stand a chance with American
audiences.

OUT SOON!

SEE‘ROCK’WORLD CROSS
8 TINES NEGATIVE COST
“Rock Around the Clock,” Sam
Katzman production for Columbia,
was brought in at a cost of under
$500,000 and will have a-worldwide
gross of eight times the negative
cost, Abe Schneider, Col v.p.-treasurer, reported in New York Mon¬
day (26)..
Regarding the low fnvestment,
exec said Col “never gave up on
making small pictures.”

Recognizing the problem posed
by over-length product for the arties, Edward L. Kingsley is cut¬
ting the Japanese “The Magnifi¬
cent Seven” by about 15 minutes
for its out-of-town funs.
Feature, current at the Guild
Theatre, N.Y., runs for 155 minutes.
Problem of turnover looms even
larger for a small house than for
one of the Broadway showcases.
Artie "audiences like to. come at
the start of a picture. There’s a
show at 6:30 p.m. and .another one
at 9:30 p.m. Few tickets are sold
in-between. By trimming the film
15 minutes, it’ll be possible for the
out-of-towners to sked five instead
of only four shows a day.

PICTURES

The

51st Anniversary Number
Of

Stock Exchange Governor
To Metro Directorate
While the status of Dore Schary
remained undecided at^ Loew’s
board meeting on Wednesday (21),
the board officially took action on
the selection of a new director.
Chosen for the post was Richard
M. Crooks, a member of the Wall
Street brokerage. house of Thomp¬
son & McKinnon. He’s a member
ol the Board of Governors of the
N. Y. Stock Exchange1* and the
Thompson & McKinrion outfit rep¬
resents one of the most substantial
groups of Loew’s stockholders.
(Story on page 1 re 'terms of
Schary*s contract settlement.)
Corporation’s earnings for the
first fiscal quarter jumped to 30c
per share as against 5c for the cor¬
responding period a year ago. A
regular dividend of 25c per share
was declared, payable Dec. 24 to
stockholders of record Dec. 6. Earn¬
ings for the fiscal year ended Aug.
31, 1956, were estimated at approx¬
imately 90c per share as compared
with $1.03 for the preceding year.

Forms closing shortly
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By FRED HIFT
Although gross receipts in the
important overseas market con¬
tinue to rise slowly—Europe possi¬
bly showing the least increase—
the American film companies see
a rough year ahead.
Executives who know the market
and are in a position to prognosti¬
cate express concern not only be¬
cause they expect more problems,
but because the American industry
has geared itself, to an extraordi¬
nary high level of foreign income
expectation which, they say, must
be maintained at all costs.
As budgets go up, the number
of features which depend for their
breakeven money and profits on
revenue from abroad is growing
steadily. On the overall, it’s fig¬
ured that some 48% to 52% of the
industry overall income now de¬
rives from the foreign market.
There are those who feel that, in
the light of fluctuating conditions,
this is a dangerously high propor¬
tion.
Anglo Drop Serious
Drop of revenue in Britain and
Canada, two of the industry’s top
markets outside the U. S., is
viewed, with more than passing
concern for the very reason that
the margin is so thin. Both coun¬
tries are down by approximately
10% and the blame is put on tele¬
vision.
The question now seems to be:
Will the rest of the foreign market
go up sufficiently to make up for
the loss?
Superficially, the answer would
be yes, since grosses elsewhere are
rising..
However, these figures
can he deceptive. While grosses
are up, costs also are up and the
indications are that it will be dif¬
ficult in 1957 to maintain the $213,000,000 foreign net level that Mo¬
tion Picture Export Assn, prexy.
Eric Johnston has predicted for
1956. .
Problems facing the Americans
overseas are less In the dollar re¬
mittance "area/ which—during the
coming year may well be affected
by the Middle Eastern crisis, but
.rather in the realm of quotas, taxes
and'other “protectionist” measures
taken by individual countries. In¬
creasingly, fixed reciprocal deals
are being arranged between some
of the major European film-pro¬
ducing nations, and these inevita¬
bly put the squeeze on the U. S.
firms which cannot, and will not,
enter into such deals.
“There is no question that we
will have to fight harder to main¬
tain our level, at least in Europe,”
noted one foreign exec this week.
It’s pointed out that, while remit¬
tances are put at $213,000,000 by
Johnston,, this includes the Cana¬
dian market; also It takes into ac¬
count dollars not directly remitted
but
invested
in
coproductions
which then may recoup both in
the country of origin and else¬
where. It’s figured that direct-toNew York remittances rtm to $175,000,000 to $180,000,000 a year.
The American companies feel
that they can expect no further ex¬
pansion in Europe.
The accent
for the future appears to lie pri¬
marily on ..Latin America and the
Far East, jvith the former showing
a more immediate potential. Yet,
with the bird-in-hanfi approach,
the companies are concentrating
on the lucrative Continental mar¬
ket, with its sure coin, rather than
spend much energy on widening
their already considerable foothold
in other areas.
MPEA, for instance, has only
one field man in • all of Latin
America and another in the Far
East, with the N. Y. supervisors—
Robert Corkery and Irving Maas
respectively—helping out with ex¬
tensive
trips.
By
comparison,
MPEA men are stationed in Brit¬
ain, Germany, Italy, France and
Scandinavia, keeping a close watch
on the market.
©
——

Stephen
Apostolof
purchased
Howard Eastbrook original,-“From
Out the* Darkness” for indie pro¬
duction.
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FILM REVIEWS
The Grept Man

Tale of a popular jrir favorite
who was a heel iu private. Ex¬
ceptionally good performances.
Jhould please customers.
. Hollywood, Nov. 27.
Universal release ol Aaron Rosenberg
Sroduction.
Stars Jose Ferrer. Dean
agger, Keenan Wynn, Julie London,
Joanne Gilbert. Ed Wyrtm features Jim
Backus, Russ Morgan, Edward C. Platt,
Robert Foulk. Lyle Talbot. Directed by
Ferrer. Screenplay, A1 Morgan and Fer¬
rer; from Morgan's novel; camera, Harold
Lipstein; editors, Shermah Todd, A1 Jo¬
seph; music, Herman Stein; song, Bobby
Troup. Leah Worth. Previewed Nov. 15,
*5$. Running time, 92 MINS.
.Joe Harris
..
Jose Ferrer
Philip Carleton .Dean Jaggcr
Sid Moore .Keenan Wynn
Carol Larson....Julie London
Ginny ..
......... .Joanne Gilbert
Paul Beasley .
Ed Wynn
Nick Cellantano ..,.Jim Backus
Eddie- Brand. Russ Morgan
Dr. O’Conner..
.Edward C. Platt
Mike Jackson.
Robert Foulk
Harry Connors.Lyle Talbot
Charlev Carruthers ....Vinton Hayworth
Mrs. R‘eber . Henny Backus
Mary Browne .Janie Alexandre
Receptionist ..
Vikkl Dougan
Mailhoy .Robert Schwartz

. The alleged behind-the-scenes
worid of broadcasting todk a lam¬
basting with the publication of A1
(NBCX Morgan’s novel, “The Great
Man," the story of a guy with a
gift of gab. Novel’s point of view
is repeated in this'Universal screen
version.
Several aspects give it
interest for the trade and profes¬
sional circles’, such as the outspok¬
en approach to some characters and
situations in the novel; and excep¬
tionally good performances.
Like the book, the film is a.series
of flash episodes adding into a char¬
acter study'as a probing reporter
researches the background of a na¬
tionally - known and presumably
revered .air figure who has died in
an auto accident.
The research
brings out that away from the
mike the late lamented was a
stinker with no scruples. At the
same time, there is revealed a
stinging portrait of network opera¬
tions and of the men who wield the
power in the electronic world. The
“great man" is never seen in per¬
son, but becomes known to the
viewer through the picture given
of him in the interviews with peole who had worked for and with
im. it isn’t a pretty picture of a
man.
Jose Ferrer who stars as the re¬
porter collaborated with author
Morgan on the screenplay and di¬
rected. In each function he is ex¬
tremely able, with particular em¬
phasis , on his direction which
brings out several surprise per¬
formances. Ed Wynn need- never
play the buffoon again, so good is
he as the pious owner of a small
New England radio station who
gave the “morning man" his start.
It’s an outstanding piece of work.
Another big* surprise is Julie
London, who digs into a dramatic*
role and socks it across with all the
aplomb of an actress with many
years of seasoning: She plays the
singer on the personality guy’s
show who also must hold herself
available as a part-time mistress if
the Studio Kffig is minded that
way. Via record, she sings “The
Meanings of the Blues," tune by
Bobby Troup ahd Leah Worth.
Dean Jagger is fine as the net¬
work head and son Keenan Wynn
scores, too, as the executive always
looking out for himself. Joanne
Gilbert impresses with excellent
work as Ferrer’s secretary. Also
holding up the high performance
standards are Jim Backus, the allAmerican heel’s press agent; Russ
Morgan, his studio orchestra lead¬
er; Edward C. Platt, a doctor; Rob¬
ert Foulk, the engineer to whom
no man was a god; Lyle Talbot,
Henny Backus, Janie Alexander
ahd others.
‘ Photography by Harold Lipstein,
the editing by Sherman Todd and
A1 Joseph, background music by
Herman Stein and other technical
contributions are all good. Brog.

S

Adam Y Eva
(Adam and Eve)
(MEXICAN-COLOR
Bible’s first chapter * given a
phony art treatment.
“Ex¬
ploitation" but little else.
Peliculas Naclonales release of a Constelacion production.
Exec, producer,
Francisco Olivos del Valle. Stars, Ghrlstiane Mart ell, Carlos Baena. Directed and
produced by Alberto Gout. Screenplay
and adaptation based on the Genesis by
Gout,
Camera, Alex Phillips; editor,
Jorge Bustos; music, Gustave Cesar Carrcon. At Cine Alameda, Mex. City, Nov.
16, '56. Running time 7* MINS.
Adam... Carlos Baena
Eve . Chrlstiane Martell
Biblical text spoken by
C. Portillo Acosta, P. de Cervantes

What might have been a tour de
force by director Alberto Gout, two
principals and a few animals, turns
out to be a forced tour for all con¬
cerned, including the public. Open¬
ing days here had a heavily pre¬
ponderant male audience eagerly
awaiting a sexy nudie, but all they
got for their pesos was a stilted un¬
satisfactory aullie.
Gout has attempted to transfer

in pantomimic dramatic terma the
awakening of man and the coming
of womans In a carious vein he
opens his film With the word* of
Genesis, backing them up with the
fine natural $«ftman<;olor photog¬
raphy of one of Mexico’s best pic¬
torial cameramen, Alex Phillips.
Evidently with deep sincerity he
builds a flowing documentary of
desert sands, corrugated skies and
limpid lagoons, promising the au¬
dience a subtle and distinguished
film to follow. He then proceeds
to tear down all that has gone be¬
fore with a cheaply wrought, weak¬
ly interpreted ana ludicrously set
version of the world’s oldest love
story.
The film will undoubtedly be of¬
fered plenty of playing time wher¬
ever censorship allows it to be
shown.
It is without direct dia¬
logue, except for one scream by
Eve,* and therefore its off screen
religious text can be easily dubbed
iri all languages.
However, for
showmen, religiously inclined or
otherwise, with any honest atti¬
tude toward their community, this
film will be questioned plenty as
an effort toward commercialism on
a subject that calls for a thorough¬
ly sincere and devout approach.
That Gout has gone to lengths
to make it a strip teaser suggests
only more that his interests in the
subject matter were based on its
sensationalism and its supposed
sensuality. The pretensions of bad
taste, combined with pseudo artyness in no way cover up the shoddy
“Paradise" interior - exterior de¬
vised “by ManueL-Fontanales, nor
the corny clerical style score of
Gustavo Cesar Carreon. That Eve
weai-s heavy, eye shadow and has
plucked brows, and that Adam
seems a foolish bqffo,on may- make
for humor in some eyes. But a
brutally sadistic scene of the death
of a rabbit at the paws of a wild
dog seems more typical of its
authors’ intent.
There are moments when Gout
and the principals do come to grips
with the story. There are also mo¬
ments of unusual pictorial beauty
when the camera becomes imagin¬
ative and when the setting of man’s
desert banishment takes on a qual¬
ity of heat and --understanding.
However, over all this hangs the
fact, that the difficult rendition of
possibly the most sincere, love
story of them all, has, in its pres¬
ent filming taken on the trappings
of a perverse and cheaply por¬
trayed sex-stimulator, whose only
point of view is a corrupt one.
Mayer.
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Mildly interesting whodunit
filmed In Acapulco; acceptable
for general dual situations.
,

Hollywood, Nov. 27.

Republic release of a John Bash pro¬
duction. Star* Ralph Meeker, Janice Rule,
Paul Henreid; features Rosenda Monteros,
Fanny Schiller,’Jose Torvay, Yerye Beiruate, Tony Carbajal, Jamie Gonzales,
Carlos Hlquelme. Directed by Paul Hen¬
reid. Story-screenplay, Robert Hill; cam¬
era (Trucelor), Jorge Sthall ■ Jr.; art di¬
rector, Ramon Rodriguez; editor, Richard
L. Van Enger: music, Les Baxter. Pre¬
viewed Nov. 23, '56. Running time, 10
MINS.
Trevor Stevenson ..Ralph Meeker.
Stella Stevenson . Janice Rule
Capt. Henrique Monteros. .Paul Henreid
Maria ..
Rosenda Monteros
Senera Reldl
Fanny Schiller
Gomez .... Jose Torvay
Amigo Herrera... Yerye Beirute
Sergeant ... Tony Carbajal
Roberto ... Jamie Gonzalez
Chief of Police .Carlos Requelme

Picturesquely filmed in Mexico’s
Acapulco, “A Woman’s Devotion,"
old-fashioned in title, carries
enough whodunit motivation to
keep the spectator mildly en¬
grossed. The John Bash production
occasionally becomes heavy. Names
of Ralph Meeker, Janice Rule and
Paul Henreid, who co-star, should
see it through the general dual
situations.
Bash makes excellent use of his
location, lensed in Trucolor for
godd tint effect, and Henreid, dou¬
bling as director/ persuasively han¬
dles his characters, particularly
Meeker, who portrays a war hero
still sometimes mentally disturbed
due to battle shock in World War
II. Story and screenplay by Robert
Hill may be regarded by some as
inadequately solving the mystery
of two Mexican femmes’ murder,
but apparently it was the intention
to leave. it up to the viewer to
clarify in his own mind from the
incidents which unfold.
Plottage picks up Meeker and
his bride of six months upon their
arrival in Mexican resort, where
they plan to spend an indefinite
period. The morning after, the
body of a Mexican waitress, whom
Meeker, a first-rate artist, met in
a bar The night before ahd asked
to pose for him. is found in her
home, where it develops painter
made sketches of her. Girl’s wid¬
ower, a prize-fighter, finds these
sketches, which Meeker, because
of his mental condition, has for¬
gotten, and tries to blackmail the
artist. After going to the house to
pay off and • getting back the
sketches, Meeker leaves, and body
of a Mexican«maid who has acted
as go-between is discovered. The
prize-fighter is believed by policy
who have suspected Meeker of the
-- Continue4 from page 3 ■ ■ - .first crime, to be guilty of both
murders and Meeker is told he
that in years past made money'for may leave. At airport, however,
us."
He
cited
the
“Hardy," where police tome to arrest the
“BlondLe,"
“Maisie,"
“Lassie,” artist, he is killed after he believes
he is back in the war and has tried
“Lum and Abner," Roy Rogers re¬ to gun down the police.
Meeker delivers well in a diffi¬
leases—.“All of which insured us
cult role and Miss Rule enacts his
an audience."
wife with understanding arid
This view, he conceded, might charm, Henreid is well cast as the
be contrary to that of “City Boys" police captain assigned to the mur¬
who insist that only big pictures ders. Outstanding portrayal of the
maid, the second victim, is offered
will draw people away from video. by Mexican actress Rosenda Mo‘n“However," Kalver asserted, “in teros, ‘ and good support is con¬
small situations my experience tells tributed by Yerye Beirute, widow¬
er; Fanny Schiller, pension man¬
me our people are not as much at¬ ager, Jose Torvay, Tony Carbajal,
tracted by sexy themes^ boudoir Jaime Gonzalez, and Carlos RiOlympics, swishing deviationists quelme.
Technical credits are headed by
and sanguinary violence as they
are,.by corny, light-hearted, pure, Jorge Sthall, Jr.’s clever color
photography,
and Les Baxter pro¬
entertainment offering." (In short,
vides a melodic music score.
Kalver contradicts Variety’s fam¬
Whit
ous headline of many years ago,
“sticks nix hick pix.")
Ramble on the Bocks
Kalver offered suggestions that
film companies revise their soActionful yarn of youthful
called “assembly line" pictures—
gangs on N.Y. waterfront.
the “undistinguished" westerns and
stories of crime and violence “that
„ ,
Hollywood, Nov. 27. .
have little potency or draw." He
Columbia release of a Sam Katzman
asked that these pictures be re¬ production. Stars James Darren; features
Laurie Carroll,- Michael Granger,. Jerry
placed with entries that appeal to Janger, Robert Blake, Edgar Barrier,
teenage market.
“Perhaps,” he Celia Lovsky, David Bond, Timothy Carey,
Barry Froner. Directed
said, “It would be better in certain Pan^Te,rr£nova»
by Fred F. Sears. Screenplay. Lou Morinstances if our production tech¬ heim. Jack -DeWitt; based on novel by
Frank Paley; camera, Benjamin H. Kline;
niques would be less meticulous, editor, Jerome Thoms; art director, Paul
but faster and more timely" to Palmentola. Previewed Nov. 19, '56. Run¬
ning time, *4 MINS.
present new personalities “prompt¬ Jimmy Smigelskl ......... James Darren
ly on our screens while they are Della .. Laurie Carroll
still fresh and popular." u He re¬ Joe Brlhdo.Michael Granger
$ec*y . Jerry Janger
ferred especially to the 'teenage
Pete Smigelskl . Edgar Barrier
heroes.
^
Anna Smigelskl . Celia Lovsky
Despite his criticism of many as¬ Dan Kevlin ... David Bond
Frank ManguS . Timothy Carey
pects of industry, and distributor Tony
Lighning . Dan Terranova
trade practices, Kalver’s address Poochie .Barry Froner
Wimpie
. Don Devlin
(the keynoter) was spiked with op¬ Cllffie ...
Stephen H. Sears
timism with relation to future of Ferdinand Marches! ...... Joseph Vitale
Gotham ..
David Orrick
film business.
He feels, for ex* Fitz
..
Larry Blake
ample, that tv, with its elaborate Gil Danco .
Robert C. Ross
Steve Warren
programming and backlog of fea¬ Sully .
Bo-Bo
...Don Garrett
ture films, has already thrown its Fuller . Joel Ashley
“Sunday punch" at the nation’s 14-year-old . Salvatore Anthony
theatres which, “though a little
Theme of juvenile delinquency
groggy," are still on their feet.
is set down in a promising back¬
He asserted that there will be ground in this gutsy Sam Katzman
some theatre casualties but “most production which combines brawl¬
of us will survive through a reap¬ ing juve street gangs with long¬
praisal ,and readjustment of our shoremen labor trouble on the
business."
Manhattan waterfront. Film packs
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considerable violence, but gets in
good characterizations and Is an
okay entry for action houses. ,
A ‘“rumble" in dock parlance is
a gang fight and script by Lou
Morheim ahd Jack DeWitt pro¬
ceeds to limn subject ruggedly.
Film intros an interesting. new¬
comer, James Darren, in lead role,
who gives evidence of going places.
Fred F. Sears’ direction endows
story line with credibility and
movement, and pic benefits by onthe-spot tensing.
Darren, head of a juve gang, be¬
comes involved in union trouble
when he’s picked up and patron¬
ized by Michael Granger, ruthless
gangster head of a waterfront local.
Basically a good kid with a sense
of; fair play, he throws in with
thug as much to spite his father—
who kicks him out after boy takes
up with gangster, whom the father
blames for being injured years be¬
fore in a union brawl—as for any
admiration he might hold for
unionist. Plot is further motivated
by the father and a handful of
adherents trying to set up a rival
local, leading to the murder of one
of these leaders. Showdown comes
when Granger and a triggerman
try to kill Darren when it appears
he’ll testify against them for mur¬
der.
Darren displays an ingratiating
talent which makes him a standout,
and Granger is well cast as union
chief. Laurie Carroll, a promising
newcomer, is in for what ’ ro¬
mantic interest story naturally
develops, and. Edgar Barrier por¬
trays the father, a bitter man Who
somehow attaches the infirmity he
gained in the union brawl years
before to his son. Timothy Carey
is properly menacing as gang lead¬
er’s goon and David Bond rates in
role of a settlement worker. Celia
Lovsky, Sammy Froner and Jerry
Janger lend good support, and
FTeddie Bell and His Bellboys
offer “Get the First Train Out of
Town.”
Benjamin H. Kline’s realistic
photography heads off okay tech¬
nical credits.
Whit

,

Running Target
(COLOR)

Interesting, somewhat offbeat
outdoor actioner rates as okay,
programmer, but could be cut.
United Artists release of Canyon Pic¬
tures (Jack C. Couffer) production. Stars
Doris Dowling, Arthur Franz, Richard
Reeves; features Myron Healy, Janies
Parnell, Charles Delaney. Directed "by
Marvin R. Weinstein. Screenplay, Wein¬
stein, Couffer, Conrad Hall, from original
story by Steve Frazee; camera (DeLuxe
Color), Hall; editor. Carlo Lodato; music,
Ernest Gold. Previewed in N.Y., Nov. 14,
'56. Running timfe, S3 MINS.
Smitty... Doris Dowling
Scott . Arthur Franz
Jaynes
..
Richard Reeves
Kaygo ....;. Myron Healy
Pryor ..
James Parnell
Barker . Charles Delaney
Strothers . James Anderson
Holesworth ..Gene Roth
Castagna . Frank Richards
Weyerhauser ..
Nicholas Rutgers

Although the logic of its charac¬
ter sketches and story line is some¬
times elusive, “Running Target"
still shapes as an acceptable entry
for the programmer market. As
backgrounded in the Colorado
Rockies, nicely lensed in DeLuxe
Color, the Jack C. Couffer produc¬
tion springs upon its audience a
switch from the routine in outdoor
material, this being a sheriff’s
aversion to killing escaped con¬
victs.
Man with the badge is Arthur
Franz, who sets opt in pursuit of
four desperadoes on the loose.
Where the film goes awry is in its
depiction of others in the posse
with Franz. Doris Dowling is the
femme member, her presence be¬
ing explained by the fact that the
convicts had held up her gasoline
station. But at near the final fade
she’s shown romancing the leader
of the prisoners. It’s difficult to
savvy her motivations.
Also, there’s Richard Reeves, a
bar owner who, in the name of
justice, is bent on a sadistic killing
of the escaped men. He and Franz
are at opposite poles, the latter be¬
ing a moody softie who feels those
he’s running down have a right to
live.
Franz, Miss Dowling and Reeves
handle
the
parts
competently
though Of course, this type of
lower-case production makes rela¬
tively small histrionic demands.
Myron Healy, James Parnell and
Charles Delaney, among others in
subordinate roles, similarly are
adequate. .
Marvin R. Weinstein’s direction
works up a fair amount of general
interest and- the cinematographic
values are good. But the director
uses too much footage in getting
the story told and tighter editing
could help alleviate this.
Music and technical credits all
fair enough.
Gene.
A. A. Alston, city manager of
North Carolina Theatres in Burl¬
ington for the . past 11 years, has
resigned his post and will open a
new auto supply store* there early
next month.

ios ApaHtes
(The*Xovers)
(MEXICAN!
Uneven Latin treatise on sex.
Some, offbeat casting. Fine for
language situations but dub¬
ious otherwise.
Mexico City, Nov., 13.
PeUcylas Naclonales release of a Cine,
matografica Latino Americana produo
tion, produced by Eduardo Quevedo.
Stars Yelanda Varela, Carlos Baena. Di¬
rected by Benito Alazraki. Screenplay,
Rafael Garcia Traves from original by
Francisco ReJas Gonzalez and Benito
Alazraki. Camera, Rosalio Solano; edi>
tor, Gloria Schoemann; music, Raul LaVista. At Cine Arcadia, Mexico City, Nov.
10, '56. Running time. 90 MINS.
Leticia .V -Yolanda Varela
Juan .
Carlos Baena
Berta ..
Amanda del Llano
El Raton.Jorge Martinez de Hoyos
Luis .. Hector Godoy
Luisa . Sonia Furio
Juans' Mother.Hortencia Santovena
Don Pepito . Rafael Labra
Madam La Concha.Carolina Barret
Bar Girl.Cleopatra Walkup

First to draw the Mexican cen¬
sors’ new “D" classification" with
the added comment, “Strictly for
adults because of its prostitution
theme," this not - as - sexy - as - itsounds release should get plenty
playing time in latin language sit¬
uations. Its chances. at U.S. art
houses, for which it was evidently
aimed, however, look slim. Tech¬
nical faults are numerous; with
poor sound
recording,
uneven
lighting and sloppy cutting noted.
Script is realistic and sincere but
never fully realized by either the
films’ authors, nor the tyro direc¬
tor, Benito Alazraki. Nevertheless
the latter, in his theatrical film
debut handles his cast and camera
with some insight and feeling, suggestirig that he may develop as di¬
rectorial talent, badly needed here.
Dialogue in Spanish is good.
Slight story tells of a mom-torn
student who can’t make up his
mind between his undemonstrative
fiancee and a hotter, passionate
doll of the evening. Boy eventual¬
ly leaves home to live with, and be
supported by the latter, only to
find that mother means most and
that it’s better to nurture love on
the hearth than in -any houri’s
hammock. At the fade boy leave*
girl for mom* and-—possibly—
sweetheart. The bawd . heads for
the states to continue her “career”
on a dollar basis.
Attempt by the director to be
realistic in his, locales and atmos¬
phere for this simple black and
white tale saves the show pictorially. There are' torrid bed scenes.
Best of all is his and producer
Eduardo Quevedo’s casting of nu¬
merous comparative riewcomers in
both minor and major roles, who
give the film a new and more
candid touch without going arty.
Outstanding among these is Yo¬
landa Varela, whose sensual sexpofc
tramp is handled with a mature
restraint well beyond her years:
Carlos Baena playing her indeci¬
sive lover is physically well cast,
but lacks the potential for the big
leagues. As a barroom tart, Cleo¬
patra Walkup (No kidding, it’s her
.real moniker), gives her bit part a
standout quality.
Rafael Labra
tafces a trite comedy role as a com¬
edy grandfather and gives it sur¬
prising freshness.
Jorge .Martinez de Hoyos also
gives a sensitive reading to his
miming as a.second rate bullfight¬
er, saving the role from becoming
just another conventional latin
caricature.
Only miscasting is
Sonia Furio, whose colorless per¬
formance as the “hero’S” betrothed
gives too good cause for his di¬
lemma, if such it .is. Rest of the
cast give well deliniated perform¬
ances with Elisa De Leon in a small
bit as the floozies* mother taking
top honors.
Technical credits rate no ap¬
plause With Rosalio Solano photo¬
graphing and Gloria Shoemann
editing. Score by top local com¬
poser, Rau LaVista is far below
his usual high standard. Mayer.

Presley’s 2d Pic
Continued from page 1
vid Weisbart, who produced “Ten¬
der," will produce “Gold.”
Anti-Elvis Cracks Madden Fans
Minneapolis, Nov. 27.
w During current “Love Me Ten¬
der" engagement the RKO Orpheum is having two policemen on
duty to curb any possible disorder.
Picture has received a tremen¬
dous amount of newspaper public¬
ity here and is going great boxoffice
guns.
On the opening day the picture
was interrupted frequently by
shouted comments from anti-Presleyites. This heckling of the pic¬
ture was resented by the scream¬
ing and giggling Presley fans, most¬
ly feminine, who minced no Words
in denouncing the traducers.
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Side-Angles at Allied Rally
Dallas, Nov. 27.
‘New Faces' At Convention
Allied States Assn, is 'practicing What it preaches as regards the
needs for "new faces” on the screen by introducing fresh talent on its
convention agenda here. Keynoter Roy X.. Kalver is a "smalltown
exhibitor” in the truest sense, his "circuit” consisting of a 850-seat
hardtopper and a 500-car drive-in at Decatur, Indiana. He described
his opinions as "a worm's-eye view of the film industry.
Bankrupt (?) But Stylish
However impoverished or threatened they may be, theatre operators
attending the convention cannot make a case for "slumming” in the
stylish environment of the Statler-Hilton here.
Tip Stetsons To Col. Cole
This assemblage is "dedicated” to Col. H. A. Cole, Allied’s big man
in Texas, who is withdrawing after 32 years from active leadership in
exhibitor trade association politicking.
Senate Silver Lining?
Confessedly distressed by the failure to get somewhere via Senator
Hubert Humphrey's Small Business Committee hearings, Alliedites
hope that one benefit resulted: Congress now has some awareness of
the plight of the film theatre in the present economics.
Something Seems Missing
As was true at the convention >f the other exhibitor body, Theatre
Owners of America, representatives of film distributors are noticeable
for their absence from the environment of their "best customers.”
No company man is on speaking agenda.

Salesmen Asked Also to Be Bookers
Thereby 1$ Posed Question of Dual Union
Membership If Practice Develops
^---—

Film salesman are being asked
to double as bookers at some ex¬
changes operated by the major film
companies. Pressure to undertake
both jobs is said to be especially
prevalent at companies that are
releasing a relatively small num¬
ber of pictures annually.
Some
salesmen have expressed the fear
that if the companies are success¬
ful in imposing the dual assighment, it might force them to join
two unions.
Should they take on the book¬
ing chores, it would necessitate af¬
filiation with the exchange white
collar union, an affiliate of the In¬
ternational Alliance of Theatrical
Stage Employees.
The film ped¬
dlers are members of the Colos¬
seum of Motion Picture Salesman,
an indie union until its affiliation
with the IA last.week.
David Bartell, general counsel
of the Colosseum, said that he had
no reports of the efforts to make
the salesman double. However, he
stressed that the union "would
resist vigorously” any attempt to
increase the wo$c load of the
salesmen. "These mendfe sales¬
men hot bookers,” he said. "You
can’t expect them to dp both jobs
well.”
The Colosseum's decision to en¬
ter the IA fold, taken at its annual
convention in St. Louis last week,
gives the IA jurisdiction over all
exchange labor in the nation ex¬
cept for the front office workers
in Los Angeles, who are repre-^
sented by the Office Employees In¬
ternational Union, affiliated with
the AFL-CIO, as is the I A.
According to Bartell, the Colos¬
seum, which has been the bargain¬
ing agent for the salesmen since
1948, voted for the affiliation with
the IA "to. give added strength to
all of the employees In the mo¬
tion picture industry.
He added
the action would result in mutual
benefits.
It's believed that the IA connec¬
tion will give the salesmen added
power when the film companies
get around to streamlining ex¬
change operations.
Bartell stressed that the Colos¬
seum will maintain its name and
identity, will function under its
own constitution, and that all mem¬
bers of the Colosseum in good
standing will be continued in mem¬
bership.
Richard F. Walsh, IA
Prexy, declared that "there is a
definite place in our organization
for the Colosseum, and that such
an affiliation will prove mutually
satisfactory*.”
'
<*

No Dear Gear Near
Dallas, Nov. 27.
Exhibitors may proceed with
modernization and purchase of
new equipment without "too
much fear” that still newer de¬
velopments
will
be
made
quickly, rendering installations
obsolete.
This assurance given Allied
members by Hugh McLachlan, chairman of organiza¬
tion's equipment standardiza¬
tion committee. McLachlan’s
recommendation, it was noted,
is based on talks with reps of
four major companies, manu¬
facturers, supply dealers.

Allied Endorsing
AB-PT ‘Producing’
Dallas, Nov: 27.
Allied states meeting here went
on record as lending its full sup¬
port to production program plan¬
ned by American BroadcastingParamount Theatres. Exhibitor or¬
ganization also reaffirmed its posi¬
tion that it would not object to
theatre chain having preemptive
rights to pictures it makes. It also
indicated that would support other
formerly-affiliated chains in pro¬
duction efforts.
Allied will back AB-PT in plea
to Dept, of Justice.

LUSTY 'LUST FOR LIFE'
Metro Art House Entry Displays
Durability In Runs

Metro’s "Lust for Life,” geared
for art house showings, is display¬
ing long-run potentialities.
The
film biog of Vincent Van Gogh
starring Kirk Douglas has com¬
pleted engagements in 16 key cities
where it played a total of 71 weeks.
It is currently showing in 12 firstrun situations where it has already
racked up 42 weeks.
At least 25 more additonal open¬
ings are scheduled within the next
month, all to be preceded by in¬
stitutional campaigns involving tieups with local museums and art
groups.
Currently, the Plaza in N.Y., and
the Fine Arts in Los Angeles ai*e
playing
the picture for a ninth
Henry Ford II, Walter P. Reuther
co-chairmen of a Boys Town of week. The Studio in Philadelphia
Raly benefit showing of "Around is now showing the film for its sev¬
the World in 80 Days” Dec. 26 at enth week, and the Cinema, Buf- |
the United Artists theatre, Detroit. falo, is in its fifth week.
I

BUT VILLAINS Exhibitors Scoot Europe for films,
ARE IN EAST Complicate U. S. Importers’ lives;
By KAY CAMPBELL

Foreigners Getting Pretty Confused

Los Angeles, Nov. 27..
Article writers on the West
Coast are quietly trying to organ¬
ize; not to protect themselves
TV ‘Clearance’ Slant
against the film studios, film pub¬
Dallas, Nov. 27.
licists or film stars with whom they
Problem of new kind of
work but against the editors of
clearance—required time be¬
magazines published in the east.
fore theatrical film should be
The situation is peculiar in that
released
to television — was
the demand for profiles or ghosted
raised by Allied at convention
pieces about personalities was nev¬
here.
Exhibitor organization
er greater. But magazine manage¬
prexy Rube Shor revealed
ments and editors were never
plans to make appeal to film
more untrustworthy on committ¬
companies to set "some kind
ments 'and promises. (Couple of
of fair clearance” before pic¬
the film fan mags have a bad name
tures are sold to television.
for non-payment of fees.)
Shor was vague on how this
Situation is involved out here.
could be accomplished, but in¬
The L. A. ynit of the Authors
dicated
that boa^d had dis¬
Guild has long been moribund al¬
cussed possibility of writing tv
though a San Francisco branch i$
clearance clause into film con¬
fairly alert. Major writer unionism
tracts if it’s legally possible.
has centred in the film and broad¬
casting studios. When the Screen
Writer Guild, formerly affiliated
with the Authors League of Amer¬
ica in Manhattan, broke away to
form with the radio and video
scribes the new Writers Guild of
America, the local evaporation of
the Authors Guild became pro¬
nounced.
Present underwraps movement
Dallas, Nov. 27.
to unite freelance article writers
Allied board today (Tues.) de¬
into a group is patterned after the
American Society of Magazine cided the time is not right for any
Photographers rather than the Au¬ amalgamation ^ith Theatre Own¬
thors Guild. How taut the new ers of America.
craft "union” will be, its size, and
Instead, it was voted to con¬
the names of mates and crew mem¬
bers is anybody’s guess at this tinue cooperation with the rival
time, for the lid clamped on the theatre ^association and seek out
venture is tighter than that of a additional common ground
on
convoy-sailing in wartime. And
any attempt to estimate the scope which the two groups can work to¬
of the project or to obtain compre¬ gether. .
hensive data wallows in a mudbank of strained silence.
Perhaps rightly so, for the
scribes can recall vividly and ap¬
prehensively the
jagged reefs
which nearly capsized sister ships
—the Newspaper Guild, the Screen
Publicists Guild and even the
Screen Writers Guild—on their
Hollywood, Nov! 27.
maiden voyages. The navigators of
Several theatrical films being
this new craft apparently hope to
steer a course clear of internal lensed abroad by American inter¬
factions, external opposition, poli¬ ests with American coin are em¬
tics and indifference, but one of ploying Communist union mem¬
the worst things plaguing the co¬
bers in preference to anti-Commie
hesion of freelancers is lack of
communication among them. Time members of same crafts, the Holly¬
presents another freelance union wood AFL Film Council charged
problem, for time is money when Sunday (25).
you’re on your own. The News¬
paper, Publicists and Screen Writ¬
ers had a common stamping ground
Calls Move Mischief
—hall, office or city room—a
steady income.. Welding the frag¬
A foreign producer visiting
ments into a solid body was, by
New York this week (26)
contrast, a simple task.
termed "a grave and dangererous error” the decision of
Don't Often Meet
the
Hollywood
AFL
Film
Freelance scribes, on the other
council
to spotlight films made
hand, have little or no contact with
abroad by Americans^-or with
one another and distances (on the
American financing—that use
Coast) present a special major ob¬
Communist
union members.
stacle in making contact.
While
The producer, an avowed
Cameron Shipp interviews Yul
anti-Red and a practicing Cath¬
Brynner in Hollywood for Redolic, opined that the Council’s
book, James Reid may be covering
resolution
overstepped
the
Cannery Row in Monterey for
realm of the crafts unions
True. While Richard Hubler digs
and,
if
actively
pursued,
would
for material at Marineland, Dora
make it difficult for U. S. in¬
Albert may be Covering an assign-:
terests to pursue normal pro¬
ment on Apple Valley, Jane Ard¬
duction activity in Europe.
more may be on location in Utah,
and Alyce Canfield may be scout¬
ing Ron Reagan’s new mansion in
Titles of all such pictures will be
Pacific Palisades. When they re¬
turn to their respective homes to made public from now Jn, together
write the stories, they are even with names of firms involved and
more isolated. In New York, a ren¬
dezvous between writers or a the Yank interests therein, in a
pfione call to the Authors Guild nationwide campaign to bring the
office is a matter, of moments; on matter to the American public’s at¬
the west coast a matter of hours- tention, the Council stated.
and many miles of traffic.
To begin with, Communist
Ralph Hancock headquarters in
Palm Springs, Frank J. Taylor manned pix made in Italy and
lives on the Peninsula south of San France, where anti-Red film unions
Frahcisco, Ellen Sheridan in Ven¬ exist, will be special targets, ac¬
tura, Alice Tildsley in Altadena,
cording to the Hollywood labor
and many others are to be found
in La Jolla, Santa Barbara, Flint- group. Situation was brought to
ridge and the San Fernando Valley. the Council’s attention by the
So far as^ can be ascertained Free Trade Union Committee of
most of the" members who- have
the AFL-CIO, it was disclosed.
signed up for this uncharted voy¬
age are members of similar organi¬
zations—the Author’s Guild, Los
Claude Dauphin set for Joseph
Angeles Press Club, Hollywood Mankiewicz’ "The Quiet Man,” for
(Continued on page 14)
United Artists release.

Allied Jilts TOA '
For P. esent

Film Council Charges1
U. S. Producers Abroad
Hire Communist Labor

American
exhibitors
on
the
prowl for product are joining the
growing number of indies who are
scouring Europe for film to meet
the American market needs.
Their combined activities, along
with the evident interest shown by
some of the majors, shape as a
headache to the indies doing busi¬
ness regularly with the European
producers and, according to some,
have created a good deal of con¬
fusion on the Continent which has
been accustomed to hear about the
great "resistance” to imports . in
the States.
U.S. exhibs. both in this country
and when visiting abroad, have fre¬
quently exhorted overseas indus¬
tries to tailor their output to Amer¬
ican market needs. Short of ac¬
complishing this aim, they are now
raising the possibility . of circuit
breaks via dubbed fare.
Recently returned from Europe
is Max Cohen of the Cinema Cir¬
cuit.
He’s reported to have ac¬
quired "La Riassa” (The Rice Girl)
from Titanus. Group headed by
Jules
Weill
(brother-in-law
of
American Broadcasting-Paramount
Theatres prexy Leonard Goldenson) is said to have handed a $100,000 guarantee to a French pro¬
ducer for an animal pic running
barely over an hour.
National
Theatres has invested in the prepa¬
ration for the U.S. market of the
French "Frou-Frou.”
At the majors, 20th-Fox has ac¬
quired the Gina Lollobrigida starrer, "Beautiful But Dangerous”
and is said considering taking
on "Marie Antoinette,” a French
entry, for the U.S. Pic was par¬
tially shot in English. 20th also
has "Oasis,” a French-German coproduction.
In Europe, Daniel Frankel of the
newly-formed Zenith Amusement
Co. has been picking up films for
dubbed presentation in the U.S.
Established indies in N.Y. view
the situation with some alarm,
pointing out among other things
that several of those who have ac¬
quired films have no distribution
for them. They fear, too, that this
sudden attention—plus the occa¬
sional splurges—may give Euro¬
peans an exaggerated notion of the
U.S. market potential.
Case of "Rififi” is frequently
mentioned as one to give the im¬
pression that dubbing opens all
doors. It’s emphasized that com¬
paratively few overseas produc¬
tions lend themselves to proper,
dubbing and the opinion is voiced
that it’s doing no one a favor to
release in the U.S. a dubbed pic¬
ture that isn’t basically suited for
an English soundtrack.
Some newcomers to the indie
field appear to be telling Euro¬
peans that the product shortage
has opened the door wide for their
films. It’s acknowledged that the
opportunities for imports today
certainly a greater than they were
before, particularly in the light of
the short second-feature supply.
However, say the indies, nothing is
to be gained by dumping a lot of
dubbed but mediocre product on
the market.

REUNION WITH COMPO '
AN ALLIED LIKELIHOOD
Dallas, Nov. 27.
First step leading to Allied's
eventual return to Compo's fold
was taken by board here with ap¬
pointment of committee to confer
with similar group from COMPO
in Washington on Dec. 10. Com¬
mittee, consisting of Abram Myers,
Trueman Rembusch, and Wilbur
Snaper, will report to Allied's
board at meeting in Cincinnati
Feb. 1.
Whatever decision Allied com¬
mittee recommends to board will
be accepted, President Rube Shor
indicated.
Indications are that
differences between Allied and’
COMPO will be resolved and that
exhibitor org will officially become
full-time active member of
COMPO on Feb. 1. *
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‘COMMANDMENTS’WOW
B’way Up; ‘Julie’ Joyrides to 32G,
Stout Fix Hypo Chi; ‘Commandments’
35G, D. C.; TENDER’ 30G
‘Secrets’ Loud $16,200, ‘Rebecca’
Huge $48.0(0, ‘Moon’ Mighty ^49,000,
Sound 10G, Jap ‘Seven’ Passes 11G
Tender Great 55G, ‘Attack’ Big 38G
Washington, Nov. 27.
Long Thanksglvingholiday week¬
end gave film show “cases a hypo.
While there were only two new¬
comers, both, .were, sock. “Love
Me Tender” drew the teen-agers in
droves to the Cap. The real cham¬
pion, though, is “Ten Command¬
Thanksgiving Day and expected Fifth week finished Monday (26) ments,” smash at 1,859-seat Keiths.
holiday weekend upbeat proved was good $9,000. Fourth was $7,500,. I Among . holdovers, “Giant,” “SecEstimates Are Net
much stronger than anticipated
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 70-$1.50): 'rets of'Life,” “Solid Gold Cadil¬
this year, with the consequence —“Teenage Rebel” (20tji) (2d Wk)). lac” and “Oklahoma” are rolling I
Film gross estimates as re¬
that the current session will see First holdover round ending to¬ [handsomely.
|
ported herewith from the yari-.
Broadway firstrun grosses perking morrow (Thurs.) looks to hit solid [
ous key cities, are net; i.e.,
Estimates for This Week
up to higher marks in. many loca¬ $10,000. Initial week was $14,000.
Without usual tax. Distrib¬
I Ambassador (SW) (1,490; 90tions, Even with pictures in seCr
Guild IGuild) (450; $1-$1.75)~ $1.50)
utors share on net take, when
“Giant”
(WB)
(4th
wk).
ond stanzas nr on extended-runs, “Magnificent Seven” (Col) (2d wk).
playing
percentage, hence the
Fancy
$'9,500.
Holds.
Last
week,
business topped the preceding Initial cw'eek finished Sunday (25) $9,000.
estimated .figures are net in¬
week or K^la.qlQse to the previous was . .$mash $11,500. Three-hour
come.
Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 85-$1.25)
stanza's mark, Much: colder weath¬ show' allows only four shows per
The parenthetic admission
er starting last Thursday (22) and day, which naturally cuts into take. —“Love Me Tender” (20th). Wham
prices, however, as indicated,
following through Sunday proved a However, import may be in for $30,000; holds. Last week, “Power
and
Prize”
(M-G),
$19,000..
. include the U. S. amusement
plus factor.
run.
tax.
'
Columbia (Loew) (1,174, 70-90)
“Julie,” one of the four openers,
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 79-$1.80)
hit a big $32,000 or near in first —“Oklahoma” (20th) >(4th week). — “Sharkfighters” (UA) (2d wk).
week at the-State. “Secrets of This C’Scope version -is heading pleasant $6,00.0 after $8,000 initial
Life” finished?; its initial session for big $17,000 in'present stanza, stanza.
with a strong'$10,200 at the Sutton. finishing tomorrow (Thurs.). Third
Dupont (Lopert) (372;- 90-$1.15)
Reissued “Rebecca” was a solid was $17,500*
—“Secrets of Life” (BV) (3d wk).
$10,000 or close opening frame at
Fine
$6,000 after ^7,000.
Normandie (Trans-Lux) (592; 95the Normandie. “Magnificent Sev¬ $1.80)—“Rebecca” (20th) (reissue)'
Keith’s (RKO) (1,859; $1.25-$2.73)
en” hit a big $11,500 in first round (2d wk). First stanza ending , last —“10 Commandments” {Par). Sock
at the Guild.
night (Tues.) was ' solid $10,000, $35,000 but not Absolute capacity.
“Opposite Sex” looks to hold especially good for an oldie. This Pic on roadshow basis with two
Toronto, Nov. 27.
close to initial week's figure with gives promise of holding for a .rum additional morning shows at $1,75
an okay $26,000 in second round
“Ten Commandments” is smash
Paramount (ABC-Par) (3,665; $1- top, making 16 shows for week.
at the Capitol. “Love Me Tender”
Will cut to 15 shows weekly here¬
was in a, like. Category, being near $2)—“Love Me Tender” (20th) (2d after; Last week, “Mole People” on two-a-day this week at the
opening wink’s total, with a smooth wk). This session finishing today (U> and “Beast of 'Amazon” (U), 1,556-seat University. Prices upped
to $2.50 for nights, $1.75 for after¬
$46,000 in second Paramount (Wed.), including Thanksgiving and $6;000.
school holiday, likely will hold at
noons, with J. J. Fitzgibbon, prexy
stanza.
Metropolitan (SW) (1,490; 90- of Famous Players (Canadian),
“Teenage Rebel” continues stur¬ smooth $46,000. First week was
$50,000.
Stays
a
third,
and
maybe
$1.50)
—
“Giant”
.
(WB)
(4th
wk).
predicting “Commandments” will
dy with $10,000 likely in first hold¬
Big $16,000. Stays on. Last week, run a year here at that tariff. Also
over round at the Globe. “Moun¬ longer.
a newcomer, “Opposite Sex” shapes
Paris (Pathe Cinema) (568; 90- $17,000,
tain” shapes only okay $16,000 in
$1.80)—“Silent World” (Col) (10th | Palace. (Loew) (2,360; 85-$1.25)— sock , at two-house Loew combo.
Second Astor week.
“Friendly Persuasion” with wk). Ninth Week Completed Sunday ‘‘Opposite Sex” (M-G) (2d wk). “Toward Unknown” and “Death of
Scoundrel” are also neat. “Solid
Fair $9,000. Last week, $17,000.
stageshow is heading for $130,000
(Continued on page 16)
-Playhouse - (Lopert) (456; 75- [Gold Cadillac”Ts also holding fine
at the; Music Hall for. fourth
l$1.15) — “Fantasia” (B.V) (reissue) in fourth frame.
weeki “Teahouse of August Moon”
Estimates'for This Week
i (2d;wk). Solid $8,000 after $10,000
with annual Christmas • stageshow
opener.
Carlton, Colony, Fairlawn (Rank)
opens * tomorrow (Thurs.). “Seven
Plaza (T-L>1 (290:; 90-$X.35) .— (2,518; 839; 1,165; 60-$l)—“Be¬
Wonders./ of -World” pushed to
“Lady Chatlerley’s Lover” (Indie) tween Heaven and Hell” (20th)
great $51,700 in/33d session at the
(24 wk). Great *$6,500 after $8,500 (2d wk). Poor $12,000. Last week,
Warner, more than $3,000 ahead of
; In first.
$18,000.
32d week. '
Trans-Lux (T-L> (600; 90-$1.25) ! Christie, Hyland (Rank) (877;
“Giant” with stageshow is soar¬
Cincinnati, Nov. 27.
—“Solid Gold Cadillac” (Col) (7th 1,357; 75-$l)—“Death of a Scoun¬
ing to a mighty $99,000 or close in
“Love Me Tender,” this week's I wk). Strong $7,000 after $8,000
current (7th) round at the Roxy or only
drel” (RKO). Nice $8,000. Last
new bill, is rolling to sock last week.
far ahead of previous week. “Solid returns
week, “Rebecca” (20th) (reissue)
at the Grand, adding to
Uptown (SW) (1,100; $L20-$2.40) (3d wk), $5,500.
Gold Cadillac” also beat its pre¬ the general
Thanksgiving feast — ‘-Oklahoma” (Magna) (4th wk).
ceding. week with"'* great $23,000. helped with rich
* Downtown, Glendale, Scar boro.
holdovers.
Hold¬
in fifth round at the Victoria. “La ing the town lead, ’“Giant” is rack¬ Hep $16,000* Last week, $16,500, State, Westwood (Taylor) (1,054;
Strada,” “Silent World ” “Lust For ing up another solid session at the one extra show helping.
995;
694; 698; 994; 50-75)—“Curucu,
Warner (SW) (1,300;. *1.2042.40)
Life,” “Marcelino” and “Snbw Was flagship Albee in second week.
Beast of Amazon” (U) and “Mole
Black” all topped their grosses of “Oklahoma” continues sweet music —‘‘Cinerama Holiday" (Cinerama) People” (U). Nice $15,000. Last
(60th wk). Nice $13,000, after $14,the preceding week.
in C'Soepe version at the Palace. 000 last week, aided by extra holi¬ week, “Great Day in Morning” |
Estimates for This Week • ^
(RKO) and “Fighting Chance”, i
“Friendly
Persuasion^
is
winding
day matinee.
Astor (City !nv.> (1,300; 75-$2)-—
(Rank), $11,000. *
tftfee-week stay at Keith’s in
“Mountain” (Par) (3d wk>. Second lup
pleasing;
manner.
Healthy
pace
of
' Imperial (FP) (3,344; 60-$1.10)—
round ended last night (Tues.) was “Seven Wonders orWbrld” carries
“Toward Unknown” (WB). Oke
only okay $16,000, and not so goCd into 25th week at the Cap.
$13,000.
Last week, “War and
for holiday Week. Initial week,
Peace” (Par) (7th wk), at 75-$1.50,
Estimates for This Week
$21,000.
$10,500.
j
Baronet (Reade) (430; $1.25Albee (RKO) (3,100; 90-$1.50)—
Loew’s, Uptown (Loew) (2,098;
$1.80)—“Snow Was Black” (Cont) “Giant” (\VBK(2d wk). Still dwarf¬
2,745; 60-$l) — “Opposite Sex”
(7th wk). Sixth week completed ing the field with $19,000 after
(M-G), Sock $25,000 or near. Last
Sunday (25) was fine $6,800. Fifth atomic $27,500 preem. Holds for
week, Loew'S, “Attack” (UA) (2d
was $6,400.
third.
wk), $9,000; Uptown, “The Rack”
Capitol (Loew) (4,820; $l-$2.50)
Capitol (Ohio Cinema Corp)
Baltimore, Nov. 27.
“Opposite Sex” (M-G) (2d wk). Sec¬ (1,376; $1.20-$2.65)—“Seven Won¬
Thanksgiyiftg holiday is con¬ (M-G) (2dwk), $7,500 in 8 days.
ond frame ending today (Wed.) ders of World” (Indie) (25th wk). tributing to sharp upturn in film
Shea’s (FP) (2,375; 60-$l)-i“Solid
looks like okay $26,000. First was Hefty $24,000 after $28,000 in 24th grosses here this week. Second Gold Cadillac” (Col) (4th wk). Nice
$28,000. Stay?r.
wfeek.
week of “Giant”-is great at Stan¬ $7,500. Last'week, $9,500.
Criterion (Moss) (1,671; $1.80Grand (RKO) (1,400; 90-$l,25)— ley. “Love Me Tender” shapes very
Tivoli (FP) (995; $1.50-$2)—
$3.30) — “Ten Commandments” “Love Me Tender” (2Gth). Socko big at the Century. “Julie” looms “Oklahoma” (Magna) (51st wk).
(Par) (3d wk). This session winding $17,000, Rolls another week. Last nice at the Town. “Teenage Rebel” Oke $8,000. Last week, $8,500.
tomorrow (Thurs.) looks to hit ca¬ week, “Rebecca” (UA) and “Third is fine at the New while “Un¬
Towhe (Taylor) (695; *60-$l)—
pacity $56,500. Second was $58,000, Man” (UA) (reissues), at 75*$1.10 guarded Moment” is pleasing at
“Lust for ,Life” (M-G) (3d wkj.
capacity and bigger than normal scale, $4,000.
the Mayfair.
Holding
hep at $8,500. Last week,
week because helped by matinee
Keith’s (Shor) (1,500; 75-$1.25)—
Estimates for This Week
$9,000.
Thanksgiving Day with holiday “Friendly Persuasion” (AA) (3d
University
(FP) (1,556; $1.75-,
Century
(Fruchtman)
(3,000;
50prices. Stays on indef. with daily wk). Okay. $7,000 finale after sec¬
$1.25)—“Love Me Tender” (20th). $2.50) — “Ten Commandments”
ticket sale now running near $15,- ond round at $8,200.
(Par).
Wow
$26,000,
with two-a-day
000, which gives a healthy portion
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 90-$1.50)— Fancy $20,000. Last week, “Be¬
to advance each day.
“Oklahoma” (20th) (2d wk). Swell cause of Eve” (Indie) and “Shoulda showing evening performance a
Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80) $12,000 on heels of $18,500 bow. Said No” (Indie) (4th wk), $14,000. sellout for next fortnight and close
—“Marcelino” (UMPO) (6th wk). Likely to hold for third.
Cinema (Schwaber) (560; 50- to month's advance; matinees are
$1.25)—“Papa, Mama, Maid” (In¬ hefty but not turnaway.
die) (2d wk). Fair $2,000 after
$3,800 opener.
Film Centre (Rappaport) (890;
$1.50-$2.50)—“Oklahoma” (Magna)
(39th wlO, Still potent at $6,000.
Last week, same.
Providence, Nov. 27.
Five West (Schwaber) (460; 50Without benefit of an upped
$1)—‘Death of Scoundrel” (RKO).
Brisk'$4,000. Last week, “Private's scale, “Love Me Tender” is giving
Progress” (DCA) (5th wk),^ $2,000. RKO Albee a tremendous week in
current session. Also hot is second
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,100; week of “Giant” at Majestic. Strand
50-$£25) — “Friendly Persuasion” is in giant stride with . “Friendly
(AA) (3d wk). Okay $8,000 after Persuasion.” Loew's State is fairly
$10,000 in second.
good with “Opposite Sex.”
Little (Rappaport) (310; 50Estimates for This Week
1 $1.25)—“Fantasia” (BV) (2d wk).
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 60-80) —
Pleasing $5,000 after $5,000 opener.
“Love Me Tender” (20th) and
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 30-90) — “Finger of Guilt” (20th).* Phenom¬
“Unguarded Moment” (U). Steady enal $17,000 looms. Last week,
6404 Sunset Boulevard
$5,000, Last week, “Dakota Inci¬ “Runaway Daughters” (Indie) and
dent” (Rep). $3,000.
“Shake, Rattle, Rock (Indie),
Hollywood 28, .^California
New (Fruchtman) (1,600; 50- $10,000.
$1.25)—“Teenage Rebel” (20th).
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 90-$1.25)
Phone: Hollywood 9-1141
Hep $8,000. Last week, “Shark- —“Giant” (WB) (2d wk). Huge
fighters” (UA) (10 days), $8,200,
sweet $17,000. First was $25,000.
Playhouse (Schwaber) (410; 50State (Loew) (3,200; 60-85) —
$1.25)—“Mountain” (Par) (5th wk).
Fairish $2,500 after $3,000 in “Opposite Sex” (M-G) and “Emer¬
gency Hospital” (UA). Fairly good
fourth.
Stanley (WB) (3,200; 50-$1.50>— $11,000. Last week, “Julie” (M-G)
“Giant” (WB) (2d wk). Huge $30,- and “Star of India” (UA), $9,000,
000 after $33,500 opener*
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 60-85)
Town (Rappaport) (1,400; 50- — “Friendly persuasion.” (AA).
$1.25)—“Julie” (M-G). Nice $9,500. Wow $12,000. Last week, “Repris¬
or near. Last -week, “Can’t Run al” (Col) and “Fort AfriquC” (Col),
Away” (Col), $7,000.
$7,000.

‘Commandments’
High 26G, Toronto!

Tender’Rolls to Sock
$17,000 iff Cracy;‘Giant’
19G, ‘Okie/ 12G, in 2d

Balto,‘Giant’30G

‘FRIENDLY’ FAST 12G
PROY.; TENDER’ 17G

HEW ADDRESS!
AS OF DEC. 1,1956

Chicago, Nov. 27
A Covey of powerhouse openers
timed for Thanksgiving holidav is
sending Loop receipts winging (0
lofty altitudes this session despite
first onslought of real winter over
weekend.''
Big noise is “Ten Command,
ments” which hit a capacitv
000 at MeVickers after bowing last
Tuesday (20) on two-a-day. “Tea¬
house of August Moon” brewed a
giant $49,000 at Woods in
Teenage school kids on vacation
helped propel “Love Me Tender”
1 o a great $55,000 initial span at
Oriental.
^Attack” at State-Lake looks
booming $38,000 for opening
round. “Sharkfighters” and “Huk”
combo at Roosevelt shapes stout
$20,000 in opener.
Among holdovers, “GianP fo
striding towards a robust $53,000
in fifth week at the Chicago.
“Cinerama Holiday” should regis¬
ter a boff $32,000 in its 75th cycle
at the Palace.
“Friendly Persuasion” continues
okay In .fifth United Artist frame.
The Grand’s “Rack” and “Naked
Hills” and Monroe's “Cha. Cha,
Cha, Boom” and “Port Afriquc"
are holding good second week
paces.
Estimates for This Week
Carnegie (H&E Balaban) (480;
95)—“Fruits of Summer” (Indie).
Fine $3,500. Last week, sub.se*|
quent-run.
!
Chicago CB&K) (3,900: 98-S1.80)
—“Giant” (WB) (5th wk). Great
$53,000. Bast week, $48,000.
Esquire (H&E Balaban) (1,400;
$1.25)—Subsequent-run “War and
Peace” (Par). Last week, “Strange
Intruder” IAA1, $10,000.
Grand (Indie) (1,200: 98-$1.25>“Rack” (M-G) and “Naked Hills’’
(AA) (2d wk). Fair $7,000. Last
week, $8,000.
Loop (Telem't) (606: 90-$1.25)“Secrets -of Life” (BV) (3d wk).
Fancv $9,000. Last week $11,500.
MeVickers (JL&S) (1,580: $1.25$3.30) ~ “Ten Commandments”
(Continued on page 16)

Teider’ Torrid $14,000,
Pitt; ‘Friendly’ Fancy Ai
15G, ‘Giant’ 270,44
Pittsburgh, Nov. 27.
Holiday week was very good for
most part, with “Love Me Tender”
doing terrific at Fulton and hold*
overs of “Giant” at Stanley great
and “Friendly Persuasion” solid at
Penn. Former will stay for sure.
Only downtown picture not doing
so hot is “You Can't Run Away
From It” at Harris. Squirrel Hill
continues great with reissue of
“Fantasia” Tn second stanza. "Sev¬
en Wonders of World”,still is big
in 32d week-al the Warner.
Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 65-99) —
“Love Me Tender” (20th). Teen¬
age trade out'in droves. Shooting
for great $14,000, and naturally
holds. Last week, “Killers” <U>
(reissue) more than okay at. $4,000
in 5 days.
Guild (Green (500; 85-99) “Wages of Fear” toCA) (3d wk).
Starting to slip a little but ought
to break $2,0Q0 again, no com¬
plaints. Last week, $2,500.
• Harris (Harris) (2,165; 65-99)“Can't Run Away From It” (Col).
Musical re-make of -Tt Happened
One Night” doing only so-so and
will be lucky to get $8,500, not so
good for holiday week. Last week,
Lisbon’' (Rep), $4,500.
A,
Nixon (Rubin) (1,700; $1.25-$2.40
—“Oklahoma” (Magna) (25th-final
wk). Held nicely at $7,000, up over
preceding sessions, with extra
shows. Six-month run w,as rated
satisfactory* House returned ,td
legit last night.
Penn (UA) (3,300; 80-$1.25) rT
“Friendly Persuasion” (AA) 'Z(J
wk). Solid $15,000. May stay. Last
week, $20,000.
Squirrel Hill (SW) (900;. 85-99)“Fantasia” (BV) (reissue) (2d wkj.
Extra afternoon shows over holi¬
day, brought out kids; looks like
another sensational $5,000, same as
last* week.
Stanley (SW) (3,8Q0; 99-$l.?0)-“Giant” (WB) (4th wk). Continues
in heavy sugar at great $27.ouu.
better than last week’s $24,000.
Warner (SW) (1,365; $1.25-$2.40
— “Seven Wonders” (Cinerama1
(32d wk). .Starting to slide and ex¬
pected to‘continue dip until alter
Xmas but that’s usual experieno*
here. Big $12,500. Last wee*
which included the holiday, up tc
better than $15,000,
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NATIONAL MAGAZINE ADS!
Top level list of Magazines
giving special emphasis
to the ‘‘Woman’s Market.”

NATIONAL NEWSPAPER ADS!
in Sunday Supplements
’ across the nation...
with a combined circulation
of 39,385,663 to pre-sell
a reading audience
of more than 150,000,000!

NATIONAL TELEVISION!
Hundreds of TV Teaser
Spots Pre-selling from
coast-to-coast! TV
Promotions on top National
Network Programs...
plus Disc Jockey cooperation
plugging song hit
“Written on the Wind”!

™*tc£

3 SPECIAL TEASER TRAILERS!
Ask your U-I Branch
Manager about these
advance box-office boosters!

'ritten on
TECHNICOLOR.

»

^ UJWard -big. .

A Universal-International Picture starring

BIG...BOX-OFFICE

ROCK HUDSON • LAUREN BACALL
ROBERT STACK • DOROTHY MALONE
with ROBERT KEITH • GRANT WILLIAMS • HARRY SHANNON
Directed by

DOUGLAS SIRK.-

Screenplay by

GEORGE ZUCKERMAN • Produced by ALBERT ZUGSMITH

l

From Universal-International... available dec. 25th
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$12,000 in
LA. Soars; ‘Moon’ Colossal $44,(100, '‘Sex’Lush
Tender Smash $25,000 Tops K.C.;
Buff.; Tender’ Big 20G
‘Curucu’ - ‘Mole’ Lofty 92G, Tender
10001801’ 7G, ‘Giant’ Wow 14G, 3d
Big 43G, ‘Commandments’ Wow 40G, 2d
Key City Grosses
Los Angeles, Nov. 27.
Thanksgiving holiday and some
big, new entries have the first-run
boxoffice zooming in current week.
Topping the new starters is "Tea¬
house of August Moon,” which
soaring to a terrific $44,000 in ini¬
tial frame at P&utages. "Love Me
Tender” looks like husky $43,000
or over in four theatres plus added
fancy coin from day-date nabe
bookings.
,
“Curucu” and
Mole People
combo is rated pleasant $17,000 in
three sites plus nearly $75,000 in
four nabes and nine drive-in^.
"Mountain” is thin $11,000 in two
first-runs plus $47,000 in one nabe
and seven ozoners.
"Sharkfighters” shapes fair $14,000 in three houses whije "Death
of Scoundrel” is dull $6,000 in one
spot. Most holdovers are way up
due to the holiday. * "Ten Com¬
mandments” is best of these, soar*
ing wow j$40,000 at Warner Beverly
in second session as again $29,000
for opening week.
Estimates for This Week
Pantages (RKO) (2,812; $1.10$1.75)—"Teahouse August Moon”
(M-G). Great $44,000 or close. Last
week, "Tea and Sympathy” (M-G)
(7th wk), $4,200.
Hollywood Paramount (F&M)
1,468; $1-$1.50)—"Death of Scoun¬
drel” (BKO). Dull $6,000. Last
week, "War and Peace” (Par) (13th
wk-5 days), $7,100.
Los Angeles, Hollywood, Ritz,
Loyola * (FWC) (2,097; 756; 1,363>
1,248; 90-$1.50)—"Love .Me Ten¬
der” (20th) and "Desperadoes In
Town” (20th). Husky $43,000 or a
bit over. ,Last week, with New Pox,
without Hollywood, "Teenage Reb¬
el” (20th): and "Stagecoach to
Fury”' (20th) (2d wk-8 days),
$12,800.
Warner
Downtown,
Wiltern,
New Fox (SW-FWC) (1,757; 2,344;
965; 80-$ 1.50)—"Curucu” (U) and
"Mole People” (U). Pleasing $17,000, plus $75,000 imfour nabes and
nine ozoners. Lasf week, D’town
with Hollywood, > Uptown, "Solid
Sold * Cadillac” (Col). (2d wk),
S12,300.
Orpheum,‘Hawaii, Uptown (Met*opoitan-G&S-F WC) (2,213; 1,106;
>,715; 80-$1.25) — "Sharkfighters”
UAL and "3 For Jamie Dawn”
AA). Fair $14,000. Last week, Or(Continued on page 16)f

Broadway Grosses
Estimated Total Gross
This Week.$643,400
(Based, on 21 theatres)

Last Year .....$602,800
* /Based on 22 theatres)

‘Commandments’
Phflly Ace, 45G

Philadelphia, Nov. ?7.
Holiday in current session kited
receipts but Sunday proved a sharp
letdown, with cold and threatening
weather ahurting. "Love Me Tend¬
er” looks big at the Fox, with
matinees heavy but night biz dis¬
appointing. "Ten Commandments”
is rated mighty-at Randolph, with
theatre getting city’s top price.
Several spots were so strong that
their grosses roso above last week’s
take, notably "Friendly Persua¬
sion” in second Stanley stanza and
"Seven Wonders of World,” socko
in 31st week at £oyd.
Estimates for This Week •
Arcadia (S&S) (526; 99-$1.8t))—
"Opposite Sex” (M-G) (4th wk).
Fair $8,500. Last week, $10*000.
Boyd (SW) (1,430; $1.25-$2.60)—
"Seven Wonders of World” (Cine¬
rama) (31st wk). Holiday helped
to sock $16,500. Last week, $13,500.
Fox (20th) (2,250; 75-$i.50) —
"Love Me Tender” (20th). Big
$26,000. Last week, "Between
Heaven, Hell” (20th), $7,500 in 5
days.
Goldman (Goldman) '(1,250; 65$1.35) — "Everything But Truth”
(U). So-so. $8,000. Last week,
"Reprisal” (Col), $7,800.
Green Hill (Serena) (750; 75$1.25)—"Make Me an Offer” (Indie)
(2d wk). Trim $3,300. Last week,
$3,800.
Mastbaum (SW) (4,370; 90-$1.80)
— "Giant” (WB) (3d wk). Smash
$36,000. Last week, $43,000, way
over expectancy.
Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; $1.20$2.40)—"Oklahoma’1 (Magna) (13th
wk). Pushed to okay $12,000. Last
week, $11,000.
RandoIph(Goldman) (2,250; $1.40$2.75) — "Ten Commandments”
(Par). Mighty $45,000: Last week,
"Unguarded Moment” (U) (3d wk),
$4,000 in 3 days.
Stanley (SW) (2,900; 99-$1.49)—
Detroit, Nov. 27.
"Friendly Persuasion” (AA) (2d
Great week is in prospect among
(Continued on page 16)
lowntown houses this week, with
BRO signs and lines being order of
the day at three of big deluxers.
Terrific grosses are being racked
up by "Love Me Tender” at the
Fox, "Ten Commandments” at the
Madison and "Giant” in third week
at the Michigan.
In addition,
"Sharkfighters” looks sharp at
Broadway-Capitol. "Seven Won¬
ders” in 24th stanza at Music Hall
Boston, Nov. 27.
and "Oklahoma” in C’Scope ver¬
Biz is holding sturdy at the
sion and fourth week at United
wickets despite dearth of new
Artists continue great..
product. Only three new arrivals
Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; 90- this frame, but all are excellent.
$1.25)*-"Love Me Tender” (20th) "Love Me Tender” brought but
and "Desperadoes In Town” (20thk mobs of EP fans at the Memorial
Terrific $45,000. Last week, "Beast and Is towering. "Lust for Life”
Hollow Mountain” (UA) and is torrid at tiny Kenmore, with
"Bride of Monster” (Indie), $13,- lines for nearly every show. "Op¬
€00.
posite Sex” at the State and Or¬
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000; pheum' shapes solid. But stand¬
90-$1.50)~"Giant” (WB) (3d wk). out is "Ten Commandments”
Magnificent $40,000. Last week, smash at the Astor. . "Giant” in
$34,000.
fourth round at Met is still big.
Palms (UD) (2,961; 90-$1.25)— "Friendly Persuasion” is holding
"Can’t Run Away from It” (Col) third frame ..at Paramount and
and "Utah Blaine” (Col) (2d wk). Fenway for okay returns. "Rififi”
Oke $14,000. Last week, $17,000. is huge at the Beacon Hill in sec¬
Madison (UD) (1,900; $1.25-$2.75) ond. "Julie” looms flashy at the
—“Ten Commandments” (Par). Pilgrim in second time around.
Colossal $50,000, especially big for "Seven Wonders of World” holds
capacity here. Last week, "Ten powerful in its 14th frame.
Tall Men” (Col) and "To Ends of
Estimates for This Week
Earth” (Col) (reissues), $6,000.
Astor (B&Q) (1,372; $1.90-$2.75)
Broadway-Capitol (UD) (3,500; —"Ten Commandments” (Par) (2d
90-$1.25) — "Sharkfighters” (UA) wk). First week ended yesterday
and "Bridey Murphy” (Par). Swell Monday (26) hit smash $80,000.
$18,000. Last week, "Shake, Rat¬
Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill) (678:
tle and Rock” (Indie) and "Run¬ 90-$1.25) — "Rififi” (UMPO) (3d
away Daughters” (Indie), $14,000. wk). Second week ended yester¬
United Artists (UA) (1,668; 90- day (Mon.) was a big $11,000.. Last
$1.25) — "Oklahoma” (20th) (4th week, $14,000.
wk). Great $15,000 or near. Last
Cinerama (Cinerama Produc¬
week, $12,300.
tions) (1,354; $1.25-$2.65)—"Seven
Adams . (Balaban) (1,700; 90- Wonders” (Cinerama) (14th wk).
$1,25)-—"Opposite Sex” (M-G) (2d Wow $25,000. Last week, $34,000,
wk). Qpod $10,000. Last week, over hopes.
$12,500.
Exeter (Indie) (1,200; 60-$1.25)—
Music Hall (Cinerama Produc¬ "Richard III” (Lopert) (3d wk).
tions) Cl,205; $1.20-$2.65)—"Seven Bie $8,000. Last week. $14,000.
Wonders” ■ (Cinerama) (24th wk).
Fenway (NET) (1,373; 60-90)—
Swell $29,500. Last week, $33,200. "Friendly Persuasion” (AA) and

10 Commandments’ Tops
Del.; Whopping $50,000;
Tender’ Tasty $45,000

Buffalo, Nov. 27;
Business is sturdy here this
round despite absence of many
newcomers. Top coin for new pix
is going to "Love Me Tender,”
which is torrid at the Center,
"Opposite Sex” is rated trim at
thfe Buffalo. Standout holdover Is
"Giant,” which is terrific in third
Paramount stanza. "Seven Won¬
ders of World” still is sturdy in
13th session at the Teck while
"Friendly Persuasion” looms nice
in second round at Lafayette.
Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Loew) (3,000; 60-85)—
"Opposite. Sex” (M-G) and "Man is
Armed” (Indie). Trim $12,000 or
over. Last week, "Run for Sun”
(UA) and "The Boss” (UA), $12,000.
Paramount (Par) (3,000; 90-$1.50)
—"Giant” (WB) (3d wk). Mighty
$23,000. Last week, $25,000.
Center (Par) (2,000; 50-80)—
"Love Me Tender” (20th). Hotsy
$20,000. Last week, "Tension Ta¬
ble Rock” (RKO) and "Reasonable
Doubt” (RKO), $7,500.
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 50-80)—
"Friendly Persuasion” (AA) (2d
wk). Continues sturdy with $9,500.
Last week, $11,000.
Century (Buhawk) (3,000; 90$1.25)—"War and Peace” (Par)
(4th wk).^ Good $9,200.
Last
week, $10,000.'’
Teck (Cinema Products) (1,200;
$1.20-$2.40) — "Seven Wonders”
(Cinerdma) (13th wk). Stout-$17,OtfO. Last week, $18,000.

Estimated Total Gross
This Week .$3,453,600
f.Ba$ed on 22 cities and 237
theatres, cntefly firs1 runs, in¬
cluding N' Y.)

Total Gross Sam© Week
Last Year .$2,980,600
(Based on 23 cities and 231
theatres.)

Tender’ Boffl8G,
Indpk; Cooper 8G

Indianapolis, Nov. 27.
Thanksgiving holiday has sent
first-rUn biz here soaring to a new
'season’s high, taking all situations
.together. "Giant” is still socle in
second stanza at Indiana while
"Love Me Tender” looks hotsy and
good for extra time at the Circle.
"Oklahoma,” a steady winner for
13 -weeks, improved on its recent
pace at Lyric. "Opposite Sex” at
Loew’s shapes okay while "Friend¬
ly Persuasion,” in second stanza at
Keith’s, still is solid.
Estimates for This Week
Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800; 5085) — "Love Me Tender” (20th).
Sizzling $18,000. Last week, "1984”
(Col) and "Gamma. People” (Col),
$8,000.
Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 90-$1.50)—
"Giant” (WB) (2d wk). Terrific
$24,000 after $30,000 opener.
St. Louis, Nov. 27.
Keith’s (C-D) (1,300; 50-85)—
Big deluxers here currently are j "Friendly Persuasion” (AA) (2d
enjoying an upswing in biz al¬ wk). Nice $8,000 on top of $10,000
though Xmas buying already has in first stanza for Gary Cooper pie.
Loew’s (Loew) (2,427; 50-80)—
set in. Turnstile activity was
slowed a bit last Sunday when the "Opposite Sex” (M-G) and "Sui¬
cide
Mission” (Col): Oke $9,000.
city was hit by a combo rain-snow J
storm accompanied by high winds. Last week, "Sharkfighters” (UA)
"Opposite Sex” looks leader among and "Ghost Town” (UA), $5,000.
Lyric (C-D) (850; $1.25-$2.20)—
new pic with a fine take at Loew's.
"Curucu” paired with "Mole Peo¬ "Oklahoma” (Magna) (13th wk).
Hot-$15,000.
Last week, $13,000.
ple” looks nice at reopened Mis¬
souri.
Estimates for This Week
Ambassador (Indie) (1,400; $1.20$2.40)—"Seven Wonders” (Cine¬
rama” (31st wk). Neat $14,000. Last
week, $14,900.
Esquire (Indie) (1,400; 75-90)—
Omaha, Nov. 27.
"Lust For Life” (M-G).. Good
Thanksgiving week biz is boom¬
-$9,000. Last week. "Gilda” (Col), ing with this week, with two new
$3,000.
entries chiefly responsible. "Julie”
Fox (F&M) <5,000; 51-75)—"Girl is strong at the State. "You Can’t
He Left Behind” (WB) and "Ama¬ Run Away From It”, looks socko at
zon Trader” (WB). Opened today Brandeis. "Giant” still is solid in
(Tues.). Last week, "Love Me its third stanza at the Qrpheum
Tender” (20th) . and "Stage Coach with a fourth is possible. "Friend¬
Fury” (20th), Sock $25,000.
ly Persuasion” is sluggish'in sec¬
Loew’s (Loew) (3,221; 50-85) — ond round at the Omaha.
"Opposite Sex” (M-G) and. "Miami
Estimates for This Week
Expose” (Col). Fine $14;0o0. Last
Braudels (RKO) (1,000; 75-90)—
(Continued on page 16)
"Can’t Run Away From It” (Col)
and "Spin Dark Web” (Col). Rous¬
ing $5,000. Last week, "Odongo”
(Col) and "White Squaw” (Col),
$3,000.
Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; 75-90)
—"Friendly Persuasion” (AA) (2d
wk). Failing to hold up at $4,000
after $7,500 bow.
Orpheum .(Tristates) (2,890; 90$1.25) — "Giant” (WB) (3d wk).
"Calling Homicide" (AA) (3d wk). Leading city again with great
Oke $3,500. Last week, $6,000.
$10,000. Last week, $14,500.
State' (Goldberg) (860; 75-90)—
Kenmore (Indie) (700; 85-$1.25)
Mighty $7,500.
—"Lust for Life” (M-G). Sock "Julie” (M-G).
$16,000, with lines at most shows. Last week, "Secrets of Life” (BV),
May break record. Last week, "La $3,800.
Strada” (T-L) (7th wk), $3,500.
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 60-90)— ‘Giant’ Rousing 28G,
"Love Me Tender” (20th) and
Denver; ‘Tender* 24G
"Desperadoes Are in Tow n”
^Denver, Nov. 27.
(20th). Whopping $28,000 or near.
"Giant”
continues to be the big
Holds. Last week, "Curucu” (U)
and "Mole People” (U), $17,000, moneygetter .here, with a great take
in third Paramount round. "Love
over expectancy.
Metropolitan (NET) (4,357; 90- Me Tender” packed the Denver,
$1.50)—“Giant” (4th wk). Sizzling racking up double usual biz there.
"Friendly Persuasion” still is fancy
$22,000. Last week, $30,000.
in second session at Centre, and
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 60-90) continues. "Secrets of Life” looks
—"Friendly* Persuasion” (AA) and good enough in third to stay a
"Calling Homicide” (AA) (3d wk). fourth at Aladdin.
"War and
Okay $8,000. Last week, $13,000. Peace” still torrid in fifth, goes a
Pilgrim (ATC) (1,000; 65-95)— sixth at the Centre.
"Julie” (M-G) and "Cha, Cha, Cha,
Estimates for This Week
Boom” (Col) (2d wk).
Frisky
Aladdin . (Fox) (1,400; 70-90)—
$8,000. Last week, $10,000,
"Secrets of Life” (BV) (3d wk).
Saxon (Saxon) (1,100; $1.25- Fat $6,000. Holding. Last week,
$2.20)—"Oklahoma” (Magna) (12th $7,000.
Centre (Fox) (1,247; 70-$1.25)—
wk). . Tall $17,000, Last week,
"Friendly Persuasion” (AA) (2d
$19,000.
wk).
Fancy $14,000. Stays on.
Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 60-90)—
"Opposite Sex” (M-G) and "Power Last week, $15,000.
Denham
(Cockrill) (1,750; 90and Prize” (M-G). Brisk $16,000.
Last week, "Sharkfighters” (UA) $1.50)—"War and Peace” (Par) (5th
wk).
Hotsy
$9,000.
Continues.
and "Man Is Armed” (Indie);
Last week, $10,000.
$10,000.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 70-90)—
State (Loew) (2,900; 60-90)—
"Opposite Sex” (M-G) and "Power "Love Me Tender” (20th) and
and Prize” (M-G). Slick $10,000 or "Stagecoach To Fury” (2Qth). Big
near. Last week, "Sharkfighters” $24,000. Holds over. Last week,
(UA) and "Man Is Armed” (Indie), "Can’t Run Away From It” (Col)
(Continued on page 16)
$6,000.

‘Sex Fine $14,000,
St. L; Tender 25G

Hob Hotsy; Tender Rugged $28,000
‘Commandments’ Sock 30G.‘Sex 26G

‘Gant’ Still Omakt Ace,
$10,000; ‘Can’t Rim’ 5G

Kansas City, N6v> 27
Picture biz perked with the
Thanksgiying. holiday and out-of¬
school vacation on Friday, sending
biz up ■ generally. Standout new¬
comer is. "Love Me Tender” in
four Fox Midwest houses, being
rated great. "Giant” is maintain¬
ing unusual strength in third Par¬
amount week, and will stay on.
"The Mountain” is moderately
good at the Roxy, "Julie” is good
in second Midland week. Weather
turned cold.
Estimates for This Week
Brookside (Fox Midwest) (1,081*
75-90)—"Secrets Of Life” (BV) (2d
wk). Strong $3,00(L * Last week,
$3 200
’
Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 75-9.0)—
"Letters From Windmill” (Tohan)
(2d wk). Fair $900. Last week

$1,200.

Midland (Loew) (3,500; 60-80)—
"Julie” (M-G) and "Zanzabuku”
(Rep) (2d wk). Held over in face of
product shortage, and fairly good
$7,000. Last week, $6,500.
Missouri (SW) (1,194; $1.20-$2)_
"This Is Cinerama” (Cinerama)
(24th wk). Bright $12,0Q0 via holi¬
day trade. Last week, $11,000.
Paramount (United Par) (1,900;
90-$1.25)—"Giant” (WB) (3d wk).
Huge $14,000 and bigger than
many first weeks. Last week,
$15,000.
Rojqt (Durwood) (879' 75-90) —
"The Mountain” (Par). Moderately
good $7,000 or near; holds. Last
week, "Can’t Run Away From It”
(Col) (3d wk), $3,000.
Tower (Fox Midwest) (1,400; 90$2—"Oklahoma” (Magna) (6th wk).
Spurted to oke $7,00Q. Last week,

$6,000.

Uptown, Esquire, Fairway, Gra¬
nada (Fox Midwest) (2,043; 820;
700; 1,217; 75-90) — "Love Me
Tender” (20th). Great interest
from juveniles. Rose rapidly after
light start, and looks great $25,000;
holds. Last week. Uptown, Esquire.
Granada, "Everything But Truth’*
(U) and "Davy Crockett River Pi¬
rates” (BV), $8,000. Fairway, last
week, "Teenage Rebel” (20th) (2d
wk) and "River Pirates,” $1,500.
Vogue (Golden) (550; 75-90) "War and Peace” (Par). First sub¬
sequent run in change of policy.
Great $3,000. Last week, "Know
What Sailors Are” (Indie) (2d wk),
$700.
Dickinson (Dickson) (700; 75-90)
—Subsequent-run of "War and
Peace” (Par). Fat. $2,500. Last
week, "Everything But Truth” (U)
and "Palomino” (Indie), $800..

‘Wonders’ Big 28G in 4,
Frisco; ‘Julie’ Fat 19G,
‘Curucu’-Mole’ Hep 16G
San Francisco, Nov. 27.
First-run trade here currently
in general is excellent, with many
bright spots. "Love Me Tender” is
not quite up to hopes bu^ better
than the Fox has been doing of
late. "Mole People” paired with
"Curucu” shapes socko at.Golden
Gate. "Julie” also looks splendid
at Warfield. "Seven Wonders of
World” drew a smash opening at
Orpheum. "Friendly Persuasion”
is drawing good word-ef*mouth,
being in fourth United Artists
stanza. "Giant” still is great in
fourth Paramount weekEstimates for This Week
Gordon Gate (RKO) (2,859; 80$1)—"Curucu” (U) and "Mole Peo¬
ple” (U). Sockeroo $16,000 or
close. Last week, "Girl He Left
Behind” (WB) and "Murder on Ap¬
proval” (RKO), $13,500.
^
Fox (FWC) (4,651; $1,25-$1.50)—
"Love Me Tender” (20th) and
"Desperados In Town” (20th). Fine
$23,000 or near. Last week, "1,000
Years Now” (Indie) and "Invasion
U.S.A.” (Indie), $12,500.
Warfield,(Loew) (2,656; 65-90)—
"Julie” (lH-G). Splendid $19,000.
Last week, "Opposite Sex” (M-G)
(2d wk), $12,500.
Paramount (Par) (2,646; $1.25$1.50) — "Giant” (W-B) (4th wk).
Great $26,000. Last week, $30,000.
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; $l-$l-25)
—"Can’t Run Away From It” (Col)
and "Miami Expose” (Col) (2d wk).
Shapes fine $10,000. Last week,
$13,000.
Orpheum (Cinerama Theatre
Calif.) (1,458; $1.75-$2.65)—"Seven
Wonders” (Cinerama). Big $28,000
in 4 days. Last week, "Cinerama
Holiday” (Cinerama) (69th wk),
$24,300.
United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207;
70-$l) — "Friendly Persuasion
(AA) (4th wk) and "Dial Red-0
(AA). Oke $8,500. Last week,
"Friendly Persuasion” (AA), $lu*
000.
*#1
Stagedoor (A-R) (440; $1«
$1.50)—"Secrets of Life” (BV) <2d
(Continued on page 16)
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French Film Trade ‘Crisis’ Scare
Seen Passing; Local Fix Make Good

Commie Back-Scratching
Washington, Nov. 27.
The strange' artistic backscratching which goes on
among Communist. nations
reaches some kind of peak on
Thursday (29) when 20 cities
of Communist China will
launch a “Yugoslav Film
Week.” The fest, according to
the announcement, is spon¬
sored by: the Chinese Com¬
munist Ministry of Culture.
Four Yugoslav features will
be shown in Peking, Canton,
Shanghai and 17 other cities.
And a delegation of Yugoslav
film workers Will, be paying
a “friendly1 visit” to China.

ac*p Trafalgar Squ*r»

Closing of Auto Show Separates
Parisian Legiter Men From Boys

Paris, NoV. 20. ,4
Paris, Nov. 13.
Both industry people ^and jour¬
When is a non-hit a hit in Paris?
nalists concerned with, .film biz
The answer is: during the auto¬
here» are easing up on the “crisis”
mobile show which annually takes
scare after a blearer look at the
up the first half of October and
present setup.
A more sober
leaves thousands of straggler tour¬
London, Nov. 27.
Paris, Nov. 20.
analysis of ‘ the overproduction
ists, drawn from all over France
Although there had been a rise and Europe, in town until the end
Bruno Coquatrix', who renewed
problems and the general boxoffice
.of
over
$1,000,000
in
admissions
level has led to the final Relief that the status of the music hall here
of the month.
tax revenue for the first six
things ar.e not as bad as some made via his renovation of the Olympia
Hotels, cafes, niteries and thea¬
months this year over the same
Music Hall, has decided to go into
out.
period last year, receipts were off tres are jammed for this equivalent
While true that this year will see fbb cabaret field. He feels there
of
24 New Year’s Eves. Pix houses
almost $2J)00,000 over 1954. Chan¬
25 more films than usual and that is a place for the small scale,
cellor of the /Exchequer making don’t profit as much as their com¬
there is still a backlog from the house-type floor-show, embellished
this disclosure in the House of petitors because visitors figure they
last two years, a check denotes that by a big name. The/top cabarets
‘ Commons said that for the first can soon see same 'films back home.
the latter holdbacks are mainly in (Lido, Nouvelle Eve) never use
half of the year, receipts totalled But legiters make it a point to
the secondary category .and would stars and concentrate .on produc¬
$49,§16,000 as compared with $48,- have something, however dubious,
he dubious Paris first-run releases tion values. Coquatrix has; nego¬
076,000 last year and $51,436,000 in their houses to catch some extra
at best. Of the 46 pix made in the tiated with the Pavilion. De
francs. As the afterglow of the
in 1954.
first quarter, this year, 2QV already L’Elysee, a restaurant located in
On the same day, the BOT prez auto show fades so do boxoffice
have been released. Ar^3.;ithloqks Champs-Elysees sector, /and will
and the financial secretary to the receipts in many cases. Observers
like the ot^#s: Wi.lf' #e't proper-dat¬ take over the first floor to make a
Treasury were asked by Labor can ^hen judge which shows are
ing by ne^:Pehrua^y..;‘;^&.\«ppr'Or 490-seat bpite. . It is due to open
back benches to give an estimate really hits and which are not.
ductions have been Held back and next February.* Initial star is to
In the authentic hit class are
of the loss of revenue from admis¬
Miss Horne
the stopgap methods put-forth by be Lena Horne.
s.- i*
London,. Nov. 20. . sions tax and Eady Fund as a re¬ Maurice Chevalier’s one-iqan show
worried industryites, such as pro¬ headed the first Olympia show this .. Distributors
who demanded ex- sult of theatre closings. Both said plus a* top variety hill ($1.75 top)
duction layoffs or single theatre season.
for certain pictures it was impossible to do so at pres¬ at the’ Alhambra-Mduriqe ,Cheva¬
exhibition instead of the tandem
Coquatrix points out that she tended-rCms
at first-ruri situations, were cutting ent .because the resulting effects lier; sensational new Jean. Anouilh
process, all have been dropped.
scored , with the pop public, who their own throats because of a
satire on the darker side of the
hadi not yet been established.
With film receipts hrildirig at a;v had never seen her before, as well short-sighted policy ■ which could,
Liberation days, “Pauvre* Bitos”;
general level of the last few years, as the hep crowds.
the Marie Powers starrer, “La
easily lead to the shuttering of ,a
with only a slight increase,1 therejs
i&uincailliere. de Chicago*' (Hardlarge.,. number of subsequent-run
—also, talk of going iiritp: smaller
wareseller
of Chicago), ar.bright op¬
Iheatres. , Expressing this view,, a
budget pix, which would still have
eretta at the ABC; William Faulk¬
delegate at a general.council meet¬
a quality stamp. Al£o its felt, that
ner’s first play, ^‘Requiem for a
ing ‘of: the Cinematograph Exhibi¬
publicity campaigns in Franca are
Nun,” at the Mathurins; Yvonne
tors; Assfi. said he Was speaking ori
still not of topnotch calibre and
Printemps-Pierre Fresnay vehicle,
behAjf of a large. number of thea¬
should be improved to give product
“La Voyage a Turin,” at Michotres in that position.
the needed b.o. push.
;.
diere; and such holdovers as last
Tfffe. general setup was bad
Rome, Nov. 20.
Hence, the talk of crises seeip&
season’s “Orniflle,” Anouilh drama
enough/.he said, -arid they’d re>
It’s
reported.
here
.that
Italian
to be waning here as more colorwith
Pierre Brasseur; “Monsieur
centlyrgohe
through
a
thin
tirh^
’ London, Nov. 20.
and anamOrphoscopic.prbcesses are
witlj;pdor*quality productions. A]L* tvr-for use of . whiefrt each local Masure,” “Love of Four Colonels,”
Still strongly opposed to a statu¬ though;^.they’d been told that to setowner shells out a/yearly fee of “Adorable Julia” (French version
used and top director^' *re?working;again.
$ight^ are:> again beirig: tory production fund levy, the coriib&t P they must show good pic¬ ove£'$25, soon vyill feature adver¬ of the Maugham-Bolton comedy,
aimed atigreater foteigri,.ihark£tsi;| Cinematograph Exhibitors „Assn. tures, their hands were tied be¬ tising as well as entertainment. Ex¬ “Theatre”); Marcel Marceau’s pan¬
and a drive to get the .French pub¬ again has expressed its view that cause distribs were asking extend¬ act date on which, the government- tomime program at Ambigu; Salalic into steadier film habits.
ed playing time for good films on subsidized tele-net, RAI-TV, will crou’s “Funny Story” at the Saintthe Eady fund should be financed first-runs, which Cut them out.
begin beaming commercials has not Georges, the lavish revival of “Cyr¬
directly by the government and not
Finance and General Manage¬ yet been set, though it will prob¬ ano” at the Sarah Bernhardt and
out of the exhib’s pocket. CEA ment Committee agreed to investi-] ably be before the end of January F.olies-Bergere’s 2-year-old revue,
representatives reporting back to gate the matter which was set roll¬ next year.
“Ah! Quelle Foiled
the general council after a meeting ing by 20th-Fox’ distrib policy for
At the sa’ e time, and in partial
Less Likely to Succeed
with the Board of Trade told dele¬ “King And I,” which broke the atonement for the added burden on
Less likely to succeed are Marcel
gates that they had made, clear normal release patteriv. It played Italo tv viewers, it’s indicated that
Pagnol’s new comedy about a cir¬
their view that the fund should
engagements here and in the annual subscription fee will be cus park Lothario and his com¬
collect from the heavy admissions extended
the provinces, excluding certain slightly dropped from its current placent mistress, “Fabias” at the
Paris, Nov. 20.
duties.
established first-run theatres, thus world-topping position. A second
“Queen Kelly,” which was pro¬
During talks with the BOT, transforming theiri into second-run and more substantial drop in the Bouffes-Parisiens; Salacrou’s new
duced by Gloria Swanson in 1929 there had been an indication that houses. Exhibitors were peeved at fee is expected to go into effect drama about an actor Don Juan,
with Eric Von Stroheim writing there might be a number of aspects this mainly because they weren’t soon after the number of licensed “Le Miroir” at the Ambassadeurs;
iJulien Green’s “Shadow” at the
and directing and Miss Swanson of the levy which could not.be in¬ consulted first.
The Kinemato- sets in this country tops the 1,000,- Antoine; Roland Petit’s “La Revue
starring, was never finished and cluded in the statutory scheme. graph Renters Society has told 000 mark.
never released although Miss One was that exhibs who were them that the shape of the indus¬
Currently estimated that the des Ballets de Paris” at the Thea¬
Swanson tacked on an ending to operating at a loss would no longer try was rapidly changing and could number of sets in use in this coun¬ tre de Paris and “Traquenard,”
the 80 minutes of the first h&'f of be granted reductions in film hire not be expected to adhere to dis¬ try is close to 500,000, above hopes; meller based on James Hadley
the pic already in the can. How¬ to enable them to pay the levy, tribution arrangements made in It’s probable that this unexpected¬ Chase novel, at the Charles de
ever, the advent of talkies made and this could lead to non-coopera¬ 1943.
ly high figure as well as prohibi¬ Rochefort.
this obsolete and the $800,000 tion.
Fate of four other new entries
tive, program costs have speeded
sunk into it by Miss Swanson was
plans for sponsored tele in this still is undecided so far but they
In view of this, the CEA argued
lost. A museum piece, the film that a number of financially in¬
country. Incidentally, Italian radio [will probably be around for some
finally has been released, commer¬ secure exhibitors could riot reason¬
is similarly run on a “double stand¬ months even if they fail to make
cially here at the arty La Pagode, ably be expected to subscribe, to
ard” .(as would prevail for tele)— the permanent hit status. First is
each radio setowner in this country Alexandre
Rivemale
fantasy,
the
fund
which
was
for
the
sole,
Stroheim, who always, has ob¬
must pay a yearly fee ($5), at the “Nemo,” about the Jules Verne
jected to the Swanson ending, al¬ purpose of producing security for
same time|fhaving to cope with com¬ hero who steps out of the pages
lowed it to be shown with a special British producers. It could also
mercials on almost all radio pro¬ of “20,000 Leagues Under Sea,”
preface Added explaining this. easily lead to a situation where
Paris, Nov. 27.
and has.trouble in civilian life. The
Opening night had a big press and 1-exhibs would be unable to show
Some 40 independent film pro¬ grams.
Grenier-Hussenot Co. has staged
personality turnout, and Miss films' they had helped by their ducers here haye’set up a tem¬
this as the initial offering, of its
Swanson was present but Stro¬ levy payments.
porary.' organization,,- headed by
repertory season at the Marigny.
heim’s illness kept him away. He
Robert Woog, to demand a place
Play has a charming first act and
was repped by his wife, Denise
for* themselves in the French film
has been handsomely mounted but
Vernac. The film stands up well
setup. This was brought on by
is somewhat lost in this big house.
the many new pix developments
and, with good reviews, looks to
London, Nov. 20.
Shaw’s “Mrs. Warren’s Profes¬
and shifting ecortpmic and gov¬
have a run. Its soft focus and act¬
Exhibitors have withdrawn en¬ sion” at Athenee is another ques¬
ernmental aspects which have
ing make t^iis an admirable techni¬
Glasgow,
Nov;
27.
tirely
from
negotiations
between
tion mark. Georges Neveux has
made them feel that they are not
cal achievement. With a musical
Pointing up the popularity here getting a proper voice in film deci¬ the. British film industry and BBC- made a fresh adaptation but the
and sound track, aided by good
of U.S. pix over British product is sions. To be called the Syndicate TV for the supply of feature pic¬ script with its 1890 arguments
titles, it is quite palatable today.
way the La Scala is faring with of Independent Film Producers’ tures. A delegate at the Cinema¬ about women’s rights exudes
Its Graustarkian, operetta^-type the
“King and I” (20th). It is now first official meeting is to be held tograph Exhibitors Assn.’s general musty air. Its main draw is the
tale of a degenerate Prince Con¬ entering
council meeting §aid the proposed fine characterization by Valentine
ninth Week’ of a recordsort who falls in love with a pure breaking run. More than 130,000 late this month.
The SIFP wants to have repre¬ deal was the worst thing that .could Tessier of the motherly madame.
orphan, is saved from being passe patrons have seen it to date.
sentation in all governmental and possibly happen to the industry.
Edwige Feutillere, another strong
by the adroit satire and technique
Plans for the CEA to send alopg drawing-card, has selected a dull
Film has smashed records at the industry talks on film conditions
of Stroheim, plus the fine acting
an observer to sit in at talks be¬ qnd improbable Dalian piece,
La
Scala,
the
run
proving
the
long¬
and
measures.
It
will
soon
publish
by Miss Swanson, Seena Owen and
tween the three remaining*'associa¬
Walter Bryant. This show is silent est of any film here in recent years. a list of members and the number tions, the British Film Producers “Queen and Rebels,” by Ugo Betti.
Majority of U.S. pix are held over of films for which it is responsible.
If it lingers very long at the Ren¬
filmmaking at its best.
Assn., Kinematograph Renters So¬
A print of the pic is in the Mu¬ for only six days, with five weeks Then it would demand being ciety and Assn, of Specialized Film aissance it will be a double triumph
being
a
maximum
stint.
repped
on
all
commissions
on
film
for the actress.
seum of Modern Art, N. Y. It looks
Producers, with BBC reps were re¬
Last of all, there is Terence RatLong lines have been the order problems, pix festivals and would jected
like something well worth in U. S.
•
by
the
Council,
thus
com¬
have
a
say
in
any
Industry
needs
tigan’s “Sleeping Prince” which
arty house release. Miss Swanson day and night for “King.”
pletely divorcing the CEA from fu¬ has just moved into the Madeleine.
and
opinions
heretofore
given
only
Is considering production of the
by the bigger Syndicate of French ture discussions.
Jacqueline Gauthier, Jeanne Aubert
second half of the pic. She prob¬ Low Ebb in Mex Film
Film Producers.
and Pierre Blanchar contribute liveably will not make top much on
Its
indie
status
also
will
indicate
this here, but “Kelly” still looms
Prod. Blow to Workers having members present problems Scot Legiter Lacks. ly^-performances in- this comedy.
as an important film reminder of
Mexico City, Nov. 20.
Patrons, May Shutter
first to the SIFP which would then
the late silent days.
Mosk.
Sole current problem of the discuss it before passing it on as a
Kilmarnock, Scot., Nov. 27.
Mexican film industry is low pro¬ film question* Org would also dis¬
Palace Theatre here faces a shut¬
duction, but that is not so grave cuss other matters facing the whole down unless attendance increases.
because it stems from too many industry such as the status of the A fullscale campaign has been
Glasgow, frbv. 27.
unreleased films from past years of governmental film control body, launched to interest local drama
super output, according to Con¬ the Centre' National De La Cinema¬ clubs, factories and youth organi¬ . The Empress Theatre, local
gressman Jorge Ferretis, chairman tographic, the use of Film Aid zations."* Theatre has been running vaudery damaged by fire in March*
London, Nov. 27.
Ten more Bank-owned theatres, of the National Cinematographic Funds and methods of insuring a policy of staging established play is set to reopen Monday (3) with
I a vaude layout. Adts on opening
quicker returns for producers, etc. successes.
will be closed next Saturday (Dec. Board.
To save the situation, prices «*re bill will include Morton Fraser’s
Meanwhile the’ big brother,
1). This will be the third group
Ferretis asserted the situation
of houses to go dark since the Rank arises because the producers in SFFP, is also looking into certain being cut and many concessions in¬ Harmonica Gang, Dawn White and
Old-age , pensioners, her Glamazops, The Edorics, Sheik
Organization announced its inten¬ this' period are defending them¬ film problems such as growing pro¬ troduced.
tion of shuttering 79 theatres n selves economically without con¬ duction costs, release tieups due to f’rinstance, will be admitted to any Ben Ali, Johnny Le Roy and a line
, .
September.
sidering the industry’s workers. He overproduction, possible reinstat¬ performance on payment of 8c. A of Moxon girls.
The winter show, with comedian
It will bring the total of Rank hopes the condition will be ended ing of dualefs to take up the lesser theatre official said the situation
theatres closed under the plan to* by reciprocal pacts with other pix or opening them directly in is desperate, and that the house Billy Rusk, will tee off Dec. 10*
changing its programs weekly.
was in dire financial straits.
subsequents.
48.
'
I countries.

Coquatrix Into'Paris
Nightclub Operation

British Theatre Tax
Coin Up, Receipts Off

Brit. Exhibs See
Lesser-Runs Hit

For Commercials

Via Govt. Urged

Swanson-StroheimPic,
Made in '29, Does Well
On 1st Paris Playdate

French Pix Producers
Set Up Own Production
Assn, to Gain Prestige

‘KING’ RUNS 9 RECORD
WEEKS IN GLASGOW

10 More Rank Cinemas
•Shutter; 48 Now Closed

BRITISH EXHIBS QUIT
PiX-FOR-TV LINEUP

Glasgow Yaudery Set
To Reopen After Fire
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‘FURT-wrni-PAR'nr objectives’ still
BEST PLOT FOR RUSSIAN PRODUCERS
By GENE ARNE3K,

PoIancPs Invitation

Despite the proclamations anent
a so-called new freedom of, the
arts in Russia, the Soviet Union
film-makers are still fenced to con¬
centrate on weighty, boy-&^tractor
themes. Producers are permitted
to shape their %own pictures, but
the Ministry of Culture insists
upon dictating which subjects may
be made.
Moscow’s Mdsfilm Studio, largest
behind the Iron Curtain, has a pro¬
gram of 24 features for next year
and of these only two are come¬
dies—“comedies of the serious
type,” as it was somewhat tonguein-cheek to Herbert L. Golden,
who’s back in New York after five
days in Mosc#w and four in Lenin¬
grad.
Golden, who heads the
amusement industries division of
the Bankers Trust Co., this week
-passed along his observations of
the Red film industry as he saw it
on his courteously-conducted tour
and interviews with key men in the
trade.
Got ‘Hot Visas’
First, though, it might be noted
that his visit to the USSR wasn’t
on his itinerary -tfhen he left for
Europe.
Earlier he had applied
for a visa because Mike Todd, the
U. S. State Department and the
Russian government had planned
a Moscow showing of Todd’s “80
Days Around the World.” All
parties later chilled on the idea.

American' film companies
have been invited to partici¬
pate at a children’s" film fest
in Poland early next year.
Indications are that, if par¬
ticipation is decided on, it’ll
be on an individual company
rather than an industry basis.
Invite was discussed in N. Y.
last week by the foreign man¬
agers.

‘Profilers’
■

Continued from page 7 1
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Soviet Baflyhooligan
Press agents are the same the world over. A Moscow publicist,
in a discussion with Herb Golden, made this shrug-of-the-shoulders
observation: “When the pictures are successful the producers are the heroes.
When the pictures flop, we’re the bums.”
Golden, Bankers Trust Co. exec who recently was in Russia,
found that the pic publicists are guaranteed a certain amount of
space monthly in the newspapers under government edict. They
have to work for anything beyond that minimum.
Although'the Communist film industry is an extensive one, the
* Soviet is just now getting its first fan magazine. It’s to come Out
Jan. 1.

Women’s Press Club or one of the
previously mentioned guilds—arid
as a result they recognize that in
union there is strength. Most of
the scribes have been paying in¬
come, tax on five or six figures; and
few, if any, would be willing to
exchange freedom of operation for
a staff job.
Russian ‘Offers’ Up To $50,000—Trading Technique
The movement,-so far as4his re- !
ifested love interest betwediftheir
Based on Print Checking With Synopsis
porter can learn, was triggered by
characters and this hurts the boxa soft market, the result of televi¬
offtce commerce in countries where
sion and its inroads into the field
they’re now showing, as well as
Having had virtually no chance the U. S. where he will seek dis¬
of supply and demand. Of late edi¬
killing chances for U. S. acceptance.
torial shakeups (contracts) have to see new American films since tribution for them.
Clearing up prior reports, KreisGeneva Spirit Nix
been numerous and frequent; as¬ the war, the average Soviet citizen
Concerning the “Geneva spirit signments from one regime are is eager for Hollywood pictures, him to the* Reds was among those
held
by the Bank of America. Two
Bernard
Kreisler
said
in
Manhat¬
of freedom,” well that’s out. The scorned by the succeeding editors;
of the bank’s pix were on the list
appointment of V. M. Molotov as and the foldos of presumably well- tan last week.
originally,
but Kreisler said he
• International Film Associates
head of all things cultural por¬ establishetl books—Today’s Wom¬
tends even stricter party discipline an, American Magazine and Coun¬ president, recently returned from told the Reds that these films were
Duo inof the Stalinist type to be imposed try Gentleman among others—has an Iron Curtain tour, outlined the not available to them.
upon Red producers and more Red shocked freelancers into a new ap¬ tentative deals for Yank films he cluded/*Macbeth” and “The Fabu¬
lous
Dorseys.”
Substituted
for
disinclination to import Yank films. praisal of outlets. Another issue is arranged with Russia, Poland, Routhem were two Randolph Scott
All things are state-owned, from the burgeoning amount of slow mania and Czechoslovakia. There’s western — “Carabou\ Trail” and
the pretzels sold by street venders payment, nonpayment, and time no deal in Hungary from where he “Fighting Men of the Plains.”
and all the way up the scale, and lag on acceptances or rejections.
Kreisler said he did have the
this kind of economy has some Right or wrong, another beef con¬
rights to the two bank pix for Hol¬
unique picture business twists. The cerns agents and their lack of or
Caviar
Sandwiches
land, Denmark arid Spain.
on correspond¬
studios sell their pictures to the procrastinations
While in Europe, Kreisler ac¬
Soviet
theatre
sound
and
distributor at cost plus 5%. Thus, ence.
quired a series of shorts, for his
projection may be far from the
Reluctant Joiners?
there’s no pressure on the pro¬
projected “Friendly Neighbors” tv
best, but there’s an item on
“I’m not an organizer,” one
ducers, who take eight to nine
series in-the U. S.
the concession menu . that’s
months to make one feature, except spokesman stated, “but it’s time
worth
waiting
for
—
caviar
that a succession of flops could that freelancers got together # on
sandwiches.
render . them unemployed.
The common problems. While the Au¬
Reporting this last week,
distributor controls all the thea¬ thor’s Guild protects my book
Bernard
Kreisler said the Rus¬
tres (30,000 of them, or so it's rights, it doesn’t help in any way
sian
theatres also sbld a gum■
Continued from rage 3
claimed) and these are divided on when I ghost a name byline article
drop type candy. The. caviar
the basis of first-run, second-run on assignment from one magazine
sandwiches
sell
for
three
Know-Noihing Bolshevik and third-run.
editor and it is rejected by a new
wise, is to be an adaptation of
rubles, or around 25c. as the
New anecdote about Mike
one. Nor when a story is held over
“Take a Giant Step,” current offStars Handsomely Paid
ruble goes for the average Rus¬
Todd’s visit to Russia is here
until it is dated and then rejected.
Broadway
play by Louis Peterson,
sian. For Americans visiting
The distributor thus has assur¬ And my eastern agent is powerless,
from Moscow. Producer was
who has been engaged to do the
the U.S.S.R., the three rubles
invited to a choice location at * ance of outlets for the films bfft seemingly, to do anything about
screenplay. It’s the story* of a boy
there's no way of forcing the pub¬ this impasse.”
would cost 75c.
the May Day celebration on
entering adolescence and has a
lic to see them, and there’s the
Red Square, and needed only,
Every
scribe
contacted
had
his
cast
comprised
of nearly
all
rub.
Noticeable was the greater
to bring his passport for identi¬
managed to reach Austria during Negroes.
or
her
own
raison
d’etre
for
sign¬
popularity of French and Italian
fication.
the recent revolution via a hazard¬
ing
up:
Hecht is as confident with his
films over the native output.
But he left it at his hotel
“Articles are timely and get ous trip out of Budapest.
low* budgeters as he is with the
Red stars are paid fancy salaries
mistakenly, and was barred by
With films of five indie produc¬ epics. “Marty,” of course, proved
dated when months pass,” one
but
they
have
no
agents.
a Red guard. Todd showed
ers on his list, Kreisler sold 11 fea¬
Russian people appear particu¬ writer said. “My agent submitted tures in Moscow and 10 in the a stimulant, for even Hecht admits
the guard a cigar with the
larly interested in anything and a story on the Korean war orphans other satellites except Czechoslo¬ “I was as much surprised with the
wrapper
that
proclaimed,
anybody American and show a gen¬ to one of the biggest of the na¬ vakia which would take only seven. grogs as anyone.” This entry was
“Made especially for Mike
uine friendliness toward visitors tional magazines; the editors held He took with him only synopses. made for about $350,000 at a time
Todd.”
The guard was un¬
from the States.
A cab driver, it for four months before rejecting Procedure now is to send films be¬ when the industry generally was
impressed
and
Todd
was
it. Then, when it was sent to a
veering toward bigger and produc¬
froced to return to his hotel * learning his fare was a Yank, pre¬
competitive book, the editors wrote hind the Iron Curtain. If the Reds tion values. At that time, as he
ferred
a
handshake
to a gratuity.
. forced to return to his hotel
find
they
jive
with
the
synopsis,
The creative talent in the picture a lengthy note saying that it was they are to cable approval within does now, Hecht felt a “picture of
integrity” could still come out on
business shows intense interest in ‘the greatest’—but they had bought
But when in London, Golden and American pictures, crave to sec^ two others in the interim and the two weeks of receipt of the print. top commercially regardless of
Kreisler
in
turn
will
then
cable
the
his wife, Trudy, found a couple of them for the purpose of studying budget wouldn’t encompass an¬
the unambitious lensing cost. He
price, payable in dollars in New expected “Marty” to make a little
‘“hot visas” had been forwarded to the techniques. But this they’ve other on the subject.” *
York.
Reds have one month to money but never thought it would
them by State/
;
“The ‘Perils of Pauline* were accept or reject. '
been denied.
become a relative blockbuster.
in
comparison
with
So, off to Moscow and falling
Ballet is extremely important to : childplay
Kreisler said the top price for a
As for that “emotional contact”
back on the reportorial skills that the Russian citizens, who discuss, ghosting a byline story by a name feature in Russia was $50,000. In
the banker developed while with argue and fight about this art form star,” another scribe claimed. “And the satellites he said the take and “real life,” H.H.L’s recently
completed “Bachelor Party” has a
Variety, New York staff, Golden with the same intensity that Giant every editor is crying for a ghosted
would be a lot lower. He gave an scene in which a man and wife
picked up the intelligence about and Dodger fans weigh the merits bio. Let me give you two recent $8,000 average.
The Soviets, at
the ways aftd means of the Red of their respective idols. For that examples: The. editor assigns a the start of bargainings told him discuss abortion. It’js a tabu sub¬
ject “but it’s all around us and
picture enterprise.
» matter, anything cultural is excit¬ story on a bachelor who Vows that
that
they
didn’t
really
need U. S. why should we avoid it?” asks
ing to the Russians, as witness a he has no intention of changing his films, being supplied with Indian,
Checks Wide-Angles
Hecht.
(As reported last week,
status. I spend a week lining up
Mosfilm is now showing the first recent Picasso exhibition at a Mos¬ an interview which is pure, un¬ French, Italian, Egyptian and other the Production Code nix on abor¬
cow
museum
where
the
native
Ob¬
imports.
Soviet wide-angled (anamorphic)
tion is expected to be eased if the
adulterated, fully-packed com and
Kreisler acknowledged the dan¬ subject is “handled in good taste.”)
production and, except for the servers were seen almost coming another week transcribing it into
color, it compares favorably with to blows over the various points of a readable article. By4his time, he ger of being “swamped” by the
It's Hecht’s thinking that screen
Cinemascope, The tinting over¬ the Picasso artistry.
has flown to Tokyo on location. Motion Picture Export Assn, which characters too often are one-di¬
Television
i Mss. follows. But he’s too busy to has made tentative deals in Po¬ mensional “and not what the peo¬
accented blue dyes, but in all other
respects the process looked 'fine.
Re television, 1,000,000 sets are I read it there so he brings it back land and Czechoslovakia (but not ple . want. Perhaps, many Holly¬
Anamorphic system was used in claimed in use in Moscow and the to Hollywood to revise. Meanwhile, in Russia). MPEA is understood wood producers would have a bet¬
the making of “Ilya Murametz,” great number of home antennae he’,s fallen in love. A trifle that to have offered comparatively re¬ ter insight if they spent more time
which is the name of legendary in view makes the claim seem real. the studio publicists don’t bother cent pictures for as little as $3,500. with the public, such as via loca¬
While in Moscow, Kreisler re¬ tion shooting.”
hero of the 12th century, and the Programming, about 75% of which to disclose to me. The day that
film, now playing in two houses in is on film, is done on a haphazard the approved story lands on the ported he had taken his own “Gal¬
While a picture like “Giant
lup Poll” via an interpreter, stop¬ Step” can be brought in at 200G
Moscow, is drawing capacity busi¬ basis a few hours per night. Tune editor’s desk, he gets married.
ping Russians on the street and or a little, more, Hecht nonetheless
ness. The aspect ratio is 2V4-1.
in at the starting time of 7 p.m.
“The second concerns a prima
Total of 15 houses are now and the viewer comes face to face donna who chewed on a pencil for asking them questions. About 20 has come face to face with the
equipped for the Iron Curtain with a test pattern for some while three weeks revising a feature Muscovites were interviewed in general rise ih costs. “Party,” he
Survey established said, will represent a $900,000 ex¬
counterpart of C’Scope and 50 are before a show goes on. Then there story; the day that she finally that fashion.
expected by Jan. 1. Equipment is are intervals between shows—just okayed her masterpiece of redun¬ that they go to the movies on the penditure although the writer and
average
of
once
every six months, director of “Marty,” Paddy Chayhard to come by, necessitating no precise schedule. Mosfilm'turns dancy and splitanfinitives and sent
slowness in converting any size¬ out an abundance of the telepix it back" to the writer, the maga¬ that the admissions run to t(vo efsky and Delbert Mann, respec¬
rubles (between 12c and 16c), tively, had the same assignments
able part of Red exhibition to big- with the studio relegating this zine folded.”
about the equivalent of the price on the new film and the cast is
screen.
work to stepchild status.
Another reported that one of the
Finally, “War and Peace,” The top. shelter magazines held a story of a loaf of bread; that, apart from not. particularly strong on name
On the international exchange
their own pix, they prefer the value. Both the scripter and the
front, the possibility of a swap of muchi-ballied epic is now resting and layout for 18 months before Italian imports most and like the
turn-caller went up in price and
pictures between the Russians and until 1958 when Mosfilm is sched¬ rejecting it. The photographer was Red Chinese films the least, and
the less-than-star-rated performers
paid; the writer was riot.
America appears more remote than uled to produce it.
that they haven’t any opinions are collecting fancy money.
Don
ever. The reds’ insistence on a re¬
about American films since, apart Murray, for example, is being paid
ciprocity deal, under which their
from “Salt of the Earth” and “Mr. $50,000 for “Party.”
pictures would be guaranteed a
Smith Goes to Washington,” they
“Sweet Smell of Success,” which
certain number of Yank theatre
haven’t seen any.
&
was shooting in Gotham last week,
dates, is impossible for the U. S.
Answer to the question: Would is figured at a budget of $1,800,000,
industry to provide, of course. And
you like to sqp American pictures? according to Hecht.
He said the
even if this demand were to be
was “Very much,” according to Manhattan camera work cost $8,000
[No
Cowardly
Army
Officers]
dropped, the Russian pictures
Kreisler. He said he had been told a day whereas -studio lensing
wouldn’t stand much-of a chance
Spain’s banning of “Attack,” Associates and Aldrich production
by- the Soviets that the “war would have cost $3,500 daily. The
with American audiences.
released by United Artists, caused no eye-brow lifting among film
“booty” pictures, like “Mr. Smith,” difference was in $1,000 daily for
The product, as aforementioned,
cognoscenti in Europe. They point out that the theme of the pic¬
were no longer in circulation.
hotel and other expenses for the
is heavy-weight and the “prim at¬
ture—which revolves around a cowardly infantry captain—auto¬
None of his deals involved re¬ Hollywood people, required em¬
titude” of the Russians toward
matically makes it taboo in a military dictatorship.
ciprocity of distribution in the ployment of standby crews, clear¬
physical boy - girl relationships
U. S., Kreisler said. He has taken ances with business establishments
No picture, they point out, could possibly get an okay in Spain
rules out any romance angles that
if the film hints at cowardice or wrongdoing on. the part of any
on
“Othello”
(currently
being which were disrupted by the
could be a selling point. Russian
army officer since this would immediately, reflect upon the ruling
dubbed in London) and a tint car¬ shooting, moving of equipment,
pix stay clear of any kind of manmilitary clique.
toon feature, “Bag of Gold,” for “envelopes” for police details, etc.

Kreisler Reports on Satellite Deals

Harold Hechi

Military Dictatorship Angle
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Get high
with Hope
and Hepburn!

"THE IRON PETTICOAT”
COCKTAIL!
Mix equal parts of "Hope
Happiness” and "Hepburn
Hilarity ” Audiences
will shake well with
laughter. A sure-fire
recipe for pixilated

>
m-g-m

presents
the
runniest pair

patrons and bulging
box-offices! Go °get it!

in pictures
*
-in the funniest
comedy of
the year!

,

j
C
^-

BOB HOPE * KATHARINE HEPBURN
hilariously teamed for the first time in

THI MOM PETTICOAT”
wih. NOELLE MIDDLETON * JAMES ROBERTSON JUSTICE * ROBERT HELPMANN
Produced by BETTY E. BOX ^ Directed by RALPH THOMAS
Pilmtd by

HARRY SALTZMAN in assecintfen with REMUS FILMS LTD. • VistaVision • Technicolor® • An M-G-M Release
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Tender’ Socko $23,000,
Port; ‘Giant’ 24G, 2d
Bliz Fails to Bop Mpls.;
C’Scoped ‘Okla.’ Terrif
24G, ‘Tender’ Hefty 15G
Minneapolis, Nov. 27.
Even blizzards and sub-zero temSeratures
are not keep patrons
ugging the home fireside and
worthing tele in face of such powertuii lures as newcomers, “Okla¬
homa” and “Love Me Tender,” and
holdovers like “Seven Wonders of
World,” “Giant” and “Lust for
Life.” . In fact, the Loop boxofflce
is humming.
The big RodgersHammerstein musical, having its
delayed initial showing, and “Ten¬
der” are really getting the play.
.It’s the 17th week for “Seven Won¬
ders,” third for the sensational
“Giant” and second forfsuch stal¬
warts as “Lust for Life” and
“Shake, Rattle and Rock.”
Estimates for This Week
Century (S-W)
G.150; $1.75$2.65)—“Seven Wonders of World”
(Cinerama).
(17th wk).
Hurt a
little by weather , but still tremen¬
dous at $16,000. Last week, $15,000. '
Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 85-90)—
“Julie’’ (M-G) (2d wk). “Moderate
$4,000. Last week, $6,200.
Lyric (Par) (1,000; 85-90) —
“Shake, Rattle and Rock” (Indie)
and “Runaway Daughters!’ (Indie)
(2d wk). Tall $4,500. Last week,
$7,000.
Radio City (Par) (4,100; 9Q-$1.50)
—“Giant” (WB) (3d wk). As far as
this city is concerned, it is cer¬
tain to wind up with biggest aggrgeate gross of any 1956 picture,
excepting Cinerama, Smash $15,000. Last week, $22,000.
RKO Orpheum (RKO) (2,800;
75_90)-—“Love Me Tender” (20th).
Getting tremendous publicity, to
land hefty $15,000.. Last week,
“Can't Get Away From It” (Col)
$7,500..
RKO Pan (RKO) (1,800; 75-90)—
“The * Killers” (U) and “Sleeping
City” (U) (reissues). These oldies
coming through in solid fashion at
$5,000.
Last week, “Francis in
Haunted House” (U) and “Raw
Edge” (U), $3,500.
State (Par) (2,300; 90-$1.50)—
“Oklahoma”
(20th).
Eagerly
awaited hit making bow here in
C’Scope and with $1.50 top. Looks
gigantic $24,000.
Last week,
“Teenage Rebel” (20th) (2d wk),
$6,000.
World (Mann) (400; 75-$1.20)—
“Lust for Life” (M-G) (2d wk).
Robust $5,500. Last week, $6,000.

LOS ANGELES
(Continued from page 10) •
pheum secondary run; Hawaii,
“Opposite Sex” (M-G) and “Dance
Hall Girl” (Indie) (3d wk), $3,000.
State, Vogue (UATC-FWC) (2,404; 885; 80-$1.50) — “Mountain”
(Par) and “Search For Bridey Mur¬
phy” (JPar). Thin $11,000. Last
week, State, secondary run; Vogue
in unit.
Hillstreet, Iris (RKO-FWC) (2,752; 816; 80-$1.50) — “War and
Peace” (Par).
Medium $15,500.
Last week, with El Rey, “7th Cav¬
alry” (Col) and “Ten Tall Men”
(Col) (reissue), $14,800, plus $33,400 in eight drive-ins.
Downtown Paramount (ABPT)
(3,300; 85-$1.25) — “Back From
Eternity” (RKO) and “Teenage
Crime School” (Indie) (reissue).
Nice $13,700.
Last week, with
Vogue, (10 days), and Wiltem,
“Girl Left Behind” (WB) and “Dis¬
tant Drums” (WB) (reissue), $19,r
200.
Warner Beverly (SW) <1,612;
$1.50 - $3.30) — “Ten Command¬
ments” (Par) (2d wk). Zoomed to
terrific $40,000. Last week, $29,000.
Egyptian (UATC) (1,411; $1.25$1.80)—“Can't Run Away From It”
(Col) (3d wk). Neat $10,000. Last
week, $7,600.
Fox Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; $1.25$1.75) — “Friendly
Persuasion”
(AA) (4th wk). Good $14,500. Last
week, $11,700.
Four Star (UATC) (868; 90-$1.50)
—“Brave One” (RKO) (5th wk).
Okay $5,000. Last week, $7,100.
Chinese (FWC) (1,908; $1.25$2.40)—“Giant” (WB) (6th wk).
Fancy $33,000, Last week, $30,000.
Fox Beverly (FWC) (1,334; $1.25$1.50)—“Silent World” (Col) (7th
wk). Fair $3,200. Last week, $3,100.
Fine Arts (FWC) (631; $1.25$1.75)—“Lust For Life”
(M-G)
(10th wk). Okay $4,500. Last week,
$5,600.
United Artists, (UATC) (1,242;
$1.10-$2.75)—“Oklahoma” (Magna)
(49th wk). Neat $7,500. Last week,
$8,900.
Warner Hollywood (SW) (1,364;
$1.20-$2.65)—“Cine Holiday” (In¬
die) (55th wk). Into current week
Sunday (25) after fine $25,600 last
week.

ST. LOUIS
(Continued from page 10)
week, “Can’t Run Away From It”
(Col) and “Cha, Cha, Cha, Boom”
(Col), $9,000.
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 51-75)—
“Curucu” (U) and “Mole People”
(U), Nice $9,000. Last week, house
closed.
Orpheum (Loew) (1,914; 50-85)—
Can’t Run Away From It” (Col)
and “Cha, Cha, Cha, Boom” (Col)
(m.o.). Good* $6,000. Last week,
“Attack” (UA) and “Gun Brothers”
(UA), same.
Pageant (St. L. Amus.) (1,000;
90-$1.25)—“Don Giovanni” (Indie).
Fine $4,500. Last week, “La Strada’^T-L) (3d wk), $1,000.
Richmond (St. L. Amus.) (400;
90^$1.25)—“Don Giovanni” (Indie).
Nice $4,000. Last week, “La Strada” (T-L) (3d wk), $1,000.
St. Louis (St. L. Amus.) (4,000;
90-$1.25)—“Giant” (4th wk). Socko
$18,000 after $24,000 for third.
Shady Oak (St. L. Amus.) (800;
$1.10)—“Ladykillers” (Cont) (7th
wk). Nice $2,000 following $3,000
in sixth.

BROADWAY

Portland, Ore., Nov. 27.
Biz continues to boom at all firstruns after a tremendous take last
round. Blockbusters continue to
knock out anything that looks like
competish. “Giant” holds for sec¬
ond mighty week after doing rec¬
ord biz in opener.
“Oklahoma”
continues big in third round at
Broadway. “Friendly Persuasion”
is rated nifty in second Liberty
week. Standout is ace newcomer,
'Love Me Tender,” torrid at Or¬
pheum.
Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (938; $1.50$2)—“Oklahoma” (Magna) (3d wk).
On two-a-day, with extra matinee
on weekends. Sturdy $14,000. Last
week, $14,200.
Fox (Evergreen) (1,536; $1-$1.50)
—“Giant” (WB) (2d wk). Terrific
$24,000. Last week, $26,400.
Guild (Indie) (400; $1.25)—“Lust
For Life” (M-G) (2d wk). Nice
$3,500. Last week, $3,300.
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,890; 90$1.25) — “Friendly
Persuasion”
(AA) (2d wk). Nifty $9,000. Last
week. $9,200.
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,600; $1$1.25)—“Love Me Tender” (20th)
and “Stagecoach To Fury” (20th).
Torrid $23,000. Last week, “Girl
He Left Behind” (WB) and “White
Squaw” (Col), $8,300.
Paramount (Port-Par) (3,400; 90|»$1.25) — “Mountain” (Par) and
Come Next Spring” (Rep). Nice
$8,000.
Last week, %War and
Peace” (Par) (4th wk), $6,600.

Amusement Stock Quotations
(IV.Y. Stock Exchange)
For Week Ending Tuesday (27)
1956
High Low
32%
327/s
321/s
263/4
16%
’1C0%
4*6
12
25 Vs
m
36iA
36V<2
503 6
87/8
15%
173/4
29*4
29*4
2m
82*6
29*6
141V4
6*4
2*6
10
4*6
9*4
46*6
53/4
1314
4

22*6
22%
22%
18*6
13%
753/4
2*6
7

rm,
7
27%

16%
33*6
5
12*4
13*6
22*6
21%
24*4
•747/s ■
18*6
101

Weekly Vol.Weekly Weekly Tues.
hi 100s
High
Low • Close
237/6
Am Br-Par Th 153
423
23^4
29*6
CBS “A”.... 83
31
29*430
CBS “B”,... 53
30*6
29*4
Col Pix. 22
18
18%
18*6
U
13*14
137%
Deeca . 41
e
91%
Eastman Kdk 117
90%
. 27/a
EMI . 140
2T6
7%
736
7*6
List Ind. 102
Loew’s. 150
1S34
1834
39%
7%
?%
Nat. Thea. •.. 234
7%
28%
Paramount .. 68
2:H
29*4
173.4
Philco . 187
16*6
36%
RCA. 446
36
36*4
33T6
Republic .... 83
5
5
5*JS
Rep., pfd. ..
12
12
5
12*4
13%
Stanley War.. 60
1314
13%
Storer . 47
. 26
25*6
25%
20th-Fox
66
24
2^:%
23%
Univ. Pix3
24
23%
233/4
Univ., pfd ..*140
75
75
75
267%
Warner Bros. 31
26%
26%
Zenith *. 21
105
106
108*6

American Stock Exchange
3% Allied Artists 53
4
4*4
1
1% C & C Super 891
•1*4*
43/6 Du Mont ... 88
4%
4*6
23/4 Guild Films. 99
3
2%
3
Nat’l Telefilm 38
8%
8*6
19% PRM Inc. ...
4
30
30%
23/4 Skiatron
4
17
5%
73/4
7*6 Technicolor . 128
7%
334
Trans-Lux .. 21
3%
3

4
1%
4%
2%
8%
30%
5%
7*4
33/8

Net
Change
for week
+ %
+ %
+ %
+ V4
+U4
—
— *4
— %
+ %
+ %
—1

+1%
— %
— *4
— %
__
— %
+ %
— %
+1*4
— Ya
—
+ *6

(Contiriued from page 8)
—
(25) pushed to big $10,000. Eighth
was $8,500.
—
Radio City Music Hall (Rocke¬
— *4 4
fellers) (6,200; 95-$2.85)—“Friendly
—
Persuasion” (AA), and stageshow
(4th-final wk). Present session fin¬
Over-the-Counier Securities
ishing today (Wed.) looks to push
Bid
Ask
to big $130,000. Third was $110,000.
Ampex
. 32%
35*4
+ 3/4
“Teahouse of August Moon” (M-G)
Seattle, Nov. 27.
—
Chesapeake
Industries
...
2%
.
2%
and annual Christinas stageshow
Heavy ad-publicity barrage for
Cinerama Inc.
. 13/16 1%
— %
opens tomorrow (Thurs.). Previous “Love Me Tender” at Coliseum is
Cinerama Prod. - .....
37%
earliest opehing was Dec. 3. How¬ paying off, with a smash session.
. 3%
— *6
ever, sale of reserved seats indi¬ Fifth Avenue, with “You Can’t Get
DuMont Broadcasting .... . >..
5%
. 473
— *4
cates the extra week already has Away From It,” is only okay. “This
.. . 2%
Magna Theatres .. .*.
3%
— 3/8
been taken care of.
—
Official Films.
. 2
2*4
Is Cinerama” looks great in 15th
Rivoli (UAT) (1,545; $1.25-$3.50) week at Paramount. “Oklahoma”
95
Polaroid
+3%
. 91
—“Around World in 80 Days” is terrific in fourth week at Blue
I). A. Theatres.
57/a
. 5*4
— %
(Todd-AO) (6th wk). Current round Mouse.
+ 3%
Walt
Disney
.
20%
.
183/4
finishing Friday (30) looks to hit
Estimates fof This Week
capacity $35,000 <for 10 shows since
Blue Mouse (Hamrick)
(739;
* Actual Volume.
no extra matinees. Fifth week hit $1.50-$2) — “Oklahoma” (Magna)
(Quotations furnished by Dreyfus & Co.)
$40,000, being helped by two extra (4th wk). Huge $12,000. Last week,
mats.
$11,500.
Plaza (Brecher) (525; $1.50-$2)—
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,870; 95“Lust for Life” (M-G) (11th wk). $1.25)—“Love Me Tender” (20th).
The 10th week finished Monday Socko $18,000. Last week, “Tension
(Continued from page 10)
(26) was smash $13,600 after $13,- Table Rock” (RKO) and “Reason¬ and “Miami Expose” (Col) (2d wk),
000 in ninth.
able Doubt" (RKO), $7,300.
$11,500.
Roxy (Nat’l. Th.) (5,717: $1.25Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,Esquire
(Fox)
(742;
70-90)—
$2.50) — “Giant” (WB) and stage- 500; $1-$1.50)—“jCan’t Get Away “Papa, Mama, Maid” (Indie). Fair
show (7th wk). Current round From It” (Col) and “Odongo” (Col). $2,500. Last week, “Rififi” (UMPO)
winding today (Wed.) likely will Okay $7,500. Last week, “Moun¬ (2d wk), same.
push up to wow $99,000. Sixth tain” (Par) and “Miami Express”
Columbia over the weekend
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 70-90)—
week was $72,000. Goes on, until (Col), $5,800.
-*
“Sharkfighters” (UA) and “Calling completed the move of its homeofpreem of “Anastasia” (20tn) the
Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 90- Homicide” (AA).
Okay $10,000. fice, 729 Seventh Avenue to. .711
night of Dec. 13, which opens to $1.25) — “Friendly Persuasion” Last week,
“1984”
(Col)
and Fifth Avenue, the first order of
public with , Xmas stage show (AA) (3d wk). Swell $6,000. Last “Gamma People” (Col), $8,500.
business at the new location being
Dec. 14.
week, $5,100.
Paramount
(Wolfberg)
(2,200; the annual meeting of stockholders
State (Loew) (3.450; 78-$1.75)
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,200; 90-$1.25)—“Giant” (WB) (3d wk). Monday (26). Occupying eight and
“Julie” (M-G) (2d wk). This is $1.25-$1.50) — “Giant” (WB) (2d- Great $28,000. Continues on. Last
a half floors at 711 Fifth are the
heading for big $32,000 in first wk). Hitting on all six,* to get ter¬ week, $25,000.
(1) Columbia, (2) Columbia Inter¬
stanza ended last night (Tues.). In rific $20,000. Last week, $27,300.
Tabor (Fox) (930; $1.25-$2)— national and (3) Screen Gems
ahead,
“Death
of
Scoundrel’*
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,700; 90- “Oklahoma” (Magna)
(6th wk). television subsidiary.
(RKO) (2d wk-9 days), $15,000.
$1.25) — “Sharkfighter” (UA) and Holding at hep $10,000, same as
Sutton (R&B) (561; 95-$1.75) — “Huk” (UA). Mild $7,000. Last
It was 36 years ago that the
last week. Holding.
“Secrets of Life” (BV) (2d wk). week, “Girl He Left Behind” (WB)
Vogue (Sher-Shulman) (442; 70- company went into business, taking
Initial session ended Monday (26) and “Lisbon” (Rep) (2d wk-3 days), 90)—“Snow Is Black” (Indie) (2d all of one room at 1600 Brohdway.
was strong $16,200. Looks in for $4,100.
wk).
Good $1,200.
Stays.
Last It was CBC Sales then—the “C’s”
a run.
Paramount (SW) (1,282; $1.20standing for Harry and Jack Cohn
Trans-Lux 52d St. (T-L) (540; , $2.45)—“This Is Cinerama” (Cine- week, $1,500.
and the “B” for JoseplvBrandt, It
$1-$1.50)—“La Strada” (T-L) (20th ! rama) (15th^wk). Great $16,000.
was a distribution outfit and the
wk). The 19th round completed; Last week, $13,726.
first
picture peddled was a twoSunday (25) was socko $10,600 as 1
reeler titled “They Did It for $8
(Continued
from
page
10)
against $9,300 in 18th week,
Per.”
A year later brought the
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 50-$2)
wk).
Solid $5,000.
Last week,
first feature, “Heart of the North,”
—“Solid Gold Cadillac” (Col) (6th
(Continued from page 8)
same.
starring Roy Stewart and Louise
wk). Fifth stanza ended yesterday (Par). Capacity $48,000 for opening
Larkin (Rosener) (400; $1)—
Lovely. By 1929 the company was
(Tues.) climbed to .great $23,000 week ending yesterday (Mon,).
“Rififi” (Indie) (6th wk). Holding
while fourth was $21,000. Stays on,
Monroe (Indie) (1,000; 67-87)— at okay $3,800. Last week, ditto.. entrenched in production, had
with “Baby Doll” (WB) announced “Port Afrique” (Col) and “Cha,
many branch exchanges and the
Clay (Rosener) (400; $1)—“Pri¬
as preeming night of Dec. 18.
Boom” (Col) (2d wk). Fair $6,500.
New York headquarters were re¬
vate’s Progress” (Indie) (2d wk).
Warner (Cinerama Prod.) (1,600; Last week, $6,800.
established at 729 7th.
$l,20-$3.50) — “Seven Wonders of
Oriental (Indie)' (3,400; 98-$1.25) Okay $3,600. Last week, $3,900:
Col in subsequent years further
Vogue (S.F. Theatres) (377; $1)—
World” (Cinerama) (34th wk). The —“Love Me Tender” (20th). Pow¬
33d session ended Saturday (24) erful $55,000 for initial week end¬ “La Strada” (T-L) (12th wk). Okay developed until the point was
reached
where various of its de¬
was terrific $51,700, with Thanks¬ ing yesterday (Mon.).
$2,000. Last week, $1,900.
Bridge (Schwarz) (396; $1-$1.25) partments were scattered in five
giving holiday and three extra
Palace (Indie) Q, 184; $L25-$3.40)
matfwes accounting for upbeat. —“Cinerama Holiday” (Cinerama) —“War and Peace” (Par). 'Lively different office buildings In Goth¬
The 22d week was $48,300.
(75th wk).
Lusty $32,000.
Last $4,200. Last week, “Ballet Romeo am. In 1955, the company bought
Juliet” (Indie) (5th wk), $2,000.
55th Street Playhouse (B-F) (300; week, $26,000.
711 Fifth for the purpose of bring¬
Coronet (United California) (1,- ing everyone under the one roof.
$1.25-$1.50) — “Vitelloni”
(APIRoosevelt (B&K) (1,400; 65-95)—
$1.10-$2.75) — , “Oklahoma” Building was given a complete
Janus) (6th wk): Fifth round ended “Sharkfighters” (UA) and “Huk” 250;
Booming $20,000.
Last (Magna) (40th wk). Nearing end face-lift with all modern facilities
Monday (26) night was fine $5,500 (UA).
after $6,000 in fourth week. Stays week, “Toward Unknown” (WB) of run with sturdy $15,000. Last and equipment.
and “Bold and Brave” (RKO), Week, $13,000.
on.
Included are two preview rooms,
Rio
(Schwarz)
(397; $1.25)—
$14,000. .
State-Lake (B&K) (2,400; 98- “War and Peace” (Par). Good $4,- one a 60-seater on the exec* floor
$1.50)—“Attack” (UA).
Sizzling 000. Last week, “Red Inn” (Indie) and a smaller one for Screen Gems/
$38,000.
Last week, “War and and “Holiday for Henrietta” (In¬ and planned for the future is a
(Continued from ptfge 10)
Peace,” $17,800.
die), $1,700 in 8 days.
100-seat room on the top floor.
wk). Pushed to good $16,000, Last
Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; $1.25)
week, $15,000.
—“Private’s Progress” (RCA) (4th
Stanton (SW) (1,483; 99-$1.49)— wk).
_
Onie In Cincinnati
Okay $6,500.
Last week,
“Julie” (M-G) (2d wk). Oke $10,- $5,700.
Cincinnati, Nov. 27.
000. Last week, $13,000.
United Artists (B&K) (1,70; 98William Onie is chief barker of
Studio (Goldberg) (400; 99-$1.49) $1.25)—“Friendly Persuasion” (AA)
Tent 3, Variety Club for 1957. He
^-“Lust for Life” (M-G) (8th wk). (5th wk).
Strong $20,000.
Last
Universal is calling its sales is manager of Oxford Amusement
Big $6,000, ahead of last week’s, week, $17,000.
Co., chain of suburban nabes, and
$4,000,
Woods (Essaness)
(1,206; 98- executives from all parts of the has been the tent’s treasurer in re-*
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 99-$1.80)— $1.50) — “Teahouse
of August country to a special meeting at
cent years after a term as chief
“Secrets of Life” (BV) (3d wk). Moon” (M-G) (2d wk). First week the Coast studio on Dec. 3.
barker.
Climbing to neat $6,000. Last week, ended Sunday (25) was mighty
Scheduled week-long session will
Elected with him were Rube
$5,000.
$49,000.
also be attended by advertising and
Viking (Sley) (1,000; 75-$1.49)—
World (Indie) (430; 98)—“Bull¬ promotion executives from New Shor and Nathan Wise, assistant
chief
barkers; Saul Greenberg; re¬
“Can’t Run Away from It” (Col) fight” (Janus) (4th wk).
Sturdy York and the studio.
Sales v.p. tained as secretary, and James
(2d wk). Down to okay $7,500. Last $3,000. Last week, $3,800.
Charles
J.
Feldman
will
preside
at
McDonald,
treasurer.
Noah
Ziegfeld
(Davis)
(430;
98)—
week, $10,000.
World (Pathe) (499; 99-$1.49)— “Grand Maneuver” (UMPO) (2d the conclave, at which staffers will Schechter, Jim Joseph, Abe Maius,
“Silent World” (Col) (2d wk). Fine wk).
Swell $4,000.
Last week, ibe briefed on 1957 releases, sales Stuart Jacobson. Jack Kalan and
Bernard Dabney are the directors.
j policies, and promotional plans.
$5,000,
$6,000. Last week, $7,500.

‘Tender’ Hangup 18G,
Seattle; ‘Giant’ 20G

DENVER

SAN FRANCISCO

CHICAGO

PHILADELPHIA

FELDMAN PRESIDES
DEC. 3 AT U’S STUDIO

Columbia Into
Posh Quarters
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Produced and directed by FRANK TASHLIN
Screenplay by^FRANK TASHLIN and HERBERT BAKER
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Teenage Questions Smarten Showmen
As Students Torn K. C. Rim Row

Judy Garland
:.Continued from pace 3

British-Yank ‘Film Fight’
-

- —' ■

Continued from page 5 *---

.creasing the film’s cost and that,,
every time Miss Garland was un¬ vention) also joined in the argu¬
able to appear because of illness ft ment and said he had seen blood
4
"—--:-—
Kansas. City, Nov. 27.
was possible to shoot around her spilt at every meeting to decide
without losing a day’s work. He visa applications, but on the whole
Theatre and Film Row officials
Wm-A-Trip Stunt
emphasized that if any of the fault the share-out had been happy.
here found the recent. Business
v United Artists has a contest
had been Miss Garland's, Warner
Education Day one. of the best j
Warwick Toppers Retaliate
going
whichwill
provide
the
Bros,
would have been able to col¬ ‘ Bast wegk the two Warwick top¬
public relations moves of recent
theatremeri staging the best
lect from the insurance company. pers retaliated by taking double
months, and also picked up a few
“If Judy was put so long,” he asks, spreads in the local papers, answer¬
pointers on theatre operation’front . campaign fbr “King and Four
“why . didn't Warners collect from ing both French and Angel. They
their teenage guests. The. industry * '.Queens'’, a cash award., of
$2,500 plus a. trip to Holly*
Lloyd’s of London?”
with Arthur Cole of Paramount and
expressed open resentment at the
wood. *
He termed the reports of the Sustained Accusation that Warwick
Joe Redmond of Fox Midwest as
Film, which stars Clark
effect of Miss Garland's absences! was not a British company and that
hosts, entertained 18 students from
Gable and Eleanor Parker, is
as “propaganda,” and noted that. they, were denied BFPA member¬
Manual and Southwest,high.schools.
UA’s Christmas, release.
Miss Garland is able to obtain in* ship for that reason.
The story made front page of the
surance from Lloyd’s for any film
Kansas City Star.
“If the reason is that Warwick
production. He blamed the high is associated with Columbia, we
The kids were given a tour of
production
costs,on
(a)
the
experi¬
Film Row, seeing the inspection
submit the BFPA is shortly due to
ments relating to Warners launch¬ lose some valuable members for
and shifting operations as well as
ing of Cinemascope and (b) the similar reasons—the following dis¬
booking and' buying, and were
length of the film. He declared tinguished British producers have
treated to lunch at Fox* Midwest’s
that 10 days of shooting had to be affiliations of the same nature:—
home office. Then they were guests
scrapped because of the experi¬ Frank Launder and Sidney Gilliat
at a showing of “Oklahoma” at the
mentation.
“We were the guinea (Columbia); Maxwell Setton (Co¬
Tower Theatre.
Washington, Nov. 27.
pigs for Warners’ experiments with lumbia); Ian Dalrymple (Colum¬
In a skull session with the young¬
The Dn S. Supreme Court last Cinemascope,” he asserted.
bia); Marce’ Heilman (Allied#Art¬
sters, it was brought out that, most week refused „■ to consider an * ap¬
Luft said that Warners and pro¬
pictures are seen-on recommenda¬ peal, by- 2Qth-Fox in a ease which duction chief Jack L. Warner were ists); Ronald ° Neame (20th-Fox);
tion of friends, good review’s or affects the entire* film producing so satisfied with the film after its Associated British Pictures Corp.
certain stars or stories. The young industry. 20th sought to have completion that Miss Garland was (WB).” They might also have.men¬
patrons also were frank to say. that kayoed an Internal Revenue ruling immediately made an offer to ap¬ tioned Sir Michael Balcon’s Ealing
vandalism, and rowdyism in thea¬ that ft .must pay the regular trans¬ pear in a musicalized version of outfit, but latter has resigned from
to BFPA. Ealing has a Metro tie.
tres should be blamed on parents portation tax on planes chartered
The: tagged the official BFPA at¬
who don’t properly instruct young¬ for flights to search out locations “Saratoga Trunk.” In addition, he
noted that WB had recently sought titude, an insult to the hard-work¬
sters."
or to shoot aerial footage for pic¬ Miss Garland’s services for another
When it comes to maintaining tures. The studio contended that picture. “If Judy had been as dif¬ ing members of their team, many
order in the theatre, the high such chartered. trips do not in¬ ficult as some newspapers made it of whom had spent a lifetime in
schoolers pointed out that young volve “transportation of persons” seem,” Luft said, “I don’t think British films. They suggested the
patrons have little respect for the in the sense meant by Congress Warners would be so anxious to present system of allocating li¬
censes was outmoded and chal¬
kid ushers, especially of their own when it voted the tax on travel sign her again.”
lenged the BFPA right to speak for
age. But they w.ould have more re¬ tickets.
After completing Her current producers who were not permitted
spect for an older hand or the
Although only one studio was Palace stint in January, Luft said to attend the allocation meetings.
manager who requested better be¬ involved in.this case, all of the Miss Garland might duplicate her
havior. Girl usherettes would have other major companies have simi¬ Broadway one-woman show in Lon¬ They considered that licenses
little or no control of rowdies, they lar cases pending in the lower don and possibly in Paris, Milan, should be granted by an impartial
body, preferably the Board of
said.
courts. In this case, 20fh paid .the and Munich. He said she was not Trade, who could evaluate the po¬
tax to Paul Maintz Air Services, making any long-range picture tential of each film selected for
then appealed to Internal Revenue plans and that her screen ventures foreign markets. They were pre¬
for a refund. Latter disallowed would depend on the acquisition of pared to take their chances with
the claim. The U. S. district court the “right properties.”
such a selection board.
reversed
In a trial and found for
«—-Continued from page 43
Time 'To Break Up Club’?
20th on appeal.
Declaring that the time had
heads the studio but is not a “pro¬
The U. S. circuit court reversed
come “to break up the club,” they
duction man” per se.
the district court and upheld reve¬
believed that an examination of
Thau is regarded by Vogel and nue. This is the ruling with which
licenses
granted to date would
Continued
from
page
3
the board as particularly fitted for the Supreme Court refused to in¬
show that members had fared bet¬
the post because of his background terfere.
the course of the promotional ter than non-members. They "cited
and the way M-G is trending more
junkets, doesn’t insist upon a re¬ “Zarak” as a British film which
and more toward partnerships with
tainer for his exploitational efforts. cost $2,000,000 to make, was pro¬
independent filmmakers*. He's been
In his opinion neither Par nor any duced, directed and made by Brit¬
the ope setting the deals through
other film company would pay him ish technicians, and was now be¬
the years, negotiating contracts
adequately so he skirts that issue ing advertised in Japan, France
with ,directors, producers, stars,
by contributing his time.
and Germany as a British film. It
agents, etc. •
He said since he wasn’t acquaint¬ was, however, by no means certain
Los Angeles, Nffv. .27,
Rest of the Team
ed firsthand with the ^hoopla and of entry permits as British prop¬
Complicated legalistics attendant
Continuing in other key roles on the product demands, of the new glamor the public invariably asso¬ erty. A more absurd situation, they
are J. J. Cdhn, specialist on budg¬ Belair. drive-in in the San Bernar¬ ciated with Hollywood prior to averred, did not exist in commerce
ets and other financial matters; E. dino area took on another twist •television’s advent he couldn’t today.
J. Mannix, who Represents the stu¬ with the filing of an antitrust suit make a true comparison with the
The MPA statement claimed that
dio in all labor matters, and Ken¬ against 20th-Fox by Pacific Drive- situation today. But nevertheless, in attempting to justify discrimina¬
neth MacKenna* story editor. Con¬ in Theatres. No other distrib is the actor added, “I sensed a genu¬ tion against the British films dis¬
tinuing, too, is the studio policy named in the new action, but the ine enthusiasm on the part of the tributed by their member compa¬
committee which passes on all complaijit can be amended to in¬ public in respect to Hollywood ac¬ nies, the BFPA topper, in refer¬
tivities and particularly 'The Ten ring to them “as films made by
properties set for production. clude other defendants.
Group comprises Thau, Cohn, ManAmerican companies, did not seem
Pacific asks for an injunction and Commandments’.”
As for the upcoming “Mister. to know who produced the British
nix, MacKenna and producer Law¬ such money damages as may be
Roberts,’’
Heston
reflected
“I
took
rence Weingarten. Schary had determined, charging 20th-Fox sold
films released by MPA compa¬
been a member too, of course.
the Elvis Presley starrer “Love Me the role primarily as a matter of nies.”
Schary’s impending departure is Tender” to the Belair without giv¬ personal satisfaction. It’s a fine
A statistical breakdown, pre:
the direct result ‘of stockholder ing the plaintiff the opportunity to part I always wanted to do. When pared by the MPA, showed that its
pressure. Company has had a full negotiate for the film for- one of the play was originally presented member companies have distribut¬
on Broadway I was only doing bits. ed 24% of all British first fea¬
share of boxoffice adversities over its drive-ins in that area.
the past couple of years and
Chain had previously moved to Thus in effect the City Center tures registered since April, 1948,
turns
back the hands of time for and 49% of those were produced
Schary, as studio boss, was singled intervene in an action brought by
out by certain bigtime shareown¬ 20th which asked the court to de¬ the actor as well as audiences who by purely British companies ex¬
may
have
missed it through pro¬ clusively with British money, the
ers, particularly a Canadian group termine clearance in the San
holding over 200,00 shares, as the Bernardino territory so that it can¬ crastination or a variety of other majority by members of the BFPA.
one mainly responsible.
not later be charged with conspir¬ reasons. With its modest boxoffice About .20% were made with .Amer¬
Of major and immediate impor¬ ing to deprive the Belair of scale, the Center is performing a ican and British money, with Brit¬
real service for theatregoers.”
tance to M-G management' and the product.
ish coirf predominating, and 31%
Heston, who’s frequently placed by British subsidiaries of the MPA
board is their feeling that a stock¬
himself on the record in the past companies with sterling accruing
holder proxy row, which had been
as favoring meaty roles, added that from the film agreement and with
threatened, is now not ’ likely to
his prime concern isn’t the money dollars remitted to Great Britain
come off. There still are some dis¬
involved but whether the part is a from the ,U. S. for that purpose.
sidents among the investors in the
good one. “I feel that’s where tele¬ In addition, they distributed 20%
corporation, but management is
vision’s
dramatic shows are mak¬ of all British shorts in the same
confident that a sufficient amount
James P. Clark, president, and ing a mistake,”
he said. “For instead period.
of voting stock will go on its side all other officers and directors of
“These are the films,” says the
to prevent any unseating of the National -Film Service were reelect¬ of paying fabulous amounts to ac¬
tors
more
money
should go to MPA, “that Sir Henry seeks to
present board.
ed at a combined directorate-stock¬
writers
^
as
an
encouragement
to
handicap in their home market and
This confidence is drawn from holder meeting in Chicago last
turn out better scripts. If the story abroad. They are an important part
the fact that Schary is out, thpt Wall week.
right any producer would find of the hard *core of British film
Streeter Richard M. Crooks is now
Meeting also was given to con¬ is
on the board (he represents the siderable discussion of the NFS actors eager to accept a role even production itself and are bringing
honor and success to the British
Canadian investors) and Loew’s is takeover of backroom work for dis¬ if it meant less money.”
film industry and to British pro¬
showing some upbeat in its new tributors in various sections, in¬
profit statements.
ducers throughout the world-”
CAROLINA GROSSES
cluding RKO in all exchange areas,
As for Sfchary, his departure is and its new role in handling bill¬
MPA Outfits Give Best Market
to be complete, contrary to earlier ings and collections for Buena 'Tender’, $24,000 and 'Persuasion*
Declaring that distribution by
trade conjecture that he’d stay on Vista. Demonstrated were new Na¬
MPA companies provides British
$15,000 Takes Big
the Culver City lot operating as an tional Cash Register electronic^
producers with the broadest and
indie producer. Chances a^e that machines which are to be installed"
smoothest road to the world’s mar¬
Columbus, S. C., Nov. 27.
after a rest he’ll go into indie pro¬ in all NFS depots to handle the
Two major houses* here are bat¬ kets, the MPA notes that British
duction but not with M-G.
BV account.
tling back-to-back for top grosses, films distributed by its member
playing Elvis Presley's “Love Me companies in the United Kingdom
Tender,” and “Friendly Perusa- now earn 20% of *11 rentals earned
Bond Heads Colosseum Unit
in the UK oy British films, and con¬
sion.”
Dallas, Nov. 27.
“Persuasion,” which closed its sequently receive 20% of the Brit¬
Richafd L, Bond has been elected
Y. Frank Freeman, Paramount 10-day run today, was expected to ish Film Production Fund. They
prez of the local Colosseum of
Motion Picture Salesmen. He is studio v.p., is due in New York gross $15,000 or better when all return 62% of this to the British
producers and co-producers, whose
tomorrow (Thurs.) for three days figures are In.
with Paramount.
Meanwhile, Presley’s film is still films' they distribute.
Other officers named are Joe of policy huddles with the homeArguing that it was not a matter
office
top
echelon.
packing
the
other
house,
a
1,500Beckham, Columbia, veepee; Jack
Meetings will cover a review of seater, after eight days, and a gross of films made here by the Ameri¬
Haynie, Columbia, secretary; and
Burl Lovelace, Allied Artists, treas¬ operations for the past six months in excess of $24,000 is most likely, can companies, the MPA refer to
urer.
“a vast growing and profitable
and future planning.
the operators believe.

Film-Chartered Planes
Liable for Tourist Tax;
20th Appeal Thwarted

Schary-Thau

Charlton Heston

PRESLEY SOLD AWAY,*
DRIVE-IN SUES 20TH

National Film Reelects
J. P. Clark & Directors

Y; F. Freeman Due in N. Y.

partnership between British pro¬
ducers on the one hand and the
production-distribution units of
their member companies on the
other, through which British pro¬
ducers utilize the resources and dis¬
tribution facilities of the American
companies to put British films on
the screens of the world where they
belong.”
After charging Sir Henry with
having split the ^ British industry,
the MPA say that it and the asso¬
ciation’s numerous British asso¬
ciates were trying to close the
breach in the hope “that the two
BFPA’s can become one and that
the organization which claims to
represent British film producers as
a whole, will, at long last, actually
do so, thus uniting the industry
and making it strong.”

Canadian Leaders
Hail Oscar Hanson
Toronto, Nov. 27.
Over 400 trans-Canada members
of the film industry, gathered at
a banquet in the King Edward
Hotel here to honor Oscar R. Han¬
son, survivor of the trio which, in
1940, founded the Canadian Picture
Pidneers. He was presented with
a gold and onyx plaque by Prime
Minister Leslie Frost on behalf of
the Pioneers’ organization, whose
requisite is that a member must
have been associated with the film
industry 25 or more years.
Award of a scroll was also made
in absentia to James A. Whitebone
by J. J. Fitzgibbons, president of
Famous Players (Canadian); and
to the Winnipeg branch by Na¬
thaniel A. Taylor, president of
Twentieth Century Theatres. Toast¬
master was Morris Stein, president
of Canadian Picture Pioneers.
Beginning in 1913 as a singer
of illustrated songs in. his native
Illinois, Oscar Hanson came here
in 1920 to organize Canadian Edu¬
cational Films Ltd. and,. in 1927,
became general manager in New
York for Tiffany-Stahl Films. Re¬
turning to Canada in 1931, he es¬
tablished Associated Theatres and
Hanson Theatres with the late
N. L. Nathanson of Famous Players
(Canadian) and, in 1942, organized
Monogram Films in Canada, this
later sold to J. Arthur Rank. "Mr.
Hanson is . currently Canadian rep¬
resentative for Allied Artists and
Lion-International Films of Lon¬
don, Eng.
James Whitebone, who com¬
menced in the industry as a pro¬
jectionist, is the founder of Local
440 of the. International Alliance
of Theatrical Stage Employees, rep¬
resents labor on the. New Bruns¬
wick Power Commission, has been
alderman of Saint John, N. B. for
seven two-year terms.

Rep Writing Finis
-■

■

■ Continued from page 1

——-

trict manager, has been ordered to
close the Los Angeles branch and
when this is done he’ll retire, end¬
ing a 17-year association with Rep.
Physical handling of film prints
was turned over to National Film
Service in 21 of the remaining 25
branches over the past six months.
It’s understood that Yates plans
to operate the studio on a rental
basis for indie theatrical and tele¬
film producers. Aside from Revue
Productions and Mark VII Produc¬
tions, which are filming their own
vidpix series, the only activity at
Rep is the “Frontier Doctor” series
being made by the company’s own
Studio City TV subsidiary.
Yates shuttered the studio pub¬
licity department last month.

Curley Offers
Continued from page 2 -

., , j

whose central figure, Frank Skeffington, others—and Curley—see
as himself.
Curley declares his own memoirs
will show that the hero of “Hur¬
rah” is only a “pale carbon copy of
James Michael Curley.” The for¬
mer governor-mayor-congressman
said he expects his own book will
be titled “Autobiography of James
M. Curley.” He repeated his an¬
nouncement that he will live to be
125.
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PICTURES

Please Everybody and Offend No One’

Gene Tunick’s Step-Up

Gene Tunick has been promoted j
from United Artists branch man-1
ager in Philadelphia to eastern dis¬
manager.
That's Code Goal—But Dan Lacy of Book Publisher* trict
Tunick, who-Is 36, entered the
industry as a shipper in RKO’s
Council Sees Censorship Principle Deflated
- 4-'-----!- Cincinnati office in 1941. He re¬
places John Turner, who left UA.
Revise Ad Tactics
Albany, Nov* 27.
In light of its experience
The power of State film censor¬
with “Friendly Persuasion”
ship boards, already drastically
so far, Allied Artists has de¬
limited by the U.S. Supreme Court,
cided to spread its advertising
wiir be “eliminated entirely’* in
money for first-run theatre en¬
some new case brought before that
gagements over a period of
tribunal. So Dan Lacy, manag¬
days, rather than concentrat¬
ing director of the American Book
ing on the immediate opening
Publishers’ Council and former
time. AA’s idea is to couple
deputy chief assistant librarian of
Milwaukee, Nov. 27.
Congress, predicted in an address „the subsequent-day ads with
The Milwaukee Motion Picture
the word-of-mouth that builds
last week before the Albany Sec¬
Commission
is campaigning for
following the pic’s unveiling.
tion, National Council of Jewish
the city’s Common Council to pass
According to Morey Gold¬
Women, at a meeting in the vestry
an ordinance with “teeth” so that
stein, A A general sales man¬
rooms of Temple Beth Emeth.
an “adults only” stamp could be
ager, the film was iu 250 situ¬
One of the authtfs of the “De¬
placed on some films. If such a
ations for the holiday period.
claration of Freedom to Read,”
law were passed, children under
Lacy said that prior to the Su¬
18 would be refused admission at
preme Court’s decision in “The
“adult only” pictures.
Miracle” motion pictures had not
Avrum Chudnow, chairman of
been considered a form of commu¬
the Commission’s special commit¬
nications, but rather of entertain¬
tee, has indicated that the “adults
ment. In “The Miracle” (where
only” tag might be required on
the Board of Regents of the Uni¬
possibly six or seven films a year.
versity of the State of New York
He stressed that proper enforce¬
was overruled on “sacrilegious”
ment of the proposed ordinance
as a basis for refusing to license a
was vital.
film), the high court held “motion
pictures may not be outlawed by
a state censorship board on any
other grounds than obscenity,”
A Catholic priest of the Paulist
Lacy commented.
Missionary Order who is also a film
The Regents, he continued, has critic on the side has broken out
— Continued from page 1
rejected “The Miracle” not “be¬ in Catholic World (November) with
cause it was obscene or immoral, an arresting, new slant on present- case. Screen Gems''hopes to reach
but because it was, from the Cath¬ day film advertising. He argues that goal next year, licensing items
olic viewpoint,, sacrilegious.” Sub¬ that the public is being treated like priced as high as $100 for a ca¬
sequent Supreme Court rulings oldtime rural -gawks gaping at the rousel In connection with “Circus
had further limited State censor¬ big city sMckers and wonders when Boy.”
ship boards, the speaker continued. Americans will be adult enough to
But the subsidiary financial bene¬
He believed that in some future “protest the leers and winks of the. fits comihg via merchandising to
telefilm
firms and other tv outfits
movie copywriters and stay away
in hordes until taste Is restored to* is not the only measuring rod, nor
is it the sole reason for going into
‘Baby Doll’s’ Letter: C advertising.”
The clerical critic, Father James licensing. The other big reason is
As predicted last issue,
promotion
for the show, making
H. Finley, compares current comeCatholic National Legion of
on to the shills for belly-ffa'ncers loyal fans for “Wyatt Earp” be¬
Decency has condemned the^
on midways, “Except for better cause the kid owns an “Earp” gun,
Elia Kazan-Tennessee Williams
dental care, diet control and cus¬ for example, a factor which can’t
picture, “Baby Doll,” a War¬
tom clothes, the' rubes are more be measured in dollars and cents.
ner Bros, release, taking the
than ever with us.” Priest suggests ! When a show features a charoccasion to administer a strong
that the modern hick reads the [ acter which is in the public doslap .vs. the Code which" gave
New. Yorker magazine instead of ! main, a la “The Adventures of
the pic its seal.
ITO
. Sears, Roebuck catalogs. His ap¬ Robin Hood,” it’s a tough biz to
Legion called “BaflPPDoll”
peal is to fellow Catholics to protect the licensed manufacturer
“morally repmlant both in^
from the interloper. All that can
eschew the “midway mentality.”
theme and treatment” and"
be done, as Walt Disney learned in
raps it for “unmitigated em¬
the case of-bonanza Davy Crockett,
phasis on lust.”
is to put pressure on any manu¬
facturer that makes any definite
tieup with the tv show, even bring¬
case, the Supreme Court would
ing such an interloper to the
completely invalidate “censorship
Of course,—granting the
in advance of showing.”
Walter Reade Theatres, operator courts.
Lacy pointed ^qt this would not of the Woodbridge, N. J., Drive-In, licensed merchandiser the privilege
of
highlighting
the tv tieup, helps,
affect “censorship by prosecution filed a ,$1,200,000 treble damage
later.”
antitrust suit Monday (26) in N. Y. but unfortunately, from the view¬
point
of
the
licensor,
it doesn’t kill
Citing the situation faced when Federal Court against Loew’s Inc. off the camp followers. They be¬
there was a transition from the and Loew’s Theatre & Realty Corp. come legion when a “public do¬
presentation of plays before* “elite” Suit, which names other majors as main” show is riding the crest~of
audiences, paying' $4.50 admission, co-conspirators, chargeshe. de¬ its popularity.
to the mass audience of motion fendants discriminated against the
As part of its approach to mer¬
pictures, at 50c -tariff, Lacy ob¬ Woodbridge ozoner by imposing chandising, Screen Gems whenever
served that the latter often felt unreasonable clearances upon it.
possible is making troupes 'of such
“uncomfortable” in- the presenta¬
Action claims the defendant dis- skeins as “Rin Tin Tin” and “Circus
tion of certain themes and specific tribs favor downtown Newark first- Boy” available for tours. Such
dialog. This principally concerned run houses to the detriment of the tours not only help the popularity
sex, he added.
! Woodbridge. In seeking an end of the show, but bring residual
The motion picture industry to the alleged discrimination, Reade benefits from that 5% licensing
tried to cope with the problem, via asserts it wants a free and open tie. In this connection, the “Circus
the creation of a Production Code, market made available for its Boy” troupe has been offered to
but Lacy indicated a belief this was drive-in* By so doing, it’s con¬ J. Ringling North for Madison
almost .impossible to achieve, be¬ tended, business for all exhibitors Square Garden appearances.
cause the industry wanted to in this North Jersey area would be
In the syndication field, accord¬
“please everybody and offend no stimulated.
ing to Edward Justin, who heads
one.”
up merchandising at Screen Gems,
t
it’s very difficult to set merchan¬
He declared that in the trans¬
28-WEEK GALLIC ECHO
dising deals with manufacturers.
position of legitimate plays to the
Most manufacturers feel/ that the
screen, there are not only major
changes in plot, characterization Reprise 14 French Classics (Two multiplicity of sponsors, and time
and dialog, but sometimes even of Weeks Each) Via Brandon Films slots and uneven distribution of
the skein nationally, complicates
theme.
Lacy seemed to think
the merchandising problem, accord¬
that was true of all stage pieces
A
Festival
of
Great
French
ing
to Justin.
adapted for motion pictures.
Films, incorporating 14 French
Merchandising tieins abroad for
classics, will be
launched in tv shows are just catching on.
Jurow Joining Cohn
Gotham next January by Brandon Justin recently returned from a
Martin Jurow, William Morris Films. With each pic slotted for a five-day trip to England where he
exec, Coasted at the weekend for two-week fun, the fest will cover set'licensing plans there for “Rin
talks with Columbia president over 28 weeks with possible exten¬ Tin Tin.” Abroad, he observes, the
Harry Cohn anent his leaving the sions.
parents are not so ruled by their
agency to become a production
According to Thomas F/ Bran¬ children, making it tougher going
assistant at Col.
don, the fest will be housed at a for any tv-tied merchandising.
. Job would.entail.his. develop:. midtown theatre and will be kicked
ment of production deals and as off with a gala preem sponsored
such Jurow would serve as Col’s by a committee of French film per¬
liaison with indie'producers.
sonalities and the French govern¬
ment.
-i i1.; Continued from page 2
■ 1
Pitch is that many of these pix
haven’t been shown in the U. S. built modern Israel, . seemed to
for a decade or more and that a have fresh significance in the new
new audience therefore exists for surroundings. And it made history
them. Titles include among others as the first such play to be staged
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
“The Baker’s Wife,” “The Well in Sinai.
Rockefeller Center
After a midnight party, the
Digger’s Daughter,” “Harvest,”
MARLON BRANDO • GLENN FORD
“Under the Roofs of Paris,” “Lov¬ troupe slept in improvised quar¬
MACHIKO KYO
ers of Verona” and “Port of ters and then hurried back to
starring in ClntmaSctfe and METROCOLOR in
metropolitan Tel-Aviv where the
Shadows.”
“THE MOUSE OF THE AUGUST MOON”
During the N. Y. fest, the pix same night the company gave, its
. .
AN M-G-M PICTURE
will go on to be booked throughout usual Saturday early evening and
end THE MUSIC HAIL'S GREAT CHRISTMAS SHOW
the country.
night performances.

Milwaukee Seeking
‘Adults Only’ Tag

Priest-Critic
Hits Film Ads’,
‘Midway Tone

TV-Inspired Toys

READE SLAPS SUIT
;■ AGAINST LOEW’S INC.

Israeli Rep Theatre

New York Theatre

r
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Aussies Rescue Olympics B. 0.
---tt—— continued from page 1

- ■■

ing Association), to which each of known as the much publicized
the seven major agencies gave two shoplifter who tried to walk off
men, with AP’s veteran Spike with six hats in a British store and
Classen riding herd.
long ago. Israel had one woman
This economy meant, by pooling on its team, Shoshana Rubner
efforts, each wire had the services whose expert status with pistol and
of 14 reporters for sending two. machinegun, with looming two
At an air transport cost of $1,600 years* service in the Army on her
per man by average distance, this return, had implications in the
saved a. chunk.-* With the urgent present crisis.
word rate by cable of 7c, it meant
In this reconstructed Tower of
each agency picked off its sum¬ Babel, the press handler, E. A.
maries and color at a penny a word Doyle, had a handful of paradoxes.
r-a considerable factor in some Once he had complainers from a
20,000 words handled daily.
Turkish delegation that the rock
Weather was a miserable com¬ bottom $2.50 daily rate for accom¬
panion of the XVIth Olympiad. It modations was too high and at an¬
might have been spring in the sub- other end of the counter was ar¬
equatogal continent, but most ranging for one American news¬
Americans left more bearable win¬ paper to have two hours’ telephone
ter climates behind them. A fur¬ time daily at $400 per. Onetime
ther 'irony was that sun-spots AP hand Peter X)uffield and for¬
caused the telegraphic and tele¬ mer Melbourne Age staffer Allen
type transmissions to go out as Spalding helped spell him off with
a minimum aide list.
much as five hours at a time.
Poor Show Biz
'" The age-old filming tussle went
Melbourne had little to offer In
on for this Olympics as it had with
Leni Riefenstahl’s film unit freeZe- the way of sidebar entertain¬
out in behalf of Hitler in 1936; the ment, as it is the beginning, or
J. Arthur Rank color treatment in- eastern terminal of the “wowser”
1948; and Suomi Filmy Oy in Hel¬ or bluenose belt, its Sundays were
sinki in 1952. The newsreels held a horror for goodtimers.
out up to the wire for more than
Both Wirths* and Bullens cir¬
three minutes of permitted foot¬ cuses were in residence. The
age; but the tv backoff which char¬ Tivoli brought in Richard Hearne
acterized the 1952 affair in Finland and Julia starring in “Olym¬
was watered down in Melbourne./ pic Follies.” The Comedy The¬
- W. S. Kent Hughes, chairman of atre had Roger Livesey and
the Olympic. Organizing Commit¬ Ursula Jeans in “The Reluctant
tee. turned to an American, Paul Debutante,” and “Kismet” with
Talbot, of Freemantle; N. Y., mak¬ Hayes Gordon and Morgan St.
ing him executive agent for all fiHi John held forth at the Princess.
and tv dealings, Talbot’s world¬ Her Majesty’s was in a welter of
wide maneuvering brought in a re¬ Mozart opera, and the Sydney Sym¬
ported $100,000 pre-opening, with phony Orchestra came into the
the Committee guaranteed percent¬ Town ^Hall for a portion of the
age participation from “first dol¬ Olympic run.
lar” in all film projects probablv
All American travel agencies
insuring income until the torch is warned clients on departure that
re-lit in Rome in 1960.
they should expect to pay half
starting with Australia, Talbot again to twice as much for their
brought in Ampol, Ltd., an oil com¬ quartering as they had been told
pany known for sports ties, at. originally, but most of these fears
about $30,000 to sponsor the cam¬ were unrealized^ At one time there
eras on the show from 10 a.mf to were so many cancellations coming
10 p.m. It was live for Melbourne,- in, those lucky enough to have
on film the next day in Sydney, takers wanted to hold onto them.
GTV and TCN. respectively. This Any gadabouts of experience found,
was a breakover for the infant little of the celebrated VbushAussie tv effort which had insisted ranger” or highwaymen left in
that it would take program ideas to Aussie hearts, and that they held
sponsors, not have sponsors trot in the line of their original agree¬
with programs,.This one, in sports- ments and prices well indeed.
minded Australia, was worth
For my part, I expect them to
changing policy, however, particu¬ wake us all up at any moment and
larly since all Ampol service sta¬ tell us we aren’t really at the Olym¬
tions put In tv sets and the gas* pics at all, but are with Admiral
pumps were decked out in placard¬ Byrd’s expedition at the South
ing merchandising the event—and. Pole.
incidentally showing off tv sets.
I’ve got the gooseflesh, if not the
The U. S. tv penetration was seb penguin, to prove it.
up on film, a combination of effort
by Tom Harmon, the west coast
sportscaster, and Olympic great*
M.ob Mathias. Harmon was- the
pivot man, Mathias doing on the
- Continued from page 1
~~
soot interviews and commentary..
Talbot said the games would make film isn’t very likely to draw a
sij 30-minute segments which had big crowd. It’s generally feared
been marketed in 100 situations for here that those who ought to see
. local sponsors, slated to appear on this film In the first place won’t
Nov. 24 and 27, Dec. 1, 4, 8 and 11. coihe. Most younger Germans and
The most ambitious portion of many, who even * suffered them¬
Talbot’s promotion was beamed at selves under the Nazi regime, don’t
Great Britain, where Martin Har¬ like to talk about the millions who
ris’ Drummer Films Ltd. will put were destroyed in the concentra¬
a 40-minute featurette into UK and tion camps. Local authorities, how¬
Irish theatres nine days after the ever, openly stressed the im¬
games close, with British competi¬ portance of the film. Willy Brandt,
tor Chris Chataway as the narra¬ resident of West Berlin’s Chamtor. Take goes to the British Olym¬ er of Deputies, said that “Fog” in
Germany has an especially big mis¬
pic Committee.
With French producer Louis sion to fulfill and that every GerGuegen, an Agfacolor 90-minute j man should have the courage to
film is planned tentatively entitled see this.
Audience reaction was similar to
“Rendezvous In Melbourne,” semi¬
sport, semi-travelogue, and de¬ that following the recent preem of
signed for world theatre release. “Diary of Anne Frank.” The au¬
Shell Oil laid cash on the line for dience silently left the theatre—
an industrial film which will be shocked and depressed. Some cried.
tailored for school showings Local scribes underlined the im¬
throughout the Far East, and addi¬ portance of this film and urged
tionally, Japan gets three 20-min¬ Berliners to see it. Referred also
to the fact that the French have
ute treatments for its theatres.
The coordinator of this film ef¬ made this film with tact and ob¬
fort is Aussie’s Peter Whitchurch, jectivity. Many crix asked: How
anil to carry it all out involved could this ever have happened?
teaming 40 cameramen from the
“U! S., Australia, New Zealand, Ger¬
many and France. As has been cus¬
tomary in all cases, from this cov¬
erage must be assembled the usual
Continued from page 2 Sm5
“film of record” for Olympic
met
her
on her arrival here and
archives.
called for a quick weighin. He
Politico Overtones
All attempts to keep politics out found she weighed 132V6 pounds.
of the games died aborning, and With contracts already drawn and
the Hungarian team was a pathetic no method of replacing Sehorita
but productive source. The Rus¬ Urangas* act, he gave her two
sians had a shipboard cutie who weeks at his local “Satelite” nitery,
did a Judge Crater, or had help then pulling her when replacement
to do it. And the most soueht-pfter became possible. Danseuse is now
autographed was the Soviet’s Ni*y* on a strict diet while seeking-other
Ponomoreva' who came to walk off employment here in an effort to
with the discus, but was well get back to Havana.

‘Hitler’* Hell Camp’

P

Cuban Terp

HKEIMIDESL

CBS’This Is My Own’
Herb Brodkin’s five-year pact from CBS-TV to share the produc¬
tion reins on the Monday night “Studio One” series accents the
stronger-than-ever toehold^ the Columbia network retains on all its
live dramatic entries, in sharp contrast to NBC’s modus operand!
of parcelling out supervision and control of such programming
with result that CBS has been corralling all available topflight
creative manpower in sight).
Actually there’s not an hour drama entry on the NBC skein that
the network can call its own. “Robert Montgomery Presents”
comes off of the Neptune Productions (Montgomery-John Gibbs)
beltline; “Kraft Television Theatre” is a J. Walter Thompson-pro¬
duced vehicle, as is “Lux Video Theatre.” The Alcoa-Goodyear
Sunday night dramatics are packaged by . Showcase Productions
(Jaffe & Jaffe), while ‘‘Kaiser Aluminum Hour” is the brainchild
of Unit Four Productions. “Armstrong Theatre,” Which alter¬
nates with Kaiser, is out of the BBD&O agency shop through
Talent Associates.
Onvthe other, hand, all but one of the 60-minute entries (and its
one 90-minute show) on CBS carry a “this is my own” tag. The
hour-and-a-half “Playhouse 90,” the preceding “Climax” presenta¬
tion and “Studio One” are all “house-inspired” shows. Lone ex¬
ception is the “U.S. Steel Hour” which has always been a Theatre
Guild production.

iraraw

‘Merton’ as Cooper Spec Then To
B’way; Feuer & Martin’s Vid Series
Hollywood, Nov. 27.
Television producers have not
erred in gleaning the best, from
legit and film hits of yesterday,
but they haye erred in failing to
update such properties for tv, it’s
declared by Frank Cooper. The
agent supplies tv with much mate¬
rial, a good part of it gathered
from w.k. vehicles of a generation
or two'ago'.
TV must modernize properties
if it expects today’s tv audience
to watch such shows. “We try to
update these properties and give
them a current concept. Those pro¬
ducers who have failed with hits
of yesterday have not changed the
material or the presentation.
“We are considering a deal
whereby ‘Merton of the Movies’
would become a tv spec and even¬
tually, a Broadway play. But we
plan to musicalize the property.
Those incidents from ‘Merton’ now
have become cliche, but the char¬
acter isn’t. There are still young
people trying to break into movies.
“Cy Feuer and Ernie Martin
bought Ring Lardner’s ‘You Know
Me, Al,’ from us^ They plan to
produce it as a telefilm series,
with NBC financing. Then they
may produce it as a musical on
Broadway. We also sold ‘Ruggles
of Red Gap’ to Producers’ Show¬
case, and it’s to be on the series
as a musical. We believe a slight¬
ly different approach will make
these properties popular today.
“We also have rights to David
Belasco’s plays and Harry Sherman
properties, and are now studying
them to determine how. best to
present them to tv. We also have
(Continued on page 38)

11SG Eddie Fisher
Coke Settlement
Hollywood, Nov. 27.
Coca-Cola, which is terminating
Eddie Fishers’ tv pact as of Feb.
» 22; will pay him around $115,000
settlement since the deal was to
bankroll the NBC series until
June.
Coke is discussing with Fisher
the possibility of his continuing
his radio show for the soft drink
outfit, subject to another sponsor’s okay. Fisher will likely star
in a half-hour television show next
-fallj with Chesterfield sponsoring.

NBC Censor to Tell All
Stockton Helffrich, continuity &
acceptance (censor) director at
NBC, has signed to write a book
for the McCay publishing house on
video’s continuity problems. He’s
committed to a spring delivery of
the still-untitled tome, with fall
publication probable.
*
, Helffrich is already outlining
some areas with which he’ll deal,
namely treatment of'sex in televi¬
sion^ racial problems and stereo¬
typing, tv, commercials, et al.
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Floored
London, Nov. 27.
Another tv Cinderella stoFy
has turned up here.
The hero is David Galbraith,
a young Canadian working in
Birmingham as a floor mana¬
ger for Associated Television,
Ltd. The “fairy godmother”
is Franke Beale, Associated’s
general production manager.
One one of his trips from
London to Birmingham, Beale
was working in his office when
he heard a fine male voice
singing outside his office win¬
dow . . . and then pass on.
Beale inquired about the sing¬
er (learning that he was Gal¬
braith.
An immediate recording
with orchestra was ordered*
The result was so impressive
that Galbraith is now a regular
entertainer on a one-houi* mid¬
day show out of Birmingham.
However, the Canadian singer
insists that his major interest
is in the technical end of tv.
He continues to work as a floor
manager.

By BOB CHANDLER
Without fuss or fanfare, CBS-TV
appears to be preparing to strike
a major departure in its program¬
ming for next season. Though the
evidence is only fragmentary at
this point, it’s highly significant
that in the past..three months, the
web has been quietly assembling
the biggest pool of topflight crea¬
tive manpower under one roof
since the networks plunged into
tv with both feet.
Latest top creative personality to
ink a CBS pact is John Houseman,
the vet motion picture (“Executive
Suite,” “Lust for Life,” “The Bad
& the Beautiful”) and legit (Strat¬
ford Shakespearean Festival) pro¬
ducer, who’s been assigned the( de¬
velopment of ‘The Seven Lively
Arts” for next fall, with the web’s
own Robert Herridge continuing
on the project under Houseman.
Last week, the network signed
drama producer Herbert Brodkin
to a five-year deal on a “without
portfolio” basis, which means while
Brodkin’s been assigned to “Studio
One,” the network can place him
on any show or project it wants.
Almost simultaneous with the
Brodkin deal, Columbia inked Ed
Roberts, veteran playwright-script
editor, who moved over from
BBD&O to take on the post of
eastern story editor. Roberts re¬
ports to Ray Grosset, who also
joined the network last week as
executive editor of the program de¬
partment after 10 years as Univer¬
sal-International story chief.
All that activity has been, con¬
fined to the past week, but a look
back over the past couple of months
is equally revealing. On the “Studio
One”front, there’s ex-“Philco-Goodyear Playhouse” producer Gordon
Duff, who will share the producing
chores with Brodkin. There's also
vet Felix Jackson, who is still listed
as one of three “Studio One” pro¬
ducers but who is negotiating a
new pact. Presently on the Coast
and working on the “Playhouse
90” series are two top directors,
formerly freelance but now under
(Continued on page 40)

Lotsa Confusion Surrounds WFs
Future TV Status as OG, Toni Scram
--:-4-

Who’s Miss Frances?
Columbus, Nov. 27.
A local tv station promotion
man last week was accused of
sending flowers to strange
women on the ’company ex¬
pense account w KTe n an ac¬
countant, unfamiliar with
“Ding Dong School” and its
star, disallowed a voucher for .
flowers for “Miss Frances.”
Jack Kavenaugh, client serv¬
ice director at WLW-C here,
assured the accountant at the
parent Crosley Broadcasting
Corp. in Cincinnati, that flow¬
ers for “Miss Frances” was
strictly part of his job.
Accountant had never heard
of Dr. Frances Horwich whose
program has been carried for
several years on the WLW
three station network.

ABC The Winnah
In 3-Web Dickers
For Frank Sinatra
ABC-TV has made its first major
coup under the new management,
the web this week signing Frank
Sinatra for a half-hour filmed show
next season in the face of highpriced and determined competition
from both CBS and NBC. Deal
was set on the Coast by Leonard
Goldenson and Bob Lewine, prez
and program v.p. of the network,
with Sinatra and the William Mor¬
ris office’s Wally Jordan.
Series, which will probably be
filmed at the Warner, Bros. studios,
for which ABC-TV last week made
a cotenancy deal, will be titled
“The Frank Sinatra Theatre” and
will have a completely elastic for¬
mat which will enable Sinatra to
do anything from drama to music
(Continued on page 40)
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Usual Advertising rates prevail

Special exploitation advantages
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NEW YORK 36
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CHICAGO 11
612 N. Michigan Av«.

Status of Walter Winchell, and
NBC-TV’s Friday night situation,
entered the wholesale confusion
stage this week. The columnist
was cancelled last week by Old
Gold and Toni, the cancellation to
become effective in six weeks, but
as of this week nobody at NBC
kne\tf whether Winchell would be
continued in his Friday night slot
or another show thrown in. The
confusion stems from the follow¬
ing situations:
•
1. Old Gold and Toni actually
didn’t cancel Winchell, with whom
they said1 they are satisfied, but
the time period. However, since
they brought the Winchell show in,
that’s tantamount to cancelling
him.
2. They cancelled the time
period at the end of 13 weeks, but
they are committed to NBC for the.
time for 52 weeks. Old Gold has
already asked NBC to release it
from its commitment; Toni hasn’t
officially requested a release but
has indicated it will do so.
3. NBC hasn’t yet acted on Old
Gold's request for a release, and
hasn’t reached a decision on it yet.
This means that it can’t move
either to sell the time or Winchell
Or a new show until it clears up
the release situation.
, .
4. Winchell has no contract
with NBC. If the web wants to
continue him in the time and at¬
tempt to sell the show to other
soonsors, it has to sit down with
Winchell or the William Morris
office and start negotiating a deal.
5. Complicating the issue is the
fact that Lennen & Newell, the Old.
Gold agency, has offered to expose
the Winchell show to several of its
other clients. But L&N doesn’t
know if it will be able to wrap up
a deal before NBC moves either to
sell Winchell on its own or to in¬
stall another show.
Winchell met yesterday (Tues.l
with NBC prez Robert Sarnoff, and
discussed with him the possibility
of an NBC pact. He meets today
with NBC-RCA staff v.p. Manie
Sachs, who’s due in from Detroit.
Winchell goes to the Coast Friday
night (30) for four weeks, with his
TV’er and Mutual radio shows orig¬
inating from there.
Out of all the confusion, one
thing is clear—Old Gold cancelled
(Continued on page 38)

Dow, Miles Labs’
Major Radio Boys

OUT SOON!

Forms closing shortly

21

LONDON, W. C. 2
8 St. Martin's Place

Miles Laboratories, in a $1,000,000, 52-week deal, has taken over
20 five-minute news shows over
the Mutual net, as well as lining
up participations in other MBS
shows.
The agency is Geoffrey Wade,
Chicago. The Miles news shows
and participations, primarily for
Alka Seltzer, will kick off soon af¬
ter the first of the year.
Sale of a full half-hour network
radio program to a single sponsor
is kin£ of rare Jthese days, but Dow
Chemical has taken 30-minutes of
ABC Radio Saturday time for the
“Red Foley Show” as of Jan. 19,
1957. Running from 12:30 p.m.,
half-hour show will feature the
same country & western stats now
on ABC-TV’s “Ozark Jubilee.” Au¬
diocast though to plug Dow’s agri¬
cultural products, goes the full
network, including New York.
, Show will emanate from KWTO,
Springfield. Mo.

GINGER ROGERS’ DEAL
FOR CBS-TV SERIES
Hollywood, Nov. 27.
Deal is being finalized for Ginger
Rogers to star in a comedy vidpic
series to be produced by Harry
Ackerman’s Ticonderoga Produc¬
tions for CBS-TV.
Actress will be a partner in the
series. She previously nixed bid
for NBC-TV to topline a comedy
series. Production probably will
begin in February.
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Don’t Say We Didn’t Warn You

ABC-TV’s 12-Pilot Gleam in’57
Eye With Lon Edelman as Sparkplug
As a corollary to becoming a co-f-—
tenant on the Warner Bros. Holly- t}«i?a

"Kraft Theatre” is taking an unusual precaution against contro¬
versy. oyer tonight's (Wed.) presentation of Arthur Hailey's "Time
Lock,” drama about, a child locked In a safe. In ordei~to avoid any
kickbacks oyer the subject matter—particularly in terms of chil. dren watching the show and suffering shock effects—the J. Walter
Thompson agency, at the suggestion of NBC, this week, prepared
a special opening, which is so written as to be an introduction but
at the same time serves as a warning on the nature of the show
to parents. In effect, it leaves it up to. them as to whether the
kiddies watch the show* Announcement, which will be done by Ed
Herlihy, reads as follows:
"Panic can qome out of nowhere, strike mercilessly at the heart
of a parent. It can come in a quiet moment,, in the midst of
familiar things, and suddenly the familiar becomes terrifying.
Tonight we present ‘Time Lock,’ by Arthur. Hailey, a story, of two
parents and their child caught suddenly by terror and panic.”

1

wood lot, abc-tv plans to back Buick s Orange Bowl Buy
fnr°W.P

"fall ofai9572 1 As^the Ss
Buick Division of General Motors
unravel f?tamearTthat indie pack- moved into the sports sponsorship
ager Louis i\ Edelman will he play- !**£•
ing one of the largest single roles °f ‘he CBS-TV Orange Bowl mv
structure.6^01*'8

was® set vla S Kudney Scy

There are five vidpix programs
that ABC-TV will not presently
discuss in any detail, but of the
rpmAinin^ «;AVpn to fap chot under:
ABC ae&is Edelman will do two
m^?henK18 Hef ^is^nvolved iS 'the
production of three current ABC
series, "Wyatt Earp,” with Bob
Sisk; "The Danny Thomas Show"
and "Adventures of Jim Bowie."
The new series by Edelman, whom
.AB£-program boss Robert Lewine
and network chief Ollie Treyz
seem to favor, are a half-hour, romantic adventure series, "The Califorriians,” and a half-hour musical
show with storyline. No star or

“

theSneteworkesaidedNetwork
initiated another deal with Jack
Cbertok to turn out "Publicity

alcfiame
SRO.status on their
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Battle of Briefs on Translator
Station’ Threatens Par Experiment

Bowl coverage last week and havjng Pteviousiy set, Gillette on the
Bose **owi.
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“I’M THROUGH WITH LOVE"
A
. . • _
Present Album Releases
-—:-=-■+
Washington, Nov. 27.
"WHAT makes SAMMY SWING”
i v1 n • 1
Opposition by a community an"MY FAIR LADY (For DANCING)”
Millr nfhWl Klfl lintl
tenna in Palm Springs, Calif., to
Personal appearance tour
the establishment of a translator
Nov. 29, Carlyle, Ill.; 30, Keokuk,
The first bowl game of the year, station, which serves the same
7
Iowa; Dec. 1, Davenport Iowa; 2, the small-fry Milk Bowl football function but without wires, is de• IA A/1 Milwaukee;
Milwaukee; 3,
3, Defiance,
Defiance, Ohio,
Ohio,
classic in San Antonio, Tex., will yeloping into a "battle of briefs"

f
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Wifh
mncf of the station revenue
With most
"•v!1„ian„;wrh'l,g,,0 thh»!n I accounted for until the end of
the original
1956, DuMont Broadcasting Corp.
scrapped.
projects its full-year net losses at
•Along with the inking of the co- under $400,000. This is a sharp
tenancy on the Warner lot, it was reduction in loss from the $637,186
disclosed thaMhree new pilots will net loss in the first 39 weeks of the
be done by the major. One Will year, and complete turnabout from
be an hour-long affair, which will iast year when the stations com-,
alternate^two distinct westerns in prising DuMont Broadcasting susthe adult vein. Aside from the Gained a collective net loss of over
fa<?t that the alternate weeks will *2 400 000
■
both be westerns, this follows the * ’
’
*^
-r
,
revolving pattern WB has set with
?Hid
“Conflict” and "Cheyenne” on WTTG, Washington. WABD col“Warner Bros. Presents.” (One of lected $1,100,000 more in gross adthe new hour shows was tentative- yertising billing in 1956 than it did
last year. It and WTTG have had
(Continued on page 38)
the best sales years in the respec¬
tive histories, the DuMont .brass re¬
ports with the Washington opera¬
tion picking up roughly $100,000
more than its previous peak year
of 1955.
DuMont explained this Week that
it would have turned a smart profit
in 1956 had it not been saddled
with many items that were once
Chicago, Nov. 27.
part of the costly and now-defunct
^even-Up soft drink firm, via J. DuMont tv network operation. It
Waiter Thompson, is using the ra- was only last September that the
dio-tv networks for a special year- management of the two stations
end advertising splash tagged "De¬ was able to renegotiate some of its
cember Airlift.” Saturation sched¬
(Continued on page 38)
ule embracing 11 different shows
over a four-week1 period represents
an investment of $275,000, includ¬
ing production costs of the special
commercials.
Purchase on NBC-TV is for two
quarter-hours on "It Could Be
Chicago, Nov. 27.
You;” three on "Comedy Time”;
Nate Perlstein is exiting Pabst
two on "Matinee Theatre,” and a Brewing Co. after 17 years to form
singleton on "Modern Romances.” his own N. N. Perlstein marketing
NBC Radio gets cut in for six par¬ consultant organization with head¬
ticipations on "Bandstand.”
quarters here although his clients
CBS-TV is repped with three- will include Pabst Beer, Hoffman
quarter-hours each on "Our Miss Beverages (a subsidiary), Angelus
Brooks” and Bob Crosby’s day- Industries (L.A.), National Key Co.
timer. Radio web has four spots (Cleveland) and Signa-Craft Co.
each on "Amos ’n* Andy” and the (N.Y.), among others.
Bing Crosby show.
Perlstein, as ad-pub veepee of
On ABC-TV there’ll be four in¬ Pabst, of which his brother, Harris
serts on "Circus Time” and four Perlstein, is president, was the key
on the AM "Breakfast Club.”
contact with radio-tv talent and
Spread kicks off next Monday | agencies on the sundry shows spon(3) and runs through Dec. 27.
I sored by the beer company.

7-Dp’s $275,000
For Dec. Airlift’

NATE PERLSTEIN’S OWN
MERCHANDISING SETUP

NEW ADDRESS!
AS OF DEC. 1.1950
6404 Sunset Boulevard
Hollywood 28, California
Phono: Hollywood 9-1141
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director Art
be seriously af*
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GleesSn will
wiU handle
haVdle P'"”'
American Federation of Televl- play-by-play, aided by Mike Misto- fec‘ad
sion St Radio Artists has reached vjch station manager for MBS afEffo
Efforts to install a translator In
an agreement on new local talent fixate KORA, Bryan, Tex.
the d
desert city began early in
pacts with the Chi network-owned
___
Septei
September when an organization
stations andlndie WGN and WGNheadei
headed by Howard Morris, who is
associated with Palm Springs Music
TV. Two. year, contracts are to be AI__-1__-JP_
associ:
formalized this week.
Co., filed ap application with the
Meanwhile, AFTRA exec secre¬
Commission. The project immedi¬
tary Ray Jones and counsel San¬
ately met opposition from the
ford (Bud) Wolff are meeting this
Palm Springs Community Televi¬
week with WLS with the expecta¬
sion Corp. which charged in a peti¬
tion that the union and the AMtion, among other things; that
only station. Jointly owned by ABC
Morris lacked the necessary finan¬
and the Prairie Farmer publishing
cial support, that he misrepresent¬
interests, will come to terms.
ed the cost of converting receivers
First to make its peace with
to the UHF channel on which the
AFTRA was WGN and WGN-TV,
station would operate, that the en¬
with the other stations, falling in
Cleveland, Nov. 27.
terprise is "speculative,” and that
line later in the week. Other staGreater Cleveland, without a he "hoped” eventually to transfer
tions are: WBBM and tyBBMrTV daily newspaper for over 27 days, the operation to the city of Palm
(CJBS); WMAQ and WNBQ (NBC) now faces the threat of an AFTRA Springs.
and WBKB (ABC-TV).
strike at WJW-TV, the Storer-CBS
To this, Morris replied that CornNew tickets extend the AFTRA outlet, because of contractual dif- munity Television wants to block
pension and welfare plan to radio fences.
•
the translator so it can continue
and transcription staffers and
AFTRA, given membership au- charging "exorbitant” rates to its
boost the local television rates by thorization to call a strike with subscribers; that set owners would
10%. Exception has been.made:to* okay of WJW-TV local and union have to pay only $20 to convert
freelancers on dramatic and varie- board, may put pickets around the their receivers, plus an expendity shows, with no pay boosts ef- Euclid Avenue station within the ture of $10 for an antenna, to tune
fected
first10 toys of December. Negoti- in the station; that various merqfaff nnnmincers* weeklv base ations between AFTRA and the chants and hotels are behind him
Daveoes ud to $170 frrim SlM
station have- collapsed because of and are willing to contribute; that
pay goes up to $1/0 trom »iou.
financlal disagreements, although some of them feel the c.a. is a
, „ .._ „ . p .
both
monopoly which
service
wvm the
mv. union and station will at- inujiupuiy
wmwi gives poor
puur set
vice
Coast Ratifies Web Fact _
tempt to reg^e their differences and charges-excessive rates; and,
Wu«i
« n yWS
next week when Ben Wickham, finally, that Community Television
While Hollywood chapter of wJW-TV manager, returns from has no standing to oppose the sta¬
staAmerican Federation of TV and gtorer exec meeting.
tion because the C.a. systems are
Radib Artists voted local board
Authorization to strike came (23)
(Continued
Daee 34)
(Continued on
on
strike authorization to enforce de- at general membership meeting,
(Continued
on page
page 34)
34)
mands against local indies on cer- according to Rob Evans, executive
tain issues, the membership alsp ge^retary, who said station’s offer jv
*
««
ratified the net tv and radio pacts of ^10 weekly hikes over two years Mo/if l-AA ]V|p| Affill
negotiated in N. Y. earlier this was inadequate. Station spokes- 1 (tvl JLlCU lflvvdl C J
month.
men point out that under offer of
"
At a late-night membership meet combination salary-fees station anw
min*
last Tuesday (20), local AFTRAns nouncers "are In far more favorI* AIT I AlA \0t*lAC
unanimously voted to ratify such able financial position than com1 U1 1 vIC k/Cl lCd
agreements reached as to cover lo- petitors,”
cal-level. net tv and radio codes,
Strike threat at WJW-TV folHollywood, Nov. 27.
transcription , code, L. A. local tv lows pactlng of two-year contract
Leo
McCarev will
will produce-direct
Droduce-direct
Leo McCarey
code, L. A. radio local and regional at the Westinghouse stations, KYW,
. . .
. y .
n
codes, and staff announcers pact KYW-^TV, in which announcers and a telepix senes for George Burns
with CBS, ABC, Mutual-Don Lee newsmen receive hikes making McCadden Productions, from Mcand NBC.
minimum Journeymen salaries a£ Carey’s own idea, with Bob MoshIn terms settled, AFTRAns get a ter two years, $135 for announcers, er and Joe Connelly scripting.
10% hike in all tv net fees, plus
(Continued on page 35)
. With this still-unnamed property
"substantial” adjustments, in work—
rolling next month, McCadden teling conditions; pension-welfare
efilming hits an alltime high,
fund benefits were extended to ra- f RC’ ‘Iiicl Ain’t W An
Three series are presently bedlo; under transcription code, spot vUu JUol mu l uu uu
fore the cameras and four more,
announcement fees were hiked
InflUDAfuvnc*
including the McCarey project, are
(Continued on page 34)
IDIIaling Y 016 lYClUlUo,
in the final stages of preparation.
_* n im ¥ • ¥\* 1 •
Now lensing are "Burns & Allen,”
Ur
“Bob Cummings Show” and "The

Geveland Faces
Another Strike,
This Time in TV

Pact Leo McCarey
For Tele Series

HORSESHOE PITCHCAST

At •

Join Disclaimer

CBS retorts with a vigorous dis- aefor“oHn,bproductsele‘
-.-Marie -Wilson’s n.
series rolls
“““iiiil/ Ill vUIaUIV IIjI Night returns by an additional 10% Dec. 7 and testing
now under
. Chicago, Nov. 27.
in staying ahead of the coverage way.for a leading man. Scripters
WNBQ, which has pioneered in parade, or that it had received Maurice Geraghty, Harold Swanthe televising of golf and boiling * Dlsints from either the Asso- ton’
7Ja5k Naui?an
Jack
from
either tne
contests, is bringing in a real C?^Pj „
--- --T-o Asso
Z Bennett last week turned in four
Press. NBC-TV "Crisis” teleplays to pro¬
ringer this time. NBC-TV station lo- elated Press or the United Press,
morrow night (Wed.) starts the first
As a matter of fact CBS, on the ducer - creator A1 Simon (Five
of a series of horseshoe pitching basis that the allegations as pub- “Crisis” segments are already in
square-offs.
lished in' Variety "casts serious
can an£* shooting resumes in
Horseshoe telecasts, produced by and unwarranted reflection on the January).
Matt Niesen, will be done from an honesty and integrity of our own
Meanwhile, final script confabs
WNBQ studio in full color. Half- news organization” sounded out on "The Delightful Imposter”
hour show, featuring a brace of both AP and UP execs "to get to were held last week, with scripter
tossers vying for a $50 prize each the bottom of the reportThe Barbara Merlin, Burns and several
night, wilL^be sponsored by RCA. news associations denied having others also sitting in on the castNorm BJHfeidll do the toss-by- registered a complaint with the ing sessions. "Imposter” rolls in
toss.
network.
January, too.
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TV’S FAMILY PROGRAM DIET
Culture Gets Trendex Shellacking
Culture took a pasting on the weekend Trendex scoreboard—
“Hallmark Hall of Fame's" Maurice Evans-Joan Greenwood-star¬
ring version of Shaw's “Man and Superman" was drubbed by the
CBS opposition; Ed Sullivan presented Maria Callas and George
London in#a scene from “Tosca" and his rating dropped eight
points from last week while Steve Allen's went up by the same
amount—Sullivan was ahead, but n&t by much. And NBC’s Satur¬
day spec presentation of “High Button Shoes," anything but cul¬
tural, beat out the ABC and CBS competition.
The Sunday scoreboard showed “Man and Superman" averaging
lg.0 in its 9-10:30 spread. The “General Electric Theatre"-“A1fred H|tchcock"-“$64,000 Challenge" combine averaged out to 34.5
(37.8, 35.3, 30.7 in that order), while ABC's “Omnibus" suffered
another setback with a 3.2 average. Sullivan hit a 33.0 while Allen
moved up to a 24.8 with ABC's “Amateur Hour"-"Press Confer¬
ence" averaging to 4,2.
On Saturday, Hal March, Nanette Fabray and Don Ameche in
* “Shoes" ran up a 9-10:30 average of 23.4, well ahead of ABC’s
“Lawrence Welk"-“Masquerade Party" combination of 17.3 and
CBS’ 13.9 for “Oh, Susannah," “Hey, Jeannie" and “Gunsmoke."
“Shoes" ran first in every time period. Also on Saturday Jackie
Gleason used his “Honeymooners" skit for almost the entire 60
minutes, and it paid off, with the comedian coming closer to Perry
Como than he has in weeks. Como is a 28.6 to Gleason’s 27.2
(ABC's “Famous Film Fest" had a 2.9), but Gleason beat out Como
in the second half with a five-point upsurge from his 8-8:30 score.
Thanksgiving Day “Playhouse 90" did it again, with “Eloise"
vanquishing the opposition via a 22.2 average. Tennessee Ernie,
Ford had an 11.7 and “Lux Video" a 13.9 on NBC, and “Wire Serv-'
ice" a 7.7 and “Ozark Jubilee" a 6.5 on ABC.

H’woods ‘Battle of the Elbows’
There’s a 1G Weekly Fee For Columnist
-.Who Lands ‘Tonight* Berth
♦-

Hollywood, Nov. 27.
Nearly 20 local newspaper col¬
umnists are coyly elbowing each
other for the irtside track to em¬
cee the Hollywood section of NBCTV’s new “Tonight" format. Ric¬
hard Linkroum, exec v.p. of the
net's “Tonight-Home-Today” line¬
up, is back in Gotham after inter¬
viewing the pillarists last week, to
make his recommendation. Reason
for the shaip elbow-play is dis¬
closed when it’s known that it will
be worth nearly $1,000 weekly for
the winner of the five quarter-hour
weekly time slot.
It was much more difficult to fit
a Hollywood columnist to all the
requirements than in N. Y. or Chi,
Linkroum observed. Windy City
competish levelled off fast and
N. Y. presents a matter of choice,
but Hollywood aspirants failed to
turn up any single, personality en¬
compassing all the desirable ele¬
ments for a reporter-gossiper, Link¬
roum stated.
New “Tonight" concept will un¬
derline live immediacy of what’s
happening in show biz across the
nation. Each of three emcees will
have his own legman, producerdirector and a two-camera mobile
unit. Most of segments will be re(Continued on page 35)

WBC Bings Hit
New High in Oct.
Having reverted to indie status
with its disaffiliation, * from NBC
Radio this summer, Westinghouse
Broadcasting ,Corp. this week re¬
ported that its radio stations have
racked up the biggest sales month
in the company’s history. Sales for
October, WBC States, were up
11.6% ahead of the company's big¬
gest previous month, which was
March of 1948.
All but one pi WBC’s five radio
stations was ahead of last October,
while its KDKA in Pittsburgh set
a record high for the month, reg¬
istering gains of 28.3% over Oc¬
tober of '55 and 8.4% over its
previous record month, November
of 1950 when a blizzard and news¬
paper strike combined to soar radio
revenues.
While WBC wouldn't officially go
on record as relating the revenue
gains to the NBC disaffiliation,
WBC’s Pittsburgh area v.p., Harold
C. Lund, made no bones about it.
‘‘Sales are made on the basis of
listener appeal, and KDKA audi¬
ences have shown a sharp increase
since the station went to an in¬
dependent programming schedule
late this summer," Lund said.

Texas Boy, 10, Gets
Coveted ‘AmahT Role
Victoria, Tex., Nov. 27.
Kirk Jordan, a 10-year-old local
youth, has been chosen by Gian-Carlo Menotti to play the role of Amahi (
in his opera, “Amahi and the Night
Visitors," on “Robert Montgomery
Presents" Chrstmas Eve over the
NBC-TV.
Appearing with Kirk in the
Christmas Eve presentation will be
the same cast that has sung in the
presentation since it first was pre¬
sented.

Tony Miner Exits,
So Unit Four Now
A‘Unit 3’Setup
In the wake of a running rhu-l
barb with the Kaiser Aluminum
and Chemical Co. and its agency
Young & Rubicam, Worthington
(Tony) Miner has pulled out of
Unit Four Productions, the com¬
pany which produces the “Kaiser
Aluminum Hour," telecast on al¬
ternate Tuesday nights over NBCTV.
Miner’s resignation as presfdent
of Unit Four Productions, as well
as his resignation as exec producer
of the hour-long drama show,
leaves him free to function under
his longterm NBC contract which
remains intact. Unit Four, now
really “Unit Three," consists of the
remaining producers-directors,
Franklin Schaffner. George Roy
Hill and Fielder Cook, who will
continue to produce and direct the
Kaiser show until mid-June, under
its current contract. The remain¬
ing producers, after a series of
meetings with client representa¬
tives, agency officials and network
execs, feel they have worked out
an amicable exchange of views
which promises to make the future
more satisfactory to all concerned.
Miner, in explaining the rea(Continued on page 34)

New Winters Scripters
Hollywood, Nov. 27.
Joining the writing staff of the
NBC-TV “Jonathan Winters Show"
are Larry Markes, former chief
Jackie Gleason writer, and Jack
Crutcher, ex-Desilu scripter.
Addition brings Winters writing
staff to five, including Winters him¬
self, and Jim Lehner and George
Atkins.

Miami Beach TV Originations
Hitting New High This Season
‘GULLIVER’ NEXT
-f

After three years of sometimes
futile and sometimes rewarding ex¬
perimentation in television spec¬
taculars, a formula for success
seems to be evolving. The key to
a rating, it appears, is a “family"
property, or more specifically, a
children’s story classic with'which
the adults can identify as well.
Proof of the pudding lies in two
developments, the rating returns
on the spec efforts in this and past
seasons, and the lineup of future
programming in the spec vein. As
to the ratings, it’s no secret that
the two specs this year which made
any kind of dent were the CBS-TV
showing of Metro’s “Wizard of Oz"
and NBC’s “Jack and the Bean¬
stalk." And of course, the stand¬
out spec over the years from any
vantage point, critical, rating and
impact, has been “Peter Pan," a
classic example of the children’s
classic.
As to futures, NBC has just come
up with plans for a 90-minute
tinted version of “Gulliver's Trav¬
els," to originate live from the
Coast next season. Budget, about
$300,000, has already been ap¬
proved and a tentative story out¬
line by Arthur Ross completed.
Slotting of the spec will depend
on which of NBC’s spec sponsors,
Oldsmobile, Hallmark or RCAWhirlpool, want it—it won't be
used for “Producers’ Showcase,"
however.
NBC via Talent Associates is also
going ahead with plans for a tintspec of “Little Women," another
classic in the kiddie vein. That’s
also a next-season project, but the
script by Roger Hirson is already
being prepared, and the web is lin¬
ing it up as a major project. At
CBS-TV, it's not entirely accidental
that Rodgers. & Hammerstein chose
“Cinderella" as the vehicle for
their first tv musical, which is set
for March 31. And, of course, NBC
is readying a repeat on “Jack." ..
That “family program" formula,'
of course, has been television’s
most elusive format, but in the
case of one-shot versions of the
originals of kidclassics, it amounts
to almost a sure thing. In the case
of “Oz," for example, the Frank
Baum books have come down the
decades as library staples; the
parents have seen and remember
with fondness the pic version and
looked forward both to seeing it
again and introducing their kiddies
to it. Same holds for “Peter Pan,"
with the success of the stage ver¬
sion stemming from the same rea¬
sons. As to “Beanstalk," here
again; it’s a completely familiar
tale, with a musical adaptation a
fillup for the oldsters and the
familiar story a must for the mop¬
pets.

PUBLICIST MAKES GOOD
Perils’ Screen Credits on ’Omni,’
’Press Conference’ Unusual
“Omnibus" and “Press Confer¬
ence" have become the first known
programs to give a publicist as
such credit on the air, thus drama¬
tizing the growing recognition of
the publicist role in the tv medium.
Program crawls carry the name of
Jack Perlis, independent publicistpublic relations man.
Ford Foundation Radio-TV Work¬
shop, from which Perlis has re¬
ceived a retainer since “Omnibus’ "
start in 1952, lists him aSr “infcrmathi : consultant" and “Press
Confer® u:e" gives him a full-screen
plug as “public relations counsel,"
receiving the same vidscreen trertment as producer, directors and
performers.
Most obvious thing the two pro¬
grams have in common besides
Perlis is the fact that they’re car¬
ried back to back Sunday nights
on ABC-TV.

Wanted: A Jan.
‘Showcase’ Spec;
Mebbe film Entry

Benny’s GE Seg

Showcase Productions, which is
responsible for turning out the
“Producers’ Showcase" one-a-month
Monday night specs on NBC-TV,
needs a January offering. That’s
because “Pal Joey," designed as
a vehicle for Jose Ferrer, has
conked out in a dispute over rights
with author John O’Hara.
Ferrer is still available to do a
show, but with time running short
it’s a matter of getting the right
property in time. As a last-minute
solution there’s a possibility that
Showcase Productions will “bor¬
row” one of NBC’s “Project 20"
entries—the “Call to Freedom”
filmization of postwar Europe,
which has as its highlight the
opening night festivities of the
Vienna Opera last year. This would
be the first time that “Producers’
Showcase" has been “forced" into
a filmed presentation.
It’s also the second projected
“Showcase" entry to backfire, the
other being the blueprinted John
Huston production of “Lysistrata"
with Marilyn Monroe.
Ferrer, incidentally, has signed to
do the entre’-acte commentary on
the “Festival of Music" spec which
Sol Hurok is producing as the De¬
cember “Showcase” entry.. Last
year the honors went to Charles
Laughton.

Hollywood, Nov. 27.
Jack Benny started starring stint
in his third CBS-TV J'General
Electric Theatre" segment yester¬
day (26) at Revue Productions, on
the telefilm comedy, “A Good and
Faithful Servant." Don Weis is
directing, with CBS-TV to- air next

N. Y. Radio Stations Nix
WCBS-TV’s Paid Ads To
Bally Its M-G Features

Marche

Nearly all of New York’s radio
Last year, Benny made “The stations last week turned down
Honest Man" with Zsa Zsa Gabor, business which would have pro¬
moted the launching of the Metro
for the GE series.
film library on WCBS-TV, N. Y.
The sole exception was WINS,
which has definitely accepted the
CBS-TV Exec Voepes
WCBS-TV business; still in the
maybe stage are WQXR, WABC
Hubbell Robinson Jr. and WPAT in Paterson, N. J. All
the others turned the business down
has his own views on
flat, and among these was WCBSTV’s sister AM station, WCBS.
Basis for the turndowns were
How to Get a Hit
’twofold. In the case of other net¬
*
*
*
work stations, the business was re¬
fused because of competitive rea¬
one of the many editorial features
sons. But in the main, the an¬
k. the upcoming
nouncements were refused because
the radio stations refused to plug
a rival medium, television. In the
51 st Anniversary Number
case of WCBS, the AM’er said it
would okay a trade deal on spots,
of
but would not accept cash because
in doing so it would set a precedent
PfiSHETY
opening it to any other tv stations
(Continued on page 34)

By LARY SOLLOWAY
Miami Beach, Nov. 27.
The unprecedented number of tv
network originations which last
season gave this resort status of
a production center second only to
New York and Hollywood will be
topped this year with the cables
already warmed up by the “Wide
Wide World" Nov. 11 all-Florida
theme climaxed by long segment
on Miami Beach; the “I Love Lucy"
filmers currently centering around
the Eden Roc Hotel; Arthur God¬
frey & Co. off and beaming his full
program route for next two weeks,
to be followed by NBC’s 30th an¬
nual convention and its attendant
schedule of shows from the new
Americana.
The WWW segment trailerized the
Fontainebleau and famed Lincoln
Road. Lucy and Desi centered their
films for three programs around
the Eden Roc and local tourist at¬
tractions. Godfrey, per every an¬
num, is basing his shows around
his Kenilworth Hotel.
NBC is
bringing in Perry Como and guests
for his Dec. 15 production with
Steve Allen down for “Tonight" on
the 14th (preceded by two from
the Fontainebleau); Dave Garroway on mornings of 13th and 14th.
The arrival of Godfrey and his
troupe this week, and Lucille Ball
and Desi Arnaz for a series of per¬
sonals around town at the same
time, lent oceanfront hotel row a
tv center air.
Thus far, for the period running
from Nov. 11 through Dec. 15,
Miami Beach hotelmen and. > city
public relations, director Hank
Meyer were handed a pre-season
promotion bonanza never equalled
by any resort. The earlier schedul¬
ings, also, come at a time when
the nation's top newspapers are
carrying their biggest load of ad¬
vertising in travel sections direct¬
ed at luring tourists to this area.
With the “biggest season- ever" al¬
ready predicted, additional impact
of the television beamings is ex¬
pected to load the hotel; reserva¬
tions lists to overflow numbers.
Actual cash outlay for. the city
(Continued on page 34)

I Carter Products
Buys News & Cole
Carter Products has come to the
rescue of NBC-TV in its 7:30-8
stripping, picking up one-a-week
sponsorship of the “NBC News"
strip until the first of .the year
and then.swinging over: into' al¬
ternate-week sponsorship of the
Monday night Nat King Cole mu¬
sical quarter-hour for a1 14-week
span.
News sponsorship involves the
purchase of the Tuesday segment,
dating from last week and running
until the first of the year, when
American Can Co. moves, into al¬
ternate Tuesdays, leaving, only the
skip-week Tuesday sustaining on
the news show. Meanwhile, Car¬
ter’s fill-in bankrolling restores the
Chet Huntley-David Brinkley news
segment to temporary SRO status.
The sponsorship of the Cole show
starts Jan. 7 and involves seven
shows over the 14-week span. Buys
were set through SSC&B.

Liveright, Ex-WDSU,
Indicted by Grand Jury
Washington, Nov. 27.
Herman Liveright, former pro¬
gram ‘ director of WDSU-TV in
New Orleans, was indicated for
contempt of Congress yesterday
(Mon.) by a Federal Grand Jury
for refusal to answer questions be¬
fore the Senate Internal Security
Subcommittee. He faces a maxi¬
mum penalty of one year in
prison and $1,000 fine.
Liveright refused to tell the
subcommittee whether he or his
wife were Communists or whether
commie meetings had been held in
their home.
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na Go Home” and “Have A Happy forced to stay overnight at a small a nice sense for movement and at¬ Roy’s Trigger was given his moEd Sullivan Show
Nebraska hostelry when their train mosphere and the musical back¬ ments in the spotlight, coming 0|f
Ed Sullivan atoned for Elvis Holiday.”
All in all, an excellent, unpre¬ becomes snowbound. The adapta¬ ground hit the spot. This wasn’t fine in a Latin dance number.
Presley last Sunday (25) by hand¬
of “Studio One’s” best, but it
ing over a hefty segment of ms tentious show which indicates the tion of the late James Agee is re¬ one
Coupling the Rogers family with
also could have been a lot worse.
CBS-TV “Toast of the Town” show potential in the classics if ap¬ plete with grim psychological over¬ As for Betty Furness—her spiel the rhythm .and blues team on the
tones. Arthur O’Connell, cast as
to the Metropolitan Opera and a proached in the right spirit.
was
slick
as
always,
and
not
a
hair
Herm.
deranged Swedish tailor, gave a
same show paid off dividends in
scene from the second act of TosHift.
touching portrayal of an emotion¬ or breath out of place.
ca,” For added spice he threw in
song variety, giving Como a chance
ally
troubled
man.
His
was
a
meaty
a filmed interview with Clark
to join, in on the Western ballads
Playhouse 90
. Walter WlncheR Show
Gable, Collier's 1956 AU-American
Kay Thompson and CBS-TV’s role and he made every line count.
Walter Winchell scored a real and getting in the groove with
Footbal Team, singer Teresa Brew¬ “Playhouse 90” got. together for a
Good support was provided by
er. monologist Pick Shawn and an Thanksgiving offering in the form Patricks Me Alinney, a friendly inn¬ NBCoup with the first-time trans¬ Martha Davis & Spouse, the latter
acro-dance team (on stilts) from of a teladaptation of her “Eloise,” keeper who couldn’t solve the plantation of the stars of “Li'l Ab¬ a talented, lively Negro vocalizing
Scandinavia.
and while it wasn’t exactly a Swede’s problem; Charles Aidman. ner” to television just eight days couple (she at the piano and he
If variety was the thing viewers turkey, it wasn’t, pheasant under an easterner who realised the prob¬ after their smash* opening on strumming a base violin). The
were looking for last Sunday, Sul¬ glass either. Leonard Spigelgass lem but too late to save the Swede Broadway. With Edith Adams,
Stubby Kaye, Peter Palmer, and Rogers family also showed oft t0
livan had it a-plenty.
turned the book by Miss Thompson from death; as well as Rip Torn composers
Johnny. Mercer and
The “Tosca” scene, introing the and Hilary Knight into a script of and William Traylor, among others. Gene de Paul providing the spring¬ winning advantage, Roy Rogers
But
despite
the
competent
per¬
Met’s new temperamental sensa¬ sorts; Miss Thompson added five
board
for
the
show, it was a fast- and Dale Evans each doing a bnl.
tion Maria Callas in her tv debut, nonedescript songs and producer formances and handsome produc¬ moving half-hour which Mield up lad, with the kids joining in tor
with George London singing Scar- Martin Manulis and director John tion, it added up to weary, unre¬ strongly throughout via the non- a sentimental ^Friends and Neigh¬
pia and Dimitri Mitropoulos in the ; Frankenheimer delivered the show’s lieved drama.
Dogpatch efforts of Rowa.i & Mar¬ bors” rendition. Pantomimist Gene
Somewhat on the lighter side tin, Gretchcn Wyler and Jaye P. Sheldon did better in his curtain
pit, was the piece-de-resistance. It only real wallop in the person of
needle and finger bit, than
was Miss Draper’s pungent monowas effectively staged (by the Evelyn Rudie as Eloise herself.
& Eddie Arnold in the bow
The show’s real delights came log. It was her familiar piece on a Morgan
his on stage banjo act, which was
Met’s John Gutman); competently
stretch.
, *
*
o.k. but not as funny as his curtain
if not brilliantly sung, and briefly when six-year-old Miss Rudie was harassed mother who shepherds
Miss Adams and Kaye, as Daisy piece.
introduced by Met chief Rudolf on camera. For one thifig, she’s a her obstreperous youngsters to. a
dead ringer for Knight’s pictorial juvenile social gathering. In “Om¬ Mae and Marryin* Sam, did their
Como’s songalog took in “Dear
Bing.
“I’m
Past My Prime” duet, while
creation.
For
another,
she’s
quite
a
nibus’ ” case this was too much of
and Gentle People,” “Black
“Tosca” is Italian opera at its
Miss Adams also duetted “Namely Hearts
little
actress—she
created
a
charac¬
a
good
thing
for
the
star
was
on¬
Moonlight”
and “It Had to Be
dramatic best. Miss Callas is as
You” with Palmer, wio plays the You,” all of them
rendered In pop,
much of an actress as she is a sing¬ terization of the part that was stage too long and the material be¬ title role.
Mercer
&
de
Paul
perfectly
in
keeping
with
the
book
came repetitious.
pro style. Continuity between the
er. Her “Vissl d’arte” soared beau¬
pianoed^sang “Jubilation T. Corn- acts was bridged by no. rib-tickling
tifully and powerfully, and she and a delight in itself. Moreover,
Sebastian was so thorough in ex¬
with Norman Panama &
conveyed a good deal of suppressed her scenes were the only ones that plaining the harmonica’s origin pone,”
Melvin Frank, who did the book, gags, but light, unforced humor
passion in those long moments really came alive, particularly the and development that it occasion¬ looking on from the Winchell guest which registered nicely in .the
Horo.
when she had to listen while Lon¬ one in which she puts Bartlett ally bordered on a classroom lec¬ gallery. If the selection of num¬ tempo of the show.
don sang. Unfortunately, and in¬ Robinson, her lawyer, “through a ture, However, “Vest-Pocket Sym¬ bers for television staging, a ,500
explicably, Miss Callas was ex¬ medical examination while he’s phony” had its rewarding moments batting average considering that
posed to one of the most unflatter¬ reporting her latest stock splits, when the mouth organ virtuoso “Namely You” is a hit and “Prime” BAMBERGER’S PARADE
ing closeups seen on tv for a long and the-one in which she twits Jack illustrated the modern instru¬ doesn’t look like one. was a matter With Walter Winchell, William
Bendix, Nanette Fabray, Emmett
time, and the camera held it for Mullaney, her tutor, by repeating ment’s musical values via some of self-protection (you don’t give
Kelly, Sal Maglie, Janet Leigh;
seemingly endless moments at the everything he says.
away your best scenes for nothing),
But except for Miss Rudie’s occa¬ Debussy and Bach airs.
commentator, John Daly
height of her big aria.
Alistair Cooke, per usual, pre¬ it was understandable strategy Producer: Don Coe
sional
scenes,
the
show
was
on
the
London was in fine voice and the
Of course, attempting to sided as emcee in his customary though still a little disappointing. Director: Marshall (Sonny) Diskin
staging of the stabbing scene and flat side.
a story line from the book erudite fashion. Film plugs for Nonetheless, the overall :mpact 30 Mins., Wed. <2J); 7 p.m.
Tosca’s reverent ritual were prop¬ create
was
a
near
impossibility to begin sponsors Aluminium Ltd. and was solid and should be a big plus GENERAL ELECTRIC
erly arranged for tv. It’s difficult with, and Spigelgass
as-his Union Carbide and Carbon were for the show, not that it needs it ABC-TV. from Newark
to understand why the scene was premise a threatened used
by of. an institutional nature and at this stage.
(Young & Rubicam)
sung in Italian. In the light of the Eloise’s parents, with divorce
romance caused no intrusion upon this pro¬
Rowan & Martin, current at the
Walter Winchell may have a
mass audience looking in, it might between the tutor and athe
duction of the Ford Foundation’s Copacabana, N. Y., did a few fast
$7,000,000
suit against ABC but he
more profitably been done in Eng¬ hermaid as a subplot. But heehamGilb,
also TV-Radio Workshop.
minutes of nonsense, then got to returned to his old network stamp* ,
lish. If the Met wants to become crowded the plot with celebrities—
work on a quickie of more sub¬ ing grounds Wednesday evening
popular, it better make a few con¬ Miss Thompson, Ethel Barrymore,
stance, a takeoff on Dunnin.ger that (21) to head “Bamberger’s Thanks¬
Wide Wide World
cessions.
Louis Jourdan, Monty Woolley,
Faith came to the fore in 4}Wide was played for and in the guest giving Eve Parade . of Light”
Sullivan made much of this be¬ Maxie Rosenbloom, Charlie Ruggallery. Miss Wyler was wow with
ing Gable’s first tv stint. It took gles even Conrad Hilton. And with Wide World’s” Nov. 25 outing over a “Damn Yankee” number, but which the web aired as a half-hour
the form of a comedy interview be¬ the" plot sidestepping_the celebs, NBC-TV tagged “An American Winchell ought .to control that pickup with General Electric’s
Sunday.”
It
was
a
90-minute
Housewares and Radio Receivers
tween Sullivan and Gable, filmed things just never got moving.
panoramic study of how the three urge to get in the act—he upstaged
at St. George, Utah, where Gable
The unwieldly cast included major faiths (Protestant, Catholic, her a good part of the time. An¬ Division picking up the tab.
was on location for his “The King Mildred Natwick in a superb piece
Columnist, who rode in an open :
other “first” was the recreation by
and Four Queens.”
Sequence of nonsense as Nanny, the govern¬ Jew) worship in the U. S. It’s a Miss Morgan and Arnold of their car preceding the floats, left view¬
seemed to have more of Sullivan ess; Hans Conreid as ah open- tough job to mix religion with en¬ RCA duetting of “Mutual Admira¬ ers with 13 words: “Happy Thanks¬
thaw it did of Gable. And it added hearted waiter; Inger Stevens as tertainment and producer Alan tion Society” with a cute staging giving Mr. and Mrs. United States
up to more of a plug for the pic the pert chambermaid; William Neuman didn’t quite make it.
twist in the use of a pair of nur¬ and all the ships at sea!” Accom¬
“Wide Wide’s” cameras again sery-decked
than to a get-acquainted session Roerick as the Plaza’s manager
lambs,, as the objects panying him in the conveyance was
with the star. Comedy bit seemed and the above-mentioned Messrs. hopped around the country to pick of
Sandy Simpson, better known as
their affections.
Chan.
up
shots
and
spiels
from
such
more than a bit forced.
Miss Vermont, With the initial
Mullaney and Robinson. All in all,
fanfare disposed of, ABC’s John
Miss . Brewer opened and closed the supporting cast did better than varied places as Thomas Jeffer¬
Steve
Allen
Show
son’s
home
in
Charlottesville,
Va.;
went on to provide a lucid,
the show with a song, proving she’s the celebrities. As for Miss Thomp¬
The Steve Alien Show last Sun¬ Daly
unobtrusive commentary of “this
got a nice personality to go with son’s score, the “How to Raise a the Trinity Methodist Church in day
(25)
night
came
through
with
San
Francisco;
Temple
Emanu~El
her voice. Shawn did a repeat on Child” patter-chorus number had
potent laugh material. An ■colorful storybook pageant” from
one of those confusing is-it-funriy- movement and good lyrics, but the in Houston; Nellis Air Force Base some
opening bit with Allen playing the Newark's Weequahic Park.
or-serious monologs that tend to rest was undistinguished. The in Las Vegas; the Touro Synagog piano
Although the cameras ably
while the camera focused on
leave the audience, emotionally Lennie Hayton orch backed the in Newport, etc. Much of it had a series
of weird comic situations caught the flavor and atmosphere
stranded between a laugh and a show nicely. Art director William a ‘‘Person to . Person” styling: was a good
of
fhe spectacle, it was apparent
starter. Also on the
tear. The Collier's Football Team Tyler Lee’s sets simulated the “This is the altar, Dave (Garro- strong side was
segment vox- that a color lensing would have
responded to Sullivan’s rollcall, Plaza nicely, and the one of Eloise’s way),” or “This is the scroll, Dave.” popping the “Mana on
the Street” done the event more justice. Espe¬
and the Barber Brothers and Jean room was a honey. But director Show’s heart apparently was in the
cially since this department store
clicked with their terp routine on Frankenheimer, while milking the right place but 90-minutes is too regarding Christmas shopping.
featured the use of “black
long
even
for
an
all-purpose
ser¬
In the musical groove, Allen parade
stilts.
Hift.
performance of Miss Rudie, had mon.
to produce rapid contrasts.
participated in a horn-blowing ses¬ light”
too many characters and too little
“Willie,
the Prince of Whales”
Garroway was properly reverent sion with three top trumpeters,
script to contend with.
Chan.
pointed out, was transformed
as he hosted the viewer through while guest singer Jim Lowe de¬ Daly
United States Steel Hour
by
black
into a peacock res¬
the various synagogs, churches and livered his current hit, “Green plendent light
Mark Twain’s v“Tom Sawyer”
in sea green and iride¬
ehapels. The three faiths should Door.” Both stints were okay. scent
Robt. Montgomery presents
was shaped into a captivating mu¬
blue.
Such
tint alchemy, of
sical stanza on the CBS-TV “U. S.
In 1941 a hoax was committed on have no squawks. They were all Gene Autry also sang a couple of course, was lost upofi viewers.
Gros.
tunes in addition to participating
Steel Hour’* last Wednesday night the N.Y. Herald Tribune. Scores given equal time.
Aside from Winchell and his
in an overdone interview routine
(21). Main credit for the ^show’s of a mythical college football team
with Alien, which had the pair in beauty queen, also on hand were
click goes to Frank Luther^whose were phoned into the sports de¬
Studio One
William
Bendix, as a magic car¬
a
western
setting
taking
shots
at
adaptation succeeded in evoking partment. That’s it. James Beach
“Studio One” oA CBS-TV picked
pet rider out of the Arabian nights;
the essential Americana qualities tried valiantly to develop this into a winner in the popular vein Mon¬ each other.
Nanette
Fabray,
as “Alice in Won¬
For the sports fans, Allen inter¬
of the novel. Luther’s music, with an hour’s worth in his ‘‘Plainfield day (26) with the presentation of
its use of folkstyled .numbers, was Teachers” on NBC-TV’s “Robert “The Landlady's Daughter,” adapt¬ viewed heavyweight championship derland;” Janet Leigh, as “Queen
Neptune’s
Daughter;”
plus clown
particularly effective in establish¬ Montgomery Presents” (26).
ed f<ST tv by Paul Crabtree from cohtenders Archie Moore and
ing the right atmosphere of this
Whatever the mccoy shenani¬ a Sateve Post story by John Floyd Patterson, who slug it out Emmett Kelly and baseball’s Sal
Maglie as themselves. In addition
classic tale of boyhood on the Mis¬ gans, the fraud was pitched in its Prescott.
This was whimsical next Friday (30) night. Continuing
sissippi
tele version as an innocuous thing fare, set against a frontier-era in the athletic groove, the Chicago were dozens of floats, high school
bands, drum majorettes and the
Bears
were
brought
on
and
in¬
wherein
the
perpetrator
pulled
it
Like the book, the video stanza
background and it nicely mixed ac¬ dividually introduced prior to par¬ like. Withal, a fine holiday pot¬
strung together a series of epi¬ to “get even” on a bookie and bet- tion and dialog.
pourri to delight both Bamberger s
ticipating
in
a
generally
unfunny
sodes, each having a small dra¬ taker in a Manhattan*neighborhood
Presentation had its saccharine
and the public. Sole major casu¬
matic point and all tied together pinpointing a billiard parlor as moments, which betrayed the Sat¬ scrimmage with Allen and other alty, as far as known, was the
members
of
the
show.
by the musical continuity. High¬ principal locale. No one behind eve Post style, but it also carried
“Furious Dragon,” who fell victim
Betty
Kean
and
her
husband,
or
afront
the
cameras
could
make
lighted in the video adaptation was
across the quality of a fairy tale,
Gilb.
the schoolroom scene in which up his mind whether to play it as such as a young boy might dream. Lew Parker, provided some humor¬ to the wind.
ous
moments
in
a
Bickersons
Tom gallantly takes a whipping to comedy, farce, drama, runyon der¬ There was such a boy in the play, sketch.
Jess,
shield his girl friend; Tom and by or bunion derby. A fairly large portrayed by Malcolm Broderick,
FOCUS
Huckleberry Finn witnessing their cast, some of whom shouldn’t be and he set the mood perfectly.
With Ann Reider
allowed
on
a
stage,
joined
Jerry
Perry Como Show
own funeral; the trial of Injun Joe;
Story had a fancy-talking dude
Producers: John Cox, Dick Thrall
Seasoned, pleasing Perry Como Director: John Cox
and Tom and Becky Thatcher’s ad¬ Lester, the pool-hustling hoaxer, lawyer arriving in a small western
venture in the caves. Much of the in carrying out this incredibly low¬ town and immediately incurring in that neat relaxed style of his 45 Mins., Mon.-Frj., 9 a.m.
story was told in choreographic ercase effort on a major dramatic the enmity of the sheriff, a bully continues to turn out a click Sat¬ WBNS-TV, Columbus
pantomime routines that were im¬ show. The Herald Tribune >vhich with his eyes on Elaine, daughter urday night NBC-TV show, oppo¬
WBNS-TV’s new public service
aginatively staged against sugges¬ presumably approved .use of its of the boardinghouse proprietress. site Jackie Gleason in the 8 to 9 program focuses its attention on
tive backgrounds designed by name, still ought to ask.for eoual Contest between the two men was slot. With three guests and a topics it thinks will interest worn*
time.
Trait.
finally and violently resolved, but songalog, ranging from sweet pop en-fashions, news, music, homeThomas Hart Benton.
John Sharpe, currently in “The
might didn’t come out right, and to rhythm and blues, producer
Omnibus
gentle romance and goodneighbor¬ Robert Finkel, Como and head- making tips and special interviews.
Most Happy Fella,” played Tom
Ann Reider is a capable and
writer Goody Ace, combined their
In
keeping
with
its
name,
“Om¬
with a convincing boyishn'ess and
liness triumphed.
As the sophisticated Mr. Dean, talent Saturday (24) to make for charming hostess although a htwas excellent in a couple of vocal nibus” served up a varied dish Via
tie formal at ' times.
She has
duets with Bennye Gatteys, as ABC-TV Sunday (25) but it was Dick Kiley registered strongiy and easy, popular viewing.
The guests were Roy Rogers, proved herself adept at presiding
Becky, on “What Do You Kiss For” rather heavy going for the viewer. made the character easily believa¬
and “Please Make Up.” Jimmy Trio of offerings included an adap¬ ble. Lee Remiek as Elaine dis¬ wife Dale Evans and the Rogers over a number of activities on the
Boyd was not given much to do as tation of Stephen Crane’s short, played a whistful beauty. It wasn’t family of seven children, panto- program and is most effective when
Huck Finn, but his solo stint on story, “The Blue Hotel”; a Ruth much of a part, but she’s a pleas¬ mimist Gene Sheldon, and the she adopts a chatty, informal moon.
the number, “It Ain’t For Me,” wgs Draper monolog, “The Children’s ure to look at. George Mathews rhythm and blues husband and
This program is one of two with¬
. one of the hour’s highlights. Rose Party,” and John Sebastian’s dis¬ shaped the sheriff into a hulking wife team of Martha Davis & in a single hour period devoted t0
"Bampton, as Tom’s mother, sang sertation on harmonicas in general villain. Fred Gwynne, Harry Shaw Spouse. All were well integrated Women viewers. “Focus” is fol¬
one serioso number, “He Wasn’t which carried the overall title of Lowe, Peg Hillias and Crahan in the proceedings, each given a lowed by “Slimnastics,” a 15-minDenton gave valuable supporting chance to show off his or her tal¬ ute exercising program directed
A Bad Boy,” that was not among “Vest-Pocket Symphony.”
A period item in the realistic performances, with Gwynne par- ents, no mean feat when com- with quiet facility by John
the most successful things in the
’ pared to the waste of guest talent
score. Other good song routines school, “Hotel” is a morbid charac¬ , ticularly good.
Even WBNS-TV health director.
were “Terror of the Seas,” “I Wan¬ ter study of several individuals 1 William H. Brown directed with in other variety shows.
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VARIETY-ARB FEATURE FILM CHART

weekly chart, based on ratings furnished by American Research Bu¬
reau’s latest reports, on feature films and their competition covers 120 cities. Each
weok, the 10 top-rated features in a particular city will be rotated.
Factors which would assist distributors, agencies, stations and advertisers in
determining the effectiveness of a feature show in a specific market have been
included in this Variety chart. Listed below is such pertinent information regarding
features as their stars, release year, original production company and the present
distributor, included wherever possible along with the title. Attention should be paid
to such factors as the time and day, the high and low ratings for the measured

feature period and share of audience, since these factors reflect the effectiveness
of the feature, and audience composition, i.e. a late show at 11:15 p.m. would hardly
have any children viewers, but its share of audience may reflect dominance in that
time period. In the cities where stations sell their feature programming on a multistripped basis utilizing the same theatrical throughout the week, a total rating for the
total number of showings for the week is given, the total rating not taking into account
the duplicated homes factor. Barring unscheduled switches in titles, the listed features
for the particularly rated theatrical filmed show are as accurate as could be ascer¬
tained from a multiplicity of station and, other data.

Variety’s

NEW YORK

ARB
RATING
13.6

HIGH
15.0

LOW
10.3

SHARE OF
AUDIENCE
78.0

ARB
TOP COMPETING SHOWS
RATING
11th Hour Theatre... .WRCA . .
1.3

*11.4

12.6

9.1

62.3

Sports, Hy Gardner,.. .WRCA . . 4.7
Tonight ..‘.WRCA ... 4.8

Late Show:
Thurs. Oct. 11,
11:15-12:45 a.m.
WCBS

6.1

. 8.6

7.4

53.6

Sports, Hy Gardner.. .,.WRCa . . 6.2
Tonight . .WRCA . . 4.1

Early Show:
Wed. Oct. 10,
6:15-7:10 p.m.
WCBS

5.9

8.6

4.7

21.7

Popeye the Sailor.
. 8.9
Loonjey Tunes ..WABD . .11.0
Death Valley Days..WRCA . .10.8

5. LET US LIVE—
Henry Fonda; Maureen O’Sullivan;
1937; Columbia; Screen Gems.

Late Show:
Wed. Oct. 10,
11:15-12:30 jLm.
WCBS

5.5

5.9

4.9

49.1

Sports, Hy Gardner... . .WRCA
.WRCA
Tonight .

5.9
3.4

5. PARACHUTE NURSE—
Marguerite Chapman, William Wright;
1942; Columbia; Screen Gems.

Late Show:
Mon. Oct. 8,
11:15-12:30 a.m.
WCBS

5.5

5.9

5.2

44.4

%
Sports, Hy Gardner
.WRCA
Tonight ..WRCA

5.4
2.4

Early Show:
Mon. Oct. 8,
6:15-7:10 p.m.
WCBS

5.4

6.7

4.9

19.8

Popeye the Sailor. .WPIX . .10.1
Looney Tunes .
WABD . . 8.5
Highway Patrol...WRCA . .15.3

8. COASTGUARD—
Randolph Scott, Frances Dee; 1939;
Columbia; Screen Gems.

Late Show:
Sun. Oct. 14,
11:15-12:45 a.m.
WCBS

5.3

5.9

4.9

54.0 ^

Hy Gardner . .WRCA . ... 5.2
11th Hour Theatre 3.... ..'.WRCA . . 1.2

9. FIGHTING SEABEES—
John Wayne, Susan ^Hayward; 1943;
Republic; Hollywood Television Service.

Early Show:
Thurs. Oct. 11,
6:15-6:55 p.m.
WCBS

4.4

4.7

3.4

18.6

Wild Bill Hickok. .WABC . .'. 4.9
Looney Tunes. .WABD . .10.1

Late Show:
Tues. Oct. 9,
11:15-12:45 a.m.
WCBS

4.3

4.7

3.9,

42.5

Sports, Hy Gardner ... . .WRCA
Tonight . .WRCA

Fabulous Features:
Sun. Oct. 14,
5:00-6:30 p.m.
KPIX

19.6

22.0

17.7

67.6

Wide Wide World. ...KRON .. . 6.3
Bugs Bunny. ...KRON .. . 4.0
Movietime . ... KRON ... ...... 9.5

Major Movie Premier:
Fri. Oct. 12,
10:00-11:30 p.m.
KRON

17.0

18.0

15.7

57.9

Line-Up . ...KPIX ... .17.0
Studio 57. . r:. ...KPIX ... . 8.3
Top Plays of ’56.. *... ...KPIX ... . 2.7

Home Theatre:
Sat. Oct. 13,
6:00-7:00 p.m.
KRON

15.1

16.3

13.7

43.8

The Millionaire. ...KPIX ... .12.3
High Finance... ...KPIX ... .11.5

Movietime:
Sun. Oct. 14,
6:00-7:30 p.m.
KRON

12.1

14.3

9.3

25.8

Fabulous Feature. ...KPIX ... .19.0
What’s My Line. ...KPIX ... .30.5
Private Secretary. ...KPIX ... .21.5

5. COAST GUARD—
Randolph Scott, Frances Dee; 1939;
Columbia; Screen Gems.
7
6. SPIRAL STAIRCASE—
^
Dorothy McGuire, George Brent;
1946; Selznick Studio; NTA.

Movie Hits:
Sat. Oct. 13,
11:00-12:00 a.m.
KRON

10.1

10.3

10.0 '

74.8

Lilli Palmer Presents . ...KPIX ... . 2.0
Stryker of Scotland Yard... ...KPIX ... . 1.3
Saturday Night Movie. ... KOVR .. . 1.3

Big Movie:
Wed. Oct. 10,
10:00-11:45 p.m.
KPIX

9.2

10.0

6.3

4/0

This Is Your Life. ...KRON .. .19.7
San Francisco Tonite. ... KGO .... . 4.1
Cinema Showplace. ...KRON .. . 2.0

7. NOTORIOUS—
Ingrid Bergman, Caiy Grant; 1946;
Selznick Studio; NTA.

Big Movie:
Tues. Oct. 9,
10:30-12:00 a.m.
KPIX

8.7

10.3

7.0

63.9

Cinema Showplace. ...KRON .. . 2.8
San Francisco Tonite. ...KGO ... . ..7.. 3.3

8. TOO LATE FOR TEARS—
Lizabeth Scott, Robert Cummings; 1949;
United Artists, Atlantic Television.

Big Movie:
Mon. Oct. 8,
10:00-12:00 a.m.
KPIX

8.3

11.0

5.7

36.1

Welk’s Top Tunes.
San Francisco Tonite.
Cinema Showplace.
Tonight ...

Sandman Cinema:
Sat. Oct. 13,
12:00-1:15 a.m.
KRON

5.1

5.7

4.7

94.6

Scotland Yard; News. ..KPIX . .... 1.3
(Runs only from 12:00 to
12:15 a.m.)

4.6

6.0

3.3

45.1

Meet the Press. ...KRON .... .... 4.3
Silver Screen .....KPIX . .... 3.7
Sunday Supplement. ... KRON *.... .... 2.0

TIME SLOT
Late Show:
Sat. Oct. 13,
11:15-12:45 a.m.
WCBS

TOP 10 TITLES AND OTHER DATA
1. PENNIES FROM HEAVEN—
Bing Crosby, Madge Evans; 1936;
Columbia; Screen Gems.
2. FLYING TIGERS—
John Wayne, Anna Lee; 1942;
Republic; Hollywood Television Service.

Late Show:
Fri. Oct. 12,
11:15-1:00 a.m.
WCBS

8. THE GUILT OF JANET AMES—
Rosalind Russell, Melvin Douglas;
1947; Columbia; Screen Gems.
4. BLACK PIRATES—
Anthony Dextri:, Martha Roth; 1956;
Lippert; Tele-Pictures.

7. OUT OF THE DEPTHS—
Jim Bannon, Ross Hunter; 1945;
Columbia; Screen Gems.

10. SHE MARRIED HER BOSS—
Claudette Colbert, Melvin Douglas;
1935; Columbia; Screen Gems.

SAN
FRANCISCO
1. THE FARMER’S DAUGHTER—
Loretta Young, Joseph Cotton; 1947;
Selznick Studio; NTA.
2. GENTLEMAN JIM—
Errol Flynn, Alexis Smith; 1942;,
Warner Brothers; Associated Artists
Productions.
%
4
3. BORDERLINE—
Claire Trevor, Fred MacMurray; 1950;
Universal; General Teleradio.
4. LADY FROM SHANGHAI—
Rita Hayworth, Orson Welles; 1948;
Columbia; Screen Gems.

9. MOST PRECIOUS THING IN LIFE—

Jean Arthur; 1934; Columbia;
Screen Gems.
10. HOUSE ACROSS THE BAY—
George Raft, Joan Bennett; 1940;
United Artists; Guild Films.

^

Feature Film
Sun. Oct. 14,
2:00-3:30 p.m.
TSGO-

-

..KGO
..KGO
..KRON
..KRON

.
.
....
....

6.2

2.4

....22.5
.... 3.5
.... 2.3
.... 1.0

MULTI-STRIPPED SALES
NEW YORK
TITLE AND OTHER DATA
NOTORIOUS—
Cary Grant, Ingrid Bergman; 1946;
Selznick Studio; NTA,
HOUSE ON 92ND STREET—
Lloyd Uolan, Signe Hasso;
1945; 20th Century Fox; NTA.

SHOW
Million-Dollar Movie

TOTAL
RATINGS OF
ALL SHOWINGS
42.5

TOTAL
SHOWINGS
16

AVERAGE
RATING PER
SHOWING
2.6

All-Star Movie

25.4

16

1.6

,

STATION
WOR
%
WATV

HIGHEST
RATING PER
SHOWING
8.6
Mon. Oct. 8,
7:30-9:00 p.m.
. 4.4
Mon. Oct. 8,
_ 7:00-9:00 p.m.
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TV FILMS’ CROSS-BREEDING
Lotsa Problems Before TV Stations
Can Buy Par-U Libraries Direct

Trans-Lux TV: Just Like Theatres
. Trans-Lux Television, with *its Encyclopedia Britannica tie and
now its handling of the Official Olympic Games telefilms in the
East, is growing as a specialized tv distribution house, a£ an opera¬
tion akin to that of Trans-Lux Theatres and its feature film dis¬
tribution arm.
On the Olympic Games six half-hour segments, Trans-Lux Tele¬
vision, in a three week sales Operation, has sold the series in 70%
of the major markets in the East, including WPIX, N.Y. The of¬
ficial skein was prepared by Sports TV, a California firm, which Is
handling distribution in other areas.
The tv subsid, building on its know-how, in handling specialized
theatrical pix, notably those in the art theatre classification, is
currently scouting a deal for an offbeat children’s tv filmed show,
and other specialized film deals.
In addition to the four-station Encyclopedia Britannica library
deal, Trans-Lux has closed partial library deals' with KOIN, Port¬
land; and WICS, Springfield, as well as one in New Mexico, The
Encyclopedia Britannica-Westinghouse deal which covered new
product as well as the library, extends over five years and includes
color telecasting of the films. Purchase price for the four stations
was close to $250,000.
Trans-Lux currently is negotiating with a major New York tv
outlet on the Encyclopedia Britannica library.
^

WOK-TV Goes the Other Way,
Lops Vintage Pix for Half-Hrs.
In order to attain* some flexibility 4--—■---and in face of the growing first17*1
fT *
run theatrical competition in the
WJH# S i Mil L1II11C
New York market, WOR-TV is reWestinghouse Broadcasting Co.
vqmping its 6 to 7 p. m. and 9 to has set its second annual film
10 P. m. line-up with half-hour tele- ®"nlc for
.
managers and film directors as a
“hns.
three-day meet tomorrow (Thurs.),
Coming out of the 6 to 7 p. m. Friday (30) and Saturday. Dick
slot will be vintage pix which Park, WBC programming*v.p., and
would have had to face the upcom- ®nL „Kaland' national program
lrLmeetdrOfrCo°mP5e30Stho

tTVZ

WCRS-TV.
WCBS-TV, beginning Mnndav
Monday 13)
(3) Don McGannon1down
on an “Early Show.”» In
tY-, the 9n to m xXrocfi„„h‘
ine sessions.
as
Westinghouse _.n
will
10 n m ciot WOR-TV will con-

cal block on some days, but on.others will substitute telefilms.
The “Million Dollar Movie” for¬
mat of 16 showings weekly of top
theatricals stays put, with business
SRO for that programmer.
Also being planned for Saturday
evening telecasting is a public service block of programming, a block
similar to that offered by the network flagships Sunday afternoons.
Included in the block will be “U.N.
Review,” the syndicated quarterhour produced by the Canadian
Broadcasting Co. in conjunction
with the United Nations, a public
(Continued on page 40)
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Chicago,
Nov. 27.
Ch
WBBM-TV is wheeling
its Metro
wl
features up to the firing line Dec.
15 with its Saturday night at 10
“Best of MGM” showcase. The
LHIfVlIIlli Saturday night celluloid; display,
** featuring the prime titles of the
1CA /I*Metro bundle, carries an overall

he? m 150 titles mtttag of $14>00°per instau-

**
Sterling Television, in a tough
competitive syndication market,
finds it has a hot property in
“Bowling Time,” chalking up sales
In over 150 markets in less than
two months’ time for the one-hour
show.
Sterling began its distribution of
“Bowling Time” over a year ago
when the series k consisted of 13
shows. About two months ago, 13

“Best of MGM” is being .offered
f°r sponsorship in four half-hour
slices, pegged at $3,400 each. Bankrollers will be given an opportunity
to rotate their positions each week.
It's planned also to salvage the
station break revenue during the
two-hour features with three sets
of 20 and 10-second blurbs coming
(Continued on page 40)
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By MURRAY HOROWITZ .
Betty & The Lion
The marriage of tv and motion
Betty Furness and Leo the
pictures, ushered in by the sale of
Lion will be utilized for the
the backlogs, is spawning children
promotion' of the Metro thea¬
all over the lot, some of whom are
tricals over KMGM, Minneap¬
mutations hardly expected when
olis, due to begin unreeling
the union took form.
there Saturday, Dec. 8.
Here are some examples:
As part of her five-day pro¬
Twentieth-Fox’s 50% stock inter¬
motion tour, Miss Furness will
est in National Telefilm Assoc¬
host the initial Metro pic,.
iates’ film network.
“Honky Tonk,” starring Clark
Metro’s 25% stock interest in
Gable and Lana Turner, as
three tv stations, with more ^upcom¬
well as hosting three nights of
ing.
Metro preview telecasts. The
lion is being flown in from the
RKO Radio Pictures’ utilization
Los Angeles jungle compound,
of its motion picture branch opera¬
from which Metro draws its
tions to sell telefilms and to form
labelled Lion. Other highlights ,
a liaison with 'sthe film company’s
of the pre-opening promotion
sister radio network, Mutual.
includes a beauty parade and
The above examples represent
a motorcade through the city,
sports in the cross-breeding and
press and agency parties, etc.
do not take into account the large
KMGM, in which Metro
regular telefilm activities, planned
bought a 25% stock interest,
and foreseen, by Columbia’s Screen
already
has sold some $100,000
Gems, 20th-Fox TCF and to a
in spots for the Metro pro¬
I lesser degree Warner Bros, and
gramming.
Republic.
Also foreseen and
planned were the commercial tv
activities of Universal, 20th-Fox
and Warners, now running into the
millions of dollars.
•Mutations evolving from the in¬
tegration are also coming in from
the tv side of the family. In
negotiating its first motion pic¬
ture deal, California National Pro¬
ductions, the NBC subsid set up to
produce and. finance telefilms and
invest legit and theatrical film pro¬
duction, plans to lift a trio of tv
j pilots from thev theatrical .footage.
Chicago, Nov. 27.
Associated Artists Productions,
Television^, swing to feature
which via the Lou Chesler PRM
group, purchased the Warner Bros, films as the primrfhy source
rce of lobacklog for tv, now has plans to Cal programming fare is being
“finance, develop, create ana pack- translated ipto extra coin for
age motion pictures,’-’ as well as tv newspaper advertisingg departand theatrical enterprises. AAPhas ments.
appointed Ray
Stark, formerly an
nisDlav spreads
sm-eads heralding the
appointea
Kay stark,
Display
officer of Famous Artists, to over- debuts of the big-name, big-titled
r?e *AAP production unit on film libraries now available to tv
the Coast.
. . J . and the expanded. paid listing
a ad-! S straw in the .wind is lineage in the daily program logs
AAP s bid for profit participation are elevating individual stations
WltuJV s{atl0f?s which buy its pix, int0
jnt0 the ranks of fairly major
?_ Pld also being
t>einf. examined
exai??ined by hometown newspaper clients.
Metro in conjunction with Metro
Ironically, although the ad sectheatneal
Inarkets. tors are thus benefiting from
theatrical sales in smaller Markets.
But by far the strange fruit, video’s conversion to celluloid, the
strange m the sense of the unex- editorial side .is evidencing a lack
pected, of the 20th-Fox-NTA wed- 0f interest in the films as copy
ding overweighs recent happenings, material with the ty editors brushTwentieth-Fox, selling 390 vintage jng them off as “those old movies.”
pix to NTA for $29,250,000, at the go the rather anomalous situation
same time purchased a 50% stock prevails where the strictly business
interest in NTA’s Film Network, relations between the two media
Presuming the effectiveness Of the are improving at the local level
web, a presumption still in the bal- while editorial interest is cooling.
ance in light of the web’s failure
in Chicago at lea£t the publicity
to date garner a national sponsor, staffers are finding it tough going
, (Continued on page 40>
I
(Continued on page 40)

Dailies Reaping
BeaucoupCoinOn
Features-To-TV

Thirty-five' million dollars is
moro than any distrib has paid for
a feature package until now ,(record is National Telefilm’s $30,000,000 for 390 20th pix), but the price
can be higher because stations
have few of the distributor’s profit
or sales cost worries, and even.less
of his interest-on-loan worries,
The names of the stations inter(Continued on page 40)
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Hollywood, Nov^-27;'
Flying A Productions, which has
been operating as a partnership
among' Gene Autry, Mitchell J.
Hamilburg and Armand Schaefer,
last week reorganized into a 'corporation, with Hamilburg as prexy.
secretary; anfl Philip Cobey, as-

Tale of a Bengal
Lancer
O

;
Dave Gordon, the flack assigned
by Screen Gems to promote “Tales
of the 77th Bengal Lancers,” had
one problem heaped upon another
the entire time-he was getting a
troop of “Lancers” ready to perform in Macy’s Thanksgiving Day
Parade. It could even be said he
had nightmares.
It'was a simple scheme, calling
for a troop of 12 horsemen, in full
Despite the feature film buying,
mi <ii 1 1
. 9 iv
Bengal Lancer regalia, to ride in
stations apparently find programWO HclliY “ Lcit6 1/i
the Manhattan parade. Gordon
ming time even for an hour synditried
to get Patrick White, who
ttey feel the
cated show when they
With its Metro
Metio backlogbacklog kicking
property is right.
off Saturday (1), WCBS-TV,
WCBS-T
N. Y. plays a key role in the telefilm
into New York from the
has readjusted its rate card ef- series,
Coast in ample time to prepare for
fflanllPr’Q NAW ftaflic
fective that day to raise rates on the march. But White wasn’t able
lYldUVCI 5 new dl&lUh
its ,«Late show„ and t0 stabilize
to leave location until the last
All AAPNafI
them on “The Early Show-” The minute on Wednesday (21), so he
Uil rUXl liau* OcUCb increase on “Late Show” will run flew 3,000 miles overnight, in time
..Don Klauber becomes No. 2 man- .abput.25%,..while the. “Early Show”, to reach.the.parade’^_starting,
In sales at Associated Artists Pro- rates wil1 average out to about the point near the Museum of Natural
ductions by adding command of sa??e as present,
History an hour and a half before
national sales to his other duties.
Eliminated under the rate ad- the 9:30 ayem marching time.
Klauber, who has until now been justment Is the annual discount bn
It still left White—who, incisolely manager of station sales for both shows of 20%. Consequently, dentally, was once a genuine Lanthe tv distrib, takes direct control £he new “Late Show” rate is up- cer—ample time to dress in uniof the national department.
' from a one-or-two-times weekly. form and puttees, even though he
Expansion of Klauber’s duties ra^e of $1.Q00 per announcement to had to do it in the Museum bathplaces him over Paul Kwartin, who $*>250, the three-four-time rate is room to the dismay of Museum
keeps his title as director of na- UP from $925 to $1,100 and the' employees. But the horses, hired
tional sales. Kwartin started the five-to-seven-times weekly rate is from a nearby stable, didn't arrive
national setup in 1955, but in the UP from $850 to $950. Under the until about 8:45, three-quarters of
chain of command, reports to Klau- discount, those. rates went as low an hour before they had to be. in
readiness for the march.
ber now instead of Bob Rich, gen- as^809* ^40 and $68^eral manager of the sales departthe “Early Show,” the new . Gordon began to .get the
, screemy-meemieg, not just because
ment.
(Continued on page 41)

r houTIh^m^ P“f se- Metro Backlog Cues
from that* time.station sales date WCBS-TV Rate Revanip;
Reva
No ‘Early’-Tate’ Discount

What’s going to happen to the
plans of the 35 to 40 major market
tv stations to buy directly the fea¬
ture libraries of Paramount and
Universal - International is any¬
body’s guess.
While it seems that the organiza¬
tion, which mapped out its general
plan of attack less than two weeks
ago, has most of the usual conflicts
between stations licked, it remains
a problem of whether so many di¬
verse operators can reach final
agreement on anything. Stations
are notorious about establishing
simple .trade organizations, and
there is no reason to doubt that
they’ll be at least as discordant
about a situation that requires: a
cold “dollars and cents” evalua¬
tion. The feeling seems to bs
unanimous that the theory of sta¬
tions buying films directly and by¬
passing distribs is thoroughly
.sound. • If anything puts the kibosh
on the scheme, it’ll be the actual
mechanics.
The organization Of st^tioni
wanting the Par and U-I stockpilei
is moving along cautiously.1 Bi|
decision is finding out how higl
the collective purchasers can go in
payment for a whole library. Ther«
is a point.at which it will.ho'longei
be financially sound to purchase
directly from Par or U-I instead
of buying the same pictures from
an established distributor. One es¬
timate is that the station group
could probably afford a $35,000,000
outlay for the Par library before
the law of diminishing returns sets

a dozen. steeds were ordered and
only six had arrived, but because
the 11 ‘'extra’’ horsemen had not
come, and it was already approaching 9:05.. The flack had begun
dressing in a Lancers costume, and
planned to recruit some of the
employees on the Macy’s planning
committee to ride the other horses.
Finally, the other six horses came
by van, followed closely by the 11
hired horsemen (who were “held
up by traffic”)'. With 25 minutes
to go, 10 of them crowded into the
bathroom to change clothes. They
struggled with unfamiliar puttees,
so White rushed around trying to
help them all dress.
Meanwhile, Gordon was trying to
figure the eleventh, rider. He was a
e. Since all the riders had to
she.
ear .beards,
was simple.plaster^
simple plasterwear
beards, .it
it jyas
ingg her with one and then “strapng her in the right places.”
ping
In the confusion Gordon forgot
to tie the leather cuds
cups for the 12foot lances to the saddles, which'
naturally had to be western. Since
the lahees carried pennants indieating the name of the show, they
were important, so at literally the
last minute, they were fumblingly
attached. The horses, which received their battle training in Central Park, shied and reared at the
prospect of the long steel poles, so
that the horsemen had trouble
mounting.

At first meeting of new corporation, a $2,500,000 budget was set
for coming season’s production,
with, two new vidpix series and 26
additional stanzas each of two
previous series, '“Annie Oakley”
and “Buffalo Bill Jr.”
First of new series, “Winning of
the West,” is now before the Cameras with Arnold Laven directing,
disclosed
Second property will be disclose^
shortly.
All Flying A telepix are distribbed through CBS-TV Sales Inc.
—=--- .
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WB Shelves Fred Coe
‘Billy the Kid’ Film;
Mulling Vidpix Series

Hollywood, Nov. 27. .
Warner Bros, feature film projact,
prbjaued~by Freu “Cue"
and star Paul Newman in a life of
Bllly the Kid apparently ha^ been
shelved. Instead, William T. Orr,
Warners teJeplx toppe*/. la,st .yeek
disclosed that the studio is con¬
templating a tv series based on
the murderous Billy s life for next
season, to topline contractee Dennis Hopper,
Previously, Orr disclosed that
Warners will make “Colt .45” next
Season, third Warners telepix series
on the present slate. Others are
“Cheyenne” and “Conflict,” now
rolling.
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City-By-City Syndicated Film Chart
time factors, since sets-in-use apd audience composition vary according to
time slot, i.e,, a Saturday afternoon children’s shoiv, with a low rating, may
have a large share and an audience composed latgely of children, with cor¬
responding results for the sponsor aiming at the children’s market. Abbre¬
viations and symbols are as follows: (Adv), adventure; (Ch), children’s;
(Co), comedy; (Dr)?~ drama; (Doc), documentary; (Mus), musical;
(Myst), mystery; (Q)7 quiz; (Sp), sports; (W), western; (Worn),
women’s, Numbered symbols next to station call letters represent the sta¬
tion’s channel; all channels above 13 are UHF, Those ad agencies listed as
distributors rep the national sponsor for whom the film is aired,

VARIETY’S weekly chart of* $ity-by-city ratings of syndicated and na¬
tional spot film covers 40 to 60 cities reported, by American Research Bur¬
eau on a monthly basis.

Cities will be rotated each week, with the 10 top-

rated film showp listed in each case, and their competition shown opposite,
All ratings are furnished by ARB, based on the latest reports.
This VARIETY chart represents a gathering of all pertinent informa¬
tion about film in each market, which can be used by distributors, agencies,
stations and clients as an aid in determining the effectiveness of a filmed
show in the specific market. Attention should be paid to time—day and

TOP 10 PROGRAMS
AND TYPE
BOSTON
1.
55.
2.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Man Behind the Badge (Myst)
Ellery Queen (Myst) ....
Waterfront (Adv)..
Superman (Adv)
.

DAY AND
TIME

DISTRIB.

STATION

OCTOBER
RATING

SHARE
(%)

SETS IN 1
USE
I

Approx, Set Count—1,395,000
WNAC ..MCA.
.WNAC.,.TPA.
.WNAC.,
WNAC.,

Count of Monte Cristo (Adv) WNAC. .. TPA.*.
City Detective (Myst) . 1. .WNAC.,
Man Called X (Myst). .WBZ ., .Ziv.
Secret Journal (Dr). .WNAC. .MCA.
,
Jungle Jim (Adv) .. .WBZ ..
Bam^r of. the Jungle (Adv) . .WNAC. .TPA ..

Sun. 10:30-11:00 .
Fri. 10:30-11:00 ..
Sun. 7:00-7:30 ...
Fri! 6:30-7:00 ....

......27.0 ..
.24.0...
.24.0...
.22.8...

..... 78.0.
. 57.5 .....
.58.0.
.79.9. ;..

Tues 8:30-9:00 . .
Fri. 11:00-11:30 .
Mon. 10:30-11:00
Tues. 10:30-11:00
Sun. 7:00-7:30 * .
Thurs.. 6:00-6:30

.21.6. ..
.18.1.,.
.17.9...
.17,1...
.16.8...
.16.7 . . .

.43.4. ... 49.7
.74.8. ... 24.2
.47.2. ... 38.0
... 32.5
.40.9. ... 41.1
. 62.2. ... 26.9

...
...
...
...

34.6
41.7
41.1
28.6

Liberace . WBZ ... . 6.7
Sports; Big Playback. WBZ ... .13.3
Jungle Jim ..,.. WBZ ... .16.8
Boston Movietime . WBZ ... .14.3
Stage 7 ...... WBZ ... _ 3.7
Noah’s Ark .*. WBZ ... .... .24,9
Counterpoint ...... WBZ ... .*... 5.1
Studio One ... WNAC . ...17.7
Studio 57 .,.... WBZ ... .13.6
.24.0
Waterfront ..WNAC ..
Boston Movietime . WBZ' ... . 9.5

..... 47.8 . ... 33.7 Code 3 .
.39.0. .... 41.0 Do You Trust Your Wife..
. 48.6. ... 32.5 News—Daly .
Disneyland .
.44.5. ... 31.9 Your Hit Parade .
. 41.2. ... 34.4 Championship Bowling ...
... 25.5 Cisco Kid .
.40.9. ... 32.7 Soldiers of Fortune .
.31.0. ... 37.4 Break the $250,000 Bank...
.34.2. ... 32.7 Meet the Press .
.48.7. ... 22.6 Cisco Kid .

. Sun. 8:30-9:00 . . .20.3...,. 40.2. ... 50.5 Crosscurrent .
... 44.0 Today’s Headlines .
Sat. 10:00-10:30 . .20.0...
Weather; Sports .
3. Soldiers of Fortune (Adv)... WCCO. .MCA. .Thurs. 7:00-7:30 .19.0...,. 52.4. ... 36.2 Circus Time .
4,/Life of Riley (Com) . KSTP. .
.Mon. 8:30-9:00 . .18 8... . 38.5. ... 48:9 Bold Journey ...
5. Crosscurrent (Adv) . WCCO. .Official. Sun. 8:30-9:00 .. .16.9 .. . 33.4. ... 50.5 Celebrity Playhouse .
6. Sheriff of Cochise (W). WCCO. .NTA. .Sat. 8:30-9:00 ... .16.0... .30.6. ... 52.3 Your Hit Parade .
... 48.1 Sir Lancelot .
7. Rosemary Clooney (Mus) .. .. WCCO. .MCA . .Mon. 9:00-9:30 .. .14.3 . . .
8. Science Fiction Theatre (Adv) KMGM .Ziv. Tues. 8:30-9:00 . .14.0_.' 35.2. ,.. 39.8 Grand Ole Opry.\
9. Grand Ole Opry (Mus). WCCO.
.Tues. 8:30-9:00 . .12 5. .. .31.4. ... 39.8 Science Fiction Theatre...
... 24.6 Circus Boy .
10. Annie Oakley (W>. :wceo. .CBS.. Sun. 5:30-6:00 . . ..12.3 . ..
10. 1 T.ed 3 Fives lAdvI
KSTP
. Ziv
.
wed
n-sn-9-nn
_12 3
. 26 4 ._ 46 5 TT S SIppI Hniir.

Approx, Set Count■—500,000
i

'

Search for Adventure (Adv)
Highway Patrol (Adv) .
Life of Riley (Com)...
Western Marshal (\y) .
Studio 57 (Dr)

Wed. 7:30-8:00 .
KING..
KOMO.
Thurs. 7:00-7:30 ..
KING.. .NBC.. Thurs. 7:30-8:00 ..
KING..
. Wed. 7:00-7:30 ....
KING.. .MCA. .Fri. 7:00-7:30 .

6,
7.
8.
9.
10.

Ray Milland (Com) .
I Married Joan (Com).
Three Musketeers (Adv).
Soldiers of Fortune (Adv).. .
Wild Bill Hickok (W).

KOMO. .MCA . Mon. 7:00-7:30 ....
. KOMO. . Interstate . Sat. 10:30-11:00 ...
.KING..
.Tues. 7:00-7:30 ...
KING.. .MCA . .Mon. 6:00-6:30 ....
KING .
.Thurs. 6:00-6:30 ..

1.
2.
3.
4.
fi.
5.
7.
8.
9.
19.

Approx, Set Count-—357,000

Death Valley Days (W). . .WBNS.
Highway Patrol (Adv) . . .WBNS.
Studio 57 (Dr)
. ..WLW-C....
Man Called X (Myst)
..WBNS.
Sheena of the Jungle (Adv) . .WTVN.
Buffalo Bill, Jr. (W) . . .WTVN.
Annie Oakley (W) . . .WBNS.
1 Led 3 Lives (Adv). . ..WLW-C_
Jungle Jim (Adv) . ..WBNS.
Hopalong Cassidy (W) . . . WTVN . . . .
•

... McC-E.
... MCA. .
... .Ziv ...
... ABC..
... CBS...
....CBS...
... Ziv
....Screen
... NBC

.9.9
.12.5
. 7.5
.37.0
. 7.7
.8.1
. 6.6
.10.1
.13.1
.10.1
. 6.9

. WCCO
.KSTP
.KSTP
.WTCN
.WTCN
. KSTP
. KSTP
.KSTP
.WCCO
. KMGM
. KSTP

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
,
.
.WCCO .

.16.9
.26.3
.15.7
.9.9
..15.2
..30.0
..17.9
.12.5
.;14.0
i.9.9
.17.8

Stations—-KOMO (4), KING (5), KTNT (11), KTVW (13)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

COLUMBUS

WTOP .
WTOP .
.WMAL
WMAL
. WRC ..
, WMAL
.WTOP .
WTOP .
.WRC ..
.WRC ..
WTOP .

Stations-—WCCO (4), KSTP (5), KMGM (9), WTCN til)

Approx. Set Count■—515,000

1. Celebrity Playhouse (Dr) ... KSTP. .
2. Highway Patrol (Adv). WCCO.

SEATTLE-TACOMA

RATING

Stations-—WRC (4) , WTTG (5), WMAL (7) , WTOP (9)

1. Wild Bill Hickok (W). . WRC...
.Thurs. 7:00-7:30 .16.1.. .
2. Superman (Adv) . . WRC...
.Tues. 7:00-7:30 .. .16.0 "..
3. Ramar of the Jungle (Adv). . . . WTQP-...TPA. Wed. 7:00-7:30 .. .15.8...
«■
4. Annie Oakley (W) . . WTOP.,.CBS . Fri. 7:00-7:30 _.14.2 . ..
4. Highway Patrol (Adv) . . WTOP.,
Sat. 7:00-7:30 ... ;.14.2...
.Wed. 6:00-6:30 .. .13.6 ..
6. Jungle Jim (Adv) . . WMAL.
7. Death Valley Days (W). .WRC . . .McC-E . Mon. 7:00-7:30 .. .13.4...
8. Celebrity Playhouse (Dr).... .WTOP.
.Tues. 10:30-11:00 .11.6...
9. Science Fiction Theatre (Adv) WMAL.
Sun. 6:00-6:30 .. .11.2. . .
WMAL. .CBS . Thurs. 6:00-6:30 .11.0 . . .
10. Buffalo Bill, Jr. (W)

MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL

TOP COMPETING PROGRAM
PROGRAM
ST A.

Stations—WBZ (4) , WNAC (7)

Approx, Set Count-—754,000

WASHINGTON

fflecbiesday, November. 28, 1956

...43.9.. .75.3. .... 58.4 Cartoon Special .
.... 53.5 Lone Ranger .
...32.6..
.... 53.0 Rosemary Clooney.
...27.9..
...25.8.. .53.1. .... 48.6 Sheena of the Jungle.
...23.9.. . 57.0. .... 42.0 Deadline; Weather .
1 Notre Dame Football....
...22.9,. . 42.3. _54.2 | Long John Silver.
_19.7. . . 83.1. .... 23.7 Football Roundup .
.... 43.7 Star Performance—..
. ... .19.5. .
.... 40.4" My Little Margie .
....18.1..
. . . .17.9 . . . 49.2. .... 36.4 i My Little Margie .

KTNT
.KING
.KTNT
. KOMO
. KOMO
.KOMO
.KING
.KTNT
.KTNT
.KOMO
.KOMO

_
_ ..15.5
_ ..12.8
... ..15.6
... .. 7.9
... .. 6.5
_ ..15.6
.... MO
.... ...15.7
... ...14.9
... ...12.6

Stations—-WLW-C (4), WTVN (6), WBNS (10)

...37.5... .... 66.5. _56.6
.Tues. 9:30-10:00 .. ....34.9.... .... 66.0. _-52.9
....215.... _52.2. .... 47.0
.Fri. 8:30-9:00 . ....17.1.... .... 35.9. .... 47.6
....17,0.... .... 68.5. .... 24.8
.,..17.0.,.. .... 68,0..... _25.0
..... ’Sat. 6:00-6:30 . ....16.1.... .... 54.9. .... 29.3
. .15.6_ .... 34.3. .... 45.5
.Fri. 8:00-8:30 ..
Gems .Mon. 6:00-6:30 .... ....15.1.... .... 52.0. .... 29.0
.Men. 6:00-6:30 .... .14.9 .... .... 49.6. .... 30.0

1

Alcoa Hour . .WLW-C ..
Early Home Theatre. .WTVN ...
Early Home Theatre. .WTVN ...
Big Story . .WLW-C ..
Buccaneers .a. .WBNS ...
Count of Monte Cristo. .WBNS ...
Midwestern Hayride . .WLW-C ..
.WTVN ...
Treasure Hunt
Hopalong Cassidy ..!. .WTVN ...
Jungle Jim .*. .WBNS ...
News—Pepper; Weather; WBNS ...
Florascope

...15.4
...12.6
.. .12.4
...23.5
... 4.9
... 5.9
... 9.8
.. .17.5
...12.4
...15.1
... 6.4

Wednesday, November 28, 1956

"Wednesday, November 28, 1986
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General Electric Theater—
the Number One 30 minute TV dramatic
show—has consistently WON...
KEPT... and INCREASED... its audience.
In October of 1954 Nielsen
rated G.E. Theater 32.8. In
October of 1955 the same rating read
34.7 and the latest reading is 37.4.
A blue book of talent in acting,
writing, and direction has made
General Electric Theater a viewing
habit in over 12,000,000 homes.

Producedby REVUE

Distributed by

PRODUCTIONS

Wednesday, November 28* 1956

USrIETy

true dramas
of suspense, fear, and fighting courage...
from TV’s most, successful adventure series!

CRUSADER
starring BRIAN KEITH
...a man with a mission

Local and regional advertisers will welcome this opportunity to catapult their sales with a great network hit.

CRUSADER is rounding out 65 smash weeks for Camels and Colgate-Palmolive on CBS TV. Its 12-month average
Nielsen rating of 22.1 tops the average rating for all other dramatic series * Each half hour is beautifully cast
arid produced... based on official records • •. packs a terrific wallop for the entire family. High drama, high
ratings, higher and higher sales!—all yours when you say CRUSADER to MCA. Say it today.

f America’s
No.1 Distributor
of TV Film Programs

* Flash! Latest October NielsenlltS
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From the Production Centres
; Continued from page 29 ,

safe driving during the holidays . . . Those 16 filmed shows Jimmy
Durante made for Texaco will be coming up in syndication if a deal now
in negotiation is finalized ... Joe Rines quits his desert retreat this
week completely recovered from his auto crackup injuries and looking
more like an Indian from three weeks in the sun.

m CHICAGO
Wrigley gum firm has given its okay to Pat Buttram to have his CBS
radio daytime strip, “Just Entertainment,” to the Coast as of Dec. 10.
Singer Paula Richards will move with the show and the Jack Halloran
Quartet also is expected to make the trek. Dale Harrison continues as
chief writer in Chicago . . . WNBQ auditioned a video revival of. “Vic
and Sade with Art Van Harvey and Bernnrdine Flynn reprising their
title roles of the longtime radio serial . . . Allstate Insurance has re¬
ordered Mel Allen's nightly ABC sports show for another year . . .
H, Richard ’Hertef named production manager at Kling Films. Carl
Nelson takes over Hertel’s prev ous post as editorial supervisor . .
Steve Ellis is subbing for Jack Drees on ABC-TV’s Wednesday night
fightcasts tonight (Wed.) and next week while the latter undergoes
minor surgery . .
Howard Cpleman, WNBQ”s color specialist, ad¬
dresses the Ravenswood ICiwanis tomorrow (Thurs.) . . Mark Nunn
signed on as assistant to Chiick Wilson, WGN and WGN-TV’s sales pro¬
motion manager . . . Daily News sports editor John Carmichael's reports
from the Olvmpic Games in Melbourne for his nightly WBBM “Texaco
Sports Final” also being carried by Armed Forces Radio and KMOX,
St. Louis, KNX, Holiwood. WMBD, Peoria and KRIS, Corpus Christi
. . . Celeste Holm has replaced Doima Reed as glamorizer of WBKB’s
preem hoopla for its RKO feature films next week..

IAT LONDON .. . ..
Johnnie Ray appearing in two Associated TV productions, “Sunday
Night at the London Palladium,” and “The Johnnie Ray Show” . . .
Film director John Huston featured in Associated-Rediffusion’s “CloseUp.” . . . Impresario Henry Sherek guesting in BBC-TV’s “Songs For
The Asking.” He’ll be interviewed by Audrey Russell, the first woman
to be given this job on the program . . . Oddjnembers of the Ted Heath
band, singers Lita Roza and Dennis Lotis, trumpeter Kenny Baker and
singer-drummer Jack Parnell, guest starring'in Associa,ted-Rediffusion’s
“The.Ted Heath Story” ... Capt. Curtis E. Park:nsi American heli¬
copter pilot who saved lone survivor of the South Goodwin’s Lightship
when it was wTecked two years ago, flown oyer from U.S. to take part
in BBC-TV’s “Saturday Night Out” on board the present lightship . . .
Tyrone Power and Mai Zetterling lined up for ABC-TV’s production of
Strindberg’s “Miss Julie”
0

IN PHILADELPHIA . . .
WCAU Sports Director Bill Campbell adds another stint to his
wreekly Sat. and twro across-the-board sessions. Campbell takes over
the daily 6:40-45 slot on WCAU-TV (Dec. 3) replacing Earl Selby and
“Mr. Fixit” . . . Dick Clark, WFIL-TV “Bandstand” host, one of eight
deejays invited to White House for confab (Dec.) on juve delinquency
. . . Wendy Phillips, former WIP broadcaster, produces the Mac
McGuire show debuting on WPFH (Dec. 3) . . . Sally Starr, WFIL-TV
star, and her hillbilly troupe opened Christmas season with parade
through Shenandoah, Pa. . . . Clarence Cooper, vocalist in U.S. Steel
Hour’s “Tom Sawyer” (21), to appear in concert at the Philadelphia
Ethical Society auditorium

a

BUD PALMER...
was smooth and glib on
OMNIBUS last Sunday.”
P1SRJETY.

Nov. 11

CURRENT:
• Third OMNIBUS ap.
pear a no* of season,,
December 2.

• PRESS BOX
pre-game football—
NBC-TY.

• PLAY-BY-PLAY
CBS-TY Hockey and
Basketball
(starting Jan. 29.

WPIX’s Olympic Games
Fix as N. Y. Exclusive;
Camei Gigs Picks Up Tab
WPIX is the only tv station cin
the New York area to carry the of¬
ficial film account of the Olympic
Games, staged this year in Mel¬
bourne, Australia.
WPIX’s exclusivity stems from
its deal with Trans-Lux Television,
which is handling U. S. distribution
of the official film account in the
east, and the unresloved hassle be¬
tween the Australian Olympics
Committee and the U. S. and for¬
eign theatrical and video newsreel
group. The world newsreel group
has refused to go along with Aus¬
tralia’s coverage plan which w'ould
have restricted the selection' of
events, as well as providing other
limitations. In light of the stale¬
mate, the newsreel group will limit
its coverage to spoken work, via
radio and other media, and stills.
Under Australian4 auspices, the
official filmed telecasts are being
prepared by Sports TV, Inc., a
California concern, in six half-hour
segments. WPIX, beginning yester¬
day (27) began telecasting them
from 8:30 to 9 p.m,. and will con¬
tinue its Olympic telecasts on Tues¬
days and Saturdays for three weeks.
R. -J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. for
Camel Cigs is sponsoring the WPIX
telecasts. Bob Mathias will handle
on- the-spot interviews in the se¬
ries with Tom Harmon doing the
commentary. WPIX has slotted its
Olympic half-hour preceding the
Madison Square Garden basketball,
games.
In addition to the regularly
scheduled Olympic episodes, WPIX
plans to repeat the six programs
at other times.

Miami Beach
Continued from page 23 ;

and hotels involved is minute, com¬
pared to the expenditure by net¬
works and sponsors for programs to
be originated here. At most, there
is a contribution to cable costs,
plus provision of rooms, board and
technical equipment from the
Beach interests. However, the set¬
tings, full cooperation on hotels
utilized and the Florida sun add up
as the lures that led to bringing
in the network shows. Meyer is
confidently, looking forward to an¬
other spate of live originations
after the first of the year, continu¬
ing the cuffo ride Miami Beach now
annually gets from the networks
Again, this time out, NBC is top¬
ping CBS in making this sunland
look like an annex to Radio City,
but chances are bright that its
rival net will be pitching more and
more programs to this area. Ft.
Lauderdale has been trying to get
in on the tv-gravy train, as well as.
other Florida resorts but it looks
like
all-Miami
Beach
season,
thanks to the years-long builidng
to make it a wintertime center for
the television programmers.

Translator Station
; Continued from page 22 ;

neither licensed nor authorized by
the FCC.
While the Commission was study¬
ing the briefs and r fe p 1 y briefs
which resulted from Morris’ ap¬
plication, Community Television
came along last week with a new
basis for opposition. Morris, it told
the Commission, is a Canadian by
birth who, according to its inform¬
ation, hasn’t ever become a citizen,
Therefore, Community declared,
Morris’ company. Palm Springs
Translator Station Inc., would be
“absolutely disqualified” by law
from holding a license.
Translator stations operate on
low power and rebroadcast pro¬
grams of existing stations to bring
service to isolated communities.
They “translate” signals of either
VHF or UHF stations to UHF and
are assigned space in the upper
14 channels. Th§y were author¬
ized by the Commission to dis¬
courage illegal booster stations
(which the agency claims are po¬
tentially hazardous to aircraft com¬
munications) and at the same time
help UHF.
So far, about 16 translator sta¬
tions have been authorized, mostly
to co-op or non-profit organiza¬
tions. They are built for as little
as $4,000 but may cost up to $10,000, depending on accessibility to
site and its relation to construc¬
tion expense. One translator can
rebroadcast the programs of only
one station but with additional
equipment more stations can be
rebroadcast.
Latest translator to go on the
air is operated by the Army to
bring tv entertainment to 3,500
tank trainees at Camp Irvin, Calif.

Chi AFTHA
: Continued from page 22 ;

COMMERCIALS:

CITIES SERVICE
LENTHERIC
VITALIS

threefold, from $15 to $45; in local
tv, daytime and late night 30% pay
discount was rescinded; sportscasters in both tv and local, and re¬
gional radio got up to 50% fee
hikes; net. staff announcers got a
$20 weekly pay boost, from $135,
to $155, plus increases in special
program fees, from 40 to 80%.
Still to be settled are staff an¬
nouncer pacts at L. A. indie tv sta¬
tions KTLA, KTTV and KCOP,
plus three indies and KHJ-TV on
freelance tv code, with bargaining
resuming today (27).

Personal Management:

LESTER LEWIS ASSOCIATES

Omaha—Heart-of-the-Black Hills
Stations, which operate radio out¬
let KRSD in Rapid City, S. D.,
have applied to the FCC for a
channel 7 tv station in that city.

Tony Miner
, Continued from page 23 ;

sons for his resignation as exec
producer, says he felt his position
should entitle him to a “moder¬
ately free hand” in programming
and balancing of shows. He said
the agency nix of his “Poznan Trial”
project topped aa series of tJther
turn downs, two in the. past and
three upcoming projects including
Eugene O’Neil’s “The Great God
Brown” and “Song of the Scaffold,”
based on a book by Gertrude von
LeFort. Past projects nixed in¬
cluded “Loyalties,” dealing with
anti-semitism, and “The Last
Spin,” dealing with juvenile delin¬
quency.
The withdrawal from the inde¬
pendent producing company he
founded came after Miner was
given a monetary settlement for
his interest in the outfit.. Unit
Four currently is redistributing
Miner’s functions among the three
remaining members of the team.
Jerry Helman, of the Ashley-Steiner agency, which has been repre¬
senting Unit Four, has been named
programming and administrative
exec in the new setup.

Au-NnmiuTHojr
IN WRCA RADIO BOW
WRCA, the NBC Radio flagship
in N. Y., which several years ago
inaugurated the first all-night clas¬
sical music segment in “Music
Through the Night,” has a new allnight disker up its sleeve. New
show, which starts Dec. 8, is called
Marathon,” and will feature the
complete works of individual stars
in single sessions with top names
acting as host-narrators on the
show.
First show will he devoted en¬
tirely to the recordings and sound¬
tracks of Frank Sinatra, and Sam¬
my Davis Jr. has agreed to host
it. Judy Garland will be the sub¬
ject of the second or third show,
with the station dickering for Miss
Garland herself to host the stanza,
which starts at Saturday midnight
and runs till 6 a. m. Sunday and
doesn’t interfere with her Palace,
N. Y., stint. Lined up for this
month will also be the works of
Perry Como and a Christmas show
with Basil Rathbone doing read¬
ings, recordings (and plugging his
“Stingiest Man in Town” tv spec
stint). Set for sometime in Janu¬
ary will be a show on “the spoken
word,” embracing drama* poetry,
■et al.
‘Marathon” Will replace the cur¬
rent Saturday night occupant
“Hi-fi.” On other nights, “Music
Through the Night” still holds
forth.

Nil M-G Fix Biz
Continued from page 23 ;

or producers who wished to buy
time. The WQXR, WABC fond
WPA$- aren’t firm because the sta¬
tions have requested copy for the
spots before accepting the business.
Only WINS has definitely said yes.
Subject of the ad campaign, big¬
gest in WCBS-TV history, is the
first week’s showings of the Metro
library on the “Early Show” and
“Late Show,’’ with the biggest push
going for Saturday’s - (1) showing
of Clark Gable in “Command De¬
cision.” Station is launching a
heavy newspaper campaign start¬
ing Friday (30) afternoon with full
pages in three dailies, and more
full pages in all the Sunday papers.
Heavy newspaper ads will continue
through the month. On the sta¬
tion-promotion level, there will be
spots plus a special half-hour pre¬
view program Saturday afternoon
from 5:30 to 6, with George Bryan
hosting. All told, with trade deals,
on-the-air promotion plus paid ra¬
dio and newspaper ads, the cam¬
paign will run to about $200,000.
McCann-Erickson is handling the
time and space-buying for WCBSTV.

-Press Conference’
i

Continued from page 29 i

Since the-sternwheelers first
opened our Ohio River Valley to
large-scale trade, this region has
constantly steamed ahead to
greatef%ndustrial records."
Today, its array of manufacture
ing is the most vast in America
... a solid head-of-steam typified
by our own doorstep counties of
Cabell and Kanawha (the Huntington-Charleston area) where—
say preliminary reports of the
new U. S. Census of Manufac¬
tures — the value of industry
alone is up 55% since 1947,
currently over one billion dollars!
This is only part of what you can
command with WSAZ-TV. Sur¬
rounding our near-quarter-mile*
high tower lies America’s 23rd
television market — four states
wide, four billion dollars deep.in
buying potential. \ou leave .a
smart wake when you sail aboard
WSAZ-TV. Any Katz office can
make out a profitable bill of lad¬
ing for you.

Martha Rountree and her co-pro¬
ducer, who served as moderator,
Details were handled on the trip
by Very Clay of the RountreePresbrey staff. Three U. S. news¬
men also flew the ocean for the
show—David Sentner, Washington
bureau chief for Hearst Newspa¬
pers; Leslie Carpenter, D. C. cor¬
respondent for the Houston Post
and1 other southwest newspapers;
and Herman Lowe, Washington bu¬
reau chief for the Philadelphia HUNTINGTON-CHARLESTON, W. VA.
Daily News and Variety. Nine
London bureau chiefs for AmeriAffiliated with Radio Station*
con newspapers and wire services, WSAZ, Huntington & WGKV. Charleston
previously arranged for, completed LAWRENCE H. ROGERS, PRESIDENT
Represented by The Katz Agency m
the 12-man panel that interviewed
Gaitskell.

pmmrf
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AT&T Eyes More
Scientific TV’ers

4
“Our Mr. Sun,” the hour-long
-Frank Capra telefilm shown on
CBS - TV last week, is merely
the first in a series of periodical
scientific tv’ers to he- done under
the sponsorship of American Tele¬
phone & Telegraph. Several more
are in the celluloidal works, with
the first two new ones being on
blood circulation and cosmic ray§.
It doesn't seem likely that Capra
will fit the pieces of film already
shot for the new" stanzas 'together
until h6 estimates the reaction to
the first of the “science with an
entertainment fillip” shows. By
keeping unedited film footage it
will be easier to make any neces¬
sary forniat switches.
An interesting background note
to the exposure of “Sun” is that so
far it has cost AT&T some $250,000, but Don Jones, who represents
the N. W. Ayer agency as assistant
producer to Capra, says that full
cost has not been estimated, and as
a result the price might ultimately
go higher. But perhaps of even
more note is the belief that this
may be the first show in tv’s his¬
tory to take the better part of four
years to make.
Jones began blueprinting the
series five years ago. Four years
ago, Capra, as producer-director,
started devoting full time to the
project. In 1954, when most of
the “Sun” footage was finished,
they took-time to work on the
other npeQmihg shows, returning to
this week's tvcast a year later to
add new sequences. The third
man working full time on the
“four-year * plan” was film editor
Frank Keller.

NBC-TV’SSROON
NEW VEAR’S GRIDCASTS
NBC-TV achieved a New Year’s
Day SKQ status this week with the
sale of the remaining half-sponsor¬
ship of- the Cotton Bowl game to
Bristol-Myers. Web had previously
sold the other half to Carter Prod¬
ucts. B-M. deal was set through
both its agencies, Young & Rubicam and Doherty, Clifford, Steers
& Shenfield.
Web’s Jan. 1 lineup of specials
is now fully sponsored, with Min¬
ute Maid and Florists’ Telegraph
Delivery Service bankrolling the
Tournament . of Roses Parade in
the morning, B-M and Carter tak¬
ing on the Cotton Bowl in the early
afternoon and Gillette sponsoring
the Rose Bowl in lath afternoon.

WWSW’s Hoopcasts

EADIO^ELEHSION

signed unit, has refused to accept
negotiating committee’s recom¬
mended contract. Conferences are
continuing,-Continued from page 22
Month-long strike may also have
and $125 for newsmen. Slight repercussions after papers resume
stepups were agreed to in multi¬ publishing in that guildsmen failed
to achieve their freedom to appear DO YOU KNOW?
ple rates, etc.
With Lyman Bryson; Dr. Lloyd
on commercial broadcasting.
AFTRA now is negotiating with
Motts, guest
agencies for renewal of freelance
Producer: George Crothers
code among 52 signatories. Chief
Director: Ed Oats
AFTRA objective is to realize
30 Mins., Tues., 9:30 p.m.
CBS, from New York
union personnel on all shows thus
avoiding what AFTRA terms “un- —.—. Continued from page 23 -1
Short of a year ago, when
de^ cutting of rates to talent.”
mote pickups from parties,, niteries WNYC, the radio station operated
Newspaper strike, meanwhile, and other showfolk convivial gath¬ by N.Y.C., had greater hopes than
continues with broadcasting indus¬ erings. Additionally, new talent it does now of getting a UHF
try reporting November will mean search will be intensified, whether channel in Manhattan, it planned
a gross $400,000 beyond usual” fig¬ it be found in studios or small
to make it a tv station for special¬
ures because of the failure of cafes.
papers to publish since the begin¬
If Linkroum’s three-city tale gets- ized interests, believing that reach¬
ning of the month. Possibility ex¬ L3C prexy Robert SarnofT’s ap¬ ing small special interest groups
ists strike may end this week as proval, he and assistant Norman was its only justification for being
only one of 11 crafts still remains Frank will return here next week alongside the town's seven com¬
to sign.
to set up this phase of the tri-city mercial V’s. CBS Radio, its own
Strike has produced a crazy-quilt hookup for early January teeoff nighttime^ audience cut away sub¬
pattern of charges and lawsuits Local segment would air from here
that will tax a Philadelphia lawyer. for net at 8:30 p. m., Monday- stantially throughout the country
Newspaper Guild, whose Press’ through-Friday, and be seen in by mass television, has been going
unit precipitated strike When Hollywood on a fast kine at 11:30 in for this specialized programming
too, but,- unlike WNYC and its
management and unit failed to plm.
abortive venture, it hasn’t made up
agree on salary terms^ now claims
Kansas
City—Larry
Ray
last
its
mind whether it’s fish or fowl.
it is being locked-out since it has
week
resigned
as
one
of
the
two
The
radio network carries many of
a contract. Also, Guild points out
announcers of play-by-play of the the shows that once helped it
that many of the other crafts have Kansas
City
Athletics
for
the
garner
its big ratings, such as the
contracts that don't expire ' for Schlitz Brewing Co., and accepted dramatics
and musical variety pro¬
some time, hence publishers could a position as announcer for the ra¬ ductions, but it also goes in for
have been putting out News, Press, dio and television coverage of the programs like “Do You Know?”
Plain Dealer.
Publishers, have Baltimore Orioles for the Guen¬ Despite its faults, the new program
maintained that all crafts must ther Brewing Co. there. His new is still good, but shovelled into the
sign before resumption of work appointment becomes effective Tuesday 9:30 p.m. time with hardly
and photo-engravers, remaining un¬ Dec. 1.
1 any fanfare and surrounded by

Gleve. Strike

- Radio Reviews

‘Battle of Elbows9
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A History
success with movies
since 1950!
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...as well-known in Chicago for superior
product and maximum, audience as State Street!

i • FOR LEASE •
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BROADCASTING
TV STUDIOS

&

Ample MoJorn Seating for
Audience Participation
• AIR CONDITIONED •

Exclusive Agents
610 S. Main St*
TRinlty 1214
Los Angeles 14, Calif.

ON EVERY CHANNEL \

BROOKS
COSTUMES
3 Wwl N*l II., N.Y.C..T*!. ft. 7-5109

*3Z*.

tSS&k MOVIES on channel 9 have dominated
*'
the Chicago audience from 10 P.M. to
sign-off for almost seven years.
te-;

l"'+ /s'.'V*
l'
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Pittsburgh, Nov. 27.
WWSW has just closed a deal to
broadcast all of the Pitt and Duquesne U. basketball games at
home this season. So far indie
station hasn’t lined up a sponsor,
but has a flock of feelers out.
-Most active bankrollers locally
for sports are the beer companies
but they’re out bn this setup since
colleges won’t permit any of their,
athletic teams to be aired by
sudsers.

HOLLYWOOD
I on VINE

mass ventures, it may be weeks
before the eggheads discover it—•
that’s if volatile CBS doesn’t re¬
place it with another program
before anyone can say “13-week
cycle.”
Lyman Bryson, the Columbia U.
professor emeritus and the Colum¬
bia Broadcasting professor merito¬
rious, began the new program
Tuesday (13). As could be expected
of any of his ventures, it delved
into the world of ideas. Each week
he’s going to discuss a different
topic with a different specialist.
First go around had Dr. Lloyd
Motts, teacher of astronomy at Co¬
lumbia, who described in detail the
, plans to launch the much-talked-of
artificial earth satellite in conjunc¬
tion with the National Geophysical
Year.
Program began slowly, since
Bryson permitted Motts, an inex¬
perienced radio hand, to spout at
uninterrupted length. The outcome
was that Motts sounded as though
he were laboring unsuccessfully
over a prepared script.- Finally,
when Bryson broke in, first to ask
for a differentiation between
kinetic and potential energy, the
pace picked up.
Even the trained student needs
someone to explain new ideas at
their most elementary level, and
Bryson helps do that admirably.
Art.
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,.and now, the Thursday 10 p.m. story:
In July, WGN-TV introduced the best first run movie
product available in this period. The rating jumped fronf
an ARB average of 8.7 to an average 22.9—an increase oi
163%!
We hit another jackpot on Thursday* Oct. 11 with "Hov£
Green Was My Valley,” when ARB gave this period A
whopping

73.8 share of audience
28*1 high quarter hour

c

Eastern Advertising Solicitation Office

441 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 11

220 E. 42nd Stv New York 17,

'

L
;>^t &&

AVAILABLE
Announcements In this pro¬
gram! Check your WGN-TV
. representative for Immediate
Availabilities,1
•t***®®®®®®®«®®*«®®®®®®®®®4

Just another footnote to a history
of success in film programming^
consistency that counts!
JlVe can now provide clients with,
|he best product of three major.
Hollywood companies:

WGN-TV'5”-”
Midwest Office

{> ^

9

1 Also represented by

Edward Retry & Company, Inc.

Writ© or phone today
for a pulse quickening
audition of our newest
rating winner "MEN OF
ANNAPOLIS"!
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ABC TV’s 12-Pilot Gleam
s Continued from page 22

ly called “Colt 45,” but the net¬
work is dropping that title.) War¬
ner's half-hour programs will be
a meller and a half-hour adven¬
ture. Walt Disiney will also come
another half-hour for next season,,
an adventure type with live action.
Among the other plans disclosed
by ABC-TV was the mention a few
weeks ago of an hour live dramatic
show and an hour live variety for¬
mat. More recently the network
expressed hope that both could be
done out of New York. The net¬
work is working closely for the
present with MCA on the variety
show.
Other telefilm shows on the
ABC-TV docket for 1957 are ex¬
pected to hew to the heavy adven¬
ture-western concept of “bread
and butter" programming favored
by Treyz. Web is still shopping
among producers who are willing
to make a production tieup with
the web. Last week there was
mention of new dickers with Walt
Disney on a third ABC-TV series,
but the nature of the series has
not been disclosed.
Pilots on new ABC-TV shows
will be made away from the War¬
ner lot, since the network said that
accommodations for indie produc¬
ers under the ABC-TV banner will
probably not be ready until late
in spring. Plus the 14 shows ABC

BENSON EXITING TPA
FOR SLOT AT CBS-TV
Murray Beeson is exiting his
post as director of merchandising
for Television Programs of Amer¬
ica this week to join CBS-TV as
sales manager of the web’s mer¬
chandising division. He’ll report
to merchandising director Syd
Rubin, who’s been doing a virtual
solo on the stint since moving from
NBC a couple of. years back.
Benson’s only been with TP A a
few weeks, having moved over to
the telefilm outfit after several
years with Martin Stone. Latter,
with its own merchandising-pro¬
duction operation, had been serv¬
icing TPA, which now is on the
prowl for a new merchandising
head.

MARKET
One of America's important
TV

areas—the

Channel

8

Multi-City Market! Here 3Vz
million people, with $5%
billion, to spend every year,
own 917,320 TV sets.
Channel 8 Multi-City Market
Reading
Lebanon
Pottsville
Hazleton
Chambersburg ■’ Shamokin
Waynesboro
Mount Carmel
I Frederick
Bloomsburg
Lewisburg
Westminster
Carlisle
Lewistown
Sunbury
Lock Haven
Martinsburg
Hagerstown
316,000 WATTS

STEINMAN STATION
CLAIR McCOLLOUGH, Pres.

Lotsa Winchell Confusion
Continued from page 21

Winchell because, according to
L&N senior v.p. Nick Keesely, the
ciggie outfit is “embarking on a
new marketing strategy” that in¬
Coast Expansion Program
volves* cancellation of all their tv
Hollywood, Nov. 27.
except Jackie Gleason, to whom
From ABC’s Television Center
they’re firmly committed until
at Prospect and Talmadge will
next summer, and the reallocation
emanate twice as many live pro¬
or advertising coin, “Cigaret busi¬
grams next season as this year’s
ness is constantly changing,” Kee¬
output of three and a half hours
weekly. These will be progressively
sely said, “and we’ve got to change
increased, according to Leonard
vfith it.” He said he was very
Goldenson, prexy of American
happy with the show, that it was
Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres.
a good one, but. that the new mar¬
Blueprints are now being studied
keting plans, coming*1 on top of a
for a vast expansion program that
recent executive shift at Old Gold,
would give the site eight stages for
made the' cancellation necessary.
live originations. The Austin Co.
Toni,' which Old Gold ‘ brought in
has completed plans for four new
as alternate sponsor, is going along
stages, an administration building
with the Old Gold decision and
and the modernization of the stu¬
will
likewise pull out. Winchell in¬
Continued from page 22
—dio’s present facilities for televis¬
dicated one area of client dissatis¬
ing live shows. Goldenson took the old network—union contracts in faction, however, he said that Old
blueprints back to N. Y. for ex¬ order to diminish labor costs. It Gold boss Bud Gruber objected to
haustive study and recommenda¬ still is negotiating with the direc¬ the colorcasting of the show be¬
tions to the board of directors.
tors guild for reductions.
cause the black and white signal
Vine St. radio .quarters will be
DuMont Broadcasting has had on the commercials was fuzzy.
abandoned and the entire opera¬ to sustain the cost of the large and
Winchell indicated that if he,
tion moved to TV Center when overly-equipped (for a local opera¬ does make a new deal, it will be a
facilities are made available. Gold¬ tion) DuMont Telecentre in N. Y. far more substantial one,. While
enson said there will be no changes It was this fall that it was able to the production cost of the show was
made here either in tv or radio reduce operating costs by renting $40,000 ($90,000 including time),
and that John Mitchell is remain¬ its two largest studios to CBS-TV. Winchell got only $15,000, out of
ing on the coast for a few weeks DuMont adds that its two . stations which he had to pay $7,500 for
to make an analysis of the opera¬ are saddled with film costs in¬ talent, the columnist said.' He in¬
tions here and in Frisco.
curred before December of 1955, dicated he’d demand at least $16,It has not yet been determined when DuMoinit Broadcasting was 00d personally, the same amount
where AB-PT would produce its divided from parent company Du- j he got for his news show where “I
Laboratory, Inc.Both ^ould sit down ■ for 12Vfc minutes
theatrical pictures, and a studio Mont
away from Warners is a possibility, WABD and WTTG had several sec¬ and wear my hat with nobody com¬
Goldenson said. The first of the ond-run features that had already plaining.” He’s getting $75,000 in
block of five or six exploitation been played to death. It sustained severance money, but won’t be
pictures with a cost ceiling of a further loss, execs say, by dump¬ able to .pocket any. of it since it
$500,000 would be ready for re¬ ing the lucrative Better Living must go for taxes. The columnist
lease by March, he said. These will Through Television pitch , biz from still wants to do a news show, and
said he would “give it all to the
be made exclusively for theatrical the weekend sked.
but later may show lip on televi¬ 'The rebuilding process has been birds,” referring to the variety
sion. Warners is looking to the slow, the station declared, and if stanza, “for my tv newscast. I’ve
overseas market for the hour it hadn’t spent $400,0Q0. in new got to get it back even If I have to
shows it is producing for ABC-TV equipment in 1956, the year would go to an independent Jersey sta¬
and several of the “Cheyenne” se¬ have broken even. WABD has no tion.” He said he’s been assured by
ries have been sold in England.
easily definable format like the NBC brass that he’ll get the news
three other N. Y. indies, WPIX show but they told him, “Let’s get
the other show on the road first,”
Cincinnati—Jack Frazier is the with half-hours and WQR and he said.
new director of client service for WATV with features, but the latest
Calls Ratings a ‘Racket’
Crosley Broadcasting Corp. He local Nielsens (Sept. 23-Oct. 20)
While Winchell insisted he
was stepped up from director of show it building to fourth spot
radio and tv merchandizing by most of the time, ranking directly hadn’t been cancelled because of
ratings, he declared he’s launching ’
after the three network keys.
Robert E. Dunville, president.
a campaign against the rating sys¬
tem and that he would try to get
Congress to investigate them. Two]
Republican senators and one Demo-1
cratic congressman have asked him
to furnish proof, he said, and hej
Radio Corp. of America will hit the same $1,000,000,000-plus volume has documentation to prove that
gross for 1956 as it did last year when board chairman General David the rating systems are “a racket,”
Sarnoff asked, as one of the “presents” for his 50th anni with'the Com¬ He nanted a list of people he would
pany—coincidentally his 65th birthday—that the corporation report a get to . testify, and said Bishop
billion in sales. This was a first in the history of the company under Fulton‘J. Sheen would be his
prexy Frank M. Folsom’s merchandising aegis. This year will see an “star witness.”
.
encore billion. Net may be down because much of the color tv and
(For the record, Winchell didn’t
other research has been charged against this year’s take.
do so hot on the Nielsen ratings.
. Danny Kaye occupied Ed. Murrow’s customary CBS-TV Studio 41 seat The service has reported results
on Monday (26) in a closed-circuit press conference to local editors of the first three weeks of the
plugging “The Secret Life of Danny Kaye,” which is the “See It Now” Winchell stanza, and on all three
presentation next Sunday (2). Murrow, originally scheduled to appear he ran behind his “Zane Grey The¬
at the closed-circuit with Kaye, was hooked up via two-way audio f£om atre” and “Crossroads'” competi¬
tion. On Oct. fc, he drew a 20.9
his Pawling, N.Y. farm, where he had taken a week off.
Reason for the week’s vacation was the overwork encountered in total audience and 17.7 average
Murrow’s trip to the Mid-East to cover the crisis there. He’s due back audience, against the “ZGT” 22.1
on “Person to Person” Friday night (31), but won’t return to his CBS TA and 20.2 AA-and “Crossroads’ ”
Radio news show, where he’s being spelled by Larry LeSeuer, until next 20.4 and 18.3. On Oct. 12, he had
Monday. In the Kaye press feed, he “represented” the newspapermen a 20.8 TA and an 18.5 AA and on
19.4 TA and 17.9 AA.
by asking questions of Kaye mailed in previously. “Secret Life” is a Oct. 19
The two-week average came to 20.1
pictorialization of Kaye’s world tour in behalf of UNICEF.
TA and 18.2AA, as compared with
CBS'Foundation Inc.hasrniadfc grants.ranging from $1,000 to $2,500 to “Zane Grey’s” two-week 23.0 TA
five privately-supported coBeges’and universities in the names of CBS and 21.1 AA and “Crossroads’ ”
women employees with 15 .<a> mere years of service. Grant of $1,000
is made, when a woman graduate completes 15 years of service at CBS,
with $500 additional for each additional five years. New grants are
$2,500 to Syracuse U., for Agnes Law, librarian; $1,500, Oberlin Col¬
lege, Esther Dobbins, manager of the program information division of
the CBS Reference Dept.; Simmons College, $1,000, Alice Santti, man¬
ager of contract division of CBS Radio Spot Sales; Eastern Nazarene
College, $1,000, Olive. Tracy, graphics presentation specialist, CBS
Radio'; and Connecticut College for Women, $1,000, Emma Schaumann,
supervisor in accounting for Columbia Records in Bridgeport,

will directly control, there should
be several others made available
through regular outside sources.

DuMont

Inside Stuff-Radio-TV
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21.2 TA and 19.2 AA. Winchell
was rated every week because of
his alternate-sponsor pattern, but
only two-week averages are avail¬
able on his competition because of
their single sponsorship.)

‘Merlon’
Continued from page 21 — ■

rights to the Arthur Schnitzler
properties,” said Cooper.
Frank Cooper Associates nego¬
tiated the deal involving CBS, Law¬
rence Klee and the Cooper agency
whereby the 'vidpix series, “The
Lineup,” was sold to Columbia for
theatrical filming. Klee is the orig¬
inal creator of the teleshow. Sterl¬
ing Silliphant will screenplay film
which ‘will be produced by Jaime
del Valle, who is producer of the
tversion. Warner. Anderson and
Tom Tully, who have the leads in
the tv show, will reprise their roles
in the" film version.
Tacoma — Larry Corino, sales
manager of .KTNT-TV here, has
been named station manager, re¬
placing Leonard Higgins, who has
moved to post of director of sta¬
tion relations.

STILL ON TOP IN
SEVEN-CHANNEL
NEW YORK
FOR MiEINGOLD*
117 half hour TV films.
Details upon request
* Now In furtfi consecutive year.

FILM
SYNDICATION
10 M4th St, Hew rorM^OXfwd 7-5880
COMEDY WRITER
Seeks tie-up with up and coming comle.
Original TV, Radla, special material. Willing
to cooperate, t noed yeu and. ygu need me,
eo let's let together.

Write/Box V-770, Variety, 0311 Yucca St.,
Hollywood 28, Cal.

* Television Advertising Bureau has inked for five more years with
N. C. Rorabaugh to continue its quarterly tv spot expenditure reports.
Rorabaugh rounds up billings info on 294 tv stations.
Four reports, the first of their kind, were issued on spot iiffthe last
year. Past reports cover the national spot spending in the last three
months of 1955 through September of this year. Norman (Pete) Cash,
TvB prexy, said the first year Rorabaugh contract was a trial that
proved the spot reports “are most valuable and reliable.”
Sequel to Arthur Hailey’s international sales of “Flight Into Danger”
(also to the movies) and two other tv plays first done on Canadian
Broadcasting Corp.’s network is a pair of other sales, on*film, to BBCTV. These are “The Sponger” by Rita. Greer Allen (from John Coul¬
ter’s original) and “The Magic Life” by Joseph Schull (from Ann Maud
Henry’s short story in MacLean’s), Both were produced by Leo Orenstein and both starred Gerald Sarracini, now w.k. on U.S. tv. (Latter
co-starred Alene Kamins.) Original writers and adapters in both cases
are, like Hailey, Canadians. Another, Lister Sinclair, has had a threeact stage play, “The Blood Is Strong,” done twice on BBC radio and
twice on BBC-TV, after being done four times on CBC radio and twice
on CBC-TV. All adaptations were his own. Originally done on stage
by Jupiter Theatre, Toronto, “The Blood Is Strong” has just been pub¬
lished by Book Society of Canada.

£ontettt CHARLES C* BARRY* Vlca-praaldant
MOM-TV, aaarvlca of Loawte Incorporated
1940 Mroadway, itaw York, N. Y. * JUcteon 12-2000
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Par-Universal Libraries
S55555 Continued from page 27
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ested in the purchase imply that stations distributing to other sta¬
they could guarantee $35,000,000 tions is how much will it cost to
establish, at very least, a skeleton
far more easily than any distrib. unit
to handle requests by non¬
Guarantee would be made, it was charter stations. This leaves the
originally explained, on the basis decision as to who will do the dis¬
of, each stations* cash reserve, tribution and handle the bookkeep¬
thereby eliminating the need for ing, too. Another part to this prob¬
large bank loans at the big interest lem is that the buyers must make
rates paid by distribs. The names allowance above the initial price
of Westinghouse, Storer, Crosley, paid the major studios for the price
Triangle, DuMont, WDSU (New of prints. Question is; how few
Orleans!, were among those later prints can these 35 or 40 stations
said to be involved as charter sta¬ make—or buy—and still arrive at a
tions. It's understood that, since satisfactory system of bicycling
the story broke in the trade papers, them?
several of the large stations have
expressed interest in the tieup.
Since this “group deal” calls for
resale of the Par or U-I Libraries
beytind the use they are put to on
■■■ -• Continued from page 27 ‘"*
the charter stations, two problems
debate program, and the current
car-not be escaped;
Resale to other stations, whether travel half-hour filmed show.
imlhe same market as charter sta¬
Beginning Dec. 17, the 6 to 6:30
tions or outside the charter, mar¬ p.- m. slot will carry the following
kets, brings up the auestion of non- skeins “His Honor, Homer Bell,”
advertising income. Charter, stations “Willie” and “My Hero,” some of
still havp to fiind out how to appor¬ which will be stripped on different
tion in detail income derived via dis¬ days. In the 6:30 to 7 p. m. slot,
tribution. Explanation is they will i the station will draw from a group
get back income in direct propor¬ of six skeins. In the 9 to 10 p.m.
tion to their individual investment period, the station will have “State
shares, so that' stations, which nor¬ Trooper,” “O. Henry,” “Crusader”
mally want to get off with as low an and “War in the Air” for two nights
investment as ooss’ble for their of the week and one hour of mys¬
share in anv collective enterprise, tery theatricals for the remainder
will be most willing to invest heav- of the week, for which it recently
ilv to benefit from similarly heavy bought the Screen Gems'' mystery
returns. Rut stations aren’t going package.
to rush into b\g investments until
The New .York RKO Teleradio
they've determined just how big station, which heretofore had about
the potential returns are from non¬ 70% of its programming devoted to
charter stations. It’s nonetheless theatricals, found it was missingan excellent scheme on paper, the out on some half-hour business with
skeptics admit, as they wait for the its heavy pix schedule. Introduc¬
actual mechanics to be worked out. tion of skeins is sought to correct
The second problem arising from that, although the accent of the
station remains on theatricals. The
Ted Steele afternoon show remains
the only “live” show on the station.
Another factor cueing the change
is the altered first-run pix situation
in the New York market, with all
seven stations now telecasting firstrun cinematics to a varying degree.

W0R-TV

Dailies Reaping
j-i | ji-.-r- - Continued from page 27

10 E. 44th St.f New York 17, OXford 7-5880

attempting to grab space for their
new film bundles even though
they represent multi-million dol¬
lar programming investments and
figure to. drastically alter the com¬
plexion of Ohi television, over the
next few months.
The kind of coin that’s being ear¬
marked for newspaper placement
here is considered a fair sample of
the trend in other cities where the
various stations are unleashing
their new-to-tv features with a lot
of premier promotion cannonad¬
ing. And with the tv ad-promotion
strategists reconciled to the ex¬
pectations that the deluge of vir¬
ginal pictures this season presages
an era of intense channel shopping
by the tv fans, the advertising
campaigns are viewed as continu¬
ing “necessary evils” to keep up
with the competition.
For example, WBKB has ear¬
marked nearly $30,000 for the
four Chi dailies to kick off and to
keep rolling its RKO “Movietime
U.S.A.” feature parlays which
start next Monday night (3) at
10 p.m. C&C Corp, seller of ,the
RKO library, is cooperating with

WHAT IS IT?
We don’t know. Couldn’t care less.
But we do know that if you ad¬
vertise it on KSTP-TV you can
sell it... and plenty more like it.
The Northwest’s first TV sta¬
tion, KSTP-TV effectively and
economically sells a market of
615,000 TV families and $ Four
Billion in spendable income.

fTTTTT

KSTP-TV-®

O o O

HIHHEAPOUS-ST.PWJL Basic NBC Affiliate
'This
I0WAK0 MTVT

t, COMTAHY INC

Ceadfaf QfafotC
HATK&M MPMtlHTATtVM

the station on a full page ad in the
Chicago Tribune next Sunday (2)
and a full page in the Daily News
on Monday (3).
Bulk of WBKB’s budget, how¬
ever is going into paid listing in
all the local sheets. Approximately
$20,500 has set aside for this cam¬
paign which will run through Feb.
7, and likely will be continued
after that date.
At WBBM-TV which starts un¬
reeling its Metro catalog Dec. 15,
it’s understood a $30,000 kitty has
been reserved for newspaper dis¬
play and listing ads. Launching
splash includes a 1,000-line ad in
the Trib, underwritten by MGM.
WGN-TV, which heretofore had
the Windy City film sweepstakes
virtually alone, started the first
series of display ads in its history
last month. Foote, Cone & Belding, station’s new agency, spent an j
estimated $12,000 for layouts in the
Trib and. the American during
October and November, spotlight¬
ing Channel 9’s firstrun films. It’s
understood a similar pace will be
maintained in future months.

CBS Creative Buildup
-— ■ - Continued from pa Re 21

staff contracts, Ralph Nelson and
Vincent J. Donehue. Also on a
staff director status is another ex“Philcoite,” Arthur Penn.
Playwright Sidney Kingsley, who
had been signed a year ago to
script several teleplays for the
web, has extended his operations
to include the development of a
new series, “The World in White,”
.based on his “Men in* White,”,
which isrslated for a January show¬
ing. In "another area, Lee Cooley
was signed to a two-year producerdirector contract, with his initial
assignment being the development
of “The Big Record” but obviously
free to take on other musical-vari¬
ety chores at the web.
It all points to a big program
buildup, for next fall. One area is
already being projected—the Sat¬
urday night hourlong trio coinprisMason” series at 9 and “Big Recing Jackie Gleason at 8, the “Perry
ord” at 10. Also a key effort is
to be the “Seven Lively Arts” se¬
ries, with the network pouring lotsa
coin into that one. The undisputed
success of the web’s new 90-minute
“Playhouse 90” every-week dra¬
matic series makes it a virtual cer¬
tainty that there will be more of
the same next year, which Would
explain some of the new manpower.
Most significant, however, Is the
utter failure of this season’s new
programming to register with
either viewers, critics or sponsors.
The new situation comedies, the
dramatic anthologies, the adven¬
ture and mystery shows, all have
shown signs of breaking down in
their appeal. What’s needed, Co¬
lumbia apparently feels, is some
bold groundbreaking ventures in
the fields of dramatics and the arts.

Sinatra to ADC
-
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Television on a Censor Spree
—--

-- Continued 'from page i

sor, purportedly because of a
“Winchellism” on Adlai Stevenson.
However, the Winchell situation is
unique rather than an offshoot of
the soul-searching and script sift¬
ing currently in vogue.)
The distress signals even now
being flaunted by Unit Four Pro¬
ductions, which is responsible for
the'' NBC-TV “Kaiser Aluminum
Hour,” over which Young & Rubicam keeps an ever-alert censorial
eye on behalf of its Kaiser client,
is part and parcel of the present
patrolling to maintain a 100% or¬
thodoxy and purity on tv presenta¬
tions.
Situation came to a head only
last week when Worthington L.
(Tony) Miner relinquished his role;
of executive producer of the series
—the culmination of a succession ]
of hassles and differences involv¬
ing Kaiser and Y & R over story I
properties. Not long back, Y & R j
and its client rejected a production |
of John Galsworthy’s “Loyalties”
(even though it had been okayed'
by NBC and had received the bless¬
ings of the American Jewish Com¬
mittee, which had been consulted
on the advisability of doing the
show). The fact that “Loyalties”;
was not new to television, having
been done as an hour dramatic
vehicle a few years back (without
any discernible distress or harm
to the American viewing public)’
has only served to compound the*
confusion and bewilderment.
Similarly, it Was the" Minersparked ]Jnit Four Productions
that had proposed doing a drama¬
documentary on the “Poznan
Trials” (particularly since the sat-,
ellite situation is the hottest Page
1 news of the year), only to meet
with a “no can do” from the Y & RKaiser high command.. Prior to
that the agency turned down a
Unit Four juve delinquency story.
On top of all that has come the
rejection of still another script that
has done tv duty on at least a
couple of occassions in the past.
This is the Elliott Nugent-James
Thurber “Male Animal,” which, of
course, has also been through the
legit-pix wars. But all of a sudden
“Male Animal” has become too hot
to handle for tv because its leading
character reads passages from the
Sacco-Vanzetti papers. ^Considered
as a spec for “Producers’ Show¬
case,” it was nixed on the grounds
“the sponsor wouldn’t .like it,” and*
subsequently Henry Fohda turned
down the script for “Hallmark Hall
of Fame” due to a sponsor chill
on the Sacco-Vanzetti angle.
Now comes word of an impend¬
ing rhubarb over an attempt to
dramatize, the Meyer Levin novel,
“Compulsion,” as a tv entry for
the “Alcoa Hour/’ Levin’s book,
though fictional, -is a factual re¬
creation of the Leopold-Loeb mur¬

■
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Cross-Breeding
------ Continued from pa Re 27

the broached avenue, nevertheless
represents a growth area for both
the motion picture and tv media
that hardly was scouted when the
majors began their tv selling.
The only pattern that can be dis¬
tinguished from the array of
mushrooming off-shoots of the un*
ion is that the lines separating the
motion picture business and the tv
field are growing dimmer, , with
each medium feeling freer to cross
the domain of the other. And the
possibility is present that one day
there may be one organization, re¬
ferring to American BroadcastingParamount Theatres, which would*
be in the entire film spectrum of
entertainment, from telefilm to
theatrical production to a network
tv operation alongside ownership
of theatres. AB-PT currently is
seeking Washington approval for
its planned entrance into motion
picture production and once shoot¬
ing on theatrical films is underway,
telefilm production would be a nat¬
ural extension.

WRITER WANTED
For Television Series, ta create situation
comedy scripts for • Chapltnesqne type af
character. If yau can write pantyntfne be¬
havior as well as lines, contact:
Wells Productions, Box V-2S, Variety
154 West 4Sth St., New York 36, N.Y.'

■: Continued from page 21

or comedy. He’ll do a total of 40
shows a season under the deal.
DeaL> is probably the most ex¬
pensive half-hour package in tele¬
vision today.
Sinatra, who’s
worked both NBC and CBS in the
past, hasn’t had a regular show in
.some years, but over the past few
'months has been the most soyght.after personality in the business.
That ABC was willing to outbid
the more flourishing CBS and NBC
would indicate a renewed emphasis
on program outlays by the new
ABC regime.

MAGNETIC MONEY-CLIP

gold plated
, . • Personalized!

Only

approximately on the half-hour.
Twenties go for $500 and the 10’s
for $250.
Then starting the following Sun¬
day night, Dec. 15; will be the first
of the “Late Show’” features.
They'll run off at 11 o’clock Sun¬
day, Monday and Thursday nights
and at midnight on Wednesdays
and Fridays. The Wednesday night ■
bowling show remains stet from
11 to 12 and Howard Miller’s Fri¬
day night deejay session gets cut
back to an hour, also from 11 to 12.
“Late Show,” as well as the
“Early Show” matinee slated to
bow at a later date in the cross¬
board 4:30 afternoon strip, is be¬
ing sold via the participation
route. The spots start at a maxi¬
mum of $375 each and are scaled
down with a frequency discount
that applies to both strips.

$750 J»pd.

® nlnt
in< F. T.
plus 10%
Mighty luxurious way to hold ou
to your money! Two sleek, dia¬
mond aliened gold cases—linked
by 'a gold chain, magnetically
clamp your hills together In the
smartest, safest wny everl Gift
hoxed. Personalized if you wlsl^
with one. two or three Initials,
absolutely free.

Inspired Idea for
Business Giving
Write or Call for Special
Discounts on 25 or More
And lust for luck, we’ll *end a .

WBDM
Continued from page 27 ^—?—

500,000 DRACHMA NOTE, FREE
WITH EACH MONEY CUP YOU ORDER NOW

MANSFIELD HOUSE
-3S Water St.. D.pt, 542, M»w York 4. N. Y._WH 4-T2S3-

Your Attention Please

THE HOTEL BELVEDERE
319 WEST 48th ST., NEW YORK 19
•This modern 17 story fireproof hotel is now offer¬
ing one room studio apartments, with kitchenette
• and modem tile bath at very low daily and weekly
rates. Complete Hotel Service.
•

c

der case, and as such is a socio¬
logical probing into a couple of
homos. Whether it ever gets on
the air is still a moot point.
In contrast to agency-sponsor
script rebuffs, the networks them*
selves have on recent occasions
been inclined toward taking the
"broader view” though subsequent¬
ly admitting to audience squawks,
as on the recent William Wyler
production of Somerset Maugham’s
“The Letter” as a- “Producers’
Showcase” spec, when retention of
the word “rape” (instead of “at¬
tack” as psed previously on tv)
provoked - bluenose reprisals.

PHONE Circle 6-9100

•
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Millie Considine’s
Shortwave Pickups

WCBS-TV’s Rate Revamp

Mutual’s “Millie Considine ;
Continued from page 27
the teeoff and rode surely and stage - door - canteen, praise'-the- Show,’* now originating
g from Mell" I rates are closer to the old, due to.sors were paying the undiscounted
steadily to its “Prayer of Thanks- Lord-and-pass - the - ammunition,
^
the expansion of the show to in- rate.
Continued from page 25 ;

foUet in three SAZpXoSfc ^en ' ,ig“s ‘ ^°"-ag“ov“; "Down Under" locale*
ing of the decades preceding 1909 the - world. “White Christmas,”
such special piekup on the
dates" fprSf^f)Var|aw
weekday early afternoon 15-minute
but ™ the*wholethe*canva^wM-et^an(|^™te^i?feature was made Thanksgiving
DaJ’ when tfae Olympic games got
worked in striking formation con- the piano in a stirring rendition. „a*k5!L?wlrlct
siderinff the breadth encased bv
r\*
,, . .< , under way there. Listener interest
producer Alan R. Cartoun. Latter^
^ the on-the-scene reports of
also handled the direction with lv^inteffS^
American team participations in
Ted Estabrook, with the script by music* and biff strine band* mak- the 01ymPics, plus interviews with
Harrison Cowan and Albert Miller,
jike D Rose’s “Holirtsv with »» various members of the American
w;lio presumably also were respon- There was also: time-marches-on squad, prompted the net’s program
side *or at least some of the re- new meIodies & new rhlS new director. Brad Simpson, to consearch,
styles & new rhythms—the “jump- tinue with the shortwaved presenPart I picked up at the post?Civil ing, pulsating voice of a restless tations.
Originally, MBS had

oitha

elude «'C” time. The one-two-times
^mJTngTwth
rate is 1,000, same as before; three- “g* status from 5 to 7 4 o m
four-thnes is $850, as compared to and from 11:15 to conclusion of
the old rate of $925 before annual the “Late Show.” At 5, “My Little
d£scount
after the dis- Margie” is a sellout; at 5:30-7 the
discount and $740 wafter
...
- ,.
.
. , new “Early Show is SRO with
count; the new five-times rate is Household Finance, Tea Council,
$700 as compared to $850 before Quaker Oats, Hit Parade ciggies,
and $680 after annual discount in L&M ciggies and Lambert Pharmathe Gid card
cal moving in to take on the
p
i* .,
M
- expanded time; “Seven O’clock Re¬
Reason for th€ elimination of port” remains sold-out.
the annual discount is that it
_I_
tended to make basic rates entirely
academic since virtually all adI nft£7 I nnttC Tm In
vertisers on the two feature shows
kUJJC4 LUUp$ EJU Ill
took advantage of the discount by
Music
Jo
Music formatting
formatting is
is beginning
beginn.ng^
purchasing at least one spot a week pay off on the local level. Within
throughout the year. By so doing, the past week, WCBS-TV, N.Y.. has
their heavy saturation campaigns picked up four new sponsors for
lasting a few weeks and involving its Saturday eve Vincent Lopez
much heavier volume came under show. Station Inked Hit Parade**
Parade*
the discount and in effect they ciggies, Citroid, Gallo Wine and
saved money by staying on a 52- Parliament cigs to participations on
1 week basis. Virtually no spon-1 the stanza.

vertisers’ on* tS*

“whltelace 'r01ind SalTwiS c^ntr^p&sTntAtad o? mmf ZT
for -twork
girls as well as the other—more cal comedv reflected here in nn S ‘
traditional—sex in this regard, overlong and not too'easily recogOkay from here in with a lively nizable Instrumental inning with
Greensboro—General manager of
going-over taking in the oldie could-have-danced-all-night, from 'Station WHIT in New Bern, Ray D.
songs, such as “Roll. Jordan, Roll^v my-fair-lady, through with a very Williams, was elected president of
I
4.^? t e„
g°°<l and lively group bf pairs on the Tobacco Radio Network at its
{^“t, and Robert E. Lee iWait- the terp Interpretation. It was a annual stockholders meeting at
in’ For); the first college football lulu,
1 Raleigh, Nov. 19.
game, Princeton vs. Rutgers; chew- ■ ■ ■ »'
ing gum, Mrs. O’Leary’s Cow, Bar- f—
in urn’s N. Y. Menageria, Frisco's
cable’cars, horn phono to hi fi, and
Gilbert & Sullivan’s latest work,
. 1
“The ’ Mikado,” which latter cued
this segment to the curtain as the
troupe mimed the offscreen vocals
from the G&S work. A lot of it
in this section was straight palaver, ;
well done in the Blackmer racon“tourfng" to focus the particular
atmosphere. It included such nos¬
talgic bellringers as the birth of
the cash register as well as the
peak period of Sarah Bernhardt;
shadowgraph movies' & telephone
poles, Steve Brodie & the Brook-,
lyn Bridge, N. Y-.’s “Finest” & their
gray helmets, sailors & saloons,
with prance and terp as “The Band
Played On.”
Part II brought in Joe E. Brown,
now an author as per his “Laugh¬
ter Is a Wonderful Thing.” Rhbbermouth spanned all of it from
turn-of-century forward, so with,
him at the helm it looked like a
case of coming right from the
horse's mouth instead of some
johnnycomelately
for
AFTRA
scale. There were the Gibson
Girls, sheet music giants, barber¬
shop foui*s, long-long-way-to-tipperary, yankee-doodle-dandy, regardsto-B’way, the Charleston, Scott
Fitzgerald, Texas Guinan, hootch,CaTVe^ee/al
speakeasies, Joe-sent-me, Clara .
Bow, moom-pitchers, Blues, -The
Duke (see above) and how CBS
bossman Bill Paley got him to
a
broadcast over that network, endP
of-an-era and come in LonginesWittnauer for your deserving com-,
mercial. But not before the big
set-piece* a snatch of Gershwin
followed by a full panoplied
change of pacer in Tchaikovsky’s
Romeo & Juliet Overture by the
Symphonette orch, with a ballet
duo interpreting part of it in a
quickie and then off to let the mu¬
sic getkthe full play.
6
811
. Part Iir and Will Rogers Jr. as
^ cotf® * et(l o«yu
pilot-guide from the ’30s to date—
NRA & technocracy, the double
feature Jk free - dishes, Amos ’n’
Andy & Mme. Queen, fireside
chats, Graham McNamee & Floyd . , .
z™ i ee\
^ \ do*
Gibbons, Frank Knight (the Long- . .
ines longtime plugger) & Hie. N.Y.. .
.4)“s
Philharmonic, Gershwin & Carne¬
gie Hall, theme songs & colossals,
Carmichael, Parrish & Stardust,
movie queens & matinee idols,
dancing-in-the-dark (a. little over,*.0ro^
d°f aias ^
arranged), I-got-rhythm, N. Y, &
Frisco world’s fairs, J-Bugging &
Big Apple, name bands, war songs.

Lopez Loops ’Em In
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Album Reviews

Jocks, Jukes and Disks
-fey HERM SCHOENFELD.„■
Kay Starr: “Touch and Go”-“The
Brass Ring” (RCA Victor). A swing¬
ing Latin-styled dumber, “Touch
and Go” is belted with commercial
potency by Kay Starr, who gets a
change of pace with this material.
“The Brass Ring” is a good folk
tune in a more familiar groove for
Miss Starr. Henri Rene's orch and
chorus give ace support.
Pat Boone: “Anastasia”-“Don’t
Forbid Me” (Dot). Pat Boone, who
has hit with a more rocking type
of material, domes up with a class
ballad with an Old World flavor in
“Anastasia,” title song of the 20thFox film. Boone croons it effec¬
tively with a wordless soprano
voice in the background lending
an atmospheric touch. The Jones
Boys, on the Liberty label, give
this tune a straight pop choral
treatment. On the Dot flip, “Don’t

|

mount). Freddie Montell displays a
promising crooning Style on an
excellent ballad and it could pick
up a lot of marbles if it gets the
necessary exposure. “A Broken
Pin” is neatly styled for the cur¬
rent juve market via the lyric idea
and the rhythm figures in the
background.
Les Tully: “Around the World
With Elwood Pretzel” (Flair X).
This is a funny two-sided parody
of both Elvis Presley and the “You
Are There” CBS-TV show. It's a
frantic around-the-world study of
the Presley phenomenon and the
script is spec. led with laughs. Lee
Tully, with an assist from Milt
Moss, handles the narration skill¬
fully. But the potential of this disk
and his
may be limited by coming after the
CHAMPAGNE MUSIC
“Flying Saucer” takeoffs.
(Exclusively on Coral)
The Four Coins: “Destination
275th Consecutive Week
Love”-“Time of the Year” (Epic). Aragon Ballroom—Ocean Park, Cal
ABC-TV—Sat. 9-10 P. M. E.S.T.
Sponsored by
Dodge Dealers of America
ABC-TV Mon. 9:30-10:30 p.m. EST
Sponsored by
Dodge and Plymouth Dealers of
Amei’ica
.TOUCH AND GO
.The Brass Ring

LAWRENCE WELK

Best Bets
KAY STARR
.
(RCA Victor) .
PAT BOONE .
(Dot) .

..ANASTASIA
.Don’t Forbid Me

BILLY WILLIAMS QUARTET
(Coral) .

..
.FOLLOW ME
. Stormy

LES BAXTER ORCH .
(Capitol) .

Moonlight On The Cliffs

Forbid Me” reverts back to the
more usual kind of Boone fare, an
okay number with a simple melodic
and lyric idea.
Billy Williams Quartet: “Follow
Me”-“Stormy”
(Coral).
“Follow
Me,” a pretty ballad with a lyric
that is both poetic and suggestive,
may catoh on big via this ensemble
vocal version by the Billy Williams
combo. “Stormy” is routine.
Les Baxter-Leonard Pennario:
“Dream Rhapsody”-“Moonlight on
the. Cliffs” (Capitol). A w.k. longtheme by Cesar Franck has
been adapted into a lush instru¬
mental that could easily crash
through the pop barrier via this
rendition by Les Baxter's orch and
chorus and Leonard Pennario's
piano solo. “Moonlight on the
Cliffs” is also a richly textured
number. Other fine new instru¬
mentals rating jock attention are
• “Silhouettes on the Sand,” played
by the Gerard Blene orch on the
Jubilee label, and “Flirtango,” a
Bernie Wayne number conducted
by the composer for ABC-Para¬
mount with a fine trumpet solo by
Bernie Glow.
Bill Haley & His Comets: “Don't
Knock the
Rock”-“Choo
Choo
Ch'boogie” (Decca). “Don't Knock
the Rock,” title tune of a Colum}*fca
Picture, is cut strictly according
to the standard rock 'n' roll pat—tern and it will take all of the Bill
Haley combo’s selling power to
make it stick out. The oldie on the
flip is more effective.
Freddie Montell: “Lonely Winter”-“A Broken Pin” (ABC-Para¬

.DREAM RHAPSODY

By LEONARD LEVINSON

“Destina|ion Love” is a solid
rhythm number which the Four
Coins work over in highly attrac¬
tive fashion. “Time of the Year
switches to a pretty seasonal idea
and the vocal combo project it
smoothly.
Ella
Fitzgerald-Count
Basie:
“April in Paris”-“Party Blues”
(Clef). Add this version of “April
in Paris” to the library of disk
standards. Ella Fitzgerald and the
Coui^t Basie orch team up on a
superlative version of the fine
oldie. Flip, featuring Miss Fitz¬
gerald and Basie vocalist Joe Wil¬
liams in some scat challenge rou¬
tines, is an amusing novelty for the
hipsters.
Chuck Berry: “Havana Moon”“You Can’t Catch Me” (Chess).
One of the most original cleffers
in the rhythm field, Chuck Berry
turns up with another offbeat piece
of material in “Havana Moon,” a
tune with a dramatic story told in
a pidgin-style English against a
simple guitar background. Top¬
flight special material. “You Can’t
Catch Me,” also from the “Rock,
Rock, Rock” pic, is another arrest¬
ing number written and delivered
by Berry. y
• Dolores Parker: “I Never Felt
This Way Before”-“Is There No
Love for Me” (Unique). “I Never
Felt This Way Before,” from the
RKO pic, “Bundle of Joy,” is a
neat ballad which Dolores Parker
does ip a slick, savvy style that
rates jock attention. Flip’ is a fair
blues number.

Debut of half a dozen experi¬
mental-progressive jazz composi¬
tions with heavy accent on new
beats rocked the Great Hall of
New York’s century-old Cooper j
Union with 1,400 buffs riding out
past the sound barrier into a
supersonic world of percussion.
It was David (“Wide, Wide
World”) Broekman’s answer to the
roasting he got from the player
members of a panel at the New¬
port Jazz Festival last summer
after he urged jazzists to break
away from “the beat.” The com¬
posers who supplied the six works
for Broekman’s latest (Nov. 16)
“Music in the Making” concert at
Cooper have taken a solid step
toward proving his point. Broektnan introed arid conducted the
multiple rhythm
pieces which
were all very modern and dissimi¬
lar.
A bright feature was the
brief and frequently enlightening
q. & a. periods following each
piece, when the 'nados. quizzed the
composers regarding some of the
more baffling aspects of their mu¬
sical mobiles, aural abstracts and
somewhat surrealistic sonatas.
For this was new music, quite
a bit of it new jazz, without com¬
promise, except in one instance.
The listener had "to climb up to
it. The composer wasn’t bending
down. And the size arid interest
of the audience displayed a jazz
sophistication on exactly the op¬
posite side of the world from dixie(Continued on page. 46),
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Seattle—(Capitol Music Co.)

San Francisco—(Pac. Coast Music)

0

Cleveland—(Grossman Music Co.)

St. Louis—(St L. Music Supply)

Kansas City—(Jenkins Music Co.)

Z
1
2
3
4
5

Minneapolis—(Schmitt Music Co.)

*
0>

Detroit—(Grinnell Bros. Music)

*
Title and Publisher

Indianapolis—(Pearson Music Co.)

u
o

tH

Chicago—(Lyon-Healy Music)

I

San Antonio—(Alamo Piano Co.)

National
Rating
This Last
wk. wk.

Q

Philadelphia—(Charles Dumont)

fiTAfUETY —Survey of retail sheet music
best sellers based on reports
obtained from leading stores in
13 • cities and showing com¬
parative sales rating for this
and'last week.
* ASCAP
t BM1

Boston—(Mosher Music Co.)

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

^4

.

Gotham’s Cooper Union,
Home of Aural Abstracts
& Surrealistic Sonatas

i

“Jewels From Cartier” (RCA ing for Anita Ellis and making it
Victor), 10 “gem portraits” writ¬ come off. Instead of just throwing
a dozen or so standards together,
ten by Louis Alter, is a collection
Amie Maxin, who produced the
of tasteful and melodic itistrumen- package, selected songs that had a
tals played in excellent style by unity of meaning and set 'em
Claude Yvoire's Radio Geneva against a story line of a “lost wom¬
orch.
The tunes are in varied an” with a narration by Davis
Grub. Miss Ellis shines in this mu¬
tempo, ranging from beguines to sical monolog in song and narra¬
ballads and back again to atmos¬ tion. Working with an c rch back¬
pheric oriental numbers, all inte¬ ing supplied by Luther Henderson,
grated by the jewel motif in such the thrush goes through a series of
titles as “Pearl of the Orient,” musical moods for vivid results.
“Black Pearl of Tahiti,” “Lady of
Corky Shayne:
. , In The Mood
Jade,” “Star Sapphire,” “The Ruby For Love?” (Salem). In its album
and The Rose,” “Topaz Tango” and bow, Salem Records is also launch¬
others.
It adds up to a highly ing a new singer, Cork/ Shayne,
listenable musical offering. Coin¬ who looks like a come:. Thrush
cidentally, a set recorded by Victor has a penetrating way with a sung
Young shortly before his death a and a savvy of approach th; t in¬
couple of weeks ago is titled dicates she could step out of the
“Pearls on Velvet.”
This set groove into the nitery field. The
weaves together a flock of Young album songbag includes lots of
melodies such as “Stella By Star¬ evergreens and she makes ’em all
light,” “Theme From “Medic,” sound good to hear again.
“Love Letters” (with Edward Hey-’ * “A Christmas Sing With Bing”
man) and standards such as (Decca), taken from Bing Crosby's
“Autumn Leaves,” “Cornish Rhap¬ CBS radio Christmas show of last
sody” and “Kitten On The Keys,” year, is a global musical tour, fea¬
into a lush instrumental program turing choral groups from various
featuring Ray Turner's rich pian- countries, in addition to vocals by
istic technique.
Crosby, the Norman-Luboff choir
The McGuire Sisters' “Children's. and Paul Weston's orch.
It's a
Holiday” (Coral) is an offbeat idea charming program of Christmas
based on the major holidays cele¬ faves with the remote pickups of
brated in the U.S., covering New choirs in St. Louis, France, Eng¬
Year’s Day, Valentine’s Day, April land, Holland and Rome provid¬
Fool’s Day, Mother’s Day, Me¬ ing additional highlights.
morial Day, July 4, Columbus Day,
Frankie Lyman & The Teenagers
Hallowe’en,
Thanksgiving
and (Gee) are one of the top rock ’n'
Christmas. Special songs by Ruth roll aggregations and the label has
Roberts and Bill Katz strike the collected their top single releases,
right festive or patriotic note as including Lyman’s “Why Do Fools
required, and brief narration be¬ Fall In Love.”
Considering that
fore each number ties the whole Lyman is only 14, he displays un¬
thing together. It should be good usual talent both as composer and
juve fare.
singer. But these dozen numbers,
Anita Ellis: “I Wonder What Be¬ all rock ’n’ rollers, spotlight both
came of Me” (Epic). Credit Epic the appeal of this idiom and its
Records with an offbeat showcas¬ severe musical limitations.

Songs With Largest Radio Audience
The top 30 songs of week (more in case of ties), based on
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index & Audience Trend Index.
Published by Office of Research, lnc.t Dr. John Gray Peatman,
Director. Alphabetically listed. *Legit musical. tFilm. ttTV.
Survey Week of November 16-22,1956
Armen’s Theme.Bourne
Baby Doll—t“Baby Doll” .Remick
Blueberry Hill .Chappell
Canadian Sunset .Meridian
Cindy, Oh Cindy .
. Marks-B
Dancing Chandelier.....Shapiro-B
Friendly Persuasiod—t“Friendly Persuasion” .Feist
Giant—t“Giant” .Witmark
Green Door .....Trinity
Hey, Jealous Lover...Barton
I Don’t Know Enough About You ...Porgie
I’v£ Grown Accustomed—*“My Fair Lady”.Chappell
Julie—t “Julie”. .Artists
Just In Time—*“Bells Are Ringing”.Stratford
Just Walking In The Rain.:.Golden West
Lay Down Your Arms .Ludlow
Love Me Tender—t“Love Me Tender”.Presley
Mama From The Train.Remick,
Money Tree ..Frank
- Moonlight Gambler ..Morris
Mutual Admiration Society—♦“Happy Hunting” ."... Chappell
My Last Night In Rome.Famous
Night Lights ...BVC
Petticoats Of Portugal.Christopher
Priscilla..*.Forshay
Singing The Blues. .Acuff-R
Star You Wished Upon Last Night.Robbins
True Love—t“High Society” .Buxton Hill
Whatever Will Be, Will Be—t“Man Who Knew” ... Artists
You Can’t Run Away—t“You Can’t Run Away”-Col. Pic

Top 30 Songs on TV
T
O
T
A
L
P
O

l
N
T
S

1 120
3 1025 78
62
4 52
2 51
8 48
9 31.
.. 28
24
24
7 17
17
10 16
7

(More In Case of Ties)
A House With Love In It.Evans *
A Rose And A Baby Ruth.Bentley
Blueberry Hill...Chappell
Canadian Sunset ...Meridian
Chincherinchee .Roncom
Cindy, Oh Cindy...Marks-B
Eloise—t1“Eloise” .Thompson
February Brings The Rain.Morris
Friendly Persuasion—t“Friendly Persuasion” ..... Feist
Goodnight My Love, Pleasant Dreams.Quintet
Green Door ...Trinity
Hey, Jealous Lover ...Barton
Hound Ddg .* ..i.Presley-L &
I Love You Jo Anne—tt“Eloise”.Thompson
I Married For Money-’ .....
Mills
I Married Joan—t?“I Married Joan”.Arpege
I’ve Grown Accustomed—*“My Fair Lady” .Chappell
Just Walking In The Rain.Golden West
Love In A Home—♦“Li'l Abner” .Commander
Love Me Tender—t“Love Me Tender”.Presley
Love, You Don’t Owe Me A Thing.Jungnickel
Mutual Admiration Society-—*“Happy Hunting”.... Chappell
Oh, What A Lovely Morning—tt“Eloise”.Thompson
Pretty Little Girl Next Door.Hamp. House
Singing The Blues ..•.Acuff-R
This Is Thank You Day..•.Tee * -ve
Three A.M. In The Persian Room—tt“Eloise”.Thomson
True-Love—t“High Society” .Buxton Hill
Two Different Worlds..Princess
What Is The Proper Way—tt“Eloise”.Thompson
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U.S.-EUROPE:‘l WORLD OF DISKS
SPA in a Lather About Clause
In Cap Contract With $100 Limit

[

oino TUB

The Songwriters Protective Assn. 4
is warning its membership to be¬
By HERM SCHOENFELD
ware of a contract which Capitol
One of the key findings in RCA
Records , is asking cleffers to sign
London, Nov. 27.
when they submit unpublished ma¬
Victor’s current product planning
Singer Pat Boone, whose records
terial. Provision in the pact, which
are
very
high
in
the estimation of for global release of packaged
is under SPA attack, is a release
goods is that the European disk
by the writer whj.ch transfers the British fans, makes his first trip to
maricet is closely patterned after
rights of the song to Capitol and Britatft, commencing Dec. 26.
He remains here until Jan. 6, the U. S. Ed O. Welker, pop artists
limits the liability of the disk com¬
carrying out concert dates 'round
pany to a maximum of $100.
the country aS*well as a Val Parnell & repertory manager for the Vic¬
SPA huddled with Capitol execs “Sunday Night at the London Pal¬ tor album division who returned
about the possibility of making this ladium” program Dec. 30. On all from Europe last week after an ex¬
clause inapplicable to SPA mem¬ his concert dates he will be accom¬ tensive study of Continental tastes
bers. Capitol turned down the SPA panied by Jack Parnell arid his in disks, said that the same platter
names clicking here were also hit¬
proposal and hence cued SPA’s no¬ orch.
tice to its membership to “fully
ting overseas.
consider” the question of signing
At the moment, for instance, El¬
such a document.
vis Presley is the hottest artist in
SPA said that while it “had
Europe. In Germany, he’s billed
every belief that Capitol Records
as one “who sings like Marilyn
Monroe walks.” In Rome, his disks
has every intention of dealing with
are getting wide circulation, and
writers fairly, a written commit¬
ditto in England and France. Bill
ment of ths sort may prove detri¬
Haley & His Comets, Welker said,
mental to your interests.” SPA
is another big platter name whose
pointed out that Capitol did not re¬
(-film, “Rock Around The Clock,”
quire, any such release on songs ob¬
served as a terrific promotional
tained from recognized publishers.
boost for his records.
The Capitol pact with song¬
Welker said that, in general,
writers is designed mainly to pro¬
Plus Records, one of the indie
personal
appearances by American
tect the disk company from the companies sued for releasing a
possibility of plagiarism suits that “Flying Saucer” type of disk in names overseas, or the showing of
crop up so plentifully in the music Which it allegedly used copyrighted a film in which they appear, are
biz, especially where unpublished material without a license, has of¬ the most effective selling factors.
t material is concerned.
The con¬ fered to settle with the publishers Danny Kaye, as® an example, is a
troversial clause in the Capitol by paying $1,200, or 4c per disk. solid seller in England because of
pact states that if any use is made The Plus label, a New York out¬ his recurrent dates in that country.
of such songs, other than that spe¬ fit, was sued a couple of months Eartha KItt also has strong platter
cified in a supplementary agree¬ ago by a group of publishers, rep¬ impact in England because of her
ment, the writer agrees that the resented by Julian T. Abeles, in appearances there. But the pattern
“reasonable value of the material N. Y. Federal Court. Abeles asked is not uniform and names like
is $100 . ,fc . and that I can suffer the court for treble damages based Presley and Harry Belafonte,
no damages in excess of $100 aris¬ on the statutory 2c royalty rate to neither of whom has played Eu¬
rope, are big on the Continent.
ing out of the use of the material.” publishers.
The pact further provides that in
Plus stated, that It manufactured
Although Welker is planning al¬
the event of any dispute, such mat¬ 53,955 of the disks in litigation, bum releases in the U. S. of some
ters would be submitted to arbitra¬ “Dear Elvis, With Love From European arranger-conductors, the
tion where the maximum award to Audrey/’ and sold .only 30,000. The aim of Victor’s global thinking is
the songwriter can be $100.
disk has since stopped selling and to get wider exposure for. the U. S.Plus claims that it will be unable made albums. Victor’s deal with
to sell the balance. The defend¬ British Decca, with the lattef’s dis¬
ant offered to pay the 4c per disk tribution network on the Conti¬
and to deliver the master ofu-the- nent, is being geared into the Vic¬
disk to the defendants for destruc¬ tor program. With Welker on the
tion. The offer to settle the case trip was George Prutting, liaison
was part of a motion to dismiss the between the Victor disk division
case.
and RCA International, who is set¬
Also involved in a similar suit ting up the distribution phase of
Frankfurt, Nov. 20.
(Continued on page 48)
(Continued on page 46)
Sidney Bechet, tootling his goldplated soprano sax with diamond¬
decked fingers, proved that his
special music quality mellows with
age in his concert Saturday (17)
night in this town’s Filmpalast.
Because of the difficulty of find¬
ing an adequate concert hall,
Bechet was booked into the 1,000seat theatre following the final
show, for an unusually late eve
concert for this sleepytime burg—
11:30 p.m. soundoff time.
Despite the hour, the house was
about three-quarters filled,.with a
The
top of eight German marks (about
$2) and a low of two marks (50c)
for tickets. Nearly all the open
seats were In the higher brackets,
with Americans and Germans alike
filling the low-tab category.
The American now resident In
Paris, Bechet, who’s approaching
Of
70, proved that for his admirers
the old tunes are still the best as
he wooed his dixie-loving audience
with all the oldies, “Old Mart Riv¬
er,” “When the Saints Come
Marching In,” “Beale St. Blues”
and others'of the past era.

Pat Boone’s Brit Bow

Plus Offers Pubs
4c Per Sold Disk
In ‘Saucer Suit

Bechet, 70, Still Boff,
Plays Pre-MiHaiolit In
Frankfurt With Gold Sax

! Suits CorenigFbi TV & Radio
Aspects of Trust Fund Seen Next
As AFM Faces Litigation Load
“+/

Los Angeles, Nov. 27.
.New lawsuits attacking the legal¬
ity of the film, tv and radio tran¬
scription aspects of the Music Per¬
The Hi-Los are switching from formance Trust Funds are expect**
the indie Coast label, Starlight ed shortly. These would follow^
Records, to the Columbia rostei\ the mammoth $8,587,900 damage
Move goes into effect Jan. 14 when suit filed in Superior Court here
the vocal combo’s pact with Star¬ against the American Federation
light expires.
of Musicians and 84 recording and
The act is currently featured on transcription companies by 91
the Rosemary Clooney telepix windjammers, including some of
series. Miss Clooney, incidentally, the top jazz record sidemen in the
is also a Columbia pactee.
disk industry.
Recording firms
nartled as defendants were de¬
scribed as “neutral” in the con¬
troversy and were specified only to
obtain an injunction restraining
them from making further pay¬
ments to the Trust Fund, except
1 for disbursement to musicians di¬
rectly involved in recording.
Declaratory relief is sought in
the precedenlal litigation filed “on
behalf of 6,000 musicians employed
in the phonograph recording indus¬
try.” It is the legal outgrowth of
the
“rebellion” of Local 47 musi¬
Hollywood, Nov. 27.
cians
which erupted last February
Frank Sinatra is expanding his
Essex Productions’ corporate en¬ after AFM chief James C. Petrillo
had
turned
down an appeal that
tity to the status of a full-fiedged
independent record company and changes be-made in the Trust Fund
is beginning to make talent deals policies and that money “diverted”
to build up a disk stable. Essex from salaries of individual musi¬
made its bow in the disk field as cians be returned to them.
Charge ’Breach’
the producer of the “High Society”
Suit filed by attorneys Harold A.
soundtrack album, which was re¬
Fendler
and Daniel A. Weber
leased by Capitol.
Sinatra is nominally a Capitol charges Petrillo and the Interna¬
artist. However, his disk contract, tional Executive Board of AFM
it was learned, is actually held by breached” their fiduciary oblig*^
Essex, which will produce all fu¬ tions as bargaining agents for tftcT
ture Sinatra efforts for Capitol re¬ recording musicians and “failed to
lease. The setup thus gives the bargain honestly, conscientiously
performer a capital gain status on and in good faith.”
Complaint specifically contends
his diskings, with the corporation
reaping the royalty instead of it that the Recording Industry agree¬
ment
of 1954 was originally set up
going to Sinatra as personal in¬
to provide pay scale hikes of 10%
come.
In line with the projected build¬ for the first two years, plus an ad¬
up of Essex as a label on its own ditional 10% for the next three
(Continued on page 48)
(with Capitol, of course, handling
the distribution), Sinatra and his
longtime manager Hank Sanicola
are discussing a deal with the
(Continued on page 48)

Hi-Los Go Col

SinatraSteppin
Out With Essex;
Ogle Disk Deals

Col Hot on Dr. Peale’s
‘Coming of The King’ As
Xmas Set; Tie With Tome

OUT SOON!

51st Anniversary Number

Waring ‘Musicade’ Big 9G
Minneapolis, Nov. 27.
Fred Waring’s “M u s I c a d e”
grossed just under $9,00p, big for
its U. of Minnesota Northrop
Auditorium one-nighter at $3.30
top.
Troupe was in on a $5,500 guar¬
antee against a percentage which
exceeded the latter.

Kaye’s ‘Cm Chi Bella.’
For UNICEF, His Can 1st
Forms closing shortly

Usual Advertising rates prevail

Special exploitation advantages

Schumann Stricken
Hollywood,- Nov. 27.
Walter Schumann, music and
choral* director on the NBC-TV
Tennessee Ernie Ford show is in
Cedars of Lebanon after a heart
attack this morning (Tues.) while
in the office of Alan Livingston,'
NBC veepee in charge of tele net¬
work programming.
Schumann is a longtime radio, tv
and disk choral director.

Dr. Norman Vincent Peale’s
story of the Nativity, “The Coming
of the King.” has been grooved by
Columbia Records.
The tome,
which is published by PrenticeHall, has been scored by Don Gil-lis. In the Col package, David,
Wayne handles the narration and
Ralph Hunter conducts the Gothic
Choir with Ashley Miller on organ.
Package is getting top spotting
in Col’s December drive and the
diskcry is tieing in with P-H tq^
promote the set.
Copies of the" '
book are being sent to all of Col’s
district managers and distributors
and P-H ailready has serviced book
stores, with four-color streamers
and counter cards. Book store dis- •
plays with the album-bpok tieup
are currently being worked out.
Los Angeles’ Robinson’s . Depart¬
ment Store is slated to build its en¬
tire Christmas theme around “The
Coming of the King.”
The Gillis score is being pub¬
lished by Mills Music.

Copy and space reservations may he sent to any Variety office
HEW YORK 36
NEW
154 W. 46th St,

HOLLYWOOD 28
6311 Yucca St.

CHICAGO 11
612 N. Michigan Avt.

LONDON.
LONDON, W. C. 2
8 St. Martin's Hoc*
Trafalgar Squara

Danny Kaye’s, first single release *
in his recently pacted three-year
exclusive deal with Capitol Records
will be “Ciu Ciu Bella” with pro¬
ceeds going to UNICEF, Tune will
be spotlighted on CBS-TV’s MSee ^
It Now” stanza Sunday (2).
The tv show, which is a filmization of Kaye’s world tour for the
United Nations branch, will get a
simultaneous showing in 28 coun¬
tries. Included'in the global show¬
ing are the Soviet Union, Israel
and Yugoslavia. Latter country has
no tv facilities, so the film will be
shown in theatres.
For the flip side of the Caoitol
disk, Kaye has cut “Love Me Do.”
Kaye’s move to Cap came after a
longtime stint with the Decca label.
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Tommy Dorsey, Who Primed Swing
ErMMes to Death in Sleep at Age SI
One of the key figures in the
band' business for the past 25
years, Tommy Dorsey died at his
Greenwich, Conn.,, home Monday
(26) under unusual circumstances.
Ho . was found by a medical exam¬
iner to have choked to. death by
food lodging in his windpipe while
he was asleep. He was 51.
During the heyday of the swing
era during the late 1930s-and early
1940?, Dorsey ranked ’among top
bandleaders of that era. 'In 1933,
he and his older brother Jimmy
organized the first Dorsey Bros,
band, but a series of fights be¬
tween the two, which since have
become part of the music biz
legend, resulted in a breakup of
that organization in 1935.
Both brothers went -separate
ways with their own bands until
thfeyl joined forces again in 1953 in
a new outfit called “The Fabulous
Dorseys," a billing which was taken
front the title of the 1947 United
Artists' biopic of both Dorseys'
careers.
Tommy, a standout trombonist
who’was known both as T. D. and
as “The Sentimental Gentleman of
Swing," had the more successful
band while the two brothers were
operating solo. In 1937, he .came,
up with his first smash disk hit in
“Marie" for RCA Victor, the first
number which sold over 1,000,000
copies for that company since 1928.
The''following year, his version of
“Boogie Woogie cracked the disk
biz wide open with a spectacular
Sale.- Victor reports that 4,500,000
copies on that number have been
Bold* to date, a peak figure for a
Victor instrumental. His earnings
during this phase of his career dur¬
ing this period topped $500,000 an¬
nually,. Both Frank Sinatra and
Jo [Stafford, together witti the
Modemaires, broke into show biz
as vocalists with Dorsey’s band in
the 'early ’40s."
Tommy, who broke into the band
business with his brother in the
X920> as members of The Scranton

J
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15 Ways to Beat a Symph

Westminster Records, indie
longhair label, has #come up
with an unusual packaging
twist designed to ease some of
the headaches confronting a
consumer. The diskery is re¬
leasing Beethoven’s nine sym¬
Seven, later joined the Paul Whitephonies in 15 different cou¬
man and Vincent Lopez bands to¬
plings to permit selection by
gether. Even. in these days, the
the
buyer of any desired, com¬
Dorsey brothers became ndted both
bination, of two symphonies on
for their musicianship and their
one
LP. Thus, if a consumer
squabbling. Their first major split
has some of the symphonies,
took place in 1935 at the Glen Is¬
the Westminster coupling vari¬
land Casino in'Nfew Rochelle, N.Y.,
ations permits avoidance of
when Tommy walked off the band¬
duplication.
stand after objecting to a tempo
All of the symphonies were
set by his brother in .their joint
conducted by Hermann Scherband. Since their last reconcilia-.
chen
with either the Philhar¬
. tion, however, the two brothers
monic Symphony Orchestra of
worked harmoniously together with
the band and in their "tv shows:- . .London or, the. .Vienna Statq v ,
Opera Orchestra.
The Dorsey band is currently play¬
ing the Statler Hotel, N.Y., where
it is in the second year of a fiveyear location deal.
Although a brawler who report¬
edly slugged Benny Goodman on
the chin on the Cpast in a 1947 re¬
Shirley Yamaguchi, Japanese
cording session there, T. D. also
had a considerable reputation as a film actress, will bow on wax via
wit and raconteur. His emceeing MGM Records. Her first platter,
talent and his act libbing abilities “August Moon," is the theme from
were, however, heavily in demand
for private parties for music biz the Metro pic, “Teahouse of the
August Moon," and is being rushed
personalities; *
into .market to tie in with the pic’s
Dorsey’s marital life was also national release. The flip side is
marked by disagreements. At the “Anastasia," title tune from the
time of his death, his third wife 20th-Fox film.
was in the process of divorcing
Other new pactees on the MGM
him although they stiff lived in
the same 23-room Connecticut label include the singing group
home.
His first wife, Mildred Four Spices, novelty team A1 &
Kraft, divorced him in; 1941 and Dick and rock ’n’ roll Berry Kids.
his second,, actress Pat' Dane, in In the country & western field, the
1947. He had two children by his label has added Smiley & Kitty
to its roster*
I
first wife and two* by hisr third.

Cooper Union
-----

{Roach Exits'
re
WB Music Co.

Continued from page 42

land. Ther? were some squares
in the half-round basement, but
they, trickled out apologetically
rather than indignantly. Cooper
J. Tatian Roach, head of Music
Union has become the Birdlaiid Publishers Holding Corp.’s staimof the egghead.
ard & educational division for the
The evening’s ice was broken by past five years, is exiting his post
‘‘Three Inventories on a Texas
*
Tune,” Ray Green’s Chinesey score Jan. 1.
Roach’s resignation * stems from
for piano and five percussion in
which “Eyes of Texas" peeped out ‘‘differences of opinion” With Her¬
occasionally. Then came Alonzo man Starr, MPHC topper* on ma¬
Levister’s
“Manhattan
Mono¬ jor policies of firm’s future activtfy
drama,” imagination - prodding, in the standard. & educational field.
moody, lopg; but a strong contribu¬
He came to MPHC (the* Warner
tion in which Louie Mucci’s trum¬
Bros, music firms) in 1938 from
pet work stood out.
,the. .sales., department, $>f« .Csrl
' Demonstrating how' the '“beat" * Fischer to take charge of sales affd
bonds could be broken, Teddy promotion in the midwest, operat¬
Charles’ “Composition for Five ing out of the Chicago office.
Percussion Instruments" displayed Thre years later, he was switched
a wide range of interesting multi¬ to N.Y. to organize a national edu¬
ple rhythms. This was the most ,cation program. Roach took over
rewarding result of Broekman’s his present post? when Bill Wiecall for a change. Then, in “Five mann died five years ago.
►
Structures," Teo Macerp probably
Starr has not yet decided upon
went farther out than anyone has a new topper for the standard &
done to date in a written: score— ‘educational division.
Roach’s
that is, and get baefc to make a plans for the future are indefinite.
finish. Needs some • editing, but
otherwise can stand, a lot of. hear¬
ings until the ear adjusts.
Second half opened with “The
Cain Within," a solid dramatic
poem by Patricia Brant, narrated
by John Wilson, with percussion
Larry Spier Jr. and Belle Nar¬
music by Henry Brant, played by
instrumentalists scattered* in-, the done are continuing the operation
sides and back of the auditorium. of the late Larry Spier’s vmusic
A tricky, difficult technique which publishing combine. . The eld£r
came off splendidly. Then Eman¬
uel Vardi’s “Sextet" swung out Spier died of a heart attack a few
.
*
--j with more'melody than the'rest weeks ago.
Both Spier Jr. and Miss Nardone
of the evening added up. A jazz
chamber music piece, it contrasted have been associated With, the pub¬
sharply with the balance of the lishing operation in exec capacities
program. In any other concert it for several years. Firm is currently
would have sounded progressive riding with the click, “Two Dif¬
An injunction action was filed and modern. Here it was pretty ferent Worlds,” which was placed
last week in N.Y. Federal Court and charming and contrasty in a in Princess Music. Latter firm was
recently set up by the elder Spier
by tunesmith Felix Cabrera against night of offbeat, jet-fast sounds.
The closer made' it—the debut in partnership with Nat King Cole.
Tico Records, Kahl Music and
of
AL
Zeiger’s
Free
Form
Trio,
do¬
Ricardo Tico. The suit seeks dam¬
ages sustained from alleged in¬ ing improvisations on pop classics
fringement of the plaintiff’s copy¬ like nothing heard before. A, bit*
righted tune, “La Cheriona-Me- slow in warming up—first public
rengue,” composed prior to 1955. appearance after four years of
afternoon
practicing—
The suit charges that the de¬ Sunday
fendants, beginning in January, these sharp players move together
with
delightful
invention
and
1956, infringed by recording and
selling the tune without consent change. A real find and £.bet for
or permission. Unless relieved, quick record and pad popularity.
the suit claims,' the. plaintiff will Zeiger and friends picked ,a good
spot to spring from. In 1860 Abe
be irreparably damaged.
Lincoln made it after showing his
stuff on the same platform.

YAHAGUCHI’S DISK BOW
UNDER MGM BANNER

The Dorsey brothers were
trained in music-by their father,
Thomas Sr., who was a music
teacher and coal miner In Shenan¬
doah, Pa. In 1922, the Dorsey
clan played as - “Dorseys Wild
Canaries” in Carlin’s Amusement
Park near Baltimore.
In addition to his wife, children
and brother, Dorsey is survived by
his mother, a sister and two grand¬
children.
Glenn Miller orch under the di¬
rection of Ray McKinley set for a
six-week stay at Hew York’s Hotel
Statler starting Jan. 4.

The XMAS Novelty HIT of 1956!

Cleffer Cabrera Suing .
3 Firms on ‘La Cheriona’

Bobby Dieterle to Quit
Cadence; Coast Future?
Bobby Dieterle, Cadence Records
exec since it? inception four years
ago, is exiting the diskery after the
first of the year. Her plans for the
future have not yet been set but
it’s reported that she’s mulling
joining an indie Coast label.
Cadence grew out of an Indie
label jointly owned by Mrs. Die*
terle and Archie Bleyer. Letter is
Cadence’s current prexy.
Cad¬
ence hit the market in December,
1952, with Julius LaRosa’s “Any¬
where I Wander.” LaRosa has since
switched to RCA Victor*

Europe-U.S.
■

FILMS • STAGE • RADIO
and now RECORDS!
Personal Management:
LAWRENCE-TREFFEISEN ASSOCIATES
250 W. 57th Street, N.* Y. 17, N. Y.
Phone: Cl. 5-7165

Spier Jr., Belle Nardone •
To CoE&aie Pubbeiy

■? - Continued from page 43 ■ ■

■~

the Victor global program in the
packaged field.
Welker reported that the Euro¬
pean consumer is highly price¬
conscious, a factor which has made
the 45 extended play disks a popu¬
lar item. In France, for instance,
ia single sells for around < $1.30
while the EP, containing twice as
many selections, goes for $2. The
relatively high prices for LPs,
scaled at about $4 for a 10-incher,
have limited the potential in this
field.
Although 78s are still prominent
in Europe, particularly. England,
the slower speeds are gaining as¬
cendancy just as they have in the
U. S., Welker said. In a country
like Germany, the new speeds
completely dominate, since that
country started with a virtual clean
slate after the last war.
Like America, Europe‘has hi-fi
on the brain, Welker stated, adding
that audio equipment on the Con¬
tinent is comparable to that of the

WIZELL S DAY (ASCAP)
CATALOG UP FOR CRABS
Murray Wizell is deactivating his
music firm, Wizell & .Day, in which
he was partnered with tunesmith
Bobby Day. Firm, an ASCAP af¬
filiate, had < been operated by
Wizell for.the past six years.. The
catalog is being put up for sale.
Wizell is now back on the Brill
Bldg, beat after a 13-week session
with his leg in a cast, result of an
accident. He’s currently prowling
another publishing firm tietip. Be¬
fore opening his own firm, Wizell
had been general professional
manager at Famous Music and
professional manager of Crawford
Music.

PHOTOGRAPHER
TO THE STARS
ON BROADWAY
At 54th St.. N.w York ,
Phone' for Appointment —CO 5-3133

ANNE FULCHINO RECUPING
Anne Fulchino, RCA Victor pop
publicist, is recuperating at Ft.
Myers Beach, Fla., after undergo¬
ing surgery in a Boston hospital.
She’s been ordered to rest for
another month in Florida before
returning to her Victor post.

AMERICAN MUSIC, INC.
9109 SUNSET BLVOHOLLYWOOD. CALIF.

Ths Complete Idiot

JIMMY AMES
Currently

LATIN! CASINO, PhilaOpening Dee. 4—RICI HOTEL, HOUSTON
.Starting Dec. 31—STATLER HOTEL, DETROIT
and on Jan. 17 Starting FIFTH RETURN ENGAGEMENT
BLACK ORCHID, CHICAGO

U. S.

W. W. Bullock, Victor chief ,of
the single division, and Joe Carl¬
ton, pop single a&r head, who
have been making the European
swing to study the pop single mar¬
ket there, are due back early next
week.

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
JOE GLASER
New
'*■

York

I
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WARNER BROS, presents EUA KAZAN’S production of the TENNESSEE WILLIAMS story BABY-JDOLL... directed by ELIA KAZAN

PERCY FAITH

(Columbia)

LEROY HOLMES

(MGM)

RALPH FLAN N AO AN
recorded by:

ANDY WILLIAMS

#4-40764
#K-12352
#k-i2352

(RCA)

#20-6719

(Cadence)

#1303

RALPH YOUNG (Epic)
CHUCK MILLER (Mercury)

#5-9194
#71001

Original Sound Track Album by Columbia

REMICK MUSIC CORP *

488 MADISON AVE., NEW YORK 22, N.Y.
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Sinatra
,

Continued from page 43

RETAIL DISK AND ALBUM BEST SELLERS

riwm^i !

Beachcombers & Natalie, . group
which has been at the Sands, Las
Vegas, for a considerable period.
Outfit has been tentatively set to
cut some single releases within the
next fortnight, indication . being
that a firm contract will have been
signed by that time.
Date will mark the entry of
Essex into the singles field and it’s
considered highly probable that
other such -recording sessions will
be slated in the future.
Meanwhile, Essex apparently has
the inside track for another Sinat¬
ra soundtrack album, the material
that will evolve from his ^current
starrer, “Hie Joker Is Wild,” at
Paramount.. Sinatra is portraying
Joe E. Lewis in the biopic of the
nitery comedian. “Joker,”** inci¬
dentally, is being made by another
of’ Sinatra’s companies, Bristol'
Corp.

ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
“Love Me Tender”..'... 1
JIM LOWE (Dot!
“The Green Door”. 2
GUY MITCHELL (Columbia)
“Singing the Blues”.i. 3
CROSBY & KELLY (Capitol)
“True Love”... 7
FATS DOMINO (Imperial)
“Blueberry Hill’*. 6
JOHNNIE RAY (Columbia)
“Just Walking in the Rain”. 4
BILL DOGGETT (King)
“TOnky Topk”. -8
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
“Don’t Be Cruel”. . 5
GEORGE HAMILTON 4th (ABC-Par)
“A Rose and a Baby Ruth”...
PAT BOONE (Dot)
“Friendly Persuasion”. 9
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol)
“Hey, Jealous Lover”...
VINCE MARTW (Glory)
“Cindy, Oh Cindy”. 10
HUGO WINTERHALTER (Victor)
“Canadian Sunset”.
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
“Love Me”......
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor) ‘
“Hound Dog’*./.
JANE POWEtL (Verve)
i
“True Love”.
DON RONDO (Jubilee)
“Two Different Worlds”.
SYL AUSTIN (Mercury)
“Slow Walk”..
HIGH LIGHTS (Bally)
“City of Angels”.
PATIENCE & PRUDENCE (Liberty)
“Tonight You Belong to Me”.
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
“When My Blue Moon Turns to Gold”. ..
EDDIE FISHER (Victor)
“Cindy, Oh Cindy”.
JOE VALINO (Vik)
Garden of Eden”.
JERRY LEWIS (Decca)
“Rock-a-Bye Your Baby”.
ANDY WILLIAMS (Cadence)
“Canadian Sunset”.

Plus Records
*

Continued from page 43 sssss

by the publishers represented by
Abeles is^Novelty Records, a Coast
company which released “Marty on
Planet Mars,” and Cosmic Records,
a Cleveland company, which issued
“The Answer to the ‘Flying
Saucer’.” All were followups to
the Bill Buchanan-Bob Goodman
Luniverse platter, “Flying Saucer,”
which came under attack by the
publishers for using short excerpts
from a flock of tunes without pay¬
ing any royalties to publishers.
Buchanan & Goodman since have
made a settlement with some of
the publishers involved by paying
a cut rate of about one-half cent
per tune on the songs used in the
disk.

*

A Solid Hit'

•'*

The star
YOU WISHED
* UPON *
LAST NIGHT
ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION

NOW...
AND ALL THROUGH
THE WINTER SEASON

..
5

2

10

2

4

5

7

9_ 10

8

4

MILLS & MUSIC

Jo Ann Greer with
Les Brown's Orch.

AMERICAN MUSIC, INC.
9109 SUNSET BLVD.. HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

1

AFM Slit
years, but that at the last moment,
Petrillo notified the disked that
these raises were to be paid direct¬
ly to the trust fund instead dr-to
the individual musicians. This di¬
version, the lawsuit alleges, was
conceived “out of hostility” to the
interests of the recording musi¬
cians.
Petrillo and the AFM. Board are
accused of being “actuated by the
selfish aim and purpose of per¬
petuating themselves in office and
maintaining a hold and control
over the affairs of the Federation”
by using the Trust Fund disburse-
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ments to win ,the support of AFM
locals and members around the
country who far outnumber the ac¬
tual recording musicians.
Cecil F. Read, former Local 47
veepee and leader of the rebellion
against Petrillo and the Trust Fund
who was expelled from the AFM
for his activities, is one of the 91
plaintiffs. Another is Uan Rasey,
former Local 47 board member,
who was expelled for one day for
following Read. However, none of
the other top figures in the rebel¬
lion is listed as a plaintiff in the
action, the roster instead compris¬
ing an" impressive cross-section of
the best disk sidemen in town, none
of whom.'has ever figured promi¬
nently in the internal strife with¬
in Local 47.
Claim ‘Diversion*
Complaint contends that thus far
$1,737,900 in wage increases have
been ‘diverted to the Fund and that
Ghother $6,750,000 in royalty pay¬
ments have been made to the fund
since Jan. 1, 1954. Suit asks that
all monies now in the hands of
trustee Samuel R. Rosenbaum be
declared to be held in trust by him
for the approximately 6,000 musi¬
cians who actually produced the
phonograph records from which the
royalty paymfnts were derived.
Complaint totals 32 pages of al¬
legations to which are attached vol¬
uminous exhibits, including copies
of the phonograph industry con¬
tract with AFM, the Trust Fund
agreement and the abortive appeals

Capitol
W 750

Capitol
T 760
EDM 760

Victor
LPM 1254
EPB 1254

SONGS FOR
SWINGING
LOVERS
Sinatra

^*653
EAP 653

presented by Read to the Federa¬ occurred Nov. 5, involving Kenton
tion, on behalf of Local 47, last himself and a trombonist. Neither
January.
was hurt.
Litigation, which has/-been in
preparation for some time, is only
the first of what is expected to be
a series of suits testing the legality
of the various Trust Funds, which
were set up by the disk and vidpix
Top level promotion man with execu¬
industries under their AFM pacts.
tive ability by a large group of broad¬
Next lawsuit, it was understood,
casting stations. In ma|or markets
will be based on the AFM deal
only. Must be real fireball, hot shot,
under which motion picture studios
go-getter.
Terrific opportunity for
selling old features to tv have given
man who can got |oh done. Broad¬
casting experience not required.
the Trust Fund a percentage of the
Looking for man with promotional
revenues and—since last June in
background, preferably In show busi¬
an abrupt reversal of the then1
ness.
Apply 9 a.m. to Noon, 4 to
common practice—paid to the Trust
8 p.m. Sunday, Dec. 2, and Monday,
Fund the $25-per-man scoring fee
Dec.
3,
to Buck Weaver—McAlpIne
which originally went to the indi¬
Hotel, New York City.
vidual members who worked on
the pictures in question. This suit
probably will be filed within the
Re-coupled — Re-released
next fortnight. Other actions are
expected in connection with the
A
Great Seasonal Song
Trust Fund setup on television
films and on radio transcriptions.

WANTED YESTERDAY

NAT “KING" COLE’S

Kenton Saxist on Mend

“TAKE ME
BACK
TO TOYLAND”

San Francisco, Nov. 27.
William R. Perkins, saxophonist
in the Stan Kenton band, is recov¬
ering at St. MaTy’s„Hospital from
injuries he received in a fight with
a bartender outside a Frisco
“breakfast club.” Perkins suffered
a shattered nose, cuts and bruises.
It was the second major scrap
Harvard iViusic. Inc.
in tht thren weeks the. Kenton
ban4 played tht Macumba. First 1619 Broadway, hiew York, N.Y,

&
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BG SPELLS BIG GROSS;
38G IN N’WEST FOUR

Scoreboard
OF

TOP HUNT AND TUNES
Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

Coin Machines

Retail Disks

MUSIC

Retail Sheet Music

as Published in the Current Issue
NOTE: The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enu¬
merated above These findings are correlated with data from wider sources. which are exclusive
with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de¬
veloped from the ratio of points scored, two ways in the case of talent (coin machines, retail
disks j and three ways in the case of tunes (coin machines, retail disks grid retail sheet music J ,

Seattle, Nov. 27.
Benny Goodman show, with
Martha Tilton and band, landed
j four socko grosses in the north¬
west—at Orpheum, Seattle; Audi¬
torium, Portland; Georgia Audi¬
torium, Vancouver, B.C., and Coli: seum Auditorium, Spokane, for
grand total of $38,600.
Show was handled by Northwest
Releasing Corp., impresarioed by
Zollie Volchok and Jack Engerman.
Their terrific promotion stirred
top interest and capacity houses in
all four spots.
Portland topped with $10,000;
Vancouver, $9,500; Spokane, $9,150;
Seattle, $9,100. All scaled from $5,
except Spokane, $3.
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Bandleader - contractor Meyer
• Davis goes to bat in Washington
• Friday (30) for the American Fed¬
eration of Musicians’ drive against
the 20% cabaret tax. He was in¬
vited by AFM chief JaMies C. Petrillo to testify before the subcom¬
mittee of the House Ways & Means
Committee.
The tootlers’ union has been
claiming that the 20% cabaret tax
has increased unemployment
among its members. Davis is join¬
ing the fight because he feels that
the tax is not only creating unem¬
ployment for musicians but is af¬
fecting others in the entertainment
field.

OFtfeur_RECORD RATINGS

TUNE

(Love Me Tender
1

Meyer Davis Vs.
20% Tax in D.C.

Ckck$t

TALENT
POSITIONS
This
Last
Week Week

..- ?0n t™e Gruel
Love Me
.Hound Dog
GUY MITCHELL (Columbia)
Singing The Blues
JIM LOWE (Dot) .•. The Green Door
CROSBY & KELLY (Capitol) ..... True Love

BY THE TRADE PRESS

ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)

FATS DOMINO (Imperial) .(BlueberryHill
(Dreamboat Comes Home
JOHNNIE RAY (Columbia) . Just Walking In The Rain
BILL DOGGETT (King) .....».. Honky Tonk
PAT BOONE (Dot) ....:.'.(Friendly Persuasion
7
(Chains Of Love
GEORGE HAMILTON 4th (ABC-Par) .A Rose And A Baby Ruth
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol)
...... Hey, Jealous Lover
TUNES
(*ASCAP. +BMI)
TUNE

Jerry Johnson has joined Dot
Records as promotional director of
its western division. ..

a wonderful
seasonal song
STYNE AND CAHN'S

*

VICTOR FACTEE SINGH
ORDERED TO LEAVE D.S.

Hollywood, Nov. 27.
Kuldip Singh, 23-year-old for¬
eign-born singer who was recently
signed by RCA Victor, is in trouble
with the immigration bureau here
and has been ordered to leave the
country. While Singh claims to
have been born, in Kashmir, im¬
migration authorities say he was
born in Trinidad and i& not eligible
to enter the country on a perma¬
nent basis. Singh was studying
pre-medicine at UCLA here before
joining the Victor roster.
He now plans to go .to Mexico
the view of reentering the
CAHN with
U. S. with the immigration office’s
MUSIC okay.

COMPANY
WANTED

Experienced vocal coach for popu¬
lar singers; also experienced drama
coach. Send references and credits.

AL BERKMAN STUDIOS
8565 Molros* Avt.,
Los Angoki 46. Calif.

C&W Cokers to Decca
Three members of the Coker
Family, a country & western com¬
bo, have been inked by Decca.
A special three-pocket package
for disk jockeys is being lised by
Decca to spotlight A1 Coker, father
of Sandy and Alvadean, each of
whom does solo stints.

Cash Box

Variety

80(Excellent)

Best Sat

Excellent

BE MINE TONIGHT

<*.0
DUKE MITCHELL (Ljberty)

CHA CjA ON PARADE w
SONNY ROSSI (Mardi-Gras)

A CHEAT

'

76

SANFORD CLARK (Dot)

81 (Excellent)

Sleeper of
the Week

78 (Good)

B (Very Good)

76 (Good)

Disk of
the Week

(Peer)
JOAN SHAW (ABC-Pararhount)

EVERYBODY LOVES PIERRE

*

(Pamco)
DON COSTA ORCH (ABC-Paramount)

@0 AWAY WITH ME «.w.ry)

^Selling"Records!

Good

C&W
Bullseyo

C&W
Best Buy

GOODNIGHT, MY LOVE
(Pleasant Dreams)
(Quintet)
MINDY CARSON (Columbia)
THE McpUIRE SISTERS (Coral)

1 REMEMBER WHEN

Spotlight

B (Very Good)
Disk of
Week'

Excellent

«*>»»>»

LEO DIAMOND (Victor)

Spotlight

B (Very Good)

SIDNEY BECHET ORCH (Carol)

73 (Good)

B+(Excellent)

76 (Good)

Sleeper of
the Week

IF IT'S WRONG TO LOVE YOU
(Peer)
BETTY JOHNSON (Bally)

I’LL BE GONE

<E. B. Mark.)

LILLIAN BROOKS (Epic)

No Rival Ticket I’LL BE SPINNING
For N.Y. Local 802 MORNING, NOON & NIGHT (Mi)

^

78 (Good)

B (Very Good)

C&W
77 (Good)

B+ (Excellent)

(Arc)

THE CADET'S (Modern)

81 (Excellent) B-f (Excellent)
.

JOHNNIE ft JOE (Chess)

For the first time in the history
of New York’s. Local 802 of the
American Federation of Musicians
there will be no organized oppo¬
sition tickets in the field.
A1
Manuti, incumbent prezy, will be
on the ballot with no competition
for his post along with veepees
A1 Knopf and Hy Jaffe. The only
person bidding for one •Of the
union’s top posts is Andy Pino,
who’s running as an independent
against ,Aldo Ricci, the incumbent
secretary. There are also several
contests for the»executive board,
but on an individual basis.
Election early next month marks
the extinction of the Blue Ticket,
which for many years ran the
union.
That group has never
been able to get off the ground
since Manuti defeated them some
four years ago. Several of the
Blue leaders, in fact, switched to
Manuti’s side in recent years and
thus have created an unprecedent¬
ed unity in the leadership.

GEORGIA GIBBS (Mercury)

Stein Flair-X R&B’er
Ralph Stein has taken over as
head of rhythm & blues artists &
repertoire for the recently set up
indie Flair-X Records.
He had been a&r topper for
Original Records and for many
years had arranged for Benny
Goodman, Louis Prima, A1 Dona¬
hue and Billy Butterfield.

R&B
Spotlight
Spotlight

Disk of .
the Week

Spotlight.

Sleeper of
the Wee'*

78 (Good)

B (Very Good)

R&B
Best Buy

R&B
Sure Shot

Good

MY HEART BELONGS TO YOU
(St. Louis)
GALE STORM (Dot)

MY JUDGE AND MY JURY
(Maggie)
THE DIAMONDS (Mercury)

ON MY WORD OF HONOR
(Mr. Music-Antler)
B. B. KING (RPM)

SINCE 1 MET YdU BABY
(Progressive)
MINDY CARSON (Columbia)
/

Spotlight

Best Bet

IVORY JOE HUNTER (Atlantic)

Best Buy

Sure Shot

S1L AUSTIN (Mercury)

Best Buy

Sure Shot

BILL DOGGETT (Bally)

Best Buy

Sure Shot

C&W
Best Buy

C&W
Bullseyo

SLOW WALK

(Norbay)

STOLEN MOMENTS

(Tannen)

HANK SNOW (Victor)

^America's-Fastest

B-j-(Exceiiient)

DON’T YOU REMEMBER

.Presley
Buxton Hill
.... Acuff-R
. Trinity
Golden West
,.. Chappell
.. Feist
,.. Presley-S
_Marks-B
. BVC

(Good)

(Debra)

HAWKSHAW HAWKINS (Victor)

Johnson’s Dot-ted Line

Billboard

THE WILBURN BROTHERS (Decca)

PUBLISHER

fLOVE ME TENDER .
*TRUE LOVE .
fSINGING THE BLUES
......
fTHE GREEN DOOR.
f JUST WALKING IN THE RAIN .
*BLUEBERRY HILL.
^FRIENDLY PERSUASION.
fDON’T BE CRUEL...
fCINDY, OH CINDY^.
^TONIGHT YOU BELONG TO ME

49

TRA-llA-LA.

(Snapper)

GEORGIA GIBBS (Mercury)

Spotlight

LAVERN BAKER (Atlantic)

R&B
Best Buy

Disk of
the Week
R&B
Award
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How Much Did Elvis Poll m Toledo24 or 28G? Dope-Sheet on Tlashes’
Toledo, O., Nov. 27,
The highest gross for a sinv’
day was racked up by Elvis Presl
in the mammoth Sports Arei
here on Thanksgiving Day (22
Some 14,000 persons at the mal
nee and evening show brought i
$28,200, scaled to $2.50. This broke
the former record established b
Bob Hope, who grossed $24,000 fc
a single show' at the Arena, scaled
to $4.20. The night show' was
sellout, with a surprisingly large
number of mature persons in the
audience.
A crew of 20 policemen was on
hand to maintain order among the
enthusiastic crowds. The show', in
addition to getting greater crowds,
also drew forth more vocal re¬
sponse from the audience than any
other in the Arena’s history. It
wras pointed out that Elvis' was
seen by more persons than watched
Adlai E. Stevenson and Vice Presi¬
dent Richard Nixon combined, and
these talks were free.

Kids: Cut It Out!
Richmond, Va., Nov. 27.
Elvis is real gone in Rich¬
mond, too.
A large Presley poster dis¬
appeared from afront the Byrd
Theatre last week. In its place
was a ransom note signed by
“Broke.”
The youth wrote, “I am a
junior high school student with
no money and my girl is crazy
about Elvis Presley. I will re¬
turn the advertisement if you
will give me two passes to see
the (Presley) picture. Please
answer in the classified section
of the newspaper.”
. The reply from George Swit¬
zer, assistant manager of the
Byrd, was -duly published in
the Richmond newspapers:
“Will give you two guest
tickets for the return of the
Elvis Presley cutout/’ ;
P.S.^-Good- publicity stunt.

Elvis Presley’s take in Toledo,
where he did two shows on Thanks¬
giving Day, was estimated at $24,000 by objective sources usually
reliable. The arena was geared for
$30,000.
Diehards and optimists
in the trade do not believe that
the swivel-hipped singer can sus¬
tain more than one or twTo trips
around the one-nighter circuits.
Liberace was also considered to
be equally as hot as Presley, and
Miami Beach, Nov. 27.
made it only once around the
A watered-down ordinance aimed
loops. This despite the fact that
the candelabra kid was the idol of at B-Girls and clip joints on Miami
the geriatric set of females who' Beach was voted into law this week
could more easily afford the higher by City Council. This followed ex¬
prices charged on the one-nighters tensive ' revision of the original
measure proposed some time ago
than the kids.-.
On the other hand, such peren¬ which would have affected top eftnial faces as Gene Autry, Roy Rog¬ tertainers and hotel operators, if
ers, Nat King Cole, Victor Borge. passed as written.
and a few others can virtually re¬ * The original proposal would have
peat at the arenas year in' and nixed any mixing with patrons by
year out and still rack up respect¬ any employee of an establishment
able grosses. In some instances, licensed to sell liquor. However,
the second appearance in any given the ordinance was held up from
passage after two readings when
town is stronger than the first.
local AGVA director Jerry Baker,
Just what are the factors that AFM local’s Frank Casciola and
determine boxoffice longevity in other union rep.s protested the let¬
any of these attractions is hard to ter, if not the intent, of the law.
determine.
In nearly all cases, Key hotelmen ad .d their dissat¬
those that have hit the arena out¬ isfaction with the text of the pro¬
ings as a result of a hit record posed measure, leading finally to
seem to have been able to make it a complete rewrite.
once around. The same applies to j
Sparked by council members
video faves.
In either of these j Marcie Liberman, local banker and
cases, when disk sales drop and a former top ballroom dancer in
when Nielsen ratings fall, the per¬ the period after World War I;
sonal appearance gate also suffers. Judge Bernie Frank, married to
One of the most profitable tours songstress Marion Colby, and for¬
of one-nighters this season was mer'Mayor Harold Shapiro, the re¬
Lawrence Welk's, in which phe¬ vised version was drawn up, al¬
nomenal grosses were chalked up. though they voted against even that
Some showmen feel that there’s draft. It'is similar to an ordinance
still a wide choice of arenas op&n passed by the city of Miami which
to Welk and he’ll clean up so long was enjoined by Circuit Court here
as his Nielsen is in the upper in 1955, preventing enforcement of
the law.
strata.
The ordinance prohibits any
In most any case, it’s felt by
showmen, it would be disastrous ‘vendor to sell alcoholic beverages
to have some of the current names fpr consumption on premises to,
stay for more than one day, in any or to permit any female employee
given town. It’s pointed out that to solicit or induce any male pa¬
no longer is it possible to exhibit tron on such premises . . . for pur¬
frequently in a vaude house where pose of purchasing any alcoholic
the kids could get in at 50c and up, beverages to be served to such fe¬
and where the wreekly allowance male.’'
could stand only the comparatively
modest tabs of the vaudery. Today,
most of the attractions have to be
peddled at a minimum $3 top, and
the kids will go for 'a onetimer
_and then quit for months.
* It’s argued that the economics of
the situation prevent annual ap¬
pearances, except in a few in¬
stances where the appeal is not Salisbury Beach, Mass., Nov. 27.
confined to youngsters or to any
While the hassle over this town’s
one segment of the population.
dry vote, which looks to kill the
lush beach strip nitery and cafe
biz, continues, Dennie Mulcahy,
operator of the biggest spot, the
Frolics, says he’ll bring in pack¬
aged musicals and operate as a
summer theatre with night club at¬
Las Vegas, Nov. 27.'
mosphere if his plans to operate as
A new edition of George White’s usual with sked of big name nitery
“Scandals,” embracing the cream acts don’t work out.
material from the producer’s top
The boniface said he would, of
shows of previous years, may reach course, prefer to operate as he has
Broadw’ay before the end of the sea¬ for past several seasons with a
son.
roster of big names.
White currently is producing the
With no liqfior serving allowed,
show' for a minimum six-week run the question now is whether or not
at the Riviera Hotel here, opening the spot, and other Salisbury
Dec. 26. If reaction in the nitery boites, can serve “setups” with the
setting-warrants, White will try to customers bringing their own bot¬
finalize arrangements for a Broad¬ tles. If they can’t, it hardly seems
way run.
that soda pop can pay the freight
For Las Vegas, White will use 10 for such names as Mulcahy, has of¬
principals, none of them names, a fered in the past.
line of 24 girls and a few specialty
Meantime, multiple irregularities
acts.
in the recount w'hich would re¬

Miami B’ch Eases
‘B-Girl’ Statute
On Nix of ‘Mix’

Veteran River Showboat Impresario

Capt. Billy Bryant
recalls the halcyon days, when
Capt. Price and Capt. French
plied the Ohio and Mississippi
Rivers,. In an informative '
piece titled

Feuding Shoicho&Zer$
one of the many editorial features
in the upcoming

51 si Anniversary Number
of

PfisZIETY

Jerry Lewis Set
To Follow Judy
At Palace in ’57
RKQ Theatres prexy Sol A.
Schwartz is mulling whether to
spot the Jerry Lewis two-a-dayer—
a misnomer, incidentally, in light
of the 8-10 shows-a-week policy—
right after Judy Garland closes at
the Palace on Broadway in Janu¬
ary or wait a few weeks in between
for a deliberate cooiing-off process.
Miss Garland, who has been doing
sturdy business, cuts to seven
shows a week, eliminating Tuesday
night as well as Monday, but re¬
taining the Saturday and Sunday
matinees, as well as the night per¬
formances.
This has nothing to do with her
loss-of-voice two weeks ago when
there were refunds for Wednesday-Thursday-Fri'day. The Wednes¬
day show was half-way through
when the star found herself in
poor voice and, rather than risk
further damage, Schwartz wouldn’t
permit her to perform.
There
we^e few refunds, mostly exchange
of tickets.
Comedian Lewis meantime is
aligning his supporting show
which, to Schwartz, is always an
important factor in light of the
$6 and $7.50 top. Elimination of
the Tuesday night Garland show
will cut the $.53,OOO-$55,00O pace
to around $47,000 capacity.
The proposal for a short legit
season for Anna Magnani in a- newTennessee Williams play, utilizing
the Palace for a shortterm legitpolicy, now appears cold because
of the Jftalian star’s ’ foreign ‘ film
production commitments. . . T. h e.
George Price (prez of AGVA) idea
for the Palace Theatre Bldg, pur¬
chase is “still just conversation,”
says Schwartz.
.

Long in MCA S.F. Office
. San Francisco, Nov. 27.
Music Corp. of America has
switched Hank Long from Cleve¬
land to take over as boss of its
Frisco office and shifted some pub¬
licity and placement functions of
the office to Las Vegas and Los
Angeles.
Long replaces Hugh Heller, re¬
cently moved into Nevv York office.

Silo if Name ‘Dry Runs’ Don’t Pan Out

CEO. WHITE EYES B’WAY
FOR CAFE ‘SCANDALS’

tain package stores while all other
liquor sales are dried up after Dec.
30, were charged in Salem Superior
Court.
Franklin S. Felch of Salisbury,
who canvassed door-to-door with
his wife, for dry votes, filed a peti¬
tion for a writ of mandamus
against the Board of Registers to
forbid them from certifying the
wet count. He charges in his peti¬
tion th&t the recount was “irregu¬
lar and illegal.” The petition for
the recount was not properly cer¬
tified and the board was biased and
prejudiced in rejetting negative
votes, Felch claims.
Cafe and nitery owners now have
only the hope that the legislature
will pass a special act permitting
a special election, but even that
doesn’t guarantee return to wet as
voters could vote the same way
again. If there is no special elec¬
tion, Salisburyites can’t vote again
on the question until the next state
election in two years.
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Sheraton Cham Capitulates; Tries
Novelty Act Idea Around Circuit
Pitt’s New Nixon Cafe
To Get Going—Finally
Pittsburgh, Nov. 27.
It now begins to look as if down¬
town Pittsburgh will get, its fancy
new nitery, the New Nixon, after
all. Tangled financial status ap¬
parently has been straightened out
after months of doubts and frus¬
trations. The big cafe, designed to
seat more than 500, will be un¬
veiled before the holidays.
Room, sitqated in heart of the
Golden Triangle right in hotel belt
and next door to a city parking
garage, has been beset by money
problems almost since its inception.
Originally, it was to have opened
in May but couldn’t raise the coin
to complete various phases. In ad¬
dition, it has been plagued by in¬
ternal strife.
Just what the eventual, owner¬
ship-managership setup will be is
still being worked out by lawyers,
but final word is that it’ll definite¬
ly be opened for business in a
couple of weeks.

AGVA Pressing
Chicago Hotels
On Basic Pacts
Chicago, Nov. 27.
The American Guild of. Variety
Artists’ battle with midwest hotels
over minimum basic agreements is
nearing a showdown. Ernie Fast,
union's midwest chief, yesterday
(Mon.) gave Chicago’s Drake Hotel
an ultimatum threatening: to with¬
draw performers unless its de¬
mands are met. "Fast is also seek¬
ing to meet with representatives
of the Hilton chain’s Conrad Hil¬
ton and Palmer House hotels here
this week. .
AGVA’s basic conflict with the
hotels is over’pension and welfare
contributions and posting of salary
bonds.
• In* his ultimatum to the Drake,
Fast is threatening to prohibit
AGVA' members from working club
.dates there as well as to pull per¬
formers from the hotel’s public
rooms. He says this same strategy
will be used against other hotels
not-signed-to the* minimum agree¬
ments and in good standing’ with
the guild..
Fast said that acts also would be
pulled from the Black Orchid here
unless the nitery meets its welfare
payment commitments. The Or¬
chid is a signatory to the unions
minimum agreements but Fast
claims it is six weeks delinquent.
First impact of the guild’s attack
hit the Chase Hotel in St. Louis
last week (see separate story).

New Arena on L.I. ‘Glad’
About Delayed Opening;
Couldn’t Fit in ‘Cycles’
Commack, L J., N.Y., Nov. 27.
Cancellation of “Ice Cycles” has
worked out advantageously for the
Commack Arena here, originally
slated to open Dec. 24. It appears
that the new showshop will not be
ready before spring, and it’s more
than likely that the Arena would
not have been able to accommodate
“Ice Cycles” if it were going on
the road, according to Tony Lock¬
hart, who will manage the new
auditorium.
Thus far, nothing has. been set
for the Arena, and any bookings
will depend upon the completion
date of the spot. Management can
now afford the luxury of more lei¬
surely construction.
Cancellation of i{Cycles” was a
surprising development, Since John
H. Harris, producer of “Ice
Capades,” was to have made
“Cycles** the third company of that
show. Currently, there are two
companies of “Capades” on tour,
and third unit was being projected
in order to pick up areas not now
being served by a major ice show.
New arena will have 4,4&3 per^
manent seats and 17j000 Square
feet of floor space.

The Sheraton Hotel chain may
revert to a talent policy angled
along novelty ideas. The chain is
booking the Talbot Bros. (6), a
calypso group, around several of
their inns for one-nighters. If ex¬
periment works out, there will be
other troupes riding the circuit.
The Talbots opened at the Blackstone, Chicago, Sunday (25), where
they arrived four hours late be¬
cause of bad weather. From there,
the. outfit goes to the Sheraton, also
Chicago; Cadillac, Detroit; Shera¬
ton, Rochester; Ten Eyck, Albany;
Kimball, Springfield, Mass.; Plaza,
Boston; Astor, N.Y.; Biltmore,
Providence; Belvedere, 'Baltimore;
Gibson, Cincinnati, and Mayflower,
Axron.
For many years, the Sheraton
chain has frowned upon name en¬
tertainment and has veered toward
small groups. One of the reasons
is the 20% cabaret tax. A still
greater reason is the prices that
must be shelled to get headliners.
The Sheraton chain has operated
on the theory that it cut down con¬
siderably on the black ink when
shelling out for huge bands and
name shows. Although this policy
didn’t pay off in the prestige de¬
partment, the Sheraton toppers
were quite satisfied because, it
kept down expenditures, and red
ink was rare in most of their
rooms.
However, it’s seen that in order
to get the huge convention busi¬
ness, which is becoming one of the
most lucrative facets of hotel op¬
eration, some sort of show policy
must be maintained, if they’re to
get delegates to remain in the hotel
for dinner and supper business.
For example, at its Sheraton Park
Hotel, Washington, a lot of eatery
business is lost to the nearby
Shoreham Hotel, which now has a
name band and an entertainment
policy in the smaller room.
The Talbot Bros, booking isn’t
designed to be a lure to the con¬
vention biz, but the chain toppers
are testing reactions of both man¬
agement and customers on accept¬
ability of entertainment.
If idea works out well, it’s seen
that the chain will try to get un¬
usual bookings so that it will not
have to rely on hard-to-get and ex¬
pensive names. The novelty angle
has been working out successfully
in many cafes, which find that they
can compete more successfully
with the larger spots merely on
the basis of angled bookings.

SEEK 200G FOR HASS.
RESORT-TRAVEL BALLY
Boston, Nov. 27.
The Massachusetts 1957 Legisla¬
ture will be asked to create an un¬
paid state vacation travel develop¬
ment commission to advertise the
state’s resort amusement advan¬
tages and develop its tourist indus¬
try.
Under provisos of a bill filed by
Norman Cook of the Cape Cod
Chamber of Commerce, the state
would allow the 11-member com¬
mission an annual appropriation
and from up to $25,000 each for
eight regional groups to help ad¬
vertise their own areas. The com¬
mission would be placed under the
state commerce department but
would have its own authority in
appointing the director of the divi¬
sion of vacation-travel develop¬
ment.
Three of the members would be
appointed by the governor. Eight
members would be heads of travel
development orgs.

New Miami B’ch House
In Stopgap Vaude Bills
Miami Beach, Nov. 27.
New Variety Theatre here will
be on a temporary vaude policy
starting Dec. 1, whenhpuse starts
with a six-act bill. After Jan. 1
it will go into a legit policy.
Caplan interests, which are run¬
ning this house, operated the
Roosevelt Theatre here last year.

Jerry Lewis’*Gaye Aide
Judy Gaye, who worked the Copacabana Lounge, N. Y., has been
signed for the Jerry Lewis show
at the Sands Hotel, Las Vegas,
opening Friday (30). .
Comic caught her at the Jules
Podell spot during his recent N. Y.
visit.’
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Press Acclaim

“THE HOnEST VOCAL GROUP
IN AMERICA TODAY..!”
Just Returned
from an EXTENDED WORLD TOUR
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Currently Creating a SENSATION at the
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Washington, D. C.
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A Spec/o/ THANKSto JULES PODELL and /ns wonderful
COPA staff . •. set you in 1957,

iafssf ERA single:

“WHITE WALL TIRES'’
b/w “BLUESVILLE USA"
latest IP ALBUM (ERA)
"SOMETHING OLD, NEW, BORROWED, BLUE"

Personal Management:

RED DOFF and ASSOCIATES
%. 449 S. Beverly Drive
Beverly Hill*, Calif,

'General Artists Corporation
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3 New Cafe Entries in Miami Beach;
Motel’s ‘Keith-Time’ Via Vande Scion
Miami Beach, Nov. 27. .
Three additions to the oceanfront hotel-cafe circuit here were
made this week with announce¬
ment by GoJden Gate, ^Empress
and Colonnade of show policies for
the winter season.
The Empress, an entry last Rea¬
son, has set Mickey Katz for two
dates,
Diosa
Costello,
Lenny
Kent, Eileen Barton, Larry Storch
and Jerry Lester, all staples on
the local route. Colonnade, swank
Bal Harbour hostel, is opening with
Marion Colby in its Polo Club with
other acts now being pacted.
The huge Golden Gate HotelMotel, located at the northern¬
most point (Golden Beach) of
what can be regarded as Miami
Beach, announced conversion of its
1,200-seat convention hall into a
theatre-restaurant
in
which
a
vaude policy will be installed be¬
ginning Dec. 20. Type of acts to be
booked will be novelty, aero, song
and comedy turns to work a twoshow nightly, weekly run. Budget,
at present, is understood to be a
modest one with upping if the idea
clicks.
Producer for the shows is B. Don
Keith, former booker for the Hol¬
lywood Beach Hotel and a mem¬
ber of the Keith vaude family.
Productions will be titled “KeithTime" in promotion pitch utiliza¬
tion of the name. Tariff will hold
to a $5.75 for dinner with no cover
charge, of buffet and four drinks
for the price. A name orch is to
be added for dancing.

Henry Hudson’s Jazz

Billy Graham Paces
B.O. in L’ville Expo's
Setbacks Since Bow

Music Hall 3 On
Trial By ACVA
As ‘Mel’ Unit

Dietrich, Elsa
Mid-Air in Vegas

FUN-MASTER

Saranac Lake

FOR

ELVIS PRESLEY
PHOTOS as low as 1c each
Write for samples, prices.

MOSS PHOTO SERVICE
350 W. 50th St., N.Y. 19, N.Y.
PLAZA 7*3520
Slneo 35. Serclng Atrtcrlpa'B Star*

Hollywood,-Nov. 27.
Everett Colburn, veteran rodeo
director who handles the equine ex| travaganzas at Madison Square
I Garden, N. Y., has been huddling
■ with Jimmy Wakely about a new
packaged show for the chute cir¬
cuit next summer.
Wakely would headline, backed
by a corps of cowboys. Trek would
encompass the corral circuit, in¬
cluding the Garden.

Louisville, Nov. 27.
New $16,000,000 Fairgrounds &
Exposition Center is . operating in
the red, according to report made
by H. Clyde Reeves, chief Fair¬
grounds . exqg^ to the State Fair
Board last week. Expo lost $18,’676 in October, its second month
in business.
Tony Martin sljow.
on Nov. 3 grossed $4,167, with total
expenses about $7,703, 'a loss of
Three members of the Radio City
around $3,000.
Biggest moneymaker in October Music "Hall chorus were tried in
was. the Billy Graham revival. New York Monday (26) by the ex¬
Total October revenue was $48,372. ecutive, aboard., of the American
In an economy step, the Fair¬ 1 Guild of Variety Artists on charges
grounds will cut the number of of promoting dual unionism, conguards, and revise, rates on some* Iduct unbecoming ap AGVA memconcessions, parking, etc. Some of [ber, along with other accusations
50 cleaning men working will be resulting from the formation of an
lopped off the payroll. Reeves es¬ indie union to be known as Assfi.
timates that November expenses of Radio City Music Hall Cborus
will be considerably less than Oc¬ Employees.
tober’s $67,048, and costs will be
Findings against Eric Hutson,
held to about $28,000 in Decem¬ prexy of the indie outfit;.Mary Ann
ber." December gross is expected Ray, org’s veepee, and Violet
to reach at least $34,000, and may Breck, treasurer, weren’t revealed
well be over $50,000, according to pending 'notification to them.,'
Reeves. *
, •‘
.
Other members of the organizing
Basketball, and Other sports choristers will be tried, until all
events are hoped to bring the take niembers of the “rebel”-outfit are
to a point where the Fairgrounds given board trials.
will earn enough to pay off the
Penalty is possible expulsion.
$16,000,000 in bonds which fi¬ However, it’s believed that such
nanced the project.
an extreme will not be imposed for
these defendants. Meanwhile, the
trio isn’t working although they
are still on the Music Hall payroll.
Indie union was organized by Irv¬
ing Goss, a former N.Y. regional
director of AGVA who was fired
some time ago.

The Henry Hudson Hotel, N. Y.,
has become the only Manhattan
inn on a jazz policy that started
Saturday (24). Bobby Hackett is
on the initial bill.
Outfit includes Ernie Caceres,
baritone sax; Dick Carey, piano;
Tony Hannan, drums; Tom GwaltA couple of Las Vegas comhiitney, clarinet, and John Dengler,
ments are running into difficulties.
tuba.
Marlene Dietrich, booked for the
Tropicana preem show tentatively
set for around Jan. 1, may not be
PROFESSIONAL
able to play this date because inn
COMEDY MATERIAL
hasn’t yet obtained its casino li¬
for all Theatricals
cense. Whether she’U hold out for
GLASON'S
the long period is debatable.
The Original Show Biz Gag File
Thus far, Eddie Fisher is being
We Service the Stars
set for the second Tropicana dis¬
35 Issues $25 — First 13 for $7
play.
However, if Miss Dietrich
Singly—$1.05 Each In Sequence
• 3 Parody Books, per Bk ... $10 <
drops out, Fisher will preside at
• 3 Blackout Books, per Bk_$25 <
the premiere.
• Minstrel Budget .$25 <
Difficulties are also, being en¬
How to Master the Ceremonies
$3 per Copy
countered in the Elsa Maxwell
• "The Comedian" Monthly Service «
booking at El Rancho, originally
$15 per Year (12 issues)
We Also Teach M.C.'ing and Comedy
set for Jan. 3 on the show with
Let a Real Professional Train You
Joe
E. Lewis. According to the
NO C.O.D.'S
William Morris Agency, operator
BILLY GLASON
Beldon Katleman would like Miss
200 W. 54th St., N.Y.C. 19, Dept. V
Maxwell to come in prior to the
Circle 7-1130
Christmas holidays, and they are
now trying to clear a couple of
previously contracted
dates to
make this possible. Miss Maxwell
was signed at $5,000.

MOSS iJKR PHOTOS

Jimmy Wakely Rodeo?

By Happy Benway
Saranac Lake, N.Y., Nov. 27.
This tribute was paid by Ed
Davidson to the IATSE about the
privilege extended to his wife
Grace; “My wife received care that
only a. millionaire Could afford.
Grace spent a yeatf atrthe Will Rog¬
ers Memorial Hospital and hhd the
best medical attention;
every¬
thing, even laundry service was
free. Money couldn’t buy the at¬
tention that the hospital gave her.”
Charlotte efiiselnian, nitery en¬
tertainer, received the long looked
for medical ok that rated her a
greenlight to go home and resume
work.
Dr. Homer McCreary, Will Rog¬
ers house medico, off to Gotham to
attend a symposium of lung spe¬
cialists.
Write to those who are ilL

VING MERLIN
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Bolger Bowl Nix Put*
Dallas in Fix—No Show
Dallas, Nov. 27.
No- Cotton Bowl Week Variety
show will he seen at State.. Fair
Auditorium this year. Ray Bolger,
announced to topline a Dec* 27-31
show, unexpectedly cancelled the
date Nov, 15.
Charles R. Meeker Jr., managing
director of State Fair Musicals and
Texas expo veepee, said he under¬
stood the Bolger deal was firm.
“Ray
Bolger*s
unprecedented
cancellation left us with no alter¬
native,” Meeker said. “We simply
can’t secure a high-calibre show in
so short a time, and we would not
consider anything below the stand¬
ard we have maintained at State
Fair Auditorium over the years.”

Vaude, Cafe Dates
New York
Peggy Connelly moves, into the
Latin Casino, Philadelphia, Dec. 6
. . . -Berate Leighton Trio patted
for Peacock Alley of the Hotel
Waldorf-Astoria; starting Dec. 3 ...
Trudy Richafrds into the Zephyr
Room, Cleveland, Dec. 3 . . .
Jackie Kannon. signed for the
Balinese Rdom, Galveston, tomor¬
row (Thurs.) . . . Lucille & Eddie
Roberts return to the Cotillion
Room of the Pierre Hotel,-Feb. 11
. . . Danny Kaye to entertain at a
Brooklyn businessmen's luncheon
for the benefit of the Boy Scouts,*
tomorrow (Thurs.) at the St.
George Hotel . . . Lola Fisher, who
subbed for Julie Andrews in “My.
Fair Lady,” to double between the
legit musical and Le Ruban Bleu,
Dec. 4 . . . National Arts Club to
hold jts annual bal masque at its
clubhouse. Dec. 1 . . * Page & Bray
set for Bimbo’s, San Francisco,
J£n. 17
; Arthur .Lee Simpkins,
starts at the Latin Quarter in
Mhrch.
Sam Kahl, former Chi rep of the

St. Loo Chase
In AGVA Pact
After Blackout
St. Louis, Nov. 27.
Another hassle between Harold
Koplar, boniface of the west end
Chase Club, and the local branch
of the American Guild of Variety
Artists that caused the benching of
three acts last, week was settled
after the club was without enter¬
tainment for two nights. The acts,
comedian Shecky Greene, illusion¬
ist Richiardi Jr. and the novelty
dance team of McKay & Charles,
resumed their chores Friday (23).
The dispute had arisen over Koplar’s refusal to pay into the union’s
health and welfare fund for acts
appearing in the room.
Koplar
agreed to pay $250 per performer
per week into the fund, also posting
a week’s bond for salaries.
The AGVA move followed on th«
heels of a decision of Circuit Judge
William E. Buder, who denied a
permanent injunction against the
union after George Hokkins and
Epzo Stuarti wqre withdrawn from
the club last August. At that time,
Koplar obtained a temporary re¬
straining ord^r and at the same
time filed a $250,000 damage suit
against AGVA and its local rep¬
resentative, Murray Becker.

Betty Hutton to Bow
Tuner-Drama Policy
In Phoenix Strawhat
Phoenix, Nov. 27.
Sombrero Playhouse here launch¬
es its ninth season Dec. 7 with “The
Betty Hutton Show”. kicking off a
policy change' that will, see the win*
ter silo. alternating musicals with
straight dramas. As part of the
switch, house will be open five
months instead of the customary 10
weeks.
t Gene Mann, veteran Hollywood
showman and former producer at
the Greek Theatre here, will co¬
produce the musicals with Som¬
brero producer Richard Chariton.
Mann has signed the Cheer Lead¬
ers, the. Seven Ashtons and the
Moro Landis Dancers to support
Betty Hutton in the first of the
season’s musicals which Bob Perry
will stage.

Orpheum circuit and now an in¬
surance broker, in for a quick visit
to New York ... Bob Sennett re¬
booked'for the Elegante, Brooklyn,
Dec. 12 . . . Terry Haven is new at
the Kings-Club, Dallas . . . Gina &
Gerardo, who recently competed- a
Savoy, London, date, to tour Ger¬
many and Spain ... Hank Henry
Roily Rolls, on the' vaude and of the Silver Slipper. Las Ve^s,
show, signed to William Morris
nitery circuits for many years as a Agency.
comedian with the ivories, has
tackled the concert circuit wth his
Chicago
debut at Town Hall, N.Y., Sunday
(25).
French performer came in
Gloria Van forced to cancel Dec.
from Washington where he’s qn a 10 opening at the Alamo in Detroitlongtermer at the Palladium Room beeause of pregnancy k . : A1 De¬
WHEN IN BOSTON
hams at the Brown Suburban
of the Shareham Hotel.
It's III.
„ It’s fairly evideut that Rolls es¬ Hotel, Louisville, next Monday
(3) for two weeks ... Mickey Sharp
sayed this stand as a test of his opens tonight (Wed.) at Houston’s
prowess as a one-man show a la Club Crescendo for two weeks;
Victor Borge, who ran several sea¬ Ford & Haines due in for two
sons in N.Y. and who is presently weeks on Jap. 2 . . . The Houston
Avery A Washington Sts.
one of the hottest perennials on National Auto Show will feature
Every room newly decorated.
the arena circuit. It was a fullscale Jackie Bertell and The Musical
Air conditioned rooms available.
audition in front of a paying audi¬ Waves, Jan; 31-Feb. 3 . . . Chicago’s
The Home of Show Folk
ence ($2.50 top) and he played to a Flamingo now exclusively booked
three-quarter house, which is quite by Chez Paree Artists . . . Robert
.Clary
set
for
the
Radisson
Hotel,
an accomplishment.
^Minneapolis, Jan. 31 for two weeks.
Rolls is not yet a Borge. He fol¬
lows set routines, which are socko
To Head Social Activities at
in niteries and whammo in vaude,
FAMOUS
but is still not quite up to the par
YEAR-ROUND RESORT
for the concert and ^ legit circuits.
Excellent Opportunity
His work is of too small a dimen¬
sion, at least in the rarified Town
.Write Full Details
Artists Corp. of America has
Box MA< 45 *E. 17 St., N.Y. 3, N.Y
Hall atmosphere.
moved to return the Cerneys to its
Rolls is backed by an instrumen¬ management. ACA attorney" has
tal group comprising a piano, bass, opened suit in N.Y. Supreme Court
drum* sax and trumpet. Symphony asking for a declaratory judgment $100,000. A tlAR
behind him didn’t lend too much to determine the length of the con¬ 7
NIGHT CLUB
4ffl
dignity or depth of background, tract entered into between the
OPERATOR AVAILABLE ^
and perhaps a different kind of in¬ agency and the dance team, and at
Call Carmldbeat c/a
strumental makeup would be more the same time moved to enjoin the
Carmicheal's Supper . .
beneficial.
Cerneys from working under any
.'Club
Birmingham, Alabamc£|
Rolls* routines are laugh-produc¬ other management.
<♦♦
+♦ ++ + ♦
ers in the vaude and cafe genre.
The Supreme Court ruled recent¬
His imitations of old masters, his ly for the Cerneys against ACA,
dissertation on different types of but the ruling included allowances
pianists, and some of the old mu¬ of 20 days for an amended com¬
sical gags such as using several plaint setting forth a cause of ac¬
Singers, Dancers, Comedians. Mai*
melodies in counterpoint at one tion and permanent injunction.
and Female for touring show. Will
time, with the symphony in the
buy good used scenery and costumes.
Dusty Brooks, now under per¬
background, came off well. Solo of
WARD HALL
“Tea for Two,” with the verse and sonal management of Eddie Lane,
P. O. Box 461, Birmingham, Ata.
chorus played, simultaneously, is an set for return engagement Dec. 5
at
the
Elegante,
Brooklyn.
item in the repertoire o£too many
pianists.
Rolls also exhibited on a tiny
Latest ABC-FAR Record a VARIETY BEST BET
concertina for good effect, and
there were some straight ivory
Tho Musk Gots Round and Round
solos. He’s punched out material
in cafes and vaude for so long that
b/w I’ll Bt Worthy df You
his’ serioso efforts seem to have
taken on a metallic tinge. With the
comfortable economic haven of a
socko act, Rolls can afford an occa¬
sional binge on the longhair cir¬
Currently VOGUE TERRACE. McKeesport, Fa.
cuit arid a test of his potential for
the tall coin. However, his scope
Mgf. BILL MITTLER, Ml* Broadway. New Y01*
mi1 st be enlarged considerably for
the swank time.
Jose.

Roily Rolls Pounds Piano
And Tries to Make like
Borge in Town Hall Bow

HOTEL AVERY
Entertainer-Singer

ACA Presses for Return
Of Cerneys to . Its Stable

M
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THANKS

To all of you who helped make
us one of the industries outstand¬
ing attractions in two short years

ljuiIHfl

Director,

Wmwm

Nat Ambramson
Felix Alarcon
George Amato
Marty Ames
Ed Baetzel
Julius Bailer
Alan Barrie
Marty Baum
Harrv B?ben
David Blackburn
Roy Cooper
Joe Coopersmith
Mortv Curtis
Joe" Daniels
Frank Darling
Charles Dickson
Red Ellis
Joe Farina
Abe Finbera ,
Art Goldsmith
Harrv Green
Al Greene
Phil Greenwald
Irving Heller
Marty Hicks
Marvin Himmel
Frank Hogan
William Honney
Mary Howard
Carlton Hubb
Dick Jackson
Joe Kavser
Bernie Landis
Howard Lanin
Jimmv Lanin
Mike Lanin
Jack Leahy
Herbert Llzt
Annette Marante
Stanley Melba
Leon Newman
Jack Morton
Percy Oakes
Tom O'Connell
David O'Malley
Herman Pirchner
Johnny Pransky
Charles Rapp
Lou Ricardo
John Robbins
James Roberts
Stephen Rose
Sam Ross
Al Roth
Al Sehenkeln
Tony Sennes
Gordon Shea
Eddie Smith
Gerard Thibault
Mark Towers
Frank Tracy
Al Tyler
Reginald Voorhees

JOE BARIS

' Choreography, BEN WOODWARD

*

Dec. 27th Guest

Starring,

PAUL WINCHELL SHOW, ABC-TV

Pait
AMATO'S, Portland

Warmest appreciation to —
STAN SCOTTLAND and

ALPINE VILLAGE, Cleveland
Clevela

SAVINGS & LOAN LEAGUE, Phila.

MERCURY ARTISTS with¬

out whose guidance all this
would not be possible.

THUNDERBIRD, Las Vegas

LA PORTE, St. Jean, <?ue.
<?iie.

POLICE CHIEF ASSN., Chicago

COMMERCIAL HOTEL. Elko

SEVILLE THEATRE, Montre
Montreal

GENERAL MOTORS, Detroit

EL PATIO, Mexico City

IBEW CONVENTION, Chicago
Chic

LIONS INTERNATIONAL

BEACHCOMBER, Miami Beqch

GOLDEN JUBILEE FOODFAIR, Kansas City
and many others.

CONVENTION, Miami
try
artists
artisi
mmA l
corporation
7» Tin* AfgtWS • Ntw YOMK 19. JVDSON *43*4 '
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Burlesqne/Rarin’toGo,’
Goes Nowhere in Minneapolis
By LES REES

+-

GERMAINE MONTERO

Songs

20 Mins.
L'Olympia, Paris
Germaine Montero can be lik¬
ened to a vivid streetsinger with
her strident, natural timbres and
dramatic drive. She sings offbeat,
downbeat songs about noble or sad
prostitutes, or turn-of-the-century
French numbers about the streets
which are tmiched by her thesp
background
and
interpretation.
Well groomed, with a fine stance,
she is a good stylized songstress,
but limited for the U. S. except for
specialized boites.
She looms as a better bet for
dramatic musicals in “The Three¬
penny Opera” tradition where her
throaty elegance and drive would
be an asset. English is perfect.
Mosk.

VARIETY BILLS
WEEK OF NOVEMBER 28
Numerals In connection with bills below indicate opening day of show
whether full or split week
Letter In parentheses Indicates circuit: (I) Independent; <L; Loew; <M) Moss;
<P> Paramount; <R) RKO; (?) Stoll; <T> Tivoli; <W> Warner

Minneapolis, Nov. 24.
a time when most song stints aim
Wheel roadshow burlesque here, for downbeat or frenzy Trenet re¬
1956 edition, undoubtedly the same mains a pleasing anachronism and
NEW YORK CITY
elsewhere as locally, differs little the public goes for his breezy
Musk Hall (R) 29
Palace (P) 29
with what it has been during the songalog enlivened by a dash of
Judy Garland
Rockettes
exhibitionism
and
poetry.
Recep¬
past Minneapolis downgrade dec¬
Alan King
Glee. Club
tion is big and Trenet has the
Pompoff
& Thedy
ade.
Wazzan Tr.
Ann Gilbert
know-how and showmanship to re¬
If possible, burleycue seems to
Bob Williams
Danny Carroll
main a staple, but could use some
Amin Bros.
deteriorate in entertainment qual¬ new songs for stateside returns and
Foursome
G & F Szony
ity every succeeding year. In these a cutting down of the flamboyant
tv days, when competition for the
AUSTRALIA
(Continued on page 61)
amusement dollar is stronger than
Alwyn Leckie
ADELAIDE
Frank Ward
ever, the mystery is how it man¬
Royal (T) 3
Daniel Davey
ages to survive. Its long expected
GOGIA PASHA
Philip Stainton
Lewis Jacob
Ballet Girls (16)
demise just doesn’t occu?,'although
Magic
Niqolette Bernard
SYDNEY
Percy
Marmont
32 Mins.
for some time it has appeared to
Tivoli (T) 3
Richard Beynon
Gatineau,
Ottawa
George Wallace
be close.
Noel Howlett
Maurice Colleano
Using two (femme and male) un¬ Heath Joyce
At $1:50 evening admission this
Jim Gerald
Taylor
billed assistants, Gogia . Pasha, .Frank
Alvin show caught, called “Earin' RENE
Jennie Howard
Gerald Duggan
India-type
magico,
has
a
class
act
Queenie
Paul
Arthur Whitehead
To Go” for.no apparent, reason, af¬ Puppets
Millie
Hansen
with ehough thrills ^nd comedy Margaret Wolfit
fords the usual established bur¬ 10 Mins.
Morry Barling
Stewart Finch
touches
to
collect
heavy
returns.
Peggy Mortimer
Carole Taylor
lesque format, of striptease presen¬ Chateau Madrid, N.Y.
Staging is solid, costuming is
Jondy
MELBOURNE
The monomonickered Rene is a
tations with their, bumps, grinds
Tony Moynihan
Tivoli- (T) 3
almost lavish and backing music
Brenda Charles
and torso twistings otherwise, along good technician with the puppets. arrangements arc unusual, using Richard Hearne
Dandy Bros.
with stale, unsubtle off-color pat¬ His manipulations are good and he even some dixieland for minor Julia
George Nichols
Nicolas Darvas
infuses
his
dolls
with
a
personality.
ter and ancient comedy 'routines/
Jack O’Dowd *
Ross & La Pierre
At this point, he needs only to stunts. Stint has two standouts. Lone
David Sterle Bros.
The last-named are capable of gen¬
Wilbur Wheeler
develop some ideas that will differ¬ One gets femme ' assistant into a ?ob Bromley
erating occasional, laughter.
But entiate him from many other prac¬ reed basket beneath a silk shawl,
Flat Tops
he Albins
2 Randows
the mCss in its entirety stacks up, titioners. Of course it’s possible then Gogia Pasha sits and stomps Billy Banks
of course, as a very poor amuse¬ that in the time limits allotted him around in the basket and thrusts
BRITAIN
ment .buy except, perhaps, for those at this Angel Lopez nitery, he a long sword through it, finally
3 King Bros.
ASTON
males , who may get'some sort of couldn’t trot out his unusual items, bringing gal out whole and un¬ Hippodrome (I) 26 Julio Dey
Billy Burdon
charge from the onstage feminine but what he-, showed seemed or¬ harmed, Second has same femme Checker Wheel
Yvonne Michel
in a trance, head, back and heels Jessie Carr on
thodox.
convulsions.
Erik
Doreen
Denton
Lotus Sc Joslfe
Rene's major differentiation Is resting on the points of mean-look¬ Charles Sc Jupp .
Lacking is the former chorus of
Cody & Qran
Sc Juanita
six to eight girls, and production the degree of personality he in¬ ing upended swords. Operator re¬ Gordon
LIVERPOOL
moves swords from back and heels Ray Thorne
fuses
in
the
dolls.
His
line
of
can¬
Empire (M) 26
numbers.
This elimination no
Peggy Bourne
and
gal
floats
there
with
only
her
Reg Dixon
Tommy Seymour
doubt is an /economy move.
Re¬ can dolls has charm, and his Negro head supported.
.Cooper 2
BRADFORD
membering, however, what past tapster and strip have a sense of
This is one of . the better magic Alhambra (M) 26 A & L Ward
Angelos
lines and staging were like, it gaiety that comes across. He’s okay routines, worthy of attention from Lonnie Docegan
SaUy Barnes
De Vere Dancers
for most cafe situations and would
should not be put down as any
Hackford & Doyle
television, stage and niteries.
Billy Baxter
also fit outdoor and video spots.
Tommy Fields
Curzon 3
customer loss. ' The move only
Gorm.
Jose.'
LONDON
Mundy & Earle
serves to lower what impresses as
Hippodrome (M) 26
Mike McKenzie
Shani Wallis
Arrol
Meadows
a: very small budget—a savings of
VAREL, BAILLY & PARIS SING¬
Andrea
Dancers
Griff Kendall
the salaries of the girls and a pro¬
JOnes St Arnold
BRIGHTON
ERS (9)
•
ducer, and of costumes and scen¬ Songs
Hippodrome (M) 26 Los Gatos
Jimmy .Lee •
• ^
Tommy Steele
ery rental, and to make principals 25 Mins.
Metropolitan (I) 16
Ballet Montmartre
work'longer and harder.
Smith Bros.
Harriott & Evans
Drap D’Or, Paris .
Jimmy
Paige
Johnny Laycock
^ .Entire cast comprises five wom¬
Mickey Meuse Club
Group of nine has a slick and
Kay Elvin
M & B Winters
en and three men in this, instance. -rhythmic pattern,of song with harr
Buster Fiddess
Reg Thompson
. MdMBsketeers
Crochet
Josephine Ann
Several of the women work both monies
and
choralling
mixing
MANCHESTER
(SAN
DIEGO
ARENA)
BRIXTON
straight in the skits and as strip- French subtlety with the more
Hippodrome (S) 26
Empress (I) 26
San Diego, Cal., Nov. 20.
Lee Lawrence
Maic Miller
$&$s. Show is presented in three dynamic U. S. methods to make
A
John
.
Harris
presentation;
Al Koran
Penny Nicholls *
facts’’ and runs nearly four hours this an easy-on-the-ears act. Fine stars Jimmie Dodd; features Roy Richman
& Jackson S St M Harrison
Ward 3
with intermissions, during which production values also give this Williams, Cliff Edwards, Clarence Sparkes 3
Nat Gonella
eye-appeal.
On
musicianship
and
Wadden
&
Partner
various items of edibles and alleg¬
.Ton Jackson
the excellent bouncy numbers it Nash, Sharon Baird, Bobby Bur¬ Emerson & Jayne
edly wicked gimmicks are hawked.
Harry Bailey
& Valaire
shapes good for U. S. chances for gess, Tommy Cole, Annette Funi- Kish CARDIFF
Gordon & Jay
Star is Miss Po Po, formerly both tv and boite spots. Already celio, Lonnie Burr, Karen Pendle¬
Tevarich Troupe
New (S) 26
billed as “the original Dagmar.” signed for appearances on the Gary ton, Cubby O’Brien, Ronnie Young, Nat Jackley
Toots St Eva
NEWCASTLE
5
Sky
linens
Exhibiting actual dancing talent Moore show this month * and with Doreen Tracy, Dennis Day, DtirEmpire <M) 26
Lane
and artistry in a Japanese number Ed Sullivan in December, this lene Gillespie, Jay Solare; Mar- Desmond
Tony Crombie Co.
Dash’s Chimps
Maxine Daniels
that provides some stunning cos¬ troupe should be in for a long gene Storey, Sharon Baire, Bob Larry Grayson
Don Fox
Jeanne Sc Jon
tuming, lighting and'props and that stateside session.
. .
Billie Wyner
Fields, Leonard Cooperman, Mar¬ V & L Aubrey
Ross Sc Howitt
Varel and Bailly write their own vin AsTi Orch (ll). At San Diego
reflects considerable imagination inCHELSEA
Andy Stewart
Palace .(I) 26
its conception, staging and execu¬ numbers and standouts are “Le Arena, Nov. 17, ’56. $3 top.
Johnny Dallas
Edna Savage
McKennas •
tion, the shapely and pleasant-on- Ciel” (The Sky), a dramatico entry,
Earl &; Vaughan
NORTHAMPTON
■Group One
the-eycs dainty performer accom¬ “Est-ce Ma FaUte” (Is It My Fault),
New (I) 26
In this tryout for a projected Alec Pleon
Jimmy Malbourne.
plishes colorful effects with two a plaintive, catchy tune, plus nationwide tour, the “live” presen¬ Ron & Rita
others.
Mosk.
‘
Ramoni
Qros.
Sc Wu
huge fans.
Miss Po Po, who
tation of ABC-TV’s Mickey Mouse Nu
Gordon’s Girls
Gillian Sc June
divides her time between night
Buddy "Smart
Club unit grossed $9,500 for two
COVENTRY
Ray
clubs and burlesque/-and her act BARTLEY & FLYNN
performances, drawing mote than Hippodrome (I) 26 Raymond
P & S Raymond
Sc Warriss •
3,500 at each to the 5,421-capacity Jewel
seemed out of place in these sur¬ Dancing Lilian Pearson
Tommy Cooper
12 Mins.
NORWICH
San Diego Arena. Financially, the Jill Day
roundings and atmosphere.
Hippodrome (I) 26
Gatineau, Ottawa
show was rated a Success, but Ken Dodd
As far as the comedians are con¬
Wilton Family
Arthur Worsley
Bleeka Bartley, tall, slim blonde
Carla
cerned, one difficulty no doubt is looker with clicko pipes, and Wil¬ other factors—such as school hours Latona
Michael Roxy
Sc Chadel
that they have so much time to liam Flynn, okay male chanter, pair and attendant problems — may Graham
Tara Naito
Camilleri
Alexandra St Davina
kill. They murder it for the most their chirping in a pleasant session block the. tour from materializing. Rene Strange
With a safari in mind, running Mitchell Singers
Lake & Rose
part. Jack Mann (Greenman) has oi tunes -from musical comedies
Monsantos
DERBY
time should be shaved from the 2
proved his comedic mettle playing and light operas current and past. hours 40 minutes of the opener. Hippodrome (S) 26 PRINCE OF WALES
(M) 26
the jailer role in recent Metropoli¬ Pair are nicely matched in appear¬ Although the intermission helped, Art Baxter Co.
Grade
Fields
Betty Miller
tan Opera “Fledermaus^’ produc¬ ance and sound.
Stint, called the gamin audience steadily grew Bobby Dpnnis
Cinq Peres
Jon Pertwee
tions and appearing on Broadway “Memories In Music” and reminis¬ restive even with Jimmie Dodd, a Bernard Landy
Terry Scott
& Wayne
in such offerings as “Peep Show” cent of the Eddy-MacDonald style, calming influence as the chief Daly
Stan Stennett
Jackie Allen
Seveen
and “One Touch of Venus.” But sprinkles comedy through nostalgia “Mousketeer,” to hold them in N Sc P Lundon
Warren
Sydney Shaw
w-ith the unfunny material he uses for solid impact.
hand. - *
—*
Devine & Sparks
EDINBURGH
Good
for
niteries,
television,
Ravic St Bahs
Although several acts were added,
here, he is lost. The other comic,
Empire (M) 26
Gorm.
Kelroys
show is largely a replica of what Dave Gray
Don Lynn, and the straightman, stage.
SHEFFIELD
& Beryl
goes on,daily on the tv hour, al¬ Wallis
Empire <M) 26
Kenn Capp, suffer similarly; cus¬
Sonny Claire
Eddie Calvert
though
obviously
without
the Cornelia Lucas
tomers, ditto,
« FLYING DE PAULS (6)
May fairs
>
standard cartoon and film fare. Johnny Ford
Gerry Brereton
Featured
strippers
ar.e
Flip Acrobatic
Mitzi Gray
15 Mins.
Dodd has a nifty flair for handling Lilian Brown
Vadios Bros.
Saunders, “the Mae West of Bur¬
Whittaker & Law
Bobino, Paris
»
the
children,
holding
their
interest
Lana La Vtrno
lesque,” who works “strong,” and
Don Lang
Six muscular fehimfes go through without raising them to fever pitch. Sylvia Joseph
Londonairs
Reece Sis
Ilka DeCava, also a competent a whirlwind turn in which they
Sylvia Drew
Rov Williams, TV’s “mousketeer,” 2 Palmers
“talking ' woman,” Marie Vaughn outdo each other in tumbling and holds them as well with a chalkSOUTHAMPTON
FINSBURY PARK
Grand (I) 26
and Ka fitly pane. They strip down flipflops.
Empire (M) 26
talk routine. The Clarence Nash
Terry Cantor
to :nets, bare derrieres and : GThey also team for solid pyra¬ vocal tricks in .creating the Don¬ David Whitfield
Pauline Penny
K
&
V
Glynne
Jack
Foy
strings and display okay figures mids, with one undering, and do ald Duck characterization is an-: Janet Brown
Hal Swain Co.
and good looks.”
Rees.
some
graceful
aerobatics
that other ^winner, as is Cliff Edwards, T & P Derrick
Red Preston
Burdon Co.
make this an expert sight act and garbed
Susan Scott
in
outrageous
Jiminy Albert
Jeff & June
Gabrielle
a good vaude entry with fine pos¬ Crickett suit, singing his “When Kendor
Bros.
Dale Warren
sibilities for revue and nitery use. You Wish Upon a Star” click.
• li Olympia, Parrs
Jimmy Noon
GLASGOW
Empire (M) 26
Kenny Ganter
Mosk.
As for the young performers, it’s
Paris, Nov. 27.
Jimmy Young
Saucy Syrens
a talented group in sum. They sing Rita Martell
Charles Trenet, Germaine Mon¬
SWANSEA
Empire (M) 26 ,
and dance with astonishing skill, Golding St Stuart
tero, Garcons De La Rue (4), Rob LUIS MERA
Reid
2
Teddy
Foster Band
with blonde Darlene Gillespie a Keppel & Betty
Murray, Christian Mery, Elwurdos Songs
Amazing Zodlas
standout chirp and Cubby O’Brien Ronnie Colils
Frank Preston.
(3), Tonita & Lil, Mackways (3), 15 Mins.
Chateau Madrid, N.Y.
Morlands
a dazzler at the drums. If there’s Crawford 3
Tags Bros. (3)- $2 top.
Janfette Dufray
Luis Mera, Colombian import, fault to he found, it’s in the sub¬ Donald Stuart
Mandy Sc Sandy
LEICESTER
has one of the stronger baritone stance of most of the songs and
Palace
(S)
26
Derek
Lawrence
After the perfection of the Pek¬ voices currently on the local cafe
Peter Brian
dances. It’s doubtful whether songs Bill Maynard
ing Circus, Bruno Coquatrix has circuits. Singer makes a good ap¬
Dawn White Co.
1 R St J Penn
with
a
love
motif,
even
of
the
most
wisely gone out and dug up a set
pearance and has a voice that im¬
Oi sparkling acts for this follow- presses with its volume and fre¬ innocent nature, should be bleated
by youngsters not yet 15, or that
through.
Result is that West quently rich timbre.
such stress be placed on rock ’n’
shows up well in its variety of en¬
At this .point, however, he seems roll type dances and on boy-girl
tries bolstered by an array in to be concentrating too much on
relationships
in general. In short,
which dexterity, dynamism, drama his volume at the sacrifice of shad¬
and comedy all get their due. ing and color. After having shown the kids have a tendency to act too
mature both for their own good as:
NEW YORK CITY
Though emphasis is on song, other the crowd that he can give out
music hall facets are also well without mike, he could go into appealing entertainers and for the
Blue Afigel
Bon Solr
enjoyment of the smaller fry in the
placed to merit the Olympia book¬ subtleties in which he’s undoubted¬
T C Jones
Sc Eddie
audience. Children aping oldsters Tony
Annette Warren
Neighbors
er .a pat on the back.
ly been trained. It would result in stage deportment is none too Jorie Remus
Jill Corey
Charles Trenet is back with his in greater variety. Yet at this spot appetizing a sight, either, for i Jimmie Daniels
Eddie Garson
Martha Davis
lighthearted songs bolstered by his he’s a crovvd-pleaser and gets a parents with their own small fry in Three Flames
St Spouse
Bruce Kirby
savvy delivery and presence. At maximum response.
Jose.
Jimmy Lyons 3
tow.
Don.
Warren Vaughan

Cabaret Bills

Cameo
Teddy Wilson
Barbara Carroll
Chardas
Anny Kapitanny
Lili
Bela Baba) Ore
Tibor Kakossy
Bill Yedla
Dick Marta
Chateau Madrid
Raul & Eva Reyes
Luis Mera
Rene
Al Castellanos Ore
Copacabana
Jimmy Durante
Karen Chandler
June Allyn
Tony Reynolds
Jackie Metcalf
Nora Bristow
Michael Durso Ore
Frank Marti Ore
Duplex
Serena Shaw
Rudy De Saxe
Alvaro Dalm,ar
No. 1 Fifth Ave
Bob Downey
Harold Fonviile
Hotel Ambassador
Chauncey Gray Ore
Jani Sarkozi
Gypsies
Quintero Rhumbas
Hotel Biitmore
Russ Morgan Ore
Sande Williams Ore
Hot'l H’nry Hudson
The Charmers
Hotel Pierrot
Marguerite Piazza
Stanley Melba Ore
Alan Logan Ore
Joan Bishop
Joseph Sudy
Hotel Roosevelt
Guy Lombardo
Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopei Ore
Hotel St. Regis
Marguerite Siera
Milt Shaw Ore
Ray Bari Ore
Hotel Statler
T St J Dorsey Ore
Latin Quarter •
B St J Kean
Nanci Crompton

Syncopated Waters
Luciennc St Ashoutf
Lynn Christie
Barbour Bros. Sc
Jean
Dorothy Vernon
Jo Lombardi Oro
B Harlowe Ore
Hotel Plaza
Los Chavales
Trini Reyes
Ted Straeter
Mark Monte
Le Reuban Bleu
Lola Fisher
Don Adams
Norman Paris 3
Harry Noble
Park Sheraton
Jose Melis ■
Spark Thurman
Town & Country
Harry Belafonte
Alan Drake
Augie Sc Margo
Burnell Dancers
Ned Harvey Ore
Pupi Campo Ore
Two Guitars
Kostya Poliansky *
Dolores Dauphine".
Leonid Lugovsky
Eugene & Sonya
Andrei Hamshay
Versailles
Dorothy Lamour
Salvatore Gioe Ore
Panchito Ore
Viennese Lantern
Vicki Autier
Dolores Perry
Ernest Schoen Olro5
Harold Sandler.
Paul Mann ..
Village Barn
Belle Carroll
Johnny Gilbert
Jack Wallace
Danny Davis Ore
Larry McMahon
Piute Pete
Irving Harris
Village Vanguard
Barbara Lea
Emil Mosier
Steel Band
C Williams Trio
Waldorf-Astoria
Henri Salvador
Emil Colemah Ore
Mischa Borr Ore .

CHICAGO
“Comics-On-Ice" : .
■ Black. Orchid
D. Arnold St
Don Shirley
The Boyer*
•
Anne Russell
Lilian Hence
Jo Ann Miller
Paul Duke
- .Blue Angel
George Simpson
“Calypso Extrava¬
Paul Gibben
ganza’’
J. Melendez & D.
Princess Abilia
Maxfield
King Christian
Virginia Sellers
Lord Rafael
John* Keston
Lady Angelia
Boulevar-Dears St
Lady Margaret
Boulevar.-Dons
Lady Jeanne
F. * Masters Ore
Lord Carlton
Drake Hotel :
Emperor Sago
Monique Van
King Rudolph
Vooren
Al D’Lacy Ore.
JintmS Blade Ore
Blue Note
London House 1
Richard Maltby Ore
Marian McPartland 3
. Chez Paree
The Vagabonds (4) Ahmad Jamal (3) .
Mister Kelly’s*
DUnhills (3)
Peggy Cortnelly
.Babe Pier
Faith Winthrop
Ronnie Eastman
Harry
Stottag (3)
Elisa Jayne
Marx & Frigo
Ted Fio Rito Ore
Frank d'Rome
Cloister Inn
Palmer House
Audrey Morris 3
“Hey Day” .
Jerri Winters
Paul Hartman,
Eddy Baker 3
Bill
Tabbert
Conrad Hilton

LOS ANGELES
Ambassador Hotel
Billy Eckstine
Orrin Tucker Ore
Bar of Music
Loray White
Jimmy Shaw
Felix De Cola
Jerry Linden Ore
Bandbox
Billy Gray ,
Leo Diamond
Bert Gordon
Eddie LeRoy
Short Twins
Carol Shannon
Dodi^ Drake
Bob Barley Trio
Ciro's
Estelita
Taylor 4
Geri Galian Ore

Felix Martinique Ore
Crescendo
Mills Bros.
Interlude .
Josephine Premice
Shobey Bros.
Rudy Kerpays, Don
Overberg, Tony
Reyes
Mocambo
Sallle Blair
Frankie Sands Trio
Paul Hebert Ore
Moulin .Rouge.
Andrews Sisters
Frankie Laine
Wiere Bros. (3)
Statler Hotel
Rudy Vallee
Eddy Bergman Ore

LAS VEGAS
Desert Inn
Ted Lewis
Cathy Bosic
Caribbeans
Benita D’Aqdrea
Elroy Peace
Art Johnson
Donn Arden Dncrs
Carlton Hayes Ore
Dunes
Smart Affairs *57
Larry Steele
Leonard Bros..
Fouchee Dancers
Rose Hardaway
Willie Louis ~
Flash Gordon
Sir Lionel Bcckles
Lon Fontaine
Beige Beauts
Lucky Ilenry Ore
El Cortez
Mary Beth Hughes
Bobby Pinkus
Herby Barrls
Mack Pearson
Dolores del Rey
_
Clrquettes
Sterling Young Ore
Elv Rancho Vegas
Lisa Kirk
Morty Gunty
Sandra Sc Sonja
Warner
El Rancho Ore
Renee Molnar Dncrs
Flamingo
“First Edition”
Dick Contlno
Kaye Ballard
Larry Storch
Mary Mcado
Flamlngoettes
Lou Basil Ore
Fremont Hotel
Genie Stone
Cortez Sc Boyer
4 Gems
Sammy Blank Ore
Golden
Nuggst
Sons of Golden
West

Hank Penny
Sue Thompson
Freddie Masters
Sextette
Hacienda
Billy Ward
Eddie Peabody
Daryl Harper Show *
Bruce Davis
New Frontier
Ja*k Carter
Connie Moore
Henny Youngmatt
The Lancers
Blackburn Twins
Hubert Castle
Steve Gibson Red- ■
caps
Gil Bernal
Venus Starlets
Garwood Van Oro
Riviera
“Frolics of ’57”
Liberace
Jean Fenn
Helen Wood
Geo. Liberace Syra* .
phSfiy Ore.
Riviera Dancers
Ray Sinatra Oro
Sahara
Kay Starr
Stanley Boys
4 Step Bros.
SaHarem Dncrs
Cee Davidson Oro
Sands
“Ziegfeld Folies”
Jerry Lewis
Devoy Trio
Copa Girls
Antonio Morelli Oro
Lillian Briggs
Clark Bros.
Morgan Bros.
Four Voices
Rounders
Ernie Ross Trio
Showboat
Oscar Cartier
Tere Sheehan
Garr Nelson

(Continued on page 63)
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Boulevard, Queens, N.V*
Harry Richman with Kaye Erwin;
Herkie Styles, Sharon & Fleming,
Johnny Mdrris Orch; $5 minimum.
Harry Richman, a holdover from
one of the more glamorous eras
of show business, is on the come¬
back route. He's come out of
retirement, seemingly preferring
the more profitable aspects of beJing an entertainer to worrying
about feeding his 400 head of cattle
during the Nevada drought. As a
ranchero near Reno, the spotlights
are missing; apparently the show
biz magnet seems chronic and
Richman’s b.ack in business again.
Richman retains vast amounts of
the talent that catapulted him lo
the top during the Prohibition era.
He’s still a super salesman and the
songs that he used to purvey dur¬
ing his height seem to have re^
tained their evergreen qualities.
Richman’s value is not merely as
a relic of the era that produced the
Durarites, Tuckers ana Valentinos,
but that his ability as an enter¬
tainer has held up.
Of course, there are occasional
vocal lapses, but not enough to
detract from the spirit he puts into
a number. He's personable, cheer¬
ful and talented enough to stand
up along with most of the current
crop of entertainers.
Of course, there- must be some
modifications of his modus operandi
from, the old days. In his current
reincarnation, he’s assisted by a
personable singer, Kaye Erwin,
who, at the opening ,show, seemed
to serve merely as a reason to
permit Richman to rest his pipes
and stay at the pianQ. The girl
suffers from having to follow so
experienced and knowing an en¬
tertainer as Richman, but she gets
along.
As for Richman, the Boulevard
rocked to such perennials as “Put¬
tin’ On The Ritz,” “Sunny Side of
the Street,’’ '“Vagabond Song,”
“Walkin’ My Baby Back Home,”
“Birth of the Blues” and many
others that appeal to each succeed¬
ing generation of cafegoers. The
applause was long, loud and de¬
served. The topper, walking stick
and strut, may yet become as
trademarked an item as it was dur¬
ing the Club Richman era.
According to Richman’s recep¬
tion at this Abe Goldstein-Arthur
Cano .spot, he could conceivably
take on a stint at a midtownery
and in short order occupy a posi¬
tion comparable to his former emi¬
nence.
Rest of the bill made par for the
course. Comedian Herkie Styles
was not doing too well until a lady
seemingly in her cups gave him a
terrific assist by coming onstage.
She should be kept in the act.
Sharon & Fleming opened the
proceedings with some good terping
and the Johnny Morris orch pro¬
vided sharp showbacking. Jose.

Drake Hotel, Chi
Chicago, Nov. 23.

Monique Van Vooren, Jimmy
Blade Orch (6); $1.50 cover week¬
days, $2 Sat.
Belgian import Monique Van
Vooren has the equipment to make
rather a large splash during her
four-week stay at the Drake’s Cam¬
ellia House. Her sizzling alto bi¬
linguals are delivered with verve,
taste and poise. And her blonde
and bosomy sex appeal blend nice¬
ly with the lush settings.
A histrionic flair is enhanced for
the class crowd here by the chanteuse’s musical ear and her voice,
which is not a perfect musical in¬
strument but a facile one interpretively that makes the audience hear
the sound she wants them to. Be¬
cause of this quality the Englishlanguage material gets a better re¬
ception than the French.
After warming the audience with
Relaxez Vous,” the Belgian lands a
broadside with “I Can Only Tell
You in English What I Think
About Him in French.” Best of
the lot is her wide open “I Like
More.” Biting tidbits like “Aprez
Moi” and “My Man Is Good Now
That’s He’s Dead” go over better
than the ballad “If You Love Me.”
Jimmy Blade’s house band pro¬
vides ample backing and danceable
stuff before and after the show.
All in all, a top presentatioh for
the Drake.
After Miss Van Vooren exits Dec.
19, the Camellia house closes
briefly, reopening with Marguerita
Sierra Dec. 27.
Leva.

Chase Club, St* Louis
St. Louis, Nov. 20.

Helen Traubel Richiardi Jr.t Paul
Neighbors Orcfo C14); $1-$1.50
cover.
Helen Traubel, an escapee from
the New York Met and one of the
few artists to cop a standing ova¬
tion in this west end spot, is re¬
peating in this second visit to her
native heath. She is responsible

t^RIETY

for the gobs of gelt being poured
into the coffers of Harold Koplar,
maestro of this room. A swell bar¬
gain for the customers, she gives
’em plenty for their dough with a
repertory that will satisfy any mu¬
sic devotee..
Miss Traubel^ ranges from grand
opera arias, one of them Toreador
Song, to pop ditties. Heftiest of
the flow of okays from the checkgrabbers comes with her interp of
“The St. Louis Blues,” which she
quipped as “A Folk Song Of My
Native Village” and without which
her repertory would not have been
complete in this burg.
She tees off with “I Could Have
Danced All Night” and winds up
with Brahms “Lullaby” sung in a
sotto voce with the room blacked
out except for a baby spot that il¬
luminated only her face. Her mim¬
ing of Jimmy Durante doing his
“Real Piano Player,” wih a swell
assist from her accompanist, is an¬
other socko contribution to the lay¬
out. Sandwiched in are “Autumn
Leaves” and “All At Once.”
The management also provides
additional entertainment via the
American cafe debut of the South
American Richiardi Jr., an illu¬
sionist of topflight skill and who
has made several appearances on
Ed Sullivan’s show. After a few
quick faster-than-the-eye stunts,
Richiardi does his smash broom tv
illusion in which he hangs a young
femme on a couple of household
sweepers. All of his trickery is
done within a few feet of the ringsiders and scores solidly. The Paul
Neighbors footers contrib nice sup¬
port for the entire program. Two
week stand of Miss Traubel wound
up Tuesday (20) and is followed by
fortnight span of Shecky Green
and M’Kay arid Charles, with
Richiardi Jr. being retained for
another pair of frames.
Sahu.

Beverly Hills, Newport
Newport, Ky., Nov. 23.

Johnny Puleo & Harmonica Gang
(6), Patsy Shaw, Little Buck, Donn
Arden Dancers (10), Don Chastain,
Gardner Benedict Orch (10), Jim¬
my Wilber Trio, Larry Vincent; $3
minimum, $4 Sat.
A lively 70-minute floorshow is
on tap this fortnight in Greater
Cincyrs ace bistro. Johnny Puleo,
a local fave of long standing, and
his Harmonica Gang do justice to
headline honors and receive sup¬
port from two newcomers, Patsy
Shaw, singing comedienne, and
Little Buck, socko hoofer.
Diminutive Puleo carries on in
the tradition of Borrah Minevitch,
with whose Harmonica Rascals he
starred for years. His clowning,
which also magnetizes sympathy
during frequent rough handling
and snubbing by five manly asso¬
ciates, is surefire with viewers of
all ages. Nightclubbers in these
parts bring along the smallfry to
see Puleo. The gang’s mouth-harp
music is equally enjoyable. A kiss
signoff by Puleo calrtis heavy mitting after 25 minutes/
**
Miss Shaw, statuesque blonde
is energetic and loud through a
25-minute cycle of gags, patter,
songs and hotsy rhumba takeoff.
A hard worker, Miss Shaw receives
spotty applause, which might be
increased with less effort, slower
timing and salty deletions.
Little Buck, a dusky dapper dan,
wins immediate favor with a style
of dansology all his own.
Ap¬
parently named for John W. Buck
of the famous Negro team of Buck
& Bubbles, this youngster keeps
the boards warm with tap, softshoe
and aero routines and a clincher of
imitations of the Step Bros. Solid
for 13 minutes.
Koll.

Hotel Radisson, Mpls*
Minneapolis, Nov. 24.

Connie Towers, Don McGrane
Orch (6); $2.50-$3.50 minimum.
Playing her second tony Flame
Room engagement, blonde song¬
stress Connie Towers again par¬
ticularly impresses as a good
Broadway musical bet. She sings
with much dramatic intensity, feel¬
ing and fire, makes her numbers
crackle with acting touches and she
gives out charm, class and warmth.
Moreover, she’s good to look at as
well as pleasant to hear.
ShoWtunes receive the big play
from Miss Towers this time. As a
result of her ear-beguiling arrange¬
ments and their execution, the ap¬
peal
undoubtedly
misses
few
tastes. Especially compelling is
chirper’s finale, a combination of
“Love Is a Many Splendored
Thing” and operatic “One Fine
Day. It’s not only showy but gives
the performer’s fine pipes a good
Workout.b Don McGrane orch backs her up
very Well and also turn * in the
usual boff job for customer limb¬
shaking, After Miss Towers fin¬
ishes her* stint here Dec. 5, the
Four Coins arrive for their initial
Flame Room appearance. Rees.

Latin Quarter, N* Y*
"Folies des Femme,” presented
by Lou Walters; choreography and
staging, Natalie Komerova; music
and orchestrations, Georges Kameroff; costumes, Freddie Wittop;
with Betty & Jane Kean, Lynn
Christie, Nanci Crompton, Barbour
Bros. (2) & Jean, Syncopated
Waters, Jo Lombardi Orch; $5.50
minimum.
Lou Walters’ one-flight-upper
continues with the familiar format:
flashy production, well constructed
femmes al fresco, a few short acts
and the name lure. Currently it’s
an okay layout, just okay.
Betty & Jane Kean, who’ve
worked as singles and together on
and off, take top billing in the room
but there’s need for some changes
in their turn. That timid aud reac¬
tion Thursday (22) night should
be the tipoff.
Betty, the mugger, and Jane, the
looker, have hit paydirt with their
frantic shenanigans, but too much
strain is now showing. They’re not
tired, perhaps, but their material is.
Skits about Chinese and baseball
and another on the overworked
Sergeant Friday and his “Dragnet”
are hardly any fun at all. Just no
imagination. The gals do get off
the ground with a few routines but
they’re crowding too much into
their stint.
Jane Kean scores fine with her
Eartha Kitt and Lena Horne vocal¬
izing impressions but her Marilyn
Monroe is so-so. Then she’s back
to register again with “I Could
Have Danced All Night” in Julie
Andrews’ Blimey style. Betty Kean
is the comic all the way through
and here, again, the material has
the performer- laboring for the
laughs.
The Keans could complement
each other to achieve stronger
impact as a Martin & Lewis distaff
combo. And if a rewrite job on
their script is due, a concentration
on fewer but more carefully built
routines migh be considered.
Up ahead on the LQ card is Lynn
Christie, very attractive chirper
who belts out a tune alternately
with gusto and soft sincerity and
makes much, particularly, of “I
Love Paris”; Nanci Crompton, who
does a fast danseuse turn; the Bar¬
bour Bros. & Jean, stilt-dancers
who stack up plenty of novelty
value for any media with the
proper elevation; and the Syn¬
copated Waters, sprays of multirued aqua and playing leapfrog
with each other.
Jo Lombardi’s orch provides ex¬
pert timing and general backing
for the acts and has / the floor
crowded with customers between
shows.
Gene.

Athletic Club, Detroit
Detroit, Nov. 20.
. Margarita Sierra, Florian ZabaBi,

Seymour Hoffman conducting Jer¬
ome Twichell Orch (7); private
club, no minimum or cover.
By pairing Margarita Sierra and
Florian Zabach, Martin C. Calla¬
han presents entertainment con¬
trasts which are thoroughly appre¬
ciated by a capacity audience of
sophisticated socialites at the ex¬
clusive, member - and - guests - only
Detroit Athletic Club.
A young and fiery Castilian
beauty, Senorita Sierra projects an
intense Latin rhythm which re¬
acts on this normally sedate audi¬
ence like a* tamale on the bland
taste buds of a proper Bostonian.
The .applause is crisper than usu¬
ally is heard here and there are
even a few well-modulated shouts
and squeals of approbation.
Singing half in Spanish and half
in heavily accented English, the
full-ranged contralto opens with a
sizzling handclapping version of
“Jealousy.” In “Clavelitos” (Car¬
nations) she plays to a man at ring¬
side, then gives a bouquet of red
carnations to his lSdy. Fingers
^napping, she reveals good phras¬
ing and timing in “Malagueria” and
then switches to castanets in “Doce
Casa Belles,” an amusing story
about a horse in which she uses
plenty of body (English) Spanish
to good advantage.
The audience’s enjoyment of
Florian Zabach’s violin mastery
was such that he had to beg off
after three encores following num¬
bers which included such diverse
selections as “Tenderly,” “Fiddler’s
Boogie” and “Dark Eyes.” His first
encore was “When Irish Eyes Are
Smiling” and “Let Me Call You
Sweetheart.” Then Came “Hot
Canary” and “Berceuse” by God¬
ard.
Tew.

Lake Club, Spgfld*, 911*
Springfield, Ill., Nov. 25.

Meg Myles, Miriam, Sdge Dancers
.(6), Jack Perkins Orch (10); $1.20

'admission.
Meg Myles, a singer with acres
and acres of sex appeal, has lots of
vocal charm too. In the current
Lake Club frame her pleasing song
style is drawing more patron com¬

NIGHT CLUB
ment than her demure costumes.
The redhead* ringer for Susan
Hayward can’t help looking sexy,
but her thrush uniforms are more
conservative than average.
On
show caught she wore a two-piece
salmon pink ensemble of delicate
lace until it flared into a full ac¬
cordion-pleated ankle-length skirt.
Her warbling, hpwever, is more
in keeping with her “Phenix City
Story” film reputation. She sings
a sultry “Lover” and oozes vocal
heat on “Thirteen Men and One
Gal,” her newest recording effort.
The calypso beat of the latter is
good for a change of pace, but she
sells her husky tones with more
effect on such standards as “St.
Louis Blues,” “You Made Me Love
You” and “Melancholy Baby.”
Expressive rhythm gestures
(with both hands and left ankle)
are beneficial when Miss Myles
hits her lyric climaxes, but she
tends to overdo them earlier. Mim¬
ing Hayward carboning Lillian
Roth is visually okay, but it can
be assumed Meg Myles wants a ca¬
reer of her own. The torchanteuse
has sharp segues with a minimum
of talk. These should be sharper
as the week’s engagement goes
along. Jack Perkins’ orch does a
nice job on most of her numbers,
but somebody was asleep at re¬
hearsal on the segue score.
The blues belter creates only one
musical “shock.” This is when she
encores with a soft, sweet and
straight “Molly Malone.”
It is
swiftly followed by a final bowoff
tune, “After You’ve Gone.” Open¬
ing the show, thte Miriam Sage
Dancers go through a . seasonal bit
of college rah-rah with abbrevi¬
ated drum majoret-costumes and
beahies. The routine gets suffici¬
ent cheers.
Wayn.
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Cocoanut Grove, L* A*
Los Angeles, Nov. 27.

Billy Eckstine, Los Romeros &
Rosita (3), Orrin Tucker Orch
(12); $2-$2.50 cover.
With his easy style, sure phras¬
ing and on-key delivery, Billy. Eck¬
stine will have no trouble pleasing
those who yen good singing^during
his two-week stint in this large
hotel room. After 12 songs at his
opening, the medium turnout of
cover-payers were still asking for
more, indicative of tfie quality of
his nitery turn,
Eckstine showmanly mixes bal¬
lads 0and faster tempoed tunes,
even injecting a couple of dramatic
numbers, and sells everyone for
plenty of palm-pounding. There is
something for everyone and his
begoff piece, a special material
number calling for imitations of
other * pop musical figures, are
especially solid. Vaughn Monroe,
Perry Como, Sammy Davis Jr. and
Louis Armstrong, latter both vo¬
cally and on trumpet, are aptly
aped. Particularly sock among his
songs are “Moonlight Love,” “Poor
People of Paris,” “Laugh, Clown,
J«augh” and “I Apologize.” Eck* ».
stine even fakes souie fancy foot¬
work to “Soft Shoe” for added
variety to his act.
Los Romeros & Rosita, Latin
terp trio, prove satisfactory as the
opening act. Two males and girl
work up a lather with their toe
and heel work but are around a
little too long. Orrin Tucker and
his 12 sidemen cut the beat for
dancing.
Brog.

Hotel Roosevelt, N« Y*
Guy Lombardo Orch (14) with
Kenny Gardner, Bill Flannigan,
Cliff Grass, Twin Pianos (Fred
New Frontier* Las Vegas Kreitzer & Buddy Brennan); Al
Las Vegas, Nov. 20.
Conte Quartet; $l-$2 cover.
Jack Carter, Connie Moore,
Blackburn Twins, Henny YoungIn a world in flux, Guy Lom¬
man, The Lancers (4), Hubert Cas¬ bardo’s baton is a symbol of solid¬
tle, .Venus Room Starlets (16), ity and stability. Everything else
Garwood Van Orch (13); $2 mini¬ changes, but Lombardo, his orch
and his music keep right on going
mum.
In an effort to execute a halfdozen play-or-pay contracts which
expire at year’s end, producer
Sammy Lewis is confronted with
an overlong, topheavy show loaded
with supporting acts ’who have no
star to support during the next
four frames at the New Frontier.
Lewis more or less baited his
own trap by sealing Jack Carter,
Connie
Moore,
the
Blackburn
Twins,
Henny
Youngman,
the
Lancers and Hubert Castle for
slotting through the season. But,
Lewis was forced to readjust his.
schedule when, earlier this year,
the aforementioned were usurped
by 10-week holdover of “Black¬
outs,” then again later bumped by
the surprise advent onto the Vegas
scene of Judy Garland.
Hence
Lewis is trying to utilize his left¬
overs, with the result being a bill
bogged dtywn with too much “en¬
tertainment.”
Each act in the layout is sock
when slotted in its proper ele¬
ment. But the anticlimactic aspect
to the show is expected to see most
“big name” conscious Vegas show
shoppers gravitating to the cur¬
rent opposition. The show is rolled
out a la two-a-day vaudeville, re¬
plete with name placards. Each
act scores anticipated response
with its individual turn—Carter’s
lusty comedies, Miss Moore’s svelte
singing; Blackburns’ sophisticated
cafe terpings; Youngman's surefire
one-liners; Lancers’ upbeat har¬
monizing; $nd Hubert Castle^s off¬
beat eccentric tightwire' nimble¬
ness which shows plenty of Vegas
potential.
Venus Starlets led by Joy Rob¬
erts, Frank Reynolds and Roy
Palmer, launch affair with a snazzy
bit of Tiller-capped choreo whipped
up by Dorothy Dorbin. Garwood
Van’s orch handles the entire score
superbly. Show is entrenched in
the VenuS Room until Dec. 16.

Alan.
Ottawa House, Ottawa
Ottawa, Nov. 22.

as they have been for the past
30 years or so without changing the
beat or confusing the clientele.
That undoubtedly accounts for
the Lombardo b.o. magic in the
Hotel Roosevelt’s Grill Room. The
customers know what they want
and Lombardo unfailingly gives
to them. The only variation in the
script this fall is that Lombardo
came back to his Roosevelt roost
much later than usual after giving
various points between Las Vegas
and Boston a taste of his “sweetest
music this si'de of heaven.”
Except for that, the Lombardo
status is absolutely quo. Brothers
Victor, Carmen and Lebert are still
blowing in the band; the tuba is
back; Kenny Gardner and Bill
Flannigan handle most of the vo¬
cals with an assist from Cliff Grass;
Fred Kreitzer and Buddy Brennan
are duoing at their respective
piano; and, above all, the music is
still neat and sweet.
Lombardo personally fits into
the Roosevelt Grill like he owned
it—his permanent lease here
amounts to the same thing. Be¬
sides wielding the baton with that
easy motion, Lombardo is the af¬
fable host to everyone in the room
and manages to keep up a steady
flow of chatter with each of the
hoofers as they swing past the
bandstand.
Lombardo, of course, is the best’ friend the Grill Room waiters ever
had. From band-time starting at
7 p.m., the tables are loaded
straight through the night. Lom- .
bardo buffs, moreover, are slight¬
ly better heeled than the rock ’n*
roll fans.
For this stand, the Al Conte in¬
strumental combo is the relief crew
for Lombardo.
Herm.

Gay Nineties, S* F*
San Francisco, Nov. 21.

Bee & Ray Goman, Ray K. Goman, Allie Lorraine, Joy Healy
Dancers (6), Elliston Ames, Wally
Rose Orch (6); $1 cover.
The Gomans, oldtime vaudevil-

Dorothy Ashby Trio. Yvonne lians, have moved out of the
Trio; no admission or cover.
honky-tonk International Settle¬
The Circus Lounge of Ottawa
House gathers prestige as it books.
Currently, jazz harpist Dorothy
Ashby, with drummer and bass, is
sending beautiful music through
the small room and collecting big
returns in mitting and business.
The novelty of a jazz trio featur¬
ing a femme harpist who also ex¬
hibits socko pipes and 88ing gets
the word around, and Miss Ashby’s
quality jazz makes the customers
buy every item she offers. With
her are John William on drums
and Ray McKinney on bass, both
suited in style and method to their
leader’s playing.
Between the Ashby Trio’s ap¬
pearances, Circus Lounge tablesitters get the okay music of Yvonne
Trio, a permanent fixture. Show
stays to Dec. 1.
Gorm.

ment block into a full-fledged
night club operation, but they’re
still serving up the same ol<j~
schmaltz.
Ray Goman is a personable
emcee and plays his banjo with a
flourish, and Bee Goman does her
quota of naughty-nice songs like a
minor league Sophie Tucker. But
the performer rating the biggest*'
hand and the loudest yocks is son
Ray K., who has developed into a
good standup comic, sings accept¬
ably and projects his pleasant per¬
sonality very well.
Far less satisfactory is blonde
singer Allie Lorraine, with such
oldies as “Bill Bailey, Won’t You
Please Come Home?” and “Lonesomest Gal in Town.”
Elliston Ames is unobstructive
on the piano and the Joy Healy
l‘ie is lair enough.
Stef.
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2 Bird* With 1 Needle

Shows on Broadway
pugilistic crony whose conversatjon js limited to how he Once Went
two rounds With John L. Sullivan,
and Martin Ashe SS the imperturbable butler who calmly slams the
front- door on the foot of a rCporter reckless enough to inquire
gs Theatre*. afi*K£. 1^56; .op about what the Biddles regard as
($9.20 opening). *
a private matter.
Emma .Kate Harrington
The producers have collaborated
John Lawless
.non^rittSn on the pell-mell staging, having
Joe ^Mancuso*^^*.'. *". *. * *,. Rocco Bufano taken over from Guthrie McClintic
Tony Biddle
..Dana mite during the extended-for-revisjons
Cordelia Biddle .Diana van der Vlis trvout tour
H6bc
Charlie Taylor ...
Joe Bishop wywui ioui.
nuuc.

auction of comedy in two nets (five
scencs). ,^y, Kyle Crichton, suggested by

Cordefia ’ Drexel Biddle and Crichton,
Stars Walter Pidgeon; featured Diana van
v,4n4hGwb^
Martin
Ashe', Ruth Matteson. Co-directe*d by Erskine and Hayes; setting and lighting,

Anthony J. Drexel Biddle Walter Pidgeon
Mrs. Biddle
.KWh Matteson
Aunt Mary Drexel
Katharine Raht
Cousin Lucy Rittenhouse • Gaye Jordan
Angier Duke
George Grlzzard
O'Malley
Lou Nova
Mrs Benjamin Duke.Ruth White
Footman
Mark Allen
_
.
. , .

^With the theatre so dedicated to
..psychology these days Lissomething of a relief to' sit down with

Costumer Miles White, busily
preparing his Thanksgiving
turkey for the oven in his New
York apartment last Thursday I
(22), had just finished putting
in the stuffing and stitching up
the bird when the telephone
rang. Sticking the needle and
thread in the lapel of his
jacket, he answered the call, a
hurry-up summons from the
management of the Latin Quar¬
ter, N. Y., where Betty and
Jane Kean were to open that
night in f»n act garbed by him.
When the costumer arrived
at the nitery he quickly sized
up the difficulty, involving a
few alterations in Kean sisters*
costumes. He did the sewing
job himself, with the same
needle and thread he’d used
for the turkey.__

--i|Vfink»
" nniiis
Richard Charlton & Johri Krlmsky production of revue in two acts (30 numbers).written and directed by John Cranko,
music by John Addison. Decor, John
Piper;
musical
supervision,
Anthony
Bowles: set supervision and lighting, Paul i
Morrison. At Bijou Theatre, N. Y„ Nov.
show
26, '56; $5.75 top ($6.90 opening).

of its fall drama season. The

NewIey' equalizer is a revival of Tennessee

Inside Stuff-Legit
Referring to Variety’s recent story about* producer-theatre owner
complaints of occasional opening-night drunkenness of critics and
columnist-commentator misuse of press seats and “borrowing” money,
N. Y. Journal-American drama critic-columnist John McClain com*,
mented in part last week, “There is no thought here that any of the
veiled accusations were aimed at me. There is also no thought, in
light of all this and deference to my colleagues, that I shall -ever again
devote any time to Variety’s annual poll of the critics’ opinions. ' Who
wants to read what a lot of soaks want to say?”
The recent obit on Hassard Short, crediting the late actor-producerdirector with using the first revolving stage, has been disputed by
Arthur S. Wenzel, of the Mirror-News, Los Angeles. Wenzel claims
the first “for sure” revolving stage was used in 1910 by the Ye Liberty,
Stock Cq„ Oakland, Cal., for the play* “On Trial.” Wenzel, at that
time, was manager of the nearby Macdonough Theatre.

Shows Out of Town
Protective* Custody
New Haven Nov. 21.
Anderson Lawler (in association with
Will Lester Productions) production of

drama is disappointing. The play
contains powerful moments, but
author-director Alexander Ramati’s
technical shortcomings outweigh
his obvious earnestness. The writing
is in graceless prose, haphazardly
episodic in form, and the direction evokes an old fashioned act>
ing style verging on travesty.
The story, somewhat paralleling
“Diary of Anne Frank,” deals with
a Jewish family hiding out in a
Nazi-occupied'Czech village (the
locale has been shifted from Poland, where the author’s family
underwent a similar ordeal). Considering the difficulties, there are
commendable acting attempts by
John Alderson as a Czech peasant
of wavering sympathies; Karen
Verne as a last-minute sub for the
appendicitis-stricken Didi Ramati
in the role of the Jewish mother*
Joan Stewart as a flighty girl, and
Wayne Tucker as a cousin.
H*°be]* ^eteter's cutaway setpeasant s hut and barn
isnfJ!}eVer*y conceived and execuiea’
J\ove.
The Toruieniod
ic
T
_
Hollywood, Nov. 15.
Logan-Lynn Gibbs production of
,a James
ffif*
^r®I?a *n U,r®e acts (16 scenes) written

Williams’ poignant “The Glass
_
a cast of good old fashioned exwhatever else may be said of it, Menagerie,” and it wines out the Richardson and thwiiuamt3'BcrncyH°stars
features Fritz Weaver,
troverts. H £or‘ that s;Im;,I*Crapks” is different. It's a highly disappointment left by the opening Faye Emerson;
David. Directed by Herbert Bergson alone, The Happiest Million-* Original, animated, swiftly paced bill, a mediocre presentation of Thayer
hof; settings and costumes. Peter Larkin;
lighting. Lee Watson. At Shubert Theatre,
aire ’ should be0 a success. It s a and; at least for a limited public, “Teahouse of.the August Moon.”
^
comedy about likable people, and diverting revue. On the negative
This is a skillful, moving and in Nov. 21. '56; $4.50 top.
it hasnt a single1 psychos-sjvri * side, it»s spotty in quality, uncom- some ways surprising revival of the Attendants.Howard Wierum.
giddy makeup. On that basis, it fortably chi-chi and unvarying in play that won the N. Y. Drama Marc Bradley .f Fritz Weaver
. Thayer David
seems a natural.
aporoach.
Critics Circle Award of 1944-45 Dr. steidi
Walter Pidgeon, back on' the
A combination /of two factors and established the author’s repu¬ Doffy* normCk.
Nun
.:
■
.
Barbara Lester
stage after 20 years in Hollywood, make it a likely payoff bet. One tation. Although the values are Robert Fuller .
Oliver Berg
should provide additional boxoffice is the chicken-feed production cost substantially altered in the present
draw for this Quaker City version and operating nut. The other is edition, "Menagerie” remains a
.
After
gathering
dust
for
some 16
tender,
heart-rending
work,
despite
.
01 “Life With Father.”
He's por- that there's a definite, if small, pubtraymg a sort of male Auntie lie for this sort of super-precious the handicap of being presented months, this Howard Richardsonr
William
Berney
m
e
1
o
d
r a m*a
Marne, the late Anthony J. Drexel entertainments It's, an ardently, al- in the barnlike acoustically faulty
Biddlev fabulous hero of ‘‘My most hysterically devoted following City Center. Also, the revival of¬ preemed here as a novel treatment
of
an
absorbing
theme.
Combining
Philadelphia Father,”, the best- that makes a fetish of the very, fers interesting evidence of how
Williams’ writing has changed in tense atmosphere with good acting
seller biography by Cordelia very latest, smartest rage.
Drexel Biddle and Kjde Crichton,
On the other hand, “Cranks” is the 11 years since the play Was and direction, “Protective Custody” seems a strong bet for
as dramatized by Crichtbn. The a cinch to irritate the sort of pub- first done.
play, adnoted by Crichton, is pre- lie that likes “popular" entertainWhen “Menagerie” was origi¬ Broadway acceptance.
Dealing with brain-washing, play
sented by Howard Erskine & Jo-r ment, with clear definition and nally produced on Broadway, a
seph Hayes, who last season pro- virile punch. Probably the general few holdouts insisted that the tri-. lends Itself to suspense, intrigue,
duced Hayes’ thriller, t‘The Des- public will remain disinterested umph was in the late Laurette defection, and an assortment of
perate Hours.” It should demon- and even unaware of this novelty Taylor’s
virtuoso
performance emotions ranging from bravado to
strate for them the superior b.o. revue. But the small coterie .of rather than the Williams script. mental disintegration. It’s a large
potential of comedy over melo- enthusiasts will likely stir helpful But this revival demonstrates how package, but seems likely to be
drama.
confab.
wrong they were. For even with securely wrapped up by its schedThe late Tony Biddle, by all ac4 Cranks.” with a cast of four un- its changed values, the play’s wist¬ uled late December opening in
c'ounts, was an almost unbelievably knowns from London, a few simple ful, poetic beauty is undeniably New York.
'
spectacular eccentric, a - rich, so- settings, approximately a suitcase touching.
Laid in a hospital for “mental w«mdlrecte<i
Brice Knox, sets. Din®
riajly prominent, adventure-loving of basic costumes, plus a pit crew
He’.en Hayes, who made her only re-education" in central Europe, ana winnif'cSier At to1“ppata«
individualist who lived in a state of five, is apparently the lowe§t-' London stage appearance in the the script has a femme American Theatre, Hollywood. Nov, 14. '56; $3.30
of unrestrained elation. He served budget production Broadway has part in 1948, plays the mother, political columnist spirited across J°p*
with distinction as an officer in seen in years. The show was writ- Amanda, in this revival. She gives a border by Commie agents who SJJi ®rS£?,„. Xe£nJra.yIor
thd* Marines In World War I, made ten by Sadler’s Wells choreog- it a strikingly different quality, plan to “reform” her thinking and Aii?e Befsiey ‘'.'.V/.. B°GairaKobe
a*&tish of physical activity, boxed rapher John Cranko, on a chal- making the character more posi¬ then turn her back to her own 5?ort Bentiy .John Milford
Witlv professional fighters and gave lenge, after he’d remarked that tive,'more direct and quicker than people so she will “repudiate” all ?utum?sr£rir. John *rJr*
lessons to-his adored and adoring most revues lack inspiration. He the soft, fumbling, helpless crea¬ she , had written against leftists. Mel stebr ... ‘ *.*.*’.* *..r XKafilr
daughter and two sons, organized recruited film-score composer John ture Miss Taylor created.
Faye Emerson is a revelation as Man .I... Rod Bergman
and conducted Bible classes, kept Addison to write the music. The
Miss Hayes is an accomplished the fourth estater. She does a tre- mta Romaine 7:.7.7.V::. SvicekfrBaFkKS
live alligators in the conservatory orchestra includes piano, harpsi- artist,,one of the great actresses of mendous.job as the cocksure writer Bartender ..
Bob Hafner
ol the family mansion on Philly’s chord, harp, clarinet and bass,
our time, and her performance is -whose convictions are progressively §ruay . Lizebeth Ross
smart Walnut St. and enthusiasThe revue certainly has inspira- deft and expert, with the lightning shaken until she reaches the sSSSSS ..c* ®°ib
tically managed the lives of every- tion, but also various failings. With transitions, the'blend of humor aiid brink of capitulation. The cycle of T. d. Judson ’.V.V. .V.V.V.^Ro^BergmSn
one around him.
few exceptions, it’s unconventional. heartbreak, and the little touches her. cerebral journey from self- r?£ni£1<I.,?e j...Joan Pearce
The hero of “Happiest Million- The numbers' tend, not surpris- that are her unique trademark. But assurance to submission and back John HmSick".*.Hen?^rn
airo” is all of that, but he is also ingly, to stress dancing, with an no degree of artistry -can obscure . is handled in .tiptop fashion.
Giffords*T*CdrSS
a protagonist who lets the propul- element of pantomime, tuneless the (transparent fact that. Helen
Fritz Weaver and. Thayer David
-sive central action of the play get songs and an underlying flavor of Hayes i§ a highly intelligent, prac¬ make a fine pair of antagonists
This ambitious project, whether
away from him. So while the mil- offbeat humor. There are relatively tical and capable woman. Practi¬ representing the different schools considered as an expose of Hollylionaire himself remains strenu- few sketches in the orthodox sense cally the opposite, in fact, of the of mental torture. Weaver has con- wood, three vignettes of failure or
ously in motion and unmistakably of lampooning standard targets character she’s endeavoring to vincing suavity as a former British an anti-communist tract, is unsatishappy, the crux of the yarn, a very like polities, advertising, domestic project.
Jegationer, and David is impressive fying theatre
small crux, involves other charac-‘ st?’lfe, and current books, plays and . Despite that disconcerting limi¬ as an ex-Gestapo exponent of the *
j
ters more directly.
- films. Much of the material is on tation, the show is believable and bull-whip technique.
tn
°Sie ra£J?ec* openThe plot hinges, in fact, on noth- the surrealist side and nearly all breathtakingly lovely. It is-'given
Barbara Lestei^injects consider’ Vje play badly needs cutting,
ing more profound than whether, is inconclusive,
acJ; flounders, both m
valuable impact by James Daly’s able interest into the part of a hosin spita of all their clan-conscious
The cast of three men and a girl forceful, clearly defined and nicely pital. “nun,” Alga Bielinska does
an?. delivery. This porrelatives, Cordelia is going through are onstage virtually throughout varied performance in the dual, well as a “reformed” American
sequence, is a
with her marriage to Angier Duke, and all do pretty much everything part of the Commentator and Son. patient, and cast is efficiently ?«i-1C«P°*ltlcaMrac*’ as grating and
the tobacco heir and scion of New although each specializes a bit. For There are also stunning portrayals ro'uhded out by Oliver Berg as a
a^Ta Commie^ propaganda
York (of all places) society. Em- example, Annie Ross gets tossed by Lonny Chapman as the cheer¬ fake American embassy man and
Moreover
the implied
phasis on ingenue romance has be- around in various styles of dancing ful, self-deluding Gentleman Caller Howard Wierum and Mitchell
blacklisting, favorably*
come a bit antiquated on the stage, and participates in panto-accenting and Lois Smith as -the pitiful, af¬ Erickson as hospital attendants.
Presented by one character, seems
especially when it leaves the lead- skits, but is at her best as a singer fecting Daughter. Their second-act
Peter Larkin’s set should be a Questionable solution for Comniie
ing character on the inconsequen- of c,e?.dpan comedy songs. Simi- scene together is a theatrical gem, listed in the cast of characters. If Problems.
tial fringe of things, and on that larly, Anthony Newley emphasizes^ -with throat-catching gentleness ever an inanimate object perAuthor-stager Brice Knox, has
basis “Happiest Millionaire” has a soberfaced comedy sketches, Hugh and warmth.
formed an animate function, this constructed this tale about Holly¬
dated look.
Bryant is a singer somewhat in the
Alan Schneider’s direction art¬ setting is it. Composed of two con- wood dramatic hopefuls in three
Despite that, however, the com- manner of Harry1 Belafonte and fully underscores the tremulous¬ centric turntables, with outer cir- acts, each dealing with one aspect
e'dy is good fun in a slap-happy GFbert Vernon stresses dancing,
ness of the emotional scenes and cle operating in audience view, it of failure in the pic colony. First,
sort of way. There are plenty of
All the numbers are agreeably the contrasting passages of irrita¬ not only adds to the interest of played by John Brinkley Jr., is a
laughs, the easy, loud kind, with- brief and although nearly all are tion between the Mother and Son. staging, but actually conveys a lazy, misfit dreamer who settles
out pretense of subtlety, and only performed by the entire company, Peggy Clark’s scenery and lighting, symbol of the mental gyrations for married life and job outside
an old grouch would be persnick- some of the standouts are singles, adapted from Jo Mielziner’s origi¬ taking place within the mind of the industry,
etv enough to become impatient Among the latter are Miss Ross nal blueprints, provide eloquent the confused victim. It is combined
Second, played by Bob Carlson,
with such a disarming group as the singing “Don't Let Him Know” background and Paul Bowles’ inci¬ with a lighting pattern having as has talent, but also a psychotic
perennially adolescent millionaire and “Blue.” Similarly, Newley gets dental music helps establish the many cues as a* musical.
quirk which leads to several sex
and his family. Ignoring the in- laughs with “Present for Gilbert ” rueful mood.
Scripters have produced an opus murders and eventual self-destrucherent anachronism of the show Bryant almost manages to uncover
The production will continue that clarifies absorbingly such tion. Third, a promising director,
in this complex day and age, list a melody in “Sea Song” arid Ver- through next Sunday (2), with items, as techniques of brain-wash- done by John Milford, is abruptly
this as a pleaser for average audi- non panto-terps “L’Apres-Midi de “Mister Roberts,” starring Charl¬ ing and reasons why vulnerable seduced into Communism by a
ences and a sock prospect for films. Gilbert.”
ton Heston, due Dec. 5 as the individuals betray their countries. Machiavellian writer and winds up
Pidgeon is excellent as the cele“Cranky” was an off-West End finale of the three-show series.
The show is well staged by Herbert in the hospital, blinded during a
btv.ied, unself-conscious Philadel- hit in London and although it’s by
Berghof.
Bone.
red-inspired riot.
Hobe.
phla aristocrat, presenting not only no means everyone’s dish, it should
--:—r
Among the large cast, the three
a skillful performance but a sur- get by long enough here to outlast
Survival
principals are Impressive, espeprisingly warm and relaxed one, the announced “limited” engageHollywood, Nov. 14.
cfally the tall, goodlooking Carland giving the character stature ment. By way of extra potential,
Jandria Inc. pmxluction of a drama in son
and the dynamic Milford;
and a genuinely winning quality, excerpts from it offer possibilities
three acts (five scenes), written and aIqo ffnnd
ae Mildirected by Alexander Ramati. Stars John “1SJ, gOOq are Uail .K.ODe as MllAsjie plays him, Tony Biddle is a for television and nitery bookings,
Alderson, Karen Verne, Joan Stewart; ford S
Wife, AllX Nagy, as a
fc/ce guy.
and there could conceivably be a
features Edit Angoid, Wayne Tucker, nympho, Vicki Bakken as a barBased on a survey of several John Mylong, David Kasday, Michael rnf,m +rQmn Tt n
Notable in the large company real gone record album from its
ac n
George Voellmer, Masha Koch- room tramp, K. U Kaller as a
leading New York ticket agencies, Bachus,
that frolics through George Jen- extemporized-sounding score,
erygin. Setting, Robert Webster; cos- Stanislavski devotee, Joan Pearce
kin’s artfully cluttered World War
Hobe.
the following are the most-in-de¬ tumes, Jerry Gebr, Rivka Kerfen; light- in a romantic role, Henry T. DelI era living room setting are Diana
__ .
mand Broadway shows, in the order Mil's s“fwa^t; ioikPKn“: s?iecTed anci gado as the sinister Commie writer,
van .der Vlis as the handsome, spirTIio Glasa M
of preference:
sung by Adela Gebr; harmonica, Jerry and Norman StUl’glS as a Southernited Cordelia; George Grizzard as
J”
«««
Hilliard; accordion. Eliakum Shapira. At acc'pnt drnmfltip nenirant
Musicals
Tvar Theatre, Hollywood, Nov. 13.
13, ’56;
aapYan,1*
I?1;*
riar
iri
liei initially awed but indomitable Dalrymple, director) revival of drama in
My
Fair
Lady
$3
an.
uneven
m
$
3.30
Knox s direction is unever
suitor Angier Duke, who proves JjY® ac*s* by Tennessee Williams. Stars
Zd'enek . John Alderson quality, with flashes of insight,
Most
Happy
Fella
himself with jiu-jitsu and ultimateKubelikova ... Edit Angold
Straight Plays
Vlerka ..
Dldi Ramati
ly takes over the Situation; Kath- Schneider; Jo Mielzlner’s original scenic
Stepan .Wayne Tucker
------sr-Auntie Marne
arine Raht as a tribally-haughty
JPJUI*a%S5ied«JLJSeg5?
Helena
qi0m Ewell and Philip
Philin Langner
Lan,
Heiena Weiss .
!. Karen Verne
Tom
Long
Day’s
Journey
Into
Night
dowager aunt, and Ruth White as city center, n. y., Nov. 21, '58; $3.ao’top.
Janek wtlts .*/.*.*.’.'.’.*.'.*.*DaJid K?sd;.v hfcve optioned Stanley Barron’s
Separate Tables
the sardonic Mrs. Duke, who finds Mother . Helen Hayes
Germans.Michael Baclius, Cory - novel,
Facts of Love, ’ for Bl'OadQuaicer City folklore every bit as
iSTsSitta
Voellmer. Mich;ei jb;;;
way production. It’s the second
Hurd Hatfield will appear with ^
mci edible as reputed.
Gentleman Caller . Lonny Chapman
Little
Girl
V
V..
Masha
Koch?:r’si:i
book
tagged
by the duo, who preGeraldine Page in “The ImmoralThere are also ag eeable per-viously acquired Peter De Vries’
formances by .Ruth Ila.teson as
After striking out the first- time ist,” opening Dec. 25 at the StudcAlthough
the
material
in
“Sur“Comfort
Me
With Apples,” which
the resolutely cheerru.
Bid- up, the N. Y. City Center has made baker Theatre, Chicago. David
< vival” is said to be authentic, the Robert Emmett is dramatizing.
die, Dana White and Don Britton 1 a fine recovery with the second Pressman will direct.
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Pfeiffer Gets Rights
For Chi‘Waltz’Troupe

Delay Show Tour Legality Cases;

Chicago, Nov. 27.
Jules Pfeiffer has acquired rights
I for a Chicago production of “Anni!• versary Waltz” and will open the
The hinterland - Broadway legit-:—~—-* comedy Dec. 24 at the Blackstone.
Original touring version of
“Waltz” ran here for six weeks last
The scheduled hearings this I
season.
He took over “Witness
for the Prosecution” at the Harris
month of two cases, testing the
Hollywood, Nov. 27.
legality of the package operations j
last
month
from producers Gilbert
The unsolved murder of Starr
in New York, have been ad-: Faithfull, beautiful demi-mondai'ne Miller and Peter Saunders.
journed. Meanwhile, a committee
of a generation ago, has been used
spearheaded by Richard C. Patter¬
by screenwriter Robert Blees as
son Jr., Commissioner of the N. Y.
the basis for his first play, “The
Dept, of Commerce & Public
Girl Nobody Knows,” which he
Events, is continuing to study the
plans to produce on Broadway next
situation in an effort to offset the
season. Case was one of the ma¬
threatened extinction of the pack¬
jor New York mysteries of the preage business.
, •
depressibn era.
The situation involves the stand
Blees hopes to get Shelley Win¬
taken by Bernard J. O’Connell,
Backers of “Pajama Game,”
ters for the leading role, subject
N. Y. City Commissioner of Li¬
to her current appearance in the which ended a 133-week Broadway
censes, that the legit tour opera¬
run last Saturday (24), have thus
Broadway
show,
“The
Girls
of
tions
are
functioning
without
far received a 255% profit on their
Summer.”
broker’s licenses. He does not li¬
$250,000 investment. That repre¬
cense the agencies, however, on
sents their 50% share of the dis¬
the theory that a ticket broker
tribution from the" Broadway and
cannot participate in any other
road companies to date.
business, since that makes- an ac¬
According to an Oct. 27 account¬
counting of the markup virtually
ing, the total net profit on the twoimpossible. The law prohibits the
company operation was $1,348,804.
resale by anyone other than li¬
Of that, $1,250,000 had been dis¬
censed ticket brokers of admission
tributed, with an additional $25,000
ducats to theatres and other places
going out Nov. 2. For the four
of amusement.
The Broadway production of weeks preceding the date of the
The committee, launched by “Separate Tables,” presented by audit,
the
Broadway
company
Patterson and comprising repre¬
the Producers Theatre, in associa¬ earned a $25,832 operating- profit
sentatives of the League of N. Y.
on grosses ranging from $38,561 to
Theatres, hotels, restaurants, air¬ tion with Hecht-Lancaster, involves $42,923.
lines, railroads and other busi¬ a three-way participation deal.
During the same period, the na¬
nesses connected with the package The management gets the usual tional company picked up $6,390
operations, is working on a two- 50% cut, with the backers splitting on a $37,303 take for a week at the
point objective. One is to seek a the balance on a 10-40 basis.
Ford’s Theatre, Baltimore; $2,405
method of practice which “would
That’s revealed in the limited on a $39,636 gross for a week at
not violate the statute as it stands”
partnership agreement. Of the the WRVA Theatre, Richmond, and
and the other, if the first is impos¬
$85,000 invested in the venture, $933 on the first two frames of a
sible, is to “search for a formula,
$49,000 was contributed by United fouivweek stand at the Forrest
agreeable to all, for amending the
Artists
through its general counsel, Theatre, Philly, with the grosses
statute.”
Seymour M.' Peyser. The remaining running $34,594 and $33,527.
The test cases involve criminal $36,000 was put up by members of
charges
brought
by
O’Connell the Hecht and Lancaster "families.
against Theatre Trains & Planes
For its stake, the film distribu¬
and Paul Tausig & Son.
tion company will get 10% of the
Ottawa, Nov. 27.
profits on the Terence Rattigan
double-bill. Hecht-Lancaster, inci¬
Crest Theatre, Toronto, will
dentally, own the screen rights and world-preem J. B. Priestley’s new
UA will release the picture. The play “The Glass Cage” early next
partnership agreement called for March. The author, who will be
an original $24,000 investment by on a lecture tour of Chile at the
UA, with provision for $25,000 time, will fly in for the opening,
overcall, which was exercised by according to Murray Davis, Crest's
London, Nov. 27.
the producers.
president.
The Daily Express, which last
“Cage” was written specially fot
The partnership terms also stip¬
week revamped its review of ulate that the film company be the Crest, with lead roles for Davis,
repaid
its
entire
investment
before,
his
brother Donald Davis and sis¬
“Fanny” between editions, came
under fire in commercial tv’s news any coin is returned to the other' ter Barbara Chicott, as two broth¬
feature program, “This Week,” investors. “Tables,” costarring Eric ers and a sister.'Priestley met them
when the commentator stated that Portman and Margaret Leighton, while lecturing in Canada last
the two opinions were in conflict. has been playing to sellout busi¬ spring, and noted that they’d had
The paper replied by defending its ness at the Music Box Theatre, a big success with his “When We
Are Married.”
theatre critic, John Barber, and N.Y., since Oct. 25.
publishing comparative highlights
from the versions of the notice.
In the earlier editions, Barber’s
praise of the scenery was head¬
lined. He wrote, “It swings you
liltingly into deepest France,” and
added, “The show itself swings
a’ong more lumnJshlv.” The paper
claimed that the first sentence was
singled out and quoted as if it had
referred to the show itself.
In the later edition Barber said
the audience reception at the
The
Drury Lane Theatre was “chilly,”
and that no song was encored. The
headline read, “Alas, What Sad
Days At The Lane.” . Barber him¬
self added, “I use words like lump¬
ish, unwanted, desperate, draggy,
straggly, appalling . . , and they
call it a rave notice.”

hooics.business is stU1 °“ “"ScreenwriterHas Play
About Starr Faithfull

255% Payoff To
‘Pajama Backers

UA Has $49,000
Stake in ‘Tables’

Toronto Crest to Do Priestley’s ‘Gljiss Cage’

Row Oyer 'Conflicting’
Reviews of 'Fanny’ In
London Daily Express

LEGITIMATE

Choate & Rosen Production Setup
For Concurrent Touring Repeats

-♦ A new production setup involv¬
ing production of touring com¬
‘Ghosts’ in Mexico City
panies concurrent with or immedi¬
ately after the Broadway opening
As Memorial to Ibsen has
been worked out by Edward

Mexico City, Nov. 20.
Players, Inc., local English lan¬
guage group, has scheduled
Dec,
11 staged dramatic reading of Ib¬
sen’s “Ghosts” in observance of
the 50th anniversary of the Nor¬
wegian playwright’s death. The
Norwegian consul has been invited
to attend the offering, which will
be directed by Edward Estes.
“Ghosts” was the first Ibsen play
.to be performed in Mexico.

‘Journey’Payoff
After 11 Weeks
“Long
Day’s
Journey
Into
Night,” the Leigh Connell, Theo¬
dore Mann & Jose Quintero produc¬
tion of Eugene O'Neill’s autobio¬
graphical drama, is expected to re¬
coup its cost within its first 11
weeks, or by the third week in Jan¬
uary.
Although the show plays
only six performances a week, it’s
earning about $6,000
operating
profit. It cost about $68,000-$69,000 (without bonds) to bring to
town.
The venture was financed at $80,000, and the provision for 20%
overcall was not exercised fin the
prospectus sent to potential back¬
ers, the producers estimated that
it would cost $70,000 to do the
show, and added $10,000 to the
budget for reserve). The tryout
tour just about broke even, despite
the cancellation of four perform¬
ances in Boston because of the ill-'
ness of Florence Eldridge, costar¬
ring witlf her husband, Fredric
March.
“Journey” opened with an ad¬
vance sMe of around $200,000, in¬
cluding between 30 and 40 the¬
atre parties and about $30,000 in
mail orders. ^Since the opening,
Nov. 7, the window sale has beeen
running around $9,000-$10,000 a
day, and the mail order advance
has been building.
Despite the 7:30 starting cur¬
tain, there are few -latecomers, pre¬
sumably because of the extensive
publicity about the late-ringup, plus
an apparent desire not to miss any
of such a highly touted O’Neill
work.

OUT SOON!

51st Anniversary Number
Of

“BUS STOP’ PAID 300%
PROFIT ON 60G ANTE
“Bus Stop,”,, which closed its
two-company Broadway and. road
operation last spring, had* piled up
$358,349 profit as of a recently-re¬
leased Aug. 31 accounting. Of .that
amount, $356,000 had been distrib¬
uted. On the basis of the regular
50-50 profit split between the
management and backers, that
gives the, latter a 300% return
thus far “on their $60,000 invest¬
ment.
Income on the Robert Whitehead-Roger L. Stevens production
includes operating profit on both
companies, stock and foreign roy¬
alties, film coin on the sale of the
William Inge play to 20th-Fox
($75,000 down, vplus weekly ..pay¬
ments on profit stanzas up to a
$250,000 ceiling) and sundry other
revenue.
The net profit represents the
take after deduction of director
Harold. Furman’s 5% share, in ad¬
dition to his 2% of the gross on
b.oth companies.

Forms closing shortly

Usual Advertising rates prevail

Special exploitation advantages
Copy and space reservations may be sent to any Variety office
NEW YORK 34
154 W. 44th St.

HOLLYWOOD 2$
- 4311 Yucca St.
*
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CHICAGO 11
412 N. Michigan Av*.

LONDON, W. C. 2
8 St. Martin’s Placa
Trafalgar Square

Choate and Albert H. Rosen, In an
informal arrangement with pro¬
ducer-theatre owners Huntington
Hartford and Randolph Hale. The
project Is geared to do shows for
a fraction of the New York cost,
and fecoup in a few weeks of Coast
engagements.
Besides the novel angle of pro¬
ducing the touring entries as soon
as possible after the Broadway
opening, the project also involves
the* use" of star leads and strong
supporting casts. Choate & Rosen’s
first such venture was “Anastasia,”
costarring Eugenie Leontovich and
Viveca Lindfors, and the second
was “Chalk Garden,” costarijjpg
Judith Anderson and Gladys Coop¬
er, the latter being succeeded af¬
ter several weeks by . Ruth Chatterton.
A
third
venture,
“Sleeping
Prince,” costarring Francis Lederer, Shirley MacLaine and Hermione Gingold, played a four-per¬
formance breakin at the Lobero,
Santa Barbara, then moved last
Thursday night (22) at the Hart¬
ford Theatre, Hollywood, where it
continues through Dec. 15. £fter
that it plays a split week and then
is booked for a run at the Curran,
San Francisco, with a subsequent
national tour contemplated.
That will be followed by “The
Master of Thornfleld,” a dramatiza¬
tion by Hartford and John F. Math(Continued on page 63)

Shirley Booth Vetoes
Surprise Press Stunt
For'Desk Set’in Frisco
San Francisco. Nov. 27.
Shirley Booth, starring in “Desk
Set,” cut the ground from un<jer
one of the show’s publicity stunts
last Wednesday (21) at the Cur¬
ran Theatre here. The comedy’s
pressagent, Ed Parkinson. ,had set
up a brief walk-on for San Fran¬
cisco News reporter Jack Loughner, near the end of the second
act, but the star nixed it.
Loughner, who was rehearsal
pianist for Ballet Russe and Ballet
Theatre In the early 1940’s, was to
have done a 30-second piano-play¬
ing bit, then write a feature on
how it felt to play on same stage
with Shirley Booth. With the scribe
ready to go on, Miss Booth refused
to allow It. According to witness¬
es, the actress said, “If a news¬
paperman were to come on and
play a bit as a newspaperman, I’d
have no objection. But for some¬
one to come on without rehearsal
and do a bit like that—well, I
think it’s unprofessional. The place
for publicity is outside, not in the
theatre during a performance.”
Backstage interpretation of this
philosophy, however, was that Miss
Booth hates surprises, at least dur-'
ing a performance. Through a man¬
agement goof, no one had told her
that Loughner was going on in
place of regular man.
Parkinson logically would have
been the person to tell her of the
switch, but show’s producers. Jack
Present and Harry Zevin, had orI dered him not to deal with the star
! directly, but to channel all his
business with her through, director
Harry Ellerbe. The pJusold FJlerbe on the scheme and the
stager said he’d notifv Miss Booth.
But apparently he didn’t.
Loughner commented good-naturedlv. “I’ve been done in by Shir¬
ley Wilkes Booth.”

NEW ARENA STAGE. D.CSETS TARTUFFE’ NEXT
Washington. Nov. 27.
Arena Stage, which got off to a
sock start in its new location, has
skedded Moliere’s “Tartuffe” as its
second offering, beginning Dec. 9.
Current show, a revised version of
Arthur Miller’s “View from the
Bridge,” has been extended two
weeks beyond its original threeweek run. Biz has been consistent¬
ly big since the Nov. 7 preem. with
frequent sellouts in the 500-seat
theatre-in-the-round.
Continuing its policy of hiring
for lead roles. Arena has inked Jim
j Harwood and Gerry Jedd to star
in “Tartuffe.”
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Shows Abroad
The Devil Was Sick
London, Nov. 14.
E. P. Clift & Anne Deere Wiman pres¬
entation of a comedy in three acts by
Kenneth Horne. Stars Marie Lohr; fea¬
tures Charles Heslop. Wyndham Goldie.
Staged by Richard Bird; decor, Robert
Lush. At Fortune Theatre, London, Nov.
13, '56: $2.20 top.
Rev. Sexton-Hifflish . .. Wyndham Goldie
Emily Sexton-Hifflish .... Jean St, Clair
Victor Sexton-Hifflish .
. Mark Daly
Violet
. Lesley Nunnerley
Ann Brown .
Anna Steele
Martin York
. Francis Matthews
Matilda ‘Hope’ .
Marie Lohr
Dr. Sllvaine
. Charles Heslop

As the curtain descends on the
first act of this farcical comedy,
it’s obvious that the author will
not be able to sustain the standard
he has set. That prediction is ac¬
curately confirmed as the audience
witnesses a progressive deteriora¬
tion through the <suc£eeding acts.
Marie Lohr’s outstanding perform¬
ance may help the boxoffice for a
while, but on its merits “The Devil
Was Sick**’ can only anticipate a
limited run.
• v Kenneth Horne has assembled
some incongruous characters in
the conventional setting of a coun¬
try vicarage and involved them in
an overly complicated plot. The
relative calm scene is disturbed
by the arrival of a grandmother
with a prison record, who has de¬
cided to reform when a doctor
tells her she has a short time to
live.
„ ,
She is the legal wife of the
vicar’s father who later committed
bigamy, and it turns out that the
cleric is illegitimate. But appar¬
ently the old gal has been • de¬
ceived by her doctor.
She isn’t
really going to die; but he adopted
this ruse to help the granddaugh¬
ter to get married.
The one notable feature of the
production is the quality acting.
Miss Lohr has the happy facility
of making even commonplace dia¬
log sound like comedy gems. Her
presence, delivery and timing are
beyond reproach.
Charles Heslop, as the doctor
who had been struck off the mediregister for improper conduct,
also rises above his script. Wynd¬
ham Goldie is given fewer oppor¬
tunities as the vicar, but Mark
Daly gives an amusing, blustering
-psisformance as the chair-ridden
bigamist.
Francis Matthews and
Anna Steele are a conventional
romantic team; but Lesley Nun¬
nerley shines as a sexy maid.
Richard Bird’s staging keeps the
* action lively, and Robert Lush
has designed a typical vicarage in¬
terior.
Myro.

La Bugiarda
(The Liar)
Rome, Oct. 23.
ETI presentation of a Carlo Alberto
Cappelli production of comedy in three
acts, by Diego Fabbri. Stars Rossella
Falk, Romolo Valli, Annamaria Guarnieri;
features Mario Maranzana, Itala MarcheSini, Nino Marchesini, Enrico Lucherini, Gino Pernice. Directed by Giorgio
DeLullo;
set, Orfeo Tamburi; music,
Fiorenzo Carpi. At Teatro Quirino, Rome;
2.50 top.
Isabella . RosseUa Falk
Adriano . Romolo Valli
Paola ..
Annamaria Guarnieri
Albnio ........ Mario Maranzana

aristocratic (and. married) lover in
the dark about her hitch.
Though her lies satisfy everyone
temporarily, the lover’s wife trig¬
gers a complicating meeting of the
two men. Unexpectedly, they unite
against the Liar until her final
drastic lie, a faked suicide, re¬
establishes her dominant position.
Plot'is fragile but amusing, ex¬
cept in one instance in which the
lover’s character develops unsatis¬
factorily (perhaps because of a dis¬
agreeable hint of homosexuality).
Direction by Giorgio DeLullo’s
never misses a chance to point up
the script.
The acting, besides the starring
role, is topnotch. Romolo Valli
plays the lover with ease and good
humor, while Annamaria Guar¬
nieri steals her difficult scenes as
his prissy but clever wife. Rest of
cast, including Mario Maranzana
(subbing for Giogio DeLullo at the
show caught) backs the leads ably.
Hdtpk.

Touring Shows
(Nov. 26-Dec. 9)
Anniversary Walt* (Russel Nype, Mar¬
jorie Lord)—Geary, S.F. (26-8).
Arsenic and Old Lace (Gertrude Berg)—
Colonial, Boston (28-8).
Boy Friend—Blackstone,
Chi
(26-1);
American, St. L. (3-8).
Build With One Hand (tryout) (Elliott
Nugent,
Geraldine
Fitzgerald)—Ford’s,
Balto (26-1) (Reviewed in VARIETY, Nov.
14, *56).
Canadian Players—Cleveland (O.) U.
Club (27); Delaware (O.) U. Aud. (28);
Taft, Cincy (29); Huntington <W. Va.)
College Aud. (30-1); Edgeworth Aud.,
Sewickley, Pa. (3); Indiana (Pa.) College
Aud. (4); Erie (Pa.) College Aud. (5).
Cat On a Hot Tin Roof (Thomas Gomez,
Marjorie Steele, Alex Nicol)—National,
Wash. (26-9).
Chalk Garden (Judith Anderson. Ruth
ChattertonV—U. of Wisconsin, Madison
(26); Pabst, M'wkee (27-1); Hanna. Cleve.
(3-8).
Damn Yankees C*d Co.) (Bobby Clark)
—Shubert. Chi (26-8).
A
x „
Great Sebastians (Alfred Lunt. Lynn
Fontanne)—Murat, Indpls. (26-l);‘ Victoria,
K C (3-8)
Happy Hunting (tryout) (Ethel Merman)
—Shubert, Bost. (26-1) (Reviewed in
VARIETY, Oct. 24, *56).
Hatful of Rain (Vivian Blaine)—Shu¬
bert. Det. (20-8).
.
Inherit the Wind (2d Co.) (Melvyn
Douglas)—^ixon, Pitt. (26-1); Shubert,
Boston (3-8).
.
.
_ ,
Janus (Joan Bennett, Donald Cook,
Romney Brent)—Alcazar, S.F. (26-8). •
L-'rk (Julie Harris)—Forrest, Philly
No Time for Sergeants (2d Co.)—Erlsnger. Chi (26-8).
Paiam* G-me (Larry Douglas, Buster
West. Bettv
O'Neil)—Palace, Youngs¬
town (26-28); Paramount, Toledo (29-1);
Shubert, Cincy (3-8).
^
Protective
Custody
(trvout)
(Faye
Emerson)—W"inut. Philly (26-8).
Sleeping Prince (Francis Lederer, Shir¬
ley MacLalr®. Hermione Gingold)—Hart¬
ford. L. A. (26-8).
Speaking of Murder (trvout)—Shubert,
New Haven (28-1); Plymouth, Boston (3-8).
Uncle Willie (tryout) (Menasha Skutmk)
—Plymouth, Boston (26-1): Locust, Phtllv
(3-8) (Reviewed in VARIETY. Nov. 21. *56).
WHI Success Spoil- Rock Hunter (Eddie
Bracken)—Shubert, Wash. (26-1); Nixon,
Pitt. (3-8).
„
.
Witness for . the Prosecution—Harris,
Chi (26-8).

SCHEDULED N Y. OPENINGS
(Theatres indicated if Set)

Stock Review
Stalk Allee
Dallas, Nov. 7.
Ramsey Burch production of comedy in
three acts (four scenes) by Albert Mannheimer and Frederick Kohner. Features
Edwin Whitner, Ruth Amos. Harry Berg¬
man, Alisa Dawson. Staged by Burch;
technical direction, James Pringle; cos¬
tumes, Sarah Cabell Massey. At Theatre
'56, Dallas, Nov. 5, '56; $3 top.
Gretchen Becker.Joyce Ann Boyd
Gustav Grothe ... v.... i .Edwin Whitner
Dieter Grothe .Richard Banks
Frau Holle .Ruth Amos
Ingrid Grothe. Ailsa Dawson
Frau Becker .Tommie Russell
Lotte Richter ....Ronnie Claire Edwards
Ludwig Becker .. Arthur Nations
Rassman .Nathan V. Roth
Max .Bob Mullen
Bruno Poeltz . ...Jerry Hall
Bowie Coyle . ..Harry Bergman
Col. Igor Kubltscheff. John O’Leary
Karl Bindinger .J. Frank Lucas
Russian Soldiers .George Hopkins,
Joe Barta
Doff^.Clytemnestra
Becker Girls ..Darla Joyce Chick, Debbie
Bennett, Sherry Barton, Jane
Shaw, Susan Warner, Ann
Richardson, Susan Wichman,
Margaret Starr.

Ramsey Burch, in* his second
year as Theatre ’56 managing di¬
rector, has a rollicking hit in “Sta¬
lin Allee” to launch the 30-week
14th season. Film writers Albert
Mannheimer and Frederick Kohner
have fashioned a neat three-acter
that sags in dialog only in the clos¬
ing minutes of the second act.
Otherwise, a competent cast ably
keeps the laughs rolling.
. Plot, in a 36-hour time span, de¬
tails the oppression of a German
family housed in a sordid tene¬
ment under Russian jurisdiction in
East Berlin. Defiant grandma and
granddaughter joust with Soviet
security officers, while the sOnand-father succumbs to Red offers
to become assistant finance minis¬
ter so he can live on fashionable
Stalin Allee. Aided by a stalwart
American, who plots the Russians
into becoming turncoats against
the USSR, the German family
scrams for the U.S.
Ruth Amos scores as the backtalking grandma, Edwin Whitner
is a believable, pussyfooting father
looking for a safe deal and Ailsa
Dawson is granny’s staunch backer
in the distaff romantic lead. John
O’Leary friakes the most of his
Russian colonel role, with Jerry
Hall only slightly behind as a
stuffy security officer. J. Frank
Lucas, in only two brief entrances,
mops up as a Communist “overthe - shoulder” informer, while
Harry Bergman registers as the
defiant American businessman.
Comedy rates larger stages, and
is a good bet for film fare. Burch’s
direction is fruitful. The solo set
by James Pringle serves surpris¬
ingly well, and the costumes are
excellent.
Bark.

Legit Followup
The Sleeping Prince

(HUNTINGTON HARTFORD,
HOLLYWOOD)
Hollywood, Nov. 22.
This touring edition of the cur¬
rent Broadway entry, “The Sleep^ing Prince,” offers fine entertain¬
ment. While there is little to Ter¬
ence Rattigan’s script, it has been
The Teatro Quirino. has a hit in
its first seasonal presentation, a
skillfully
directed
by
Richard
new three-acter by. Diego Fabbri,
Haydn and is well played, especi¬
as acted by the “Compagnia dei
ally by Shirley MacLaine and Her¬
Giovani,” a group which has risen
mione Gingold.
to national attention during the
The show is a triumph for Miss
past year. Despite occasional di¬
MacLaine, and stamps her as a
gressions into such topical prob¬
bright comedy talent combining
lems as divorce and annulment in
perception and variation to create
Italy, the play is essentially comic
a character that lives and sparkles.
and as such it comes off hand¬
She also reveals an appealing
somely.
gamin personality.
It also provides a varied and
Miss Gingold, in her first Coast
OFF-BROADWAY
colorful vehicle for its young fe¬
legit appearance, displays exqui¬
9 by Six, Open Stage (12-4),
male star, Rossella Falk, who
Lady From the Sea, Tempo (12-4).
site timing and an uproarious com¬
Eagle Has Two Heads, Actors (12-13).
shows an exceptional range of tal¬
She is laughably ma¬
Good Woman at $etuzan, Phoenix (12-18). edy touch.
ent in her impersonation of the
jestic as a regal consort, making a
Purple Dust, Cherry Lane (12-27),
woman .'whose lies involve an al¬
Shhn, Chanin (12-29).
standout of the juicy supporting
Volpone, Rooftop (1-3).
ready complicated amorous situa¬
role.
Costar Francis Lederer is
River Line, Carnegie Hall (1-3).
tion. Iti!' essence, plot finds the
Shadow Years, Open Stage (1-8).
slow establishing the character of
Easter, 4th St. (1-15).
heroine
marrying
a
colorless
the Prince Regent, but finally
Measure
for
Measure,
Phoenix
(1-22).
teacher to guarantee her “future,”
scores on charm and technical ad¬
Taming of the Shrew, Phoenix (2-13).
while still hoping to "keep her
Duchess of Malfi, Phoenix (3-19).
roitness.
What there is of Rattigan’s fable
concerns an American chorus girl
invited for supper with the Prince
Regent, bqt it serves as a vehicle
for the diverting performances.
David Lewis is standout as a
British Foreign Office fixer, Darvy
Anders shows promise as a Balkan
princess and Hilda Plowright
shines as a Continental arch¬
duchess.
Haydn’s direction plays the script
as fairy tale, and the promise gains
A CORPORATION ENGAGED IN THE BUSINESS OF
support from the fine set by Rich¬
BOOKING LEGITIMATE THEATRES AND ATTRACTIONS.
ard Shoemaker and the costumes
by Frank Thompson.
THE SALE IS SUBJECT TO THE PROVISIONS CON¬
Both locally and on the road,
TAINED IN A JUDGMENT OF THE UNITED STATES
“Prince” will have to overcome the
DISTRICT COURT, SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK,
critical rap of the New York edi¬
DATED FEBRUARY 17, 1956 (CIVIL ACTION No. 56-72.)
tion, but word of mouth should be
favorable and the comedy should
— CONTACT —
build to financial success. Kap,
ADOLPH LUND
AARON LIPPER
225 W. 44th St.. N. Y. 36. N. Y„
or
527 Fifth Ave,. N. Y. 17. N. Y.
Hope Abelson will independently
produce Molly Kazan’s “The Egg¬
PE 6-6700
MU 2-5780
head,” to be staged by Hume
Cronyn.'
Night of Auk, Playhouse. (12-3).
Build With Hand, Royale (12-5).
Happy Hunting, Majestic (12-6).
Speaking of Murder, Royale (12-19).
Uncle Willie, Golden (12-20).
Trollus & Cresslda, Wint. Gard. (12-26).
Protective Custody (1-7).
Waiting for Godot, Booth (1-9).
Clearing in Woods (1-9).
Small War, Barrymore (wk. 1-14).
* Hidden River (1-16).
Light a Penny Candle (1-16).
Waltz of Toreadors (1-17).
Catch Falling Star (1-24).
Eugenia (wk. 1-27).
Potting Shed, Bijou (1-29).
a
Renaud-Barrault Co., Wint. Gard. (1-30).
Visit SrnMl Planet, Booth (2-7).
Holiday for Lovers (2-14).
Hole In Head (2-27).
Ztegfeld Follies (2-28).
Orpheus Descending (3-21).
First Gentleman (4-11).
NewcGirl in Town (5-8).

FOR SALE

THE TOTAL OUTSTANDING STOCK OF
UNITED BOOKING OFFICE, ING
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Pressagentry Never Dies
Arthur Cantor, Broadway pressagent, apparently wasn’t unduly
discouraged by his recent wine-gift exploitation’ stunt for “Most
Happy Fella.” Although it presumably paid off in free space and
editorial goodwill, the unforeseen headaches in the form of com¬
plicated liquor laws in the various states the Most Happy Wine
was sent had-the p.a/s staff on the verge of rebellion.
Undaunted, Cantor has come up with a new promotion gimmick
for the Frank Loesser-Sidney Howard musical, in the form of a
tieup with the White Owl Cigar Co. for a filmed television blurb
for Most Happy Panatellas, The singing spots, with featured per¬
formers Robert Weede, Jo Sullivan, Art Lund, Susan Johnson,
Shorty Long and Mona Paulee of the “Most Happy Fella” stage
cast, was produced by Young & Rubican, ad agency for White Owl.

Off-Broadway Shows
Another Part of the
Forest ^
Equity Library Theatre revival of
drama in three acts by Lillian Heilman.
Staged by Adrian Hall; settings, Robert
Motley; costumes. Warren Travis. At
Lenox Hill Playhouse, N.Y., Nov. 14, '56.
Admission by contribution.
Cast: Ann Wedgeworth. Carroll Howe,
Marguerite Lenert. Mary Rio Lewis, Ford
Rainey, Gordon Barnes. Jim K. Mapp,
Burton Mallory, Burt Edwards, Katherine
Helmond, Dan Legant, Howard London,
Barbara Wilkin.

Since
Lillian
Heilman pens
meaty parts for actors, “Another
Part of the Forest,” her second
play about the Alabama Hubbards
and Bagtrys, ought to be a good
Equity Library Theatre showcase.
Due to faulty casting and leisured
direction, the present revival sel¬
dom realizes the pungency of the
drama, only portions of the. second
act showing hints of envenomed
vitality.
While not the match of “The
Little Foxes,” which is later chron¬
ologically but. earlier in the Hellman canon, “Forest” contains suf¬
ficient pith and moment for a tense
evening of theatre. At ELT, how¬
ever, the company has a regret¬
table tendency to play it heavy, the
trend towafd melodrama occasion¬
ally becoming the real thing. The
result is lack of credibility and
more laughter than the author
obviously intended.
Two disparate performances are
very good. As Birdie Bagtry, who
must bury pride for money, Kath¬
erine Helmond has revealing hon¬
esty, laying accurate groundwork
for the older Birdie of “Foxes.”
Barbara Wilkin has the juicy mor¬
sel of the spirited prostie who
reads the Hubbard clan off, and
her zesty appearance is brief but
memorable.
Ford Rainey’s portrait of a de¬
clining patriarch is consistent and
Marguerite Lenert is pathetic as
the mentally failing wife and
mother. The three Hubbard chil¬
dren are played disappointingly,
Gordon Barnes missing th§, callous
drive of the older brother Ben,
Burt Edwards relying mostly on an
overdone cackling laugh for Oscar,
and Ann Wedgeworth’s young Re¬
gina being played with the accent
on “sashay.”
Maybe Adrian Hall’s staging
might seem better if the cast kept
pace with Misses Helmond and
Wilkin, but by the end of the eve¬
ning life with the Hubbards is get¬
ting powerful dull.
Geor.

The Misanthrope
Stephen Porter revival of comedy In
two acts by Moliere, as translated by
Richard Wilbur. Staged by Porter; cos*
tumes, Althea Douglas. At Theatre East,
N.Y., Nov. 12. '56; $3.45 top.
Cast: Ellis Rabb. Robert Blackburn,
Arthur Malet, Jacqueline Brookes,? Kelton
Garwood, Sada Thompson, William Shust,
William Ball, Max Sisk, Olive Dunbar,
Dino Narizzano.

Moliere’s observations on the
human race in “The Misanthrope”
are as coolly detached as an icicle,
and as brittle. Listening to his
sallies at hypocrisy and sham, it’s
hard to realize that 290 years have
passed since the play’s initial pro¬
duction.
There’s a handsome production
In the diminutive basement Thea¬
tre East, with a melodic transla¬
tion by Richard Wilbur, and a
number of crisp performances that
do the French satirist justice. Chief
difficulty with Wilbur’s couplets is
that it’s so easy to outguess him
as to what the rhyming word will
be. Although some of the actors
are guilty of over-stress, the dis¬
traction is in the adaptation.
As its title implies (and as pre¬
sumably everybody knows), Moliere
is treating of a man who feels im¬
pelled to denounce flattery, sub¬
terfuge and counterfeit to its face,
to whomsoever the face may belong.
Since such excesses of social grace
are indulged in freely by his be¬
loved and her coterie, the young
man’s life is not a happy one.
As the lady of fashion who will
not join him in his misanthropy,
even when her world has found her
out, Jacqueline Brookes comports
herself with a frigid beauty well
calculated to frustrate designing
males.* With sardonic smile, tilted

Chin and a voice filled with hauteur,
Miss Brookes epitomizes the un¬
ruffled coquette.
As the hater of mankind who
worships at this unlikely shrine,
Ellis Rabb is bustlingly troubled
and self-righteous and consigns
himself to exile with supercilious
consistency.
It’s often interesting that the
distaff side fares better in a cos-"
tume piece, and there's no excep¬
tion here. Sada Thompson as a
woman of integrity who could have
loved the young man, and Olive
Dunbar as a worldly-wise woman
ready with comfort are much more
direct and at ease than the male
contingent.
Among the latter, however, Rob¬
ert Blackburn, whose mustachioed
periwigged dignity nearly brushes
Theatre East’s uncommonly low
ceiling, wisely confines himself to
straightforward performance, dis¬
regarding his costumed furbelows.
Producer-director Stephen Por¬
ter has mounted his production
tastefully. The infinitesimal stage
almost defies laws of physical
space, though, when eight persons
occupy it simultaneously. More
than in some arena staging, the
actors’ backs become a familiar
sight. But Althea Douglas’ cos¬
tumes befit the occasion, and
there’s always Miss Brooke’s tranuil assurance for added distitic®
on.
.
Geor.

S

British Shows
(Figures denote opening dates)
LONDON
Boy Friend,. Wyndham'* (12-1-53).
Chalk. Garden, Haymarket (4.11-56).
Devil’s Disciple, Wint. Gard. (11-8-56).
Devil Was Sick, Fortune (11-13-56).
Doctor in House, Vic. Pal. (7-30-56).
Doctor's Dilemma, Saville (10-4-56).
Double Image, Savoy (11-14-56).
Dry Rot, Whitehall (8-31-54).
Fanny, Drury Lane (11-15-56).
For Amusement Only, Apollo (6-5-56).
Good Woman Zetuzan, R'y’l Ct. (10-31-56).
Hou*e by Lake, York’s (5-9-56).
Kismet, Stoll (4-20-55).
Le Misanthrope, Palace (11-14-56),
Likely Tale, Globe (3-22-56).
Mousetrap, Ambassadors (11-25-52).
Mr. Bolfry, Aldyvych (6-30-56).
No Time Sgts., Her Maj. (8-23-56).
Nude With Violin, Globe (11-7-56).
Paiama Game, Coliseum (10-13-55).
Plaintiff In Hat, Duchess (10-11-56).
Plume de ma Tante, Garrick (11-3-55).
Rainmaker, St. Mart. (5-31-56).
Reluctant Deb, Cambridge (5-24-55) Renaud-Barrault Co., Palace (11-12-56).
Repertory, Old Vic (9-7-53).
Romanoff & Juliet, Piccadilly (5-17-56).
Rosalinda Fuller, Arts (10-8-56).
Sailor Beware, Strand (2-16-55),
Salad Days, Vaudeville (8-5-54).
Sorcerer’s Apprentice, New Lind. (10-2).
South Sea Bubble, Lyric (4-25-56).
Ten Min. Alibi, Westminster (11-2-56).
Towards Zero, St. James’s (9-4-56).
Under Milk Wood. New (9-20-56).
View From Bridge, Comedy (10-11-56).
Waltz of Toreadors, Criterion (3-27-56).
Zero Hours, St. James’s (9-4-56).
SCHEDULED' OPENINGS
United Notions, Adelphi (11-28-56).
Diary Anne Frank, Phoenix (11-29-56).
D’Oyly Carte, Prince's (12-3-56).
Touch of Fear, Aldwych (12-5-56).
Way of World, Saville (12-6-56).
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Philly Spotty; Judy Wow $57,300,
Douglas $24,200, ‘Build’ Sad $5,000
Philadelphia, Nov. 27.
Philly’s lone opening last week,
"Everybody Loves Me,” took a
drubbing from all three critics
(Murdpck, Inquirer,* Sensenderfer,
Bulletin, and Gaghan,News. Pub¬
lic likewise shied off, although the
First-Night Club helped dress the
house.
Show folded
Saturday
night (24).
Two newcomers are in this week.
Julfe Harris, starring in “The
Lark,” arrived at the Forrest last
night (Mon.) with its two-week run
virtually sold out in advance. It’s
on Theatre Guild subscription.
Faye Emerson in “Protective Cus¬
tody” begins a tryout at the Wal¬
nut tonight (Tues.).
Local legit then takes a dive un¬
til the holidays, with only one other
show in prospect, Menasha Skulnick’s “Uncle Willie,” slated for
the Locust next Monday (3).
Estimates for Last Week
Inherit the Wind, Forrest (D) (2d
wk) ($4.80; 1,760; $35,000) (Melvyn
Douglas).. Road company version
of the courtroom play was well re¬
ceived; drew $24,200 on the hold¬
over; previous week, $19,200 for
seven performances; left town Sat¬
urday (24).
Bells Are Ringing, Shubert (MC)
(2d wk) ($6-$7.20; 1,870; $56,000)
(Judy Holliday). Guild subscrip-1
tion held down gross, but standees
every performance. Grossed $57,*?
300 for the second stanza, after
$49,800 on the previous week’s
seven performances; jnoved out
Saturday (24) for Broadway.
Build With One Hand, Walnut
(D) (2d wk) ($4.80; 1,340; $32,000)
(Elliott Nugent, Geraldine Fitzger¬
ald). Tryout never got off the
ground, here; weak $5,000 last
week, following the $8,500 opener;
exited Saturday (24) for Washing¬
ton.
“Everybody Loves Me,” Locust
(C) (1st wk) ($4.20; 1,548; $30,000)
(Jack Carson). Tryout was roast¬
ed by the critics and ignored by the
ublic; slim $8,600 gross; folded
ere Saturday (24).

S

‘Cat’Hot $29,600,
M’$16,400, D.C.
' Washington, Nov. 27.
Biz was uneven in Washington
last week. It ivas up strongly at
the National Theatre, where “Cat
On a Hot Tin.Roof” opened a threeweek run. It was down; at the
Shubert for the second week of
Broadway-bound “Night, of the
Auk.”
“Will Success Spoil Rock Hunt¬
er” opened at the Shubert last
night (Mon.) for a single-week
stand. House will then go dark
for a week and reopen Dec. 10 with
Faye Emerson in “Protective Cus¬
tody.” Julie Harris in “The Lark”
comes into the National the same
night.
Estimates for Last Week
Night of the Auk (Shubert) (D)
(2d wk; 1,500; $3.85; $31,785)
(Claude Rains, Wendell Corey,
Christopher Plummer). Business
fell off during thq^second and final
D.C. week of this tryout, with only
$16,400 in the till; previous week,
$19,500.
Cat On a Hot Tin Roof (National)
(D) (1st wk; 1,600; $4.J5; $37,000)
(Thomas Gomez, Marjorie, Steele,
Alex- Nicol). Fat $29,600 for the
initial week of three, and building.

‘Success’ Modest $11,900
On Breakin Week, Balto
Baltimore, Nov. 27.
Manny Davis’ touring edition of
“Will Success Spoil Rock Hunter”
opened its road trek at Ford’s
Theatre here last week with a
mediocre $11,900. Gross potential
at. $3.50 top for the Eddie Bracken
starrer was $38,000.
Elliott Nugent and Geraldine
Fitzgerald in the tryout of “Build
With One Hand” is current at the
house, with “Cat On A Hot Tin
Roof!’ set to follow on Guild-ATS
subscription' Dec. 10.
Gertrude
Berg in “Arsenic And Old Lace”
is booked for the week of Dec. 25.

‘Hatful’ $20,300 in Cleve.,
Despite Press Strike
Cleveland, Nov. 27.
Despite the local newspaper
strike, “Hatful of Rain,” starring
Vivian Blaine, grossed a nice $20,300 at the Hanna Theatre last
week.
' The drama is current at the
Shubert, Detroit.

pfimeFr
‘Chalk’ Healthy $20,000
For Single Week, Mpls.

LEGITIMATE
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B’way Slides, But ‘Abner $58,100,
Pidgeon $23,800, Shelley $16,500,
Hayes $38,400, ‘Fella’ 57G, ‘Deb’ 21G

Minneapolis, Nov. 27.
In the face of tough weather,
the touring “Chalk Garden,” star¬
ring'' Judith Anderson and Ruth
Chatterton, came through with a
good $20,000 for six nights and two
matine'es last week on subscrip¬
tion, at a $4.40 top at the 1,850seat Lyceum, where the potential
was approximately $44,000,
Broadway buckled last w<cek. Previous week, $68,700; last week,
It was the season s second local
legit booking. Next on list here is with most shows registering sub¬ same.
San Francisco, Nov. 27.
New Faces, Barrymore (R) (24th
“Janus,” due the week of Jan. 28 stantial drops. Business, downbeat
the early part of the week, made wk;
Comedy relit all three Frisco on subscription.
188;
$7.50-$6.90;
$38,577).
a post Thanksgiving Day come¬ Closes Jan. 12, to tour. Previous
legit houses last week, but busi¬
back.
ness was slim, with Thanksgiving
week, $23,700; last week, almost
The capacity lineup included $25,600.
holiday
and Stanford-California
“Auntie Mame.”
“Li’l Abner,”
football game blamed, in part.
No Time for Sergeants, Alvin (C)
“Long Day’s Journey Into Night,”
“Anniversary Waltz,” in the fifth
“Major Barbara,” “My Fair Lady” (58th wk; 460; $5.75-$4.60; 1,331;
frame of its return engagement at
and “Separate Tables.” Openers $38,500). Previous week, $37,100;
the Geary, made relatively the best
were “Girls of Summer ” “Happi- last week, over $33,800.
showing, because of its low break¬
Old Vic Co., -Winter Garden
,est
Millionaire” and “Glass Menag¬
ing point.
erie,V the latter at the City Center. (Repertory) (5th wk; 39; $5.75;
Shirley Booth in “Desk Set”
1,494; $45,000).
Previous week,,
demonstrated only so-so drawir
Estimates for Last Week
$36,700 split between “Richard II,”
power at the Curran, possibly 1 Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama), \ “Romeo and Juliet” and “Mac¬
cause house is scaled high, and
CD (Comedy-Drdma), R (Revue), beth”; last week, almost $34,700 on
“Janus” at the Alcazar took a beat¬
MC (Musical-Comedy), MD (Musi¬ same three shows.
ing from the reviewers*
Reluctant Debutante. Miller (C)
cal-Drama), O (Opera), OP (Op¬
Chicago, Nov. 27.
Estimates for Last Week
(7th wk; 54; $5.75; 946;. $27,100).
Business was mixed in the Loop eretta).
(Adrianne
Allen, Wilfred Hyde
Desk Set, Curran (1st wk) ($4.40- last week with the Thanksgiving
Other parjnthetic designations
$4.95;
1,752; ,$44,000)
(Shirley holiday and the season’s first foul refer, respectively, to weeks played, White). Previous week, $24,100;
last
week,
over
$21,000.
Booth). Fair %$21,600 (figures in¬ weather blamed. “Boy Friend” number of performances through
Separate Tables, Music Box (D)
cludes 10% tax slice, which stays ends its stay next Saturday night last Saturday, top prices, number
with promoter, the non-profit Art¬ (1) to continue its tour.
of seats, capacity gross and s'.ars. (5th wk; 36; $5.75; 1,010; $31,021)
ists Embassy).
Revival of “Anniversary Waltz” Price includes 10% Federal and (Eric Portman, Margaret Leigh¬
ton). Previous week, $31,300; last
Janus, Alcazar (1st wk) ($4.40; is logged for the Blackstone, Dec.
5% City tax, but grosses are net: week,- same.
1,147; $29,000) (Joan Bennett, Don¬ 24* “Matchmaker” is slated for the
Sleeping Prince, Coronet (C)
ald Cook, Romney Brent). Pass¬ Harris, Jan. 7, for four weeks, on i.e., exclusive of tax.
Apple Cart, Plymouth (C) (6ih (4th wk; 28; $6.90; 1,001; $36,500*.
able $13,000 for first seven per¬ subscription, to be followed by
“Janus,” Feb. 4, for the same sub¬ wk; 44; $5 75; 1,062; $34,000). (Mau¬ (Michael Redgrave, Barbara Bel
formances.
Anniversary Waltz, Geary (5th scription run. “Arsenic and Old rice Evans). Previous week, $28,- Geddes). Previous week, $33,200;
last week, nearly $25,200.
wk) ($3.85; 1,550; $32,000) (Russell Lace” comes to the Great North¬ 500; last week, almost $24,500.
Miscellaneous
Nype, Marjorie Lord). So-so $10,- ern, Feb. 11.
Auntie Mame, Broadhurst (C)
Glass Menagerie, City Center
200; previous week, $11,200.
Estimates for Last Week
(4th wk; 29; $6.90-$5.75; 1*182; $43,(D)
(1st
Wk;
7; $3.80; 3,090; $45,Boy - Friend, Blackstone (MC) 000) (Rosalind Russell). Previous 000) (Helen Hayes). ‘ Opened last
(10th wk) ($5.50; 1,450; $40,583). week, $43,500; last week, same.
Wednesday (21) to six affirmative
Over $23,200; previous week, $20,Child of Fortune, Royale (D) (2d notices (Atkinston, Times; Chap¬
200; resumes tour next Satur¬ wk; 15; $5.75; 994; $29,000). Previ¬ man,
News;
Cqleman,
Mirror;
day (1).
ous week, $10,800 for first seven Kerr, Herald Tribune;. McClain,
Damn Yankees, Shubert (MC) performances; last week, almost Journal-American; Watts, Post)
(4th wk) ($5.50; 2,100; $58,000) $10,800. Closes next Saturday (1).
and one yes-no (Donnelly, World(Bobby Clark). Nearly $41,200; pre¬
Damn Yankees, 46th St. (MC) Telegram); over $38,400 for first
vious week, $43,900.
(82d wk; 652; $8.05; 1,297; $50,573). seven performances and one pre¬
No Time for Sergeants; Erlanger (Gwen Verdon). Gretchen Wyler view.
(C) (11th wk) ($4.95; 1,335; $35,495). replaced Miss Verdon last Monday
Boston, Nov, 27.
- Closed Last ‘Week
Over
$32,000; previous week, $33,- (26). Previous week, $48,600; last
Three shows are' on the local
Diary of a Scoundrel, Phoenix
week, over $41,700.
boards this week. New arrival, the 400.
(C) (3d wk; 24; $3.85; 1.150; $25.Witness
for
the
Prosecution,
touring “Arsenic and Old Lace,”
Diary of Anne Frank, Cort (D) 000). Previous week, $7,000; last
starring Gertrude Berg, opens at Harris <D) ($4.95; 1,000; $29,347). (60th wk; 477; $5.75; 1,036; $28,- week, around $6,000. Closed last
$12,100;
previous week,
the Colonial tomorrow night (Wed.) Over
854). (Joseph Schildkaut). Previous Sunday (25).
for two and a half weeks in its ini¬ $10,300.
Pajama Game, Shubert (M6V
week, $24,400; last week, nearly
Miscellaneous
tial breakin. “Uncle-Willie/’ star¬
(133d wk; 1,052; $6.90; 1,453; $50/Month in the Country, Stude*- $22,000.
ring Menasha Skulnik, opened last
000)
(Fran Warren*. Previous week,
Fanny, Majestic (MD) (108th wk;
baker. Stock revival opened Nov.
week to mixgfl reviews, and con¬
860; $7.50; 1,625; $62,968) (Billy $32,600; last week, over $31,800.
tinues through Saturday (1). The 27.
Gilbert). Moves' next Tuesday (4) Closed last Saturday (24) at an
sold out “Happy Hunting,” starring
to the Belasco Theatre and exits approximate $1,325,000 Broadway
Ethel Merman, ends its three-week
that house Dec. 16, to tour. Previr and road company profit thus far
stay at the Shubert the same night.
ous week, $39,000 on twofers; last on a $250,000 investment. The
New bookings are “Inherit the
week, almost $36,200 on twofers. [touring production has been out
Wind,” starring Melvyn Douglas,
Girls oLSumme^, Longacre (D) since January, 1955.
Opening This Week
at the Shubert next Tuesday (4)
(1st wk; 8; $5.75; 1,101; $29,378) [
Los Angeles, Nov. 27.
Cranks, Bijou <R) ($5.75; 603;
for three weeks, and “Speaking of
Despite generally favorable no¬ (Shelley Winters). Nearly $16,500
$19,000).
London revue by John
Murder,” set for, the Plymouth tices, the touring “Sleeping Prince” for first eight performances.
Cranlco,
imported
by
Richard
next Monday (3) for two weeks.
got off to a slow start in its first
Happiest Millionaire, Lyceum Charlton & John Krimsky on a
Estimates for Last Week
four performances last Thursday- (C) (1st wk; 7; $5.75; 995; $25,000)
$50,000 capitalization. Opened last
Happy Hunting, Shubert (MC) Saturday (22-24) at the Huntington (Walter Pidgeon). Opened Nov. 20 Monday night (26) to two favorable
to three favorable reviews (Atkin¬ reviews (Chapman, News; McClain,
(2d wk) ($6.25-$4.95; 1,717; $55,582) Hartford Theatre.
In for a three and one-half week son, Times; Chapman, News; Cole¬ Journal-American), three unfavor¬
(Ethel Merman). Clean again with
over $55,300; the previous week, run, the Terence Rattigan comedy man, Mirror) and four unfavorable able (Atkinson, Times; Coleman,
$47,600 for seven performances; pulled a slow $7,900, with the top (Donnelly, World-Telegram; Kerr. Mirror; Kerr, Herald Tribune) and
$4.95 weekends at the 1,024-seat Herald Tribune; McClain, Journal- two yes-no (Donnelly, World-Tele¬
sold out for this week’s finale.
house. The show stars Francis
Uncle Willie, Plymouth (C) (1st Lederer, Shirley MacLaine and American; Watts, Post); almost gram; Watts, Post).
$23,800 for first seven perform¬
Saint Joan, Phoenix (D) ($3.85;
wk) ($3.85-$3.30; 1,241; $28,080) Hermione Gingold.
ances and one preview.
L150; $26,000). Cambridge Drama
(Menasha Skulnik). Tryout opened
Inherit the Wind, National (D) Festival revival of Bernard Shaw
to two raves (Durgin, Globe;
(71st wk; 566; $5.75-$4.60; 1,162; drama began two-Week return
Hughes, Herald); two fairs (Malo¬
$32,003) (Paul Muni).
Previous stand at the Phoenix last night
ney, Traveler; Melvin, Monitor);
week,
$26,000; last week, same.
(Tues.).
and two nixes (Doyle, American;
Li’l Abner, St. James (MC) .(2d
Bells Are Ringing, Shubert (MC),
Norton, Record). Nabbed a so-so
wk; 12; $8.05; 1,028; $58,100). Pre¬ ($7.50; 1,453; $55,039) (Judy Holli¬
$9,500 and. continues through next
Detroit, Nov. 27.
vious
week,
$40,700
for
first
four
day).
Musical with book and lyrics
Saturday (1); then moves on to
Second and final week of “The performances and two previews; • by Betty Comden & Adolph Green,
Philly.
Lark,” starring Julie Harris, last week, almost $58,100.
[ music by Jule Styne; production
grossed a good $31,500 at the Shu¬
Long Day’s Journey Into Night, financed at $360,000 (including
bert, with Guild subscription cut¬ Helen Hayes (D) (3d wk; 16; $6.90; 20% overcall) cost about $400,000
ting into the take. Previous , week 1,039; $30,000). (Fredric March, to bring in and can break even at
drew $28,500.
Potential capacity Florence Eldridge). Previous week, around $40,000 gross. Opens to¬
at the 2.030-seater was $34,000. $30,000; last week, nearly $30,100. morrow night (Thurs.).
Current is “Hatful of Rain,” star¬
Loud Red Patrick, Ambassador
Candide, Beck (MC) ($8.05; 1,New Haven, Nov. 27. ' ring Vivian Blaine, in for a fort¬
(C) .(8th wk; 61; $5,75; 1,155; $36,- 280; $52,000). Musical based on the
Premiere of “Protective Cus¬ night.
5001 (Arthur Kennedy, David Voltaire satire, with book by Liltody” at the 1,650-seat Shubert
Upcoming is “Will Success Spoil Wayne). Previous Week, $29,100; | lian Heilman, music by Leonard
Theatre grossed a fair $14,900 in Rock Hunter,”
starring
Eddie
Bernstein and lyrics by Richard
five performances at $4.50 top last Bracken, beginning Dec. 9 at the last week, almost $22,600. . .
Major Barbara, Morosco (C) (4th Wilbur, John Latouche and Dor¬
Wednesday-Saturday (21-24), de¬ Shubert. The 1,482-seat Cass re¬
wk;
31;
$6.90;
946;
$37,500)
(Charles
othy Parker; production capital¬
spite a generally good reception. lights Monday (3) with “The Chalk
Laughton, Burgess Meredith, Glynis ized at $300,000, cost about $340,Faye Emerson starred.
Garden,” starring Judith Ander¬
A breakin of “Speaking of Mur¬ son and Ruth Chatterton, for a sin¬ Johns, Eli Wallach, Cornelia Otis 000 to bring in, including an ap¬
Skinner). Moved last Monday (19) proximate $35,000 out-of-town loss,
der” opens tomorrow (Wed.) and
to the Morosco Theatre. Previous and can break even at around $36,plays through Saturday (1), and gle week.
vteek, $43,134 for new house record 000. Opens Saturday (1) night.
will be followed by tryouts of
at the Beck Theatre; last week,
“Small War on Murray Hill” (Dec.
nearly $37,300, with party commis¬
OFF-B’WAY SHOWS
12-15) and “Eugenia” (Dec. 19-22).
sions cutting into the take.
Arms Sc Man, Downtown (10-1A previously scheduled tryout of
Matchmaker, Booth (C) (51st wk; 56).
Coumbus, Nov. 27.
“Hidden River” has been pushed
Escurial Sc Lesson, Tempo (10-2-i;
“Pajama Game,” starring, Larry 408; $5.75; 766; $25,000) (Ruth Gor¬
back to the first week in January,
Douglas, Buster West and Betty don, Eileen Herlie, Loring Smith). 56).
Hamlet, St. Ignatiys Church (10O’Neil, grossed a depressing $18,- Previous week, $19,700; last week,
300 in eight performances last almost $18,900. Miss Herlie is due 27-56).
Iceman* Cometh, Circle-in-Square
week, split evenly between the to leave the show soon, with Patri¬
Goodyear Theatre, Akron, and the cia Cutts set as her replacement. (5-8-56).
Middle of the Night, ANT A (D)
Me Candido, Greenwich Mews
1,634-seat Hartman here.
*'
Cincinnati, Nov. 27.
The Monday-Wednesday (19-21) (34th wk; ^69; $5.75; 1,185; $39,116) (10-15-56).
The Lunts in “The Great Sebas¬ take at the rarely-booked Good¬ (Edward G. Robinson). Previous
Misanthrope, Theatre East (11tians” grossed a tall $35,200 last year was $6,000, while the'local week, $39,100; last week, over $34,- 12-56).
week in the 2,000-seat Shubert. Thursday-Saturday (22-24) gross 400.
Sable Brush, Royal, 01-27-56).
Top was $4.52. Only slow night was $12,300. The Hartman, scaled
Shoestring ’57, Barbizon - Plaza
Most Happy Fella, Imperial (MD)
was Thursday (22), traditionally to a $4.60 top, drew capacity busi¬ (30th wk; 236; $7.50; 1,427; $57,- (11-5-56).
Thanksgiving low in Cincy.
Take a Giant Step* Jan Hus (9ness when the musical played an 875). Previous week, $58,400; last
Theatre is dark this week. “Pa¬ initial one-week stand here last week, almost $57,000.
22-56'.
jama Game” opens Dec. 3, followed .year.Thor, With Angeles, B’way ConMr, Wonderful, Broadway (MC)
by Vivian Blaine in “Hatful of
(36th wk;§279; $7:50-$6.90; 1,900; gretional Church (10-14-56).
Threepenny Opera, de Lys (9Rain,” Dec. 10.
Marc Connelly’s “Hunter's Moon” $71,000). Previous week, $49,000;
20-55).
is slated for Broadway production last week, nearly $45,600.
Closed Last Week
My. Fair Lady, Hellinger (MC)
Bob Herget has joined Alex by Rita Allen and her husband
Three Premieres* Cherry Lana
Romero in staging the dances for Milton Cassel, 'with Monty Shaft (37th wk; 291; $8.05; 1,551; $67,696)
“Happy Hunting.”
(Rex Harrison, Julie Andrews). (10-28-56).
as general manager.

SHIRLEY OKAY $21,600,
‘JANUS’13G (7), FRISCO

‘Yankees’ $41,200,
‘Sergeants’ 32G,
“Boy’ $23,200, Chi

Merman $55,300,
“Willie’$9,500, Hub

‘PRINCE’ S0-S0 $7,900,
FIRST 4 TIMES IN L A.

Julie in ‘Lark’ $31,500,
Holdover Week in Del

‘C0ST0DY’ FAIR $14,900
FOR 5 AT HEW HAVEN

‘Pajama’ Rumpled $18,300,
Akron-Columbus Split

Lunts Vigorous $35,200
With ‘Sebastians,’ Cincy
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CONCERTS

Chicago’s Lyric Opera Grosses
Up From Last Season
Chicago, Nov. 27.
Lyric Opera ended its six-week
season at the Opera House Satur¬
day night, Nov. 17,: with- a total
gross of $449,349 for the 25/per¬
formances of 10 operas. During
the ’55 season the intake was $428,426 for the same number of per¬
formances.
Although the dollar volume was
slightly higher for the just-com¬
pleted season, the figure repre¬
sented 83% of maximum capacity,
compared to the previous season’s

gross which was 88% of a complete
sellout. The $8 top was'the same
as last year, but other sections at
the 3,600-seat Opera. House were
scaled slightly higher, increasing
the maximum potential by nearly
$55,000.
^
The season's deficit is still to be
officially
tallied.
Last
year’s
operating loss was approximately
$199,000, of which all but $56,696
was covered by contributions.
Lyric’s ’56 boxoffice response is
considered encouraging for two

reasons.
First, it was • accom¬
plished despite the * defection to
N. Y.’s * Metropolitan of Maria
Callas, the star attraction ’ of the
Chicago opera’s first two seasons.
Secondly, the present Lyric set¬
up with Carol Fox as general man¬
ager got off to a late start in or¬
ganizing the fall season because of
a six-month legal wrangle over con¬
trol of the company. The bitter
battle finally was resolved" late in
June when the predecessor Lyric
Theatre was dissolved and sup¬
planted by the Lyric Opera. Miss
Fox was retained as chief of the
new organization, but her antago¬
nists in the frontoffice wrangle,
Lawrence V. Kelly, secretary-treas¬
urer of the original company, and
Nicola Rescigno, its musical direc¬
tor, were ousted.

• BOOKING NOW!
Limited Spring Concert-Theatre Tour

Sean O’Casey’s

PICTURES IN
THE HALLWAY
Direct front Broadway Success
^
Original Cast °
Starring

MURIEL KIRKLAND
STAATS C0TSW0RTH
BROOKS ATKINSON (New York Times)
says: "A work of art. The story is told in
the melody and imagery of our most "gifted
writer in English. The audience was com*
pletely caught up in the turbulence of this
human tale, and at the end it saluted the
players with cheers as well as clapping. It
knew that 'Pictures in the Hallway' was a
fresh and original work of art."

JOHN CHAPMAN (New York Daily
News) says: "Beautiful, whether fit was
bouyant, sad or bitter, for no man can
match O'Casey in making b song out of
words."
New York World" Telegram and Sun—
"Takes the words right out of O'Casey's
mouth, and surely an adapter couldn't have
looked for golden cues in a more promis¬
ing place."

WALTER KERR (New York Herald Trib¬
une) says: "Careful to ferret out botly
the kindness and sting in O'Casey, titad in
excellent proportion ... remarkable knack
of catching you up in* quick, vivid
strokes •»
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Old world, especially Italy-derived, superstitions continue inter¬
mittently to be reported from the inbred world of the Metropolitan
Opera. The latter’s principal tenor Richard Tucker (from Brook¬
lyn, U.S.Av) got an assorted box of strange items upon opening
Nov. 21 in “La Boheme.’’ Subsequently, his Italian barber “iden¬
tified” the symbolism which seemed related to a fan’s desire to
avert “Mai occhio” (the evil eye).
Included were horseshoes and lemons, a package of needles,
grains of rice, packet of salt, blue beads, bouquet of radishes and
red onions and a coral charm.
When the tenor observed that the Metropolitan Opera -House
was subject to no Witchcraft, no demons, no piercing glances and
laughed that it was “whammy” stuff from a Broadway musical.com¬
edy, his barber said Tucker’s laughter was good. A fearless laugh.
destroys the evil eye.

Concert Reviews
Ernani
(Met Opera—With Ballet)
Verdi has been the great stockin-trade of the Bing reign, the
number of old works given new
production at the Met now being
expanded to include “Ernani.” This
opera lacks the full talent and
technique present* in the»^more
mature works of the same genius,
but there are lots of singing op¬
portunities for the four principals
and—it should be added—plenty
of Italianate hambone for the men
to chew on.
In this libretto, derived from
Victor Hugo, there is a magic horn.
Because of a vow to kill himself
if the horn blows, Ernani must
plunge the dagger , in the sight of
his bride and die on the steps—
first carefully falling into position
to emit one of those oldstyle op¬
eratic expirations in which the
corpse was never in better. voice.
Ernani is Mario Del Monaco. In
picking out a comfortable spot on
the steps, he was more tenor than
actor, but as the not-tiny Zinka
Milanov bent over his prostrate
form the need for Del Monaco be¬
ing well-positioned to support both
his voice and his stage bride was
obvious.
If this death scene avoids ab¬
surdity, thanks to the popularity
of the tenor and the diva and the
sheer, good will of the spectators,
and if in other respects “Ernani”
rates as creaky Verdi, it is Verdi
nonetheless, and there is a good
deal to enjoy, especially Leonard
Warren as King Carlo of Spain.
Alone of the four principals, he
seemed from start to finish not
only In exquisite artistic coordina¬
tion but “up” in the part and, the
score. Milanov, Del Monaco and
Cesare Siepi started uncertainly
even tightly, and seemed much
enamoured of the promptor. How¬
ever, all had scoring innings later.
(Mitropoulos conducted).
Standees and other characters In
the opera house last Friday (23)
sported “Viva Zinka” buttons (pos¬
sibly not to be outdone in loyalty
by the clamorous youth up the
street at the Paramount film pal¬
ace who are currently displaying
“I Like Elvis” buttons in honor of
another singer). However, this was
not one of Milanov’s great nights
or roles, the soprano here being
passive rather than catalytic in
both the plot and score.
" “Ernani” is much brightened by
a ballet in the fourth act and
Melissa Hayden aroused sponta¬
neous outbursts of recognition as
a disciplined dancer of sure com¬
mand and prima quality. Since
she* was substituting for the in¬
jured Moylan, the Met program
gave courtesy credit to the New
York City Center Ballet. Possibly
because he was not accustomed to
working with Miss Hayden, Pierre
Lacotte was insecure in his lifts.
When performing alone he was not
always with it (the music) and
seemed more technically proficient
than artistically sharp. Zachary
Solov’s choreography, working
with the staircase and somewhat
cramped stage space, exhibited
freshness and novelty values. This
was probably the best showing to
date of the Met ballet.
Land.

Pittsburgh Symphony

The Event of the Season
.

WIRE OR 'PHONE TODAY
Exclusive Managementt

GIESEN AND BOOMER, INC.
113 West 57th Street, New York 19, N. Y.

COlumbus 5-0862

Pittsburgh Symphony (conductor
William Steinberg) paid Manhat¬
tan a visit on Nov. 16 introduc¬
ing German soprano Inge Borkh.
San Francisco 'and Chicago have
heard latter sing opera and she
has been a guest with major or¬
chestras all over the country but
singer was new to N. Y. Other
“first” on the program was Third
Symphony by Ernst Toch. This one
employs all sorts of extra instru¬
ments such as two organs, a vibra¬
phone, a rotarion (octagonal box
with wooden balls rotating in it)
and something called a hisser
which is a tank with carbondioxide
in it released by a valve—latter
two played offstage. There didn’t
seem to be any urgent need for it
all.
Soprano sang Beethoven’s aria

“Ah, perfido” to which her Italian
diction as well as her whole style
didn’t^ seem to be as well suited
as to the Alban Berg aria “Der
Wein” a difficult 12 tone work
based on three poems by Beaudelaire translated into German by
Stefan George. Handsome Miss
Borkh has an equally handsome
voice which is well handled and
should prove even better on an
opera stage than a concert podium.
Steinberg conducted with assur¬
ance and ease, the orchestra ap¬
peared well trained, resonant, if
more polished in the shining string
section than in the brasses and as
a whole ranks among the first ones
of U. S.
Goth.
“Aida” at the Met (13) had
three, not one—meaning debuts.
If the Trinidad dancer Geoffrey
Holder in the third act triumphal
scene is counted. Holder was a
venture in off-norm • ballet casting
and resulted in a choreographic
hodgepodge ‘(teamed with primaballerina Maryellen Moylan) more
suitable for vaudeville than opera.
As to the dancing, not too memo¬
rable so far this season, the dance
of the little boys not only amused
Pharoh but the audience. Zachary
Solov choreographs.
In Antonietta Stella (Aida) the
Met has found, an interesting sing¬
er with much dramatic instinct
whose voice -in the high register
suffered" a little Irom debut-ner¬
vousness but nevertheless clearly
showed her promise to rank among
the celebrated primadonnas the
Met is fond of calling its own.
Carlo Bergonzivi (Radames) is es¬
sentially a lyric, not dramatic,
tenor and he was pushing his voice
at times. Neither his figure nor
his acting is very fortunate but he
does show delicate phrasing and
musicianship.
Fedora
Barbieri
(who has lost some of her former
weight but nope of her voice) was
a glowing Amneris and George
London an ‘ excellent Anonasro.
Fausto Cleva’s conducting was
Competent.
Both the new singers were en¬
thusiastically acclaimed — so much
so that not a single aria-ending
could be fully enjoyed—but they
deserved It.
Goth.
Geza Anda, Hungarian - born
Swiss pianist, opened a new Swing
of stateside concerts bearing "on.
his back Bartok’s Concerto No. 2.
The comment is arbitrary. It is
subject to musical rebuttal since
there is no law of “taste” but it
could hardly be argued that a for¬
eign artist trying to endear him¬
self to average music lovers this
side is doing it the hard way with
a work of this raucous “new mu¬
sic” nature. With the N. Y. Phil¬
harmonic (22) all his brave style
and nimble fingering, all the force
of his personality and musicianship
are burdened (not defeated) and
instead of complete audience sat¬
isfaction the customers remark,
“He’s probably great but—”
Paul Paray, the French conduc¬
tor from Detroit, had no such lia¬
bilities with Cowell’s Fugue, Schu¬
mann’s Fourth and Ravel’s crash¬
ing “Daphnis et Chloe.”
These
made good Thanksgiving fare.

Land.
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munity songs and stage competi¬
tions aids considerably.
Chester errs in offering the wellworn sketch “Not tonight, Jose¬
phine!”, seen hereabouts too often
to be welcome again. It’s surefire
slapstick, but should be duly laid
aside and buried.
In sketches* and gags the cheer¬
ful comedy star is supported by a
team of stooges, while two tall and
stately lovelies, Patti Carol and
Carol Monk, grace the aud-participating bits with glamor. Bernard
Bedford does a pleasing piano stint
and tickles the ivories for a guessthe-tune spot.
Standout act is Medlock & Mar¬
lowe, mixed team who dance on and
off in topical masks. This honey of
a vaude and tv act has brought it¬
self right -up to the minute with
masks of Liberace (complete with
candelabra), Sir Laurence Olivier
and Marilyn Monroe, Peter Brough,
Dickie Valentine and Johnnie Ray.
The Bfctte Davis and Marilyn Mon¬
roe masks are most lifelike amid
other top likenesses.
Song spot is confidently filled by
Marian Miller. The eight Leslie
Roberts Television Dancers are an
attractive line.
Giveaway contests include get¬
ting male customers to garb them¬
selves in balloons and then burst
’em, asking other males to dress uo
as femmes and see who’s firsthand
getting lady customers to take part
in a race with* china plates. Prizes
on offer range through tv sets and
washing machines to handbags and
folding chairs.
Showbacking is by the resident
Bobby Dowds house orch.
Lay¬
out is presented by Harold Field¬
ing, London impresario.
Gord.

Literati
Lowell Thomas Anthology
Excerpts from Lowell Thomas’
news broadcasts over a 25-year
period, starting in 1930 when he
was chosen to replace Floyd Gib¬
bons on a daily network news pro¬
gram, have been compiled in a
book, to be published in late
February, by Doubleday.
With a forword by CBS board
chairman William S. Paley, joioiii*.s
authored the book as a day-by-day
report of history in the making.
Shavian Tidbit
. “My Dear Dorothea,” George
Bernard Shaw’s first serious effort
at writing, has been dug out from
his papers and appears in MacleanHunter’s monthly Chatelaine TDec.)
Shaw wrote it at 21 to a little girl
he knew.
Chatelaine is edited by John
Clare, ex-Toronto Star and w.k: for
his short stories in U.S. slicks.
Anothef James Dean Biog
Ballantine Books, making capi¬
tal of the James Dean craze, is
publishing a . biog written by Wil¬
liam. Bast, due Nov. 29. Bast and
Dean met as UCLA undergrads
and later shared a Hollywood and
N. Y. apartment.
“James Dean, a Biography” will
appear in a $2.75 hardcover and a
35c paperback.
Esquire Sales Up, Net ‘Red*
Though Esquire^Inc. had its best
sixmonth net sales figure in the
last three years, the publisher
turned a' net* loss. Half-year fiscal
sales figure, ending Sept. 30, was
$7,428,540 as compared to the’
$7,386,303 for the same 1955 period.
But there was a net profit of $131,181 last year while the loss for the
last period was $67,750.
Esquire, in its stockholder re¬
port, disclosed that the first sixmonther is “usually operated close
to the break-even basis, either
slightly up or slightly down.” First,
six months of the new fiscal year
reflect net amount spent to launch
new Esquire Club division. Cur¬
rent consolidated assets are #4,301,878 versus liabilities of $2,346,191. Last year sixmonth assets
were $4,129,661
and liabilities
$1,668,511.
K.O. Saroyan Suit & Countersuit
Breach of contract suit brought
by A. A; Wyn Ific. against author
William Saroyan was tossed out
last week in,, an opinion handed
down by N. Y. Supreme Court Jus¬
tice Thomas A. Aurelio. At the
same time the court dismissed Sar¬
oyan’s counterclaim for $7,500.
Case involved a June 9. 1952,
agreement under which Saroyan
was to write a book, “Growing Up
in America,” and deliver the script
to Wyn on or before April 1, 1953.
A $1,250 advance was to be made
on inking the pact while another
$1,250 was to be paid Saroyan upon
delivery of the 60,000-70,000-word
work.
Both payments were made to
Saroyan, Justice Aurelio noted, al¬
though .Wyn claims he hadn’t de¬
livered an “acceptable” manu¬
script, Thereafter the publisher
sued to recover the $2,500 advance
and also asked another $2,500 in
damages.
In tracing the background of the
case Justice Aurelio pointed out
that “Grpwing Up in America” was
to be part of a series to be pub¬
lished by Wyn and written by wellknown authors about experiences
of their youth in America. “It was
contemplated,” the court wrote,
“that #the series would be sold to
schools and similar institutions to
provide inspiration to young Amer¬
icans.”
Similar contracts were made
with Katherine Ann Porter, Man¬
uel Komroff and Mackinlay Kantor. But, it was noted, the Porter
and Kantor manuscripts either
weren’t sent in or not accepted.and
KomrolFs book.* “Big City, Little
Boy,” wasn’t a success. According¬
ly, Justice Aurelio observed, the
Porter and Kantor pacts were
abandoned and the project “proved
a failure,”
This may have been the reason,
the court opined, why Wyn on rec¬
ommendation of its editor of the
series agreed. to drop the 60,000word minimum and fixed no mini¬
mum length at all. In finding for
Saroyan, the ruling held that the
publisher’s refusal to accept the
recommendation was unreasonable
. . . and approval was withheld be¬
cause the project was a failure.
In regard to Saroyan’s $7,500
counterclaim, Justice . Aurelio
noted that since there was no evi¬
dence as to how much the Script
would bring yia sale to some other
publisher, damages obviously could
not he computed.

CHATTER
Harold Rosenthal, N. Y. Herald
Trib baseball scribe, coming up
with a piece on the game’s road
secretaries in Elks mag.
Your Tomorrow Inc. authorized
to conduct a publishing business in
Buffalo, capital stock of 1,000
shares, no par value.
Daetsch,
Pfeiffer, Ryan, Datesch & Leshep,
Buffalo, filing attorneys.
Wilton Vaugh, former political
editor of the suspended Boston
Post, is slated to become press
secretary to Massachusetts’ "hew
Gov. Foster Furcolo (D), who takes
over Jan. 3. Job is tagged at $9,0Q0
a year.
An up-to-date guide for today’s
bride has been penned by Eliza¬
beth Stewart Weston, bridal editor
of Good Housekeeping magazine.
The Doubleday book, to be pub¬
lished in early March, is titled
“Good Housekeeping’s. Complete
Wedding Guide.”
-Montreal-born novelist Lionel
Shapiro (“Sixth of June”) is off to
the Middle East for Weekend Mag¬
azine, large Sunday insert publish¬
ed in Montreal, as “war” corre¬
spondent. Its owner, John G. Mc¬
Connell, recently bought North
American Newspaper Alliance.
“The Festival of Opera,” written
by Henry Simon, and containing
a preface by Dario Soria, head of
Angel Records, is being published
in February by Doubleday. The
stories of 129 famous operas, rang¬
ing . from Monteverdi (1594) to
Walton (1954) are included in the
book, which also is spotlighted by Prince of Wales, London
51 full-page drawings by Fritz
London, ISTov. 20.
Kredel.
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Hollywood, Nov. 27.
Long arm of coincidence, often chided for its mileage in pix, must
have reached an all-time record in the timing of the release of Cecil
B. DeMille’s “Ten Commandments.”
Here is a story dealing with the life-and-death differences between
Egyptians and Jews and though set 3500 years ago could be shot this
afternoon and be essentially the same differences between the same
two peoples.
I remember about 40 years ago when only-12 persons were supposed
to have understood the Einstein Theory and were trying to explain it
to the Herr Doktor so that he, too, would know what he was talking
about. They used the figure of a person being projected so rapidly into
space that he would see past history. Thus if he traveled fast enough
he would be able to catch up with the parting of the Red Sea, watch
Moses and the Hebrews crossing it and observe Rameses and the hated
Egyptians in hot pursuant, drowned as the sea closed over them.
This theory remained in the realm of plausible fantasy until a few
weeks ago, when a pilot in a jet plane fired his 20m cannon toward
the ocean and was traveling so fast he caught up to his own shots and
had his plane riddled with them. He thus succeeded in shooting him¬
self down and suffered three broken vertebrae and a fractured leg—a
new twist to the phrase “self-inflicted-wounds.”
Arrive Before You Leave
This one closed all doubts as to whether it would ever be possible
some morning to leave New York at sunrise and arrive in California
to watch it rise again. As the earth’s rotation is not much more than
1,000 m.p.h., it is easy to see that a jet traveling at 2,000 m.p.h. might
leave New York, say, at 7 a.m. and arrive in California the same morn¬
ing at 5:30 am. In other words, by Greertwich time at least, the plane
would arrive long before it left.
Such computations are confusing to one trying to check through the
Old Testament for the accuracy of time as presented in “The Ten
Commandments.” Ti: e in the Old Testament was recorded as A.M.
(Anno Mundi.) According to this, Moses was born in the year 2433 and
died in the year 2553. Sacred scholars working backward from the
time of Christ put the birth of Moses at 1532 B.C. and his death at 1452
B.C. Either way he lived about 80 years. The Exodus took place in
1492 B.C. when Moses was middle-aged. He spent the next 40 years
with his people wandering around the desert. It is agreed he did not
cross the, Jordan with them into the Promised Land but was buried in
a secret place in the Valley of Moab.

Grade Fields
(with Jimmy
Bailey), Les Cinq Peres, Jon PertThose ‘Lost’ Years of Moses
wee, Terry Scott, Stan Stennett,
Saveen, Warren, Devine & Sparks,
The major liberty DeMille took with history was to fill in the years
The Kelroys (4), Ravic & Babs, between Moses’ youth and his return to Egypt as the favored warrior
- • ■ - -■ Continued from page 54 jHarold Collins Orch.
to succeed the aging Pharaoh, and in this DeMille leaned on two an¬
cient historians who filled in the “lost” years to DeMille’s liking.
L9Olympia, Paris

House Reviews

gestures with more In the song in¬
terpretation. However, he is still
one of the main troupers here.
Germaine' Montero has a natural
timbre and-drive-in* her downbeat
rep, plus a thespic stance. These
put her over in her first music-hall
stint, after pix and legit, to rate
her a New Act tag. Garcons De
La Rue (4), dressed in the turn-ofcentury street garb of striped jer¬
seys and melon hats, give out with
a good range of novelty tunes
revved by hep choral work and
production aspects making them
one oi the top pop singing groups
on the boards.
Christian Mery is a dialect come¬
dian With an amusing delivery and
stock of tales about Corsicans,
their lazy life, irritability and gang¬
ster aspects. He ends with a savvy
takeoff on the flailing-type pop
singers to make him one of the
up and coming young comic-im¬
pressionists here.
Rob Murray trots out his per¬
fect juggling number underlined
by his recalcitrant reactions to his
own workmanship, to make this a
unique and risible act heavily ap¬
plauded.
Elwardos add a whirl¬
wind aero bit as they hop up a
staircase on one hand, flip-flop and
aero agilely for an excellent open¬
er or filler. Tonita & Lil are look¬
ers who have devised an eyecatch¬
ing act. They tread the slack wire
for a series of perfectly coordin¬
ated splits and movements in a
number that has fine stateside
vaude
and
video
possibilities.
Mackways (3) are two bouncy girls
and a male who do a fine trick bi¬
cycle stint.
He unders on long
unicycles or bikes as the two girls
cavort around him. Fine sight act
for U.S, situations.
Only weak spot in this excellent
bill is the extra added attraction.
Tag Bros. (3), who do a record
mime act.
Unimaginative aping
and reaction to Anglo-worded disks
make this only alternately amus¬
ing. It needs plenty of work

Mosk.
Empire, Glasgow
Glasgow, Nov. 21.

Harold Fielding presents “The
Charlie Chester Showwith Char¬
lie Chester (supported by Len
Lowe, John Cartier, “Jeeves,” Ber¬
nard Bedford, Norman McGlen),
Medlock & Marlowe, Marian Miller,
Patti Carol Sc Carol Monk, Leslie
Roberts Television Dancers (8),
Bobby Dowds Orch.
[
Charlie Chester, genial London
comedian, uses friendly, casual
style of patter to good effect as
star and emcee of thjs layout, lib¬
erally sprinkled with giveaway
items. As a vaude bill it is ex¬
tremely thin and mediocre fodder,
but audience participation in com¬

Gracie Fields is one of the few
artists who can claim and .boast a
stout audience loyalty, particularly
in Britain. In small measure this
may be attributed to patriotic
pride, but in the msfin, it’s a tribute
to an artist who reached the. top
many years back and has discov¬
ered the simple formula for staying
there. Miss Fields has always been
herself—and that’s «the main se¬
cret of her success.
In almost every way she’s re¬
mained the Lancashire lass who
endeared herself to* the hearts of
British
audiences.
There’s
no
“side” to her manner and there’s
no false veneer to her personality.
That’s even more evident than
usual in her current stint in which
she reveals that she cannot only
hit and hold the highnotes but can
also still hold her audience. Her
performance, which begins with a
frio of numbers from the “The
King and I,” and includes a cou¬
ple of her traditional Lancashire
songs, is reinforced by a delightful
recitation number about a boy’s
birthday party and a vivacious rock
’n’ roll entry with an Irish flavor.
She ends with a stout audience
participation medley of oldtime
tunes.
Les Cinq Peres, doubling- with
their Palladium revue commitment,
have a sock brand of vocal orches¬
tral impressions. Their songalog,
which includes a Mozart entry, an
interpretation of “The Barber of
Seville” and “Flight of the Bum¬
blebee” is surefire entertainment?
Jon Pertwee, who emcees the twoweek bill, is one of the few com¬
peres with an original approach.
His “fairy story” reading turns out
to be one of the highspots of the
program.
Terry Scott, best known for his
tele appearances, emerges as a
bright and promising comedian
whose material is worthy of the
West End and who has obviously
taken care in prepping his act. His
schoolboy impression and his exag¬
gerated interpretation of the dag¬
ger soliloquy from “Macbeth” are
sure laugh-raisers. Stan Stennett,
on the other hand, misses badly.
Much of his gab is dated and feven
the newer bits lack subtlety.
Saveen, the ventriloquist, who uses
a quartet of dummies, plus a live
dog, never fails to win the right
reaction. This time around his act
seems better than ever.
There’s a new femme partner
in the act of Warren, Devine &
Sparks, but otherwise their knock¬
about routine is unchanged. The
Kelroys achieve some fancy acro¬
batics on trapeze and trampoline
to enthusiastic mitting, and Ravic
& Babs provide quick thrills with
their highspeed Toller skating
tricks on a miniature portable rink.
Entire program is neatly back¬
grounded by Harold Collins’ resi¬
dent orch*
Myro.

Charles Montague Doughty in “Trayels in Deserta Arabia” wrote that
“never had so many people fought so long for so little.”" He was writ¬
ing this'of the Near East of 80 years ago. However, the phenomenal
'growth of Israel .in the last 10 years has changed the area to an almost
unbelievable degree.
What Moses was fighting Jor and wliat his descendants are fighting
for today were essentially the same, things. He was fighting to free
them from bondage and to mould them into a nation guided by time¬
less moral values. Whether he succeeded in this may not satisfy the
majority of delegates to the United Nations at the moment, but they,
of course, are not the final judges of history.
Circles IVith Sense
That the Jews have done more in less time to turn a desert into a
land promised them 3,500 years ago cannot be questioned. Six miles
from Nazareth they have a modern village on reclaimed land, the first
smallholders’ cooperative settlement in Palestine. Residents live in a
circular formation and tend the land strips radiating from their cir¬
cular frontage.
This is an Intelligent use of design and, though it overlaps a planned
economy, is no more communism than the vast cooperatives of the
• middle west is this country. That Arab neighbors hate to see self-help
succeed, preferring either their own nomadic existence or in getting
a piece of the oil money profits (discovered, dug and pumped by out¬
siders \ can’t be held against the Israelis, who are making progress the
hard way.
The Wunderkinder Of The Century
Nobody is claiming that Chaim Weizmann was another Moses, but he
and his followers have given similar hope to the same people. There
were half a million people involved in the Exodus and about 2,000,000
form the present independent Jewish republic. In population it is
pathetically small as compared to 22,000,000 Egyptians and our own
168,000,000. But size only impresses people conditioned by boxcar fig¬
ures. What they do with what they have isvthe big issue, and the Jews^
in Israel have been the wunderkinder of the 20th Century.
Given a fraction of the understanding and help that we have ex¬
tended to nations which were trying to destroy us completely 15 years
ago, they would be light. yeaVs ahead of where they are.* And even
without it they are doing fine.
They really love liberty and this love obviously never died during all
the years they were held in bondage building pyramids for the glorifica¬
tion of people who held them in slavery and seem sorry even to this
day that they ever let these people go.
DeMille has tried hard to keep a message out of “The Ten Command¬
ments” but in the issue as to whether men shall be ruled by the whims
of a dictator or whether men are free souls under God’s law, he has
left no doubt in which direction his sympathies
No Chance For Encore
“The Ten Commandments” is going to be hard to follow. There is
no possible encore. It wipes' out the memory of most of Hollywood's
bad ones and the good ones will have to give it top priority tn the
world market for a long time to come. Even the master could not
top it, and at his age he’s too smart to try.
It’s hard to forget the man in this masterpiece. It was his Five Year
Plan and it came off. When you set such a course at 70 and bring it
to port at 75, you are living another miracle in a picture that’s loaded
with them.
Grown-Up Gratitude
That the picture will cost $15,000,000 before it brings in a dollar
will impress the boxcar-minded, but this, after all, is only proof that
bankers believe that DeMille can be trusted to bring back a profit on
an investment.
He knows he lives in a world where most people do not knoty eternal
values. They can only suspect what a thing .Is worth by what it costs.
He has to take a profit to assure Par, its bankers and the whole
capitalist-commjinist world that he is not trying to put an H-bomb
under the system that reared and enriched him.
But at his age the profit-motive is no longer the driving force behind
his efforts. So- he is detouring his ta :e into the DeMille Foundation,
the first to my knowledge of this sort of grown-up gratitude to come
out of Hollywood.
*
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CHATTER

Broadway
Ed Morey, Allied Artists v.p., is
back from an AA board meeting
and two weeks of studio talks.
Rossano Brazzi, Italian star, came
in from London yesterday (Tues.),
heads for the Coast tomorrow.
Frank King, in from the Coast,
off to Europe shortly to talk up
his “Brave One" film production.
Allied Theatre Owners*of New
Jersey holding its annual beef¬
steak dinner in Passaic, N. J., on
Dec. 13.
Maurice “Red" Silverstein, Metro
liaison with indie producers, took
off for Europe to confer with indie
producers.
Dimitri Tiomkin readying the
score for the newest Cinerama en¬
try, Lowell Thomas’ “Search for
Shangri-La."
N. Y. Assn, of Characters, organ¬
ized by Harry Singer, is throwing
a dinner at $10 per skull at Toots
Shor’s Jan. 16.
Bev & Jack Palmer booked for
the Town Casino, Buffalo, Nov. 26
and not in Philly as erratumed in
a recent Variety issue.
Olga Albizu, RCA Victor secre¬
tary in the Red Seal department,
exhibiting a group of paintings at
the Panoras Gallery Dec. 10.
Lambs Club tendering a dinner
Dec. 2 to the Old Vic Company m
its clubhouse, now that the West
44th St. hq is open to the femmes
for special functions.
Mary Stanton of the Broadway
cast of “Pajama Game" off to the
Coast to join other members of the
show who will recreate their roles
in the screen version of the mu¬
sical.
««
Joni James and her personal
manager Tony Acquaviva being
married Dec. 1 at St. Patrick's
Cathedral with a reception at the
Starlight Roof of the Hotel Wal¬
dorf-Astoria to follow.
Bob Hope making a special trip
from the Coast to toastmaster the
18th annual Motion Picture Pio¬
neers dinner honoring Robert J.
O’Donnell, the “Pioneer of the
Year” for 1956 Friday (30) at the
Waldorf-Astoria.
Gregory Peck off to Madrid this
week to see producer Sy Bartlett
and screenwriters Fay and Michael
Kanin concerning “Thieves Mar¬
ket," to be made in the Spanish
capital under Peck’s indie produc¬
tion company banner.
Thomas F. O’Neil, prez and
board chairman of RKO Teleradio
Pictures, named honorary chairman
of the Police Athletic League bene¬
fit football game between the N-.Y.
Giants and Washington RedSkms
Sunday (2) at Yankee Stadium.
Edward Harrison, film importer
and distributor, will discuss “The
Content and Form of the Offbeat
Film” Monday (3) at the New.
School for Social Research. He 11
be guest lecturer in the script¬
writing clinic directed by Flora
Rheta Schreiber.
The Russian Nobility Assn, in
America Inc. is staging a $4-a-head
tea dansant Dec. 2 at the SherryNetherland’s
Carnaval
Room,
sparked by Alexandre (Sascha)
Tarsaidze, long with Col. Serge
Obolensky, and now in pubrelations on his own.
“Mexican Jumping Bean" Pepe
Romero, from the Mexico City col¬
umnist’s book title of the same
name, has been going in for paint¬
ing, and has a one-man show slated
for March at the W. Ward Eggles¬
ton Gallery in N.Y. Romero is cur¬
rently in Gotham on a fortnight’s
visit.
Frank M. Folsom, president of
RCA, who was to have made the
pre-Xmas trip with Cardinal Spell¬
man to Tokyo and Korea, which
is annual visit from the prelate to
the GIs, has^iad to cancel out; too
mqch business pressure at home
to get away on Nov. 23, the sched¬
uled departure date.
At the Lucullus Circle dinner
last week—Gotham gourmets’ in¬
ner circle, which is sparked by the
Waldorf-Astoria’s Claude C. Phil¬
ippe—Commissioner Richard C.
Patterson Jr. made a surprise pres¬
entation to the Waldorf’s veepee
of an official Silver Medallion
from the City of N.Y. in honor of
the hotel exec's silver jubilee at
the hostelry.
Mrs. Louis A. (Maud Proctor)
Callis, state historian, District of
Columbia, Daughters of the Ameri¬
can Revolution, has written to
California for permission to affix
a DAR marker to the marble slab
of Elsie Janis in her family tomb
at Forest Lawn, Glendale, Calif.
“The Sweetheart of the AEF"
(World War I) would be /so hon¬
ored by the DAR.
Agent-manager Barron Polan,
himself one of the Turtle Bay resi¬
dents, adds to a recent Variety
listing of writers, showfolk et al.
in the sector; E.B. and Katherine
S. White, Creighton Churchill, Jay
Richard Kennedy, W. Montgom¬

ery Jackson, Gardner Botsford,
John Goodwin, Russell Wright and
several top architects, including
Morris Lapidus and William W.
Lescaze. Mabel Demold and her
son, Peter, manage the Turtle Bay
Holding Co.
Former
Mayor
William
F.
O’Dwyer was “fall guy" at the Cir¬
cus Saints & Sinners’ monthly
shindig last week and the kiddies
gave him the “full treatment,"
which he took in stride, topping
with a sentimental and touching
speech about what this city means
to him despite his Ambassadorship
to Mexico and his lucrative law
practise in Mexico City. It was also
the peak turnaway turnout in
years. The decor matched the “El
Rancho Dwyer" motif in the grandballroom of the Waldorf..
Milton Berle/ Betty and Jane
Kean, Dagmar, • Elaine Malbin,
Joey Adams, Phil Foster, Gene
Baylos, Harvey Stone, George DeWitt, Toni Arden, Smith & Dale,
Chez Chase, Trudy Adams and
The Cernays among the perform¬
ers who will appear at the 31st an¬
nual benefit for the Actors Temple
at the Majestic, Dec. 16. Actors
Temple, at 339 West 47 St., has
been in existence for 39 years, of
which Rabbi Bernard Birstein has
officiated for 32 years. Nat Abram¬
son is chairman of benefit com¬
mittee.
Elia Kazan and Budd Schulberg,
who have just completed produc¬
ing “A Face In The Crowd" for
WB release, based on Schulberg’s
story, shot a scene, with a phoney
Variety page one headline, at
Variety’s Rogowski Press last
Tuesday at makeup.
For some
reason Kazan didn’t want a mont¬
age; the action called for Larry
(Tyrone) Casazza and Willie (Mar¬
lon) Feibel, two of the Pearl St.
vets, to peel the pseudo-P. 1 off
the chaise.
And while the boys
fluffed their lines a few times, they
did all right; probably won’t be
the same now until WB releases
the pic next spring. ^Feibel “guar¬
antees" the film will leadoff Film
Reviews that week.

- Paris
By Gene Moskowitz'
(28 Rue Huchette; Odeon 4944)
Micheline Presle back to films
in a staf role in “Les Louves" (The
Wolves).
Ingrid Bergman’s sudden appen¬
dectomy holding up opening of the
legit “Tea and Sympathy" at the
Theatre De Paris.
Erich-Maria Remarque here to
write Anglo version of his hit Ger¬
man play, “The Last Station," due
for Broadway next season.
Next Cannes Film Festival will
be held May 2-17. New ruling has
only one pic per country, but there
may still be specially invited films.
Film accord recently signed by
France with North Vietnam will
allow Gallic pix back to these mar¬
kets, and France will . take one
Vietnamese pic per year.
Brigitte Bardot to get $85,000
for a stint in an Anglo pic based
on a Georges Simenon novel, “In
Case of Trouble," and then does a
film here, “La Parisienne,” before
taking a long vacation. *
Allain Bernheim pouring for
visiting musical comedy writers
Alan Jay Lerner and Fritz Loewe.
Pair were in London to pick- interps for the Anglo version of “My
Fair Lady." They were with pro¬
ducer Herman Levin and director
Moss Hart.
Boxoffice toppers are now the
Gallic “Gervaise,” “Trapeze" (UA),
“Rains of Ranchipur" (20th), “Man
Who Knew Too Much" (Par),
“Elena Et Les Hommes," “En Effeuillant La Marguerite," with Bri¬
gitte Bardot"; “Picnic" (Col) and
“Red Balloon."
Four Andre Roussin plays will
be brought to screen here, with
“Les Oeufs De L’Autruche" (The
Ostrich Eggs) with Pierre Fresnay;
“La Femme, Le Mari Et La Mort"
(Wife, the Husband and Death),
with Fernandel; and “Nina" and
“Bobosse."
All will be FrenchSwiss coproductions.
R. Vauban
is Swiss producer.

Chicago
Al and Jim Meo took over the
Villa Venice from longtime op¬
erator Papa Bouche.
Dick Hochman exits Mayer &
O’Brien public relations firm to
become Ruthrauff & Ryan’s* p.r.
chief.
Charles
Leonardi
and
Jack
Schneider, owners of Old Hickory,
launched a new key club, tagged
the Beau Monde.
Singer-guitarist Johnny Janis
working two-week stint on WBBM-'
TV’s “In Town Tonight" while
regular
vocalist
Len ■ Dresslar
guests on CBS Arthur Godfrey
shows.

London
(Temple Bar 5041-9952)
Sydney (Bill) Linnit, who died
last August, left more than $128,000.
Don Murray and his wife Hope
Lange arrive here Dec. 10 on a
delayed honeymoon.
Val Parnell signed Brian Tesler,
currently a-BBC-TV producer, to
staff of Associated Television.
Harry Morris, boss of Colony
Restaurants, Berkeley Square, to
N.Y. to gander cabaret talent for
New Year.
Charles Goldsmith, Metro’s man¬
aging director in Britain, named
a veepee of Cinematograph Trade
Benevolent Fund.
Ramon Novarro, who was a guest
at Variety Club’s nomination lunch,
sent a $100 donation to Tent’s
Christmas Toy Fund.
Anna Deere Wiman off to Ber¬
muda on a short vacation prior to
heading for N.Y. in search for new
American plays to present in Lon¬
don.
Associated British Pictures signed
Carole Lesley to long-termer; first
assignment will be with Anna
Neagle
in
“Those -Dangerous
Years."
John D. Phillips, formerly with
the . Pye-Nixa and Philips groups
of companies, joined record divi¬
sion of EMI as sales promotion
executive.
Shirley Bassey, current topper
at the Cafe de Paris, makes her
American bow at the New Frontier,
Las Vegas, opening Jan. 21 for
threeweek run. This will be fol¬
lowed by a five week date, at Ciro’s,
Hollywood.
Steven Pallos, • indie producer,
who has just completed “Sail Into
Danger" with Dennis O’Keefe for
Grand National release, planed to
N.Y. last weekend; he is due to
make second film with the same
star in February.

Miami Beach
By Lary Solloway
Nat Tashman took over pubrelations post for Eden Roc hotel.
Charlie Farrell opened threemonth date in Castenet Lounge of
Seville Hotel.
Colonade Hotel installing shows
in its Polo Club, Marion Colby set
for first one-framer.
American Savoyards presenting
“The Mikado" qjb Coconut Grove
Playhouse for next two weeks.
“Cinerama" takes over Roose¬
velt Theatre this week with first
performance a benefit for Miami U.
Medical School.
N.Y. Tipies tossed luncheon for
advertising and hotel fraternity at
the Sans Souci with Sunday ed
Lester Markel principal speaker.
N.Y. Mirror columnist Lee Mor¬
timer, at Eden Roc hotel, stayed
over to catch opening of Sirat at
L’Aiglon before heading for Hav¬
ana on short stay.
Peter Lind Hayes and Mary
Healy will open the winter-run of
Fontainebleau’s La Ronde at Xmas
time if the duo’s tv commitments
can be rearranged.
Mike Todd and Elizabeth Taylor,
accomped by his p.a. Bill Doll and
his wife, at Eden Roc. for special
preview benefit showing of
“Around World In 80 Days," partied the press at big shindig (16).

Frankfurt
Tala Birell, former Hollywood
screen 'actress, now director of en¬
tertainment for Command Z of
U.S. Army in Europe, at Orleans,
France. ^
Latest C$merican play to be per¬
formed in Frankfurt is John
Patrick’s “A Very Special Woman,"
which just opened at Theater am
Rossmarkt.
. 20th-Fox awarded an “outstand¬
ing" verdict from German Film
Classification Board for “King and
I,” meaning theatres that play it
get a tax reduction.
Colored American singer Ken¬
neth Spencer winning great acclaim
in Germany for his lead in new
German film, “Mein Bruder Josua"
(My Brother Joshua).
The Gerhart Hauptmann stage
play, “Rose Bernd," to be filmed
by Bavaria Farbfilm, starring Ger¬
man stage actress Kaethe Gold
with Marie Schell and Raf Vallone.
Ingrid Bergman due in Germany
for her first personal appearance
in more than a decade, in connec¬
tion with opening of “Anastasia"
(20th) early next year at T.urmpalast here.
. Top German actor O. E. Hasse
to play Kaiser Wilhelm II in
French film, “Adventures of Arsene Lupin," with another German
star, Liselotte Pulver, playing role
of German countess.
Hungarian - American
concert
pianist AndOr Foldes now touring
South America. He’ll be in New
York for concerts in December,
and returns to Germany for Euro¬
pean playdates In March.
German
actress
Ingeborg
Schoener signed to play opposite
Vittorio de Sica in new Cinecitta
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film ^production in Rome, as soon
as she finishes her stint in “Rulers
Without Crowns," with O. W.
Fischer, now shootings in Geiselgasteigf:‘-“.With new German musicals a
rarity, it’s news when a pair of
them open. “Liebe und Sardinen"
(Love and Sardines) has just
started in Leipzig, East Germany
while at Heidelberg, West Ger¬
many, there’s another new one,
“Ein haessliches Maedchen" (A
Homely Girl).
«

Pittsburgh
By Hal V. Cohen
Stripper Bubbles Darlene is the
wife^qf Frank Lachimia, a local
furrier.
Marjorie Thoma named p.a. and
Bernard NoVak biz manager for
Catholic Theatre Guild.
Boogie Woogie Sherman, Vet en¬
tertainer, and his wife celebrated
their 19th wedding anni.
Betty Creech in town beating
drums for Clark Gable picture,
“King and Four Queens."
Ankara ice skaters Alice Farrar
and Jimmy Carter going to Jack
Valentine’s club in Fort Lauder¬
dale, Fla., for winter.
Al Butler in town ahead of “Will
Success Spoil Rock Hunter?" and
Allen Lester ditto “Cat On a Hot
Tin Roof."
Local" comic Marty Allen and
his partner, Mitch DeWood, set for
Cole-Basie-Fitzgerald stage show
at Paramount in NY.

Rome
By Robert F, Hawkins
(Archimede 145; tel 800211)
Dino DeLaurentiis bought pic
rights to Zola’s “Lourdes."
Dear Film will release Mike
Todd’s “Around World In 80 Days"
in Italy.
Betty Box at the Excelsior to look
into an upcoming Anglo pic loca¬
tion in this country.
Carlos Thompson signed by Carlo
Ponti for film that Guiseppe Bennati will start in January.
Bricktop decided to stay in
Rome, reopening her Via Veneto
spot after extended visit to U.S.
Capriccio, show biz’ favorite
eatery in Rome, reopened in new
location near .the- Excelsior Hotel.
Robert Ruark off to Nairobi.
Currently he is prepping six stor¬
ies for filming in-Spain as “Robert
Ruark Presents.”
Abbe Lane jtist ' finished her
stint in “Parola di Ladro," and
heads for Spain and “Susana Y
Yo" for Benito Perojo.
Irwin Shaw in Rome for huddles
with Dino DeLaurentiis on final
script for “Sea Wall," which Rene
Clement directs out of Saigon this
winter. Luigi DeLaurentiis and
Bruno Todini are already in Indo¬
china for advance work.

Reno
By Mark Curtis
Holiday Hotel near completion.
Gambling and entertainment ;till
a question.
Fred Shields moves from River¬
side publicity to Chamber of Com¬
merce;
Nick
Bourne
replaces
Shields.
Although shows have closed out
at Harrahs Club, Lake Tahoe, a
holiday lineup starring the Andrew
Sisters is planned.
“Wide, Wide World" beams out
of Reno Dec. 9 on its “American
Campus" show. JEteno will get larg¬
est segment of show, and the cost
for the live telecast will total
$35,000.

Cleveland
By Glenn C. Pullen
Dark for week, legit Hanna re¬
opened last week with Vivian
Blaine in “Hatful of Rain," one
one-week stand.
Leo G, Carroll to guest-star in
“Late George Apley" for recentlyformed University Heights Com¬
munity Theatre.
Crew Cuts, managed by Cleve¬
land’s Fred Strauss, playing re¬
turn date at Statler which inked
Hildegarde for early January.
Shirley Fishman, who did Musicarnival publicity, handling group
party promotion work for Para¬
mount and “Ten Commandments"
at LoeW’s Ohio.

Atlanta
Rise Stevens, Metropolitan opera
mezzo soprano here for appearance
last week with Atlanta Symphony
Orchestra.
Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo ap¬
peared Wednesday (21) night at
City Auditorium on All-Star ConSeries
Dame Ninette de Valois, director
of Sadler’s Wells Ballet, lectured
here Nov. 25 at Women's Club Au¬
ditorium. Part of proceeds went
to provide pew roof for Sadler’s
Wells School in England.

Hollywood
Gene Raymond on two days of
active duty at March Field.
Stuart Millar returned from N.Y.
confabs about “Stage Struck."
John Ford back from two-week
cruise with U.S. Naval Reserve.
Ricardo Montalban left for Ma¬
drid, to complete “Son of Sheik."
Elena Verdugo to Denver to ap¬
pear in
benefit for Multiple
Sclerosis campaign.
Ginger Rogers joined Bob Hope’s
troupe to bring Christmas cheer to
service men in Alaska.
Edith Terry returned from N.Y.
Richard Denning to Mexico City
to appear in a picture.
Hal Rosson presented with a
gold certificate for his 25-year
membership in American Society
of Cinematographers.
Irving Starr, Joseph Hoffman,
Lou Breslow and Harold Greene
joined the Screen Producers Guild,
making a total membership of 184.
Deborah Kerr, Natalie Wood,
Ernest Borgnine and Charlton Hes¬
ton nominated for Golden Apple
Awards by Hollywood Women’s
Press Club.
Cecil B. DeMille enjoyed a dou¬
ble-header in L.A. City Council,
with one citation for “Ten Com**
mandments" and another as “Mis¬
ter Master of Filmdom.”

Boston
•By Guy Livingston
Jackie Gleason in Monday (26)
for charity p.a. on Boston. Com¬
mon. . * .
Robert Q. Lewis in to address
Advertising Club of Boston meet¬
ing at Hotel Statler.
Al Capp appointed state chair¬
man of the annual drive for Mass.
Assn, for Retarded Children.4
Vaughn Monroe, with' Larry
Qreen and Four Moon Men, cur¬
rent at Meadows in Framingham
through Dec. 1.
Jack Yorke, Shubert general
manager, and Louis Cline, Colonial
manager, new members of the
Boston Press Club.
. Allan Ross, manager Boston
branch Decca, hosts press and
VIPs at special advance screening
of “Written on the Wind” at Uni¬
versal screening room this week.
Margaret Whiting here for disk
jock visits on her latest disk quest¬
ed by Stanley Blinstrub who had
his orch maestro, Mike Gaylord,
play a* set of her late father’s tunes.
Variety Club Tent 23 guested by
Judge James Dooley, president,
Narragansett Park, R. I., with free
daily double ticket, buffet luncheon
in the Terrace Club and transpor¬
tation by speciaL Variety Club
train.

Philadelphia
By Jerry Gaghan
Emy St. Just and her dance com¬
pany made first local appearance
at Art Alliance last week.
Bobby Roberts, mambo band¬
leader, planed to Miami to play at
birthday party for food chain store
magnate.
Linda Lynch, daughter of Fred
Lynch, publicity director of Radio
City Music Hall, appearing at Latin
Casino with dance trio.
Robert Jaffe, son of cleffer Moe
Jaffe, has a lead in Pennsylvania'
U. Mask & Wig Club production,
“Ring Around Rosie," at Erlanger.
Norman Black’s Arco-Arts Sinfonietta to present free concert
(Dec. 2) at Logan Square Library
with Carlton Cooley, first violist
of the Philadelphia Orchestra, as
soloist.

Madrid
By Ramsay Ames
(Castellana Hilton; 372200)
French import Giselle Robert at
Club Morocco.
'
Diane Meyer (Mrs. John M.)
back to the Coast and their infant
son last Saturday.
Carmen Seyilla, star of Para«_
mount’s “Flamenco," back here *
after a trip to U. S. and filming in
Cairo.
Producer Sy Bartlett due back
from, a three-day trip to Paris. He
still hasn’t decided on femme lead
for his “Thieves’ Market,” which
rolls here in February.
Newest Flamenco,dancing star is
teen-ager Tere Amoros, “ daughter
of one-time famous matador Miguel •
Amoros.
Her recent recitals at
TeatrO de la Zarzuela scored.
Director Terence
Young,
of
Metro-Warwick Productions “Ac¬
tion of Tiger," here, enroute from
Granada to London, where the
“Tiger" company, through with lo¬
cation. shooting in Spain, resumed
filming at the Metro studios there.
“Torero," Mexico’s film on the
life of an ace matador, Luis
Procuna, still doing big business in
second week at cinemas Carlos III
and Roxy A; ditto Sophia Loren
starrer “River Girl,” at'the Capi¬
tol. “pon’t Trust Your Husband"
is in its second session at the
Palacio de la Musica.
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OBITUARIES
GRADWELL L. SEARS
Gradwell L. Sears, 59, former
president of United Artists and
veteran film distribution executive,
died at his home in Harrison, N.Y.,
Nov, 21 of lung cancer.
Details in film section.
TOMMY DORSEY
Tompiy Dorsey, 51, top band¬
leader for the past 20 years, died
at his home in Greenwich, Conn.,
Nov. 26.
Details in the Music Section.
ANTONIO FERRO
Antonio Ferro, 61, playwright,
author and journalist, died recently
in Lisbon. Founder of a weekly
and an experimental theatre for
which he wrote plays, he became
one of Portugal’s most celebrated
figures in artistic and literary cir¬
cles.
Ferro, who was named director
general for information and tour¬
ism in the 1930s, retired from the
post in 1949 to become Minister of
Portugal in Berne. He later was
appointed Ambassador to Rome.
In the course of his diplomatic du¬
ties he was credited with bringing
about an exchange of artists and
authors between Portugal, Switz¬
erland and Italy.r
Surviving are his wife, writer
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Fernanda de Castro; and two sons,
Antonio Quadros and Fernando
Ferro, both of whom are journal¬
ists.
. GUIDO CANTELLI
Guido Cantelli, 36, Italian con¬
ductor, died Nov. 24 in Paris. A
passenger on an Italian airliner
bound for New York, he was killed
when the plane crashed soon after
its takeoff from the Orly airfield
in Paris.
Cantelli made his debut as an
opera conductor in 1942 at the
Teatro Coccia in Novara, Italy.
Arturo Toscanini brought him to
N. Y. in 1948 to lead four broad¬
cast concerts with the NBC Sym¬
phony. Since then he had ap¬
peared with leading U.S. Sym¬
phony orchestras. Cantelli also
conducted at the La Scala in Milan
and at N. Y.’s Metropolitan. Re¬
cently he had been appointed pernknent conductor at La Scala.
Wife and son survive.
ELIZABETH DEWING'
Elizabeth Dewing, 43, legit and
tv actress, died Nov. 26 in New
York, after a -brief illness; At her
death, she was rehearsing for the
forthcoming Playwrights Co. pro¬
duction of “Small War on Murray
Hill.”
Her first Broadway assignment

IN LOVING MEMORY

WILLIAM F. PETERS

others.
After retiring from the
screen, he opened a ballet school in
Hollywood and* presented ballets
in the Hollywood Bowl and else¬
where..
He is survived by Alexis Kosloff.

I

HARRY N. STONE
Harry N. Stone, manager of
Hamrick’s
Temple
Theatre
in.
Tacoma, Wash., died recently in
that city. A native of Los Angeles,
he operated his own commercial
art studio in Tacoma for several
years before moving to Butte,
Mont., in 1928 as district manager
for Fox Intermountain Theatres,
For a time Stone was with the
L.A. branch of National Screen
Service but returned three years
ago to Tacoma* to manage the Tem¬
ple Theatre.
Surviving are his wife, a brother'
and a sister.
HARRISON ATWOOD
Harrison Atwood, 70, vice chair¬
man of the board of McCannEricltson, advertising agency, died
Nov. 22 In New York. One of the
founders in 1912 of the H. K. Mc¬
Cann Co., a predecessor of McCannErickson, he established the busi¬
ness on the Coast in 1913 and re¬
turned to N. Y. in 1920. For the
next 20 years, Atwood was particu¬
larly active in the development of
the agency in Latin American and
Europe.
,
Wife, three daughters and a sis¬
ter survive.
PETER MANOS
Peter Manos, 56, partnered with
his brothers in operating several
theatres under tne corporate name
of the Monessen Amusement Co.,
died in Indiana, Pa., Nov. 9 of
cancer after an illness of six
months. A brother, Jack Manos,
Ellwood City, Pa., showman, had
preceded him in death by only a
few weeks, succumbing to a heart
attack in the lobby of his theatre
there.
He leaves his wife, a son, two
daughters, five .brothers and three
sisters.
ROBERT HOOD
Robert Hood, 58, a singer over
WJAS in Pittsburgh in the early
days of radio and for the last few
years assistant manager of Garden
Theatre on city’s Northside, died
there Nov. 19. Stricken with a
heart attack, in his home, he died
in a police ambulance en route to
the hospital. After his broadcast¬
ing days, he continued to perforin
professionally in clubs and for
organizations under the profes¬
sional name of Bob Lewis.
He leaves a daughter.
ALEX C. SULLIVAN
Alex C. Sullivan; 71, former New
York city
newspaperman
who
turned lyricist shortly after World
War I, died in Los Angeles Nov. 20
of a heart attack.
Sullivan was a top reporter on
the N.Y. World before he shifted
his activities to Tin Pan Alley in
1922. Among the songs he lyricized
were “Georgia- Rose,” “Kisses,”
“Florida Moon” and “I Can’t See
the Good in Goodbye.”
His wife survives.

Composer

Dec. 1, 1938
HU Devoted Wife.
was in “Stage Door.” Her legit
credits also included v “Biography,”
“Rain,”
“The Joyous
Season,”
“Town House” and “Peepshow.”
She had worked in summer stock
and was a member of the Theatre
Wing.
Daughter and mother survive.
WILLIAM A. IRELAND
William A. Ireland, 85, manager
of the Broadway in Denver from
1900 to 1915, died Nov. 18 in Van
Nuys, Cal. He represented the
American Tobacco Co. in Denver
before becoming manager of the
Broadway, then joined the original
“Birth of a Nation” company after
its showing at the Tabor, Denver,
touring the west as orchestra man¬
ager. He was controller of race
tracks at Santa Anita, Tanforan
and Bay Meadows before retiring
in 1950.
Surviving are four nephews and
two nieces.

T£Y. E. BRIGHT
Tay E. Bright, 55, assistant man¬
ager in charge of sales of KTRH,
Houston, died Nov. 19 in that city.
He was with the station for more
than 21 years. Prior to that he was
a member of the advertising de¬
partment of the Houston Chronicle.
Bright also served as manager
of KLEE, Houston for a year dur¬
ing the late 1940s.
B. O. SULLIVAN
B. O. Sullivan, 59, a national ad¬
vertising salesman for the New
York Daily News, died Nov. 21 in
Scarsdale, N. Y. He joined the
News in 1927 and was the first
commercial manager of its tv sta¬
tion WPIX. He returned to the
News’ advertising dept, in 1949.
Wife, daughter, brother and two
sisters survive.'

ALMA WHITAKER
Alma Whitaker, 75, a columnist
and feature writer for the Los
Angeles Times for 30 years before
retiring from active Writing in
1944, died Nov. 23 in Glendale, Cal.
She was well known in Hollywood
for her barbed wit and at one time
THEODORE KOSLOFF
was a favorite luncheon speaker in
Theodore Kosloff, 74, former film groups.
ballet and silent picture star, died
Surviving is a son.
Nov. 22 in Los Angeles. Born in
Russia, he was a member of the
PAUL COTTON
Russian Imperial Ballet before
Paul Cotton, 50, tv columnist for
coming to the U.S. in 1912.
the Des Moines Register, died of a
Kosloff was seen in many silent heart attack Nov. 17 in that city.
films appearing with such stars as He had been with the Register and
the late Wallace Reid, Geraldine Tribune since 1928 and was city
Farrar, .Elaine Hammerstein and, editor of the Tribune from 1931 to
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1950, when he became tv reviewer munists had a substantial member¬
and columnist.
ship or wielded considerable in¬
His wife and mother survive.
fluence, but he was determined to
go ahead. Locations would prob¬
Craig McDonnell Kenney, 49, ably be filmed in Northeast Tur¬
veteran radio actor, died Nov. 24 key and casting of the title role
in New York. Known profession¬ was now being actively considered.
ally as Craig McDonnell, he ap¬ Among the names put forward
peared on many radio serials, in¬ were those of Yul Bryntier, Kirk
cluding
“Greatest
Story
Ever Douglas and James Mason.
He
Told.” Wife, son and daughter added that many actors had sent
survive.
photographs of themselves with
superimposed drooping moustache
John (Skip) Fawcett, 27, Warren, to indicate a personal likeness to
O., drummer, was killed Nov. 10 the Red dictator.
when his .car hit a bridge abut¬
That project would, in turn, be
ment while he was returning from
followed by a - story of the U.S.
a recording studio in Buffalo,
Marines, based on the court mar¬
where he reportedly had cut some
records with the A1 Belleto Sex¬ tial of a sergeant following the
tette, with which he was working. death of six draftees on an allnight endurance march. Both of
those subjects would be made as
Gerhard Ebeler, 79, one of Ger¬ American productions, but as and
many’s most noted pop song com¬ when the story demanded, he
posers, died Nov. 12 in Cologne. would make additional films .in
Best known of his many tunes was Britain.
“Du Kannst Nicht Treu Sein,”
translated into English as “You
Can’t Be True, Dear.”
*
Mother, 79, of tv singer Marilyn
Hare, died Nov. 22 in Hollywood.
She was the widow of Ernie Hare
of radio team of Jones & Hare
(“The Happiness Boys”).
Ralph Reid, 54, NBC radio engi¬
neer for the past 25 years, died
Nov. 20 of a heart attack in Hol¬
lywood.
Jay G. Grace, 55, violinist with
the Wayne King orchestra, was
fatally wounded Nov. 22 by an at¬
tacker’s bullet in Chicago.
W. A. Langan, 62, manager in
Longview, Tex., for East Texas
Theatres for the last 13 years, died
there recently.
^
Brother, 56, of Arthur Landsmanr president of Statewide DriveIn Theatres, died recently in San
Antonio.
Pier Maria Rosso Di San Secondo, 67, Italian playwright and
■novelist, died Nov. 22 in Camiori,
Italy.
Prof Konstantin A. Zubov, pro¬
ducer and director of Moscow’s
Maly Theatre, died Nov. 22 in
Moscow.
James A„ Morgan, 49, longtime
orchestra director, died Nov. 22 in
Fort "Wayne, Ind.

Zanuck’s Island’
Continued from page 2
seven weeks location at Granada,
near Barbados, and there would remaiironly about two weeks inter-*
jars to be lensed in a British
studio.
Their transportation bill
alone amounted to more than
$360,000 and so great was the risk
that Lloyds of London had declined
to insure their equipment, which
included four major generating
sets .
He thought they had undertaken
one of the biggest location jobs
ever in the industry and apart
from the hefty crew, they had 14
principal players and as many as
3,000 extras. The crowd, who were
drawn from the local population,
Zanuck said, “took direction like
trained Hollywood extras” but
were frequently carried away by
the scenes they were enacting.
This was particularly evident in a
political debate in which/ James
Mason was the principal figure.
At his press conference Zanuck
said he had made his first inde¬
pendent film in Britain because it
was a British subject by a British
author and the cast had to be pre¬
dominantly British. He added that
he had turned independent in
[ order to revert to a creative job;
as an executive producer he was
tied to a desk working out compli¬
cated percentage deals.
He be¬
lieved that the switch had, in fact,
converted him into one of the
majors; the studios were gradually
becoming releasing outlets for the
output of indepenednt producers.
As executive ^producer at 20thFox, his salary plus his dividends
as a substantial stockholder, total¬
led around half a million dollars
a year, but the tax man collected
soirie 92% of that total. Since the
end of World War II, because of
his rise in standard of living he
had 'ended up every year in the
red. .
Zanuck confirmed that his next
indie venture would be his Stalin
biopic, which would trace the story
of the Red leader from his youth¬
ful days in. a seminary in Georgia
until his 52nd year. He was aware
that the project might be boycotted
in various markets where the C om-

MARRIAGES
Carol Ohmart to William Pres¬
ton, San Francisco, Nov. 22. Bride
is a screen actress.
Joan Bergman to Robert Berry,
Pittsburgh, Nov. 24.
Bride’s a
sister of Gloria Okon, whp does
commercials
on
Ray
Bolger’s
“Washington Square.”
Kathleen M. (Kathy) Maguire to
Thomas G. Cody, Newton Center,
Mass., Nov. 17. Bride, daughter of
a former major league baseball
star, conducts “Taste Time” on
WRGB-TV, Schenectady.
Alice Joy Martin to Neal Merritt,
San Antonio, recently. He’s a disk
jockey on staff of KONO in that
city.
Mae Williams to Victor Perry,
Nov. 23, Portland, Qre. Both are
nitery performers.

BIRTHS

Mr. and Mrs. Syd Barrett, daugh¬
ter, Los Angeles, Nov. 20. Father
is a film editor.
*
Mr. and Mrs. Robert C. Dennis,
daughter,
Hollywood
Nov.
20.
Father is a tv writer.
Continued from r^ge 54 ;
Mr. and Mrs, Gordon Smith, so a,
Fort Worth, Nov. 20. Mother is
Showboat Girls
Slipperettes
G. Redman Ore
“Ann Alden,” femcee of a daily
Mike Werner Ore
Thunderbird
show
on KFJZ-TV there.
Silver Slipper
China Doll Rev
French Folies
Ming & Ling
Mr. and Mrs. John Picko^yicz,
Hank Henry
Toy & Wing
son,
Yonkers,
N.Y., recently. Father
Artie James
Tong Bros.
is head of Metro’s photostat dept
Barbara McNair
Sing Lee Sing
Yasmina
China Dolls
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Sterling,
Sparky Kaye
Barney Rawlings
Cliff & Judy Ferre Thunderbird Dnc»a daughter, Stamford, Conn., Nov. 23.
Mac Dennison
A1 Jahns Ore
Father does the daily waker-upper
Jimmie Cavanaugh
Dukes of Dixieland
show at WCBS Radio, N.Y., and
also emcees CBS-TV’s ‘-‘Big Top.”
MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH
Hr. and Mrs. Russell Stoneham,
Ball & Chain
Margie Leslie
Coleman Hawkins
son, Hollywoqd, Nov. 20. Father is
Syd Stanley Ore
Terry Gibbs 4
an assistant tv producer.
Sans Soucl Hotel
Eden Roe
Jackie Miles
Peter Wood
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Roden, son,
Barry Sisters „
Holly Warren
Hollywood, Nov. 21. Father is an
Elaine Deming
Ricki Dunn
assistant screen director.
Mai Malkin Ore
Eddie Morgan
Chuey Reyes Ore
Freddy Calo Ore
Mr. and Mrs. E. Lapiduss, daugh¬
Fontainebleau
Seville
Nelson Eddy
ter, Pittsburgh, Nov. 19. Mother’s
Charlie Farrell
Gail Sherwood
Mickey Gentile
former
Playhouse actress, Esther
B &, C Robinson
Tommy Ryan
A1 Navarro Ore
Johnny Silvers Ore Schwartz, and a sister of Sammy
Sacasas Ore
Rey Mambo Ore
Schwartz, an actor.
Leon & Eddie's
Saxony
Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Jeffers, son,
Can-Can Girls
George DeWitt
Toni Rave
Vivianne Lloyd
Killeen, Tex., Oct. 23. Mother is
Terry Rich
Ricki Dunn
the
* former Avril Couper, Scot
Denise
Charles & Faye
Atoma
dancer.
0
Cartes Ore
Malayan
Roney Plaza
Mr. and Mrs. H. Taylor Vaden,
Rivero Quintet
Jan Winters
son,
Philadelphia,
Oct.
25. Father
Bimini Mama
Jim Lucas
Pierre Duval
is sales promotion director at
Juliette Robbins
Lad Richards Band Lori Young
WCAU-TV.
Murray Franklin's Mel Greene
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Mosby,
Roy Sedley
Serge Valdez Ore
Anne Marie
5 O'clock
son, Jacksonville, Fla., Nov. 19.
Murray Franklin
Flash Lalne
Father
is production manager* of
Sandra Barton
Siska
WMBR-TV in that city.
Billy Mitchell
Tommy Raft
Fred Thompson
Parisian Rev
Mr. and Mrs. David Carlile,
Nautilus
Thunderbird
daughter, Burbank, Cal., Nov. 22,
Dick Hall
The Kentones
Phil Sena
Father is an actor.
Rip Taylor
Tony - Gyle
Hal DiCiccio
Mr. and Mrs. • Gilbert Schwartz,
Hal Fisher
Marion Powei’s
son. New York, Nov. 26. Mother is
Lela
Swift, a tv director.
HAVANA
Mr. and Mrs. David Clarke,
Sans Souci
Tropicarfa
daughter,
Nov. 18. Mother is ac¬
T & R Rodriguez
Gloria & Rolando
Joan Leslie
Harmonica
tress Nora Dunsee; father is an
Sonia Calero
Miguel Herero
actor.
Victor- Alvarez
Carmelita Vasquez

Variety Bills

Ortega Ore
.. Nacional
Caprice Chantal
Jose Arvelo
Grippo
Magic Violins
W. Reyes Ore

Carmela Reyes
Ruffinos
Elsa Marval
Ramon Calzadilla
Paulina Alvercz
S Sqarej Orq
A Romeu*Orq

RENO
Mardi Gras
The Jesters
Blue Chips
Mapes Skyroom
Ink Spots
Skylets

Ed Fitzpatrick Ore
ttiV££Side
Sportsmen
Starlets
Bill Clifford Ore

Brit. Gas Rationing
—t.

1 Continued from page 2

Without such support, their life
and prosperity could be severely
restricted.
As of the moment, the Ministry
of Fuel and Power, who "will be
responsible for allocating gas ra¬
tions to private-hire bus companies,
are unable to indicate the extent
of the cuts they’ll be obliged to in¬
troduce.
There is the possibility
that existing contracts may be
honored and, in any event, the
charter companies, like private
motorists, will be given a basic
fourmonth allocation in advance,
which can be used well within that
rationing period.
There is no doubt that, however,
generous the Ministry may be in
its supplementary allocations to
the bus Companies, that they will
have to cut down on some of their
long-distance trips. If the situa¬
tion becomes more acute, many of
them will have to be eliminated al¬
together.
Quite apart from the organized
bus parties, all the arenas arp out¬
side the centre of London and off
the beaten track. It is question¬
able, therefore, whether the pri¬
vate motorist, with an allocation
permitting a maximum of 200 miles
in a month, will wish to Use his
limited gas allocation for such
trips. As all these -entertainments
are family shows, there is always
the problem of taking a party of
children on crowded public' trans¬
port.

Choate & Rosen
- Continued from page 57
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ews of Charlotte Bronte’s “Jane
Eyre.” Scheduled for next season
is a new play^ “Come Into My Gar¬
den.” by Charles Boothe. In addi¬
tion, Choate & Rosen have optioned
“Aspects of Love,” a novel by
David Garnett, for which an adap¬
tor is being sought.
“Anastasia,”
which
recently
closed, was produced for only about
$8,000 (Qhoate got the New York
setting from original presenter
Elaine Perry for a relatively low
price) and earned around $75,000
profit.
“Chalk Garden,” put on
for $13,000, earned back its cost in
five weeks and after playing Coast
engagements, it is now working
east for a contemplated return en¬
gagement in New York.
“Sleeping Prince,” for which the
touring rights were acquired . from
Producers Theatre & Gilbert Mil¬
ler prior to the Terence Rattigan
comedy’s recent Broadway open¬
ing, was financed at $30,000, with
provision for 33V6% overcall. The
show was budgeted at $30,000 for
production, plus'$15,000 bonds.
“Master of Thornfield” will re¬
hearse and open Jan. 28 at the.
Sombrero Playhouse, Phoenix, then
play two weeks at the Geary, San
i Francisco, and three weeks at the
Hartford, Hollywood, after which
it will presumably tour. The cast
hasn’t been announced, but Mar¬
garet .Webster is returning from
England to direct.
Also ‘Tables’ and ‘Debutante’
Minheapolis, Nov. 27.
Edward Choate and Albert H.
Rosen have acquired the road
rights to .two more current Broad¬
way shows, Terence Rattigan’s
“Separate Tables” and William
Douglas Home’s “Reluctant Debu¬
tante.”
That was revealed last week by
Rosen, here for a checkup visit to
the partner’s “touring production of
“Sleeping Prince.”
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